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U~IIV;~H5IYY 0 F COLORADO

October 31, 1968

The Honorable Ht:lrold Brown
Secretary of the A~t' Force
The P.enta'Jon
Vl<lshinqton. D. C.

Dear Dr. Brown:

Pursuant to Contract No.F44620-67-C-0035
beh.ecn the United S'':utes Iii r. Porce and t'h.e Uni
versity of Colorado, 1 transmit hcn;;l... ith elle
rinal report of the Scientific ?l:1.ldy of Unidenti
fied Flying Objects.

As fOU know, the University undertook this
study at thp ursing of the Air Force. not only for
its furely scientific tlspects, but in order that
there ll1ight: be nc quest ion that any of the llk\ttern
reported hC=l)~C.i n reflect. anyt:1 :!"JJ other thun strict
attention t.l1 t.he di~c0very J.nli disc LOGure of the
facts. I w:mt. to take thi1,; OCC<.lSlOn to ,"',ssure yo:)
th<..t I undcl tho direct ion of Dr. Edwd,::,d 1J. Condon,
the st.udy l.c~3 been made and the r.eport. )1_~epared

wi ell this thouqht consti.mtly in m':..nd. '!:'he Air
Force has bE'cn most. (,:copcr"tiva, })oth if. respect
to Curn i ~jhjnq the pJ:u~oct with d 11 .i.n.( or.mation in
.;. t.s possc,,,s i.(m bc'-tr.:Lnq upon the sub-jeeL mi]~tcr of
the invcsti]ation und, cquully importunt, jn
pursll.i nC! 11(( : ~)cl'upulQusly u policy of cOntr let l~

non-intcr'l.:~u" \,.:tb. Die work of Dr. Condon c'.nd
his std t: 1. • • het8i; never peon the s liq'}",~e:,'c

sU~1"lJest.i.on o( ill,y of.ort on th(;~ part of the Air
Forcc to it" f lucn,'c either t:he conduct of the
in'restig<ll:i.':1n or the \'ontent 'Jf thiq i"Cport.
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The Honor.;l.l;ln Harold Brown
Pyge 2.

October 31, 1968

.I\'s a consequence of this cooperation
and of a diligent effort on the part of
BC ientir,ts at this !Jl~iversity, at the Environ
mental Science Services Administrat ion, at. ·the
Ndt~on~l Center for Atmospheric Research, and
at ot1ler universi th~l; and sc ientific institu
tion~, the r~port transmitted to you herewith is,
I believe .. as thorouqh as the time and fundl3
allotted tor the purpose could pussibly permit.

We hope and believe that .it will have
the effect of placing the controv~rny as to the
nature of unjdentified flying objects in a proper
se ientU: ic perspec:tive. We also trust that .i. t
Will stimulate scj.entific res~arch along lines
that may yield iwport ant new l...no·....lea.ge.

,~incerely yours,

.~
resident

The Honora.l")le Harold Brown 
Pilge 2. 

October 31, 1968 
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Preface

On 31 August ]966, COIOl101 Ivan C. Atkinson, Deputy Executive

Director of the Air Force Offlce of Scientific Research, addresJed

a letter to the UniverSity of ColoTado. In it he outlined the

belief of AFOSR that a scientific investigation of tmidentified

flying objects ronducted wholly outside the jurisdiction of the Air

Force would be of unusual significance from the standpoint of both

sdentific intelest in and public concern wlth the subject. Cc}onel

Ackinso requested "that the University of Colorado part;, dpate in

this investigation as the grantee institution." Ihe Ullhecsity ~;as

asked to undertake this scientif'c study wj~h the uncon01tional

guarantee that lIthe sci,'nti sts involve:! 1"1,1 ~ have complete freed.'I':l

to design and develop te(.'~1l1iques for the Jnvi;stigaticm of th.e '/lUJ ~c1

physical ahd psychological questions raised in conjunc, i<m 'I'.. ith thi.s

p};<enomenon a<.~cording to their be~t scientific judgment."

The request of APOSR was pursuant ':0 the recummendation made in

March, 1966, of an ad hcc panel uF the United States Air Force Scien

tific /d"'~;ory Board, chdired bl Dr. Brian O'Brien. Subsequently,

as chai fll,'li' of the AJvhor: Committee to the Air Force ~:ystems Cunur.am'

of the NatIonal Academy Sciences-National Research Council, Dr. Ol~rien

had advised AFOSR on th~ suitability of the Universit)· of Colon~do as

the grantee illS~.itution.

follOWing rel.'eipt of Lolonel Atkinson' 5 reqUl.'st iii b~l1illf or AFOSR,

the Univen:lty administration and ;.llter~~led meulbers oJ the f.l<.~ulty

tli ,~cussed the pr[lpo~ed "3~udy proj ed., Thl~ ~H1bj ect \<Ia~; 1'ecognized as

hQing both elusive and l.:o'ltroversial in j'·:s scic!ltifi,< a~pects. F01'

this rC'a~iOn alone I there' was an ul:derstand14h Ie relucta,,('f) on the ra:rt

of many sd\mt;.sts to undel":ake such a stuty. Scientists hesitate to

I.~ommi t the" r time to research th8,t d,)es !1t t ;lppCUl' to offt·: reasonably
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clear avenue,:; by \\·hich definitl" progres.; "r:ay lie Illude. In addit.ion,

the subject had achievecl considerable Jlotoriety over the years, Many

popular book5 and magaz. ine articles hCid CJ'i ti ::1 zed the Air rune for

not devoting mOTe attention to the subject; 0thcrs c1iticiu(1 the Air

Force for pa.yin~ any 3ttt'lltioll whateVt;f to UFOs.

Bf'-aring ·,:hese facts in mind, the Uni ven; i ty dJn:ini strut ion cor,··

eluded that it had an obligation to the country to do what it could

to clarify a tangled and confused issup while ffiuking ent:rp)y _~rtain

that the highest acadernil.: and scie',ltific standards would LL: maint:Jinccl,

Fortunately, Dr. Edward U. Condon, Professor of Physic~ qnd Fellow of

the Joint 11.stitutc for Laboratory Astrophysi~s, shared this cnncern

and wa~ willing to ~ccept appointment as scientific director of the

project. Designated as principal inve:,tigatars with Dr. Condon

\\Cere Dr" Stuart Cook, ,'.':"fessor and Chairman of the Department C'f

Psychology, and Or. ~"'ranklin E. RO<Jch, ph:'sicist specializing in atnos

phcTic physics at the I:nvi. ··onlnental Science Services Adr.1inistration,

Assist'lllt Dean Rubert J. 1,0·'. of the Craduate School wa5 appojntcu

proj ect coordiJ1;l to!'.

The University undertook the study onl r 011 condition that it wou]c: II'

conducted us a narmLd sdenLflc research \}J'ojcct, SUbject only to the

professional scient Lfie judgment of th~~ Ji rector and his a1 d~~s. Fr('~~-

dom from control by the ~rill1tll1g a~:ency \~HS guaranteed not only hy the

as~crtions of Colonc'l Atkinson, bll~" also hy the provision that the

l'ompletl' report .If he I'inding'; of the :,tuoy would be l11UuC avail<:llde to

the pub] il'.

In ;dditioll the UI11vcrsit'/ rl·co ..:ni/.vd 1.h,:t th',' :it:uLly, (1:; ti:l'

first Undl'rt,l~;('n on:l brl);j, ,'Il\;..;11 tIll,; fi('ld, W'.' d ~·avc serni" ... ]

t't"fcct. It thClr.d'Ol"C Je~ircJ the cooperation 01' til' ::-;cientlfic cOlnmllt;ity

at large. AS~\lr~ncl:~~ nf ~;Uprl)!'t {lTld cOIlI'~(l were forthcoming from

~;uch il1',t i tutiollS H:, the ~lat, '.tla 1 Center f:)f Alll\osphcr\\: l{cscafch (NCi\H)

md the Environnlt'lltal SciCI1C!! ·l'rvicr)i; I\dmillistratjoll (W;SA), and from
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many scientists and scienti{~r institutions in other parts of the

l-ountry.

The University also welcomed an arrangement whereby the methods

und re~ults of the study would be critically examined at the COflclusion

of the project, This cOOpt/ration Iva') extended by th~ National Academy

of Sdencl'5, which announced in its October 1966 NeuJ8 Report that the

Academy had agreed to review th~ Univcristy of Colorado study upon its

completion in 1968. Unh.~sitatingly agreeing to this independent cxam

inatirJn of the study, the ASOFR announced that it would con~ '.~l('·' the

J\AS )'cviel\' a "further independent check on the s<.:tentific v~l1ic1ity of

t:1e method of inve,',;t igat i on."

In Octoher, 1966, the scient! f:i G director assemblf;',~ H Ji10dest ~;taff

centered at the University campus jn Boulder and work L)( gan. Tn addi

tion, agreements were cnte:-cd into hetween the Ulliver:;ity and such

institutions as NCAR, the Institutes of ESSA, the Stanford I<esearch

Institute and the University of Arizona for the scientific and te(hnical

rvices of persons in specialized fields of kno~ledge bearing upon the

sul', ect under investigation. Thus it became.: pos."iblc to study sped £i c

topics both at Boulder and elsewhere and tf) bring to bear upon the Jata

gathered by the project's field investigatj"n teams whatever expertise

might be required for full analysis of the inforll1aLon.

The report of the study that was conducted over the ensuing 18

months is presented 011 the following pages. It is le:lgthy and diverse

in the subject: it tn'd,s, which range from histcry to critical eXl1mi-

nation of eye-I.itn.~:;s rCjirJrts; frCll1l laboratory analysis to presentation

of ~ener;11 ~,~' mtific pruH,::ipl('s. No claim of perfection is l1Iade for

tILE· ~.tud}' ll' for its re:;ult:-;, sInce I.i.ke any scientific endeav,)f! it

co\dc.: h;J"'" ->I' iltlproved IIpon- ';speclally from t.he vflntagc,wdll~, of

hindsight. ~'Ie reade'" should .. hus bear in mind that th.i' stuu;' r~-prc-

sents the fi r~\t :.ttOltlpt by ;1 s.:roup of .1 ghl)' qual1 fJ, (I ,'iC ienti;.;t?> ;;''\d

!ipCI:i.l1ists to r";,dll;;ll' ~~oJdly Ui d d' 'ipas:1iollute l :' U 5UJ,jCCt that (,JS
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aroused the lmagillation an,l e!!~cti(Jn5 of ~;ornl' )JL'TSOIIS HnJI'us intrigued

many ot:H~rs. ~~o one stuJy can answc'r all questions; hut ;t can point

out new lines for ,'cst'arch, it can cross off some ,i.Jeas LS not fruit

ful for furH',cr inquiry, and it can lily to n-lst at lea::;~ :;;ome rumor's,

cxa6ge:ration5, and imaginings.

Thurston I:. ~lan~1illg

Vice I'resi(h'nt :'or Acr.Jemic ,\ffairs

Boulder, C0loradc

uctober 31, 1908
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Conclusions and Recommendations
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We believe th&t the existinr 12lcord ;md the results of the

Scientific Study of Unident~ ~~ed Flying Cbjects of the University

of Colorado, which arl' presented i'l det;.l~ in subsequent :~ections of

this report. support the conclusions aT~d reC0"lnendations which follow,

As indicated by its title, the emphasis of this study has been on

attempting to learn from UFO reports anything that could be considered

as adding to scientific know) edge. Our general conclusion is that

nothing has come from the study of UFOs in the past 21 year!; that hr.s

added to scientifi~ knOWledge. Careful consicuration of the record as

it is available to us leads us to cC:lclude that further extensive study

of UFOs probably cannot be justified in the o:podation t 1\at science

will be advanced thereby.

It has been argued that this lack of contribution to s(:h~nce is

due to the fact that very little scientifi~ offort has been put on the

subject. We do not agree. We feel that the reason that there has bepn

very little scientific study of the subject is that thosl' scientists

who are most directly concerned, astronomers, c!tmosph'~ricphysicists,

chemists, and psyc.hologists, having had ample opportunity to look into

thr.· mat ter, h<'lve indi vi L1ually decided that UFO phcllorn.~na Llo not offer

a fruitful field in which to look for major sdcntific discoveries,

This conclusion is sa important, and the public seems in general

to have so little understanding of holV sci l'tltists .vo:'k I that serne

more comment on it SOOlllS desirahle. Each person who ;-jets out to mak('

a \:areer of scier;tific research, chooses a general f:cld of hro;.<d

specialization i.n \'ihich to acquiro proficiency. Within that field he

JooKs for specific fields in which to IYork. To c.lo this he xc'eps rlbrca~;t

of the published scientifh: literatuTl', attends sci'2ntific mcr:tings,

\o,'here reports 011 current progre~s are givm:, and cntrgctically di:>cusses

his interes ts and those of his colleagues both facc- to ..· face and by

We believe th2..t the existinp 1 "cord :md the results of the 

Scientific Study of Unident~~~ed Flying Cbjects of the University 
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correspondence with them. He is motivated by an active curiosity

about nature and by a personal desire to make a contribution to

science. lie i~; con;;tantly probing for error and incompleteness in

the efforts thnt hal'e b\~en m",de in h15 fields of in,,~rest, and look

ing f"r new ideas about new ways to attack new prob leIns, From this

effort he arrives It pel~onal decisions as to where his own vffart can

be most fl'uitful. 'Dlese decisions are personal in the senSe that he

mus t estimate hi.'; L,wr, intt'llectual limi tat ions, an.d the limitations

inherent in the i,wrking si tuation in which he finds himself, includ

ing limits on the support of hi~ work, or hi~ invo.vement ~ith other

pr~-cxisting scientific commitments. While individual errors of

jUdgment may ar1~,'..;. : i~~ generally not true that all of the scientists

who are actively cl_tivating a given field of science arc wrong for

v<'ry iong.

Even concedLlg thJt the entire body of 'c':'firial" science might

be in error for a time, we beli.eve that theT'~ ih no hette:.: way to

correct error than to gl ve free reign to the idl~as c f indi vidual

\cienrists to mak,!' decisions as to the dircl'tior,', in which scientific

{rogress i~ most likely to be made. For legal hark se~~ible peopls

seek an att:>rney, and for medical treatment !;I_'nsibl e people seek'

qua 1,ified phY"iciall. The nation's surest gL.arantu: of scicntiflc

excellence is to leave the decision-making iJroces~ to the indhidual

and collective judgment of its scientists.

Scientists are no respecters of author.~ty. Our conclusion tlHi.t

study of UF', l'::ports is not likely to advancc' ~;dence will not he

uncritically ar,;G(~pted by them. Nor shculcl it be, nor do we wish it to

he. FOl scientif;ts, it i~ our hope that the detailed finalyth.:al pre

5rntation c/ w"at \\'(: werE' able to do, and of what I'll' were unable to do,

~'il1 assist them in deciding whether or not ~hcy agree with our con

cll1sioll~. (Jur hope is that the details of this report wi.ll help other

scientists in st~eing "hat thl' problems are and the difficulties of

co~ing with them.

If they agree Idth vur conclusions, they \dll turn their valllablE:'

attl'nticn ano talents elsewhere. If they disagree it will be bccf".';(·

correspondence with them. fle]s motivatod by an active curiosity 

about nature and by a personal desire to make a contribution to 
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our report I'as h.~lpcd them reach a clear pi duro of "her"in ('(jstiJlg

studies are faulty or incorrplett" and thereby wi 11 hWJe stimulated ideas

for mOle accurate ~tudies. If they do get such ide,,,:; and cr.n formu

lat,~ thew clearly. we have no doubt that support ','Ii tl be forthcoming

to ~:'a:rry (·n ,,,it!l such clearly-defiw'J, specific stuuies. We think

that such ideas for work should be supported.

Some readers rna> thInk that Ive have now \"a',Jdel'ed ilJto a contra

diction. Earliec we said that lYe do not tllinl, ;,tuLly of LIFO reports

is likely to be " frulCul direction of -;cientific advance; now we

h~lve1ust said tl:at persons ,,,lth good ideas for specific studies in

this field should b: supported. 'Ihis is no c,,'n 1.,radicion, Although

\,'e conclude after l,c3rly tloJO )'l'(lrS of intensive study, tiHlt we do not

see any frlli tflll Jines of advance frol:l the study of UFO reports, we

believe that any scienti~,t with ;j,dcqu;:tc tl'uiflillg dl1d :;l'C'dentials who

does come up with :, c1e:u'ly dpfi ned, sjJ('c, fj c prupu;C11 for st>.ldy

should be SUPP0~'tCcJ,

What ,,'0 iiL' saying i,erc Was said in a morc general conte:xt nearly

a century ago ty William Kingdon Clifford, a great J:nglish mathe-

matical physicist. 1:1 his "Aims and ]llstnJIIl,'nts of :'Cil'J1tific T~lOught"

he expresse'd himself t:1Ji. "ay:

Rerr,el1lbe'~, then, that [scientific thought] i:; (he

gllid" of act en; that the truUl whi ch it arri'los at

i:; not that wh cl. W(' call idcally uJlltel1lplat:l' withemt

error, but tl1".t I"'lid) WI' may uet 'lflOll \lithul,I r('ar;

Imd you cannot fiJi j t:J 7'·('[' that s;il'nti f:.- thought is

not all aCC,)1lII',I:lill1e r &1 Dr cOllrlitiul' 'If' :,Il::t;!l) prl)grc~is,

but hUII1<.m 1 rogn";s i t~;l' If',

.lus'c ~ ilHlividda] :;ci('l\ti ... t~; 111;1\' lila" I'fro/".. 0' ,JlldF',IJ\l'lIt aLollt

fru~tfu) dirvctions f'oI";ciclitiFic: ('!Iurl: \;\, :li:;\) allY Individual

adrninlslrato)' Or committee h'];ich i c1lilrgcd I"it.h ,lccirlillR Oil financial

supporl fDt' l'C5carc!' propos;Jl:; may also IIwk<' 1'1 crnJr of judgment.

Th S p,)sslbility is minimizcd hy the 'xis!',)))\." of par:dlel ('~lan'.lcls,

for c'Jnsi,.lt'ruti,on bv more than onl' group, ')1' l,rOI!) "Ils fpr reseurch

our report I'as !"clped them reach a dear pi ctutC of "Iwr"i 1\ (,(j sting 

studies are faulty or i.llcol1'plet .... and thereby wi II [w'Je stimulated ideas 

for mOle accurate 5t'..ldies. If tll<..')' do get such lJ.ef~:; and cP.n formu

Ll,t'~ thell' clearly. v.e have no uoubt t!18.t support ,tlUl be forthcoming 

to dlrry (,n l>'it!l such cl,.'arly-dC'finl'd, specific stutlie~. We think 

that such ideas fOf work should 1w supported. 

Some reauers ma:: thJllk that we h(1v(-) nO\\l \v:r'Jdercd i 1) t.o a contra

diction, Earliec we said that 1,'1(' do not til lId, :,tudy of UFO reports 

is likely to be " frult"'ul dirn'tioll of -ici('nti fic t1dVanCl'; nO\,1 we 

h;lve ';ust said tl:at P'lS0IlS I,ith good i(kus for "pecifjc studies in 

this fi<"ld should b: ,;upportc·(l. 'Illl~ i~ no c,;J1'.radicioll, Although 

\,e condud0 after I ,ear ly t\'O y,' llrs of i nt\,11 s i VIC study, tiH.lt \\Ie do not 

see any fruitful Jines of advance frol;1 the study of UFO reports, we 

lJelieve that an)' scient i~,t wi th ;lelC''iU'~tc train.iug ,mel :;},pelcntials who 

does come up l-'it!! " clearly tlt.'fi Jl(,d, ~;P('(:' fj c PY'ul'u;(.d for st'.dy 

should be sup;;v,,·tf:d. 

What \>'(.1 ,it.' ~i.lying I,cr(' Was saiel .in Ii more gencral contc)lt nearly 

a century ago ty William Kingdon (:li fford, a great 1:1l)!,] ish In!lthc-

matical physicist. 

he expresse,d himst'lf thL "ay: 

jl.elT,elllbc", tih'll, that [sci C'nt i fi c tliollght] i:; (he 

gt,id" of act on; that ttw trllUI which it arri'/cs at 

i:; not that wh.:c], \\It> call ideally (;ollt"llIpbtt, witi;'Jut 

('rror, but th:·.t I,hi l'h "..- JIlf.l)' ;Jel "POII \,;thUII\ roar; 

anJ you ('annot fiJi, t.:; :'Cl.' that s 'i"nLi i:.' thought .is 

not i.ill d.CC»1llp,l~til!1('1jt. Dr- COIldit iul' "f' Ltl~:lal1 prugrc'i.<-;, 

but. IlUl1l'.lIl I rn):H";S i I.,;,' 11' . 

. lus';: :~ indivic.Llal :;L:iC'llti,c.,t,; 111:1',' 111:11" I'fror", ',J' 11101)',111('11'( "Lollt 

frIJ,tfu) dirl.'ct.ions fUI";ciclltii'i<: ('111!rt, :it. a:::\l illl) Individual. 

adl7linl~lratol' or ,~omil1ittcl' h'hich i cil:lJ'gcd \'Iit.h ,k'ci<lil\g Oil financial 

supporl fDr l'cgcarcl' pl'oros:Jl:; Illay a.bo IIli1kcl'l ('rnn of judgment. 
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for c'Jns.i.,.kruti.on bl' more than onl' "fellif'. 'Ji' I,ro III "Its f<.'1' research 



.1Tojects. In thcJeriou since 1945, the federal government has

evolved flexible mJ effective machinery for giving carefuL considera

tion to proposals from properly qualiflec ~·ch;ntists. What to some

m~\y SCl'm like dupli(:ated ma::hil1ery actu&. 1)' acts as a safeguard against

erro'cs beirl b ;nade by~;ome sIngle offi. r a Lody. Even so. some errors

could be made but th,~ hazard is ['f'ctllccd nearly to zero.

'I11~re£U.L'e W~ think that all of the agendes of the federal govern

ment. and the private foul/lations c" ·'dl. ought to be willing to

consider UFO research proposaL".."l1c.,.g I-I! til the others submitted to

them on Xl open-minded, unJ're.iudi;~~~'L" ')&Si5; While we do not think -3.t
".

presf'nt that anything \"orth','hi Ie is 1 ikely to come of such researcn

each individual ca~0 olJ~ht to be carefully cal :;idcrecl on its own

meri t~;.

1his fO:rtll'llation car;'i PS with it the coro; .c,: . tha:: we do not

think that 'it th:s time ',:he :::'edcre.l governncnt ollgh: to~;et 'ifel.

major ~l~W agency, as :;om(' have ,'dggc;; ,ed, fur 1" e scientific study!)f

UFOs. 'This conclusion Ill:::;/ 11:< h· t"'u': for all time. If, by the progres<

of research baseJ on nl'\.\' ideas lr'j tLi~', ficlJ, _;.t lhvl1 app~ars \'/orth

while to cr(~ate such an agl'ncy, t1l0 Jecision to do so WI)' he taken at

that ti'lle.

h'e flnd that t.l<~r(' ,n .ll;lport'.lnt ar(;mi of atmospheric optics,

including raj, ,1 Wa\'l' propa;';;ltion. und of atmospheric electric.i ty in

\'I'hich presc:;\t kno"lh\ge is quite inc.r,lllple1e. Thl's!:' topics came to

O"T atteption in \.. illcction ...;jth the int(~rpr(~tation of :,omc UFO n~ports,

tJ+: t:i\(y arc 2,1'''' f funJulnl'lItai Sr.i"'1tiril' intcrC:it, aLlJ they tlr"

rc ~"nUH to pliictical prohlem,; ;"c1atl'd to H)(' ill1provf"l1cr.t of safe")' of

militaty and dvili:lll flying.
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enthusiasm for ~,tudy of UFiJ rCJOl·ts as 5u-.:h h~ 111ls:onstrlled as a

reconntlt:H('.ation that these LllDort,t:' t related fields of scientific worle

]1(\t be adequate 1;1 supported in the future, In an era of maj or deHd.op-

men; of air travel, of spacE explQration, and of mi.litary aerospllce

activities, everything possible should be done to improve our basic

u{\der~taJ)ding of :'.11 atmospheric ?henomena, and to improve the training

of astronauts and aircraft pilot:' in the n~cognition and u'.1dt~rstanding

.)f such phenomena .

•I'...s the reader of this repnrt \dll readily jUdge, we have focussed

attention almo'5t enti rely on the physical sciences, This \o,'li~ in part

Ii mc.tter of determiT'l',g priorities and in }i1Yt bet3uSe we found rather

less than some persuns rna;' l.ave expect,,~d in the way of psychiatric

problelils relat.ed to bel.ief in the rcallt)' of UPOs as craft from remote

galactic or intergalactic civilizations. We believe that the rigorous

study of the beliefs--ulisupported by v~licl evidence--held by indivi

duals rind even by 5~me group" might prove of scientific value to the

social and behavioral s(.;lences, There is DC' implicatjon here that

individual fi:: ~::'(;~l~ :1sychopathology is a principal area of study,

Report'; of UFOs ofter interesting challl'J1&es to the stulent of cogni

tive pr,)ccsses as they are affected by individual and social variables.

By this c:onnectirlll, we conclude that a cont'~nt-an,aysis of press unt!

televisi ~Jn covclage (If UFO r;;)ports might yieltl data of value both to

the ~0da} sci("tist an,l the communlcatioll~; special1st. The lack of

such a. ~,tu<.1)' in the prc~·;cnt report is clue to a judgment on our part that

other 1.irea~, of ):1i['~:tit~;,tion were of much higher priority. We do not

5ugge~t, hOwl~v(.lr, 'llfl.t ihe UFO pneno71/C11")]1 IS, by its IlH'cure, more

liJl1cl'.able to stili:)' in th,,';<: discipli'](;!s than in the physical sciences.

On th~' (;ontr2,ry, 'lie ,'011, 1'.: II c that til<' ',Wl'( spe,if:city in propO~;e('l

res~'arch in thc5~ <.H'C;~S i; I\~, tie:.; i. ruble '.:; it i:; i" tL,. phy:ii cal

sciences

'Jhe questioi. ~.·('m'lil1'; !IS to what.i f anything, th,~ fe<1erl1l f,overn··

ment should do ah-:JUt tlH~ lIFO l'l'ports it recl"lvcs (rom the general public.
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lhis question is inscpar~)le from the question oi the natir ~1

defense inteNst of these rcpo'rts. -"he history of the tJast 21 )'E'ars

has repeatedly led Air I"oree officers to the conclusion tha' nO:l( of

t:.e things seen, or though t to have been seen, Whl ch pass 'O~! ti /. ;lCiJl:e

of UFO reports, consti tuted any hazard or thr~at to natL:mal su:.u:d ty.

We felt that it was out of our province to attempt an indepe'1JeJI~;

evaluation of this conclusion. We adopted the attitude that, with')ut

attempting to assume the defense responsib;lity which is that of the

Air Force, if we came across any cvi denc0 '.-Jhatcvcr that seemed to .l~

to indicate a defense hazard we would call it to the attention of the

Air Force at once. We did not find any such evidcnce. We knol" t:f no

reason to question the finding of the Air ror(~~ that the whole class

of UFO reports so far r.onsidercd does not pose a defense prob lem.

:\t the same time, however, the basis for reaching an opinion of

this kind is that such reports have been given attention, one by O;1C,

as they are received. !lad no attention whatever been given to allY of

them, we would not be 1n a position to feel confiJent of this conclusion.

Therefore it seems that on 1y 50 !1luc:h attention to the subject should

be given as the Department of Defense deems to b<;! necessary strictIy

from a defense point of vie'.". T!1C level of effort should net be raised

bt'cau=,e of argWl1ents that th~ subject has scientific irnportHI1C(,. ~jO

far as present indicaticn~ eo.
It is our imprl'SsioJI that the dcf{'IlSe funct i on could be r~Tformeu

\.;ithin the framework est,lblL:5hl~d fOl'intelLgence and surveillance

opcrati ons v;i thout ~ ,'(' continuance of il sped al uni t such as Project

Blue Book, but thh is 11 qU('StiOl~ for d(~fe.l~H' spl'dalj~u:; rather than

research scientists,

[t has been cC:ilUm:]('d thHt, lhe sub icct ha:, bE't~n shruuued in

offi cial <;ecrecy. \\'c conclude oth~rh'is(J. \Ve have no evi Jenc(~ of

sl.'crccy concerning U\:() rC'port~. What has been miscalled secrecy has

hccn no mort.' thn:l '111 j lltel Ugent pol i cy of delay ill re1ea:L1& data 5".>

tl'at the pubUc dOI~~; not become (;OnfUSl~d by prcllluture publ -.::ttion of

~ncomplete shlJic~: :)f repol':5.
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TIll' subject of LJH)s has lH'l'1\ \~iJ('l:; lilisr~\pf'(';;l)l\tvJ to 1.11._ puhl ic

" a small nUll1h')' of individuals who l1avt' l(IV(\l1 sl'nsati:malizecl prv

sellt;ltions i;\ \,ri tings and public lecturt'~;, So far as we can judge,

no~ many people have been mislf':ll by such irrtJsponsible behavior, but

'n' latever effect there has becn has lJ('en bad.

A related problem to loJhich we wish to c!i.rect public attention is

the miSt·J"lulticnin \,JUt' schools whit.:h arL,cs from the fact that many

children are being allc\~eJ, if not actively E!llCOUl'aged, to devote

thci r 5cil.'lIce study tim': to the read i ng Jf UFP hooks and ;na~:azinc

articles of the type r(>fern'd to in the preC(;c"ilg pllrCigraph. We feel

that children arc educationally harm,J f.y' ab~;()d'ing llnsound and

erroneous matl'rial IS if it \~en' sdenLfically well founded. Such

~;tudy is harmful not Ill'.'rl'l\' hecause of tile crrOne0l1S Iititun.' of the

material itself, but also lH.'eause such :;tutly retards the u(,vl'lopmcnt

of a critical Faculty I'lith rl\gard tc sci,'nti f; ,: ,,'vl.jen~~c:, which t';)

some Jegree ought: to be part of the e<]IH:ati0IlJF evcry /\mcrican.

l11erefore we strongly recommcnJ tj:\t (,l''''l''rs rcfr"i.l1 from giving

students cl'cdi.t for ';cI1001 work based en thdl~",a(lij\,& of the presel1t1y

<!v3ilaLlc UFO books and 'l1aga~inc articles. T(i!H'l's who find their

students stl"ongly mO'-lvdted II' this dil'lH.t~or s,loulJ attempt to

Cha.ll'l~l their illt(~re;'-ts 'n th(~ dir"ctio', ,)./ ~:~Jr'Ol)!'i stUtly of astronomy

and mClteolo1ogy. and in tl1l' diJ'('ct")J1 ~f c1it,(;'Jl analySt!'; of arguments

for fantastic prol;osi tion~ that ar ~ bciJIi; suppcrtcd by appcal~-, t,·,

fallaciotls "t:,lSOitl ng or false til<, i,.

We :,OP( that tht' 1"'Slilts of our study \'Ii i_prove useful to

sci,,'ntist~ :11)(1 thQ~e n'spollsihle for the f(Jrn;~\thl11 of public polir:y

gcncra J1Y in deal i IIg v; i th th i ~ pJ'Olll em wh i eh i\'j~; no..... 1H'el1 wI til I'l' fur

,; 1 >'enrs,
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',tllUY is harmful not 11I','rl'\1' hccaw;c of lj\e ct'JOneOI1S Iilltufe of the 

materi al itsd f, but al~o h(.'ctltlse such ,;tudy retards tIle' u('vl'lopment 

of a cri tiral faculty "Ji th rl'gard tc S<.:i.l'llt.i fi ,: ,,'vi,lel1~;e, which t':) 

somt' J<.'gref? ought: to be part of the e'~,)(:ati01l )f c\Jt'l'y Am('rican, 

111crefore wc strongly recommend tl1lt L '.'~ lrrs refr"i.n from giving 

students cI'cdi.t for ';cI1001 work baseu (.1', thd.l~,,;al.lill,g of th(~ prosel,t 1, 

dV:J:laLlc UFO books 311(1 'lIaga~inr articles, 1'«"h('1';1 who fjnd their 

students s tl"ongly mo" iv,ltecl if' this di'l't!( .. t~Dr ';.loulJ attempt to 

Chtul'1.~l tlwir illt('rc:ts '.n til,> diT"cti{)'. ,)./ ':~)l":ou.s study of astronomy 

an<l me:teol(.)logy. and ill till' di.l'('ct ,.'111 ~f eli t, ,;Jl anulysl!> of 3rgum('nt~ 

fOf fantastic propo5ition~ tll:1t at ~ b('inl~ surpcrtcd by appeal::, t", 

fallaciotlf, ,'v<lso;!lng or Callie <lll,'" 

We ;,ope that tht' ""S\lI ts o! our study w'i i, prove useful to 

sci,'ntbt!' and th(J~(~ l'l'''l'clllsihlt, for the fCJrJ)";;ltioll of public p()li,:y 

general'll' Itl llc.dill): v;ith thi~ pl'OI.1il'lII '"hi\:h ilJ~; now Iwt'll W(tl1 t'S fur 

~ 1 )'l'nr~, 
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1 . 0t.'i£.;_l.l__l":.!-_t Il~_(~~~t~!~.~d~.'.._\~~ ..c.~!_

The dt'_ i~inl1 tp csLlnlish this prn.il',·t {'or toile Scicnti fic StuJr'

tlf Unidentified Flying Objects stems fnllll rccomnk'nd<ltions in :l report

dated March 1966 of an Au lIoc Conuni ttee of ti,,, fli r Force ~d enti fie

Advisory BoarJ set up under the chairmanshi~ of Dr. Brian O'Brien to

~eview the work of Project Blue B00k. Details of the history of work

on UFOs are set forth in Section V, Chapter 2. (See also AppenJix A.)

The re~~ommE'jld,ltion was:

It is the opinion \'f the Committee that the pre~;ent

Ail Force program deeding with UFO sightings hiS been well

organi zed, a1 though the resources nssigncd til it (on:"y one

officer, a sergeant, and .i secretary) have I,een quite limited,

In 19 years and more tl1(1n 10,000 sightings lccorded and clas

sifIed, there' apnears to he no verified and fully satisfactory

evidence of any case that is clearly outside the framework

of presently known science and technology. Nevertheless,

there is always the possibility that analysis of new sight

ings may provide some additions to scientific knowledge of

value to to? Air Force. Moreover, some of the case records

at which the C0mmiUee Jooked that were listed as 'ider.tified'

were sightings where the evidence collected wa" too meager or

too indefinite to permit positive listing in the identified

category. Because of this the Conunittee reconunends that the

present program be strengthened to provide opportun~ty for

sci::ntific inve:--;tj!~;ltion of selected sightings in m( re detail

than has hecn POSS! LIe to d,',tc.

To accompli sh th l~: it is recommended that:

II. C(\!1tI'ilcts be negotiatcu with a few selected un;v"r

:,iti{~s to provide sci<"'lltific teams to investigate promptly

and in depth l'crtain s('lected sightjlw,s 0'.' UFO's. Each team

should i ncludC' at least one psychologi st, prefclably one

interested in clinical psychology, and at least one Jhvsical

1 . ~ri£.:_'.l __ ~~_th ~_ (~.~:~,~!~_~d ~.:.X.!:~:l.e.~~ 
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('vidence of anv ca~e that is clearly outside the framework 

Df presently knoliJl science and technology. Nevertheless. 

there is always the possihllity that ana1y~is of new sight

ings may provide !'omc add.i.tions to scientific knowledge of 

value to t. ... Air Force. Moreover, some of the case records 

at which the Committ.cl' looked that were listed as 'ider.tified' 

were sightings where the evitl.ence collected wa'i too meager or 

(00 indefinite: to permit pDsitive listing in the identified 

c8tegory. l:lecause of this the Conuni ttee reconunends that the 

present progralll be strengtilctH'd to provi de opportull; ty for 

sClc'ntific inVl':·;til~;ltlon of selected siglttings 111 mire detail 

th~n has b(,cn 1'(I"~i],le to d;·.te. 

To accomplish thi~: it is tccommendcJ that: 

fl. Cont 1';1<:15 be nl'l4ot i ateu wi th ;1 few selected un: ,.'1" 

:<ltics to provide sciclltifilC tealiiS to investigate promptly 

and in ,krtl1 c-el'tain s('ll'ctC'd sightil)l~s 0:: UFO's. Each team 

should include at least one I,sychologist, prefeIably one 

interested 111 clini cal psychology, and 1't: least one ,Jhysical 



scientist, preferably an astronomer or geophysicist familiar

wi th atmcspheric phpics. Tile uni versi ties should be chosen

to provide good geographical distribution, and should be

within conv~nient distance of a base of the Air Force Systems

Command (AFSe).

B. At each APse base an officer skilled in investigation

(but not necessarily with scientific training) 3hould be

designated to work with the corresponding university team for

that geographical section. l~e local representative of the

Air Force Office of Special Investigations (OSI) might be a

logical choice for this.

C. One university or onc not-for-profit organizaticn

should be selected to coordina~e the work of the teams men

tioned under A above, and also to reake certain of very close

corrununication and caardinati on with the office of ?ro} ect

Blue Book.

It is thought that perhaps 100 sightings a year might

be subjected to this close study, and tha~ possibly an aver

age of 10 man days might he required per sighting so studied.

The information provided by such a program might bring to

l.ight ne\\' facts of scientific value, and would almost cer

tainly provide a far bett~r L~sis than WP have today for

dedsio:-l on a lung term UFO program.

'j'll(''sC' rccommend;ltlollS were nf('rn'd hy the Secretary of the /\ir

Force tu the Air t:Ol'CC (liC fiee of Scientific l,cscilrch for implclilcntiltion,

'\'hich, after study, decided to combine recommendations /\ and C su as to

have a sin~!lf.' Lontracting univer'iity wi th p.'Uthori ty to subcontra~:t with

other research groups as l<:>cded. RCl'Uil1lT!('fIJat ion B was implemented by

the issuan.:e of All' hyrce l~egulatioT1 BD-·17 U\PPC1Hlix B) which e~;t!-lbllshes

-procedures for handl ing UFO reports ~lt the Ai r Force ba ses.

In setting up the Colc'rada project, as ,dread)' '·;tateJ in Section I,

the emphasis was on \-Ihethcr deeper study of unidentified flying objects
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Command (AFSe). 

B" At each APse has~ an officer skilled in investigation 

(but not necessarily with scientific training) 3h0uld be 

designateJ to l'iork with the correspcmJing uni versi ty team for 

that geographical section. lbe local representative of the 

Air Force Office of Special Investigations (OSI) mIght be a 
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C. One university or one not-for-profit organization 
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tioned under A above, Knd also to reuke certain of very close 

corrununicatlon and coordination with the office of ?roject 

Blue Book. 

It is thought that perhaps 100 sightlngs a year might 

be subjected to this close study, and tha: possibly an aver

age of 10 man days might be re,!uirecl per sighting so studied. 

The information provided by such a program might hring to 

l.i.ght neh' facts of scientific value, and would almost cer

tainly provide a far bett~r G~sis than WP have today for 

deci~io;·1 on a lung term UFO program. 
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Force tu tIle Air l:orCe (1f'fice of Sc iont i fic I(c~('arch forlmplcli1cntation, 

',hich, after study, decided to cGmbinC' reCOJl1menuatiolls /\ and C su as to 

have a sint,ll' u!J1tractillt; univer'iity wi th p,dthorl ty to subcol1trU\:t with 

other rc:~earch groups a~ I,:,cded. Ro"",,mm!'ncint ion B was implemcntcod by 

the issuan.:c of AII' l'orce Ilegulation IW-17 (/\ppcndix B) which e~',tflblishe~ 

j)roccdures for handl ing UFO reports ;It the Ai r Force h,,~es. 

In setting up the Colorado project, as ulrcud)' ~tateJ in Section I, 

the emphasis was on ~Ihether deeper study of unidenti fLcd flying objects 



might provide sam,; "additions to scientific knowledge."

After con~ideTing varinus pos~ibilities, the AFOSR staff decided

to ask the University of Colorado to undertake the project (see Preface).

Dr J. Thomas Ratchford visited Boulder in late July 1966 to learn

whe~her the University would be willing tu undertake the task. A second

meeting was held on 10 August 1966 in which the scope of the proposed

study was outlined to an interested group of the administrative staff

and factllty of the University by Dr. Ratchford and Dr. William Price,

executive director of /\FOSR. After due deliberation, University

officials decided to undertake the project.

The contract provided that the planning, dIrection and conclusions

oE the Colorado project were to be conducted wholly independently of the

l\ir Force. To avoid duplication of effort, the Air Force was ordered

to furnish the project with the records of its own earlier work and to

prov~de the support of personnel at AF bases when requested by (JUT

fleld teams.

We were ass~red that the federal government would withhold no

information on the subject, and that ull essential information about

UFOs could he included in this report. Where lJH) sightings j.l\volve

classifjed missile launchings or involve the use of classified radar

systems, tIlls fact is merely stated a~ to do more would involve viola

tion of security OJ ~h('se 'l1i.1itary 5ub.i~cts. In our actual expet'iencc

these rescrvunon5 nave affected a Hegl gihle fraction of the total

material and ~Hlve n,)t <lffC'ctc>J thp conclusions (Section!) which we

draw from our work.

The fj 1'5t research contI'<lCC with Al OSH pr()vIJ~'d $31.3,000 for

the first 15 mOl1ths from 1 November 1~66 '0 31 ,J:l1luury Ill(,8. 1hz

(,,~ontrac,t Ivas publicir aIlIlOUJ1CeU 011 7 ()ctlJh~r 1!)(,f,. It then becaille our

ta~k to invt,~tigatc thoSl' curious entities listinguished by lack of

knowledge of what they arc. rather than in t~rms of what they are known

to be, namely, unidl'nttficll flying objects.
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2, De fini bon of an UFD

1\n unidentified flying ubject (UFO, pronounced OOFO) :,5 here

defined as the stimulus fo~ ~ report m~de by one or more individuals of

something seen in the sky (or an object thought to be capable of flight

but seen when landed on the earth) which the observer could not identify

as having an ordinary nt'tural origin, and which seemed to him suffi

ciently puzzling that he undertook to make a 'report of it to police, to

government officials, to the press, or pE:Thaps to a representative of a

private organization devoted to the study of such objects.

Defined in this way, there is no question as to the existence oE

UFOs, because UFO reports exist in fairly linge numbers, and the stim

ulus for each report is, by this definition, an UFO. The prcblem then

becomes that of learning to recognize th0 various kinds of stimuli that

give rise to UFO reports.

The UFO is "the stimulus for a report . . " This language

refrains from saying whether thp. reported object was a real, physical,

material thing, or a visual impression of an ordinary physical thing

di$tortcd by atmL~spheric conditions or by faulty vision so as to Le un

recognizable, or whether it was a purely m~nta] delusion existjng in

the mir,j of the observer wi thout an accompanyi ng visual stimulus.

l~e definition includes insincere reports in which the alleged

si ghter undertakes for I.;hatever reason to decd ve. In the case of a

delusion, the reporter is not aware of the IJck of a visual stimulus.

In the case of a deception, the reporter k~1OWS that he is not telling

the truth ahout his alleged experience.

The words "\~hjch he could mIt identify . ," are of crucial

importallce. The stimulus gives rise to an !J!"O report precisely because

the observC'1' could not identj fy the tlJi ng ~'ccn. II \.;oman and her husband

reported a strange thill); seen flying in the ~k/' and reported quite

correctly that ~hc knew "it was unidentificJ lwcause nCl~'her of lIS biew

~'hat it wa!"."

The thing 5eCIl und reported may ]l<lVe been an object as commonplace
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as the planet Venus, but it became an UR) hecause the observer did not

knoh' what it was With this usage it is clear that less we.! 1 inhl'med

individuals are more likely to see an UFO than t;lose who are more know·

ledgeablc because the latter are better able to make d;rect identific,l

tion of \o:hat they see. A related complication is that less well informed

persons are often inaccurate observers who Cire unable to give an accurat.e

account of what they believe that they have seen.

If additional stu~y of 3 rcp'rt later provides an ordinary inter

pretation of \~hat was seen, some have sug~estld that we should change

its name to !Fa, for iJcntificd flying object. But we have elected to

go on calling it an UFO because some identifications arc tentative or

cOJltrov[~rsiaI, due to lack of sufficient ,lata on which to base a

defi~ite identification. A wide variety of ordinary objects h9VC

through misinterpretation given rise to UFO reports. This tcpic is

discussed in det8il in S,~ction VI,:haptcr 2. (The Ajr rorcl' heiS rub

lished a pamphlet enU ned, "/,jjs to IJcnti fic'ltiol1 of Flying Objcct~"

(USAf, 1968] which is a useful aid in the int0rpretation of somcthint

seen which might o~herwi~~ be an UrO,)

The words "f;uffh~icnt1y puzzling that tb,~y u'1dertook to make a

report ... " art-j essential. /\s a jH'adical mu,tter, we can not study

something that is not reported, so a puzzling thing seen but not

reported is nut h~1'e c las sed as an UI'Q,

3. LIFO !\ePt:?~

In our experience, the pe~::',ons making reports 1iccm in nearly ;)11

cases to oe nOlmal, responsible individuals. In most CihCS they arc

quite calm, at least by the tir1e they make d report. They are s,~mply

pUZZled about what they SetW and hop;~ that tlley can l,c hcJped to a better

understanding of .t. Only a very few Ire ol:vlously quite emotionally

disturb""d, their minds being filled with p;-;cud(i-~cil'nt i fie, j)scudo

religious or othcr fantasies. Cast's 0:' this kind ,';:np,e from Slight

disturbanc.e to those who are manifestly in need uf IJsychiatric care,

The latter form nn extremely ~;l1lall l1Ijnori-~y of all the persons
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encountered in this study. While the existence of a few mentally U:1

balanced pc ro;ons :11J1011g Ul:0 obserVCTc is part of the tOLl I 5 i tuat ion, it

is completel)' incorrect and unfair to imply that all who report UFUs

are "crazy kooks," j ust a~ it is equally incorrect tC' ignore the fact

that there are mentally disturbed persons among them.

Individuals differ greatly as to their tendency to make reports.

Among the reasons for not reporting UFOs aTe apathy, lC'ck of awareness

of public int~'rest, fear of ri\licule, lack of knowledge as to where to

report and the time ;Ind cost of making a report.

1\(' founo that reports ;11'(' [lot useful unle~,s they are made {lromptly.

Evcn so, because of the short dur:ltion of l1l0st U!;1 stim'J.ll, the report

~b,-nll)' can not be made unti i aftcr the uro hus dL:tppeared. II few

I'(',Jple telephoned to us frol11 great di.stances to describe something seen

a Y(':ll' or two 'Carli.er. Such n'IH)l'-~S arc of little value.

j'lJ'1)' in thc.' stwly \,(' tried to C'stilJ\;!te the fracUon of all of the

sightings th;tt eIre reported. In social cOJ)v<:rsatioIls many persons I'Jol'ld

tv] 1 us abplll sOllie rcm:lJ'l-.:lblc and puzz.] ing thing that they had seon at

some tim(' in the past whjch would soulld ,iu!';t as Tcmarkublc a c many of

the things theit nrc to be' found in liFO rCJHlrt fi los. Thl->n we wou:c1

~tsk \~hether they had made ;l report and in IllOSt cases would be tuld that

the' h:id n\)t. As rt rough guess hased on thi s uncont rolled sample, we

cstimat{' that perhap:::.1.J'L of the sightings that people ar(' \~i lling to

L111\ a)'out later arC' nIl t)l;lt g(~t reported at the time. This point was
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prove tJ be quite plausibly r\:]ateJ to ordinary objects. f\. tenfold

increase in the numher of reports would have multiplied by ten the task

of eliminating the ordinary cases whi ch would ;1ilve to be analyzed. Our

avai lable resoun:es for fie 1:1 study enabled us to deal only with a small

fraction of the report5 ()ming in. No useful purpose would have beer.

served under these Circ.UiOIstances by stimulating the receipt uf an even

greater number.

Study of records of some UFO reports from other parts of the world

ga'\'e us the strong impression that these were made up of a mix of casr~,

of similar kind to those being reported in the Uni tcd States, For

example, in August 1967 Prot'. James ~k()oll(lld of Arizona made a 20-day

trip to Australia, Tasmania :md New Ze,lLllld in the course of wl~l~" II'

interviewed some 80 persons wht) had made UFO reports there a.t vari ::Jus

t irnC5. On his ret 1JTn he gave U!; dJ' UCC'Junt of these experiences tha

confirmed our impression that tIlL' reports from these othel' parts of tl

world \~ere, as a class, similar t" <..:! ose being received in 'he Unit:::;c

'';tates. Therefor~ we decl'ied to rest ri ct our fi eld studies to the Un;' C;

States and to one or two cases in Canada (See ~cction Ill, Chapter 1),

This was done on the prae..-tical groUll,js of reducing trav01 expe'1se and of

avoiding diplomatic and language 0ii icultics. The policy was deci~AI;

on after preliminary study had :iT:(~LLCed th3t in broad generality th

spectrum of kinds of UFO repoTt I",jng received in otht;r countries was

very similar to our own.

,t. rroh'~~~_~~_~'2::_ r_~~E':!,

Official interest In UFOs, l)] "flying ~;Iuu,'rs" as they were callell,

Jt fir~t dates from ,Ill!\(' 1947. OJ] 2i l .June, Kenneth Arnold, a business

man of Boise, Id;lho W,)S flying <l ;n'iv,lte airplane ncar Mt. Rainier,

;\'ashington, lit' rcporteJ ,,('l'ing n gf\HIP of ohiects flying a1011'\ in a

line which he s:tiJ lO(lked "like pic' plates skipping over the water."

The nc\~spapC'r reports called j-he thiJ)>.(s SCC!l \'flyin.k: S:IUCCr':i" and the)'

have been so tcrml'd ever since, altho;Jgh not :111 UFOs arc lkscribcJ

as being of tid s shnl't',
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SOOll reports of flying Sa1.H:ers were coming iil from 'various parts

0;: the country. Man~/ received prominent press cover.:.Jge (BIoecher.

1~;67). UFO~. were also report~d from other countries; in fact, more

th~n a thousand such reports were made in Sweden in 1946.

The details l)f .l'eports vary so greatly that it is impossible to

l'l."late them ;dl to any single explanation. The broad range of things

reported is }Il!.:ch the same- in di ffcrcnt countri es. This means that P.

genera 1 explunat i 011 pcculi ar to anyone country has to be rul ed out,

since it is utterly improbable that the secret mill tary aircr::.ft of

anyone country would be undergoing test flights in different countries.

Similarly it is most unlikely that military forces of different

~ountries ,.;ould be testing si mi lar developments all over the world at

the same time in secl'ecy from cn(:]1 other.

Defense authorities had to Ieckon with the possibility that UFGs

might reprcserlt flights of a novel military aircraft of some fo:r,.~jgn

pOl-·..er. Private dti:ens speculat?c.l that the UFOs were test fli,I'hts

of secret American aircraft. cognizance of the UFO prob:em \'J<1S

naturally asslIf.1ed by the Oepartmt.mt of the Air Force in the then newly

established ~)epartment cf Defense. Early investigations w,,~r.e carried

01". in secrecy by the Air Force, and also Dy the governments OC other

nations.

Such studies in the peri0d 1947-52 convinced the responsible

authod ti cs Qf the Ai r Force that the UFOs, as ohserved up to th8'~

tlnH', do not l'unstitutC' a threat to national security. rn consequence,

ever sinc~.. that time, a minimal alllount \'1' ;Itt.:.'ntion has been given to

them.

The )'lar 1952 hJ'llUght ill) unusually laq'.c Illllliber of UFO rcport~;.

indudit"!! 1"'1I1~' in the viclnic)' of the \\;Ishingtoll Ni:tiunal Airpurt,

Jul'irlg :1 period \)f seve]'a] days in July. Sw:h ,I concentration of

rC'pllrts in a 511,:111 region in a short time i~' c;tJlcu a "flap." The

hashington flap of 195;~ received a great deal of .Ittcntioll at tJ,e time

(St.'ction Ill, Chapter s).
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At Umes in 1952, UFO reports we 1'(' com i ng in tl) the Ai r I:or\'~e

from t:-:'" general public LI such numbers (15 to produce some clogg1ng Gf

military communications chaLnels. It W1.S thought th<Jt an enemy plan-

ning n sneak attack might deliberately stimulate a great wave of UFO

reports for the very purpose of clogging communication facilities.

This consideration was in the- forefront of a study that was made in

.January 1:)53 by a panel of scientists undeT the chainnanship of the

late II. P. Robcnson, profc·.;~or of mathcn::ltical phy:;ics at the

California Institute of Tcch,1l'logy (Section V, Chapter 2). This pflncl

recommended that effort s be made to remove the aUT;l of mys tory sur ..

rounding the subject and to conJul~t :1 campaign (If' publ ic education

designed to produce :1 bettcr understanding of the..;iLlation. Thi~

group also concluded that there was no ev i JeHl:0 in the available Jata

of an)' real threat to l1at i onill secu ['j ty.

Since 19:;,) the results of UFO study Il,JVl' heen unclassified, except

\\'hcl'C' tangential reasons exist for witlJl101Jillg details, as, for example,

where sightings an' rC'J.atcd to launching~ of classified rnis~;i.lcs, or to

the u~e of classified raJar systems.

During the period from March 19')2 to the Ilrescnt, the ~tn;cture

for handling UFl' reports in the i\ir!(lTct' h,IS heen called Project Blue

Book .•\3 already mcntLcJI1cc1 the work of ProjeCT Blue Bt}~k wa:i reviewed

1n car1y 1966 by the conunittce headed by [Jr, Hri;ll1 O'Brien. This

tt::vi l'W led to the rC~lffinnation that no ~H'l:l.lri ty t.hn:ilt is poseJ by the

existel~ce of a few tlJiC'Xplillt1ed uru rqlOrL.;, hut tile cOJilmittee ~:',lf~W,,('('d

a ",ttld~' of the p05~ibijit} that sl1l1lttiJi,llg (If scit'lltilil: value n,j~,I,t

comc' fn1T11 il more d,..,t;1 i.! c j study of' ';0111(' of tilt' 1'''\,0['; t Ii n I~,I: c ,n,·

siJl'rel.! neceSS<ll'!' frnJll il ~~trjctly I'liJIt<lI'Y viC'I'pl'int. Thi~ rcconullcnd;1

tion 0\'('ntlwteu in tIll' ~etting lip ni the CIl!I))',ldn project,

rile stor), of .\ i r ron:c illt crL'st, p l'CSl'lltcd j II ~)C'ct j UJ1 V, Ch;lptcr

.', shOll'S th;lt from the \1ci~innlng the po~;~;jbiJily th<lt SI)I1IC lJHJs IlIh~ht

be manTled vehic'lC's fl'l'l1I outer Sj1<1Ct' "'a~i Cl)lISidcl'cd, hUi naturally no

pulJlll.'i!~' "as gi\'l'n to thi!) idl'<l beL,lust' of tht' tut'll lad of C'virlt'llCC'
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for it,

Paralleling the offic~al government interest, was a burgeoning

of amateur interest stimula.ted by newspaper and magazine reports. Bf

1950 popular books on the sub i pct b('gan to appear on the newsstands.

In Janua~y 1950 the idea that UFOs were extraterrestrial vehicles was

put fr,fll'nrd :lS a reality in an article entitled "Flying Saucer:; are

I~eal" in ',"l'ue magazine ",Littel) by Donald L Keyhoc, a retired Marine

Cllrps major. Th~reaft('r a 'St(~ady 5t rC;lm of 5ensati anal wri ting about

UFOs ha:', al'ous('d a con:~ i cJerab 1.: amount of interest ;1mong laymen in

:-tuuying the ~ub,il'et.

~lan}' al1l,lteur organi zat i CJn~· ex j ·;t SOffit' of them rather transiently,

~o that it \"Dull! be difficult tIl compile an accurate: listing of them,

'11';0 such organi zat ions j n the Un i ted St<Jtes have a nat i anal structure.

These arc the Aeri a1 Phenoll1cna Resc<.ln.:h \Jrgani (.ation (i\PRO), with head

quarters in Tucson, /\rizona, claiming ahout HOOO mCII11'crs; LInd the

:\<,tiC'::1al [nvestj~ations COl1unittec' lor Aerial Phenomena (NTCAP) ~'ith

h~?;lr.J':l1art(~rs in Washington, D. C and daiming some 12,000 members.

,James and COL"ll Lorenzen heau AP](O, whi Ie Keyho!) is the di'rC'ctor of

N1C1\P, I~h i <:11, despi te the name anu "Ilshi ngtoT1 ;Iddrcss is (;nt a govern

m/.mt agency, MUllY other "mdll~'r groups ev.ist, among them Saucers and

llnexl'Lli)l('d C~lestial Lvems I{esc 11'r h Society (SAUCFRS) operated by

,Jame~ ~losele>'.

Of tL('sc Ol'g:\jllzOtiol1s, NIC/\P devote.; a consiJerahle amount of

its a1'tcntielTl to attacking the 'liT' l'orCt' ,lnd to tr:ving to influence

i;lel11hcl's of (.'(1ngn's~'. to hold hl';1 inp,:' ;Jnu ill other I";;IYS to join in

thl'~"C' atta('k~, It JIl:lintain~'d oJ fr:','lldl;' "('!,ltioJl to th(~ Ccdof;IJo pro--

.'ect during about tIlt' first ~'c'al', ,,'hill' \..;;lrllirq" jt~, lJ1cllllJt)t,~; to he on

r;u;lnl Ie"! tht, pnl,ic'l't turn out tu !l;IVC "('c'n "llil'ed to Wllitl'\'''IS)' t)IL

..\il' 101'':('.'' I111ring thi~ ]1('ric1d Nle:tll' JIlildc' SCVC'I';tl l,rrurt.s to inf1u-

(' Ill' (' t h{' l' 0 tI J'S (' or 0 Ill' ~ t IIdy . Wh l' Ili t Iw C II III t' l. J c:t I t h;Itth~ sew 0 U 1J

fai 1, NIl' ..\P ;lttacK<.'d the Colorado pro,i(~ct ;)s "h i :tst'd" and tht~l'<.'forc

\_lthollt ml'fit,
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T"o !'.u<,h organ1Zi!tions in the United States have a national structure, 

Thcse arc the i\eri al I'henomC'Tl:1 Research \)rgan i zation (i\PRO), wj th head

quart(,Ts i.n T\1cson, ,\rizona, claiming ahout HOllO mcml'crs; and the 

:\"tic'1al lnvestj~ati()ns COll1mittl'(' tor Aerial I'Jlcnomcna (NIC'AP) with 

h'~'l','':IlL\rt,?rs in \'iashlngton, D, C and daim.illg some 12,000 members, 

,lume!'. and LOi",d Lorenzen heau Al'l(() , whi 1c KeyIH)() is tlte <11 t'('ctor of 

NICAP, whidl, degpite the !lalllE.' allu "llqhington lIc.ldrC5S is (Ir)t a govern

m'~nt agency. MUllY other ~m.tll~'l' groups e>:i st, among them Saucers and 

t1n<'~"l'ldiil<,J C~]esti'll l:-,'ent:' I~esel],' 11 S()(:.iety (SAlJCI'[{S) operated by 

.Jameq ~lose 1 e:.', 

Of tL<'sc ol'f'.:\ilizeltiPl1s, NIC/\I' devot", a t'onsiJcrahlc ilmount of 

ito: attelltion to attacking l'ilc ,Ii r I'ol'c(' :Ind to trving to influence 

i;1t'l1Ihl'rs ,11' 1.'\ll\g1'l'S,', tu hoJd 1"':1 ;nw' ;1I1U in other I'lIYS to join in 

.'l'et during ahuut the first >'('<11', "'hill' "':ll'lIilll', jt~, II1cmbel':; to 11e on 

,;U:Ild l"q tl1l' j1]'u,iel'\ turn out to IlIlve 11['('n "1Iil'('(1 tu wllit"\'."ls1, t!,,; 

.. \il' r(11'cC'," iluring thi~ I'r1"il,\I NIt:AI' IIllllh' ';CV\'I':t! ('(furts to influ

ene'l' th(' COllI'S\' or Olll' ~t\1dy, Wheni t bl'CIIlI!l' 1.1 ('n) 1'h:lt thl!'~e \l'ouJJ 

(ai 1, NIt','!, :Ittad,('tl the <:(1101'a<..10 pro,i'lct :.1~ "h i aSI'd" ;In<..1 t1wrcfore 

h 11!WU1 !1Il'l' j t, 
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Th(~ organizatlrm~ mentioned espouse ,: scientific apPfoach to the

study of the subject. In ;Hld! tion there .:1re 11 number of others that

have a primarily religious orientation.

I'fom 1947 t:J 1966 almost no attention was paid to the UFO problem

by we 11 qU:11 i fied scienti sts. Some (If the reasons fc'r thi~ lack of

interest have been clearly stated by Proi. Gerard P. Kuiper of the

University of Arizona (Appendix C). Con<;crJ1ing the Jiffil,;ulty of

('stablishing that saine UFOs may come from ourer spuce, he rnilkcs the

fol1owin~-: cogent observation: "The problem is more Jj Fficdlt tl'iIl

finding a n(>edle in ..I haystack; It is finding ;1 piece of f;xtl";I

tel"rc~tl'iill hay in ;I terrf:.'~;trial h:Jy~tack, often Oil the b:l~;is of

rl~pon5 of believers in exti.'a-tcrrestdal hay. :

5. !..!:"L~Lll Planning

A ~cientific approach to the uro phcno,ilcflon must emhrace a wiele

ran~e l)f discipljJ1e~. It involves such physical sciences as !1hysics,

c1wmistry, aerodrnamics, <:1I1d ,Ill'teorology. Since the prim;'Y." material

(onsists I~ostly of rellnrts of individual ohservers, the p5yd101ogy of

perception, the physiology of defects of visjon, iJnd the stuJ~/ of

mental fitates are also involved.

SociRI r~ychology and social psychiatry ;tIC likewise involved in

:H>:eking to understand group motivations which <,::t to induce belief in

extracrdinan' h)p(lthc~cs Ull the bi1~is of \~I\ilt Inc:'t scicnti.sts and indeed

most laY11lt'll lI'ould rq.:'lfd as little or 110 l.'\liclclllC. Thu~;c problems of

Jncdic.:al ilnd sod,al PS)'dlOlogy dC~;{lrV( lllon' attl..'lltiOll than we wc)re able

to give thel11. Thc)' fell distinctly (Iutsilk of the Fil'lc.l uf expertise

of Ol.i" ~t<Jff, which concentrated 1110re on the ~;tildy Ill' tile' lJrns thcnl

sl'lv;,'~; til;lll on the p('r!;(\Il~1l ali:.< socin! pl"ohl(,lll~; gClll'r:ltl~(j h)' theln.

1\n\(\I1~ thl1sl' IdlO I"ri t i' and spenh Oil the ~;llh.il'ct, '~()1l1(' :;t rOII}.:ly

t'~;polJ:.;e ~h(' \'iel',' tI1::t the h':.\el'al }',11Vt'l'IllJ1l'nt ],t':I1])' know; :1 )."['('(ll de:il

mrlj"r.' :..Ihol.1t II(.'lh than is m:H.Ic' pub 1 i l'. ,<;\1I11C Iwvv gUIll' ';0 far ;1:; to

:1,,:;('1'1 tll:l1 the guvl'l'lll11('nt has acfu.l!ly captured cxtr;lt'ern):ilrinl

Th(~ organ i z at 1 'm~ ment i oned espouse " sci ent i fi <: approach to the 

study of the subject. 1n addj tion there ,He a number of others that 

have a primarily reljgious orientation. 
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A ,c i en t i fj c approach to the lJl'"O phcnodlcflon mus t emhrace a wide 

range l,f dlo:cipliJlc!'-, It involves such physic;!) sciences as !lhysics, 

dH'mistry, LI(,fodrnamic:s, and ,1Il'teol'ology, Since tile prim:'Y'" material 

consists l~ostly of rel'ofts of individuLll oiJserve!'s, the psy,:bology of 

perception, the phy:-d o1ogy of defects of vi sj Oil, unu the stuJ:, of 

mental states are RI~o invo!ved, 

Social p:\)'cholo!(v and social psychidtry :Ire likewise involvc·1.! in 

,,('eking to undcrstanJ group motivations which .,,:t to jllUUCP. bcljef in 

C'xtracnlinary hYl'othc::;cs 011 the bilsi:; or ly1wt iII(~t sc.icntJ.sts anu indeed 

most lilYl1l~'11 lI'ol.dJ f('g;lnl as little or no t"lidcIll(:. Thusc pr(]blems of 

mcdkal (lnd social ps)':.:holo);)' dC!;l~rV( iliOn.' ;lttl:!lli()ll tital! Wl' w~~re ahlt' 

to !(l\1C thelll, 1'hl'), fell dist.indly ('utside' of tlie fit'lll "f cXl'l'rtj~;l' 

of OIl" ~tu ff, wh j cit (OnCellt )"atcd more on the ,. t I1dy 1'1' tile' lJFO;; th(~nl

sl.'lv·:'~; Own oil thl' p('r';f1Il~il ali,.: socia!. p,.ohll'IlI~; gClll'I':ltl'(j b)' them, 

,\ml'llg thusl' 1~111l IHi 1 (' and SP":lJ.. 011 t·ho !.nl',i('ct, '·,()Ili(' ;.t r()lIJ~ly 

l'~;P()Il:'(' ~il(' "i('\<; tl1::t the fl'~('l':11 );I'Vel'Il1l1l'nt I'(':dl), know,. :1 J.',reat lip;1I 

tnt>!-'.' Jhout III:lh t hall i~; madl' pub Ii l', ,';llIl1l' h:I\'(' gUlli' "(J far :I'; to 

aS~;I'J't tl1:lt til .. , gllvl'I'J1I11l'nt has :tdul) ly uljltuJ'cd cxtr-;ltelrC!;t rlill 



flying saucers ~nd has their crews in secret captivity. if not in the

Pentagon, th·?n at some secret military bJsc. IVe belif;'Vc th;lt ~;uch

teachings nre fantastic nonsense, that it woulJ he il,lpo,-.ible to keep

a secret of such onormi ty over two clecil' It:S. and that no useful purpose

\<ouIJ be sC't'veJ by engaging ill such an allegf'd conspl thCY of silence.

One pc>t'SO'1 \\ith \'lholl1 we have dealt dctUid ly maintains that the Air

Forc(' h,i> ,lothing to uo with UFOs, cluiming that thi~ SUlJer-secret

matter is in the hands of the Central lntelligence !\genc/ widch, he

sOY':", installed one of its own agents as scienti fie J; rectol' of the

Color:.1d:J study. Tll1s story, jf true. is inJCf"Ui wd1 kept secret.

The:;e :-dl('~':8tions of a conspiracy on the pilrt of OUi' ()Vm government to

conceal knowleJgc of the existence of "flying ~aucers" have. so far as

a~y evidence thAt ha~ come to our attention, n0 factual hasis whatever.

'P1C pruject's finit attention WHo, given t(, hecoming familiar with

P(j~t I-'or).; in the subject. This wa~; Inure difficult than in more orthG

d0X fields because almost none of the many books and magazine artlelc5

dealing \,ith IJFOs could be leg3rdeJ as scicntificull~' reliable. There

\\ere the two books of Dunald 11. Men,:0l, director emerlt1,.ls of the

Harvard Colleg(' Obscrv:Jtol'y and new a memher of the staff of the

Smi th~(1nian Astrophys ica 1 Obscl'vai.O)' (~1enzel J I()S2; !·!cnzcl alld Boyd,

19(3), T\.,:o other useful books weI'2 '!'hp !! '(! F':)i<1cl'IC'c (19b4). a com ..

pi lati on of UFO ':ases by !U chard Hall, <ILJ '!'III,' iieriOY'L on Unidm1ttj'h,,)

','!;',".) :'l"ie('t~ 11:. I: ..1. Ruppe·lt (l~lSbl, th" fir:-;t he'ad ol" Project Blue

Buok. 1n thi~ :n:tLll ::.la!.!," '.1(' here abo helped by "briefing~" given

b)' 1,1, Llli. lIe<:t.nr \~\lil\tanilla, the pre~,('l)1, 11l'<It1 or I't'njc,:t 1311'" BOCJL.

Dr, .1, /\1 len l1yl1d', .1:;'irol1ornicill cpnslJlt;ll1t to !'ro.i\~'ct Blue' HC1ok, and

b~' f)nnalJ KCyJ1l10 and I{ichard flail or NT(:AP,

Out II,'" thi~; Inclill1il~ln' stud)' (;1111(' the I'('(ognitiun of it variet)'

\1l" tl1 pic; tlwt \\,(H1Jd I'('liui,·.' d",nilcd ;,ttC'ntIOJl, Th(,'~,C' inclulled thr~

C l' f t!~. t- S () f 1I}1 tic;d mil';1 )!, l':';, t hC' ;11l a IlJ g 0 II S a II 01', It i L':'; 0 f 1'1d i () wa v '-'

1'J'opagaticin ;IS tile)' C1ffc~t raJar, ('I'itica] :111;11;""1:; of allc);C',llJl'r)

pf1\lt(o~;raphs, probl<"l11s of ~tat.stic;IJ ;1Tl;l!)"iis (If' Ii!'O rt'l'or-t.'i, chemical
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:li1alysis of alleged material from UFOs, and reports (,E disturbances

to autonwbilE' ignition and to headlights frOJp. tLc prEsence "f UFOs.

Results ('f th~ pr()j('<.:t'~ ..;tudy of these ;ll;d other tOIles arc presented

in this section and in Sections [11 and V[ of this report.

b . Fie 1dInvest i gat_i-.:;n s

Early attention was given to the que~:tion of investigation of

individual cases, either by detailed critical study of old records or

by field trip i.nvestigiltion of current Cases. From this study we con-

~luded that there ~ little to be gained from the study of old cases,

except perhap~ ideas un mistakes to he avoi.ded in studies of

nE~\' cases. We L",-,refore decideJ not to make fLeld trips to in'"estigate

eases that were more than a year old, although in a few cases we did do

SOITIE' \~ork on such cas(~s when their study could be combinerl wi th a fie hI

investigation of a new case.

At fi.rst we hoped that fidel teaw could respond to early warning

so quickly that they would be .lbl e to get tn the 5i te while the UFO was

:~t LII thl're, and that our teams would not only get their own photo

graphs, but even obtain spectrograms of the light of the UFO, and make

radioactive, magnetir:. anr!. sound measurements while tht: UFO was still

present,

Such expectations were found tu be in vain. Nearly all UFO sight

ing.; an.'~lf v~'ry ~hort dl;tation. seldom lasting as long as em hour and

usua11) lasting for a fc~ minutes. lhe ntscrvers of I en become so

L~XC i ted that they do nl'f report <:It all U It i I the uro has gone aW3!,

\~ith I.UlIllllUnicatillll and travel dcla>' ...:, the field j'(!am was unable to get

to thl:' scent' unt i 1 iong after the l!Hi had vani sheo.

This V.'as, (If course, :1 hi~!:ly l1nsatisfactol'y situation. We gave

much 1hou).;ht to h(1\\1 it l'(1u]d be overC<,lolC.' anLl c(lllcluucJ th;~t this coulJ

,1\Ih' he <knc b~' a gl'eat publi<.~ity cllmpaign designed to get the public

to rcport sightings much mor<' nromptly than it Joes, coupled wi.th 3.

lIat ionwide SdH'11\C' of having mallY truincd field team:; scattered at many

points acro~., tltl' natirm. These ~(·<.lms would have had to be ready to
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ingJ ore 0f very short dUlation, seldom la~ting as long as an hour and 

usua11) lasting f(lr a fl'h' minutes. The nlcservers of1en become so 

l'XC i ted ti!<.It they do 1\1'" report ut all U It i 1 the uro hus gone away, 

\~\th ,UlII!IHlI1icati,l!\ and travel dela)'.", the field l'(,am was unable to get 

to the:' ~cenp !lilt i J iong aft l'1' the Ili'{J hdd vilni shea. 

This >.'as, nf cour~l', :\ hi),!!:ly l1nsatisfacto\'y situation, We gave 

much thought to h(1\, it l'ouJd be ovurC(,I,IC' and cOl1clud"J th;:t this could 
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t(1 l'E'jlort sighting~ much mOrl' nromptly than it dnes, coupled wi.th :t 
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points acro~., thl.' natj'JIl. Thcs<: :~'dl1lS would havv hau, to be ready to 
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respond at a JIlOlllt'Ilt'S 11Otice. Even so, ill the vast majority of the

cases, they would not lw_ve arrived in t ilile fcr 1i rect observat ion of

the reported UFO. ~loreover, the nationaJ publicity designed to insure

more prompt reporting would have had the effect of arousing exaggerated

public concern over the subject, and certainly wculd have vastly in

creased the munber of nonsense reports to which response would have had

tn be made. ITl recruiting the large number of field teams, great care

would have had to be exercised to make sure that they were staffed with

people of adequate scientific training, rather than with persons

emotionally committed to extremE' pro :)1' con views o~ the subject.

Clearly this wa~i quite beyond the mClI1s of Out' 5t'Jdy. Such a

program to cover the ('ntire United States would cost many millions of

dollars a year, and even then there would have been 1i t.tlG I ike! ihood

that anythi ng of import ancc \~oul d have been uncovered.

In a feh cases some physiL11 evidence could be gathered by examin

ation of a site where a~ UFO was reported to have landed. Tn such a

CRse it did not matter that the field team arrived after the UFO had

gone. But in no case did we obtain any convincing e~idence of this

kind al though e\'cry effort \"as made to do so. (See below and in

Section III, Chapters 3 and 4).

Thus most of the field invcstigatlon, as it turned au:, consisted

in the intervie\\'Lng of perscJns who made the report. By all odds the

most used piece of physical equipmclt was the tape recorder.

'(he questi all of a number of invest Lgators on a field teum was an

important one. In 1110st I~ork done in tIll.' past hy the Air Force, UFn

oh~,er\'ers ''''C'1'{, intt'!'vi{'I'iCd b;' a single I\il' !:orcc officer, who usually

had no special training ~IJIJ \~hu~;c freedom to devote much time to the

~tUd>' \\a~ limitl'd hy the fact that hL ;llso had other responsibilities.

When field stlldil~s arc made by ;\JIlatcur org;lIiizatluns like /I.I'h() or NICAP,

there arc (.1ftl'l1 several llll'l1Ibers present 011 :l 1eam, but u:;,'-' 11y t.hey are

persons without tc-:hnical training, and oft:l~n with a strong 1.Jias toward

the sensational as;\ects of the subject.
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Prof. HynE'k. strongly bel ievc5 that the teams ~'.h()uld have four or

mort" members. lIe recommends giving each report what he calls the "J:IH

treatment," by which he means not only thorough interviewing of the

persons who made the report, but in addition an active quest in the

fieighborhood where the sighting occurred to try to di5cove~ additional

witnesses. A.gainst such thoroughness must be balanced the considera

tion that the cost per case goes up proportionately to the number of

persons in a team, so that the largeI the team, the fewer the cases

that can be studied.

The detailed discussions in Section tTl, Chapter 1 and ill Section

IV make it clear that the field work is associated with many frustra

tions. Many of the trips turn out to be wild goose chases and the

team members often feel as if they are members of a fire department

that mostly answers false alarms.

We found that it was always worthwhile to do a great deal of

initial interviewing by long distance telephone. A great many reports

that seem at first to be worthy of full field investigation could be

disposed of in this way with comparatively little trouble and expense.

Each case presented 1LS OWII special problems. No hard-and-fast rule

was found by which to decide in advance whether a particular report was

worth the trouble of a field trip.

After careful consideration of these various factors. we decided

to operate with two-man teams, composed whenever possible of one person

with training in physical science and one with training in psychology.

When the study hecame fully operational in 1967 we had three such teams.

Dr. Roy Cra~g describes the work of these teams in Se~tion Ill. Chapters

I, 3, and 4. Reports of fiold investigations are presented in Section

IV.

7. Explaining UFO r~epo!'ts

By definition UFOR exist because UFO reports exist. What makes the

\\'hol", subject intri,!),uing is the pos"lbility that some of these reports

cannot be reconciled with ordinary explanations, 5U that some
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extraordinari 1y sens,Jti anal explanation for them III I ght have to be

invoked. A fuller discussion of sonh~ misinterprl't:itil\nS of ordinary

evenb by Dr. W. K. lIartman:1 is gi.ven in Sectioll \'1, Chapter 2.

A great many reports are readily identified with ordinary phenom

ena seen under unusual circumstances, or noted by someone who is an.
inexperienced, inept, or unduly excited observer. Because such

leport~·; {Ire vague and inaccurate, it is ('ften impossible to make an

identifi~Htion with c0rtainty.

This givt.·g rise to cuntroversy. In ~.;onlC cases, rrn identification

that the lJFO was "prohably" an aircraft is all than can be made from

thC' a\'aiL!hl~ data. After the event no amount of further interviewing

of on(' or more witnesses can usually change such a probable into a

certain identification. Field workers who would ~ik\;) to identify as

man)' as lJossible are naturally disposed to claim certainty when this is

at all pes 5i hI e, but o·ther~) \~ho des ire to have EI res i.due of un~xplai.ned

cases in order to add mystery and importance to the UFO problem

incline to set impossibly high standards of certainty in the evidence

before they are wi lling to accept a simple explanation for a report.

This dilemma is nicely illustrated by a question asked in the

House of (ommons of Prir,:(' ~linistt.'r IIarold Wilson, as reported in

Hans("l,j for 19 December 196 7 :

Unidentified Flying Objects. Question 14. Sir .J. Langford

!k11t a~k('d the Prime ~linistcr whether 11(' is satisfied that all

sightings of llnillentlfied fl'jng objects which are reported from

s('r\'i\,~f? soun:cs arE' explninable, what int.{uiries he has authorised

into these objects o'.ltsiJc the defence aspect, anu I'ih<::ther he will

now Clppoint on(' Minister to look into ;111 aspects at repoJ'f:s.

T1w PrilTll' ~1inistcr: The answers arc 'Yc~, except when the

information ,l~i\'(:" is insuffi\"icllt', 'NOlie' ilnd 'No.'

l1b\'iously tI1L'l'C is <I nice hit of ~;('nwntiL:; here in that lile

defi.n;.tioll of "when the information L.; suffidtllt" is tha1: it i:=; suf-

ficent Il'l1c11 all expLtnation C<llI I'll' given.
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Uiscussions of whether a marginal case shou'J he regarded for

statistical purposes a~ having been explained or not have proved to be

futile. Some investigators take the position that, where a plausible

interp:r.etation in terms of conunonplace events can be made, then the UFO

is regarded as having heen identified. Others take the opposite view

that an UFO cannot be regarded as having been given an ordinary iden

tification unless there is ;.:omplcte and binding evidence amolJnUng to

certaint)' about the proposed identification.

For example, in ,Ianuar'y 1968 ncar Castle Hock, Colo., some 30

rerson~ reported UFOs, including spacecraft with flashing lights,

fantastic mancuv<.>rability, and even with occuy:lI1ts presiuncd to be from

outer spacE. Two Jays later it was more modestly reported that two

high school boys had launched a polyethylene hot-air balloon.

Locally that was the end of the story. But there is a se4uel, A

man in Florida makes a practice oC collecting newspaper storics about

UFOs and sending them out in a mimeographed UFO news letter which he

mai Is to variou~ UFO jcurn"ls and local clubs. lie gave currency to

the Castle Rockceports but not to the explanation that followed. When

he was chided for not having done so, he declared that no one could he

abr...Jl..uteZy surf;' th!1t all the Castle I~ock reports arose from sightings

of the balloon. There l11i ~;ht also have been an lJl:O from outer space

,llnong the sightings. No one would dispute his logic, but one may with

propriety wonder why he negl('.:ted to tell his readers that at least

8,")le of the reports w(')'c actually misidentifications of:1 hot-air

bulloon.

As a practic;,l matter, Ive take the position that jf all I)]:() report.

can 1)(' plausihl\' t'.'i.plaillC'll in ol'uinary terms, then we accept ti)at

explanation even though nllt enough cviucnce Jnay be availal>Je to P,()Vc

i.t bcyonu all douht. This point lS ~o important. that pCl'h'lpS an analogy

l'i needl'J to make it clcar. S<:'vc'ral ccntm'il's a"o, the most generally

acceptell theory of hum;\11 Jisease \vas that it was caused l1y the patient: IS

being POSSt,c:'~d or i.nhabi ted hy ~I lkvi 1 or evi 1 spi ri t. Ui ffcrcnt
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diseases were supposed to be caused by different devil~. lhe guiding

principle for medical research was then the study and clas:>ifi cation of

different kinds uf dcvi Is, and progress in therapy \vas soug:,t in the

search for ;1110 cii scovery of means fu r cxurcj sing each kind of dey i 1.

Gradually medical research discovered bacteria, toxins and viruses,

and their causative rL'lation to various disenscs. More and more

disea~;es came to be described by their Cluses.

Suppose no\~ that Instead, medicine had clung to the devil theory

0f disease. As long as there exists one human illness that is not y~t

fully understood in modern terms such a theory canno:: be disproved.

1t is always po::;sible, whi Ie granting th,lt c;ome diseases are caused by

viruses, etc. to maintain that those thJt arc not yet understood are

the ones that are really cau~0d by devils.

11; sOllle in::;tances the same S(Jrt of UFO j s ohserved night after

ni ght under si mi 1ar circumstances. In our experience thIS has been a

sure ~,;ign that the UFO could be correlated wi th some ordinary

phcnonenon.

Far example, rather :'a1'1)' in our work, II Colorado farmer reported

secin~ an UFO 1:1I1d \~est of his farm nearly evC'ry evening about 6:00 p.m.

A field t('<1.o went to SC'C' him anu quickly :md unambiguously identified

the UFO a~ the I1I::Jn(·t S~lturn. The nights on which he did not see it

land were those in which the western sky was cloudy.

But the farmcr did not easily accept our iJentdL:ution of his UFO

as Saturn. lie contendeu that, While his UHJ had lanJcd behind the

mountains on tile particular evening thD.t we visited rim, on T!lGst ni~hts,

h" illsisted, it landed ill front of the mountains, ant! therefore could

n'lt be ;) p1an('t. The identification with Saturn frolTi the ephemeris

\":I~~ so prec i ~(' that we did not vi sit hi ~ I'a rlll 11 i ght ilftcr night in

l'l'dcr to ~<.'l' 1'<'1' \lurselv\'s \~hctlH'r his IJI'O ever lant!{'d in front of the

1IlL'untains. N(' did not regard it as part of \lUI' duty to pcrsuade ob~er

vcrs of th(' correctness of ouri lltcrpl'C'Llti ons . In mo~t cases ob:'ictvers

l"l'adily acceptl'u our eXjdan[1rion, and sOllie expr0sscd relief at h"wing
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an evpryJay explanation avai:able to them.

We sought to hold to a minimum delay', in ~lrriving at the sit;;" of

an uro report, even where it was clear that 't was going to b~ impossi

ble to get there in time actually to see the r~ported UFO. Once an

observer made a report, the fact of his having done so usually becomes

known to friends and neighbors, local new'5papermcp, and local Ui;O

enthusiasts. The witness becomes the center of attention and will

u~uall)' have told his story over and over aguin to such Ii steners, before

th(' field teall\ \~an arrivE'. With e:lch telling of the story it j:;, apt

tD he- varied <FlU ('mbcl.lished a little. Th.is nl~C'tl not be from dishonest

moti"e~. We all like to tell rll1 interp'..;ting ~tory. We would rather

n0t bore our listeners if \~e can help it, sc cil'nci.lishrncnt is som<,··

tillles ;1dded to maximize the· Il1t('T'c~t va.luc· of the nilrration.

It :is not ~.:ls)' to d('tect how a story ha~ grown under retelling in

this Wil\'. Listener:; usually will have asked lC'ading questions anu the

stOI")' wIll have oc'.'clOj1eu In response to such suggcgtion~;, so tha-::. it

soon becomes impossihle for the field team to hear the witness's story

as he told I t the fi rst time. In ~;omd cases when the witness had heen

interviewed tn thi~ \"ay hy local UFO 0nthusiasts, his story W'lS larded

\~i til vi vid I anguage about v.i:'>1 tors fron outer space that \"as probabl~'

not there in the first telling.

Al\other kind of diffio-ulty arises in interviewing mUltipL, associ

ated \dtl1esse~, that is, \~ltlles~es who were together :l't tIL) time that

all of tlw11I ~<l\~ the IIro. Whenever several illdividual~ go rhrough an

excitin~ ('xpl"'rit'nc{' tORcthc' )', they aT£' Llpt tIl spend <1 good deal of

time discussing it :lftcTwnt'J (1'nong tll('tIl~('Jvcs, tellIng ,Ind rC'tclLng

it to each other, Ull,;ol\:;ciously ironing out Ji:;C1'ep,lIH:ies hetween tlwir

\,(lri(111~ ]'('collpctiol1s, :IJlJ grauually conv('/'ginj~ OJl :1 sinj:lt uniforHl

:l('count of the c'XpCril'l1c<.... lJoiilinant pcrson,J! ities wi 11 have cOlltributed

more tll the final Vt'I"doJl than the l('~~~ dominant. Thus the st~)ry told

by' a ~ro\lp of ;\ssol.'int"J \~itnl'ss('s \\'110 tlilVl' had i/nlpl(' opportunity to

''<.:ompar(' notes" \d It he more tlni form than the aC~'OUl1ts th~sc indivhjual~;
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would have given if interviewed separately before they had talked the

matter over together.

One of the earliest of our field trips (December 1966) was made

to \~a')hington, D. C. to interview separately two ai:r traffic control

operators who had been ~nvolved in the great UFO flap there in the

summer of 1952. Fourteen years later, these two men were still qUite

annoyed at the newspape~ ~ubli~ity they had received, because it hai

tended to ridicule thei~ reports. Our conclusion from this trip was

that these men were tel~ing in 1966 stories that were thoroughly con-

si stent wi. th the 11uin points of their stories as told in 1952. Possibly

this was clue to the fact that because of their strong emotional involve

ment they had recounted the incident to many persons at many times over

the intervening years. Although it was true that the stories had not

changed appreciably in 14 years, it nu~ als0 true fnr this very reason

that we acquired no I1ew material by interviewing these men again. (Sec

Section III, Chapter 5).

On the basi~ of this experience we decided that it was not profit

able to devote mULl, effort to re-intervicwing pcrsons who had already

been interviewed rather th"rollghly at a previous time. We do not say

that nothing can be gained in this way, but merely that it did not

seem to us that this would be a profitable way to spend our effort in

this study.

In our experienf:e those who report UFOs are often very articulate,

but not necessarily reliable. One evening in 19G7 a mcst articulate

gentleman told liS with calm good manners all of the circumFrances of a

number of UFOs Ill' IwJ ~,eell that had ('om0 fron: ()l~ter space, and in

partiCUlar went into S01l1l' detail about how his wi.ft"~; grandfather had

immi gra tcd to Amt'ri C:I froll1 th{' Andromcdu nebula, a gtd a}'.y locateu

2,OOU,OOll light year~ fronl tile t'arth.

In <1 few cases stuJy qf old reports may fd Vi' the investigator- a

clue to a pos~ibll' intcrprt)tation that 1".11<.1 lIot OCC~llTed to the original

illvesti&ator. In ~,l1ch a cnse, [I later inter"fie'''' {If the witness may
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would have given if interviewed separately before they had talked the 
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the intervening years. Although it was true that the stories had not 

changed ap?reciably in 14 years, it als0 true fnr this very reason 

that we acquired no IIC'W matel'i.al by interviewiJig these men again. (Sec 

Section III, Chapter 5). 

On the basi:,; of this expel'ience we decided that it was not profit

able to devote mUUl effort to re-interviewing persons who had already 

been interviewed rather th(lrollgh ly at a previous time. We do not say 

that nothing can he gained in this way, but merely that it did not 

"eem to LIS that this would be a profitable way to spend our effort in 

this study. 

In our experienr:e those who report UF(ls are often very articulate, 

but not necessarily relia~le. One evening ill J9G7 a mcst articulate 

Rent10man told us with calm good manners 011 of the cjrcumF~ance5 of B 

number of tWOs he twJ ~;CCI\ that h:Jd (,Olne' from OL!ter space, and in 

particular WCllt into SVllll' J~rail about how his \\life"; grandfnther had 

immi grated to !\m€'ri en frolll tile Andromeda nebula, a gular.)' locateu 

2,OOO,OOll light ycar~ from the oarth. 

In ,1 few eases study ()f old r(!ports iliaI' fdv(' the inve~tigator a 

clue ~o a pos:;iblc' intC'l'pretatioll that I-.au not (ll'e~IITCcl to thl) original 

itlvestiRutor. In !,lIch u cnsc, iI later intclTif?w {,f the wi.tness may 
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elicit new information that was not brought out in the earlier inter

vie~. But we found that such interviews need to be conducted with great

c:l1'e as it is t'Llsily possible that the "new" information may have been

~enerah~J through the unconscIOUS usc of leading questions pointing to

ward the new iHtcTprctation, 'ind so m<lY not be reliable for that reason.

8. Sources 0 f UFO Report s

Usucd 1)" the fi l'5t report of an UFO 1s made to a lccal pol ice

officer or to a local neW3 reporter. In some cases, members of UFO

study organizations are sufficiently well known in the community that

reports are maJe directly to them. In spite of the very considerable

publicity that has been given to this subject, a large part of the

public still does not know of the official Air force interost.

Even some> policemen and newsmen do not know of it and so do not

pass on the UFO report. In otlwr cases, we founJ that the C1;1ti-Air

Force publicit}, effort~ of some UFO enthusiasts had v~rsuadcd observers,

1.)10 would otherwise have done so. not to report to the Air Force. Ive

have alreCldy commented on the fact that for u variety of reasr'llS many

persons who do have UFO experi~nces do not report promptly.

Ideally the entire publ ic would have known that each Air Force

base must, ac~~ording to AFR 110-17, have an UFO officer and would have

reported prompt ly any extraordinary thing seen in the sky. Or) if this

were too much to expect, then all police and news agencies would ideally

have knO\OI of II i r Force interest and W0111d have pClsscJ informat i on

a 101lii tt) the neares t Air Force bf.tsc. But nOlle 0 f these i de:ll th j ngs

were true, and as ;} result OUT collection of UFO reports is extremely

hapha::ard and incomplete.

Wh.?n C) l'C;1ort is made to an "ir Force base, it is handled by an

LJI;O l1ffi(cr wLose tUrin of iilVl·.';tig;.ltion <InJ report is prc:;crJbed by

;\FH t'll-17 (i'ppcndix AL If the C'xp];mutioll of the report i~, immecli-

'Itl·!)' obvious :lIlU trid:ll some nersons will telephone u base to

rl.'port a (ontr:til from:l high-f1yin~ jet that is particularly bright in

tIle light of tht, setting sun -- the UFO ()I1i.cer tells the person
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hapha:ard and incomplete. 
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tll~ light of thl' settiT1~ sun --. the UFO 'ltli.eer tells the person 
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what it was he saw, and there the matter ends. .~o permanc'nt record of

such ('ails is made. I\s a result there is no record of the total number

of UFO reports made to AF bases. Only those that reCJuire more than
cursory consideration ~re reported to Project Blue Book. Air Force

officers are human, and therefore interpret their duty quite differ

ent 1)', S,)!ne \'Jent to great Jengths not to submi t a report. Others took

special C:.C'light LI1 rep()rting all of the I~easyl! ones out of a zealous

lo}'al!;,' to their scrvi,'E', because- the 1I1orc "identifiods" they turned

in, the- higher !I'oulJ be the over-all percentage of UFO reports

cxplf1ined. When in .Julle 19()7 Air Force UFO officer:- from the vari()us

bases COl1n.'neU in 1311\Jl~er SOlllC' of them qui to vigorously debated the

relative merits of these two different extreme views of their duty,

~I,my pe0tl1e have From time t r ) tlnw tTicd to learn something

~ignifjcant about IJFOs by studying <;tQtistically the distribution of

UFO reports geographically, 111 time, and IJPth factors together. In

our op~nion the~(" efforts ha.ve rrnveu to be 4uitc fruitless. [he

difficulties ,n'c J i s c us ~; edi 11 St· c t i ()n Vf, Ch(l pte r 10.

The geograpll1cal Jistributton of reporLs correlates roughly with

population density of the non "urban pOpuLltion. Very few reports

(Oint:' from the densely-populated Ul'b,Jll areas, Whether this is due to

urban sophistic\tion or to th('> scattering of c:1ty lights j.s not known.

but it i:, illOl'l' v,'obably tht' latter,

There apparelltly ,'xists 110 ~jl1g1c cl)l1lplett' collection of Ul,'(l

rl'Jlon~. TillJ IHri-!('st fill' is thLt l11aint,lllwd h)' Proj·lt [nUl' Boo).; (It

\\ri~ht-I'<itt('r:'111 ..\i hll'Cl' 1~:lsl', ()hio. Clt.hC'f fll,'s ,Ire llI,lintuineJ by

.\PI\O in lUI~~\nll and ~d;:AI' in \v;lshingtoll, TIll' files of Project Inul' Book

'U,,' arranged ~)\' J·~t(' and p1:lcp of occurr \'I1i.·(~ (If tJl(' l'l'i1OI't, so that 01\0

11I11~t ),,11()\I' these' dat;1 in (lrd,')' 1) ri1ld ;J )),ll,tictl]ur CI';,', Pru!'osuis

1t:1\'(.' b(,{\11 made fnlll1 t 111l\~ t(l tim( fur :1 ~oI1IJ)\ltl'l'-·illd('xin)~ of these reports

b~' \'urillus l"ltl'gori<.\s hut th;~i h:J~ IlPt !J<"('J) l:lrrieu out. Two publica-

tions ale a\'aU,lhlc \~hldl pal,tinny suppl)' this l:l<:k: onl'~h '{'he UFt)

i:'{,;"C11r!e- (liall , 19b,t) dlhl the utlle,. is a collection of rC)lort~; l~alleJ
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i'i2e Refcpcru.·{! .1>/' Out n tanding U}o'I) h'epoY't.'l (Ol:<en, ) .

We have already mentioncd the existence of flaps, that is, the

tendency of reports to corne in clusters ilt certain times in certain

areas. No quantitative study of tllis is available, hut we believe that

the clustering tendency is p:lrtly due to Ch:ll1g i ng amounts of at tentian

devoted to the subject b "he nl'\..,rs media. Publicity fo)' some reports

stimul~te~ more reports, noth because people pay mor~ attention to the

~k>, at such a t illlC, amI hecause they ar(' l1\('re like ly to make a report

of something \",tticll attracts their attention.

111 the sU1l\mcr of 1.9(,7 the!'e 1~<lS a 1:1I'1~e liFO flap III the tlcighbor·,

hood of Harri sburg, Pel. 'l'h is 111<1)' h:1 ve !lev!! in p:1 r·t pJ'oduccJ by the

efforts of a loel1 NICi\P member \\Ior'king 11 1 c)r.l:--e n,'i~()dation with a

rC!lorter for the 10(\1 afternoon newspaper who wrote an t~XC i t ing UFO

stC'TY for his paper almost dally. Clldu:1~))' cl1nugh, the morning p;~p !'

~cari.'cl~.' c\,pr h;l<1 an lIro stury frOTn which we conclude' t.hat one editor's

nell'S is ~ll1othcl'ts f.ill..:'r. We stati(lued 0I1<~ uf ('Ur investigators the!'.:

during August Ivith J'esult~, that ;IJ'C' descrih(~d in Ca~:'l'27 .

~Ian~' UFO !"('port5 werc l'lade by tile puhlic to Olm:,;teu Air rorce

Ba:;e a '('~' miles SOtl't11 ·~f !Ial'1'isbl1J'~, bilt when this base w"s deactivated

during he Sun\ll'.er l' ,i reports h;;J to he madc to ~1c(;uir(' i\ir Force Hast'

nea l' 'l'rt '1 tOil, 'Ii. 'I'h is rcqu i red ;I toll nil!, lind the frequency l)f

l'(',:eipt )f UHJ .epnrts fr0111 the lI:ll'l'bhllrg area dropped abruptly,

hH a.l ,";' th,'~;l' 1';lJ'iow; n!i'S()Jl~, I';l' fN'1 tll:1t the fluctu;ltin115

t~~'(l~rapL ,:;t11~' ;I'ill ill t ir:H' p:' UFO 1'('/l01'1~; ;Irl' ~·;o grC'ilt.!y i nflu(,IlCl'J by

sociolcW al f'lctors. lhilt all}' V;I1'i;ltjoil~; dul' 1.) changes in llnJ('rl)'lrll~

h,'!·.;j C!I it hCf}nnwf}i1 it}'(' l'P11IP 1l'f(']}' IIw:-;kcd,

[11 l'IlSiit ilHI,rl lli:() )lIurn;I!I'i1:1 the ~;tiJle!n("lt is I'Hr.·f1 Jnnc!r' tlwt

IICh ,;hn :t J1wl'h.cd l{ITlIh'f}cl' te lw ~,('('n ilion' ort('Tl m':l!' rni I j lary ill'·;1i1)·

LIt i II t1 I'h(' rei:; nos t ;l ( i ~t i (' <. l! I y ~; i il,ll i fie illl t (' V j d.:' rI (. C' t' 1" t t 11 i~.; i;;;

t. v1 (" I,ll s('Tiltatiollal \1'I'iten;, this :illt·W·d htlt 1lI1J11'uven (o/lceTltJ'iltiol1

of uro sight in~~ i~ t:;kL'l\ ;l~; ('videnc(' tllnt extr-a .. tern.'stri:il visitors

arC' r(,I..·\'I1II()itt'rill~ ('UI' l11i./it:lJ'Y defense'!;, pn'paratory to launching:J

Tile Hefcl'Cr2('(! ,1'c~/' OufntanJif1(f U}o'I) h'£'pO.1't.'l (Ol:-en, ), 
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t~~'()io:rapi; "':111,' ;1'011 ill t il;a' II:' \l1'() 1'<.'(1\11'1:; ar,-' ,,~o gl'(':llly i nrlUl'llceU hy 
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military attack at 50m\;.~ time in the future, Even if a slight effect of

this kind were t~ be established by careful statistical studies, we

feel that it could be easily accounted for by the fact that at every

base men stand all night guard duty and so unusual things in the sky

are more likely to be seen. Moreove, civilians living near a military

base are more likely to make a report to the base than those living at

some distance from it.

AFR 80-17a directed UFO offi cel'S at each he -;r~ to send to the

ColoraJo p"ojec~ a dupi icate of each report sent "(" ,Iroject Blue Book,

This enabled us to keep tT~.d 0f the quali ty of the il.vestigHtions and

to be inf(;~'mcd about pUZZling cdnterpreted cases. Suel -:-eporting was

useful in cases whose st\ldy extended over a lonR period, but the slow

ness of l'E'ceipt of such report s made thi s arrangement not complete ly

sRtisfactory as a source of reports un the h;.lsis of whid. to direct

the activity of our own field team~. f\ few reports that c;~~med quitt:

interesting to Air Force personnel caused tJlern to notify us bp teletype

or telephone. Some of our field studies arose from reports received

in this ~"ay,

To suppl-emeT't Air rUYCe reporting, we set up our own Early Warning

Net\\'ork, a group of nbout 60 active volunteer field reporters, most

of whom Wel"l' connected \Jith /\PRO or NICAP. Th(~y telerhonpd or telf:

grapheri to us intelligence of liFO ::.ig,htillgS in their own territory and

conducted som~ preliminary inve~tigation for us Wh1 Ie our team wa:q en

route. Some of thifi cooperation \VfIS quite va!unhl£::. In the spring of

1968, Donald Keyhor', dircdoT of NICAP, ordered discontinuation of this

arrangement, but many NICAP Hel11 team') continurd to cooperate"~

All of these sources IHovided l1luny more quiL:kl)' rcpurlcu\ fresh

cases tlll)n our ficlJ teams could study in (ktail. [n consequence Wf'

had to develope cd '.. cria fOT quickly selecting whicl' of the cases

'teported to us would be handled wi th II field tri p (Sell Section II I,

Chapter i).
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or telephone. Some of our field studies arose froln report~ received 

in this \~ay. 

To suppl';!mept Air rorce reporting, we set lip our own Early Warning 

Network, a group of anout 60 active volunteer field reporters, most 

of whom wen' connectf'd Idth f,PRO or NICAP. Tlwy telephon('d or telf,

grapheri to us intelligence of 111'0 :,;g;htillgS in theLr own territory and 

conducted sam .. prelim1nllry invef;tigatiol1 fOI us wIll Ie ollr team wa~ en 

roule. Sallie of thH c.ooperation 1,11S quite valuahle. In the spring of 

1968, Donald Kcyhof'!, dip:r.tor of NICf\P, onlere,\ disC'ontinuatiol1 of this 

arrangement, but many NICAI' fie],! team" continu('d to coopcrat<'" 
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had t.o develope cd ",cria fOT quickly selecting whicl' of the cases 

reported fo us would b~ handled with ~ field trip (Sc~ Section III, 

l11aptcr i). 



9. ~xtra-terrestrial Hypothesis

The idea that some UFOs may be spacecraft sent to Earth from

another civilization, residing on another planet of the solar system,

or on a planet associated with a more distant star than the Sun, is

called the Extra-terrestrial Hypothesis (ETH). Some few persons profess

to hold a ~ trongcr level of )eHef in the aatuaZity of UFOs being visi

tors from outer space, controlled by intelligent beings, rather than

merely :>f the p088ibUity, not yet fully established as an observa

tional fact. We shall c~11 this level of belief ETA, for extra

terrestrial actuality.

It is often difficult to be sure just what level of belief is held

by various persons, b~cause of the vagueness with which they ~tate

their ideas.

For example, addressing the American Society of Newspaper Editors

in Washington on 22 Ap~;' 1967, Dr. McDonald oeclan,c1.: "There is. in

my Fresen t opinion, no sensible alternative to the utterly shockiag

hypothesis that the UFOs are extl'aterrestri al prob~s from somewhere

else.· f Then in an Australian broadcast on 20 August 1961 McDonald ';aid:

" you find yourself ending up with the seemingly ab~urd. seemingly

improbable hYJi,)thesis that thes ~ tni; gs may come from :>omewhere elsE.:."

A mUllber of other sdentists have also expressed themsel ve::' as

believers in ETH. if not ETA, but usually in more cautious ~e~:.

The !:eneral idea of space travel by humans from Earth and visi tors

to Earth from uther civi l.izations is ~n old :me and has been the sub

ject of many works of fiction. In the past 250 years 'che topic has

been widely developed in science fiction. A fascinating account of

the development of thL literary fonn is gi.ven in PiZg1'irne through

Spaae (md Time -- 'l'rend..q and Pattern"; ~n S'rnentirc and Utopian Fietion

(Baile;;. 1947)

The first published ;;uggestion that some UFOs are visitors frfJr"

ether civili zations is contain£:d in an article in '~v-ue, entitled

"r'lylng Sauct'rs are Real" by ;)ona1d E. Keyhoe (1950).
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Direct, convincing and unequivocal evidence of the truth of ETA

h-Juld be th~ gr('atc~;;t ~ingl\' scientific discovery in the history of

111311kinl}. l;oing bl'~·O'H.I its interest for sCIence, it would uTl<klubtedJy

have consequences Df surpassing significance for every phase of humar'

life. Some persons I.,.ho have \.,rri tf"en ~pecl'::ative1/ on tIns suh j ec t,

profess to bel ieve that til ~ supposl~d extraterrcs trial visitors come

\Iith beneficent motives, to help humani~:y clean up "the terrible mess

that it has made. Others say they believe that the visit0rs are

hostile. \~hether their coming would be favorable or unfavorable to

mankind, it is almost ~ertain that tl1ey would make great changes in

the conditions of human existence.

is characteristic of most reports of actual visitors from

outer space tha~ there is no corro"orating wi tnes s to the alleged

incident, so that the story must be accepteJ, if at all, solely on

the basis of belief in th(~ vcraci ty of the one person who claims to

have had the experience. In the cases which we studied, there was only

one in \"hich the observer claimed to have had contact with a 'fisi tor

from outer space. On th0 basis of our experience I'.ith that one, and

our own ull""i 11 ingness to bE: 1i'~ve the 1i teTal truth of the Vi lIas -Boas

incident, or the one from Truckee, Calif. reported by Prof .James

Harder (see Section V, CI,apter 2), lVe found that no direct 8vidcnce

v;hatever of a convincing nature' now l'xists for the claim that any UFOs

represent spacecraft visi ting ljarth from another civiJiz,ation.

Some persons are tempcr:!)'\l'l1tall)' ready, even eager, t.o accept ETA

',dthout clear observatio:lal cvi<kncc. One lady remarked, I-It would be

~o \\'ol\ckrfully exciting if iL :vert.:' true!" It certainJy would be excit

j ng, but that JoC's not make it true', \"h(1I cOlit'rontc<J wi th a proposi

tlon of such great import., rC~I'()n~;iblc scic:,,'t..'Sfs adopt. a cautiousJ.y

critical attitude tOh'anl 'lhatC'vc-r eVidence is 1'.dch,ced to support it.

Persons h'ithout scientific training, often confUSe, this with ~~[:,.;i~

opposition to the idea, with a biaseJ dC'~;irc or hope, or even of N.11

ingness to distort tlw I:vi JencC' in order to conclude tlltlt ETA is not
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true.

The scientists' caution in such a situation does not represent

ouposition to the idea. It represents a detennination not to accept

til: l,Jrr;.;osition as true in the absence of evidence that clearly, UI1

:U,Oi/ClOUS)Y ano with certainty establishes its truth or falsity.

Sde"dfically it is not necessary -- it is not everl desirable

to :odopt a P051 tioll abo'.!t the truth or falsity of ETA in order to

investigate the question. There is a widespreau misconception that

~d('ntific inquiry represents ~ome kind of dehate in which tho truth

adjudged to b~' all the s ide of the team that has scored the most

puints. Scientists investigate an undeciJed proposition by seeking to

f i ld,a}'s to get uccisi ve observational mated al. Sometimes the ways

tJ get si.lch data arc Jifficult to conceive, difficult to carry out,

an,\ so indirect that the rest of the scientific world remains uncertain

of the probative value of the results for a long time. Progress III

science can he painfully slOl'i -- at other times it can be sudden and

dramatic. l11C question of ETA would be settled in a few minutes if a

flying saucer \vere to lanJ on the lawn of a hotel \vherc a COllvelltion

of the American Physical Society was in progress, and its occupants

were to emerge and present a special paper to the assembleu physicists,

revealing where tht'y caml' from, and the technology of how thei r craft

operates. Searching questiors fro~ the audience would follow.

In sayi ng that thus far no convincing evi lIence exists for the

truth of i:TA, no prediction is made about the future. If evidence

appears soon after this report is published, that will not alter the

tn.lth of the statement that \ve do not now have such evidence. If new

cv.i.denc(' app~ars luter, this report can be appropriatel)! revi :;cd in a

5·:conO printing.

j i1 • In te 1 l.2-s5.!l..!-.!::..iJe ~ 1S l'whc r~

\vhcthcr there is intelligent life clsm,)~~ro (ILL:) il' ~he Universe

is a question that has rccl'iveJ a great Jeal of s,:)rious speculative

attentioJl in :recent years. A good popular review of thinking on the
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subject is ~!e Are No!; Alone by Walter Sullivan (1964). More advanced

discussions Clrc Intel'Ht:ellap (·or'1!mA.rLtc~at1:0?'lJa collection of papers edited

bv A. (;. W. Cameron (1963), and lil,telZigeYit Ltfe in the Universe;

(Shk lovski i ami Sagan, l:)l1b). Thw; far we have no observat50nal evidence

whatever on the question, so therefore it remains open. An early un

pub lished dis CllSS ion is a let tel' of 13 December 1948 of J. E. Lipp to

Gen. Donald Putt (Appendix D -j. This letter is Appendix D of the

I'roject Sign report d:ltcd February H I49 from Air Materiel Command Ifea(i

quarters No. F-TR-~.?74-L\.

The ILl: question has ~:om(' relation to the ETJI or ETA for UFOs as

Jiscussed in the preceding ~·ection. ,'learly, if ETIl is true, then ILl:

must also be true because some UFO:; hm!l~ th('n to come from some un-

earthly civilization. Conversely, if ''JC could know conclusively that

ILE does not exist, then l:TlI could not he true. But even if ILE exists,

it does not follo\l' that the ETI! is true.

For it coulu be that tfh~ lLE j though existent, might not have

reached a stage cf uevt.'lopment in ,~hidl the beings have the technical

capacity or the uesirc to visit the !:al'th's surface. Much ~peculative

\\riting assumes implicitly that intelligent life progresses sr:eadily

both in intellectual and in its technol\)gicu.l development. 'if~~ began

on Earth more than a billion years ago, h'he.tcas the known geoh;gicdl

age of the Earth is some five LUlion years, so that life in any form

has olll)' existed for the most recent one-fifth of the Earth's life as

a soJiJ ball orbi ting the Sun. t-lan as an intelligent being has only

lived on Earth for sOJile 5,000 years, or about one-millionth of the

Earth's age. Technological Jevelopml'nt is even more recent. ~10reover

thE' greater part of \~hat \'il' think of as advanced technoio~y has onLy

bel'l! developeu in thl' 1ast 100 years. LV('11 today Wl' UQ not ret have a

tCC!\I'.O logy capab 11..' of ]Jutting mell on oth(;.~r pI allets of the so Jar ;.-;vs tem.

Tl<lvel of men over intl;rstl'11ar distances in the foreseeable future

$E:'cms no\~ to be ltuitC' out of the- question. ~Ptlrc011, 19(JO; Markowitz.,

19u 7) .
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they develop to

they have

long space

fhe dimen~3ions of the unberse are hard for th~ mind of man tv

concei ve. A light-year is the distanc:e light travels in one year of

31.56 million seconds, at the rate of 186,000 miles per second, that

is, a distance of 5.88 million million miles. 1be nearest known star

is at a distance of 4.2 light-years.

Fifteen stars are known to be within 11.5 light-ye:t!'s of the Sun.

Our own galaxy, thp ~Ii lky Way ,is a vast flattened distribution of

some lOll stars about 80,000 light-years in dlameter, with the Sun

located about 26,000 light-years from the center. To gain. a little

perspective on the meaning of such distances relativ:.~ to human affairs,

we may observe that the news of Onist's life on Earth could not yet

have reached as much as a tenth of the Jistance from the Earth to the

c~nter of our galaxy,

Other galaxies are inconceivably remote. The faintest ohservable

galaxies are at a distance of some two billion light-yeaTs. 'mere are

some 100 million such galaxies within that distance, the average

distance oetween galaxies being some eight million light-years.

Authors of UFO fanta~~y literature casually set all of the 1aws of

physics ~side in order to t.ry tc evade t.his cOhclusion, but serious

consideration of their lJeas hardly belongs in a report on the scien

tific study of UFOs.

Even assuming that ulfficl..'ties of this s'Jrt could be overcome,

",'e have no right to assume that in life communities everywhere there

is a steady evolution in tne directions of both greater intelligence

and grea.ter technological competence. Human beings now know enough to

destroy all tife on Farth, and they may lack the intelligence to work

out sodal controls to keep themsel V{~s from doing so. I f other ci. viI i

zatic·r·s have th~ samt' limitation theI~ it might be that

the point where they destroy themselves utterly before

developed the tecilnology needed to en~)le them to make

voyages.

Another po~.~ i bi 1ity is that the groHth of intel1 iger::o precedes
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the growth of technology in such a '.... ay that by the tim2 a society ,,,auld

be technically capable of inter~~ellar space travel, it would have

reached a level of intelligence at which it Lad not the slightest

interest in interstellar travel. We must not assume that we are cap

able of imagining now the scope and extent of future technological

development of our own or any other civilizatirm, and so we must guard

against asswni:~g that we have any capaci ty to imagine what a more

advanced society l,/ou1(\ regard as intelligent conduct.

In addition to the great Jistancc5 involved, and the difficulties

,,"hich they present to inteTste1L\r space travel, there is still another

problem: If ''ie assume that civilizations annihilate themselves in such

a hay that Weir effective intelligent life span is less than, say,

100,000 years, then such a short time span also works against the

likelihood of sucCf~ssful interstellar communication. The different

civilizations would probably reach the culmination of thelr develop

ment at different epochs in cosmic history. Moreove£, according to

present views, stars are being famed constClrltly by the condensation of

interstellar dust and gases. They exist for pcrh'lps 10 billion year5,

of which a civ~lization lasting 100,000 years is only 1/100,000 of the

life span of the star. It follows that ther·c is an extremely small

likelihood tRat two nearby civilizations would be in a state of hibh

development at the same epuch.

Astronomers no\~ generally agrce' that a fairly large numher of all

main-sequence 5 tars are probab ly accompanied by pI anets at the right

Jistance from the.:.r Sun to provide for habitable conditions for life as

we 1<1101'" it. That is, I~herc sta:r~; are, there Clre probably habitable

planets. Thi s bel i ef f;:VI)~"S the pos~' ibiI i ty of interstellar communi ca

tion, but it must be remembered t~at evpn this view is entirely

speculatJon: ,ve an' l\u~te uli,lble directly tv ohserve any planets as~o

dated with stars other thall the Sun.

III v lew e·' the forpf:oi.ng, I ... e consider that i t~s safe to asswne

that no ILE outside of our '\olar system has any possibHi ty of visi ~.ing
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the growth of technology in such a '<lay that by the tim~ a society would 

be technicallY capable of inter,,~ellar space travel, .it would have 
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development at the same epoch. 
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Jistance from the.'.r Sun to provide for habitable c()nditions for life as 

we imol, it. !'hat is, where sta:r:; are, there ;lre probably habitable 

;)Ianets. This belief L:v,)):s the pos~>ibility of Interstellar communica

tion, bu', it must be rcmcrnl)cn'd t:lat even thj~; "iew is entirely 

sprculat,on: I,e an' qu~te Uli,lble direc.t', tv oh~cr'/(! any pla.ncts a~so

dated with stars o~11cr thall the Sun. 

In vlew n·· the fOrf'f:o;ng, IVl' cOllsider that it .:S safe to assume 

that no ILE ol!t:ilde of our ',alar system has any possilJi lity of visi~.ing 
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Earth in the next 10,000 ye:n5.

This conclusion does not rule out the possibilit.y of the existence

of ILE, as contrasted with the ability of such civilizations to visit

E ~ I' . c1 I 10 21 bartl" t 15 estImate t lat stars can e seen using the 200-inch

Hale telescopE' 011 1--1ount Palomar. Astronomers surmise that possibly as

few as one in a million or as many as one in ten of these have a planet

in wbich physical and chemical conditions are such as to make them

habitable by life baseL! on the sam~ kind of biochemistry as the life we

knol. on Earth. Even if the lower figure is taken, this wO:Jld mean

there are 1015 stars in the visible universe which have planet., suitable

for an al'ode of life. In our own galaxy there are lOll stars, so

perhap~ as many as 10 8 have hahi_table planets in orbit around them.

Biologists feel confident that Hhercver IJhysical and ::hemical

conditions are dght) life will actually emerge. In shol."t, astronomers

te 11 us that there are a vas t number of stars i 11 the univl'!Tse accom

panied by planets I"here the physical and chemical concH tians are sui t-·

ab Ie, and biologis ts te 11 us that habi tab Ie pI aces are sure to be~ome

inhabj t('d. (Rush, 1957).

An important advance was made when Stanley L. Mi !leI' (l9SS) showed

experimentally that elec:trical dis charges such as those in natural

lightning when passed through a mi.xtUTC of methane and ammonia, such as

may have been present in the Earth's primitive atmosphere, will ini ..

Hate c1wmica:. reactions whi eh yield various amino acids. These are

the raloli materia.l<:: from which are constructed the p 'oteins that are

€5'H.'lltial to life, 1-Ullc!'s work ha5 been followed up uno extended hy

IML:' otl\~r~, parti(.ularly r. II. Abelson of the Carnegie !nstitlltion of

Wa~,hi',~gton.

The yo,tory u, by '10 means fuJly worked out. 'nle evidence in haT'd

seems to convince biocl1l'nlists that natural processe~;. such as lightnini;,

or the a0sorption of solar ultraviolet light, could generate the I1Pces

sary starti~g reaterials from w~ich lir~ could ~volv(. On this ba·1s

they general!y bold the belief that where conditions make it possible
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tlw.t life could appear, there life actualty wi 11 app~ar.

It is regarded by scientists today as esscntiHlly certain that ILE

exists, but with eS5ent~ally no possibility of contact between the can

munities on planets associated with different stars. We therefore con

clude that there is no relation betlveen 1LE at other solar systems and

the UFO phenomenal: as observed on Earth.

There remains the questiOl, of ILl: within our solar system. Here

only the planets Venus and Ma:os need be given consideration as possible

abodes of life.

~Iercury, the planet nearest the Sun, is certainly too hot to

support life. The side of ~1crcury that is turned toward the

Sun ha~ 311 average temperature of 660 0 r. Since the o1'bi t is rather

eccentric this temperature b,,,comes as h':'gh as 770'\·) hot enough to

melt lead, I"hen Mer.;ury is closest to the Sun. '1'he cpposite side is

e.xtremely cold, its temperature not being \';)IO'"n.'I< (;ravity on f.lercury

is about one-fourth that on Earth. This fact combined wi th the high

temperatl.,:-e makes it certain that Mer,-ury has no atmosphere, which is

consist!~nt with ob.:;ervational data on this ;.>oLnt. It is quite impossi

ble that life &s found on Earth could exist on Mercury.

,Jupi teJ', S"turn, Uranus) Neptune e.nd Pluto are so far from the

Sun that they are too cold for life to exist there.

Although it has long bee;) thought that V~mus might provide a suit

able lbode for life, i.t is now known tha': the sL"rface of Venus is also

too hot for adviiilccJ forms of life, al thoughi t 1:; possible that some

primitive: forms may eX1St. SOI1lC IJIH.:ertaipt.y and controvf~rsy exists

a.bout the intclprctation of observat Ion:; of Vt:mus hccausl' the elanet

is alwa)'s enveloped in tl~)rlsc clouds so that Ute soliJ surface is never

se~n. The absorpt i on spectrum of sunLight comi ng frolll Venus indicates

that the principal cOI1:,tituent of the atlnosphere is carb01~ dioxide.

There is no evidence of f)XygC1\ or water vapor. With so little o.xygcn

in the atl1losphere there could !10·~ be animal life there resembling that

on Eal'th.

~lerCUl'r rotates in ;:i~) d,l)'S and th~' crldlal period is f;S day~, ~10

t hcre is a s 1o'" 1'1.' 1at i v~' 1'ot;t ti Oil .
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Although it is safE' to l,:ollduue that thcr-e is no intelligent life

on Venus, the contrary idea IS held. quite tenar.iously by certain groups

in America. There arc ~smal1 religious groups who maintain that Jesus

Chri st nO\... sojounls on Venus, and that ~ome of thei l' members have

travelled there by flying saucers supplied by the Ven'J5ians and have

been greatly refroshed spiri tually by visiting Him. There is no obser

vational evidence in support of this teaching.

In the fantasy Ii terature of believers in Elll, some attention is

aiven to a purely hypothetical pla.rl~t named Clarion. Not only is there

no direct evidence for its existence, but there is conclusive indirect

evidence for its non-exis tence. 'TI10S e UFO wri ters who try not to be

totally inconsistent with scienLfic fin ...1ings, recognizing that Venus

and Mars are unsuitable as abodes of life, have invented Clarion to meet

the need for a home for the vi s j tors wl~o they be lieve come on some UFOs.

They postulate th:;t Clarion moves in an orbit exactly like that of

the Earth around the Sun, but wi th the orbit rotated through half a

revolutior: in its plane so that the two orbits have the same line of

apf,idcs, but lvi th Clarion's perihelion in the same direction from the

Sun 115 the Earth's aphelion. The two pl:int~ts, [arth and Clarion. are

postulated to move in their orb:\.ts in such a way that they are alway5

opposite each other, so that the line 6arth-Sun-Clerion is a straight

line, T;lUS persons on Earth would never see CJ arlon because it is

permanen': ly eclipsed by the Sun.

If the t\olo orbits I.;ere exactly circulr-.r. the two planets would

move along their common orbit at the same spec(l and so Viot11d remain

exactly o:Jposite e~',ch other. But even if the orbits are elliptical,

so thilt the speed In the orbi t is var.lao Ie, the tW\) pI allets v.-ould vary

in speed Juring the year in just such a way as ah.;ays to remain

opposite ~ach other and thus cOlltinue to be permanently eclipsed.

However. this tidy arranef:'m~;.t would not occur in actuality

because the motion of ench of these two nl anetg would be perturbe<.1 by

the gravitational attractions b('tw(~en them and the other planets of 1:hc
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:-;ola1' sy~tCI1l, prilH.:ipully Vl'IlUS and Mars. It IS a quite complicatf.'d

and difficult prolJh'tn to c<.llculatc the way i.1l v,hich these perturbations

would affect the Illation of Earth an'l Clarion.

At the request of the Colorado project, Dr. R. L. Duncombe,

director of the Nautical Almanac office at U.S. Naval Observatclry in

Washington, D. C., kindly arranged to calculate the ~ffect of the intro

duction of the hypothetical planet Clarion into the solar system. The

exact res'Jl t depends to snme extent on the location of the Earth-Sun

Clarion line re1ativl~ to the line of apsides and the c~mputations were

carried out merely for one case (see Appendix E).

fhese calculations show that the effect of the perturbations would

be to make ClarLon become v:sible Leom Earth beyond the Sun1s limb

after about thirty years. if, other worJs, Clarion would long since have

become visible from Larth if many years ago it were started out in such

a special way as has been post:ulated,

The computations revealed fUl'ther that if Clari»n WCIC there it

would T(;vcal its presence indirectly in ~ much shorter time. Its

attraction on Vt::nus would cause Venus to move in a different way than

if Clari on Ivere not ttlere, Calculation shows thilt :rnus would pull

away from its otherwise correct mati on by about 1" of arc in about

three months time. Venus is routinely kept und~r observation to thi~

accuracy, a.. d tr.ere}ore if C1 arion were there it woul d reveal its

presence by its efftlct on the motion of VOPUf;. No such effect is

observed, that" 3, the motion of Venus as actually "bserved ]~ accu

rately in accord wi th the absence of Clarion, so therefore we may

safely conclud,' that Clari on is nonexistent ,"

In his letter of transm ~tal !Jr, Duncombe comments "I teel this

is definite proof that the ~'Tl'SCI1CC of su.:h a holly c;)uld not remain

undetecte\l fIJi.' long. lIow\~Vt'r, J all1 afraid it w.i1 1 not ch··mge the minds

of those people ',~'hu lyc} ievt' in the existcnce of Clarion "

Ne fir~.t heard abvut Clarion from a lally who is promine'lt in

American politic~J1 life who was intrigul'uwith the ic\t:a that tld~" is

.. TIll'SC culc:ulations assUllle Cll1rl(j~~'S Il1US~i rl)ll~lily "quoII to that of

till' Eart.h.
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\I'here UFOs come from. When the resul ts of tl.c Naval Ohservatory co;nplJ

tations were told to her she excla.i.med, II'Plat's what 1 don't like about

computers! They are always dealing death blows to our fondest notions ~'

Mars has long been considered as a possible abode of life in the

solar sys tern. There iss ti 11 no direct evi donee that life exists there,

but the question is heing actively studied in the space research pro

grams of both the lJni ted States and Soviet Russia, so it may well he

clarified \\'ithin the coming decaJe.

At present all in<.1i tations are that Mars could not be the habi ta

tion of an advanced civi 1 ization capable of sending spacecraft to visit

the Earth. Conditions for life th~re arc so harsh that it is generally

\1elicveu th.lt at best Mars could only support the simpler f<.mns of

plant life.

An excellent recent ~,\uvey of the rapidly increasing knOWledge of

~fars is nev!CIbook of the I'hUB [er1.Z PY'()peY't<e.c~ of tlw T'l.ani'?t; Mcn:>n camp i led

by c.. M. ~tichau)( (~i\Si\ p\lblic~ti()n SP-.30JO, J9(7). A bri~~f discussion

of i\.nerican research progrruns for study (If Ii fe on Mars is gi vl.ln in

Biology and ExpZomt;iO'I of Naf'{1~ a 19-page pamphlet prepared by the

Spac~ Science Hoard of the National Academy of Scienccs, published in

Apl"il 19')5.

TIle orbi.t of ~Iars is considerably more eccentric tban that of the

Ear.th. CcmStquently the distance of Mars from the Sun vari es +'"rom 128

to IS5 million miles durinl-: thc year of 687 days. '111t, synl"jic period,

or me~n time' bet\'ll'l'll successive opposit!ons, is 800 oays.

'(he ;nost f<lvorablt' tl'11C for obs0!'vntion of ~1aTs 1!; at (jppo~itjon,

,,'hen ~lars is oppos i tc tht, ~;un from l:arth. 'I1l0se dis tunces of clo!>est

approach of ~·Ial''''' and Earth vary from ~5 to 6() mi 11 ion nli ]es. The most

recent favoral'le time of closest apprc',lch I"BS tllp oppositiCl1l of 10

')cptcrnbt'l' 1\lS6, find tiw II\'Xt favorahle oppoc;j ti.Oll w, 11 be that of 1U

.\11~:~I!,t H)7l. :\t that till1P L'lloouhtclly ~J'I'at l'fforts II'j 11 be made to
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Earth, C(msequently thl) distance of Mars from the Sun varies "rom 128 

to IS5 million miles durin/( the year of 687 days, 'l11t.' synl),lic period, 

or me'Sn tim" \lrt\!CCll SUl'(:css i ve oppos it! ons, is 800 Jays. 

'(he ;]lost f,!Vorahle ti',IC' for ohs0T'vation of ~1ars i!; ,It (Jpp()~iti(,)ll. 

I,'hell ~Ian; is oppo~itt, tht, ~;un from Earth. 'I1l1)sC' J.jstuncc~ of clo~est 

approalh of ~·Iar..:, and Earth vary from ~5 to bO mi 11 iOll miles, The' most 

I'l'ccnt favorable time c.f clo;;est apprc,dch IHiS the oppositioll of 10 

<;cptembl'l' )(1:;6, mHI Lill' :,('xt favorahll ol'po"j troll w' II Ile that of lU 

,\11~:~I';t 1:)71. ,\t that tiJllf' t'llJouhtc.\ly IP"ut l'fforts I>li 11 he madE.~ to 

~;tL1:j)' IliI rs in the SP<IC(" prclI.Nun!:' of the: tI ,~~.s, R U'd the Unl ted Statc~'. 
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SOllie of the UFO Ii teratlJfe has cOlltcnueJ thut a larger thvTJ usual

number of UFO reports occur at the times of i'lartian oppodtion.~,. I11'~

contention is that thlS indicates that some UFOs cume From ~lars at these

particularly favorable times. 111e claimed c.orrelation is quite un-

founded; the idea is not supported by observational dvta. (VaHee and

Vallee, 1966, p, 138).

~Ia:!'s is much smaller than Earth, havi ng a diarnett.>r of 4,200 mi les,

in comparison with 8,000 mi.les. Mars' mass is aootlt one-telr:h the

Earth's, and gravity at ~lars' surface is ahollt O..;8 that of 1:.a1'th. The

~Iartian escape velocity is 3,1 mile/sec.

At the favorable opposition of J.n77, r;. V. Schiaparelli. an

Italian astronomer, observed a.ntl marped some surface markings on Mars

which he calleJ "I,;analt,." I,cuni.ng "channels" in Italian. The word was

mjstran111ateJ as "canals" in !;nglish and the idea was pu,: forwe.nl.

partlc1.11arl)· vigore-lsI)' by Percival Lm"ell, founder of th~ Lowell

Observatory of Flagstaff, Arizona, that the canals on Mars were evidence

of a gigantic pla'wtary iJrigation scheme, developed by LIte supposed

inhabitants of ~1'.\I'S (Lo\l'cdl, 1908). These markings have been the sub

ject of a great df'al of £~tudy since their' discovery. Astr0nomers

generally nOI'/ reject the idea that they nfford any kind of indication

that Mars is inhabited by Intelligent [wings.

Mars has two moons named Phobo5 anc1 lJelmos, 'T1w5e are exceedingly

~mall. Phobos being t.'stimatcd at ten JIIil(~5 in tI. amct~r and LJeimos at

five mill's, bas0(\ all their lJrightllC>'s, a:~s\)min6 . he reflecting pOlo/er

of their material to [w th,.' ~amc a~; that ,)f til\' !,l.llict. The perioJs

- h" ,tn f . 1'1 I . ")hI Sill r I' .'I -l • J .arc' I ,)~1 '01' IO"JS llllll .,' . for h~11110Ci••. ~>' WCl'e l.~lScoverc In

:\ut,:1Jst 1877 b~: Asap;, 1\;:\1] tl':ing tht' th('rl reI, ~)C,-inch r~~fIactor of the

1I.~), ~av;ll Obscrv:.lt:n,' III \\'asl~ington. An llPSUCl":"" "Ful search for moons

..)f ~lar~~ '.,a:; 'nUlL' I\'jth a ·\8-inch 111j"j,;t' during the ,.;ppo::.it.iull of 18(,2.

S. ':hk()v~kii (19SSl) pl1hJish:J a :,cn:-;;... tI<JII:,1 L,ubgcstion in a

;':o~;(l\'; ,}cWS1)al'~:r thlt thcsl' moon:.; IvC t'c re~d 1y art i fi (; i aJ :;,:telli tcs

\,h;l hJol bee!' put 111' by supposed inhabitants of ~lars a~; a plJ.cc of

A"It .:..)

SOllie of the UFO 1 i teraturc ha5 cOlltelJded tilut a 1 argcr 1;!I;]11 u~ilJal 
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Earth's, and gravity at ~lars' surface is ahout O .. ;8 that of l:.a1'th. The 

~lfHtian escape velocity is 3.1 mile/sec. 

At the favorable opposition of I1l77, r;. V. Schiaparelli, an 

1 tali an astronomer, observed anti ma),p(.d ~ome surface markings on Mars 

which he cal1('c.l "I;anal.i ," '.,euni.llg "channels" in Italian. The word was 

mistran!'lated as "cana)s" in I:llg1.1sh and the idea was pu,: fOTW"J'(I. 

partlclllaJ'ly vigorC'Js 1)' by I'crci. IIa1 Lowell, founder of th~ Lowell 

Observatory of Flagstaff, Ari zona, that the canals on Mars were evidence 

of a gigantic pla'1etary irrigation scheme, developed tJy Lile supposed 

inhabitants of ~hrs (Lowel.1, 1908). These markings have been the sub

ject of a great df'al of £:tudy since their discovery. Astr01Wmt'tS 

generall;: nO\·1 I'eject the idea that they nfford any kind of indication 

that Mars is inhabited by liltellig\>llt ht'in.l'.s. 

~!ars has two moons named Phobu:, anr1 lJelmos. '~t'se aro exceedinglY 

"mall, Phobos b('ing <estill\ated at ten lTIi ll~5il\ d, &metcr and ueimos at 

five mill'S, bas0d 011 their lJrightne,s, a:'st'ming ':11' r('flectlng PQl,e-r 

of tildr mate'rial to iw th·.' ~ame <l.~; that ,)f til\' 1. LIt,ct. The pl!rioJs 

lr{' ~h"lm f' 1'1 I . ,.)h1,,111 j'Ul' I' . • I ,), 'or 10 If)S UlllJ .1. ." . C 11110~ • 

. \U~1J~;t 1 R'i7 bv Asap;, Iln.!l u':ing tilt' tiwil rc\, }.(-- inch r<'fl<>ctor of the 

1I.:i. :\;lv.11 Db:Hrv:\t'JJI' In \~a~l;il\fton. An IIPSlICl;I";;Ful seard. for moons 

.,)f ~I;n~' ',,,,-a:. 11Htt'C I,' j th a ,\Il-inch III i t'l ,; r' (luI' i ng the ,.;Jlpo~ i tj Cll1 of 18(,2. 

:~ . ':hk .. av~ki i (19:'(1) puh J ish .:d ,'\ ::-~cns; .. ~t! OTt:1 I L·U( gc~tion in a 

:"1o~ ;m; detws~.lal\\;' r thlt tl\l's (' moon:.; \.oJC rp r e a.11y arti fi <.:i al :'.:telli tcs 

I-.h: \ I';J'\ beep put U!' by suppo:-;ed inhabitants of ~1::trs a~; a pl'lcC of 



refuge when the supposed oceans of several rni Ilion ye8rs ago began to

dry up (Sull ivan> 1966, p. 1(9). There is no observatiop.al evidence to

support this idea. Continuing the same line of speculation Salisbury

(1962), after pointing out that the satellites were looked for in 1862

but not found until 1877, then asks, "Should we attribute the failure

of 1862 to imperfections in existing telescopes, or m?y we imagine that

the satellites were 1aundled between 1862 and 1877?" This is a slender

reed indeed l>'ith which to prop up so sensational an inference, and we

reject it.

11. Light Propagation and Visual PeI.:~el?tion

Most UFO reports refer to things seen by an observer. Seeing is

a complicated pr(lce~s. It involvt's the emission or scattering of light

by the thing seen, the propagation of that light through the atmosphere

to the eye of the observer, the fCI('I'llation of an image on the retina of

the eye by the lens of the eye, the generation there of a stimulus in

the optIC nerve, and the perceptual process in the brain which enables

the mind to make judgments about the nuture of the thing seen.

Uno~r ordinary circumstances all of t:lese steps are ~n fairly

good working order with the result that our eyes give reasonably ~ceu

rate information about the objects in their field of view, However,

each step in the process is capab Ie of malfunet ioning, often in un

suspected ways. It is therefore essential to understand these physical

and psychological processes in order to be able to interpret all things

seen, including those reported as UFOs.

The study of propagation of light thIOUgl~ the atmosphere 1sin··

eluded in atmospheric optics or meteorolcgical optics, Although a great

deal is known about the physicl.l1 principles involved, in practicr~ it

is usually difficul t to IllHkf.' ~pecific stater:\ent~; about an UFO report

because not enough has been observed and rc.::ordcd al>aut the cond it i on

of the <llmosphcrf.' at the tillle and place nallicd in the rCl'ort.

Application of the knOWledge of atmospheric optics to the inter

pretation of UFO reports has been especially stressed by Menzel (19S~);
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rate information about thc objects in their field of view. However, 

each step in the process is capable of malfunctioning, often in un
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and psychological processes in order to be able to interpret all things 
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(i\lenzel and Boyd, 1963), A valuable treatise on atmospheric effects on

seeing is Hiddleton t s ('/:sicm thl'OIA.gh the .4 tmosphere (1952). A survey

of the literature of atmospheric optics with emphasis on topics relevant

to und(~rstanding UFO reports was prepared for the Colorado project by

Or. Williwn Viezce of the Stanford Research Institute (Section VI,

Chapter 4).

Coming to the observer himself, ~,~en'!,0l stressed; n consulting

visi ts to the Colorado project that mol',· ought to be known about defects

of vision of the observer. lie urged careful interviews to determine

the observer'~ defects of vision, how well they are corrected, and

whether spectacles were being worn at the time the UFO sighting wa.-:

made. Besides the defects of vision that can De correctec by specta-·

cles, inquiry ought to be made wh:;'>Y'e relevant into the degree of color

blindness of th~ observer, since this visu.l defect is ~0re common

than is gr.::lerally appreciated.

Problems connected wi th thr psychology cf percerJtion were s tudi ed

for the Colorado project by Prof. Midlael Wertheimer of the Department

of Psychology 0f the University of Color'4do. lie prepared a'1 elemeT'tary

pre5entation of the main poiT'ts of interest fOT the use of the project

staff (Section VI, Chapter 1).

Perhaps the ·;ommonest difficulty is the lack of appreciat~')n of

size-distwce relation$ in the c.1escri}Jtion of an unknown object. When

we see an :Ii rpl ane in the ::;"Y, especially if it is one of a. parti cul ar

model with which we aT(' familiar, we know from prior experience approxi

mately what its size really is. 1110n from its arrarent size as we 3ee

it, we have some basis for estimating its Llistance. CCJnversely, when

\\'C kno..... something about th,- distance of all unknown obje~t, we can say

50mething about its s i Zl.'. A] though not usual l)" cxprcss("ll thi~ way,

\\hat is rpally Its cen" is the s i.:e of the illla~l' im the t't'ti lIa rtf the

eye, whidl may be' proJuced by <l smaller object. that is nearer or a

larger object that is farther away. De~;pite this elementary fact,

many ~("ople persbt in saying that the full 11100n look~ the same 5ize as
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(i'lenzel and Boyd, H)63) , A valuable treatjse on atmospheric effects on 

seeing is /,1iddleton IS {'/:sicm thY'o/<gh the .4 tmoflpheT'e (1952). ;\ survey 

of the literature of atmospheric optics wIth emphasis on topirs relevant 

to undl~rstanding UFO reports was prepared for the Colorado project by 

Dr. William Viezce of the Stanford Research Institute (Section VI, 

Chapter 4). 

Coming to the observer himself, '·1eM.d stressed ;n consulting 

visi ts to the Colorado projN't that mor,· ought to be known about defects 

of vision of the observer. lie urged careful interviews to determine 

the observer's defects of vision, how well they are corrected, and 

whether spectacles were being worn at the time the UFO sighting wa.,; 

made. Besides the defect:s of vision that can be corrcctec by specta .. 

c1es, inquiry ought to be made wh<:,,:,e relevant into the degree of color 

blindness of t.h" observer, since this visu.·l defect is ;:10re common 

than is gr.::lerally appreciated. 

Problems connected wi th the psychology cf percer,tion were s tudj ed 

for the Colorado project by Prof. Michael Wertheimer of the Department 

of Psychology of the University of Color::.Jo. Jle prepared a~ elemer.tary 

presenta.tion of the ma.in poirts of interest fo:t the use of the project 

staff (Section VI, Chapter 1). 

Perh;tps the <;ommonest difficulty is the- lack of appl'eciat":m of 

size .. dist'lJ1ce relations in the descrij)tion of an unknown object. When 

we see arl ~lirplane in thp ::ltc" especially if it is OT\f~ of a particular 

model with which we ar(' familiar, we know from prior experience approxi

mately what its size '!'eally is. 111cn from Hs arparcnt ~ize as we Jec 

it, we have some basis for estimating its Jistancc. CCJllver . .,ely, When 

h'e kl'OIl: something about tlw (Ji.stancl' of Hli unknown obje~t, we can say 

;;o'11ething about it, size. 1\] thOlli/h not wiuall, c.'xpress('cl tlLi~ way, 

what is ff'ally "seen" is the ,;i~e of the ill1uio(l' ,)11 tht' t'oUlla nf the 

eye, which mlly he proJuced by ;] ::;Oifllll1r object. that is nearer or a 

larger object that is farther away. l>e~~pite this elementary fact, 

many (J('ople persbt in saying that the full moon look~ the same size a.s 
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a quarter or as a \~asht\lh, The statement means nothing. StatetP.ents

such as that an object looks to be of the same size as a coin held at

ann's' lenJth do, however, convey some )lwanJ ngful information.

Another limitation of nonnal vision that is often rot appreciated

i.s the color blindness of the dark-adapted eye. The human eye really

has two different mechanisrr,c:; in the retina for the conversion of light

energy into nerve stimulus. Photopic vision is the kind that applies

in the daytime or at moderate levels of artlficial illumination. It

involV('s the cont'~'; of the retina, and is involved in color vision.

Scotopic. Vi3i01, is the kind that comes into play at Jaw levels of illum

ination, It i~volves the rods of the retina which are unable to dis

tingui~h colors, hence the saying that in the dark all cats are gray.

The transition from photopic to ~cotopic ".,ision normally takes place

at about the level of illumination that c\Jrresponds to the light of

the full moon high in the sky, Nhcn one goes from a brightly lighteJ

31',:3 into G dark room he is blind at first but gr:l.dually dark adapta

tion occurs ana a transi tion is made from rhotoric to scotopic visiol ..

The abil i ty to sc,-;. but without color discrimiqation, then returns,

Nyctalopia is the naJl~e of a deficiency of visfon whereby dark adapta

tim doe5 not oceUI anJ is often connected I·lith a Vitamin A dietary

defi I. iency.

If one stares directly at a bright l.ight which is then turned off,

an afterimage I~ill oe seen; tllat is, th r;) image of the Ii ght, hut less

bright and u.,;ua) ly out ('f focu<;, continues to be ~;o(Jn end gradually

fades llwar. Positiv(' afterimages are thO~il' in l'ihich theimagt1 looks

bright like tlw ol'it~il1al stimulus, but thi.s ilia: feVl'rsc tr> Ii ncgutlvl'

a.fterimagc I~hich looks darKer than tlw ~urrou,idiJlg field of ViCI",

Afterimages have undoubtedly gi ven rise to ~Ol1H.' UFO reports.

The ;lftcrimagl' is the rc--ult of a tC'l1I'or'.. r-y chanj,(c in till' retinu

and so ":"'mains at Ii fixl'U point on the retina. When ~~!~" thell movc~;

his eyes to look i.n Ii diffl'tCllt uir~ctioll, the afterimage seems to move

re I at i ve to the ...;urrc,unJi lIgs . 1ft t .is hel it'vetI by thu observe'l to hl'
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a quarter or as a washt.ub. The statement means nothing. StatcI'P.ents 
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has two different mechanisrr,o; in the retina for the conversion of light 

energy into nerve stimulus. Photopic vision is the kind that applies 

in t11(' daytime or at JJ1oderatt' levels of artlficial illumination. It 

involv('s the cont's of the retina, and is involved in color vision. 

Scotopic, visiOl~ is the kind that comes into play at low levels of illum

ination, It i,wolvf's the rods of the retina which arc unable to dis

tinRui~h ~olorH, hence the ~aying that in the dark all cats are gray. 

The tJ'ansition from photopic to ~cotopic '"ision normally takes place 

at about the level of i lluminr!tion that C("Jrl'esponds to the light of 

tht' full moon high in the sky. When one ~oes from a brightly lightl'J 

ar,:J in to d dark room he is b lind at fi rs t but gndually dark adapt a

tion occurs aml a transl tion is made from rhotoric to scotopi.c visiol" 
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N)'\,talopia is the nall,e of a deficiency of visi.on I~hereby dark adapta
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If one start:'s directly at a bright l,ight wllichis then turned off, 

an afterimage \dll be st'(m: tllat is, th,,) image of tilt' light, hut less 
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The iiftcrilllllgl' is till' re~\ll t of a tC'n1'0r:.I'Y c\wn).\\1 i.n till' ret i IlU 

and so -:"'main~ at II fiXl'd POtu!: on tlo(: retinu. Whe)) :.'"r' tl1L'1l move:; 

his eyes to 1(0).; i.ll I~ diff\'rent Uir<!ctioll, the afterimage seems to move 

rei<ltive to the ,;urr(,unJillgs. rf It Is helil'vell by the observe'l to he-
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ii real 0bject Lt will seem to him to have moved at an enormous velocit'.,.

,0'\ light going out wi 11 seem to shrink and mov{~ away fTnm the observer

as it docs so. If onA light goes on while another i.s going off, it may

.,,'ppear as if ':hc liglLt tha::' is going off is moving to the place where

the other light is going on.

Autokinesis is another property of the eye which needs to be under

stood by persons who are interested in looking for UFOs. A bright light

in B field of view which has no reference objects in it, such as a

sing e st.ar in a part of the sky which has very feH other stars in it,

h'il1 appear to move wlll'n stared at, even though it is in -reEl,Ety station-

ary, Thi'S effect has given rise to UFO reports in which observe:rs \-Jere

J aoldng at f.I bris:rht star and believed that it was rapidly moving,

usually in an erratic Ivay.

12. §..tud>'.2L UFn ph:~tog~2h~

The popular urn Ii teratute abounds wi tl: photographs of alle~{'d

strange obiucts in the s}'y, r':aTly of which ar(~ claarly in the form of

flying saucers. Some of tilCse have been ptlhlL.h"'d in magazines of wide

circulation. The editors of Lool< in col1aboraU,cm with the editors of

United Press btern;,tionlll and C'.1wles Communications, Inc. published a

:,ook "Special" in 1967 that is entirely devoted ~() "Flying Saucers ,"

\-d1ich c'jntains milny example" of liFO picture;~.

PhotOg'tliphic evidence has a pa:rticulnrly strong appeal to many

people. The Colulado study thcrcfo'rc undertook ttl look into the:- Hvai 1

able ph\ltogrnphs loth g,ea'~ CAre. Chfipter 2 of Spction III Rives the

s tory (If flIOS t of thh Iyork and ClwptcJ' ,~ of Scctir,!1 I V gi ve~; the

det{lilcd rrportl~ on individual cases.

It is importnnt t.o distinguish bet\veen photographic ptinr~ and the

,wgativcs from "hid, the~' arc made. There rlre nHinv \\'a)'s in whi~h an

imag~ elln be adClctl to tl pl'int, for eXAmple, b)' Jn1 lhh) print'in,.;; from two

negatives, Nl'~a~,;\Jc:;, on tI·:~ other hR!1(l, arc sC'l!nC'what more difficult

tn alter ""ithout' leaving l'vith.'l1CC of the fnct. We thel'eFo're decided

l\'lwreVl.'r pQ!oOsibh to CUIH':Cl1t:ratc our stwlv of photographic case upon

the ncg~tives. lbis was not, of course, possible in over, instance
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AutrJkinesis is another propert.y of ;'he eye "'hi ch needs to be under

stood by persons who are interested in looking for UFOs. A bright light 

in B field of view which has no reference objects in it, such as a 

~iTtg' e star in a part of the sky which has VE:ry fCH other stars in i.t, 

h'ill appear to move whl'n stared at, even though it is in reality station

ary. 'I1n~ effect has given rise to UFO reports in which observe!'s Here 

JooJ..ing at a bri;:,ht star and believed that it was rapidly moving, 

usually in an erratic IVay, 
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\I'hich c:lntain~ many exal1lple< of liFO picture,.;. 

PhotOg-r:iphi c t~vi(1(:ncl' has a particulR1'ly strong appeal to many 

people. Tile Colula,lo :;tud~' thcrcfo'rc l1ndel'took tt> 1NI1< ; nto thl' HVlli 1-

able p}h1togl'aphs ""1 th gH)il'~ Cl1r(', Chapter- 2 of Secti()n I I I Rives the 

s rOT\' (If fII0S t ()f thi~ lvork and Chapter " ()f SCt.;t'i0nl \' 1'.1. ves the 

detailed report!', on inrlivillual CHSC'. 

It is imrortnnt t.o Jistingllish betlvpon phot[)!~raphic pri.nt~ and T.hc 

,wg:1tivcs from "hid, thc~' are made. Then' arc mHn~' II'a>'s in whL:h an 

image elm b(~ fldd(l,l to II pJ"int, for exnmple, by "n1\h1(~ print'in,.; from two 

'lC'IUltivcs, NL'Ra~!."l'S, on t\,:~ other hfmd, lirc sOln('whflt nwr(l difficult 

tn alter h'ithout' lellvinR l'vi(k'l1CC of the rnct. \Vc thet"e\-'on~ decided 

Il'!wrevl'r PQ<;sibl( to C01H.:cntrnte our studY of p)1(1tograpl1ic cllse IIpon 

the negatives. Thi~ "'/1S not, of course, possihle in (,ver'\ Instance 
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examined.

A b",'h:"" ...,h~;so shop i:~ in Zanesville, Ohio, hut whose home IS in

the S11bttrb ·)L Roseville, has made a \<fiuely pubUcizeJ pair of UfO

photographs ,lie Liid no; <lttel11pt to oxploit them in a big way. lie

merely exhibl~l~d theJl~ for local interc;t (and stimulation of hj~

barbering busiiless) in the winJe:'! of his shop. '111ere they remained

for more than two ',nonths unti 1 they were discovered by a bif: city

newspaperman f~'oll' Columbus; Ohio, who arrar.ged to sell th",m to the

Associated Pre~;f,. 'nley were distributed in Pebruary 1967 and have

b(;'en often pdnt~d in various magazines lifter their original presenta

tion in many newspapers.

Early in the project we bc:cHlTle acquHinted with Everitt Merritt,

P~lOtogl'aml11etrist un the staff of the '\utolretric~ Division of the

R;~ytheon Company of AlexanrJri('., Virginia. lie undertook to do an

analysis of the photogra;lhs. J\ pair of prints was supplied to ~1er; J tt

by raCAP.

ERch of the pai r shol":; the home of the photographer, a :-;mall

bungalow, with a rlying S"llc£'r flying over it. The flying saucer

looks like it might be almost as large a~; the house in its hod zontaJ

dimension. The photographer says that he was leaving Iwme with a camera

when he chanced to 1L1ok back :md see tlH' saucer flying c·ver his home.

lie sa)"s he quickly sn<lppcd \~!lat we call picture A. Thinking the UFO

V-'l1(; about to disappear behind a tree, he ran to th0 left about 30 ft.

and snappoJ pictur<.' B, having spoilfJd (me expo~urc~:in bctweer'. He

e5tima~cd that then' \\'~IS less than a two minutp intcrvi.il between the

two pictures. h'ith .:\ followed hy I:L

~ll'rr1tt gtudicd the' ncg,ttivcs titeJ1l~;('lves by quniltitntive rhot()i~r8m

ll1etdl' mE:'thods, and al:w did some sUl'vc)ingin tL(, frC>llt yard of the

Roseville home, i1~~ a vheck on the cnlC\:l;ltions h;l~('d on the photographs.

I;rom:l stlldy of the slj:ldow~ <lJ1Jlcilriq: in the picture, he could show

(onclllsiv('l)' that llct1ltl11y picture II .... as taken ear'licr than pict:uc 1\,

rmJ that' the ttlnc ifltcrval het-",'cen the two pictllrr"s was more than an

hour, rather thiln bcil1~ ]es~· than two l1linutes a' c1:1imcd.

so

f'x3.mineJ.. 

A b',)'b~" ~.lviSc shop i:" in Zanc~;vi1Ic, Ohio, but whose home IS in 

the silburb ·Yi' Rnst'ville, has made a widely publicized paIr of uro 
photographs. lIe Llid nf): attempt to exploit them in a big way. lie 

merely exhibl~l~d thell'. for local intet'e;t (and stimulation of hi" 

barbering busi'ness) in the w in..!c'·! of hh shop. 'I11~re they rePHlin'~d 

for more than two ·.nonths unti 1 they were discovered by a big city 

newspaperman f~ol1' Columbus; Ohio, who arrar.ged to sell thf:m to the 

Associated Pre!;~.. 'illey \\,(:re distributed in February 1967 and havIJ 

bt'(~n often piil!t~d in vaT.iotis magazines nfter their original presenta

tion in many newspapers. 

Early in the project Wt' bc,;nme acqunjntcd with Everitt Merritt, 

p~lOtogrammetrist un the staff of the /\utolretr1.c.' llivision of the 

R;~ytheon Company of AlexanJri", Virginia. lie undertook to do an 

an:11ysis of the photogra}llls. J\ rail" of )lrints was supplied to ~lerT J tt 

by raCAP. 

ERCh of the pat r 5hol'I5 the homC' of the photographer. a small 

bungalow, with H t"lying s"uc('r flying over it. '!11c flying saucer 

looks like it might be almost as largE' a~; the hOllse in its hori zon taJ 

dimension. The photographer says that he was leaviJlg Iwme with a camera 

when he chanced to lL10k back :\Jld see th'" saucer flying c,ver his home. 

lie says he quickly snllppcd what we call picture A. "/1l.inking the uro 
h:q~i about to disappear behind a tree, he rail to th0 left about 30 ft. 

and snappcu pictun' II, havi.ng spoi lr)l\ ()JIe exposurc~ in l'etweef'. lie 

e5tima~cd that thcl'~' ,,"IS Ie:.;s thal1 a two minute' illtcrviil between the 

two pi ctlll'CS. hi tit .. \ followcd by H. 

~l('rritt st\1died th(' rll'g'ltiv('s til('m~;clves by qlwiltitcttive rh()tO}~r8m

l1It't'Cil' mC'thods. and al!;(l did somC' s\\Tve)ingin t1~(' fre,nt yard of the 

Roseville hOl11e, ii,' 11 \'lH)ck Oil tht· t~Hlc\:l;Jtiol1s hn"C't\ on the photographc~. 

I;rom :1 study of till' sh:tdow!< ;tPJlcilril~F. in the picture, he could show 

COJ1":}lIsiv('lr that :J(:t"1I11y picture Ii .. as taken eal'l i.or than pict:nc fl., 

cmJ tha" the tllnc iTltc'TvaJ hp""'ccn the two pictllr r2S was more than an 

hour, rather t:lwn heil1~ ](,0,,' than two nlinutcs a' chimed. 

so 



'111(' photoi~l'aphjc evidence contained in tIll' negat ives them~,clv(":,

is ttl'rt'fore in Jj silgrecment \"i th tILe story told by the );,~il \'"ho took

the pictures. Two lettf:'rs written to hi)l) by the ColoTJdo project

requesting his clarification of the discre?'mcy remain unans\o'ered.

l~e l1lalk arrangements wi th ~'lerri tt faT' his servi ces to be avai lahle

for photogra!,;mt~tl' i c ana lys i ~ of other cases. Thes(} methods require a

pair 0.:' picturl'~ shm"ing substantiully the same SCl'ne taken from two

lii fferent CHllwra loeat ions. Unfortunately this condHion is seldom

Ilwt i tl UFO photographs. On ly one other paj r came to our at tention

which met this criterion. These were the much publicized pictures

taken on 11 ~lay 1050 nC<lr McMi nnvi lIe, Dre. (Case 4(/), But in this

case the UFO imagl.'s tiJrm~d out to be too fuzzy to allow worthwhile

photogrmnrnctric analysis.

OtLe, photo~r:1phic stadieg were made for the Colol'ado project hy

1)1'. William K. Iliutm,ll1li, (Section Ill, Chapter 2).

ilartmunn m.lde a det,] i ll'u study of ~s phot0i!Taphi l: cases, (Sueti on

IV, Chapter:;) l'ereI'dng to the p"riod 1%(>-b8, and a selection of IH

older CHSl'~:, sOlne of which have heen .... L.\r'ly accJailncc.1 in tile Ur-O

literature. 'rids photographic study led to the identification of !l

number of \\' idply pub 11 d :cel! phJtogr~lrhs :1:; he i ng ordi nary ohj ects.

nthl'rs a~ fabdi,'atioJ\s, and O:hCfS :IS innocent lil!r;idcntifications ()f

thin,~5 pl1Otogl'aphcd under 1llju~~ual cOllditi(\n~.

On p. ,l~ of the Doo!: Special on "FlYLn~~ Satlccrs H there is a picture

of an allcgcJly "cL\\oJ-~Jwpcd" l1\arr\in~ on the dry sand of a heach. Some

of the dark l'olorl'd I::oi~;t sanLlmaking up the "claw mark" was s)llpped

to \,'right-l'attl'r:-.un 1\1"1\ aId analyzed. The IJquid \\'a~ found to he urine.

Somr,' !WT'SUll or ,\i)~!llal had J1erf()r'lll~d all act of mic1urition there.

i\ l'l'pOt't ">' ~taf" S('q~'.:'ant I-:i:rl SChrl)l~d('l' 'oJllieh S;\y~ "Ilcing (I

Iwtiv(,' or this an';! and :1;lving spc,lt a i~ood sharl' of my 11ft' hlll1tin~

arll; fishing rhi'- al'l'a, 1 hl'llcvl' that thl' so-called 'tnoll.-;tcr' (if there

!i 1

'l11c photOi',l'Clphic evidence contained in th~' m'gat ives them~el\'("; 

is tt"I'<'fDrC in dj~'lgreement Ivi th tile "tory told by the I;;«i\ lI.'ho took 

th~ pictures. 'J'Wf) lettl'r~~ written to him by the ColoTJdo project 

requesting hj s clarification of the d.i.scre,'lTIcy remain unans\'cred. 

We made:' arrangements '",i th ~'lerr.i tt faT' his servi ces to be avai lahle 

for photograr,;rnt'tric analysIs of other cases. Thesn methods require a 

pair 0,': pictul"l't' shOl'iing su!JstaJlt'lully the same SCl'JlC taken from two 

di fff:"rent I"HIIWra locat ions. Unfortunately this condi tion is seldom 

lI1l't in liFO photographs. Only one other pai r came (0 our attention 

which !nct this ("ritl'Tion, These were the JIIuch public12ed pictures 

taken 011 11 ~Iay 1950 11('<11' McMinnville, ()re. (Ca~(' "(~), But in this 

,:ase the UFO irna~cs tJrnl!ll (Jut to be too fuzzy to allow worthwhile 

J1hotogrruntnl~tric analr:.:is. 

OtLe, photOI~r:lphi(' st~ldit:s were madc for the Cojal'ado project hy 

l)1', William K. IIP.rtm'lnll, (Sectioil Ill, Chapter 2), 

ilartmann m.lde a dct;li It'll study of ,~s photo!!raphic eascs, (Section 

IV, Chapter .~) I'eferring to the p"rial! 1%l>-l>H, and it selection of 1H 

older C,jSl'~;, somt' of which IIllVc heen widc'ly acc.laimcu in tile uro 
literatllre, '('his photographic study led to the identification of Ii 

number of \I'j,lply jlllblid::l'd phJtogr~lphs a,; hcin),! ordinary ohjects. 

others a~ fnhri,:atio!\s, :111<.1 0:hl,'1'5 as .innocent ildo;idcntifications of 

thin,;" photo!,!'ap!\cd under 1ll,m.ual comlittl'l1';, 

On p, ,l~ of the Do,,}: Spcdal on "Flyln)~ S~IlH':l'rS" therc b a picture 

of ail allq~('dly "c];\\"J-~Jwpcd" marj.;ing Oil the dry sand of a heach. Some 

of the dark L'olorl'd l:iOi~it sand making tip till' "daw mark" was shipped 

to \\'right-:'attl'r"Ul1 AI'H :1I,d analYLed, Till:' IJquid "'as foulld to he urine, 

Somr,' lH'rsl1Tl 01' ;til;mal had pl'rforll11:d all ;lCt of llIicluri t inn there. 

1\ 1"t'pDrt hy ~taff St'I")'.':';Jnt 1',;:1'1 Sl"hr')l~dt'l' ',I1iL:1l :-;ays "lleil1i~ ;J 

lIntivl" or thi~ an';1 ant! :WVill/: Spc,lt a good shan' of' Illy Ilfl~ hl1tltill),( 

allLi fishing Ylli~ an'a, I )It'licvc that thl' so-utile'! 'InOllsr.cr' (if there 

!il 



was such) could vl'ry \'iI.'l1 have been;) large hlack hl.'ar." llis report

also notes thlt "Juring the week of ,July 2(1 the local TV stations sh:"..;cd

a program clllcd 'Lost in Space.' III this program there welC two fn(;(\-

sters fittin~t their de::;cription controlled by a human being. II

Summarizing, the investigation report says, "There was f,;)od

missing from the picnic table 1,."hich lCllns to the belief that some

animal was responsible for the black shape llortion of the total sight

inU. There are nu:nerou~, bear:.. alld raccoons in the area."

Another photograph i,resented in the Look Special is of a penta

gonal imag~. though called hexagonal. Photographic images of Lids

kind arise from a m,.lfunctioning of the big of the camcra and are

quite commo~place. It is hard to understand how the editors of a

national illustrated ma,l.;azine could be unfamiliar with this kind of

c4I1lera defc'::t.

13. Direct and Indirect Physical EVid_~l\cc_

A wide vari cty of phys i caJ (~ffe::b of UFOs have been claimed i J~

the UFtJ literature. The most d.ir<.'ct physical cvide'1ce, of course,

~ould be the actual discovery of 3 flying saucer, with or with0Ut

occupants, living or dead. None \V1;~re found.. Claims wh,:ch we stuc.>.ed

as direct ~vidence ar~ those of the findin~ of pieces of material

whi ch allegedl~' came from outer s}Jace bl;!cause it is a ploduct of a

different technology, S~ it is said, than any known on earth. Another

kind of direct evidencc.' studied '.... erc allegations that disturlnmcc of

vegetation on the ground, or of the soil wa;; due to an UFC' haVing

landed at the pluc(~ in lIUl'st i,on.

The clai:f\('d indircct ph:':.>ical evidence of tlw prescIlcc \)1' an UFO

is of the nature of effects rrm!uccu tlt a distunce by the lire. ,\c:counts

of sounds, or thl' lack of sound~, a~soc.:iatcJ with UFOs, ("'cn though

reportfl of visual olJ;;ervation indicated speeds of thc' UFO far_n LXC('S';

of thL' vd oei ty of sound \~crc COllll\1on. IV!llmcvcr a tcrn~s t r i:J 1 .,,)] i J

nbjcct travels throup.h the atmosphere fast0r thall thc.' sl'c\·,j vf sound.

a sonic boom is g('nerated. The argum(mt has be";11 advanced thtlt the

S2

was such) could very 1,1.'11 have bt'CIl :l largl' bL,((;k b'.'ar." IIi.s report 

also notes thlt "Juring the wt'ck of ,Iuly 26 the local TV stations sh:'·";cd 

a program clilcd 'Lost in Space,' III thls program there were two lfIu,,

sters fittin!: their description controlled by a human being." 

Summarizing, the investigation report says, "There was f.~od 

missing from the picnic table l •• hich leans to the belief that some 

animal was responsibl1? for the black shape l)ortion of the total sight

inG, There are nun\'rou~· bear:.. and raccoons i.n the area," 

Another photugraph presented in the j~ook Special ls of a penta

gonal image, though called hexagonal. Photographic images of Lids 

kind arise from a m:.l functioning of the iIi" of the camcra and are 

qui te commo.lplace. rt is hard to unders tand how the edi tors of a 

national illustratl'd ma,.;azine could be unfamiliar with this kind of 

c..tl1lera defe~t, 

13. Direct and Indirect Physical EvicJ~l\ce_ 

A wide vari.ety of physicaJ ('ffe::ts of UFOs have been claimed in 

the UF0 literature. The most dir';,ct phy~ical (,vidc'1ce, of course, 

would be the actual discovery of 3 flying S9ucer, with or with0ut 

occupants, llving or dead, None I.';'re found, Claims wh.:ch we stu"'.ed 

as direct ~videnec ar", those of th.e findin~ of pi'~CC5 of ;.lateri ill 

wid ch allegedl;' call1l;' from outer space b~cause it is a ploduct of a 

different technology, S~ it is said, than any known on earth, Another 

kind of direct evldcnc(' studied were allegations that rHsturb"mc:e of 

vegetation on thl' ground, or of the soil wa~ due to all UFC haVing 

landed at the pluet· in questi.on, 

The claLned i nJi reet phI':'> Leal evidence of till' prescllcc \)1' an UFO 

is of the nature of ('ffct:t~ proJuccu cit a di.stance by the Ui I,. ,\ce0unts 

of sounus, or thl' lack of 50und5, assoc i atcJ wi th lIF()s J ("'cI1 though 

rcportfl of vislIal ob~e]"vation inuicattCtl speeds of' tllr.c UFO far,n (XC('S'; 

of the vdocity of sound I~()re COlll1l10n, Whf!nl'ver a t()rl'('~;triil: .,,)liJ 

()bjcct travels throup.h the atnlosphere fast0r thall thl' spc",] 01" 50l1l1tl. 

a sonic boom i~ generated. The argumlmt hug bCl:1i adv1lJ1.ccd that the 
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absence of a sonic boom ~ssociatcd with UFOs moving faster thWl cutoff

~1ach (sec Section J1, Ch::lpter 6) 1:', an indication of their being a

product of 'i technology more advii[j';ed than our own because we do not

knO\~ how to avojd the generation of sonic bo.oms. Another category of

indirect physical effeds are those associated with daims that UFOs

possess strong magncti(,; fields, v~stly strongcl' than those that would

be produced by the strongest magnets that we know how to make.

'nlere are many UFU reports in which it is claimeu that an auto

mobile '5 j ~n i tion fai leu and the llIotor ~torpcll, and in some case~; that

the heaJdghcs faileJ ::dso, and that after this happened, an UFO was

:seen nearby. Usually such reports are JiscusscJ on the suppositio~

that this i,; an indi cation that the UFO hud been the source of strong

magnetic field.

:~cports of both din'l't and indirect physical evidence were ~tudtcd

by various staff l1lCmh('fs of the Co1oratlo project, prindpalIy by Dr.

I~o:' Craig, whose account of tht;sc' st'udies is cont0llned jn Chapters :3

and 4 of Section I IT.

'111ese s tudiQS resul ted mostly in lack of ~,ubstantiati on of tlw

claims that have been made, Claims of tlnrestnal magnetic disturbances

at '.rarious Antarcti c bases werc ei thcr unconfirmed or seemed to be

closely rdatctl to a pr;.-:tical jokl.~ that \~n', played 011 a base convnander.

D".ring, the period \)f fldd study of thiS project only (Joe case of

autotnobile- engine malfunction I;wne to our utt(·ntion. 'nlcre was some

groullJ [vI s"('ptid~m about the r~rort in that it was ll111d(~ by a

J j ubct.i;; patient h'ho had been drinklll~ ,1111.1 Iva~ rcturnll1g home ,dont':~l'om

II part}' at 3:00 ~i,m.

Some J abofator:' tl'S:S ShO\';l'd that cng i Ill' fa i lure due to the action

of ,Ul external 111:J.glleUc! \ "ll on the cur'~; ignitioll l.,;oi1 would Tcquii-c

field:-; in l'XL:e~S of ":(\.\,00 g:'l\!4S, at tile coil. ()I~jllg to the magnetic

sh.iclding action c,r r!ln ""ect :-.tt'('~ in the C'll' body, tile str(,ll~:th of

the held out~;idl' t11p cal' would lI;~vl' to be ":un~id('ra1Jl;' gnatcr tl"'n

tld<:, Bul l1lagnetic fields of such intcllsity would alter th(' state of

absence of a sonic boom ~ssociatcd with uros moving faster th~1 cutoff 

~lach (sec Sec:tionJ1, Chapter 6) i:;, an indication of their being a 

product of i:l technology more advalJ'.::c(l than our own because we do not 

1<.1101" how to avoid the generation of sonic bo.om~, Another category of 

indirect physical effe,'ts Clre those associated with daims that UFOs 

pO~5ess ~trong magnetic fields, vastly stronger' than those that would 

be produced by the stron~est magnets that we know how to make. 

'Ihcn: are many UFO reports in which it is claimed that an auto~ 

mobi 1e' 5 i gil i tion fa.i leu and tho motor stoppe,l, and in sonll' case~; that 

the head:, ighL:s faileJ :.i\so, and that after this happened, an UFO was 

:;\(.'en nearby. Usually such reports ~ro Jiscussl'J on the suppo5iUrm 

that this is an intii cation that the UFO hud been the source of strong 

magnetic fIeld. 

:~cp01'tS of both Jir('::t and indirect physical evidence were studled 

by various staff members of the Co]orauo project, principally by Dr. 

I~oy Craig, who~e account of th,:Sl' s1'udics is cont(Jined in Cha.pters ,3 

and '-I of Section Ill. 

'111ese studiQS resulted mostly in lack of ~,uhstantiatjon of the 

claims that have been made. Claims of tl~rrC':;tI'l(ll magneti c:: disturbances 

;It '.carious Antarctic bascs were either wlcl)lIfi.rmL'u or seemed to be 

closely rdatl'tl to a JlI,ctical joh, that 1m', played on a base commander. 

Ll',.ri.ng the pcrioJ ,)f fl'.'ld ~tu.jy of thiS project only Ilnl:! case of 

automobile' engIne l1Iulfunction CaIne to our u.tt(·ntion. nH~r~ was some 

groul1J [vI Si"'pt i (' ism about the report .i 11 lhat it was niUU(! by a 

Jiubeti>; patient I,ho had been drinklll~ (I'ld Ivas rctLll'rl1T1g home (done :'rom 

II part}' at 3:0(1 : .. m. 

'lOlne ja\Jor;.ltor}, tl'S:~; ShOI,l'd that l'llgil1l' f'a'ilufl' :Iue to the actum 

of .1Il extl'rn:d 111:J.gl\cti,: I I "d 011 tIl(' (;ur'~; igllit Ion (;oil lI'ould Tcqui;'c 

fil'lds .ll1 ('X(;(','S of :·ll.I,I)L) g:'lI~~, at til(' coil. (lIving to the lIIagnetic 

~h.icldj IIg act I on cf e1l(' ""t'ct "te('~ I n tile elr body, tile ~tr(,JI~:th of 

the helll out::idl' tlw cal' w()ullllr:~vl' to be -:cJnsid('ra1JI~: greater tb"n 

thl';, lJIll magnl'tic: ficllh of ~ll\.:h intl'l1sity would alt('r til!' ~tutc of 



I1\n~n('ti;:atiul\ ()f tlw ...·ar it~l'lf,

';'h(" pr()"I'~~:> of forming cllr hOlJil'~; hy cold· f(Jl11l1n~ the ~hCt,t -:t.ecl

i.ntroduces 5011\(' quasi-permancnt lIlagnetizution into all car bodies.

Since all of the bodies of a given l11n1--:(> in a gl 11 ('n year aTe usually

made wi th the same 11101lb on the s amc prl'S5e~ they are all magnet i 4etl

in the same pattc:n.

1n the cast:' in question we found thut the car body that had heen

~ubjecteJ to till' prc~l'il';(,' of the UFO 1~1l~ magnetized, 'Illt: pHttern of

magnet i:~., Lon qUi tc dOAe I)' rl'scmb lell that of a cut' of the;, .lme tnakf'

and yL'ar that ',':,S fou' "i .\ th()ll~ and mi l('~~ s'vay in U l,Is<.>d car lot In

l\ould('r, ('010, ;:r011\ this we cun Infer that tl\l' cur that wa~; supposodly

1\':'!iJr thl' UFo, had not bVl'1l subjc'dtd to u strong ml.lglll'ti(~ fil'ld, otIH~r

Id~t' this ,,'ollIl\ havl' pl'n1l:11lL'nt1r chanRC'd the ~ita~l' of Inuf,lH'tization of

the hody of tile l'xpo:,~'d c:lf.

In t.he an';) uf dirt'ct pll\'sil'al C'vid{'Il~~l', rrnhaht', till' 1ll0~t jnter

l'sting rl'!'ult of IIlVI':aijotat:llll W::5 thl' :l1lalys\~' of a ph'cl' of lIKlalli(~

magn<.'s i lun I~h LI.':', "'l(1S a Ilegt'Jro IIIlVl' '';Olnl' from un UFO thut l'Xp lodeu

over a stret-:h of ti Ja! h'liter at 1J~}attlb:l. S~D Pllul(), llru:'.i 1 i 11 19:;7,

lhi:~ WllS one of sl'Vl'ral Pll'l'l'S of mU~T\l':51UIll fr'om the SUl1lt' sr)urce that

had b('en sent to thl' soci l't \" t'di tor of ;l IHo dl' ,Jalwi TO IIC'WSP~IP( r at

the time,

Later OtH' of th~' l'il'~"S 1,'llS ~Uhjectt'd ll) l'l:wurlllt' LhL~lI\i..:al i.mal-

~'!Ol'~ in gC'vernmt'llt lah,)1'a\l"ril'~ in Hrl\zi 1, 'l'lll' ),c!1ult~ of tlw l1Jlilly~i~

art' gi"'(,11 ill gn'at ...Il'~,ai i in tIll' fi rst of tlw Llll";)tc..'1l ho:>ks (19b2),

tIlt' full aC"'~OUl1t o ...·cupvn', 4()IW forty I'Llgt'~, Till' c!uinH'd }'l'SUa of

th('~e :-tlll\i,l'~ l"i1~ that hi' laI 1or'llt\)"y Nork ~h()I"'l'll tlll' metal J il'

111,'.l)tTlcliiulll t.~, \ll' pun'I' than illl\' l'Vl'I'II,:'de h~' IHUIl on I;Llrtll, rhl'I'don'

it ('oulJ I)\)t have bl'l'll iI prOlIne! of l':lt,tll 1,\' 1L'chnolngy, tht'rl'forc it

cmnt' from 1&1\ \'xt rnt l'!'!'l'S t, I'\:l L ~lH1Tl'l',

Mrs, l.Clrl'lli:l'll kindlr ~;llppJiptl nlll1 {1l" UIl' lIIal),l1l'~;it1111 sjWCin1l'I1S t(l

till' Co1orlldo pro)l'ct, I,'p :Il'ranrt'd (0 "'lV,' it stulliptl "r thl' !l1l'thod of

neutron 'lc.;t~vntiol\ :lnal~'si" :n ;1 Llhora or'. in I~u~hill):(ton, ". C, Thl'
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mn~lil'ti:atiul\ (1f til\' ,'ar itsl'lf, 

';'h(' prn"":~s of forming 1:1'1' holiil"; hy cold· fLJl1l1in).; the ~hCt,t ~t.('t'l 

i.ntroduces 5011\(' quasi-pl'l'mal\l'llt Illagnetization lnto all car bodies. 

Sin~e all of the boJi~5 of n Riven mnkr in a glven year are usually 

made with the ~am(' l110hb on the sal11c pTl'S5e~ they are all magnetized 

in the slime patte:n. 

In the cast' in quest ion we found thut the CUI' body that had heen 
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had tn'en sent to till' soci l't,· t'Lii tor of ;1 Ino d(' ,)tllwi TO lIC'wspapf r at 

the time, 
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Mrs, 1,()r('lIi:~'1l kindl)' ~;IIPJ1jil'tl 0111' (11' ~ht' III:lKlllH;iulII 'ilwL'in1l'n~ til 
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n .... utl'OIl 'lL't~vntioll i1nal)'si" 111 ;\ lthora ot"· ill NI1~h\n~ton, [I, C. 'I'bl' 
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rl'slIlt, \.;hiehis prCSt'lltl'J in detall in Ch;lptl'r ,~ cf Section Ii L, was

t hat till' i1HtglH'S i UPl met:11 I'J as fOlllld LO be l1Iuch ll'ss pure th il t the

regular ~omllerdal met,.] proJ,!cl'd in 1957 by the !Jow Chemical Company

at ~liJland, ~llch.i~li)L Therefore i t nel~d not have come fro,n an extra

terrc:Hrial soul'ce, IIJ:cvil.g us with no basis for rational llt'lief that

it di \1.

l·t. Radar S~i.!.'.i~o.i.~I:Os.

lhe I'llbl ic \!el'an1l' gel1l'ral I)' aWilrL' of l';IUar at dH' l'nd of Wodd War

11 when the story of it:; important usc in that war was told, after

llwin~' bern kE'j1t secrl't for some 12 :;ears. /\ good non,·technical

al',':'Ullt of this dl'Vl'1oplll('lIt is ~iv~'11 ill I{. ~L I'agl', 'I'he ()r'ial~n oj'

.:·:<l,i,u' (] ~l (1";) ,

Thl' word l'ad,ll" is all nCI'011:;111 rOl' i,'fldil) !)ctct'ti()!l (H1tlli';m~~in~.

R~lsicalh', t:10Y·t r;ldnl' <';~'Stl'lI\S operatl' ill the t"')II()will~ w<ly. ,\ trans,

nli t tl'r ~{'nds nllt ~hOl't plll S\'S 0 r l' k l't l'ol1la~!lr·t i C l'lH'rgy at rl'~1I1 :11'

1.lIten;tls, TIH'sl' :11'(' Sl'llt llllt thro\l!:h "II :lnt~'nl1a ul':,ignl'd 10 rudia'.e

a 11<11'1'('\11 heal1l within ,I slllall all~ic of it.. 111:1;11 din·ction. Thi~ beam ot

pll \ ses travel SOl' (1"<lTd at t hl' ~l't'Cd of Ii hill, . If it l'l1l'lnlJ1teI'S an

nb~tadl', whi~h nHlY lw a l1ll'tallil' l,bj<,.:t 1ike ,111 ;lil'pl:tl1l', :1 raill storm,

or a bird 01' it flo!:k of hi~d~, it i::; partinll)' ~;I'attl'rcJ ill all tlircc-

tiolls 1'1")111 thl' Oh~:.t.H:ll'. III particular a pal't llf ;':l' he.lIi1 is scattered

bad, to\llurd the tl':lllSl1Iittl'l'. When it all';VI'S \':II:k at th,' transmitter

it is 1'('\.'l'iVN\ anJ illdil'ated \ :' displayl'tl III Vill'I ,illS way" depl'f.ull1g

01' tIll' !'\I'edal PUI'i\f)~\' for IV;,il'h thi' sysh'11l was d,·sif~IH'J. By tilt' fOl~t

l,f t la' 1',' h,,' ~ llg a I'C t \l n1l',J s i ~ll:l I at a 1I, t hI' rlllll't i oil 0 f Jet P, t i oil is

:&t't'olllplisIH'd. By till tillll' tklay illv\llvl'd "('t'HTI! till' (1';l1l"'IJ,ission Ill'

t hI' 0 1I t ~ 0 i 11 ~ ~ I gn;I 1 ;IIIdi !l ,' I'l' t II r 11 \1 r t 111' b: 1(' ~ ; \ : Itt " 1'1' .1 ~ i ~: 11 a], ( II I.'

distant'l' l,f thl' S~';lttl'l'itl): Ilb,il't'\ I~; tllt'I'!I','d, thll~; :llt'l\lt1pli~hi,,~ thr·

flltl,'t 1,'11 l,r l'allg i P~.

1'1' ~l't ;1 "1'.1111 (If slIffh'll'lIt 1~' 11:1,: ',11" dis! 1"1 but iOI1 in :m)~ll' :1',;;

tn ('nable iqrl'l'rin~ fl'\llli what Jircl'tilitl thl' ';cattpl""d si}lll;ll was

I'PtUl'IIL'J, tIll' :1111"1'11:1 llIust have ,I di:IIlll'tl'l' III till' 01'11(,1' 111' tIm tifnl's t1H'

rt'sul t, \~hj ch:~ preSt'lll L'U in detad in Ch:lptl'r .~ of Section Ii l, was 

that till' flHlglH'siul11 Inet:!l \'Ia~ flllllld cO be much h'ss pure chat the 

regular <"O!l!lwrl'i a I ml't;.] prod.!eed in 1957 by the !Jaw Chemi cal Company 

at ~liJ18nd, ~lich.i!!lm, Thcrd'ore it nC<1d not havc came 1'ro,n an extr&.

tl'rrc:$trial ~OU1'l;C, l·];,vi I'K u~ wi th no hw;i s for rational l,e1 ief that 

it did, 

II, Radar S.!ih!..i.!,~~o!..~I:Os. 

The I'llbl ic bee:1Ille gc:'I1l'rali)' aWill'l' of 1',ldar at (11(' l'nd PI' Woi'\u War 

11 when tlHl story or iI,; important lISl' in that W,II' was tolu, uftC'r 

II,vin~l bt't'll kept s('crrt for some 12 .'leal's, A goou Ilon·,technical 

a,',":lunt (If this (\l'Vt'lOI'II1C'lIt is ,Io!iv~'11 ill R, ~1. Page, 'the (1I',z!7in uj' 

.:·:,,,i,u' (I ~)(1;:) , 

The wllrd ntdilr is an [lCI'C&l/1I1 fill' /,';Idi,; I'l'tel'ti()!\ 1111<1 h'dl1!'.in~, 

R:I~ic'lll\·. ':IOY! r:l<lal' o.;\·Stl'II1S ,11ll'l'atc in tht' f •. dlnwillf' 1'1".". ;, trans· 

mittel' ~{,l1d!' nllt ~hol't jllllsl's of l'l\ctl'oll\:If'!u:'t ie l'IJ('I'~y at fegu!:lI' 

lnh'T\:tb. Tl1t'~l' :ll'l' ~I'nt ,Illt thr(l\1):h :111 :Int~"nna UI':;ifo(lIl'd 1(1 rnuia',e 

:l 11:I1'!'('W b,'al11 within ;1 ~111all al1~1c "I' it..; 11I:lin di1'l'ctl(IT1. Thi~ beam oj 

If it ,'nl'llunters an 

n\Jstac11' , whi~h l1\;1y bl':I I1\I'tallir uhjC'.:t like ;111 ;)il'pl:llll'. :t rain stoOli, 

or (I bird 01' a rJod; of hi:-d~, it I:, part in! I)' :;l'attl'reJ ill all direc-

tions fr"1l1 t'h" oh~'.t,ll'Il', In l'articuinl' a 1'ill'l ,'f ,:l' he.1l1i is scattered 

h!ll~k tllwllru the trJlIsl1Jittl'l', Whell it alr;vl'~ \':l'.'k at til,' tr:lIIsmittcr 

it is I'('cdv~'d and illdi\'atc,1 < I' .lispiaYI'd il' viI)'i .1l1~ way;, dCJl('f.din~ 

m' thl' ~I'(,,"ui pIU'i'!J~(' for \.:,I.'h til,.' systl'l11 1'111:; d,'si):IWJ. I\y till' fOiet 

,,1' thl')'(' 1".'~I1~ 01 1','tlli'lll',j sip';11 .It all. the fllll\'t illil or Jet'" ti(lf1 il; 

:1\.'\"'1111'1 i~l1l'd, 1\)' tl" j illll' dl'l;" illv\11v"d J,"I'H'l'11 .111' 1I'.lJ"ll,i~si()l\ of 

thl' l;lIt~oil1):. "~Il;l1 :i1ldil", 1'I.'(l1l'n Ill' Ill\' b:1"~ ;';It\'.'I'pcj ~i~:I1!11. Ih., 

distalll'l' (If tiJ,' S";I\I\,l'In~: "bi",1 I" \1I1"'!!'I·.I, thll" ;1'l.'(1l1ll'li~hi',~~ fhr· 

1'IIIII't I'll <,j" I'an~ i l1~, 

1'1' ~l't " hl';l111 "f ~lIrn,'i!'lIt 1~' .\il,' '.M di;;\ ,'\1>1.11 \011 \11 :11I~:I(l :I',~ 

1" 1'1\;I111l' i"rl'I't'ill~ fl'("11 what dirl'rti,',n tht' "('1IIIPI''',1 s.ifPwl was 

l'I'llIl'IWJ, tl1\' :1111 "JlI1:1 1II\1~t have .\ di mlll'\ "I' Ili til<' \1n1<'1' "f tim tili:I'~ I.h(' 



wavelength of till' radio waVl'S which it u~:cs.

In the period since 1945 the technology has had an enormous devel

opment so that nowadays there are elaborate networks of land and ship

based radar systems. as well as radar systems carried by most airplanes,

which have become vitally necossary to the safe operation of civil and

military aircraft. In a.dition to the use of radar in connection with

navigation, it has hecome a valuable tool in meteorological work in

that distant rain storms can be detected by radar. Also the trails of

ionizeJ air left by meteorites can be detected and studied by radar,

providing for the first time the means for observing meteorites in the

daytime.

There are many popular misconceptions about radar. It is important

at the outset to realize that the returned radar ~ignal does not give a

:I 5h[1rpl~' focu~~ed imagp or picture of the obstac:lc that has been

detected. What one gets when it is displayed on a cathode-ray screen

is simpl~' a diffuse blob of light indicating that something is there,

In the direction the antenna is pointed (with some exceptions) and at

the distance indicated by the time delay between transmission and

reception of the hack-scattered pulse. Of course; a large airplane

gives a more intense signal than a flock of small birds at the same

ra~ge. and skilled operators learn to make valid inferences about the

nature of the object detected from other things that they know about

thl' g"neral situation tog'-'tr.cr with the Tngnitudc of the returned

signal.

It i:; imlJortant ;11 sec to re...:;ogni ze til,lt the propagat i on of the out

I~OJn~ and the back-scat1:l'rl,d jluIses is ,JrJinnri 1y assumcJ to be recti-

1inear and at the no 1'111'1 1 speed of light, But. the' actllal propagation

is affecte·c! hy telllperature and humidity Jiffcrenc8 in the air path

along which tht' radio pulse travels, This can give risl~ to anomalous

propagation that l:; analogous to hut in ;:letail not iJentical with the

effect~ which ~ive risp to mirage~ in the propagation of light through

St'ch an atmosphere. Usually the raJar set t1lwrator docs not know
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w:lvelcngth Dr till' J';tdill wave'S which it u~·cs. 

In thc period since 1945 the technology has had an enormous devel

opment so that nowadays there are elaborate networks of land and ship

based radar sy~tems, as well 8S radar systems carried by most airplanes, 

which have become vitally necossary to the safe operation of civil and 

military aircraft. In a .. ditlon to the use of radar in connection with 

navigation, it has hecome a valuable tool in meteorological work in 

that distant rain storms can ce detected by raJaI'. Also the trails of 

ionizetl air left by meteorites can he detected and studied by radar, 

providing for the first time the means for ob~erving meteorites in the 

daytime. 

Th':1"(' are many pO]1\:1ar misconceptions ab~)ut radar. It is important 

at the outset to realize that the returned radar ~ignal does not give a 

:1 sharpl!' focu!':!"ed imagp or picture of the obsta<:le that has been 

detected. What one gets when it is displayed on a cathode-ray screen 

is simply a diffuse blob of light indicating that som;:'l:hing is there, 

In the direction the antenna is pointed (with some exceptions) and at 

the distance indicated by the time delay between transmission and 

reception of the hack-~;cattered pulse. Of course, a large airplane 

gives a more intense signal than a flock of small bjrds at the same 

rarge, and skilled operators learn to make valiJ inferences about the 

nature of the object detected from other things that they know about 

the general situation toger~2r with th~ D1 lgnitude of the returned 

signal. 

It i~; inlJlortant ;11s" to recognize tlwt the pr()pa~ati(Jn of the out-

1~()JI1~ and the bClck-scaUl'r(,d pulses is ,Hdilwri 1:, assumeu to he recti-

1 irw<ll' and at tht' normal sJlt'cu of I ighL. But till' actllal pTPpagation 

1:; affcctc·d hr tl'mpt'l'ature <lnd humidity diffclcnca in the air path 

along which tht' r'ilJi0 pulse travel!;. This can give r.:sc to anomalous 

prnpagatioll that l:; analogous to hut in ::1ctail not identical with the 

effect, which ~ive ris€' to miragC',; in the pr'Jpagation of light through 

:5\':::h an atmosphere. Usually the radar sct o)X'f'ator docs not know 
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enough about the actuRl atmospheric conditions to make allowance fOl

effects of this kind and, if they happen to be p~onounced, can tc led

to make erroneous decisions. Another point is that, although the

antenna sends out most of its energy in a singlc narrow beam, small

amounts of energy go out in several other directions, known as side

lobes, 50 that a large or a nearby object in the direction of a side

lobe can give rise to a received signal that is indistinguishable from

a small or distant object in the direction of the main beam.

The overall radar system is a rather complicated set of electronic

equipment which can malfunction in various ways giving rise to internal

iy generated signals which the operator will tcnd to regard as reflec

tions nlade by outside obstacles Nhich are in reality not there.

USlInlly the returned radar signals arc displayed on the scrC~Il of

a cathode ray tul)e and observed visually by the operator. On this

account, subjective judgments of the operat'Jr enter into the final

determi nat i on of what is seen, hall l +. is ir.te, , 'cted and how j t is

reported. The data obtained from rnJur c;ystcms are thus not a~

co~pletely objective as is often assumed. In some few instances suiJ

jectiveness is somewhat l~Juced by the fact that the cathode ray screen

is photographed" but even when this is done ther~ is ;:l subjective

element introduced at the stage \"h01'C !l iluman observer has to interpret

the photograph of the radur screen.

Radar operators do ~cport unidentified targets frem time to time

and so there exists u category of UFO cases ill which the unidentified

flyirg ohject \\'a~; scen on a radar screen. [II a few cases there is a

close corn'latio'l hetwecn all unknown thing in the sky seen visually

and something also di"'p]ayed \)\1 radar.

IlowC'vl'r ill viC'\\' of t:1l' m"lly difficulties ass'lciat.;c! with unarJl

biguo\ls intcrj1J'C'tati\)1\ of all blobs of light e1l1 a radar :-:crccn it docs

not {OIll)'" dil'l\ctly alld easily that th..' -ntlar rep0J'ts support or "prove"

that UFOs eXist HS moving vch;clcs :H:8tte'11ng the radio pUlses as would

a metallic object. TLe CollJ~'ado project l'llga!o1ed the scrvi<:es of the
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lobe can give' rise to a received signal that is indistinguishable from 
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jectiveness is somewhat trduced by the fact that the cathode ray screen 

is photographed, but even when this is done there is a subjective 

element introduced at the stage \~h(,l'e a iluman observer has to interpret 

the photograph of the radar gcrcen. 

Radar operators do ~crort unidentified targets frem time to time 
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flYlrg object I;'a~; seen on it raJar screen, [11 a few cases there is a 
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Stanford Re.:-l';ll·ch Ill~titllt(' to I1wkc ;j geJleral study of the functioning

~lf radar :-;ystcll1~ 1'1'0111 the point of view of the relation of their indica

t i('ln~ to UFOs. The study which was carr'i ed out rcsul ted in the produc

tion of Section VI Chapter 5, by Dr. Roy 11. Blackmer, Jr. and his

associates. R. J. Allen, R. T. H. Collis, C. Herold and R. 1. Presnell.

Studies of sped fi c UFO radar reports and their ll~ter;)Tetation are

presented in Secti on I I I. Chapter 5 by Gordon Thayer. Thaye)~ is a

radio propagation specialist on the staff of the Environmental Science

Services Administration ill Boulder. In his chapter, Thayer presents a

d~tailed analysis of some 35 cases, some of which arc visual, others

radMr, and some ar~ both. Both optical and radar phenomena are treated

together because of the similarity in the wave propagation problems

involved.

In his summary (',f resul ts he says: " , . . there was no case where

the meteoro.ogical data available tended to negate the anomalous pro-

pagation hypothesis. "However, Thayer points out that adequate

meteorological data for a thorough interpretation is often lacking so

that a great deal more observational material of this kind would be

ne2Jed in order to deal with a larger proportion of all of the reported

UFO radar cases.

In view of the importance of radar to the safe operation of all

aircraft, it is essential that further research be done leading to the

most preciSe knowledge p~ssjb1c of anomalous propagation of radar signals,

Ilowcver, It is felt that this can best be Jone by a direct attack on

th£' problem ibelf rath"r than by detailed field investigation of UFO

cases.

is. \'isua)_ nhs(,j'v"tiol' ~aJ_~.--E2'-.J:~S. i\ostronaub.

The popular UFO litl'ratul'c makes occasi.onal reference. to UFO~ seen

by the tJ.~. a~;tronaut5 .tn the SPilCC program ~)pcrated by thv National

"c"onauties and Space I\Jt1li.llL~lration. We do not know of similar reports

'.1,v Soviet 115trona.'ts but ~.hc)' may well havc seen similar things.

In flights conducted hetwcen 12 April 1961 and 15 N()v(~l1lJ:;er D66,
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Stanford R(·.:"t'~lrc·h IIl:c:titute to l1ltlkc a geJll'ral study of the functirlnLng 

"f l·ad.11' "y:c:tclIls frol11 the point of vi.ew of the relation of their indica

tion!' to UFOs. The stutly which wa~ carried out resulted in the produc

tion of Section VI Chapter S, by Dr. Hoy II. Blackmer, Jr. and his 

assoClates, R. J. Allen, R. T. H. Collis, C. Herold and R. 1. Presnell. 

Studies of specifi c UFO radar reports and their lI~tor?retation are 

presented inSect i on I II, Chapter 5 by Gordon Thayer. Thaye): is a 

radio propagiltion specialist on the staff of the Environmental Science 

Services Administration ill Boulder. In his charter, Thayer presents a 

d~tailed analysis of some 35 cases, some of which arc visual, others 

radMr, and some are both. Both optical and radar phenomena are treated 

together because of the similarity in the wave propagation problems 

involved. 

In his summary (',f TL'sults he says: " ... there was no case where 

the meteoro.ogicol data available tended to negate the anomalous pro-

pagation hypothesis. " However, Thuye T' po i IIts out that adequate 

meteorological data for a thorough interpretation is often lacking 50 

that a great deal more observational material of this kind would be 

De~Jed in erder to deal with a larger proportion of all of the reported 

UFO radar cases. 

In view of the importance of radar to the safe operation of all 

aircraft, it is essential that further re~earch be done leading to the 

most precise knowledge p~ssible of anomalous propagation of radar ~ignals, 

Ilowever, It is felt that this can best be Jone by a dircct attack on 

th .. problem [bell rHth~'r than by detailcd ficJJ investigation of UFO 

cases. 

1 :; . \' j S tI a} __ nb 5 ~..i..<.:!.:.. 2~~'\ J_~_l?LJ.!':_ S. II" t 1'011 aut ~\_ 

The popular UFO 1 i tc-ratul'C makes occasi.onal refercnce to UFO~ scen 

by the U.~. astronauts .tll the spilce program clPCl'Htcd by till' National 

,\cronautks and SpHCC fld11l.illi~Lration. We do not know of similar reports 

'.1.1' Soviet astrl1na.·ts hut ·.110)' may well have seell similar things. 

In flights conducted hetwec'l\ 12 April 1~)61 and 15 NOH'lllter 1:166. 
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thilty U,S. and Russian astronauts spent. a total of 2,503 hours in

orbit. The Colorado projt'ct was fortunate in that Dr. Franklin Hoach.

one of tht' principal ill\cstigators, has workc:J doscly with the astro

naut prog1'ami)\ eonncct ion wi th tht'i r vi o.;U;l) o\1::e rvat ions and so was

already quite familIar \vith what they had seen anu also was able to

conduct further intcrvit'ws with several of tnf:IT1 on the basis of close

personal ;1cq1.lailltances already establisheu.

Roach presents ;1 detai led account of what they saw as related to

the UFO quest ion in Sect i on I I I, Chapter CJ. Nothi ng WriS seen that

could be constnlC'J as ~l "fl)ing saucer" or manned vehicle from outer

Sp8~C. Some things were seen that were Identified as debris fr0m

rrCV10JS spact' experiments. Tht'cc slghtings th,n are described in

uet ai 1 rcmtli n qu i tc uniJent i Heel and are. !i,oach says. "a challenge to

the analyst."

Roach cmphasi zes that the condi tions for simple vi sUed observation

of objects n0ar the satellite arc not as good as might be naively

supposed, I\s he d0:"Cl'ibcs them, "The conditions under which astronCluts

nlade their observations are similar to those which would be encountered

by one or two persons in the front scat of a small car having no side

or Tear h'indows and a p:lrtially covered, very smudged windshield."

~orenver, the astronauts were kept occupied with other observntions and

a..:tivities during their flight and ~;o did not have extended periods of

1ime ill which to '':OI1Ct'ntJ'ate on visual ob:-crvation "f their surroundings.

'11t'st of the availahle> visu,d ohs('l'vati()l1s th<)1'(>forc have to be regarded

as a h>' product ratl)('1' than " prImary purpose of the program in which

thc\' wel'C l'n~a~l'J.

The conclusion is tl"It nothing definitc' relating to the 1:']'11 aspect

(,r UFUs has \1l>CI1 cst ~11J \ i shed :IS " fC'sul t of t 11\";e rather sl'ornJi c

n!Jsel'Vatl0I\S,

Opinilm I'dls an' \~iJl'1y cl1lploYl'd n(\wi\(lays to IIIt'USurc puhlic

attitudes (1) various important anJ triVial issues. It is nutural
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therefore to apply tile same method to a detcrmi'-,ation of public attitudes

to'~ard various phases of the llFO qU(~~tiOII.

Studies of this sort nre not studius of the UFOs themselves, but

an attempt at determinatioll of what the i\merL~an public thinks about

UFOs. Some UFOs either do or do not come f-:'om o:.,'ter space, and L;le

fact of the matter would not he determined by fjnding out what the

opinion of the AmeriCi\l1 people about it may be. Ne\'crtheless we con

sidered that public atti tudes tic playa role in p"li Cj' formation in

!\merica, and therefore 'It \-,Jas appropriate to carry cm some work in thi~

area.

In J947, 1950 and .19b6 brief sU:'Vt~ys of j)\lbl;c at:itudcs on UH)s

(11' flying S<lucers were conducted by the 1\1lIericun Institute of Public

Opinion, popularly known as the Gallup poll. Arrangements were made

b~' the ColorllJo p'oject for a more detailcLi stuJy to be maJe durin:~

the spring of 1968. Th is II as Jane for us by the Op i ni on Research

Corporation. Findings of li1C curlier studie:~ anJ of the study made

for liS are presented in C}wpter 7 of Sccti on r 11.

The first two gtudics indicated rcspcl.:tively that 90% and 91% of

the American adult public had heard of fly1ng <>auccrs. Thp first (If

these results, taken within months of the origin<ll .1Lmc 194'7 cdr,r.tings

at Mt. R~illier indicates the extraordinary interest which the subject

aroused from the outset. The 1966 survey indicated that 96% of the

adult puhlic hi'J heard of flying saucers.

In the 19()0 poll people were askec' ~

"lIavC' you ~ )'our',,:, 1f, evcr SN 11 :Illyth ing you tnought \~iIS

a I fl}'l ng S,lllcel I (/I

TIl(' result \~as that S'1, of the ~lh"il \\'ho had heart.! of them answereu yes

to thi~ qucstlun, rhl,;' saniple \~,IS de5~gncd to lJt~ reprc~clltati.vc of the

American population, 21 y('Hl'S of age anu ;JlcleJ', of whom then~ are some

lOO million. Tlli~ \5 the ha~is of thrJ oft-quoted statistic that five

million Amel~cnns huve s~iJ that they think they have socn a flying

~,auc('r ,

therefore to apply tile same method to it l\etcrmi'-,ation of public attitudes 

tOI,ard variolls phases of tho UFO queo,tioll, 

Studies of this sort are not studius of the UFOs themselves, but 
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the spring of 196R. This I,as done faT us hy the Opinion li.eseal'c,h 

Corporation, Findings of tile earlier studie:.; and of the study made 

fol' liS are [ll'l:'sented in Clwpter 7 of Section flI. 

The first two ~tudie5 ind.icateJ rcspc<:tively that 90% an;l 91% of 

the American adult public had hearu of fly~ng ~aucers. Th", fi cst (If 

these results, tJken within months of the original ,hme 194'7 ,;ir,r.tings 

at Nt. R~illier indicates the extraordinary interest which the subject 

aroused from the cutset. The 19b6 survey indicated that 96% of the 

adult public hi'J heard of flying saucers. 

rn the 19(,o poll pCllp]e WI:'I'e askec1
, 

"/lave you, yo·,n".i,:,l f, ('vcr Sl'{ 11 ,lIlyth ing you tllought \~"s 

a f f1)'i ng s<lllCCr I :" 

TIH' result was that 5':, of the ~l()(i, who had ilc<ln.l of them :iIIswcrcu yes 

to thi~ quest \l11\, Thl' s:1I\;\11" \~,IS dcs~gncd to ht~ representative of till' 

Aml't'ican l10pulat iOI1, 21 Y('ill'~ of age anu ,ddL'J', of whom ther!;' arc some 

IOn million. ThiS is till' hasis of tll,.> oft-quotcJ ,;tatistlc that five 

mi.llion i\mel\cnns have s;;iLl that thcy think they have soen a flying 

~.aucer . 



In the samc Itl(,(, poll, 48~, s;lid tilE!' rhought the things called

flying S,lllt:('l'~; IH'l'C "so!l\t'thing l'ual," ;JIIL! :)1'\, saiJ that they were "just

peopll"s imagilwtit)I1." Th' qu('stiOl, Jec:, not Jistinguish bctwcen

various kinds of "real" things, such as ",cHther balloons, aircraft,

planets, mirages, etc., so the result l)y no means indicated that 48%

be i ieve they are vi sitars from outer spIce, 'l'h:lt. question was not

included in the 196LJ poll.

The 1966 poll asked whether elC person interviewed thinks "there

arE' P('Oi,lL' ;;omelihat like ourselvc3 I iving on other planets in the

uni \'erse?" Tne q ,cs ti on thus b~ln; sale lyon rLL, not on whet.!1Cr such

intelli~('ncE's OJ in fact visitcl)(' Earth. Of the 1,575 interviewed

3,\"" thought n's, 4S1. thou,~ht n'J, and 2l~, had no op1nion.

Therc \\'t'J'L' no~tati5ticaL1y significilllt regional differences

lwtwcl'TJ Last, ~lid\..c~t, South and Illest with reganl to the proportion of

the popul at i on I'lL 1ch had he ,lrd of, had seen, ur hel i ('vcd in the reality

of flring snUl,'crs. 1IC'I'iC'vcf, as to belief in lLE, the existence of

)lcople en other pJanc'ts, ':hi5 be"Lief was helL! by only 27% of southern

crs, as compareJ ;/1 t11 :s6 r
, of easterners, 3r6 of midwesterners and ~~iJOu

of I';es~ernl'rs. 'he.1owe r proport ion of southerners who be 1 ieve in 1LE

is :.;tatisticall~· sigrifJ.cant, thut is, out~.:.iL!c tl10 rangc nf chance

\'ariation due to finite' size of sample. Although statistically signi

fic;lTlt, it is :ausally unexplained,

Significant vari,'ltinn \'iith age i~; shown in rcspon~;es tc belief

ill tht' ,·(,.llit)' ,){' flying saucers, alll! to l1c1ief in Intelligent life 01

Mhcr 1'1an"t5. :\hotl1 S()Ii, of p:'r"()Il~, tmdcT' (1(J "'.'liev" in the reality

of fly'ni-: ~illlL't'l'S as c011lpareJ witll ahuu1 3:~':, of pC'rsons (lYC/' ()(). On

the other hand, ;\ si!;nif:c;llltly 5111.111('1' proportion of those under SO

hcl1L'\c ~Il 11.1'., tILl;' do tilDSC OVl'/' S(l On hpt!l of these points, thc

dl','linc ill tllv lillilihcl' 01" "bl'licvt'rs" among oldl'I' !)coplcis mostly Jue

to the' inl't'e;l5e ld' tl1l1st' ilavi IllS "110 op i n ion" r<1t !ll'l' than to an i ncrcast:

uf thl' numtwl' of "r,oll··he1ipVl't'S." IlerL~ again tht' poll gives no basis

fC1r 1:()ncJu~ions as to the T't';lSP)\S for tlws(' tJifft'I'l'llces.
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As to dependence on sex , 22'\, of J1len or wOl1len have no opinion as to

the "real i ty" of fl~ri ng sau<;ers, Significant ly l1i(.re wor:en than men

believe in their reality:

Men

Women

90 Real

43

52

% I.naginaI'Y

:-,S

26

l~e poll showed that increased al1lount of formal education is

associated with an int'1'C';\scd tendency to bcliC'vC' in the reality of

f lr ln~ saUl'C'rs. Pc dwp;, th i S fosul t says s'.Jnleth i llg about how the school

s)'stem trains StUUl'l1ts in critical thinki,lg.

An interesting correlation is fourJ between tendency to believe in

UFO reaLty, a.nd to believe il' ILE with having had a personal experience

of having seen ..in UFO. The results are:

"0 bel ieving

UFOs are real

'i} he 1i eving

in J IX

Sighters 76 51

Non-sighters 46 34

As before, causal relation~ are wlexplorcd: we do not know whether

seeing is believing, or bellevjng is seeing.

In the 1908 study c,H:ducted for the Colmudo project by the

Opinion Research Corporation, 2,050 adults over 17 years of age, living

in private households in the continental lIni ted States were lnter·,Iiewed.

In addition teenagers in the same housrhold with an adult who was

interviewed were also interviewed to give a sample of theIr views.

Separate ~'tudies of opinions held by college students were conducted.

111CSCI:'c l'l'portcL. in ~~cct iOIl 111, Cbtlptel' 7.

In thc' I~ll'/~ l't:rvl'}', j'h ot adu.lt~ repl;cu affirmatively to "lIave

yOll, yourself, evcr SCl'11 an UFO:" Tlll<; pi,rllllLls the 5'~ who answered

affirmatively 1n the l~)f1(- Callup pr.1i to the si.nJi lar (\uc:otion, "lIave

~'Oll ever SCl'n anytli\n~ that yOll thour,ht was a ';O',ying saucer"?" ()n~

l11i~ht think that the smuller number in 1968 could be explained hy

perhnps IC'ss fami liarity of thC' :JUblic with the term UFO than with the
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«'rill fl~'ing sallC('l'. This seems hardly likely, however', in that the

question \~as part of H total interview in which the mcan~ng of the term

UFO would have become dear from the general context of other questions

in the interview. It see~s to us therefore that this poll actually

indicated a smaller percentage of ~ighters than the earlier one.

An important finding is that 87% of those who said that they had

seen an Ur:O, also declared that they had reported it to no one, other

than to family or friends, that is, to no one by which it would have

received l)ffidrll attention. Thus only ahout one-dghth of sightings

lI'C'l'e reported anywhere, and nc t nll of these were reported to the Air

Force. 1JC'l1ce if ,ill sightings l.. e1'e reported to the Air Force, this

]'('S\llt i\ldicat(·~ that the llLunber of reports rcc.~eived would be more

th: ei~'.ht time..; :IS many as arc now being rcccived. Frol!l the small

fra~:til1J1 \\')l() diJ l'epol't to the 1\ir Force, it ~eell1s a f(d~' infcrent.:c

that 11l0~t of tl1ese n,m-repol'ting sightt!I'~ did Iwt think that what the;,

S<l\\ cQllstituteJ a security hazard.

In contrast, 5b(~ of the non-s i ghtf'rs Jl'd a red th<lt thoy would

report it to the poli cc if they saw an UH). We fi ncl this rather large

discrcpancr between tIll' promised r('IHlrting bch:lvior of the non-sighters

,mel the actual n.'~'orting behavior of the ~jghtC']'s quite puzzling,

17. ~~~101...?J~L~~~~1 Studi~

l'onsidcr,ltion I,as given to a varicty of mo,les of conducting

p:;)'chological :1nd Ps)'c'.iatric research into the U!"O phcnomenop. The

IlllS~ illi 1 i ty thnt ,111 "('xpcril1lcntal lJi'O" 111 i ght lw IaUlH.~hcd and reports

l1f its sightil1~ st\llli~'d \~:IS givl,'11 s{'rinus ronsid{'filtion and rejected

e)Jl thl'N' ~:l'ol111ds: [I' vi{'\~ ~lf the.' fact thnt this WWi a governmcnt

sl'0llsol'l,'d, \Il1iVl'l'~~itr-has('tl St1IUY, it wa~ fl,'lt th,lt eXl el'iments ill

\'l1il.:h the' pub!ic l11i!o:ht rl'~,lnl ~tS('1.f <IS haviTJI1 l,l'v!) victimized by I.;hat

amounted to a hOilx 1"('1'(' Ut1\>Jis~·. SU('I\ ('xp<'\'\l1Il'llt<, ;d~() l1Ii~ht ~ivl' rl~,,:.

\\l' t}ll'll~ht I tl1 thC' l'l'l'Oll('\lUS 110t iun th:lt tht' '>1 Ildy 1'(,~ilrJ~J uH)

phenomena /','/,'i!1 as the result pf misintcq1r('1:ltil'.l uf natural 01' man-

made phC'lloffil'l'a. Fil1all~', \~~, 1~l'rL' advised 11)""":11(' of LJU1' expert~; in

,<'1'111 fll'ing SallCe'y. Th'is seems hardly likely, however', in thnt the 

qUl'stion vias part of a total interview in which the meaning of the term 

UFO would have become clear from the g<'ncral context of other questions 

in the interview. Jt see~s to us therefore that thi.s poll actually 

indic;lted a smaller jlE'ycentagc of sighters than the earlier one, 

An important finding is that 87% of those who said that they had 

seen an Ur:O, also declared that they had reported it to no one. other 

than to family or friends, that is, to no one by which it would have 

received officifll attention, Thus only about one-eighth of sightings 

\\'cre l't;>port('d any\\'herc, and lEt n11 of these were reported to the All' 

Forc('. Hence if ,1Il sightings wen' l'eportcJ to the Air Force, this 

rcsult i;ldil':ttl'~ that tilt' llLUnher of ('''ports ret'elved wOllld be more 

tit; e.i~,ht time..; :IS many as ;lrc now being rn:civeJ. Frolll the smoll 

fl'<I<.:t1l11J I,'hc) did l'Q1ll1't t.o tilt' Ai r Force, i t ~e('IIlS n fai~' infcre!l'~c 

that llIo:;t of these Iwn-repol'ting siglit~",~ did l\C't think that what they 

saw co~stituteJ a security hazard, 

In l'ontrrlst, 5()'~ of tho non-s i ghtE'1'5 J~'chrt'd t1wt thoy would 

report it to the police if they sa"l tlll liFO. Wl' finll this rather large 

discrepanc}' between ti1t' promised rpj1ol'ting bdl;]vioT' of the non-sighters 

ancl the actual r'~f,orting 1)C'havior of thc sighteJ's quite puzzling. 

J 7. ~~ r'j)'ch01..?J~Ll~~~l Stut!2~_ 

l'ol\sidcrntion \,,(5 given to a variety of m()de~ of conducting 

p:-;I'cholog i cal ~md ps~'c·.iat I'i c re~f'aT'ch i !lt~ the UFO pl1enomel1ol~, The 

pll~;'; ihi 1 i tv thnt an "('xpel'il1l('ntal l1i'O" 11\ i ght h~' I :lull~:hed allJ reports 

llf its sightill~ stlldil'J W:.]~ giV(,1l sl'riolls l.'ol1sid{'ratioll and rejected 

,lll thrN' grounds: II: v l.t'I' llf the fact thnt th i s ww; a governmcnt-

5j1onso1'l'd, llniv{,l'~;it)'-has\'\1 stlJdy, it was fl'lt tlwt ('xjerimellts in 

l,hid1 thl' pub!i<.· 111i).:ht 1"l'g,II'J ;tsl,lf ;]~ havilJf1 I'Cl'll vict.imized by \.;hat 

;lmountC'l! to :\ l\\li\X \"('1"(' u1lI,isl", Sud, \'xl'('l'iml'nt<. ;d;;\) lldlo\ht giv~' rist·, 

I'l' tlH'llght, tt, the' (,l'l'Ol1('ll\1~ 110t 1')11 tl1:lt tl](' ~tlld) \'l'~ilrJ\'d [jl:() 

I'h('110111('1I" .":-/1'111 as the \'('s\llt "f lIIi~intel'pn't:]til'.l of natural 01' man-

made pheT1oml'I'a. Finilll~·. \~l' I"prc advi ~cd 11) S.':,IC of l1Ul' l'xpl'rt~; ill 



the psychological disciplines, that a "mock-up" UFO would introduce

unknown variables that would render inconclusive any results derived

from the conduct of experiments with it (see Section VI, Chapter 10).

Turning to the realm of psychiatry. we decided to refrain from

mounting Cl major effort in this area on the ground that such <l study

could not be given priority over other investigations. This decision

was buttressed by the evidence tllat we rapidly gathered, pointing to

the fact that only 8 very small proportion of sighters enn be cate

goriz.ed as exhihiting psychopathology and that, therefore, there is no

reason to consider them any .nore sui table for study than psychotic or

psychoneurotic indiviJuals who belong to any other statistical class of

the popUlation as a whole (see Section VI, Chapter 3).

18. Instrumentation for UFO Searches

As remarked l\arlicr, the short Juration of most lJro sightings, the

delays in reporting them :'Illl the delays c:nuscu by communication and

trav01, make it essentiAlly impossible that inve~tiRators can bring

physical obsening equipment to 1I reJlurt site quickly enough to make

UFO ohgervatiol1!' in that way. There is ,Il)other way that i.~; often pro

posed for getting better ohscTvation<11 dat,; than is now avalltlbl(;~

namel)', to set up a permnl1cntly manned network of observing stations

at variou5 places in the couJ1try to observe- such UFO' as mIght come

within the
'

r range.

S\~~h ,. network of 'Hations miRht be set up solely for the purpose

of UFO stud)', or it l1li&ht be established in l:onjunction with one of

the net\\'orks of stations I~hi\:h exist for ot)\('1' ;Istrcilomical or mf't['orn·

logical pLlrposl's. 'l'hj~ latter aJtl.'rnative, of courSl', l ... r)Ldd be much

Jess cxpcnsh'C' than the fl1rmel', or couJd give:1 grl'atcr COVCf1,gc for

the same cxpC'nditurt'.

\~'t' g:l\1C CI'I1SidC'!', h)" attention to the possibi lith':' anJ difficulties

1n this dit'C'etiol1 (S\'ction 1/1, Chaptcr 9.1. I\t fir~·;t \'/(' hoped that some

Jefinite rt'sults could he obtained hy ~uch cooperatioll with existing

statiC1n~ in a \,a)' that would Illilkt' ,('sults ilvailahlc for tlds report.

the psychologica~ disciplines, that a "mock-up" UFO would introduce 

unknown variables that would render inconclusive any results derived 

from the conduct of experiillent.s wjth it (see Section VI, Chapter 10). 

Turning to the realm of psychiatry, we decided to refrain from 

mounting f\ major cffort in this area on the ground that such f.l study 

could not be given priority over other inve~tigat1ons. 1bis decision 

waf: buttressed by the evidenc(.) that we rapidly g<lthered, po-inting te, 

the fact that only a very small propo"Jrtion of sighters CHI be cate-

gori z.ed as exhi!'i t ing psychopathology and that, therefore, there is no 

reason to consider them any ,nore suitable for study than psychotic or 

psychoneurot ic indi vidwlls who hclong to ally other statisti cal class of 

the population as a whole (see Section VI, Chapter 3). 

18. Instrumentfltion for uro Searches 

As remarked ~arlicr, the short Juration of most UfO sightjngs, the 

delays in reporting them ('nd the delays cnusetl by communication and 

travel, make it c~sDntiAlly impossible thut invc~tigators can bring 

physical obseJ'\'i:1g cquipwcnt to <l report site quickly enough to make 

UFO ohservat i Oil!' in that way, Thcrf~ is ,mother way that L; often pro-

posed for getting better ohSCTvation<l1 oat,; than is now ,Jvailnblt:; 

namely. to set lip a permnncntly mannerJ nctwoTk of ohsQrving stations 

ilt various plact"s in the cOUl'try to observe such tJFO< as mIght come 

within their ran~c, 

St,-.;h " net\york of 'Hat i OilS mif:ht be set up solely for the purpose 

of UFO stud)" or it might be established 1n conjunction wHh une of 

the net\\'ork~ of stilt i OI1S wh i .:h ('xi st for othl'r ;Ist t'CIlOIl1 i calor mf'teor r ,-. 

logical purpOSt's, 'l'h i.~ latter aJ t('rnat i vo, of courst', wc)uld be much 

Jess c)(pensi,'C' than the fl11'mel' , or could ~ive ;1 grl'a1.cr c()vcr"gc for 

the sam!' cXjlC'nditul'l'. 

h't' g:lvc CI'11SidC'I' hl(' :lttel1tiol1 to the possihi litjl,,- and difficulties 

111 this dit'('('tinl1 (S<'ctl1111 1,.'1, Chapter 9.1, I\t first \"e hopcr.l that R0111(, 

.ieOnite l'('sults could he oi11.aillC'd hy ~urh c()operatioll with existing 

stnticms in a \'ia)' that would lIH1k(' '('~lllts ,lv,lilahlc for this report. 



:\11 :11 I-shy camera wa~' o;lcratcd during most cd" /\ugust 1967 at Harrisburg,

{"'Ima. Jurirl:3 :IT' 111:(' flajl in that locality (Case 25) but. no interesting

i"C>sul ts IH:re found on sr)IIiC ') ,000 photographs. It would be qUi te

expensive to OpcTate <l net~Nork of SL1Ch camoras on a routine basis alI

over the United States. The 1.ikelihood of interesting images being

recorded would he very 5111<111. BecaUSE: of the shoTt duration of an UFO

appearance a proper plal1 for use of the all-sky camJ'ra would involve

frequent processing and examination of the Him, otherwise the pre5ence

of an UFO wO'1Jd not b" recognized until long after it hud disappeared.

This wrluld greatl~' il.ll'rCasc tJ.1C (.~(~st of opc~ation of,such a ne~wor~.

Anotht>r suggest lon that )soften madl> 1s to make! UFO studles 1n

COllilect ion lvi th th,· radar l1etwprxs operat ing in til i.s country for ai r

traffic control undt>!' auspices of the Federal Aviation Agency. Con··

side-ration was given to this 11r~sihjlity ond it was concluded that it

i~~ quite out of the qu('stion to burden this network with add.iHanal

Juties of any kind. The air traffic control opC'rators arc now heavily

tu:rdenf:(~ IdOl the wor~ of safely guiding civil and military aviation.

DLC1Jlf, the summer of 1968 espeC"ially, the heavy owrloads that sometimes

ex st on the system were emphasized by trouhlesome traffic delays in

th.: l1l"'ighborhood of several of the nation's nwj or airports, It would

he quite out of the qucstion to ask the air traffic controllers t.o

assume tlw responsibi lit.~' of \~atchjng for UFOs in additi0i1 to their

l'rll113ry r('sponsihiJiti('~. It I~ould lik<'wisc be impructlcable f01' n

~('pal':lt(' grollT' of PCl'SotllH'I to he in~;tlllit'd ,It tiles!,) stations to watch

the same rauars for \JFO~.

Tl1c Prairie Nr.>th'urk is i group of l~amCr;\ stilti')JlS operated in the

l11iJ-II'(,~t hr the' .'-imith:;onian Institution in cnJ1l1cetiOll with the Harvard

'iC'tl'CIf' PY'(lgrall1. It" prim.try P'l1'P()~~(' i~~ to lIetr'c1 ilnll t'l'cord meteor

t rai ] s in 511('/1 a wav ;l:; to gli de .1 :~cnrch for :/<:1 WI I mt'teor it i c bod i c<.;

that strike the {'al'tl1'~; ~;\'rf'('·L>. The fir'ld hc,IJqu[/(ters of tId:; net

work is at !.·incoln, Nell,

\\'(' prcpan>d a lIsting \)1' reported lJHJ ~;i}~"tjIIWi sil1c~ 1965 that

.\11 all-sky camera wa~· oI'cratf.'d during most (d" ,~ugust 191)7 at Harrisburg, 

P,'nna" Jurin;: :In 111:n flajl .in that locality (Case 25) but. flO interesting 

T"C'sulb were fOllnd on ~C)Ii1C '1,000 photographs. It would he quite 

expensive to OpcTate a net",ork of 5L1Ch canlllras on a routine basi5 alI 

over the United States, The likeLihood of interesting images being 

recorded would he very ~mal1. Because of the shOTt duration of an UFO 

appearance a proper pLm for use of the al l-sky camJ'ra would involve 

frequent proc('ssing and eXilmination of the nlm, otherwise the pre5ence 

of an uro wo'IlJ not lH' recognized unti I long after it had disappefn'ed. 

This "nulJ gr.'at l~' i IlCr(£l~e the ,~Olit of Ll)lcrati on of I ~uch a network. 

Anothl'J' Stlggcstioll that is often mad,' is to makd UFO studies in 

cOIlO18ctioil Idth tlw radar llC'twClrks ()l'er;Jtin~ in this country for air 

traffic control lIndt'r auspices of thf' Federal AviHtion Agency, Con .. 

sideration wa~ given to this po~sihjlity and it was concluded that it 

b qui.te out of the qUt'stion to burden this network with add.lt.ional 

duties of allY kind, TIll' air traffic control opr-r;ltors aye now heavl Iy 

tu:rdene\~ \,ith the wor~ of safcly guiding ,ivjl and miJ.it;lry aviation, 

DU::Jnr, the summer of 1968 esperially, the heavy DVl'rlouds that sometimes 

ex st on the system werc emphasized by trouhlesome traffic deJa)s in 

th.:: lwighborhooJ of SeVel"a 1 of the- nati on' ~ nf(Jj or :J i rports, It would 

he quite out of the qUl'stioll to ask the air traffic controllers t.o 

a~~ume tht· responsibilit), of watching for UFOs ir, iH.lc.lit.io!1 to their 

prilllar:: r('spon~ihiliti('s. It \,QuId llh'wis(' be impruct.icabJe fIJj" [I 

~('par:lt(' ":1'0111' of }wrsolllll'1 to he in~;tHJl('d :It thrcse stations to wat.ch 

t he same raJar~ for UHJs, 

The I'rn i ric )\ptl,ork is: group of ,~ilmt'r;! ~;tnt i ')1\5 operated in the 

mid-I,·(·st h,\' 1)11' ,'jlllith!'Dllian Institutiun ill cOl1nection with t.he lIarvard 

lit'tl'(lt' I'r"p,r;J1I1. lt~ prilJlilr)' pln'p(l~'(' i~; to dl'tc'cl ;lJ1d )'f'cord meteor 

trail:; in 511,11 a \,ay:t~ to glide;1 ,;('arch for :ICllHll Inl'teoritic \Jodieo; 

that strikc the earth's ::\q'f:t:l'. The rid\! 11l'iIJqtJr/(ters of tId:; net

wDrk is at l.incpln, Nch. 

I\'c I'rcpan'tl n 1 ist ing \Jr fl']lC)l'ted l!l:() !;; )~"t itl)!,:; sinc~ J~"5 that 



fell Idthin the geographic lil11it~ of this netw()!'k and through the kind

cooperation (If the Slltitl1~oniall Institution ohtained tIl(' ncords of the

network for the times [lnd location~; of these :>igl1ting:-;, About half of

the sightings wen' so lacking in specific information tlwt, Frederick

Ayer reports, (Section VI. Chapter 9) "even if an ohject had been recorded

by the film it wO\lld have been illlpossU:le to correlate it with the sighting."

About onl'.'-third of the sightinl;s could lIot he traceJ 011 the film because

of oV<"l'cast ski('~. Some 18':, of all thE' UFO sightings W~I.'C' identified

'In th" nct'~ork's 1'l'l'()I't!s ,~ith a fair de!Fl'f.' of pfo!l'lhility. NeDrly

all of tlll'se wen' identified as astronomical oh.iccts. Some considera

t ion was !o! h'e" tn t hl' l'l'st,.; anu l i hel i h(\()u or SUCCl'SS ',f aJ;lpt i ng the

Prairie N('tlwrk instl'U1'icnts to liFO searches without illll'rferill~ with

their primary pUl'pose. We think that ",)f1lpthing IlIi~ht he- donG nlollg

this line jl1' n'asl~llabh' CXpl'TlSl', but we do not IIwl\l' a positive reCOIn"

menJation that sl!ch a l't'ogram be lllidert<lken heVilllS\, llr the i Il~'unclll

siv~nC'~s of the- inforrnatil11l that I~l' hclil-v(' would ),C gatlwrcd.

Anl1tlwl" l'xistin~ program tlUit was stU<.\il'd for unl'('cognizcJ uri)
;(":0rd:-; ,,;IS that of scanning thl' night sky for stlldy uf air glow 1'1'0111

the upper atmosphere, and of zodiacal light. IJct':lileJ stuJy W<os made

of tl~c. l'l'C'ords o),tiline.! from a st;1thlll on the 11il\~~1i ian lsland~. One

of tlu'se remains \i11identifil'd hut is thought to he rl'latcd to all

artiflchl1 satl'llitC' fl))" '"hil.'h no information is I'n'll.lily ,lvailabll',

'11.(' other Il'lIS df.'finitl'l>, idl'ntlfh'd :1:; a sub-orlJital n1i%ilc Inul1cheJ

fr0m \'Hndt'llh{'r~ AFB ('11 thl' l'oa~t of -.;outhl'l'll"al i 1'Ol'ni:I, Mr. Ayt'r, p. !:!;';:S,

~ tlfl C lUl!L: ~ t hat "h l' C III ~ t' (', r the i l' 1'(' 1iI t i v(d y (' x t l' 11 S i v t' sky l' ( Vt' r a!<: l' ,

scal1nin~ I'hotOJlll,tl' .. ~ call IH' l'oJl~idCJ'(·d \l~;l'l'tl1 ill~tl'llIlIl'nt:-: ill till' c('n-

d'.ll't (If liFO St'aI'Chl·~." lhlS, hl'\~I'V('I', i~; Jl(11 to 1H' ('ollstrw'J as a

1'(','01111111"1111.11 lOll th:lt ;I nl'lwol'k lI( sc,lllll i ilg pl101(1J1l('ll''' ';1:1t i on'; Ill'

l'stablis)wd for t!lis )1I1I'\1\1S1'

Cl'l1~idt'ratioll '~as also givell tn tht, adaptahi 1 i1'" tn lJl'U ~,l'IlI'l'11

I'llJ'j1(l~l',C Ill' I'adar~ ('f 11\1' t)'l)(' \l~;(,U hy the \\·.'<llhcl' IllIn',ILl, ,Ill! til("

l'adar stlltioll (,f till' HaJal' ~lctt'(lr I'l'o.it·l't of the Smithsol1iall Institutiol1

( (,

fell within the geographic limits of this lJ('twlll'k <lnJ throURh the kind 

cl1operatio!1 (If th(' SlIlitil!'onillll Institution ohtain<'ll tl1(' rccords of the 

network for the times nnd l(l<.:atil)l\~; of these ;,ighting~, About hnlf of 

the sightings Wl'le ~o lacking in specific information tlwt. Frederick 

AyeI' reports, (Sect.ion Vi. Chapter 9) "even if an object had b<.'Cll recordpd 

by thc film it would have been 1Il1possll:l(;i to correlate it with the sighting," 

About o1)£'-ti1ir<1 of thC' ~ightin>;:; cOldd not hC' traceJ on the film bccausC' 

of \1V('l'cast ski('s, SOllie 18':, ()f all tht" UFO sightings wert' id<.'Jltifieu 

'jn th(' Ill't,"ork's l'l'L'ol'lls Iyjth 11 fail' dq:n".' of pl'oj);lhi lity, N('arly 

all of tlll'sC wen' icienti fied as a~tl'onon1ir:t1 ()h,l(xt~, S()me con~idcril

tiol1 was f'h'(,11 to tl\l' l'l'$t~ ,11)U I ikel i\w()tJ Ill' S\h'Ll'';~; 1)1' aJllpt ing th(' 

Prairie Netl;'ork il1~tt'UI'I('nts to liFO ~('<lrdws with,lllt in1l'lfl'rin~ with 

their primary \1 tl !"{10Sl', lIIe think t11;1t ~'1P1('thillg Illight hE:' dOlle along 

this lint' ;11' l"e;tSI.1lwblt' t'xpl'nsc. IJut we do not 1II~1!\l' a pos i t i vc rccom·, 

mt'nJation that sllch a )'I'llgl':tlll Ill' lIJidt'rtuk",'11 hl'r,lllS,,' (lr thc' ill,:ollclu

~ivcn('!'s IJt' til(' int\lrmati()11 that I,e hclil'vl' would Lp g'ltlwred, 

AnMIll'l" l'xi~til\i' progralll that was stll<'\il'd fol' lltll'l'cognizeJ UFI) 

"(>':0rd~ \\<1:. that or sCiIIllIjng tlH' night sky for stlldy uf' ail' gloW frOI!1 

t!I{' upper atmosphere, and of 7.odiacal light, llet':1i led study Woos Inadt' 

of tlH) l'l'cl1nls ol.taint'.l fl'om a statioll 011 th(' llill'i1i ian lSJ;lJlds, [jill' 

of th('~e rel1lains \dlid('ntifipd hut i~ thDught to I)(~ rl'latcd t(\ all 

artif\.;Lll :;atl'llitC' 1',,1' \,hiell 110 jnformatilll1 I:; r'~atlil)' ,lvajlO1l>ll~, 

11,(' other I\',I~ dl'finitt'lr idl'ntifh'd ,I:; a "uh-lll'l>ital JI1is~ilc l .. ul)cheJ 

frClm VlIThknhel'g !\FII ('11 tlw I.~oa~t of ~()utl1('l'l\,:alifol'ni,\, Mr, AYl'r, 1" l:!:';:~. 

cllnclllJc~ that "h""'llI~l' (,1' thei I' I'l'Llt iVl'lv rxtl'llsiVt, shy {'( Vt'l'a,.;,', 

~cal1J1ini1 I'h()tnJII('t'l'r~ l';l11 hl' l'()JI~idl'l'l'd 1I,;(,flll iI1>;II'IIIII(,II1., ill tIll' CI'Il' 

d'.Il'1. ('If liFO sl'arl"lll',," ThiS, !1PI'l'Vl'l'. I:; JIll! to 1)(' l'(IJls\rucJ as a 

l'cl'olnrnrnd'ittoll th<l\ a Jll'tWOI'K fir Sl"illIlIiilg I'I111h'I1I('11'1' ,;t:lti()I1~; hI' 

l's\ablislH'd 1'(11' t!lis 11I11')1"SI' 

1:"llsidt'I'ati"i\ I,<IS also giVl'1I ill tit,' adrll'tilhilit .. , tn lJHI q':IJ'l'h 

IHII'I'1'SC, llf I'adal'~ pC tIll' 1'1'1)(' \I:;C\I ),:.' til" IV'."I\ hl'l' l\un"lll. ,Ll(/ thl' 

1'adar ~t;lti()n (If the Hadar ~I('t('(lr I'l''l,i('l't of thl' Smithsoillilil Institution 

( (, 



located Ill'Hf lIavlIlHl, 111.

1\ I thO!~I~h frCliuent ..: I a i illS ;tn' m"dl' i 11 the lIFU p:)pular It teraturc of

magnetic disturh:.ncl's dlll' ttl till' pl'('~;l'nc(' of lIF:)s, a consiuerati0Tl (If

various official magnet-ometct' l'ccon1s proJuced TlO evidence of an effect

of this kind tlwt, in our Judgl1lent would warran: thl' setting up of [.n
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Attack:-; on the integrity of various individuals on either side of this

controversy ought to bl' avoided. 'lhc question of an individual's

integri tyi 5 \~holly dist inct from tIH.' issue of what sci cnee should do

in the future about UFOs.

In the Congress of the United States concern about the UFO prob lern

from a defense viewpoint is the province of +:he House Committee on

AImed Services. Concern abc,ut it from the point of view of the nat.ion' 5

scientific research program comes under the House Commi ttee on Science

and Astronautics. Here there seems to be a valid situation of over

lapping juristicti~~5 because the UFO problem can he approached from

both viewpoint,·.

A particular interest in the UFO problem has been shown by Cong,ess

man ,J. Edlvard Rou:'h of Indiana, who i') a member of the House Cormni ttee

on Science and ;\~.:;tr0nautics. lie performed a valuahle service by arrang

ing for the holding of a "Symposium on Unidentified Flying Objects" in

Washington on 29 July ~968 (see references). As pointed ot.:t by one of

the symposium parti cipants, Prof. Carl Sagan of the department of

astronomy of Co:r.npll University, the presentations made in that symposium

incline rather strongly to the side of belief that large-scalo investiga

tions of the UFO phenomenon Ollght to be supported in the expectation

that t.hey would be justifhd by what some speakers called "scientific

paydii.t."

We studip-c1 the transcript of this symposium with great care to see

Io.'hether we would b(~ le.1, thereby .. to any new material re~.ated to this

study, We did not find any new data.

Several of the contributors to that symposium have hecoTlOc trpnchant

advocates in the past several years of a continuing major government

Investment i:1 an UFO pr·ogram, Scvcrll! bave long llr!'-cd a greater degree

of congrE'~sional interest in this subject. ';'he symposium of 29 .July

afforded them an o-:casion on I~hich, wi th the utmost seriousness, they could

put before the Congress and the public the best possible data and the

most favorable arguments for larger governmr'lt act i vi ty in this field.
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Hence it is fair to assume that the statemont', presenHd in that

symposi"JT! represent the maximum case that tois group fee1s could be

made. We welcome the fact that this symposium is available to the

public and expect that its data and arguments will be compared with

those in this report of this study by those who~e duty it is to make

responsible decisions in this area.

We have studied this symposium record with great care and find

nOthing in i t \~hich requires that we al tcr the conClusions and recom

mendations that we have presented in Section I, nor that we modify any

presentation of the specific data contained in other sections of this

report.
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Section III

'I11e Wor\ of the Colorado Proj ect

TIle seven chapters that follow describe the details of the

scientific studies carried out by members of the project staff in

the physical and social sciences. Most of the srudLes 'II ere , as Dr.

Craig points out. closely relatt:d to the project's examination of

specific cases. Detai led reports of the cases are found in Section

IV.
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Chapter 1

Field Studies

Roy Craig

1. Introduction

Reports of UFO ol)servations, elaborate in description as they

som~time5 are, are usually lacking information which would concretely

defin~ the nature of the object observed or the experience described.

When specific information describing an unidentifiable object is

presented, the reliability of that information must also be evaluated,

and some corroboratlon or independent verification is necessary.

At its outset in November 1966, the infonnation wi th which this

project had to w1.'rk c0nsisted of old ~'';l1orts. some of which had

been investigated quite thoroughly by official and private agencies.

and press aCCOl.'nts of current s igi1tings. in \"hi eh the information was

generally fragmentary. New infoI1liati on rega.rding sightings which

had never been revealed to the pub 1i c also occasionally crone to our

attention. In all cases, additional information. varying in nature

for different cases, \"a5 desired. Field i.nvestigatjons were under

taken in an effort to obtain such information.

2. Old UFO Cases

The project acquired copies of Project blue Hook and NICAP

reports of UFO case:;; ,,'hi<.:11 huu hcell Jiscw;seu Ln popular UFO wri ting:;,

or "'rich were rq~ard('J as havinl~ ullusual ~;;cicntific interest.

SOIllI! of these repl)rteJ sightings had been so cxtcl1sivPly puhljdwc1

that they have a..:quired the statlls of "Class.ic" case~;.

III lJecfmber 1966, ('al'1y in the project history, we attempted

to augment ava~ lab Ie inforrnatiun regarding one such case: the

H152 "'ashingtC'lIl, D,C" radar slghtings (see Section TTl Chapter S), hy ()n-~itt'
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re-investigation of the case. While this inquiry provided valuable

new expei"ience in the problems of invC'stigat.ing UFO phen()mona,

it brought little or no new information to ~ight.

In ,eneral, testimony of witnesses recorded shortly after their

experiences (:an be considered more reliable than their re-telling

of the stor)' tl..,rO to 20 years later, both h~cause of failures of

mem;Jry and because of a tendency to crystallization of the story

upon repeated retelling. For thisceason, rc-examina t i on of

w~ tncsses in "1~la5s',clf cases \~as not cons itlercd a useful way for

the project to invest tinlt'. Fielt1. investigation of classic cases

was therefore "I' imi ted to those in which exj sting reports conta.inctl

a serious di::;cl'epancy which might he resolved.

In one c:1assic case, field Lnvestif,ation was l!l1Je:'~akt:n primarily

to locate th.,t portion of a 5 trip of 1611lm. mati on pi cture fj 1m made

in 1950 which, the photographer said, sl1owf:'d most clearly the structurE'

of UFOs he had photographed (r.;as~ 47 ). The photographer had claimed

that this port ion haC! been removed frc.m hi s fi 1m when he 1ent it

to the Ail' Fo:rce for study bf~fQre the film was r.-:turncd to him

by ATle experts.

The results of the investigation emphasized the viciss~tu(;es

of mernory and the di fficul he~ of establishing a crucial fact some

18 years after the event. Rathe:t than reducing the unccrtaL1ty in

the c",se, the in yes tigati on created greater unc.:crtai nty because it

revealed further discrepancies in accounts of the sighting.

'\11e case <llso was of s;)ccial interest hCi.:uuse curl icr photographi c

analy5is by Dr. lU\1.L. Baker, tlwlI of J)()ug18s idrcraft CorporatIon,

indicated that the photographed objects probablY Were not aircraft,

c.ontrary to their "identification" in Project Blue gook records.

Identification a~; other man-made or natural objects apparently had
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been ruled out primari lyon the basis of wind dir€ctlon on the alleged

date of the sighting.

Since ~l detailed aCl.~ount of this sighting is given in Chapter ~,

Section IV, anI)' tl'ut informati on is presented here which i 1Justrates

the difficulties arisIng in attempts to investigate an event which

occurred years previously, even when the primary and most of the

principal secondary witnesses are still available.

This wTiter vished the photog1'apher seeking details that might

confirm or disprove his claim that the Air Force had admitted

confiscating part of the film. The photographer ~ad asserted that

he possessed a letter from the Air Force containing precisely such

an admission. It the letter could be ,roduced, it might then be

p02sible for the project to recover the allegedly missing film

for study. A fIrst-hand account of the s~ghtjng also was desired.

At Great FallS, ~lont. wlwre -he film was made ,residEonts who had

seen the film before it was sent to the Air Forc~ were interviewed,

newspaper accounts were searched, and attempts were made to resolve

discrepancies in these reports. TIle anI) other person who reportedly

witne~sed the filming was, at the time of the event, serving as

st.:!cret ary to thA phot0grapher. She was interviewed hy telephone.

1) The photographer had an extensive acclllnulati on of papers

and ne~ s clippings relating to his LIFO film, much of it referring

to his participation in a commercii-llly produced uoclI1nentary on UFOs

released in 1956. ,\l() Air Force (or other) letter admitting that

part of the fi 1m !Iud bcC'n removed could he found among these aCCU"l

ulateJ papers. 111(' photograpl~er nevertheless insistcJ that he

had such a 1l'ttCT, al1l1 suggested that many sl1t.:h itc'ms /wd heen

misplaced \~h(,11 h" had ch"ngeJ his resi dcnt~e.

2) lie also profe~s('J to no know]cugc of ti!? I\ir Force's "ickntifi_

~~ati()n" of the- filmed objects as tloJO P-~)I\ alJpl:lI1cs circling to la,1d

at the Great Falls All' l~as(', now TCnal11eJ Malmstlom ArB. lie remcmhl.'T(!J

no aircraft ill the ~ky ncar the timC' of his tJHl ~·.ightjng, and
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no aircraft ill the sky ncar tllO time of h.i~ UFO ~',ighting, and 
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thought the aircraft explanation absurd. Nor did he recall that he

had claimed in the documt>ntary film, and in letters which are part

of the Blue Book case file, to have seen two airplanes approaching

Great Falls Air Base just after he took his UFJ movies.

';) Several residents of Great Falls who were said to have seen

the UFO film before it was 10lined tv the Air Force denied havir.g

seen it at that time. Oth('rs who had seen it ',oth before and after

it was lent to the Air Force firmly helieved that not all the origh.al

film was returned by the Air rorce. This claim was generally

acc.epted as trJe by Great Falls residents, However, no mea~,urements

of film footage had been Inade before and after the loan to the

Air F0rce, so that claims of film cropping could not he verifjed.

Blue Book files contained some cvidenc~ lending credence tu this cjaim.

'nl( original let tt'r of transmi ttal of the fi 1m from Great Falls AFB

to Wright-Patterson AFB stated that approximately 15 ft. of film were

being transmitted. Only some 7 ft. were analyzed by Dr. Baker in

1~S6 .

4) The secretary \'Ia~i the only witness to the UFO filrn;.ng. Sho

remembered ~i5tinctly seeing a single object and rushing outside

the baseball stadium ,d th her employer to watch him film it. She

,,,as certain it ;;ould not have been an ai rplanc, becp ...uc its appearl'nce

,,,as quite different from that of a plane. She remembers seeing only

one object, while the movie unambiguously :-;l1o\',s two, almost identical

objects moving across the sky.

5; Hecords had shO\\l1 that t\vO F-94s did lanJ i:lt (ircHt Falls

Air Ba.se at 11:30 and 11:33 a,m. Oll lS Augll~jt 1950, about the timl'

the UFO fi 1m was as sumcd to have beell tn,ide, Loea 1 !1uwspapapers

for this period, ho,~cver, revealed thtlt the s,'mi·-professional hnsl'lul1J

team tl1at the photographer managed did n01 play in C:rcat ralls CJIl

that date but, rather, phyed in TWIll Falls, ldnho several hundred

mi les a,vay. TIll' team played nCl home games in (;rcat Falls between
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9 August. and 18 August. According to the account of the ur,o sighting,

the phot.ograplLor was at the t'ase ball park to prepare for the game

to be played that afternC:vn; if this general account of the conditions

of the UFO filming is accepted, the 15 August da~e must be erroneous.

The relevance of the landing of the particular airplanes to which official

identification of the filmed objects \vas assigned thw; became highly

questionable. Weather d<lta which ildicated thE objects wert' moving

against the IvinJ, and thus could not have been balloons, also became

i rrcl evan t .

Reexamination of the record, in view of this date discrepancy,

~,hows t-Jome early uncertainty as to wht~thcr tht: movie,-; werl~ taken on

5 August or 15 i\ngust. Acceptance by the Air Porce of IS August as

the sighting dat.e, and C:'xplimation of the filrn0J objects in terms

of aircra ..~t in the vicinity on that date, scem~ somewhat carclc5~.

since tht: presence of the photo!!rapher in I,;r~,at F.llls on that date of

the photograph appear~ improbable. There is no question that tl:e fUm

I\as made in f~reat Falls, ~lont. An idcntifiab10 watCH tower lo·;atcd

th€'re appt'ars em tlH' H 1m. Till' Jate the movie was made is entirely

open to question, howl'ver. 1:1 il11ination of a hal loon explanation depe'1ds

upon knO\"l('d~l' of Id.nJ Jircction ano that Knowledge is available

onl)' if the date is known. Information regard! ng the date i~ not

nOI,' a.vailable.

6) An indicHtion of the manner in h'hi eh fcprcscntativc5 of the

:\ir Forcc~ Jealt Idth the photographer, _lftl'r the original UFO report

I,'as submitted in 19S11,h giVl'l1 in a ,,'rittt'll ~tat()"It'llt to him from

Air ~latcri el l'nmmilnd Ikadquart('r~. After \.'xal1linat ion of till' fj Jill,

\\'hich dcarly sholv('d tlvO illla~:c~; cl'os~iJl~ thv sky and passin~ "ehind

the di~tal1t \~Ht('r to\~crl tl)(' statCnlCI:!- !'cad", .. our photo ana Iysts

,,'('Tl' unable to filal 011 it anythil1f identiflahle of ;,11 111l1.hll;!1

naturl', Uur rt'I)()J't of :lIlalys1.s 1l111~,t thr}"('forc he nCf.('ltivc."

Th is \\1'1 tel' p}"pfefs to leave i ntl'J'pretat i on of th i s statl'III('l1t to the

rL"Hh'l'.
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TI1i~ limited field iIlVl'sti~:;ltjOIl 0." ;j c]i1::;:.;ic Cil~;C r('v('alt~d more

lli~cn'pl.mcies in the fill' fl'cord r'eports than it resolved. ft prodllcr.l

Ilu finn l'Vllh.'Ill:l' that pllrt of tloe ri 1111 had been retained by til<: /I i r rorer',

and no leads tl\foUgh which such fi 1m mi gilt be located, if it had been

retained,

Other field investigations of "clas~'ic" si~htings involving

photorraphs were somel~hat more productive of ne\~ information. In

the Ft. Belvoir photo~l,raphic case for (\X;:llllplc, the doughnut -shnJl(~d

stnlr.:ture in the photfJS I~as tlJwqllivi<.:ally identified when /Jr. lfartl1l;tnn

showed the photo~rnphs to Army experts at Ft. Ik Ivai r (Ca.sc SO ),

Vurin~ rcvich ()f other classic cases .it vla5 possible, in some

instw\cl'S, for project investigators to Jcv~lor new, pertinent in

fOl'mation. This !J,for1llatioJl gClll'r:li I;: depC'lldcd UpO/l nJcorde,j data,

suc.h as weather dnta, whi.dl cOllld lw acquired hy tvlcrlio1w, ,nail, or

library Tl'fl'Tl'nn", Kllmv t ,'ds'.I' l'l' atll1()~phcric cDllditions jll"C'II8.iling

at the time of radar UFO sightings, fUT cxatnpll', allowed al\aJysi~ of

sighting reports in the light of <':l1rrcnt knowledge of radar propagntion.

Thus, atmospheric information was useful in cvnltwting c] ass i c case,;

such as the 1952 l'Jashingtoll, /l.C. sigiltlnQ,s (see Section r fJ, Chapter

5). in I"hich on-site int~rvic\","ng had contrihutt'd no new inforJ\1iltion,

.~ince our experience geJll'r,tlly showed th;lt !leW il1tervi,~\~s of witllc,;sCS

in classic cases did not prodl:cl' dl'pl'ndahl(~ 11CI~ information, fCh' 011

~ite investlgations of such c:ases were llIIUl'rtakl'il.

3. Old Cases Not on I{('coru:

Because of thl' l>xi~tcl1cC of our study, ppoplc told lI''; of lJFO

sight 1ligS that hall lJeVllr \H'l'violls ly bCl'll l'uJl Orll'U to OilY s tuuy group.

,\ graduat!.' stlllknt dpscribcd thl'C'l.' larp.l' cl'aft \~ilich Flew ill 19~',(),

sloll'ly just ,.lbov{' tree-top level, over n c!L',H'jn;: in Woods when', as

a Boy Scout hn and OthL'l' Sco\lb were camp i.T1~~,

A IJ,~. Navy captain relatC'u such :til \lnrl'ported C'xperi{~ncl'.

11\ 1962, hI! and four mell1bel'~ of his family sa'''' wllrlt' appeared to bc'

an t'l()llgatcd l'~'linJl'ical Ohj('l~t silllotlCtt"ed agH!'lst stars. "is

bril'f account rl'aJs:
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While rctllrlling frolll a movie at ;J1)()ut ~1:3(J p.rn.,

on Palatine }{oad abou' !) 111i. \':0St of (location Xj, an

object 1"<.15 sighted above tIl<' tree,) tops crossing from

South to North at a 5 low rate ofspeccl. J\t fi rs tit

appeared like the lighted windows of a rai lroad pass

enger car, although on c'Jllti llued obs __ Odtion the ligh ted

windows appc(lr(~d in a more circular arrangement. We

stopped the car and the cntl re family stepped outside and

watched as it slowly moved awc.y. There was no sound

whatsoever. The night ~'as warm, clear, and with no

Idnd. 'l11C object (appeared) to be DlJout 1000-2000 ft.

in altitude on a level course.

The captain has served in the Navy fot' 25 years 3lnd ~aal been a pilot for

~6 years.

I\n f\j or Force !l\ajor, on actj vc duty at an ai r base descri bed

an cxp<.>ricnce he and his fami 1)' Ilad sever;J1 years ago wili Ie drivinR

across Texas. While str.1pped at C1 rcmotl' gasoJil1c station just after

dal'dl, the major and his :"'on heard and watched two strange conical
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One old case (Case 5) which was not on pub I ic record did

seem to warrant investigation. Our early information, from an

~eparently highly reliable source indicated that radar scope pictures,

electronic counter-measure graphic data, and U.S. Air Force

Intelligence debriefing records regarding the event should be

in existence and available for our study.

The case came to our a ttent ion when an Air Force officer

attending the project's conference for base UFO officers mention.ed

that he haJ C'llcountered an unknown aerial rhenomeno:1 :llJout ten

years earlier. At the time' of the event he reported it to Air Force

intelligence ]'0rsonncl.

TIle incident il'volvcd the crew of a B-47 equipped ''''ith radar

surveillance devices. The B-4 7 was operating from a Strateg;c Air

Command base. and the report of the i nci d~nt ,~as thought to hav~

been sent to Air Defense Command Intelligence. No r~~port of the

ir.cident \~~ found in Blue Honk fi Ips or in the fj les of NORAIl

hC'Cl.dquarters at Ent AFB. Lacking adeoua.tc infoTInation on an impressi \c

case, project investigator~ sought to locate and i ntervieH members

of the original 8-47 crew, hoeing to detennine hOly the incidc::t

had been 'Jfficiall)' identified and to trace AF reports on it.

The H-47 crew con" i~ted of pi lot, co-pi lot, navigator, and three

officers \~ho operated speci al radar-monitoring equipment. The

three officers most directlr im:01 ved wi til the UFO j nci dent were

pilot, cc-piiot, and the operator of 112 monitoring unit. Their

descriptions of the 1957 experience over the Dallas-Ft.Worth are",

were in broad agreement. Detai le; of the: experi cnee arc gi. von j n

Case J.

The UFO encountered h'as II glOlv'i ng bfll 1 of 1 i gilt. as "II i~: as

a barn," \\hich appan'ntly clllitt(~(l or rcflcctc<\ Cll'ctC'()lmll!,ll('tic

raJiaL)11 at both 2800 Mllz and visib}p frequencies. hJr an extended

period it maintained a constant position rcl:Jtive to the ~\JVing
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airplane, at lO-rni. range. It disappeared suddenly and reappeared

at a different location, both visually and on airborne and ground

radars. Since visual and radar observation seemed to coincide, re

flection of ground radar did not seem a satisfactory explanation.

Other explanations such as airplanes, meteors, and plasma also

seemed unsatisfactory.

At first glance, the case seemed ideal for investigation by

the project, since B-47s engaged in such oper&tions routinely

\\ire-recoru all conversations wi thin the aircraft and between the

ground during mis!'ions and are equipped wi +h radar s cope cameras

and devi ces for recording graphi cally electronic counter-measure

data. The pi lot be 1ieved that such records had been turned over to

intelligence officers after landing at the air hase. The co-pil0t and

radar specialist were interviewed J hut they said that since this mission

W3S only for equipment checkout, nei ther wi re ncr £i 11'1 was taken aboard,

and no data \\'ere recorded. The three crew members agreed that a

full account of the experience had bel'n gi ven to Intelligence per-

sonnel at the air base from \l.'hich the p:r.lne was operating. The pilot

recalled the crew's completing a lengthy s tanJarci 'lues tionnai re re

garding the experience some dc..ys aft','T 1'h0 event. dowever, the other

two crew members recalled only an Intelligence debriefing just af~'I

landing and beheved it was not more than two days after this event

that the entire crew left for temporary duty ill Lrq;land. Thereafter

the\' heard nothing further about the UFO.

Efforts to locate an intelligence report of this event were

mudl' at our rl'quc5 t b)' Aerospace Defense Command lIeadquarters.

:-;either intelligcnl:l' fj ll'~ nor operatiolls records cOlltai ned any

such report, acc,:>rding to tlte information we received. An inquiry

dirL'cted to ~tTHtegic Air Commalll' IIl'adquarters elicitcu response

from til(' lJcput; Conunundcr for Operations of the Air Wing involved.

He said a thorough revie,\ of the Wing history fai led to disclose any

T0fercnct' to an UFO incident on Hl September 1%7.
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UFO reports filed in Wing Intelligence are destroyed routinely after

six months. Si.nce Project Blue Book, which maintains pennanent UFO

recurd~,had no report of this event. we concluded that there existed

no Air Force record that we could study.

The question of reliability of the crew's oral report reMains.

The individuals involved were trained, experienced observers of

aerial events. None had encountered anything el~e of this nature

before or since I tmd all were deeply impressed hy the experience.

Inconsistencies in the various accounts of the event itself Wfre minor,

and of a nature expected for reco llection of an impres 51 v.;,) event

ten years past. There was serious lack of agreement regarding in

formation recorded during the flight and events :;ubsequent to landing.

On the basis of criteria commonly applied, however, these ohservers

would be judged re bab le.

If the report is accurate, it describes an unusual, intriguing,

and puzzling phenomenon, \~hich, in the absence of additional information,

must be listed as unidentified. In view of the date and nature of

the mission, it may be assumec! that radar "chaff" and a temperature

inversion may havE' been factors in the inciden. t ,. (See Section VI,

Chapter 5). A temp::ratuc"" hversion did exist at .34,000 ft. The

fact that the t:lectromagn~tic energy received hv the monitor wa;; of

the same frequl'Dcy as that emitted by the ground radar units makes one

suspect the ground units as the ul timate ~,ource of this energy.

\\11f:ther such factors are pertinent or coinci dental to the experience

of this B-47 crew remains hOl~cver, open to Jebatc. For a dctai led

anal>sis of this case see Section Ill, Chapter:', pp. 2U:~-207.

For the purposes of this discussion the case t)'pi fjcs 0r10 of the

difficulties inherent in the investigation of old~'r sighting reports:

The first informat.ioll that the investigator receives leads hilll to

t".. l.1.e'.! that further inq1liry mtlY well adduce reliabll' records of

:'. ~\trange cycll1. / for example. recordings of intcrcommlll1Lcatjoll within

the ai rcraft and bet\~ef'l\ ai r and ground; photographs of radars cope

targets; graphic data from other instrumentation; written reports
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of crew dcbriefings. Yet the most diligent efforts by project

jnvestigators failed to disclose the existence of any record.

4. Emphasis ol2..-.0:r.: rent .~:'E~E~:

Such experiences convinced proj ect investigators that field

investigation should concentrate on current UFO reports. A properly

equipped investigator might obtain accurate descriptive information

about an unidentified object if he arrived on the scene shortly

after a sighting, or during a sustained 0r repetitive sighting.

Early in the study a fcw field tr.i.ps had already been made to check

current '-ighting reports, but the inve"tigators had not been adE'quately

equipped to gather quantitative data. In some interesting cases,

the project had depended upcn the reports of members of ci viI ian

UFO organizations who j!'.ve·,tigate UFO reports in their localities. In

some instances thei r fincLngs supplemented information from official

Air Force investigation,

While tLe cooperat-Lon of private groups was helpful, objective

evaluation of the sigh!ing required obtaining as much first-hand

information as possib'e, This could be done only when sustained or

repetitivr sighting situations occurred, Tn the case of isolated

sightings, the project sought to send an investigator to the location

as soon as possibl(', since the possibility of gathering meaningf'.ll

data decreased rapidly with time, particLlarly when residual physical

evidence I"CiS reported, For this reason, it was essential that the pro

jC(~t receive imlllE'djat(~ Ilotjficc;tion of any sjgnificant sightilig,

Reports of apparently ~lgnificant sightings usually reached

us days or \\ccks aftl'r the ('wnt. Notificat i on through oEfi ci al

channels \\'a5 inadequate because lIlany sightings reported to nCl~s

mC'clia appan'ntly wen' not re]1ortC'd to the Ai r Force. Al though

Air Force Regulation 80-17A (Appendix B s ti pul atcr: t\18t I\i r Force

bases were to submit all UFO r0ports to the project, few reports
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were received from this source during the Spring of 1967. During

this time Frank Edwards (1967) claimed that he and NISAP were each recei\"ing

some 100 UFO reports per week. Since many of these reports would

not have been judged significant by any investigator, the project estab

lishe1 an early notification network designed to filter out obviously

insignificant reports and to notify us immediately of apparently

significant sightings anywhere in the continenta.l United States.

5. The Early Warning System:

Our organization for providing early notificatiol. of UFO sight

ings utilized official and semi-official agencies, and private groups.

Reporters and edi tors, although operating outside this structure,

oecas lona lly supplemented the system by telephoning us about sightings

in their areas. The Federal Aviation Agency asslsted by providing

a mechanism (see Appendix F) whereby ai r traffic controllers

~ere to report unidentified radar targets to us immediately, and

sever",l reports were received fl..Jm this source, Similar assist-

ance was extended (sec Appendices G andH) by the U.S. We-'ither Bureau

and by Region 2 of the U.S. Forest Service. Cooperation aha was

obtained from the vvluntecr Flight Officer Network (VFON), a

cooperative organization of more than 30,000 flight personnel of

more than 100 airlines in about SO countries. This organization,

under the direction of Mr. H. E. Roth of United Airlines, :":ransmi t~

reports of sightings deemed to be satellite re-entries, whethel' or

not the object observed is immcdi ately identifiahle. Anungements

were made with WON for rapid transmittal to us of all unidentified

aerial objects. Although few such reports wen~ received from thi s

network, its coverage of over 2,000,000 unduplicatcd route miles

and its efficient ~ystcm of communication promised monitJring of

a large portion of the earth's atmosphere and quick repor"Cing of

observations.
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~ major comron0nt of our system for early notification con

~t~tt'd of a net\wrh. of ci.vi li<111 observors distributed in carefully

."electC'u locations across the United States, and dcsignat£.;d as the

Llrl\' I\'arning :\et\\'ork (see /'\IJpendix I). Selected individuals werc

asked to ~erve as eariy warning coordinators for their areas,

evaluating UFO sightings in their vicinities, and immediately

notl fyinr us of apparently significant sightings. Most of the

coordinators \~ere recommended by NICAP or APRO, and the majority

I,ere ass oci ated \vi th one or both of these organi zations . Many of

the coordi nators ""ere technically trained. All served wi thout

compensation, sometimes at considerable personal :;acrifice. They

Kere a major source of information received regarding current UFO

sightings, and the project :is grateful for their generous assistance.

Reports of current UFO sightings were received by telephone

and details speci.fied on a ~tand:::lrd early warning report form

(Appendix J) were immediately recorded. If the report seemed prom-

isi.ng, additional checking ll)' tclerhOT~e was begun immediately.

nlis ~;encrally included calling Cl law enforcement agency, air hase,

newspaper editor, or otlv~rs to gc't independent descriptions of the

local situation. \\11cn possihll' \:itllC'sses I~ere also phoned for

addi tiollal information.

Since the aim was to have rIeh! teams at the site as quickl)'

as possible, the decision whether to ~,el1d ; team to investigate

had to be made on information ilvCiila1>lc a'~ this point. That information

has often (listurl)i.ngl~' il1<:OiTIplctl'. i{athcr than ris].; m:issing oppor-

tunities to got first-hand !,!1otographic, ~;Pl'ctl'oscopic, magn('tic,

clcctrOl'li1f!1C'tic, 01' vi~;llal data, hu\~('vcr, the project. elected tltl

I'rr in the directiOIl of di:';j1:ltcilillg ;1 tealll '?vcn though the case might

latl'r pnn'l' valueless.

'1111' d'.'c:isioll to il1v('stig~ltl' h'as made by a standing committee

of thrt'c or fOllr sc'ninr staff Illcmlwrs. The dccb ion I~as based upon
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the coordinators I"ere technically trajned. All served without 

comjlensation, sometimes at considerable personal :;acrifice. They 

Kere a major source of information received regarding current UFO 

sightjngs, and the project 1::; grateful for their generous assistance. 

Reports of current UFO sightings were received by telephone 

and details SpCC1 fled on a :'ta.ndard carly warning report form 

(..\rl'l'n,lix J) were immediately recorded. If the report seemed prom

ising, auui tional checking l1r telephone was beglln immediatc.:1y. 

111is ~.~enerally included calling a law enforcement agency, airl'a<;e, 

ncw:ipuper euitor, or oth·?rs to gc·t independent uescriptions of the 

1 oca 1 5i tuat ion. \Ihen pos 5 ih h' I; i till'S 5e s \vC re als 0 phoned for 

addi tiollal information. 

Since the aim was to have fiel,! teams at the' site as qui.ckly 

as l'oss.iblc. the decision whether to .. ,(,lid; team to investigate 

had to bc made 011 information ilvCiila1>lc a'C this point. That information 

hac; often (liqurlJ"ingl~' il1':olTIl'lctl'. I{ather than ri sl< missing oppor-

tunit!cO' to /.:ct first-l!:lnd photographic, .'~Pl'l'tl'oscopic, magnetic, 

l'le<.CtTomafIH'tic, or vi!;lwl r.lnta, hUI~('vL'r, the project elected t~ 

t'rr ill til(, direction of di:;patclling :1 teulil "ven though the case might 

IJtcr prove valueless. 

'!11L' J','l:isiOII to inVl'stig;ltc I,as made by fJ standing committee 

of tiln'c or four SL'n lilT ~taff mctJ11wrs. The lied ~ i on \~as based upon 
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tilt.' cOllunittel'l~ l'vnluatioll of the cxpcct;Jtion that significant in

formation I:ould be obtained through field invcstij:ation. This

expectation was judged on the bas is of the apparent re liabi 1 i ty of

the source and the nature of the reported event If the event had

been observed independently by different groups of people, was reported

to differ markedly from known or expected phenomena; and particularly

if the Gighting was a continuing event or one that haJ recurred

frequently, field investigation was undertaken. Special attention

was given to events in which physical evidence, such as alleged

landing marks. res idues; or mcasurab Ie alterations iTt properties

of objects in the environment. might be discovered and studied.

{). Investigation Carabi-Ii ty and Phi los oplly

By Nay 1967 teams of project investigators were available at

;d.l times fo::' field investigations and \'/ere geared to reach a sighting

l()(~ation anywhere in the United States within 24 hours from receipt

of the initial report. Eq'lipment carried varied according to ex··

petted requirements. A standalJ field ki t enabled the team to take

35illm photographs ar:d 8mm motion pictures, check the spectrum of

a light source, measure radioactivity, check magnetic characteristics;

cullect samples, measure distances and angles; and t.:> tape record

interview~ and sounds (sec in..rentory list, Appendix K). Special

equipment, such as an ul trasonic detector (Casv .'I~ and two-way radio

<:>quipment. was utilized in some instances. An all-sky camera Wl\S

installed and used f("If '.me series of field investigations (Case .~.).

Tn this case, thl' iilv.~stigator establislll'd a base of operations at

a Ioeat ion from whi eh UFO reports we're generat"d, pub lie! zed hi s

pr~s"t1('(>J and had an aide ,,'ho received telephone csl1s and relayed

UFO rc.>ports immelli ate 1;' to him in hi s tel('phone-cquipp~d automohi 1e.

He surveyed t)w an'a in this manner for several weeks.

In some investigations, a single investigator was deemed suf

ficient, but most inve~tigating teams consisted of n physical
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scientist and a psychologist. Although each had his Ol'm area of

special inteTest) they assisted cach other in all aspects of the

inves tigation. In a few cases) psychologi cal tes ting of i ndi vidual~;

who reported UFG sightings l.,ras done in the field (see, fOl' example

cases 33, 38, 42).

The aim of the Held investigation was always to obtain useful

information about UFO phenomena. We did not consider it our function

to prove beyond doubt that <1 case was fraudulent if it appeared to be so.

1\11l'n an investigation reached the point, as sometimes happened,

that the reality of the reported experience became highly doubtful>

there was little to be learned from further inquiry. If unlawful

or unethical practice were involved, we consi(1ered obtaining proof of

this outside the realm of our study.

7. lypes of Current Ca.scs Studic<!.

A. Typical investigatio~

Although field teams entered a wide variety of situations

and were often able to establish firm itlc:ntificutiolls, a cornman

~ituatlol1 'vas Ol1e in which the lack of evidence made the investigation

totally inconclus i vc.

Near Haynesville, La. ,for example ,(C,(<;e 10) a family had reportcJ

observing a pulsating Ught which changed from a red-orange glow

to a \\hi tl' bri 11 i encE' whi cll Ivashcd out thei r rar hcadligh ts and

illuminated the I\oods on both sides of the highway. The dri.ver

had to ~hield his f'~'E'S to sec the highway. About (1,6 mi. fat'ther down

the \1;,gl1",a)', the driver reportedlY stoPP(,;'O the car and, from aut~;idc

the autol1\obill', "'utclwd the light, which had retunleJ to its original

glo',;, rhl' J lvht ,,'as stlll tht'rc l'ihen ht' stopped ob~crvin!~ and left

t.he a,"C3 about five minutt's later.

Although our iJ1vl'~tigating team made 1111 al'rial survey of t:IC

.il'CL! and lI'atchcu. for rCappl:,H<lnr;e of th<.: phenomenoll, and the principal
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wi tness continued to search the area after the team left, no revealing

new information was discovered, and the source remains unidentified.

In another case (30 ) a lone observer reported that his car

had been stalled by an UFO he observed passing over the highl,ay

in front of his car. While the project generally did not investigate

single-observer cases, this one presented us wi.th the opportuni ty

to check the car to see if it had been subjected to a 5 trong magnetic

field. Our tests sl:owc<J it had not. Lacking any other meSIl5 of

obtaining aclditional information, the investigators left with the

open question of what, if anything, the gentleman had actually

experienced.

:\ series of sightings around Cape Ann, Mass. (Case 29 J offered

testimony of numerous wi~desses a::. evidence of the presence of a

strange ol'ject, described as it large object wi.th numerous lights

\oo'hich lit anu disappeared in sequence. Till' investigating team was

convinced, after interviewing several of the Witnesses, that they

had indeed seen something in the sky. The team wa~; not ab Ie, cIt the

time, to identify what hetd been seen. 'Ihe c~airmun of the NIC/\!'

Massachusetts Subcommittee, ~Ir. Ilaymond E. Fowler, continued the

investigation and subsequently learned that an aircrew from the

99th [jomb \'Jing, Westover ArB, had dropped 16 \~hite flarcs while

on a. practice mission about :,0 mi. NE of Cape Ann. The flare

drop coincided in t iml' and d.i rection wi th the observed "UFO."

As ~lr. FOlner suggested, the "object" enclosing the stri'1g of lights

must have been constructed by imagination.

In this case as Ln others, the key to the soluti on to the puzzle

of a pr('viously \lIwx.pl:dncJ si.gLting Wa:o; di:,covL'rcJ. Additional

cases probab l~' were not idellti fied as ordi nary phenomena meTe ly

because of lack of information. lienee the Iabc 1 "uni l1enti fled"

does not nccessari ly imply that an unu~uld 01' 5trllnge ohject was

present, On the other hand, some ca5es involve testimony which, if
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wi tTiess continued to search the area after the team left, no revealing 

new information was discovered, and the source remains unidentified. 

In another case (3:) ) a lone observer reporteJ. that hi scar 
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had indeed seen something in the sky, The te~),m wa~; not ab Ie, cit the 

time, to identify what hCtd been seen. 'rhl" c~lairman of the NICI\P 

Hassachusetts Subcommittee, ~lr. l~aymond E. Fowler, continued the 

investigation and subsequent ly learned that an aircrew from the 

99th [lomb Wing, Westover ArB, had drorped 16 Ivhite flarcs while 

on a practice mission about :,0 mi, Nfi of Cape Ann. The flare 

drop coincided in time and direction wicll the observed I~FO." 

As Mr. FOI·ilcr suggestl,)d, the "ohject" enclosing the stri.'lg of light~ 

must have been constructed hy i,nag ination. 

In this case 11:, in othocrs, the key to the solution to the puzzle 

of a previously lI11Pxpl,dncu ,:;tgLting Was di:.covcreJ. A.ddltional 
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tahl'l1 at face vallie, dl'SCI'illl'S l'xpcric'llccs which C~n be explained

onl: in terms of tin' pn'Sl'llCl' of strungl~ v('ilicll~S (,;C)C, for l!xt1lllplc',

l':lSl' (»). rlleSl' ca,,(',~ an' puz:.lill);, and conclusions regarding thl'lJI

depend entirely upon the weight on(; gives to the personal testimony

as presented.

B. Pranks and Hoaxes

For varying reasons, UFO-related pranks are commonly perpetrated

by the young, the yOU:lg at heart, and the lone ly and bored. Our

field teams were b:l'ought to the 5cene more frequently by victims

of pranksters than by the pranksters themselves.

In Olle instance, CCase') the jndjvidual chiefly involve(l

C'xpn'ssed serioas concern that this project might conclud~ that

fl)'i ng saucers do not ('xi 5 t. Whether or !lot this concern was a

factor in productioll of his photographs, rIds gl'f1tlcman, would,

b:' normal standards, be> given til(> higllest possihle crcchhility

rating. ,\ recently n'tired military officer,he now hold~ Cl responsible

civilian job. lie is a man tn his mid-tr.>rti('~· who is held in high

regard in the communi ty. According to Ai r FOrl.:l' records I he served

as an o~ficer for lG yr. and was rated a COiTIlllancl Pilot. He

logged over 150 hr. flyinr, time in C-47's in 1965. fie presented

t\~O 351l\111 color slides of a flymg saucer ass,'rting that he took

the photographs from an Air Force C-47 aircraft he was piloting,

'11lC object photographpo Was clearly a solid objc'ct of S;JuceT share.

lie clail11ecl the pictures ,ycre taken in lDf16, ,,,hill' he was off flight

status and piloting the plane "ullofficially" ,,,hell he IvBS aboard

<IS a passenger. It lI'liS because' of this ci rCllJl1st:lncc, h(> cla.illlcJ,

that hl.' did not n':)()rt the Un) inciJcnt to the I\ir J:orCl'.

Whil(' the latter argument s('('l1lcd rl':lsonuIJlc', it was pll~zling

that no Dill' clSl' on till' pJ:I1H' aPl':ll'L'llt l~' l'l'port('d thc' lIFO. i\ccordi ng

to thl' offiCl'l', tho co-pilot who r('lllallll'J in the cockpit wus unaware

that hl' had takell the UFO pi ctUrt'S. The rl'[ison the officer had not bc~n

takl'n off f1 j~ht status was !H'VC't' revealec!, hut the l\lr l:orce Office

ta}..l'n at f,let' valul'. d,'scriill'" ,'xp('riC'llct's whiciJ l~8n be cxplnined 

onl: in terms of thl' Pl'l'-';"Ilc<' of str:~ngl' vl'hieit,,, r';(~('. for examr.\('. 

l':\~<, l)l. rhesl' eH~C;' an' Illlz:.1 ill!;, and cOllcllJS iOlls regarding ':f\{'fli 

dq)(md entirely upon the "eight Olle- gives to the personal tt'stimony 

as presented. 

B. Pranks and Hoaxes 

For varying reasons, UFO-related rranks are commonly perpetrated 

by the young, the yDlI'lg at heart, and the lonely and bored. Our 

field teams I~ere tn'ought to the ~celle more frequently by victims 

of pranksters than by the pranksters themselves. 

In Oile instance, (Case ') the j ndi vidual chiefly i nvol veIl 

('xpress('d serio;!s cOllcorn that this project mi.~ht conelud~ that 

flring saul,;~rs do not l'xist. Whether or 110t this concern was a 

factor in product.ion of his photographs, thi;; gl'lIt leman, would, 

b," normal standards, b" given tiw highest possihle credibility 

rating. ,\ recently fl'tired militury officer,he now hold::; u responsible 

civilian job. lie is a man in his mid-rf)rti(',' who is held in high 

rC!iard in the community. According to Air Forc(' records, he served 

as an o~ fi eer for IG )IT. amI was rated 8. CO!TImand r j lot. lie 

logged over 150 hr. flyin~ time in C-47's in 1965. lie prcsented 

hlo 3S\I\~l color slides of' a flYll\g saucer [Jss'·rtiT\~'. that he took 

the photographs from an Air Force C-47 aircraft he was piloting. 

'111(' ohject photographpJ was cle",rly ;1 solid object of SlJUC£'T share, 

lie clailileu tlw picturl'~ "ere taken in Hlh6, while hl' Was off flight 

statuf' ant.! piloting the planc "ul\officially" "hell he Ivas aboard 

,I~ a 1'1~5l'nger. It "a~ becal1~(, of this ci rCUlllst;illCC, hl' cl,Lilllctl, 

that lu' lhd not H':lnrt the liFO incident to the ,\iT Ferrcl'. 
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to tIll' offi('l'l', the (;o-pi lot who r(,lllai n!:'u j n the c(Jckpi tWas lln!lWare 

that hl' had takell till.' UFO pi ctllrl's. The reaSOl1 till' officer had not bC~11 

takcn off f1 igln ;;tat\l~ Wa~ IIl'Vl'l' revealed, but the Atr Force Off.ice 



hot-nir !, ..dloOIlS, \vith small

Inq ruet LOllS for mukl ng s·.lc!l

and hi rthday cantlles have

of Spt~cial Investigations infol'med us that there \"as "nothing 011

file in his medicci records to cast doubt on his veradt)'."

In spit0 of the officer's apparent reliability, investigation

disclosed that the photogl'aph5 w('rc probably 110t taken at the time

or pla.:.:- ciaimed. WIllIe he asserted that he barely had tirae to

snap the two photographs through the window of the C- 47, the numb 2rs

0:1 the sides of the slide framt'S 5howed tk~t the two slides had

not b-:en taken in il1l1nl'diatc sequence. Comparison of these numbers

with the numbers on othel' slides fro 'n the same roJl of film also

showe:i the LJrO photographs to have been made after the officer ret.ired

from the /\ir Forc'", and had moved to n nc'>'I commun i ty. Wili Ie the

frame numbE'ts stamped all mountings of the' sliJcs might conceivably

have been cn'oncous 1)' stampeu, as the officer claillll·d, such an error

would /lul account for discrepancies in the frame numher's on the film

itself, \~hich are present w~H.:n the film leaves the factory. '111(:

officer JiJ not know that the film itself was prenumbered.

Case 23 is an example: of a simple prank by the young at hf'art.

A pilOf:, about to take off from an Air Force base jn an airnlane

equipped \~ith a po\~erful, movable searchlight, suggested to his

co-pilot, "Let's sec if we can't spook some UFO rt!ports. II By judicious

use of the 5t"archlight from the air, particularly \vhen flashes of

li~ht from the ground wr.re noticed, the 11i lots succeeded remarkably

well. ~Iernbcrs of the ground party, hunt i ng raccoons at the time,

did report [1Jl impressive liFO ~ightJng. Our field team found, in

this case, all interesting opportunity to study tIll' reliahilit)" of

t t' ~ t i PlOl1)'

" C0ll111101) prank i~; tilt, 1'lunchi II!; of

candll's burllill\~ to kt't'!1 tIll' air hCHll'd.

ba',loon w~il1g plastic dn'·c!t'ancrs' haw;

111,Jpeared il\ 1\t'\~sp(1l'cr!'l aJ'lu l1la~azincs across the nation.

of Spl~cial Investigations informed us that there "as "nothing 011 

file in his medic::i records to cast doubt on his veracit)'." 

In spite of the officer's apparent reliability, investigation 

disclosed tl1nt the photogl'apll~ were probably not taken at the time 

or pIli';" clai.med. Whl Ie he asserted that he barely had tir.le to 

snap the two photogr'lphs through the window of the c- 4 7, the numb Jrs 
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frame numbt'rs g tfllllped Oil mountlnp,s of' til c' slides llIigh t conce i vab 1 y 

have been erroneously stamped, as the officer c1aiml·tl, such an error 

woul d mlt aCCOLIIl t for dis crc'panci os in the frame numh€, l'S on th e fi 1m 

itself, \~hich are PTCS(,llt \~!H!n tIl(' film loaves the factory. '11](" 

officer JiJ not know that the film itself was prenumbered. 
Case 23 is an cxamrleo of a Simple prank hy the younp, at hf'art. 

A pilot:, a.bout to take off from an /\ir Force base Ln all airnlane 

equipped "ith a po\~erful, movable searchlight, suggested to his 

co-pi lot, "Let's sec if we can't spook some UFO f(!portf.." By judici ous 

use of the sE'srchlight from the air, particularly \vhen flashes of 

light from the gr()und wrre noticed, the pilots succeed~d remarkably 

we II . ~Iernb('rs of the ground part.y, hUlit i lIf: raccoons at the time, 

did repoTt. (In impressive liFO ~ight1ng. ()ur [ie](\ tl'llnl found, in 

this ca,t', all tntl'rl'sting opportunity to study tIll' rl'liahilit)· of 

tl,~timony . 

. \ common prank i" thl' I allJlchi 11)1 of hot -!:i l' hd loons, Id th small 

candh'~ bUTl1ill\~ to J.;l'l'll tlw H.ir 11('111"('11. In,;trtlction" fOT l1luking s·.!c}] 

ha'.loon u~~il1g Ida:-;til: dr)'-dt'ancrs' ha!(s and hirthduy callt1lc~ have 

{11,Jpcared i 1\ t\l'\~Sp-1pCtl' and lIlagadnes acros!'\ the nati on. 



UFO reports frequently resul t from such hall oon 1aunchings,

The lights arc reported to go out one by OIW, and sonR'tlmcs the UFn

"drops brilliant stream~; of light" [lS burning candks fall from

their balsa-wood or drinking-strah' tnOll bngs. Cases 18 and 45 ar~

examples of this type prank.

The instancl> t..:cscribcd in case 18 was a flight of thrt:-=i

plastic bags over Boulde:r., Colo. ,on 1 April 1%7. 'lhe date is probably

sif.;nificant. riley \~erc ohserved and reported as UFOs by students,

heus('wives, teachcr~;, unLvers;ty professors, and a nutionally prominent

scientist, A rlc\<Jsraper reportu(l aile sttHlcnt'c; claim that t.he telephone

Iw ",'as llsing went dead \\111('1' the UFO passed over the outdoor booth

\\'hich hou~,('U it. I'!though plastic bags were suspected as the l'X

planation, wc ',.;orc not i~C'rtain of this ulltil several days hfter

tlH' evellt. 13('cause of unexpected publicity given the UFO :;ightings,

the students \"ho }aunclwd the halloons deciJcJ to inform the project

of their role in the l'vent.

Case 4S i,s notch1ortlly as lin ('Xilmplt' of extreme misperceptioTI

of such n balloon. One adul t obser-ver describeJ thi 52ft, x.'; ft.

plastic bag floating over a building in Castle Rock, Colo. ,as Ii

transpuT\:ont object 75 ft. long, 20 ft, ,"ilk, 'lnu 20 ft, high, with

abuut 1::: lights in a ci rdc underneath. lie' thought the object

\\a~, about 75 ft. away, According to his ,k~scription, the lights

\\t.'r~ much brighter than his car headli14hti;; although the lights did

not blind him, th('~' lit lip the ~l'ound ncar by.

\\'hi lc this ol)s('rVCT 11H.l)' still bel icve he sa\<J ..;om~,thing other

than the pla·;tic bnl.loon hilg, such a halloon \v<lS bunched ut. the

til11~' of hi:- ()l)'H~r'J,ltioll :lnd \<J[)S observed hy oth('r~ to rise over thr'

sa.mv bui Iding.
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UFO reports frequently result from such halloon launc.hings. 

The 1 ights are [uporteJ to go out onc by ono, and soml'timcs the LIFO 

"drops brilliant stl'eam~; of light" liS burning canclks fall from 

their balsa-wood or drinking-striH'; lflOli tings. Cas(>s 18 and 45 ar~ 

examples of this typc prank. 

The inst<lnCl' r.!escribcd in case 18 was a flight of thH"I 

plastic hags OVer BouldcJ:", CoIn. ,on 1 /\pril [9/)7. 'lh0 date is probably 

significant. rhey ,,'en' ohsClv('J and reported as UFOs by !Students, 

hCU5('wivc,~, teaclH'r~;. Lllllvers;ty professor!', and Ii nationally promin(~nt 

scientist.. A r,cw5paper report(;t\ one st\Hl(~nt'" claim that the telephone 

Il'.' ,,'as using went dead will' 1- the UFO passer.! over the outdoor booth 

"'hich hou:,','u it. i\lthou):!b plastic hags were ~;Llspecter.! as the l'X

planation, II'\' -"erc not 'certain of this until several Jays ,-.fter 

tilL' event. Be'cause of unC'xpecteJ publi d ty gi ven the UFO sightings. 

the students \Vha launcill'd tllf~ balloons dccLrleJ ':0 i.nform the projr:ct 

of their role in the l'V(,l1t. 
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abuut 1::: lights in a ci relc underneath. II" thought tIle oiJjeet 

I'ib about 75 ft. away. According to his ,!('scription, the light:; 

I,CT" much brigittl'r thall his car hcadliflht,;; although the light!'! did 
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~ ,lIll'" btl i I ding. 
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!'hc' last thH1l' ('xamples lIi(,I1t':ol1l.'d art' ol1es 111 which the ilFO

olosl'rvL'r \\'a::, thL' victim of pran"stcl'S, We conclude that ;n similar

cases the l'~'ank is never discovereu, anu the UFO report rernajns iTi the

"unkno\\'n" or "unres 01 ved" cat0gory. Undiscovered pranks, deliberate

hoaxes, and hallucinations, were suspected in some other field in

vestigations,

C. Pranks out of Hand

What starts out as a prank occasionally develops a notoriety so

\\'idesrrcad that ~ prankstL r becomes enmeshed in a monstrous web

of publicit\ lich he can no longer extricate himself. One

elderly seCUL / guard (Case 26) on lonely, boring, ~re-dawn duty

in a waterfront area, firel1 his pistol at an oil drum used as &. waste

\~ontainer, He \\'a5 within tl'c city limits of Los Angele::., but the

site was isolated. Iiwention of an UFO, either to "explain" his

illegal £i ring of a weapon within the ci ty 1imi ts or to generate a

bit of excitement, l~oulc be understandable under such circumstances.

His tal2 of a 90 ft., cigar-shaped liFO, against which his bu1l0ts

flattened and fell back to earth, where he picked up four of th0m,

\\'(1.<; a sensation. This gentleman was hewi ldered by the reaction to

his natiu~aljy broadcast story. He and his wife were harassed by

phone calls from coast to coast. 'Ihe police, civilians, and Colorado

project investigated. Even after admitting to police that his shots

had been fired at the steel drum which bore bullet-size holes and den<:~;,

hp could not disconnect himself from the widely publicized UFO

verslon of his story.

In any instanc.,;~ in which commitment to an apparently fakod

story stoemed so strong that hoax or ignorance could no longer

be' admittl'J without scriou;, psychologicni sequence, project members

considered It neither c1L'sirablc frul11 the individl!al's standpoi!lt

nor llseful fr()!ntheprojcct's standpoint to Jlursuu the case furt!lllr,

D. Naive ~Ii~;i.!:.terpn~tations

Unfettered im"gilw.tior,s, triggered i;'1;o action by the view of

an ordinary object under conditions which made it appear to be
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extraordinary, caused reports of UFOs having s'lch impressive features

that our field teams investigated. Such a case was IS , in which the

ob5crver reported evening ohservations of a green light as large

a" a two-story building, sometimes round and sometimes oblong, which

landed several times per week S-:?O mi. to the west of his house.

He reported having seen through binoculars two rows of windows on

a dome-shaped object that seemed to have jets firing fromthe bottom

anL! that lit up a very large sur1'ounding area. 'DlC motion was always

a very gradual descent to the western horizon, were the object would

"land" and shortly thereafter "cut off i t~~ 1igh ts." Our in

vestigators found this gentleman watching the planet VenL's, then

about 15 0 above the wes tern hori Z,)l1. He agreed that the 1igh t now

looked like a planet, and, had he not seen the object on other occasions

\~hcn it looked closer and lar~er, he would not have known it was

really an UFU.

LQht diffusion and scintillation effects (sec Section VI,

Chapter 4) \,'ere also responsiblc for early morning UFO observations,

and Venus was again most frequently the unknc'.';ing culpdt. Case 37, as

initially reported to us, was a particularly exciting event, for not

only had numerous law enforcement officers in neighboring communities

observed, chased, and been chased by an UFO of imprc3sive description,

but, according to the report, the pi lot of a small ai rcraft sent

aloft to chasl. the lIFO had watchedi t rise from the swamp and fly

directly away from him at such s!wpd that he \~as unable to gain on it

in the chase. Both the light pI anc and the unidenti fied object,

according to the initial repol't, wer(! observed on the local Air

Traffic Control radar s'~rccn. According to the descriptions,

the object llisplayed vari ous and changing colors and shapes. Appearing

as big as tht' moon in th\.' sk>', it onel' stoprcd about 500 ft. above

a police car, lighting up the surroulH.l1ngs so bdghtly that the officers

Llside the car could read their \~rist watches. As indicated in
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tht' dt'tai led I'CPO rt of til is l.;ISC. supporting aspects of the ma in

sig.htillg report fell np;lrt 01\(' by one as they were investigated,

h.·aving us again pointing to Venus anu finding the law enforcement

officers surprised that she could be seen at mid-day near the

position in the sky their UFO had taken after the early morning chase,

~~1isinterpretationSupported by Official MisinfoTJ~ation

One case impressed us not so much because of the des cription

of the UFO as because of official in formation gi ven to the observers

by Air Force representatives. The Air Force not only failed to

correct t~e observers' misinterpretation but by giving erroneous

information, caused the proper interpretation to be withdrawn from

consideration. Details of the case are reported by project illvestigator

James E, Wadsworth in Section IV J Case 28. The discussion presented

here is designed to serve as a basis for comment regarding the failure

to recognize and reveal misintcrpre t.ations of known phenomona.

A series of recurring sightings by multiple witnesses was re

ported frem near Coarsegold, Calif. Coarsegold is in the Sierra

Nevada foothills northeast of Fresno. The sightings were of special

interest because they had been recurring for several months and

remained unidentified after preliminary investigatinn by NICAP members in

the area. These sight ings 0ffered the project the unusual opportunity

of observing, photographing, and studying an object or objects which

were being reported as UFOs,

Dr. Franklin Eo ~oach and ~fr. Wadsworth were sent by the

project to conduct the investigation, :-.JICAP tIl811lbcrs on the scene

furnished res Jl ts of thci r pre liminary invcs tigati on and names and

addrC'ss5es 0 1
;' )'l'incipal witnessL's. The \VLtnC':;scs had organized a

loose nct\\'ork for LIFO 5urvcilluncl' using Citizens Band rudio for

comlTlw1icati on covt'ri ng an n rea of about 80 mi. radi us. They not on ly

had obs~rvl'J strange I ightsin tht' sky over scvf~J'al months, but also

had photograp~cd them and rCc~)rdlc'd the dates and times of their

apPE'arancC' ano descriptions of th<.'ir lJIot.iolls.
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One to six UFOs had been sighted per week, sometimes several

du:-ing the same night. Aboat 85% of the sightings followed a recog

ni zable pattern: Orange-whi te lights above the valley at night moved.

hovered, disappeal"ed and reappeared, and occasionally merged "'ith one

another. Other sightings were of varying nature, and some seemed

to \~arrant ,;~parate investigation. Most of the observations had been

made from a ranch 1,800 ft. above the valley floor. Sevt~ral others

often in radio communication with the ranch owner, had witnessed th~

same events, and the witnesses were of apparently high reliability.

'111e ranch owner, tor example, had a background of police and militar;

investigative experience.

After interviewing primary \d tnesscs lookitlg at photographs, and

listening to tape recordings of descriptions of previous si.ghtings,

the project field team joined the ranch owner and his wi fe in

night watches. At 10:30 p.P1. on the second night of ohservation,

a light appeared 10h' j Ii the southern sky travel 1 i ng W to E at

apprOXimately 1° of arc per second. After about 10 sec. more

lktail became visible. The source of chis light was identified as

a probable aircraft with conventional running lights and anti

collision beacon.

At the same time, another light had appeared to the ellst 0 4:

the presumed aircraft, moving W to E at about the same rate. It

appeared ::is a dull or:mgc light, shO\~ing some variation in intensity

as it moved. No accurate estiw.tes of distance could he made.

Although this light was not manifestly on an aircraft, the possibility

that it was could qot lw ruled out. '1110 ranche\r, however, said

that l11is IIlas l'xact 1~' the sort of thing th{'y had heen observing

frt'qu{'ntly as UFOs. lie was t1isnppoint€'d that this one had not apre:trcd

as close' and bright ;IS on other occasiolls,

Aft{'r about 15 S{'C., thl' liFO seemed to f~icker and then' lo1sh.
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The origina.t object continued eastward, djsa1J~caring into the dis

tance in the manner of an ordinary aircraft. Duration of ohservation

was less than a minute. Photographs of .he unidentified light were

taken by the project team on a high-speed Ektachrome film.

Dr. Roach withdrew from the investigation taking the camera

containing the exposed fi 1m to the Eastman Laboratories at Rochester, N. Y.,

for special processing, film calibration, and color analysis of

fi 1m images. Mr. Wadsworth continued the inves tigati on. lhc next

night, he and the rancher observed ~IF05 at midnight and again at 12:42 a.m.

TIley appeared as bright orange lights, showing no extended size but

varying in in tensi ty. TIley hovered, moved hod zontally, and vanished.

The rancher said that these were good, soEd sightings of UFOs. Mr.

Wads\lIorth thought they might be the lights of lOW-flying aircraft

whose fl igh t path produced the i !lus ion of hovering when the plane

wa..c: flying along the observer's line of sight. TIle presen~c of

planes in the vicini ty at the time, however, was not estab lished.

The next morning it \"ras learned that l'l.t least two other persons

had observed the Ul=:Os at mi dnigh t and 12: 42 a. jn. The rancher te le

phoned the UFrJ officer at Castle .\ir Force Base about 30 mi. wost

of Coarsegold TIle officer declared that no aircraft from the base

\~ere aloft at the time of the sighting and promised that the sighting

I'ould be investigated and appropriate action taken.

Since the presence of aircraft as a possible explanation of

the UFOs had been denied by the lOt;al air base, Mr. Wadsworth

arranged to nbserve the UFO activity from the vantage point of

tl1l' highest fir(' lookout to\H'r in the arEa. The tower afforded

an l'xcellent vh'w of the valley area below. The observers were equi ppod

Idth carncra5, b'Anoculars, compas~! alld other field-kit items, and

main tained two-I-:ay radio contact with the rancher for coordinat i on

of observations.

At l1IiJni~;ht one orange 1ight after another appeared over the

valley .1110 1ights, observed simul taneous ly by the project investigator
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,l11l1 a NICJ\1' Jl1l'IJllwr at the tOI"l'r and by the rancher at his house,

,q'!J<..'arNl to 11riglltcn, <lilli, go out cOlilpletely, n'aprear. hover, and

move back illlJ forth, :-;ornct i'lll'S tl';O I ights would move together for

J fl'I'i moments and then separate. Only point source lights were

observed, and there '''as no so·md. The visible paths of the lights

I.;ere not continuous. 'Ihe lights would rl'peatedly go out, to reappear

elsewhere or not at all. At times they became so dim as to be

almost impossible to folIo'" wi th binoculars. At other times they

appeared to hover, flare up, then go (Jut completely. The rancher

believed the ]lght~ flared up in respense to signals flashed at them

h'ith a SPOtlilsht, and it was true that many times when he flashed

there followed a flare up of the UFOs. Hr. Wadsworth felt, however,

th;:,t this \~as a coincidence', since the lights (~xhibited frequent

~]are-llp:-; independcnt1~' cf signals. '111i.s behavior continued for

all all t 1. S h r ,

From the higher vantage point of the towcri twa'> poss ib Ie to

determine a gent'ral p;lttern of movement that was not apparent from

belo,",', since the pattern's northern most end was not within the

rancher's field of view.

011'. \~adSwoTth ';oncluded that these lights, and the similar

ones of the prcviou~ night, notwithstanding assortion~ to the

contrarr from th;; base uro officer, must be aircrClft C')crating out

of Castll' .\ir Fon:c l3ase. Carfful observations throug 1 binoculars

of tlH' C'xtn'mc northl'Tn C'nd of the pattern had revealed lights

mcving along \~hat must h:1Vl' l1('l'11 a runway lift.ing off, circUng

sOIl1h\\lards, and follO\~ing the hehavior pattern previously observed

bL'fore rC'tu1'nillg to land at ;1 northern location coinciJing with that

of l'a~tl,- Iii;,

Tht' rancher \Vas ~h']1tj(,:al of thb iUl'lltifi.cutiol1. The following

night he orovl' h'itll 011'. \\'uus\IIorth tOIl'Hrd till' cdr hase. 1:11 rOllte,

l1)or~ orange lights appeared as before, hut through binoculars these

could now bcident.ifil'd as al reraft. Ali 1hey approacheJ tile ha<;<>, they

could plailll~' Sl'l' JanJil1gs and takc-off~; ill J1rogrL's~;.
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:111,1 a NICJ\I' IlK'mOt,'I' at thl' to\.;pr and by the rancher at his house, 

~l)lpl'an'd to l'ri~l!t('n, dilll, go out COllllllc!ldy, n·apreiiT. hover, and 

move bach anJ forth, Somet ilJ1es t\\O J ights would move together for 

:J few moments and then separate, Only point source lights were 

observed, and there \<las no so'ma. The visible paths of the lights 

\,ere not continuous, '111(: lights would yt'peatedly go out, to reappear 

elsewhere or not at all. At times they became 50 dim as to be 

almost impossible to follo\I' wi th binocuLHs. At other times they 

appeared to hover, flaTc up, tlll'n go {)L.t completely. The rancher 

bdiev~'d the lIght!> flared up in respense to signals flashed at them 

h'i th a spotl il5h t. and it ,,!as true t Ii at many times when he f18"hed 

there followed it flare up of the UFOs. Hr. Wadsworth felt, however, 

tll;,t this \,as a colncidcllc!.'. ~jnce the lights (~xhibited frequent 

~!are-llJ1:; illdeJlendcntl~' cf signals. This behavior continued for 

all ou t 1. S h r , 

From the higher vantage point of the tower it was possible to 

determine a ~ent"ral p;;ttern of movement that was not apparent from 

be 1 O\oJ , SillCC the l'attl'1.'l\ 's northern most end was not within the 

rancher's field of view, 

~ll'. \~adswoTth ';onclucied that these l1ghts, cUll] the similar 

ones of the previous night, notwithstanding assertiont: to the 

contrar~' from til;; bast~ uro officer, must D<" aircr3ft clCrating out 

of Casth·\ir Fo1'(;e Base. Careful observations throLlg 1 binoculars 

of th~' l'xt Tl'mc nOythl'Tn l'nd Df the pattcrn had revealed lights 

llIl'ving along "hat must h:1Vl' 11('<'11 a runway lifting off, circling 

soulhwards. anti follOl'iillg the hehavior pattern prcvioilsly observe:! 

hL'forc ret1l1·tlin~ to land at :J northern locati on coinciding wi th that 

of t'a;;tl, Ii:;, 

Tht' rancher I';US ;;KL'!'t:ical of this id('nti fi.CUtiOIi. The following 

J\ight ilt' drov\, h'ith 011', 1\'uJsworth tOll'ard till' ilir haSt', I'n route, 

Illor.: orange light~ appeafl'd as before. hut through hinoculars these 

could now beir.lcnt.ifil'd as ai rcrnft. I\~ tilcy approached thl' ha'H'. th~y 

could plainlv Sl'(' landings and takc-off~; ill prDgn's~;, 
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Su!lSl't{\ll'nt ly it W:1S learllcu that 1II0st of the night--flying at

l::ISllL'\H~ lI1VLl.\'L'd tankers and I)-Sis III practice aerial refueding

oper<ltiDlls. Castle t\FB is a training center for mid-air refuelling

with 400 to SOO sorties launched from the bas~ each month, both day

ant! night. Flight schedules from the base, obtained later, showed

planes scheduled to be in the air at the times the UFOs were ob

served. l~e planes carried large spotlights which were switched on

and off repeatedly. This accounted for the observed flare-ups and

disappear-reappear phenomenu. The apparent hovering was due to the

fact that part of the flight pattern was on a heading toward Coarse

gold. Closings follOlved by separations wert: the actual refuelling

procedures. The absence of soun2 was a~counted for by distance, and

the color variation, orange to wllite, by variable haze scattering of

the light.

~laps obtained from Cast Ie AFB shm..' flight patterns for these

operations wholly consistent with the sightings. Descriptions of

lighting configurations of the tankers and bombers also were con

sistent with this identification.

While these sightings were not particularly im!'n.~ssi'll;: iodi··

vidually, being essentially li~hts in the night sky, tho frequency

of reports was sustained at a high level for nearly a yoar. and the

observers had noted the UFOs occasionally since the fall of 19GO.

Observations were widespreaJ lind at tractcd much attcnU on. ';'he

phenomenon seemed strange to the observers, defying simple expla

nation. Al though the s t imu Ius ~"as cOllvelltion.1 ai l'craft, the

f1ircraft behavior, lightiJl;:, and flight paths presented an uncon··

vcntional appcarance to wi tnes~(~~ who were not fami 1jar wi th 1n

flight r~fuclling pradict.'.

Frior to the Colora,lo proj cd inve"tigat ion llone of the ob

servers had driven to tIle airbuso while sightings were occurring

to check the lircraft '\ypothl.'sis. This was tru,! in pa.rt because

SUh~il'(jlJent ly It W;l, learlled that most of till' night--flying at 

L:;I~L Iv .\II~ lIlVU_VL'd tankers :Illd II-S2s _In pra.cl icc aer.ial refuelling 

operat 1l111S. Castle AFB is a training cellter for miu-uir refuelling 

with ~oo to sao sorties launched from the bas~ each month, hoth day 

and night. Flight schedules from the base, obtained later, showed 

planes scheduled to be in the air at the times the UFOs were ob

served. lbe planes carried large spotlights which we=e switched on 

and off repeatedly. This accounted for the observed flare-ups and 

disappear-reappear phenomena. The apparent hovering was due to the 

fact that part of the flight pattern was on a hea.ding toward Coarse

gold. Closings £ol101o/eo by separations wer~ the actual refuelling 

procedures. Tho absence of soun2 was a~counted for by distance, and 

the color variation, "runge to white, by variable haze scattering of 

the light. 

Haps obtained from Cast le AFB show flight patterns for these 

operations wholly consistent with the sightings. Descriptions of 

lighting configurations of the tankers and bombers also were con

sistent with this identification. 

While these sighti11gS were not particularly imI'ressi'lt.: indio. 

vidually. being essentially lights in the night sky, the frequency 

of reports was sustained at a high level for nearly a year. and the 

observers had noted the UfOs occasionally since the fall of 19hO. 

Observations were widesprcaJ and attracted much attention. The 

phenomenon seemed strange tu the obscrvel's, defy:ing simple expla

nation. Although the st.imlllus ~ .. as convel1tion.l aircraft, the 

flircraft behavior, lightill;;, and flight paths presented an unCOil" 

vcntional appC3r<lIlCt' tCl Wl tl1e~KeS who were not fami J jar wi til j n· 

flight r~fuelli.ng pradict.'. 

Prior to the Colora,10 projed illvc,;t igation 110ne of thl: ob

servers had driven to the airbus\.'! while sighting;; were occurring 

to check the tireraft '\ypothesis. This WHS tru.! in rart because 



the rancher had cal ted the al r base on several occ3sions to report

sightings, and had received misleading information several times to the

effect that the s i ghtings caul d not he accounted for by p lanes from

that base. On one occasion, ~·Ir. Wadsworth took the telephone to hear

this information conveyed to the rancher.

It should have been simple enough for representatives from

Castle AFB to explain to inquiring citizens that the 3ightings were

of practice refuelling operations, and to identify th,) UFOs as air

c:'aft from their base. \lJhy'vas this not done? Was the Public In

formation Office at Castle AP~ actually not aware of the activities of

its own base? Was mis information released del iberately? If hase

rE'presentatives investip;ated the repOl"ts of UFOs and were not able

to C'xplain the sif:httngs, the UFO report should have been sent to

I roject Blue l3001-- at Wright-Patterson i\FB and to the Uni versit)' of

Colorado. The project har} rec.eived no such report. Had Project

Blue Book? If not, why not'?

It is Air Force rracti~0 not to investigate reports of uros

"hieli are describt'd merL'ly as lights in the sky, particularly lights

near an air base, (md stich r('ports need 110t be fOr'\larded to Blue

BOOK. In the Coarsegold sightings, hOh'ever, accordin~ to the rancher

and his \·'ife, their reports had been investigated hy offir;crs from

Castle Af B and the UFOs had remained unidenU Hed. Thus, the

reports sheul J haw been fOTh'ilrded to Blue Book.

Blue BO(J'c files dcld('d a single report on this series ('f sight~

ings, describing the Caqle I\FB offi cers' interview wi th the rancher's

Idfe after tlw randH'r had rC'portcd numerous sighting~ by himself

and nt'ighbors during the two WO"K period starting 9 October, 1966.

('I1H' rancher 1'(1:-; absent \"hen Castle AFB off; ccr~ inw~;tigated his r(~port.)

Therepol't t(1 Blue Book :;tiltC'U, lI()fficcr~; who jnt('rvj~~wcd Mrs.

c.an offl'T no l'xplanatiollS a~; to I"hat those individuals have heen

s.ighting. Ucscriptions tlo not compare with any known aircraft activity

or capabi 1 j t~·. II
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the rancher had called the aIr base on several occ3sions to report 

sightings, and had received mi.sleading information several times to tlie 

effect that the sightings could not lw a.ccounted for by planes fron! 

that base. On one occaSIon, Mr. Wadsworth took the telephone to hear 

this information conveyed to the rancher. 

It should have heen simple enough for representatives from 

Castle AFB to explain to inquiring citizens that the .sightings were 

of pracH.ce refuelling operations, and to identify th,: UFOs as air

C:'aft from their basf'. \\Ihy \Vas this not done? Was the Public In

formation Office at Castle AP~ actually not 1J,ware of the activities of 

its own base? \\las mis information released de, i.berately? If r.ase 

representative~ investigated the repOl"ts of UFOs [Jnd \Vere not able 

to explain the sightlngs, the UFO report should have been sent to 

Iroject Blue lJooh at Wright-Patterson i\FB all (1 to the (Ini versit)' of 

Colorado. Th(.> project ha,l rlCc.eived no such report. Had Project 

Blue Book? If not, I,hy not? 

It is ,\ir Forcl' rra(;Li"e not to invl'stigatl' reports of (JPOs 

~hich are Jes(;ribl'd merely as lights in the sky, particularly lights 

l1(.>ar an air base. :ll1d snch rl'ports need not be fOTllurded to Blue 

Booh. In the Coarsegold sigiltings, hOh'ever, accordin;; to the rancher 

and his ,.ri fe, thei r reports had been investigated hy offir:crs from 

Castle A~B and the UFI.)s had remained unidentIfied. Thus, tbe 

reports sheu! J havC' been fonvardeu to Blue flook. 

Blue Boo'c. files l'ield,'d a sill~1c' report on this series .. f sight

ing~. d()scribing the Ca~tle 1\1:1\ officers' jr.'.:ervlCI'i ''lith the ranch(lr's 

Id fe after tlw ranch,'r had TC'ported numerous;; i ghtings by himself 

and ndghbor~ during tIl(' two \vc0k period starting ~) f)etober, 1966. 

Cllw rancher I,a:;o all:;c11t I"hell Castle AFB officer:; inv(.'stigated his r,~port.) 

Therepol't to Blue Book :-;t<lt •. ·u. "Officer:; ,vho int('rvl~~wcd l'1rs. 

c.an offer no l'xl'lallatioJl~ a:; to Ivhat those individuals have heen 

s.ighting. Ul'scriptiol1s do not compare with any known aircraft activity 

or (;apabi 1 j ty. II 



The file also carried a notation that Castle AFB was to £01'-

,-"ard to Blue Book information required in AFR 80-17, but this informa

tion had not been received; therefore, the case was being carried

as "insufficient data." There waS no evidence of any follow-up

or further effort to get the information.

\VIlat were the UFO descriptions which did not, in the view of

investig::.ting offi cers. compal'~ with any bown aircraft activity

or capabi lity? The housewi fe's tll'scriptioll of what she and others

had seen, as recorded by the inteTviewhg officfrs, referred to

pulsating and glowing lights varying between shades of white, red

and green occasionally rt~ruainil\l~ stationary on a nearby ridge

and capable of moving in any diTl'ctll;n ::It greatly variab.e speeds,

generally exceeding tllat of jets ubserved in the area. In particUlar.

she once noted a vertical a~Cl'llt at a very rapid speed. On one

occasion, her husband was abll' to distillEuish a rcetangular-shaped

object with very bright lights at the U'fner'S.

The description contained other references to appearance and

motion. However, it is obviDU'- llwt, when taken literally and Idthout

allowance for common errors in prrception and cognition and without

allowance for subjective interpretations, the descriptions, as the

~'fficers stated, did not conform wi th ai reraft capabili tv. Failure

1o make 5uch allowance left til(' c. i gh tings unidentified.

f. NOll-events

T,\'o types ,)f non-events reCI' i ved hrief attention of our field

tl'aJn5. One invo1\1.'c.l predicted ('venU revealed to us by persons

claiming 51'ccial p!lychi:: and communication Plwers. l1H~ other in

volved claimc~ uro ~vents ~t Air Force bases.

Predictions of liFO lalldil1~5 and close appearances Were re

ceived from several sourt:cs (c.g. Cas',' 19). One or two such psyddl:

prE-dictions Wl~re checked. The jJredideu flyjng SU1.J(;cr fai led to

mated al i;:e.

One non-event of til(' second type h presen ted as Case 30.

OthC'TS were recorJed only as internal project memoranda, !U1d are not
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The fi Ie also carried a notation that Castle A~B was to for-

~,ard to Blue Book information required in AFR 80-17, but this informa

tion had not been received; therefore, the case was being carried 

as "insufficient data." There was no evidence of 3;1Y follow-up 

or further effort to get the information, 

lfuat were the UFO des cri ptions wh i ch di d not, in the view of 

investig~ting offi eel'S, compal'~ with any bown aircraft activity 

or capabj lity? The housewi fe's (kscription of what she and others 

had seen, as recorded by the illtl'rviewi~lg officers, referred to 

pulsating and glowing lights varring between sh<:des of white, red 

and green occasionally Tl~~lainill" stationary on a nearby ridge 

and capable of moving;n ally direct!,;:: Cit greatly variab.e speeds, 

generally ex(:eeding tllat of jets observed .in the area. In particular. 

she once noted a vertical aSCl'llt at (I vcry rapid speed. On one 

occasion, her husband was abll' to distilli~uish a re('tangular-shaped 

object with very bright li.ghts at the CnTlll'I'S. 

The description c.ontail1l'd other rcft)rellces to appearance and 

motion. lIowever, it is obvi[)lJ~ that, when taken literally and l'fithout 

allowance for common errors in prrception and cognition and without 

allowance for subjective interpretations, the descriptions, as the 

\.'fficers stated, did not conform with aircraft capabUitv. Failure 

fo make such allowance left til<' ·;ightings unidentified. 

F. Non-events 

'I'I~o typns ·)f non-evcnts rec.' i veu brief attentj on of our field 

teams, Ono invol\,'d predicted ('vent;; revealed to us by persons 

claiming special p5ychi'~ ~nJ communication ptWl'rs. '111C other jn

volved claiml'd UfO events ~t Air Force basos, 

Predictions of UFO Illt[dll1~5 and close appearallces were re

ceived from several sources (e.g, CIIS'.' 19). One or two stich p!;ydl1.,: 

predictions were checked, Tlw iJfedide<.i flying S[Jl1cer failed to 

matpri a1 i:.l'. 

One non-evont of til(' second type b presented us Case 30. 

Othc'rs were recorded only as internal project memoranda, II11d are not 
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]1l'L'scntcd a>.; caSt' reports. In each instance, conflicting information

\\'a~ l't',:eiveJ b;' this project. The i.nitial information that an lJHJ

('h'nt had OCCUITl'd sOllll'til11l's l'l'ill.:llcd us as iJ rumor. f\ phone call

to the Air Bas" UFO Officer or to the reporti.)d i.nternal source

of the information yielded confi rmation that an event that should he

llf interest to a LIFO study had occurred, but further information would

11,1\'(' to be obtail1u! through official channels, Unless such con

firmation \\3S obtnil1(,(I, til,.' information, although rcc(~ived from a

<Qun;c \,llidl \,a~ llsual1:: I'cl!alJlc, was rl'jccteJ as rumor.

In Ca"c 30j civili.m elllp!oyec at an air b<J.:;c in California,

co!\tactl'J by telephone rcg<lrding a rUl1lorc(! sight.ing, confirmed

that an UHJ event had occurred at that base, and that a report of

the ('Writ had passC'd across his desk and had bt,)cn sent on to proper

U\ltl1()l·iti(~5. ThosE' :l\:thoritios, contactcu "'1ith difficulty by t,-~Jephonc,

iT1~;i stt'd ~hat 110 UFU ':VCl1t OCCUfl~l:d at thilt has,' Oll or near tJ1'Jt

J.1tc, Thl' empJ.)~'ce, l>'hf'J] (,())ltactcd again later for adJitiono.1 in

formation, TeplicJ only that he had 11ccn told to "stay out of thr.t."

Conflicting infolOlatioil regarding a fast Oloving radar track

which h'a,<:' daimed to LJe unidentified and later "clf.Lssified" similarly

l('CiVCS nothing fo:" study I~hen official notification is received that

there "as no such ('\llent at the gl ven time and place,

In one in~taJ]c", t1H' base uro offi.cer had no knol'dedge of a

"uppo5cd UI'(J alert at his base on a ~ivl'n date and time, According

to our infol;;Hltion,jet intere('ptars alerted 10 scramble after a

UFO '{("re 1'01 led out <lnncd \Vi til rockets, taxied to the rUJ1'~ay, bU'~

JiJ not tilkc off. The lIll) ufficcr, h()I~(~v('r, rcali7.ed that ~uch an

event "'ouJd have involved fIghter craft at his ba~l' which arc 1lJ1lh;f

a lii ffcrcllt Corl1lt1and thill1 the ,<.;/\(: cOlJ1l11tllld Iv)' i ell he represented.

\Lr Defcl1~l' l'o11111lund j'crso!1ncJ cO'JIJ h<w~'an iJl:() rcpvrt, the offic(lr

indic~tl'd, Idthout t,'lling :;1\(: pcr~onnel about it. Ill' then ch'~cked

\Iith the fighter ul't'l'nsc squadron statiolll~d at this SAC base, talking

\\'ith people \\'ho Iverc on dlll:~' at the time l'f the rUlilored event. He re

port cd to us that t;len~ lVuo; an all'rt at the indi catcd dute ,_no time
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1'1'l'o;clltcd:J'< l'ilS,' reports, Tn cadI instance, conflicting information 

h'a~, )'c,'ci\'l'd b~' thi~ projl'ct. 'fhe in.itial information that an lJHl 

('Vc'l\t lwei OCCUIT('d sOnll'till1l's rei1ched U~ as it rumor, II phont' call 

to the .. \\1' !las I.' UFO Ufficer or to the report...,d internal source 

of the illformation yielded confi )'mation that an event that should he 

of intc1'c,;t to a UFO stud\' had occurred, but further information would 

h<1\'(' to be obtai lwd through official channels, Unless such (;00-

firlllati(lll "as obt<linh', th,.' inforJlls,tioll, alt1lough ncc,~ivcd front a 

·~Ollr<.;l' Idlil;h I,a~ usua.lh· reliable, "as rr'jcctcJ r.s rulJlor. 

1 n Case 30 'j civlli,U1 t.'lIiployec at an air b'BC ill California, 

CO!ltacteu by telephone regarding a rUlllored sighting, conflrmed 

lh,lt an UFO CVl'l1t had occurred at that base, and that a report of 

tile ('Wilt had pass0d Beros': his desk and had bt!cn sent on to proper 

dutho!'i ties. Those :F:tilOri tiC's, contactr.~u '.dth <11 fficulty by t'_'Jcphonc, 

in,;i ,;tNI :hat 110 UFU ~VL'!lt OCCIlf'l:'lCd at that ilas<' on or neat' th·Jt 

Ja.tc' , ril,' E'mpJv~'L'e, I>iH'il cOlltact(e<1 ~gajl1 later for aJJitiollu.1 in

formation, rl'plied oilly that he hadl1cl'J1 told to "~t,ly out of thr.t." 

Confli.ctillg infolnmt i.Oil regarding a fa~;t ·moving radar track 

which 1,;L'i claimcd to uc unidentified and later "cjiLssifiet\" similarly 

leaves nothing foC' study .,hen official Ilutification 15 received that 

tilC'fe "<1:: no sllch CVt'nt at the gi Vl'l1 tinle and place. 

In om' in~tal1c", till' base urn offi.cer had no knOlv1edge of a 

~\lppo~cd Ul'lJ alert at hi.!> baSI? on a given date and time. According 

to ('tiT illfQ):nation, jet intt'fCt'ptors alerted 10 ~cl'amhlc aft~r a 

UFO \\"1'': rolled [Jut ;l1'Ir1l'd wi til rockets, t:lxlc:d to the Tup'''ay. bU'~ 

JIJ not tilh' off. Th, Ui'!) officer, h()l,ev('t, ft',IIi ?,('d that '~uch all 

e\'C"lt ,,'ould h;1\'(' i/l\'olv('d fl)4hter .;r·aH at' his ha~(' which arc UI1U(;T 

'I Lii ff"rc'lIt (.iolllmand than the .'11\C cOlJlIJlt.llld wi, i ell he represented. 

\i.T IicfCllf'l' l'o111111and rcr,.;onlH.,j CO'JIJ h,w,'an tlH) rcpvrt, til(; offic(?r 

inJic;.tl'd, Idthout t l.'lling :jN: 111.'rsonncl about it. lie then ch,:.:ked 

lil th til(' fighter (kf('n,;e squadron statiOlll'U at this SI\C base, talking 

I,' i th pC(1i'le 1\'110 'I'l'TC on <lilt:' at the time d' the rumored ()vvnt _ fie re

ported to \I~; that tilc'n, lVii" all alert at the indi cater! dute •• no tillle 
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and th;;.t Lgh tl'rs '..ere d<,,'ploycc.l to the ru]\way ready to scr,lmh Ie.

'l1\is action was taken on orders from the squadron's headquarters at

anothc:r base. 111C alert to scramble Was said to be defillitcl)' not

UFO··related but any oth-:-T information regarding the cause of the alert

would have to come from that headquarters. Further inqulry, through

Pentason channels, elicited only a denial that there hall hePTI an

alE'rt to that particUlar fighter squad.l'1n on the given date. In

the abserH:e of some independent source of information, we had no

means of uetennining whether or not there was an ah'rt and, if so, whether

or n/)l it I~()S in fact triggeTl\d hy the Tl~Jlort of all unidentified

fl}' ing ob j L'ct.

8, Remarks and Recommendat i O!~,,:

Instances in Ivhich tht'f(' was less thall full cooperation with

our study by l'lenll"nt~ of thl' military sl'1'vi<..:cs Ivcrc l'xtrclllCly rare.

Our field teams invariably 1"('1'e cordially l'cccjvcc! and given full

cooperation by 11It'mbt'r~, of the sl'rvi ccs. IVIll'll ai r bases were vi:d ted,

tlw base comm3ndt'r himself oftf.lI1 tonk personal intercst in the in

vestigation, and made ccrtairl that .111 l1l'eJed access and faeil Hies

~ere placed at our disposal.

Fie Id teams obscrvl'u murked difference in the hand] ing of UFO

reports at illdi vidual ai r base's, At some bascs, the UFO officer

di 1i~ent 1)' chN~"ed each fI.,'port r('ct'l veL!. On the other 11 and, at onc

base, which I~e visited to learn what a local Air Force investigation

had reveal~'d re~urdin~ n s('ries of UFO :dghtings in the fiTCH, Ive

found that tlone had bl'cn conducted, nor was one likely to h?,

Sighting reports rl'('eivl'd at tht, llasl' by teh.'plJolll', indl\dill!l tJlll' Ive

kl1('\\' to have' bl'('11 Tl'j1ortcd h}' tIll' lvi fe of II ret i fed Naval offi ccr,

resllltl'd in partial completiun of a stalldard sighting fonn by tile'

<1i rman "'ho TeCC'Vl.'I! the call. This fragmentary information 1~(1S then

fi.led, The liFO ofticl'T' llrguctl that such reports contained too

Jitth' id'orl1latlDn for idcntification of ",hat \~af, ~eCI1. Ill.' ;n-

sistf..'U that tht, informat len was insufficiellt to wurrant hi'~ sel1dinl~ them

to I'rojt'ct Blue Huol\, There was no nllporent attcmpt to ~ct morc
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and that Cghtl'r5 "r.:re ul'ploycd to tlte rUJlI-Iu)' rcady to ~cr'lmble. 

'111is action was taken on ordors from the squadron's hcaclquartl'rs at 

another base. 111C alert to scramble was said to be dt'fi1l1tel)' not 

UFO··related but any oth~r i,lfol'mution regarding the cause of the alert 

would have to com, fr01l1 that hcallquarters. Further i,nqulry, through 

l'enta,ison channel!>, ('liei ted only a denial that there hac! llt~(m an 

alert to that particular fighter gquali.r"ln on the gi vC'n date. In 

the abgent.:L' of some indq1l'ndcnt source of information, we ha.d no 

nJl"'ans of Ikt<'l'min.ing whether or not theTt' was arl all'rt and, if so, whether 

or n0i it Io/as in fact triggcr(',l by tIll' rqlOrt of all unidentifieu 

fl)' i ng ob j l' ct. 

8. Remal'k~ and ReCOTnlllCndat 1 O!:,,: 

Instances in I~hich then' was Jl'S~ thall full cooperation with 

our stuJy by clellJt"nb of the mi Ii tary sL'rvi c('~ \'CfC l'xtr(~'Ilt'ly rare, 

Our field teal1];; invariabl>' we're' corr.lially f'l'cl'Jvcd ilnd given full 

cooperation by Illl'mbl'r~; of the 'wrvi CtCs. When ili r hases were vi;;i ted, 

the base comlllBllliL'r hilll~elf oft(~n t00k personal interest in the in

vestigation, and made ccrtair, that n11 IweJcd acce;;;; and facilities 

lOere placed at c)lIr Ji spos;ll . 

Fie ld teams ob~ervl'd marked difference in the handling of UFO 

reports at individual nil' bases. At some bases, the UFO officer 

dili;:ently chE'l~kl~d l"'Beh rl'port received. 011 the other hanJ, at OnL! 

base, w!lich I,e visited to ll'arn what a local Ai r Force investigation 

had revealt'd rcgurdinl! ,1 51'rie5 of liFO :,j,ghtlngs in thl' area, IvC' 

found that t')one had b~'en conducted, nor was 0I1l' likdy to h? 

Sighting reports rl'C'l'ivt'u at tIll' IlasL' by tell'phol1t', incJl\dill!o1 LJlll' Ive 

\..n('\\ to have' 11l'r'll fQlnftt'tl 11}' thl' Id fp of /I rel i rnl Nliva 1 offi cC'r, 

resllltl·d in partial l~Ollll'll'til1n of [I stal\dard ~ihlttjng fDT"l1l by tlw 

airman I~ho rC'cL'iv<'ll thl' ":(111. This fragmentary information has then 

f1 ll'u. The liFO oHi eel' argucu that ~uch r<,ports ..:ontaineJ too 

litth' ir~forl1l8tiol1 for i.!el1tifiefltioll of l~hat \,aH ~H)Cll. lit, 'n-

~ist('u that thl' in{'ormaticn was illsufficil'llt to Io/arrnnt hi" sClldinl~ them 

to Project Blue il\)o~. There was 110 llJ1porent attempt to ~et more 
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inforlllation. In this instance, \I.'Jwt the woman had seen ~.,ras I'lter

1l1l'lltified by intl'f('stcd civi [ian:: as a flare drop from an j\ir Porte

plalw,

\\'hile Air Force cooperation llith our field teams was excellent

and cOllunenJahle, the teams frl'quently encountered situations in

hhleb air base publl':: relations at the local level left much to be

Jes i rt~d.

Official se~:rec:' and classificHtion of information were scldQm

cncountl'red by project inVl·sti gators. In the few instances when

secrecy was Kl\O\"Jl tu h~ involved, tilE: classified reports ,"wre re

vi 0',c-d and f('lund to cont a ill no s i gnj fi callt j n formation regarding

UFOs.

R<"vicldng the' results of om' field investigativ.1s, one must

note the con~istt'llt ('rosion of informntioll contained in the initial

!I.'port. Instead of all accumlilation of evi\kncl' to support a claim

of t)w si\;hting of an unusual flying vehicle, <'rosion of claimed

suppurting cviJl'llce to the vanishing point Was it common iJl'..(~:,tigatjve

experience. As ShO~"l by examples in the above discuss ion, this was

true of both currcnt unu older case'S. As an j nve~tigation pro-

grcsseu, the ('xtraonlinary aspects of the sighting bCCa!ile less and

less domi nal~t, anJ \</11;11 Ivas kft ten\1t'd to be an observation of a

qui to ordinary phcllollwnoll,

CUIH"nt sightings \','hich \.,'c lnv\'sti!;;lt"d and left unresolved

IveTt.? oftl'll of the Salnl' gl'ncral charac~:.'r us those J'esolved. 'Ihe

il\conclu~iv('ness of tlll'SI' investigations t:-: felt tl) be a re~;ult I)f

1acf.. of infonnutiol1 h'i th wlli c h to \</01'1,. !';Itlll'r than of 0 strangl'llc:;s

I,hieh ~urvl\>ed carefUl serut':ny of ;)d~'qU:11T information. In each

l'Url'ell1 fvport {11 I,hidl the "vidpTl\'l' ;fIlJ 1l;lrr:ltivl' tl:;lt \I'cn' pr('seTl1(.<!

~'{'rc lilkqllHte tll J~,fjl1l' I,'htlt was o]J"I'r'v\,d, alld 111 which l'lH'

defi nl'u ph~'Il()nl\' 10:1 \,'a" 110t orJiJ\:l.ry - tl1at is, (',leh OhSl'Tvati on that

coulJ be <.'xplailll'd olll\' ill tl'nll~; of thl' prCSl'nCl' of H. flying vl'hicle

apparently n'prl':il'lltin~~ jill aliell \,:u11:11 I'l' . tlll'l"l' \\f'rt' Il1vnt'iah\v

di~l'rcpandcs, fl(l\\'s, or contradictions ill thl' nan'ative :Il1J ('vid"flce

\,hid\ <:<1:;t gtl'()llg doubt upon the ph:'sicaI rcnJity of th,,' event rl"vrtcd.
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information. In this instancl', Hllat the woman had seen was I-ttt:r 
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hlliell air base pubtl': relations at the local level left much to be 
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Official secrecy and classific(ltiQI1 of information were sclrir:>m 

CllCoulltt.'red br project illVl'~tiRato1's. In the few instances when 

secrecy \<ias KnOl;n tu he involved, the classified reports \~erc rc

viel,c-d and fl"Und to contain 110 signi flcant information regarding 
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Rt'vieldng tlw results of our field jnvestigati(J.)~, one must 

notc the consistl'nt <'ros.ion of iJlfonn~Hioll contained in the initial 

n'port. lnstt'ad of all uccunllilatio!l of cvi,knt;t' to support a claim 

of t)w sit;htlng of an unusual flying vehicle, erosion of r.:laimerl 

supp0rting cviut'llc;e to the v(ll1i sh ing poi lit was a common In-:,,,;tigative 

experience. As sho~.n by cxumples Ln the above JiSr:U5S i.on, til is was 

true of both current and aIde rease's. A~ an j nYC's tigati on pro.

grcsseu, the l'xtnwrc.!illary ,lspects of the sighting beCHiile less and 

less Jomi niu:t, anu wh:!t "'as kft tended to be an observation of a 

qui!(' ordinary phC'110111t' non , 

CUl n'nt ~ ight ings \';1\ i ch l>le lf1v('stjg~lt('d and left IJnresolveJ 

I>e rC' oitt'll of the ~ !11m' gencral chllr:le t.' r (is those n~s 01 vet!. '[he 

il\collcludv(,l1e~s of til t's l' invt'stigatiol1~ t~ felt tIl be a result of 

lad, of information h'i til whie h tlJ wort., r:ltiH'l' than (If 0 str:lll~I,l'IlC:;~ 

lib i ell ~l1rvl\oed ~al'l'ful Sl:l'llt: ny of :1l!t'qu:J1_t' i nfnrmati 011. 11\ eat'h 

CUTJ'ellt: rvport iii ,;/ilch tli,' ,'\'itl!'I1Ct' and Il,lrr;ltiv<' ti-:nt ,,'e1'(' pr('sl'Tlt(>d 

~{'rl' Illlt'qlWtL' tlJ Ul'rlJll' ,,'hat was ()"~I'r'v<'d, alld 111 which t'lH' 

dt'fi nl'd l'ill'n\Jnw ,0:1 \(,I~ not: orJin:l.ry - that is, l'al~h I!h~l'rvatj on that 

could be explaincd \Jill\' ill te'rm:; Df thl' presl'lIcl' Df fl. rlying H'hiele 

apparentlv n'prl':;\'ntill)! 1111 alic11 I:Ultlll't' - till'n' 1",1'(' Il1v<1I'iaillv 

di!'crcl'anc.:il", fIn"';;, nr contradictions in tht' lJan'ali VI' :Illd <'vi.}f'r,c(' 

"hidl ea;:t gtl'ollg dOlI!'t UpOIl the I'h\'siull renlity of tll,_' eVl'llt rt"vrt!'r\. 
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Of the CUrl'ent cas(~s involving radar observations one n'

maintld particularly puzzling after analysis of the information. since

anomalous propagation and other common l>xplanations apparently

could not account for the observation (see Section III, Chapter 5

and Case 21).

While the current cases investigated did not yield impressive

re'sidual evidence, even in the narrative content, to support aT.

hypothesis that an aliC'n vehicle was physically present, narrative::;

cf pas t events, such as the 19Ci6 inc ider;t at Beverly, Mass., (Case

0) , '''auld fit no Ot!ll'T C'xp 1allat i on i f th~ testj many of

lvitnesses is taken at full face value. The weight one should place

orl sudl anecdotal informatioll migtlt be determined through psychological

testing of witnesses; however, advice givcn us by psychologists at the

Universit:-· of Colorado ~l.?dical Center indicated that such testing

would be of que~tionable s!gnificancc if done as loeg '\:'; a year or

t',,·o after ,;/1e event. Since \\le had no such impressive cases among

morE' recent sightings, the opportunity for significant psychological

testing of wi tnesses in such cases \~as not presented. Depending

upon the wei ght gi ven to olJ anccdot al informatj on it permits one

to suppart any conclusion reg",rdil~g the nature of UFOs that the

individual I\ishes to dra\~.

I f UFO sighting reports are co be checked and studied, th is

shoulJ be done as soon as possible after the event, hefore witnesses'

5~f)!'ics bl'come crystalliz0d by retelling and discussion. Such

fidel investigation, undertaken on any scale for any purposlo, should

be done b/ trained investigators . [he Coarsegold incident described

above exemplifies the futility of an investigution which docs not

take into account subjectiv(' and pl'rccptual COliS idcra-::i OIlS , as well

as knOWledge of events occurring in and above the atmosphere. The

expcri(nce of seeing the planet Venus as a UFO that trips a "'!i~u'ctic

UFI)-detector, chases police CdTS at 7U mph, flies aI'Jay from aircraft,

challg('s "i u' and SI13pt1 ura..., ti cally, lands about ten mi. from a farmhouse,

and descends to .sao ft. abov8 a cur and lights up the inside of the
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anomalous propagation and other common l'xplanations apparently 

could not account for the observation (see Section III. 01apter 5 

and Case 21). 
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oJ. I,ould fit n0 other explanation if tl'.() test:imony of 
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testing of ~itness~s; however, advice given us by psychologists at the 

Uni veni t;>· of Colorado ~i,~di cal Center indicated that such test ing 

"culd be of questionable s:gnificance if done as lo,g '"IS a year or 

t'·,'o after .:ho event. Since Ne had no su(,;h iTr,presslve cases among 

more recent sightings. the opportunity for significant psychological 

tos t ing of Ni tnesses in such cases ,oJ as not presen ted. Depending 

upon the weight given to old anccC:ktal information it permits one 

to suppart any conclusion reg",rdi)~g the nature of UFOs that the 

individual llishes to draw. 

If UFO sighting reports are to be checked anu studied, this 

shoulJ be done as soon as possible after the event, hefore witnesses' 

s~0!'ies become crystallizc'd by retelling and lli~cussioll. Such 

fiele! investigation, undertaken on anI' scale for any purposE, should 

be done b/ trained invB<;tigators.lhe Coar~egold inciuent descrihed 

above exemplifies the ~utility of an investigation which docs not 

take iJ~to account !'ubjectivl' and pl'rct']1tual cOllsidcro.:ions, as wel1 

as knowledge of events occurri.ng in and above the atmosphere. '!he 

l'xpericnce of seeing the p!wwt Venus as a UFO that trips a ',':ignctic 

UF,)-detector, chases police LaTS at 7() mph, flies away from 3i rcraft, 

changes "izC' and ,Iwp<' drastically, lands about ten mi. from a farmhouse, 

and uesccllds to ,SOO ft. abov(J a car and lights up the inside of the 
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vehicle; of s~'cing a plastic Llrv clc\<lncrs' h,lg, of sufficient size to

~o\'('r a singh' ganncnt. as :1 IIH) 7S ft. lo11g and 20 it. wido when

only 3l) ft. m,ay; of Sl'('illg J'(H"S of windows in planets an(l in

burning pil'CI'S of ~,,,tellitc debris which have reo·entered tILe atmosphere,

of seeing the star Si rius as an liFO which spews out glowing streams

of red and green matter; seeing aircraft light~; as flying saucers

because the observer could not believe there are that many airplanes

flying around her town; or other expcd ences of this general type

are unes with which an effective investigator must be familiar.

It is obvious that not all liFO rc'ports are worthy of investigation.

What kinds of reports should be investigated? Persons who have

leng L.y experience I"ork i ng wi th UFO reports give varying answers

to this question. NICAP discards unsuhstantiated tales of rides

in flying saucers, on tho basis that their investigators have found

no evidence to support these claims but have found considerable

evidence of' fraud (NICi\P 19 ( 4). !\ir F")rec p 'actice is to neglect

reports of mere lights in the sky, particularly around air bases

or civil landing fields, for experie:lce has shown the UFOs in such

reports to ')e lights of aircraft or other COlJUTIOn lighteJ or reflecting

objects. Both Dr. J. Allen lIynek, scientific consultent to the Air

Force on UFOs, and Dr. Peter M, Mi llman (19G8), who is presently in

charge of the handling of UFO reports in Canada and has had an active

interest in UFO reports for nearly 20 years, have said they do ~ot

favor any field investigation of single-ob5erverdghtin~~sbecause

of the difficulty in deriving Hseful sclcntifi~~ information from

such reports.

Such policies and rl'coml1lC'lld<Jti ons h'1ve !;l'own out of much ex

l'C'rieneE' ,'FIll prac ti cal cons i LIe rat ions. '111c.l.r author~; are very much

ah'<lrL' of (he fHct thot it nlrc ('vent certainly might b(' witnc~; ;cd

b~' a singll\ ohserver. It also j:; obviouscllat if ail extraterrestrial

Intelligence wen' ass\lll1cu te, he present, th,,~rcis no logical reason

to assume rhatl t I,mild not e1I' did not make cuntact with a human

being. Yet those who have II'Qrked \vi til UFO reports for decades wi til
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a conscious attclTlp~ to b,> obj(>ctive have encountered so Innny non

productive reports of certai n tY1 1(..'5 that they havc condudt..>r.l that

those cl asses of reports arc llot worth the effort of fie ld invcs tigation,

Our own field experience leads thl s wri ter to question the value

of fielJ investigations of any UFO reports othe:;.' than those which

a) offer a strong likelihood that information of value xegarding

meteors, satellites, optics, atn10spheric properties, electrical

l'henomt.:'na, or othl..~r physical or b i ologi cal phenomena would be generated

h)' thE' investigation; b) pr('scllt clear indicati on of a possible

t1 reat to a nati on or community whethl'T in the form of internat ional

O~· intra-national hostilities, physical or hiological contamination

of environment, panic. or other emotional upheaval; or c) are of

i i1tcrest as sources of information regarding the individual and

collective needs and dt'sires of human beings.

If there were all observation of a vehicle which ~~as actually

from an alien culture, the report of this observation certainly

\\'ould deserve the fullest investigation. Our experience indicates

that, unless the sighting were of a t:.:uly spectacular and verifiable

nature, such a report would be buried in hundreds or thousands of

similar reports triggered by ordinary earthly phenOntClHl. Whi Ie

a lElr-ge fractioll of these reports could be discarded after estahlish

ment oi the eartnly cause, the report of interest would remain

buried in others which contained too little evidence for identification,

and the report j tsel f probably \'10Ul(1 !lot br;~ Jistinguishahle from

th<::m. For this re3~,on, this wri.ter would l~()t rccommc 11u field

investigati(,f'ls of routi ne UFO reports .i f the intent of that invcst·j

gation is to dctcrmin<.' wJwthcr or not an alien vehicle wa~; physically

present. A vcri.fiablc report of a spectacular cVI.'nt, such as a,l

actual la.;ding of an alien vehicle, conce;vably could thus he missed

by neglect: howl'ver, this is ul1]i!\uly, since such a report \~ould

probably be so ullusu,il in char adcr as to attract i lnlT1cui ~i ttl attent ion,

1'1 I

a conscious attcmp~ to Dt' objt'ctive hav'~ cncountered so lTIi1ny non

productive reports of certai n t\I'C5 that thcy have concllldL'cl that 

those classes of reports an~ 1I0t worth the effort uf field inl]cstilJ,ation, 

Our own field cxp;-rience leads thi 5 wri ter to question the value 

of fielcl investigations of any UFO reports othe~' than those I~hich 

a) offer a strong likelihood that in fomaH on of val ue l'egardi ng 

meteors, satellites, optics, atll'uspilcric propcrtie!>, electrical 

l'henomt;'na, or othl'!' ph}'si(~al or b i ologi cal phenomcna would be generated 

hy the investigation; b) present clear indication of a possible 

tl reat to a nation or community IIIhet'heri n the form of internat lona] 

0"' intra-nation~ll hostilities, physical or hiological contami.nation 

of environment, panic. or other ('moti.onal upheaval; OT c) are of 

j 11terest as sourcc~ of information regurding the individual and 

c.ollectivt' need~ and dt'sires of human bei'1gs. 

If there were an observation of a vt'hicJe Ivhich \vas actually 

from an alien cultUrt', the report of this observatioll certainly 

h'ould dest"rve the fullest invC'stigation. Our expeTj/~nc,. indicates 

that, unless the sighting w('re of a t::uly spectacular and verifiahle 

naturl', such a report would be buried in hundreds OT thousands of 

similar reports trigg~>reJ bv ordinary earthly phenonlclw. Whi lc 

a la:rgc fraction of these reports could be discarded after (,5tabli~.h

ment oi the eartnl}' cause, the report of interest would remain 

buried in others which contained too little evidence for identification, 

and the report itself probablr Ivoul,l 110t b';' distinguishahll1 from 

th:m. For this rea~;on, thi.!' writer would ,~tJt rccomme'lt1 fi(,ld 

investigatit'.1s of routine UFO reports if tIll lntent of that investi

gation is to determine whl'ther or not an al.icli vehicle was physi cally 

prc>s('nt. A veri. fiab Ie report of it sl1('ctaclli ar llVf.'llt, ~uch as a,1 

actual la .. ding of an alien vl'hil~l(', concc;vahly could thus he nJi'iSPU 

by neglect: howl'v('r, this is \lll1i)«'ly, since' !'lIch a repor1 1';(JuJd 

I,robably bl~ so unll~lliil in chal:lder as to attract immedi:,t" attention, 
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Chapter 2

Analysis of UFO

Photographic Evidence

William K. Hartmann

1. Introduction

The first reported photograph of a UFO after the Arnold sighting

of 24 June 1947, was made on 4 July 1947 in Seattle, Washington. (Ruppelt,

1956. p.32) The object was identified as " weather balloon. This first

photograph is typical of the photographic evidence that has accrued

since: It accompanied a "wave" of reports and was inconclusive in

establishing the existence of any extrbordinary aircraft.

;'lthough photographic evidence, in contrast to verbal testimony,

might be considered "hard" dat'i, experience has indicated that one

(:anno:: assume that a photograph of an airborne disk is more credible

than 3 verbal leport. Even if it were true that cameras never lie.

photographers sometimes do. A photograph may be more interesting than

a verbal account; indeed, if we knew that "flying saucers" existed.

the best documented photographs would be extremely valuable in estab

lishing their properties. But in the absence of proof of the existence

of such aircraft, we ar~ conce~ned at this stage with the credIbility

of reports.

The most convincing case 0- photographic evidence would involve

not only multiple photographs . multiple photographers, unrelated

and unknown til each other, a co, ,u1erable distance apart (preferably

tens of miles), whose photographs .i~monstiably show the sa.me UFO.

No such case is known to the Color,HI' proj ect.

The Colorado project studies of JFO ph0tographs are based on this

approach. The question that is centn 1 to the study is: cloe8 the I'epo"('~

have any pr-obative val.ue in e8tabU8h'i~1g the existence of flying 8aueer8?

A question definitely secondary in impcrtance (and 'onducive to unproduc

tive arguments) is: What is the final nxp1anation of each pho'~ograph?
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That is to say, our principal task is to examine UFO photo

graphic evidence that is ullegeu to iudicate the existence of "flying

saucers," and make a judgment as to whether the evidence supports

this assertion. Photographic ~vidcnce is peculiarly open to the con

tention that one must establish what is shown, before one can say that

it is not a "flying saucer," This argument is invalid, It is not

necessary to prove that an object is an orange before establishing

that it is not a mushroom. Exhaustive attempt~ to establish the

identity of each object or image recorded were therefore not made.

Yet possible interpretations were suggested in many cases where it

I,as concluded (for one reason ,iT another) that there was no fwidence

of an unusual phenomenon.

2. Selection of Cases

Time and funds did not permit exhaustive investigation of all

interesting cases. About 90% of the cases could be assigned Jecond

or third priority upon inspection or brief study, Such

a priority rating was based on a judgment that the case had little

potential value in establishing the existence of "flying saucers ."

The remaining 10% of the cases were of first priority and required

intensive sttldy, some as much as a month of full-time effort, A

"residual" of about 2% to 5% of all cases remained unelCplained

after this process. It is such a residual that is the core of the

UFO prohlcm (both in photographic cases and more generally),

The O'Brien committee (see Appendix A) suggested that the proposed

universit)' study of UFOs give emphasis to current reports. However,

certain older, "classic" cases from the last two decades contain the most

significant photographic evidence. Neglect of them would justifiably

be open to criticism. Hence, the present photographic study includes

both new cases and independent reevaluations of older ~Rses.
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3. S0urces of Data

1. Projl"E-Blue~

Material on a number of older o:ases was obtained from the Aerial

Phenomena Office (Project Glue Book) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

Ohio. In lTIany ca~es, these files were not sufficiently urganized or

complete to permit an intelligent evaluation of the report. Further

investigation was carried out in these instances.

2. APRO

Cordial relations were maintained with APRO, and thrcugh ~he kind

assistanc~ of Mr. and Mrs. J. Lorenzen much first- or second-gener

ation photographic material was made available.

3. NICAP

Contacts for the exchange of information on photographic cases

were established with NICA~ in the spring of 1967, and files on a

number of cases were made available to us at that time.

4. J.E. McDonald

The help of Dr. McDonald, Institute for AtI'1ospheric Physics,

University of Arizona, who conducted a study of 0FO phenomena con

currently with this study., was inva~uable in bringing a number of cases

to our attention.

S. Other

Many individuals submitted reports directly to us and other recent

cases were investigated by our field teams. Certain ne~S organi~ations,

in particular BBC, Time-Life, Inc., and United Press International were

very helpful in obtaining material. Dr, R.M. L. Bilker, Computer Sciences,

Inc.) kindly made available to us hi:" files on the Crcat Falls, Trcnlonton,

and Vandenberg AFB notion pictures. Dr. ,1. Allen Hynek, of

Northwestern University also rendered valued ~ssistancv in providing

materials for analysis.

4. Hidden lJata
'The problem of hidden data is characteristic of the :"tud) )f UFO phen-

omena. Only about 12°" of' those peTsons who have seen flyin~ objects they

cannot identify actually report the s:ightir,g (Section rrr, Chanter 7). The

l.ndic:ati on that we are awart: of only a small fraction of all sightings of
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UFOs and the experic~ce of investigators in uncovering photographs

suggest that we have considerably less than half the photographs

considered by their owners to show UFOs. Of the photographs that

may have a bearing on the existence of extraordinary aircraft We

probably have a l~rger fraction, since they are more interesting to

their owners. The distinction 15 that an UFO photo may show just a

point source of light, or an amorphous blob, while an alleged "flying

saucer" photo must exhibit some detail. But even in these cases,

the fraction may well be less than half.

Reasons for the existence of hidden data include: (1) apathy

on the rsrt of the photographer, (2) ignorance of what to cia ~ith

the photographs, (3) fear of ridicule, (4) fear of becoming involved

with authorities in si tuat ions involving security or mil itary re

strictions (e.g. Ft. Belvoir case), (5) fe~r of restrictions in

JANAP-146.

It is also possible that d~ta, generated by various technical

recording equipment, suetl as all-sky auroral camera~, or the Prairie

Network are another "hidden" source (Section VI, Chapter 9).

Finally, there is another class of "l,:;..dden data": sightings

supposed to have occurred on various military bases but allegedly

suppressed by military or intelligence authorities. We have heard

many allegations of such cases. Usually they were not detailed enough

to be fruitful, and i~ only one case was it possible for us, even with

the cooperation of the Air Force, to lOI:ate any alleged photographs of

UFOs. 5uch allegations of suppression may typically al'ise as a result of

incidents like that described in Case S\ In this instance a bright

UFO was re'~ord{'d by several tracking cameras at Vandenberg AFB. The

UFO was descrihed as "streuking up past" a rocket during a launch. Pro

ject investigators recovered the films in question without difficulty.

Study of them conclusively iJentifj ed the UFO as lhe planet Venus.

Meanwhile, however, the story had reached the rumor stage, and it is

likely that belief that an UFO had paced a Tocket was widEspread

as a result.
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5. Quality of UrO Photogr<:phic Data

The statistical properties or the quantity of photographic

data ar'~ less important than the content of a single case that might

strongly indicate the existence of R hitherto unrecongi2ed phen

omenon. Nonetheless, it is a part of the problem that most of the

Jata are of very low quality. A glance through typical UFO per

ioJicals and books illustrates this. Many of the photographs are

blurred, usually due to poor focus. Many arc hadly processed or

1ight -struck. Many, usually because they are fabrications

made with small models too close to the camera, show, against

sharp backgrounds, objects that are hopelessly out of focus Many

photographs do not give the subje'~tive i:npression of a metallic

or luminous entity flying through the air at some moderate di~tanLe

from the observers.

More specifically a large part of the data is

inappropriate for analysis. Night-time photogra:jhs that :;how either

point sources or amorphous blobs wi. th no backgrounr: or foreground

fall in this category. Daytime photographs of objects of very smull

angular size are also of little value, A large number 0 f reports

consist of only aile photograph, and single photof,raphs are of

much It.-55 photogl'ammetric value than sets.

Damage to negatives frequentl)' renders them valueless for i/1

vestigative purposes. An investigator Y.isitinl.~ one witness found

a baby playing on the floor with the lIe gat i ves. (Mcf\'linnvi lIe.

Case 40) A crucial spot on another set of negatives was hurned

out by a dropped match, assertedly by accident. (North East~rn, Case 53)

loss of original negatlvPs or pr~nts is reported, as in Santa

Ar\:l (Case 5;; ).

Accurate descriptive testimony, even in photographic cases

is also Jifficult to ohtaill. ~or cX3mplc, a witness described an

UFO as "half as large as the moon"; his photograph flnd sketch show

a disk having all angular diameter of about IS".
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('. .'1atural Phenomena PhDtographed as UI'O~

t\ numb(;r of natural phenomena. \\'ell known in vurjous branches of

the scientific community, but little known to the general public. have

been reported as UFOs. Three classes of these are meteorological, as

tronomical, and photographic.

Plate 1 shows an excellent example of a lenticular cloud. These

thil~ clouds are usually related to irregularities in ground elevation

thence classified as "orographjc" clouds). and sometJ,mes appear seacked.

one above the other. like a pile of ~aucers. A nwnber have appeared

in UFO reports.

Plat~ 2 illustrates a sub-sun, produced by reflection of the sun

off a laminar arrangement of flat ice crystals (Minnaert, 1954, p. 203).

The Gulfstream aircraft case is tentativr;:]y attributt~d to a sub-sun

(see Case S4).

Plate 3 is a time exposure of the moon, showing traillng due to

the earth's rotation, The explanaticn of such a photograph of the

moon is obvious to anyone familiar with astronomical phvtogl'aphs. Yet

a similar picture showing the trails of the moon and Venus was wiJe1y

printed in newspapers across the country in March 1966. The trails

were dC3cribed as two U~Os.

Although aurora displays can produce colored, fast-moving ar~s

of light of various shapes and brightnesses, it d0CS not appear that

aUl'Ol'1:lS are inv0lved in a substantial number of UFO reports. No

UFO photographs were attributed to aUT0roS in this study.

A. number of purely photographi r: effects call result in UFO-like

images. Two classes are very common. The first is film damage.

Creases ur unusllal pressure produce dark image] on negatives and

bright spots Oil prints made from them. Chcm.il:i·~ damage dUI i:lg devel-

opment can produce either bright or dark spots 011 ne~atives or

prints, The second class is internal reflections, or lens flares

prctlur.ed by unwanted light paths through tht) carnerH optics. MallY

Iddely circulated UFO photographs arc unquestionably the result of

lens flares. Symmetry about a line connecting the flare to,) a bright

li~ht source in the photograph 1S u~ually the clue to identification

of a le~s flare photograph.
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Plates.l anJ:, show eX;llnples of rcported "UPOs" identlfj(.;<l

as film defects, ant! Plate II show~, an l'x.amplt' of il lens flare (sec

a Iso Menzel and Boyd, 1<J(1:1).

Man-made objects such as balloohs anJ rocket l'x!lau~! trai Is,

especially illuminated by a low sun during twi light have also pro

duc~d m!U1y UFO reports (N .~1. ai reraft Case' ~,S). /\ I1Umbl'r of photo

graphs of bright, nearly stationary point sources in a daylight or

Wilight sky may he balloons.

7. Fabricati ons

Fabrications repreo.;ent a delicate p:rot)lem. Nowhere in the dis

cussion of photo~l'apb.ic cases have r conclusivcly labeled one as a

hoax. 91 though I have shown that this hypothesis is cnti rely satis

fa.ctory in a number of CIlSCS.

!IoaxC's are not new in UFO investigations. The ~Iaury Island

(Wash.) incident of 1947 has been called "t!l(' fir's1, possibly the

second-best, and the dirtie!'t hoax in UFO history." (Huppelt, 195fJ),

Photographs allegedly taken by one of the wItnesses to the iDciJcnt

had been "misplaced," he said. Evcntutllly. he, a companion, and an

"investigator" h il'~d by a magazine pub Usher admi tted that the i nei

dent was a fabrication. Before the case was L!05Cd, much money and

time had been spent, and two Air Force investjgatjni.~ offic(~n had

'leen killed when their Air Force R-25 crashed during th<o:: inqui ry in10

the !Is ight ing.!I According to Ruppe It I the federal government con

sid~red prosecuting the hoaxcr~;, but later abandoned the idea.

Often a photug rllph apputent ly fabri catcd to amU';(' fri ends re··

suIts in a full-blown liFO report. 'f11(' f~icnds take thc' photograph

seriousl\' and tdi othcr~. nVf~!ltually a !{'cal IlCWspnf1l'I' prin 1s both

picture' and stc-r~/. From there it may he distrihut('(\ nationally by

tht' press win' ~ervicl'~. or one of the private UFO iJ1v('sti~;:rtin:.;

org~ll1i~'ations such as /\I'RO or NfCAP. III vil'\~ of the d('I1I(lllstralJ1t:

avoC:ltio:tal interest of some pcrsoll~: l'speci&J:.y young pe 1"'30)IS,

in prot!;JClng "flyin~ saucer photos," ()I\C' mu~;t he especially wary ~)f

~flY alleg1'd UFO photo that cOl{ld h.we b"en easily fal1"i(:ai"u under

t hl' C i rl: llJ11s t flJlt:{' 5 •

Fahrications rnay he thou~ht of in t~o 111"0,111 cat('gorics: "phys~

ieal," of a n'al f..Jb.iect, which is thl'11 alleget! to he all 111:0; or "optical,"
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the:' producing hy optical and other means of anitnaup falsely alleged

tl) be a re,11 physical entity ;It the scen\..:. Iktuucheu negatives, douhle

C'xpn5U1"e:" ;lI\d ",upcrimposcu ll1l,lgCS arc examl,jl~ oj' the latter.

l;t'lH'rall~', phvsic.tl fahric,ltiol1s meet tests ()f c(1Il~;i"tence in light-

ing and :-hadow but fail tests of size or di~;tanlc. Most commonly,

photographs of mode 1s are nut of focus, or have i ncons i stcnt f()cu~~

~,('tl'.'een the "UFO" and other objL'cts at it>; alleged Jistar.cc. Optical

fabrications, on the other hand, may show in~onsistencies in lighting

between background and UPO details, or in the case of monta?cs,

image flm,'s.

Plate -: is an example of the simplest and most common type of

ph~'5jcal f,lbrication - a disk-shaped moJel thrown into the nir by

hand. 1'1,1u'S Rand 9 arc examples of morc~ complex fabrications -

i1 model su~~ppnded from a stri ng and a ni gilt -tirr,e photograph of a

hanJ··held 11I0\il'~ i llumin:lteu by flashlight. '['he c three photographs

~'(>r(' made /1.1' the wri tel'. Plates 8 :md ~ were nl,ldc for comparison

\'.'i tl1 the Santa ;\na :mu :-Jorth East urn photo~riiph5 (C"scs 52 and 53).

Plates 10, 11, and 12 Clrc ex;;mplcs of optical fahrications maJc by

thl' writer.

S. Techlliqu~ of i\nal,tsi~

Photographic evidence acquires probative value onlY when ~nown

natural phenomena can be ruled out and it can be shov:n that a fabr-i-

cat i Oil \.;15 not cas)' O.r" conven i cnt.

F:uly iI' the stlld;', it was deeiJed not to select (lr analyzc euch

(·\"e by a prcJ('t'crmilleJ loutine. Hat/wI', l:ascs WC1'C studieJ i.n terms

llf theil' i111ividual dlClractedstics. Lil(j~ndstic clwraderistics

illdu,lC'd such properti,'s as (ll potential stereoscopy. (2) reports

h \. III \l J 'c i pI (' \' i s IIa I ~'i t n(' s s (' s, (.n c, (J ud III () t ion s) ( <1) use of it ,1lC t ()

dcf Ill' dist<1t1C'~. (S) :1,:CU,.,lt~' altitude :nu dzil1l1ltl1 data, (6) ~trllctljrc

anJ .~jli.1re l)f llhjC'ct, l7) g.·o11lC'try of II10t i 011, and (8) gcoH1c'try of

lighting :ind dwdows. Initi'Jl selection of <..ascs to lw studieJ was

;1150 influ~'!lceu by the degree to \~hi ell other ~;tud('nts of UFO phe

l'ontena l('~:.rded t11cm as !dgnificant.

In the COLlrs(~ of till' i!lv('sti~:ntjon, analysis uf the foregoing

characteristics Clf UH) rhotographs resulted in Ollr cJcveiOpin~ a set

1..'1~ prOtlH")!::-; useful in the aSSIgning priorities tn UFO photograph~;
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for study. lhc'ic results Jr<.' dc:;cril1l'J ill sectioll III ut' this

challtcr,

The cases se 1(!cteJ for j ilvest igat ion were analyzed as com

plete1, as possible. The techniques are demonstrated in the case

reports themselves (Part IV, Chapter 3).

9. Revie.I' and SlUmnarv-----_.,-----,-
The pl'Oj0Ct gathel"c(! infoTmat'.on on .35 ,:)llOtographic cases

that occurred in 196b-68. These may be assumed to be a marc or

les" reprl'sentative cro~'s-scctlon of photoi!raphic cases. Of

thi:-- :is-ca:,;c current cross-spction only two, Calgary ilnJ North

racif~~ (Cases 57 and 56), were initially selected as first priority

cases. On investigation, neither case yielded data deemed to be

of prJbutive value. Second priority cases among the 1966-68 group

W~TC Camarillo (iJentifled probably as airhorn dehris), Gulfstream

Aircraft (sub-sun), and Sonora (airborn debr'is). ~lany of the re

maining ]g66-68 cases of lower priority had low stran~cness or in

suffici~nt data [or analysis.

'dw final disposition of the 35 cases is summarized in Table 1.

The fi~lJres are thought to be representative of UFO rl]'Jtogr 'J'hic

eJses. That is, roughly one quarter arc fanri caU OIlS, one quarter

arc m,isidcrttifications, a quarter hilVc such lohl information content

as to ~e unfit for analysis, another quarter arc clearly recorJcd

but 1:lck sufficient dnta for analysis. The residual cases that

arc genuinel\' pu::::ling constitute Ilt most a vC'ry small pC'·cclltage.

111 nddition to these' current cLlses, 18 older reports, in

duding SOllie' by advocates of the existc)].'l' or "flying s(luccr!;,"

Of the 35 ca~cs olll)' those in which the nature or the eviJcncc

or the credentials of the witness were judgeJ to hlve the h:g!lCst

,; 1'1'i01'; pr('babj lit)' of p1'oducing evidence for an unknown ptlenomenon

\\'ere lI%igneJ fi .. ~;t priority for study. 'I'nhle 2 shows the class-

i fj cations finally assigncJ to these firs L. pl'Jori ty cases. Of

them some 60'~ were found to be j denti fi able or to l:lck prob.lti ve

value. l~o cases
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but 1:lck sufficirnt data for analysis, The residual cases that 

arc genuillC'h puzzling constitute ilt most U Vr'f)' sillall pe.'·ccntage. 

In addition to thesc' current cl1se~, 18 older rrports, in

duding S,)IlIt' b)' advlJcates of the existcnce of "flying saucer:;," 

of the 35 cases olll), those in wh i ch the natul'(' 01' the ('vi Jcncc 

or the credcnt,ials of the witness Ivcrr judged to lnvo the 11:gile5t 

,; tl'i()l'i pr(1bald I i ty of pl'oducing evidence for an unknown pllenorncnon 
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them some 60:~ I,ere foulld to be idl'nt.ifjflhle or to l:.ck prob.ltiv(' 

value'. TII'o cases 
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TABLE 1. Classification at" 35 Current Photographic Cases

Evi dcnce for probable fabrication

~lisidentificd natural or man-made phenomena

~nsufficient data for analysis (night-time
shots, point sources, amorphous blobs, etc.)

Inconclusive data (unidentified unusual ob
jects shown, hut little or no analysis possi
ble; possible fabrications)

Uniaentified after analysis (real objects with
high strangeness)
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9

7

12

7

o
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TABLE 2. Classification of 11 ~irst-Priority Cases

Inconsistencies between testimony and photos,
internal inconsistencies in photo~J or
evidence for fabrication

Ideotified natural or man-made phenomena

Not amenable to analysis

Unidentified after analysis (indication of
real objects with high strangeness),
conceivable but ~nlikely misiden
tification of birds, aircraft, etc.

Clearly either a fabricution or nn
extraordinary object ("flying saucer")

Barra da Tijuca
North Eastern
North Pad fic
Santa Ana

Fort Belvoir
Vandenberg AFB
Tremonton

Calgary

C;reat Falls

1-1cMi nilvi 11 e

TABLE 2. Classification of 11 ~irst-Priority Cases 

Inconsistencies between testimony and photos, 
internal inconsistencies in photos, or 
evidence for fabrication 

Ide~tified natural or man-made phenomena 

Not amenable to analysis 

Unidentified after analysis (indication of 
real objects with high strangeness), 
conceivable but ~nllkely misiden
tification of birds, aircraft, etc. 

Clearly either a fabricDtion or nn 
extraordinary object ("flying saucer") 

Barra da Tijuca 
North Eastern 
North Pacific 
Santa Ana 

Fort Belvoir 
Vandenherg AFB 
Tremonton 

Calgary 

Great Falls 

McMinnvllle 



survived analysis: Great Falls (motion pictures of two bright light

sources difficult to reco~cile with kno~n aircraft) and ~lcMinnville

(two photographs of a saucer-shaped craft).

Since the selection of older, "classic" cases wa.s limited, it

is probable that the "residual" of unexplained photographic cases

could be increased well beyond these three cases if there were additional

research. Whether or not anything of probative value would be found

is a matter of speculation.
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10. Conclusions

OUr experience also leads us to condude :hat UFO photographic

cases can best be selected for study and analyzed en the basis

of the following criteria:

(1) Subjective evaluation Do various photographic factors

(focus, clarity, sharpness, contrast) and the testimony combine to

make the c~se appear credible? Does it have potential in providing

probative evidence for the reality of an unusual phenomeno~?

(2) ~.nown phenomer\a Is any known phenomenon rationally

acceptr.4ble as an explanation of the observation? Phenomena con

sidered must be based on a wide experience with meteorological,

ast~onomical, optical, and photogrnphic effects. Can the report

be a Case of mistaken intelpret.::.t',,)ll?

(3) Fabrications Can the case be aCc0pteJ as having heen

made in good faith? Are there any signs of tampering with the

neg3tive? (Are the negB~ivc~ OT orjginal print~ pvailable?) Do

the negatives represent a continuous sequence'? f,re focus. sharpne:;,~)

and other characteristics quantitatively in accord ~I'i th the

alleged siihtings? Arc light and shadows internally consistent on

each photo?
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l4) .s:..oll~istel~cy with testimony In addition to the internal

evidence cf the photographs themselves, are the photogTaphs consis

tent with the witness tpstimony? Is lighting consistent with alleged

time and direction of sighting? Are time intervals between photos

consistent with ~estimony?

(5) Physical and seometric tests What peculiar characteris

tics suggest tests? Is the object in front of or behind any land

scape featdres? Is contrast and focus consistent with alleged dis

tance? What can he IC<lfned from motions and time intervals? Can

the flight path be estimated from the sequence of positions and

angular size:,?

The Cn:orado study of UFO photographic evidence failed

tc' disclose ,:onclusivc evidence (if the existence of "flying saucers. 11

Nor did it, of course, establish that such objects do not exist.

believe that it is significant, however, that a number of tht: most

widely hel'aldeu "classic" ca ,es \verc either identified or were sh.)wn

to be of little probative value in the present study. This finding

suggests thai:. much Df the cas() for the reality of "flying saucers" ha5

been built on very inadequate rese~rch into widely publicized

report.s. Some examples of such cases, the reality of which has

been rejected after ir,tcnsive st.udy hy the project, are summarized

briefly below:

Barra da Tijuca, B~.~~...!J~.~~_: A magazine photographer

and a reporter 3llp~eily saw and made five photographs of a large

di.sk that passed overhead. Tlw pLotographi c scqufmce shows the

disk appronchillg (edge \.:n) in the distance, '.\nu passing by in a

credible ~,erics. A n~(l()rt on the case by 0.'1' FGlltes, of Brazil,

CAPRa, 19b1) "pronollncds) t.hem authentic" and purports to establish
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evidellce \.' f the photographs thcmsc 1 v~>s, are the photog-raphs cons is

tent with the witness testimony? Is lighting consistent with alleged 

time and direction of sighting? Are t~ne intervals between photos 

consistent with ~estimony? 

(~) rhysical and geometric tests What peculiar characteris

tics suggest tests? Is the object in front of or behind any land

scape featJres? Is contrast and focus consistent with alleged dis

tance? II'hat can he lC<lrned irom motions and time intervals? Can 

the flight path be estimated from the sequence of positions and 

angular size:;? 

The Cn:orado study of UFO photographic evidence failed 

te' disclose ,:onclusive evidence of the existence of "flying saucers," 

Nor did it, of course, establish that such objects do not exist, 

believe that it is significant, however, that a number of tht: most 

widely heralded "classic" ca;cs \'1ere either identified or were sh,)wn 

to be of little probative value in the present study. This finding 

sug,gests tha~ much of the caSQ for the reality of llflying saucers" ha!> 

been built on very inadequate reseerch into widely public] zed 

reports, Some examples of such cases, the reality of which has 

been rej ec ted after ir,t cllsi ve 5 tudy hy the proj ect, lire summari zed 

briefly below: 

Barra da Tijuca, B_r.~~~~.::.e_i~ ... 1: A magazine photographer 
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their authenticity with "top-secret documents" from Hrazi lian Ail"

Force files kept since 1951. 'fhe documents purpc rt to demonstrate

"the absolute impossibility of a hoax." S1.UUy of photographs en

larged from the APRO copies show! that the disk in the fourth

photograph (Plate 30) clearly illuminated from the left, with bold

shadows, but a palm tree as well as other confused foliage on the

hillside below appear to be illuminated from the right. The dis

crepancy was first pointed out by Menzel and Boyd (1963).

~:!!:-:~~astern (Case 53): Twa photo~:r[;pli',; S~lOW a bright,

amorphous <.'bject that reportedly s\~ept pa~;t four hoys who were

photogr~?hing the moon at night. 1hc image on the photographs is

strikingly sug~estive of an out-of-focus Illatc-like ohject supported

by a human arm and hand photographed by time-exposure. According

to the original rerwrt, (NTCrl.p, 19b5) the "arm" loJ;lS an Lnvbible

gaseous discharge from the UFO. i\ ph(1tograpL (Pl rite 9) that demon

strates how such an image can be fabri catcd was Ilwde by' taping a

plate to a small handle. The apparent transparency of the "gascuu~;

dis('.harge" was simulated by moving the arm dur i ng the tim~ exposure.

In the Ii ght of such simple reproduction of these photographs,

have concluded that this case is of no probative value.

Fort Be IVEl r, Va., (Cas!':: 50): Six exposures made on thi s

Army ba<;e show a ring· shaped obj ect being cnve loped ina wid te,

puffy cloud. The photographs were proclaimed :15 tlFi rst ('db! i shed

Photos of the i\m'z.ing Ring-Shaped UFO ti (I{ankow, 19<J7). Aides of

the comma';lJII~ officer at Fort Bc1v(1ir dcmon~trHtcJ to a prujcct

investigator that thls loJas a vortex cloud generated by atom! c 1,,)mlJ

simulation dClTIonstrations thnt we're frequently cnrril'd out at the

base somr~ yeel's ago. :'os it j ve ident: ficat i on was ol)t[\ i ned.

Nor.!J1 Paci fi c (Casl'.,~21.: Three boys in thci r back )'U .•J photo

graphed n disk that allegedly passeJ overhead. The object was not

reported by Bllr other witnesses. The lncident WI15 given cOflsiderflhle

publicity and the two photographs "'er';) pUblished hy MRO. Tn an
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publicity and the two photographs ~Ier~ published hy Ai'RO. In an 
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intervie\\ the boys stressed that they had accurately rc~enactcd

the event and that the time interval between the two photographs

was very short, about eight seconds; however, the cloud patterns

were markedly different. Separately confronted with the marked

discrepuncy in cloud structure between the two photographs, the

boys ea«l said they could not account foT' it, though the~1 ree;,f

firmed the story of the sighting. The photographs cannot therefore

be considered us SAtisfactory evidence for the CXl;,~ence of

"flyinR saucers."

Santa_Ana, ~f., (Case 52): A traffic cn~it\ccr, of good

reputation, with excellent references, and with experience as a

former policeman, allcgedlv saw and made three photographs of B

metallic disk and a fourth photograph of a vortex smoke ring

allegedly left by the departing disk. lnterruption of radio

transmission~ from his vehicle, reportedly associated with the

presence of the disk, was confirmed hy the engineer's supervisor.
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In the course of my ,;tudy I was ab Ie to simulate effect i vdy the

first th.·oe photog,:aphs hy sllspenJing u model by a thread attached

to a rod resting on the roof of a truck and photographi ng it (Plate 8).

Without assuming the trutil or untruth of the witness' story, thi 5 has

led me to conclude that the case i~ of little probative value.

yc,ndenberg AFB, Calif., (Case 51l.: Tracking films from a rocket

la\4nch show a bright object apparently 11lShlu~ up past the rocket

,lust aftcl" seC'~md stage i~nition. The fi lms wen' first de~crihed in

8 textbook (daker, 19b7). lbe film sequence was taken very scriou~ly

becaust' sev1:nd came,fa:; in <11 ffercnt locations simultaneous ly recorded

the object. !ntl'rest in the case was heightened by its resemblance

to a number of apoc.ryphal accounts of UFOs pacing rock':lts, The C:)lo

rado project at once obtained the films throu1~h official dHlnncls.

Tracking data ShO\H~d that the rocket was mov ing towanl t.1lC horizon

past the calc~lla~ed position of V:::.'15 Ht the tim'l'.,

To summarize conclusions relating to UFO photogr:Jphs:

1. About half of tl1c photoj.(rapldc reports (lrt~ clearl)' idrl1tjnnh!£'

as known phenomena or cun he demonstrated to contain internal geometric

or other in~onsistencies.

2. ,\hout half can be ultimately classified tiS be:n!: inconclusive

or presenting inl:'uffident data to furni sll probative ev iJel1cc of fln

unknown phenomenon, ~Iost sin!\lc-witncss cn~cs IIIIlSt fnli in the latter

CAtegory. Most night-time photographs, point·:wurco ob.l,'rts, and

amol'phous objects withQ1.lt background or foreground I11U:it he l'e1egntcc'

to this category for 1:1(:1< uf ~,.tisf!\c'tory quuntitative tcsh, that

cun be pcrformo,1 on them.

3. 1\ number of CISt'S initially descrlh.'d p\lhlidy hy lIHJ 011-

thuslltsts liS rC'proscnt:ltiv{' of the stl'onr~cst evid~IH:(' for tIJp l'Nllity

of cxtr£1ordlnary aircr·,ft \oH'l'l' either cOflcIIlSivd\' identified as

ordinary phCnOnll'l111 or shDwn to hnve SCri()ll~ lt1tt~rnal inconsistencies.
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.1. 'lhl' number of idclltified or fl'uliJulcnt cases is irrelevant

to t1w cxistL'llI':l.' \)1' 1l01\-l'xi stenec 01 extraordinary objects or "fly

ing S<lll-:CI·S."

5. A very small frJction of potentially identifiable and in

teresting r~otographic cases remain unidentified.

Some conclusions relating to these re~i~ual photographic cases

are:
1. Non~ of them conclusively establishes the existencu of

"flying saucers," or any extraordinary aircraft, or hitherto un~

known phenomenon. For any of th~se c&ses, no matter how 5trange or

intriguing, it i 5 :-t 1.ways pass ible to "explain" the observations J

ei ther by hypothesi zing some extr&o:rdinary cil'cumstance or by alleging

a hoax. That is to say, none of the residual photographic cases in

vestigateo here is compelling enough to be conclusive on its own.

2. Some of the cases arr sufficiently explicit that the choice

is limited to th~ cxi'5tehl:e of an cxtraol'dil1:lry aircraft or to a

hoax

j, The residual group of vniJentifieJs is not inconsi5~ent

with the hypothesis that unknown and extraordinary a=rcraft have

penetrated the airspace of the United Status, but none yields

~uftl;ient ~vidence to establish this hypothesis,

In 5WM1ary, about 10% \)f the photographic cases ,:"an initi:tlly

be selected as "first priorhy" ca;,es, i.e. interesting and detai\ed

enough to investigate. After investigntion, there renlains a small

residllal, of the order of ~% vof r..ll cases, that appears to represf;'nt

well recorded but unidentified or unidentifiable obje~ts Lbat aTC

lli rhorne - i. c. UfOs. Yet there is in~uffidellt evidence to Il::,scrt

tha t an>' one of these rcprest:nt s an lInU511B l or extrtlordi nary phCnOmellCi".

We find no c(Hlclu~nv ...\ evidence of unidclltifip.d Hin~n.lft or "flyll1!o;

5uuc~rs . II Th(> phClto~rltphic Jatllt has been poorly presenteu in the pa~lt,

Ullrl the flequen..:r of hypothetical "flyillg suucer,t;" appears much

silla ] l~r than has beet) popularly a~sumcJ;lt may be zero. The JIl e~cnt

data un.' compatible with, but do hOt. establish either the 11ypothcg-tS
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that (1) the entire UFO phenomenon is a product o~ misidentification,

puor reporting, and fabrication, or that (2) a very small part of the

UFO phenomenon involves extraordinary events.

that (1) the entire UFO phenomenon is a product o~ mi~identification, 

poor reporting, and fabrication. or that (2) a very small part of th~ 

UFO phenomenon involves extraordinary events. 
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Chapter 3

Direct Physical Evidence

Roy Craig

Several types of physical effec.ts have been presented as evidence

that an object of unusual nature had been present at a giv~n location.

Such effects consist of: (1) markings on ground, vegetation, or objects

with which an UFO, as something from an UFO, reportedly made direct or

indirect physl~al contact; (1) material residue allegedly deposited from

or by an UFO; and (3) articles or portions of articles manufactured by

intelligent beings, but reportedly not produced by known cultures. A fuurth

known conceivable type of physical evidence, consisting of a non-earthly

or captured "flying', saucer," would be most impressive as evidence. The

exis~ence of this type of evidence has been suggested by some rep0rters,

SUCl as Moseley (1967), who reported the claim that a captured flying

saucer was held at a military base in Ohio, and A11en (1958), who pre

sented a photograph of n tiny humanoid creature and four adult Earth

residents, claiming that the creature was a crewms'l of a S1ucer which

crashed near Mexico City in 1950. During the course of this study, how

ever, no indication was found that this fourth type of evidence has ever

existed.

1, Markings Allegedly Made By UFOs
Claims of evidence of the first type are common. UFO reports

contain numerous descriptions, often vn th support lllg photographs of

saucer "nests" .,- areas where soil, grass, cattails, or other vegeta

tion had Leen flattened, burned, broken off, or blown away, alleg~dly

by an UFO that lanJed or hoverlJd there. The LOreJlLenS (1967) also have

described six cases in which sets of circular or weJge-shaped depressions
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were nllegedly made by the landing legs of unidentified

velllclcs. A number of other cases of the landin~-gear imprint type

have been reported, including incidents at Prasque Isle State Park, Pa.,

31 .July 1966; South llill, Va., 21 April 1967; and Tucson,. Ariz., 9

October 1967. TI1ese three cases were examined and analyz~d by Project

Blue Book. lIall (1964) and others have listed other cases in which

ground impressions are claimed as evidence that unknown physical objects

had been present. Hall' 5 listing also includes a half doz~n "nest"

reports, and a L;;-ft. ri ng imprint of a general type earlier reported

in a casc' described by ~iancy and Hall (1961).

RCI10rt oS of ring imprints are not uncommon. rour cases I involving

ring imprints )!cncrally ahout 30 ft. in di.ameter a;ld 6 - 12 in. wide

I,Crt' reported i.1 August and September, 19b!, in three different Canadian

provinces. 111 Call1rose, Alberta SlX different rings were reported.

Photographs of the Camrose rings were reed vcd hy this proj ect for

E'yaluation.

Claims of the saucer nest type of evidence were made in a few of

the current cases invesUgated by the field teams (e. g. Case:; 22 ;

.25 I 3b ). In sante cases, the "nest" 5ee)l~ed imagi nary. In other

cases, the reality of an imprint, of a type which conceivably could

have b('c)1 made by a large saucer or by a bein,g from a saucer, was

C'v ident (as 111 L:ase 22 ). However, in all such cases, it was impos

sible to establish AS factual the cJuims thnt the imprints actually

I\cr.:, mad£' by an ('xtraordir.~lry object or being.

If the' evidence displayed could have been the result of human or animal

Jctivity, or lightning or other natural event], the probability that

it \\'as so caused is mu~h gre~ter, in absence at- ind·;pl.:;!ndent evidence

to t·1e contrary, than the probabi li ty of its croat ion by an extra-

terrestrial vehi~lc or heicg: therefore, the burden of proof must

lie with the person claiming a strange origin.
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The independent evidence most frequently claimed is presence of

unusual radioactiv i ty at the site. !n cases where such claims I,ere

checked by our field teams, (32 , 42) the chirn was found to be

untrue. In one case (22 ), radioactive material was found to be

present by Canadian investigators and in other ca~es, (e. g. Fisherville,

Va., 17.-21-64) which could nl' longer be checked, testimony by persons

other than the UFO observer supported a c1airr; that the site was fot'lnd

to be radioactive. In such cases, however, if radioactive matcrje~

actually were present, the possibility that it was placed there by

humans cannot be ignored. If humans are known to have vis i ted the

site before official confirmation of presence of radioactive material

has been made, and the material found is either a naturally occurring

radioactive mineral or a commercially available luminous paint, the

presence of this material serves to weaken any claim of strange origin

of the markings.

The existence of an imprint of odd shape or a circular area of

crushed vegetation often can be established. Its mere' existence docs

not prove, however, that the marking was made by [I strange being or

vehicle. Demonstration of a connection betwc'cll ~;uch markings <.nd

strange objects has thus far not heen accomplishe(l. Attempts to

establish such connection must still depend upon personal t.~stimony.

Generally, personal testimony includes the repctLed :-,ighting of an

UFO in the a~ea of the discovered imprints or ncst. Quite trequcntly,

howevel, UFO origin of the markings is a;;sumcJ, cv-en though no UFO

was seen in the area near the time the lllark inlIS mllS: have been made.

This was true of the Camrose rings, whose appearance did not differ

markedly from tracks left hy wheels of far':]1 vchicles. In cW-,C 38 ,

"nests" were reportedly discovered in the f01'l~st just after the fi dd

tf.'ilm investigated a llluJ ti tude of uro reports in the reg ion. nlC'
project sent phcto~lraphs of these circular patches of forest damage

to Dr. Carl E. Ostrom, Director of Timber ~Ianagelllcnt Research, LJ. S.
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Forest Service, for comment. Dr. Ostrom list:~d four natural causes

of such patches of forest da'1lage. lie indicated that members of the

Forest Service had observed similar damage in other regions under ecological

condi tions simi lar to those in the area in which thesl' "saucer nests"

were reported. Although UFOs had been reported in the general region,

there again was no direct connection between them and the patche~ of

timber d~13ge, the existence of which could be accounted for by quite

earthly processes.

Generally there are no physical tests which can be applied to a

claimed saucer landiliR site to prove the origin Of the impri;tts.

Occasionally, the degree of compaction of soil by UFO "landing legs"

lS presented as evidence that the force was extraordinary. However,

if the compaction (,;C'uld have been achieved hy '" human with a sledge

hammer, for exmnpl e, compaction measurements are of little significance,

si.nce they do not yield information regarding the cause of compaction.

Olemical tests of soil can sometimes be used to disprove a claim, but

are not likely to support a claim of ~trange urigin of markinRs, since

there is no obvious reason to expect chemical alteration. For example,
samples of soil from a golf course at Port Townsend, Wash. were submitted

to this project for analysis (Case 1406P, ]074T, project fj les). One

sample was taken from a burned area where an UFO, reportedly observed

earlier by several youngsters, was assumed to have touched down. Com

pari.son samples from unaffected areas nearby were also studied. Gas

cllromatography showed the existence of hydrocarbGn residues in the sample

from the burned area, indicating that gasoline or other hydrocarbon had

been l1sed to Ihakl.' this particular "~(1ucer nest." An empty lighter-

fluid can was found in the area a few hundrcll yards away.

2. Materi.al All ('gedly Deposited by UFOs

/\.0 elusive l1lat(;'ri~ll! called "angel hair" in UFO publications, is

somctim~s reported to have been deposited by llFOs. Seventeen cases
involving "ang l:·l hair" ~~cn\ listed by Maney and Hall (19\,1) for the
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Forest Service, for comment. Dr. Ostrom list"d four natural causes 

of such patches of forest dwnage. lie indicated that members of the 

Forest Service had observed similar damage in other regions under ecological 

conditions similar to those in the area in which thest' "saucer nests" 

h'ere reported. Although UFOs had been reported in the general region, 

there again was no direct connection between them and the patche~ of 

timber d~13ge, the existence of which could be accounted for by quite 

earthly processes. 

Generally there are no physical tests which can be applied to a 

claimed saucer landinR site to prove the origin oi the impri~ts. 

Occasionally, the degree of coml1 action of soi 1 by UFO "landing legs" 

is presented as evidence that the force was extraordinary. However, 

if the compaction cfuld have been achieved by <! human with a sledge 

hammer, for example, compaction measurements are of little significance, 

since they do not yield information regarding tlte cause of compaction. 

Olemical tests of soil can sometimes be used to disprove a claim, but 

are not likely to support a claim of ~trange urigin of markinRs, since 

there is no obvious reason to expect chemical alteration, Por example, 
samples of soil from a golf course at Port Townsend, Wash. were ~ubmitted 

to this project for analysis (Case 140(,P, 11l74'l', project fj les). On!'; 

sample was tak.en frorn a burned al'ca where an UFO, reportedly observed 

earlier by several youngsters, was assumed to have touched down. Com

pari.son samples from I.Inaffec:ted areas nearhy were also stlldied. Gas 

chromatography showed the existence of hydrocarbcAl residues in the sample 

from tho hurned area, indicating that gasoline or other hydrocarbon had 

been tls~d to Ihakl' this particular "saucer nest." An empty lighter-

fluid can WIlS found in the area a few hundred yards away. 

2. Material Allegedly Deposited hy UFOs 

l\.n elusivt> mat!:'}'i "1! called "angel hHirto in UFO publications, is 

sometimes reported to have heen depOSited by UFOs. Seventeen cases 
involving "angt'l hair" lien' Ij~ted by Maney and Ifall (19,,1) for the 
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period 1952 through 1955. In fourteen there was an associated sighting

reported of an liFO. 111e "angel hair" is descrihed as a fibrol.ls material

which fa1l5 in large quantities, but is unstahlc nnd disintegrates an'!

vani~.;hes soon after falling. It has also heen clcscrihcu as filaments

rl"semb ling SpiUl"f wehs, floating down to earth. hang i ng from te lephollc

\'I'ires and tree hranches and forming candy-flos:;-l ike streamers. These

itreamers, which sometimes are reported to cover arcCos as large as (1.:5

sq. mi., also are reported to vanish on touch, burn like ~ellophane when

ignited. and sublime and disappear while under observation. A somE;what

similar evanescent residue, described as a luminous haze or a misty,

smoke-like deposit, was reported in three cases discussed by the Lorenzcn~

(1967), and "angel hair" cases are also desCrIbed by Michel (1958), who

suggested that the material he collected and preserved at low temper,lture

foJ' crystal structure study by X-ray diffraction, ;ln11 (1%4) has

stated that many deposits of " angr'l's hajr" ha\'(~ been n·,thing but cob

webs spun by ballooning sriders. On at lenst one occasion, he wrote,

small spiders have actually been found in the materb 1. Jn other cases,

the composition or origin of the "angel's hairl! is uncertain. During the

course of thi s study, O'1e sample of dry whi te powder was ~,l1bmi tted to

the project for analysi~. It had been collected from beneath the C<lVCS

of a house over which ":,Jlgel hair" 'lias reported to have settled, leaving

a sticky deposit, (Project files 1406P, l074T), Since the major cationic

component of this pOWtk'.' was titanium, i't loJas concluded that the powder

was the residue of a l.:ommonly tlsed house paint containing a t1 tnnilln1

oxide pigment. Few recent UFO rcrort~ h~ve involved material of the

"angel hair" type.

A second type of material often is asstllT1ccI, because of the c i r

cum:=;tanC'l'S of lt~ nppeal'ul1ce, to have heen dumped by l/FO~. The mltcrinl

is common ly referred to as "space gras~," [Inu has ilPPCfJycd uncxpc.:tcd 1,'
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period 1952 through 1955. In fourteen there was an as-.ociated sighting 

reported of un UFO. 111e "angeI hair" is descrihed as a fihrolls material 

\,hich falls in large qll1ntitie:;, hut is unstahle and dIsintegrates an,l 

vani ~ihes soon after fall ing. It ha.; a Iso heen descrihed as fi laments 

resembling spider webs, floating down to earth, han~l.il1g from telep,'1011c 

\'I'ires and tree branches anti forming candy-flos:'1-1 i.ke streamers. These 

;treamers, which sometimes are reported to cover arcCos as large as (l.;S 

sq. mi., also are reported to vanish on touch, burn like ~ellophane when 

ignited, and sublime and disappear while under observation. A somt:what 

similar evanescent residue, described as 8 luminous haze or a misty, 

smoke-like deposit, was repJrted in three cases di~cus~cd by the Lorenzcn~ 

(1967). and "angel hail''' cases are also doser.! bed by Michel (1958), who 

sllgges ted that the ma tcri 11 1 he collected and preserved at low temper;1 tllre 

for crystal structure :'1tudy by X-ray cii ffraction, ;1011 (1%4) has 

stated that many deposits of "anR('l'g ha:ir" have been n·)thing but cob

web~ spun by ballooning spiders, On at lcnst one occa~ion, he wrote, 

small spiders have actually been found in the material. In ot.her cases, 

the composition or origi.n of the "angel's hair" is llnc!'rtain. (luring the 

course of thi s study J O'1C sample of dry whi te powder was ~,tJbmitted to 

t he pro jec t for ana lys i,. It had been collected from benea th the eaves 

of (-I house over which ":,Jlgel hair" 'lias reported to have sett leu, leaving 

a sticky deposlt, (Project files 1406P, l074T), Since the major cationic 

component of thi~ pOI~dt.".' was titanium, it I"as concludl'd that the powder 

was the residue of a commonly \lsed house paint containing a titnniuni 

oxide pigment. Few recent UFO rcrort~ h~vc involved material of the 

"angel hai r" type. 

A second type of material often is asslimed. bccatl."e of the c i r

l~um:,nanC'('s of its nppe:n'ullce J to hnve heen dumped by !'FO~. The m ltlcri n I 

is commonly referred to as "5pac.(' grass," Bnl! has "ppe-ared t.mC'xpc,;tcdlv 
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in fields and yards after fall in).! from the sky. Ccnerally, no sighting

l)f identified O:l:' unide'.'ltified objects is associaterl with the fall. The

material is composed of metallic threads of lengths varying from a

fraction of an inch to a foot or more, generally with ma~y threads inter

twined into a loose mass. Typical material pi this t~pe is described

by Keel (1967), who suggests that UFOs are using tbe earth as a kind

of garhage dump. Actually, "space grass" is aluminum "chaff" of the

various si zes and types used hv l11i I i tary aircraft to confuse tracking

radar (see Section VI, Chapter 5) •

Samples of material sent to t110 project for analysis because

of their a~sl\med UFO association \'I0rc mo~t commor'ly "space grass." The

first sample was received from observers of two ":.pace ;,hips" reported

over ~lanhattan Beach, Cnllf., on :; February ]957. The mat.erial appeared

2~ hr. after the sighting and was reported to have heen radioactive when

found. It was not radioactivt: wilen r<~eeived. Analysi~ c:emonstrated it

to be 1145 alloy hard aluminum foil ,haff dipoles with hoth a slip and

a stripe coating applied to th~~ surfLec of the foil. Sin.::e the slip

coating was color coded red, it coule be identified as a product of the

Fall Division of Revere Copper and OiRSS Incorporated, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The company id'entified the chaff as i t:-; product. TIns chaff could have

been dropped by aircraft. It also could have been carried a.loft hy

sounding rockets or b"lloons, and rclcased at high altitude,; for radfll

tracking. To: is certain, however, that this sample of "space grass,"

1ike other such ~;1mrles sllhml tted to tIl(' proj oct for ;lnalysis, had a

quite earthly origin, and was not depo5ited by vehicles of extrll-terrestrial

origin.

~ ~Jflrts of lJFO~;, or UFO Fquiprnent

Frank EdwCirds (1~)Cib) di:;cus.,e~) thr('(' ca~es in which an UFO or

part of an UFO is claimed to have been recovered: (l) a flying disc

wa:i :reported to have cTHshed on Spitzbergen blul1u in 1952 and

to hwe been recovered, badly damaged iJut intact, hy the Norwe~ian
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in fields and yards after fall in).! from the sky. (;eneraI1y, no sighting 

Df identified 0:>' uni(k,1ti fied objects is associatecl with the fall. The 

material is composed of metallic threads of lengths varying from a 

fraction of an l.neh to a foot or more, geneTolly wi th ma',ly threads inter

twined into a loose mass. Typical material :01' this t',pp is described 

by Keel (1967), who suggests that UFOs are using t~e earth as a kind 

of garhage clump. Actually, "space gross" is aluminum "chaff" of the 

variou~ sizes and types used bv military aircraft to confuse tracking 

radar (see Se(:tion VI, ChapteT 5) . 

Samples of materi a1 sent to t!IC project for analysis because 

(1f thei.r a~!'umed UFO a5~ociation v'"fC most commorly "space grass." The 

first sample WHS rec('ivet\ from observers of two ":,pace ;;hips" reported 

over ~lanhattan Beach, Crillf'. , on :, Fcbruilry 1957. The m'lt.erial appeared 

2C: hr. after the sighting and was reported to have heen radioactive when 

found. It was not radioactive wilen r('ceivcd. Analysi~ demonstrated it 

to be 1145 alloy hard aluminum foil (haff dipoles with hoth u slip and 

a stripe coating applied to the surfLcc of the foLl. Sjn"e the slip 

coating was color coded red, it could he identified AS a product of the 

FoIl Division of Revere Copper and Dins! Incorporated, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

The company id'entificd the chaff as it:; product. TIps chaff could have 

been dropped by aircraft. I t a 150 cou1 d have beeil carri cd at oft by 

SotlJl'Jing rockets or h;illoons, ,Inc! relea;;cd at high altitude" for radflI 

t.racking. T': i5 certain, however, that th:is s<lmplc of "space grass," 

like otht?r such ~:lmrle5 ~llbl1\i tted to th(' project for Z1nalysis, had a 

qllite earthly origin, and wa~ not dt?P09itcJ by vehicles of extrB-terrestrifll 

origin. 

;'. ___ I)flrt~ of LJFO~;, or liFO hpliplncl1t 

Frullk Edw"rds (l9(,h) di:iclls<;e,) thrt'l' ca~e~ in wlti(;h an lIFO or 

part of an UFO is c1 aimed to have heen recovered: (1) a flyi n& disc 

lola:, :reported to have CTHshed on Spit zuer gen bland i 11 1952 and 

to hwe been recovered, badly damaged iJ\1t intact, hy the Norwe~ian 
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Air Force; (2) a 1 lb. fragment from a 2 ft. diameter glowing disk which

was reportedly intercepted over Wr,',hington, D. C., in 1952; and (3) a

3,000 lb. nlass of "strange metal" was found ahout 1 July 196fl, in the

St. Lawrence River in Quebec, and considered by a Canadian UFO investigator

to be possibly a portion of a very large interstellar device which came

into this solar system at an unknown tinl(; in the past.

Efforts have been made to determine to what degree any of these

claims might be fact~al. In the Spitzbergen ~ase, Mr. Finn Lied,

O:rector, Norwegian Defence Research Establisment, replied that the

only articles he knew of having been recovered in Norway have heen traced

back to rocket and satell i te hardware. ~lr. Tagc Eri KS50n, of the

Research Institute of National Defence, Sweden, replied that neither

the Swedish Air Force no' the Research Institute of National Uefence

ha~ at any tilne taken part in an investigation of a crashed UFO in

Spitzbergen or elsewhere. A lJ. S. Air rntelHgcncc Informatlon Report,

dated 12 "'~ptcmber 1952, revealed that the Norwegian ;,;overnment knew

nothing of such an object. l~e story apparently was the work of

a \Vest German reporter. It first appearClli n the C;erman n~wspaper

"Berliner Volksblatt" fol' 9 .July 1952. The original newspaper report

stated definitely that the silver discus-like body ~;lS 4R.8R m. in

diameter and made of an unknown metal compound; its meters and i nstnl

O'ents had Ru~sian symbols, and it appeared to have a range of some

30,000 km. SignIficantly, the aspects of this first report implying

that the vehic1~ wa~ of Russi an origin hnvc heen selectively neglected

b.v suoscquent writers, particularly those who urge nwt the claimed

wrecKilge is extra-t('l1'rostriul in origin. It ~e(,JllS \Hdl csta1J1isIH·,1

that thi~ story hus nc hasi~ in fact,

Reprcsenta ives of Ai r Force Project IHue Book claimed no knOldcdgc

of the disc fragment discussl'd by b.lwarus, \~h() claimed the succc~sfl.ll
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Air Porce; (2) a 1 lb. fragment from a 2 ft. diometcr glowing disk which 

was reportedly intercepted over W~~hington, D. C., in 1952; and (3) a 

3,000 lb. nJass of "strange metal" was found ahout 1 July 196f1, ill the 

St. Lawrence River in Quebec, and considered by a Canadian UFO investigator 

to be possibly a portion of a very large interstellar device which came 

into this solar system at an unknown time: in the past. 

Efforts have lH'cn made to determine to what degree any of these 

claims might be factJal. In the Spitzbergen case, Mr. Finn Lied, 

LLrector, Norwegian Defence Research Establisment, replled that the 

only articles he knew of having been recovered in Norway have been traced 

back to rocket and satelli te hardware. ~Ir. 'l'8ge Eri Ksson, of the 

Research Institute of National Defence, Swedcll, replied that neithcr 

the Swedish Air rorce no' the Research Tnsti tute of Niltionill flofence 

ha~ at any time taken part in £!n investigation of '" crashed UFO in 

Spitzbergell or elsewhere. A II. S. Air [lIteJ Hgenel' InformatIon Report, 

dated 12 ';'?ptcmber 1952, revealed that the Norwegian ;;overl1mE'nt knew 

nothing of such an object, l~e story apparently was the work of 

aWes t German reporter. It fi rs t appeared in the (;erman II-.!wspaper 

"Berliner Volksblatt" fo!' 9 .July 1952. The original newspaper report 

stated definitely that the silver discus-like body \\;IS 4R.88 m. in 

diameter and made of an unknown metal compound; its mc ters and ills t 1'u

",ents had Ru:,sian symbols, and it appeared to havo a rangc of some 

30,000 km. SignIficantly, the uspects of this first report implying 

that the vehid.., W!t~ of I(ussian origin hove 11eel1 sdt!ctiVt'ly lleglected 

b," sunscquent wI'iters, partieulal'ly those who urge thnt the claimcd 

wreckage .i5 extra-t(,l'l'ostrial in origin. It ~el'ms wdl cSt;1'J1isJH',l 

that thi~ story hus nc hRsi~ in fact. 

Reprcsel1ta ives of Ai r Force' Projcct HLlle Book claimed no knOldedgc 

of the disc fragment discussl'd by Edwards, who daillll'd thc ~lIcl'c~sful 
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scr.:;:ch fur this fragment was confirmed b: '... t. Cdr. Frank Thompson of

the U.S. Navy. 'The fragment, Selid to have been dislodged by gunfire

ft'Q~ II Na"y jet, re!'ortedly ff'll to the ground, where it \~as found,

still ~lc~ing. an hour later by lJ.S. military ground search ~rewg.

Reports of UFO events over WashingtoJ'l) D. C" in 1952 contain no

reference to such a gunfi TO i nci uent. I f such a fragment did ~xist

and was classified "Secret" as was claimed, its existence and where

abouts wculd not nect:ssarily be revealed to this project. A request

for official conFirmation that the claimed fragment did or did not

exist and does ot" does not er-ist was forwarded to U.S. Air Force

Headquarters. A reply wa~ received from .1. W. Clinton, by direction

of the Chief of Info'!"'~lation, [JE)partment of the Navy Mr. Clinton

indicated that a thorough search of all Navy record~ available failed

to reveal any account of ~ Navy jet fighter's encounter wHh an UFO

in .July 1952 or at any other time. Pe'chaps more significant, howe'let',

were the facts that Navy reccrJs of the year 1952 c~rried only one

Frank TIlompson, an individual who had retired from active ~ ty several

rears beforr 1952 with the rank of IH'utcnant, not Heutenant commander.

Navy fighters based near Washington were armed only for firing practice

conducted far out at sea over a restricted firing area. Navy aircraft

armcd with live ammunition, Mr. Clinton pointed out, wOllid 11<:l.vI",1 been

usurping nn Air roree function if they had been present over ~Jashington.

D. C., as interceptors. Mr. Clinton concluded: liThe incident is not

beyond the realm ~f possibility, but due to the nature of the Navy's jet

operations about the Washington, U. C. area at the ~ime, it was very

highly unlikdy."

The 3,OllO-lh. mas!' of nwtallic material from the St. Lawrence River

\"as the ,~ubjcct of several communlc,lttOll!; received hy tillS project. Among

thesl' W(!S a lett(~r from Mrs. Carol lIalfo}'d~Watkins, Sccretnry of the

Ottawa Nel' 3cil'nces Clul) (Project file 1326-P). The Club now has Ct l3tody
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of the specimen. The Club Jot's not claim that the pi eel' of met J I is,

in fact, part of a spaceship; h('\,evcr, its membL~rs dfJ not rej~r:t this

possibility. Mrs. Ilalford-Watkins generously offered samples of the

material fOT analysio;; and provided photographs of the object and a

deSC1"iption of detail! of the find and analys('~ of the materia.l. The

Canadian Arsenals Research and Developmc~~t l:stablishment (CAROE) had

examined the non-homogeneous material, nnd df>scribed it as high-munganesc

austenitic steel. CARVE personnel considered the material the nonnal

prt'dllct of a foundry, consisting of slag with semi-molten scrap

imbedded in it. The object was not believoJ to h<lvc fallen in the

location \~here it WaS fnUlld, which is ncar QUt~hec City, in a channel

of the St. Lawrence- Hiver which carries water only at high tide, for

there was no crater nor splnttered material in the vicinity.

A Qllebec newspaper had n'portt;)d that J. fiery ohject f<'11 out of

the sky with an accompa.nying sonic boo.n rocking the area, prior to

Jiscov(~ry of thl' massive metul in the riVl'r. ~km"crs of Ottawa New

:;ciences Club who investigated, howcver, \~crc ullablv to find anyone

in the area who had actually hl.'ard or seen the 0hject fall. Since 110

connection could be seen between the existcilce of this fllctal or slag

and the UrO question, no further analysis of tlH' Illated al \'}3:4 undertaken

by tne project. Thiswri ter examirlcd the metal! ic mus~ at ,)tta"',t and

agreed wi th the CAHIJE conclusion that i t \~a~ ordi nury foundry .... f1ste.

Examination of claimed evidence of any of the thrfc gelleral types

revealed 8 tendency of some pt!rsol1s to attriblltn to lIFO~ any tra~:\

material, or artifuct Which !'eemed utiu~ua1 flnJ ~trang~, even when there

had been no sighting of an UFO in thl' vicin.lty. The ~,OO(l lb. metallic

mass is Olle exarnple. ,\nother eXtllllph' WllS a ~round dcpl'c~;~' i ~I\ ilnd COtllwct

jng sy~tem of l:rookcd, thread-like tUIIIlC'ls founu near ~1Ilrli('J1~, I:ranee

on ~ ~18Y 19b7, and Tepc!rted in 1'118 FlUfll(1 i:au()e1" /,'eviel,! (lD(,7). The

radar c.huff "!:ipacl:: gra~~' uC'5cribeu abov(' .tisa illustrate..; this tCJ1Jcllcy.

~'etal spheres, (l foot or two in ditlllletlJr I hUVl' Rl~o been found in fi c IJ~

or \\'ood~ and reportrd as mysterious UP()~ or UF<'l e\,11.1(.'\1<;(.'. lhcH' hollow

~pheres actually nre turgets used to cali~rntc radar ~ets. One 5uch

object, not corsidered an "UFO" by the finder in this caSe, but arousing
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in fact. part of a spaceship; hCIHwer, its mel1l1lL~rs d'J lIot rl'jl'(~c this 

possibility. Mrs. lIalford-Watkins generously offered samples of the 
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M~tal spheres, (\ foot or two in dlal11ct '')r, hllVl' Rl~() bccn found in fit'ld~ 

or ,,'ooels and reportrd :J:; my~terious UP(h or UHl c\iiJt'nc~'. 11wH'110110w 

~phere5 actually I1re tHfRC'ts used to l:al i11rntc rlldar sets. One such 

object, not corsidered an "UFO" by the finder in this cast', but arousing 



I,'ideslln.'i"l i lItCl"l':-;t. IVdS flllllld (JII illl i\rkuJ\!4as f"l'JI\ OJ} 3 November H167. 'I'ne

:-;phcre had Iwen IlIalJlIfal'tlll'c'd by thl' llllivPfsnl Mct:ll Spinning (omrany of

,\lbl'querqllc. N. ~1. for tIll' Physical Scienre L:'boratory of New I.lexica State

lInivcrsit,v at Las Cruces. These spheres, accorJing to the manufacturer,

are made of aluminum, vary in diameter from :;-~/16 in. to 2R in., and are

deployeJ from aircraft. balloons, or rockets. In ordinary use, they

fall freel~', reaching a t~rminal velocity of about gO mph. 'r11ey ':Ire

normall!, dropped o:ily in ilninhahited regions. ',ueh sph~res, found in

Australia,wE't'c montioned in an tWo context by FJl.Vanls (191)7).

A 5 in. metal object found on il lawn in (,()lorado, neal a burned gpot

its own 5i :'.<: where i t ~i- i dc'ntly had struck wh i.1<' stl U hOl ~as thouRht

perhaps to have f;tllen from outer sJ1<ll"l' (luring the 11,ight, since it

wa~ nut on tlw lm,n whC'n it had bccn lnow('u the prpvlous day. This

object Wits C'a~;ily identified ilS tlt(~ pOWl'" lawn mower's r,luffJc~r..

Any nrtifact repoTted Iy round at thl~ ::1 te of :111 alleged UFO

landing, collision, or ('xplosioll pn'.·;cnh tile pritl,C'ry rrvbl,~m of ('~tah

1i. shi ng ,I rclnt i onsb i r between the :ITt Had :lnd the Uf.n, /luring thy

course of th i s ~,tudy reports 1'l.'l1ch j 1lP. tiS of I.'vents (rom IVh i <:11 such

artifacts mi~ht be n:covered have invnriahly /leon sdffj~.i.cntly vague

and un..::crtain to make doubtful the renl it>, of the rvent ,-,l'St:ri hed.

Analysis of the artifact il5 tlH.'n'forc 111l'nllinglc~js 11t1les~ the analysis

itself can demonstrate that the artifnct is not of (,<l'thly origin.

Sall'ple, of lllatC'rial \ycre suhmitted to this project from two frllortcd

events whid, oct~ll'rcd dUl'il1A Pl'o.il.'Gt opc.>ration. [II (ln~' ~~aSl> (42)

a tiny 1rt'e~ular piece of hin metul had rcportcdl:J hCl'n picked up

from amotl~ the h(,f.'r"c:ln tllh~ HIlII other earth ly dC'ln';,~ i It an area hcneath

tIll' ]'l'portL'd lDI~atiotl of fl hovel'jng liFO. p' IVil~ :>.lid tc have hccn

ri r:kcd up b'.'l'HllS('j t WHS the only olJ)cd in \'1)(' arCH t1wt thf' 10 ..' a 1

illVt'stiglltor l»llid not Id<'l1tify 1J111111~di;Jtc1y. i\11:lI)'si.-; showed the

sample to he l'Oll1POS(~d ell j "fly of I "Oil. No add It: onHl effort \~I1~ made
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to provt' that it was or wns not a picce of torrodeu metal can, for

project investigators S<.ll~ no reason to assume it was related to the

UFO. ever, if the reported UFO were real. In the other case,

two metal samples were submit-ted, through APRO headquart~rs, reportedly

fro~l the site of an UFO-automobile collision of 16 July 1967. One

of these, a tiny piece of thin, rolled metal, was shown by analysis

to be an alloy of magnesium, aluminum, and zinc. The other sample,

weighing several grams, was an iron--chToroium~-manganese alloy in

unworked, crystalline state. Large crystals extending from one surface

suggested th:s sample had solidified at the edge of a vessel from which

tile rest of the melt had been poured. Both of these materials could

be produced by conventional technology. Proof that they are residue

from a strange object would require demonstration that they were

actually found at the site; that they were not there prior to the reported

UFO event and could not have heen hrought there by the automohile or by

otllcr means subsequent to the event; that there was dependabl~ continuity

of custody of samples between discovery and analysis; and thut there

was, indeed, an UFO involved in the reported event. In other words, the

existence of these materials, since they are easIly prOducible by

earthly technology, can not serve as evidence that a strange flying

object collided with the automobile in question.

One case described at great length i.n UfO literature (Lorenzen, E'62)

emphasizes metal fragments that purportedly felJ. to earth at Ubatuba,

Sao Paulo, Brazil from an exp1odi~g extra-terrestrIal vehicle. The

metal was alleged to be of such extreme purity that it could not have

heen produced by earthly technolog'f. For that r01.son, this particular

material has bl~en widely acc1a1med as a fragmellt of an cxplod.?d flying disc.

Descriptions of the material' s origin and analyses occupy 4(':1agcs of the

Inrenzen book and the material is referred to in a high percentage of

UFO wri ti ngs. 'Ihese fragments of magnesium metal -- undoubtedly the
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most ;'=amous bits of physical evidence in UFO lore - - \~ere generouslr

loaned t'J '.:.he Colorado proj ect by Jim and Coral Lorenzen of APRO for

analysis.

The story which associated these fragmerlt-~, with an UFO is even more

tenuous than most UFO reports, since the observers could never be

identified or contacted because of the illegibi~ity of the signature o~

the letter which described the event. According to th~ account by

Olavo T. Fontes, M.D., a Rio de Janeiro society columnist wrote, under

the heading, "A Fragment From a Flying Disc"

We received the letter: "lJear Mr. Ibrahim Sued. As

a faithful reader of your column and your admirer, I wish to

give you something of the highest interest to a newspaperman,

about the flying discs. If you believe that they are reul,

of f~ourse. I didn't belie've anything said or published about

them. But just a few days ago I was forced to change my mind.

I was fishing together with some friends, at a place close to

the town of Ubatuba, Sao Paulo. when I sigh ... ed a flying disc.

It approached the beach at unbelievable speed and an accident,

i.e. a crash into the sea seemed imminent. At the last moment,

however, when it was almost striking the waters. it made a

sharp turr upward anJ climbed rapidly on a fantastic impulse.

We followed the spectacle with rn.r eyes, startled, when we

saw the disc explode in flames. It disintl3grated into thou

sands of fiery fragments, which foll sparkling with magnificent

brightness. They looked like firework5, despite the time of

the accident, at noon, i. e, at midday. Most of ... hese fragments,

almost RII, fell into the sea. But a number of small pieces

fell close to the beach and we picked up a large amount of

this material - which was as light as paper. I am enclosing

a sample of 1. t. I don't know anyone that could be trusted to
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whom I might send it for analysis. I never read about a

fIring disc being found, o~ about fragments or parts of a

saucer that had been picked up. Unless the finding was

made. by military authorities and the whole thing kept as

a top-secret subject. I am certain the matter will be of

great interest to the brilliant columnist and I am sending

two copies of this letter - to the newspaper and to your

home address."

From the admirer (the signature was not legible),

together with the above letter, I received fragments of

a strange metal .....

Following the appearance of this account, the claim was published

that analyses of tIle fragments, performed by a Brazilian g0vernment

agency and others, showed the fragments to be magnes ium of a purity

unattainable by production and purification techniques known to man

at that time. If this proved to be true, the origin of the fragments

would be puzzling indeed. If it could then be established that the

fragments had actually been part of a flying vehicle, that vehicle

could then be assumed to have been manufactt:red by a culture unknown to

man.

The first step in checking this claim was independent analysis

of the magnesium fragnlents, and comparison of their purity with

conunercially produced pure magnesium A comparison sample of triply

sublimed magnesium, simil~r to san~le5 which the Vow Chemical Company

has supplied l1'l requ~;t for at ] east 25 years, was acquired from

Dr. R. S. Busk, Resclrc!1 Director of the Vow Metal Products Dept., Midland,

~lich. Since it was .. ssumed that extremely small qlJ:lnUties of impuri-

ties would need to tie measured, neutron-al:tlvatioll analysis i'HiS selected

as the analytical method. Thp. samples were taken to the National Office

Laboratory, Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Oivision, Hun:au of Internal Revenue,
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dt \~hich the persollnel had no spcdal interest in the UFO question.

'l1H:' neutron irradiation am) galflmu spectrometry were personally ob

served by this ,.,.riter. The analysis was performed by Mr. Maynard .J.

Pro, Assistant Chief, Research and Methods Evaluation, and his associ

ates. Original irradiatLon data and gamma-spectrometer read-out tapes

are preserved in project files.

The material irradiated was a chip broken from the main fragment.

It wa.s immersed in Hel to remove surface contamination. After washing,

the sample presented a bright, shiny, metallic surface. The absence

of chlorine emis~ions in the gammn-ray spectra after neutron activation

showed both that washing had been thorough and that chlorine was not

present in the sample itself. '111e concentrations of eight impuri ty

elements were measured. Results are given in parts per million parts

of sample, with limits of error estimated on the basis of greatest
conceivable errOL The "UFO fragment" compared with the Dow material

as follows ~

Parts Per Million

Br;::.zil UFOElement Dow ~ig.----- :..._----------,-----

Al

:n
1I~

Cr

Cu

an
Sr

4.8 ± 0.5

not detected «5)
S. ± 1.

2.6 ± n.s
5 . ~) ± .12

0,4 :± 0.2

not detected

not detected

35.0 ± S.

not detected (~10)

500. ± 100.

not detected

.,2.0 ± 10.

3.3 ± 1.0

l(ll). + 20.

5 I") f). ~. I 0 () .
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~'n, AI, Zn, Hg, and Cr values were obtained from direct gamma

spectrometry and half-life measurement; eu, 8a, and Sr values were

obtained by gamma spectrometry after radiochemical separation of the

elements. In the latter cases, knOl.;n standard samples of these

elements were irradiated and analyzed concurrently with the specimen.

Results, within the limits of error indicated, should be quite

dependable. Since spectrographic analyses routinely performed on

purified magnesium show no other elements present at concentrations

of more than a few parts per million, the analytical results pre

sented above show that the claimed UFO fragment is not nearly as

pure as magnesium produced by known earthly technology prior to

1957, the year of the UFO report.

The neutron activation analysis also was utilized as a means of

checking the .nagnesium isotopic cOlltcnt. 1118 suggesti on had been

made (Jueneman, 1968) that the fragment might be composed of pure

Mg 26 , and therefore the magnesium isotopic content of this fragment

should be detemined. The sllggestion was based on assumed qualities

of su~h a pure isotope and on a density figure of 1.866 gm/ec, which

had been reported for the center of one of the magn~siurn pieces

"as determined in replicate using a Jolly balance" (Lorenzen, 19(2).

It is interesting that this figure was chosen over the density figure

of 1.7513 gmicc, also reported in the Lorenzen book, which was deter

mined at a US Atomic Energy Commission laboratory by creating a

liquid mixture in which the fragment would neither float nor sink,

and measuring the dens i ty of thp 1iqUlJ. 11)~ quantity of ~1g27 isotope

1 d b ' , '" 26 . ) 'I 27] I 'Ipro(uce y neutron actIvatIon L!V,~ ln, gammil jvg , as (e~ennlnc(,

by r,amma spectrometry after acti vation, showed that the Brazi 1 sampl c

did not differ significantly in Mg 26 isotope l'cntcnt from other mag

nesium samples.
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Although the Brazil fragment proved not to be pure, as claimed,

tile possibility r('mained that the material ~las unique. The hi~h content

of Sr ~as particulary interesting, since Sr is not an expected impurity

in magnesium made by usual production methods, and Dr. Busk knew of

no one who intentionally added strontium to commercial rr:agnesium.

The sample was, therefore, subjected also to a metallographic and

microprobe analysis at the magnesium Metallul'gical Laboratory of the

1)0\\' Chemical Company, through the cooperation of Dr. Busk and Dr. D. R.

Beaman. Again, all work was monitored by this writer. Microprobe

analysis confirmed the presence of strontium and showed it to be uni

formly distribut::·d in the sample (see Case 4 ). In all probabi Ii ty,

the strontium was added intentionally during manufacture of the material

from \I'll ich the sampl,~ came. Mctallographic examinations show large j

~longated magncsilu' ~rains, in~icating that the metal had not been

\,orked after ~ol idific:ation from the liquid or vapor state. Tt

therefor2 seems doubtful that this sample had been a part of a fabri

cated metal object.

,\ c1H.'~k of "(lI\' ~I('tallurgical Labo.ratory r ('cords revealeJ th~Jt,

o\'er th<.' )'C'ars, t11.s laborator) made experirr,c ntal hatdles of Mg alloy

"nLliJlil1t: from tl.l~> - ,W~u Sr. I\s early as 2; r'1arch 1940, it produced

:,700,\:;'1. ha\e l
, of ~I!.~ containing nominally the same concentration of

,<-;1' as \,:1S ~ol1l:till€'J II) the Llbatuba sample.

-';incc "nl;' :1 fe\,' grams of the Ubatuba rn:1gncslunl <IT'e known to exist,

and tl1l'sC (()(Ild 11\'(' I~:'en produced by common e8ftllly technology known prior
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~. Conclusion-,---
l11is project has found no physical evidence which) in itself,

clearly indicates the existence in the atmosphere of vchicle~ of

extraordinary -ature. Belief in the existence of such vehicles. if

such belief is held) must rest on other arguments.
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Chapter 4

Tndirect Physical Evidence

Roy Craig

1. Introduction

Reports of unidentified flying objects, particulaTly those reported

to have come quite close to the observer, frequently describe physical

effects due to the presence of the UFO. The most frequently claimed

effects are electric or electromagnetic in nature. They include unexplained

stoppage of automobile motors; failure of automobile headlights; inter

ference with radio, T.V., and electric clock operation; power failures;

magnetic field disturbances; and sudden temporary increases in ganuna

radiation levels. One publication (Hall, 1964) lists 106 UFO cases in

which electromagnetic effects are a significant feature of the UFO report.

Forty-five of these involve stalled automobile motors, generally accompanied

by headlight failurel

Physiological effects of UFOs are also frequent!y r~ported. They

include strange reactions of animals, feelings of pressure, heat, or

"prickly sensations," and, occasionally, lapse of consciousness by a

hllll\an observer.

While such physical or physiological effects are frequently reported,

they are not invariably a part of UFO reports. Some report stoppage of

the observer'9 automobile, while others chase the UFOs in their cars, the

operation of which is unimpaired. Our field teams also have noted that

strange anima: reactions, and even interference with telephone operation,

have been claimed in case~ in which the uro was later identified as a

bird or a plastic balloon. Such instances confuse the issue, but do not

prove that in other cases there is no relation between claimed unusual

physical and psychological effects and uro sightings.
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Claims of strange animal reactions or. unusual human sensations when

an UFO is near cannot be verified by examination of residual evidtilce,

for no physical evidence remains after the event. Certain physical effects,

however, might be expected to leave a detectable alteration in the affected

object, or a permanent record of an instrumented m~asurement of a physical

quantity. Attem?ts to find and examine such evidence are ~~ported in

this chapter.

One expected physical effect is noteworthy because of its absence.

In numerous reports, the UFO is ~een, visually or by radar, to be moving

at presumed speeds far exceeding the speed of sound, yet no sound,

particularly no sonic boom, is heard. Our present knowledge of physir.s

indicates that any material object moving through the atmosphere at such

speeds would neaessarily create a pressure wave in the atmosphere result

ing in a sonic boom. This expecteJ physical effect is discussed in

Section VI, Chapter 6.

2. Radiation Level Excursions

In 1952-53, Project Blue Book personnel investigated claimed corre

lations of visual sightings of UFOs with rapid rises of radiation counts

on radiation-dete~ting devices (Blue Book, 1953). The events allegedly

occurred near Mt. Palomar Observatory it October 1949, and at the Los

Alamos Scientific Laboratory in 1950, 1951, and 1952. Air Force lnvesti

gators examined their records and searched, as well, for reports of

unrecorded UFO sightings. They foun~ no evidence of UFO observations

which would correlate with the Los Alamos high-radiation occurrences.

The Blue Book investigators also reviewed a Navy report of the

October 1949 incidents at Mt. Palomar. According to the Air Force r~port,

on two occasions at ~lt. Palomar at the same time that radiation detectors

indicated a sudden burst of radiation, "personnel from the observatory

observed ~omething in the air."
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In one instance, according to the Navy repoyt, the observed object

was judged to have appeared similar to a bird. In the other the similarity

was to a formation of aircraft. There waJ strong indication that, what

evel the identities of the observed object, the observations and the

rldiation excursions were strictly coincidental.

No instances of radiatioll excursions coincident with UFO sif.htings

~ere leport~d to the Colorado project, which has therefore not had an

opportunity to study at firsthand any possible relationship between such

events.

3. Terrestrial Magneti£ Disturbances

PopUlar lore associates the presence of UFOs with local disturbances

of the earth's magnetic field. "UFO detectors" have been desiJ,.Ined to

sense such disturbances, sounding an alarm when a sudden change iT. th~

magnetic field alters the orientation of a magnet in the "detector."

OuTing the investigative phase of this project, an observer near

Denver, Colo., reported that his detector had sounded. lie telephoned

project headquarters to inform us that he hact sighted an UFO overhear

Responding to this call, project investigators drove to the scene and

observed a light in the daylight sky pointed out to them by the observe r.

They watched the light move westward at a rate later calcul~tcd to be

ISO/hr. Its coordinates during the period of observation were those

of the planet Venus.

The project attempted to verify repolts of the ~ssociation of

magnetic disturbances with UFU sightings in the Antarctic Juring the

period March~Septembcr 1965 (Project file 1257-\». In this effort the

ploject \"'l<; Rreatly assisted by Commander .Jehu Blade; of the NKOTC unit

at t.he University c."" Colorado. Cmdr.1l1adcs hacl serv.;;1J a::. c.ommanJing

offi~er of the U.S.Antarc:th: "wintering~oYer" party at ~kMu"'do Station

in 1965. Argentine newspapers had given ext.ensive cdVeroge tt.> a report

that on 3 July 1965 personnel of the Orcadas Naval Stution in the
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Antarctic observed the presence of a strange luminous body simultaneously

with a small deviation in the earth's magottic field. The episode lasted

for 40 min. Information from the British Antarctic Survey (Blades, 1967)

indicated t~at the British station at Deception Island had received

reports of moving colored lights seen from the Al'.'~entine station on

Deception Island on 7 June, 20 June, and 3 July 1965; from the Chilean

station on the latter two dates, and from the British station on 2 July.

An UFO observed by two men on 20 November 1965, at an Antarctic field

approximately 74° 30'S, 17 0 00'W, was judged to have been a radiosonde

bp.lloon launched from tIll' British station <.It Halley Bay.

Base Commander C. D. Wul ter, Of t11P. BritIsh base at LJeception 1sland

recalled receipt, during the early winter of 1965, of a variety of UFO

reports from the Argentine station. Reports subsequently I.:ame from the

Chilean stat jon. The phenomena seen by the t:hilcans Were reported as

being above the Argentine base, while those seen by the Argentinians

Were report~d as located above the Chilean base.

Mr. Walter reported that the one observation reported by a member

of the Bd tish base was mn.de by the cook at the base an,:l was looked upon

as rather a joke. 'l'hf"re also was P. suggestion th<tt practical jokes were

being played upon the commandant ofche Argentine base.

No UFO observations on Deception IslAnd were made by ~cientific

personnel. Mr. Walter also mentioned th nacreous cloud was observed

at the British Base F on the Argentine Islands on ,t .JlIly !:It the same

time as a defect developeJ in the magnl'tic instruments. While the instru

ment fault was soon corrected, misinterpreted radio reports of the

eV('nt may have led to UFO interpretations, :lI'J ('ven to claims of mag

netic effe~ts of the UfO.

Dr. Eril.:h Paul llcilm<\lCr, Director of the Astronomicul Observatory,

Cath0lic University of Chile, reporteJ that ubscrvutions of white luminous
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flying obj~cts, made by nine people at the Chilean "Presidente Aquirre

Cezda" Antartic base on 3 July 1965, were made by untrained persons,

and suggested t~at reports of the observations should be accepted with

reserve. The objects were said to have been seen for _0 minutes as they

crossed the SW end of Deception Island travelling at "full speed" in

a NW-SE direction, at 450 elevation.

According to Dr. Heilmaier's information, the phenomenon was also

observed at the British base and the Argentine station, and variations

of the magnetic field were recorded by magnetometers at the Argentine

station. Dr. Heilmaier was unable to supply details of th~se observa

tions.

Capt. Jose Maria Cohen, Argentine Navy, reported that the magnetjc

variations r~gistered on the Deception Island instruments were not OUL

side the limits of normal variation.

~1icrofi1m copies of magnetograms recorded at the Orcadas Observa

tory on 3 July 1965 were obtained and examined. ~he magnetic deviation

recorded during the reported UFO sighting was small, an order of magni

tude lower than deviations observed during magnetic storms, and we}l

within normal daily fluctuations. Consequently, we must conclude that

the 19b5 Antarctic expedition reports offer little convincing evidence

that an unidentified object caused a terrestrial magnetic disturbance.

Nu data which could serve as firm evidence that an UFO caused a mag

netic disturbance have been brought to our attertion.
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4. Autumobile Engine r-~alfunctioll anu jJeadljght Failure

Reports of temporary stalling of automobile motors by UFOs con

stitute one of the more puzz.ling aspects of UFO reports. The automobiles

are invariably reported to operate normally after the UFO leaves the

vicinity, and no permanent damage to the car's ignitio:l or lighting

system i~ indicated.

One explanation advanced for such effects has been that UFOs some

how ionize the air to such an extent that norlilal internal combustion is

prevented. This is considered unlHely because no concomitant physio

logical or physical cf~ects that su~h ionization would cause are reported.

~1echani.sms capable of short-circuiti.ng automobile electrical systems do

not take intu ac~ount the claim tllat normal operation resumes after depar

ture of the UFO.

There remains the hypothesis that automobile motors are stopped or

their performan(;c interfered wi til by nlugnet ic ficlJs a5sociated 'oli th

UFOs. To test this hypothesis, the project sought, as the fjrst step,

to determine the minimwn magnetic field strength that would cause motor

malfunction. Tests of the efhct of a high intensity magnettc field 011

individual components of an automobile 19nitioll system have been carried

out at a major national lab:.>ratory using an d~'ctromagnet capable of pr.Q

ducing a field up to 10 kg lkilogauss) across an area 9 in. in diam 0 ter.

The engineer has requested that his identity lIot be disclosed ill tins

report. At a meetlng sponsored by the pruJect ill Boulder, he presented

his experimental results. lie used a simplified simulated automobile

ignition s~'steJl\, pladng eacll L:OmpOlll'llt ill tUl'll in the magnetic field,

h'hich was illcreasi.'d slowly from-·"':(} kg. lhl' Ji:·,trU'lltor was turned by

an l' lectril~ motor out s i uc the JIIugllc't ic f i cJ u. III i resul ts are show)'

in Tabl e 1.
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Table 1

.._---:-.:-=============:===========._-- ._---
_I_t_e_m_i_n;....;.r..;;i..;;e••l,.;,d ._~F..;;i:..e::..:l:..:d=_=lJ:..:i:..:r:..:e:..:c::... t:.,:l:..:"o:.,:n..::.-_ Ef fee t s--------.....:..;,;..:. ._----
Spark Plug

Spark Plug

Coil (Steel

Container)

Coil (Aluminwll

Containe:-)

Lead acid battery

.dth resistive

load ( IA curre~t)

Light

Coaxial with arc

Perpendicular to arc

Perpendicular to center

line

Perpendicular to center

line

Parallel to battery

plates

Parallel ~nd perpendic

ular to filament

Slightly brighter spark

Muved arc to side of

electrodes, 20 kilogau~s

did not stop arcing.

Occasionally interrupted

spa~k at 20 kilogauss.

Spark started missing

at about 4 kilogauss,

stopped at 17 kilogaus~.

Voltage dropped from

12.3 at zero field to

12.0 volt at 2U kilo

gauss.

No effect 011 brightnes!'

or current (r., sistance)

up to 20 kilogauss.

The spark plug was at atmospheric pressure with Ii lIormal gap of about

0.025 inches.

Two coils were uSt::d, a J2V <llwninum-cased coil, \~ithout a voltag~

Jropping resistor, typical of European cars, and D 0V steel-cased coil of

American lIlanufa~ture. The iron core of the aluminum-cased coil saturated

at 16 kg. When the core is saturated, the charging current does not change

the magnetism enough to generate a high voltage. The steel casing of the

bV coU apparently proviJeJ enc ugh magnetic shielJing to extend the satura

tion point to something greater than 20kg. external field.
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load ( lA current) 
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ular to filament 
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electrodes, 20 kilogau~s 

did not stop arcing. 

Occasionally interrupted 

spa~k at 20 kilogauss. 

Spark started missing 

at about 4 kilogauss, 

stopped at 17 kilogaus~. 

Voltage dropped from 

12.3 at zero field to 

12.0 volt at 2U kilo

gauss. 

No effect on brightnes~ 

or current (r,sistance) 

up to 20 kilogauss. 

The spark plug was at atmospheric pressure with a normal gap of about 

0.025 inches. 

Two coils were us~d, a ) 2V ~ ltuninul11-cased coil, \d.thout a vol tag~:

Jropping resistor, lyp:l.;al of European cars, and u 0V stccl-caseJ coil of 

American manufa.;ture. The iron core of the aluminum-cased coil saturated 

at 16 kg. Whell the core is sat uratecl, tilt:! charging current does not change 

the magnetism enough to generatt' a high voltage. The steel casing of the 

bV coil apparently proviJed encugh magnetic shielding to extend the satura

tion point to something greatc]' than 20kg. external field. 
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If we accept these measurements, they indicate that a car with its

ignition coil in a steel container (standard in cars of American manu

facture) would continue to operate in magnetic fields less than 20 kg.

llowever, since the entire ignition system is shielded by the steel hood

and body of the car, it is apparent that very intense magnetic fields

external to the ~ar would be required if automobile stoppage should be

due to magnetic effects.

Rather than attempt to assess the probability that intense magnetic

fields are generated by UFOs, or to calculate hypothetical fi~ld inten

sities at variab.lc distances from an UFO, we chose to test the magnetic

field hypothesis by looking for direct evidence that automobiles repor

tedly affected by the presence of UFOs had in fact been subjected to the

effects of a magnetic field that was sufficiently intense to cause motor

malfunction. Magnetic mapping of car bodies as a means Qf obtaining

information about the magnetic history of an automobile was suggested

by Mr. Prederick J. Hooven, formerly of the Ford Motor Company, and now

Adjunct Professor of Engineering Science at the Tha)'cr School or Engin

eering, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.Il. Mr. Hooven and members of the

General Parts Division of Ford Motor Company, notably Mr. David F. Moyer,

manager of advanced manufacturing engineering, applied the magnetic

mapping technique to an automohile that had allegedly been directly

beneath an UFO for several minutes. During that time, the driver report

edly could not acc~lGrate the ~utomobile, which seemed to be moving under

th~ control of the UFO. Residual radio and car instrument. malfunctions

also were claimed. The full study of this case, carried out at the

expense of the Ford Motor Company, is reported as Case 12. A summary of

the l1IagJl'~tic signature aspects of the case is presr:?nted by ~1r. Hooven as

fo 1101~s :

When a piece of ordinary low-carbon 9tcel, such as automotive

sheet metal, is stressed b?yond the elastic lind t, as in forming

or st:rctching, it becomes "work-hardened" to an extent sufficient
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to enable it to retain a substantial degree of permanent

magnetism. Thus, it ordinarily will retain a substantial

portion of the earth's magnetic field as it existed at the

time of forming. This can easily be demonstrated by ham

mering a nail on an anvil, with the nail pointing north/

south, which will result in permanently magnetizing the

nail in the direction of the earth's field.

The external sheet metal parts of an automobile, such

as the door panels, hood, deck lid, roof, and minor body

panels, are orJinarily formed under conditions that remain

constallt for the duration of the yearly model, and often

for t~ree or four years. Thus, the parts of a given make

and model car are all likely to have corne from a single

source, or at the most two sources, no matter ·"here the

car is assembled. The dies that form these parts orJluarily

remain un~~sturbed during the service life, subject to

repeated blows that cause them to become magnctizcJ by the

magnetic field of the earth, and forming parts that all

take on a similar pattern of magnetism.

Other processes that leave their magnetic imprint on

the sheet metal parts of the car, are the use of magnetic

lifting devices, spot.,welding, and (where used) \:hrolilc"

plating~ with the result that each make anJ model c<lr has

a p<lttern of magnetism retained in its sheet motal r<.'rts

that is as (\istinctive of that make and moud as a finger

print is of an individual.

This characteristic was utilized in the tests reported

in Case l~, as a suggested technique whereby vehicles could

be examined for some indi~ation of th~ir history so far as

magnetic environment is cc.mcerned. The vehi.cle wa:- carefUlly

mapped with a magnetometer, and the compl~x pattern of mag

netic remanence WRS compared with that of three other vehicles

of thp. same mS13, model, and year cho~en at random. It proved
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to be identical to two of them; it was established that

the third had been wrecked and repaired.

It was not established by these tests just what

strength of magneti~ field would be required to change

the establis~led pattern of the production vehicle, but

it is obviously a greater amount than a car experiences

in the normal course of it~ life. It was likewise assumed

that this value would be smaller than any field capable

of interfering with the car's operation.

Since the magnetic pattern on the tested car was

substantially unchanged from new, it was concluded on

the basis of the above assumptions that the car has not

been subject to any ambient magnetic field, either uni

directional or alternating, of sufficient intensity to

interfere with its normal functioning. This would have

been sufficient to conclude that the permanent magnets in

the car could not have been demagnetized, as was at firs~

5uspected, without the necessity of remOVing the instruments

for testing, since any field that would have affected the

permanent magnets in the car would have been sufficient to

change the retained magnetism in the car's sheet metal.

Magnetic effects have been considered to be the most

plausible causes of reported automob:lle malfunctioning in

UFO encounters, anJ the magnetic-mapping technique offers

an effective means Jf determining whether or not a given

vehicle has been subjected to intense fields. It does not

provide information respecting other possible environmental

causes of vehicle malfunctiJn.
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Mr. Hooven's assumption that the minimum strength of magnetic

field required to change the established magnetic pattern would be

smaller than any field capable of interfering with the car's operation

has been verified by a test with 1 kg. field. A magnetron magnet was

passed over specified points on the front deck of a 1962 Chevrolet

Corvair, and the alteration in magnetic pattern was noted. A 0.4 em.

paper tablet was kept between the magnet and the car deck to prevent

physi~al contact. The maximum field strength penetrating the tablet

was measured with a Bell "120" gaussmflter. with Model T-1201 probe,

and was found to be 1 kg. (one inch away from the tablet, ""hich was

held against the magnet poles, the maximum field was measured as 235 g.).

The vbserved alterations in magnetic pattern are shown in T~ble 1

which gives the directioT:s a compass needle pointed when the compass was

placed on the selected test points 6 in. apart located as shown in

Fig. 1. The measurements aljo demonstrate both the permanence of

pattern alteration and alteration due to bending and straightening of

the car deck. The car was facing 1800 T. dUling all measuremenrs.

The third and fourth columns of Table 1 show definitely that the

passage of I-kg. magnetic field completely determines the residual

magnetic pattern. Subsequent co~pass readings, except for unexplainea

anomaly at point 29, show the last alteration to be the one retained.

The car under study was involved in a collisioll on 21 August. Figures

in the right column of Table 1 show the magnetic pattern after straight

ening and repainting. All compass readings shown are accurate to within

2
0

_3°. Each set of rc~dings was recorded without reference to prior

readings, with which they were compared only subsequently. The repro

ducibility, in most cases, is surprising. When test points were ncar

sharp changes in magnetic orientati0n, a slight error in point relocation
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Table 1

I I
Compass Readings 18 July 1968 Subsequent Compass Readings

';f"ter passage After passage

Test Point Original of magnet. N of magnet, N 5 August 15 August After collision

Number pole on E side Dole on Wside and repair

of point of point

25 I 29 295 68 66 68 60

13 38 275 80 78 78 70

26 349 27S 89 I 90 89 44

27 10 275 91 90 90 67

28 -,-. 280 8S 72* 67 53""""
29 1 - 265 85 52* 39 1.!..)

3D

I

13 I 271 76 12* 10 :-'52

I31 b 305 26 355* 7 3

1
...

*~fter readings ~ere taken on 18 July, the magnet was brought to Area A and

twi3ted over it. The altered readings for points 28-31 on 5 August can be

assumed to b_:,w' been altered 18 .July b;- the nearness of the magnet to these

points. (See Fig. 1) (It was not noticed how close the magnet was to these

points. Estimated minimum is 2 to bin.)
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would cause wajor variation in compass readings, Such slight locution

error probably accounts for the lack of agreem~nt in the 5 August an~

IS August columns of Table 1, which shows data taken to test the perma

nency of a pattern previou5ly scrambled by twisting the magnet over the

area. Points A.-l through A-12 are specific points 1 in, apart on each

of two parallel lines .2 in. apart within Area A. The agreement of the

two right columns shows both that the test points were acc:.urately relo

cated a!',.. that the pat tern was retabcd.

While we did not determine the minimum maf~n(:tic field which WQulli

~lter the car pattern, an indication that its value would be only a few

gaus~ is given in data shown in Tables 1 uno 2, and Table 1 is

included here for that reason.

As seen in Table :5, 5 August readings were si.gnificunt ly oj ffc~'ent
frfJln the original values for all points ot:ler than Ib and 18. After the

originaj values were determined on 18 July, the magnet had been passed

directly over point 13 and within an inch of pOil't Y (111c mu~net was

passed over points 1-8 invariable orientation, showing initially that

the patterl1 was thus changed. The data for passage ov~r points 25~3l

were chosen for presentation in Table 1 because of the ob~ervable

deterrninatioll of residual orip.ntation.) These passes of the magnet,

plUS its p~ssage over Area A, apparently altercJ the mUfTIctic pattern

at all points whh:h were less than a foot from tho magnet (note a Itcred

values on 5 August f01' points 9-15 in Tablo :;, points 28-31 in Table 1).

More predse quantitative tests of the effect of magnetic fields of

varying strength on the residual magnetic pattem of automobiles would be

interesting. The above tests, however, show that a 1 kg. Hell! is more

than adequate tr ,itcr this pattern pormanently.

One case of reportod car- stoppage, OCCUlTing during the term of tile

l:olorado p··oject. wus studied ill the field (Case .W) u~ing a simple

\.'ompuss uf good q\lullt>'. The corrcsponJence of tnllgnctic signatuTl: of

the uffectc~ car witll that of A comparisop car of the same make and model

in a diffcl'(lnt geogral'hh;1l1 location was 5~riklng. The (,;orrcspondencc

showed thut the Eluto01obill,3 in qUPlstion had not been suhjeded to II nltlg

netic field of high intensity.
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the patterl1 was thus changed. The data for pas,;age OWl' point~ 25-31 

were chosen for presentation in Table 1 because of the ob~;crvable 

determination of residUal orip.rltlltion.) These passes of the magnet, 

plus its passage ovel' Area A, apparently altered the :na!:llctic paUl-rn 

lit all points which were less than a. foot from the magnet (note a I tored 

values on 5 August ±'Ol' points 9-15 in Table :;, points 28-31 in Table 1). 

Mere precise quantitative tests of the effect of magnetic fields of 

vllrying strength on the residu:tl magnetic pattol'n of automobiles woulJ be 

interesting. The above tests, how1wer, show that a 1 kg. flelJ is more 

t han adequate tf ;. iter thi s pattern permanent ly. 

One COlse of reportl.Jd car stoppage, OCCUlTing Juring the term of trw 

\:olorlldo p··oject. wus studied ill the Held (Ca,e .W) u~ing a simple 

compass of good qllUlit>'. The correspolHlonce of iJl<lgl1ctlc sigl1aturt: of 

the affectell car with that of II comparisO)1 car of the ~amc make and model 

in a diffcnlllt geographh;al location was s~rikJ.ng. The <.:orrcspondencc 

showed that the automobile in qUP\5tion had not been suhjected to II nw&

netic field of high intensity. 
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Magnetic mapping of the bodies of au.omobiles involved in particularly

puzzling UFO reports of past years, such as Lnc November 1957 incidents at

Levelland, Texas, would have been most desirable, but the cars were no

longer available for study.

The technique is simple and would be quite useful to any field team

studying an event in which stalling of a car by an UFO 1s claimed. Inves

tigators should interpret the results with caution, however, since denting

and straightening of the car body does alter the magnetic signature. As

demonstrated in the test reported above, the signature al&~ can be changed

easily with a simple horseshoe magnet.

5. Une~.lainedElectric rowel' ~!1terruptions

(This section prepared by Mr. R. J. Low)

A listing of electrical power interruptions from 1954 through 1966

appears as AppenJix t of the Federal Power Comnjssion report, Prevention

of Po\~er r·ailures. This list contains Ilone of the 15 cli:;turbanCc5 of

power systems tabulated in The UFO f..'uidence (NfCAP, 1964), and its ~1Jpple

ment as having been coin~idental ~ith slghtings of UFOs ne~r the affected

power systems.

The 148 power interruptions llsted i J1 the resume are i.hose "which

·...'ere sufficiently important to gain publici ty." S1 nee none of the: reportpd

UFO-related power failur~s tabulated by NICAP is reflected in the FPC

resume, we may Lonclu,:t: that nmH.~ of them was (if mujor pUDlic consequence.

This is also apparent f-:m the Jcscriptions of the incidents given by

the authors nf :J'tw 1/1:-'0 El'idel1c!c.

Rather than investigate eVt'nts that, from the standpoint of power

systems op2ratil)ns and impact 011 the public, wert not significant, it

app08red more fruitful to determine whether there were power failures

that could not be satisfactorily explained. TI0 FPC report for the 13

years from 1954 throug~ 1966 includes ~ total Qf 148 failures. In th,ce

instances although the events that 1n~tillted the disturbances were :(dcnt

ifi€cl, the c:auses are list(~d as "unknr>\m". In one case (Los i\n&.dl~5;

19 July 19bb) , the event is described: "Breaker Operations (~ause
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Unknown"; in the second (Chicago, 22 Nov. 1!:J6b) "Transformer Relay

Operation - Cause Unknown"; and in the third (Austin, Texas, 14 Dec.

19(6): "Lines Tripped Out - Cause Unknown." It has not been suggested,

so far as ~e are aware, that these outages are related to UFO sightings.

~o sighting is listed in the Colorado project's printout of sighting

reports for 19 July or 22 November; a sighting recorded for 14 December

occurred elsewhere.

An FPC Order No, 331, issued 20 December 1966, requires all entities

engaged in the generation and transmission of electric power to report

signi~icant interruptions of bulk power supply to the CO~Rission. Through

12 JlU Yb7, S2 power interruptions were reported in accordance with

C . 331.

Of the 52, three were not explained. These are, together with the

explanator)' material given, the following:

Tennessee Valley Authority, 2S February 1967 -- A high

temperature detector removed a transformer from service

at Johnson City, Tenn. No damage was'1pparent and when

restored to service the transformer continued to function

nonnall)". Loads of 36,700 kw. were interrupted for 36

mir:.

~arolina Power &Light Company, 1 May 1967 -- 25,000 kw.

of load in the city of Rocky Mount, N.C., was interrupted

for about 1 hr. when the 110 kw. bus at the Rocky Mount

substation tripped. Cause of the interruption is unknown.

Pennsylvania Power &Light Company, 12 June 1~G7 -

Approximately 78,000 customers and 163,000 kw. of load in

Lycoming ano Schuy lki 11 counties were interrupted at 2: 01 p.m.,

EDT, when a 330 kv. lightning arrester failed on a 22U/b6 kv.

transformer bank at Frackville SUbstation. The failure

occurred during clear weather and the cause WJ.S unknown.

Service was re;:;tored to 113,000 kw. within 15 min. and to the

remaining 50,000 kw. within 24 min.
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Eight UFO sightings are recorded in the project's printout on the

date of the first outage, none of them in Tennessee; three on the date

of the second, none in North Carolina; and one, not in Pennsylvania, on

the date of the third.

The causes of power failures are usually Dot announced until after

the period of most intense public interest has passed. Although usually

the cause of the wtage wi 11 be traced very quickly, power officia Is may

be and often are reluctant to make prompt announcement of it, for fear

that subsequent analysis will reveal the initial conclusion to be in

correct. Occasionally, it is several days before the cause is located.

The pUblic, however, begins to lose interest in what happened very soon

after power is restored, so that circumstances of outages, because they

can be determined inuneJiately, are usually reported more fully and

covered more prominently than their underlying cause~.

J. L. McKinley, Manager of System Operations, Public Service Company

of Colorado, assisted us with the technical ilspects of the study of

possible UFO-related electric power system failures. As a member of the

i\orth Amel'ican Power Systems lnterc':mnection Commi t tee, Mr. McKinl ey is

con~rned I'i th and informed about all a.spects of power generation,

transmission, and distribution in the local area and in the nation as

a whole. We asked him whether there are power outage5, the underlying

I.:uuse of which relllain:"i unexplained. In:. letter dated 11 October 1967 ,

he answered as follows:

I am not aware of any major pOI'icr disturbances the

causes of which ure concealed behind a cloak of mys

tery. When I-Ie say that a 'C.lUSC is unknown', we mean

that we have not found. aft~r reasonable inspection,

physical evidence of the cause. For ~xamplc, a trans

mission line faults, circuit breakers 0l;en, anJ the

relays sensing the fault causing the tripout show a

ground target, which means that one of the phase

conductors has be en grounded. If the faul t is instan

taneous fro 'n a lightning str;kc, the cirCUIt brcakers

\\'i 11 clos~'. restoring the line 1/1 scrvi ce. If the

faul t is permanent the cireui t bl'cakcl's wi 11 c1os(~ and

Eight UFO sightings are recorded in the project's printout on the 

date of the iirst outage, none of them in Tmulessee; three on the date 

of the second, none in North Carolina; and one, not in Pennsylvania, on 

the da~e of the third. 
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causes of which are concealed behind a cloak of mys

tery. When He SllY that a 'C..lUSC is unknown'. we mean 

that we have not found, aftcl' rcasonabh' inspection, 

physical evidence of the cause. For exampl<:, a trans

mission line faults, circuit breakers o);en, and the 
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again open. In either event an inspection will

result; in the case of the li~htning strike, some

physical evidence of the strike may be evident;

in the case of the permanent fault, the cause will

be found, perhaps a tree has fallen into the line,

etc. If no physical evidence is appal'ent upon in

spection, a subsequent breakdown of some component

may result, improper functioning of control or

protection equipment may b<' found on routine test'5,

or, if the swne fault occurs frequently, a much

more intensive effort will locate tho cause. Some

times large birds wIll cause transmission lines to

trip and it is very difficult to find evidence of

physical damage, the dead bird or feathers, etc.

being the only evidence.

Equipment failures causing power outag~s are usually

very easy to locate unless such outages result from

the malfunctioning of the IT,ore sophisticated types

of control or protection devices. Then specialized

technicians must resort to extensive testing of the

performance of these devices.

The Rocky t-loulltain Power Pool at Casper meeting on 13 June 1967,

the North American Power Systems Interconnection Committee meeting at

Vancouver, B.C. on 17-18 July 1967, and the Western Operating Committee

meeting at Boise on 25-26 July 1967 were asked whether there is reason

to suppose that some power interruptions nrc caused by or related to the

appearance of UFOs. None of these experts replied ill the affirmative.

In Incident at Exeter' (Fuller) 1966)) the l1l[lssiv(~ power failure in

the Northeast of 9 November 1905 is described as follows:

The blackout caused by the failure of the Northeast Power

Grid created one of the biggest mysteries in the history

of modern civilization ...

By November 11, 2'he New York Time8 was reporting that the

Northeast was slowly struggling back toward normal, but that
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the CClU;iC of the bl~ICk(Jut \~as st i II ulIknown. /\uthoritics

frajlkJ) iHlmi tted thelt there was 110 ~ls~;urancc whatever

that the incredible blackout coulu Ilot occur again, with

out \\Cirning.

There \~as a curious lack of physical Jamagc ... only Ll few

generators wen:' out of act iOIl as il resul t of the power

failuH', !lot :.l l'UUSL'. hh;!t's lIlorl' , the utiiitics'Jerc

ablL' to 1'1.'5 to 1'1.' sl'l'vicv wi til the exact same equipment,

that h'as ill usc at t!le t illlV uf the blackout. What happened

that night hllS 1lot 0111)' far frail! llorroCJI; it was mystifying.

1£ there had been a 11Il'l'h:ll1il':l1 fJal'l, a fire, a breakdowlI,

a ::.ho1't cin:uit, J tupplil1g trullSlllissiull tower, the cau~c

1'01.111..1 hav(' beell quickly ~1I1J easily dctcl.:ted. Mechanically,

hOhC\'l'l', the sySh,\JIl a:-; :1 whole W:1S ill perf('ct repair b~fore

anJ aftl'r the failure.

IIi 11 iam II. I\l1[)l'1 t, of halki 11, N. ') ., j S Olll' of the thOUSdlHls

uf lint' patrol observers 1'1110, uCl~ordillg to '/'he Nev) Y01,k 'L'imes

hl'l1t intl) 'lI.:ti\111 to lry to discover the trouble. Ill' js

t;-.pical of all t}1l' others. 1((;0 flew over tile lines of the

Central Iltlllsl)l1 l;as and Ucctri I.' CorpoJ'atioll at daybreak

'ift-.:r the bbckout. Cruis:ing closl' to treetop JeveJ, }~l'

~hl.'ckl'd \\ire~, ll.:'>ulators, cross ilnllS 3m! $tructUH'S of the

hi~h-1Hwcr tr,lI1sl11issioll 1i flCS. lie looked for trees, branc!H.'s

\\ h i L 11 I1l i ght 11 av(.' fa 11 ell 0 Vl' r t Ill' \oJ j r L' S • "Ivc 100 kc J f UT

troubll' ., but l'oulJn't find allY at ;111," IIC' sCliJ.

1\0bl.'1't l;illl1a, Clwirrnilll of the' !\OL']H'stcr [illS :LIlli 1',l(.'dric

l:orpol'atioll. saId that h;s uUlit) had been receiving

~UL1, LlL1tl "'\\.. under ;m agl'l'l\IlIl'llt \v i til the 0iC\'i York. St at (

1'0\\1.'1' i\L1tllOrit)" 1~11ich operate:, 11le hyJroclcl.:tJ'ic plants

at :'o;l;lgUl':l r;all~. "SUJJclllYI I~t' Jidll't have it," hl' said.

"\\1: JUI1't kI10\~ what happencLI tll the .2UO,OUO kiluwatts. It just

h'(lSll't tht>rL'. 'I

Tlw diffi(ulty \~a~ tran,'d to ,I !'Ch1ote-L:OI,tl'olll'd substation at Clar,N.Y.,

IlL'Jl' S)'raCU5l', \\here, al"\~O'L\il1g to Mr. FUller, all \VaS fOllllU to he in oruer.
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"Sulllcthing else happened outside Syracuse, however, which was noted

briefly in the press, and then inllneuJutcly Jropped without follow-up

conUllent," uLcoruing to the Fuller account. The "something el se" was

the sighting of a huge red ball of brilli.ant intensity about 100 ft.

in diameter just over the power lines near the Clay substation. The

reported observation by a private flight instructor and his student

passenger was made from a plane approaching Hancock Field, Syracuse.

Five persons, according to Fuller, including Robert C. Walsh, Deputy

Commissioner for the Federal Aviation Agency, reported this UFO

sighting, which was said to have occurred at 5:16 p.m., the moment

the outage commenced. Observations of other unusual aerial objects,

according to Mr. Fuller, were reported from New York City, N.Y., West

Orange and Newark, N.J., Philadelphia, Pa., Holyoke and Amherst, Mass.,

and Woonsocket, R. 1. Here is author Fuller's cone! usion:

In spite of the lengthy Nport issued by the FCC, (sic)

the Great Blackout has still not been adequately explained.

Ostensibly, backup Rday #Q-29 at the Sir Adam Beck gener

ating station, Queenston, Ontario. was evelltually p.inpointed

as t~e SOUrce of the massive failure. But further investi

gation, hardly potcd in the press, showed that nothing in the

relay was broken when it was removed for inspection. In

fact, it went back into operation normally when pO\~er was

restored. The line it Was protecting was totully undamaged.

"Why did everything go berserk?" Life Magaline asks in an

article about the blackout. "Tests on the wayward sensing

device have thus fur been to 110 avail." A later statement

by Arthur J. lIarris, a supervising engineer of Lhe Ontario

Hydroelectric Commission, indicated that the calise was still

a 11Iystery. "AI though the bl~:.:kout has bet'n traced to the

tripping of a drcuit breaker at the Sir Adam Beck No.2

plant, it is practically impossible to pinpoint the ini tial

cause." M, late as January 4, 1966, The New York Timee in a

follow-up story inJicated a series of questiulls regarding

the prevention of future blackouts. The new items says:
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Commissioner for the Federal Aviation Agency, reported this UFO 

Sighting, which was said to have occurred at 5:16 p.m., the moment 

the outage conunenced. Observations of other unusual aerial objects, 

according to Mr. Fuller, were reported from New York City, N.Y., West 

Orange and Nel<'ark, N.J., Philadelphia, Pa., Holyoke and Amherst, Mass., 

and Woonsocket, k. I. Here is author Fuller I s conclusion: 

In spite of the lengthy Nport issued by the FCC, (sic) 

the Gn:at Blackout has sti 11 not been adequately explained. 

OsteJl~ibly, backup Rday #Q-29 at the Sir Adam Beck gener

ating station, Queenston, Ontario. was evelJtually pinpointed 

as t.1e source of the massive failure. But further investi

gation, hardly IH)ted in the press, showed that nothing in the 

relay was broken when it was removed for inspection. In 

fact, it went back into operation normally when pOl"er was 

restored. lbe line it was protecting was totally undamaged. 

"Why did everything go berserk?" Life Magatine asks ill an 

articl", about the \Ilackout. "Tests on the wayward senSing 

device have thus far been to no avail." A later :;tatcmcnt 

by l\rtl1ur J. lIarris, a supervising engineer of the Ontario 

Hydroelectric ConL1lissioll, indicated that the cause was still 

a mystery. "AI though the b l;o;:kout has bC'~n tru<.:cJ to tile 

tripping of a circuit breaker at th", Sir Adam Deck No.2 

plant, it is practically impossible to pinpoint the initial 

cause." A5 late as Januury 4, 19M>, The Ne-w YOr'1< Timee In a 

follow-up story inJicated a serles of qu\.!stiulls regaruJ ng 

the prevention of future blackouts. The new items says: 
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"These questions more or less are related to the cause, still

not fully understood, of last November's blackout. .. "

The A.PoRoOo BuLletin of November-December 1965 expresses a similar

view of the events of that night.

Finally, in testimony before a sympos ium on UFOs conducted by the

House Comnli ttee on Science and Astronaut ics on :2~ July 1968. Dr. James

E. McDonald referred to the possibility that UFOs might have caused the

power failure.

Let us now examine the FPC report. Volume I states that "the

Commission IS initial report. publ ished Decemr;er 6, 1965. pinpointed the

initiating cause of the interruption as the operation of a backup relay

on one of the five main transmission lines taking power tc Toronto from

Ontario Ilydro's Sir ,'\dam Beck No.2 Hydroelectric Plant on the Niagara

River. This relay, which was set too low for the load which the line

~'as carrying. disconnected the line." Volume iiI gives a detailed

chronology (to the hundredth of a second) of the events following the

initial tripout of Q-29, as follows:

The initial event was the opercJtion of i.l backup relay at

Beck l,enerating Station which openeJ circuit Q29BD, one of

five 23U-kv. circuits connecting the generation of Beck to

the Toronto-Hamilton load area. Prior to the opening of

circuit Q29BU at Beck, these circuits w~re loaded with Beck

generation plus almo;,;t 500 megawatts of power flowing to Bed;

over the two tie lilles from New York State. Of this SUU

megawatts, about 300 megawatts were scheduled for usc in

Ontario and the remaining 200 megawatts were in replacement of

power flowing from the Saunders plant into New York at Massena.

The loading on Q2~BIJ, bas~d on digital computer flows and

(.·xRmination of the Beck Station tie lille and totalldIlg

graphic charts, W35 indicated to be 3bl meguwatts at about

0.93 power factor Bnd a voltage of 248 kv. This pickUp

setting was, therefore, in excess of the indicated average

line loading. The precise cause of the backup relay cncr

gization is not known. A momentary and relatively small

change in vol tage might have been responsible as th(~ pi dup
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over the two tie lines from New York State. Of this SUU 
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graphic chnt·ts, W<I:l i.ndicated to be 3bl lIwguwatts at about 
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gization is not known. A momentary and relatively small 

change in voltage might have becil responsible as the pickup 
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setting is inversely proportional to L.le square of the

voltage . Alternatively the Hile megawatt loading could have

increased slightly above 361 megawatts due to a change in

system loading or a change in tap position of the phase

shifting transformer at Saunrl~rs, St. La"rertce. Shortly

before circuit Q29BD tripped, a tap setting change had

been made in such a direction as to increase the power

flow. In any event the pickup setting of the line backup

relay was reached and the circuit opened at the Heck end.

The opening of circuit Q29BD res~lted in the sequential

tripping of circuits Q238W, Q258W, Q24BD, and Q30AW. After

the opening h_' the first two circuit>;, determined by an

cveilt recol'Jer at Beck, the osdl1ograph at Beck started and

cs tab lished the sequential openings of cireui ts Q2SBW,

Q24BD, anJ Q30AW.

The opening of the five Beck 23U-kv. circuits occurred

over a period of 2.7 seconds, during which the initial flow

of sao megawatts fro~ the western New York area toward Beck

rp.versed and reached all estimated value of about 1,200 mega

''''atts into western New York for a total cllange of 1,700

megawatts. This surge of excess power continued eastward

and southward from ~iagara, and back into Canada ov~r the

230-kv. tic line at St. Lawrence. Tili s 1inc was opened by

protective relaying and 5cparat(~d the Ontario system, with

the l'xccption of Heck and its adjacent a!~ca, from the remain

der of the intcn:olllwctlol\.

Generators in western New York und at the I3c..:k Station

accelerated towal'<.i an out-of-stt''lJ conditio\) und s~punned

from the rOllluining SystC!il. The separatlcll from the New York

State Electric & Gas sy~,tcm was effecteJ b> the opening of

the' Meyer-lliliside 230-kv. circuit at 3.53 sc\.:onds and the

Stolle Road-Meyel circuit at 3.57 s~conJsl us recorJcd hy

oscillographs at ~iBgura and Stolle Road. Simultaneously

with th~ separatioll from New York State Gas &Electric, the
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PJ~l system 5epclrat'Jl1 from wcstelll New York due to the

tripping of the lhmk il'k-Erie 23 f)-kv. line and the lines

running east and \>'e-:\ from Warren. Pa.

At almost the same time, scparatic,)1 fTc"':- -l.:nt.ral

~cw York begull when line protect i vc relays opcratod to

open the two Rochester-Clay 345-kv. circuitq at 3.56

and 3.61 seconds. The computtJr simulation demonstrated

that the parallel lower voJtage circuits opened immed

iately thereafter.

~oses-St. Lawrence generating station in northern

~ew York, now connected to New England and central New

York, continued to accelerate toward an out-of-stCD

condition, tripping the two Moses-Adirondack circuits at

.3.~)8 and 4,01 seconds. This was followed by automatic

generator dropping <.it Moses-St. Lawrence in an attempt

to maintain ar~a stability. At this lat.e stage., this

did not prev~nt the opening of the Plattsburgh-Essex

230-kv. circuit at 4.11 seconds. Automatic reclosure

was ullsuccessftl1 on the two Moses-Adirondack 230-kv.

circuits at 4.79 and 4.81 seconds. Northern New York

was now effectively separated frum central New York and

New England. The switching sequences in the St, Lawrenl;e

area separation were determined from oscillograph ic

rel.:ords at Moses-St, Lawrence, and were not duplicated

successfu 11y in the computer SiJ11Ula t ion.

The scparat ion of v!cstl.:l'l1 New York frum central

New York was follol\'cd by the separat.ioll of c~J1tral New

)'01''' frum PJ~l at approxil1lutcly 4 seconJ:-; wi th the open-

ing of the 250- kv. /lill s idc-Eas t TowanJa lill('), the North

Wavcrly- East Sayn' lilll:.' anu the (;oudcy·- Lellnox li nc. Thi 5

separation was followed by ,I surge of about UOO megawutts

f~om New Jersey to Consolidated Edison across the fresh

K111s-Linuen cin:uit. This caused t\~O lines in series with

th~ Fresh Kills-Linden circuit to ol>~n at C;rcenwoou approx

imately 7 seconds after the initial eVel'lt, The opening of

thl'sC l'il'cuits sl'jJurateu eastern New York and New England
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Witllin 12 min. power gen~ration in lower Untario, N.Y., and New

England (L'X~('pt for Maine and eastern New Ilampshire) virtually ceased.

Volu1l10 1 of the (,PC report states that "the causes whi eh can triggt:r

severe disturbances are practically unlimit<.:u. HallY of them are deriv

atives of severe storms, seemingly unaccountable equipment failures, OT

even the fallibility of well trained system operators and maintenance

men." The initial disturbances themselves arc often quite minor and are

sometimes difficult to trace, but the initiating event in the GreE,t North-

east blackout holds )10 mystery. Quoting from [EEE Speatraum (February 1966):

At 5:10:11 p.m., a backup relay, protecting line

Q291HJ, operated normally anI.! caused the circuit breaker

at Beck to trip the unfaulted line. The power flow on

th~ JiSl:Ol1l1ecteJ 1inc sh1 ft'.'d to the remaining fol.<t' 1 incs,

each of which thvil bF.!'~ame loaded beyond the critical

lp.vcl at whh:h its lJal:kup protective relay was set to

function. ThuS the four remaining lines tripped out in

cascade in 161 cycles' time (2.7 seconds).

The relay that triggered the Jisturballl.':c was one of

fiVL backup scnsir~.g devices (one backup r~lay per line)

that protect. the lines against failure of the Beck pri

mary relays, or of drcuit breakers at relllote locations.

According to the pre report, the five backup relays were

installeJ in 1::151, and, in 195b, a brc<lkcr 011 01lC of the

230-kv. lines fuilC'u to opcn (reason lIot explained)

following a f!:luJt. III Junt.:ary 19b3, as il result of tl

re-cvaluatioll stud,' of its bucklJp protection requirements,

Unt<!lJO Hydro lllodiflt.~J t!lc,Sc relay se, tings to increase

tn;,' s<,;0lx of thdr protl'ctivc functions.

Figure () inuicat(·s thl' set elf conlli ti OilS :lllllr.:r wh.l <.:h

this type of relay \~ould trip. The ev.iJcncc sugge::;ts t/!at,

at ~):1lJ:n, t!l" 10ao ;.lnu generatioll ch:.rul'lcristics of the

Canada-United States interchange cuuscu such ;l condition

to be reached.

Th~ FPC report f'Jrther sta1;.c5 thut the relay gt:ttings
I

made i.n 1963 at the Heck plant Were .ill effect at thl~ time
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of the November 9 power failure. The backup relay on the

line l.!2~H)lJ was set ill 19CJ:, to operate at about ,)75 MW and

tile llJO r·lvar at CI btls voltage of 248 k'l unli, although the

load-calTYlIlg capacity of each of '_hese lines is consider

ably higher, it was necessary to set each backup relay to

operate at a power level below the line's capacity to pro

viJe the ucsircJ protection unli to achieve cooruination with

other relays on the system. This setting Was believed to

be :,ufficielltl>' high to provide a safe margin above expected

power flows.

I~hell till:: backup rday:: Were moui fied and the power

levels were set in 1963, the .loal! Oil the northbound Jines

frurn Beck '10. 2 was appreciably lower than the trip setting

of the back~Jp relay. Recently, the lJIegah'att dod JIIegavar

loadings on the transmi ssion lines from b<:ck to the north,

because of emergency outages in ,,\ new Ontonio Hydro stcam

electric plant, have been very heuvy. This temporary situ

ation produl.:f.:u a deficiency in Ontario gcnt:ration, with the

resul t that a !le[1vh'r inflow of power from the Uni ted States

inten:ollncctions was necessary.

Acconlill& to Ontario Ilydro spokesmen, the average flow

had reached 356 M": (and approximatel)' 160 Mvar) ill the 1il1('

that trippcu out first, but momentary fluctUilt iOIl in the

flol\' is normal. Therefore, at 5: 16 p.IlI., as alreaJy mcn

hOlll'J, tl:(' pO\~l'r flow apparently reached the level at which

till' relay \~as set; it funet iOJ1Pc! ill accordance wi til j t~;

setting, and its circuit brcaker trippeu out the line. Ontario

1I)'uro also informed the I;PC that .its operating personnel Were

1'ot ilh'arc that the relay on line Q2V13IJ was set to opc'rat<: at

a load uf 375 MW,

t,. Conclusions

Uf llll physical cff':dS 1.:1a1",cd to IJl' UUl' to Lllc pncsencc of UFOs,

the alleged malfullction of <lutomobill' motors is perhups the most puzz.ling.
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because of t'lIIcrgcncy outages in ct new Ontalio Hydro steam

electric plant, h;1VC been very heuvy. This temporary situ

ation produc()u a defici.ency in (lntClriu generation, with the 

resul t that a heavll'r inflow of power from the Unl ted States 

intelconncctions was l1l~cessary. 

Accor,ling to Ontario Ilydro spokesmen, the average flow 

haJ read.cd 3S11 MW (und approximatel)! lbO Mvar) ill the lin(' 

that trippcu out first, but momentary fluctuation in the 

flOl,' is /101'111111. Therefore, at S: 16 p.llI., :IS ulreauy mCI1-

t loneu, tl~c pO\~l'r f1uw upparently n'(H:iJc,1 the loved at whit.;h 

thl' relay has set; it fUllctioJl':c1 ill fll'l'uruuncc with jt~; 

setting. ami it~ clT'l'lllt breaker trippeu aLIt thc line. Ontario 

11)·ul'o also inforllleu the H't: that its opcrat ill~ )1el'solllld Wen: 

not ilh·are that thl' l'cll.l)' on Jine Q2~IlI) was set to ope·nil..., at 

a 10au of 375 MW. 

(1. Conclusions 

Uf il11 physica I eff",:t:; daiml'u to Ill' JUl' to Lhc pl'c&ence of UFOs, 

the ailelolE'U malfullction of <lutotnobi 1(' motors is pl'1'1wp5 the most puzzling. 
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Thl' claim is fl"cq\ll.'ntly nwdc, ~;()1l1l'tiIlICS in r~p0l't~ which are impressive

bl!cause the)' i.llvolv~ multi'de inJepcnJcnt witnesses. Witnesses seem

certain that the function of their cars was affected by the unidentified

object, which sometimes reportedly was not seen until after the malfunction

was noted. No satisfactory explanation ~or such effects, if indeed they

occurred, is apparent.

A searcn for residual indire'~t physical eV idtlnce failed to yield

any recorded or otherwise verified instances which establish a relation

ship between an UFO and an 31teration in electric or local ma~netic fields

or in radiation illtcn~ity. The Northeast electric power failure appears

adequately explai.ned without refelence to the action of UFOs. No evi

dence has been presented to this project thAt supports the claim that

an)' su",h power failure was lJl:O related.

In add.\ t iun to i nstrullIcnt readings, rcsiJual effects on materials

,;an also be investigated. Magnctlt.: m:1pping of affected automobi J c houies,

if used with proper reservation, is suggcstlld a'; one uscf.ll procedure for

obt·ining such evidence, since the origill;;!l lIwgllctic pattern of thc~ body

of a given automobile call be determined.
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b~cause they lllvolv"" tnulti,lle inJependellt witnesses. Witnesses seem 

certain that the function of their cars was uffected by the Ullldentified 

obj ect, whi ch sometime', reported ly was not secn unti 1 after the ma 1 funet j on 

was noted. No satisfactory explanation cor such effects, if indeed they 

occurred, is apparent. 

A search for residual indire,:t physjcal <:Jvldcnce failed to yield 

any recorded or otherwise verified ins:ances whIch establish a r~lution~ 

ship between all UFO and an alteration in electric or local ma~netic fields 

or in radiation illtcn~ity. The Northeast electric power failure appears 

adequat(1), explaineu without refe~ence to the action of U[lOs. No evi

dence has been presented to this project th~t supports the claim that 

all)' sud) power fail ure I'll:; UI:O rda t cd. 

la addition to instrument reauings, resitlual effects on materials 

.. :an also be investigated. Magllcti,: Jl\,lpping of affected automobjle l)oJies, 

if used with prnper reservation, is suggested a~ one usef~l procedure for 

obt.ining such evi<.!ence, sillce the origimil magnetic pattern of til': body 

of a given automobile crill be determined. 
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Ch,lpt cr S

Optical ClUJ RaJaI' i\Il<Jlyscs of FiclJ Ca~cs

Gordon V. Thayer

I. Int l~oJuction

In Chapters 4 and 5 of Section VI unusual utmospheric conditions

causing anomalous propagation of elGctromagnetic waves are described.

III the present c.hapter an analysis is made of SOl11e of the most puzzling

UFO phenomf-n('. Most of them involve combined radar and visual contact.,.

All 31 combined radar-visual sighting~, two visual-only, and two radar

only cases in the project files are analyzed in an effort to determine

whethe-r or not anomalous modes of pt'opagation could account for the

Jetails of such sights. Since both visual and radar slghtings are ana

lyzed below, readers whose fami~larlty with atmospheric propa.gation of

light and radio waves is limited are urged to read Chapte~ 4 and S~

Section VI, b~fore reading what follows in the present chapter.

In evaluating UFO phenomena it is seldom possible to arrive at an

incontrovertible c0nclusion; rath~r, it is necessary to introduce ad

miss ible hypotheses ard then attempt to determine the probabi Ii ty

of their correctness through the study of generally inadequate data.

In the case uf the anomalou~ rropa~ation hypothesis, extreme examples

of anomalous propagation imply extreme conditions in the stRte of the

atmo5pher~, and dat1 on these unusual at~o5phcric ~onditio'lS are either

scarce or non-existent. Meteorological measurements that may b~ on

record for 11 til11(' :Ind placl' appropriate to u particular U(O incident

\..-ill w,ually be only generally indicatlv~ of the prvpag,Hiol1 conditioJl::

thut existed during tht.' incident. The met00roJogical i.!lstrumentation

lJecc" .,ary to rCl.':ord the extremely sharp gradients of tempcr<lture of

humidi ty that are as soci atcu wi til strong part La 1 reflections of el ectro

magnetic waves is either beyond the state of tIle art u1' so difficult to
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construct and operate tllat the measurements required have not yet been

attempted.

Nevertheless, there is strong inferential evidence that such sharp

gradients do exist in the atmospher~ (see Section VI, Chapter 4), but

expf.lriments c~pab1e of detecting such gradients have not been made.

The fact that, for example, a temperature change of 10° C over a dis

tance of I em. has not yet been observed in the free atmosphere is not

proof that such gradients do not exist.

The following set of hypotheses were considered as possible ex

planatimls for each of the UFO phenomena studied:

1. That the phenomenon was caused by a mechanical or other de

vice designed for tra.l~portation, surveillance, or other related

objectives, and which mayor may not have been controlled by

extraterrestrial beings.

2 That the phenomenon was caused by a conventional airplane,

ballocn, blimp, or other man-made device.

3. That it was a natural phenomenon, star, meteor, etc., per

haps seen under unusual circumstances;

4. That it was an unknown natural phenomenon;

5. That it was a product of unusual conditions of radar or

optical propagation, possibly involving natural or artificial

nhenomena observed and/or recorded in unusual aspect.

The purpose of the investigation reported in this chapter was to

determine, for the 35 cases included, the extent to which hypothesis

~o. 5, either alone or in combination with Nos. 2 and 3 could satis

factorily account for the circumstances of the UFO report. In each

case the probability that some other hyporhesis, such as Nos. I or 4.

could more satisfactorily account for the sighting h~d to be evaluated.

There is always the nanger in this sort of procedure that the

true explanation for a parti8ular ~vent i~ not contained in a given

set 01:.2 priJri hypotheses. One obvious omission from the list above

is the hypothesis that a particular UFO rerport was a hoax. Since
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hoaxes are not part of the subject matter of this chapter, all cases

have been studied under the assumption that all observers involved ~ere

reporting, to the best of their abilities and beliefs, the detailS of

an event which they did not fully understand.

The 3S UFO cases examined in this chapter were classified using

the following criteria:

1. Primarily visual This class includes those cases where

the first and most significant contact was visual, or where the

visual contact was prepondera~lt ar.d more positive than any radar

conta(;ts.

A. Star-like Cuses where the visual reports were of one

or more small, brig~t objects without pronounced motion,

round or without definite shape. (aSb where visual descrip

tion appeared to be similar to a diffracted star-like object

were also included.

B. ~jeteor .... l ik~. Cases where visual reports resembled meteor

phenomena: rapidly moving star-like object, or small glowing

object, with or without "smoke trails", sparks, fragmentation, .,:;tc.

C. ~lurry light or glow Cases where descriptions were of

a blurry or glowing object of undefined or amorphous shape.

D. Uther Cases not fitting any of the above three criteria.

Six cases were in this SUb-group, including one dark, opaque,

"jelly-fish" shaped object, three balloon-lik~ objects, one

aircraft-like object and one well-defined, structured saucer

shaped obj ect.

II. Primarily radar This class include~ those cases where the

first and most signifjcant contact was by radar, or where t~e radar

contact was preponderant and more positive than any ~isual contacts.

A. AP-l.ike Cases where the radar scopes ShOWBU a confused

or random distribution of images, blips th.::t showed erratic

or disco~tinuous motion, or other patterns bearing a general

similarity to anomdlous propagatiun CAP) returns.
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B. Blip-lik.f'...:... Cases where the radar target (or ta;·.~ets)

showed characteristics similar to the return from a solid ob

ject (such as an aircraft, etc.), and where the target did Tlot

display erratic or discontinuous behavior. Acceleration or

velocity in excess of known aircraft capabHities, or periods of

immobility, were not considered to be contrary to normal targeL

behaV'ior.

In the following section cases of particular interest are treated

in detail; thes0 cases generally fall into one of three categories:

(a) Cases that are good examples of inconsistencies tend1ng to

confuse any conclusions that might be arrived at;

(b) Cases that are typical of a sub-group of UFO reports that

have the same probahle explanation;

(c) Cases that are difficult or seemingly impossible to explain

in terms of known rhenomena.

2. Presentation of Radio Refractive Index Data

Two methods of presenting vertical profiles of radio Ycfractivjty

in graphical form are used in this chapter. Roth methods are based

on the use of the radio refractivity, N, ~here

6
N ~ (n - 1) x 10 ,

since the radio refractive index, n, is always very close to unity

in the atmosphere. The maximum value of N that is likely to he

encountered jn the atmosphere is not much over 400; values close to

500 may occasionally be experienced over the surface of the Dead Sea,

1200 ft. below s('!a level, in rhe summer months.

A f~ature of all vertical profties of N is a general decrease

with height; the departures of any given profile from the average

decrease with height are the significant features for anomalous

propagation of radio waves. '111erefore the refracti ve iTldex profi 1es

illustrated for many of the UFO cases ill th€' following secti"n are

given in term3 of A-units (Bean, 1966a) where
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A(z) = N(z) + ~13 [1 - exp{-O.14386z}];

here N(z) is the actual refractivity profile, a function of height, z,

in kilometers I find the last term -represents the average decrease ".lth

he ... glit of an average radio refractivity profi Ie

Nez) = 313 exp{-O.14386z}.

The number 313 is an average surface refr&ctivity value. An N-profile

that is not abnormal will, when plotted on a graph with A(z) as abscissa

and z as ordinate, appear as a fairly straight vertical line, perhaps

with a slight tilt in one direction or the other. On the other hand,

an N-profile with strongly super-n'fractive or subrefractive

display a marked zigzag character on an A(z) vs. z plot. The use of

A-units allows a more generous sc~le size for the abscissa than ~ould

be the case for N-unit plots.

Ray tracings, calculated and plotted by a digital computer, are

illustrated for a few of the refractivity profiles. 'nlC computer

also calculates the M-profile, and plots it on the same graph as the

ray tracing. M-units are defined by

M(z) = N(z) + ~ •

a

where "a" is the radius of the earth. This is equivalent to adding

156.9 N-units per km. to the observed prof~le. Since the ducting gradient

(see Chapter VI --4) is -156.9 N. km-
1

, any layer with such a gradient

wi 11 be represented on an M(z) plot as a vertical line. Layers with

dN/dz > -156.9 km- 1 (not ducting) will show a trace slanting up to the
1

right, whereas strong ducts with dN/dz < -156.9 km-~ will show a trace

slanting up to the left. Hence the M-unit plot' is very convenient for

exposing the existence or non-existence of radio ducts in Nez) data.

:r.. Analysis of Selected ~JFO Incidents by Clu!:ses.

In the discussions that follow the UFO incident3 are referred to

by the case numbers assigned to them in the UFO project files. The
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letter refers to the origin of the case: B-number cases are from USAF

Project Blue Book files, N-numbers are for casE'S supplied by NICAP

(National Invest.i:;ations Commi ttee for Aerial Phene-mena), C-numbers

refer to cases that were investigated by pers~nnel of the Colorado

project. and X-nun,bers were given to cases that were received after

the wt-off date for inclusion iT' the regular files (i.e., after the

computer analysis of all project file cases had already been compb~ted).

X-number cases are also identified hy their B-, N-, or C- number.

Class I-A: Primarily visual, star-like cases.

1321-B. This is a good example of a misidentified star combined

with an apparen~: ly uncorrelated radar r~turn causing an UFO report to

he generated. The incident took place at Finland Air Force Base (60 mi.

NE of Duluth), !\linn., with a civili1.n sighting near Grand Marais, Minn.,

(SO mi. NE of Finland AFB) on the night of 5-6 September 1966, between

2130 and 0015 LST (0330-0615 G~1T). The weather was clear, ceiling

unlimited, visibility more than 15 mi.; a display of Aurora Borealis

was in progress. Applicable radio refractivity profile is shown in

Fig. 1 . Visual reports of a "whi te-red-green" ohj eet "moving but

not leaving its general location" were received at Finland AFR about

2130 LST. An FPS-90 search radar was activated but there was '~Oo

much clutter to Sf'€' anything in that area ... " At ?LOO LST a re-

turn was detected; it "flitted around in range from 13 to S4 mi., but

always stayed on the 270° azimuth." A pair 0f F-89s was scrambled

from Duluth AFB and searched the area at altitudes of 8,000 - 10,000 ft.

The two aircraft "merged with blip, apparently wrong altitude, no

airborne sighting"; the radar operators insisted the target was at

8,000 - 10,000 ft., the same altitude at which the scrambled aircraft

were flying. The pilots reported that they "only observed what was

interpreted to be a beacon reflection."

Available meteorological data show that the winds were south

westerly, 7 knots at the surface, and northerly (320° to 30°) at
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25 to 65 ~nots aloft. TIle closest available radiosonde data

(International Falls 1200 (;~l'r 0600 I,ST) G September, show a tem

perature inversion and strong humidity lapse through a layer

extending from 1029 - 1259 m. ahove the surface. The ~radient of

radio refractivity thl'ough this layer averaged -114N/km (corrected

for radiosonde sensor lag). This layer would be expected to show

a significant partial reflection at radio frequencies. tf the layer

were present over Finland AFB at the same elevation, it could have

produced false targets by partial reflection of real ground targets,

which would have apneared to be at altitudes of from 8,300 - ~'1,8()() fcet

because of the geometry of such reflected targets (seE- Section VI,

Chapter 5). This agrees well with the reported "UFO" altitudes of

8,000 - 10,000 ft.

A.nomalous propagation echoes are not usually confined to a single

direc1..ion. There are three possible explanations in this CB:;C and in

other similar cases: B single real object was ~eing tracked; the

radar operators were not looking for targets on other azimuths; the

part.: ally reflecting layer may have been anisotropi c (1. e. displ aying

a preferred direction for strongest reflection). There 15 no direct

physieal evidence for the existence of such anisotropic layers, but

no stDdies have been made to determine whether or not they might exist.

Apparent anisotropy in radar AP returns nas often been observed,

although not usually over such a narrow azimutll range as was apparently

the case at Finland AFB.

Regarding the visual reports submitted, the comment of the in

vestigatinR offlc~r at Finland.AFB is of particular interest:

TIle next evening, at 2200 hours. the "white-red-green"

object reappeaTed ip the sky at exactly the same position

it had appeared on 5 S~ptember. '~is officer oh~~rvcd it

and detemined it to be a star which was near the horizon
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Apparent gnisotropy in radar AP returns nas often been observed, 

although not usually over sllch a narrow azimuth range as was apparently 

the case at Finland APB. 

Regarding the visual reports submitted, the comment of the in

vestigatinM offlc~r at Finland.AFB is of particular interc~t: 

TIle next evening. at 2200 hour~. the "wht to-rcd-.green" 

object reqppeared ip the sky at exactly ~he ~ame position 

it had appeared on fi C)t'ptember. 'l11is of,?i eer ob:H'rvetl it 

and detemined it to he a star which was near thC' horizon 
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Bnd would settle beneath the horizon after midnight. It did

appear to "sparkle" in red-green-white colors, but so do other

stars which can be pointed out from this mountain top.

The officer refers to Rangoon Mountain, elevation 1,927 ft., froll':

which many of the visual observations were made.

The star that the officer saw was in all prohabi 1j ty I. Scorpio

(Shaula) a magnitude 1.7 s~ar at _37" declination and 17 hr. 31 min.

right ascension. It would have set at just about 1:30 a.m. 90th Ircrid

ian time, if tl.e horizon were unobstructed. An obstruction of only 4°

would cause A Scorpio to "set" at 1:15 a.m. CST; a ·1" angle is equivalent

to a 3S ft. tree or bui Iding ,1.t a distance of 500 ft. "!11e southerly

declinatif,n would indicate tllnt the star was in the southwest, which

is compatible with the visual reports that were suhmitted.

Mditional meteorological effects may hpve hcen present in this

ca5e. In partiCUlar, the southwesterly surface winds present are quite

likely to have advected relatively cool, moi~t air f'om nearhy Lake

Superior under the elevated wann, dry layer noted previously, thus tending

to increase the st~Jngth of the inversion and associated humidity

lapse. Some of the optical effects noticed by the observers in this

instance, strong red-green scintillation. apparent stretc11ing of the

image into a somewhat ov'l1 shape, and the red frin).!;t' on the hottom,

may have been due to strong and irregular local refraction effects in

the inversion layer (or layers).

lins UFO report seems to have resulted from a comhination of an

unusually scintillating star and false radar targ~ts caused hy AP from

a strong t'1('vated layer in the atl1losplwre. '111i~ pattern i~; fO'.lild in

a numher of otlH'l' cases.
Report~ ,...It fl t'lcments simi Ln' to the j1"('c('<ling C:I'';C (:1'(':

113-B~ Nel1l"ro AF DetachmC'nt, Ilokkaido, ,lapan, '7 February 1~)~;:\,

:.;;~n I.ST (l'::W G~1T). Weatl1l'r \\'a~ dc'll'. Vis\lf11 .. lescription f~ts a

sdntillati:lg star (flashing red ,lnd green, latTr white with intermittent

"'Case 1\.llnbei-srcterred to thusly are so listed in the project's fLles.
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red and green flashes, then later steady white) rIsIng in the east

(only motion was slow gain in altitude, "[I believe] that the object

did not move with respect to the stars in its vicini ty"). r:PS-5 radar

painted a single pi;J at 85° azimuth, range 165 mi., which operator re
garded as interference. Visual object was horesighted with radar antenna

and azimuth read as 91° ~ 2°. Elevation eftimateJ as 15° initially

(2230 LST). No stars brighter than magnitude ~ were in this azimuth

between 0° and 30° elevation angle at that time, Rlue Book file suggests

Deneb or Regulus as likely objects, but their positions arc far away

from the sighted object. in view of two ohservers' comments that light

"shown from beneath" object, it is very prohahle that they saw a lighted

Pibal balloon, possibly launched from the Russian-held Kurile Islands

to the east and northe&st of lIokkaido (launch time 1200 GMT). The

investigating officer noted the exceptionally good visihility prev~lent

in the area on clear nights.

1306-B. Edwards ArB, Kernville, Calif., 30 July 1967,2217-2400 LST.

Weather: clear, calm, warm (83°F). 1~0 civilians reported ohserving

one or two blue. star-likp obj ects tl,at appeared to circle. bob, and

zig~ag about a seemingly fixed stUI'; these objects "instantly disappeared"

about 1 hr. 4S min. after sighting. Edwards AFB RAPCON radar picked

l.1p "something" at about 2230 LST "for several sweeps. II Blip seemed

to be moving south at about 50-60 mph. l~ere is no apparent connection

between the radar anJ dsual reports. The visual IJFO did not appear to

move ~t 50-60 mph. Data, including weather dat~, on this report Brc

insufficient to form an opinion. 'l1\e most like~y possibil ity scems to

he that the visual UFO consisted of the dirc~t image plus one or two reflected

images of the "fixed star" that the observer reported. What may have

produced the reflected images remains conjectural. For example, a

turbulent layer of air with strong temperature contrast~ could produce

images Rimilar to those described by the witnesses. 1~e instantaneous

di~nppealnncc of the lIF()s is consistent: wlth an ol'tical phenomenon.
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As for the radar "track", a blip appearing for only "n few sweeps"

could be almost anything: noise, AP, or ro~sihly n real target flying

near the lower limits of the radar beam.

1212-8. Tillamook, Orc., U-14 March 1%7, 2230-0n08 LST. Weather:

clear with "stars plainly visible," some grounJ fog, thin hroken

cirriform clouds estimated at 10,000 ft., visihility 15 mi. This 1.8

a good example of some of the confusion that arises in reporting UHi

incidents. rni tial visual observer reports indicated object at ahClut

45 0 to 50° elevation angle, yet whcn the Mt, \lebo radar station "',>n
tacted target" it was at 39 mi. range, ~1,2D[) ft. heir-ht. This

is an elevation angle of only about 2°. '111is inco:'1s1.stency ~;ecms to

have gone unnoticed in the Project Rlue Book file on the case. l~e

radar target, as plotted, stayed at 39 mi. range and slowly increased

height to 11,200 ft., then shifted almost instantaneously to 48 mi.

rang~. Subsequently the radar t:trgct ';lowly guineJ illtitude and range,

disappearing at 55 mi. and 14,000 ft. (still at about a 2D elevation

angle), 'The azimuth varied betwe~n 332 0 and 341 0 during tfds time.

Average apparent speed of the radar track was low: the first part or

the track was at zero ground ~ree'i and a cl1mb rate of about 100 ft/min,

the second part of the track \oJaS at an averal~e ground speed of about

16 mph. and a climb rate of about 100 ft/min. In between there is a

jump of 9 l11i. range in one minute, a speed of S40 mph. '111e <~haracter

istics of this radar track arc suggestive of radar false targets or

slow-mav]!'!: AP cchc~s. The jump may he n point where one echo \~r:iS

lost, and another, different echo began corni,'lg in. Thie, effect Lj

apptlrelF 1)' R frequent 1..'1l1l~(, of very hi gh I'crortl'd spc'('cb of \JJ:()s

(Borden, U)S.~). 'll1e vi~wl1 rerr'rts are SUi~f!.estivp of cith(~l' il scin

tillating star if the rcp0l'tcJ ani~ll' is higher thnn Hctual, or an

aircraft. '111erc \vas an electronic 'varfafc nil'craft "orhi li Tl~~" at

high altitude seaward of Tillamook at thelilll\' of the sJi!htin\~, "Ild
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it seems quite plausible that this was the visual UFO. IIowever, this

was discounted in the Rlue Book report because the aircraft's position

did not,{heck with the radar contact.

~~_ Carswell I\FB (Fort Worth area), Tex., 13 February 1953,

0235 LST. Weather: clear with visibility unlimited; temperature

inversion layer with sharp humidity lapse at 3,070 ft. altitude,

elevated radio duct at 4,240 ft. altitude. Applicable retractivity

profile for 0100 LST shown in Fig. 2. Visual ohservers saw a "for

mation" of three bright lights whi eh performed a series of maneuvers

s\l~gestive of an aircraft with landing lights doing sevcrdl rolls end

then climhing rClpidly and heading away. Operators th<.:n attempted to

pjck up the object on an APl; 4~ ~adar, and after ahout two minutes they

brought in t\·!O apparently stationary targets on the correct azimuth.

It seems likely that these returns were from ground objects seen via

partial reflection from the strong elevated layer5 (gradients -154 and

-311 km-
1
). The visual 5 ight ing was probahly an eircraft.

237-8. Haneda AFB (Tokyo), Japan, 5-6 August 1952, 2330-0030 LSI.

Weather: "exceptionally good," 0.3 clcud cuver about 10 mi, north and

10 mi. south of the contact area, "excellent visibility," isolated

patches of low douds, Mt. Fuji (60 n. mi.) "clearly discernible,"

scattered thunc1erstorl.1s in mountains northwest, temperature at HanNia

78°F, dew point 73°F. Observers saw a brirht, round light (about 1

mrad nrc) surrounded by an apparently dark fjAld four tiTTles larger,

the lowercirclIlIlferencc of which tended to show some bright headinR.

It WClS 1014 in the :iky at ahout 3(l°-50o az.imuth. flhject appeared to

fade twice, durin~ which time it appeared as ;l dim point source, It

disappeared, possibly heCDlTlinR obscul'(~.J by c lauds, after about an hour.

The sky at ihneda AFB was overC9f>t by Olo;) LST. One of the vhw:t1

ohservers noted that near the end of the 5j~!Iting the object seern·:.·J

somewhllt hi~he'r in the sky and that the moon seemed pIoportioilatp.]y

hiRher in elevation. l1le pilot of a C-54 aircraft coming in fo"':' a
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landing was directed to obs~l'Ve the object and he repli~'d that it looh:~

like a brilliant star. and he dismissed the sighting as such.

\~hen the controller at Shirai AFB was asked to look for target

an Gel.rada.r. he could find nothing for 15 min. He stated: "':"here were

thrE':e or four blips on low beamilUt none I could definitely get a move

ment on or none I could get a reading on the RHI (range-height indicator)

scope." A nf'h controller taking over e, t 2345 LST "be lieved" he made

iada)~ contact wit,. the object 'lnd an F·-94 was scrambled. This offi.cer

stated: "The target \'las in a right orhit moving at varying speeds .. It

was impossible to estimate speed due to the short distances and times

involved." By the time the F-94 arrived in the area of the "bogie,"

Shiroi Gel had lost radar contact; regaining contact a.t \.)017 LST "on

a starboard orbit in the same area as before." The F-94 was vectored

in to the target. and at this point the timd:ng becomfls confused. The

Shirai controller states that the F-94 "reported contact at 0025 (LST)

and reported losi~\g contact at 0028 (LST)." The F-94 radar operator

states: "At 0016 (LS'l) r pic.ked up a 'cadar contal,:t at 100 port, 10°

below. at 6.00fJ yd. The target was rapidly moving from port to star

board and a lock-on could not be accC'.mplished. A turn to the ~.'taTboard

was instigated [sic] to intercept target which disappeared on scope

in approximately 90 sec. No V1 sual contact \\a'.; made w1th the uniden

tified target." Shiro~ Gel had lost the F-94 in ground clutter, and

had also lost the tr.rget. It is not clear wheth~:L' the Get radar ever

tracked the fast-moving target described by the F-94 crew. The maximum

range of the F··94's radar is not given in the Blue Book report.

The F-94 pilot stated that c.he weathf~r was very good with

"exceptional visibility of 60-70 miles." yet this fast-moving uro,
ob,iously far exceeding the F-94's air5peed (about 375 knots), was

seen by neither the aircraft crew nor the observers on the ground at

Shiroi Gel even though the UFO track cro~5ed over very close to

Shiroi Gel number four. There art:: many ol;}1er inconsistencies in the
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report of the incident besides the timing and the Jack of visual con

tact by the F-94 -.:rc\v. '111e bright, quas j -stationary object sighed NE

of Haneda AFB, and seen alscJr.roPi Tn~'!likawa AFB (about 30 mi. west of

Haneda AFB), should have been visible to the sou~h of Shirai AFB, but

was never seen by any of a larf;e nup,ber of persons there wh') attempted

.uch observations. Also, at 0012 LSi the object hC'ing tracked by Gel's

CPS-l radar reportedly '~~oke into three smaller contacts maintaining

an interval of about ~4 mile." Thp blips on the CPS-l were described as

small and relatively weak, but sharply defined.

Two things seem apparent: (l) the object seen at Haneda and

Tachika~'a AFB was much farther away than the observers "l:'ealized;

(2) the visual UFO and the target tracked by radar were not the same.

The first statement is supported by the inability of tre ob56rvers

at Shirai to see anything to the south; the second statem~nt is S'Jp

ported by numerous inconsistencies between the visual and radar

sightings. Tht: two most important of these latter are: (1) During

times when the Gel rauar could not find the target, the visual object

was in about the same location as during those times when it could be

found on radar; (2) lhe visual object was seen for at least five min.

after the time when the airborne radar on the ~-94 indicated that the

UFO had left the areCl at a speed well in excess of 300 mph.

The most likely light source to have produced tile visual object

is the star Capella (magnitude 0.2), \~hich was 8° aJove horizon at

37" azimuth at 2400 LST. lne precise nature of the uptical propagation

mechanism that WQuid have produced such a strangely diffracted image

as reported hy the lIaneua AFB observers must rC111ai n con.; ectura 1. Com

plete wt'ather data arc not avai lab Ie for thi sease, but it is known

that the light SSE circulation of moist air from 'fokyo Ray was overlain

by a drier SW flow oloft. A gharp temperdture inversion may have

existed at the t01' of this moist layer, helow which patches of fog or
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report of the incident besides the timing and the lack of visual con

tact by the P-94 ..:rc\,. '111C bright, quasi -stationary object sigh ed NE 

of Haneda AFB, and seen ahe. ·r-rori Tac'ldkawa AfB (about 30 mi. west of 

Haneda AFB) , should have been visihle to the sou'eh of Shirai AFB, but 

was never seen by any of a l"r~e nUIJ,ber of persons there wh:) attempted 

.uch observations. Also, at 0012 LSi' the object hC'ing tracked by Gel'!! 

CPS-l radar reportedly '~~oke into three smaller contacts maintaining 

an interval of about \ mile." The: b lips on the CPS-l were described as 

small and relatively weak, but sharply df.,nned. 

Two things seem apparent: (1) the object seen at Haneda and 

Tachikall'a AFB was much farther away than the observers 'l"ealized; 

(2) the visual UFO and the target tracked by radar were not the same, 

The first statement is supported by the inability or ti:e obs6rv'ers 

at Shi roi to see anythi n~ to the south; the secone! s tatemr,nt is S'Jp

ported by numerous inconsistencies between the vi sual and radar 

sightings. Tht; two most important of these latter are: ~1l During 

times when the G\.:r rauar could not find the target, the visual object 

was in about the same location flS during those times when it could be 

found on radar; (2) 1he visusl object was seen for at least five min. 

after the time when the airborne radar on the f·-94 indicated that the 

liFO had 1 eft the ares at a speed we 1.1 in excess of .3(l() mph. 

The most likely light source to have produced the visual ohject 

is the star Capella (magnitude 0.2), vlhich was 8° a.ove horizon at 

37° azimuth at 2400 LST. The precise nature of the vptiea 1 propagation 

mechanism that would have produced such a strangely diffracted image 

as reported hy the lIaneua AFB observers must remain conjectural. Com

plete wt'ather data are not !ivai lab Ie for thi s case, but it is known 

that the light SSF. circulation of moist air from Tokyo Ray was overlain 

hy a drier SW flow 810ft. A !'hal'p temper,\\'ure invenion may hav(' 

existed at the tep of this moist layer, helow whicll patehes of fog or 
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mist could colh'ct. '11H' 0hscrveJ diffractioll !Hlttern could h,1VC h~'cn

prcduced by either (11 interference effects ~~sociateJ with prora~ation

within and near the top of an inversion, or (2) a corona with a dark

aureole produced by a mist of droplets of water of 9bout 0.2 mm. chameter

spaced at rep:ular intervals as described l,y Minnaert (1954). In ei thp.r

event. the phenomenon must be qui te rare. '111e brigbtness of the image

may have been due in part to "Raman brighteni ng" ()f an image 'jeen

thl"ough an inversion layer.

Nor can exact nature of the radar propa~atjon effects be evaluated,

due to the lack of complete weather data. !Iuweve!', a substantial

inference that the radar returns were of an anomala1.ls propaRation natl)re

is derived from:

(1) the tendency fnl target~ to disapp~ar Rnd reappear;

(2) the tendenc)' for the ;arget to break up into sma 1101' targets;

(3) the apparent lack of co-rrelation between the tal'get s se\m

on the Gel and airborne radars;

(4) the radar invisibility of the tarHe:t ,,:llen visibility wn~:,

"exceptionally good."

Singly, each of the above eouiJ be interpreted in a different ligh~,

but taken together they are quite suggestive of an anom~lous pr0pagntion

cause.

In summar)', it appears that the 1110St probalJ Ie causes of tlli s UF,;

~~{'p(lrt are an optical eff.::ct on a bright light source that prOdl1C '.ld

the visunl sighting and '.musual radnr propagation effects tl1R~ pro

duced the apparent UFO tracks on raJar.

I04-1l. (~oose ArB, Labrador, 15 December LlS2, l:ll~}-l~Hn Loca]

Mean Solar Time. Weather: c1'.:'ur a.nd vb;i,hi lity t:nlLcliteu \30 mi.·j.

The r:re,,-'s of an f-94B f1g~lt('r and a T-3~ jet trainer ~ilW H hriiZht red

and whit· object at 270" azimuth ,hUe flyin~ at 11\,000 ft. 'li'H.~ a1r

craft attempted all intc~rcept at 375 knots i nJi catcd ai r speed, hut
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mist could colh'ct. '111e 0hscrveJ diffraction llli' tern cOll)'1 h,wc h':cn 

pl'cduced by either (1) interference effects p~sociated with propa~~ation 

within and near the top of an inversion, or (2) a corona with a dark 

aureole produced by a mist of droplets of water of ?bout 0.2 mm. c1iameter 

spaced at reltular intervals as descl'ihed l)y Minnael't (1~):;4). JI1 ei tht'!r 

event. the phenomenon must be qui te rare. '111e hrightness of the image 

may have been duE' in part to "Raman hrightening" (,f an image ';een 

through an inversion layer. 

Nor can exact nature of the radar propa~atjon effects be evaluated, 

due to the lack of complete weather data. II()weVel~, a substantial 

inference that the radar returns were of an anoma10us propaRat lon na t1.lre 
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the tendenc), for the ':arget to break up into sma lle1' 

the apparent lack of co-rrelatjon between the targets 

on the Gel and airbo:t'nf; radars; 

targC:ts; 

seen 

(4) the radar invisibility of the target ".1)en visibility W',!', 

"exceptionally good." 

Singly, each of the above cou'J be interpreted in a different light, 

but taken together they are quite suggestiv~ of an anom~lous pr0pRRution 

cause. 

In summary, it appears that the most probllu le causes of thi s tJ~,l 

~~!"pnrt are an optical eff.:,ct on a bright light :,ource that prouuc'.)d 

the visual sighting and '.musual radnr propagation effects tha~ pro

duced the apparent UFO tracks on radar. 

104-11. (;oose AFll, Labradnr, 15 Dccembol' 1:1:;2, 1~1~}-10(1O Loc,d 

MeaT! Solar Time. Weather: cl~(ll' and vi~ibl1ity \.~nl i;~1 tl'J \ 30 mi..·J. 

The (re .. 's of an J:-941i fig: 1 t('l' and !l 1'-3,'\ jet trainer snw a bright red 

and whit, object at 270" azimuth 1hUe flyln~ at [I),OPO ft. Tile a1r

craft attempted an intercept ot 375 knots indlcated air speed, hut 
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could not close on (he UFO. After 2S lliin. of repot'ted cll:JSC, although

the aircraft had covered 8 distanct:' uf nn1)' abollt 20 mi. (about 3 .. ::; nino

at 350 knots ground speed) the object faded and disappeared. During

the chase, the ,aJar operator in tne F-94B h:H1 a momentary loclc-,o:1 to

an unknown t8rget at about the correct ilZ inr:lth for the UFO. Since thi 5

was so brief, it was felt (by Air fntelligence, presumably) that the

set had malfunctioned. No Gel contact was made.

The official Air Force explanation for this UFO incident b that

the aircraft were chasing Venus which wa.s setting about the time of the

sighting, anu that the radar "target" was ~impl>' a malfunction. It

seems likely that this cxpJan:ltion is essentiall)' Lorrc'ct. lIowever, it

is unlll(E'ly that experienced pi lots would have: c tlascd [. nori::al-appearing

setting Venus. It is more probahle that tht'lmage of Venus was distorted

\'I\' sOllle "'ptical effect, possibly a slight ',uperior mirage, and that loss

of the nJiYagc-eft\;(~t (or the intcrpo~;ing ()f it clOlld l.lycr) caused the

image to fade a\~ay. I\\l item~; ()~' the acccunt may \)l' explainod by this

hypothesis, including the report t~lat the objc\tt had "no definite size

Of shape. as the ir,tup,c would 1\0 J:)ubt he :-;ol1\eld\<1t "smeared" hy impel'··

fcctiol1~ tJ1 the mir,q;e-producing surfac~'. The small-angle requlrem~mt

of a mil'a,~e is satisfied since the pilots rC:1Orted the object seemed

to stay at the sume level as the aircraft, regardless of altitude

changes that they made (anotlwr indication of grc Jt Jistancc).

,14-N. nli~ file actually consists of t\om similar casc!'i rt:~porteJ

by a I:apitai AirIil}{'S pilot with 17 yenrs !lnJ :~,(JO(l,OOn rni. !ogg('c!.

'1111~ first case oC~llr~red ovC'r Lcntrni Alabamu the night of 14 November

1o Sh; the scconu elise was 011 the ni~ht of ~() Alli~l1st 1'1~;7. over Chesapeake

/lay ilCal' Norfolk, Va.

'i11c fi rst sight ini~ touk pl:ll'l' about h() rni. NNI of ~lobi Ie I /1.1 a.

while on a flight from Ne\\' York to ~1ohi]e ill a Viscount at "hii~h

altitude," probably about 2S,()()O q, It was <l !I1oonless, ~;tllrl'}' night

I8S
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hypothesis, including tl\e leport t!lat the ob.iQ(~t hil..! "no ucfinite size 

Of shape, as the ir.tap,e would Itu ll:mht hl' somellhat "smeared" by imper-, 

fcetian" 111 the ll1ir,lge-produCll1g surfac;c'. The ~llIall-atlgle l'cqulrem{mt 

of a mira,~e i~ satisfieu silH:e the pilots rC:l0rtC(! tlle object seemed 

to stay at the 5GI1le level as the aircr(lft, regarcikss of altitude 

changcs that thc:, made (anotlwr indiCation of grcH Jistanco), 
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and t;(~!re \WS an occasionally broker, u:ldercast. The object seen was

described as an intense: hlt1l..'-whlte light about 1/10 the siz,e of the

moon ('\,3' arc) and about "seven 01' eight times as bright as Venus at

its brightest magnitude." It first appeared 2210 LST at the upper

left of the Viscount's windshield falling towards the right and r.e

celerating rapidly as a nomal meteor would, Pilot and co-pilot both

took it to be an unusually brilliant meteor. However, this "meteor"

did not burn out a~j expected, but "abrupt ly hal ted direct 1y j:, front

of us and began to hover motionless." The aircraft at this time was

OV(3!' Jackson, 1\1~1.• and had descended to 10,000 ft. 'lhe pilot contacted

Bates Field control tower in ~lobi1e ,md asked if they could sec the

object which he descrihed to th:~m 9~, "a bril1Lmt white light b;Jlb."

'Dl€:y could not :,ee 1. t. 'l1:c pilnt chen asked Bc;tcs to cr'ntact nearby

Broo'~;ley APB to see if the)' could plot the object on radar. lie never

lc)arned what. the result of this request had been. The object :Jt~gan

maneuvering "darting hither :lnJ yon, rising and f~ll].Ing in undUlating

flight, mJ.kipg sharper turJl'; than any known aircfllt"t, sometimes chan.~ir.D

direction 90' in an in~tant -- the color remaineJ constant, -- and

the objf'ct did not grow or lessen in size." Aft~r a "half minut~~ or :;0"

of this mun,mvering, the object suddenly bi;\Came ffil)tiOlllcS5 again. Agail,

the obj ect ''began another series of crazy gyrations, lazy ci fo!hts, square

ch&ndelles, all the while weaving through the air with a sort of rhyth

mic, undUlating Cadolll,;e." Following this last exhibitivt1, the objet:t

"~hot out over the Gulf of Mexico, rising at the 1110st breath-taking

angle ant at suc.h a fautastic :;peIJd that it diminished rapidly to it

pinpoint am! was 5\~[d lowed up itl the night. II

1hu whole incident took about two mjnute~. l~c 11110t remcmbcrs

noting that thc time \\HS 2212 EST. '(he object ilppcarcd to be at thl~

same distancl" £1'011"1 the aircraft, which was flyin~~ a 1i ttle faster than

:\00 mph. during the entire episode.
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described as an intense, hlul'-whlte light about 1/10 the size of the 

moon ('\,3' arc) and about "seven or eight times as bright as VemJ5 at 

its brightest magnitUl~e." It first appeared 2210 LST at the uppe·r 

left of the Viscount's windshield falli.ng towards the right and ce

celerating rapidly as a nomal meteOl" would, Pilot and co-pilot both 

took it to be an unusually brilliant meteor. lIowever, this "meteor" 

did not burn out a~j expe\;ted, but "abrupt ly hal ted directly i;, front 

of us and began to hover motionless." The aircraft at this time was 

ove).' Jackson, 1\1,:1., ant.! had descended to 10,000 ft. 'lhe pilot contacted 

Bates Field control tower in ~lobi1e .mel asked jf they could sec the 

object which he descril'cd to th,~m 8f' "a brilli;lJ1t white light II'Jlb." 

'nley could not "ce l.t. 'I1~e pilnt chen asked I.h;.tcs to crntact nearby 

Broo:;ley APB to see if the)' could plot the object on radar. lie never 

lQarned what. the result of tllig request had heen. The ohject :legan 

maneuvering 1~larting hither and yon, rising and fnl1Jng in undulating 

flight, mJ.kipg sharper turll'.; than any known aircrcltt, ~ometilJlcs chan>~ir.g 

direction 9()' in an inHant - - the color rcmai ned cons tant, .. - and 

the objPct did not grow or lessen in size. \I Aft~r a "half minut\l or :;0" 

of this manduvcl'ing, the object suddenly bt'came m'~ti01,lc5S again. Agai-i, 

~le object I~egan another series of crazy gyrations, lazy ci~hts, 9qu8TC 

ch&ndelles, all thr while weaving through the air with a sort of rhyth

mic, 1.ll1dulating cadence," Following this last exhibitivn, the object 

":>hot OLlt over the Gulf of Mexi.co, risi.ng at the most broath-taking 

angle ani at such a fantastic 9pe~d tllut it diminished rapidly to a 

pinpoint ami was swallowl~u up itl the night." 

The whol(> incident took llbout two minutes. Tlw pi lot rCml'lniJl'TS 

noting that the time "as 2212 EST. '111C object appeared to be <It the 

same distancl" f1'01'1 the aircraft, which was flyinl: H 1.ittle faster thall 

:wo mph. dllring the entire ep.isode. 
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'n,e 5C'cond i!li.:ident reporte,J by thi~; pilot, the 30 August 1957,

Chesapeake Bay It-port, ol~curred as he was fl) i ng another Capital Airlines

Viscount at 12,O()() ft. approaching Norfolk, Va. T11ere was a Northeast

Airlines DC-6 flyj ng at 20,000 ft. lidi r0ct ly above" the Viscount. In

this ca.se, the object "was brilliant; it flew fast and then ahruptly

halted 20 mi. in front of us at 60,000 ft. 31titlH1.e." 'The Northeast

pilot looked fOf the object on radar and "could get no return on his

screen with the antenna straight ahead but when tilted upward ISo he

got an excellent blip right where I told him to lOlJk for the object."

This object "dissolved right in front: cf my ~~ye~" and the crew

above lost it from the scope at the same time. '!1ley said it just

faded away. 'nlis sighting covered "several minutes."

These two similar gightir,gs are very difficult to account for.

lhe first sighting over Alatama has most of the characteristics of an

optical mirage; an ol~jel:t at about the sallie altitude sceming to

"pace" the aircraft, the mcnnderings being easily acconntable fo1' as

normal "image wander." Ilowever, there (lre two a~;pects that negate

this hypothesis: (1) the manner of appearance and disappearance

of the UFO is ~nconsi:-;;tent. with the geometry of a mirage; the high

angle of appearance <1t the top of the windshiclll is particularly

damaging in this regard; (2) there was TlO I;no~m natural or astro

nomi cal object in the prOpl'1" dl rcction to have cuu~eJ such a mirage.

Venus, the only astronomical ohject of sufficient hrightne~s, was

west of the sun that date; ~;atuTn had set ,1 hr. 3U min. earlie'l", and

there was not ev~~n tl first magnitude star ileal' lDO"-210" ;.!zirnuth, 0°

elevation angle.

11)(' sl'coIHl sighting is equally diffi(:ult t() cxp]nin as U l11ira>tcJ

\o.'hich S(,CI11~, to be the ol1l~ :llll11iss;:hlc natllral explanation in vic\'! of

the pilot's c>qwricncc as ~jn obscrVf~r. 'l1lC rcasuns al'~' twofold:

(1) th(' apparent angle at which tlw objcd ~~[lS ()b~('rvcdis incompatibh'
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'J11e ~(,COJl(t i:ldJent reportelJ by thb pilot, the 30 i\Ugllst 1957, 

Chesapeake Bay Hport, occurred a;: he wa~ fJ) ing another Capital Airlines 

Viscount ..It L',OOO ft. approachine Norfolk, Va. '[11e1e was a Northeast 

Airlines DC-6 flying at 20,000 ft. "dir0ctly above" the Viscount. In 

this case, the object ·~as brilliant; it flew fast Bnd then ahruptly 

halted 20 mi. in front of us at 60,000 ft. alti1:Ul~.e." 'I11e Northeast 

pilot looked for the object on radar and "could get no return on his 

screen with the antenna straight ahead but when ti Hod uplo.'ard ISO he 

got an excellent bltp right where 1 told him to louk for the object." 

This ooject "dissolved right in fron!: cf my ,~yc~" and the crew 

above lost it from the s<'ope at the same time. '111Cy said it just 

fHded away. 'nlis sightillg covered "soveral minutes." 

These two simi lar sightirLgS arc very difficult to account for. 

'Ihe first sighting over Alarama has most of the cilal·acteristics of an 

optical mirage; an ol'ject at about the salll" altitude sC0ming to 

"pace" the aircraft, the meanderings be.ing easily accotlntable for as 

normal "image wand~r." Ilowever, there <lrc two a,;pects that negate 

this hypothesi..;: (1) the manner of appearance and disappearance 

of tlie UFO i" ;nconsi:;;tl'nt \~:ith the geometry of a mirage; the high 

angle of appearance at the top of the windsl!ielJ is particularly 

uamaging in this rqlardj (2) tilere was flO !;tlOlm natllr(ll or astro

l10mi ca 1 ou j ec tin the proJwr d i yectj 011 to h av c cau~ cd such a mirage. 

Venus, the only astronomical ohjcct of sufficient hrightne~s, Ivas 

west of the sun that date; :;aturfl had set ,1 hr 30 min. earlie!', and 

there was not eV('tl II first magnitu~l(' star 11(,[lr 190"-2.10" llzirnuth, n° 

elevation anKle. 

111(' Sl'CO)]U sighting is equally diFfi,:lllt t() cxplnin as 11 mira)te, 

I>'hich Sl'e!tl~, to be the onl~ ;Himlss;:blc natllral explanation in vil'~/ of 

the pi lot IS experi encc as 'ill oh~l·rv'~r. 'lllC l"cas.JI1S arc twofold: 
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\.ith a mirage; (2) tilerc- was apparently a radar return obtained f-rom

the object which is incompatible with the hypothesis that it was an

astronomical object, the most likely mirage-producer.

nle pilot stated that the Northeast DC-G flying at 20,000 ft.

"painted" the UFO at 15° elevation and a range of 20 mi. This would

place the UFO at about 48,500 ft., th~ pilot~ estimate of 60,000 ft.

apparently being in error. Presumably th~n, the elevation angle as

viewed from the Capital Viscount was abo~t 19°. It is very unlikely

that any temperature inversion sufficient to produce a mirage would be

tilted at such an angle. For a near-hDrizontal layer to have produced

such an image (plus the radar return) by partial reflection of a ground

based object seems equally unlikely. The largest optical partial

reflection that such a layer might produce at an angle of 19° wuuld he

about 10- 14 as bright as the object reflected (see Section VI, Chaptor 4).

This is a decrease of 35 magnitudes. Such a dim object would be or

dinarily invisible to the unaided eye.

In summary, these two cases must be considered as unknowns.

1065-B. Charleston, S. C., 16 January 1967, 1810 1,5'1'. The

observational data in this cas~ are insufficient to determine a pro

bable cause for the ~ i ghting. A civilian "walked out of his hou~e and

saw" two round object!i. He estimated that they were about 30° above

the horizon. They appeared teo be "silver and blue, with a red ring."

l11ese obj ects were alternately side by side and one above the other,

and a beam of light issued "from the tail end." 'Ole ohserver does not

state h~w he knew which was f:he "tail end," or even at what Cl~imut.!l

he saw the'"objects. They "vanished in place," still at 30° elevation.

After the Charleston ArB was notified of the sIghting, some

unideTltified returns \~ere picked up on an MPS-l.t search rudar. An

investigating officer later determined that these returns were spurious.

111C t:ll5e fi le states :
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Idth a mirage; (2) tlterc- was apparently a radar return obtained from 

the object which is incompatible with the hypothesis that it was an 

astronomical object. the most likely mjragc-produccr. 
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[The officer] ca ded [8 Much 1967] to provi de

adJitionnl information in regard to thc ruu'lr sighting.

[The officer] wns informed bv the Clwrlcstoll i\FB thnt

the radar paints were not of UFOs. A check of tho

equipme:lt was made anti it was learned that tile i ndi vi dual

moni taring t.he radar set had the "gain" [control] on the

heirht finder turned up to the "high" position. This

caused the appearance of a lot of interference on the

radar scope. Personnel at Charleston AfB determined

th,~ paints on t;he radar to be this interference. The

?crsonnel turned the gain on high again and picked up

more "UFOs". When the gain wns turned down the UFOs

disnppcared.

There apparent ly were no radar UFOs in th is case. '[1H~ res idlle

is a visual sighting hy a singlc observer with insufficient data

for l~vaillation. \'Ihat th~' observer saw could conccivalJly have been

(a) a mirape wi th di reet and l'cflcct~~d imagcs of a planet (,JlIpi ter

was at 68 0
a::',~uth, 50 elevation) or a hright star, (li) an air

craft, or (c) a genuine unkno1vl1 (i.e., a possLlJ1e ETI ohject).

111ercis no real evidence either for or Cl14<11n5t any of these pos

sihilities.

I-P: Primarily visual, meteor-like cases.

1323-B. Sault Saint 11aric ArB, ~1ich. I IR SC'ptcmbC'f 19(J6, DIOO LST.

;"il'h~'H'r: clear, calm. '111erc is a very brief iHl1e :~ook fi Ie on this

i nc.:i dent. 1\"0 sergl~ants of the 75.Srd Radar Squadron sa\\' a briRht I igh, I

elliptical in shape and apparently tnulticolored of Il:l:;nturated hues,

which appcared low over the' treetops to the Sf: and llc\red in a straight

lin0 to"r:tnl the lI'est, disappearing "instantaneously" in the IvSIV.

lIUT!l~ l~n l,f this sighting waf; 2-:' sec. The report states that the

Objl'ct was ,dso tracked b>' a IJng-runge AN/FPS-~)() Iwightfindcr loIi th

azimuth, r:lI1f~e, and altit\HIC' "avd labll· 011 request." Since thi~
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[The officC'r] caded [8 Much J%7] to provide 

adJitionnl information in regard to the radar sighting. 

[The officer) wa~ inrol'lllt'u ily the Cl1ilrlc~tOIl /I.FB tlint 

the radar paints were not of UFOs. A deck of the 

equipme:lt was made ant! .it wa~ learned that the individual 

moni taring the radar set had the "gain" [control) on the 

height findel' turned up to the "high" position. This 

caused the appearance of a lot of interference on the 

radar scope. Personnel at Charleston AFB determined 

tl],~ paints on Lhe radar to be this interference. The 

personnel turned the gain on high again and picked up 

more "UfOs". When the gain \,a5 tllTncd down the [)FOs 

Jisilppeilred. 

There apparent ly were no radar UFOs in th is case. '[11e res ldue 

i~ a visual sighting by a single ohserver with insufficient data 

for t'valuat ion. I'Ilwt th'~' observer saw COil It! coned vall ly have heen 

(a) a miraVe with direct and !·cflect~~d images of a planet (.J'1piteJ' 

was at 68° a:'muth, 5° eleViltion) or a hright star, (11) an clir

craft, ,)r (c) a genuine unknoNl1 U .e., a possihle E'1'1 011 jcct). 

Hlerc Is no real evidence oi ther for or il~ail1st any of these pos

sihilities. 

I-P: Primarily visual, meteor-like cases. 

1323-13. Saillt Saint tlarie Mil, ~llc.ll., III Scptcllllwr 1%6, (lIDO LST. 

;~l·~'·.11('l': clear, calm. '111erc is a veT)' bri.ef illlle Book fi Ie on this 

i J1c.i dent. l\~o sergt1nnts of the 7551'0 Radar Squadron sm" II briRht 1 igh ,., 

elliptical in shape and apparently l1lulticolored of tln:;nturated hues, 

which appeared low ovcr tlH' treetops to the Sf: andll("'t'ti in a gtraight 

lint' to"'lrd the \'lest, dIsappearing "instantaneousl;'" ill tIl(' I'iSIV. 

ltur!l~ t,n l,f this sightin~. wa~ 2-:> sec. The report states that thl' 

l)bjl'd was dso traded b>' a lJ:lg-rungC' AN!l'l'~;-:)() hdghtfindcr "'ith 

azimuth, r:1nflc, and altitlll\C' " avdlahll· 011 requC'st." Since thi~ 
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information is not includl'd in (he folder, 1\0 firm l'ol1r:lu~i()11 may he

reached [1-; t () tl1l' proha" Ie ~:allsc of the !'aJar s il~hti ng or even as to

"Jhethcr or not the radar and visunl objects "ere corrl'1atcd.

'111e general visual :lppeOrancl', brightness ranRe, lIlotion and mode

of di.sappearance arc all r.'0:npatihlc with the hypothesis that the ob

ject was a 1<lrR(' meteor. Sonte bq~( meteors display even more unusual

appearance than this fl'port. If it was a mct~or, tht' radu!' may have

actually tra~ked it: radar tracks of lar~e meteors are not unknown.

IJf C\)Ul'St'. tlu' radar tl'ack may h'w£, heen spuriOlls, or may havl'i,nd i

I.:l\ted that the ohject \~as unnllturnl. '11H' trackin!~ (lata wOllllllw

l'~'ql\ i f('L! to Sl'tt Ie the po int .

'l1w radio refractivity profil<.' fOl' (lhOO lSI', shown in Fi~.3

in.JicatL's that an illtL'Il~<" slIpcl'-refradivl' layt'r existed within the

first :n2 Ill. (1220 ft.) :~bovt' thl' surfat('. This pl'ofill' is l:on'111civc

to tl:(' format ion of AI' l'dHH'S 011 ~:round-bllst'd radar, so tllf.'l'l' is S<'111C

po~sibilit~, that thL' ohsel'vl'd rndar ~Iatn ill this LJI'O illlidellt may Iwv<.'

been spurious. '111is l:aSl' would :H'CIlI to merit furthcr illvcstigali(lTl,

~~:.::..:.~ Edmonton, Alberto, h April 1%7, ...'1.?:'-2200 I.ST.

Weather: "vl'ry clear," cool, tCI1lP<"fllt.ufe about ~5°F, little or no

wind at surface, stars "ll1'ilolht," no moon. nhservl'rs state that a

bri~ht objf'\.~t apl'C'areu in the NNW low on till' hDrizon, movin/-: fflst,

appl'.lf<.'<1 to hovrr, I\n<l thF.'11 dh;aplwart'll. 'l1w night Iwfore, 1\ whitish

object l:ik<.' 11 llOfllHd still' "(lnly much lurgl'I''' h,lll llppcan'd in till ~(lt1l<'

place tNNN). A I'adfil' Wl'!H<"t'll 1\\1'1\11<.'<; IdIot InJl'pl'I1\"~llt,ly l'l'portl,d

"chnsinR" a liFO WIIOSl' posltt(lI\ \"a~'·l'luy('t.1 to hilll ill' (;C.\ rUllar from

Edl1l0illoil Intt'rnntio1\l\l Ai rport. Tllis UFO llPl'l':ll'l'd to !nOV(' S(lllll'\~hrtt

l'rrlllirull~', was Sl'l'll oTlly hriL'f]v fly th,' pUnt 1I~ H "rl'ddisl1nl':tIlW'

1 i. ~lt ted (" fft' c t," al\l1 JiJ "('It t raVl' I tl\l' ~; al1\<" ~()\Ir~(' a:-; till' v \ <;\1111

obJ('ct d<,!\crih\.d llboVl'.

'!1\(' gl'!lcl'al Iltm[J!lplll'ric cr-!\(lltIOl1ll prl'vnliing uurill K tl\i~

~ I ~httl\j.l \~l:'rc l:lllt<lttCtl vr to 1\1'. The dt':H~riptlon of till' (;CA rauul'

track i~ !;u~~('~ti·.'<' of AI' (qll:l!-;i -Stlltiolllll'y tllr~wt llPIH'Hrlll):! t.-, ".lump"

III llo!\ilion) , 811\.1 tll<' dl'l'lCnption of the UFO of:; I\pril i~; ~\lr.gl'~tiv('

of tht' tli rfract('\! iJ1la~(' of il !'t'l1' ~r:l'l1 thro\l~:' U l'lhal'p tC'lI1pl'rllt.lIl'e

lOA

information is n(1t Included in rile folder, no firm eOlh'lu~i()ll may he 

rcachcu ll,; to the prohahll' ellUSC of thl' !'adar Sil,hti!l!, or evcn as to 

"Jhethcr or not the radar lind visunl ol)jccts ,/Crc \.',orrl'latcd. 

'nle ~en(,I'a 1 v iSl1:1 1 1J1J1caranct', hrigh tnes s range, mot i on and mode 

of di.sappearancl' ilrc all r.o:npatihle with the hypothesis that the ob

ject W3!\ a largc met!.'or, Some !:lrg! mt'teors display ('v en mort' unusual 

appearance than this r(']101't, If it was a meteor, thl' radii/' may have 

actually tracked it; radar tracks of larRc mctcor~ arc not unknown, 

'Jf c\)Ul'se, till' radar trnck may h.wl' hN'1\ spuriolls, or may hav~'i,nJ i

\:I\tf'd that the o11ject \~as unnatural. '11le trackil1)~ data would h~' 

l'~'qllired tu sl'ttlc the point, 

'11H' r<Hlio refractivity profill' fOl' (lbOO LS'C, shown in l;i)(,5 

in.Jic;ltl's that an intl'Il~t' sllpl'r-n~fradiv(' layer exi~;ted within the 

first ;172 Ill, (1220 ft.) ::hove ttl(' slIrfa('(', This pl'ofill' is con'llldvc 

to till' f0rllmt ion of AI' ('l'h()('s Oil )(round-hllsl'd radar, ~p tlWl'l' i~; ~(\11It' 

pO!i:;ibilit~, thllt the ohsl'I'v('d radar llata ill this lH'G lnl'i\Il'llt ilia)' htlVl' 

been spurious, 

\2(1(' ,:-;, 

'lllis CU!\(' would ~l'CI1l totllcl'it fUrther inv(,stii~ati()n, 

Edmonton, Alherta, I, April 1%7, ..'1.~;'-2;:O() I.ST, 

Weather: "vl'ry clear," cool, temperat.ure ,,[milt :-5°1', littll' or no 

wind at slIrface, stal's "hri).!ht ," liD moon. (1hscrv('r~ !itate that (I 

I"'i!!ht objl'ct llppt'ared in the NNW low 011 till' h()rlzon, 1l10Vinlo: f;lst, 

appl'.1rt'd to hovrr, and th'.'l1 di~lIppl'afl'd, '111l' night 11l'fol't', a whitish 

objcct l.kt, 11 nonlilfl stal' "unly mllch 11Irgl'"'' hall UPtwnn,t! ill till S(IIIl(' 

plnn'tNNII'), /I. Pad!,ic Wl'stl'l'll AII'lille'; pilot lnJl'[1l·llIlpllt.ly l'l'portl'd 

"ch(1~lnR" a liF(l wtiOSI' pt)~[ti<lll \~a~I'l'laYt'd to him h)' (iC.\ rndar from 

Edm();Jt.oi\ lnt!' mat i 01\!\1 ill f'l'tlTt, Til i ~ UFIl IlPPl'arI'J to !nOv I' ~()llll'\~hnt 

t'l'l'lItil:1l1Iy, Wll~ :-;('('11 ollly hril'fh' h~' til" I'llllt .. ~ II "r('ddi~i1(lI'nll~~(, 

li~htl't1 l'fft'ct," alit! JiJ 110t travl'l tl\l' !"1I1K' C()\Ir~(' a~ tlw v\.;ual 

objl'ct t1e~crih.d abovu, 

'l1\l' 1!l'l\cl'al Rtll\[)~pl\{'ric CNlllltlOll~ prl'Vldlilll! ullrillp, tlli!-\ 

~I!lhttillol \~l:'rc Clllluuctlvr to /\1', The dl':;criptlol1 of tit,· (il:/I. I'II0ur 

track l~ ';ua!gl'~tiv(' flf M' (qllasl 'statiollal'Y tur"wt IIpJ1l'urlll!l to "jump" 

III pO!li t ion). BIlU th(' lk~crtptioll (1f the lJF() of :' Apri 1 i~; ~lI!l!ll':;t I V(' 

of tht' til f'frBct('\1 i.llla~1' of ,I ~t'll' ~r.l'11 thl'oll!llt II ~hal'p tl'1Il111'nltlll'e 
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invel~ion. In the absence of detail~d meteorological data, the most probable

conclusion seems to be that the primary sighting was a meteor and that no genuine
UFO case exists here. However, this case also might merit a more

intensive investigation.

1207-6. Paris, Tex., 7 March 1967, 1645 LST. Weather: clear,

vis:.bi Ii ty 15 mi. 'Ibis is an unconfirmed report by a single observer

who could not even be reached for verification of the report by members

of this project staff. He claimed to have seen two lights that "made

a 90 G turn at high speed, appeared to separ~te and come back together

agai.n and then went straight up. Speed varied from fast to slow to

fast, in excess of known aircraft speed." The last statemeni: is the

witness's interpretation. He stated that radar at Paris AFB had tracked

this UFO, but all military radar installations in the area disclaim

any UFO tracks that night. It seems probable that the visual sightinf"

was either an Rircraft)whose sound was not heard by the witne55 for

some reason} or a pair of meteors cn close, nearly parallel paths. The

quick dimming of a meteor burning out mny be interp;'eted as a 90 0

~:urn with sudcen acceleration away from the observel' of a nearly-constant

light source, which then seems to disappear in the distance.

I-C: Primarily visual, blurry light or glow.

15- B. Blackhawk and Rapid Ci ty, S. Da]" , and Bismarck, N. Oak.,

5-6 Augus~ 1953, 2005-0250 LST. Weather: clear, excellent viribiltty,

stable conditions, temperature inver~ions and radio surface ducts pre

vale~t. See Fig. 4. TIle night was dark and moonless .

.:110 initial incid~nt in this chrtill f)f UFO sightings wa!" the

si/!;oti,' by a GOe (GrOund Observers Corps) observer of a stationary

"red gLowing light" at 2COS LST near Blackhawk, S. Dak. This li!~ht

soon began LO move some :\0 0 to tho right, "~hot straight up," and

moved to the left, returning to its original position. A companion

thought it ",as "just tho red tower light" (a warning Ught on an FM
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invel~ion. In the absence of detail~d meteorological data, the most probable 

conclusion seems to be that the primary sighting was a meteor and that TJO genuine 

UFO case exists here. However, this case also might merit a more 

intensive investigation. 

1207-8. Paris, Tex., 7 March 1967, 1645 LST. Weather: clAar, 

vis~t.ility 15 mi. 'l11is is an unconfirmed report by a single ObSt'TVCl' 

who could not even be reached for verification of the report by members 

of this project staff. He claimed to have 3een two lights that "made 

a 90~ turn at high speed, appcared to separate and come back togetiler 

again and then went straight up. Speed varied from fast to slow to 

fast, in excess of known aircraft speed." l1Je last statemeni: is the 

witness's interpretation. lie stated that radar at Paris AFB had tracked 

this UFO, but all military radar installations in the area disclaim 

any UFO tracks that night. It seems probable that the visual sight!nR 

was either an aircraft)whose sound was not heard by the wltne~s for 

some reason, or a pair of meteors en cloSG, nearly parallel paths. The 

quick dimming of a meteor burning out may be interp;.·ctcd as a 90 0 

\~urn with sudden acceleration away from the observer of a nearly-constant 

light soureF.', which then seems to disar'pear in the distance. 

I-C: Primarily visual, blurry light or glOW. 

IS-B. Blackhawk and Rapid City, S. Dak., and Bismarck, N. Uak., 

5-6 Augt:st: J9S3, 2005-0250 LST. Weather: clear, excellent vi:it)ility, 

stable conditions, temperature inverg~ons and radio surface ducts pre

vale~t. See rIg. 4. TIle night was dark and moonless. 

:110 ini tial incidl'nt In this chain ')f UFO sightings wa!' the 

s iii;l1t i,'· b!' a GOe (GrOund Observers Corps) observer of a 5 tati oHary 

"red glowing light" at 2C05 LST ncar fllackhawk, S. llak. This 1 ir,l1t 

soon began LO move some :\0 0 to the ri ght, "~hot straight Ill'," and 

moved to the left, t'cturni ng to i t~ or.igirwl pos i tiOll. A companion 

thought i t \~as "just tho red tower light" (a warnillg ] ight on an I'M 
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transmitter tower normally just visible from their location). The

report was relayed to the Rapid City Filter Center, and three air

men from the radar site were sent olltside to looy. for the UFO. 'nley

sah' what was undoubted ly a meteo!', judging from thei r description.

The radar operator when informed of the new sighting began to search

for unidentified target". He found wany.

Over the course of the next four hOl::CS a large number of un

ldentified blips appeared on the Rapid City radar. Many of those

were transitory, moving blips with a fairly short lifetime, usually

being "lost in the ground clutter. 1t An F-84 fighter was vectored in

to a stationary bl ip near Blackhawk, and the pilot "chased" a UFO

which he found at the location on a heading of 320 0 M. without gain

ing on it. 'I1le F-84 was probably chasing a star, in this cast:

Pollux (mag. 1.2) which was in the correct location (3~SO true azimuth,

near the horizon).

When the Blackhawk GOC post called in that the original object

had returned ~or a third time, another F-R4 was vectored in on the

visual r~port. as no radar contact could be made. l~e pilot made

a "visual contact" and headed out on a 360 0 magnetic (''v 15° true)

v{'ctor. At this point the radar picked up what apparently was ghost

echo, that 15, one that "paced" the aireL"aft, al\.;ays on the far side

from the radar. TIle fighter in this instance was probably chasing

another star, the image of which may have been sOlilewhat distorted.

11,E' pilot'6 rE'FJort that the visual UPO wa:; "pacing" him appears to

have strengthened the radar operator's he lief that he was actually

tracking the UFO, und not a ghost echo. l~e star in this instance

rna)' well have been Mirfak (mag. 1.9), which, at 2040 LST, was at

azimuth 15" ami ahout SO to 7() elevation anhlc. 'l~c second pilot,

upon being Interviewed by Dr. Hynek, stated that he felt he had

been chasing a star, although there were some aspects of the
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transmitter tower normally just visible from t:leir location). 'TI)e 

report was relayed to the Rapid City Filter Center, and three air

men from the radar site were sent outsiue to look for the UFO. nlCY 

sal ... what was undoubtedly a meteor, judging from their description. 

The radar operator when informed of the new sighting began to search 

for unidentified target3. lie found 1l':1I1Y, 

Over the course of the next four hot::cs a large numher of un

ldentified blips appeared on the Rapid City radar, Many of those 

were transitory, moving blips with a fairly short lifetime, usually 

being "lost in the ground clutter." An F-84 fighter was vectored in 

to a stationary blip near Blackhawk, and the pilot "chased" a UFO 

which he found at the location on a heauing of 320 0 M. without gain

ing on it. 'll1e F-84 was prvbilhly chasing a star, in this cast! 

Pollux (mag. 1.2) which was in the correct location (335° true azimuth, 

near the horizon). 

When the Blackhawk GOC post called in that the 0riginal object 

had returned :or a third time, another F-R4 was vectored in on the 

visual rAport. as no radar cantact could he made. lbe pilot made 

a "visual crmtact" and headed out on a 360 0 magnetic ('\' 15 0 true) 

vector. At this point the radar picked lip what apparently was ghost 

echo, that 15, one that "paced" the airc:..'aft, always on the far side 

from the radar, '111e fighter in this instance was probab 1)' chasing 

another star, the image of which may have been sor.18what distorted. 

TIlt' p i.lot I ~ relJort that the visual lJ F) wa:; "pacing" him appears to 

have strengthenedti1e radar operator'~ helief that he was Rctually 

tracking the UFO, und not a ghost echo. 1be star in this instance 

may well have been Mirfak (mag. 1.9), which, at 2040 1.5'1', was at 

azimuth 15~ amI a\1out 50 to 7 n C'levation anf,le. 'lbe second pilot, 

upon being Interviewed by llr. lIynek, stated that he felt he had 

been chasing a star, although there were some aspects of the 
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appearance of the ohject that disturbed him. lie also stated that

the radar gunlock, which he had reported by radio during the chase,

Vias due to equipment malfunction, and t:hat the rad.a:l' gun:;ight continued

to malfunction on his \vay hack to the base. This equipment was never

subsequently checb:~d for malfunctioning (i" e., not before or during

the official AF investigation of the i neident).

The Bism:;.rck, N. Dak. sightings began whel' the \~isrnard filter

Center ,~as alerted to the "presence of lJfO's" hy Rapid City. At 2342

LST the sergeant on duty t.here and several volunteer obsc~'Vcrs went

out on the ro,;,f and shortly spotted four objects. The descriptions

of these Oh)ldS by the various ohservers were consistent with the

hypothesis that they were stars, althou~~h some apparellt Ji~crepandes

caused early AF investigators to deduce by 2Tude triangulations that

the si~hted obj ects mus t have been nearby. I t now appears that all

four objects were stars viewed through a temperature inversion layer.

"1118 observers stated that the objects rcscrnbl(~d staf',s, hut that their

apparent Illotion and color changes seemed t:1 rule out this possibility.

Dr. Hynek's summary of the probable natlL'C of the four Bismarck

objects is enlightening:

Object It l, which V/;IS 10\\' on tlJ{l borizcm in tile west

and disaI'P,~arcd b'2tween midnight ano 0100 hr. was the star

Arcturus oh.~erveJ through a surface invcrslon. Arcturus

WfiS Iowan the horizon in tb,' west and set at approximately

1220 (LSr) at 289 0 dzirnuth.

Object f,2 --- was the stUI' Capella observed through 11

surface invcr~ion. At 0011 CS:' Capd Ll WitS at 40° azimuth

and 15" elevation .... [and] at 02{)O lSI' [it] \I'as ,Jt S:~O

azinmth alld 30° elevation, wIlle', agrees \\ith the positions

given by [the two wi tnesscs].

lJbjccts 113 ,lpd /lr) were, with a hj~h degree of prphnhility,

the planet .Tupi tel' tl.nd the star Bt'te Igcu'ic, ohserved thr:lllgh
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appearance of the ohject that JisLUrbeJ him. lie also stated that 

the radar gunl<)ck, which he had reported by radio during the chase, 

I'ias due to equipment malfunction, and +hat thc radal' gUlI;;ight continued 

to malfuncti.on on his lIIay hack to the hase, '1'Lis equipment was never 

subst;quently check~d for malfunctioning (i.e., not before or during 

the official AF invcstigati on of the i Heident) , 

The Bism:;.rck, N. Dak, sightings began wher; the l;isrnarck filter 

Center was alerted to the "presence of IWO's" hy RariJ Ci:y. At 2342 

LST the sergeant on duty there and several volunteer ohsC'Yycrs went 

out on the ro,:,f and shortly spotted four objects. The descriptions 

of these Oh)l~ts by the various ohservers were consistent with the 

hypothesis that thcy were sta.r~, although :-;ome apparel1t <.liscrepancies 

caused early AF investigators to deuuce by 2Tude triangUlations that 

the siRhted objects must have ileen nearby, It now uppcars that all 

four objects were stars viewed through a tcnlperature inversion layer. 

'n18 observers stated that the objects resombled :;t<11"5, hut that their 

apparent Illotion and color changes seeITJed t:-l rule out this possihility. 

Or. Hynek's summary of the probnhle natu;'c of the fOUT Bismarck 

objects is enli):htcning: 

Object 111, which W:1S 10\\' on tl](: 1\0I'j2011 in tllc west 

and disapp,~arcd b-.;twecn midnight and (llno hr. ,,'as the star 

Arcturus oh.'crveJ through a surface i,nvcr~i 011. Arctnrus 

W(lS low on the horizollin tb,' west and set at approxjl1latcly 

1220 (LSr) at 289 0 azimuth. 

Object f,2-- was the stUI' Capella ohserved tlirou~;h a 

surface 1l1VerSl0n. lit 0011 CS: Capd 1;1 wa:-; at 110° azimuth 

and 1:;" elevation .. , , [<lIH\; at 02()O l:ST [it) \,(lS ,it :',,)0 

azinn.th alld }OO clevation, WhLL~I, ,Igroos v;i th the posi t ions 

gjvcn by [the two WI tnesscsl, 

lJbjccts 113 <IT'll II~ were, With a hi~h dl~gr()() of prc,\whility, 

the planet ,111pi tel' l1,nd the stilr IIl'tc 19cu-;c, ohserved thr;lllgh 
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a surface inversion. Jupiter's ... stellar magnitude \la~; -1.7

[and it] was low on the eastern horizon at 3pproximately 02°

azimuth. Betelgeuse.,. was a Iso low all the ea~;tcrn hori ZOIl

at approximately 81° az\muth.

TIle statement of one of the witnesses at Bismarc\ includes the

following comments:

. they appeared much brighter thun mosl: of the stars and

at times appeared to take on a rather dull bluish tint.

lhey appeared to mov~~ in the heavens, hut at a rather

s low rate and unlcs'~ a person braced 1n5 head ai.~a inst some

stationary object to f:'liminate head movement it would he

hard to te 11 that they were moving.

TIll;' one in th,~ we"t eventually disappeared he low the

horizon and the one in the northeast gradually seemed to

blend in with t.he rest of the stars until it was no longer

visible,

111e last statement lS typical of the description given hy

witnesses whu have apparently observed a hright stur rlsinu through an

inversion layer. 1 t would seem to be circul1Istanti al cv idence of 1"he

,.affraction-brightening predicted by Hemal, for IlrlJpagat ir,)J1 along an

inversion layer (see Section VI Chapter 4). However, there is an al

ternative explanation that simple diffractive bl~rring or smearing of

a star's image, by spreading the available light I)VOj' a larger area

of the eye's retina, ma~' cause a psychological illi.lsion of hrightening

of the object.

ThE' meteorological condltiol1s were generally favCJ)"hlc for anomalous

propllgati,oll at hath locat ions. '1110 refractl v j ty profi I e for HapirJ Ci ty

2(100 LST ~; All~l1:;t shows a 0.5"C tcmpCl'atUl'l' inversion over' a layer I()~) III.

thick, althouRh the resulting refractivity ~~rflJient is only -77 km-
1

(Fig. ~; ). '111C mwo LST profile (Fig. 6 ) sh()w~ a (1l'ol\Dunccd elevated
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a surface inversion. Jupltcr's ... stellar magnitucle ~Ia:; -l.7 

[and it] was low on the castern horizon at 3pproximately 02° 

azimuth. Iletelgeu~e . was also low Oil the ea~;tern horizon 

at approximately 81° azimuth. 

'nle statement of one of the witnesses at Bismarc'.( includes the 

following comments: 

. they appenred much brighter than most of the stars and 

at times appeared to take on a rather dull b lu ish tint. 

'Ihey appeared to mov"l in the heavens, hut at a rather 

5 low rate and tlnles'; a nerson braced 111 shead a .. :a inst some 

stationary object to f' I iminate heu(i movement it woulJ be 

harJ to te 11 that they we re moving. 

Th(.' one in th,~ we"t eventually disappeared below the 

horizon and the one in the northeast grad\lally seemed to 

hlend in with t.he rest of the stars unti I it was no longer 

visihle. 

~le last statement is typic~l uf the description given hy 

witnesses whu have apparently obs('l'veu a hright star rising through an 

inversion layer. 1 t would seem to be circtllllstanti al ev idence ot +he 

,.,liffractioll-brightening predicted by Raman for pr'JpagatioJl along an 

inversion layer (see Section VI Chapter 4). However, there is an al

ternative explanation that simple diffractive bl'JJ'iing or smcHring of 

a star's image, by spreading the available lipht ave,' a larger arca 

of the eye's ret.ina, may cause a psychological illusion of hrightening 

of the object. 

ThE' mete'orological condItions were generally fflVCJ!" hIe for aI10mal011~ 

propl1gati,oll at both locations. '11w refra(.~tivity profi1(1 for Hapiu City 

2(100 LST :; AlI~llst shows n n.S"\: tcmpeJ'atUl'l' inversiol\ ove!' a layer I()~) III. 

thick, altholiRh th0 rl's111tln~ r0fractivity RraJil'llt is only -77 km-
1 

(Fig. :;). '111(' OROll LST I'tofile (Fig. G ) ~how~ :t P1'o!\()ul\ced ldevatcd 
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duct between C33 and 1,007 m. with a gradient of -297 km-l~ a 3.2 0

elevated inversion is r~ported through this layer. A strong inversion

layer evidently formed during the nigl't and was "1 ifted" to the 8:)3 m.

level by solar heating after sunrise at abol1t 0500 LST.

The Bisr.'arck profilE- for 2100 L:=';' :; hugust (Fig, 4 shows a

I, zoe temperature inversion between the surface ,ill;! the IO';) m, level,

the resulting layer forming a radio ~uct with a refractivity gradient

of -182 km- 1 . It j'5 noteworthy that the Bism8TcK sig'ltings show more

evidence of optical i~veTsion-layer effects than the Rapid Cit) sightings.

In summary, the Rapid Ci ty_· Bismarck sightings arpear to have been

cal~sed by ~. combination of (1) stals seen through an inversion layer,

(2) at least one meteor, (3) AP eewes on a Gel radar, and (!oJ pos

sible ghost echoes on the Gel radar and malfunction of an airborne

radar gUllsight (althcmgh the commanding officer of the Rapid City de

tachment I\'as Jater skep':ical that t!'Cl'C had il) fact ever l)cen even a ghost

echo present on the Gel radar).

Case 5*. Louisiana-Texas (l:t. Wo!"~.h) area, 19 September 1957,

sometime between midnight: and 0300 LST.

·I1H.~ weather I-HiS clear. The radio refr, ":U vo index pro"i les for H. Worth,

for 1730 and 0530 LST, 18-19 September 1957, are shown ;.n Figs. 7 and 8.

'~e aircraft was flying at an altitude letween 30,000 rnd 35,000 ft. as

recalled 10 years later by the witnesses involved. l~erc was a slight

temperature inversion at an altitude of 34,()()(l ft., which may have bf!en

associated with a jet stream to the nortl1.

There is a possibility that a very thin, illtcn~c te.nperature

inversion was I)l'csent that: night over certain local ized areas ~H ,1n

altitude of about j4.000 ft .• n layer capable of giving :~trung reflections

at both radar and opti cal frequenc i es. There arc many ,,',;w\.:ts of the

visllal appearance of the UFO that arc ~trrmgly suggcstivl;> of optir.nl

phenomena: the bright, \.;hite light without apparent su"~;t(fnce. the

"'Casp.s refer't'eu to thusly are found in Scctlo:1 IV.

?O 3

duct between 833 and 1,007 m. with a gradient of -297 km-I, 3 3.2" 

elevated inversion is l''''ported through this l<lycr. A strong inversion 

layer evidently formed during the nigl~t and was "1 if ted" to the S:):) m. 

level by solar heating after sunrise at al)()'lt 0500 LST. 

The Bisf.·(Jrck profi 1 t for 2100 L:=';' :, l\ugu5t (fig. 4 shows a 

1, zoe temperature inversion between the surface ,lid the 109 m. level, 

the resulting layer forming a radio ('uct with a refractivity gradiont 

of -182 km-
1

. It i-; noteworthy that the BismncK sig:ltings show more 

evidence of optical i~vcrsion-layer effects than the Rapid Cit} sightings. 

In summary, the Rapid City-,Bismarck sightings appear to have been 

cal~sed by (" combination of (1) stals secn through an inversion layer, 

(2) at least one meteor, (3) AP eewes on a Gel radar, and (1;) pos

sible ghost echoes on the Gel radar and malfunction of an airborne 

rada1' gunsight lalth~)ugh tl1e commanding officer of the Rapid City de

tachment was Jater sLep':ical thot tl'cre had i'l fact ever I,)cen even a ghost 

echo present on the GCI radar). 

Case 5*. Louisian,l-Tcxas (I:t. 11'01':.1\) arL!i1, I ~J September 1957, 

sometime between midnigh~ 8m! 0300 lSI'. 

I1w weather \,a5 clear. 111e radio refr. ','tivc index prc,'iles for l't. Worth, 

for li30 and 0530 LST, 18-19 September 1957, are sh()wfJ I,ll l.igs. 7 and S. 

The aircraft was flying at an altitude letween 30,000 ,'nd 35,000 ft. as 

recalled 10 years later by the witnesses involved. 'J1wro was a slight 

ten~erature inversion at nn altitude of 34,000 ft., ~lich may have h~en 

associated with fi jet stream to the north. 

There is a possibj Ii ty that a very thin, illten~c te,nperature 

inversion was present that: night over cortain local ized dreas :n 1'n 

altitude of about 3,I,OO{) ft., fl layer capable of glvill~: !~trong reflections 

at bOLh radar and optical frequ<.:!nci<.:!s. Tl.erc are J1l:l11Y ,,'';Wi:ts of t\1c' 

visllal (lpp('arcmc~' of the UFO that arc "'trrmgly 5ugg(~5t:iv'" oj" opti\",Oll 

phenomena: thr.l hr,igJlt, \;111t(, light wi thout apparent Su"'.tilllce, tile 

·CIlSP.S refeneu to thusly are found in Sectll);1 JV. 
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turning on and off "likl~ throwing a sl~itch," the.' :\Il1orpho\l~ l'l'd \'.101'

without "any shape or anything of thL. nature," The raJio Tefr[1\.'tivity

profile for the time of th" sighting, with several strong'H1!wr-r('t'rRctiv('

layers, is conducive to the formation of radar AI' echoes. The dl'scription

of the Gel radar targets is suggest lve of t l' phclIomc.ma:

All of a sudden they would lose it, or something,

'nley hfld it and then they uidn't, they weren't sure. ThtTc

was a lot of cCllfusion involved in it. '111C'y'd give yOll these

headings to fly. It would appear to just -- they had may-

he a hovedr,,: .- capal')llity and then it woulll just he in a

different lOl.:lltion in no til11e at all.

,1lis type of behavior is typical of moving i\P targets. The elevatcd

duct shown on tlw Fort Worth profiles is vl'ry thick, and see.lrns fully

capable of .:ausing these ~f~'cct~.

In summar;r, it is possible tv, til'count' for the I1Hljor details of

the S i~hti ng throu~h three hypotlll'sl's:

(1) '111e liFO at 3u,OOO to 3S,OOO ft. may huw lll'cn a cOlnbilH',1 rildio

optical mirage of another aircraft, at gl'l':It dista'lCc.', flyinR just

below a thin inversion layer I.hicl. was also jllst above the.' B~471S

flil-':ht path. TJli~ nircraft would have hlld to haVt' (nl displflyt'd

landin~ li~ht5 which werl' tUflWd 111'1' (Cl'C:lti:1!', the.' first sighting),

(I» been ('quipped wi th 2HllO ~ll1l radi1l'1 :lnd (~~) l! i splilycd a rt·l!

running 1i~ht (c1lusing thl~ red glo\y).

en 'l11l' r.:CI OFt'." wert' AI' t'c.:hm's,

(3) '1110 last "n·J glow":lt "Ei,OOO fcct" muy Iw\'c been ;1 ~:rt)l:nd

source, whicl1 IH'Cill111' ohscul'cJ or wa~; 1l\l'lll'd off at.; till' nircraft

approached

'\11l'(\.· an' l11al1~' ullexplained iISPl'~'h\ to thi~; sif~htiJ\I~, 'l;)Wl'\It'l',

;1nl! a sol\ltiul1 SUl'!l as is l:ivl'll nlll1v(', altlwugh pussildl', dews 'lot

seem highly prohahlt', Olll' of the 1110st distllrhll1!! ft.~atllre... of till'
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turning on anJ off "like throwing a sIVitch," till' :illlorpho\ls I'cd dOh 

without "any shape or anytlliug of thb nature," The raJi.o refrac:tivity 

profile for the time of tht' si~hUng, with several ,:trong'HljWr -r('frllctivc' 

layers, i5 conducive to the formation of radur 1\1' echo!~s. TIll' ell'scription 

of the tiCl radar targets 1 s suggest ive of !' I' phelloln(ma: 

All of a sudden they wml1d lose it, or something, 

'nley hl1d it ond then they d i dn 't, th~~y weren't sure, Tht re 

was a lot of CCllfw;ion involved in it. '111('Y'd glvc you these 

headings to fly. It would appear to just -- they had mflY-

hc a hovcl'ir,,:,- capal'l1Jity ami then it would just he in a 

different IO<':lltion in no tilllt' at all. 

11)i5 type of behavior is typical of movil1g 1\1' targets. The cle'vat('d 

duct shown on thl' Fort Worth profiles is ve1'y thick, and Setlnts fully 

capahle of causing thesc ~ff~cts. 

In summary, it is possillJe tl"' account fot' the major Jet;li.ls of 

the:; ighti I\g through thl't~(' hypotheses: 

(1) '11)(' liFO at 3tJ,OOO to 35,000 ft. may huw LH'cn a cOlnbiJll',1 T(ltiio

optical miragc of another aircraft, at great dista'lct', flying just 

helow a thin inversion layer Ilhicl, was al~o jllst above the B~47's 

fl ight path. This aircraft wOllld have hlhl to have' ([1/ displflY('c\ 

landinl( lights which we~l' turned prj' (l'reati:l)', tl\l' fil'~t sil!,htlng), 

(b) bcoll ('quipped with ':HOO ~llIl fudn)', nnt! t\.~) displayed a 1'(',1 

running lilo:ht (c'lusing thl~ 1'lld glo\~)' 

l:!) 'nw (:cr un's WeN' AI' t'chcws. 

(3) '11)(' last "n'J glow" ;It "J!;,I)I)() fcct" lIlilY hilve been 11 i:rlll;nd 

source, wit i ell Iwcan1\.' OhSCU1·f.'J or Wil~; t 111'111',1 off U~ til" n i reraft 

appI'l)lIdll'll 

'nll'f<' art' litany uncxplainl'd :l~l'l'l't·S to this si)~htinl~, 1' ;1Wt'\.I"I' , 

:lI1d a ~ol\Jtiun SUdl iI~ is ~:iVl'J\ nhovl', altlwllgil pussihll', lh)('~ 'lOt 

seelll hi.:hly pro\1aI11(', Olll' of Ihe 1JI\J~t di:itu1'l,11I!! fllatllrc.; or thl' 



report i~ the radar ()periltort~ iJ1sisten;:e, ,'('ferring to ground and

airborne radars, that". ,th;~ would ,,1..:.1 IUP!ll';l silllUltar'f'oll.lv.

\~hcnever 111("<1 lose it, w(,ld all lose .it. 'Ihere ll'et'e' 110 "huts" ;l)',)/lt

it, it \vent off." Another l,lpexplaiI1l'd ;\Spcct i~, the buge 1.1nge of

dj~.;tances, bearing nn?les, <Lnd to SOllie extent, altitIlJl'<; cov ..'red by

til(' UFO. '111e radar op(>l'ator's COh:~ljent th"t the l'l'tUI'Il "he,d all the

char!ictcri:;tic; of ..'- 11 grOl:nd si.tl' ,,,. CPSt>B," 1'1lIi\'JJes th:H an

airborne radar :;Ollr~l.' is unlikely due to the li1q~\' power I'cquirew~nts.

'nlt~re rClI1ains tlw possibi lity that the "n'd f,JoW" "I;IS til(' miulge of

Oklahoma City which \~<lS in ~dH)llt tile l'i~ht dircdJon ;"or Ihe original

"red g low" lind Pl{~Sl\lilf\lJ ly !tad iI CPS(J/j radul' i /I:-;I';J lInt io); but ~llh

~l'qu('nt dil ..~ctioll and (oeat ion changes WO!lld S('l~JII to rllll: 01lt thi~

11()ss&hilit~· and tho grazi'lg ;llli~l(~ ;\1 the c!I.'vated invl'l'sion layer

would h<.' too large fo)' a normal milage to t,lh~ pl:ll.:c,

III vicw of thcs(' consil.kr'i1tioru l and till' fal.:: thill additional

information on this inddl'l1tis not ',vailab!e. no tenahle \:OTil.'[lIsion

can b(' rcad\('lI. Frol1l a pl'o[lilgatioll ~·tandp(}jlJl. this ~;il:htll\l" 111Uf.t

he tcnt({tiv\,'\Y clnssificd d~, ;Ill l111kI1O\vl1.

t -IJ: Pr i "!.:!.:~~~_!1'_..v_l ~1~'~~.!._l~~i~~_~_'~~~.(~l~~ .._:~r.L~.~I.ra~!~~:_ .. __!~~I !_~~_J.:~_

Hi rc_~'aft ~] i kl2-..l2.!5_'

~':.~' r ._~:r:ld ':1~~'2-_.~~~'::.-.1_~!.~~(~!_ .~!_(~~~_~.I..e_..1:.:~2... WI' ,I thl'\' :

lilt IQ,(l(l(1 ft.) Cll'ill', \dth a l1l'okt'll l.l.\'l'" ur :;trntDl'\1I111111lS clouds

11elow. CXl.:l~l1t'nt. vi:;jj)ility. [\1,: radilr rnntild \~;l~ m,lde ill this inci

dt'nt.

I W;l~ ill l'Pllllllilnd of a hO!\t: It(l(' i III~ ,ld 1'<11 \)

..:rulsl'l' t'll rOlllt' froll1 Nl'h' YOI'" Ip l.u)lll{)J\ via \;lll~""

Illl)' L,lhr:ldol' In'ftlell illt; ~,t I1l'l. ~~l'\lP ;1("( t'l' \ r\l~;

~ i Ilg OVL' 1'l1l'i1d St'Vl'1l I ~ I,tllds at 19,1Wa t'l'l'1. Tilll.'
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report io thl' radar opt)ral'ort~ ill:;i!'t{,I1;~l', t'l,ferl'ing tt) ground :llld 

ai rbornl.' radars, that " . , I hi" WOll.! J a ~ l IU)}P":l "i 1I1U 1 t ,\I',eOIl, 1 v . 

\~hCllGVCr 1,(,rd lose it, wt,'d all IQ~e.it. '(here WCt'C no "huts" ;11'dllt 

j t, it hfcnt off," Another ',lPcxplail1l'c1 aspect i!; the large 1.Inge of 

dL;t:mcl's, bearinl! an~~les, and to sonl(' c,xtent, ultitllJl''i ,'ovf.'red by 

thl' UFO. 'Ihe radar 0lwrator's COlr;!f)Cl1t that tilt, n'hll'll "he.d all the 

dU\1'lictcrbtil":; of .. '- 11 gt'Ol:IHI si,tl' .... CPSilll." 1' \lli";l({'S til;)t an 

airhornl'. radar :iOilrCl.' is lIllJi,kl'ly ,JltV to tl)(~ JHq," power I'eql!irew~nts. 

'!1Il're r('111<1i118 th<, possib'ility that the "lTd glow'" ,oidS tl\(' mirage of 

Oklahoma City \~hich ",Is ill ;rheut thL' rif!ht dirc,lloll ;'"01' Ihe orif!innl 

"1"(''' glow" ~ln<J preslImably hdd a Cl'S(J) I'atial' i/!!'>t;lll:ltioJ; but ~lIh

~l'qUL'nt dil.:ctiol1 aile! !oCil:ion chaJlgl'~ WDllld sel'lli It) nlle out thi~ 

poss,hi 1i t:· ilnd tho gl'ilZ.i,lg ;1I11~1() ;11 tJlC elevated iIlV<.:I·sil1l1 layer 

loI'oulJ hI..' too b.rgl' for a normdl mil;A)'.t.' t.o t,lke 1'1001.:C. 

III view of thusc \.'onsir.il'r'ltinn:l, and till' fae:. thu1 ;ldditioJlIl'l 

information on tillS inddt'lltis Ilot "Ivailal>l'?, Ill! tf.'l1abll' \:I.!Ji,I\l~ion 

call he read1l'll. Froll! a [ll'(;p:lgatioll !'tantipoiJl1, Ihi~ ';i!!htlll'~, must 

he teTltCltiv~·ty c]ilssificd <I~' :111 ll11kllOl~11. 

i-V: Primarily ViSl,wl, misL",:llalll'\)Il~ ;ll1i1l':J)'ilIH',': ______________ -L_. ______ , __________ ..........- ___ ~ __ ._. __ ...... __ .-.~ ........ _________ . ____ . __ .... _~._ . ________ . __ ~. b;1 I 100 n - I j k l' 

~_~'af t - I i kl2.-_l.:,.t::_, 

~~_.i~~r:ldI11~_~~.:~!~~ly.~~,:!_ .~,t_I~~!,"~.l.,e LST, W,'atlll't': 

lat 19,(J(l(l ft.) dl'fll' , Idth a hr'OK('1l 1 a\'l' !. ul' :;t'l'iltn,'Ulllldus c[ollds 

"L'low. cX\:l'llent. vi:iiiJilitr. ~1" raJil1" rlllll'OId \~:lS l11[!d(' ill tlti!' 1l1ci~ 

dl'l1 t • 

I was ill l'Ollllllill1d or a 1;111\(: It(H'il',~ .to! ":Itll 

crlli~;l'l' l'tI 1'0111(' frol11 Nt'\\' Yo)'h II' 1,(\lIl\(Jr\ via l;\I1~",' 

1111)' 1..1111':ItiO/' ll"l'fll(, 1 I illf: ~',' "1-)' .'~\'Illl :Irt l'r l n>~;-

~illi1 OVl't'lI!':1.1 St'Vl'1\ Isl:lllds at 1\I.lWO i'l'l'l, T,ll',' 



Airspeed 230 kts, both my copilot and I became

aware of something moving along off our port

be~n at a lower altitude at a distance of maybe

five miles, 111 and out of a broken layer of

Strata Cumulus cloud. As we watched, these ob

jects climbed above the cloud and we could now

clearly see one large and s':'x small. As we flew

on towards Goose Ray the large object began to

change shape and the smaller to move relative to

the larger .

We informed Goose Bay that we had something

odd in sight and they made arrangements to vector

a fighter (F94?) on to us. Later I changed

radio frequency to contact this fighter; the pilot

told me he had me in sight on redar closing me

head-on at 20 miles. At that the small objects

seemed to enter the larger, and then the big one

shrank. I gave a description of this to the fighter

and a bearing of the objects from mc. I then had

to change back to Goose freqency for descent clear

ance. I don't know if the fighter saw anything,

as he hadn't landed when I left Goose for London.

nH>, description of the UFO in this case, an opaque, dark "jelly

fish-like" object, constantly changing shape, is suggestive of an

optical cause. Very little meteorological data are available for this

part of the world on the date in question, so that the presence of

significant optical propagation mechanisms can be neither confirmed

nor ruled out. Nevertheless, certain facts ip the case Bre stroJl~ly
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':Ui;;!,';slive of an opt icrll !Iii fa/',e: p!lc'110JlICn0I1:

(]) nil' IJFJ "as ;l1h':IYS \,ithin ;J fe\'! degrees of a horizontal

Flane containing the aircraft, thus s:ltisfying the smaU-an6 le re

quirement;

(2) 'nH' aircraft flew at a stead)' altitude of 19,(JOU ft, for

the 8S n, mi, over which the UFO 'i/1pear~'d to "pace" the aircraft, th1-:s

the plane maintained a con~~tant rl'1ations!l:p to any atmospheric layer

at a fixed altituJe;

(3) 'nlC dark liFO l'iil:, secn ",I:;liJi<it a hrjght sky background

"ithin 15"-20" of the setting sun; neilI'I)' identical images, dis

pl-lying "jelhfish-li!,c" hcll;lvlDr ma:: be cDlIlfilonly observed wherever

mirages are observed wj~h qro:lg li,l',ht-contrast present. '11lC

reflection of the moon on gcntly rippl ing \'iater presents qui to similar

behavior.

The sugges tion iss trollg that thL' UFO in th is case was a mirage:

a reflection of the dark tcrraill belm'! seen against the bright,

"silvery" sky to the left of the setting ~;un, The reflecting layer

lIQuId be a thill, sha}p temperature inversion located at an altitude

just above that of the cndsing aircraft. Most of the facts in this

incident can be a~counted for by this hypothesis, ':hc dark, opaque

nature of the image arises from the l'ontr:lst jll bdghtness and the

phenomenon of "total reflc('tion." 'l1w nrr<.tngement of the large and

SI11'l11 ohjects in a thin line just rlhOVL' the aircraft's flight path,

as 1,'('11 as the manner of disappearance, arc commensurate with a T:liragc,

:\s the mirag('-producing layer \,'cakl'lls (with distan.:e) or the viewing

all~;lc incrC'ascs (lI'as the ~lircl'aft heginning its descent at ~hc time?),

the mirage appears tc dl,indlc to a point und di:;:l'PC;ir";' This type of

mirage is referred to ;lS ,I ~\1J1C)'iol' lIliril?,e and ha~ often heen rcpor'ted

0'0'1.'1' the ocean (sec Sl'ct i Ull VI, Chapter 4).
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TI,e principal difficulty with this explanation, besides havin~

to hypothesize the existence of the mlrag(~-'rrorJucinglaycr, is how

to account for the anisotropy of the mirage. Anisotropy (If this sort,

i.e. a mirage limited to certain viewin~ azimuths, is common in earth

bound mirages when viewed from a single location. But a mirage layer

through which a reflected image could be seen only in one, constant

principal direction (plus a fe ...; small "sate llite" images) over a

distance of 85 n. mi. is quit2 unusual.

TIlere reMains the slim possibility that the aircraft itself

produced the mirage layer through intensification (by compression

induced by the shock wave of the aircraft's pa,ssage through the

ail') of a barely suberi tical layer, i. e. one in wId ch the temperature

gradient is just a little bit le~,s than the value required to produce

a Jrtirage. TI,is h>'pothesis would satisfy the directional requirement

of the sighting, but the resulting scheme of hypotheses is too

speculative to form an acceptable solution to the incident.

11,is unusual sighting should therefore be assigned to the

category of some almost certainly natural phenomenon, which is so

rare that it apparently has never been reported before aT since.

304-B. Odessa, Wash., 10 December 1952, 1915 LST. Weather:

clear above undercJst at 3,000 ft.; aircraft at 26,000-27,000 ft.

T",o ri'ots in an F-94 aircraft sighted a large, round white object

"18 rger th an any known type of ai reraft. " A Jim reddish·-whi te light

seemed to come from two "windows." It appeared to be able to

"reverse direction almost instantly," and did a dlandcllc in front

of the ai-reraft. After this ~hc object appeared to rush toward the

aircraft head-on aud then would "sudd(~nly stop and be pulling off."

TIle pilot banied a~ay to avoid an ~prarently immblcnt collision,

and lost visual contact. Fi.fteen minutos later the aircraft radar

picked up something whichlhe crew assumcu was the UFO, although there
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is no evidence that it was. The otlject was reported to bc moving

senerally from "cst to enst at 75 kl1nts. It was never sighted.

This sig~lting has been described as a mirage of Venus, although

the reported 7S knot speed and 270 0 direction of mntion is in contra

diction to this hypothesis. '11112 general description of the object

as well as tI,e reported motion is suggestive of a weather balloon.

However, the peculiar reversals of direction, althou~h they could have

heen illusory, and parti cularly the loss 'l[ visual contact aTe at

odds with the balloon h:pothcsis.

The radiosonde pl'ofilE' for Spoknne, 1~)()O lSI, i~ shown in Flg.9

and is inconclusi ve. 'Inc tropopause, where the sharpest temperature

i11\'e1'sions are likely, is at ahout 30,SOO ft. above sea lev(-',l, too

high to haY(' prodo,'('d a mirage visible at 2G,OOO-27,OOi] ft.

'Ihe ': losc:!,cSS of thp timing bet\"een the radiosonde release at

l~)OO LST and the sighting at 1915 LST sugge~:ts that the F-C)4 crow

rna)' have s('on a lightfl\ pibal balloon. The descrij,tion given, in

cluding tl10 t\\'O diml)'-1it "windOlvs," is typical of the description

of" pibal balloon b\' those not familial- with weather in~;trumentation.

SUc:h a balloon h'ould risE' to at least 17,000 ft.in 15 T;1in., and the

reporteJ motion, 270 0 at 7S kn(t~. is in excellent agreement with

the upper lI'inJs at the highest level plotted for the Spokane profile

2Sr o
~t bh knots at 18,000 ft.

l~)-X. 361-IL Kirtland AFB,Albll<luerqlle, N.~1., <1 Nov. 1957,2245-2305 LST.

Weather: scattered clouds with high overcast, visibility good, thunder-

51'0]'1'15 and rain showers in vicinity, light rain over airfield. Ohservers

in the L:AA (now FAA) control to\\,('1' sm~ un ullitlentificd durk ubject

v.ith a IIhi tl~ light undertl(.',lth) ahout thc "SIl.lJlC of un automohi Ie on

('Ill)," th:lt l'ro~~.;cJ thl' field ,It Hhout E;[)(J ft. anu circ]('d ;I'i if to

C0111e in for a landilli; on the I:-\V I'UJl\\'ay. This llnidcntified object

appeareu t(1 !'C'verse di1'('(:'1o" at 10'11 .tl1ituue, while (Jut of sight of

the ohSC'T\'cr~~ bell i n(\ some hu i 1d i IlI;S, Dill) '.' 1 i I1lhC',l sudden ly to ahollt
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2OD-3()() ft. > heading away from the field on a 120 0 course. '111el1 it

went into a steep climb and disappeared into the overcast.

'I11e Air Force view is that this UFO was a small, powerful

pri \'ate aircraft, flying without flight plan, that became confused

and attempted a landin? at the wrong airport. The pilot apparently

reali:.{'(\ his error I"hen he saw a brightly-lit re;o,tricted area, which

\\:1:' :It the point \,'here the ohject reversed direction. '1l1e radar blip

\,.1:' dcscril'I'd h\' the operator as a "perfectly normal aircraft return,"

and the r;llbr t r.lck showed no clw['actcristics tlLlt WOI1]1! have been

"!.I t c' 1:, .,[\(\ :' t , :ll)c.l\'c at all angle of :J11l'U t 7()" ( 20'
" r01l1 Vl'l't i C:I 1)

it \\·a~ 1'10\' i n~ at "gl"l'at speed," TIll' L LI" Iv;1 c', "1 i 1',11 t r', r;l)' , a Ililost)

r,)und. \, i t iJ :l (,'ntl') I i J1 L' Il('ncath til<' i jill' thl'rc v:crc

:,,'\l'}\',l (:It Jl';\:-;t fOllr) 'sindOl,s wldeh (,lilitted :1 1Jri;',llt "]IJ('-,I',rccn

1i g11 t . It h' n ~ n \1 t rot <l t j 11 g "\I t IV e11 t s t I'a j gh t . " Th C )1 i J [) t ;j 1,; () S;j h'

thi:=. llF\l; tlH'> \\<ltdll'll it for sevl'ral mi les. i\:; t I]t' <Ii stance hcth(;('T\

the [1('-:1 and the liFO incl"L'nscd, tb(' li,l.':hts "se('med to chan,go color

sli~~htl~' from grecnish to hluish or vice VeI'S:l. f\ few minlltcs after

it \I'('nt Ollt of sight, t\\'o other air~'r:ift (Ol1C, :1 Coloni;J1 [lC-,~, the'

other 1 did Ilot C:ltC!l the Iltllllhcr) rC'ported t!]:it they S:IW it ;111()

\\ol1dcl'cL! i r allyone' L'lsl' !lild se('11 it. The /\ll1:lny contl\)) to\\'('1' also

1'l'J1OrtL>d that thl'~' had :;('CI1 ;1l1 Ohjl'ct go hy IJIl Vi etor-:? [" i rl'my] .

..\s hC appro:lchL'd ..\lh:lll~'1 \,'C ovcrhpnrd that Boston "nLlar hnLl also trackeJ

nIl oh,iect ;.long \'jeto1'-2, passi Ig l~oston anJ sti 11 l~asthol1nd.\\
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20r)-:\()() ft., heading away from the field all it 121)0 course. '111E'11 it 

went illto a stpep climb und disappeared into the overcast. 

'111t' Air Force view is that th; s UFO was a small, powerful 

prh'ate aircraft, flying without flight plan, ~hat became confused 

and attempted a landin? at the wrong airport. lhe pilot apparently 

reali::.,,'d his error I,hen he saw a brightly-lit re';tricted nrca, which 

\1;1'; ~lt the point I,'hey(' thl' object reversed direction. 'ille radar blip 

h,l" des.:!' ih'd hI' tf\(' (lpl'l'ator <IS a "j)('rfect Iy 1l01'l1l<J I ai rcraft return," 

;l11d the J':l,Llr 11',11':, !"iJ(l\,cd no cil<lcacte1'isties th,lt W()lllci haVlc been 

J. <-1 ~', ~.- \. 

:1: ;,il;1I1 ft, :it Ir,(1 kll"\';. 11'!1~'11 IH' noticed ;11l 1J1"jc,: pd',:;ill,I', :11'pl'l);,i 

l:r,It,'I,' ,',1)(1 :'t, ;I"''''{' :It all angle of :Ihl'ut 70° (211' I'rolll VI'I'til::I]). 

It \,<1" l'l',)\'ill~ at ",l~l'l';lt ~p('ed," Tilt, Lel)' IV:I", "I 1!',111 ",r:I!', allllost 

. Ilcncath the i i Ill' r)lITe ~:er(' 

1 i ght. 

tl1i.::. lIH); tile: \(,ltdlL'll it ror sC'vl'ral lIli los, i\:; IIW <Ii "tanel' \1ctil(;('n 

till' P('-,; and the lIl;O inCl'L',lSL'd, tl](' li,,"hts "s(,(,nll'd to (;lian"c color 

~l i~:htl:' f1'01:1 grC'C'nish to hluish 01' vice VCI''':I. II few minlltes aft.I~T 

it II('nt out of sight, tIVoOti1cr ail'~'r:,.ft (OIlC,:1 Coloni:11 IlC-,~, til(' 

other I did Ilot (at<.:il the 1ll1l1lhcr) reported t'1:11 they s:tW it :1Ilt! 

\,ontlered if nn),PIlL' l'lsl' 11;ld Sl'ell it. Tlw 1I!loallv ('[llltl,,)1 tOIl'('1' also 

l'cportl'd tliat tlil'." had !;CCl1 ,Ill Oil.il'ct go by 1)11 Victor,2 [;'i1'l'ny1 . 

.. \s Ill' approached ,o\1h:IIl;', \I'l' llvl'rh<'nrd that l\ostO!1 ",l<lar 11<1<1 also tracked 

~1J1 oh,iect : long \'il·tor-~, )1Hssi 19 }loston and sti 11 l~asthound.)) 
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The pilot and co-pilot computed the "speed" of the UFO at 4, 5:).}

4,800 mph. from the times of contact near Utica and at Boston. Tnere

are a number of inconsistencies in this report, aside from thf~

most obvious one: the absenc'~ of a devastating sonic boom, which

should be generated by a 150 ft. ellipsoidal object travelling at

Mach 6 or better in level flight at 3,500 ft. It does seem likely

that the Boston GCA report was coincidental and involved ad! Herent

object.

The residue is a most intriguing report, that must certainly

be classed as an unknown pending further study, which it certainly

deserves. Statements from some of the other witnesses i~vol~~d

\vould help in analyzing the event, and should prove useful even 13

years after the fact. It does appear that this sighting defies

explan~tion by conventional means.

lO-X. [371-8.] Continental Divide, N. M., 26 January 1953,2115

2200 1,5T. Weather: high, thin cvercast, low scattered clouds, very

good vis ibi 1 j ty. AI: airman stationed at the 769th AC&W Squadron at

Continentd Divide (elevation 7,500 ft.) observed a "bright reddish-

wh i te ob j ect" about 10 mi. WJ?S t of the :l'sdar s i to and approx imate ly

2,000 ft. abuve the terrain. The radar subsequently paintcu a strong,

strady return at 9 mi. range and about 2,500-7,50n ft. above the

surface. '111i5 object passed behind a nearby hill and reappeared,

heading north at abt'ut 10-15 mph. Hadar truck confirmed this. 'J1lC ob

ject th(m moved to the west at 12-15 mph to a !Wll1t 18 l11i. west of the

radar 5 i te. I t then turned north for about 10 mi., anu subsequent 1y

turned back on a heading of 128 0 inbound to the station. Hadar and

visual contact wa.5 lost Ileal" the area ""here the object was first de

tected. Before disappearing, the object seemed to shrink in size ~nd

fade in color to a dull red.

TIlere seems to be little doubt ill this ca~c that the visual and

~'adar contacts were in fact of the same ohject. The obviolls
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The pilot and co-pilot computed the "speed" of the UrO at 4,5:1.' 

4,800 mph. from the times of contact near Utica and at Boston. Tnere 

are a number of inconsistencies in this report, aside from the 

most obvious one: the absenc'~ of a uevastating sonic boom, which 

should be generated by a 150 ft. ellipsoidal object truvelling at 

Mach 6 or better in level flight at 3,500 ft. It does seem likely 

that the Boston GCA report was coincidental and involved ad' Herent 

object. 

The residue is a most intriguing report, that must certainly 

he classed as an unknown pending further study, which it certainly 

deserves. Statements from some of the other witnesses invol~~d 

I.ould help in analyzing the event, and should prove useful even 1.) 

years after the fact. It does appear that this sighting defies 

explall8tion by conventional means. 

lO-X. [371-13. J Continental Divide, N. M., 2{, January 1953, 2115-

2200 LST. Weather: high, thin cvercast, low scattered clouds, very 

good visibility. All airman stationed at the 769th AC&W Squadron at 

Continentlll Divide (elevation 7,500 ft.) observed a "bright reddish

whi te ob j ect" about 10 mi. w'?s t of the l'adar s i to and approx imate ly 

2,000 ft. abuve the terrain. The radar subsequently paintcu a strong, 

5 trady return at 9 mi. range and about 2,500-7, soo ft. above the 

surface. '111i s ob j ect passed bt'hind a lie am y hi 11 and reappeared, 

heRding north at about 10-1S mph. Hadar truck confirmed till!;. 'J11O ob

ject th!m moved to the west at 12-15 mph to a P')lllt 18 mi. west of the 

racldr ~ite. It then turned north for about 10 mi., and subsequently 

turned back on a heading of 128 0 inhound to the station. Hadar and 

visual contact was lost near the area ",here the object was fi rst dl'

tected. Before disappearing, the object seemed to shrink in size ~lTld 

fade in color to a dull red. 

TIlere seems to be little douht jll this case that the visual and 

~'adur contacts were in fact of the same ohjcc(. 'nw obvIolls 
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interpretation is tf,at the object seen and tracked on radar was a

weather balloon, a lighted ribal used for ohtaining data on upper

winds. 'I1lis explanat ion was considered and rej ected by Air rorce

investigators for two reasons:

(1) 'n1e sighting occurred 1 hr. 15 min. after the scheduled

release of the Winslow, Ariz. pibal, the only one that seemed likely

to have showed up in the sighting area, and the balloon ought to

hav~ burst by then, since they generally burst at 30,000 ft., an

altitude the Winslow pibal ~hould have reached 25 min. aft~:r launch;

(2) TIle reported direction of movement was, at least part of

the tIme, diL'ectly opposite to the reported upper winds as derived

from the Albuquerque radiosonde flight. TI1ese winds were reported

from the "west between lO,OOD an": 30,000 feet."

Actually, neither of these two reasons is sufficient to dis

count the' balloon theory. In t;H~ first plar:c, weather balloons are

often released later than the scheduled time, and this pcssihility

"'as apparently not checkeu. In the second place. 1'1ba] lJi-llloons

are often known to leak and consequently to rise ut a much slower

rate than normal. Often they have S0 little houyancy that they may

be caught in local updrafts or dOlmdrafts. '111cse le~ddng balloons

are usually carried away by tile horizontal wind flow at such a rate

that they are lost from si~ht of the ohserving station hefore they

reach hurst altitude. '111\.,' pibal data from Winslow, Ariz. for 0300

(j~fT 27 .Jan~lary 1~l53, (200n LST 2h ,Jallllary) is listed as "missing"

ahovc the 500 mb level (ahollt 19,0(10 ft. llI.s.l.), ,,,hich is a strong

indication that tile bdloon may have been leaking. rt is thc"cfore

t>ntirely conceivable that the Winslo'oJ pi\nl halle,on could hav(.> lwcn

in the vicinity of GallUp, N. ~1. (west of the radar site) at 2115 LST

on the n 19h t in qtl('~", j ,-'11.

'111C pl'oh lern of the )hserved direct ion of movemcnt cannot he c:Jm

pte-tely resolved, because it depends largely on an anlysi5 of lIlc',oscalc
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interpretation is nat the object seen and tracked on radar was a 

weather balloon, a lighted pibal used for ohtaining data on upper 

winds. '~is explanation was consid~red and rejected by Air ~orce 
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(1) nle sighting occurred 1 hr. 15 min. after the scheduled 

release of the Winslow. Ariz. pibal, the only one that seemed likely 

to have showed up in the sighting area, and the balloon ought to 
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are often known to leak and consequently to rise ut a much slower 

rate than normal. Often they have so little houyancy that they may 
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are lIsuall," carried away by the horizontal win,1 flow at such a rate 
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reach bur:;t altitude. '111\: pibal data from Win:;!ow, Ari~. for ()30() 
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indication that tile balloon may have heen ]('ahing, It is the" e:fore 

t'ntirely ~'ollccivalJlc that the Wil1s1o\~ pih:l \1[111(,011 could hav{' heen 
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winds in the lower atmosphere, that i:;, on a scale smaller than

ordinarily analyzed on ~)lnort i c weather maps. '111e synoptic

maps for 2l100 LST 26 January 19S~, for the 70() mlJ (ahout lO,nOn ft.),

500 mb (about 19,000 ft.), and 300 mb (ahout 27,O()() ft.) levels are

shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

Al though the general windflow in the Ari zona-New Mexico area

for at least the 700 and 50n mb maps is from the west, there are in

dications of a secondary mesoscale circulation somewhere in the

vicinity of the Arizona-New Mexico border, which is ~mhedded in the

general trough overlying the southwestern states. Especially sig

nificant are the II/inds at the 700 and 500 mb levels at Tucson and

at Phoenix, mainly at the son mb level, which show evidence of a

mesoscale cyclonic circulation in the area.

In view of the general meteorological situation at the time,

a quite likely explanation for the Continental Divide sighting is

as fol1O\vs: The Winslow pibal balloon, which \'1as leaking, was

carried aw~y to the cast, probably sinking slowly asit went. :lna

was lost fl'om view of the Winslow weather station. Upon reaching

the general vi<.:inity of Gallup, N. M. the leakin~ hallc(l!'. was

probably caught up in a locnJ cyclonic vortex and updraft, which,

being instigated by the meSOJcale cyclonic flow in the region may

have formed on the wind\'Jal'd side of the nmge of low mountn ins

forming the Divide in that area. This would havE' c,lUscd the 1)<1110011

to be carried toward the north, slowly risinn. as first observed.

111is would he followed in sequenc~ by a turn to the W8<;t, allu

ultimate 1)', lipan reaching a somewhat h ighC'T level, <~ turn toward

the southeast again as the balloon \lCCilllIC 1:(4ught in the more general

flow from the west anJ l1orth\l/l'st prevailing at mid\lle levels in tltp

atInOsp}H're.

'111 i s hypothes is fit s the deta i l~ of the ob:4crvati Oll~i rathel'

10'('11, and considcl'lng the lacK of additional infonnation or daLI
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winds in the lower atmQsphcre, that i;;, on a scale smaller than 

ordinari 1y analyzed on !iynopt i c weather maps. '1110 synoptic 

maps for 21100 LST 26 January 19;;7>, for tile 71)() mll (ahout lO,nOo ft.), 

SOO mb (about 19,O[)O ft.), and 300 mb (about 27,O()() ft.) levels are 

shown in Figs. 10 and 11. 

Although the general windflow in the Arizona-New Mexico area 

for at least the 700 and son mb maps is from the west, there are in

dications of a secondary mesoscale ci.rculation somewhere in the 

vicinity of the Arizona-New Mexico border, which is ~mhedded in the 

general trough overlying the soutbwestern states. Especially ~ig

nificant are the \Vinds at the 700 and 500 mil levels at Tucson and 

at Phoenix, mainly at the son mb level, which show evidence of a 

mesoscale cyclonic circulation in the area. 

In view of the general meteorDlogi~al situation at the time, 

a quite likely explanation for the Continental iJivide sighting is 

as fol101.s: 'Ihe Winslow pihal balloon, which 1185 leaking, was 

carried aw~y to the east, prohably sinking s J o\Vly asi t went. :tnU 

was lost from view of the Winslow weather station. Upon reaching 

the general vidnity of (,allup, N. M. the leaking hallc!'n was 

probably caught up in a loen! cyclonic vortex and updraft, which, 

being instigated by the mesoscale cyclonic flow in the region may 

have formed on the windl1ard s ide of the range of low mounts ins 

forming the Divide in that area. This would havE' ciluscd the' lJ;lllool1 

to be carried toward the north, slowly rising, as first observe,.!. 

111is would rw followed in sequenc'~ by a turll to the west, and 

ultimately, l~on reaching B somewhat high~T level, a turn toward 

the sOllthea~t ngai n a" the 11alloon bCClIlIIC cf,ught in the morc general 

flow from the west and l1orthw('st prcvai lini~ at midllle lcv('ls in tli(' 

atlnospht're. 

'111is hypothesis fits the details of tIll' ob~crvatioll~i rather 

well, and considpt'ing the lal~k of 8dditioTlul infonnatioll or ual" 
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pertaining to this incident, the UFO should probably be tentativelr

identified as a weather balloon.

321-1). Niagara Falls, N. Y., 25 ,July 1%7, \)025 LST. Weather:

clear, excellent visibility. Observers saw a "circular brilliant

whi te object with pale green smaller lights :lround its perimeter."

Object appeared to move slowly at nearly CGnstant ultitudf.>, and thr.m

went into a "fast, steep climb, n disappearing in about 5-8 lnin. The

object was tracked on a CPS-6B radar for about :5 min. moving froni

sw to NE, in agreement with prevailing winds in the area.

The rate of climb could nut have 1>£,en very great, or the object

would not have remained in Sig:lt for "five to eight" minutes. 'Inc

official AF view is that the object was a lighteJ hallou~, and in

:he abs~nce of other data. or a more complete file on tho case, there

s€".~ms to be no more likely (·\'r 1 'l!1e'ticn.

(1as5 II: UFO incidents that ar~)rimari!/ radar contacts,

wi 4:11 or "i thou~ s('(:onuart vi :-;ual ohscr:.~...:.:...

Class II-A: Primarily raJar, with qJa~~~; of an .r..r-lik~_

nature: fUZZYf vaL~uc, o.£-~tic returns, multiple

returns, spora(h~ .returns, etc.

1211-B. ~lcChorc1 ArB, S.:attle, :'Jash., 2 October 195~), fJ020-0320 LST.

Weather: clear, fog tIIuved in tlt 0150 L~' tcr i.nitial <:.ight.ing, wind

from 10" at 10 knots (apprux.J. Rad~~!' ci.t ~lcChord AFB pi ched up a total

of five or more uniu("'1tiilcd tracks b/;;'twecn OUZO to 0320 LST. 't1wse

targets :1Pill:ared to be Jt elevation angles of ahout 10"_20° and azimuths

of 170 0
- H>o!l . 'n1e range wou 1<1 change from 4,00(1 yJ. to !<, n()n yd.,

and the flight patterns \'I'f~l'C dcscri bed HS "erTH tic; fI returns would

occasionally appear in pairs. 'i1H~ raJ,n' hlips were ~lJscrihed as "weak."

Datn Oil thE' vcrti cal beam width dnl! rite nntenl1f1, p,~ ttcrtl characted st i~s

of the rad:iJ' arc 1acid Ilg .

Vi:'lual observers w(:n' app;,r0.ntly told to go olttsillL1 and look

fot"an UFO itt /lbollt 1Ot> ~lcvatjoll anu l!)()o azil1luth. They foun~
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pertaining to this incident, the UFO should probably be tentativelr 

identified as a weather balloon. 

321-B. Niagara Falls, N. Y., 25 .July 19S7, \)025 LST. Weather: 

clear, excellent visibility. Observers sliwa "circular brilliant 

white objet't with pale green smaller lights around its perimeter." 

Object appeared to move slowly at nearly r<::nstant ultitudfc', and thf~n 

went into a "fast, steep climb," disappearing in about 5-8 rrd.n. The 

object was tracked on a CPS-6B radar for about 3 min. moving from 

SW to NE, in agreement with prevailing winds in the area. 

The rata of climb could nut have bE-en very grca t, or the ob j ect 

would not have remai ned .1 n 5 ig:l t for "fi vc to eight" minutes. 'fhe 

official Af view is that the object was a lighted 1>al1o'J~l, and in 

:he absence of other data or a more complete file on the case, there 

<.lass I l: UFO incidents til ,I t ar£...llr i maTi!/ radar contact s , 

wi':h or "ithout~ollJary Vi:-;Wll obscn:iJtjo~ 

Clnss II-A: rdmarily radar, with_~\da~~~; of an f>.P-lik~_ 

nature: fuzzy, vague, ~!..~tic returns, mUltiple 

returns, spora(1i~ returns, etc. 

1~11-B. ~lcCJlord !\rH, .t.;,'attle, :·Jush., ;2 October 1959, 1J020-0320 LST. 

Weather: clear, Cog muved [n <1t (1150 [,~' tcr initial "igliting, wind 

from 10" at 10 knots (appr()x .J. Rad~4!, <it ~lcGhord il.FIl pided lip a tot<ll 

of five or more llnid('t1ti f lcd tracks ]'",tl'wen O(l20 to 0:'120 I.ST. 'l1\Cse 

targets 3pjleared to be Jt elevation angles of about 10°_20° and aZimuths 

of 170"-1!)()". 'n1e l'an~(' \~ould change from 4,00(1 yd. to !',DOO yd •• 

and the flight patterns Wf~rc dcscrillcd <15 "CI"l'<ltic;" returns would 

occasionally appear \.n pa.ir·s. 'M\(' rada1' hlips were I\:lscl'ibcd as "weuk." 

Data on th,' vertical hearn width Jlld rlie alltcnlln, p~,ttel'tJ char,l(:tllristics 

of tht' radii)' arc lacking, 

Vi~lIa1 obs('rvcrs w(:n' apJl;;r<~ntly t(llu to go olltsiJe anti look 

fOl'an UFO Ht r\bO~lt 100 
~lcv(ltiol1 and l~)()O a:.illiuth. They found 



one - "round," "the size of a quarter" (distance not specified), "white

and blue flickering light," a rather good descriptior of a scintillating

star. There was a second magnitude star at precisely the correct

azimuth (190°) at the time, although the elevation angle would have

been only about 1° or so. A sharp temperature inversion, with mist

trapped below it, could have easily produced the effect of larger size

as \\'('11 as increased the apparent elevation angle by about 1 0
• Even

trained observers consistently over-estimate the elevation angle of

objt'cts near the horizon, as in the "moon illusion" (the apparent in

crease in size of the rising moon).

When "last seen," at about 0150 LST, ~:le object was reported to

be about 20 0 elevation and 170 0 azimuth. At that time another bright

star (0.7 magnitude fainter than the first one) was located at about

172 0 azimutJ and about 10 0 elevation, values commensurate with the

apparent visual position (agaill, assuming over-estimate of elevation

angle) Near the hori zan these were the only two stars of third mag

nitude or greater in that part of the sky at that time.

TIle description of the radar targets, weak, erratic hlips,

together with the reported formation of a low-level fog (that hin

dered visual observations after 0150 LST) , suggests the presence of

a shallow temperature inversion-humidity trap that was producing

AP echoes on the radar set. The UFO l'eport states that temperature

inversions \~ere "prevalent" in the area.

In sununary, this UFO incident appears to have been caused by

radar AP echoes and associated visual star sightings, both observed

at small angles through a surface temr~rature inversion-humidity

trap layer.

1()3~._ (yuH of ~1cxico, off Louisiana coast (28 0 N 92° \'I),

(1 llec"?;'lber 1952. ()S2S-05:~5 LST (1125 GMT). Weather: cleaT, dry,

lil':ht winds, visibility excellent, full moon. '111e radio refractivity
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trained observers consistently over-estimate the elevation angle of 

ob j ects nea r the hori zon, as in the "moon i Ilus ion" (the apparent in

crei-lse in size of the rising moon). 

When "last seen," at about 0150 LST, t:lC object was reported to 

be about 20° elevation and 170· azjmuth. At that time another bright 

star (0.7 magnitude fainter than the first one) was located at about 

172° azimuU and about 10° elevation, values commensurate with the 

apparent visual positiun (again, assuming over-estimate of elevation 

angle) Near the hori zon -::hese I-Icre the only two stars of third mag-

nitude or greater in that part of the sky at that time. 

TIle description of the radar targets, weak, erratic hlips, 

together with the reported formation of a low-level fog (~hat hin

dered visual observations after 0150 LST) , suggests the presence of 

a shallow temperature inversion-humidity trap that was producing 

AP echoes on the radar set. The UFO l'eport states that temperature 

inYersi.on,; were "prevalent" in the area. 

In summary, this UFO incident appears to have heen caused IlY 

radar AI' echoes and associated visual star sightings, both observed 

at small angles through a surface teml'()raturc inversion-humidity 

trap layer. 
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profile for Burwood, La., about 175 mi. NE of location of sighting, for

0900 LST is shown in Fig. 12 ; a very strung 5uper-refractive layer is

shown on this orofile over a height interval extending from the surface

to 456 m. (1~500 ft.). A sharp temperature inversion existed at the

top of this layer. As an aircraft was returning to Galveston, Tex. at

20,000 ft. burn-off flares from oil refineries beca!l1e vlsible. The

radar was activated on 100 mi. range to check for the Louisiana coastline.

'nle range to the nearest point on the coastline was about 89 mi. and

asswning standard propag<ltion conditions. the range to the radar

horiwn should have been on the order of 140 mi. Surprisingly, the

coastline ~ould not be seen on the radarscope. Instead a number of

unusual echoes were observed. Initially there were four moving an a

course of 120 0 true azinluth. These blips moved at apparent speeds of

over 5,000 mph., coming within 15-20 mi. of the aircraft's position.

Eventually they disappeared from the scope. The radar set was calibrated,

but more blips appeared still moving Sf: across the scope.

Visual observations consisted of one or two blue-white flashes,

0ne of which, as viewed from the waist blister, appeared to pass under

a wing of the air.:raft. All of these nJ:-lY have been above the horizon,

since the wingtip would appear well above the horizon as viewed from

this pas it ion. The observers stated that the flashes "did not a1 ter

course whatsoever." These visual sightings were probably Geminid

meteors; the wing operations officer stated: "Visual sightings

are :\ndec:isive and of little c()nfirmatory value."

One of the radar \\fitnesses stated: "One object carne directly

towards the center of the scope and then disappeared." After 10 min.

of radar observation, a group of the b 1 ips merged into a half-inch

curved arc about 30 mi. from the aircraft at 320 0 relative azimuth

and proceeded acrDS~ and off the scope at a computed flV8€d of ov~r

9,000 mph. After this, no more unidentified returns were noted on the radar.

1he radar returns obtained in this incident were p~obably caused

by the deep super-refractive layer near the surface shown in Fig. 12.
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That this layer was present at the time and lil the area is indicated by the

failure of the aircraft rudar to detect the Louisiana coa~tline even

though burn-off flares on the shore were visible to the unaided eye.

The layer was probably slightly stronger at the tim~ of the incident,

thus constituting a thick radio duc~. A transmitter located above a

radio duct and emitting a high enough frequency to be affected, as the

radar un oubtedly was, does not excite propagation within the duct. This

implies that the coastline below the duct would not be visible to the

radar located above the duct.

The strange moving targets scen on the radar were probahly

caused by imperfections in the atmospheric layer forming the radio

duct, allowing the radio energy to enter the ducting layer at

various points. TIlis would create sporadic ground returns. The

returns may have been caused by a series of gravity waves running

along the Jucting layer in a Sf direction; this is a phenomenon

which is at present only poorly understood. In any event, spurious

radar images have often been noted 'mder propagation conditions of

this sort, often moving at apparent speeds of from tens to thousands

of mlles per hour.

In sununary, it seems most likely that the cause of this sight

ing can be assigned to radar AP, for which there is meteorological

evidence, and meteors.

7-C. Whitt;; Sands ~Iissile Range, N. M., 2 March 1967, 1025

1132 LSI. Weather: apparently clear (few meteorological data are

available), A single witncss at the sUlJlmit of highway 70 over the

Sacramento Mountains (Apache Summit, 9,DOO ft. elevation) rCllorted

seeing "silvery specks" plissing overhead from north to south. The

wi tness called Hollom~n AFB, and Tllnge ~urvei11,lnCC radar was requested

to look fOT the objects. Two aircraft were scrambled, but neither

reported a ~ighting, although they searched ~hc arca where the UFOs

were reported.
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which is at present only poorly understood. In any event, spurious 

radar images have often been noted ~nder propagation conditions of 

this sort, often moving at apparent speeds of from tens to thousands 

of mIles per hour. 

In summary, it seems m05t likely that the cause of tlds sight

ing can be assigned to radar AP, for which there is meteorological 

evidence, and meteors. 

7-C. Whit.,; Sands ~Iissile Range, N. M., 2 March 1967, 1025-

1132 LSI. Weather: apparently clear (few meteorological data are 

avai lable), A single wi tncss at the sUlluni t of hi.ghway 70 over the 

Sacramento Mountains (Apache Summit, 9,DOO ft. clevation) reporter! 

sCE.'ing "Silvery ..;pel.:ks" plissing overhead from north to south. The 

witntOss called Hollol1lun AFP" and T[lnge ~urveilLmcc radar was requested 

to look for thE.' objects. Two aircraft were scrambled, but nc.ither 

reported a sighting. although they searched ':he area where the UFOs 

were reported. 
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Two laJdrs were in operation. Both tracked a number of targpts,

most of which were stationary and so intermittent in nature as to

pr.event lock-on (see Case 16). Significantly, none of the radar targets

was behaving in the manner described by this witness (i.e., moving

steadily south at high altitude). Therefore, this incident is can""

sidered to be primarily a radar contact.

The probable nature of each of the three types of radar contact

made is examined below.

(1) 111e stationary, intermittent targets. ~1ost of these can be

identified with terrain features, peaks or ridges, that would normally

be just below the radar's line of sight. 1£ the atmcisphtOr'ic conditions

were such as to render these points just barely detectable by the

radars, they would probably appear as intennittcnt, stationary targets

of the type described.

(2) The object at 2;;,000 ft. that "drifted east three or four

miles in about 10 minutes" was apparently moving with the prevailing

upper winds from the west; it may have been a weather balloon, or

some similar device.

(3) The circular track executed by the Holloman radar was

interpreted by the r~dar en~~incers on the base as being a noise

track. This seems quite libly, ltespite svme apparent discrepancies

noted in the report. If thi~ track represented a real target, it is

strange that the Elephant MOUl'tain radar never picked it up, in spite

of the fact that the apparent track passed within about 6.5 mi. of

the second radar's location.

190-N. Detroit, ~1icl1., March 1953, nl>out lOvO to llOG LST

(exuct date and time unKnown). Weather: "perfectly clear." A

USAF pilot and a radar operator, flying in an F-94B fighter on a

praetic\:, t"raining mission, were directed by cr: [ radar at Selfridge

AFB to intercept some unknown targets which appcRred to be over

Two laUctrS were in operation. Both tracked a number of targ~ts, 

most of which were stationary and so intermittent in nature as to 

prevent lock-on (see Case 16). Significantly, none of the radar targets 

was behaving in the manner described by this witness (i. e., moving 

steadily south at high altitude). Therefore, this incident is con

sidered to be primarily a radar contact. 

The probable nature of each of the three types of radar contact 

made is examined below. 

(1) 111e stationary, intermittent targets. ~1ost of these can be 

identifh'd with terrain features, peaks or ridges, that would normally 

be just below the radar's line of sight. If tho atmc)sph"ric conditions 

were such as to render thes 0 points jus t barely detec tab Ie by the 

radars, they would probably appear as intermittent, stationary targets 

of the type described. 

(2) The object at 2~;,OOO ft. that "drifted east three or four 

miles in about 10 minutes" was apparently moving with the prevlliling 

upper winds from the west; it may have been a weather balloon, or 

some similar device. 

(3) The circular track executed by the Holloman radar was 

interpreted by the r'idar engineers on the base as being a noise 

track. This seems quite lik"31y, despite slim:;: apparent discrepancies 

noted in the report. If thi~ track represented a real target, it is 

strange that the Elephant MOUl'taln radar never picked it up, in spite 

of the fact that the apparent track passed wi til in about 6.5 mi. of 

the second radar's location. 

190-N, Detroit, ~1icl1., March 1953, nbout IOUO to 110G LST 

(cxnct date nnd ti.me unknown). Weather: "perfectly clear." A 

USAF pilot and a radar operntor, flyin~ in an F-948 fighter on a 

practice training mission, were directed by G(:r radar at Selfridge 

ArB to intercept some unknown targets which appeRred to be over 
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do,"ntown Detroit. 111e pi lot and radar operator looked in that direc

tion and s,l\v "tiny gpeck~ in the sky, which appeared to look I ike a

ra~gcd form,Hion of aircraft."

lhe aircraft 8t this time was about 30 mi. NW of downtown Detroit.

and the targets "appeared to be over the city's central secti"'l."

The pilot turned the aircraft to an intercept course. During this time,

perhaps "three or four minutes," the objects were visible to thE: pilot

as "a ragged formation traveling s 10\\11)' in a westward direction;" the

objects appeared to be Ita little lower than our ui'r'craft." The pilot

started his intercept run under full mi 11 tary pO"tler, without afterburner,

at approximately 500 mph.

The pilot recalls thinking several times that details of the

unknowllsi I ike wings, tai Is, etc. should have "popped out" as they

approached, so that identification could be made, but they did n,)t.

The ground radar had both the F-94B ,md the unknowns "painted as good,

strong targets." The unknowns could still nnt be identified, but

IIseemed to get a little larger all the time. 'I
llIe F-94B's radar operator began to get .returns and IIt!lnught he

was picking up the targets." The pilot looked at his instruments to

see if he could "inch out a little meTO speed Idthout going into after

burner," and when he looked up again "every last oneil of the objects

was gone. 'The pilot asked Gel w~ere the UFOs were, and was told they

were still there, "loud and clear." 'nley continued to fly headings

given by Gel right into the center of the targets, flying and turning

in "every direction," !Ju~ there was nothing in sight. 'nle pilot states:

"Gradually the targets disappf!ared from ground radar <lftcr w~ had been

amongst them for three or four minutes. It '11\c F-94B then returned to

base.

Since the exact dhte of this sighting is InK,lowl, no applicahle

metecrological data arc uvai1ahlc. Any explanation of th is incide.1 t
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must therefore remain speculative in nature. If the UFOs are CO!l

sidered to have been material objects, then they would have had to

have shifted positiun some tens of miles in the "two to four" seconds

while the pilot was looking down at his instruments. This does not

explain why they cOJ.tinue d to appear on the ground radar. The only

admissible hypothesis would seem to he that they became invisible as

the fighter approached, but this does not account for the fact that
they could not be picked up on airborne radar while the aircraft was

searching the area.

There is one hypothesis that s';,ems to fit all of the observed

facts: that the "ragged formation" was actually an inferior mirage

(see Section VI,Chapter 4). TIle angular conditions are satisfied:

the objects appeared "slightiy helow the level of the aircraft, II

and reflections of the sky above the hori zan would :~eem dark when

seen projected against the h3zy sky directly over the city. A layer

of heated air, trapped temporarily below a cooler layer by a stable

vertical wind shear, could produce a wavy interface that would reflect

the sky in a few spots. This phenomenon is qUite similar to the

familiar road mjrage. Like a road mirage it suddenly disappears when

one gets too close and the viewing angle becomes either too large or

too small.

If the warm air below , the source of which would presumably

have been the downtown area af Dctroit, were also considerably

moister than the cooler air ahove as is quite probable, then the

radio ref~active index would decrease q~ite suddenly across the inter

face. '111 is would tend to produce anomalous propagati 011 r~ffects,

incll~ing false echoes, on rodar, and would explain why ground radar

could continue tracking the unknowns when the pilot and aL'lJorne

radar operator could no longer see them. 'n1(, airborne radar, p('in~

iml1lersed in the layer would probably no:': recoive All e~hoes of any

duration other ~han. perhaps, occasional random blips.
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After the aircraft had thoT~ughly mixed the opposing air

currents by flying repeatedly through the interface as it searched

for the targets, the ground radar returns would gradually fade away.

This corresponds to \~hat was actually observed.

In summary, without the data to make a more definitive evaluation

of this case, the most likely cause seems to be a combined radio-optical

mirage as described above. If so, this is another eXCI1l1ple of a natural

phenomenon so rare that it is seldom observed: for a 0.25° critical

mirage angle, the temperature contrast required is on the order of

10" or 15°C in the space of ahout 1 em.

Washing~on, D.C. (see Appendix L ) 19-20 and 26-27 JUly 1952.

Weather: mcstly clear, a few scattered clouds, v1sibility

10 to IS mi., temperature 76° to 87° F, dewpoint 61° to 72 0 F, surface

winds from SE, light, near surface, from 300 0 to 320 0 aloft, light.

Radio refractive index profiles are shown in Figs. 13,1.4, and 15, in

Md., at an e levat ion of 88 Ill. (289 ft.) above sea level. T11ere are

a tremendo·J.s number of reports of UFOf: observed on these two nights.

In most i~stances visual ohservcTs, especially in scrambled aLrcraft,

were unable to see Largets indicated all ground radar, or to make air

borne radar contact. Ground radar observers were often able to find

a return in the general arca of reported visual contacts. especially

':' the case of ground visual reports where only an azi muth was given.

A few c-xcerpts fron~ typi ca 1 reports Juring these j nddents arc g).ven

bela....· :

Control towor operator, Andl'cws AFB" 0100 to nS(l() EST, ZO July

1952:

An airman hccamc exritcd during the con

versation and suddenly yelled "there goes one."

I Sa\~ a fallinr, star go from ovcrhcaL! a short

distance ~~ol1th anJ b,l"rn out. AbL)ut two minutes

later (the airma'·.~ said, 1l'I11crct~ ;mothcr one;
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did you sec the orange g 1011 to the sOllth'?" ~; a i J I tholl'.!,ht

T sa\~ it, but lle pointed :;ollth and I hnJ been looking south-

west. I 1~0nt 11p on 111 C' 1'oof···- - rmd I~atrhcd til ,~ ,k;- :'1 a 11

directions. 111 the lIlCil1ltllllt' Washini~t()n CCTJlcr ~l'fiS report-

ing tnrg('ts 01\ thci l'radar scn~l'n OV('i Andrews , Andrews

Approach Control observed nothing.

[111e airman] \,a" 111 the JWor talking on the r"lOne

and interp!hmcs. lie was \.;atc1,jng;1 star and telLing various

people that :it W8S moving lip nnd Jcsct;nding f(.1pitlly and

going fromicft to ri gIlt, dlHI [another il i rrTIilll] ilnd f ,I

listening to him from the roof, hclieved we 5<lW it llHy'e

too. Such is thE' power of su~~gcstiC)n.

This ~tilr W<1S to the cast slightly to tho left of and

above the rntatilJg ])C1Jcon, ['M1C il1rnwll) reported the star

[is two mile'; cast of Andrc\;s and at ;In altitude of 2,(J()(I ft.

,\ sho1'r time late)". :IFpl'oximntely ();2()() hour" I Sit\',' ;)

fal1in(~ star l;O from ov('rlw,ld to the 110ttli. A fc\oJ minutes

l~ltcr nnoth(~r loJcnt ill the ~;lll1e direct.ion, 'II)!';' faded and

went out within tl,'O ~(,cOThls. 'I1H' ~,ky 1,;1"; 1'1111 of star;;, thf:'

Milky Way I~(,;-; \1cight, ilfld I Il'rts surpri ~,l'J that we did not

see more fnl1in;.~ stnr~.

All n;~ht Washington Center \\'as J'epor1 in~; ol',iccts

ncar (It oveT Al\drC'loJs, hut l\ndrcl"'~; Appt'o'lch Cont.rol cou Ld

sec nothin):" however thp~' l~()llld ~l'(! the variotls i1ircrnft

reported S'J thdl' [I·;ldar] s.:rccn loJrtS npp<lc'cnt Iy ill gOJ)d

operfltiOll,

At C';(]() hours Wa~;l1jJ]l't()1I ('''ntcl' c:1III,t1 Hll' :l1ld rc'

pon'l'd (Ill unknol,';) nh,icct fiv,' Ill! lcs sout!lt':ist .>f )\lldt'C'w:~

fie 1(1 , I 0 :Jk(. dand ..; <l W 11 () 1hill i: , I'll it til'; I'; r II (\ I; I :-; t )' ,>

port I hcard.

A USAF Captain at )\l1drew:~ i\FB rndur C(,l1l~J':

did you seC' the orang c g 1 0'1 to t h (, south?" ';:1 iJ I t hOll',!,h t 

T 5:11, it. hut he pDinted ~;(l\lth and 1 hat! h('un look i n~', ~outh .. 

west. r Ivl:nt I'Ji on lit C' 1'oof,··, - fmd ''latched t h" k; :'1 all 

directions. III the lI\efl11tilllt' \'J;["hini~ton Cen1er 'HIS report-

ing tnrg('ts 01\ thci rradar SlTt'l'll ov('r Andrews, /Indrcws 

Approach Control ohserved nothing. 

[1110 airman] I,a" 111 the !Wor talking on the ["lOne 

and interp!l\mcs. lie was , .. atching :·1 star and telling various 

people that :it WIJS moving I1p nnJ Jc<;ct:ild.ing rapidly anci 

going from .left to right, fmel [another' airman] ilnd r, 
listenjng to him from the roof, believed we ~;tW it 1110'.'0 

too. Such is the power of su~gc5tion, 

'l11is ... tar \<I<lS to the ca:;t slightly to the left of 3110\ 

above the rotf!tillg hC<J.con. ['111(' ai rl1l<lll) n~ported the star 

[!~ two milc.'; cast of Andre"s and ;Jt an altitude of 2,fl()(1 ft. 

,\ shorr time' .later. ;lp)1l'oximntely O;2(j() houri, I !'ifll'.' a 

fall in,! star go from ovcrl1l'mi to the llo;'til. 1\ fel' mi nut(~s 

1,ltCT nnotlH'l' Ivent ill the ~[tllle "i red. ion, lh"), faded olld 

went out: I~ithin tl';O SCCOlhis. 'I1w :;ky \,';l~ full of star;', th(' 

Milky Way I'lL:' bright, fl'10 I \\'as surj1ri~;cd that we did not 

~ee more fnlljn:.! st[lr~. 

/\11 n;~hl Wasliil1gton CC'l1t,?f I.;as rl.'por1 in~~ oi'.jccts 

ncar 01' OV(~l' Antlrch's, but Andrc\~:; J\Pf11'oacil (:ontrol COli tel 

~t'e nothinl:" however thp~' 1~()lIld S('(' the V;ll"iOIlS ilir('raft 

rep(]rtcd ~'J th(·11' [(adar] :;<:rccn l,iI~ :Ippat"cnt Jy in go')d 

opE:'T'atioll. 

At (";no hDurs \~a::11i Jlptoli ("'ntcl' ,":11 ),'c1 Iflt' :md n'

port'l'd :II, uJ1knol\':j nil,iel'! fih' /IIi II'S ~"Ilthl':i'it ,)f )\11111'/'\,:; 

fielll, JO)i;I'd and :,;!W lJo1IJilli:, Tliilt 11':1'; rli,' i:!st )'i.'

part 1 h 'card. 

r\ l.I~i\F Cnptain at ,\ndr("w:; !\I:I\ l';ldaf I'PIlL 1': 



At about O?OO EST Washington Center advised that

their radar had a target five miles east of Andrews Field.

Andrews tower reported seeing a light, which changed color,

and said it was moving towards Andrews. T went outside as

no target appeared on Andrews radar and 3aw a light as re

ported by the tower. It was between 10° and 15° above the

hori wn and seemed to change color, from red to orange to

green to red again. Jt seemed to float, hut at times to

dip suddenly and appear to lose altitude" It did not have

thf 'pearance uf any star J have rver observed before.

, time of observation there wa~ a star due east of my

~Jsition. Its brilliance was approximately the same as the

object and it appeared at about the same angle, 10° to ISO

above the hor j zan. 'I11e s tar did not change color or have

any a~parent movement. I estimated the object to be between

thrPA and four miles east of Andrews Field at approximately

2,000 ft. During the next hour very few reports were re-

cei ved from Washington Center. [According to Washington

Center's account, however, the C20n EST object was seen on

radar to pass over Andrews and fade out to the southwest

of Andrews -- (~. D. T.] At approximately ()jOO EST I again

went outside to look at the object. At this time both

the star and the object llad increased elevation by about

l()o. [The azimuth would have also increased about 10" J

50 that the observed change was apparent ly equal to tlw

sidereal rate, ISO of right ascension per hour -- (~. D. T.]

"111C object h.ld ccasel\ tD have allY apparent movement, hut

still appeared to he changing ('olor. On the hasis cf

the second ohser~ation, 1 believe th0 unidentified object

was a star.

At about O?OO EST Washingt0Il Center advised that 

their radar had a target five miles east of Andrews Field. 

Andrews tower reported seeing a light, which changed color, 

and said it was moving towards Andrews. T went outside as 

no target appeared on Andlews radar and 3aw a light as re

ported by the tower. It was between 10° and 15° above the 

horiLon and s~emed to change COIOT, from red to orange to 

green to red again. Jt seemed to float, hut at times to 

dip suddenly and appear to lose altitude. It did not have 

thr 'pearance 0f any star J have rver obs~rved before . 

. time of observation there wa" a star due east of my 

~~sition. Its brilliance was approximately the same as the 

object and it appeared at ahout the same angle, 10° to ISO 

above the hor j zen. ·i1IP s tar did not change color or have 

any ,l:)parent movement. I estimated the object to be hetween 

thl"f'p. and four miles east of Andrews Field at approximately 

2,000 ft. Duri.ng the next hour very few repor.ts were ro-

cei ved from Wash ington Center. [AccQrdi ng to Washi ngton 

Center's account, however, the C200 EST object was seen on 

radar to pass over Andrews and fade out to the southwest 

of Andrews -- (;. D. T.) At approximately ()~O(l EST I again 

went outside to look at the object. At this time both 

the star and the object had increased elevation by about 

111°. [The azimuth would have also increased about l()O, 

50 that the observed change was apparently equal to the 

sidereal rate, IS' of right ascension per hour -- (;. lJ. T.] 

·111<' object h.ili cca,e,\ to have all)' apparent movemellt, hIlt 

still appe<lred to he changing color. On the h,lsis cf 

the sec(1nd obser:at.iOll, [ believe tll" unidentified object 

was a stilT. 



'I1H:' a-:-:ount of the airman referred to hy the Andrews AFB control

tower operator:

Airman [xl called the tower and reported he had seen

ob j eets in the air around ,I\ndrews; while we were discuss ing

them he advised me to look to the south immediately. When

I looked there was an object which appeared to be like an

orange ball of fire, trailing a tail; it appeared to be

about two miles south and one half mile east of the Andrews

Range [station]. It was very bright anu definite, and un

like anything I h ad ever seen before. The posi tion of

something like that is hard to determine accurately. It

made kiml of a circular movement, anLl then took off at an

unbelievable speed; it disappeared in a split second. This

took place around 0005 EST. Seconds later, I saw another

one, same description as the ane before; it made an arc-like

pattern and then disappeared. I only S.lW each object for

about a second. l'he second one was over the Andrews Range;

the direction appeared to be southerly.

The account of a staff sergeant at Andrews AFB follows. He was ap

parently describing the same object that the radar center Captain had

ob served.

Later on we spotted what seemed to be a star north

east of the field, which was in the general direction of

Bal timore . It was about tree top love I from where I was

watching. Tt was very bright hut not the sallie color (as

SOllie apparent meteors), This WB!-1 a bluish si Iver. Tt was

very erratic in motion; it moved up from side to side.

Its motion wa~ very fast. Three times I saw a rlld ohject

leave the silver ohject at a high rate of speed and move

east out of sight. At this time 1 had -;:0 service a C-47

and lost sight of it for the niRht. '111C t tme was about

0330.

'111(' a'::~Ollnt of the ai rmnn referred to by the Andrews AFfl control 

tOh'er opera tor: 

Airman [X] called the tower and reported he had seen 

objects in the air around ,I\ndrews; while we were discussing 

them he advised me to look to the south immediately. When 

I looked there was an object whl ch appeared to be like an 

orange ball of fire, trailing a tail; it appeared to be 

about two miles south and one half mile east of the Andrews 

Range [stationl. It was very bright and definite. and un

like anything I had ever seen before. The posi tion of 

something like that is hard to determine accurately. It 

made kino of a circular movement, and chen took off at an 

unbe 1 ievabl e speed; it disappeared in a spli t second. This 

took place around 0005 EST. Seconds later, I saw another 

one, same desert ption as the (lne before; it made an arc-like 

pattern and then disappeared. J only SJW each object for 

about a second. The second one was over the Andrew:; Range; 

the dire..:tion appeared to be southerly. 

The account of a staff sergeant at Andrews AFB folloW5. He was ap

pilrently describing the same object that the radar center Captain had 

observed. 

Later on we spotted what seemed to be a star north

east of the field, which was in the gencr~l direction af 

Baltimore. It was about tree top level from where I was 

watching. It was very bright hllt not the same color (as 

SOllit:~ apparent meteor,). This was a bluish silver. Tt was 

very erratic in Illotion; it moved up from side to s1<.le. 

It~ motion was very fast. Three times 1 saw it red object 

leave the silver object at a high rate of speed and move 

east out of sight. M this time i had ~() ;;ervicc a C-47 

and lost sight of it for the niRht. 'nlL~ time was about 

0330. 



The visual sightings in these incidents seem to he either meteors,

apparently quite numerous at the time,or stars, but a few descriptions

are not adequate to m3ke an identification and hence may represent un

knowns.

TIle radar tracks reported, at various times, from Washington

National Airport, Andrews AFB, and Bolling APB are generally not cor

related wi th each other, with airborne radar/visual observations, or

with ground Visual reports, except in a very general way, e.g., a star sigfltcd

on thl' a:z imu th Stipp I iel.1 by the rallar track.

Al' i nYf'"t i \~ation of the l'udar tr3cks reported by Borden and Vi ckers

(1953) is very informative. lbe authors observed, on the night of ~3

14 August 10S2, radar tracks very similar to tho~e described in the

19-20 anJ 2<:;-27 ,July incillents. The targets appeared to move with the

upper Idnds at various levels at twice the observed wind speed, Sllg

gesting that they were ground returns seen hy partial reflections from

moving atmospheric la)'er~ of relatively small horizontal extent (i,e.,

patches of local intensifi'..:ation of a general super-refractive stratum).

Borden and Vjckers state:

l1H~ almost s ilroul tancous appearance of the fi Tst

moving targets with the [stationary] ground returns,

{the latter] signlfy~ng the beginning of the tempera

ture inversion, suggested that till' target display was

perhaps caused by ~;;ol1lt' effects exi sting in Of ncar tIll'

i nvprs i nil I ayc 1'5.

'Ole [tutbDrs also relate simi \;11' tal'~ct pattl~l'llS ohserved during

testing of a new radar at Indianapolis in Novemher, ]<)S2. '!1wy state:

Targl>ts were larger, stronger, ;Jnd more nUl1IerO',ls

than those observed by the \~ri tel'S dll'rj ng t.he Wash i ngton

observations. At timcs the cluttt'T madc it difficult to

keep t rack of actu<ll ai rcraft tarRets all the scope.
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The vtsual sightings in these incidents seem to he either meteC'l"s, 

apparently quite numerous at the time,or star~, but a few descriptions 

are not adequate to m3ke an identification amI hence may represent un

knowns. 

TIle radar tracks reported, at various times, from Washington 

National Airport, Andrews AFR, and Bolling APB are generally not cor

related with each other, with ahborlle radar/visual observations, or 

with ground visual reports, except in a very general way, e.g., a star sighted 

011 th,' azimuth slIppl ie,! by the r,llIar track. 

~! invr~tication of the radnr tracks reported by Borden and Vickers 

(1953) i~; vel)' informative. 1110 authors observed, on the night of ~3-

1-1 Augus t J ~l S2. radar trac ks very similar to tho~: e des cribcd in the 

19-20 anJ 2';-21 ,Jllly incilients. The targets appeared to move with the 

upper winds at vario'ls levels at twice the observed wind speed, 511!;

gesting that they were l!rollnd returns seen hy partial reflections from 

moving atmospheric la)'er~ of relatively sJlIall horizontal extent (i .c., 

patches of local inten:;i fil:ation of a gC'neral sU!l"r-refractive stratum). 

Borden and Vickers state: 

11H' almost simultaneous appc<lrance of the first 

moving targets with the [stationary] ground returns, 

{the latter J si"nlfy ng the hegi !Jning of the tempera

ture inversion, suggested that th~' target di.splay was 

perlHlps caused by SOlll~' effects exi sting in Dr ncar tIll' 

inv"rsinll layers. 

'The fmtilDrs a!,;o rdate S'illli ];'r target patterlls ohserved durillg 

testing of a nell' radar at Illdianaroli~ in NOVC'I:lhcr, 1<)S2. 'I1ley state: 

Tar~l'ts were larger, strollger, ;Jnll marl' nU\1lero'.I~; 

than those QbscrvC'\\ hy the \'Il'itl~Ts dudllg t.1ll' Washington 

observations. 1\1' time;; the duttt'r 1I1a\\c it difficu 1.t to 

keep track of aetu,l! Hi rcraft targets all til(' scope. 
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In all major Tt'spects this report (Border,> .I~)S:~) is an excellent

analysis of the probable radar situation during the July 1952, Wa~hington

sightings.

TIle atmospheric conditions in existence at the times of these UFO

incidents, as shown in figs. 13, 14, and IS, are rathcl' peculiar. Refractivity

profile for 19 JUly 2200 LST shows a surface inversion of 1.7°C (3.1°F)

but the resulting refractivity gradient is only -81 km- l , about twice

the "standard" value. 111t>re is a rather unusual subrefractive layer

at 3833 to 43B9 m. produced by overlying moist air. Relative humidity

drops from 84% at surface to 20% at base of this layer, then climb~

to 70"" at top of the layer. A Humber of significant levels are missing

from this profile, which is comn:oJl in 1952 Silver IIi 11 profiles, but even

so it :is indicative of unusualltmosJlh,~ric conJitions. '111e radar sight

ings were made between 2340 LST allll 0540 LST l.July 2(1), and the atmospheric

stratification was no doubt marl strongly developL~J by that time. Tn

addition, Silver lIill is at an elevat~on of 88 m. (289 ft.) above MSL,

whereas Washington National Airport is at an elevation of only U m.

(43 ft.). The intervening 75 m, is precisely that part of the atmosphere

in which some of the most spectacular super-refractive and ducting layers

would oe expected to develop. In\leed, records for 19ttS-19S0, Juring

which radiosonde upper-air soundings were launcheJ from Washington

National Ail'port, reveal a ml'~h stronger tendency for the fomation of

anonwlous propagation cond./ tions than the Si lver IIi 11 data.

'11H' profiles for 2S ,July and 26 .July, 2200 LST arc 11I0re complete

than the 19 july profile, although some signific.ant leveL; were noted

as missing from the 26 July profile. Otherwise, the f01'er,oing COlfllllE'nts

apply to these profi les as well. The 2~; ,July profi 1e shows ;l SUPC'!'N

refractive' sllrfac{' layer ami a strong dfwnteu duct; there is a ,1.(,°(;

(R.~°F) tl'lll]1cnltllrc inversion through the elevated dw:t. It is perhaps

significant that unidentified rnuar target:: began (Jppcarin~ at 21130 LST

In all major rc'spects this report (Border, •. 1~)C;:i) is an ex(:ellent 

analysis of the probable radar si tuati,)!) during the July 1952, Wa~hington 

sighting;;. 

n,c atmospheric conditions in existence at the times of these lIFO 

incidents, as shown in rigs. 13, 14, and IS, are rather peculiar. Refractivity 

profile for 19 July 2200 LST shows a sllrface .inversion of 1.7°C (3.1°F) 

but the resulting refractivity graJient is only -81 km- l , unout twice 

the "standard" value. 111l:'re is a rather unusual subrefractive layer 

at 3H33 to 4389 m. produced by overlying moist air. Relative humidity 

drops from 84% at surface to 20% at base of this layer, then climbs 

to 70°" at top of the layer. A Humber of significant levels are missing 

from this profile, which is comn:oll in [952 Silver IIi 11 profiles, but even 

so it :i.s indicative of unusual It)llosph<!ric conditions. 'J11C radar sight

ings were made between 2340 LST allll 0540 LST l.1111y 20), and the atmospheric 

stratification was no doubt mor r - strongly develo[1lHl by that time. Tn 

addition, Silver Hi II is at an elC'vatlon of 88 Ill. (2B9 ft.1 ahove MSL, 

whereas Washington National Airport is at an elevation of only U m. 

(43 ft.). The intervening 7S m, is precisely that part of the atHiosphere 

in which some of the most spectacular super-refractive' and dutting layers 

would oe expected to develop. Inclee.d, records for 1945-19S0, during 

which radiosonde upper-air soundings were launched from Washington 

National Ail'port, reveal a ml'~h stronger tendcn('y for the fonnation of 

Hllomi.ilou5 propagation cOlldJtions than the Silver IliJ] data. 

The profiles for 25 ,July and 26 .July, 2200 LST arc lIIore comrletc 

than the 19 July profile, altho\1~h some significant levels were noted 

as missing from thp 2h July profile. Otherwise, th~' f()1'e~,oiJ1g COIPlllPllts 

apply to these prof] les as wl'll. The 2:; .July profi Ie ShU\\~i ;I super

refractive sllrr:Jc~' In)'cl' and a strong ell,vnted duct; there is a /\.(,01; 

(B.~°F) telllpCl'llture inversioll through till' elevated (Iud. It Ls perhaps 

:;ignifi.cant that uni,\ent iLiad radar target:'. begall 1Ijl]lcarin~ at 211:10 LST 



on 2S July. TIle 26 July profile has a 1.2"C (2.2°F) surface invcrslC'n

without a humidity lapse sufficicnl. to cause super-refraction; however,

a O.gOC inversion between 1115 and 1275 m. is associated with a sharp

humidity dl'op and a resulting elevated duct with a gradient of -167 km- 1 .

lnis elevated layer is quite strong enough to produce AP effects on

radaT. Unidentified radar targets began appearing at 2050 LST on 26

.July and continued unti 1 after mldnight.

In summary, the following statements appear to be correl~t:

(1) TIle atmospheric conditions during the period 19-20 and 25-27

.1ulv, 1952, in the Washington, D. C., area, were conducive to anomalous

propagation of radar signals;

(2) lbe unidentified radar returns obtained during these inci

dents were most likely the result of anomalous propagation CAP);

(3) 'n1e visual ohj ects were, with one or two possi bi e exc.epti ons.

identifiable as most probably meteors and scintillating stars.

Wichita. Kans. area, 2 AUf;ust 1965, "early mornin,!! hours"

~_o "shortly_after 0600" LST. Weather: clear, temperature 61"F

to 70°F, wind at surface: light from WSW. 111is is classed as pri

marily radar since the bulk of the reports were from radar and the

first visual ohject was never described. lhe refractivity profiles for

Topeka, Kans. and Oklahoma City, Okla. are shown in Figs. 16 ana 17.

During the early morning hours of 2 August 1965, the Wich1.tn

Weather Bureau Airport Sta:ion was contacted by the dispatcher

of the Sedgwick County Sheriffs Department with regard to an object

sighted in the sk;r near Well ington 1 Kans. (25 mi. south of Wichita).

'lhe radar operator, ~1r .•hhn S. Shockley observed what appeared to be

an aircraft target near Udall, Kans., 1S mi. northeast of Wellington.

'(his target moved northward at 40 to 50 mph.

During the next hour and a half several of these targets were

observed on the radar scope over central Kan~s moving slowly northward

occasionally remaining stationary, or moving about erratically.
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on 25 July. TIle 26 July profile has a 1.2~C (2.2°F) surface inversiC'!1 

without a humidity lapse sufficicn~ to cause super-refraction; however, 

a o.gOe inversion between 1115 and 1275 m. is associated with a sharp 

d 
-1 humi ity d-rop and a resulting elevated duct with a gradient of -167 km . 

11-lis elevated layer is quite strong enough to produce /II' ~~ffects on 

radar. Unidentified radar targets began appearing at 2050 LST on 26 

.July and continued unti 1 after mldnight. 

In SUmmllry, the following statements appear to be correet: 

(1) TIle atmospheric conditions during the period 19-20 and 25-27 

Julv, 1952, in the Washington, D. C., area, were conducive to anomalous 

propagation of radar signals; 

(2) The unidentified radar returns obtained dUTing these inci

dents were most likely the result of anomalous propagation CAP); 

(3) 'n1e visual objects were, with one or two possible eXL'ertjon~, 

identifiable as most probably meteors and scinti llating stars. 

Wichita. Kans. area, 2 i\ul~ust 1965, "early marnin? hours" 

~~o "shortly after 0600" LS'f. Weather: clear, temperature 61°r: 

to 70°F, wind at surface: light from WSW. lbis is classed as pri

marily radar since the bulk of tIle reports were from radar and the 

first visual object was never described. lbe refractivity profiles for 

Topeka, Kans. and Oklahoma City, Okla. are shown in Figs. 16 aOll 17. 

During the early morning hours of 2 August 1965, the Wichi.tn 

Weather Bureau Airport Sta:ion was contacted by the dispatcher 

of the Sedgwick County Sheriffs Department with regard to an object 

sighted in the sk;r near Wellington, Kans. (25 mi. south of Wichita). 

'!1le raJar operator, ~Ir .. .r"hn S. Shockley observed what appeared to be 

all aircraft target near Udall, Kans., 15 mi. northeast of Wellington. 

11115 target moved northward at 40 to 5() mph. 

During the next hour and a half 5everal nf these targets were 

obscrv€d on the radar scope over central Kan~s moving slowly northward 

o\;casionally remaining stationary, or moving about erratically. 
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Figure 17
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~1r. Shockley checked with the Wichi.ta Radar I\pproach Control, hOI"ever

the)" were not able to Obsl'J've a target simultaneously, ~lith the excep

tion of onc aircraft south of McConnel] Ail' Force Base near Wichita.

Later, a target was observed ahout seven miles NNW

of Wellington, :~ans., 1lI0ViJlg slowly southward. The Wellington

Police Departrnen'c. ..... as contacted and two officers went three miles

west of thl' c.i ty, to see if th~v could observe anythi ng. '010 target

passed about aile mile 1'I0st of the city os obs<n'ved on radar. 'I1\e

officers did not ob~;{'rve it untll j t Ims 50utl.wes t of the <:1 ty. They

Jescribell it a~ a greenish-blue light that moved ';]ow1y away froJTI

them.

'1110 I,tispatcher called agni n, Iv i th a report tha t two officers at

Caldwell, Kans. (35 mi. 50Llti1 of Wichita) huu :iighted nil oLJjed

ncar the ground cast of t.he city. }\ targ~t was ()h~('rvcd about two

miles lJorthwest of the city that 111Ovec1 northwlrd and disappeared.

At uClybreak, thc' dispatcher reported t!wt UlC' WellJngton officers

Iwd an object in sight C<lt',t of the city. !{adar indicated a target

ill that area moving soutl1\vard ahout 4;' lIlph. Flltll' OJ' fIve people stopped

their cars alld watched the ohject ,,,ith the offilcrs. -rt \"~1S Jc~~cribed

as an egg-shalicd objel't abollt the size of three aLltoIllOl)ile~;, made of

a highly polished silver metod.

::Jhortly after QhOOL:, a target 11'<15 observed five miles north of

Well i;1gton Iliuvi ng ~outh\'J(Hd, '1118 tar~;et I1lr,vl'd d i. feet 1y over the city

to a poi nt ten miles soutb of the ci ty when' it LH.sappeared. The

c:fficers in \\l'11ington I~el'e contacted hut h'(,l'~ a1l1l' to Oh~;L'J'VC

1ibsvll1tt'ly nothing in the ~;ky oV<,'J'!lcud dlJrinf~ Lh;ll tilllC.

'l1\c t'uJar \I'as O("lC 1'<1 t cd i" I ()llg ]llil SC, al SO II! i. I'il1\gl:', 1'1 i tl1 S'I C

\1ff. '11\(,' 1nrgcts were coh,~n'1I1 and ,1j1Jlvill'ed "rOil! ~,i.\ to Iline thousand

fl'l'l on the Hili s\.·ope ,hIring the \";\1'ly l1iUl'llill!~ and ahol1t 1'0111' or five

thousand fc·':t l:llel' in thl~ lIlornil1l~'

'Ihc ,ksl'riptiol1s of Illost of the visual (lhjcds in this si~htillg

are too cllrsory to ,11101" for any I'Cilsolluble l:unjeclurl' as to the real

~1r. Shockley checked with the Wichita Radar I\pproach Control, hOl,oveI' 

they were not able to obsprve a target simultaneously, with the cx~ep

tion of one aircraft south of McConnel.! Air Force Base noar Wichita. 

Later, a tar~ot was observed ahout sevon miles NNW 

of Wellington, :;ans., moving slowly soutllward. 'l1'c Wellington 

Po lice DepartrlleIi~ "as cont,H,ted and two officers went three mi les 

west of thl' ci ty, to see i f th~v could oi;scI've ,myth i ng. 'nlO target 

I'assed about Olle mi Ie hle"t of tho l' i ty as obS(Jl'ved on radar. '[1w 

officers did not observe it until ] t \,a5 soutLwes t uf the ci ty, They 

described it a" a greenish-bllle light that moved ,",Jowly away from 

the'in , 

'J'w ,\ispatcher called ag,lin, Ivi til <l report that two officers at 

\:aldwell., Kan~. (:)S mi. sontil of IVichi t[l) hali :;ighted illl objed 

Ilcar the ground eil:;t of the city, )\ targ8t Ivas (J"~(,l'vcd about two 

Illi les Ilorthwest of the city that 1110ved nort 11Iv'lr<1 and disappeared. 

At duybreuk, the' dispatcher reported t'lHt tile IVelllngtoJ) officers 

Iwd un object in sight ea~,t of the city. 1<1Iclar indicate,! a target 

in that area JIIoving southw,lT"d ahout 4S IIIph. F,)ut' or fIve people stopped 

thelI' Gil'S and \V;:tcht'd the ohject with thl' officers. H lI'i;S described 

as an egg-shalJcd objec't about the size of three aut,)nloliile;;, made Df 

a highly pol ished si IVL'I" lIIet,tl. 

::lhortly after OC,OOC, a target \Ias oiJseJ'vet! five lIIi les north of 

Well i :l"ton JIIuving sOlltlll,nnl, 'nIl' ta!'I~l't IIIPVl,d d ired Iy OVl'I" the ci ty 

to (I point tnn llIiles SOllt!> of the city when' it llic;appearlJu, The 

cff.icC'rs in \~L'llil1gtoll "t']"(~ contacted "lit "'(,I'e abll' to o[,q'I've 

absvllltt'ly nothing ill tht' sky oVl'rhcnd dllrinfJ, th:l! t il1ll'. 

'111e ruJar I,as opt'I'atl'd in '()fig 1'"ls(', al SO lid, I'illll:(~, with S'IC 

pfr, '111t, t;tt'gr~t" \"'1'(' C"h"l"l'l)1 :\I\d ,IPI'(,<lI"c<l f'1'():n ~'i"" [0 [line thollsand 

fL't'l t'n tlt(' gill s,'ope dLll'ill~; th\.· L'iI!'lv 11i1>1'0ill)', <Inti abollt rOUT" or five 

thousand f~,·, .. t lliter in thl~ ,,!Orning, 

'[he lksCl'iptiol1s of 11I0St of the Vi:'llill Ilhjel.'ts ill this sit-:htillg 

are too CUl'so!")' to <11101' for an)' 1'l'1ISOJluL>lt, ~ll;ljl"'l:t.lIrl: as to the real 



nature of the objects. One of the objects, described as "a greenish

blue light that moved slowly away," may have been a star.

In most 'nstances the radar turget~ did not seem directly related

to the visunl UFOs. 'llli5 is characteristi c of radar anomalous propa

gation returns.

The refractivity profiles both show highly refractive surface

layers, with a 6.7°C (12.1 0 F) surface inversion at Topeka and a

9.7°C (l7.S°r) sllrfacc~ inversion at Oklahoma City. In addition, the

Topeka profile' shows a strong elevated layer at. 2720 m. with a O.6°C

inversion. The temperature inversion at Oklahoma City ~roduced a
o

surface layer having an optical refractivity gradient (at SS70A) of

-101 km- 1 ; thi~ 1.[1)<:." would extend ehe theoretical optical horizon

for the eye of ml observer 2 m. above the surface of a smooth earth

from the normal vaIL::' of 5.6 km. (9 mi.) to 8.S km. (about J4 mL).

Such inversions Can produce many stran~e cffect~, including the

visibility of objects normally well below the horizon.

In summary, since the atmospheric condi ti ons were contluci ve to

anomalous radar propagation I and the raddr targets di sp layed AP-like

characteristics, this incident may probably be clas~ificd as con

sisting of radar false targets, w~th associated optical sightings

that may have been enhanced by a strong temperature inverslon at the

surface.

Class J l~B. Primari 11 radar, returns mostly 5in~le, sha!J.l.J..

aircraft~likc ~..!..ips, behaving in a continuous manner (i .('. '. no

sudden jUJnlJS I-S!.~

~._ \\alcsvil1e-WC'stmorland, N. Y" 1-2 ,JUly lDS4, llOS-1127 J.S'I'.

Weather: apparently clear. On I ,July EJS4 reports came into the :\F

Uepot lit Rome, N. Y. of an liFO havin~ the appeanln\'e of a balloon. '11H~

officer ill charge ~uid he helieved .it to be! a purtin]1y defl1tcd
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nature of the objects. One of the objects, described as "3 greenish

blue light that moved slowly away." may have been a star. 

In most 'nstances the radar targets did not seem directly related 

to the visunl UFOs. 'nds is characteristic of radar anomalous propa

gation returns. 

The refractivity profiles both show highly refractive surface 

layers, with a 6.7°C (12.1°F) surface inversion at Topeka and a 

9.7°C (17.5°1') surface inversion at Oklahoma City. In addition, the 

Topeka ~n'ofil" shrvls a strong elevated layer at 2720 m. with a O.6 n C 

inversion. The temperature inversion at Oklahoma City ;lyoduced a 
o 

surface layer having an 0ptical refractivity gradient (at S570A) of 

-101 km- 1 ; thi~ la)~~ would extend the theoretical optical horizon 

for the eye of Ill! oC'_ierver 2 m. above the surface of a smooth earth 

from the normal va)\,) of 5.6 kll1. (9 mi.) to 8.S km. (about 14 1111.). 

Stich inversions can produce many stran~e offects, incl1lding the 

visibility of objects normally well below the horizon. 

In summary, si.nce the atmospheric condi ti OIlS were conuuci vo to 

anomalous radar propagation, and the raddr targets displayed AF-like 

characteristics, this incident may probably he classified as con

sisting of radar false targets, w~th associated optical sightings 

that may have bc£n enhanccd by a strong temperature inversion at the 

surface. 

Clas:-i J ;-l~. Primari ly raciar, returns mostly single, sha!'r..!.. 

aircraft-like ~.l.lps, behaving in a continuous manner.J..i '("'. no 

sudden jumps. ct l'. 1 . 
19-1i. \Ialcsvil1<.'-Wcstmorland, N. Y., .1-2 .)lIly .1!J!)4, llOS-1127 I.S'I'. 

Weather: apparently ClCIlT. On I _Jllly EJ!i4 repol't~ came into the !\r 

Uerot lit Rome, N. Y. of an liFO having the appear!ln,'e of H balloon. '11H~ 

officer in chaT'ge said he hclievcd.it tu be. a partil111y dcfl1tcd 
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balloon, and if it WCle still there the next day, he would have it

investigated.

On liDS LST 2 July 1~)S4, I:-~14C ai reraft 5J -13559 took off on a

routine training mission. eel requested tl1e aircraft to change mis

sion to intercept an unknown aircraft Rt 10,000 ft, The pilot

identified a C-47 aircraft by tail number, and was then requested to

check a sc~ond unidentified aircraft that was at low altitude and

appDrently lettil'g claIm to land at Griffitli AFB. The AF account states:

\~ the pilot ~tarted a descent, he noted that the

cockpit temperature increased abruptly, The increase in

tempp-rature l:du:;ed the pilot to scan the instruJIlcnts. 'Ihe

fire v.al'ning light \liaS on anL! the p.ilot informcd the rndar

obscrver of this fact. 'Il1e fire warning light remained on

after the throttle I~as placec1 in "idle" ~; 0 the engine was

~lhut down and both crew members ejected successfully.

'Ihe airl:raft cr3shed at the "WalcsvilJc :r Il t (~r sec <: i on , " and W<J5

destroyed, 'fllC aire'raft struck a house anJ an automobile, fatally

injuring four ,1erS0l1s.

lhe ahove account is from the official USAF accident toport

("Summary of Circurnstallces"). Thero is nn Blul\ Book file because

no UFO was involved.

Conclusion:

(1) The first object was probubly a balloon;

(2) l~ere was no uro in the aircraft accident case.

1)3~IL I\'right-Pat:tcl'son AFB, Ohio, A1Jgu:;t 19:i2, 10:;1)-1113 LST.

\'·C'ather: scattered clouds at 2S,(l(1() ft. 'l'his case, oCCUlTin~

,tll110st over !'rojcct 1\1ue' Book's hOlTIc hase. is <l very W)Qd ('x<ll1lple

of confusion or l'ontl'udictory l'vidence tending to O!JSl'lIfC' the true

nature of a urn inddcllt,

At lOS 1 LST lin till i dent j fi ('<1 1'3<1111' t nH'k appeal'cd .?11 1I1 i. NNW of

II'right-Patterson AFI~ on the bu,1th AU,1'i :'1qllaur('n's (;C[ radar at
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balloon, and if it wen' still there th[, next Jay, he would have it 

investigated. 

On 11(15 I.ST 2 July 1!)S4, 1'-'14C aircraft 51-13559 took off on a 

routine training mission. CO requested tile aircraft to chilnge mis

~jon to intercept an unk!Hl\vn ai rcraft Rt to ,000 ft, Tho pilot 

identified a C-47 aircraft by tail number, and was then requested to 

check a second unid~ntifieJ aircraft that was at low altitude and 

appDr~ntly lettir'g dOlm to land at Gri ifi lii .!l.,FB. The AF account states: 

\~ the rilot ~tarted a descent, he noted that the 

cockpi t temperatll ro i llcre8scd ahrupt 1 y , 'jhe i ncreilse in 

t~mp~ratl!l'e cau:;ed tlll' pilot to scan thcinstru)I1cnts. 'Ihe 

fire I<.al'ning light was on ami the pUot infonlied the Tildar 

observer of this fact. '111e fire warning ]'ight remained on 

after the throttle I,as placed in "idle" so the ellgine was 

);hut down and both crew members ejected successfully. 

'111(' airc.:rHft cr~shed at the "Wa]csvi IJ~~ 'illt('fscc';ion," and was 

c1t>stroycd. '[1\0 aircraft stmek a house and an automobile, fatally 

injuring four ~ersons. 

The ahove account is from the official liSA!' accident report 

("Summary of Circumstances"). There is ne, Blue! (look file becau~c 

no UFO was involved. 

Conclu~ion: 

(1) Tile fi rst object was probubly a bid loon; 

(2) '111l'rc was no UFO in the ai 1'<'rrJft ~ICC i ,knt ca~c. 

'J3-Il, Wdght-Pa':tet'son AFII, Ohio, A',lgu:;t j~:i2. lOSI)-il13 LST. 

lieather: scattcI'('t.i clouds at ;ZS,O(lO ft. This CIS"', on,ul')'in~ 

,tll110st over I'roj"c't Blue Ilook's home ""sec is n very W)od l'x<IJ1Iple 

of conf\lsion or ,'ontt'adictory !.'vidence' tending to O"Sl'llrC- tile trlle 

nature of a UFO lnddcl1t, 

At 10;' 1 LST an tlnidentifit'ut'nuili' trnd app .. ';1 "cd .-:0 tni. NNW of 

lI'right-i'attl'r;;(lll '\~'B on tile (,(),1th ACF,W S'IUilUI('Il':; (;1:1 1'[l(la1' lit 



Bellefontaine. The raJar opcrate:r steteu that the course \'Ias 240 0

at 400 knots, Elsewhere the report states 450 ~nots; how he deter

mined this is not made clear. Tl"O F-86 aircraft from the 97th

Fighter-Interceptor Squadron, Wright-Patterson APB, were vectored

in and made visual contact at lOSS LST. Fighters stayed with the

object until 1113 LST. The F-36s climbed to 48,000 ft., fell off,

and made a secon·j climb, nne aircraft had airhorne radar activated

and received a "wl'~ak" return. '111e object was descrihed a~ "silver

in color, round in shape," and its altitude was cstilllat,:d as 60,000

70,000 ft. The object apnearcd on the radar gUllsight film as a

"fuzzy small image, .. with discernible motion .. , tha~ could he

any Jarn thing,"

In this incident it is ~)par~nt that (1) the uro was a real

object and (21 the vlsual and radar sightings (both ground and

airborne) w')re of the salll(~ ()b,iect. All of the evidence p8~nts to

a wenther balloon cxc~pt for the 400-450 knot slwcJ, Lind tllf' 24()O

fli.gl\t path, which is against the preva:i.Ung upper winds. KnO\~n

aircraft were ruled out because of the altituJe. A U-2 would

"fit," but the first one was not flOW:l llntil 1955, and the visual

appearance was all wrong. The radar returns eliminated astronomical

objects, mi.rag~ \~n5 ruled out because of the high angles, and the

sighting occurred "above the \~eathcr.1t The conc1usiop \~as: unknown.

However, burled deep in the report \~a5 tnc rRdur opC'rC1tor's

note that "At the time it >'las dropped (1113 LSl') object Wli~ five

miles noJth\~(,5L of SpringfielJ, ohio." This allows the UFO'"

course to be plotteo on 11 map: Figs 18 and 19, shows such Ll llhlp plot. It

15 readily apparent from this that the lIF()'~ true ll<'aclin~ WH$ about

111 0 at all avcril~l' ~pl'cd of onl}' <14 k.nots, Appfir-t'ntly no one thought

to make tht:.; simple cht'ck. Since tllO highes': repurteJ Idnds frulJ,

tht' rnJiosonue launched at Dayton at: I()Ol) LST h'cr(~ 260 0 /31 knots

.., A l

Bellefontaine. 'Ihe raJar opcrat(;r stateu that the course I~as 240 Q 

at 400 h.ots. Elsewhere tb~'report states 1\50 !()lOtS; how he deter

mined this is not made clear. T\w F-86 aircraft from the 97th 

Fighter-Interceptor Squadron, Wright-Patterson AFB, were vectored 

in and made visual contact at lOSS LST. Fighters stayed with the 

object until 1H3 LST. The F-36;; r:1imbed to 4R,OOO ft .• fell off. 

and madE' a secol1,j climb. !Inc aircraft had airhorne radar activated 

and received a "w,~ak" ret..lrn. 'n1e object was descrihed a~ "si lvel' 

in color, round in shape," and its altitude wn<; ('stilJlat~'d as 60,000-

70,000 ft. The objt'ct apnearcd on the radar gunsight film as a 

"fuzzy small image ... wi th discernible motion. , . tha~ could he 

any Jarn t)llng." 

In thL~ i.ncident it is ul'par('nt that (1) th", LIFO I'ilf; a real 

object and (21 the visual and radar sightings (both ground and 

airborne) w'~re of t.he sallie obJect. All of the ('vidence F:)Jnts to 

a wenther balloon except for th.., 4()O-4S0 knot "I)('co, Lind the· 240 0 

fligl!t path, which is against the prevailing upper winds. KnOl<ln 

ai rcraft were ru1 cd out be cause of the al t i. tude. A U-2 would 

"fit," but the first one wa5 not fIOW!1 llntil 1955, and the visual 

appearance was all wrong. The radar retllrns e 1 im i natcd as tr()nomi cal 

objects, mirag~ 1,115 rul('d out hecause of the high angles, and the 

sight ing occurred "above the \~eather." The conclusi Of! 100as: unknown. 

However, buried deep in tht> report lola:; toc rfldar o[ler'itor':; 

note that "At the time it: >l'a~ dropped (1113 LST) object wss fivl" 

miles nonhl~E'SL of Springfil'1J, Ohio." This allows the IIFU':, 

course to be plotteJ 011 Ii map; Fills 18 and 1\:1, shows su..:h 1I ilhlp plvt, It 

is readily ilppare!1t from tliis that tlw IIFU's [rill' ill'acling wa$ about 

111" at an iJVCrilj.!l' ~pl'l'll of oilly <14 knots, Appar-l'llt I)' 110 one th()ught 

to make tht:> simple ch('ck. Since tllll highcs~ rc'purtev loIi.lIlb frulh 

tilt' ruJiosollu(' launched at !Jayton at: IIlOO I.ST "'er(l 7.nl1" /.,1 knots 
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nt 50,000 ft. and no"/:;:) knots at SS,()()() ft. the plotted track

of the UFO is consistent with the obser'Jcd upper winds. 'Ine hEp

\\'3.5 first "painted" at a 24l)° azimuth, which may explain where that

quantity originated in the UFO movement report.

Conclusion: almost certajnly a weather balloon. Note that the

\\'inds reported fOT the I~Tight-Patterson AFB 1000 LST show winds

blowing first from the east, then from the SSE, ultimaleLy from the

west at higher altitudes. These winds were bloWing in such a manner

that it is conc'::!ivable that Wright-Patterson's own radiosonde halloon

may have been the UFO in this incident.

76-B. Near Charleston, W. Va., 4 May 1966, 0340 LST. Weather:

Severe thunderstorms in area. Pi10t of a Braniff Airlines Boeing 707

flying at 33, 000 ft. observed on his left side what appeared to be a

fas t- flying aircraft with landing lights. Braniff's ai rbornl'; radar

recorded this unknown. Pilot requested the radar operator at Charleston

sector of Indianapolis ARTC to look for traffic at his 8:30 or 9:00

position, and the radar picked up a track in this position. Return

made a sweeping turn and disappeared off scope to the southwest.

t<.r: American Air lines pi lot flying 20 m~i. behind the Brani ff plane

saw the object. It appeared to him to be a normal ai reraft with land

ing lights. TIlis pilot stated he had often seen such aircraft with

lights during AF refueling missions.

Estimated speed of the unknown was 750-800 mph. No unusual

maneuvers were performed or any th"t were beyond known military aircraft

capabilities at the time. AF explanation ic; that the unknown was an

aircraft wi til lanJing lights on. '111j s is consistent wi th the reported facts.

Case 2. Lakenheath, England, 13-14 August 1956, 2230-0330 LST.

\~eather: ~cner(\ lly c lear until ()300 LST un the 14th. (POI' d0tai 1s

see Section IV.)

The probabi lity that a.nomaluU5 propagal ion of rarbr signals ITJay

have been involved in this case seems to be small. On~ or two detail~
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[It SO,OOO ft. and .n()~/3:' knots at SS,()()O ft. the plotted track 

of the UFO is consistent with the ohser/cd upper winds. 'Ine hlip 

1<'3S first "painted" at a 24U o azimuth, which may explain where that 

quantity originated in the UFO movement report, 

Conclusion: almost certajnly a weather balloon. Notc that the 

\\'inds reported for the Wright-Patterson AFB lOOO LST show winds 

blowing first from the east, then from the SSE, ultimaLely from the 

west at higher altitudes. 'I11ese winds were blowing in such a manner 

that it is conc~ivable that Wright-Patterson's own radiosonde halloon 

may have been the UFO in this incident. 

76-B. Near Charleston, W. Va., 4 May 1960, 0340 LST. Weather: 

Severe thunderstorms in area. PiIGt of a Braniff Airline~ Boeing 707 

flying at 33,000 ft. observed on his left side what appeared to be a 

fast-flying aircraft witll landing lights. Braniff's airborne radar 

recorded this unknown. Pilot re4uested the radar operator at Charleston 

sector of Indianapolis ARTC to look for traffic at his 8:~O Dr 9:00 

pOSition, and the radar picked up a track in this position. Return 

made a sweeping turn and disappeared off scope to ttle southwest. 

t;r: American Airlines pilot flying 20 mi. behind the Braniff plane 

sa" the object. It appeared to him to be a normai aircraft with land

ing lights. 7his pilot stated he had often seen Stich aircraft wi th 

lights during AF refueling missions. 

Estimated speed of the unknown was 750-800 mph. No unusual 

maneuvers were performed or any that were heyond known military aircraft 

capabilities at the time. AF explanation i'l that the unknown was an 

aircraft wi til lanJing lights on. 'I11i s is consistent wi th the reported facts. 

Case ~. Lakenheatl\, England, 13-14 AUgllst 1956, 2230-0330 lSI. 

\~eather: I!cncrally clear until 03110 LST un ':he 14th. 

see Section IV.) 

(For dtJtai Is 

The probability that allomah)U5 propagaUon of rad~!r signals may 

have been involved in this case seems to be small. On~ or two detail~ 
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are suggestive 07 AP, particulary the reported disappearance of the first

track as the UFO appeared to overfly the Bentwaters GCA radar. Against

this must be wf"igh\~d the Lakenheath controller's statement that there

was "Iittle or no traffic or targets on scope," which is not at all

suggestive of AP conditions, and the behavior of the target near LaKenheath

apparent 1)' continuou5 and easily tracked. The "tai ling" of the RAF

fighte:r., taken alone, seems to indicate a possible ghost image, but this

does nut jibe with the report that the UFO stopped following the fighter,

as the latter was returniTlg to its base) and went off in a different

direction. lhe radar operators were apparently careful to calculate

the speed of the UFO from distances and elapsed ti~es. and the speeds

were reported as consistent from run to run, between stationary episodes.

litis behavior would be 50~ewhat consistent with reflections from mov-

ing atmospheric layers - - but- not in so many different directions.

Visual mirage at Bentwaters seems to be out of the question

because of the combined ground and airborne observations; the C47

pilot apparently saw the UFO below him. The 'J1sual objects do not

seem to have been mt"teors; statements by the observers that meteors

were numerous imply that they were able to differentiate the UFO from

the metoers,

In summary, this is the most puzzling and unusual case in the

radar-visual files. TIle apparently rational l intelligent behavior of

the UFO suggests a mechanical device of unknown origin as the most

probab Ie explanation of this ~ ighting. However, in vi.ew of the in

evitable fallibility of witnesses, more conventional cxplanktions of

this report cannot be entirely ruled out.
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Kincheloe AFB, Sault Saint ~1arie, t-lich., 1..1-12 September

19L', 2200-2330 LST. Weather: clear, ceillng unlimited, visibility

unlimited (over 20 mi.), no thundersto:t:'1lls in arl~.3, wi nd at surface

140°/4 knots, aloft 240°-270°/15-35 knots. lbe radio refractivity

profile from Sault Saint Marie for the most applicable time is shown

in Fig. 21.

'nlis is a gooCi example of moving raUaT targets that cannot be

seen visually, where there is a "forbidden cone" over the radar 5i te.

Some of the returns were even seen to approach within 5-15 mi. of

the radar and disappear, appaTently subsequently reappearing on the

other side of the radar scope at about the same range that they

disappeared. This sort of behavior is symptomatic of I\P-echocs.

The meteorological data tenti to confirm this interpretation.

TIle refractivity profile shown in Fig. 21 displays three pecu}jaritics:

a strong subrefractive layer at the surface, a strong elevated duct

at 325-520 m. (about 1100-1700 ft.) and a super-refractive layer at

1070-1360 m. (about 3,500-4,500 ft.). A ray-tracing is shown for this

profile in Fig. 20. 'Mle ray shows noticeable charq~cs in curvature

as it passes through the different iayers, an indication that strong

partial reflections would be expected. Wi~h this profi Ie, movi ,g

AP-echoes, produced in the manner described by Rorden and Vickers

(1953), could be expected to appear at apparent heights of between

2,000-3.000 ft. and 7,000-9,000 ft. No height infoTIlation was sup

plied with this report, so the calculation ahove cannot he verified.

In summary, it appears that this is a case of observations of

moving AP-cchoes produced by unusually well 5tratificd atmospheric

conditions.

lS6-~ Gulf of Mcxi co, l;oa~t Guard Cutter "Sebago," 25"47' N

89°24'W, S November 1957, llSlO-1537 1,:3'1'. Weather: not given, but

~.pparently 50me clouds in area. The most applicable T8dio refractivity
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partial reflections would be expected. Wi"!:h this profi Ie, movi ,g 

AP-echoes, produced in the manner described by Borden and Vickers 

(1953), could be expected to appear at apparent heights of between 

2,000-3,000 ft. and 7,000-9,000 ft. No height informatjon wa~ sup

plied with this report, so the calculation ahove cannot be verified. 

In summary, it appears that this is it case of observations of 
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156-.12.:.. Gulf of Mexico, Coa~t Guard Cutter "Sebago," 25"47'N 

R9°24 I W, S November 1957, ilS!O-i537 LST. Weather: not given, but 

apparently some clouds in aroa. The JIlost applicable radio refractivity 
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data available are for Key West, Fla. 0600 and 1800 LST, 5 November 1957.

They are shown in Fig s. 22 and 23. One visual and three radar obj ects were

included in this casl;'. The ship's headi.ng was 23°trtle. 'f11e first

contact was a radar h 1i 11 pi eked up at OSlO LST at 290 0 true aZimuth,

14 mL It moved south, approached the ship within 2 mi., and

return~d north along ship's port side. Contact was lost at 0514

LST. Average speed of this UFO was calculated as 250 mph. At 0516 LST

a new blip was picked up at 188~ 22 mi.; this target departed at a

computed 650 Mph., disappearing at 0516 LST at 190 0
, SS mi. The

third radar target was acquired at 0520 LST at 350 0
, 7 mi.; it ap

peared to be :::.tationary. While the third radar target was being watched

on the scope, a visual object \\l~S observed for about 3 sec. at 0521 LST

travelling from 50uth to nortll at about 31° elevation between 270 0

and 310 0 azimuth. The third radar target remained stationary for

about 1 Min.. and then slolvly moved to the north'~ast, finally accelerat

ing rapidly and moving off scope at 15°, 175 mi.

The visual object was described as "like a brilliant planet;"

it was undoubtedly a meteor, and in any event obviously was unrelated

to radar target number three, the only radar target visible at the

same tim€'.

The radar targets were, with the possible exception of the

first one, er.ratic and unpredictable in their movements. 'nle second

and third radar blips appeared suddenly, well wit!tin the normal

pick-up range of the Ship's radar. These two blips were probably

caused by anomalous propagati.on. 111e two Key Wes t pro n 1es, a J thot,gh

taken at some distwlce from the ship's position, are indicative of

rat~er unusual atmospheric conditions in the area, Indeed, the 1800

1.5T profi Ie is probably one of the most unusual radio refractiveilldex

profi les that has ever bl't~n obsorved, The atmospheric structute was

apparently one of al tf.'rnuting ver;r wet and verY' dry layer~. hIt terns

of this sort aTe often v(.'I)' stable in these' subtrupicaJ lail tudes.
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and tend to extend 111 rather homogeneous form over large horizoPtal

distances. '111l' ray-tracing of this profi Ie, rll~. 23<1, shows even

gr('Rtt'r ~~hanges in ray Clll'Vaturt.'. Strong partial reflections should

be expected under these conditions.

TIl.e first r.adar target behaved genen 11y like an aircraft J and

the AF investigators \'Jere of the opinion that it was an aircraft,

probably from Eglin AFt; to the north,

In summary, the weight of evidence points toward anomalou:> pro

pagation as the cause of the radar echoes, the first possibly being

an aircraft. The visual object was apparently a meteor.

Coincidentally, the ship, 55 Hampton Hoads,at 27°S0'N 9J.°12'W

sighted a round, glowing object high in the sky that faded as dark

ness approached at 1740-1750 LST. 111.15 ohject apT,0ared to move with

the upper winds. AF investigators concluded that it was in all

probability a weather balloon.

i.Ol-F3. Canal Zone, 25 November 1952, 180(J-2349 LST. Weather:

generally clt:ar, a few scattered clouds, ceiling and visibility

unlimited. VIsibility at 2,000 ft. was 50 mi. Radio refractivity profile~

for Balboa, lOOO and 2200 LS'I' 2S Novemher 1952, are shown j n Fi gs. 24 and :.!5.

T\\'o unidentified objects were tracked by gUIl- h~ying rad,lT d1.tring the

period 1806-2349 LST. These objects, never present simultaneously,

could have represented two tracks of the same ohj ect. 'Ilte radar

retl\l'ns were described as "firm arlu consistent," and the objects were

said to maneuver ill a "conventional manner" at an ~v('ragc speed of 275

knots. Appa1'lnt1y the track speeds weN ~s high as 720-96C1 mph ,. at

times. T~o B-26s, a 8-17, and (l rR~1wcre scrambled but TlO radar or

visual <..ontact could he' madC' \',·ith tl\C unr.l1owns. 'J11C UFOs were not

spotted frcm the ground, with the eXl:cpti'." of a single repurt that

an officer saw. low in thE' sky, an "('lon~ateJ yellow glow!' givin)~

a soft lieht Uk" II candle. 1t moved qUlc!dy, dh:tppearit1~: in till'
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wpst in about 3 sec. TIlcre were scatte:nd clouds. It seems possible

that this was the sighting of a meteor seeli through thin clouds

producing the soft, yellow-glow effect. In any event, the description

does not corre<;pond with the simultaneous radar track of the first IJFO.

With visibility of 50 mi. it seems strange that the scrambled

aircraft could 110t sight either of the UFOs. The Air Force report comments:

It is believed that due to radar units being slightly

off calibration and due to delay in communication, inter

ceptor~ ~id chase their own tailor were sent to intercept

themselves.

It is also believed ~lat the majority of the radar

plots were l~gitimatc unidentified objects.

:he preparing officer knows of no obj ect which flies

at 27~ ~nots. that could remain in the Canal Zone area for nearly

~ix hours, maneuver from 1000 through 28,000 feet altitude,

make no sound, and evade interception.

:n fact, it i~ difficult to imagine any material cbject that could

'ccomplish all these feats. The strange radal' tcacks were prC'bably the

product of anomalous propagation conditions, an hypothesis that would

account for the facts above. lh:'l atmospheric concli Lons were certainly

favorable for AP, as can be seen from the A-profiles in Fig$ 24 and 25. How

ever, there are two considerations that argue aga:nst this hypothesis.

(1) The targets tracked behaved in a morc rational, continuous

manner. and covered a greater altitude range, than A!' echoes of the

t~·p(' usually ob<;erved;

(2) If they were AP echoes, should these targe~~ have appeared

at not only 1806-2349 LST but around lOOO LST when the profile was

obviollsly mort' favorable for AP than the 2200 LST profile?

Despi te these tlvO (ontraclictions to the AI1 hypothesis, the

lack of [my visual corroborati on of the' two IJI·Os makes a:w Otl1l.1'
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hypothesis even more difficult to accept. 1his case therefore seems

to fall, albeit inconclusively, into the classification of prohable

AP radar returns.

Case 21.Colorado Spring~, CU10., 13 May 1967, 1540 LST (1640 MDT).

Weather: overcast, cold, scattered showers and snow showers (graupel)

in area, winds northerly about 30 mph., gusts to 40 mph., visibility

fair -- more than 15 mL (Colorado Springs airpo:tt is not horizon

limited; visibilities of 100 mi. are routinely reported on clear days).

'l11is i~ a radar··only case .• and is of particular interest because the

UFO could not be seen, when there was every indication that it should

hav0 been seen.(See Section IV).

from the time the UFO was first picked up on radar to the time

the Braniff flight touched down on runway 35, the UFO track behaved like

a ghLst echo, perhaps a ground return beicg reflected from the aircraft.

TIlis is indicated by the fact that the UFO blip appeared at about twicp

the range of the Braniff blip, and on the same azimuth, although the

elevation angle appears to have heen different. When Braniff t0uched

down, however, the 511''.:at10n changed radic:ilIy. 'I11e UFO blip I)ulled

to the ri~ht (east) and passed over the airport at an indicated height

of about 200 ft. As pointed out by the FAA,. thi~; is precisely the

correct proc€~dure for an overtaking aircraft, or one which is practicing

an I LS approach but does not actually intend to t,mch down. 111though

the UFO track passed within 1.5 mi. of the control tower, and the per

sonnel there were alcltcd to th~ situation, the UFO was not visible,

even through hi'1oculars. A Continental Airlines flight, loJhich wa<;

monitored 3-4 mi. behinJ the UFO I1t fiTst contact, and was flying in

the same directio~, never Jaw it eithc?

Both the PAR and ASR radar transmitting antennas are locateJ to

the east of runway 35, und they are about 1,000 ft. apaTt on a SW-NE

line. A ghost echo SC<i:I1lS try be ruled out by at least the following

cr:-nsiderations:
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(I) A ghust echo, either direct or inuircct, nOl1l1ally \\:i\l 1:0t

be indicated at a height of 200 ft. wld]e the ghost-producer is on the

grollnd, as was the case .. ere:

(2) A direct ghcst is always at the saine azimuth a~ the moving

target, and an indirect ghost is on the same azimuth as the fixed

reflecte"t irlvolved. (See Sec~~ion VI Chapter 5j. If an indirect ghost

were involved here, the ghost echo would thus have always appeared

well to the east of Braniff, not at the same azimutn.

TIle radar flight char~~teristics of the UFO in this case were all

cOil,patihle v.ith the hypothesis that the unknown was a century-seric3

jet (FIOO, PI04, etc.), yet nothing was ever seen or heard.

TIlis 'Ilust remain as one of the 1110~t puzzl ing radar cases on re-

cOTll, and no conclllsion is possible at this time. It seems inconceivahle

that an anol!1a!()us propagation echo \</otl1d h:.;~hilve in the mann",r describ'?d,

part; cularI)' vii th respect to the reported <11 t i tuJccllanges, even if AP

had been likely at the time. In view of the meteorological situation,

it \"ouI'J seem that AP was rather uni i kcly. Bes ides, what j s the proll;]

bilit)' that an AP return would appear ollly once, and at th:Jt time appear

to execute R perfect practice ILS approach?

Case 35. \anJenlwrg AFB, Lompoc, Calif., h-7 Octoher ];167, 1:)0(1--_._-
0130 LST. W0acher: dear, good visibility, strong ~('l1Ir,eraturc

inversi OilS near the surface caus('d by advcc t: i on of very warm (RO" -90 c F),

dry air o\'er the cool ocean surface (water tcmperJtufc S8r'_:';~loF).

This sighting IJcgins with nil apparent mirage (ot' 11 Ship prubably (,0 l1Ii.

be~(\lld the 1101'rnal horLzon) :Illtl cOlltil1lll'~; lvith ;'. v:'ry laq:e numher of

un~nown targets that were found on tracking t'at!rll's \,rhicl\ were being

l1sed in a ~l'arLh I11m!(' (t!1l'y normally arc 110t t1sl'din 111ls way). The

projec:t. case fHe contains (\ good analy..:is of tl1(' pl'ohLlidc nat'ure of

the radar targ('t~.;, ~()nl(' of l,rhich wer'C' :IJlrarl'J't-l~' l,inL; antI SOlllC apparell11y

ships tracked at HO mi. ral1gl'S as IH'll tiS (-,tlwl' '\11-1 ike r('lt'l'llS that
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(1) A ghvst echo, either direct or inuirt:d., nOl1l1ally hll\l r~()t 
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~HY have been associated witl. local intensification of the dueting

layer. The nature of the visual objects is nct as clear, although

at least two of them appear to have been superior mirages of ships

beyond the normal horizon. There were TJossibly some meteor sightings

involved.

The meteorological conditions were quite Llteresting. The warm,

dry air was apparently quite close to the w~tel surface. at least in

piaces. Dat·\ from Vandenberg and San Nicholas i~~land indicate that in

places the inversion ",a~ no thick€'r tha.n about 90 m. on mb pressure

differ~nce). The c.;ntrast that may have existed can he calculated

from these data:

At or Ncar Sea Surface: At ~)() ~1eters OT' Les'>:

Pres~ure:

Temperature: of·:

°C:

<'K:
o

Optical N (S570A)

1()O ,l mb

58°F

14°C

287°K

27:: (ppm)

~i94 mb

90"r:

,~2"C

!iOS"K

256 (:)pm)

111f1 optical refractive inJex /;radicnt that lIIay have existed at

the time '...as therefore on the order of -210 ppm. km-
1

, or a somewhat

greater negative value. depending upon the thickness c)losen for the

layer. 'I1H~ value above is computell as (256 .. 275) /(1.090, ba~,cu on the

90 m. nlu;dmum thickness assumed. Sinel' the l"rltical value of the

gradient for a superior mirage is -157 pplil. km-I. it is quite apparent

that the l'onditions requireJ for the formation of cxtcndcu supet'ior

mirages \o!erc most llkl"}y present all the datI"' ill question.

'111E' onl)' problem with thLs explanation is the reported C'levHtior, anglcc

of 1(1". b\it as po i ntcll Ollt in the conclusions to th is ch:lpter stich

l'stirnatcs by visual observers arc invariably ovcr-estimated by a latHe

factor.

~Hy have been associated witl. local intensification of the ducting 

layer. The nature of the visual objects is net as clear, although 

at least two of them appear to have been superior mirages of ships 

beyond the nomal horizon. l'here were TJossibly some meteor sightings 

:involved. 

The meteorological conditions were qlJ.ite i .. lteresting. The warn, 

dry air was apparently quite close to the w~teI surface, at least in 

piaces. [Jat~\ from Vandenberg and San Ni~holas island indicate that in 

pl aCe~; the inversion ~;as no thi ckf:'r than about ';lO m. (H) mb pressure 

..Ii ffer~n(;"'). TIlt' (;,lntrast that may have existed (;Bn be calculated 

from these Jata: 

:'t or Near Sea Surface: At !) () ~leters OT Les,,: _._------- ----~-.~-.-

Pres~ul'E': 1()O4 mil ~i94 mb 

TempcratuTu: of· : 58°r: ~1() 0 F 

°C: 14°C ,~2°C 

OK: 287°K :;OSoK 
0 

Optical N (S:'70A) 27':' (ppm) 256 (;lpm) 

111P, optical refractive inJex l~radient that Illay havn f~xisted at 
-1 the time was therefore on the order of -210 ppm. km , or a somewhat 

greater ncgativ'.! value, depending upon the thickness ChOSt'1l for the 

layer. '11w value above is computet! as (256 .. 275) IO.OrlO, ba~,('d on the 

90 1TI. nlu.dmum thickness assuilled. SineI' tht~ crItical value of the 
-I 

gradient for a superior mirage is -157 pplll. km it is quito appilI'cnt 

that the "onditions required for the fOrl1llltioll of extended supcl'ior 

mirages \<.'I'1'E' most llk!.'1y pre:-;ellt Oil the dat ... in quc~tion. 

'(111:' onl)' l'rLlhtern with this explanation is the 1'C'jlortcd dCVHtior. (Ingle 

of 10°, bnt as pointed out in the conc.1usions to thi s ch;lpter sll<.:h 

t'stimatcs hy vi:;ual nb~cl'vcrs are invariahly over-estilllated hy a 11lJ'l\l' 

factor. 



In summary, the conclusions arrived at by the inv~:sti~atol'S in

this case seem to be adequately supported by the lneteorological data

available.

111e sightin,.; reported for 12 October 1967, 0025 LST, S(\crr.s to

be a classic exu!ple of the description of a scintillating, wandering

star image seen through a strong inversion layer. Note particularly

the estimated ratio of vertical and horizontal movel'lCnts. Two very

bdght stars "!Quld have been close to the hor! zon at th is time:

Altair, magnitude 0.9, would have ~een at L77° azimuth and about 4°

elevation angle; Vega, magnitude 0.1, would have been at about 313 0

azimuth and about ~2° ele'.ation angle. Of the two, Altair scem~

the more likely target hecause of the smaller elevation angle; the

observers gave no estimate of either a~imuth or elevation angle.

~umm~ry of H('sul ts .

!I. sunml~ry of the resuJ ts of this investigat ion j S Riven in

Table 1.

'111C rcade~' Sh0UlJ note that the assi;;l1mcl,t of casc'.; into the

prob:1ble AP cause category could have been made on the basi s of the

observat~Lonal testimony alone. 'l11tlt is to say. ther~ was no ~ase

where the mete"JTnIogical (lata avai lable tended to ne!!,a~c the anomalous

pl'opagat. ion hypothesi5, thercb)' caus) ng that C,ISC to be (lssi gneu

to some other category. Therefore, G review of the Illl'tcorological data

availab Ie for the 19 pr~lbab Ie-A:' cases is i 11 oroel'.

(1) I~very one of t/ 1 (; 1~) caSl'S is associalcu wi th clear or near·

ly clear w<.>ath<.'r. In IS ('ases ,"cather is tlcscrilH'u ;IS "cl('ar and

vi~;i.bi1ity unl1mited" (CAVlJ), in many of the,;\:' "exceptional visibility"

is noted; in four ~ase~; the ,~cathcr is "p'ncrally clear," with some'

scattcrNI cloud", or a "ILgil, thin hroken" conditlon (USl1H11y l1lC'tlning

drriform clollds~. SlH'h 'H'tlthcr is indicflt;v{' of stable atlllospheric

l'onditions that nre favorabJr f r the fOl'lllation of lil)'l.,rt'd, strati,fied
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available. 

The sightin,~ reported for 12 October 1967, 0025 LST, st'err.s to 

be a classic exanlple of the description of a scinti llatinp" wandering 
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elevation angle; Vega, magnitude 0.1, would have been at about 313" 
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observers gave no estimate of either a~imuth or elevation angle. 
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'1110 reade,' sh0uld note that the a~si;~nJ:le!,t of cas("; .i lito the 

prob:lb Le AP cause category cou 1.1 have been lilaJC on the bas i s of the 

ohservational testimony alone. >n,at is to ~a)i. t.hcrc: wa~ no case 

where the metc'Jrrdogical \1ata avai lable tended to Ile)!.a t e the anomalous 

propagation hypothesis, thereb:' causing that C,lse to he ,lsslgned 

to some other category. Therefore, c review of the 1l1t·te(lrological data 

avai lable for the 19 pr"bable-A::' cases is in orllel". 

(1) Everyone of till" IP eHSt'S i~ associated with clear OJ' nCilr-

ly clear wC'atht'r. 111 15 ('(lSI'S ,,Icather is \lcscrihpd ;IS "cl(>ar and 

visi.hility unli.mited" {CAVU),in many of these Itl~xceptiolla\ visibility" 

is noted; ill four ca~H3~; the ,~c;lthcr is "p'nl'rally clear," with SOniC' 

s.:attcrl"ll cloud;;, or a "h,gil, thin broken" condition (\I~\lal1y l1Jefllling 

drriforllJ douds,. Sud, \~l'nthel' is inciicflt;ve of stable atlJlospheric 

l"ondjtion~ that lire favorabl(, f r the f()l'IlH1tic·11 or Jilycrnl, strati,fied 
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Ta.ble I

Frequency of Occ;u:crence of Most Probable UFO Causes

Class Most Like ly or Most Plausible Explanation Class

----_.-r---.--

Anomalous ~1an-Made Unknown No uro Total
Propagation Device

-.

1··A 6 1 2 0 9;:---T- ') 1 0 0 :)'-

-
l-C 1 0 1 0 2

---- - -
1- D 0 4 2 0 ()

--
All Cla~'5 I 9 6 5 0 HI

....--
II-A 6 0 0 0 fl

- .- ....-.-._..-
lI-B 4 2 '1 1 0

.- . --- - -
/\11 Cla~s II 10 2 2 1 15

.->---~- _. ·l'I;,=:All Classl's 19 8 7
., . .::::-..~
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refractive index profiles, ~.e , they are conducive to anomalous

prop?gatioll effects. The a priori probability of su'..:h a result, from

a truly random sample of dates-times~places is roughly on the order

of one chance in 200,000 (assuming that the probability of clear

weather is roughly 0.5 in any single case).

(2) Of the 19 cases, all but two occur during the night.

Although AP often occurs durin~ the daytime, the nighttime hours are

generally reare favorable, and tend to greatly increase the a p~iori

probability of encountering AP.

(3) In the 11 cases for which pertinent meteorological data are

available, in every case the refractive index profile is favorable,

to a greater or Ie ser dvgree, for the presence of anomalous propagatloll

effects. The weakest case, the data for SilveJ' Hill, 19 .Jul>' 1952,

(see p. 47). where inadequacies in the data were pointed out, has
- 1a near-super~refractive surface luyer (gradient -81 ppm. km ) and an

elevated subrefractive layer. Of the remaInIng 11 profilps, seven

showing decting gradients (-157 ppm, km -lor greater negative value)

and four show super-refractive gradients ( 00 to -157 ppm. km- 1).

Since the a pl"l:ori probabi li ty of the OCCllueilCC of such proflles is

on the order of 0.25 (Bean, 196ob), the a pY'iol"i probability of this

resu'.t, give:, a truly r'i\ndom sample, is on the order of one in IOU

In overall summary of these rt~sults, us they pertain to an(.lnlalous

propu~atioli of radio or optical waves, it Beems that where the obser

vational data pointed to anomalous propagation as the probable cause

of un UFO incident, the meteorological Jut!/. UTe overwhelmingly 1n

favor of the plausibility of the AP hypothp.sis. Tha, this result

coulJ have been only coinciJental has been shown to \H' 0;:' Iy remotely

probabll'.

,t. Conclusions Hnd ReCOllll11",ndatiolls for Further Work-_._----...._--_.~._.-.. __.._------ .....-------------
The following conclusions can be stat()u us a result of the investi

gation reported in thi!; chapter:

refractive index profiles, ~.e • they are conducive to anomalous 

prop2gatioll effects. The a pnori probability of sU'.;h a result, from 

a trU!f random sample of dates-times-places is roughly on the order 

of one chance in 200,000 (assuming that the probability of clear 

weather is roughly O.S in any single case). 

(2) Of the 19 cases, all but two occur during the night. 

Although AP often occurs during the daytime, the nighttime hours Bre 

general Iv more favorable, and tend to greatly increase the a priori 

probability of encountering AP. 

(3) In the 11 cases for which pertinent meteorological data are 

available, ill every case the refractive index profile is favorable, 

to a greater or Ie ser d~gree, for the presence of anomalous propagatioll 

effects. The weakest case, the urlta for Silv<!J' Hill, 19 ,July 1952, 

(see p. 47), where inadequacies in the data were pointed out, has 
- 1 a near-super-refractive surface layer (gradient -81 ppm. km ) and an 

elevated subrefractive layer. Of the remaining 11 profil~s, seven 
-1 showing decting ~radients (-157 ppm, km or greater neRKtiv~ value) 

-1 and four show super-refractive gradients ( 00 to -157 ppm. km ). 

Since the a prl:ori probability of the occuuence of such profiles is 

on the order of 0.25 (Bean, 196bb), the Cl }YrioY'i probability of this 

rcsu'. t, gi ve:l a truly r<lndom sample, is on the order of one in 10v. 

In overall ~ummary of these rl~sul ts, U5 they pertaln to anomalous 

propu&ation of radio or optical waves, it acems that where the obser

vational data pointed to anomalous propagation as the probable cause 

of un UFO incident, the meteorological uuta ure overwhelmingly 1 n 

favor of the plausibility of the AP hypothesis. Tha. this result 

coulu have been only cnincilientul has been shown to \)(' ,;,'Iy remotely 

probable. 

·1. CO}lc~':lsi_~ llnd ~~_t~~~.!2.~~!..l)lIS fo.!_J.:~_~theJ' W()r~ 

The following cunclusions can be stated us a result of the investi

gation reported in this chapter: 



(1) Anomalous Propagation (AP) effects are prohably responsible

for a large number of UFO reports in cases jnvolving rad8T and visual

si;::htings.

(2) '~11ere are two common patterns that are evidenced in raclar

vi~u~l cases involving anomalous propaga~ion effects;

(a) Unusual AP radar target~ arc detocted, and visual oh

saners are instructed where to IJo~ for apparent UFOs and usually

"find" them in the form of n sta .. 01' other convenient object.

(I.:,) Unusual opth,al effects cause visual observ(:TS to

re!'ort UFOs :md radar O;lcrators are Jj rected where to lOuk for

them. As above, they llStllllly "find" them, 1lI0st o~'tel' in ~hc

form of illtl'rmittlH;t I\P el'llOc5, occasionally of the unusua]

mav ing variety.

0) In r;1\lar-v L:-:U;11 liFO s i gilt i 11~:S there is a prollounclJd ton--

,loney for ohserv('l'~ to assume that radar and vi sual tar'gets are

corrclRt~j, often dCSllite glaring Jiscrejancics in the rcported positions,

'I'hf>re is a perhaps related tendency to accept radar information with-

out checking it (is carefully as the observer might normally do; )lcnr:c

errors arc promulgated stich 3S .• direction of UFO movement confllsed wi th

tli~IZi ",.'tl~ at which it aas observed on the radar scope, and UFO speed

reported that is grossly at variance with plotted positions at times

(both of the~e effects are well illustrated in Case 93-8).
(4) 'I1\crc i l'O n general tendency nmon~ even oxpcri cl1<.;ed vi sUIII

ohMcrvcr~ to ~rossly over-estimate ~mall elevation ~nRlc~. Minnncrt

(l~IS,n statl's thnt thp average "mool1 i l1i.l~lon" involvc5 a fador of

2.5·,3.5. '111C result:.; of the rrl~sEn1 investigation imply that objects

Itt d~\'ation aJ\g!c~ as 5111[1]1 as I" ure estlmatod to be nt angles larger

than the truf' value by at leus1 this factor or mol'/) , Interestingly,

all of thl' clevl\tion allj.;ll~s repOl'ted of visun] nb,ieds ill thl' cases

l'xllmincJ in thIs dlflpt.l'r. not il sillRle one is reported V. he ll'~~:;

than I pO • 'n\t~ fact that radar may subsequent 1,. "s('c ll the UFOs ot

ltr1g1c~ ot or.ly 1° to 4° ~H~e11l~ not to \'othl'1' the visual obscrv('r~

nt all; in fact when the vi~lIal obscrve~'s rt'J1ort Hppunmt

(1) Anomalous I'ropagatlon (AP) effects f,re prohably responsihle 

for a large IlIlmbor of UFO reports in case:; involving rau8r and visual 

sightings, 

(2) ':11ere are two common patterns that are evidenced in raclar

vhut\l cases involving anomalous propaga,:ion effects; 

(a) Unusual AP radar tar~et'i are det()ct'~d, and visual oh

servers are ins tructed where to 1 Jof for apparent UFOs and Ul'ua lly 

"find" thllffi ill the form of t1 :;ta: 01' other convenient object. 

Il:,) Unusual optil.Hl effects crtllSe vislial observ(:rs to 

report UFOs :1l1d radar o;1EH'ators arc ui l'ected where to louk for 

them. As above. they llsuully "find" them, 1lI0st o!'teJ' in +:he 

form of il\tl'rlllitttH;t 1\[' ei.'lloes, ol'casionally of the unusual 

movill/'. varil'ty. 

01 In r,ldllr-vl~lI;d liFO sight lllgs there i~ a prOIlOUllt:Ut! tOil" 

,\olley for Dbscrv('r~ to assume that radar and vi sua} targets are 

corrclflt('J, often despite glaring di:;l:rcjandos in the reported pOSitions. 

'I'h"re is a perhaps related tendency to accept radar information with-

out checkinp, it "s carefully as the observe ( might normally do; hellce 

errors arc pl'omulg,ltcd slIch as, direction of liPO movelllent confllsl'd wi th 

t'.~ cHi ." t,~ at which it aas observed I)n the radar i'lcope, und UhJ speed 

reported that is grossly at vuriance with plotted pOSitions at times 

(both of thege effects are well illustrated in Case 93-8), 
(41 '11lcrc i ~ n genel'al tendency nrnon~ evon oxpel'i cncc\! vi Stlfll 

0bscrvcr~ to grossly over-estimate ~mall elevation rnRJc~. Mlnnucrt 

(1\1:,.1) statl's that thl' IIvera.ge "mooll i 11Ll~ ion" i nvulvE~ H fador of 

2.5"~.5. '1110 results of the prt'~cllt lnvc~tlgati()l1 imply that ohJects 

(It d~VHtillt1 IIngles as sITlall as I' are e'ltlrnHtod to be nt 1I111!lc!l larger 

than the trtlc value by at lells1 this fat'tor or mnrt) , Interl'stingly, 

a II of thl' c lev fI t ion allg 1 ')S 1'epOl' ted of v i sun} ')[J ,i cd sill til(' cases 

l'xamlncd in tlli!4 ..:hfll'tt'J', not it ~inRle one is reported V. he ll'!~:; 

thrill 1(1°. 'n\e ract that radar lIIay suhsequent 1)' tI~ce" the UFOs (It 

IlllglcF ot m,ly 1° to 4° ~H'ent!'! not 10 \'othl'r the visual ubsl'rvcrl! 

lit lIII; ill fnet whE'1l t.he vi!wal ob!\ct've~'s report apJ1lii'(mt 



height range, these vall1c~ often tun~ out to be eqlliv:~]('gt to l'levation

ang Ics of only a degree or two. !here seems to be a sort L f "quantum

efrN~t" at work here, whC'rc an object must Ill' l~ilher "nn the horizon"

(i.e., at lJ"') or at An elevation of greatel' than ill'),

(5) 'I1H're are apparent ly ~,()/lI{;, v(~ry dllusua 1 propagati on cffN:ts,

ra I'd~' encountered or report cd, tho t occur under a tmos pher i c cOI~d it ions

so rare that they may constitute unknown phenomena; if so,

tht'y deserve 3tlld~·. 111is scenl',; to Ill' the olll~' conclusion one can

rCi-!sonabl)' reach frlJm exandnntion of s011le of the strangest cases ().g.,

190- N, 5 anJ 21).

(6) '111ere i~ a small, but signlficllllt, residue llf cases from

the radar-visual files ll,e., 1482-N,Case 2) that have no plausihle

explanation a~ I'Topagation phenomena and/or IJdsinterpreted man-made

objects,

A number of rf;Jcol11Jneod[ltions for fllturc UFO investif!ative pro

c{~Jtn'l's arc inti il"uted by tlte rc~ult~ of tid s chapter:

(1) Tn <lny il1v('~ti~,:ltion of a 1JFu report, eX',relllc]y careful

effort~ should he lllaJl' to detcrlll;np the corn'ct :t;',i11ltltlt anll p!l'vation

aogle~ of any visual or l:ld •. r objects, by "post' mortem" re-creation of

~ightin~s L: necessar)', '111is information is proh:l1l1y 1110re useful

in analySIS of tJ'l' cas(' than th(> deScription uf the ()lJjccts or targets.

(2) Rep(lrtl~d ~,pceds and (~il'('(·tj(1Jl~; of lJH)s, (,sl'(~dally l,f raJar

tlFOs, should 11(' CHl'f.,rully dll'ckcd (:Igain, "Jl()";t mottl'llI" if IWCl~s~Hlryl

an~: 1,.. rc~s-clh'ckeJ for validity, 'I'his 1I1fOl'ltll'lt\Ol\ IS aL.,\.> uflcn critil:al

for stJhs~lllcllt !HH;l;"~;is.

l,~, Evl'ry eff()rt ,~l:o\11d be mude to ~l'l tIll' most cn1Jlpl'ellC'nsive

and 'lpplical 1 1c 1l1l'tcorologiral datH uvni lal1e for all IW(l incident a:-

qllld,l~' a~ po~~ih1('. ~11l1l)' t),lw~ of we-at},:'! data art' llOt rel:1tl1u l )W1'··

111nJlI:'ntly, nnd.it is diffil'Ult or 111l1'0:--sih;(' to l'l'~"'l'V(' the' U[1propriatp

height range, these vall1c~ of tell tun~ ou"!: to bf~ (''1uiv;~]('l!t to elevation 

ang I cs of only a degree or two, rhero seems I. 0 be a sort l f "quantum 

effect" at work here, wh0l'c an object tnu:,t I,,· l~jthcl' "on the horizon" 

(i ,e. j at ()o,) or lit All elevatioJl of greater than ill". 

(5) '1111:'re are apparently ~,OIl1L' V('H'Y dllllSlIal propagatjoJl effN:t;;, 

rardy C'IlCOllntercti or roported, that occur unth~r atmo~-;Jlheric cOJ!<iHjons 

so rare that they may constitute unknown phenomena; if so, 

tl\(')' deservE' ;,tud)'. 111i 5 seem',; to Ill. the 0111:: c.:onclusion olle can 

r(';'15011ah1), reach fl"fJm cXaJ1oin!ltion of SOllll' of the strangest cases (l).g" 

190-N, 5 and 21), 

(C,) 'l1lerc is a small, but signl fic(lIlt, residue ur cases from 

the radar-visual files (i ,l'" 1482-N,Case 2) that have 110 plausihlc 

explanation as propagation phcnomena and/or misi.nterpreted man-made 

objects, 

A numher of r(;)C011lntenriatjons for future lJrO investigative pro
ceJll1'l'S arC' indicated by tll(' rcsult,~ of this chapter: 

(1) In ;'ItI)' illV(>sti!lHtiol1 of a IIF(i rcport, cx,felllely carl'ful 

d'fort~ should he maUl' to (Ietcrminf' the CPl'r('ct :t;',i11l11tli HIlt. ('ll'v1tt ion 

angle!' ot' allY vi~ual Df lad.,r objt'ct~, by "post mortcll1" re-creatiol1 of 

~i~htin!(s i;: l1('cessal'),. '1111s information i.s prol>nhly more tl"\cful 

in an:tl)'~J~ of tl'c cas!' than tht> dt>~, l'ipt.iOll uf the (lhjcct~ or targct~, 

(21 RCJlPrtl~d sJlC'ed~ and l~il'(,l'tj(1Jl~; of lI(o'Os, {'sl'edally <'f' radar 

IIFO~, should 11(' c!ln'ful1~ dll'cked (:1";<1 ill , "po',t IlIUrt.l'llI" if Ilccc~snryl 

an,: l"rc~s-clh'ckccJ fo!' validity, 'I'hi!'\ i>lt'()1"lI\i',t iOl1 i.s ab v oflen criti",,1 

1'01' suhsl'll1cJtt I1lH;I:";i~. 

(.\' I:vt'ry d"f[,J1 ,.;1:0111\1 he mude to J.!l'j til(' 1I10St C(1IIlI'J"l'I1('llsivl' 

and 'lpplil:nl1k 111~'tC'()rologh"al dntil Ilvni IHI It' fot" alt tJ):(l incident :1:

tjll,d,l~' a~ I'0~sibll'. ~Iflll)' t}'pt'~ of went],:'l data an' !lut retail1U' 1ll'1'-

Jllnll\.'lltl) , alld.it i~ diffirult or iJlll'llS<'ih;l' to JT~,.j('Vl' th,' (l[lpropl'iat(' 



data for a sightIng months or years after the fact. Copies of original

radlo:sondt~ recordings should be obt.ained for the closest sites, since

these may be analyzed in more detail than that routinely practiced by

weather bureaus for synoptic purposes. It should be emphasized that,

for example, a. nighttime profile is wmally more germane to a night

time sighting than is a daytime profile. For example, if an OFO

incident occurs at 2100 or 2200 1ST, an 0600 LST (next day) l'aob will

generally be more pertinent to the propagation conditions involved than

will an 1800 LST raob. 111e converse is also true.

(41

plore all

de:.> i rable

Any field team investigating liFO reports and sec}'in~ to ex

radi%ptical propagation aspect~ of the sighting (a highly

goal), should be equipped with the following personnel as

a minimum:

(1) An expert on the unusual aspects of electromagnetic

wave propagation, at both radio and optical wave lengths;

(2) An expert in the interpretation and thGory of racial

targets, who is acquainted with all types of anomalotls propa

gation and other spurioll~ radar returns;

(3) An expert with wide experience in the physiology ~nd

psychology of human eyesight, and fami liaTity wi th optical illusory

effects, etc.;

(4) A meteorologist, with specialized experience in micro

meteorology-climatology, mcsoscal~ meteorology, and atmospheric

physics.
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Chaptl'r ()

\'isual OhSl'rvations ~Ialk bv lJ. S. Astronauts

]:ranklin E. Roach

Astronaut.s in orbit view the earth, its atmosphere and the astro

nomical sky from altitudes ranging from 100 to BOO + nautical miles

060 to 1300 k111.) above mean sea level, well above many of the restric

tions of the ground-based observer. They are skilled in accurate ob

servations, their eyc~ight is excellent, they have an intimate frunil

iar1ty with naviga,tional astronomy and a broad understanding of the

bus ic ph~'s i cal sci CIH'es. Thei r reports from orbit of visual sight ings

therefore deserve careful consideration.

Between 12 April 19()J and IS November 196(), :10 astronauts spent

a total of 2503 hours in orbi t. (sec Tables 1 antI 2 During the

fli.i..:hts the astronauts carried out assigned tasks of ~.;everal general

categor:cs, viz,: defense, engineering, medical, and scientific. II

list of the assiglled t;,lsks that \Vere part of tho Mercury pro,~ram is

providpd in Table 3 to give an idea of the kinds of visual obser

vation~; tIle H:-itronauts ,,"erc ;uk~d to make.

As a part of the program, dcbriefings were held following l~ach U,S.

mission. At thc~~c sessions, the astronauts were questioned by scien

tists involvl'd ill the dcsigil of the l'xporilllcnts about their obser

vations, lJnpl~l!ll1C'J as W("l as specifically assigned. The dchricfings

cO!1lplcl1\{'ntc'd OJ) - the·-spot reports IllUdl' by the ast ronauts Juri ng the

l11i~;sion ill radio contacts with the ground-l;ontrol Cl'ntcr. In this Iv ill' ,

a c011lpreIH'llsivl' qUlllll\lrv 'vas obtailll'J of whnt till' ,lstronauf's had seclJ

wh i 1(' i II orb i 1 ,

Tilis chapter di~L:u~;sl'S the cl1l1Jitioll'i I1lltkr Ivhicl1 t!w astronauts

\1bservcd, with partiCUlar rcfcrcllcP to the M('rcury aid Ccntini serIf's,

,lilt! the ohservatiolls. both planned al1Ll unplanl1ccJ. made hy them. 'lhe

Chapter () 

\' i Sll a 1 Uil S l'TV at ions flau,' bv U. S. As t ronau ts 

Franklin E. Roach 

Astronaut.s in orbit view the earth, its atmosphere anu the astro

nomical sky frOl~\ altitudes ranging from 100 to BOO + nalltical miles 

060 to 1300 km.) above ml'an sea level, Wt'll abov(~ many of the r(>stric

tions of the grounu-based observer. They are skilled in accurate ob

servatic'lls, thdr ('v('si.ght is excellent, they have an intimate famil

iarity with naviga.tional a~tronomy and a broad llnder~talldjng Df the 

buslc ph;'sical SCiCIl('('S, Their reports from orbit of visual sightings 

therefore descrvc careful consideration. 

11L'tl\'ecll 12 Apri I 1961 and 1:' NovembC'r 1~)6(), 3D astronauts spC'l1t 

a total of 2503 hours in "rbi t. (sec Tahles 1 anu 2 !luring the 

fji.l!hts till' astronauts cal'riC'u out assigned tasks of ~;cveral gl'neral 

categor'C's, vi :',: lkfcilSC, engineeri.ng, medical, and scientific. 1\ 

list of the assi);lIcd task;; tilat Ivere part 0f the Mercury pro,~ramis 

provj dl'd in Tab Ie 3 to gi vc an idea of the kinds of visual obser

vation~; the ll~t l'ol1auts I"ere a:~k~d to make. 

As a part of the program, debriefing:; were held following l~ach U,S. 

mission, At thc~".: sessions, the astronauts we're questioned by scien

t.ists iUVO!Vl'd jll the desigi1 of t.hl' l'XpCrilllcnts about their obser

vation~, Impl:llllwd as W(" 1 as speci fically assigned, The dehriefin)'.s 

COl1tplCII\{'lltc'd ,)1\ - ttW·-SJlot reports 11ladl' by the ast ronaut!; Juri ng the 

1l11!;si0I1 in radio contacts with the ground-control center. In this l~ilY, 

:l ,:olllprelll'llSivt' SlUllliI;Irv ,;as obtailll'J of whnt thl' 'lstrOn<luts had .~l'('lI 

1\'h i 1 (' i 1\ orb iI, 

This chapteT' di~l'u,~s('S till' Cl1l\ditiollS 1l11(kr IvhiciI t!](, astrollaut·; 

\)b~c'rv\'d, Idth !'ilrli\'ular rcfCTC'IlC(' to the ~I('rcury aId (',cmini series, 

dJld the ohservatiolls, hoth planlled nnu unplanl1ccJ. made hy them. 'Ihe 



Name

Aldrin

ArmstI'ong

Borman

Belayeyev

B:'kovsky

Carpenter

Cernan

Collins

Conrad

Cooper

Feoktisov

Gagarin

Glenn

Gordon

Grissom

Komarov

Leonov

Lovell

McDivitt

~Iiko>ralcv

PC'!1ovi ch

SchiT.'l-a

Scott

Shepherd

Stafford

Tereshkova

Ti tov'

White

Yegorov

YOWlg

Tal: Ie 1

As t ronauts ' Time in Orbi t

Total Time
In Orbit

HOURS MINUTFS

94 34

10 42

330 S5

27 2

119 6

4 56

72 21

70 47

262 13

225 16

24 17

1 48

4 56

71 17

5 10

21 17

27 2

425 29

97 50

94 35

70 57

35 ,...

10 42

0 F-'
98 J.2

70 50

25 18

97 50

24 J7

75 ~1

_____~ht DesignatIon*

GT-12

GT-8

GT-7

Voshkod II

Vostok V

MA-7

GT-9

GT-IO

GT-5. GT-ll

MA-9. GT-S

Voshkod I

Vostok I

MA-6

GT-ll

MR-4, GT-3

Voshkod I

Voshkod I I

GT -7, GT -12

GT-4

Vostok III

Vostok IV

MA-8. r;T -6

(;T-8

MR-3

Gl-(~ • GT-U

Vostok VI

Vostok 11

GT-4

Vosh;rod I

GT-3, GT-lO

Total (for 30 astronauts) 2503 39 Total Man-flights 37

.. GT = tjcmini sories; MA and MR = Mercury series; fl igl1t~; desj gnatcd

by \~ords bcgintlin~ with "V" refer to Soviet flights.
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Name 

Aldrin 

ArmstI'ong 

Borman 

Belayeyev 

8ykovsky 

Carpenter 

Cernan 

Collins 

COllrad 

Cooper 

FeoktlSOV 

Gagarin 

Glenn 

Gordon 

Grissom 

Komarov 

Leonov 

Lovell 

~1cUi vi tt 

tliko)'ai cv 

P0!1ovich 

Schi 1'l-a 

Scott 

Shepherd 

Stafford 

Tcreshkova 

Ti tov' 

White 

Yegorov 

Young 

Tatie I 

As t ronauts ' Time in 

Total Time 
In Orbit -

HOURS MINUTF.S 

94 34 

10 42 

330 S5 

27 2 

119 6 

4 56 

72 21 

70 47 

262 13 

225 16 

24 17 

1 48 

4 56 

71 17 

5 10 

21 17 

27 2 

425 29 

97 SO 

94 3S 

70 57 

35 i) 

10 42 

0 }" -, 

98 J.2 

70 50 

25 III 

97 SO 

24 J 7 

75 1)1 

Total (for 30 astronauts) 2503 39 

Orbi t 

~ht Desi8n .1tlOn * 

GT-12 

GT-8 

GT-7 

Voshkod II 

Vostok V 

MA-7 

GT-9 

GT-IO 

GT-S, GT-ll 

MA-9, GT-S 
Voshkod I 

Vostok I 

MA-6 

GT-11 

I--IR-4, GT-3 

Voshkod I 

Voshkod II 

GT-7, (jT -12 

GT-4 

Vostok III 

Vostok IV 

MA-13 , (;'[-6 

GT-8 

MR-3 

(,1-(; , GT-\J 

Vostok VI 

Vostok II 

GT-4 

Vosh;(od I 

(;T-3, GT-10 

Total Man-flights 37 

* GT " tjcmini sories; MA and MR :: Mercury series; flLght~; designated 

by \~ords bcginnin.'l wi th "V" refer to Soviet fl ights, 
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Table 2

Log of Manned Flights
Alti tudes

Number of Duration (Statute Miles)
FLight ..\5 t ronauts LaWlch Date kevolutions Hr. ~in. Perigee Apogee
-------
Vostok I Gagarin 12 Apri 1 61 1 1 48 110 187
~1R-3 Shepherd 5 May 61 Suborbital 15 116
~R-4 Grissom 21 July 61 Suborbital If. 118
Vostok. II Titov 6 Aug 61 17 25 18 100 159
MA-6 .:i lenn 20 Feb 62 3 4 56 100 162
~IA-7 Carpe:r.ter 24 May 62 3 4 56 99 167
Vostok III Nikoyalev 11 Aug 62 64 94 3S 114 156

N Vostok I'l Popovich 12 Aug 62 48 70 57 H2 158....:
0 MA-8 Schirra 3 Oct bL is 9 13 100 po

MA-9 Cooper 15 May 63 22 34 20 100 166
Vostok F Bykovsky 14 June 63 81 119 6 107 146
VO$tok VI Tereshkova 16 June 63 48 70 50 113 144
Voshicod I Komarov, Yegorov, 16 Dei.. 64 10 24 17 110 255

Feoktisov
Voshkud II Belayayev, Leoncv 18 Mar 65 1:- 27 2 107 307
GT-3 Grissom .. Your..g 23 Mar 65 3 4 54 100 139
GT-4 ~~cDivitt, Whi te 3 June 65 63 97 50 100 175
GT-5 Cooper, Conrad 21 Aug 6S 120 190 56 100 189
GT-6 Schirra, St~fford 15 Dec 65 16 25 51 100 ]AU
CT-7 fsu:rn!:m. Love 11 4 Dec 65 205 330 S5 100 177
GT-8 Armstrong, Scott 16 \Iar 66 7 10 42 99 147
GT-9 Stafford, Cernan 3Ju:ne 66 46 72 21 99 144

*GT-lO YOW1g, Collins 18 J'-lly 66 44 70 47 99 145
*GT-ll CO!lrad, Gordon 12 Sept 66 45 71 17 100 IS 1

GT-12 Love11, .Udrin 11 Nov 66 S9 9~c 34 100 185

Tot~l (of 24 flights) 934 1457 56

*Extrerr.e altitudes of 475 and 850, respectively, were achi·~ved in GT-10 arId GT-ll by powered dep.utures from the
"stable" orbits indie<ited b~' the perigee and apogee given in the table. ---
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VO!'otok VI Tereshkova 16 June 63 48 70 50 113 144 
Voshicod I Komarov, Yegorov, 16 Oci.. 64 10 24 17 110 255 

Feoktisov 
Voshkud II Belayayev, Leoncv 18 Mar 65 1:- 27 2 107 307 
GT-3 Grissom .. ¥oUP.g 23 Mar 65 3 4 54 100 139 
GT-4 ~~cDi vitt, Whi te 3 June 65 63 97 50 100 175 
GT-5 Cooper, Conrad 21 Aug 6S 120 190 56 100 189 
GT-6 Schirra, St~fford 15 Dec 65 16 25 51 100 ]AU 
CT-7 lsu:rn!:m. Love 11 4 Dec 65 205 330 S5 100 177 
GT-8 Armstrong, Scott 16 "Iar 66 7 10 42 99 147 
GT-9 Stafford, Cernan 3JUTle 66 46 72 21 99 144 

*GT-lO Yotmg. Collins 18 J'-11y 66 44 70 47 99 145 
*GT-ll CO!1.rad, Gordon 12 Sept 66 45 71 17 100 151 

GT-12 Love 11, .Udrin 11 Nov 66 S9 9~c 34 100 185 

Tot~l (of 24 flights) 934 1457 56 

*Extrerr.e altitudes of 475 and 850, respectively. were achi·~ved in GT-10 arId GT-ll by powered dep,utures from the 
"stable" orbits indic<ited b~' the perigee and apogee given in the table. ---



Equipment
Assigned

Obscl."Vations

Table 3

A.ssigned :=cient i fic Obs~rvatiyns ~Iercury Progr3I!1

~tission

Numbers Results

t-.l
-....I-

Observe dimlight phenom
ena to incre~se our
knowledge of auroras,
fai~t com~t= near the
sun, fain~ magnitude
limit of stars, ge_

genschein, libration,
clouds, meteorite
flashes, zodiacal light.

Measure atmospheric
att.enuation of sur.
light and starlight
int.ensity.

Det.ermine intensity,
distribution struc
tG.re, vari ation and
color of visual air
g lo~·.

Determine danger of
micrometeorite im
pact and relate to
spacecraft protection.

!'etennr.nt> intensi t:",
distribution struc
ture, variatior. and
color of red airglo~

Test and r€:fint.> theory
of opt iC$ vi:, a vb
refraction of images
ncar hori :on.

6,9

6

6,7,8,9

6,7,8,9

8,9

6,7,9

Unaided eye
Camera
Voas. l1etc r photometer

Voasmeter photometer

Cnaided eye with
5577 A fi Iter
Camera

Visual a~G ~icroscopic

inspection

Unaided ev-e

Una i ded en'
C:uncra

MA-6 not dark adapted.
MA-9 saw zodiacal light
and airglow. Photogranhs
of airglow obtained.

No result

Airglow was seen on all
flights; was photographed
on :>lA-9" Filter was used
011 MA-7.

One impact found on MA-9
windo\\'.

Detecterl vi~ually on '1.~.-8;

Confi rmed visual1y on \t\-9.

Photog raphs ~L\-6 J \.l<\.-
Visual MA-7. 4A-9

t..) 
-....I -

Assigned 
Obscl."Vations 

Observe dimlight phenom
ena to incre~se our 
knowledge of auroras, 
fai '1t com<;>t: near the 
sun, fain~ magnitude 
limit of stars> ge_ 
genschein, libration, 
clouds, meteorite 
flashes, zodiacal light. 

~·ieasure atmospheric. 
attenuation of sur.
light and starlight 
intensity. 

Detennine intensity, 
distribution struc
tGre, varjation and 
color of visual air
g lo~-. 

Detennine danger of 
micrometeorite im
pact and relate to 
spacecraft protection. 

!'etennr.nt' intensi t:·, 
distribution struc
ture, vari atior. and 
color of red ai rg 10., 

Test and r€:fint.' theory 
of opt ics vi:, a vb 
refraction of images 
ncar hori :on. 

Table 3 

A.ssigned :=cient i fic Obs~rvat iyns ~Iercurv Progr3I!1 

~tission 

;-.cumbers 

6,9 

6 

6,7,8,9 

6,7,8,9 

8,9 

6,7,9 

Equipment 

Unaided eye 
Camera 
Voas. l1etc r photometer 

Voasineter photometer 

Cnaided eye wi th 
5577 A fi Iter 
Camera 

Visual aliG ::':icroscO'pic 
inspection 

Unaided ev-e 

Una i ded en' 
C:unera 

Results 

MA-6 not dark adapted. 
MA-9 saw zodiacal light 
and airglow. Photogranhs 
of airglow obtained. 

No result 

Airglow was seen on all 
flights; was photographed 
on :>lA-9. Filter was used 
011 ~1A- 7. 

One impact found on MA-9 
window. 

Detecterl vi!:>wllly on 'L~.-8; 

Conf1 rmed visual1y on \t\-9. 

Photog raphs ~L\-6 J '-l<\.-
Visual MA-7. ~A-9 



IV
'-I
IV

Assigned
Observations

Detemine nature and
source of the so_called
"Glenn effect" or par
t.icles.

C~pare observations
of albedo intensities,
day and night times with
theory and refine the,Jtjr'.

Photograph cloud struc
ture for comparison with
Li ras photos. Improve
map forecas ts .

~ission

NlIDbers

6.'j.~,9

6

6.7,8.9

Table 3 (cont'd)

Equipment

Unaided eye
Camera

Unaided eye
Voasmeter photometer

Camera with filters of
various wavelengths

Results

Discovered on MA-6;
all others saw vis
ually; MA-7 photo
graphs.

Not obtained due to
instrument malfunction.

MA-8 and MA-9 obtained
scheduled photographs.

Take general weather photo- 6.7,8.9
graphs and make general
~teorological observation
for comparison with those
made by Liros satelli~e.

Determine best wavelength for 7,9
definition of horizon for
navigat~_':m

Obtain ultraviolet spectra 6
of Orion stars for extension
of knOWledge below 3000 A

Unaided eye
Camera

Camera wi th red and
blue filters.

Ultraviolet spectro
graph.

All obtained photographs.

Successful. The red photo
graphs were sharper; the
lJlue more stable.

Spectra were obtained but
window did not transmit
to expected wavelength.
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IV 

Assigned 
Observations 

Determine nature and 
source of the so_called 
"Glen~ effect" or par
t.icles. 
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of albedo intensities, 
day and night times wi~n 
theory and refine the,Jtjr. 

Photograph cloud struc
ture for comparison with 
Li ras photos. Improve 
map fo rec as ts . 

~ission 

NlIDbers 

6.'j.~,9 

6 

6.7,8.9 

Take general weather photo- 6.7,8,9 
graphs and make general 
~teorological observation 
for comparison with those 
made by Liros satelli~e. 

Determine best wavelength for 7,9 
definition of horizon fOT 

navigat~_':m 

Obtain ultraviolet spectra 6 
of Orion stars for extension 
of knowledge below 3000 A 

Table 3 (cont'd) 

Equipment 

Unaided eye 
Camera 

Unaided eye 
Voasmeter photometer 

Camera with filters of 
various wavelengths 

Unaided eye 
Camera 

Camera wi th red and 
blue filters. 

Ultraviolet spectro
graph. 

Results 

Discovered on MA-6; 
all others saw vis
ually; MA-7 photo
graphs. 

Not obtained due to 
instrument malfunction. 

MA-8 and MA-9 obtained 
scheduled photographs. 

All obtained photographs. 

Successful. The red photo
graphs were sharper; the 
ulue more stable. 

Spectra were obtained but 
window did not transmit 
to expected wavelength. 



N
--J
V.

Assigned
Observations

Identify geologica~ ~ld topo
graphical features from high
altitude photographs for com
parison with ~urface features
as mapped.

rdenti ficatioa of photographs
of surface targets by compar
ison with known geological
feat.lres.

\'i S5 ion
Numbers

6,:,8,9

g

Table 3 (cont'dj

E10pmL·'l~

Unaided eye
Camera

Unaided eye
Camera

Results

?hotographs obtained on
all. Quality best on ~A-9.

F~w selected ones Qc:ai~ed.

Quality fair.

N 
'-l 
V. 

Assigned 
Observations 

~dentify geologica! ~ld topo
graphical features from high 
altitude photographs for com
parison with ~urface features 
as mapped. 

r denti ficatioa of photographs 
of surface targets by compar
ison with known geological 
feat.lres. 

"'i S5 ion 
Numbers 

6,:,8,9 

g 

Table 3 (cont'd) 

E10pmL·'l~ 

Unaided eye 
Camera 

Unaided eye 
Camera 

Results --------
i)hotographs obtained on 
all. Quali~y best on ~A-~. 

F~w selected ones ~t:a~~ed. 
Quality fair. 



sources of information are: (1) the official !'Jational Aeronautics and

Space Adm.inistration reports (see references), (2) transcripts of press

discussions durinp, a.nd following the missions, (3) mission conunenta1'i~s

released syste~aticqlly to t~e press during the missions, (4) transcripts

u£ astronaut reports based on tapes made shortly after return from the

mission, (5) personal notes made by me during scientific briefings and

debriefing of 'l~ .... astr':>nauts, and (6) conversations with ",any of the

astronauts.

2. ~SpaC'ecratt a.:s an Observatoll

The conditio'ns under which astronauts ;~,de their observations are

similar to tho:;,; wl)ich would be enl'ountered by on~ 1")1' two persons in the

front seat of a small C,l!" having no side or rear windows ~",d a partially

covered, smudg~d windshield.

The dimensions and confi~uratiofl of th6 o;pacecraft Windows; which

are inclinec\ 30 0 t.owards the astronauts" are given in Figure 1. The

windows are small and permit only a limited forward (with respect to

the astronauts) view of the sky. The sphere of view around a capsule

in space containu 41,253 squRre degrees, but the astronauts are able

to see only 1200 square degrees or about 3% of that sphere; and only

6\ of 3 hemisphere. The spacecraft can be turned to enable the astro

nauts to see ~ different ared than the one they face, but fuel must

be conserved and m~leuvers were not usually made simply to provide a

better or different view. In effect, therefore, 94% of the solid

angle of spac~ around the capsule WIS, at any given moment, out of

view of the spacecraft occupants.

In addition to this restricted field 0f Vision, the windows

themselves were never entirely clean, and the difficulties imposed

by the scattering of li~ht from deposits on the window were severe.

TIH' deposi t~ apnarently occurred during the firjng of third-stage

rockets, when gases were swept pest the windows. AttemptR were made

to eliminate the smud~ing hy use of temporary COVl1TS jettisoned once
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crbit wa~ achieved, hut cve-n then deposit5 were present on tht! inside

of till' outer pane of ~lass, I\nothcr source of contaminotion was appa

rently the material USl'U to seal the glu.ss to the frarnes. The net

result was that the windows were nover entirely clean, and scattered

light hampered the 3::itronauts I ohservations.

There WI'T(~ OJ ff('rcnc(.~s from one fl ight to another in vi OW.1 ng

quality of the windows and from one window to the other on the same

fl ight, For example on (iemini 7, the command pi lot in the left scat

was able to identify stars to magnitude 6 JUlinR satellite night,

while the pilot in thl' r:ght seat was limited to magnitUde 4.4. The

difference of 1.6 magnitudes (a factor of 4.4) was undoubtedly due to

a difference ill window transmis:iion. It should be noted that stars

as faint a~ ma~nitude 6 can be identified from the ground only under

superb condi tiolls (absence of artificial lights and moonUght plus

a very clear sky) ,

rh~ astronauts wh~ had relatively clean windows often referred

to the appearfll\c('~ of tht, night sky as seen in orbit. as simiL.n' to

that seen by the pilot of a jet aircraft at 40,000 feet.

The smudged windows affected the visibility of objects during satel

lite night due to the dt'crease in the window transmission, but the

~ffcct w~ even Illore serious during satell i tc daytime when the g 1I1re

from the light scattered by the smUdge of:cn was so bright as to

destroy the contrast by which objects could he easily distinguished.

3. artHtal Dynamics

SAtl'l1ites in orbit are subjected to '!tlnospheric Jrag, which

ul tintat,nly causes them to reenter the earth's atlllosphere, often produc

ing Ii brillia.nt display l3.!'i they do so. l~eentric5 are sometimes

Tl'portcd as UFO~. Dill' Tcct'nt case ill particular stands as {ill eXtltnpL~

of t1 reentry rt>pol-tC'J u.; all two flnd later itlentiflcd tentatively as

the reentries 0f hgena uf Gemini 11 (Case 11) and Zund IV (sec Section

\'1. Chapter 2),
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Space from 100 to 1000 km. is not a perfect vacu~~, nor is it

isothermal. At about 100 km. the me!U1 mole:;ular weight of the at

mosphere undergoes a marked change, where 02 becomes dissociated by

sunlight into atomic oxygen (see Fig. 2). Up to about 100 km.

the temperature profile varies between about ZOOoK. and 300oK. Above

100 km. the temperature undergoes a steady increase to 1000 o K. or

more. Fig. 3 shows how the relative density of the atmosphere

varies with height up to a height of 1000 km. Above 200 km. the

density is sensitive to the asymptotic high-level temperature, too,
whi.<;;h varies with t"hL~ solar c.ycle and geompgneti~ activity.

If the earth were a perfect sphere and if there were no atmospheric

drag, satellites in orbit around our planet would behave according to

Kepler I s Laws of planetary orhi ts aroulld the sun. Table 4 h derived

from Kepler's third law. The relationship between the ?eriod in

seconds (p) al:d the mean distance in centimeters (r) is '3xpressed by:

2
P

2 3 -19 34 IT r ~ 0.9906 x 10 r= --_._-

G M fj

where G, the gravitational constant, is 6.668 x 10-8 cbs and Mfj'

the mass of the earth, is S 977 x 10 27 grams. The mean speed in

orbit (the last column) is obtained from the relationsJ-d.p:

s = 271r 10
= 1,996 x 10

)1 rr

By applying Kepler's third law we have imnli~d the ~a]idity of

Kepler's first two Lws with respect to satellite orhits; i.e.: that

~Iltellites move about the l'arth in elliptical orhits with the center

of the (,sl,th at one focus of the ellipse; and that the radius vector

sl-'ept out by the satell i te with respect to the center of the earth

sweeps out equal areas in equal times.

The angular veJoc.ity of a satellite, (proportional to the re

ciprocal of the period), dl'cre,3.ses R~l the radius of the orbi t
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Table 4

RaCITUs of-
Orbit Period of OrbLt Around Earth Speed

r(km.:.l.- l'(secs.) P(min, .) Ip (hrs . ) P(days) S(km/:;ec)

6378 ... 200 s:no ?8. S 7.78- .._.
63i'S ... 500 5677 :}4.6 7.61

6378 + 1000 6307 i lOS • 1 7.35-
6378 + 35.,86L 86,400 24 3.07 (geosta.1

6378 + 378,025 2372 x 106 27.4 1.02 (moon)

*mean r~diu5 of earth a 6378 km.

:lAO

Table 4 

Radlus of-
Orbit Period of OrbLt Around Earth S:t>eed -
r(km.:.l- l'(secs.) '[min,.) rChr,.) P(days) S(km!~cc) 

6378 ... 200 5310 ~,8. 5 7.78 -- .-. 

63;:S ... 500 5677 :}4.6 7.61 

6378 + 100e 6307 i 105.1 7.35 ----
6378 + 35~L 86,400 24 3.07 (geosta1 :lonary) 

6378 + 378,025 2372 x 106 27.4 1.01 (moon) 

*mean n.dlus of earth .. 6378 kl'1, 



increases. Thus the ;Jrocess of docking, or flying in formation

with a satellite already in a preceding orbit hec0mes a compli-

cated and difficult maneuver involving descent to a lower, and

therefore smaller, orbit with the lcsultaDt increase in angular

velocity causing the following orbiting body to appr~ach the preceding.

Atmospheric drag slows the satellite speed, especially near

perigee, and this causes the satell i te to swing out to a smaller

subsequent apogee. TIle urbit contracts and becomes more circular.

Eventually the satellite descends to an altitude where the drag

causes the satellite to reenter the earth's atmosphere.

Table 5 shows some calculated decelerations for a massive

object such as H satellite, and a small meteoritic particle of
-3 -4

0.1 ('m. di:.wleter anu density of 0.4 gm/cm (mass'= 2.0~ x 10

gram~J. At 160 km. (the perigee of many of the manned space

cruft orbitH) the deceleration on the ~pacecraft is not trivial
_?

(0.017 cm/sec '-) and the orbit will slowly, but surely degrade

tu a reentry. Of lntercst in connection with the observation of

small particles by the astronauts is the differential acceleration

between the sp'1cecr e.ft ;::""j the particles. In a period of ten

seconds small part.icles will "drift" away from the spacecraft

a distance of some meters. Typical relative speeds of small

particl~s with respect to the spacecraft have been estimated by

the astronauts as 1 or 2 m/sec.

During reentry, the spacecraft Rnd fragments flaked off of

its surface become luminous, producing the di~j1lays sometimes

reported as UFUs. A s8tf'1lite reentry norlllully occurs along a

gl'J.::ing pe.th, but th<:' tl'aj cctories of meteor I tes are more ruJi aI,

anJ therefore the ,1ul'at ion of luminosi tyi S lIsually no more than

two to three ~;cc(lnds.

Table 6 shows thL' ma::;ses of objects for gjvon apparent stellar

magnitudes and varying periods of luminosity, calculated on the

ass'mption that all the orbital kinetic energy of the object is
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increases. Thus the ;JTocess of docking, or flying in formation 

wi th a satellite already in a preceding orbit hee0mes a compli

cated anr:! difficult manellver involving descent to a lower, and 

therefore smaller, orbi t with the 1 esul tailt increase in angular 

veloei ty causing the following orbiting body to appn8ch the preceding. 

Atmospheric drag slows the satellite speed, especially near 

perigee, and this causes the satellite to swing out to ,l smaller 

subsequent apugee. TIle lJrbit contracts and becomes more circular. 

Eventually the satellite descend5 to an altitude where the drag 

causes the satellite to reenter the earth's atmosphere. 

Table 5 shows some calculated decelerations for a massive 

object such as a 5atelli te, and a small meteoritic particle of 
-3 -4 

0.1 ('Ill. di3meter anu ucnsity of 0.4 gm/cm (mass ,= 2.0S! x 10 

gr3.m,;}. At 160 km. (the perigee of many of the manned space

craft orbitH) the deceleration on the ~pacecraft is not trivial 
-2 

(0.017 em/sec) and the orbit will slowly, but surely dcgr3de 

tu a reentry. Of Interest in connection with the observation of 

small particles by the astronaut~ is the differpntial acceleration 

between the sp'lcecr~_ft :!"d the particles. In a period of ten 

seconds small part.icles will "drift" away from the spacecraft 

a distance of some meter5. Typical relative speeds C'f small 

particles with respect to the spacecraft have been estimated by 

the astronauts as 1 or 2 m!sec. 

During reentry, the spacecraft and fragments flaked off of 

its surface b(~colI\e luminow;, producing the dJ:-'jllays sometimes 

Tcportc:d as UFUs. A silt!'1l i.te reentry norillully occurs along a 

gra::ing pe.th, but tht> t1'ajcctoril's of lJIeteorites are more radial, 

anu then'fore the llUl'ation of luminosity is usually no Iwre than 

two to three ~;ec()nd,. 

TallIe' 6 shows tIlL' masses of Objects for given apparent stdlar 

magnitudes and varying periods of luminosity, calculat.ed on the 

as~'mption that all the orbital kinetic energy of the object is 
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Table 5

Deceleration Calculations
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Deceleration Calculations 
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I:Ollvertt'd into light <IS a ,'onseqtll~nCl' of its dccelr'l'ation on reentr~· .

..L 1'1'i ~~~!l(,S s__-,-",~ (1) J~.. n":'_.~!..!.:lI11j n" tt'll ..~y th..:__S.1l~

Astronauts have n~port('J observations they have made, while in

')rbit, of artifacts ldefineJ here :l~ ll1an-IllUuo OhjCCt5) as well as

OhSl'l'\'a t ions made of natural g('C'phys iea 1 :md astrol1ol1\i enl phenomena

dllrin~ flight, It is alllong the obs,'rv:ltions of altifact~ that

ullidcnt.ifiNI si~htings ;11'(' 1110st likely to occur, if nt :111.

.\ l1:~,l-llldd(' "atclltte moving ,;lo\dy against till' ~tar back·

grollil,.l has bt.'coml' a fami liar sight. Even though the sun lIlay be

bela" the observer's horiton, the satellite, some Il'..mdrcds of

kilometers Rho\'(: the t'artl1's surface catches the SUIl'S rays and

ref lects tlwlli klCk to tlH~ ground-based observer. Since arti fact

s ighti ngs l1l:ldt' frol11 a span'craft arc frequent ly abo the resul t

of 1'('fh,,'tiol\ oC ::-;tlI11if~ht frol11 a solid object, the quC'stlon of the

brightnL";s of ,.h,icl't:; j ]],llliinated lw till? sldl is pertinent to the

cOIl~;iJE'I':HjOI1 of OhSC'I'V:It illn~ fro!l1 the span' vehicles. Dne obser

vation has reported of a dark object :Ig:.:nst the bright day sky (win

do\~~) 1)11<:kgl'ound (Se'l' Section9)of this Ch:lp11'r) ..

S:\tl'llitl' hl'ightl\C's-;, as oh~H'r\'cJ from the ~rolll1l1, i .... uSlwlly

gi\'cn in apparcllt stcijar 11la~~l1itllJ('S because Df the conVl'nicncc

of comparing :t sate11ite with thl' 5t;I1' brlclq;l'Otllld.I1H' unaideJ

C:"l~ 011 a elL-ar 111C10111ess night can pCfL'l;'ive magnitudes as faint as

bellO/l'en +5 and +-6, Tell'scopic s:lteJlite sl'al'chcs are able to de

tect fai ntl.'1' IlI:H',nl tuJ('S; for exallljJ Ie, the Un i t"c\ Ki ngclol11 opt i ca 1

tracking :,tatio:ls ,'an acquit'l, sntellitl's as faillt as +\) (Pilkington,

1~H,7), Till' 11ri~htlH:'SS pf artifil.:ial sate'llites ilnd thC'ir vi:,ual

:I,' qui sit i l) 11 has bl' l' Il dis l: ilS S(' d h)' ~ L'V l' l' a 1 'v r i t l' r s ( I' i 1J,.j n g t 0 Jl, 19 fl 7 ;

Roach, ,1.H., 1~)L17: SU111J1l'I";, ('1 aI, l~)bb; and :ink, 1\1(>:'1.

\'lol:, OJ' till' app,II'l'Jl1 visual 111,I~Jlitllde of Sllll·illul1linatl'J

oh,iL'ds as :1 fUll,'! iUJI of sLlIlt di~;t:Il1l'l.' (in ki 10111('t(')'s) n1111 of

llialllC'tcr (in l'('ntillll'tl'I'S) PI' thc' l1h.ll'l't a 1'(.' Slll1'vll in l-'igs. /1 and ~)

l'C'spt:.>d i \'l~ 1:' .
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,,'o11ve1't<'d Into light us a l'onseqUt'IlCt' of its decel('I'ation on 1'eent1';', 

-L I\ri.::htnes~, of (bjc-l-ts IIllllllinatt'l\ hv the 8l1l _._""--_._--------_.---.,,----_._-----' -----~,. 
Astronauts have [cportpd o\lscl'vati.ol1s they have made, while in 

')I"b[t, of artifact" (,jefineu here :IS mall-lIIauc objects) as well os 

ob~l'r\'ations mad!" of nattll'al g('(1plwsi.c:ll :ll1d astronomical phcllomen;J 

during flight, It 15 alllol1g the observ:ltion,.; of artifacts that 

unidentifiNI ~ighti:'gs :11'(' 1II0st likely to occur, if :1t :ill. 

.\ I'" I1-llIdll0 ~,ltt'll itt' lnovlng ,;lowly agaill"t the ~t:ar bilek, 

grol'il,.l ha" bt:'COllll' a !'allii liar sight, Evell though the slIn lIlay be 

\11'101, thl' Ob!'H'l'Vl'r'S horiu'n, the satellite, some h',mdreds of 

k i lol11etero; nbon: the {'ill til's surface catches the slln's rays and 

reflects the')!; !l:lck to the grounrl-huscd observ('r, Since artifact 

s ighti ng~ maUl' from a spn~'('craft arc frequent Iy abo the resul t 

of rl'fl~','tiol\ oC :-;ll111if~ht from a sol ie! object, tht' ,!u('stlon of the 

br.ightnl";s of uh,i<,(·t:; i ll;lillinnted 11\' thc~t.Il i ~ perti.n~~nt to the 

consideration of O\1:-;('I'V:ltiUl\o; from the span' vehicles. One ol1scr

v,ltion h'as re(lol't('d of a dark Ohjl'l't agl.lnst the br.ight day sky (win

do"?) Il:ld;Q,l'Olind (SN' St'ction9)of th i s chlll't (,I'), 

S;ltl'l1 itl' bl'i"htn('~", as nhs('I'Ved from the grollllll, i", uSlwlly 

gi\'Cll ill appart'nt stl.'ijal' 11lai:llitlld('~ 1ll'l'ilUSl' ;)f the l'ollvl'nience 

of comparing <l SiltC']litl' with tIll' star b<lclq~I'Otmd, '11](' lInaided 

eye on a dL'ar 1Jl11()l!lL'~s night can pCl'L't'ivl' magnitudes as faint as 

bL'lI-lCell +5 and .6, T('ll',~l'opi,' s,ltcl1itl' ~('~I!'L'hL'S are abl(' to dc-

teet fa i ntn' lIIa~ni tudes; for ('xalll]ile, the Un i t('d Ki n~~dolll opti ca 1 

tl'J\cking ~t<lti():l'; can ill'<\tlin· s:lt('llit,'s as faillt as +\) (Pilkington, 

1\)(,:'), The \'rightllt'ss Pi' artifkial :;atl,llitcs ilml thl'll' visual 

ac'qllisitioll Iws hl'l'l\ disc:<lssed i>:.' "e\it'ral write!'!' (Pilkington, IlJ1>7; 

Roach • .1, R" l\lL,;-; SUIIlIlL' I":, ('1 ai, 1\lbb; ;tllll ::::i 11k, \ :1«'1') I 

\'10(:; 0: thl' apP;II'C!11 \'lsu;ll IJlilgllitlld,~ llf sUlI,illuminateJ 

ohjl'd:, ilS ~l fUlll't iun or slant di,;t;ll1l'l' (in ki 101!1('1('I'S) ,tlHI of 

lliallll'tl'l' lin t'('Tltillll'tL'rs) PI' tIll' (\\1.1(','t :I1'c' ~11l)"ll in j:ig:;, ,1 aod !; 

l'l':;jled in'I:', 
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Table 6

Masses of objects (grams) for given duration of visibility and

apparent magnitudes.

j

~TION OF

~. -"
PPARFNT

1 Second IO Seconds 100 Second~;IAliNITUDE

5 .000078 gm .OOll78 gin. .()O78 gm.-
0 .0078 .078 .78

-~- -~----

.79 7.8 78.
-s

-10 179, 'i80 7800,

A
~

t=~
j
1
J

inltial speed =: 30 km/sec.

• r.;

[JURATION OF

.,..;.;i~~~~~_'~:...~;..;~....;;~_·E:...'I_S_;_P,_I1_.1_T_Y--.;~ 202 s~co~-~, --===_]
I

1000 ~"'. .~ . j
L~~--- ...-- 1(_)(_)_'(_)(J_O_(_l_O_O_ki, log T_aITl_S_)__

ini~i31 speed 7.5 km/scc .
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Table 6 

Masses of objects (grams) for given duration of visibility anct 

apparen t magnitudes. 

~TION OF 

APPARFN'I .'s:' -' 
E 

1 Sl'cond 10 Seconds lOO Seconds 

5 .000078 gm .OO()78 gin. .0078 gin, 
0 

0 . DO 78 .078 .78 
--- -,.-----

. 79 7.8 78. 
S 

~IAliNITUD 

~ 
I 

-

-1 0 '9. i80 '1800. 

initial speed := .30 km/sec. 

[JURATION OF 

j 

,.;.;;~:~;:.;~_~:..;~;..:~;.:~~·E:..;r I_S_;_Pr_I _LI_T_Y--..;~ ________ ~~) sc: co:~-~s - o'=~=~~~~l 

-'j-' L----' ~ ______ ~_--------l-()-O-, _()(_J(_' _(_l_O_O_k i J og r~ _____ _ 

• r.; lO()O ),(nl • 

ini~ial speed 7.5 km/scc. 
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In Cllrn'" of Fi.~. -I ;llld ill I:;g, ~) t!'(· illuminated objuct

l~ assllmeJ t) he Cl sphcrc. In curve 1\ of l;i~~. ,t thu object is the

Orbiting Solar Ohservatory (OSO) with its sails broaJsldc to the

observer (Roach, .J .P.., 19(7). '111e plots for the sphere are hased

on the assumption that a slln-illwninated sphere of diameter 1 meter

at {l distance of 1000 kilometers has an apparent magnitude of 7.84

(Pilkint;ton, 1967). From this, a ?encral relationship between ap

parent magnitude, m, dj,:lIncter, d In meters, and slant distance, r

in ld 10metcl's; h obtained:

m '" -1.J6 - 5.0 log d + :.i.0 log r . • (1)

Fi;Z. 5 indicates that arti facts 1 m. in diameter are hrighter than

m = +5 and therefore visjl11e to the normal unaided eye to distances

of 100 km.ilw same spacecraft becomes brighter than Venus at her

brl~htcq (m ::: -3) if closer to the obst:'rver than 10 kill. Tn the

cast:' of ;l J1on-<;phcrical ohject with an albedo that is less than

uruty, c<.ju(ition (1) is only a (~llidc and the refercn-:es in the hib·

liography should be con~ulterl fur Jetails.

Fig. S is pertint~nt to the observation of the Clenn "fireflies"

and the "uriglow" (see pD. ;;l)3~304) and shcw~ that se€~n

close up, i.e.; at 1 to 10 In., even very small 5un-illuminat~d pa-jticles

aN dazzlingly bright. . _

~cgend

I-ig. S '\l'purl'Jlt lllagllitl.,I" ... r sphcres illuminateJ by the

sun as a fund lOll of till' diameter of the ~·pheres. It.i s assumed

that the Jistallce from tl1e oh:,l'rVl'Y to the spheres is 1 meter

lClln'c :\1 ~111J 10 mc!ers l(:II1'Vl' B1. Sec l'Cjll:ltioll (1) p. n(J.

Fig. ,l, Thl' appan'llt visual magllitlHlc 01.' ohject:, illlll1liJlatcu by

tl1l' sun as a f\lllct i 011 (11' d lstallCL' bL'lIvl'l.'1l ohservt'1' and obj eel. Cllrve

.\ i ~ for a s}lh t' 1'(' () l' 1 Il1et l' r d i a ll1et c l' (s I'l Ie q lW ri 011 ] j n t (' x t J. <: lJ r v ('

B lS fot' the usa :;pacccraft assuming us aHwdo of lJ.4, u \onoow

tl'ansl1lis~;iol1 of O.S, a SOLII' cosine of ().~), and thl OSO sails broaJ

,;idc t'J tit!"' ob.~I.'l'vl'r (I{o<ll.-h. ,J.R., 19()(,,)
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III ClIr\',' ,\ of !'i~, ·1 :1I1d i Jl Fi g. th.· illuminated obj<.:ct 

l~ assllll)('J t) he :1 ~plll'I'(,. In eurve 1\ of I:i~',. ,~ th·.,: object is tile 

()rbiting Sobr ()b~ervatory (OSO) with its sails broadside to the 

observer (Roach, .J. P,., J96'1). '111e plots for the sphere are ha5ed 

on the assumption that a stln-illumin[lted sphere of diameter meter 

at n distance of 1000 kilometers has [In apparent magnitude of 7.84 

(Pi lkint;ton, 1%7). From this, a !!,encral relationship between ap

parent magn i tude, m. JLuneter, d in Illeters, and 'i lant di s tanee, r 

ill \.;] 1 ometers, i~ obtained: 

m" -7.ll) - 5.0 log d + :'.0 log r .. (1) 

Fl;z. 5 indic(ltl'5 that artifact:, 1 m. in diameter are hrighter than 

m : +S and therefure vi5ij,le to the normal unaided eye to distances 

of lOll km.ilw same ~pacccraft becomes brighter than Venus ather 

brightest (Ill " -3') if .:losor to the obscrver than 10 kill. Tn the 

caSt' of ;l non"-;pncril'al ohJect with an albedo thnt is lc~s than 

IHl] ty, e'lu;.,tjon (1) is (lnly ;] ,Flide :llltl the references in the hib .. 

I iograph: c;hould bl' COi1~;llltcd rur Jctnils. 

Fig. 5 is pertir,,'nt to the observntion of the Glenn "fireflie3" 

and the "ul'iglow" lind shewf th,lt set:n 

close up, i.c.; at 1 to 10 1i1" even very small sun-illuminat';)d pa'rticles 

a N cia z z li n!! 1 y b rig h t. .. _________ . ________________ . __ . _____ . ___________ . __ _ 

Ii g, S :\I'parCJlt l1la.~llitl.,I,· Jr sphel'cs i 11untinateJ by the 

sun as a fund iOIl of ti'L' dian10ter of the '-pherl's. It is assumed 

that the dist.<llce frolll the observl'r to tIlt' spheres is 1 meter 

lLul'\'e :\1 ~lllJ lO Illl't('r~ ((:\,!'v(' Ill. Sec ('quat iOll (J) p. n(" 

Fig. ,I. Till' appar(.'llt \'i~ual magJlillldl' oi,' objcct:; illlllllit1<ltcd by 

till' sun a~ a flllh:t i llll of d istallcl' ]Jl'1\~l·'.'n llhsl'rVel' and obj eCl. Cllrvc 

.\ is for (l spht'n' of I 111l'tl'r diameter (SCl '.'quatioll 1 ill text). eliI'Ve 

II is fot' the USO :;pal'ecl':d't assllllliil~ us ullwdo of U.4, a WJI100W 

tl'~lI1sllli:;sion uf U.S, a sol:11' cosinl' of ()'~" and till' OS() s(lils broad

.,ide t'J t\1(' Ob:-;l')'Vl'l' (J{oadl, .1.R., 19()7,j 
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5. "yi sue.l Acu~tl' of the Astronauts

Reports by the Mercury astronauts that they were able to ob

serve very small objects on the ground aroused considerC'ble interest

in the general matter of the visual acuity of the ~~f:tronauts. One

oi the criteria in the selection of the astronauts to begin with

was that they have e~cellent eyAsight, but it was not known whether

their high level of visual ac'",ity would be sustained during flight.

Therefore, experiments were designed to test whether any significant

change ill visual acuity could be Jl'tected during extended flights.

'!;WSl' C'xperimellts were ('~trril~d out d'lrin~ Ccmini S (R daiS) and

t;emini ., (1~ days).

An ill-flight vil'ion tester wa5 used one or more times rer day,

and tlw J'('sul ts w('re compuTed wi til preflight tests lIlau() wi th the

Silme equipment. In l1dJi tion, a test pattern was laid out on the

~round Jlear Laredo. 'rex. for observation during flight. The reader

ls referred to tIlt' original report for the details of the carefully

c-:-ntrolled cxpcr~ment~. IIhieh led to the follOWing conclusions:

Data from the inflight vision tester show

that no change was detected in the visual

performance of any 'Jf tlle foul' astronauts

who composed the crews cf Gemini 5 and Gemini

7. Results from observations of the ground

site near Laredo, Tex., confirm that the visual

performance of the astronnuts duri ng SptH'C

flight \.;as Idthin the ~tntistical runge of

the i r prefl i gh t v i stUll performunce and

JCll101lstl'Hte that laboratory viauul data can

be' combincu \.;ith l'lwirol1l11e'ntal optical uat1

to pr('dict COl'l'N~tly the limiting visual

capability of astronauts to discriminate sl1lu11

cbjeds on tll~' sllrfacl~ of the earth in tile daylight.

5. ~isu~u~ty of the Astronauts 

Reports by the ~le~'cury astronauts that they were able to on
serve very small objects on the ground aroused consider"ble interest 

in the general matter of the visual acuity of the ~Etronauts. One 

of the criteria in the selection of the astronauts to begin with 

was that they have cJ..cellcnt ey"sight, but it. was not known whether 

tlwir high level of visual ae',dty would be sustained during flight. 

Therefore, experiments were designed to tcst whether any significant 

change il1 visual acuity could be Jetected during extended flIghts. 

T~ll'~l' C'xperimC'llts wer,' clrril'd alit d"Ling Ccm.ini S (H dai~) <.Ind 

(;('mini ~ (1.1 days). 

An ill-flight vi~ion tester was used one or more times pcr day, 

and thL~ )'('sul ts were c:omparcd wi th preflight tests lI1ai.h~ wi th the 

same equipment. In addition, a test pattern was laic! out on the 

~round near Laredo, Tex. for observation durIng flight. The reader 

ls referred to tlw original report for the details of the carefully 

C',:-ntrollcd exper~mentfl. l/hich led to the following conclusions: 

Data from the inflight vision tester show 

that no change was detected in tho visual 

performance of any ()f tile four astronauts 

who composed the crews c1' C;emini 5 ilnd Gemini 

7. Result~ from observations of the ground 

5i te near I.aredo, Tex., C'onfirm that the visual 

pCl'fOl'manCl' of the Ilstronnuts during splice 

flight was within the Atntistical rBnge of 

thei l' profl i gil t visual pertOl'1I111nCC Bnd 

Jelllonstrntl' that lahoratory vi5uul data can 

be combi lied \~i th l'llvironmcntal opt i cal uat1 

to preJict correctly the limiting visual 

cnpuhi I it~, of n~tronfluts to di~H~rillljnate small 

Gb.iel't~ on til,' :;lIrfac.) of the earth in tile daylight, 



tn additiol1, the a~tronallts' vision was tested both bt>fore and

after the flights and tIle test results I~ere compared with preflight

measurements. lbere were no significant differences in the level

of thei r acui ty J us 5hOll'l1in the following tabulation of test j'esul ts:

Astronau1: Preflight + Postflight

n.s. O.D. o.s. 0.0.

Cooper
F,lT 20/15 20/Ei 20/1S 20/15
Near 20/1:; 20/15 20/20 20/20

Conrad Far 20/15 20/1 5 20/12.5 20/12.5
Near 20/15 20/15 20/1S 20/15

H0111lUIl
\'ar 20!lS 20/15 20/15 20/15
\l,'ar 20/15 20/15 20/1S 20/15

1.0\ e 1:I
F:ll' 20/1:; 20/15 20/1r, 20/lS
Near 20/15 20/1 S 20/15 20/15

Ii is clear that the IlIcn selected to part.icipate in the space program

of the U.S. have 0xcellent cycs.ight and that ;'l~ level of performance

is sustained over long and tiring f1ight~.

~t the same time, a hindrance to top obscr ing pcrfo~~ance was that

the astronaut~ were n~ver thnroughly dark~adapted for any length of

time. Gcod dal"k-:hlaptatioll is achieved ~o':~c ~O minutes after the eyes

are initially subjcc"ed to darl:ncss. fI' enl orbit periaL! was ~)[)

ll1inl.ltes durin!: \',hkh tlH' a~trOl1auts were III full sunt i~ht for 4S lll1n

lltl'5 ;tnd in darKn,,~1' for ".S minutes. The :istronuutc:; therefore \~ere

flllJ~' u3rk_HdapteJ fM' only 1;; 11Iil\lltes out of every ~)O ndnute orhit

(asswnill!1 no cabin 1 il1hts).

~'!~~~~\j~-()~~

The first Anwricl1n to go j rHo orhi t, astronaut .John Glenn. (~1A-G)

rl.·portl'd observing 1111 :lfHlulal' rinl<l flri)lmd the horl zon tlurln,g sntel1 i te

tn addition, the a~trOl1auts' vision was tested both bl."foTC and 

lifter the flights and t!I(~ test results "ere compaTeu with preflight 

measurements. TIlcre were no significant differences jn the level 

of thei r acui t.y, as shOlI'l1 in the following tabulation of test j'cslll ts: 

:\stronaul: Preflight + Postflight 

n.s. O.D. O.S. O.D. 

Cooper 
F,lT 20/15 20/1:; 20ftS 20/15 
Near 20/1 ;; 20/lS 20/20 2(J /20 

Conflict 
Far 20/15 211/lS 20/1.' . 5 20/12.5 
Near 20/15 20/15 20/15 20/!!> 

H0111Hlil 
\'ar 20/l5 20/15 20/1S 20/15 
\'.'11 r 20/15 20/15 20/1S 20/15 

I.U\C t:I F"l' 20 II~; 20/1 S 20/1'i 20/15 
Near 21) /1 S ZO!1:; 2(J /15 20/15 

11 is clellt that tile lilen sC'll'l.'tcd to parti d pa te i II the space program 

of the U.S. have ('xcel1cnt eycs.ight and that: :'1: level of performance 

i~ sUHtBined over long and ririnR fli~lts. 

~t the same time, a hindrance to top obscr ing pcrfo~Rancc wa~ that 

the as tror1aut~ \'I('1'e !1('vcr thnrough ly clark -adapted for any 1 ellgtl1 of 

time. Gcod d:wk-8uaptation is achieved ~o,::e :SO minutes after the eyes 

are initially subjcc'-eu to darkness. 1\' I.'nl (;rhit perioo war, ~)[) 

11)illl.ltes durin!: Ivhkh t)!(, a~trollauts \\IPTe' III full sun! ight for 4S ndn

\ltt'S and in darknC'~~ for ,'.S minlltes. The Hstronilut<; therefore Ivere 

flllJ~' u[ll'LadaptC'd fM' only IS III.illutes out of cvcry ~)() l1IinutIC orhit 

(as~umi!1~ 110 cabin lights). 

~'.Il.£...NJ..s.I:.!._~\j~y~~ 

The first Amcrlcull to go into orhit, llf,tl'OIlUUt .lohn Glenl1. (~1A-(») 

l'l'l'0rtd observing Illl ,'ntHlla:r ril1~ flr,)lmJ the hart zon during sotell ite 

2H9 



night. It appeared to him to 1)(' several c.:egrees above the sohd

eat'til ~lIrfaL'e <Lilli he uoted that stars seemed to Jim as they "set"

beh i IIJ the 1ayt' I'. As tronaut Carpenter (MA- 7) made carefu 1 measure

mcnts of thl' angular height of the layer above the earth's surface

and l'stimuted its brightness. All the astronauts havr- sino" become

fami liar with the phenomenon. Soon after Glenn' 5 report (Plate 13)

the ring was identified as an airglow layer seen tangentially. It

is especially noticeable when there is no moon in the sh.... and the

solid earth surface is b;:rely discernible (Plate 14); as a matter of

fact it is easier to use the airglow layer than the earth edge as a

reference in making sextant measurements of angular elevations of

stars.

Ground-based studies of the night airglow show that lt is com

posed of a numher of separate and distinct layers. The layer visihl

to the astronauts is <.l narrow one at a height of about IOn km. which,

seen tangentiallY by the astronauts, is easily visible. (It can he

seen from the earth's sur.face only marginally but is easi ly mea~'urcd

with photometers.)

At a height of ab~ut 250 km. there is another airglow layer which

is especially prominent in the tropics. It is probable that airglow fl'om

this higher level was seen on two occasions. Astronaut Schirra

(~t:'-8) :eported a faint luminosity of a patchy nature while south of

~Iadagascar, looking in the general direction of India (NASA SP-12,

page 53, 3 October 196~) us follo~s:

A smog-al~caring layer was evident during

the fourth r[l~s \~hi Ie 1 was .;.n urifting flight

on the night :;ic.lc. almost at ~21'1 south latitude.

I w()ulu say CHIt til;', layer rcp,'csented abollt>

quart!'r of the fi C' ld of vi cw out of the wi nunlv'

anJ this slll'pr;"cd 1110. r thought I wa~; looking

at clo'H.ls all the till.':) until I saw stars down at

the bottom or underneath the glowing layer.

night. Tt apl'C'al'C'J to him to be several ":egrees above the solid 

c'<lI,th ~\IrfaL'e allll he !loted that stars scemed to Jim as they "set" 

bell i I)J the 1 ayt' \' . i\~ t ronal! t en rpcn tel' (MA- 7) maJe carefu 1 inC asure

I1I('nts of thl' angular height of the layer above the earth's surface 

and t'stimated its brightness, All the astronauts have sine,," become 

fanli 1 iar with the phenomenon. Soon after Glenn's report (Plate 13) 

the ring was identified as an airglow layer seen tangentially. It 

is especially noticeaule when there is no moon in the 51<>' and the 

solid enrth surface is b<:rely discernible (Plate 14); as a matter of 

fact i t i~, eas jeT to use the airglow layer than the earth edge as a 

reference in making sextant measurements of angular elevations of 

staTS. 

Ground-based studies of the night airglow show that It is com

posed of a number of separ:lte and distinct layers. The layer visihl 

to the astronauts is a narrow one at a height of about lOll km. which, 

seen tangentially by the astronaut!'. is eflsily visihle. (It can be 

seCll from the eart~'s surface only marginally but is easily mea~ured 

with photometers.) 

At a height of ab~ut 250 km. there is another airglow layer which 

is especially prominent in the tropics. It is probable that airglow from 

this higher level was seen on two occasions. Astronaut Schirra 

(~1:'-8) !'eported a faint luminosity of a patchy nature whl Ie south of 

~\adaga5car. looking in the general direction of India (NAS,I\. ::;1'-12, 

page 53, 3 October 196~) us follo~s: 

A smog-appellring layer was l'viucnt Juring 

the fourth r[l!,s "h i Ie 1 "a~;n tlrifting flight 

on the n.ight :;idc. almost at :'12" south latituue. 

I Wl.lultl ~ay Clilt tlii·; 1[1ycr repte~entctl about ' 

qunl'tPI' of the fil'ld of vi ow Ollt of the wi nuolv' 

ant! this slIl'pr;,'icd 111(). r thought 1 was looking 

at clo'H.is all the til],(, until I saw stars down at 

the bottom or Ilildelneath 'the glowing layer. 
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Seeing the stars lJelow the glowing layer was

prohably the hi~~l:('st surprise hal! during the

flight. I expect that future flights may hel!, to

clarif~' the Iwtl1re of this hand of light, which

ni}pl~arcd to be thicker than that reported by Scott

Carpenter.

Cooper:

Roach:

All the astronauts of lat~r flights knew of astronaut Schirra's

sighting, but on only one other occasion was an observation made of

rt similar phenomenon. At OSh 11m 34s into the :vlcrcury flight, ast1'o

nClut Cooper reported illUght now I can make out a lot of luminous activ-

ities ip an easterly direction at 180 0 yaw . I wouldn't say it

was much like a layer. It wasn't distinct and it didn't last long;

but it was l1igher tk:', II,Jas. It wasn't even in the vicinity of the

horizon and was not well defined. A good size." I had occasion to

lluE'ry him a b:i t mort' abotlt his report during d debriefi ng following

the flj~ht:

Roach: ~IOTC li kc a patch '?

Smoother. It was a good sized area,

You didn't feel this had a discrete shape?

Cooper: It was very indistinct in shape. it vias a

faint glow with a reddish brown cast."

TIle phenomenon was estimated to hp at about 50 0 west longitude and

about 0° latitude.

'n,e hypothesis has been advanced that t1H1 thO observations are of

tl~::.' trcph:al ai rglow. We know from ground obscrvatj ons of this phen-

omCllon that it is often oh:-;crved to he patchy. 'Ihe spcctro:'icop::c C,1,-
o 0

position of the phenomenon is about RO~u 6:1ll01\ and 20 go 55771\. If a

bright patchy rcgion of WOO krn. cxtcns ion (hoTi zontal) came into the

\'i(~\.; of an astronaut it coul\l appear to be "smog appearin·~" (SchirraJ

or "reddish brOl\'l1" (Cooper). The' tropical ·,jrglow was rclativ ...dy

hri!~ht during 1:lb2 and l~)(':" and hecam' quit p Llint during 19(,4 tu 1~)f)6,

the sunspot minimum. During 19b7, as the !lew sunspot maximum '-'PI'l"CJ.lchcd,

thr' tropical airglOlv undC'l'wcnt. H significB'1t l'1I1wl1ccmunt. 'l11is solar
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Seeing the stars L>l'low the glowing layer was 

prohabJy the hi':Kf'st sllrprisf' had during tht: 

f.light. I l'xlwct that flltlll'C fI ighto.; may hell' to 

dari f>' thl' 1l;ltlll'l' of til is hand of 1 ight, which 

3!lp~~ared to be thicker than that reported by Scott 

Carpenter. 

All the astronauts of later flights knew of astronaut Schirra's 

sighting, but on only (lne other occasion was an observation made of 

rt similar phenom('non. At OSh 11m 345 into the A(rcury flight, astro

Dellit Cooper reported "Right now I can make out a lot of luminous activ-

ities 11' an easterly direction at 180 0 yaw . I wouldn't say it 

was much like a layer. It wasn't distinct and it didn't last long; 

but it "as higher til::', r IVas. It wa~'Il't l!VCn in the vicinity of the 

horizon and was not well defined. A good size." I hau occasion to 

l(uery him a b j t mOrt' abollt h ls roport duri ng d debrief i ng fall ow Lng 

the fliiCht: 

Roach: 

Cooper: 

Roach: 

Cooper: 

~Iorc lHe rr patch '? 

Smootht'r. It was a good si zed area, 

You didn't feel this had rr discrete shape? 

It was very ind.istinct in shape. it ~JBS a 

faint glow with a reddlsh brown cast." 

TI\e phellomenon was estimated to h,., ,1t about 50' west longitude Clnd 

about 0° latitude. 

'nlC hypothesis has been advanced that tlH~ thO observations arc of 

tl~,' tr::;pL:al airglow. We know from gl'ound observations of thls phen-

omcnon tl1at it is llftt'J1 ohsl'rved to he patchy, 'Ihe :;pec·troscop;c C,1,-
o 0 

position of tIll' phenomenon is about RO°, 6:\1)()i\ ,mcl 2D', SS7~i\. 1f a 

bri~ht patchy region of IOOD kill. extension (horizontal) came into the 

vlC'\\ of an astronaut it coul,l al'l'c;1r to b" "S1110g a]lJ>earin'~" (Schirra) 

or "reddish brOlm" [('nol'er). TIll" tropical "irglow was rciativcdy 

hri!~ht during 1~ih2 ,111d 1\)(':), and hecan1' qllit(, r"int during 19(,4 to 1~)f)6, 

thc sunspot minimum. \luring H)(>7, a~ the I)('W SUTlSpot maximum «PI'J"CJ.lchcd, 

the tropical airglOl' undf'r\~cnt (\ signifi.:a'lt t'nllanct'nwnt. This solar 



cycle dependence could account for the fact that the Gemini astronaut~

(1965-1966), although alerted to look for this "high airglow," did

not see it.

The Aurora

'nle ~lercury and Gemini orhi ts were confined within geographlc lat

itudes of 32°N and 32°5. Since the auroral zones are at geomagnetic

latitudes of 67°N and 67°5 it would seem unlikely that auroras could

be seen by the astronauts. 1I0wever two circumstances were favorahle

for such sightings. Fir!'t, the "dip" of the horizon at orbital hei,;ht5

rllt~ tne viewed ho1'i:on at a consiJcrable distance from the suh-satellite

point. For example at a ~ntelli te height of 166km. (perigee for (;'1'-4)

the dip of thE' hod zon i~; about t 3° and at a height of 297 km. (apogee

for Gl-4) it is about IJ~ Second, the auroral zone, being controlled

by the geomagncLLc fielJ, is inclined to parallels of geographic lat

itude as iilt.strateL! in Plate IS. Nighttime passes over the castern

United States or over sOllthern Australia bring the spacecraft closest

to the auroral zone. On several occasions auroras were seen in the

Australia-New :ealanJ region. Plate 16 (Fig. 32-7 of NASA SP-121) shows

a reproduction of a sket:h made by the Gemini 7 crew. An auroral arch

is seen below the a3rglow layer.

The Vis ibili ty of Stars..

Satellite orbits <Ire at a minimum height of about 160 km. where

the "sky" above is not the fami1 i ar blue as it is from the earth's

surfacl'. Since the small fraction of the atmosphere above the ~racc

craft produces a very 10\' :ln10unt of scatteri ng, even in full sunl i i~ht,

it "'us anticipated that the day sky froll1 a spacecraft would therefore

dlspla>' the full astronomical panoply. This was dee;ueuly not the

cas(;'. All the AJ1lCrjl~an astronauts have expresscu themselves Illost force

fully that JllriJ1~ satel lite daytime, Le., when the sunjs above the

horizon, they CL'uld not ~ce the stars, even the brighter ones. Only

on Cl fCh' occa~ lons, if thc' low sun was complete ly oceul ted by the space

craft \~crc SOl\le bnght stars noted. Theinubility to ohserve the

stars as anticipated is ascribed to two reasons; (1) the satellite ~in

dO\~ 5urfac('s ~.cattt:'n'd light from the obliqut' SUll or even from the

cycle dependence could account for the fact tln~ the (;('mini nstronaut, 

(1965-1966), although alerted to look for this "high airgloll;," did 

not sec it. 

The Aurora 

The ~1ercury and Gemini orbits were confined within geographlc lat

itudes of 32°N and 32°5. Since the auroral zones are at geomagnetic 

latitudes of (i7°N and 67°S it would seem unlikely that auroras could 

be seen by the astronauts. lIowever two circumstances were favorahle 

for sllch sightings. Fi r~t, the "dip" of the hori zan at orbi tal hei "hts 

pl1t~ tlH' vim"eJ IH1l'i :on at a con:·,iJerable di stance from the suh-satell ito 

point. For e:,ample at a sCltelli tl' height of 166km. (perigee for (;'1'-4) 

the dip of thE' horicon i e· ahout l3° and at a height of 297 km. (apoo,ee 

for G'l . ':; jt ! ,; about 1 r Seconl l , the aurora 1 zone, bei ng contro 11 cd 

by the geomagnlclc fielJ, is inclined to parallels of geographic lat

ituJ~ as jll~strated in Plate IS. Nighttime passes over the eastern 

UnitC'd States or over southern I\ustralia bring the spacecraft closest 

to the :luroral lone. On several occasions auroras were seen in the 

;\1.lstralia-New :ealand region. Plate 16 (Fig. 32-7 of NASA 51'-121) shows 

a reproduction of a sket::h mado by the Gemini 7 crew. An auroral arch 

is seen below the ajrglow layer. 

The Visibility of Stars. 

Satellite orbits <Ire <It a minimum h('ight of about 160 km, \~hen' 

the "sky" above is not the famil i ar blue a~ it; s from the earth's 

~lIrfacl'. Since the ~11lall fra~tion of the atmosphere abo'le the ;;pClce

.:raft produce,; a vc],y 101' :1n10unt of scattering, even in full slinlif;ht, 

it was antidpdted that the day sky from (l .~piicecraft would therefore 

display the fu11 astronomical panoply. This was decidedly iwl; the 

caSl'. All the Amcri(:an a~trol1auts have exprcsseu themselves most force

fully that JlIrin~ satellite tlaytime, Le., when the slInis ahove trw 

hori ZOI1, they could not sec the stars, eVCll the hrll;hter ones, Only 

on a fel,' occas lons, 1 f the' low slIn w:t<; callip tete ly occulted by the ~pace

craft "erc sOll\e bnght 5tars noted. The inubility to ohserve the 

~tar5 as anticipated is ascribeJ to two reasons; (1) the satellite win

do" sllrfac"'~ ~,cattt'l'cd light from the obliquc SUll or ('ven from the 



earth sufficiently to destroy the visibility of stars, just as does

the scattered light of our daytime sky at the earth' s surfac~; and

(2) the astronauts are generally not well dark-adapted, as mentioned

in section 5 of this Chapter.

~!cntion has already been made of the dispersion in star visibil

ity during satellite night because of the smudging of the windows,

Under the best window conJitions the astronomical sky is reported

to be similar to that from an aircraft at 40,000 ft. Under the

parti,~\llarl:' poor conditicns of Mercury 8, astronaut SchirrL!, who is

vcn falllLli:·ll' \\'ith the ,'oll:;;tellations, could not distinguish the Milky

"'av,

~Ieteors

In go'neral, meteors become luminous below lOG km., well below

an)' stahle orbit. Although organized searches for meteor trai.ls were

not part of the ccientific planning of the NASA programs, sporadic

obsvrvatiollS ycre made b)' the astronauts who reported that the meteor

trail:, could be readi 1y distinguisheJ from lightning flashes. Because

of their sporadic nature, these observations cannot be systematically

c~mrared with the ground-ohserved stati.stics of the known variation

of meteors during the y()i1l' as the earth crosses the paths of inte1'

planetar:, dehris. Ilowevcr Gemini 5 was put into orbit shortly after

the peah of the :\ugust Leonid '~hower and ground observations of the

5hOl,'e1' \,ere confirmeJ in ~I rough wa~ when astronauts Cooper and Conrad

Ob~l"i'VC'd a slgnificant number of meteor flashes.

'111(' :::odiacal Light BDlld

T\~o factors tend to offset each other in the cbscrvati on of the

:.odiacal light band from a spacecraft. A favorable factor is that the

:odiacal hand gets \'cry rapidly brighter as it is observed as close

as SOllll' :; ° or 6° to tIll' sun, ns is possible from spacecraft in cun

trast \"ith the t,dlight rpstriction on Lhe earth's surface of about 25°,

'111C ratio of briglltllcsS at an elongation of ~;o) bCi), to that at 25°,

B(.:S), is

earth sufficiently to destroy the visibility of stars, just as does 

the scattered light of our daytime sky at the ea-.rth' s surfaC'c~; and 

(2) the astronauts are generally not well dark-~dapted, as ment i oned 

in section 5 of this Clwpter. 

Mention has already been made of the dispersion in star visibil

ity du-rin!1 satellite night because of the smudging of the windows, 

Under the best window c0nditions the astronomical sky is reported 

to be similar to that from an aircraft at 40,000 ft. Under the 

I'arti,:ulal'ly poor conditj,'l15 of Mel'cury 8, astronaut SchlrriJ, who is 

\'('r: fallllli:ll' \\'itll the c(lll:,tellations, couhl not distinguish the Milky 

\~a \' . 

~feteors 

In g<'lIeral, meteor!' become luminous below IOD kin., well below 

an)' stal. Lt, or-bi t. Al though organized searches for meteor trai 15 were 

not part or" the <ci enti f-j c planning of the NASA programs, sporadic 

o\JSl,rv,ltions \'ere maue l,y the astronauts who reported that the meteor 

trail:; ',~o\lld bt' readi 1)' distinguished from lightning Flashes. I-\ecause 

of their sporadic nature, these observations cannot be sy::;tematicaJ.ly 

cClmparC'd \,j th the grounu-observE'd statistics of the known variation 

of meteors during the y,~ar as the earth cros"cs the paths of inter

planetar>' debri!S. lIowever l~emini 5 was put into orbit shortly after 

the peak of the ,\ugust Leonid "hower and ground observations of the 

sho\,'er \,'cre confi rmed in ;1 rOllgh WIlJ when as t J'onlluts Cooper and Conrad 

oh"e-i'v0d it Significant numher of Tn0teor flashes. 

'111e :odiac_al Light BDlld 

TI<lo factors tend to offset NICh other in the ebscrvation of the 

2_odiacul light band from a ~pac0craft. /\ favorable factor is that the 

:ollJacal band get" \'cry rapidly l.rightcr as it is observed as clo~c 

a, SOIlll' :;0 or 6° to till' sun, llS is possible from spacecraft In CUII

tl'C1st h'lth tht? t,dl\gilt rl'stl'iction on ellc earth'~ surface of aho\lt 25°. 

'111(' ratlo of briglttncs~ at an dongation of ,jo) Iq!;) , to that at 2So, 

Ill.'S), is 
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At the same time, it is difficult to detect the zodiacal band through

the spacecraft window with its restricted angular view since one can-

not sweep his eyes over a wide enough arc to see the bright hand stand

ing out \,'ith re~pect to the darker adjacent sky. By contrast, to locate

the zodiacal hand Oh:;t'TVi ng from the earth's surface, one can sweer

over 2,11 arc: of some 90°, in the center of which the bright banJ can

be ro au i1~' d i:; t j J.,<-;ui shell.

'nl~ l1Iost ,:onvincing description of a visl!al sighting of the zoc.l

i:1cal band \,'85 by a5tt'olwut Cooper (/>lercUY'y 9). From his descrip

tion, 1 concluJed that he dist inf~uished the zodj acal band sorne 6°

from rhe sun.

TVo'iEght Ban:~,~.

'J11o satellite "day" for orbits relativoly ncar the earth is ahollt

4S min. long, The ~unrise and sunset sequence occurs during each sat

ellite day. 'n1C bright t\dlight band extending along the earth's sur

face and centered above the sun is ref0rred to by the astronauts as

of spectacular heauty.

S. Observations of Artifncts in Space

In the decadl' since till' launching of Sputnik I (4 October 1957) a

lar~e number of object~ have been put in orbit. With each launch, an

U\'cr:>gc? of five objects go into orbit. As of ,January 1967, a total

of ~,6()6 ohjects had het'n identified from 512 launchings, of which

1.139 \"ere ~.;ti]l in orbit and 1 ,,'()7 had n~cntercd. '1110 ohjects in

quasi-stable orbits (Ire l'ata1ogued hy the North American Ail' Defense

Command l:\lJRAD), and up-to-date lists of orhital ch(lcactcristics arc

gi\'cn annually in ri:lIwtary and Space Science (Quinn and King-Hole,

19b~1 from \"hic.:h tahul:ll' alld graphic statistic", have been prep,Jrcll for

this report. lTables 7 and ~ and Fig. (I ).
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At the saIne time, it is difficult to detect the zodiacal band through 

the spacecraft window wi~\ its restricted angular view since one can-

not sweep his eyes over a wide enough arc to see the bright hand stand

in!: out \,'ith respect to the darker adjacent sky. By contrast, to locate 

the :odIacal hanJ ob~~'rvi ng from the earth's surface, on€ can sweep 

over 2.1\ arc: of some \lO°, in the center of which the bright hand can 

be rcadi 1~' -li:;t ir.;.;uishcd, 

'TIle IIIOst ,:ollvincing Ucscrlption of a visual sighting of the zod

i:1C81 band \,'as by a~tl'Oll(lllt Cooper (~lercUl'Y 9). From his descrip

tion, 1 conduJeJ that he l!jstin,~uishe,1 the zodiacal band sarno 6° 

from rJ\(' sun. 

1'1>1 1 :.gh t Ba.!::1.~. 

'1110 satellite "day" fot' orbits rclativoly ncar the earth is about 

45 min, lon~. The sunr iSt? o.nd sunset sequence occurs during e,lch sat

ellite Jay. 'nlC bright t\dlight band extending along the earth', ~ur

face anJ centered above the sun is referred to by the astronauts as 

of spectacular beauty, 

S, Llbst'rv;ltions of Art if:lcts in Space 

In the decadt' since till' launching of Sputnik J (4 October 1957) a 

lar)!!; Ilumber of objects have been put in orbit. With each launch, an 

a\'cngc? of fivc objects go into orbit. As of ,January 1967, a total 

of ~,6()(1 ohjects had hCl')) identified from 512 launchings, of which 

1,139 !>Cl't' "till in orbit and 1 ,,'r)7 had rr~cntercd, '111C ohjects in 

quas i-stabh' orili ts <lrc ~atalogtled hy th(' North Americnn Ai r I)ofell~c 

COIll111and l:\lJRAlJ). and up-to-date ll~ts of orbi.tal chacactcrishc5 are 

gi\'cll nnl1\lall~' in ri;ll1etary and Space Sc.icnct~ (Quinn and Killf.!,-I!elc, 

1()(1~1 from \~hich tahuhl' alld graphic ~tnti;<tic" have been preparcll for 

tl; i ~ report. pal> los 7 and t' and F i h' (l ). 
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Number of Satellite (piece) decays or Reentries
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Tab Ie 8

Summary of artificial satellites for the decade 1957-1966

Total Launchings 512

----
IPieces Still in

put in Orbit

Orbit Decayed (l Jan. 1907)
f---.

Instrumelted 643 379 264satellites

separate
298 179 119

rockets
--I-.

'''''''''r'll'''''
I~;~;~~nts 1665 909 75(,

r- I
.~.-----

Totsl 2606 1467 1139

----- - - - .---------
Percent 100.0 56.3 43.7

_.t:= ._---_.-,-._-_..L- .._---'-------_. ----'

r
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Table 8 

Summary of artificial sutcllites for th" decaJe 1957-1966 

Total Laum:hings 512 

-r I -
Pieces I Still in 

put i.n Orbjt 

Orbit Decayed (l Jan. 1907) 
f------~- .-

InstrumcJted 643 379 264 satellites 

separate 
298 179 119 rockets 

---. 
-'\'" l~ ....".,.. 

I ~;~~ments 1665 909 75(, 

t--- I .. ~---

Tot81 2606 1467 1139 

1-------- - --.--------
Percent 100,0 56.3 43,7 
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At any glven moment Juring the two-year p0riod of the Ccmlni

program (1965 and 1966) approximately 1000 known objects were l.n orbit.

[luring the same biennium, there was :1 total of 918 knOlI'n reentries,

Even though the p-:obability of a collision with an orbiting artifact

is statistically trivial, NASA and NORAD coordinated clo~;ely to keep

track of the relative positions in space of the o~jects orbiting there.

Proton III

An intel'estin~ example of an unexpected sighting of a~()thor space

craft ,,'as lIlade b~' the (;end ni 1] astronauts. Quot i !l,g from the trans

cript (~l,ll, t<.lpe Ln, p:lge 1)

\'iE' had a wiJl~nl<l1l fly ing wing on uS going

into SUllset llere, off to my left. A large obj oct

that was tumbling at ahout 1 rps and we flew -- we

had hilf1 in sight, T say fairly close to us, r don't

know, it could depend on how big he is and T guess

he could have been anythlng from our ELSS* to some

thing clSl'. We took pictures of it.

'11\(, identification of tl1e sighting (tflpc 209, page 2) was given 8S

fol10\vs:

1\'(' have ;1 report on the object sighted by

Pete Com'ad ove)' '!'[1nnn;\rivc yesterday on the lRth

revolution. It ha~ been identifiod by NORi\D as

the Proton 1 I I s;ltl'1litc, Si nee i'rotnn TI I was

more than ~50 kilometers from Gemini 11, it is

unlikely that any photographs would show more

than a point Jf light.

Thl' pictLlrcs referred to arc shown in cnlaqWlllcnt ill Plates 17 anu 18,

"111(' Proton TIT sutcllitc and its rock<~t arc included in the P.,\.S.S.

1 i :;t i l1~S under the nl'll1(J{'l'S 1~)()h-b()1\ and 1q()()-fJOIl \~ i th the fo llowi ng

charac tt'l'i s tic s :

'" I:LSS '" cxtrav('!1 j L'lllLll' Ii f{' support ~yst(,111
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At any gIven moment during the two-year period of the CCl1\tlli 

program (l9liS and 1966) approximate Iv 1000 known objects wcre U\ or\,i t. 

[luring the same biennium, there was ,1 total of 918 known reentries, 

Even though the p~obability of a collision with an orbiting artifact 

is statistically trivial, NASA and NORAD coordinated clo~ely to keep 

track of the relative posi tion5 in space of the orjects orbi ting there. 

Proton III 

An intel'estil1!! example of ,1I1 unexpected sighting of «Clother space

craft \,'1:; made b\' the Gemini II astrOJ1aut~. Quotillg from tho trans

cript «;J,11, tel!," Ln, p:lgC I) 

We had a wingnwll flying wing on us goil1~ 

into ,-;ulIset: here, off to my left. A large object 

t11clt was tumbl in!, 8t about ] rp5 ,mel we flew -- we 

had hitn in sight, T say fairly close to us, r don' t 

know, it could depend on how big hc is and T guess 

he could have becn anythlJ1g from our ELSS" to some

thing dSl'. We took pictures of it. 

'nil' identification of tile ~ighting (tllpc 209, page 2) was given as 

follOl~s: 

1\'12 have :1 report on the object sighted b), 

Pete Com'ad over Tr.nnn:\rivc yesterdRY on the lilth 

revolution. [t has been idcntifil)d by NORIII) as 

the Proton 1[[ s:ltl'llitl'. Since Proton Ilf was 

more than ~50 kilometers from Gemini 11, it is 

unlikely that :Ill\, photographs would ~how rnore 

than ,I point?f light. 

Till' piCtlll'C5 refC'rred to arc shown in cnlaq~l'llIcnt ill Plates 17 anu 18, 

'l1lt' Protoll Til ~t1tdJitl' and its rockpt flrcincl.udeo ill th(; p,,\,S,,'i. 

li:;till,,~ lIlllkr the 111'111\1('l'S IDC.h-(J()!\ and 1Q(,b-()[)1l \'iith the following 

charactcI'ist i ,'S: 

* I:LSS '" ('xtl'<lvehiclll(1)' lift' support ~yst(,!11 
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Satellite Booster._-----------_._---
1966-60A 1966-608--,._.-----+----=-_._-----r-----

L3un~h Date 1966 July G 1J66 ,July 6
----------...---l'------~.4-------_+-~-:.:..:=--:...::.:~....:...---

LifetimE' _-+--__ .22.20 days 46. ~3 days _

Predicted
Hcentr)' Date', __+- 1_~_Sept l%() 21 August 1~)6()

!5h".P"'- ._. --+ (...\_)_'l_·n_<.1_e_'r •__-I-_--'C~lindcr
I\leigh t _. ~_-+--__12 •200 I<g_.~ ..........1--_4.....:,~(J_0_O_Js.~~_?) _

S1:::e
3 lI\eters long (?)

4 meters diameter (?)

10 meters long (?)

4 meters diameter
( ?)

Inspection of the pho1'os taken at the time of this sightiT1i1, (Plates 17

:llld l~ ) reveals consic.lC'rnhly marc dC'tai I than j~lSt a point of light.

1f the di.stance from t.he sp<.('ccraft to Proton lIT is given hy the

~OR.\[) calculations, then \\'e mal infer the physical separation of the

several objects in the photograph~ Platesl? and 18 are 100 x cnlarr.;e-

lIlE'nts of the phctogruphs of Proton 11 T madc \~i th the lIusse 1b 1ad calTl-

era of 38 nllll. focal length. The -;ca1c on the original negatives was

1 nUll. '" 1/38 radian =: (,~·1I8, The scnlc on the enlargements is there-

fore.' 1 m:n. ::: U;UISOt\. "our distinct objects CilT' be distinguished with

extrem0 separation of 30 mm. corrcsponJinr to O~452 or 3.:)5 kill. at ;1

distance o~'I:;(1 "111. I1le 111ininlllllJ sepa;'ation of any two components is

:Ibout ont' third of the al 10Vl' 01' l1Iore thail I k111. Hcfcrrill/; to the tahle

of till' Proton' II llil1lcn~;iLllIs it is obviolls that the photographs an'

rc~ol'llin:-: IIlllltiple pieces of Proton III inc1uJing possihly its hO.Jstcr

2%

r- Satellite 

=========--:t:--==== 
Booster 

===== 

Launch Date' 

Lifetime -
I'redi c t l>d 
Hecnt l")' Da tc:> 

Si :e 

1966-601\ lCJ66-60R 1---.--.-------.-.------1---.:..--------

lq66 July (, lJ66 ,July 6 _._. _____ ._-+ ______ .:......t-____ -_+--~_=_::..=__~=_=_~ __ _ 

i2. 20 day~ 

______ +--_~_ Sept ] %(, 

3 lIIe tel'S 10111' (?) 

4 meters dinmeter(?) 

46 •. ~3 days ___ _ 

21 I\ugus t 1 <)6() 

4 ,1)00 ~~~_? ) __ _ 

10 meters long (?) 

4 meters diameter (n 

Vol.IS, l~' 1,1:~2 (1%7) 

Inspection of thc pho1os taken at the time of this sightiT1~( (Plates 17 

~illd IF ) reveals consir.icr(lbly 1110re det;11 J than j!lst a point of light. 

1 f the ttl ~taJlCt' from t.he spe.<:'ocraft to Proton 1 [r is given by the 

SOR~n calculations, then we ma~ Infer the physical separation of the 

sl'\'t'ral objects in the ph[)tograph~ Plates!7 and 18 arc IOU )( enlarge-

ments of the phvtogruphs of Proton II T mucIc- \~i th the Ilusselblud canl-

era of 38 1111n. focal length. The o;c,llc on the orL).(inal ncgative~ was 

1 nun. " 1/311 radian = j".~1I8. Till' ~cnlc on the C'nJ:n'gcl1Ients is there-

Fore 1 m:ll. = ()~()lS(ttl, I'our distinct objccts Cill' be distinguished with 

('xtn~lll(' ''''parat ion of 30 111111. COl'rL'spondin)'. to O~452 or 3.:,:' kJTI. ,It a 

Jistancl' o~' 1;'11 kill, 111(' minimum sl'p:';'ation of any tIm cOlllponents i~ 

:i1'Otlt Olll' third 01' till' nl'OVt' 01' 1II0rl' than 1 Kill. Hufcl'rill): to the tahle 

oj' till' Pl'oton If 1 dillletl~;iLllls it is ohviolls that the photographs an' 

l'L'L'Ol'l\ill~ 1II111t i1'1c- piect'S of I'roton fJ I i llc 1ud i ng poss ihly its bOJster 



11 lus t\\'o other components.

RaJar [valuation Poll

'11H.' sighting of objects associated with a Gemini mis:.;ion itself

is an bitel':J'Hing pal'toof the record. 1n Gemini 5 a ren(lezviJus ex

ercise \';.15 performed wi th 11 Hadar Evalu(ltion Pod (Rr:p), a package

equippeJ ~ith flashing lights and ejected from the spacecraft early

in the ll1i~,si.on. j.\1though the primnry aim of th0 rcnJezvous exercise

\...j~ to tl'~t raJar techniqlles, tlH' (;l'mini astronaut:'"in tLe;r convcT'

:,atiol1s \.;ith NASA control , ('01111n0I11'cd (Table 9) lJ!t trlC vi~;ihjlity f)r

nan-visibility of the REI'. Platsl9shows a phot?graph of the IH':P made

0>' the astronaub.

Referring to r:i~. 4 , Section 4 of this chapter, tho HE!' illum

inated by 5unli'.::ht should be of apparent n1'l~;;litudc -2 at a distance

of In Km. (assuming <1 1 mcter effective diameter) and magnitude +3

at a distance of 100 km.

~~2.~.i\gena RcnL~_z~

nll' rcnd(';~vous \~i th the I<FP was a rehearsal for t l1C rendez-

vous 9nJ docking exercises with the Agena. In turn the Agena cxcr-

ci ~(,5 ,,'ere rehearsals for the con1in~ Apollo program in which space

docJdl1gs will be a pal'! of both thE' terrestrial <In(} lunar flights.

'n,e Agcna vohide is n cylindrical object S n;. long wHh a dia·

meter of 1.5 m. rts size makes it 3 conspicuous ohject at consid-

cl"uhlc distances whE.'l1 jllul1linatl~d hy the sun. f1latc 20 illustT:ltCg

its app£'arance at distances varyinR ben/cen 25 and 250 ft. At

~SO ft. i t~ apparent l11agn i tude wl.en sl\n~i l1u1llinatcJ i~, -~l. 74 (ahout

1/13 the brightness of th(' full moon).

'l1\c original 1'1(111 \\'a~; to rendezvous with al\ Agl,na on the Gemini

1l1i!'~d.Oll~ (1~12 illclll~iv{'. '111C pbnnel1 procedure was to ~clld up the

!\~l"1a prior to the l;lur,cl1ill~~ of i:hC' lIlannod spacecraft. In the ca~;c

of tile (;["-(1, thl' as~()c1atl'd Agena did not achieve orbit, ~;o a n'n(k7,~

';ous Idth (;'\-7 vms stltl~tit\ited.
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'1111' ~.;ightil1g of objects asso~iat"d with a Gemini mis:,ion itself 

is an llltel':)<;ting pintoot the record. 1n Gemini 5 a renl1ezvous cx-

C'rcis(' l~a5 performed with a RaJar l:valuation Pod (Rf.'P), a package 

equippeJ with flashing lights and ejected from the spacecraft early 

in the mission. j,\lthough the primnry aim of the' rendezvous exercise 

w;t:; to tl'st radar tC'chniqlll's, ttw (;I'IILini ast.ronaut:'·;, in tr.lJir conveT'

satioJ1s \,ttl! NASA I:Ol1tl"o! , c'o!lllnC'lltl'd (Table 9) all tflO visi(Jj lity f)f' 

nan-vi~ibility of the nEI'. Plate 19 shows 11 phot:Jgraph of the PFP m:\oe 

0>' the astronaut:;. 

Refer l'ing to H!l' 4 , Section 4 of this chapter, tho r~EP j 11um

in(lted hy S1.1n 1 i '~h t 5 h DU 1 d be of apparent m'I~;;) i tude -:2 at a d j stance 

of In kill. (assuming, <1 1 meter effective diameter) ond magnitude +3 

at a distance of 100 km. 

:D~~, :\gen,\ Rcndc_z~ 

nil' relldc::V()U5 \.;i th tlw I<FP \,'a~ a rehearsal foT' tIle renueZ

vous snJ docking exercises with the hgena. In turn the Agcnu exeT

ci 5e'S ',,'ere rehearsals for the comi ng Apollo program in w1. i ch space 

dockings will he a pan of both thl.' terrestrial an(1 lima)' flights. 

'01£, Agt'na v()h I de J:.; n cy1 indrical object ,'i n;. lonf~ wi th a Mil

m~ter of 1.S m. tts size makes it n conspicuous ohjcct at consid-

crahle distances wh(,11 il1um]natl)J l1Y the SUII. !'late' 20 illustl;ltcS 

its appl'arance at difitan~e5 varyinR benll.)Cll 25 and 250 ft, fit 

::sn ft. it~ apparent lI1agnitude wl.l'n slln~illuminatcd i~, -~1.74 (aholJt 

1/13 the brightness of th{' full moon), 

'Ilu: original plelll \,a~; to renuezvous wi th a1\ I\gt,n:l on the (;cmlni 

11li~~toll~ {1-12 i/lclll~i\'('. '111(' pbnncd procedure was to sent! up the 

!\~("la prior to the' l:.llIr,chin~: of +h(' lJIanned spacecraft, 111 the "'l~;C 

of tile l;r~(l, till' :I~~ocial('d ,\gena dlLl not ilchieve urbit, ~;o a n'ndr_'~

"'Oll~ \\'ith (;'1'-7 \~as ~tlilstitlited. 
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Looked for lZl:P Could not see
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!,OOkcl} foJ' KFIJ at tlisblnl'c of '75 mi.
llid not see.
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!lid not see. 

/li~t·lI.,s ion or phot ogruphy of" HJ,[> 



The sun-i lluminated Agena, I"hen close to the astronauts, was of

blinding brightness. L'etails could be made out at a distance of 26 km.

(GT-ll, tape 216, page 2). It was nicked up visually at distances

up to 122 km. (GT-ll, tape 50, page 7). Assuming an effective diameter

of 4.0 meters, we note from equation (1) that its apparpnt magnitude

Nas about +0.3 at a distance of 122 km.

The R<.'ndc:vous of l;T-6 and GT-7

The ren~~:vous of these two spacecraft involved close coordina

tions of radar and visual acquisitions and of ground and on-board

Ul; cul:~t i;~Il,·;. ."ome of the most spectacular photographs of the enti ro

~1('rnlrY-l~ '1ni program werc obtained during tne rewlc;z.vous and one

is \:; this r8lJOrt (plate 21).

,(' of thL' drama of the rend(~zvouS i"h 1 eh also suggests the

nature of the visual sightings is brough~ out ~.n the words of astro-

naut Lovell durin~ the post-flight press conference (tape 5, page 1).

The question h'US asked of both ast.ronauts - "What was your first

reaction \'o'hen >'ou realized you had successfully carried off rendezvous?"

Answer (Love 1J) :

I can only talk for myself, looking at it from

a passi ve point of view. I think Frank (nonnun) and

I expressed the 3ame feeling -- it was night time

just become light, we were face dmm and, coming out

of the murky blackness of the dark clouds thi~, little

point of light. The sun ~:as just corning up and it was

not iiI uminat i ng the ground yet, hut on the adapter of

6 (Gemini (J) we could sec this illumination. A~; it got

cl,)scr and closer, it became a half moon and, it ww:,

just 1i kl' it '''as on rails. At about half a m1 Ie, \</l'

could S l'C thc' th rus tors fi ri ng like light hazes, SOIDl' -

thing Ii kc a \\' at er hose coming alit . - just in front of

us Ivjthout moving it stopped, fantastic.

30~

The sun-i lluminateu A~ena, I.hen close to the astronauts, \"as of 

blinding brightness. Petails could be made out at a distance of 26 km, 

(GT-11, tape 216, page 2). It was picked up visually at distances 

up to 122 kill. (G'f'-11. tape 50, page 7). Assuming an cffccti ve diameter 

of 4.0 meters, "'e note from equation (1) that its apparpnt magnitude 

Nas about +0.3 at a distance of 122 km. 

The R('nde:vous of [;T-6 and GT-7 

The rend":vous of these two spacecraft involved close coordina

tion,; of radar and vi sual acquisi tions and of ground and on-board 

(,rl;cul.~t i;~Il.·; . "oml' of the 1Il0st spectacular photographs of the enti ro 

~Iern;ry-l~ 'l11i program were obtained durjng tne rcl1'lc<.vous and one 

is Ll; this n'lJort (plate 21) . 

• P of 1.l1l' drama of the rend'~zvollS ,,,h 1('h also suggests the 

natur!' of the visual si~,htings is brough;; out '.n the words of astro-

nilllt Lovell durin).: tht' post-flight press conference (tape S, page 1). 

The '1ue~tion h'liS asked of both ast.ronauts - "What was your fi rst 

reaction "hen ;.'ou realized you had successfully carried off rendezvous?" 

Answer (Love 11) : 

I can only talk for mys elf, looking at it from 

a passive point of view. r think Frank (!lorman) and 

I exprcssu.l th{' same feeling -- it was night time 

j 113 t become ligh t, we were face dO\m and, comi ng out 

of t he murky blackness of the dark c1 Duds th i~; i itt I e 

point of light. The sun was just corning up and it was 

not iiI uminat i ng the ground yet, but on the adapter of 
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cl,)scr and Cl05l'r, it became a half 1I100n and, it "'w'. 
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could Sl'C the thrusters firil1~ like' light ha'zl's, SOlnl'

thin); like a \,ater hose COOling out ,.- just ill front of 

us I,j'hout moving it stopped, fantastic. 



'1/1(' l;lclll1 .~'Fi rCfl10S '~!..._Loc~..!-'2.('hr i s_

Ulll"Lng the first ~kr\."lll"Y l11<lli/lcd orhit;!! space fli~:ht. :J';tron:1l1t

l;ll'nn l'C'ported as foLlol~s:

The biggl'st ~urprise of the flight occurred at

dawn. Coming out of the night on the first orbit,

at th~ first glint of sunlight on the spacecraft, I

was looking insi de the spa.:.:e'.:raft checking instruments

for perhaps 15 to 20 seconds. When I glanced back through

the l\indOlI' my ini tial reaction was that the spacecraft

had tumbled and that I could sec nothing but stars

through the I"inclcw. I reali zed, however. that I was

still in the normal attitude. ''110 spacecraft was S'lT

rounded by lum:i \lOUS particles.

lhcse particles were a light yellOWish green color.

It was as if the spacecraft were moving through a field

nf fireflies. TIley were about the brightness of a first

mCigl~itl1Je star and appeared to vary in size from a pin

head up to possitly 3/8 inch. lhey were about R to 10 fcct

apart and evenly distributed through the space

around the spacecraft. Occasionally, one or two of

t.hem \<ould mov(' slowly up around the spacecraft and

ucros~ the' II'indow, drifting very, very slowly, and

',ould then gradually move off, badin the direction

I I~as looking. I ollscrveu these luminous objects for

approxilllstC'Ir ,l nllnutcs each time the sun CClrn" up.

!Juring the' third sunrisl' T turnC'd the space

craft around and faced forward to sec if J could

dctC'r1l1inc "'hel'l' thc..' particles WC!'C' coming from. 1;;1"-

ing fon,arlh could sec only about In percent as many

p:l1't i des as had Ivhl'n Ill\' back \~:IS to the sun. St iiI,

till')' ~l'f.'llll'd to hI' com i llg tD\<"ards Inl' from sOll1e distance

~,o tlla t tiley appearcJ not to be coming from the spacccra ft.
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'111(' l; 1\'1l1l~'-':2E(.'j~I-,~S n!_J:>..<:~L-'2-('h r i s 

[luring till' fir~t ~k'I"'llry 1tI<I,lIIC'd orhitn! space flight, :J';trO!1:IIlt 

l;ll'nn \'Cl'o:'tt'd as follolV~: 

Thl' biggest ,;urpl'isl' of tIll' flight occurrE'd at 

dawn. Coming out of the night on the first Droit, 

at the' first glint of sunlight on the spacecraft, I 

was looking insi de the spa;;c';raft checking instruments 

for perhaps 15 to 20 seconds. When I glanced back through 

the Idndo\; 11\)' ini tial reaction was that the spacecraft 

h.td tumbled and that coulu sec nothing but stars 

through the Ivindcw. I rea1i zc'd, however, that I was 

still in the normal attitude. '['he spacecraft was 511r

rounded by luni 1I0US particles. 

'[hese particles were a light yellowish green color. 

It was as if the spacecraft were moving through a field 

nf fircflies. l~ey were about the brightness of a first 

magnitude ~tar and appeared to vary in size from a pin

head up to po~si~ly 3/8 inch. lhey were about 8 to 10 feet 

apart and evenly distributed through the space 

arollnd the spacecraft. Occasionally, one or two of 

them 1,'ollld mov(' slowly up around the spacecraft and 

~cross the window, drifting very, very slowly. and 

"ould then gradually move off, iJadin the direction 

1 "as looking. 1 ollscl'ved these luminous objects for 

approximately 4 ltIinutes each time the sun cam~ up. 

!Juring the thiru sunrise I turned the space-

craft around and faceu f[)tI~ard to SC(; if J could 

dC'tC'rmllll' ",Ill'rt, tile partic1C'!'I WC!'C CfJming from. 1;:.1',,'-

i Ill' fOl"\,n \'lis 

p:I1'1 i ,'Il'~ ;I~ 

(ould ~el' ')1l1y about 111 percent as lI1any 

had \,l1ell IIII' ilHck I,:IS to the slin. st: i 11, 

tIH'" ,~l't.'IlIL'd to j,(' comillg tlJlo.'aru:-; In.: from ,;0I11l' JistallcC' 

>,() that tlwr apjlcilreJ not to bc ':omil1g f"t'om tJw spill'ccra rt, 
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Pl' ..John A. (1' !\L'cfe has concluded that "the most prob<iblc cx

pL!natll)n of till' C!CI1I1 cffl'd is millimet.er-size fluKes of iniltcrial

libl'l"atl'~l at or ll{'ur sunrise by the spacecraft" (NASA, 19(J:l, pro 1(J~}-2(n).

R<.'t\'l'CIlCl' is hCft' lIlade to Fig. ri. We note that

th\.' apparent magnitude of the sun-illuminateJ spl1ere of diameter 1 lOrn.

at 1 m. is -7. 11li~ is in general agreement with the description of

brightness given by Glenn who referred to them as looking like steady

fi refl ies.

Or-ser\'Clti 'lllS b~' Hstronauts in subsequent flights showed that

Of~('('fe'~ illtel'jlTetation is {llmost certainly correct. Astro-

naut Carp~nter in ~Iercury 7 found for example that (NASA SP-6, p. 72).

At drllm on the third orbi t as I reached for the

densitometer, I inadvertently hit the spacecraft hatch

and a cloud of particle;;, flew by the window ... T

~:oJltinued to knock on the hatch aml on other portions of

the spacecraft walls, and each time a cloud of parti cles

ca~e pagt the window. 1~e particles varied in size,

brightness, and color. Some were grey and others were

\\h1 te. TI1C 1argest were 4 to 5 times the 5 i ze of the

smaller ones. 'Jnc that 1 saw was a hal f inch long. It

was shaped like a curti cue anJ looked I ike a lathe turning.

A modification of the flknoding" technique llsed by astronaut

Carpenter to g('t the "firefly" effect was used by some f)f the C;emini

astl'onaut5 who d1 scovc!'cd that a bri lliant di splay resul ted from a

urine dump at s~mri:;l'. The crystals which formeJ near the spacecraft,

I,hell illul1lin[lt~·d by tlw SUll, looked like hrilliant stars. P"ate 22

il:ustratl's th(' eff<.'ct (1:1-(1, ~1:lgazine B, Frame 2!)).

Silllll;ll' spc:cta\~'ular l'ffC'l·t~ I'!erc o;·taincd by venting one of

till' o,,-'.'oarJ st\Jra~l' tanh~; \'iIH.'1I the sun wu-.; low. One such event is

Jesl'l'ibeJ l'~' astrolwllt Conrad (CT-S, tllpe' 21,!), J1;1ge 2) ~;pca:~ing

to tht) ~rouJlJ erel'!:
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Pl' .. Iohn A. (l'l\l'l'f(' has ..:on(~l\lJeJ thut "the most prob(.tblc cx-

I'Llllat Il11\ of tIll' Clenn efred is llIi 11 illlcter-s i ze flUKes of ir,iJtcdal 

libl'l':lt~',l at or ll('ur slIlIris(' by thl' spucecr'aft" (NASA, 19()r., pp. l'J~I-2rn). 

Rl'fl'!'CIlCl' is hel't' IU;ldc.: to Fig. ri. lve notc that 

tlh' apparent magnitude of the sllll-illuminateu sphere of diameter 1 mm. 

at 1 m. is -7, Thi" is in general agreement with tho description of 

brightness given by Glenn who referred to them as looking like steady 

fireflies. 

Ob"er\':lti'lllS b,' ilstronauts in subsequent flights showed that 

Ofl\eefe" il,terpretation is almost certainly correct. Astro-

naut Carpenter i n ~\crcury 7 found for cxamp le that (NASA SP-6, p. 72). 

At dawll on the third orbit as I reached for the 

densitometer, I inadvertcntly hit the spacecraft hatch 

and a cloud of particle;, flew by the window ... T 

I.'olltinued to knock on the hatch anu on other portions of 

the spacecraft walls, and each time a cloud of parti des 

caine pa.,;t the 1~i.l\dQw. 11\e pal'tJclcs varied in size, 

brightnes~. and color. Some were grey and others were 

\\hite. 'n1e largest were 4 to 5 times the size of the 

smaller ones. 'Jnc that 1 saw was a half inch long. It 

was shaped like a curlicue and looked like a lathe turning. 

1\ modificntioll of the "knocking" technique used by astronaut 

C:lrpentcr to get the "firefly" effect was used hy some f)f the Cemini 

astnmrluts '11\1<' di sc()vcl'cd that a bri Iliant di splay resulted from a 

urine dump at ~',mri ';l'. The crystals which formed near the spacecraft. 

"hell iltumillntvd hv thl.' sun, Inohed like hril1i.ant stars. V,cate 22 

il:u::;tratl's th\, "rrt'ct U;!-(" ~1agazine II, Frame 2!)j. 

Sillli lar spl'ctac:ular l'ffC'l't~ were o,'t;1inco by venting one of 

(hlC such event is 

J\':-;rribl.'J L'\' astt'un<lllt Conrad ((;'1'-:;, tapc 2fl!l. p;!ge 2) 

to the ~ro\ll1d crelv: 
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\\'e .it!"! had Ollt' of UUf mort' ~;pl~ctactllar' si~:ht';

..\f ('lit" f1i~~ht ...·l'l1\il')~ into :';1111" V I ,illst hcforl' yOtl

'I ..'quil·ed LIS. I.ithl'l· Otlt' L'I'yo-liydt'()!!cn or our cryo

()xy~el1 tOl1k Vl'llteJ. ontl it just all froze when it

came out and it looked like we had 7 billion stars

passing by the windows which was really quite a sight.

'n,e Glenn particles were observed to move with respect to the

spacecraft at velocities of 1 to 2 m/sec, 1hus the particles and

the spacecraft have velocities identical within about ] part in

400a j Tl all throe' coordi nates. According to 0' Keefe this im

nlies that the orbital inclinaticns were the same within + 0.01°.

'111e Rocket Boostcr~;-----._--_...._--
'I1w rocket booster often achieves orb! t along wi th the primary

sp;icecraft. and cm often be seen by the astronauts unti] the 1'01

ati\c orbits hc\\'I~ diVl'rgl'd to put the hooster out of sight.

Extra-Vdlicllhu Activit" Discnn.ls_._-----_._-_._- .-",-----

Bl2cauge of till' ('rOl~dcJ concii t 10.15 in the c;em i nl spacecraft.

the usual procedure aftcl' complet\on of extra-vehicular activity

(f\'A) ~as to Ji'~~rJ all the equipment and material that had been

essential to the rv..\ but was now useless. This material stayed in

l'~sentially the samC' orhit as the spacecraft and \','3S visLblc to

the 'lstronauts after the disposal. An interesting example occurred

in (;emlni 12 mission \~hl'n fO'lT di!;carued ohjects were seen some time

later a5 fcur "stars" (Gl 12. Astronaut debriefing, page K/3, 4).

1.0\'el1:

r did not see any ohjn·ts in spLice other th'lI1

till' Ol1l'S \I'e had ~ll1t there C'>' I'(~pt For sl'vera] ml'tcors

tl1;lt "hist1cd ill hdo\>' tis dtlrilli' the night passc~.

I 111ight mention we -- dtlrilli.~ tlk last standup EVA we

dls"'ill',kd. /li ,hlii/I'/illl (0 L/li' ;':1"'-,',';,, thi'CC [MUll" aile

of ..,b.h'!l hilS till' tlmblli,~;)] bag alhl thl' other kill sUllie

fooJ i 1\ it and thl' til i 1'..1 one hud severed hoses that we

.\ [] r.;

II",' jlht had 011(' of (Jill' lItOIT ~;pl'ctal:ttl;lr sq:it!'; 

"f ,'(It' rll)~ht ,'\'mill)! inl\\ ',1111"1'\ ,il\~t \Iefore YI)ll 

;1,'quil'l'll liS, Lith .. ,!' 0111' L'I'y().ltydt'())~('11 Of' our cryo

oxygcll tUl1h 1'1'lltcu, and it just all froZQ when it 

came out and it looked like WI;) hau 7 billion stars 

passing by the windows which was really quite a sight. 

TIle Glenn particles were observed to move with respect to the 

spacecraft at velocities of 1 to 2 m/sec. 1bus the particles and 

the ~racecraft have velocities identical within about 1 part in 

4000 ill all three coordinates. J\ccording to O'Keefe this im

D1ie~ thiit the orbital inclinaticns were the same within + 0.01°, 

'[1le Rock ('t l100s tel'" 

'I1w rocket boos tel' often achieves orb it along wi th the pr imary 

:-;p,icecr"ft, and cm oftell he seen by the astronauts unti 1 the ro)

all\\.' orbits h,I\'I~ divl.'rgl'd to put the hooster out of sight, 

Extra-VdlicuLu Activity Discards -.--------.-.-- ,..<._----
Bl>cau~e of till' ('rowded concii t i (;.lS in the l;em i IIi spacecraft, 

the usual procl'durc aftel' complet\.on of extra-vehicular activity 

(FY,:") lIas to Ji· '-:wd all the equipment and materin1 that had been 

C':-5ential to tile rv:\ but \~as now useless. 'l11i s mlltcrial stayed in 

c~sentially the same orbit as the spacecraft and was visible to 

thC' <lstl'onauts aftC'l' the disposal. An Intcrest.ing example occurred 

ill (;('mini 12 mission \~iH'n 1'0'11' di!;canJed ohjects were seen some time 

lat!."r as fClIl' "stars" (eT 12, Astronaut debriefing, pagt! Kj?l, 4). 

I.o\' ell : 

r did not set' <lny oi)jt'cts in space' other th'lI1 

th ... ones I"C' had ;lllt there (')",'ept for St'veral metcors 

tholt ,,'!listled ill hl'}ol" liS dilrilll' the night p;Jssc~. 

I 1night Il1f~nti()l1 we -- durit,g tik last st:lnd\lp EVA we 

dj~\'::lrd('d. /11 ddd-it-'!.\l" (.0 [;l() ;':I o',;/;,! tla'c() i}([fjHJ one 

of \,hh'h I,:IS tilt' tun!') 1 h',:11 hag allll th" other kid SUllll' 

fooJ in it and thl' til i 1'.1 OI1C' Iwd se'Vl'r~ I ]ws('s that we 

t 



lil'1'(, tlisC::lnling. "'Ild I pllslwd tlH'SC fnnlanl with ;[

\'l'I,','ily. I would gUt'SS, mi\~ht 1)(' :'l or1 feet por <;('l'()l!d.

'\11.1 Il'l' wall'lIt'" thest' fDI' quite SOIIW time pcrioJ tlllti 1

tlwy finally ,li:-;appean:LI abollt 2 maybe:; or possihly ;1

orbits later at sunrise condition, we looked out again

and saw 4 ohjects lined up ~n a row and they weren't stars

I know. They mllst have been these same things we tossed

overboard.

~Iuch has \Ieen nlade of this event by ,Jolll\ A, Keel, who apparent 1)1

thought tlH'r(' "as (,tisL:repnncy be-tween the number of objects thrown out

h)' the astronauts (three) <lnd the number of objects later seen as

illuminated ob,iC'cts (fovr) , '111l' pertinent part of Keel '5 article

follows \~l'el. 1%;);

You never read ahout it in your local newspaper but

during the last succes3fulmanned space shot -- the flil';ht

of c;el::i,i! 1:: in Novemher 1!l(J() -- astronauts ,Jumes Lovell

and Ldwin Aldrin reported seeing four unidentifiable oh

jects Ileal' their orbit.

"We sal~ four objects lined up in a 1'0\\,11 Captain Love;] 1

told a press conference on November 23rd, "and they weren't

stars T know". Several orbits earlier, he explained, they

had thrown three small plastic hags of g:lrbage out of

the spa-:ccraft, lie hinted that these four starllkc 0bjccts

standing in a )]('at row were, sOJnl'how, that trio of non

luminous ).:arba~l' bag~ .

,\ carefUl l'eaJing of the Driginal rranscript hO',vever shows thelt

foul' ol'.i.:'cts hert' disl'arded, i.e. Utc' £,U)'0', [JlulJ On-fCC VU(fH.

lInidl'l,tifi\'d I-'h'illl' l1hje<:ts
,.,--'---_..:::.:, - ,._•....:_--

There an' 1111'\'(' \'i:-lIal si):htillgs made hy thl' astr(1nilllt~;

lI'hill' ill oybit \I'hieh, ill tit.' ju\lgm('nt ~)r the writl'r, have not

hecn aJt'quatcl~' explained, 'l'lH'Sl' an':
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IiI'!''' .\iscl1'ding, i\ml I JHISlled tlH'SC fonlanJ with a 

\'<'ll,,'ill', I would gu\'s~, lIIi.:hl Iw :) ori feet per ',"l'OJICi, 

,\l1d I~l' wilt,'h"d lhe''"t' for qllitt' SOliif' time per'iou until 

tlh'Y finally llisappeanctl about 2 maybe:; or possibly 1\ 

orbits later at sunrise conuition, we looked out again 

and saw tI ohjects lined up~n a row and they weren't stars 

I know. They mllst have been these same things we tossed 

overboard. 

~Iuch h:15 \'een n,aue of this event by Jol.n A. Keel, who apparent 1)' 

thought tl1£'rc I<as ,.Ii screp:lnc), between the numLer of objects thrown out 

b;' the astronauts (three) anJ the l,umber of objects later seen as 

i l1umin8teu ob.lens (fol.1'). 'I11l' pertinent part of Keel '5 artic18 

follol,5 (ket. 1%7): 

You I\l'Vl'l' read ahout it in your local newspaper but 

during till' la~t succes3ful manned space shot -- tile fl i~ht 

of ,;el~:i.lit 1:; in NovE-miler l~)()() -- astrOlwuts .James [,ove] I 

and Ldwin Aldrin reported seeing fOllr unidentifiable oh

jects Ilcar their orbit. 

"We sal' four objects lined up in a rOI," Captain Lovp II 

told a I,n'ss conference on November 23rd, "and they weren I t 

stars T Know". Several orbits earlier, he ('xplainecl, they 

had thrown three small plastic bags of garbage out of 

the' spa-:C'craft. Ill' hinted that these four starlike 'lbjects 

standing in a Iwat row were, sOJnt'how, that trio of nOI)

luminous g~lrbi1~l' bag~ . 

,\ careful 1'l',luing of thc originill tran!;cript l1o~"ev"r ~how~ t\],lt 

1'plll' ol',i.:'ct:-; I\l'l'l' di ~l'al'ued, i .t'. t,U: El,:iU, IJ[UIJ l'ill'e(' bU(fH. 

lInidvI,(ifil'ti I:l,ill\' llhit,~·t·:, .,--' ---..:.::.. ~ ,--", .. ..:_--
There' an' thl'<'l' \'j"lIal sigitlil1gs lIIadl' "y till' astr(lfWlIt:; 

lI'hilL' ill orbit "hiell, in th.' ,iu,lgl1ll'nt Dr the writlT, lwvc not 

hCPll ,Idl'qllatl'l~' explained. TIH'~l' an': 



1. (;l'millil, n~lr()Il:l11t ~1cllivi It. {)h~('rvati()/l of :1

l'~'lindl'ic:11 oh.il'I.:t \~itll ;1 pl'Of,dll.'I';1I1CC.

t;cminl .1, :1~;tr0l1aut Mcllivitt. ll!Jscrvutiun uf;J

moving bright light at a high(~r level than the

Gemini spacecraft.

3. Gcmini 7, astronaut Borman saw what he referred to

as a "bogey" flying in formation with the spacecraft.

1. Gemini <1. cylindrical object with protuberance.

Astronaut \1cl1ivitt described seeing at 3:00 CST, on 4 June 1965,

a cylindrical oh.iect that appeared to have arms sticking out, a des·

cyjption su~gcsting a spacecraft with an antenna.

1 llaJ a O)I1\'('l"';ation \\'ith a~;tronaut Mcllivitt on ~ October 1967,

abollt thb :=;iglltin~ and rcprodu('(' h<..:re my summary of the convers3tion.

~jci)i\'i(t ~al\' a cylindrical-shaped object with an antenna-like

(;'xtensi un. TIl(' ilj1peanIllC(' was ~:,(1mcthini.; 1 i Kl' tIle ~iccond phase of

<1 THan lnot necessiirily implying that thnt is actually wh;)t ~~C saw).

It has not rJssihlc to estimate its distance hut it did have angular

extension, that is it did not appear as a "point." It gaVE' a white

or silvcn' aplwarancc as seen again:"t the day sky. The spacecraft W£lS

in free <b'ifting flight sOlncwhere ovcr the Pacifi.c U~ean. I)nc still

picture \~as taken plus SOllle movie exposures on blur:}." anJ white film.

nlE' iI11H'l'55ion \\'as not that the object was moving parallel wi th the

~pacpcraft but rather that it was closing ill and that it w~s nearhy.

111(' re:lction of tht' astronaut was that it might be necessary to take

ih'tioll to nvohl a collision. '111l' ohject was lost to view when the

SIn shont' 011 the" windo\\ (which was rather dirty). Ill' trieJ to I~et

the oh.iC'l.:'t bad, intI' \'1('11' by 11l:l1WllVt'ril1l: so the sun was not on the

\\illdoll' l'l.1 lI'a~ 110t ;l1']l' tll pi\.'k it up ~q:ail1.

1I'11\'n th('~' lalldl'd, tilt' fi 1m was sent ft'O,11 thc' c,lrrll'r t.) 111l1d ;llld

1I':I~ not :,('cn il~:aill 1'~ ~k\1ivitt fo}' four day". Thl' NASi\ photo intcr-

preter had released three or four pictlll'l'S hut ~kllivi It says tl1;11

th(' pictures r('}('ased \\'(,1'l' dC'finitl'1y 110t of tht' objuet he had C;N'n.

lIif; personal inspection of the fi 1m Intel' rcv('1I1cd what he had SLen
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I. (;l'lIIilli .1, ;I~lr()I1;lllt ~Ic\livilt. ()h~('rvnti()11 of a 

,'~'liT1dric:1I nh.it'~'t \"illl ;1 Pl'oIIlIH'rall(.:e. 

(;l'lIIini .1, ~1,;trOllaut Mc\livi It. llhsCfVUt.iull uf' i) 

moving bright 1 ight at a higher level than the 

Gemini spacecraft. 

3. Gemini 7, astronaut Borman saw what he referred to 

as a "bogey" flying in formation wi th the spacecraft. 

1. Gemini Ij, cylindrical object with protuberance. 

Astronaut \Icllivitt described seeing at 3:00 CST, on 4 June 1965. 

a cylindrical oh.iect that appeared to have arms sticking out. a des~ 

cription suggesting a spacecraft with an antenna. 

1 ilaJ a C()lw('r';atioJ1 Id th astronaut Mdlivi tt on 3 October 1967, 

ahollt thb ~igl1tillg and reproduce' ht;fP my sUilimary of till' convers3tion, 

~ici\h'iH ';~l\\' a cylinJrlcal-shapeJ objc(t with an antenna-like 

extensiuil, The appearnnc{~ \va5 ~,,(1mcthing 1 i KC ttlC :.;,ccond phase qf 

<l Ti.tan (not necl'ssiiri l~' implying that that is actually wh8t be saw). 

It \,as not rdssihlc tn (';.;timate its distance hut it did ha\c angular 

extension, that is it did not appear as a "point." Tt gave a white 

or silvery appearance as scen against the day sky. 

in free ([1'ifting flight somewhere over the Paei fi( 

The spacecraft was 

O\:can, I)no still 

picture \,as takon plus sOllle movie exposures on bla(:~ and white film, 

The i I1Jll'l'ssiol1 ,,'as not that the object was moving parallel with the 

spacpcraft hut rather that it was closing ill and that it w[~, nearhy. 

111(0' re:lction of til(' astronaut was that it might be necessary to take 

,i\.'tiOil to nvoid a col115iol1, '111t' object was lo!'t to view when the 

SIll shollt' 011 tl1(' winlio\, (\I:l1ieh was rather di rty), Ill' trie.l to !zet 

thl' ohj('ct bad, intp '.'il'\I' hy )11<J1H'tlVl'rin!! ~() tht' sun was not Oil the 

"'indo\> 1'1.1 h':l~ not :&1'1l' to pic" it lip ;1)::lill. 

1111I'n th('~' lalhkd, til •. ' fi llll was sent ft'Oill th" c(1rl'll'r t,) llind :1I1d 

h';l~ not ~CCll a~,aill I\~ ~k\livitt COl' fOllr day" 'Ill!' Ni\:->i\ pholu iT11c)'-

preteI' had J'l'll'ascd three or four pj~'lUrl'S lout ~1L:I)ivi t.t savs th:.ll 

th(' piI.'tUH'S I'c10:lseti "'C1'l' definitl'!y 1101 of the ObjPl't he had '-;('('n. 

IIi;; personal illspcl.'t iOIl of the fi 111\ Inter rl'v('(!lcd whnt he had SL.en 



a 1thollgh the qua 11 ty of the image and of the hlown-up point was such

that the object h'::J'.> seen only "hazily" against the sky. But he feels

that a positive identification had heen made.

It is ~lcVivitt' s opinion that the object was probalJly ~ome unmanned

satellite. NORAD mad0 an investigation of possihle satellites and came

up with the suggestion that the object might have' been Pegasus which

was 1200 miles away at the time. ~1c[)ivitt questions tids identification.

The NORAD ~ompl1t(':r facility's determination of the rJistaTICIlS from

GT- 1 to othe]' k;10~'n ol)jecb in space nt the tim(' of the astronaut

~klli\·itt'.., ~i~.;htillg yi('lJeJ the following tabulation.

------_ .._~ - ,- ._--- ._--------_.
------_._-~..__._-_._---~----- ._----~-

Object__.._ ..L-:....:...;..~

Fra~mcl\t

Number
~~Iiod:it;-'-Dl (ern,! tiona 1
I~lI~~\Ln_ __J.!?_,S_S...:;.J__

Y7 ~:;

Time
(C. S. T.)

2:S6

Distance in km
'from ci.:-;r----

439

Yo-Yo llt':,pin I,'ej.~ht J(,7

Pegasus B

fragnll'nt

Omicron

Omicron

Fragment

Fragment

Omicron

Pl"~aSllS Pt'l'ri 5

477

72b

871

1965··39A

~:OI

~:()4

J: Of)

3:07

3:09

3: 13

.,:13

3: 16

3: 18

3: ()(1

740

,127

90S

97~)

625

90S

722

757

2000

E~~~~..~.Q
(Suul'.:e: Cicillini Nl'l'iS Center, Re1ealH~ Number 17, 4 .June 19(5)

~~_. --------_._._-_._--------_..__--_ _------_ .
-------_.---_.._--- ----_.....-._- ... - .....

;\ J11'l'1imillar~' idl'ntit"lcatioll of thl' object liS Pt!!~ast..:s II IS su:;··

]'eet. \\11L'11 fill '.y l>xtl'1\lkd I'l~gusliS Il has a lIlaXillllll1l Jil1lcnslon of 2~.:S

I1\t>tl>rs, h'l1i~'h ~'OI'l'l'~POllds to 1/20lllillute or arc at a Llistancc of 2()(J{) KITJ,

This i:; J1lllch too "111 a 1 I L11l angulal' extension for the structure of the

craft to be resolved lind thus docs not aRl'(,c with the description of

a It hOl1gh the qua 1l ty ,)f the i mage and of the h lown -up point Wi] s such 

that the obje.:t \.'::!s ;;een only "hazily" against the sky. [,ut he feels 

thilt a positive ldentification had heen made. 

It i.s ~lcVivitt's opinion that the object was pY'obal)ly some unmanned 

satellite. NORAD mad~ un investigation of possihle satellites and came 

up with the suggestion that the object might have' heen Pegasus which 

I,as 1200 miles away at the time. ~lcllivitt questions this idcntifi cation. 

The NORAD .::omput0r fae ility' s determination of the c1i5tallc~s from 

GT- I to ocher ).;,10\\·n 01)j('ct~ in space r.t the time of the astronaut 

~k!li\'1ttt~ !'i~lltillg yielded the following tabulati.on . 

. _-----_._- - .- .---- ._._--------------_._-_ •. __ ._._-_._-------_.--------
Ohject __ .-L' -'-"--~ 

Fragllll'n t 

Ol11i..:ron 

Omicron 

Fragment 

Fragment 

Omicron 

Pl"~:'HHIS ilt'br15 

\\'- Yo Ill'~pin llei ,~ht 

I'l'gasus l\ 

Number 
;~I.;od:it;---lrl rern,it1onn l' 
1.~)H~\LlI ____ C!'~<\SS) 

~J7 :i 

477 

871 

i ;2 ,l 

J (17 

1965 .. 39A 

I~~b.~ . .Lq, 

Time 
(C.S.T.) 

:1:01 

3:04 

:l:Oh 

3:07 

.~ ; (i 9 

:\: 1:l 

.~:U 

:\: 16 

3: 18 

:\: 0(, 

Ili~tance in km 
'from cT:-;r--·-

43'1 

74[) 

(\27 

~J(JS 

97fl 

625 

905 

722 

757 

2000 

(S0Ul'c:e: Gl'lliini NL'\YS Center, Re1e'l';f.~ Numbl'r 17, 4 .June HJ6S) ._-_. --------_._. __ .. _-- ._-_._--_ . 
. -~.-------------- .. -----.- ... ~-------.--'." .. _._--_._---- ._--_._-.. -. __ . __ ..... 

;\ l'n.'limiliary idl'ntit'lcatioll of the object [IS PVI~asus II IS SW,;· 

pcet. 1111cI1 ful',}, l':-;tL'lhkd I't'gas\ls Il 11:15 a lIlaXilllllili Jillll'l1SiOI1 1)1' 29.:S 

I1ICtl'l'S, I"hidl l'Ol"rl'~J'OJllh to 1!211 mi.J\utc of lIrc: at a di5tancc of 2()(H) kllJ. 

Thi~ i~ 11111l'h too ::mal1 [Ill angular extension for the structure of the 

..:raft to llC resolved alld thus does not agree with the description of 



"ar1l1~ sti~'king out." l.ater in the Illi~'~il)n P('giJSIlS 1\ wu:; at ;.J f1J1Ic.:h Illore

fnvorabll' distanl..'l~ (4~17 kill.) from the (;cmini 4 sr;,:.:r>craft or four tirlles

as close as Juring the reported sightin~. Astronauts McDivitt and "hite

reported that they were nol successful in a serious attempt to visually

Idclltif,' the Pegasus B sntclli te during this encounter,

TIle ten object~ in addition to Pegasus B in the NORAD list were

all at considerably greater distances away trom GT-4 than an admittedly

crude estimate of 10 miles (16 km.) made by McDivitt, and were of the

s;,rlt' or sma] JeT sl::e than Pegasus B. They would not appear to be likely

\'anJidates for the uh.il'ct sighted by the astronaut.

, c;emini..1, moving hrl~;ht Jig!:t, highor than spacecraft.

At SOh SSm O:~s of elapsed time of CT-4, astronaut McDivitt made

the follOll'ing "port.

Just ~[lW a satellite, very high .. , spotted

aW(l~' jU~~l ~. i kl' :1 star on th" grollnJ when you see

onl' go by, Cl long, lon.l~ ways awny, When ~;<lW tl1 is

satellite go hy we lI'ere pointed just about directly

overhead, It loaked 11 ke it was gOl ng from 1cft to

right ... back to\~Grd the west, so it must have

been going from south to north.

Although ~lcl)ivitt l'1:'ferred to this sighting as a s,ltellite, I

have included it among tIll' puzzlers hCCHUSl' it was higher than the

(;'1'-.\ and moving in ;1 pula)' orh~t. It was reported as looking like a

"star" FO \,\;' have 110 indh'ation of an anglllnr cxtcn<;ion.

·T1H.~ ~t1ggcsti()n at the tiJl1l' of sighting that this was a satellite

has not been confin11l'd, ~;\J 1'\\1' as 1 know, hy il dvf'jnite identification

of a knOlI'l1 satpll j tc.

l'.J1l\'crsnt ions \I' i th ~kllivitt i 111.1 i catl' th;1 t 011 011(' nthe r occasion,

off thl' ~oast of rh i 1\:1 , he ~i1W a "light" that was l1Ioving with rcspl:c t

to tIll' sti1l' 11; Il'lq: I'Oil lid . No dl't a i Is rot lId 11(' made out hy him.

3. Gemini 7, "hogl'!,."

l'ortiol1s of tIll' transcript U:'I' 7/(J, tape Sl, rnges 4,S,()) from

Gemini i are rcproduc('(l here, '111c following conVCl'~ati on took place
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"arm~ ,;tic"in~ out." Latl'I' in the lIli~·si()1\ 1'('giJS\l~ 1\ w"~; (It U TlJllch rliore 

fn\'orabl(' distal\l'l' (4~)7 kill.) from thL' Ccmi.ni t\ sr;·:;r>craft or fOlif times 

as close (l~ during the reported sig/ltinv,. Astronauts McDivitt and 1I11i tc 

reportt'd thelt they were not successful.in a serious attempt to visually 

ldclltif the Pegasus B satellite during this encounter. 

Tile ten object;, in addition to Pegasus B in the NORAD list were 

all at considerably greater distances away "from GT-4 than an admittedly 

crude estimate of 10 miles (16 Ll1.) made by ~lcDivitt, und were of the 

.s;ll'1f' or smaJ lC'r sl;:e than I'CS;3StlS fl. They would not arrear to be likely 

c'anJi,L.tes for the ohject ~i!!ht(!d by the astronaut. 

, t;emini..1, Jnodng hrl)!ht Jig},t, higher than spacecraft. 

At 5001 SBm r~s of elapsed time of GT-4, astronaut McDivitt modo 

thl' follOll'ing "port. 

Just s~w a satellite, very high ... spotted 

cl"<l:· jll"1" ~. ike' :r star Oil til(' gro\lnu w!H'tl you see 

Olll' .~() by, :1 long, lon~: ways <lwuy. When c;;.tw th i" 

satdl i tc' go hy we I,'crc pointed just about Ji rect ly 

overheall. It looked 1 ike' it W35 gOI ng from I eft to 

right ... back toward the w05t, so it mu~t have 

been goi ng from S outb to nortl1. 

:\1 though ~\cl1i vi. tt rf~ferred to this s; ghting as a s<Itell i te, J 

ha\'e included it among t!ll' puzzlcrs hCCllU5l' it was higher than the 

(;'/'-,! and moving in il pol:ll' or!';t. It was reported as looking like a 

"st~r" H) IV<o' have n() indil'ation of <111 angtllilr cxtcn··don. 

'111(' :-,uggcstion at the Uilll' of sighting that this was a satellite 

has not b~'C'!l confinlll'd, ~;\J 1';)1' ;1:-> 1 know, by a ~kf'jnitt' iJel1tii'ication 

of a known sutrllltv. 

t:.JI1\'l'l'sntinllS "'ill1 ~lc:l1ivitt indil'al(' lil;11 on Olll' other occasion, 

(1ft' the coast of Cl1in:I, he snw a "light" lhat W;IS moving with rcsp"l'! 

to the' slnr b:ld .. I!I'DllnJ. No ,)Pta i Is rOldd hI' made out hy him. 

3. Geminj 7, "bOgl':V." 

I'Ol'tioll~ of till' tl'lI)1~cript ((:'1' 7/lJ, tUjle :'1, plgCo.; 4,:>,(,) from 

',;emini ., arc rcpl'oc\ucC'd here. '11\e following conversation took place 
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between the spacecraft and the ground control at Houston and referred

to a sighting at the start of the second revolution of the flight:

Spacecraft: Gemini 7 here, Houston how do you read?

Capcom: Loud and clear. 7, go ahead.

Spacecraft: Bogey at 10 o'clock high.

Capcl>m: This is Houston. Say again 7.

Spacecraft: Sa i d we hClve a bogey at 10 0' clock high,

CapcoJ1l: Roger. (;cmini 7, is that the hooster or is

th:lt:tll actual sil~hting't

SI',lI:l'craft:

Spacl.'l:l'aft:

Capcol1l:

Slucl'craft:

Capcom:

Spacl'craft:

CapC011l:

Spact'c]'aft:

Cajh:om:

Spacecraft :

Capco11l:

Spacecrnft:

IVe have sevcl'al, looks I ike debris up here.

Actual sighting.

You have any more information? Estimate

distRnce or size?

IV" also have the booster in sight.

Understand you also have the booster in

;;ight, Roger.

Yea, we have a very, very many -- look like

hundreds of little particles banked on the

l(:ft out about:; to 7 mi los.

Understand you have many small rar~iclcs

goin~ by on the left. At what d~stancc'~

l'h about it Looks 1 ike a path of the

vehicle at 90 d,'gl'ccs.

Roger, understand that they arc about :J to

,l mi los away,

I'he)' ,lfe passed !lOW tllC'Y arc in polar orbit.

Hoger, understand they were about ,~or It

111 i 1es away.

That's what it apJlcared like. 'll\;I!'" ro~~('r.

\Vere tl1l.~sl.' partiL-1cs In additioll to the

1100ster and tile bogey at 10 o'clol.'k hif~h'(

!{O!!('f -- ~;pacccruft (Lovell) r huve the

hoostcr on my side, it's n brilliant bod)'
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between the spacecraft and the ground control at liouston und rcfcTl'eJ 

to a sighting at the start of the second revolution of the flight: 

Spacecraft: 

Capcom: 

Spo.c('craft: 

Capcum: 

Spact>craft : 

Capcom: 

Sl'iH'<'craft: 

Sp~\C'-''-'I'aft : 

Capcol1l: 

Capcom: 

Capcolll: 

SpaCt'cl';lft: 

Capcom: 

SpaCt'Cl'(1 ft : 

Gemini 7 here, Houston how do you read? 

Loud and clear. 7, go ahead. 

Rogey at 10 o'clock high. 

This is lioU!,ton. Say again 7. 

Said we hilve a bogrcy at 10 o'clock high. 

Roger. (;emini 7, i~; that the booster or is 

th:lt ::n actual sit~htin~(? 

We hav~ several, looks like debris up here. 

Mtual sighting. 

You h:1ve any more information'! Estimate 

distRnce or size? 

Wt' also have the booster in Sight. 

linJerst(l!1l1 you also have the hooster in 

:"ilght, Roger. 

Yeo, we have H very, very many -- look like 

hundreds of little particles banked on the 

left out ubout ;) to 7 mi les. 

Undcr~tand you have many small rar~icles 

going by on ~he left. At what distance? 

l'h about it looh like a path of the 

v('hicle ut 90 dC'iP·ces. 

Roger, lIndo]'stand thut tht'Y arc ahout :'i to 

,I miles away. 

They are passed now tiley arc in polar orhi t. 

Hoger, lIndorstand t.hey were' about ,~or ,1 

III i Ie'S away. 

That ':; \~h<lt it appeared I i he. That' s ro!~,'r. 

Were th\~sl! partil'll'S ill addition lo tlw 

Iloo~ter and the hogey at 10 o'clod h i f~h? 

I{o)!f't' - - ~;Jlacecraft (Love] I'J r h:lvc the 

boostel' on my side, it's [I hl'i 11 i ant bod)' 
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C,IPI.'OIll :

Spacecraft:

Capcom:

Spacecraft :

in the sun. against a black background

I'lith trilli()n~; of particles on it.

l{ager. What Jircction is it fro)\" you?

It's about at my 2 o'clock position. (Love]l)

Does that mean that it's ahead of you?

It'5 ~lead of us at 2 o'clock, slowly

tumbling.

111<,' general reconstruction of the sighting based on the 'lbove

CDnver~;ation is tllat ill a{lJition to the booster travelling in an

orb i t '~I'1\i 1ar to that of th~ spacecraft there was another bright

ob,i l'ct lbogeyl together ',d th many illuminated parti cles. It migh t

b(' conjectt1red that the hogey and particles were fragments from the

launching of (:"l1lini 7. but t l1is is impossible if they \\ere tr<'1vcl

lin~ in :l jh)Lil' (J1'bit :IS they appeared to the astronauts tu be doing.

1/-'. ~~I!2 ..;~~L:'.~...lll:~_i~.)}~
~lal1\' ()f the CllpillC'('ril1 i ; prohlems involved in puttin).; men into

orbit \I'ould l1m'c l.wC'IJ :l1lcviatf'dif it lwd bl'cn decided to omit the

\dndC'",:~ in the spal,:ecraft. although it is questionable \.Ihether the

astronauts would have accepted assignments \n ~;uch a vehic Ie, The

Idndows Jid make possible IIwny planneu C'xperir.lcnts but the observations

disl'll%CJ Ui this chapt('r arc largely sporadic.: ano unrlanncJ. '1110

progrLlIll of engin('cri.n~. 111\',lical I1nd scientific exrerirncnt~ was suf

fidel:t 11' heavy to keep tlw astl'oll;111ts rnodCfl1tC)y husy on H rC.I;ulur

\,'or"in~ selle,lul(' but left l'cason:tblc opportlll'l1ty for the' inspection

of natul':Il plwllonwn;I,

The tl';lillil1g nn.! pl'fspil.:lcity of the' a;;tnlJ1,IUt:.; put their reports

of si!~hti.l1~s 1.11 tIll' lJi~I1L,C't category of credibility. 'I1H'y urr- al\."ays

l11t'tiC'lJloll:; in d('~"l'ihill~: the :tfact~;," avoiding lilly tendelltious "iI1tcr

prctaUoll:;,"J1H' lWI:;lti"l' fal'tors lnhen~l1t in ~p;"~ecl'\Ift observations

II'hieh have 1"1('(']\ Illl'ntiollcd in t~lis l,'llaptl'I' \J()ultl ~(>C11l to h,' IIlCJ!'C or less

bal:lllcl,d h~' tIll' po~iti,'(' ndv;1111ap",:; ql' )',OfHI ()h:)l..lrvcJ'~ in a favorable

regioll.
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Spacecraft: 

Capeon!: 

Spacecraft : 

in the sun, against a hlack background 

\.;ith tril1ion~; of partic;Jcc; on it, 

I<oger. Wlw t J i rcct i on is it frop' you? 

ft'c; about at lilY 2 o'clock positi.on, (Lovell) 

Does that mean that it's ahead of you? 

It'5 ~lead of us at 2 o'clock, slowly 

tumbling. 

11)(.> gelH~ral recon;;tr-llction of the sighting based on the 'ibove 

O::l)nv€'r~;ation is til,\t ill adJition to the boo;;tcr travelling in an 

<l\'hi t ';J'llil<n' to that of th~ spacecraft therc was another brigllt 

ob.il'ct lbogey; together \dth many illuminated particles, It might 

\of;' conj eo::t\lred that the hogey and particles were fragments from the 

laUIl<:hing of Cl'mini 7, but tills is impossible if they l'iere tr8vcl-

1 i nl-; III " jhl1ilI' l)l'b i t :IS they appeared to the astronauts tu be doing. 

l'~I, SUJil:HiI]'\' .!l1d 1"!aluai'joJI 
~--.. ,---~-,~----., ----

~fal1\' L'f the cll,l:jn('l'l'iili~ l';,ohlenls jnvolved in putt in): men into 

ol'bl t \l'Ould 11:I\'c bccn ;\lleviatC'di fit ha~l iwon deduct! to ami t the 

II'ind0v.':, in the ~pm:t;'('raft, although it j~ questionable "Ihether the 

a~tl'(mauts \~ould have ac,cepted assignments \ n ~;uch a veh ide, The 

Idndow::; JiJ. make possib1e many plannou l')(peri~\cnts but the observations 

Ji ~l'U~~CJ 111 this ~!1aJitl'r an' larr,cly :'poT(lJi<.: anti unplanned. 'I1j(' 

program of enginrerin~. m~dical anJ s~ientjfic experiments was suf

fide!:t ly heavy to keep the' a:;tl'OII<ltlt;; modcffltC)Y IJw;y on il regular 

\';f)rkin~ s..:hcdult' but left rcason;l/Jlc opportllnity for tht' inspection 

of natural piwllomcn:l, 

The tl':1inillg ;ll1ll I't'l'"pit:lcity of the JJ;i\rO)\iHlt:, pllt rheir reports 

(1f si!;htln~~ 111 till' hi~ill''''t categorv of credihility. '111cy ar" allowys 

l1Ietil'u]OII;; jn dC's"rihill): the "fact~;." ;Ivoidin!~ (IllY tCl1rklltiOt\;; "il1tt'r-

1'J'C'tBt;oIlS." J111' 1H',I::ltiYl' f:l"tor:; inlH'l'cnt 11\ ";Jl;"~('craft oils('rvations 

hl1ich have j:l('l'll lI1t'l1tioll('d ill \~lis <:!laptt'l' \I()llld Sl'l'ln to b(' llieJl'C or l(~ss 

"alanel'" h~' till' )lOS! t i\'(' ndv:1l1tapt.':; Ill' ):01).1 oh:;{Jrvcl'~ in a favorahle 

regiol\, 
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'11)(' thrl.'l' ulll.'xplailll'd si~htillg~; which have heen glpancd from ;J

gn'at I1ta~~ ()f n'port~ :In';1 ch:tl1<.'I\~:(, to tIll' analy:;t, LsrHlcilllly

pu::~lin~ i:, till.' fir~t one UII tilt' list, til(' dayt.ime sil~hlinj; of ;ill

object 5howing 1:~tuUs stlrh us arllls (nntcnnas?) protruulng from II body

having a noticeable angular extension. [f the NORAD listing of

objects near the GT-4 spacecraft at the time of th0 sighting is com

plete as it pr(,suillahlyi~, IvC shall have to find a rational explanation

or, alternatively. ket.'p it on our list of unidentifieds.

'11w th1'~'l' ullcxplailll'd ~il-:lttillg~; which have been g\{'<lncd from ;J 

gn'at 111:1:', of I'I'('urt!' :11'l':1 ('h:dlt'I\~:l' to till' anllly:;t. Espf:C'inlly 

pu:~linJ: i" thl' fir!'t Olll' 011 tlit' li~t, til(' dayt.illw ~,i!:hlin!; of illl 

object showing ,.:~tuUs :'Ul'h us arms (antennas'!) protruuing from a hody 

having a noticeable angular extension. [1' the NORAIJ li;;ting of 

objects near the GT-4 spacecraft nt the time of th0 sighting is com

plete as it pr('suillah lyis, h'O shall have to find (1 rational explanation 

or, alternatively. ket'p it on our list of unidentified!;, 
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Mannc~ Space l;light Experimellt:> Symposium, Gemini Missions 
III and IV, (18-19 O~tobeT lYbS). 
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ChClpter 7

Pub lie Attitudes Toward UFO Phenomena

Aldora Lee

1. Introduction

Reported in this chapter are the findings of four opinion surveys

conducted during the spring of 1968. The maj or su·eveys were of 2050

adults and 451 teen-agel's, representing a cross-section of the U. S.

population. TIle other two surveys concerned college students and UFO

sightcrs. 11,05C latter two however, are not representative samples of

collc-ge stullcl1ts cmd LIFO sighters. In this report, findings regarding

th~ proportion of sigllters in the United States, opinions regarding

the reporting of UFOs, and attitudes toward UFOs and related phenomena

are considered.

It has Geen suggested that UFO phenomena should be studied by

both physical and social scientists. Although some events are easily

categorizeJ as physical and others as social, some do not belong

exclusively in one or the other domain of investigation. A f0CUS of

the study of tornadoes or other natural disasters, for example, may

be' upon the physical origin, evolution and demise of the phtmorf'::non, a

problem for the physical scientist; another focus may he upon the

behavior and attitides of individuals regarding the phenomenon, a

problem for the social or behavioral scientist. III such cases not

only does the phenomenon have potential implications regarding the

ph~'sical world, but it abo has implications fo:!.' the behavior of indi

viduals as a function of that kind of situation.

Still, auother conc!ition may obtain. If Ii reported phenomenon is

a~ ~'et i 11- defined, it is particularly appropriate to investir,atc hot!:

its physical and social aspects in order to maximize the amount of

information tu be gained and to delimit the parameters of that phenomenon.

Two other considerations also support the study of opinions and

attitudes regarding lIro phenomena. First, the great mCijority of UFO

reports consist enti1:"ely of verhal reports; material Or physical evidence

is infrequently availahle. Even when evidence of some kind is provided,
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tllPre is still necessarily a heavy reliance on the description prcvided

by the ohserver, Second, most UFO reports are dependent on the percep

tHaI and I.:ogni t ive processes (COiI5i.derations regarding the nature of

perception and misinterpretation are examined in Section VI Chapters 1,

2, & 3). But pcrl~eption influences and is influenced by the attitudes

and beliefs of the perceiver. Equally important is the fact that the

attitudes and beliefs of any individual exist in a social context and

are either congrllent or incongruent with the attitudes and beliefs of

others. In the case of attitudes regarding LJFO~ and related copies,

it is not kno\\'n Whether the bel ief~; of for example, s ighters and non

sighters differ, much less '..,hat degrees of opinion chur8cteJize the

public at lr'rgC'.

Finally, <l stud)' of opinion:: and attitudes toward UFO phenomena gains

support frol1l the fact that pub lie opinion, concerning an apparent ly

ill-defined pIH'nomenon, ",as one reason for the estabUshment of the

S...'ientific StuJy of Unidentified Flying Objects of the University of

Colorado.

In the past three public opinion polls regaTding "flying saucers"

have been conducted b;r the American Ins ti tute of Public Opi niol1, more

familarly known 85 the Gallup Poll. 1~~ report of the first poll

appeared in August of 1947, sllortly after Kenneth Arnold's widely

publici:ed report of flying saucers. 'nle Callup news rE"lcl.se in<licate

that ~1n':, of the American public had heard of flying saucers (Gallup, 1~)47).

Abollt three years later, a second poll was conducted; at that time Y4'?,

of those po 11 ed had heard or read abOut flying saucers (Gallup, 1%0) .

Sixteen ~'ears had passed WhC~l in 1966, the report of the third poll

announc,.,.d that "more than five l11i 11ion <\rllcricans claim to have seen

~omethll1g th('~' bcliev"d to be a 'flying saucer'" (Gall-Jr, }%b).

!~('C'a\lse of the suhstilntial public in::crcst in UFU phenomena and

the ahsE'I1C'(' of inforl1lation in the <11'Ca of attitudes LInd opinion:; 011 the

~llb.i eet, opil' ion slll'vey~ \"cre undertaken for the Colorado proj cct ill

Februar:: 1968. 'nll' )11'1111(11)' slJrvto'ys were of ilJlI1t~ anJ tccn-nf;IJTS,

r('pre~H'nting a Cl'OSS-$l'c.:tiol1 of tlw ropulation of the United Stnt\:s

and WE're conducted for the proj Cr.' t by the ORe Caravan Surveys Di vi si on of
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()pinion I~esenrch Corporation, Princeton, N. .1. 1,</0 ancillary surv<:yc:, on'~

of UFO sightl'l'S and another of college student5. were also conducted. Before

th('~f' s\lrvo)'s :lrc d("~crihC'll previous research in the rtrelt of attitudes and

opinions toward 111:ns and related phenomena will be ccnsidereo,

1-. friar Research

In th{ 1966 Gallup Poll, 1,575 persons were interviewed according

to a stratified area sampling procedure. 111c interview included tile

fo J 1OI~· : J1~ fe'.! r ques r i OilS:

(1 "I ,I\(' you \'VC'1' hl'ilrd or read about 'flying saucers'?"

(..2) "llaH' ~'OU, y(illr~;('lf, ever seen anything you thought was a

, f I,v i ng s ,Ill,' e l' ' '?"

l·';\ "In '()\Ir orinion, are t.hey something real, or just people's

imagination?"

(.1 1 "Po ~'ou tll.ink thcr(' nrc pcoplr: somewhat like ourselves

1 ivill~ on other planets in the ulliv\'rsc'?"

\0 further L'xpl:ln;ltiol\~ or elaborations of the tlllcstions were

provided, so that 'cerlies ;lCcessarily were contingent on the respondent's

interpretation of such '''OJ'Js and exp-ressions as "real" and "rcop 1e son:e

\~'hat like ourselves." Jer examn.le, that 4R';, of the respondents felt

th~t flying :-<lucers arc 1'ca1 docs not imply that the rcs]l(lllents necessari 1y

\'ic\\ them as spal'p-vl'hic1cs; "real" in this context suggests a IllU1t1tl.dc

(If alternath'l's (sllch as \\'cather billloons, or secret we:lponry, or airplanes),

all of \dlich I,ould afford cxpl'lnaticms ctl\i:l' than "people's imagination."

The major findings of this poll :'PPCiH in Tnblc I~S also indi-

cated h~' the l~)·I; and l~):;() polls, aJI l'llt a very small proportion of tlH'

n'~:p()ndl'1\ts 11:1\\ heard 01' road ahout flyu),: saucers. I:rolll tile rC]d ics
"

to t11<' s~'\'ol\d (l\ll,~tiol\ill Tahll' ,tl-<' (;:11:'.11' urgani",atiol1 cstimnl:':cl

that 0\','1' S,ll(l(),0I10 persons had ;;('('11 f! fl)'IIl.1!. :;:n\,:er. I('sl)()nq~<; t'r) Up·

third and fourth <[lH'S! iOIlS r(":~'aJ tlwt opinion is clearly divided (lmon~:

thosf~ who voice an opinion, and (hat over 20 n
" say that they l\(Ive no opinion.

\n g('neral, t.hl' ,'('Stilts of opildon polls may be used in th'O \oJ<1Ys:

first sil1\p1~' to rl'l1l'l'~(,l1t '11' typjfy public opinion; and second, to delineate

l'haral'tt.'ristics 11'I11.Cl1 arc related to \liffprel\ccs in opinion. Taking the
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Table 1

Major Findings of the 19b6 Gallup Poll

Yes No No Total
Opinion

N

1, Ila\,(' :,ou heard or re;ld
:!hn\lt "fly j ng salle l' rs -:"

----------
lOO':,

Ibve \'0\.1 I.'vcr SN'11 any
thin,~ :;ou tholJi!ht was a
"fl:dn~ saucer?"

94 l lOOn,)* (1S18)

~. ]n ::1..'111' opinlon, arc 1,8"0** 31**-/< 22
they some~\ing real, or
just pcoplc'~ imagination?

IOU"i)' (lSlE)

4. Do yOll think there arc
people somewhat like our
seln2':; 1i\ltng on other
planets in the tlni vcr<;t:'?

45 21 100°" (1S75)

-----------------
._----------------~-------------

.... Perc('l1ts arc based all the number of responJents who indi (',ltc,1 that
they had hc,lrd or TcaJ about fly i n~~ sallcers.

"''''Real

• *-. Ima~~ 11:;1 ry

T8111(" I 

Major Findings of the 196b Gallup Poll 

Yes No No 
Opinion 

Total 

--'-~----'-'----~--'--~--"------- ---------
1. !ial"(' ~'OU heard or re:ld 

::hnllt lIfly.ing $al1~("l"'S·:" 

H:w(' "cu c'VCf Sl'{'11 an\'
thilHl. ::ou thought was a 
"fL~·in~ saucer?" 

l 

5, In ye\l!' OpilHOll, arc (,R'~** .~1**·' 22 
th~)" something rl'~ll, Dr 
jU5t reople'~ imagination? 

.1. Do YOll think tht'rt' are 
people somewhat like OllT

s~l\'t":; living on other 
planets in the uni ver"t.'? 

4S 21 

IOn':, 

100",i* 

1 ()Il~, 

N 

(1:;18) 

( 1 S 1 1-: ) 

(1S7S) 

*Pel'ccnts Hl'e based on the number of resrondents who indj c;ltc(1 tha t 
thc).' had hCllrd or read about fly i I1f; sallccrs. 



latter approach, the f3W data from the I~)()(, poll were obtailWel frorl

the Gallup Organization in order to examine the relationshii1s bet ..... een

demographic cJlaructeristics of the respondents and their replies to the

Callup Poll questions. The finding presented here (incll1dini~ those of

T3ble 1) are hased on the Colorado project's statistical analyses of

these data.

To determine wlwther those holdiJl!', different opinions differ or

II'hether sightCl'S and nonsighters differ with respect to other characteristics,

t'1,-' rl'1'1.<'s to the 1':)[p' 1'011 qucstiOlb were examined with regard to the

r ...',:i,'n of t'l.' ,'otllltry in I,hleh the respondents lived, age, sex, education,

and hhel'l' appropri atc, Idl(,'t!1I!T the respondents were sighters.

l1H :'0111' rcgic'J11s of the country, hIst, Midwest, South, ane! West,

dId not Jiffcr from ('LIth other in the proportion of respondents who had

he:l1'd or flying SilUCl'I'S. The difft'renccs WHang the proportions h3ving

seen a flying saucer, by region, 31so were not statistically significant.

(10 sa\' that a diff'-'1't,'l1ee is stat.istically significant is to indicate

th~lt the difference is not likely to be due to chanl'c ~done. For example,

a difference \d,ich i.s significant at the .05 level L; said to be so

large that that or one greater would occur only S times out of lO() if

onl~' chal)cl' V;0r(' oJlcrati ng). The propoyt ion of respondents wi th in each

rq~i()n indicating that fly'ing S[\\lcers :lrc "real" varied sOlllewhat, with

t hl' 1arg('s t j1l'l'ccnLlgc' to S:IY "rca l," :'2"" frolil the West, and the s1nal1cst,

·b,'" 1'1'0111 the South, \\'ith ·lHo" and 47':, For Lastcrners an,1 Midwesterners,

rL'sp0ctivcly. 1I0\\'C\l'r thl'sl' diffcrcncl's arc not large enough to he

statisticall)' sl~nificant, When it canw to consideration of "p~()Jllc on

othl'1' p]<1l1et ~," the j1cl'l:l'ntagc of Southerners, 27'~. to sa' "yes, II \\'(is

smaller than those from thl' other areas of the COll11try. Tile percent. of

t!lOSl' fr0111 thl' l:ast, ~li,lIl'l'st. :Inti West \~erc ,")(11;" ~7t:" and :lS':. respectively.

Il\\.' ,liffl't'enCl' 1)(,t\\'('en sOlltherners amI OtI1Cl'" is statistically sigT:ificant

~lt til,' .l):~ 1ev,'1. \0 sufficient explanation can be offered for this

r,'~.ioll:l1 d £ffl'1'l'TH'C on tll(' ba:, i s of till' prcs(;nt analyses.

In ~ldditJoJ\, the dat:l \IIl'H' ;ulalysl'd ~H'cnrding to age. Hespondcnts

h'l're' categori:ed :1~~ being in tllt';r ,21)'s, '\11 " '; 11()'", Sil's, (,0'5, or 711

an'~ ;,bOVl'. The pc!','cntagl' having heard of flyil1)', S[lUCl'rS is eon,;tant
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:It the' .(1c; ll'v<.'l. \0 :<ufficlcnt explanation can b(~ offered for tlds 

l'l'gion;!l d i ffl'l'l'IH'C on the' hal; i s of till' preS(ont anal:,sl's. 

In ,ltlc1itlon, thc data 11'<'1" ,ll1aiY"c'd 3"cnrciillg to age. Hespondents 

!>l'rc .:atcgori:cd ;1:' being ill tht<r ..'11''', ~Il'.; ;I()'~ :;[)'<;, (,0'<;, or 7(1 



ac ...'OS5 age groups, as is the percentage who identify themsel':es as

sightcrs. On the other hand, the age of the respondents does appcer

to be related to the replies to the other questions, as to whether flying

Salll.'erS arc real and whether there are people on other planets. 'fhe

results of the analysis appear in Table 2. 'lhey show that the younger

tI,e respondents, the greater the proportion willing to indicate that

they feel that flying saucers are "real." About twico as many persons

in the youngest group answer "real" as answer "imagination," while in

tIl(> aIdcst p1'('IUp the proportion answering "imagination" outweighs those

rl'Idyin~ "re:;I." It can also he seen that the percent reporting "no

opi nio"" varies, \'ii til a larger proporL~n of the older people than of

the younger reporti ng "no (;1)-: :1iQ!l."

T'H=' analysis h\' age of the question concerning "people on other

planet.s" appears in Table 3. Again, response is relateJ to age, with

more of the younger respondents indicating an opinion. Of those \."he

vo;<.:e a'l opinion, the youngest persons are fairly evenly divided between

'\'E'S" an,! "no," \.;hile "no's" outweigh "yeses" two to one among the eldest.

'l1\c above analyses of these two opinion questions strongly suggest that

agl' is, in some 'I'a~', an important factor in bclj efs regarding UFOs and

reI ateJ topics. 1110 impl j cations of these findings are considereu

later in conjunction \d th the analyses of the opinion surveys of the

Colorado SL:dy.

\~111.'n the questions are analysed according to sex, it is found that

m~n and women ,?o not differ in their r~plies, except to the question

,,,hlch ask..., whether flying saucers are real OJ' imaginary. 4:~°(l of the men

aliJ 52", of the \;omen indi 1.'", c they think flyi Ill' saucers arc real;

:;;S~, and '-;()(~" respect j vel)', hold them to he irnard nary and 22~(I uf each

group h~IVC no opinion.

Although the relationships nrc not ~,tl'Ong, the results of the I~J6()

l;allup poll 51.1ghC'st t/wt education is related to opinjons, n,C greater

the education, the hi ghcr th~ proportion who indicated tl,,~y have heard

of f lyin~ ~aUC0rs, ,,,ho till nk t'h8)' arc f()al Tath(.~ r than tho product of

i11lagi!~ation and \\'ho hcllcve that there arc people somc\oJhat like ourselves

living on other plancts,
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ac ... 'os!:' age groups J as is the percentage ",hll identify themseh'es as 

sighters. On the other hand. the age of the respondents does appter 

to he related to the replies to the other questions, as to whether flying 

s allLers arc rea 1 ancl wht"thl'r there arc peopl e on other planets. lh c 

results of the analysis appear in Table 2. They show that the younger 

the respondents, tho greater the proportion willing to indicate that 

they ft'el that flying S<lllcers are "real." Abollt twice as many persons 

in the youngest group answer "real" as answer "imagination," while ill 

rh,' oldC'st >"'0UP the proportion answering "imagination" outweighs those 

r<'l'l~ i 'H~ "1'e8 1." Ir can also be seen that the percent reporti ng "no 

opinio,," varies, with a larger prOpOrL:l1l of the older people than of 

the younger reporti ng "no (;1~1 :1ic!1." 

T'1(' 3.nol),sjs h\· age oj" the question concerning "people on atber 

pbnets" appears in Table 3. Again, response is relateJ to age, with 

more of the younger respondents indi..:ating an opinion. Of those \o/he 

voi..:e a'l opinion, the youn"cst persons are fairly evenly divided between 

'\'e~" ~m,l "no," \oJhile "no',;" outweigh "yeses" two to one among the eldest. 

'!l,e al)lwc analyses of thes~' t\~O opinion questions strongly suggest that 

agl' is, in somE' Imy, an important factor in beliefs regarding UFOs and 

relateJ topics. 11\C' impljc<ltions of these fi.ndings arc considered 

later in conjunction with the analyses of the opinion surveys of the 

Colorado st::dy. 

\~11l'n the questlon~ are analysed according to sex, it is foune! that 

mell and women ,10 not differ in their TPplios, except to the question 

l-ih i cll ask." wh(>tIH~r fIying saucers are rca 1 OJ" imaginary. 4.n of the men 

aliJ 52' .. of the I,omen in<ii,',,;C' they think flyinp S[\UCf)J"S arc real; 

,,:;~, and ';(":", respect j veL', hold them to h,~ iJl1t1r,l nary ilnd 22':, vf each 

group h;l\:e no opl n1.0n. 

Although the relationships arc not ,rrong, the results of tlH~ 1~)6() 

(;allup 1'0]] suggest tlwt education is related to opinions. '11\0. gre(Jter 

the etlul';ltion, the higher th~ proportion who in,licatcd tl,,~y have heard 

of f lyin~ ~aU!~0r~, "I\() thi Ilk t'118Y flrc r()al rat\;'n' than the J1roduc,t of 

imagi!:ati.ol1 and \d\o helll'vc that there arc people somewhat like oursd.vcs 

living on other planet,;, 
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Table 2

Responses to the Question:

"In "our opinion, <'lJ'C' thcy somothing rcal, or just people's imagination""

----_._----------_.--

'~l' ;,1

-_.__.-------------

c ~ I~
,).~ r

38""

-[1 and ahovc

ImagLnation No Opinion Total

--- ..._---
2<J 19 100%

27 22 lOr)D:,

30 20 lOO~f;

31 Hj 10096

33 29 1 () 0 °u

42 26 ]00%

=================------_... _-_.._--_.__._-------

Table 2 

Rnsponses to the Question: 

"In \·O'.ir upinic1\l, <'U'C' they somothing real, or just people's iIl1agination"" 

------"'-'-----.... 

l( l'; i 1 

.-.-.• -.-.---------

-1.1 ,1 nd aho\' e 

C '"'() 
:> ,') (l 

Imagination No Opinion Total 

---~----

2() 19 JOO% 

27 22 ) Of)';, 

30 20 100~D 

:n l(, 1 nO~6 

33 29 lOOn:. 

42 2(, I OO~, 

.•. _-_.---... _-_.'._---



Table 5

"110 :-OU t11Lnk thm'e :\t'(' pcoplt' sOIl\cwhat like our~clves

1 i\ il\~', 01\ othcr plalwts ill the 1ll1ivcrsc':'''

.: 1- 2Sl 42~, 41

:~(l··,~D .I 1ao 39

-Hl- ~9
~r:n etK..~ .' 'I'

SlL,;q 2YI:1 S1

6ll-b9 2qr:.1 44

'lO ~l11d :lbovc ''''''0 117.:..."'1 ()

Yes No No Opinion Total
-_._--_.
17 100 g

o

21 1fl() '!-o

18 lO()?;,

20 100'\-1

27 1() O?o

~U l!)()(i,

~--------- --_._------- ========-----------------

.: 1- ~S) 

:,(1",_:) 
1(1- ~~) 

~lL ') 'l 

hf1-\)l) 

'l':tblc 5 

"[)o :-'ou th ink th(,l'(\ ;11'(' pcuph' sO\llcwhat li ke ourselves 

1 il i\\~', 01\ ()thl'l' jllal\('t~ III the IllIi.verse':'" 

Yes No No Opinion 

--,----
4 "0 

.:. " 41 17 

'\ 1 no 3\) 21 
~r.n 

."'.' 'I' 
.jr\ 1tl 

2~(;, Sl 21) 

2~}':.I ~4 27 

'In :11ld :Jl>ovc 1""0 .:.. ,1 0 1\ 7 ?'I) 

Total 

1 (Jog. 

1 flO % 

lO()?" 

10\)'\, 

1 ()()~i 

1 () () ';, 

=============--~---------- ===::::::=.::== -------~-----------



:\ "\'l1lI'ari~~ol1 uC sightl'rs ;1!1(1 1l0Ilsi)~ltr('rs sholVs tJwt sip,brers arc

II11Hl' lndilll',1 Il) ~;;l." t":lt fJyill): S:tIICl'r~; :1;'(' real, 7(,':, of the sii~lit;:rs

:b ,'Ol11l'ill'l'd h'itll '\(.';' nf till' 11<)llsi,~htl'I'S, ;llld that then' arc pl'ople 011

l',~hcr pl:lI1L'ts. :,I';';lS "1l1lljHl1'cd with :~41:"

In $llInlllar~', till' analysis of the 1!)6<> c;allur; data Il1dicatc the foll()\o/jng:

(11 ~lost Aml'r;':ans, ()()~" have !leaI'd of flying saUl~ers.

(2) About 5°" of the population claim to have seen a flying saucer.

(Y1 About one-half of the population feel that they are real.

(,ll Ab(\'1t one-third feel that there are people on other planets.

(S) !'oo"le Ivho are hetter educated are more likely to have heard

of flying saucers,

(61 Sighters do not differ from nOl1sighte.rs with respect to

cducatil'll, region of the country, age, 01' sex.

C~) J\gc, s('\, Gnu l'l,lucation all appear to be rc1:ltcd to whether

flyil1,l', S:1u-:crs :Ire con~;iJere<.l to he red] or imllginary. That

is, \"oun,l',er 1'l'1'SOn5, WOl1lcn, and tho~;e who are hetter e<.lucatcd

tend to he more inclined than. older persons, men, ;:Ind the Jc~;s

L'uucatL'd, respectively, to consider flying S~ll1ccrs to be real.

U~) ,\gc, education, and respondent's region of tlte country arrear

to be related to Ivhcthel' it seems possible that there arc people

on other planets in the universe, 'nwt is, younger persons,

those I,ho arc hetter educated, and individuals from the Last,

~1i'III'cst. and \~est arc morc inc1 incJ than olLieI' persons, the

less Ivell educated, and those who rcsi de in the South to

think that thcrl' arc "people s0111c\Vhat Ii ke ourselves on oth cr

planets ill the universe."

Till' finJings of Scott (19()()) provide a different kind of infor1llut:iOl,

rll'out the' inn'st igat i Oil of at titudes n.'f~ardjng UFOs. Iii s ':fuJy Iv,JS

(Olh'('l'lll',j ,lith till' 1'1'0\11,,'111 Df all indiviJual':; puhlic association with

UI=,\ pIH'Il\)/l1l'I1'l. IIl'I.':!llSl' it j~'_ cOlllmonly said tl1:Jt pCOpJI' \Vill 110t report

;I fl:1'i ll~: S;IlIL'l'I' bl'ellls!' they are rl'I\1ctal1t to he i1~;SO',: i ated \OJi til SII"h

a contro\'ersial topic, 11L' undertook a smalL study to dct:ct'lilinc I... hethel'

inllividuills \,oulll hl' less iill~lill<.'d to indicatl' acquaii,hilce -,·,ith the

p!leno!1lc!l,J tlllJer public t)liIl1 under privat~ conditions.
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,\ ""lIIl'arl~;llll llf si,r;iltt'r..; ;1!l<1 1l0Ilsi)'.IltC'rs S/HlI'IS t1lilt si!~h(('rs arc 

IIh))'l' illc'tille',! (tl :;al (hilt fJ\'ill~', '-'allc<.'r:; ;In' rcal, 7(,':, of the' siv,llt;;rs 

:1:, c'01ll1';ll','d "'ith ,It.';, nr tilt' Ihlm;i,~ht(')'s, lind that ti1(,,,,· arc p('oplc Oil 

(,:11.:1' pl;lIlets, ;;1':, as l'\)IIIjHl1'L'd with :)Ij':" 

In S1l1l1I1lar~', t.hl' analysis of the 1966 C;allur; uata IllIlicate the follo.ling: 

(11 ~Io~t Aml'ri.: ans, ""~" have heard of flying saucers. 

(2) About 5°0 of the population claim to have seen a flying saucer. 

(:;1 About one-half of the population feel that they "TC teal, 

(,II Abl\·q ullc-third feel that thel'e Glre people on other planets. 

(S) Peo"[€' "ho are hett.er educated arc more likely to have heard 

of flying saucers. 

((1) Sigll ters do not differ from nonsighters with respect to 

~'duc:ltj('n, l'cgioll of the country, age, 01' sex. 

C~) ,\)<t', S(,\, rlild l'I,lucation all appear to be rcLltcd to l;'hC'ther 

flying S;lllcers :Ire con:;iJcrcd to be redl or imaginary. That 

is, \'OIl!1gCI' lwl'sons, \\IOIllCn, and tho~;~ whD are hetter educated 

tl'l\d to he InLlre inclined 'Lhar\ older rcr:<ons, men, ,me! the 10<;5 

L'dm'atl'd, J'l'SI1l'('tivcly, to consider flying S<'lIccrs to be rO;l!. 

(.') :\g~', educcttion, and respondent's region of the country appel1T 

to l,l' relatcd to whethcr it seems possi.ble that there are people 

on Dther planet:; in the universe. 'l1wt is, younger rerson~, 

thost' \;ho (Ire helt"r educated, and indivi(ilwls from tIll! I:ast, 

~1i'1I\'os t, and \~l'S tare morc in c1 in cd til an 01 der persolls, the 

less ",oIl eJucnted, and those who ros.iclc in the South to 

thi.n),., that thCl'(' IlrC "people s('\l1lcII'hat like ourselves on otile)' 

planets ill :11(' ulliveJ'sc." 

Till' finuin!-;s of Scott (l9ul1) Jlrovide a uiffercnt kInd of infoJ'lIIa t ior, 

;',l'out tilt' inH'stigation of IJltitudcs regarding IIFOs. Ilis ·:,tuJy \"jS 

(OIl"('1'lIl'd I,ith till' 1'1'0\11','111 of all indiviuual':; pllhlic as~;oci:ltion l\,ith 

l.lhl pIH'I1<)IIIl'I1:1, 11I.'l'CIlIS<' il j,", C[)1I11110/1])' said t1l:Jt fleopl\· ,;il1 110t report 

:I fl!'iJl)! ~;llI,'l'I' b"l';IIlSC they lire J'l'llll·tallt tD he w;so',~iall'd \;ith slI"h 

a contrevL'rsial topic, 11L' undertOOK II smlill ';tudy to det:Cl'llIiIlC "hethel' 

illclivi'\l1;\l~ 1'0111,1 \1l' less i11 r:l.illed to Inti i catL' Ilcqllai;J';'Il'1' ,·./ith tile, 

I'hellOI1lt'lu tlllJCI' public tl1l1l1 ullu('r privat~ conditions. 



As the i IlstTlll't or of ,l c J :ISS of 2.1 () stlldents in i ntrodu~:tor:

psy\"'holo~:)', he explained thelt he was collecting some data for a colleague

;1I1d askl'll the sttllknts tn illllicate, by nlislTll', their hands, if they had

seen each of the lJhjl'cts he \,:as ahout to name, Fach of the 11 objects

th:lt were named refl'I'I'ed to one of three sets: neLltral itelils, taboo

(socially unacceptable or I1P~atively s<lncti'lIeJ) items, and uniJci1tifieJ

flyin~ objects, Seven of the item3 Wei'!) neutral, tl.'O taboo, and twu

UFO. 'n1e t\'.'o items in the UFO set \'Iere "UFO" and "flying 5'11ICe1"'." ':1IC

numhl'r of n"~pon~I.'s to c;l<:h ilt'm wns recorded. /\ short time 1,lto1', an

;1:'-':15t I:'t ::rl'in:d lIith lj\lt':>lio'lIlairc forms listjn,~ all 1 1 items, The

instrlh'tor i.n,lic:llt"\ th<lt \)(' kld :l1Tcatly completed tlw surve)'; the aS~ij:;

tant s:tid th:\t thl'l'l' must have been some lIli:;undcrstandin;', hCC:HJsrJ t.he

ql"l('l1t" I<ere t'J have indicate,l their answer,; on the' forms he hall hrought.

~'ll'sl'ql:"lltly :'tl' stlld"llts fillc'd in the forllls. Lat0l' the written responses

\\v1'(' t:illil'd and l'oltlpand \"it" the results of the previous 1nquiry. '111C'

stlll.!Y thus invllhed the l'oillpadsoll of public resp')nsC' \'I'hen the response

of the individual h:IS \'isihle to others, versus a private response, ,.... hen

thl' l'csponsl's COUld not in observed allL! would rennin anonymcils.

,\ l,:omparisoll of the Ilumher of studcntsindicating t 11:lt they had

seen a ~i\'cn object l:nJl'I' the public c.:onditon and the number under the

private l'onditloll rc"calt'd a general increase for all itCIIlS. The mean

jll'rCCJ11 int:rl'flsc fo1' tl1l' ."('ven nelltral items, wid eh nlll;' ~c['vc as [I

l'n~l'lilll' for l'O!1l11,Iri:-;oll, I,as ;;4'],. '111C meill1 iller';lasc for the two tahoe)

itl.11J:-: \,(1,' ~;r,~, ;11It! fur the tlVO UFO itclIll' (d':,. COIlIJHlrisOIl~ amo!,g th~

thrl'c l'la~sl'~ of itl'lllS lill~~~~l,'st that He public--privatc discrr'r:anc:y f'.'lr

"t'lt)" :11,,1 "1'1\' I'l)~ S:IIli'l'l'" i ,; HIOlT J ike tl1:lt fUl' 1 nbo() wonl~; than thCit

(','1' Ill'I,ll'al ()I'it',.-ts. lilal is, till' slbJc"ts aPlwarcd to Ill' llt'arl} a~;

rvlt1l'tallt 10 h' ,1",:\;\'i:lh',1 11l1IJlicly lith tlj(.'~;(' IHJrds :I~i h'i/I, till' t:J!)()I,

" 'rds,

5. '1111' l'olol':,t!p :-;tllt!" <'I' 1'lIldil' :\ttitllt!CS____.. -_. ._.T_~_._.A._... .__..~ .. T~. .__.....____ .-. -._--.--. ~_ ...._'_.
l\lrl1i)1~; I1Uh' to the ll)hH Colol'ado Study, the l'!ljectivcs of the

rl'Sl'<ll'ch to I,l' l"l'I'0rtl.'d ill till' r('tnaindcr uf tId,; charter <Ire: 1) 10

":;Llillatl' tlH.' proportion of the ,IJult AmericHJl population which l('preS(~nts
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'\:; the ill~tnll't()r of <J c\;J:;s of ~,lll stlillents in introdul:toT: 

psyl.'ilOlOI!}', lie explained tilat ill" was collecting some data for a colJeaglll' 

;lllli askl'l! the stUtit'l1ts to i1ldicate, by Tilis 1 III', their hands, if they had 

~c{'n C'ach of the IJhjl'cts he \,:as ahout to nwne. r,acil of the 11 objects 

that wC're named refC'l'l'c(\ to olle of three sets: neutr;il i.tl'J:IS, tahoo 

(social1,' untlcccptablC' or ne~atively sancti' lied) items, and unidentified 

flyin~ eb.it'ets. Seven of tIl(' item,; W0i'O neutral, tIJO taboo, and twu 

\lFO, '111(' t\~o itl'ms in tile UFO set ~Ierc "UFO" and "flying snllccr," ':11(' 

11\11111)('[ ('I' )'("'pon~','s to C';J"h 1 tl.'m Wll:; recorded, .II shor,t time Liter, an 

,1:'-"15t ,:,t ::r1'in'd \lith (l11\':>lio'lIlaifc forms listjn'~ all 1.' items, '1110 

il1stl'u."tor i.lhli,'al(',1 til;lt lll' h:H\ :l1rcady completed tile' slirvey; the aS~ij:;

tant s:d.! th:lt tl\l're l\\ll~t havl' \l,'l'll some I\li:;undcrstaI1l1in;', hec:J\Asr: t.he 

,tll,It'Il!:; 1(,'lT I',) ha\'<.' il\dicated their allSW('!,S 011 the \'or11ls he had brought" 

~'Ji''''>q''l'!1t.l)' :hl' ,;tlld','I\\, fill<,,[ i,lI the fOflllS, Lat<,1' the wr,ittcn responses 

\,vl'(, t;illil'd IIlId c'ol1ll'and I"itll the results uf the previous 1l1'luil'Y, '\1\e' 

stlltly thu:; i,)J\'ldl'l'ci the l'olilpar.isUJI of public rcsp')l1sC' I<'hen till' r(;'l'()ns~' 

(1f the il1divid\I:!1 hilS visihll' t.o others, verSllS a private resp011s(', ,,.,.hen 

til" r~'sl'0nsl's cOllJd not i'~ oh:;er'vcd and would rennin all()nynHJ11S, 

1\ comparison of the llum/Jer of students indicating tll:lt they h;IJ 

seell i1 ~ ivcn ob,ieet l:I1Je'I' the pLlbl ic l.:Ollt! i ton and the number under the 

private l'ondit iOIl re',ealc'd 11 goneral incrc,lsc for all. itelns, The mean 

jH'rc'ellt in,'rease fo], thl'q'vcn neutral items, whi eh nlll)' ~c['vc as ,I 

l'n~l'lilll' for l.'O'l1Jl,lri~OI1, I,as 24':', '111e meall ilicl""ase for the two taboe) 

itl"\I\~ I,ll:: i;r;~, :ITld for till' tIm UFO i tClIIl' (ll':" COl1ljlllri:;oll,: amo,',g 1.i'r.' 

three L'la~~l'" uf itt'lllS :;II~~gt'~l that tl'(' public"private disu"Tanl'Y fClr 

"11]\1" :111.1 "fh'I'1,', S:IIIl'l'\'" i:; 11iOIT 1 ike tlwt for tnbo[) wOl'd~; thal1 thQt 

\1 lJ'd~. 

5,111<' ('olol':ldp Stud,' III' I'uhlil' :\ltitlldes ......... ____ •• __ -_ •• ____ . __ ~_ .. ,_ .L. ___ • ___ .. _ . __ . __ ~ __ ~ ___ ~. ___ ~ __ ,_. 

11I1'IliJ1)! 110h' to the lqhH Colorado Study, the ('lljcct i ves ttl tilt' 

!'C"l'ill'l'h to 1,e' l'L'!,,,rt L'd i II tilt' r<'l11aincicr of tlli ,'; charter eire: 1) '1'0 

:-;'lIIHatl' thl' i'l'opol'tioll O! the adult American populatifJll \'I!de!l 1('JlrC'S(~nts 
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sightcrs; 2) to cOlnparc sig/lters and nonsighters with respect to age,

sex, cc.luc:ati Oll, <w<; re~ ion of the country in which they live; .)) to

uf.'tC'111lillf: the attitudes of bot:) 5ighters and nonsighters regarding the

rl~rortJl)g of sightillgs; ,l) to assess attitudes regarding various aspects

of UFO phenOII\ena and related topics.

~!I;.,thod

Survey Sample

ln the 19(,8 Colol'ado ~tlldy, foul' surveys were carried out: a

~"llj'\'ey of adults, " sLlrvey of tcen-agers, a survey of sighters, and n

sune;: of college stUJl~!lt~,

,\. AJult sf)i"plt', national opinion survey.

The 0.;lt,'l. in this st:rv(;'y were obtained by mean:; of a personal

1I1tCl'viclI' rescarLl\ survey I conducted by the Opinion Research l:oTporation,

of 2.050 adults IS .ve~JrS of :Jge and over resic.ling in private hou~'if~liold~

in the contin01ltal Uni ted States. Interviewing took place bet\veen 21

h'bruary ~ll1l1 I::' ~lu1'cil l'l(,S. Sample selection was made by an equal

probability 5ilmple technique. A detailed description of the sampling

prO~edllTl' provided hy Opinion Research Corpora,jon uppear5 in Appendix n,

l.ompari:,o!1s of poptdatjoj) and survey 5Cll'1plo characEeristic uprear .i.n

Tables 4 "no 5, providl'd by the Opinion R/;'scarch Corporatior., The ~ji:,e of the

S;I.lI)l'lC an,j the 11lcthod of ~"~llTlrling make it possible to make infcre~\ccs

1'e~an.lin}: the ;\J1\crican public 3t large anJ to mak.e comparisons among

:-'l'hgroup:s .

B. Tl'Em-agc sample, Iwtional ojnnioll ~urvey.

'l1ds SUl'\'c:,' of ,lSJ tecll-t1g<:,rs wa~ conducted in conjunct ion with

the ~ld\llt sun'l')'; (',Iell tC'l'n-ager who rartjcipatcd was a member of a

househOld in ',;l:icll ,In adult' \~as <:Ibo interviewed. Com]1ad~on:; of

l1ul'ulatiol1 <Jlld samrlc l·h;Jt'nl.'teristics for tcct1-agcrs arpcar in 'J'a:) 11' :),

;11 s () p1'0\ j \; cd [,;- Un i Jl i 1111 Res, 'il rch Corpora t i Oil •

l' , Sight 1..'1' slln'cy

[1,,1;1 \,'en' obt"incd from 9,1 ciightel's of UFOs who~;c n:I!1\CS ·... ere

Jr~l\\Jl ['rom tllC projcl't·;j!~htil1!~ files, In dddition to n~p()l'ts nwJ·:'

\lin'l,,:tl:' to the Pl'(1.jl'~t, thl'n' were re]1ort files, duplicati/li: jll pd1't

C1SC;-; 011 file Id:-l\ till' ,\,\. "'on'c"; Project IHue Book iJl1d \<Iilh NILi\I',

-,ightcrs ~ 2) to compare dgl1ters and nonsighten with respect to age, 

,;cx, cducati011, ,w,; regiClfl of the Coulltry in which they live; 5) to 

uctC'l'll1inc the atti.tudes of bot;l si.ghters rt.nd nonsightcrs regarding th€ 

rl'Forting of sightillgs; ,I) to assess attitlAdes regarding various aspects 

of UFO phenOYIH~na and related topics. 

~k'thod 

Survey SaJilP~ 

In the l~l(,t) l:olol'ado ~tl,dy, foul' surveys were carried out: a 

';['l'\'ey of adlilts, "~LlrvC'y or teen-agers, a survey of sightel's, and (1 

survey of coll<.!gc stUJl'!lt~. 

,\. I\JUlt 5;)I".p1(', natIol\al opinion survey. 

The ''!;It,l in thi.5 s\:rv<:y Wl')l'E' obtained by means of a rersonal 

llltl'l'Vj(l, rcst'al'd\ survey, conducted by the Opinion Research l:orporation, 

of 2,nSO adul ts .1 S (ears of age and over reshIing in private housf:ilolds 

in the contin"lltal United States. Interviewing took place betl"een 21 

i:l'bl'uary and I:, ~lu1'cil l'l('S. Sample select.ioll was made by nn equal

probabi lity sample tt,chniqll(~. A detailed dcscr.iption of the sampling 

pl'O"eullr~' l'ro"Jded h~' Upinion Research Corpora, ion uppear~ in Appendix (J, 

\ollipari,olls of population and ~\lrvey sal'1plo chaTClCf;cristic appear in 

TabJ('s 4 ;.no S, providl'd by the Opinion R(;'search CorporatiQr" The ;;izc of the 

5;1);1111(' an,j the lHc-thou of :;,lITlpling make it possible to make intenmcc~ 

1'J.':::'1l'Jil)l~ the ,\nK'rican pul1lic CIt large and to m:lkc comparisons anlong 

~llhgroups , 

B. ']'('cn-agc sample'. lH1tional op1niol1 :-;urv()y, 

'll1is ~ul'\'ey 01'lS1 tecn-flge:!'S wa~ contiuctcd in conjullct ion with 

the :ld\llt sun','y; (',Icil tCl'll-agcr who part i cip:ltGd was a member of n 

hotlsclwlJ in ',;I:i<:ll all "dldt· 'vas <.Ibo interviewed. Com]la1'i~ons or 
IWPlilatl"l1 ;Y11l1 samrlc ,'hari\l'tcristics for tccn-:Jgcrs arpear in lac.l)" r" 

:11 ~() 1)1'0\ j l:l'd I.)' Un iII i 11]1 Res,'arch Corpora t i 011. 

l', ~i.lll1tl'l' SU1VL':' 

JJ';ll,ll 1'1'0111 till' pro/cct" i);ht ill); fi le~;, 

,Iir('l~tl:' to the 1'l'().i(,'~t, tl1,'l'l' were report files, duplicatiliJ: in p.lr't 

,';1';(':-' Ol\ fill' Idth till' '\'\' I;on',"'; Project Hill/, Book ilml willi r\jeM', 

"·,,1 . .., ,,;. ~) 



Table 4

.?amp Ie Charact.:!'istics, February 1968. ORC Caravan Surveys: Adul t Sample

The data in the table below compare the characteristics of the weighted ,.Y
Caravan sample ''i i th those of the total population. '8 years of age or
over. The table shows that the distribution of the total sample parallels
very closely that of the population under st~dy.

Total
Popu- 2/Caravan
lation- Sample

Men
Popu- Caravan
1ationY~;ample

Women
Popu- 2/can.van
lation- Sample.

1B - 29
30 ., 39
:.tn - .t~)

SO - 59
(10 or over

Race:

26~b 26°" 2S go 25% 26% 27%
IS H! 19 17 17 19
1 ~) 20 20 20 19 19
10 16 16 18 16 15
..'1 20 20 20 22 ZO

\\h 1 t t;>

7\olwhi te

Cit)' 5i:c

11 11
90%
] 0

B9%
11 J1

89(~

11

Rural, under ~,SO(1

population
.2. SilO - :)~1, 99~)

100,000 - 099,999
I, O()\) ,(1\)(', or over

~;l'ogn-lpliic Region

\(11·tflca~;t

\'Jl' t 11 Cell t 1'a 1
SOllth
\\'(. ~ t

~~) ~J 31 ~; 30% 35% 27°" 27~J

1~) 2\ )
.:."S 23 ) 70 65 73 i' 3

..'9 25 )

, r· (I 25 1
:,

",r: fl )r"O ~) r (1 2~ 0,
'4.1 (I , ...,." L. ,1 (/ ..:.. ,) ~j .) "
,,~R 2(1 2H 2(J 2~ 2(J

:~() :n ~O :B ~O
7 '),J ~

17 111 \7 16 17 17

l/hl'i~hts \\('1'(' introduccd into till' tabulations tu compel1sate ror diffcn~lIc(,,)
in si :l' of hOllsehold and variations in completion rate~; between rural
allll urban areas.

l...!SOUl'-:C: I.atest data from U. S. Bureall of the Census, regular and interim
rCj101't s.

326

Table 4 

9ample Charact~ristics, February 1968, ORC Caravan Surveys: J\dult Sample 

The data in the table below compare the characteristics of the weighted .2../ 
Caravan sample with those of the total population, '8 YC21TS of age or 
over. 'llie table shows that the distribution of tht total sample parallels 
very closely that of the population under st~dy. 

Age 

1B - 29 
30 39 
411 - 4~) 

SO .. S~l 

(1(1 or over 

Race 

\\h it e 
~on"'hi te 

City Si:c 

Rural, llnde', ':',S()(l 
population 

.2, ~,Il() - ~l~l, 99~) 

]OO,nnn - 099,999 
I, O(W ,llill" or o\'el' 

~Pl·t [)l'a:; t 

"'l1'th C<'ntral 
~outh 

\\l'~ t 

Total 
Papll- 2/caravan 
lation- Sample 

26()b 26°0 
111 H! 
1 ~) 211 
It> 16 
..'1 20 

11 11 

:2~) o(! 31 g,; 
1 ~l 21 
.~ ,~ 23 
~'~) 2S 

1 r- (I 
,. ,1 r> 25 1

:1 

.. ~ H ~~() 

:; il :,3 
17 1(1 

J 
) 
) 

Men 
Popu- Caravan 
lationY ~,ample 

25~) 

19 
20 
Ib 
20 

3n% 

70 

,)(:{] 
'" ~l 'r) 

2H 
3(l 

17 

25% 
17 
20 
18 
2() 

89% 
11 

35% 

('5 

)r'O 
L.. ,) " 

2(, 

:~,~ 

Ih 

Women 
Popu- 2/Canvan 
lation- Sample. 

26% 
17 
19 
16 
22 

2n 
n 

-, r (J 
.:..,,') \1 

2~ 

30 
17 

27% 
19 
19 
15 
20 

89r~ 

11 

2 7 ~~, 

" 3 

2 r: r~ .1 'I 

2(' 
1 ') 
.J~ 

17 

L\\'L'i~I1ts Ill'l'(' introduced into the tal)\d~lti()ns t.u compcnsate for diffcn,lIct,,; 
il1 ;;i:~' of iJou;;eilold and variations in comp1etiDIl rate:; hetwccn I'und 
aTlll urban al'l'ns. 

,:USOlll"Ll': Latest data from U. S. Illll'C,l(l of the Census, regular and intcrim 
l'l'j 101't" . 

32t> 



Table S

S::Ullple Chnracteristics-, FebruaEY J968, ORC .s;aravan Surveys: Teen Sample

'[1H' data in the tablo uelow compare the characteristics of the Caravan
~ample households \d til those of all households in thf~ United States.

u, S'I/
lIo\lseho 105-

Caravan
Sample

t\ ()~' t 1~ ca ~ t

\" 0 1" t 11 \~ C n t J' a 1
:~outli

\\l'St

')C n 24 ~Q'- _) 1J

2R 27
30 32
17 17

Ru r a 1
~.:;un - 99,999
IUD.nUO - ~9g.999

1, tWO I COO or over

hllit"
~oJ1\\h it l'

2R C

19
23
30

~)O °u

III

29%

\0 ~'h i ldrcn
\'1111,11'('ll under 1~

IIi til ('('I'll' ;lc',crs 1.2 - ,"<

S1°" tl H1,
4~) ,- 'J

.l ..

21 n ~> 7. rJ
" to,.) '.

~vllr;l~: L:lt~'st data frolll LJ, S, Bureau of the CenslIs, rC~I,!Iar anJ intc'riJi'
report~; .

Table 5 

S:.U11ple Ch,lracteristics_, Febru<lEY 1968, ORC ~aravan Surveys: Teen Sample 

'nle data in the tabla uclow compare the cha,acteristics of the Ca.ravan 
~ample households \d th those of all households in tht~ Uni ted States, 

t\o"tl:l'a~t 

\o1'tl1 (,'nt l'a1 

"011 t 11 
Ill':' t 

!~llral 

:: ,:;(l() - 9~1, ~J99 

IUD ,llOll - ,199, ,HHl 
1,lIOO,C(l(l or over 

Ilh.i t l' 
'iOIl\,l! 1 t l' 

\0 0:11 i Idrcl1 
l'h i 1,11'('1\ uJ1der l~ 

IIi til \("'11' ;I"cr, I ~ - I ~ 

u. s. 1/ 
Iiollseholtls-

'Jct! 
,,-,) II 

211 
30 
17 

2W 
19 
23 
30 

~J () ~, 

10 

S J nu 

,1 () 
21 ~I 

Caravan 
Sample 

24~, 

27 
:S2 
17 

20~J 

22 
2:') 
26 

11 

Mn 
r- " 
.)~ 

'; '1 f) 
," .. 1 •. 

:'v\lr,"~: L:ltl'~t dala fl'tllil 1I. S, Bureau oj' the Censlls, rq',.dar anJ intc'ril; 

JTjlOl't" . 



ThL' naml'S drah'n cam ...' from four ll\ajor sources: ca~;c reports from jq'lC

Book, ('",:50 reports from NICAP, personal reports Ci.e., cases from

individuals l~j1O din'ctly contacted the project), and reports from the

file of :tII cases 'vhich have lJocn invcsti~~tlted or extensively rcvic\<''Cd

by the pro,iC'ct staff,

:b attempt t.o obtain approximately SO complctco questionnaires each

frol1, th(' Blue l~ook, NICAI'. and "Personal" files was :mdcrtaken by it

syql'ntatic s<-I.11Ij11in,l; procedure, In the case of the Colorado investigation

file. tht' name'" '~,Hl :lJdrl'sSCS of sit~htcl's were tahcJl frorn '11 I fi les

t'\t:mt at tlH' t~1!l',' till' sample \H1S drawn, When morc th<Jn one' sighter ner

r""port 1,':lS listed, Lhl' case I'las reviewed t.o determine who \'ias the prin

cil'al sighter, and ()nl~' th:lt pcr:-ion's name was drawn.

i\ Llrp,e 1\1IIllh.. ;, \,1' (~'.IS('S dill not include ~:atisfactory rnai I ing addr('~;c,(',;

for ~;ight~rs, COllscqtwntly, it was neccssury to select the next occllrri:i((

filL' that did inclu(].: ,I complete mldl'c:-;S in ei.ther the United States or

Cln:lLla. Fallo\\'ing th',s pCOCt'dllrc, a total of l:~~) cases \\'crc dr:l\\'11 frOr:l

tht.e Blue Buoh file t,'l obt:lin IOc) namcs allll addresses, 14U cas'_" from

the :~IC.:\P file to ol'tain 95 names and ad<lrcs5cs. and 5;; caSl'S from

the Personal file to obtain 54 names and addresses.

In tIll' spring of 1~1(18, each persoll whose nrunc was thus dr'lwn \"rlS

SL'llt a lcttl.'r l'.\plaining the purpose of the intended opinion survey :lnd

l'l.'qllCSti:lg his partictpation, i\nonymity of the i.nJiviJuill \\'as 'lssllrcd.

Fnclosl'll I~ith tIll' l ...'ttl'l" wus (\ J'l'ply postenI'd 011 which the si\~h":cr could

i11di~3tl' \\'l1l.'th,'1' or I'ct' Ill~ I'ould be able' to part:cipnte. Sl~I1I<' ll'ttcrs

\,~'rl' 1'I'ttlrlll~,1 by till' post oft'ic~ for illSufflcil'llt adJl'css; 110 r")11y

\\':IS )'l'l:l'ivl'~1 to ~Olll(, l','tt'l'l'S, (1f those 1'1''>111 who11l we !'cl'civcd affirrlw,

ti\'c l'l'l'lh's l;lf~d tilt'I'('flll'l' tIl 1'illOill we sellt quostiullll:tit'c',), rllo:;t

particij1atl'd ;:1 tht' SlIl'Vl'Y. 1\ l'olllparisoll of tLc pCl'n'llls p"rtjr:ip;ltilJ:~,

Ilot I'artidpatill~~, failil1,l~ tl1 fl'ply to the I'C<\IC;;\ letter, <Ifill f:lilill)1

to n.'l'd,'(' tIll' letter, fOl' I:ICJ of slIt'ficiellt :dJress, for thl' fOllr fi j,:

"-'1urccs apl,e'a1' ill Tabll' (1.

As \\'0111,.\ bl' CX!,('ctl'L1, till' rat(' of rl'~~pL'IlSI~' is hl."H for the 11l'ersona l"

file, 'lost inlli\'iduab l'epl'l'scIHell in this fill] arc those who Volll.ltecrcd

int"ol'l1l:lt i011 , III :ldditiOIl, :1 1i11'!ler proportion of the~~c cases occurred

rhl' nallll'S drahD call1l' from fOllr Illajor s()urcus: ca,;e rprorts from nI:H.' 

Book, '''.~S(' report,; from NICAI', pt'l'sonal reports Ci.e., C<l,;CS from 

in,ii\'Uuals "ilO dircl'tly l'ont,lct0li the project), and report:; from t'H~ 

fHe of :111 c.a~cs "hich huvt' llOcn invcni,~<Jtl'd or extensively revic,,;cti 

by the pro,icd staff, 

.. \:1 attempt to obtain approximately SO completcJ questionnaires each 

froll, the Blue llook, NICAI', and "Personal" files was :mdcrtaken by a 

S\·"tl'l"llati.: sampling procl'du['('. In the case' of tiw CoJo[',Hlo investigation 

file, thl' nallle'" ,!,lll :IJ.trl's~cs of si!!htcl's were takoJl frolll all files 

t".t:lllt at till' t~J!l'.' thl' samplc I~as dl'alVII. When TIIOI'U tlwl1 one sighter Del' 

rcport \\':1" listed, LIlt' case \'las reviewed t.o determine wilo \~ilS the prin

~'il'al ;.;i)!htl'l', :llld (Jill;' th:it I'cr",m's !liHliC was drawn. 

i\ l:tq,c nllllll'v;' Ill' I:',l~(':-; did not include ~:atisfact()ry mai i in); addre~:~(>'; 

fol' ;;ightt'l'S, Con~eql1Cilt l)l, it was ncccsSliry to scICt't the next ()ccllrri ~I: 

fill' that LliJ illclud .. ' ,I ('()lIlpictc aJdl'css in ci.ther tht: 1I11i.tcd States or 

Llll:lcla. Follo\\'ing th',,, pcocl'<iurc, a total of l:~') cases 1';('1'(' dr:1\\'n flU':! 

tilt: Blue BlllJk fil..: t,', obt:lin In(l names allli aJdressl's, 14U 1::1" .. ' frDI1l 

the :iIU\P file to ol,taill 9!i names and addresses, LI!l<1 !i;; cast's from 

the Per,onal file to ot.'tain S4 names anJ aJJresses, 

In tlw spring llf 1~)118, l'<lch person who,c nnme was th\!s Llr'lwn \'~IS 

!'c'n! a lettl'!' l':\pbinillg thl' purpose of tht' intun<ied opinion ~llrVf'y :wd 

l'~'q'H.'sti':lg his f'artictp:ttion. Anonymity of the LnJivitiufll was ;\~sllrcd, 

l:nclo~"II \~itil tilt' lettl.')' lI'a~ iI rl'ply po~tc"rd 011 which the sil~IFcr cO\lld 

indi':3tl' lI'hl.'th,'1' or pot, hI.' Iwuld be ahle to partil'ip:ttc. SCI1I(' ll'tter~; 

',c'I'L' l'l't\1\'lwIl by thl.' 11l1St offk.: 1'01' insllfflcil'llt adJrcss; 110 r"ply 

lI'a~ I'L't.:"i \'('.1 to :-:Ollll.' l','tt'l'I'S. (11' thosl' ('!'·.llil WhUIII Wl' re!:'; i vud affi I'lIIiJ-

ti\',: rl'l'lh'~ l:\pd till'I'I,rlll'l' til I"hol'! we sunt qllt',ti()nnllil'e!~), 1110:;\ 

p;lJ'ticij1(ltl'd ':1 th,' SUl'Vl')', /ll'olUPlll'is()n of tl,(; pet','\'lIts i'i1rti(ii'll\ill:~, 

not p:.lrtidp:tting, failing tn fl'pl:; to the I'C(II.<.;:;1 lette!', ilIIJ f:liiill:' 

to n'l"~'i\'c till' letter, ('01' lac!. ()f suffic.iellt :dJres:;, f(]r thl' 1")111' fj k 

<'~1I11'':(,S apI,c'al' ill 'iahll' (', 

A:; 11'0111-.1 1>1.' eXI,('ctl'd, thl' ratl.' of n~:~JlL'IISI_' is hl".;t for the "!'ers(1na 1" 

file. '''1St indh'idllah I'epresented in this file arc tho~e whn voltl..tcl,red 

i nt'ol'1l\;lt iOll. III :1.1<1 it i Oil, :1 l;ll')1er proport i 011 of the:,c cases occlIrred 



1\ 1tiC Ilook

Participants ::0':,

\on-I'Hrti<."i\,ant:. 14

1'\0 RIO'ply .Ii'

Jl1:.;uffil'it.'llt '\\lJr('~:' I~)

rot a 1 ~Ia ; I i 11~ 1()(J':.

\ ," ( 1(lC, )

NICW Pl: rsona! Cl.llorado Total
Letters

'------
29';, C'7(J 36°0 32°().1 I II

12 1.7 18 14

55 .~ 2 41 45

,1 /1 ') 9...

100 ':, I ()O ':, 1()O ~, I()()'~
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Kn Repl,- -17 5;'; .~ 2 41 

In:'llffil-il'J1t -\dJrc'~t' I~) ,1 11 2 
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Total 
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14 

45 
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since the hegiJlning of tlH~ project. Among the four files, the greatest

proport Lon of lecters returned for insufficient ilJJrcss were sent to

sightl'l's \~hos(' IHlIllC~', \~el'(, Jrmm from the Blue Book fi Ie. 'Iho proportion

of "no rl'ply" l~erscns is difficult to interpret, because it is impossible

to knO\\ hOI\ many letters \'Iere never receivcJ and how many were received

lut w'.mt unans\\'ered. Both ,',Hue Book and NICAP files have the: greatest

proportion of older sightings, which in part 'Lcounts for their relatively

poorer l'ate of rctur:.. The final sighter s;:l.Inple, on which the analyses

an: h(I~('J. ('ow;ists 01' :'1 ";,ghters form the I\~.I'_ daok fil'r, 28 from the

Nlt:.:il' file, .,1 from the Pl~l'SOllaJ. file, a/hI 14 1'''m th: Colorado inVl'sti

g~ltiol\S file,

D. roJ.lcge Slll'V('y

l'ollL'l~c sun"ey d<lta were obtaJne", bet!{een ,1 April and 13 ~1aY 19(J8

from 12 l'olle~',-' samples, reprcscnt'ng 10 ::olle~0s and universities, The

total numb",!, of stuJents partici pat iT.g j p the S'A rve)' is 719. The !lames

of the institutions partlcipnting ur.u those individuals who assistcJ uc,

in obtaining sub,iccts apperlr in Appcnc.lx: M. All but three sources

of responJents \,'erc COLll'SeS in the behavioral sciences; o'ne participati.ng

cbss \,"as in a physi~'a 1 sc.i enCt' Jcpartmcnt and two \~ere specb 1 courses

in fl}'ing SaUl'l.'rS, one offered at the University of Cnl i forn! a at I>avis

and tht' oth"r at \vcsl<.'yall University, f\ dc:;cr ... ption of the 'oamplcs

apl'l'ars in Table 7, In tills table, sample !lumber: correspond tu the

order in \~hlch l'vlllplctcd qtlcstionnai}~cs w(~rc recldved; however, thp

orJer of schools ill i\PJll'lIdix M, referred to above, is alphubcti',:fll,

~Io~t qucstionnaires \"l'r£' filled out Glltin~~ n class period hy studr:l1t~

prC'sC'llt on the Jay tll£: questionnnire 'Nas :ldlldni~tercd. III life\'! C!lses.

voluntel'l's, r:ltlJ','r than ('very stlluent present, provided the Jata, Tn

1110st installe('s stlldc',lts \~l'r(' not aware', until aftcr thoy llad cumpleted

fillinr: Ollt the qu~'stionn,drc, that tIle research was bcin/4 sJlonsored ,,~,

tlH' lCllo\'ado l'l'ojcd,

"ltllC1I1~:h l-!l'Olljl, 1':1thcl than individual responses were of interest,

students "l'n' ,Iskcli to placl1 th<.:>ir naJIIC!-l on the qllcstionlwi.rC!;, In order

t~, JiS.,;'o'.ll'agl' O1'C)l'% or i1'rt'sl'onsiblc llllswcrs, (A few students cho,;c

lwt to providL' their n,lnll'~;; one cla% was required hy its instructor to

330

since the hegiJl1\ing of the projco.:t. Among the four files, the ~;rcatest 

prClpOl't lOll of le(ten~ retU,"lled for insufficient nJJrcss were sent tn 

sightl'l'S who::;,' l\(lII1C~:, were J l'mvn from thc BIIW Book 1'110. 'lho proportion 
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U. Col,lege SlI\''I'{')' 

\'011,,!;(" sU'I":ey dilt" were obtaine'\ b(,t",oen II April and 13 ~lay EJ()8 
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prC's('llt 011 the day tilr, ljlll'stionnalfc I~as ndlllinistcrod. In II few cases, 

\'(11untef'rs, r:ltl\f.'r than ('very stlluent present, pruviucJ tl1l' data, Tn 

I\l()~t in~tan('es stude',lts IVl'fr not aware, until after thuy IwJ cumpleted 

fiilin!; Ollt tIll' q\ll,':.;tiollll:Ii1'l', that tlie research was being ~1'0n:.;ol'LCd h~' 

till' L()loj'ado pl'ojcd, 

"ltl10I1~:h )!l'lllltJ, rather than intlividuu1 responses were uf illterest, 

st\ldC'l1t~ hl'1'l' ,Iskc,\ to pl:JCl1 tlll'.ir nallles on the qllcstiolll,:ti,rC!;, In order 

tl' UiS,"~ll'ag,' (lrch's;; 01' jrrt'spon:;itJie IIl1swcr:-;, (A few students cho~c 

Iwt to p1'ovidl' their 1l,lnll'~;; one cla55 W:t~i rcqtlirc<! hy its i.nstrtlctor to 
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fill in the questionnaires anonynlously). 'l1le resul ts of Scot r:' s study

(1968) i ndica.te that responses Tegardi ng UFO material under pub lie

conditions may he m01'0 CHlltiOll,I, than under pri vat.:: conditions. Conse

quently, it Was fcl t that if there were any sample bias 1n as<;essing

students' views on UFOs anJ related topics, it would he in the direction

of obtaining cautious answers. Moreover, nati..onal opinion survey respon

dents were assessed by personal interview (though anonymity was assured),

and the participants of the sighter survey were aware that their names

were known to the investigator (though, again, anonymity was assured),

Requesting n:'ll1WS from students, then, also make the conditions under

which this information wa~ ohtained more compare.tle to the other surveys.

Because the results of the IiRtional survey of adults serve to

reflect the opinions anJ attitudes of the American adult public, they

are given the greatLlst emphasis in the following analyses. Because of

time limi tatioas only a portion of the data collected on eacll of the

four groups could be anal~/s~d.

~L!nstrllments

The instruments cf this study are both attitude scales and question

naires. Because somE' instruments are common to all four surveys (adul t,

teen, college, and sigh~er) while others are not, the instnlments are

listed according to survey, so that the set of instrumer.ts used in each

is apparent. A brief description of each instrument is provided the first

time it is mention~d, except in those few instances in which the data

from them ~E? not included in the present analyses. In such cases, the

description of the inscrument will be found in AppendiX N , where it

prccceds the instroment.

A. A~lult sampll', notional opini.on surve)'

1) lJl<) Opinion Questionnaire. '11\i~ insl,rument is comprised

of 29 stlltC'l1lents regarding UFOs and related topics. All are prc~ented

as opinio~ statements; the re~pondent indicates whether he feels that

the statCl1cnt lS definitely faJse, probnbly false, probably true, or

dl'fini te ly trul'.

TI,e items are ~vnsiJered singly, us expression of opinion on

scparat~ topi~s, and B~ ~ets comprising the following scales:
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;1) 11\11('1' .';pHC(' ~Citl(' .... 1Il";lc;(IT'l"'; 1111.' dl:)',t·l·(! til ,.;I]je"

1'1':'P\ll1dl'llb 'Il'l~l·pt the' 1\'ypo1he~ i~. "hilt IJI;Os :In) froJil (JIll",·

b) I:vidcncc scale -- mcusureJS tho dCi~rCf..~ to which

respondents beliuve that there is evidence for the cxi~tence

of UFOs (TIlis scale, however, does not include items which

suggest the origin of UFOs. 111e respondent may, if he wishes,

reject the extra-terrestrial or outer space hypothesis, but

still indicate that he believns there is evidence to support

the hypothesis thot UFOs do exist;

c) Adequacy scale -- measures the degre~ ~o which efforts

of the goverrunent and its agencies in investigating UFO reports

are perceived to be adequate:

d) Secrecy scale -- measures the degree to which govern

ment secrecy regarding information about UFOs is bel1eved to

exist.

A respondent's scale score was determined fir3t by scoring the

answer to each statement in the scale either zero or one, according to

whether the response was in the direction cf hcceptance (1) or rejection

(0) of the varillble meHsurl~d hy the scale .~ r .;p,lf. then obtaining the

mean score for those items of the scale which were answered.

Scale compo~ition was determined jointly hy manife5t content and

inter-item correlations~ based on a sample of 205 of the surveyed adults,

chosen by a systemat.ic sampling procedure. The composition of each of

the scales ma~' be found in Table B.. Homogeneity rates (Scott, 1960)

and coefficient alphas (Cronbach, 1951) for thu scales appear in Table 8a .

Scale intercorrelRtions (rtarson Product Moment Coeffic!ents (McNemar,

1902)) may be found in Table 9,

;:!) :\··8 Scnh1
-- (The itlstrumcmt i~ not inc1uded in the present

anal~·s(,s. It~ description nppeuni in Appendix 0).

~) Ailillt ~uck&rounJ Quc~tionnRire -- rncludes questions concerning

the following:

n) domographic tnfonnntlon;

b) t'piltit.lI=' regarcHng the reporting of uro 8i~htin~Mj
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,I) 11111,'1' ,';Pill'(, ~"ill(' ",·111">1-',111'<"; 1111, df'I',I't'" In v;hich 
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Tahle 8

Item Compo$ition of Attitude Scales

Scale Question
Number

Questi("n

Same flying sa.ucers have tried to communicatl:
with us.

11. ra~th has been visited at least once in its
history by beings from another world.

13. TntelliRcnt forms of life cannot exist el~e

''''here in the universe.

IS. ~ome UFOs have landed and left marls in the
jolrounu.

~3. People have seen space ~hips that did not
come from this rlanet.

No airline pilots have secn U~Os.

No authentic photographs have ever been
taken of UFOs.

Some UFO reports have come from astronomns.

:\ .

h.

IL

u.

24.

n,e Air Force is doing an adequato job of
inve~tiRation of UFO reports and UFOs
generally.

'Ole ~overnmcnt should spend more money than
it does now to ~tudy what uros are and whern
they come from.

18. 'l~lC ~overnl1\el\t har. done G ~ood j oh of eY1mltl1 ng
UFO reports

Evidence

~.

1D. 'n'l'rc hav,,' nevor boon any UFO sif~hting~ in
Soviet Russin.

2.1. 'l1lCre Ls no ~OVOrhl1lCnt 5ccrccy ,.:llJut IJHJ5 .

.2H I l;ovcrnrncnt socrecy about UFO!'; I f) an h~cl1

mado up by tho tlowspupors.
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Scale 

1. Olltel' Spa'( 

Evidence 

Table 8 

Item Composition of Attitude Scales 

Question 
Number 

1. 

Questi0n 

Some flying saucers have tried to communicat~ 
with us. 

11. Ea~th has been visited at least once in its 
hi!;tory by beings from another world. 

13. TntelliRcnt forms of life cannot exist el~e
where in the universe. 

IS. ~ome UFOs have lundt)d and left marls in the 
~round. 

~3. People have seen space ships that did not 
come from this planet. 

h. No airline pilots have seen U~Os. 

R. No authentic photographs have ever been 
taken of UFOs. 

24. Some UFO reports have coml3 from astronomers. 

:\. 'nle Air Force is doing an adequate job of 
investigation of UFO reports and UFO~ 
!o1cllcra lly. 

I.? '11\(~ government should spend more money than 
it does now to study what UFOs arQ and whe!'~ 
they come frolll. 
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Tab Je Sa

~~\)iJ ity of Opinion SLales

(based on adult sample)

-=:.::-====:-==~======--_._~.--=:::=::=:::::::::::::::====- - .._-_._-- -
Scale

Outer Space

rv idcl1C't~

:\d~'quacy

S~ncc:'

Homogeneity
Ratio

.31

.22

.JH

.24
-----_.__.~~~-
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Cocffici ent
Alpha

.69

.46

.40

. 4~1

Scale 

Outer Spuce 

fv icicllCl' 

:\dc.'qua.:y 

~ ... ncc)· 

TabJe 8a 

~~biJ ity of Opinion SLales 

(based on adult sample) 

Homogeneity 
Ratio 

.31 

.22 
, ] !I 

.24 

--------- ~-------. ------_._-_._-----

:s:ss 

Coefficient 
Alpha 

.69 

.46 
,tj() 

.4!1 



Table 9

Intercorrelation of Opinion Scale~

(based on the adult samrle)

=========-==========--======================
Scale 2

1. Outer Spacl~

., Evidence .40-.
3. Adequacy -.32 -.26

·1. Secrecy .22 .~2 - .18
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1. 
, 
~ . 
3. 

-I. 

Scale 

Table 9 

Intercorrelation of Opinion Scales 

(based on the adult sample) 

2 

Outer Spacl~ 
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Adequacy - .32 -.26 

Secrecy .22 .~2 
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l-) :ll'quailltnnl'c with liFO ph(~nomcna.

·n Hackgrolllld QUl'stionnaire of the Opjllion I~c~carch Corporation -

Contain~ qucstiong f)'('qIH~lltly asked by thom for all cl j ent;.;.

B. Teen sample, national opinion survey

1) UFO Opinion Questionnaire.

2) Teen Background Questionnaire -- comprised of backgTound

questions appropriate for teen-agel's.

C. Sighter survey

1) UFO Opinion Questionnaire.

,:1 Si!!htcl' Background Questionnaire -- includes demographic

measllres, questions regardin~ the reporting of UFOs, and question shout

infonnation SOUTces.

l'. College surv<.>y

1 'j Co llege ill fOl'lnation sheet .

.:) liFO Opinion Questionnaire.

:,\)\··8 Scall'.

)) l'llL'l'l'J]1 J:n'Jlts Questionnaire. (Neither th~ A-B Scale nor

the Current Events Qlll'S t i onnai rc is included in the present ana lyses_

111cir descriptions appear in Appendix P).

5) College' Backvround Qt..;lstionnaire -- compri :.cd of background

questions appropriate for college students.

Results and Discussion

The anal:'scs of the data which are to be reported are of three kinds.

TIle first section concerns the proportion of the population who identify

themselves as sighters and the demographic characteristic~ of sighters

and nonsighters, In the ~econd section, the reporting of UFOs and

a.: t i tudes toward reporting are examined. In the fl nal section attitudes

toward UFOs and related toph~~" ,lre discussed; dHta from each of the

four groups surveyed nre presented.

Sishters and nOllsighters

All adults in the Ilat ional survey were asked the question, ftHave

you, youl'self, cver seen a UFO?" 'lh':'ee pert.'ent ()f the sample indicated

that they had. In order to provide an analysis p~rallel to our analysis

of the Gallup stud)"s question, "Have you Aver seen anything you thought
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was a 'flying saucer'?" the replies to th'3 above question were examined

witl, respect to four demogl'3phic variables: region, sex, age, and educa

tion. It \~a5 found that the proporti on of sighters in the various regions

of the country, East, Midwest, South, and West, arc similar. Equal

pel'centages of men and women say that they have seen an UFO. There are

also no differences among age or educational levels. Dif~erences with

respect to these demographic variables, except for region of the country,

"ere also absent in the project's analysis of the 1966 Gallup data.

:\ poi nt at whil.'h the results of the above analyses do not agree wi th

those of the Cnl1up sllrvC'~· conc,:rns the proportion of the puh lie who say

that ther have seen an UFO. lhree percent of our sample said they had

seen an UFO "'hile 5~, of thosf polled in the Gallup survey ind icated that

they had seen as the questi:',n was worded, a "flying saucer." The differ

ence beth1een the results of the two :,urveys approaches stad stical

significance. TI1C apparrnt discrepancy between the findings of the

Gallu)J and the Colorado project surveys may te due to one or more vari.ables,

such as the difference in the worJing of the two questions, or difference

in sa.!;ipl ing techniqu('~;.

TIle findings of the study undertaken by the Colorado project suggest

that the actual mrillber of sighters in the United States is approximately

3.75 million. TItis estimate is based on the continental U. S. civilian

population, 18 years of age and over (Cul'l'ent Poputation RepoY'tB, 14

Fcbruar)' 1968). thf' parameters of which were used ir. determining the

survey sample ..:haracteristics.

The actual number of sight.ers may, however range from as few a:o

1,nOO,non to as many as 5,000,000. (,\ rango, as compllred with a

specific 'lumbt'r, takes into acc'~unt possible sampling variation).

~}_r.~""; on report ing

At t i tudes tOl~a rtl the reportill~ of UFOs were cover8d: n one of the

Color.\tJo 1'1'('.h'ct questionnaires by nino quustions, five addressed to

sighters :lnd four to Tlonsighters. 11\0 proviou:dy conducted c.pinion

S\ll'veys, by Gallup (l~q7, 1950, 1~1(6) attempt-ed to estl.matL: 'the percentage

l,r th~ American population who had heard of flying saucers ami, in tho

1~)t16 surve)', the number of sightcl's ill the\lllcricun population. Ilowcvcr,
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':~e~~.i on reporting 

Attitudes tOl<ard thl~ reporting of UFOs were covcr8d:n one of the 
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the Gallup oi'ganization J it! not attempt to determine what proportion

of thesl' sdf-dcsignatcd siglttcrs actually reported their sightings.

A ~llldy which proviul.'s a basis for comparison is one conc:erned

wi til the 'eportint~ of C1' imc5. 1t was made for 1'.l1e Pres ident' s Commi 5S ion

on Law Enforccment and Administration by the Nl>tional Opinion Research

Center lInd~r the din'ctioll of Philip Ennis (1967a. 1%7b). '(his study

revealed that 51 Po of ti'ose interviewed who had been the victims of

crimes did not report th0m to the police (1967b). After reviewing the

reasons people gave for not notifying the police, Ennis made the following

observations (Ennis, 19fJ 7b):

First there is strong r~sistancc to invoking the law

enforcement process even 1n matters that are clearly

criminal. Second, there is considerable skepticism

as to the effectiveness of police action,

Inasmuch as people show reluctance to report crimes, it should not

be surprising to find that something thought to be an UFO frequently

goes unreported by the sl,QhtC:'r. ~n fact, it is commonly sa~d that sighters

are reluctant to report stich events because of rid ieul c. (There are,

in fact, some cases in \</hich pUblicity and ridicule appear to have

influenced the sighter to change jobs or move to another town).

The questions designed to assess the reporting process in the present

study Kere asked of sig)lters to ascertain whether or not they had reported

their sightings and the reasons for their decisions, and of nonsighters,

under a hypothetical circumstance of having seen an unusual object sus

pected to be nn UFO, to determine whether they thought they would report

:l sighting and their l'C'asons for their decision. In addition, 5ighter~

11'110 hnJ reported their ::;ightings were <1~keJ to express their degree r;f

sati:-faction Id th the ,,'ar in which the report was handled.

'I1tc first of the qucstions concerns the agency to which sighters

JEll) reported an UFO; the se('ond, the a~cncy te· which nonsighters ~'oulcl

report an UFO. '111(' l'cspollses of natioll .. l survey nansi ghtcrs appear in

Table 10. Data for si~htl'rs identifiel! in the national survey arc not

presented in the table because the) arc hased Gil so f~I'" individuals that

the result~ h3.\'o no stntistical validity. Data for ~Ighters drawn from
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the Gallup oi'ganization J ill not attempt to determine wha.t proportion 

of thcs~' sl'lf-dcsignatcd sightcrs actually reported their sightings. 

A :;tud,' wl1 ,ch proviJl's :1 basis for comparison Is onc con:::erned 

wi til the 'oportin" of crimes. It was made for rho Pres ident' s Commi 5S ion 

on Law Lnforcement ;lnd Administration by the Nt.tional Opinion Rescarch 

Center undc?r the din'ctiolt of Philip Enni5 (1967u, 1%7h). 'Ihi:; study 

reycaled that 51 Po of tj,osc interviewed who had been the victims of 

crimes did not report tho.:-m to the police (1%7b). After reviewing the 

rc"sons peoplo gave for not notifying the police, Fnnis made the following 

ohservations (Limis, 1~)f17b): 

First there i.~: strong r"sistanct~ to invoking the law 

enforcement process even 1n l'1atter5 that are clearly 

criminal. Second, there is ccn~iderablc skepticism 

as to tlte effectiveness of police action. 

Inasmuch a~ people show reluctance to report crimes, it should not 

be surprisin~ to find that something thought to be an UFO frequently 

goes unreporteil by the sl,~hter. Tn fact, it is commonly sacd that sighter;; 

are reluctant to report snch events because of ridiculo. (There are, 

in fact, saIDC' cases in 14hich publicity and ridicule appear ta have 

influenced the sighter to change jobs or move to another town). 

The questions designed to assoss the reporting process in the present 

study 1I'0re asked of sighters to ascertain whether or nat they had reported 

their sightings and the reasons for their decisions, and of nonsighters, 

under a hypothetical circumstance of having seen an unusual object sus

pected to he 8n UFO, to determine whether they thought they would report 

:1 sighting and their reasons for their decision. In addition, sighten 

11'110 haJ reported their sighting!' were [1~ked to express their degree of 

sati:<fa-:tion Idth the II'a:; in which tht1 report was handlod. 

'Iho first of the quC'stions concerns the agency to vihich sigi'ters 

ha,l reportc,l an UFO; the :;o(:ond, the agency to which nonsightcrs lI'ould 

report an LIrO. '111(' l'05p0l1Se5 of nat ionu! survey nonsi ghters appear in 

Table 10 . Data fo]' si~htl'rs identine,! ill the national ~urvcy arc not 

prC'S€'nt€'.1 in the tuble because the) arc ba~cd (in so f~w indiViduals that 

the rcslllt~ h:\\'c no statistical validity. ilata for ~ightcr5 drawn from 
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Tahle 10

PrefeTl'nce of Nonsighters f_~..~\gl'n.cy to Which to Report an UFO

--------_._-.-

"1"0\\1\ 01" I.'i ty of fi I.'i a 1

1'01 i \.'C'

:\e"'~ 1''"1 nc r

Radio station

:\ Il:M

!\PRO

Local UH) ol'gani :,at i 011

Air Fo1'c(:'

Airport

Weather bureau

Other

\0 one lather than fami 1~' or i'ri l'nd~; ')

'l':1tal

~ '"

Percent

IO~,

10

~)

IS

s

III

=====.::::-_._--_.__..__._---_.-._--_._~-_._--- ...._..-.__.-_..----_..._---_...- ---'--"--'" -- .•_-- -_._-.._-_..

'In this and s\\bsl.'q\wnt tabh's, IH.'I't'('!lt!'- :Ire hil:H~d 011 the tota~. T111mhC'l'

3nslI'l.'ring till' quest 1011.
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Tahle III 

PrefeTl'nce of Nonsight.-:rs ('?!H~\!F,.1,CY to Which to Report an UFO 

10\\1\ L'r ,'i ty' of fk i a 1 

1'01 i \.'(' 

><('h'~ r~ llC l' 

Radi.o station 

:\ Il:,W 

AI'RO 

Locnl UFO organl:ation 

Air Forc~ 

Airport 

\~ea ther bureau 

Other 

:\0 one (other than fami I)' or rril'nd~; 'J 

Percent 

J(J ~, 

10 

!) 

IS 

s 

Ih 

'Ill thb al\d S\\bS~'l\\IL'l\t tabh's, p~'I'l'C'l\ts art' hilse,l on the tota~. nllmh('1' 
:ll1s\\'{'r i n;; tlw quc:; t 1011. 
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proj~ct case files arc also not presented, because the percentages uhtained

primarily reflcft the :-;ollr~'c~; from which thl' sightcrs' nmnes were Ura\·ifl.

'I1H' primary findillg from tht.' 5ight:cl's' question is that 117"<, of si~hteTs

inJicatC'J that they rt.'ported the sighting to no one ot.her than fami Iy or

friends It would !>l't'nl, theli, that most sightings have little chance of

coming to tht., attel1tion of an agency, wh(~th~r official, semi-official,

or pri\'iltl',I1\e failurl' to l'eport UFO sightin~"s appears to be mOl'e prcb'

valent, 87';" than th,~ fai 1111'l' to report c1'ill1e, SIt, as indicated in thc

rnnh reports 1191,7a, 1!1(,7b).

B:-' l~olltr:l<:t. onl)' [(,'~, of the nonsightcr~ inJicatcd that they would

Ilotifr no one saVI' family or friends. In addition, over half of the

n()nsight~r5, Sheil, indicated they would notify the police. There is

dearly, a considcrablt' di~('repancy hetween results for sighters and for

Ilonsighters,

At least tlw I'0ssibll' t'xplanatio1s lilfiy account for the discr<.~pancy

hct\~c('n Idwt people S:l~' they "'Olild do (responses of nonsighters) and

\~hat the~' il\ fact do, In'spollscs of si~htors) given the actual cin:um

stance of a sightin~:

(1) 'lllt' l\lulIlwr of sighters in the study is small and thus may not

\lc~uratcl/' refll'l't the al'tlOn of all sightt'l's:

(2) hl~ertuining the hypothet leal si tuatioll of having seen something

suspected to be an UFO and actually being confronted with the decision

precipitated by a sighting an' quit!" diffel'ont events.

Al though both s ightcrs and i10ns ightcr~ wert) nsked for their reagan!>

fo;' repo!'till~, l'Osl'0n~H's from sight';l!':; ideatifiL'd in the national survey were

not statist;~:111~' mcanill~ful he~(llls(' the answer's an' from so few respondents,

Het!snm; giveJl l'y nOllsi!~htl~rs, whidl n,'l'l'csent a response to II hypotlll'tical

~ituatioll, arl' intl'l'l'sting p\'imarily in that thl'y may be reglll'dl'L1 as

i't'fll~,'t\ng till' viell's of 11I0St of thl' i\l11cl'h'an publ it.'. As I:an he Sllcn in

Table' II, the dominant reason of nOllsi~hbll'S is "I would \~:,nt to know

Id\a t it I"as. " Thl~ otll('!' al tl'l'lIat i Vl' frequent ly endorsed i oS "beclluse

~ t ran~l' ol> j l'l' ts shoulll Ill' \·()P01,tCll. "

In thl' qUl'S t i "l:!~a i 1'1' fo\' Pl·O.it.~ct S j ~h t l'l'S was an identical 4ucstlon.

I'rojed sightcl's' l't'aSl)tl~ appeal' in TlIble I ~ Till'S (' si!1hters, who

proj~ct case files arc al~o not presented, because the rercentBgc~ uhtaincd 

prililarily n'flcI't thl' sour,T'; from which t.hl' :>ightcrs' munes were uriJ ..... n. 

'nl<' primary fi!lding frolll the :>ightcrs' qllestion is that 1l7"" of sighters 

indicate'J thnt they 1'l'porteJ the sighting to no olle other than fand ly or 

hicnds It would Sl'!;"»], then, that most sighting~ have Ii tt Ie chance of 

l'oming to tlH' attent ion of (\1\ agency, wlwthl'l' official, semi-official, 

or private. 'l1\e faiIlll'l' to l'eport UFO sightin~,s appears to be m01'e pre

\'aIcllt, ~7':" than th,~ rai l'l1'e to report ('l'illlO, :;1~" as indicated in the 

I'nni;: )'t'I'Ol''t~ ll9h7a, l!l('-b), 

Ii)' l~olltr:1q, onl), If"~:, of the nOllsightcr!' inJicntt,d that they would 

lIoti f>' no on(' sav!' rami 1:; or friends. In addi tion, over half of the 

Jlllllsight~r5, ShOo, indicated they would not ify the police. There i~ 

dearly, a ctlnsiucrahll' di:-:crepancy het'ween results for sighters and for 

lIonsight~l's, 

,\t lellst t\,'O l'ossibll' ('xplanatio1s filliY accollllt for the .liscn'panel' 

bl'tl~L'l'n lI'hat pl'ople sa)' they l>imlld do (responses of nonsightcrs) and 

"hat tht';, in fact du, lrl'spollses of sif.!htol's) given the actual circum

st;IIlCC of a sighting: 

(11 '11Il' 1lt1l1llll'1' of si):htcrs in the stully is small and thus may not 

<lc":\Iratcl)' reflL','t till' 1ll'tlon of all sightl'!':;: 

(2) l;ll~l'l'tuining the hYl'othet leal si tllnt iOIl of having seen something 

s\lspected to be an UFO and actually bei ng confronted wi th the deds ion 

pl'I.'dpitateJ by a ~ightlng are 'lllit ... diffcl'l)nt events, 

Although both sightl'rs nntl ilonslghter!\ wort! asked for their I'eagon~ 

fa;' reporting, l'e~l'()nses from sight,,'),;; hlc;\tifit'c! in the national slIrvc)' were 

not 5tati~ti,all~' meanillgful hl~~:'lIS(' the answer's ;1ft· frOIll ~() few respondents, 

I\l'(\~om. g i Vl'1l l,y 1I0l\S i I~h t l~rs, wI! i. dl I't'IH'cs!'nt a I'CSPOIIS(, to (I hypotlH't i en 1 

situation, (II',' Il\tl'I'l'~tin" pl'll1l:)rll:-' in that thl'Y may Ill' rt'g(lnil'li as 

rl'fll~,'ting till' \'ie"~ llf 1II0st of thl' AlIIl'l'i\'lIn publil'. As l'all he sr~cn in 

'i'abll' II , till' dominant l'l'lIS01l of nonsighters is "I woult! \~(.Ilt to know 

"hat it "as," '111\' otlll'l' altl'l'lIl1tiVt' freqlll~nt1y enliol'scd is "bCl~!I\lSC 

,H rangl' tll> j l'l' ts shoul d \ll' ,·epol'ted." 

In thl' qUl'sti"!\!':tII'C 1'01' Ill'O,kl't si~htl'I's wa!\ all identical 4ucst!OI\, 

I'rojcd sightcrs' I'l'a",lll~ appcnr in Tahle I.:!, Tlll'se si!1htl1fS, 1,1ll) 



Table l1

~Iajor Reason for ReportiT2lLC;iven by Nonsighters

hho1.~_(:ic..1:..::cd They W(luld Hcp~rt an UFO

===============:=== -----------
Reason

---,----
Iwo"ld want to knOl~ \.;hat it was

Because strang~ obj"ctc, ~hould be reporteJ

I \\'ouid be worried about it

Because other people have s~en UFOs

It is the berjt way to convince p(';ople that
UFOs really exist

Other

Tctal

Percent

49%

:;6

7

4

3

100~j

N =
---------------_._---_._-----
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(B82)
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Table l1 

~Iajor Reason for Reporti~(aven by Nonsighters 

hh01.n_l!i<:.!.l...::ed They Would Hcpc:rt an UFO 

Reason 

I ",ol.ld "'ant ttl know l(l\,lt .it was 

Because st.ranl'~ ob.i"ct.~ ~hould be reported 

I I,oul,l be worried about it 

Because other people have s(~ell UFOs 

It is the he',t way to. convin~e p(';ople that 
UFOs really e~ist 

OH,er 

Tctal 

11: = 

--='---.-===::::::.:::=:===--==== 

Percent 

.% 

7 

4 

3 

1 O()~i 

(1.~82) 



Tnhle 12

)kasons for Rel)Ortin£, Indicated by Sig!ltcrs from ProJet:t Files

=====:','-'-'-~-. __._-----=-=--====== =========
keason

I \~anteJ to knch' "'hati t ,... as

Because stnl!lgc olJj t)r:ts should be reported

\~as \\'orri (,J ,lbe'lt it

I.:ause other people hU"'l;' seen UFUs

It i~ tIll:' best lI'iJ" to co;winec people
that UFOs really exist

Other

Total

------,.~----

Percent

29%

43

6

2

11

31

(94')

*PC'rcents total more than .1 no·o lll~causc IItlil t iplc reasons wero p'..lrmi ttod.
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Tahle 12 

Hl'asons for Reporting 1ncl.icated by Sig!itcrs from Project Files 

=====- ,-, :::::::====.~-.-.----~--==== ======== 
k.ea~Qn 

Because stnl!lgc ol;j t)r:ts shouhl be reported 

\\'as v;orri0J ,ibc'Jt it 

cause other people hU'·r~. seen UFUs 

It i~ the best waY to convince people 
that UFOs really exist 

Other 

Total 

Percent 

29% 

43 

2 

11 

.') 1 

(04) 

--:========:===~==:=============== 
*Percents total more than ,toO·, l .. )c(II)se lliultiple reasons were r(~rmitted. 
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filled in a questionnaire sent to them, tended to give more than one

"major reason." '111e alternatives "because a strange object should be

reported," "other" ('Cea~on supplied by the respondent), and "I wanted to

know what it was" 'l1(:re most. frequently indicated, in that order.

The sighters i:l the national survey who reported their 3ightings

and the project sighters both were asked: t1How satisfied were you with

the way your report of the UFO was handled?" Those few si~hters in the

national surver I~ho reported wero about cV0nly divid;~d between satisfaction

nnd dissati~fa~tio~: again problems of interpreta~ion arise hecIDlse the

res\.1lt~, are ba'::ied ",11 (.'Hl ~I eelJen sighteY's. The responses of proj cct 5ighters

are presented with qual if i.cations. These indivi..iua,15 reccl ved their

questionnaires directly from the project and the fact that they had been

asked by U5 f01' further information may have altered tLcir evaluations

of the "hundl ing of the report. tl More than two-thirds were satisfi ed.

Not to be overlooked in the interpretation of these findings is the fact

that their reports had survived the reporting process and had become

case files.

The rem.. ining natiol1<11 survey respondents, sighters who did not

report and nonstghters WllO said they would not report a sighting. were

asked to indicated which reasons influenced their decisions. Respondents

were permitted to indicate as many reasons as influenced their decision.

and they were asked to illdi~ate the one reason that was the most important.

A compari~on of Table 13 , n summary of siKhter responses, and Table 14

a summary of nonsightcr responses, :;hows that the sighter and nonsighter

groups are qui te similar. 'ntC most important reason of both for '1)1;

reporting was that the event was ptobably "something normul that must have

looked funny for one rlA:WIl 01' another. II rear of rid ie-ule Wh~ the rca~OI'

!\ccond in orner of importance for both sightcrs ami non~ighters, 'lllC

combined replies to alternatives (, and 8 which nrc c;oncerned with

"nowleJ~\;' about \~hl'''! to lIotify and how to notify i~ thIrd in order of

h'portallcl.! I llnd the comb in~>.\ repl ies to al ternutl yeS 4 Bnd 5 which

~UH~st ineffectivclI\:'!ss and indifference on the part of authorities rank

only fourth.

nH~!lC finJil1g~ COl\tl'ill't nwrkeJly with those of \;nni5. who found that

morc than One-I\dlf of th~ victims who did not report crimes hnd a nc~ativc
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filled in a questionnaire ;;ent to them, tended to give !p.ore than one 

"major reason." 'I11e ;:.lternatives "bcc-ause a strange object should be 

reported," "other" (reason supplied by the respondent), and "I wanted to 

know what it was"'H:re most frequently indicated, in that order. 

The sighters h the national survey who reported their 3ightings 

and the project sighters both were asked: "How satisfied were you with 

t.he way your report of the liFO was handled?" Those few si~hters in the 

national survey "hn reported were about evenly divid.~d betwcen satisfaction 

nnd dhsati!1f(1 .. ~ti"r,; again problems of interprctadon arise because the 

resul t~, are based e,n .ml)! IMlJen sighiel's. 'Inc responses of project sighters 

are presented with quaUflcations. These indivi..iua15 received their 

questionnaires directly from the project and the fact that they had been 

asked by 1I5 fa l' further information may have altered tLoir evaluations 

of the "iHlndling of the report." More than two-thirds weI'e satisfied, 

Not to be overlooked in the interpretation of these findings 15 the fact 

that their reports had survived the reporting process and had hecome 

case files. 

The relUbining national survey respondents, sighters who Jid not 

report and nonstghters ~ho said they would not report a sighting. wero 

asked to indicated which reasons inf:i.uen.ced their decisions. Respondents 

were permitted to indicate as many reasons as influenced their decislon, 

and the), were asked tv lndirate the one reason that was the most important. 

A cOlT'l'arillon of Table 13 , (1 summary of sillllter responses, and Table 14 

a summary of nonsightcl' responses, :;hOW5 that th\) ~ighter and nonsighter 

groups are quite similar, 'MIl.' most important reason of both for 'ut 

reporting was that the event was probably "something normal that must have 

looked funny for one rca:,on or Ilnother." Fear of rid i ru lc W(l~ the rea,;Ol~ 

second in orner of importance fot' both !lighters and non~ightcrg, 'l1lC 

combined repl ics to aael'llative~ () and 8 wh ich nrc concerned with 

I-.nowlel.i~1; about "Ill'II, to l10ti fy and how to notify is thIrd in order of 

lhll'0rtancc, anri the combiJw'.1 replies to alternatives 4 and 5 which 

SLlHIo!S t ineffect i vellcss and indifference all the Jl art of authori ties rank 

only {olu,til. 

TIle~c fin..iillgs COl1tl':tl't nwrkedly with those of Ennis. who found that 

more than one-llulf of the victims who did not report crimes had B nc!ative 
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'I'ahl c I:;

Sighters' .!{casolls for Not nepo.r:!._~lL~~hting

to Anyone Other Than rami ly or Frienus

---_.__.

1 .

').. ,

Did not \I'ant to taKo the time,
might mean time lost from work

Afr"iJ of riJicule; people would
think I \\'.:'l~ " nut or craz.y

Reason~;

Influencing
Ded " ion

0%

28

Most Important
Reason

10

.~, 'nwllght it ,,'a~ ,1 privat€' matter

~. Authorities couldn't do anything

5 :\uthori ties ~~ollldn' t \~ant to be
bother~d about it

C', Didn't kno'\' hOll' to notify them
or kno\\ that they should be
noti fie~l

7. Too confu~\;'d or lIrS(~t to notify
thcl1\

S. Didn't knol\ to whom to report it

9. It 11';\5 probably sOll1ething normal
that just looked fllnny for one
l'ea~on or [lnothel'

2b

4

13

S8

1!17 ",,*
r~;))

4

6

10

o

40

~) 2"i,""

----------,--_._------.._--~---,---_.__.._.. __._.._--_ ..-
~~-,----

.. PercentR do not total 100 because multiple rellsons were rCl'mitteJ .

.... Percents are btlsl,J on tile total number on lion-reporters al1s .....erjn~
the qUf.'S tion. right percent of the respondents are not represen ced
because they ipJicatcd more than one reason.
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Table I:; 

Sighters ' _!~c(lsons for Not acp0z:.~._iE1L~~hting 

to Anyone Other '111an Family or Frienus 

1. iJi,l not \''<tnt to taK(\ the time, 
might Inc-an tinw lost from work 

2. AfrHiJ of riJicule; people would 
think I wa~ (l nut or crazy 

,;. 'nlOu!'ht it ,"as <l private matter 

~. Authorities couldn't do anything 

:, Authori t i 1:'5 woul dn' t "ant to be 
bothered about it 

(', Didn't knol' ho'" to noti fy them 
or kno\. that they sho\ll\~ be 
not Hie,\ 

7. Too confll~\;'d or \lr~H~t to notify 
thell\ 

S, Didn't know to whom to report it 

9. It II';\~ probably :;o!1wthil1g norl11al 
that .itl~t lookl'd funny fot 011e 
l'ca~on or [\Ilothl'l' 

Total 
t\ " 

Rcason~i 

Influencing 
Ded .' .i on 

0% 

28 

2b 

4 

13 

!i8 

1\)7",* 
(~~) ) 

Most Important 
Reason 

10 

4 

10 

[) 

(, 

40 

* f'ercentR do not tot<ll 100 becallse mUltiple rea~ons were permitteJ . 

•• Percent~ are bDFed on tI,e totol nunilivr on non-reporters nnswerlnR 
the qups tInn, Fight prl'ccnt of the responcient5 are not rcpre5en red 
becaU5C they irJicatcd more than one reason. 
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Table 1,\

N01i~, ight?rs' Rl'a~l~ {or Not Rerorting ~ 51 gh ti Ilg

to Anyoll.l' l'.ther 'I1Hlt~_FaJ1li ly or "'),' ~nds

=====.:-==== '~----~---~==="=-:'-.._-=-'---
Ik,l:-\ons

1n f 1ucnc i 1l~~

Ikci~i(11l

~'os t I J1Ir0l't 11 nt
l~l'ason

------._._-_ .._-_. --- ----- _--_..__.-_.-._.•.__ - •.-- - ---~- ..--- ..

7" ."" I "

3H 2P

\.2 ,I

.? I 7

Ih '\

, , .\hh

~l .,

:, 1 I ~

() :~ '1.\

I ,

-l. AUlhorjtjt'~; 1,'0111.1 111 l t do ;111)'lIling
abNlt it

S, :\\ltIlIH'jties I"l)uld 1111 t I"ant" to be
bothe-reu abo'it it

\\'0111,1 not lI'ant to takl' tilt' tillll',
I!'i~ht IllL'<l11 t i lilt' h)~;t ,:'om IVnd,

..\fra\,l of ridil.:ult'; 1'I'I'plt' might
thill\-, \ \,':\:-; a 1)ut Ill' O'\I~Y

:;. 11'1'\11,1 thi Ill-. : t i~ :1 I'ri vatl' IIlll t t l'l'

,...

(, , Do 1\11 t 1'.IlOh' Jll'll' to 1111 t i fy t 1\l'11l \) r
that ther should Ill' 11oti.fil'.!

\,'olllJ hI' too 1:llllt'W;l'd \11' UPSl'! to
not i fy tlwll'

1', \\'ouill not I-.lh1h' tl,) \dwm to report

\1, l'l'oh:llll\' till' thil\~ Sl'l'(\ 1"OllILlIH'
~llll\dhi\i~ IlI,H'I1I ,!l th:\tiu~t loob
funl'" 1\)1 \11\1' 1',',I~,'1\ 1'1' ,'''''tlll'I'

Tot d I .'1 ~l':,.

(1%)

• l't·l'l.'l'nt~ do flot tot:1I lOP l'l'l'illI<-;l' 11111 It il,ll' Il';lS\lI1S \\'L'I'I' pel'lIlith'd,
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vit'\" of tht' c"ft'ctivl'l\l'SS of tht' poliL'l' (lDh7a~. Altho1J~h tlw ]1t't.'~t'P1.

study is L'OI1L'l'll\cd not only I"ith til(' poliet', but a130 with otlH'r ;l~(,l1dl'~

to \,'hieh lIFl) phl'nollll'na might he reported, it appcaj~ that tIlt' tl'e~a:ncnt

l'XPl'ltl\J from ~u\':h an :1~~'llI:,\' i~. 110t the pri'nnr,· detcrl'C'nt to reporting,

If faUllI'l' to rt'port po.;s ibll' UFOs h:ld tilt' ~;all\l' origins as fai lure to

report crime, in£lffol..'t'lvl'Ht'SS and \nJiffercllcc on tht' part of ll\\thoritics

should havE' attained ,1 h\~IH'r ranking among th" :lltcnHltiv('s.

11ll' t'indil1R that "10~t sightt'rs do not ""'port t1leir gi~htings, and

tlH' nat\ll'l' of ~'h' 1'<.':\~I.'1I1S f.1l' 110t reporting, ~iv(,1\ hy sightcrs 11111.1 nOIl

~i!-:htl'l'~ :llih.l', :-ill~~l',q two L,)I1,idt'I'atioll~ l'l',l!llrding till' reporting

Pl'\.)L'l'~~, TIll' fir~t i~ l'l'\:Itt.'d tl~ \'nppol"t bl't'I~l'('n thl' public ;l'HI offidals

l,r I'llhli~' a):l"h'il'~, 11;1\111): n~~lIl11l'd that the \'Vlmt is ":;\~l11L'thil1g nor'nUlI,"

tilt.' sii'htl.'l' al'l'nrl'llt\\' rl'I'I~ thnt it i~ in:lpPl'opl'iatll to t'C))()"t it.

"AI'I'rl)I'riat~'lw~~" \I\a~' I'l' the 1:.'\' nH11.'el't lIt'l'l'; tIll' q\lc~tiOIl rai~('d is:

"\\'\W1\ i~' it "1'1'rll pri.I!.I' L~ l'rl'0n sonlt.'thin~\ ns n 'p()~:;ihll' \Jrl)' ~n

I1H~ ';n'ond l'l)n~\dl'I':lti('1l i~ al.'\'I':;:-;. Ntl! 1'llowil1g \"h',l1!l to notif\'

;w,\ h,1\,' t~l Ilot ifr thl'\ll !'I'\'I',lls tlwt thl' ;II'PI'l1111-1atl' :IV 1'11\1(,' is not :\\,;1\ lahh'

1)1', nt least, i~ Itot \'hilllc to thl' illdividllal. 11l'J1l..'l' the C11lC(lpb 1.1 1'

:ll'l'rOJ1riatl'rH'~~ ,lttd ,\I'L'I':'S SI't'l1I to hl' intcrdl'I'I'lh1L'l1t in \'OllSilll'l'in~ tlw

1'\'('1 1 11,'111 ,;)f rcp\.1rt111~,

~·'\lrtht\l' l'ol1~hll'I';lt\l~l1 (If "appl'11\H'iatL'lwss" is bt.'>'PIIl\ till' dOl1lnill of

thi~ dL~"\I~~i\.m, hut \'al'i\'l1~ puhlic :1~1'1ll.-il'S, altlt1.111~h \'\11Il:l'l'Ill'd l\ith

diff":l'\.'nt. l"'\.1\'kms, 1I;I\'l' ,'ttl'\\\ptl'd III ~I'l\'\' tlH' 1'1'nl'h'm of a~'l'l':,,, \1~'

11l.\\..\n~ it L'll';Il' tl.' tlw 1'\l1'li~' \,'hl) \~' ttl h\' \'OI1t.ll'll'd, h;:ul1plll~ of such

l't't\,l't~ i 11l'l\I,ll- till' I';:; t ;1\' I i ~hllll'lIt Ill' Pll i ~01l l'ont 1'1'1 ,'I'll! "1'S ,ll1d Sil i \' i dl'

1'l'l'I'l'lltl,ltl ~'l'I'\h','s. \I'hi,'11 .- likl' til" poli"I' nlhl fin' dl'Pi\l'tl11"'I1t~ _.

lilil" \I\.' l'l';h'llI'd I", 1,111'111' "t nll\' I illll' (~( II .. \"

II' till' plll'lll' i~ IlllL"'I'tal" ;Is Il' \~h1l1 :1}:l'lIl,\' h 10 hI' !ltd ifi('d ahou!

"l'I'~~",'Il' lll\', its 111l\'(,I'T"illt~' 1II;1~' 11111'1'\1\' 111ll'l'l't:lillt~' :11l1(1111~ ,1~',t'11I'II'"

t h"'l:I"l' h'l':-i ;Is t () \\'h i ,'h ,,1' t It('1Il SllL'lIlt.! 1t,I'Id 1\, lIh l Il'\,IH't S, I t ~,u\'" i', t hI'

\'a~I' l.ltld l'\l1' "\\I'\l'~' \'l'Sl';\I,~11 Iws 11\1 Il1f,'l'111:\! 100t ~·\th\'\· to L'l1nfh'm 0\'

ill',(:lt\' thh:. 1'L'sslhi l\t~·), It 1,'()\lld "I.'I'llIllll. III )'art, rnl' "l'th tlw Wll.'('r'

talllt~· ;I~ to till' l·11'\'L'I't !'l'\"'I'dlll'I' fur 1'\'I'I'l't illf alld thl' r:'I'I'\'t1ltlo11 th:lt

;tlltIlL'l'itil':- I1H\~' I'l' I'itlll'" illtli J'fL'l't'llt Ill' itll't'fl'l't Iv\', TIIl'sl.' filldilll'"

Vll'I" of till' C'ft'ctlVl'lll'SS of tIlt' p()lil'~' (19h7a~, AlthOI.l!!h tlw pl'~'~t'pt 

~tutly is \,'OIl-:t'lI1Cd not l)!11y '''ith till' p(,lict', but a1.;0 with othC"l' :l~(,tldC"~ 

to I\hich lIFL) plll'1l0Illl'lI;l JIIight hC" l'eport('d, it appears that till' tl'c::tmcnt 

l'xlwltl'J frQIO ~lwh an :\I!~'lh'~' i,; not the pri'nilt'~' dctcrrrnt to l'C'port ing, 

If failul'l' to n'port 110,'s il11c UFOs had tin' ~;(\I1l(' orip;itls as fat l\1re to 

rcport .;-dllle, inl'ffol'tlvl'lwss and h,differcllcC on the part of 1\uthol'itil's 

shaull! h:l\,(' attained .1 highl'}' ranking among th£' ;11tcl"IHltiv(lS, 

111l' findinR that "K':;t ~dght('r!' do not roport t\lC'lr si~htings. and 

till' l1:\to,'l' tIt' th,' l'l'.I~(lnS 1'.1l' lIot reportill~, givell hy ~ightcrs nl1d nOIl

~i~ilt,'J'~ .lliht', ~tlggl'.';t tI~1l ~.)!l'id~·l'atil)n~ l'l')!ardin.: ti,., reporting 

I'nl"l'5~. TIll' fi l'~ t i ~ 1'1' I :Itt'd ttl 1'(11'1101" b"t'wl't'n tIll' puh 1 i,' ;llld offi ci a 1 ~ 

"f I'ubli,' a):l"ll'il'~. Ila\III): i1:'~lIl11t'd that the l'vlmt is "5Illn~'thillg 1101'111111," 

tht.' ~I)'''t~'r :tI'P:Il't'lltl\' l"'I'I~ th,l! it i~ in:lppropl'iatl' to t'cpo"t it. 

"Al'l'l")I'riat,'n{'~~;" I\\al' 1,,- the 1,'\' ,'"ncept lI~'l't'; tlw qllest ion l'<liSl'd i~: 

"\1"111'1\ j~' it al'l'r,'pri ,I t t' I" I'rport sonwt h i 1I~: as :t I P0551 hIe tWIl' ~" 

Nl)! I,now i Ill' \~hll"l t \) not i t\, 
" , 

:1]1,\ h(", t,1 notify tlwtli 1'('I'I'OIh tlwt tht' :'l'l'l'opI'iatl' :Iv,'nut' is not '\'\:lilaldt' 

,)I', at !t'ast. is llat \'i~il>ll' t(1 tll., il\dividllal. IIl'Jlct' the c:lIll'l']1t .. "f 

;\Pl'l'opl'iatt'l\£'SS :111\1 ,ll'l"'S~ S(,l'llI 10 ht' intl'rdl'l'l'l1dl'llt in l.'ol1si,kl'it1,~ tl1l' 

l're'l,lt'lli 'J\' l'ej1l'rtill):. 

t'IIl,tlH'I' l'llllSidt'I':lti,l]1 "f ":lP(lI"'Pl'i:ltl.'Il"~S" is bt'~'(lI1<1 till' domnill of 

thi~ dl~"IIS5i~1!'. hut \';11'1,'115 l'uhli,' :11\<'l1l'\"S. alth'l\lgh \'~)I\U'I'nl,,1 \.;ith 

diff<:'l'l't\t l'l'obkll\~, ha\'c' ;ltlt'lIIph'" ttl 5111\'1' tlH' 1'1'I)blL'ln of :ll'l'l':'" hI' 

1",I\"il1~ it d~"ll' t~, tht' 1'1l1'lh' \~hll \~' t" \1(' l'lll1t.ll'Il'I!, l;x:Ullpl<'~ "f ~llch 

l't'fl'rt~ 111l'ltl\k tht' 1';;t:t1'li"ltIIH'1l1 Ill' poison l'onll'l'! ,','11I,'I'S :Intl ~Ilil'id(' 

1'l'V1'l'l1ti,lJI ';I'I'\h't'~, lI'ili,'1t .. - likl' thl' pI,lin' ~ll,,1 fin' dl'Pill'tlll"'I1t~ --

111:1\' bl' l'l'.Il'I,,'" II\' 1""'111' :I' :1111' t illll' ,Ii' <1:1\', 

It' thl' I'"tdi,' i~ 1111,""'t:1111 il~ II' "hill ,1)~l'lh,\' i:; 1\1 h,' 11(llifi",d ah()ut 

:I t",~~','h' lIlO\'. il~ Illh'I'I't.lil1t~' ttta~' IlIil'l'l1l' tllll'l'l'l:til1t)' :1111011,' ;I~'t'I"'I"" 

t h"I:t"t' }\,\,:- a~ til lI'il i ,'11 "1' t 1'l'lIl ~hl\\lld it;lI"! I,' lIhl Il'1")I't~;, I t ~;II('I\ i" I ht' 

\'a~l' ~;\I"1 ,I\I\' s\ll'\l'\' 1'I'~;(':\\'~'\ hns 1111 il1l'l'l'\I1;I( Illll :,itlwl' to l'onfh'n\ 01' 

ill'Katl' \hi~ l,,\s~i\li 1\\\,), it ,,'mIld ;\t"'\llllll, in I'al't, fill' I'llth tl1\' 1111l"'I'

ta\llt~' ;I~ tl) the' l "I \,I'l",t 111'111"-'""''' rl'l' \'1'),(11'1 ill)~ ilild th,' 1'~I'I'l'tiltll\1l thnt 

dutll"l'itil':l II):\~' h' l'itlwl' IndiJ'fl'l'l'llt Ill' illt'(fl'I'tivl', I'ill'"'' fi:,.!illi'" 



clarify some of tbe factors \,',ich influence the reporting process, as

seen by the respondents at the time of the survey.

Attitudes and opinions

'The attitudes and opinion of the respondents in the four surveys h'i 11

be dis~ussed first in terms of responses to the single opinion statements

and, s'~cond, in t.erms of scores on attitude scales measuring four general

concepcs.

Atti tudes and opinions are very similar <.:oncepts. Hilgard (1962)

pro\'i.d<'s thesf' basic definitions:

:'."titl1':l~. ,\n oricntc,tion toward or away from some

ob.iC'ct, conc(?pt, or 3ituation; a readiness to respond

~.1 ;\ l,redeteI'm] ned manner to the obj ect, concept, or

sitl'cluon.

Opinion. i\ .il1d,~lllcnt ol"belief involving an expectation

or prediction ahr)Ut behavior or events,

-:110 r('l'0n~',e<; otC the perscns surveyed will be consi.dcred both as opinions

a~d as attituJes.

111€' 29 opi.nion it":ns used in the surveys and the percentages of

adul ts and the percent,lge~ of teen-agel's responding "true" and "false"

to each statement appear in Table 15. Interpretation of these fincJings_

ho\\'e\'er, requires a l.;oI'd of caution. First, it 1Tl'..lst ',e noted that the

proportion in agreement Kith one item is not necessarily the same as

that for an itt.!n1 sil11ilar to it. It appears that a change in wording or

a slight change in emphasis results in different responses. For e>.Cimple,

it is possible that the usc of the word "science," instead of "scientist.s,'·

er "go\'crnment, ,. i T,.,tead of "govCTntnpnt agency" or ",\i1' rorce," even in

t~\(' :-'(1111(.' contl'xt \vUl not l'ender the S~lme kintls or resyonses, ~loreover,

the items \vc':'(' initiall~' selected to represent various belic~s wLich an~

fl'l'qucntl>' \' )ICL'd \"ith respect to the UFO problem. Con~;cqllcntly, ';nmc

of the statements arc fairly complex, and, <is a result, complexity i~;

another fadlJl contributing to the varia')ility ill rEOsponse, 'Iherefore,

the resu1 ts appearing in Tab Ie 15 should b~1 regardod simply as one I,'a)'

of ,kscribinl: public opinion.

Table 1;. reveals some fairly consistent differences between the

adult ,lJ1J teen samples. For example, a greater proportion of teen-agers
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Tahle 1;,

\\c::pon~e~ of Adults ,1Ild Tccn-a~~crs to UFO_ Opinion Items

Item Adults Teen-agers
True False (N) True False (N)

l. Some flying saucers 24°" 76 g,; (1886) 37% 63% (432)
have t::cieJ to com-
municate with us.

! All UFO reports can 5S go 45% (1886 ) 53% 47% ('~33)

be explained either
as he 1] understooJ
happenings or as
i10'i);CS.

" ']lIe .\i r Force is 83 g
ci 17 96 (lS6l) 72% 2g q

J (4.'34 )
doing an adequate
job of "nvestig.1-
tion of liFO reports
anli UFO generall>' .

·L :\0 actual, physical 63"0 37% (1824 ) 54% 4(J% (433 )
evidence has ever
been obtained from
a UFO.

5. A gO\'f~rnJl)el1t agen- 69°6 31% (1852) ~ . ° 27% (434 )I J '0

cy maintains a Top
Secret f1 1(' of uro
reports t::.l t are
deliberately wi t h-
held from the pub-
lic.

(, . ~o airline pi lots ,11 ~, S ~l~, cue:)) 3 'J r~ ('l~~) (4.,2)• ~ a

haVL' s~'C'n lIFOs.

r'lost Iwopll' I,oui d 3Yi, ~l7 ~l (1t\3~)) 42':, ~)8 ~h (-1-1~j)

not rl'port ~CCtl1g

a LWO for fear of
loging a job.

R. No authentic photo- 4fl ~, S4~, (174~) ,54 ~, (j(J% (442)

graphs hLive ev(,'r
been taken of UFOs.
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Table I;, 

RC:O:l'on:;cs of Adults ,mel TC(,l\-a~~ers to UFO Opinion Items 

Item Adults Teen-agers 
True False (N) True False (N) 

1 . Some flying saucers 24~. 76 9, (1886) 37% 63% ( 432) 
have t:i."itlJ to com-
municate with II S • 

7 All UFO reports can 55 96 45% (1886 ) 53% 47% (,~3:5 ) 
b('> explained either 
as hell understooJ 
hapllenings or as 
hO~D: cs , 

, 'Ill (' ,\i r Forct' is R3~6 1796 (1S61) 72% 2B(!') (4.14) 
doi ng an adequate 
.iob of 'nvcstjg.1-
tion of liFO reports 
an,1 UFU general1)' . 

-l • :\0 actual, physical 63°" 37% (1324) 54% 4(,% (433 ) 
evidence has ever 
been obtained from 
a UFO. 

5. A go\'ernmcnt agen- 69°. 3190 (1R52) ... '-0 
I J '0 27% (434 ) 

cy maintains a Top 
Sl?crc't f i 1 c- of UFO 
rl?ports t:',1 t are 
deliberately wi t h-
held from the pub-
lic. 

(, . ",0 ;\ i 1'l illl' pilot, ,j 1 0" S ~f ~I (lie:) ) 3') 'i • ~ u (1 ~~, (cn2) 

han' ~ \.' on lJf;ll~ • 

'·Iost p"DplL' Iloul d :, ~ (~I ~) 7 ~l (I tl:'I!l) r12 f
:, ;-)R ~i ('*'*~;) 

not ),<'POl't ~ccin~ 

~l UFO for fear Df 
lo:o;ill)'. a Job. 

~ . No all then tic photo- 4(' ~, S4"u (174;') .54 ~, fJ6% (442) 
graphs hLi~fe ever 
been taken of UFOs. 
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~)p i ni on Survey (cant.) Adults Teen-agers
True (;alse (N) '('TIle raIse (0))

------- -----_.~_._----_._._------------
':) . !'er~on~ who helieve' 'i ,t 'l, ;,h~, (IH2~) :)H'J" ()2r~, (-144 )

tlll'y havE' ",:01l1I11Un i-
~at('d ,,,ith visitors
from outer space
are mentally ill.

10. The Air Force has 60°i> 40°" (1804) 60% 40
9
" (443 )

been told to ex-
plain all UFO
sightings r~ported

to them as natural
or man-made happen-
ings or events.

11. Earth has lJ een 28'10 72% (1809) 47% 53 so (443)

visited a' lerlst
once in its hi$-
tory by beings
from anothl'l'
\wr1d.

12. l11e government 46°" 54"0 (1815) 63% 37% (433 )
should spend
more mone, than
it does no\, to
study what UFOs
are nnd where
ther come from.

U. Intelligent 30°6 70% (1812) 22% 78% (434 )

forms of life
cannot exist
e l~eh'IH;'re in thl.>
universe.

14. Fl~'ing saucers 46~, :'4"., (1 H(7) 35°" 65°6 (,129)

can j,c t'xplaillcd
sdcntifil:ally
Id thou! an~' im-
pm"tant nell'
dl:,co\,('rics.

1S. SOJ1K' UFOs havl.' 41 I:, ;'9°" (17RH) ;,4 ~', 16% (4:S3)

landed and left
marks in the
ground.
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or man-made happen-
ings or events. 
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d\l~' to secret
defense projects,
either ours or
another country's.

17. UFOs are reported 87% 13% (1801 ) 86% 14% (433)
throughout the
world.

18. 'Die government 71 ~o 29% (1796) 58% 42% (431 )
has done a good
job of examining
UFO repl"'rts.

1g. n- erc have never 27% 73% (1698) 26 90 74°0 (433)
been any UFO
sightings in
Soviet Russia.

'::0. People want to 82~, 18% (1813) 7:>% 2S~, (429 )
beIieve that life
exists else\\'here
than on Earth.

~1. There have been 62°& 38% (1736) 65% 35% (429 )
good rader reports
of UFOs.

", There is no govern- 37% 63% (1830) 31% 69% (431 )
ment secrecy about
UFOs.

..,~ People have seen 40°& 60% (1807) 61% 39% (430)-.~ .
space Sllips that
did not come from
this planet.

:;.1, Some UFO l'\.'port~ (l7 ~, 3:'~, (17]8) 77";, 2:t,% ( 429)
ha"t' COl1ll' from
as t J'onol1lC'r~ .

''- FVl'1\ the IlIOSt UI\- 7~':, 270., (lH18) 6.1"0 :~n (423)...... ' t

usual llFU report
could be explained
by the laws of
science if \~C

knew enough science.
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not been taken
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government agency.

28. Government sec- 26% 74% (1779) 25 9;, 75% (442)
Teey about UFOs
is an idea made
up by the news-
papers.

29. Science has 76% 24% (1824) 78% 22% (440)
estabJ.ished
that there
arc such things
as "Unidentified
fIring Objects,"
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tend to agree with statements which suggest evidence for the existence

of UFOs. However, the usC' of attitude scales, racher than single items,

provides a more reliable estimate of opinion and a better basis for

making group comparisons regarding a general topic.

Four scales baseJ on the UFO items (see Table 16 for scale

composition) were employed to determine whether individuals Ed t that

UFOs were from outer space, ~lether they felt there was evidence for the

t'xi.stence of UFOs, \~hethcr the government was seen as hanJling the

problem adequately, ;md whether secrecy in this matter was attributable

to the gOVE'l'llil\l'Ilt". AllY scale SCOre larger than .SO is in the direction

of acceptance of tIl(' scall' concept, e.g., evidence exists, secrecy exists,

(~tc., \oIhile allY score 3111,111cr tlwn .50 is in the direction of rejection

of the scale concept. '[110 farther the score from .50, the stronger the

acceptance or rejection.

Analy';e'S of: the findi.ngs hy scde may be found in Tables 16, 17 , and 18.

Table Ib presents scale information for the adult and teen samples of

the national opinion survLy. Table 17 provides information on the

sighter and nonsightcr groups in the adult sample and on the sighter

sample drawn from project fi les. The project sighters are unique in

that they are all reporting sighters as compared with tho national sightcrs,

of whom 87~ arc nonreporters and in their Willingness to participate in

an opiniOl: survey conducted by mai.l. Because these respondents are

essentially self-selected by their willingness to participate in the

survey, the'>' may not lw cl%ulIlcd to he representative of all sightcys

\,'hose l't.'pCl'ts ;',1'':- i II the case fi los of th<.' Colorado proj oct. The kind

of bias this sclf-scl('dioll might introduce in unknown. Table 18 presents

tht: im'ormation collected by the proj ect from the college samp1 CS. '111('

tbta on c()lle~e students in the first column exclude students enrolled

in the' UFO cLi%<.'s. '111850 latter stuJcnt~ arc represented in the second

column.

Ih'sponsl's of stlldcnt~; in lJI;O cl[,S:iCS arc interesting because of

their ('xposurc to l1lateri,il concerning UF()~; and l>ecausc of their hii:h

interest in thl' topic. :~athcr than attrib\ltc differences IJctween

th i s ~~ roup :lnll any othl'1' ).'. roup to oxposur<.~ to an UI'"O course. 011<: !11 i l~ht
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Table 16

Opinion Scale ~Ieans and Standard Deviations for Adults

and Tcen-agcrs, National Opi.nion Survey

===::_=-=-=-=-=-=-===::::'===-'=,::':-.=--''-~-~----
Scale

Cuter Space

Adult Sample Teen Sample

~·le ,Ll

Standard Deviation

E\'idelltiC!

~Iean

Standard Deviation

N =

Adcquac)'

Mf'r.ll~

St~ndgrd Ueviation

N "
Secrecy

~lean

Standard Deviation

N '"

Of!:'

.39 .55

.31 .31

(1639) (4.)7 )

.60 .'Il

.34 .30

(1629) (4.34)

.69 .56

.30 .32

(1656) (It 34 )

.70 .74

.32 . 2~)

(1631) (440 )

Table 16 

Opinion Scale Means and Standard Deviations for Adults 

and Teen-agors, National Opi.nion Survey 

Scale 

CutE'r Space 

Standard Deviation 

E\'iJencc 

~lean 

Standard Deviation 

N '" 

Adcquac), 

M",,,' 
SL,nd" rtl lJev i at i 011 

N ,. 

Secrecy 

~lean 

Standard Deviation 

N = 

Adult Sample Teen Sample 

.39 .55 

.31 .31 

(1639) (4.57 ) 

.60 .11 

.34 .30 

(1629) (4.34 ) 

.69 . S(, 

.30 ,,)2 

(1 6!16) (-134) 

.70 .74 

.32 • 2!) 

(1631) r 1\ 40 ) 



Table 17

~inion Scale Means and Standard Deviations for Respo'IJents In National

Samp~e and for Sample of Sighters from Project Filc$

Scale Nonsighters*
Sighters

Adu It Samp 1e
~igFlters

Proj e'::t Sa,nple

Outer Space

~Ie all .40 .65 .78

Steonda:rJ Deviation .31 .33 .27

N " ( 1nO) (49) (~4)

Evidence

~lea11 .59 •R3 .94

Standard Deviation .34 .26 .14

N " (1738 ) (49) (94 )

Adequacy

~Iean .70 .45 .34

Standard Deviation .3D .36 .35

N " (17&9) (49) (94 )

Se(.'recy

~le all .69 .83 .R!'l

Stnl1Jard Deviation .32 .23 .2]

\ :: t174l) (49 ) (D2]

Table 17 

Opinion Scale ~lean5 and Standard Deviations for Respo'l<..ients l.n National 

Samp! e and for Sam!'} e of Sighters from Proj ect Fi Ie, 

Outer Space 

~Ie a Jl 

St~ndaTlI Deviation 

N = 

t:viuence 

~Ica 11 

Standard Dev i;lt ion 

N '" 
Adequacy 

~Iean 

Standard Deviation 

N " 
Sec.:recy 

~Ie an 

St[lllJard Dcvintj0n 

\ " 

*.\'\u1 t S[lIllplC' 

Nonsighters* 

.40 

.31 

( t 770) 

.59 

.34 

(1738 ) 

.70 

.3D 

(17&9) 

.69 

.32 

(1741) 

Sighters 
Adult Sample 

.65 

.33 

( 49) 

.83 

.26 

( 49) 

.45 

.36 

( 49) 

. H.; 

.2~ 

(49 ) 

Signters . 
Proj e-::t Sa:nple 

.78 

.27 

(~4 ) 

.94 

.14 

(94) 

.34 

.3S 

(94 ) 

.R~ 

.21 

(n] 



Table 18

\.)l)in~.~m Scale- ~Ieans and Standard Deviations for College Students and College

UFO Classes

Scale College Students* UFO Classes

Outer Space

~1E'an

Standard Dcviati 011

N ;::

h i~kJ1ce

~1can

Standard Deviation

N =

Adequacy

~lean

Standard Deviation

N =
Secrecy

~ll.:'all

Standard l)C'vintion

~ =

.ss .79

.32 .26

(670) (48)

.78 .85

.29 .21

(663 ) (48)

.51 .2,1

.38 .3.3

(C ',P) (48)

.88 .92

.22 .17

(669) (48 )

========:::..=-=--::::=:=:=.====::========----------
"'~ot indu(led an' studl'lltS l'Ill'ol1l'J in Flying Saucer Classes.
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Scale 

Outer Space 

~!eaJ1 

Standard Deviation 

N " 

~!ean 

Standard Deviation 

N = 

Adequacy 

~lean 

Standard Deviation 

N = 

Secrecy 

~Ican 

Standard U('vintiol1 

i\ = 

College Students· LIFO Classes 

rc .. ).) .79 

.32 .26 

(670) (48 ) 

.78 .85 

.29 .21 

(663 ) ( 48) 

.51 . 2/j 

.38 .33 

(r>P) (48) 

.88 .92 

.22 .17 

(6(9) (4!! ) 

========-======='::========:===~--':"----

":\ot incluc\l'd al'l' StUtil'J1tS ,'Ill'oIled in Flying Saul:cr Classes. 
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assume that these students are essentially self-selected on the basis

of their prior attitudes or interest.

On only two of the scales do the mean scale scores for any group

represent views antithetical to those of another. Differences of mean

opinion on the other two scales represent only difference~ in deg~eG of

acceptance or rejection.

On the outer space l'cale. adults tend to respond negatively to the

h~'pothl':,is that lIFO~ ;Ire..' ,"'xtra-turrcstrial in origin. while tecn-;ll~ers

;llli l"oll('f': ~~·\lIJll\tSI on the averngc. ,Ire almost neutral, and the two

i-'nll,ps of ,: i. ,:11 t\,'r'; t('lh! t{l react wi th greater ucgrecs I)f acccrtanc(~ of

the possibility,

On the adeqtlitc;' ~h'alc, hoth adults and teen~ are inclined to view

the ~(lVl.'l·r~t1lent~'s ('ffort~ ;15 adequate. The mean ~~cale value for sJghters,

though of a 1111 Jdl ~ pos i t i on, leans toward a negative vi ew of the govern,·

m(;'nt's al!C'quacy in invl'stigating the UFO problem, 'lhis finding CJl1not

be explained solely in t('f'1\S of sightcfs' f1Tst-hand experience with

l:L'porting. becHw.c most of the sightcr~ in the natiunal survey were non

reportrrs. 'TIle mean scan Ctf college students falls between those of

teen-H~ers and sighters.

On the rcmainin.'~ thO ::'-cales. differences of opinion UTe merely a

matter of d.':grl'c, \~it;h the mean ~cale scorc~; for all groups in tile saine

Jir('('tioll. It would appl'Hl' that the llIa,loTit)' of respondents in all

gl'O\lP~ fl'cl that there is ::-;omt' ev i.dence for the uxistcnce of UFOs, \Yi th

till.:' adll1t~ uno tccn-agC'r~ tcnulnp, to he the mo~·t neutral. 'r1H2 adults

tend to lw the m05t cautiolls in their vil"w, with a mean close to th(!

millpoint of thl"' sC:llc, 'l'l't'n.-:Igcrs tend to give more support to the

F'L'fSil,:';:ti.' that eviJl'l1l.'P for UFOs does ('xist, anJ both groups of sighter~;

St'l'lll ncarly cC'rtain tl1nt l'viJence Jo{"s exist,

,\ ~im,lal' pattl·rtl is evident for the responses rcgrtl'l'ing secrecy,

:\11 group:, to :\ .~rC'at('1' 111' les~er degree, tend to slIspect govelnment

sc..: l'l'('~' Id til 1'l'~:al'd to lij-'O" ,Inl! UFO reports.

Diff\'1'l'n~C'~ I.H·t\\'l~Cll aJlllt unll teen scores on t.hree of the four scnlcs,

tllt' outl'l' ~J1al·t'. f'ddf"llce, '~nd adcqul1cy scales, Wey£) roun~l tJ he sip,nJ'icant

at tlH\ ,111 ll'yd. At I test (~fcNcmar, ID(2), l1lodificll for the presc.:nt
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data was used; the sampling error for comparison of survey variable

values was estimated, on th~ basis of sampling tolerances provided by

ORC. to be approximately 2()~o greater than under the assumption of

simple random sampling, yielding a design factor (Kish, 1965) of 1.20.

which Was incorporated in thee test.

Because these findings are the result of opInIon surveys, they

do not imply that, for example, evidence or secrecy actually exists.

l11e findings only reflect opinions held hy the adult, teen, college,

and project sightcr sDmpll,g in OUI' surveys, 3.nd only the findings for

till' adult and tt'l'll smnpl<.'s may be considered indicative of the opinions

cf adults and teens in thp general popUlation.

Correlates of attitudes

Oln analysis of the 1!}(,{) Gallup data suggests that age ant' education,

but particularly agl'. nJIl}' be related to opinions regnrding UFOs and

rE'l nted topi CS. In the analysis of the Gallup Jata, it appeared that

the' younger and the tetter ed ..\cated pcrson~' are more likely to say that

flying saucers are "real" and that there nrc ;1c:1plc somewhat like

ourselves living on other planets in the uniVerse." '111e differences

between mean scores on fmlr attitude 5cBlcs for adult~ and tecn-agers

from th£> national opinion survey (Table 19 ) once again suggest that

a~e may be a factor in octcrmining attitude.

Two kinds of 'lnaly<;l's of the adult survey sample wc:n: undertaken

to pxamine the relationship~; between age and opinion and between

education and opinion. 1n 'J'nll1e 19 arc the' seo' for auults on the
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Table 19

UFO Opinion Sc'l.le Means and Standard Deviations by Age fOT Adults

National Opinion Survey

-\gl" Outer Space fvidence Adequacy Secrecy

18-29

~lean · .t8 .68 .64 .77

Standard Dev iation ~') .33 .33 .29·,)-

1\ = (474) (473) (477) (472)

.W-39

~Iean .,U .63 .68 .76

S'~andard DevIation .32 .34 .31 .28

N = (369) (366) (370) (366)

40-·19

~Iean .39 .59 .71 .69

Starh.lard Deviation .30 · 3~; .30 .33

\ = (3 (11 ) (357) (362) (360)

SO-59

~Iean .37 ,58 .73 .66

Standard De,' i at i on .30 .32 .27 .34

\ = (.'\)0 ) (283) (291) (286)

bO-(19

~1·-"1J1 - ) · 52 .?1 .58·,)-

St ,1I1J~! 1'd Dc\'iation · .:~) · :H .30 • :)3

:\ = (l ~l()) ( 182) (187) (] 82)

7L1 and above

~l,,'an .27 .4 L: .77 .5S

Standard Deviation .28 · 3.~ .22 ..~3

"'. = ( I S(l ) (146 ) (152) (194 )
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space, 47~ of those under 25, 27% of those aged 2S to 49, and 19%

of those 50 and over ans\V<,red yes (Times-Picayune, S November 19(7).

:\ccorlling to Street: ll~)h"), Eugene ,J. Wehh obtained data in I~Jo6 that

indi(:utcd that as a~l' illl'rl'aSCs, the rropo1'tioo of respondents who

think UFOs are fro!11 some othr:r planet decreases. In that study, a

greater proport ion of younger that ohler respondents also felt that

the government is concealing information about UFOs.

Patterns are less clear for the analyses by education, Table 20.

It does appear, however, that education is related to attitudes regarding

evidence and secrecy. Better educated individuals feel more strongly

that both evidence and secrecy exist.

Because education and iucome are frequently examined together

as determinants of socia-economic st'ltus, family income was chosen as

an addi tional variable for the <1nalysis of correlates. Instead of

115 i ng mean scores fo:' groups, a correlat iona I approach was emp loyed.

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coeffici(:nts (McNemar, 1962) were

calculated. It ~as found that the correlation between age and education

is -0.37, age and family income, -0.33, and education and family :n=ome,

+0.45. The correlations of these three demographic variables with the

four scales appears in Tane 21. All correlations are significant at

the .01 level, except for the correlation between f~llly income and the

adequacy scalE, which is not statistically significant. Of the three

demographic variables, age is tIle strongest single predictor of opinion.

'n1e corre lations of the scales wi th age seem strong enough to

warrant some speculations regarding its role in the nature of opinion

('xpress('u. Tll~'sl~ finding~ reflect, perhaps, somc)thing interesting

abollt ci thl'r n) the change of beliefs and atti tudes with age, or h) the

changing nature of bdicfs and attitudes. To test the former interpretuti -11

'<I'Quld I\l'c~'~sitat(' :1 prospective study in which thl' same at":.itudes are

rlssessell at fivc- or ten-year intl'rvuls, llsing the same rc"pondents.

In consideration of the JJlilrked chllngl'~; that have taken place in

I'ultllrl' and technology Juring the pust I/O y( 'I'S (notilll~ that the ()ldc~;t

l'l'spondcnts in the S:lmp1l' were young adults i\n years ago) and particubrly

Iluring the past 20 yeGrs (Juring which time the youngest memhers of tho
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Table 20

UFO Opinion Scale Means and Standard Deviations by Education for Adults,

National Opinion Survy

FJuc(ltion Ont l'r Spa\..'l' Evidence Adequacy Secrecy

Less than 8th l;rade

~lean .32 .49 ."3 .55

Standard Oeviatoon · ~~ 9 .32 .26 .~6

~ :: (188) (177) (188) (179 )

8th Grs\.k

~lean .33 . Sl .71 .60

Standard Deviation .30 .33 .27 .33

!\ :: (200) (193) (196) (189)

,Ugh School Incomplete

~lean .41 .58 .73 .67

Standard Deviation .31 .32 .27 .31

1\ ::: (4:; 1) (408) (-116) (409 )

lIi~h School CompleteJ

~Ienn .44 •(,4 .08 . 7.~

St,ll1Jard Dc\' i:l tioll ., J .34 .30 • :; (J· ,""<I-

:-; :: (b32) (()IH) «) 21 ) (() 1B)

College lnl~omplctc

\kan · '\ S .64 .«; .78

Standarll lk\ iatioll ~ .) .34 .35 .30·.~ ~

:-; :: U:,4"1 (230) (235) (234)

College Comp ll'tc-d

\le:1I1 , :;~ .67 ,(JH .80

St anll a 1'll Dt.'\' i at ion · 2~ .34 .33 .2!)

:\ ::: t 221) (220) (222) (220)
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Table 20 

UFO Opinion Scale Means and Standard Deviations by Education for Adults, 

National Opinion Survy 

Less than 3th Grade 

Mean .32 

Standard Oe\' iatoon . ~l~) 

~ = (IllS) 

~Iean .33 

Standard Deviation .30 

~ = (200) 

:Hgh School Incomplete 

~lean .41 

Standard Deviation .31 

(431 ) 

lli~h School Completed 

~Iean .44 

Stanuard Deviation .52 

" -., -

College Incomplete 

St anda l'L1 Dl'\ i at i ()n . ~ 2 

~ = (2~4) 

~'011cgc Completed 

Standard Deviation .~R 

" -., -

Fviuence 

.49 

.32 

( 177) 

.51 

.33 

(193 ) 

.58 

.32 

(40R) 

. (l4 

.34 

(611l) 

.64 

• 34 

(230) 

.67 

.34 

(22lJ) 

3SS 

Adequacy Senecy 

.~3 .55 

.26 .36 

(188) (179 ) 

.7] .60 

.27 .33 

(196) (189) 

.73 .67 

.27 .31 

(1\16) (409 ) 

.(iR • 7.~ 

.30 • ,)0 

(621 ) (hI H) 

. (,3 .n 

.35 .30 

(235) (234) 

'()8 .RO 

.33 .2!) 

(222) (220) 



T:lble ~1

Correlation Jf Age, Education and Family Income

wit.h UFO Opinion Scalcs*

Scale

Outer Space Evidence Adequacy Secrecy

Age -.21 -.20 .,..B -.23

Education +,08 +.16 - ,07 +.23

Family Income +.10 +.11 -.02 + .18

'I< Corrt"lation coeffich~nts are ba"ed on the adult sample.

'1';lb1e 21 

Correlation Jf Ago, Education and Family [ncorne 

with UFO Upinion Scales' 

Scale 

Outer Space Evidence Adequacy Secrecy 

Age - . :?l -.20 ~.B - .23 

Education +.08 +.16 - .07 +.23 

Family Income + • 1 (l +.11 - .02 +.18 

* CorrE'lation coeffid(;,llts are bao;ed an the adult sample. 



sample \,12'1'0 growing up ,1I1d receiving most 01' thejr formal ,~Jucation),

the seconJ interpretation ~eems highly tenable. Because the younger

people have been exposed exlusively or primarily to the "space age,"

an era of accelerated technological advance and an era in which edu

cational objectives have moved from the acquisition of facts to an

emphasis on inquiry and problem-solving, it may be that age differences

for the outer space and the evidence scales may reflect a greater

readiness on the part of younger people to accept as possible that

which has not, at present, been demonstrated.

At one time flying to the moon was only fantasy; now the plans for

the landing of the first manned spacecraft are being completed. In

addition, not only the scientific community, but the general public

are aware of special techni cal problems, such as those concerning "soft

landings, " <lnd zero gravi ty condi tiuns of space flight. At the same

time, television, a major medium of entertainment and information, is

able to give the appennmce of reality to that which is technologically

impossible -- at least at this time. As a result of these and other

factors, the younger person may have a greater range of acceptance for

"what might be" than the older generation.

Given the findings of the present study, one might suspect that

reactions to v:rious projected or hypothesized social, scientific,

and technological changes would reveal similar kinds of age- and,

perhaps, education-differences. Such changes might include chemical

methods to increaSE' the capacity for memory, human hibernation, perma

nently inhabited undersea colonies, or the major use of ruckets for

commercial transportation -- all of whi~h have boen included among

projections for the future (Kahn Blldwiencl', 19(7), '!1lC major impli

cation of this discussion is that tho present findings relating age

and cdlh.~ation to attitudes l'cgarding UFO phclIomena may, in ILlrgc mcaSlIr<.;,

reflect the changing tL'~'hnology and cuI tUl'C.

Inherent in the ahove ~;peculations arc at least two research

questions \\'hicl1 may be posed. '111e first of these con<.:crns formal

trainin~ in the sciences, the second concerns exposure to inrormat iOil

sources.
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Th(, llW:lSUre of l'(l UC <Jt ion used in the prosent study simply reprcs~nts

years of :,choolin!<. If the above interpretations urc corroct in n;latjrq~

attitudl' to differential exposure to n changing technology anJ culture

by \"ay of age, it should prove interes ting to examine further atti tudes

~ith respect to both the nature of the individual's education and to age.

Attitudl's of persons trained in the physical sciences might he compared

\,'i th tho~e of comparalde 1evels of education in other fields; the views

of older scientists within a discipline might be compared with those of

the ~·olnger.

TIle se:ond '"ariabie suggested by the present research is differential

expusure to information sources. To 'vhat extent do age-related atti tudes

reflect differential exposure either to popular or to technical sources

of :-.cientific information'? For ~xample, do younger people have a

g':t~ater knoh'ledge of t.he sciences and in particular of recent scientific

developments? I~ interest in an exposure to science fiction predictive

of attitudes ~bout conJitons not noh' technologically possible or culturally

fami liar':' Such questions as these may clarify the apparent relationships

which are suggested by the present findings regarding attitudes toward

UFO phenomena.

Apart frem these speculations, there are a number of procedures in

thE' social psychology of UFO phenomena which merit l..onside.c.ltion for

f'Jrther study, as William A.Scott has pointed out (1968), and \<1hich

could not be ~tlldied by the Colorado Project..

Scott su~gests that, for example, the ;;ognitive corrdnte<; of UFO

phenomena might be stuJicu in terms of a) the subject's interp.st in and

information about UFO rh~nomena; II) the degree and range of credibility

that th(' subject attal.:l1c~ to reported sightings; c) the SUbject's know

llC'dge of possib ly confoundi ng i11usior.s and misl nterpretations. e. g. ,

atl11o:;phC'ric and astrollomical phenomena; c!) attituJes related to the

precess of hypothesis testin)~. the process of considering find rejectin~;

al tCl'nati "l' ,'xplanat i OI\S. the rapidi ty wi th wh i ell the subj ect reaches

8 l.·ollf:l\l~ion, and the certaillty that he aUilche~, to his intcrprctationi

c) the ,lq~ree of c.ognitive elaboration evidcnceJ when the suhject is

t'xpo~ed to n mock-up or experimental UFO.
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..\nothl"l' area which till.' limitations cf time and funds made it

illll'ra~ti\';lllll' ttl study \:-; tllnt COll('(;rIlPU with communication nrocesses.

Among thl' po~~il~lt' fUl'i or stuJy arc the \'Jays in which consensus develops

amon~; oh~H'r\'('r~ and th(" effcl:ts of cOITlJl1unicution upon that consensus.

Still another approdch might be the comparison of independent inter

pretations of the same UFO phenomenon. A rclateo area of research might

include studies of the effect of pub 1ici ty on the frequency and nature

of reports, the effect of the interviewers' (e.g., journalist:;', rc

searchf'-rs') atti tudC's on the respondents' rcpot'ts, and the effect of

<.~ommunica t ion between liuh.i ccts on the conver~ence and clad ty of thoi r

reports.

Other suggestions fCl further studies of UFO phenomena, in the

fiE'ld of so\:ial psychiatr:, are made by Rhine (Section VI, Chapter 3).

It i'5 the \\'riter':; jUlI!-:ment that. in evaluating the feasibility

and des irabi Ii t)' of such further studies, their costs, material and

non-matc1'ial, need to be h'cighed against the potenti al usefulness of

the resultiHg data. the ultimate value of further studies concerning

the soc Ld psychological aspects of lIrO phenomena may rcs~ on the

gen~r'1lity of the pro('cs~;I.c's studi cd and the degree to wh ich the research

contributes to the, dvancement of the helwvioral and social sciences.
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search~rs'l attitudC's on the respondents' reports, and the effect of 
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reports. 

Other suggcstl.ons fCl further studies of UFO phenomena, in the 

field of sodnl psych'.atT:-, are made by Rhine (Section VI, Chnpter 3). 

It is thf' IHiter':; judgment that, in evaluating the feasihility 

and desl1':lhilit)' of such further studies, their costs, material and 

non-matcl"ial, neel! to be I'l'ighec! against the potenti a1 usefulness of 

the res\lltiJl~ data. 111(' ultimate value of further studies concernjng 

tht' social psydlOlo!:dl'al aspects of lit:O phenomena may rest on the 

~enen.l i ty of the proees:;~';.; studl cd and the degree to which tht' research 

contribut('s to the ,uvancement of the belwviorul and soci<!l science'S. 
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Section IV

Ca!>e Studies

In this section three kinds of specific cases are presented:

1) those of special interest that occurred prior to the commencement

of the Colorado project; 2) those investigated in the field by project

teams; and 3) those involving the analysis of photographs. In most

instances, field investigation involved study of the sighting reports

and, rarely, of the sighted object; in a few cases, only the analysis

of purported UFO-related phyr.i cal evidence \>'as carried out. Infor~

mation received rega~ding some older cases was reviewed but only when

new information made ne'N conclus~.ons possible is it reported as a. case.

Examples are the 19:;2 sighting report of W. B. Nash and William Forten

berry and the 1954 sighting of .J. II. Howard, both of which are discussed

in Section I II, Chapter 5. The renowned J952 radar sightings at

Washington, D,C" are also discussed in that chapter. Weather data

concerning the Washington sightings are present(~d in Appendix L.

None of these are presented as case studies in this section.

~lany witnesses were willing to cooperate with the study only on

the condition that their names be withheld. Consequently, a uniform

policy of ~liminating the name of the witness or witnesses in all cases

has be~'n followed, as their identities are irrelevant to the facts

unJt'r study.

The regi on ill wll il~h the sighting occurred is designated by 1ts

location in the nOl'them or southern half of a time zone. Thus the

dc~. i gllat i on "South Pad fi e" refe 1'S to the southern port i on of the

Pacific time zone. At the request of some of the witnesses to ,;md

pfirtidpants ih si&hting~, the nal1les of places and other descriptive

Jata have beel: changed. Th~se changes have been invariably made,

hO\~cver, in such [l II'tly that every sigllificant fact has been accurately

presented and the case, as a whcle, described in all its essentials.
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of the project
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Case I

S~uth Mountain

Spring 1950

Investigators: Low, staff

Abs tract.:

A professional meteorologist saw ~1 unidentified object flyin~

beneath clouds. lie bali eved the object to be a powered craft three

to five feet in diameter. Positive id~ntification cannot be made,

al though the pas sihi Ii t~' that the object was conllnon earth debris

is sugge~ted.

Backgroun,l:

A liFO sightinl/, from the ~round~ of an Observatory had

attracted attention heCflu~e the ooservation was made by a profess i anal

meteorologist \~ho is hi~hl.v rei:arded in the scientific community.

Tile meteorolo~ist wrote the fol1owin~ Rccount ·...,i thin an hour of his

observation:

r SRW the object bet\~een 12: IS and 12:20 p.m .

. . . . • . .. . . .. from the !-"t1'ollnds of the OhseT'-

\latory. It WitS moving from t.'lC Southeast to the

No rthlves t. r t was extreme ly promJ nent and showed

50111l' size to the nuked eye, that is. it was 110t

l1ll'rc1;, a pinpoint. !JUl'ltlg the lnst. half of its

visibility I o!l!'crvl)d it with 4-power hinoculars.

\t first it lOllked like a Tl,'lrllchut<.' tipped at

an an~lt> to the vertical, hut this same cffl'ct

cOllI (I huve \Wl'n prouuc('(l by a sph~re palt I)'

illluninutl'll by tIlt' sun and pllrtl~' ._hadolvcd, or

by fl disc-shaped object u!; well. Prohably! there

UTC ~;till ClthCt configuratiol1:'\ wIdth \~o\1~d ~i\'{'

till' ~aml' impr('ss ion ul1dt:tr proper i nc1 ination and
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illumination. I could see it well enougl to he

sure it was not an airpla..'1e (no propeller or wings

were apparent) no::: a blTd. I saw no evidel1ce of

exhaust gases nor any markings on the object.

Most fortunately the object passed between

me and a small bright cumulus cloud in the North

west. Thus it must have heen at or 'below the "loud

level. P few ~econds later it disappeared, appar

ently into the cloud.

;\gain3t the sky it \~flS very hright hut against

the cloud it wa.s dink. 'I11is could be produced by

a grey body I"hich would be bright again~t the

r~latively dark sky, but dark against the bright

":loud, Alternativ('ly. if the object were half in

sur:'lght and half shadOl~ed the sunlit part /Tight

hnve had no detectahle contrast wi th the clcud

I\'hi ,; c the shado\\'ed part appeared dark.

immediately tC'lephoned the tJ.S. Wenthf'l'

Bureau (2-3 mi1e~; S.W. of the Observatory). Tr,ey

were estimating the cloud to be 6000 feet ~)ove

the ground. No'" es timates of cloud heights ,lre

rath~r risky, so I obtained their observstiohS of

temperature and dew point, and frOIll the known lapse

rates of these quantities in 8 convective atmo

sphere. cal culat,~d the cl oud hase to he Itt 12,000

feet. I beliew this latter figure to he tIll'

more accurate one because lllte:r in the aft~rnoon

the cumul us clouds thi ckt.'l1e\l hut at all times

remained w<:'ll abovp. the tops of our nearby tnoun··

tai:ls, 'nlese are about 6000 feet ahove us.

'I11US, having ~omc idea of the ohject's

elevatlon. and it5 angUlar diAmeter th:rDUgh the

binoculars lahout equi valent to a dime seen at
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:,0 f.'et \, i th til" naked l'y-c). I cidculated its

:;i;'c to be :; to 5 fl'l't for u hei.'~ht of 6 - 12

th()iI~;anLl fC'~'t, and a zenith ang!l' of ahout 4:;°.

This size estimate could easily be in error by a

factor or t\\iO, but I an, sure it was a small

object.

111e cloud~ \~ere drifting from the SW to

the NE at right angles to the motion of the

ob:j~'ct. Therefore, it must have been powered

in som1o' way. r did not time it but for that

clevr'tjon I would estimate its speed to be about

les per hour. perhaps as high as 200

.h. This too means a powered craft. However,

could hear no engine noise .

.!nvestigation:

The meteorologist Wll() reported this obse)'vation Has interviewed.

lie could offer no information beyond his original report written

17 years earlier. In earlier correspondence with project personnel.

hm,ever, he furnished cop i €'s of letters exchanged in 1961 \,' i th

another 1l1.terestecl scientist who ~.;uggested alternate explanations

of his observation.

n1{~ crucial point in question was the height of the object,

coupled Idth the direction of win'~ at 'l:hRt elevation. Did the object

Jisappear into a cloud. thus showing it to he at cloud level. or

~as its abrupt JL~appparance due to reorientation of the ohject

relrHhl' to the ob~H'r·"er. such as the turning of a ~hect of narer

('dge\.;i~t.' to tlw ob~l'rvl'r. or to passage of a reflecting ohject into

tlil' shaLlo\,' of a cloud'? In either of the 'latter cases, the ohserved

ohject ,'oultl have been much IOlvcr than clotlJ level in which case

its motion coulll Ill' accounted for hy \vinds. and the r.equirement of

self-propulsion would no longer pertllin.
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Loren IV. Crolv, Certified Consulting Meteorologist, was

commissioned to analyze recorus of Ivcather rertincnt to this

observat ion. lie studied surface weather n cord~" and winds aloft

data from this South Mountain area. According to his report, winds

were light and variable at all stations. lIe presented a vertical

profile of cloudiness and the following evidence of s tro;}g vertical

mixing. (Crow I s Fig 4 is not included in this excerpt from his report).

Excerpts have been made frot:l the detai led

surface observations at three $t~tions. It is

~orth noting that at approximately 12:30 (the

otservations actually heing made prior to ~his

filing time) ... [tNO stations] carried a notation

\mder remarks that dust devils Nere heing observed.

From the C1os s ary of Meteorology a dUB t devn, is

defined as a well-developed dust whi 1'1. The

fol.l(,\\'ing i~; a l'urther quotation from that

def!. l1i tion .

. . .A rapidly rotating column of

ai r over a dry and dus ty or sandy area,

car~ying dust, leaves and other light

matenal pi chd up from the ground. When

well developed it is known as a dust

devil. Dust whirls form, typically, as

thp result of strong convection during

S,,:lny, hot, calm summer afternoons. TtLi s

type is generally several yards in

cii amcte,' Rt the ha~;e, narrowing for a

short dit'tance upward and then expand

ins: again. like HiO cones apex to apex.

Their )1('jght varics; normtilly it is only

100 to 300 feet, but in hot des(:rt

country they may be as high as 20UO

fect ...
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The actual lowering of temperature between

12:30 and 13:30 at ... [airport A] indicates that

strong vertical mixing took place during that

hour. ft could have started in the vicinity of

... [ei ty A], particularly ovel' the warmer

portions of local heat absorbing surfaces, a f0W

minutes or an hour earlier.

rhe spread between dry bulb and let bulb

temperature was comparable at each of the three

stations, lndicating that they were in the

same air mass. Thi.s spread was slightly 1c<;5 at

the ... [airport A) than at ... [city B or C).

Super-adiabiatic temperature lapse rates

~ould have been prevalent near the surface in

the late morning hours.

Surface conditions were quite dry. The most

recent rainfall ffi)ove a trace recorded at both ...

[city A and airport A] occurred on May 4, six

teen days earlier. TIle amounts received at

that time \~ere .34 inch in ... [city A] and

.3S inch at the ai rrort [A]. The maxima

temperatures were W(J 11 above nomal for the

month on ~Ia)' 20. The maximum of 83 0 at

[ei ty c] '.;as the first such maximUio that had

been reached in 1950. A warner maximum

temperRture had heen recorded on only one

Jay previously at ... [city i~].

The vertical wind profi les show only light

~inds prrvai1i.np at the level of the sighting.

Tilt' directLon of air flow at the sighting level

as indicated by the pressure patt~rn would hflvc

been from the northeast. Velocity would have
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The actual lowering of temperature between 

12: ,~o and B: 30 at. .. rai rport A] indicates that 

strong vertical mixing took place during that 

hour, r t caul d have started in the vi cini ty of 

, '. [ei ty A]. particularly over the wanner 

portions of local heat absorbing surfaces. a f,~w 

minutes or an hour earlier. 

The ~pread between dry bulb and let bulb 

temperature was comparable at each of the three 

~tations. lndicating that they welle in the 

smne air mass, This spread..:as slightly lc~" at 

the ,., [ai rport A) than at. ,. [ci ty Il or C], 

Super-adiabiatic temperature lapse rates 

~ould have been prevalent near the surface in 

the la,'e morning hours. 

Surface conditions were quite dry, The most 

recent rainfall above a trace Tecordetl at both, .. 

lei ty A and airport AJ occurred on May 4. six

t.een days earlier. TIl€' amounts received at 

that time "ere .34 inch in ... [city II] and 

,35 inch at the a1 rpol't [A). The maxima 

temperatul'e~ were W(J 11 above normal for the 

month on ~Ia)' 20. The maximum of 8~o at 

(ei ty c] "a~: the first such maximUlo that had 

been reached in 1950. II warmer maximum 

temperature had heen recorded on only one 

Ja:' previmlS Jy at ... [city ,q, 
TIll' vprticill "ind profi les shol'i only light 

"lnd~ rrrvailin~ at the level of the sighting. 

Th~' dirpctlon of air flow at the sighting level 

as indlt.:ated hy the pressure p8tt~rn would hflve 

been from the northealt. Velocity would have 
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been less than 10 mph and coulu have been over

come by local convective activi ty or the influence

of any particularlv large cloud development.

It is the author's opinion that within the

hour prior to the sighting strong vertical mixing

of the air in the first 3,000 :feet above the sllrface

would have been a typical pattern of air motion

in the vicinity of tIlE' sighting. Ilorizontal flow

of air I,auld have heen limi ted to velod ties not

exc,<,,,\:iJ1l; .10 mph. Visihi1ity would have been

excellent.

In ",ldition to hi~ report, Crow expressed the opinion that

some ligLt, 10\\' rh!1sity material must have been carried aloft by a

Jeca1i:: r'o dust \~hiTl not too far from the ohserver. Ire suggested

that at the t me of :, ighting vert:ical motion no longer was being

3rpli.cu and tl\e ohj(1(:t \'W; drifting sJol'l)' along Ii nearly horiz.ontal

path from 'iF wI,'arc! Ni'i ..\lthQugh thc \vitness reported cloud

movement, Cro~ suggests that this observation could ~ave been the

result of rovemcnt of the object combined with very slight cloud

movempnt, producing the impression that the cloud was drifting

more than it actually WR~. A npur-deflated child's balloon or

a "heet of paper, carbon paper, or plastic at an altitude of

1500-.'~OOO ft. could havl' caus,.,l observations sim'llar to those

reported.

Conclusions:

There is no \va~r to c.:,tahlish till alti tude of the reported

obipct. H is not certain that thu olject. \Vas at cloUt! elevation,

for then' arc other acceptu111e ('xplanll:.:ions of abrupt disappearance

of ~uch an object. Thus, the object lllrJV have boen much nearer to

the observer than he assuJncd, and may h~vc bCl'n airhorne dl~hri5,
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been less than 10 mph and coulu have been over

come by local convective activity or the influence 

of any particularlY large cloud development. 

It is the author's opinion that within the 

hour prior to the sighting strong vertical mixiJlR 

of the air in the first 3,000 .feet above the sllrface 

would have heen a typical pattern of air motion 

in the vicini ty of thE' si!-(hting. [forizontal flow 

of air \.;ould have been limi teu to velod ties not 

ex<,,,~<:illl: .to ·llph. Visihility would have been 

excellent. 

111 :I·kli t lon to hi~ report, Crow expres~:ed the opinion that 

some UgLt, 1'J" rl·,nsi ty lIlateri a1 J1IU,;t have been carried aloft by a 

1 eca 1 ;: f'J llus t I,ll i r J not too far from the observer. lie sugges ted 

tha t in the t: llIe of :; i gh ti ng ve rU cal moti on no longer was being 

aprii.eu and tne oojc(;t \,':1:" drifting sJoh'1)' along Ii nearly hOTi~ontal 

path from 'i[ lO""anl Ni'I, .~ lthough the Iv; tness rcnorted cloud 

movement, erOh suggests that this ob,;ervation could ~ave been the 

re~ult of ~ovemcnt of the object combtned with very Slight cloud 

movement, producing the imrr~ssion that the cloud was drifting 

more than it actually \,a,~. A near-deflated ch.i ld's balloon or 

a :,hect of paper, carbon paper, or plastic at an altitude of 

1500-3000 ft, could have causr 1 observation~ ~imllRr to those 

l:"<.>port ed. 

COl\clus i 01\5: 

There is no \'iI: tD c~tahl i~11 till alti tude of the reported 

obj(~ct. U. i:; not certain that th" 01 jed I,as at clout! elevation, 

for tll<>rp arc other accepta)'!e (,xplaJlH~ion!-; of abrupt disappearance 

of such an ob j cc t. Thus, the oll.i ec t lI1rJV have been much nearer to 

the observer than he a:;sumcd, arId may have hC('n airborne debris. 
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Case .,

Greem~iC'h

Summer 1956

Investigator: Staff

Abstract:

At least one UFO was tracked by air traffic control radar

ll;CA) at two USAR-RAF stations., ,.. ith apparently corresponding

visual sightings of rrnmd, white rapidly movi'g objects which

changed directions abruptly. Interception by hAP fighter

ai Teraft l\aS attempted; one aircraft was vectored to the UFO by

GC\ raJar and the pi lot reported airborne radar contact and

radar "gunl ad.. " The UFU appeared to circle around behind the

ai rcraft and folloh'ed it in spi te of the pi lot's evas i ve maneuvers.

Cont:lL~t lias broken when the aircraft returned to hase, 10 r on

fuel. The pr,:ponderance of evidence indicates the possibility

of a genuine 11Ft: in th is case. The weather was generally clear

~ith good visibility.

Background:

The existence' of tl1 is very interesting radar-visual case w,.s

fi n;t brought to the attention of the project staff in winte=

1~JG8 by the recdpt of an 11l1~ol iei ted letter from one oC the

principal \dtIlQss<,>s. II retired llSAF non-commisioned officer who

has the \I'atch :;\I))l'rvi~or nt the GCA station on the

night in question, 'I'hi~; jettl'r is rather \~ell written, and since'

it forn:s the !lIost ,:ol1en'nt account of this lIFO L:asc, it is repr')

d11 C('(I bel 01' i n j t s (' 11 tire t ~..

Referencf:- vour UFo) Study: you prohahJy

already have t~lL; item in your file, but, in case

:'ou don't, will briefly outline it and you can

contact m~ for full details if you want them.
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Case ., 

Summer 1956 

Investigator: Staff 

J\bs tract: 

At least one UFO was tracked by air traffic ~ontrol radar 

ll;CA) at two USAR-RAF stati.ons,. with apparently corresponding 

visual sightiago: of r01l1HI, \·,hitl' rapidly mQvi"g objects which 

~hanged directions abruptly. Interception by hAl' fighter 

a i Teraft I,'as at tempted; one aircraft was vee tored to the UFO by 

GC\ raJar ,md the I'i lot reported airborne radar contact and 

radar "gualod .. " 1'h" UFO appeared to circle around behind the 

aircraft and folloIVed it in spite of the pilot's evasive maneuvers. 

Cont,ll:t lia" brok(:'n when the aircraft returned to base, 10 r on 

fuel, The pr'2ponderance of evidence indi cates the p05sibil it)' 

of a genuine IJFO in this casc. The weather was generally clear 

~ith good visibility. 

Background: 

The existencC' of til is very interesting rlldar-visual case was 

fi r~;t brought to the attention of the project :-;taff in wint€'::-

1~168 h:- thl' Yl'cl'ipt of an unsol iei t.ed letter from one or the 

l'rincipal \,itIIl'SS('S, a retired lISA!' non-commisioned officer who 

h[IS tl\r \\,Itch c;ll]1l'rvi ~Dr at the GCA station on the 

night in question, Thi~; If!ttl'r is rather well IHittcn. and since 

it forms the most ,:ohen'nt account of this 11Ft) l:asc, it is rerPl

dllcE'd bt'lo\; ill its vllttrct}'. 

RefC'l'cnCf: vour U!',) Stull\': you probahJy 

alrl'ady have thi:; itmin your fi.lc, but, in case 

;\'ou don 't. wi 11 hrl e fly outli ne it and Y0U can 

i.~ontact me' for full details if you h'ant them. 
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I retired (20 years service) ... from the USAF,

have placed my name, rank, and serial number at

the top of the page if you want to check on my

authentici ty. J was an Air Traffic Controller through

out my service career and utilized radar the last

16 years in the co~trol of Air Traffir. T won't

bother listing the types and locations, although

I could supply all this if needed.

In 1956, .,. (I can't remenilicr the exact date

or month), I was on duty as Watch Supervisor at ...

[GCA A] in the Radar Air Traffic COi~trol Center.

It was the 5:00 p.m. to midnight shift. I had

either four or five other controllers on my shift.

I was sitting a~ the Super/isor's Coordinating

desk and received a call on th~ direct line (actually

TIm not sure whi.ch line it was). Anyway, it was ...

[GCA B] calling and the radar cnerator asked me

if we had any targets on our scopes travelling at

4,000 mph. They said they had watched a taTget on

their scopes proc.eed from a point 30 or 40 miles

east ... to a point 40 miles west of ... [GCA B].

The target passpd directly over ... [GCA B) RAP

Station (al;o an USAF StatiGn). He said the

tnwer reported seeing it go by and it just

appeare·j to be a blurry light. /I. C-47 flying o"er

th0 bRse at 5,000 feet altitud0 also reported

seeing it as a blurred light that passed under

his aircraft. ~o report as to actual distance below

the aircraft. 1 irnmed1lltely had all controllers

start scanning the rudar ~copcs. had each

scope set on a different range-from 10 miles to

200 mile~, radius of ... [c;(:A\l. /l.t this time

did not contact anyone by telephone as I was

rather skeptical of this report. We were usin~
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I retired (20 years service) ... from the USAF, 

I have placed my name, rank, and seri al number at 

the top of the page if you want to check on my 

authentlci ty. J was an Air Traffic Controller through

out my service career and utilized radar the last 

16 years in the control of Air Traffic. T won't 

bother 1i 5 t ing the types and locations, al t.!1ough 

I could supply all this if needed. 

In 1956, ... (I can'~ remenilicr the exact date 

or Illonth), I was on duty as Watch Supervisor at ... 

[GCA Al in tht· Radar Air Traffic COi\trol Center. 

It was the 5:00 p.m. to midnight shift. r had 

either four or five other controllers on my shift. 

[ was sitting a~ the SUP8Tiisor'g Coordinating 

desk and received a call on th~ Jirect line (actually 

r'm not sure \VhieL line it was). Anyway, it was ... 

[GCA sl calling and the radar cnerator asked me 

if we had any targets on our scopes travelling at 

4,000 mph. They said they had watchcu a tal'get on 

thei r scopes proll'ed from a poi n t 30 or 40 mi les 

east ... to a point 40 mlles west of ... [CCA IlJ . 

lbe target passed directly over ... [GCA IlJ RAP 

Station (al;o an lISAF Stati0n). lie said the 

tower reported seein~ it go by and it just 

appeare·j to be a blurry light. A C-47 flying o,'er 

th0 bHse at 5,000 feet altitude also reported 

seeing it as a blurred light that passed under 

his aircraft. ~o report as to actual distance below 

I:h(' aircraft. 1 immedl'ltely had all controllers 

start scanning the Tudar ~:cDpes. hau each 

scope set on a Jifferent range-from 10 miles to 

200 mile: radius of. .. [(;C;I, I). At this time 

did not contact anyone by telephone as I wa~ 

rather ~kepticDl of this report. We were u~inM 
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full ~rn OIl our radar, \vhich eliminated eIltirely

all ground returns and stationary targets. 'nlerC was

very Ii t:tIe or no traffic or targets on the scopes,

as [ recal1. !lowever one controller noticed?

stationary target on the scopes about 20 to 25

miles southwest. 11lis was unusUal as a stationary

target should have been eliminated unless it was

moving at a spee~ of at least 40 to 45 knots. And

yet \\'e could detect no movement at all. We watched

this target on all the different 5~opes for

several minutes and I called the CCA Uni t at , .. [AJ

to see if they had this target on their scopes also.

They confirmed the target WIl;; 011 their scope in the

srune geo~raphical location. As we watched, the

stationary target started moving at a spc<>d of 400

to 600 mph in a north, northeast direction until

it reached a point about 20 miles north nOl'thwe~t

of , .. [AJ. There was nt') sl.:w start or build-up

to this speed- -: t was cons tant from the second

it ~tarted to move until it stopped.

I called and reported all the facts to this

point, including ..• [B] GCA's initial l'eport, to

the., ,CommanJ I'o~;t,.. . .. [ also hooked in my 10'91

AFR Commanding Officer anu my Unit (i\peS COl1\m~m

icntiol1S Sl1uaoron) Conunandcr on my switchboorc1.

And then' could have bl'l'11 oth{'!'s hooked in

a l~ 0 tlla t \\'HS not aware of. repcatl'd a[] t.ho

r:lct~ knoll'n to this poi nt ll11d ,';:'l1ltillued to ~ ivro 9

JI.'t(dll'd fl.'port on tlw tar~~'t'<, mOVI.'I1\cnts llml

locat ion. Tiw targl't made Sl'\ ('raj char,gl's ill Ioeat ion,

full ~rn Dn our radar, which C'limi nate'd l'ntircly 

al J ground returns and stationary tar~ets. 'nlere was 

very little or no traffic or targets on the scopes, 

as [ recal1. !lowevcr one controller noticed? 

stationary target on the scopes about 20 to 25 

miles southwest. 11)is was unusual as a stationary 

target should have been eliminated unless it was 

moving at a spe£~ of at least 40 to 45 knots. And 

yet Ife could detect no movement at all. We watched 

this target on 1111 the di fferent 5 .::opes for 

several minutl's and [ called the CCA Uni t at ". [A] 

to see if they had this target on their scopes also, 

Thc~' c:onfi rllled thl' target wac; 011 their scope in the 

~aJnc gcop,raphLcal locli:tion. A.s \,-'C' ;Jatched, the 

stati.onary target started moving at a spepd of 400 

to 600 mph in a north, northeast direction UJltil 

it reached a poi nt about 2(] miles north nOl'thwe~t 

of ." [AJ, Thl're was nn s10\~ start or build-up 

to this specd- -: t was cons tant from thl:) second 

it started to move until it stoppell. 

I called and reported all the facts to this 

POillt, including ... [B] (;CA'5 initial l-eport, to 

the ", Comman,l l'o~; t. . . . .. [ also hooked in my 10"R I 

AFtl Commanding Officer ant! my Unit (i\peS COl1\mUl1-

Lent Lom; StluaJron) Commander on my ~wit.chhollr'1. 

,\11<1 there could have lH'l'll otll<'!'s hookl'o ill 

also that lI'a~ not aware of. repoatl'd all t.ho 

r:lct~ kno\1'I1 to this pOint ll11d c:lIltinucd to J.(iv(' fl 

Jl't(lill'd rl'j1ort 011 th" tarj.\l't", movc'n\cnts allll 

location, Iiw targl't made S('H'ral char,!~l's ill location, 
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always in a straight line, ahvllys at about 600

mph al1l1 al,,'a)'~ from a stanJing or stationar:' point

to his next stop at constant sJ'ecd---no build-up

in speer] at all---thc:;c changes in location varied

frol1\ e m1 le~; to 20 mi les in length---no set pattern

at any timer 1i1110 SpClH statio;1,uy between move-

meats also variC'd from 3 or 4 minutes to 5 or 6

minutes (possihly even longer as 1 was busy

,;11:,\\'('1'\ ng questions ---1 i~;tel\i ng to theories,

g;lc~S5 ('S. (;,tc. Lhat the confer0nce 1inc people

\.;en' sayi.ng). This continued for some time.

A.,t(~r I imagine about :W to 4S minutes, it \\'as

Jecid<.:·d to :icl'!Jmh](· two PAF i~ltl'.rccptors to

i.nves t 1i,;'; (, . TiL is was Jnllc \ be lieve by

,\ir !:on:c call illg the RJ\F and, after hearing

\\'h;n thl' S co rc I' 'lS, tlw)' 5 c ramh ll:tl one at 'rcraft .

Clllt.' second got off after as r \Vi 11 mention

later.)

'TI-IC interceptor aircraft took off from an

RAF Stntiol1 ... iinJ approached ... [1\] from the

southwest. I~adio and radar contact was estah

lishcd \vith tlw I~AF intercept aircrufl. at a

point about 30 to 35 mile~ southwest ... [and]

inbound to ... [1\]. On llli tial contact we ~ave

thC' intcrcq)tor pi lot a: 1 the hackground i nfor··

mation on the UFO, hi~ (tIll' intl'fr:eptor's)

present Ji:.;tancl' and hearing frollt ... [1\1. the

uro's lx.;hich h'(jS stationary at the t.ime)

lli~tanc(' and IH'aring fr0111 ... [J\j. he explained

\I'!.' did not knOll till' altitude of the \)\1() but

\I'e ':0\1)1.1 aSSUl1\(' his altitudl' I~as ahove \:,,()()(1

f~'t't and twIow 20,000 fl'ct, dU!' to the operational

always .in a straigl1t linp, ahvays Clt about 600 

mph <tl1l1 all,a)'~ fro"l a stamJing or stational'v point 

to hi!" next stop at c(Jn~tant spE'ed---no build-up 

in 5 pee,j at al1---thc~;c changes in location varied 

from e mi Ie;; to 20 miles in length---no set pattern 

at any tlme. I tine 5 PCl11 ,; tat i 0;1;lt')' between move-

meat 5 als 0 van e-d from 3 or 4 mi Ilutes to 5 01' 6 

minutes (pos" ihJy even 10ng(~r a~ I was busy 

fill:WC'1'1 np, (!l.H'sllons -·--1 i!;tcni ng to theories, 

g\!'~~5l'S. etc. LiJu.~ the conferC'nee 1 inc people 

\;erl' saying). This contil11wd for some time. 

A. .. eel' I. imag i nv about 30 to 45 minutes, it \"as 

Jeci(kd to ,·;c1'ClJ!lhj,· two PAl' i'ltl'tCl~ptors to 

investll.;':(" This WlI:; In::c 1 be11twe by 

.\i r !;on:c cd 1 i ng til(" RM' [tIld, Ii fte r hear i ng 

\\'i:;n thc' score "'lS. trwy ~cramhl"d one aircraft. 

Clllt' second got off after as { wi 11 mention 

later.) 

'Il-,e i ntcl'cl'pt or aircraft took off from an 

RAP Station. , . and ""proached ... [A] from the 

50uth\o;cst. Hadio and radar contHGt was cstah-

1 ish('d Id til til<' I~AF intC'l'ce-pt nircrllfL at a 

point about 30 to ,~;, mile:; southl>,cst ... [and) 

inbound to ... [1\]. On il1itial contact we gave 

the- illtl'rCl'ptor pi lot u~ 1 the background i nfor·· 

mation on tIll' UFO, hi~ (tIll' intl'rr;cptor's) 

prl'~t~nt dbtanCl' alHI \1cHrlng fro11l ... (;\], the 

Ut:Cl's l"hi cll I,'as stationarr ott the t.ilnl·) 

,1i~ tanc(' lind bl'<lri ng frol1\ .. , [1\J, \'Ie l'xplai nt'll 

Ill' Lli d not knOll tltl' al t I tude of the liFO but 

lI'e ':0\1),\ a~~UI11(' his altitude II'IIS ahove 1r;,O()(I 

ft,t't /lnt! [",low 20,OOli fl'l't, dU!' to the operational 



ch(lractl~l'i st i cs of the radar (CPS-S type radar, r

lwli('Vl'l. :\lso IVl' mentioned tlH~ n'port from the

c-·n over In] that rola/'{'J till' story about

tht, light I,'hich passed helow hilll, "is altitude Was

s) nOd fcet.

lI'e inulll:'diatcly issllcd headings to the inter-

ceptor to gui de him to the LIFO, 'The liFO remained

stationar~' throughout, lhi~ vcctori ng of the

intercept aircraft continued, We continually gave

the int\'rccpt ai rl.Taft hi,; hfo'aJing to the UFO and

his Jistancl:' from the UFO at approxilliiltely 1 to 2

mile intervt~b. Shortly after we told the intercept

aircraft he was onc-ha1f mile from the UFO and it

"'as t\~clvl~-o'clock from his position, he ~"aid.

"r~ogcr, .. , T' V~ got my guns lod:cd on

him." Tl~\~n he 11iwsed anJ 5aid, "Where did he go?

Do you ~till h~vl' him?" \l'e fl'plieu, "Hoger, it

appeared he got hehind you and he'~i ~tj J 1 th(~rC'."

['n\C're \~eH' nOh' two targets; one behind the other)

sall1e spcl.·d, v('n' close, but t"'o scpar;ltc distinct

tal'gl'ts. ]

The fi rs t movement hy the IIFU was so Slvi ft

(circling \1('hind the interceptor); I I1li';~;cd it

('ntil'cl\', hut it I'HS SN' ll by t.!w other control1t'rs.

IIm<'en'r, t lit' fact t.hat 1'h is had occurred was con firmed

by thl' pi lot of thl' inU'rcl':'tor, Tl11' pi ~ot of tlw

inten'('pll)!' told \I~; ht' \~o\lld try to shake the lJrn and

hO\l1.( tn' it a,;:lll1, Ik tried ('v(')'\thill~;,.. hc climhed,

dived. lirl'!ed, \'tc., hut till' IJFI1 nctl'd likc it \~aS

gltlt'cI right hl'hind !\lln, alway~; th\.' saml' distlll1CC,

\"'I'y clos(', llll! \\(' all~a}'s had t\~O distinct targets.

['Jotl': Tal'get resolution on ou" 1'llCIRr lit the range

thl'~' \~~r~ 1'1'0111 the antenlla (,.1>out 10 to .'~o r~i les,

all in the sOlltlll'rl)' scctor~ from ... [AJ)
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charactt.'l'istics of the radar (CPS-S type radar, r 
l'('lit'v<'), ,\lso Ive ment ioned tlH' I'l'port from 11H' 

c-,n llVcl' ll\J that I'obi'ed tite story about 

till' ligllt h'hich l'as~(',l below hiJil. Ilis altitllde W;lS 

~" (lO,1 feet. 

\l'e IITlJIlt'diatclv issllcd headings to the illter-

ceptor to guide him to the UF(), 'll1e UFO romained 

:; tationar\' th rou~hout. TId s v('ctori ng cd tl\(' 

interct'l't aircraft continueu, We continuallv gave 

the intprct'pt ai rl,:raft h j,; h~'aJing to the UFO and 

his c.listancl' frolll thl' UF) at approxll1ltltely 1 to 2 

mile intervals, Shortly after we told the intercept 

,lir<.:raft he was one-haH mile frolll the lJFO and it 

I,as tl>elv,'-o'dock from his po,;ition, ht' ~~aid. 

"Roger, .. ,1' VI; got my guns lnc}:cd ott 

him." Tl;ell he I'ilused an<.l ~;aid, "IVhcl'O did he go? 

Ilo you ~ti 11 hElve him'?" We replied, "Hoger, it 

appeared he got hehind YOU and he','i :,ti i 1 tiwrc," 

['nwre wen' nolY two targets; one behind the other, 

same' spcL'd, v('rv clo~<" but tl~O S('Jl~lT,ltc distinct 

targl'ts ,1 
The fi rs t movement by tile Ill'll was so sid ft 

\Cll"<.:Jillg be'hind the LnterceptorJ; I lIIic,;;cd it 

('ntl re],', but it I>H:< s('eJ\ by till' otl\\:r contro] h'rs, 

iIO\;p.H'r, til\' fact that this had ()cl:Urrec1W8s confil'llIcd 

l'>· till' pilDt of til\' intf'rcl':'tor. Till' ]1i~ot of till' 

intl'rl'''ptrJr Il,ld \i~; he' "atIJd try to ~lJa1.;c the 111'1) :l1HI 

",)lILI II'\' it iI>~all\, lie tried ,'v"/'Ithill!(·,·he climhed, 

dived, ,i!,,'\l'd, ,'te., hilt tit" Ii!'(} net,'d like it I'IHS 

gllll'" I'q:ht Iwititt') him, alll':I)';; tlw saml' distance, 

\'\'1')' clo'it', hilt il(' al"':lY" had tI,o distinct targf'ts, 

(\lott': TlIl'~l't resolution on DU" t'aclnr Ht the range 

tlle~' W!.'l'~ fr'()111 the antennll ("hout 10 to :~O r~i ll's, 

all in tilt' :,outlll'rly sectors from.,. [Al) 
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would be between 200 and 600 feet probably.

Closer than that we would have got one target

fronl both aircraft and UFO. Most speci fications

say 500 feet i:. the minimum, but r believe it

varies and 200 to 600 feet i~ closer to the

truth and, in addi tion, the tuning of the equip

ment, atmospheric conclitions, etc., also help

determine th is fi gure. ]

'I11e illtC'n;cptor pi lot continued to try and

shaJ-:e the lif:() for about ten minutes Carrroximatc-

it .seemed iongcr both to him and u,s). He con

tinued to comment occasionally ilnd we could tell

fro1l1 the tOlla] quality he \\'as getting worried,

excite:c! ,md also pretty scared.

Ill' filially said, "I'm returning to Station,

...•... [/\]. Let 111E' know if h(~ fcllOlvs me. I'm

getting }(jl\ on retrol." The targ:t (UFn)

fo110h'eo him only a short distance I as he heaoed

south southl,'est, and the UFO stopped and remained

stationary. \\'e advised the interceptor t!-.Bt the

UFO target j',:ld :otopped follOl~ing atld \Vas now

stationar:' about 10 l11i les south of ... lA]

Ill' rogcred this message and almost immediately

the second interceptor call,)d us on the same

fH'lucnc~'. \\'l' replied and told hill1 Wl' \~ould

advise hiln IvlH'n \~C hall a r:Hla.l' tarp,et, 50 \~('

could E'stahli~h r3(lal' contact with his aJrcraft.

(Ill' \,'as 110t on radar at this time, pl'ohablv had

just taJ-:en oq" and Was too :01\ for us to pick hinl

up, or too fur all'aY- .. h'l' had 1l,)st of the scopes

('In short ran~!l'. <;0 \~(' could IHltch the' [IF() c]osely

on the small ('I' ranp,c.) The number two i 11 tcr

ceptol' cal It'd the number onei ntcrccptor 1>y nl1me

(Tom, Franj.;--h'h1itever his flilme was) and asKed

him, "Did rou sC'e al1~'thil1~,?11 Number Olll' replied,
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would be between 200 and 600 feet probably. 

Closer than that we would have got one target 

fran) both ai.rcraft and UFO. Most specifications 

say 500 fcct i:'. the minimum, hut I helieve it 

varles and 200 to 600 fcet i~ clo~cr to the 

truth and, ill adc!i tion, the tuning of the equip

ment, atmosphcri c conlli tions, etc., also help 

determine this figure.] 

'l1\e irltcn;cptor pilot continued to try and 

shake ,he III'C) for ahout ten minutcs (approximate--

it st>cmed lOnger both to him and u.q). lie con-

til1ued to comment occa:.;j onally ilnd we couLl tell 

fron! the tOllal <lual i ty IH' I,as getting worried, 

l'xlitc·d ,md also pretty scared. 

III' fillaJ ly .said, "l'm returning to Stati on, 

....... [i\). Let me knOl,j f Iw ft: 11011S I1IC . I'm 

getting l(;I, on petrol." Tile targ:>t (UFil) 

folloh'CU him only a short Ji5tance, as l1e heau(,d 

south :-;out\we:,t, and the UFO stopped and remai ned 

s tatiC'nary, \1'1.' adv i.sed the interceptor that the 

UFO target i',3d ~topped follOldnlol alld \'ias now 

stHtionary about 10 mi les south of ... lAJ 
Ill' TOgcTc\l tl1i:; message alhl olmost immediately 

the second interceptor cal1~d us on the same 

fnqllellcl'. \\\' replied find told him Wl' \,ould 

advi~c him I>\ll'lI \'C hud a r:,dal' target, 50 \'1(' 

could ("stahl i,-;11 radar contact with hi, ajrcraft, 

(lIe \,as not on radar at t.ili!' time, pl'oha\JJ v had 

just taken Qq- and I,as too ;01, for us to pick hin, 

up, 01' ton far IlII'ay- .. "'p had II'J:,t of the scopes 

(lfl ~hort T:lIlf!l'. ~() I,e c('IuJd I'IHtch t!w liFO close!v 

on the small('r ranp,c.) The number tlVO inter

ceptor calh'd the number one interceptor by flllme 

(Toli!, \raJ1j.;--h'llE~t('ver his namc IViIS) alld IIsKed 

hilll, "\lid :'ou SC'C aJ1:·thin);,?" NUlllbC'r Olll' rep1ied, 
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"I ~,lW somcthing, but I'll he dawned if I Know

\,'\1;1t it I~"~;'" NlllTlher two said, "What happened?"

NlllII\'cr one said, "He (or it) got hellind me and

1 diu C'vcrything I l:ouJd to get Qehind him and

I couldn't. It's the damnde~t thing I've ever

seell," Number one also lnade a remark at this

t im(' to nUJl11wf tIoJO. that hl' Ilnd his r~ldar locked

on \\'hatevcr it h'as for jl1~t a few seconds so

t1H'1'C' wn..; SOl1lt,thin,g there that was solid. Number

one then s\d tehed fl'cqucnc:ics rl' h lS home base

fr('l{I:Lllcy. 1\'(' ~:av(' number t\\)O tlw location of

thl' UFU and advised lli.1l1 th,ttwc ~t.i II didn't

hav(' him 011 radar, b\'t probably would have sllortly,

Ill' dcLl)'l'd \l11~~,\'cring for :',OllW seconds and then

finall:. :-iilid, ... [l'd ~~ (fdclltificHtion

ain'raft ('all sign)--':an't ],CllIClllh<.'r Ivhat call

sign thC'Sl' ,Iirl:raft IVprl' tlSillg. I{ctul'ninH 11011K' ,

111)' engine j ... I1wlt'unctionin~.11 Ill' then left our

f rell lIC 11C' Y,

'l'hl'ougllO\lt this \~l' kept all tile ,lgcncics,

illJvisl'd on C'vl'ry aSIH'ct, every IVord that was

said. ','"cr)'thin~:.

We tll('11 inqllil'(\d ,o,'ll;Jt action they 'vanted to

t:lkl'. llll'\' h;1I1 no (IlOfe SUi!,F,c'~tion~ lUlU final.!.!

til <,'\' told \I~ to .1\1~t I;('(,p \vat~l\in~~ tht' targl't and

let thl'!11 kl1\l\\ it' ;11\~,thil1l: l'hl' h;lppenod. '111l'

t;I1',I:l'1 l'l;ldl' ;\ l'ou(11l' 111\1 rt' sho1' i iii'Wl' $ , then left

(1111' r,ldill' \'()\'('r;I,\~C III <l IloJ,thcr]y dil'l'cLin:1-'

,c.;!1l'l'd st i 11 ;"10111 (1[)() 1llph. Wc' lost t :i1'gCt Olit-

ll(llllhi to 1 Ill' Jlorth :l t ahollt ;;() t ,) ;1(l 111\ JC~, wlli cl1

i ~' II \) l'Ili iI 1 i j' ;l i n: I'a ft () l' t it r g {' t i~; ;l t t\n nIt i t 1IdC

hl'luI... S, (Hl(l fcvt" thl'U1USC of' th(' rail i nt i on lohe

vf that t~')'l' r,nla:'). We not I ried •.. i\i r

l1ivision l:ollll11<1nd Post anti they said tl1t'y ' d tell

l'vpryhody for liS.
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"I ~,'W something, hut I'll he damned if I Know 

1,\Jat j t I'"~;''' Numher two said. "What happe(\ed?" 

NllllIl'l'r one o;()id, "lie (or it) got Iwhind me and 

diu ('vcl'ythin!" J could to get Jchind him and 

1 c0\lldn't.lt 's tl10 dnmnde~t thing I've ever 

SCCll," Number on(c" also made a remark at this 

t il11(, to nUJl\bcr hiD. that Ill' 11nd his r::dar lockc..l 

011 l\'h;lt('vcr it "'as for .ill~r a f('w seconds so 

t!wl'e 11'.1'; ~(llll('t h i n,g tht'rc that wn s soli d. Number 

Ollt' tllL'il SI;l tehod fl'c1ltlt'ndcs ('(. It lS home base 

fr<'ll':LJl")'. I~C' f!:1.Vt' numher tl~O til(' location of 

thl' lIFU and advi~('d !lj,1l\ tll,ttw,' "'till didn't 

havl' him 011 radar. b\'t prohably would have sllortly. 

I\l' dcL1YL'd <l1l:;II'cl'in,\! for :'iOIl1l' SCCUlllls and then 

fin;1l1:; ;;aid, ' , , [Al (ItiClltific;!tion 

ajl'lTaft ,'all sii!II)--':an't ]'C'IIICliJilcr \~hat call 

sign thcSl' :lirl~raft Iii P !'l' using, R('tu!'nin)~ h01l\(', 

Ill)' l'llgil1l' j.; malfuncti.oning," lie then 112ft 01.\'1' 

frcquency, 

Throughout thi:'i Wl' kept: all t.he i.gcncics, 

:H!v i sl'd on ('vl'ry <lSIH'ct. l'Vl'ry wOI'd tlwt was 

sai II. ','vcryj'hl11~:. 

W,' tllt'n i nqll i 1'('d I,)wt act ion thcyl 1"(tllt0d to 

t:lkl', Til "I' h'l.! 110 IIIOI'l' S\1'~)l,('stiol\~' illlll fin;d.l.' 

tlil'~' told q~ to .Just \:c't'P Ivatcl1ill): tht' taTi~l't and 

let t]I\'!II kl1l.!\\ i t' ,1!\\'thil1)~ che h;ll'pelwd, 'Ill\.' 

tal',I!!'1 )');1"" ;) ,'olll'll' 1Il,'I'I' s!tori iii"'VC~, then If.~ft 

Pill' l'<I,Ll)' \'('\'I'ra,I;(' II) " llortitcl'ly lit J'l'cL iiJ;J-, 

:'l't'l'd st i 11 ;lh'1I1 (,Ill) mph. I~t' lost t :ll'gCt nllt

I!(liithi tu lil,' i1PJ'til at al>o'lt ;;(1 t,) ,,0 l1IjJ('~, which 

i~' I10rlltai it' ;tin'raft or t<lrget i~; :It UII Hltitudc 

ht..'tU\~ S,(l()(1 fc\'t (hl'~'all!"(, of' ti1t, rudiiltioll lohc 

\)1' that t~')'l' I'ada:'), We not I ripd •. , i\i I' 

l1iyjsion l:01ll111,1I1l1 Post <inti thl'y said t]H'y'd tell 

l'Vl'l"yhody for liS, 



I 1I1aJL' Ollt a \~l'lttL'n report Oil 'J11 this, ill

,let ai 1 for the officers in charge of my faci li ty,

and was told that unless I was contacted later for

fU1'ther information, he would take c&re of it. I

don't know if a CERVIS report was submitted on

this or 110t--l heard no more about it.

All speeds in this report were calculated

speeds based on time and distance covered on radar

This ::opeed wa,; ~alculated many timos that evening

and alLhough this happened quite awhile ago, the

basic elemcnt~ are correct.

Fi~~. 1 ghO\~s tl map of the contact as drawn by the wi tness,

rnvcstigat-i~:

Since this case was discovered so late in the project, in"esti~

gation h'as limited to a follow-up request for additional infL)rmation

from Project Blue Book, and an1\lysis of the available details of the

case by investigators rami liar wi til radar and optical pl'opagution

allomalics.

Copies of the Project Blue Book files on the case w-:::re received

in late August of 1%8. A ~on5iderable amount of this material is

reproduced helO\~. One of the interesting aspects of thb case is

the remarkable accuracy of the account of the witness as given in

the letter reproduced abDve, whi.ch was apparently written from

memory 12 yr. after tlH~ i nei dt'nt. '1111Jre arc a numbE:lr of roll nor

discrepanc1l's, mostly:J mutter of figures (the C-47 at 5,000 ft.

\.;as evidently actually ,It 4,110n ft.), and he seems to have confused

tIl(' id(,Jltit~, of lOC<ltioll (' 'dth 11; howl'vl'r , all of the major ddails

of his nCCollllt Set'lll to hl' w(·ll conn rmed hy the HI11C Ilook account.

'l1ler(' \~('rl' aJlcil1al'~' sightjn~~s at [C] hesides those

\A.'hie]) illstigatt'd thl' lIFO search by thl' (,'I] IjCA Unit hut as

subsequent airborne intercept attl~lllpts vielrleJ neither radar nor

visual contact, the!'oc accounts arc not detailed below.
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1 IIl;tJe 011 t :t 10' i t tl'll repor t 011 'J 1 J tlt.i s, j J1 

,ic't ai 1 for the officers in charge of my fad 1 j t.y, 

and was told that unless I was contacted later for 

fUl'ther i nformat ion, he would take c&re of it, I 

Lion I t know if a CEHVIS report was submitted on 

this or not--l heard no more about it. 

All speeds in this report were calculated 

speeds based on time and distance covered on radar 

This :,peed wa,; ~alculated many timos that evening 

and alLhough this happcnccl qulte awhile ago, the 

basic elcmcnt~ are correct, 

Fig, 1 shows il map of the contact as drawn by the witness, 

Investiga~i~; 

Since this case was discovcrcu so late in the project, ir •• csti

Ration I,as limitrd to a follow-up request for aUliitional infc)rmation 

frum Project Blue Book, and analysis 0i" the avaJlable details of the 

case by investigators familiar with radar and optical propagution 

aliomalil's, 

Copies of the Project lillie Book fUes on the case I'>'~re received 

in late August of 1%8, /\ considerable amount of this material is 

reproduced helOl~, One of the interesting aspects of thb case is 

the remarkable aCClll'llCY of the account of the witness as given in 

the letter reproduccd ahove. which was apparently written from 

memor), 12 yr, after tlw ; nc:idl'nt , '111(11'e ilrc a number of l:1inor 

discrepancll's, l1Iostl~' a l1Iatter of figures (the (:-il7 at S,OOO ft, 

"as cddcl1t 1>, actu;llll- ,It 1\ ,11011 ft ,1. and he SC('I1IS to l1ave ,'onfuscd 

th(· hlcnti t)' of locltiolt (' "i tit 11; l1Dwl'veI') all of til(' llIajor dda i Is 

Df hi~ ;1C~'Ollnt SCt'lll to [It' "'(,II C(1n(irllll,,1 hy the Iltll(> Ilook account. 

'111t'l'l' \;\'1'(' allcillal')' sightin~',s at 

~hi eh inst igatl'd the 111'(1 search 11)' till' 

[el ],os idl's those 

['~l I,;C/\ lInj t hut as 

subsequent airborne lntl'ITl'pt I1ttl'1I1pt~ yielded neither radar nor 

visual contact, the~e ac~ounts arc not detailed below. 
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EAST 

--------. FIRST MOVEMENT AND STOPPING PLACE SEEN ON RADAR 
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LOCKED ON UFO 

Fig, 1 
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At 225 5 7, .... [C] GCA s i gh ted

object thirty miles east of station traveling

\"csterly at 2000-4000 mph. Object disappeared on

scope two miles east of station and immediately

appeared on scope three miles west of station

where it disappeared thirty miles west of station

on 3cope. Tower personnel at .... [C] reported

to GCA a bright light passed over the field east

to lI'es t at terrifi c speed and at about 4000 feet

e-It. At samE' time pi lot in aircraft at 4000

feet alt. over .... [C] reported a bright light

streaked under his aircraft traveling east to

west at teriffi~ speed. At this time .... [C]

GCA checked wi th RAF station .... [AJ (leA to

detcrrnjnc if unusual sightings \1ere occurring

.... [AJ GCA alerted [the] AAA stationed at

.... [AJ and .... [B1 GCA to watch for

unusual targets. Following info is the observatiC)J1s

made by this stRtion radar, tower and ground

personnel placed in format required by AFR

2000-2: 1. Description of object(s): (A)

Round white lights (8) One observer from ground

stated on first observation object was about size

of golf ball. As object continued in flight it

became a "pin point." (C) Color was white. (D)

T\\'o from ground observation unde termined n:JJ11uer

of blips appearing and disappearing on radar

~copes. eEl No formation as far as rauar si ght-

ings concerned. (~round observers stated one whi te

light joined up i1ith another and both disappeared

in fo:cmati on together. (F) No features or details

other than the \,hi te light. (C) Ol)jects as seen

by ground observers and GCA radar have feature I)f
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At 22557, .... [C] GCA sighted 

object thirty miles east of station traveling 

\~esterly at 2000-4000 mph. Object disappeared on 

scope two miles east of station and immediately 

appeared on scope three miles west of station 

where it disappeared thirty miles west of station 

on 3cope. Tower personnel at .... [el reported 

to GCA a bri[4ilt light pa.ssed over the field east 

to lI'es t at terrifi c: 5 peed and at about 4000 feet 

2.l.t. At sa11E' tiT;\e pilot in aircraft at 4000 

feE'! alt. over .... (el "eported a bright light 

streaked under his aircraft traveling east to 

h'est :it teriffi,; speeu. At this time .... [C] 

GCA checked II'i th RAF station .... [A] (;CA to 

determine if unusual sightings were occurring 

.... [!\] GCA alerted [the] AAA stationed at 

•.•. [A] and .... [B1 GCA to watch for 

unusual targets. Following info is the observati0ns 

made b>' this st;Jtion radar, tower and ground 

personnel placed in format required by APR 

2000-2: 1. Description of object(s): (A) 

Round white lights (B) One observer from ground 

stated on first observation object was about size 

of golf ball. /\5 object continu~d in flight it 

became a "pin point." (C) Color was \~hi te. CD) 

TI\o from ground observation undetermined n:Jl11lJer 

of blips appearing and disappearing on radar 

!;COpes. (E) No formation as far as rauar sight

ings concerned. C;round observers stated one whi te 

ligh t j oi ned up "i th another and both dis appeared 

in fo:cmatinn together. (F) No featur!;'s or details 

other than the I~hi te light. (C) Ol)jccts as seen 

bv ground observers and GCA radar have feature o:>f 
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traveling at terrific speeds and then stopping

and changing course immediately. 2. Description

of course of objects' (A) Ground observers

looked at sky and saw the object(s). RAF Station

.... [A] GCA was alerted by .••. [C] GCA to

be on lookout for unusual targets. (R) Ground

observers estimated objects were 20-2500 feet

alt and were on a SW heading. Object stopped

and immediately assumed an easterly heading.

}~F Station .... [A] GCA and Air Traffic

Control Center reports radar tracking from 6

miles west to about twenty miles SW where target

stopped and assumed a stationary position for

fi ve minutes. Target then assumed a reading

north westerly into the Statim: and stopped two

mi les NIV of S-::a tion.. ... fA] GCA reports

three to four additional targets were doing

the same. Radars reported these facts to occur

at later hours than the ground observers. (C)

Ground observers rGport no change in al t and

ob jects disappeared on eas terly heading. I<adar

~ets stated no definite disappearance factors

other than targets disappeared from scopes at

approx 0330 l;~rl' Aug 14. (D) Flight path was

straight but jerky wi th object stopping Instantly

and then continuing. 'laneuvers were of same

pattern except one object was observed to "JCJck

on" to figh ter s cramb led by RAF and followed all

maneuvers of the jet fighter aircraft. In addition,

.... [A] Raoar\ir Traffic ContrCll Center

obs~rved object 17 miles east of Station making

shHrr rectangular course of flight. This maneuver

h'as not conducted by ci reul aT path but on righ t
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traveling at terrific speeds and then stopping 

and changing t;ourse immedj ately. 2. Descript ion 

of course of objects ~ (A) Ground observt'rs 

looked at sky and sa\>/ the object(s). RAF Station 

.... [A] GCA was alerted by .... [C] GCA to 

be on lookout for unusual targets. (R) Ground 

observers estimated objects were 20-2500 feet 

alt and were on a SW heading. Object stopped 

and imJl\ediatel~· assumed an easterly hea(ling. 

InF Station .... [A] GCA and Air Traffic: 

Control Center reports radar trarking from 6 

miles west to about twenty miles SW where tar~et 

stopped and assumed a stationary position for 

fi ve minutes. Target then assumed a reading 

north \<iesterlv into the Statim: and stopped two 

miles "III' of S~ation. .. .. fA1 GCA reports 

three to four addi ti onal targets were doing 

the same. Radars reported these facts to occur 

at later hours than the ground observers. (e) 

Ground ob$ervers report no change in a1 t and 

objects disappeared on easterly heading. I\adar 

sets stated no definite disappearance factors 

oth("1' than target~ disappeared from scopes at 

approx 0.330 1;~1'1' Aug 14. (D) Flight path "as 

straight but jerky with object stopping instantly 

anJ thell continuing. "aneuvers were of ~ame 

pattern except one object was observed to "lC!ck 

Oil" to fighter scramhled by RAF anel followed all 

maneuvers of the jet fighter aircraft. [n addition, 

.... [AJ Raoar \ir Traffic Contr()l Center 

observed ohject 17 miles east of Station making 

shArp rectangular course of flight. This maneuver 

Iva, not conducted by ci rcul ar path but on right 
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angles at speeds of 600-800 mph. Object would

stop and start with amazing rapidity. (E) Objects

s imply dis appeared. (F) Db jects were observed

intermi ttently by RAF Station .. , . [A] radars

from 140310 to 140330. 3. ~1armer of observa-

tioll: (A) t;round-visual, ai r-e 1ectronic and

ground-electronic. Ground-electY'onic equipment

was TS-ID, CPS 5, and CPN4 radars. Air-electronic

wa.c;; /1·1 airborne radar equipment in ., .. jet

'-'lTrraft. Type of ai rcraft, Venom, operating

out of RAF Station ., ... 4, Time and date

of sighting: (A) SUml'1er 140nlOZ through

140.3302. ell) Night (sky clear and nin/th of

clouds --moonlight). 5. Location of observers

RAF Station .... [11] 52 °24 'N 0 o:B \F.. 6. Weather

and winL1s-a1oft condi tions at time and place of

sightings: CA) Clear sky until 03002 shortly there

after 5 cattered clouds at 3500 ft. (B) From

midnight until 0600Z surface wind was 230 deg

at 15 knots; 6000 ft 290 deg at 24 knots; 1000 ft

290 deg at 3S knots; 16,000 ft 290 deg at 45 knots;

20,000 ft 290 deg at S3 knots; 30,000 ft 290

deg at 62 knots; 50,000 ft 200 deg at 75 knots.

(C) Ceiling unlimited. (D) Visibility from OOOlZ

to 04000Z '~as 10 nautical mi l~s. (E) 1/10 of sky

covcreu at 0300Z. 8. Ground 0bservers report

unusuHl amount of shooting star$ in sky. Further

state the ob jects seen were clefi nHe ly :lOt shooti ng

stars as tllcre were no trails behind as are usual

with such sightings. 9. Interception was under

tRkcn by ont' Brl Esh jet [j g;1 tcr on alert by., ..

[A] ~ector control. Aircraft is ;lClicved to have

been a Venom. The aircraft flew over I~AF Station
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angl es at s;)eeds of 600-800 mph. Object would 

stop and start with amazing rapidity. (E) Objects 

simply disappeared. (F) Objects were observed 

intermittently by RAF Station .... [A] radars 

from 140310 to 140330. 3. ~1anner of observa-

tion: (A) (;l'ound-visual. air-electronic and 

ground-electronic. Ground-electronic equipment 

"'as TS-IlJ, CPS 5, and CPN4 ra(lars. Air-electronic 

was .A·1 airborne radar equipment in .... jet 

:'lrrraft. Type of aircraft, Venom, operating 

out of ]U\F Station.... . 4. Time and date 

of sighting: (A) Suml~er 140nlOZ through 

140.330Z. ell) Night (sky clear and nin/th of 

clouds--moonlight). 5. Location of observers 

MF Station .... [,1) S2°24'N Oo:n'F. 6. Weather 

and winus-a1oft conditions at time and place of 

sightings: (A) Clear sky until 03002 shortly there

after scattered clouds at 3500 ft. CBl Prom 

midnight until 0600Z surface wind was 230 deg 

at 15 knots; 6000 it 290 del" at 24 knots; 1000 ft 

290 deg at 3S knots; 16,000 ft 290 deg at 45 knots; 

20,ono ft 200 deg at 53 knots; 30.000 ft 2QO 

deg at 62 knots; 50,000 ft 200 deg at 75 knots. 

eC) Ceiling unlimited. (D) Visibility from oaolz 

to 04000Z "as 10 nautical miL~5. (E) 1/10 of sky 

covered at 0300Z. 8. Ground 0bservers report 

unusual amount of shooting star, in sky. Further 

state the objects seen were definitely :lOt shooUng 

stars as tlleTe were no trails behind as are usual 

loJith such sightings. 9. Tnterception was under

taken by one 8rit~sh jet fig~tcr on alert by .... 

[Al ~ector control. Aircraft is :JClicved to have 

been a \'enoll1. The aircraft flew over I~AF Station 
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•... rAJ and was vectoren toward a target on

radar 6 miles east of the field. Pilot advised

he had a bright white light in sight and would

investigate. At thirteen miles west he reported

loss of target and whi te light. . •.. [A} RATCC

vectored him to a target 10 miles east of ..

. . [A] and pi lot advised target was on radar and

hE' "as "locking on." Pilot reported he rad l')st

target on his radar. . ... [A] RATCC reports that

as the \'enolll pas sed the target on radar, the

target began <! tail chase of the friendlY fighter.

RATCC requested pilot acknowledge this chase.

Pi lot ad,now leJged and stated he would try to

circle and get behind the target. Pilot advised

ill' I\as unab Ie to "shake" the target off his tail

and requested assistance. One additional Venom

I.;as scramb h'd from the RAF Station. Original

pilot stated; "clearest target I have ever seen

on radar." Target disappeared and s('cond air-

craft ~Ud not <..'stahlish conta.ct. first <tircraft

returned to home Station due to being low o~

fuel. ~)econ j \'~nom was vectored to other radar

targets hut was unable to make contact. Shortly

aftl2rwards, sl~cond fj ghter returned to home Statj on

due to malfunctiun~;. No further interception

activities ~ere undertaken. All targets disappeared

fran' scope;; at approximately 0350:. Jr) f)thcr

aircraft jn thl' area Ivere properly identified hy

rada:- and fJi):ht logs as being f:·icnd1y. 1\11

pCrSOlllll.'.l intel'viewed and logs of HATCC lC'nd realit,\'

to the t.'xi:,tence of some unexplainable flying phe

nomena ncar th~s air field on this occasion. Not

an Ai r Base; however, the controllers arc
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experienced andL."chni cal skills w~~re used in

attempts to d("termine just \vhat the objects \·:ere.

When the target h'ould stop on the scope. ll1e

~lTI was used. lIowever, the target would still

appear on thE' S cop~. All ground observers and

reports from observers at .... [C] agree on

color.. ~I~neuver~ and shape of ob ject.. My analY;:ji 5

of the sightings is that they were real anel not

figlllt"nts of tIll' imaginatlOT'. The fact that three

,'.:war ,_;~t:s pi eked UP the ta:rgcts simul taneously

is cE'rta':nl~' conchisive that a targe+~ or objet,:t

wa:; in the air. The maneuvers of the object were

extr8.ordinary; howcvl~r, the f,h:t that radar and

growlJ visual observations were made on its rapid

acceleration and al'>rupt stops certainly lend. cre

dulance to the report. It is not believed these

sightings were of any meteorological or astro

nomical origin.

The material on the .... [c] sightings given at the beginning

of the prec~eding account is typical; three other radar targets

traded b~" that station behaved in a similar manner and intercept

attempts made fron) 2no to 2215 CHI' by an American 1'-33 jet

aircraft were fruitless.

An analrgis of this cage from the viewpoint of possible anomalous

propagation h"aS made and appears i:l Chapter 7, Section VI.

Conclusions:

In view of thr mUltiple radar sl~~tings lnvolved in this case,

any conventional explanation for the occurrences reported would seem

to requi re some sort of radar anomalous propagation. A.s poi.nted

out in Chapter 7, the evidence for anomalous propagation in this

case i.-- rather U:lccrtain. The temporary disappearance of the

targ~t as it appedrcd to overfly the .... [C) GCA is quite su~gestive

of [momalous propagati on. ']he general I:' clear weather wa~ conuuci w
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to tl11.' fOI'mation of the atmosphcric stri(ti fication that t:aw,,-,s

anol1lalou:-:. I'rupugatiol1, although it by.1O mealls follows that ',uch

fonl11Jtion \~ould havl' actually'occurrl'cJ, In this connection, the

apparcnt near-coincidence (letwcen tile' appearance of hroken clouds

(0330 L;\!T) ano the dis appearance of the radar targets (0330 C;;IT)

could be significant.

On the other side must he balanced the generally continuous

and cons is tent movements of the radar tracks reported by . [AJ,

\\hich are not ~i: all typical of radar faISt' targets caused by

anomalous prop,H"ation, [n addition, some of the maneuvers reported

in tht, radar controller':; letter to have been executed by the UFO

are /;'xt1'l'mel,' unlikeII' to he duplicated b~· a false target, in

partiCUlar ~~topj1illg and asswning a new patn after following the

interct'pting :lil'cr~ft for some tllne. The con,ments of the Air

Fore(' ,lfficer \~ho prepared the lIF~) message rerroduced earlier are

also sl:,;nificant.

In an cad:- \iI' Force investigation it was suggested that the

visual sightings might have been caused by the Perseid meteors.

f{o\~'evt"r, as :\ir Force Consultant Dr, Ilynek pointed out:

It seems highly unlikely, for instance,

tl13t the l'erscid mett'01'5 could ha'/e been the

cause' of the sightings, especially in view of

the stateP1L'nt of ohs':'1'vers that shooting stars

\'(.'~'l' l'xccptionally nUlllCl'OUS that: evelling, thus

jr':pl:,'ill t: that tilt." "<,.'1'1,,' abh~ to clistinguj~·h the

th'O ilhenomcna, Further, if any credence' ::an he

~i\l'J\ t,l ;'hc ."<ll1ll1"CrS of the ol'jcct". as ',igLtcd

\isuall\ the 1I1et('(\r hv;,)t:ll'sis

mus t 11{' T'ulvd out.

II r, i [:'Iwk a ho n'lllill')..,l'd:

Thv s (at,'llwnt n '.it radars fl'j10rtl'J the ~ c

fal:ts '(0 0ccur at later hours than the r,round

observers' neeus clarification inasmuch as it
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contraJicts other portions of the report which

indicate that at least at certain times visual

and rada:;: sightings were simultaneous.

In retrospect it appears that wh&t the statement in question

may have been meant to imply was that the radars continued to

report target (5) after visual contact had been lost; the statement

does not necessarily imply that no simultaneous radar-visual

sightings occurred.

In conclusion, although conventional or natural explanations

certainly cannot be ruled out, the probability of such seems low

in this case and the probability that at least one genuine UFO was

involved appears to be fairly high.
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South Pal' i fj c

Investigators: Ilauser Research alld I:nginecring Co.

Abstract:

MHerial which reportedly had dropped from a space"hip was

found to be radar chaff dipoles manufactured by Revere Copper and

Prass, Inc., Brooklyn, N, Y.

Bac ~,g l'Quno:

'11,0 Colorado Project r'2ceivcd a sample of metallic nlaterial,

in the form::>f ShOl't pi C'ces ('f narro\v ribbon which \~as asserted to

he matcda1 from a :.;pacl's!l i p, A nc:,tcd pile of tho ma.terial reportedly

I"US found in the front (jf the hOll1c~ of the witne~ses who had observed

"two space ships" overh.:,ad 24 hr. previously.

'I1w sample I-ia<, not radioactive when received by the Project,

but was :>aid to havC')('cll highly radioactive when it fell in the

\\'int0l' of 1957. 1110 sample was ac~ompanied by an analytical report

from u laboratory ncar the area of the sighting. This report stated

that tIl(' corr;positlon of the material differed from material used as

radar "chaff," a1 thOll!2h aluminum 1~{l.S the main constituent.

Investigation:

'111(' material \"llS :;cnt" to the I!auser I{cscarch and Engineering

COl1l(1an~'. Boulder, Colo., for ,1I1alysis and iJcntiricatloll. Spectr()~

i:raphic allill~'5l'S indic;t1:ed ,1 ~OIl1PO~;itlOt1 similar to that of l';ldar

"Cl1;1ff." i.e.: a]llllJinUfIl foil ('oated with load pO\~dcr. 'Ihr' Ilauser

l't1l1lpall~' S("',t sIIIn11 Sillll[,lcs of this nwtcria1 to major 111Hnul"actuTCI'S

or rad<il' "dHlff." "I/long their r(~sp()J1SCS \vilS thc followilq~, frn'\

~Ir. \'. lL l.anc, lJir('cfor of 'I'C'\'hnica] Hcsearch, Foil Oividon,

Hevere Copper ai' t 13ras~;, [ne.
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TIll' chaff Jipoit's sent to us in jour I~ttcr

of ..: 1 .JUlll' I~) lJ 'I \\11..' rc..' III ;lnu rae III r'cd hy t II is company,

TIH' l\\aterial h 1l4S alloy hard II I Ul1li 11 \ IIIl foil

\,i th both 11 slip and a stripe cOut i.ng applied to

till' surface of the foil. The stripe coating con

sists of lead powder suspended in Kerstyn lacquer.

111e slip coating is basically atomized J\cruanx C

suspended in a lacquer. Identification is possible

since the slip coating was color coded. (red for

Rev('re and, 1 believe, blue felT He)'nolds and green

for I\.naconda) .

Generally speaking, the slip COBt was last

used in the fauri cation of chaff uni ts RR 39/AL

and RR 44/;\L. Your sample dipoles (tuned to S-band)

could have come from ej ther uni t. 'Dlese uni ts were

last produccJ in 195~;-56 although a considcTable

supply was rework0d in 1961-63. Since that time

occas ional small lots have been produced for tes t

purposes. It is possible that ~ome of this material

was dropped by aircraft.

HOI~everJ associating the chaff with a reported

sighting of a UFO leads us to suspect another source.

l11e chaff in question has been and is beinp used as

a p~: load for sounding rockets and balloons. ~'hese

rlevices are us~d to carry the chaff payload up to

high altitudes and then the material is released for

raJar tracking. In some balloon devices, the chaff

dipoles arc supposed to remain within the balloon

but OCC<lS i onall~' they fall free.

QUitl' a fl'W agencies employ the:;e deviCl'S HIll')llg

them SanJi a Corp., Al buque rquc, New ~l(;)( t co and lJewey

AIm)' Chemical l:orp., L:L1m~)riJgc, Mass. Perhaps th';Y
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can 3ssodatc a sounJing devict.' lauBch with the

L~:nl' of your rt'portcJ sighting.

"t.' cun assure you, however, that the ch,lff

in l\ucstion was manufactured in Brooklyn, N<:w

York, USA HIHl not in some remote corner of the

gal ax: .

Conchls 1on:

The material consisted of radar chaff dipoles manufactur"c! hy

Revere Copper and Bras,., Inc.
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Case 4

Greenwich -t-3

Fall 1957

Investigator: Craig

Abstract:

A smull piece of corroded magnesium metal, widely acclaimed

as a fragment from an alien vehicle which explo,j\~d over a beach

tn Gl'ceJ\ldch -+-3, I,~as 311;llyzed. '111C analysi.s disproved claims

that the material was of ~~rcater purity than earthly metallurgical

technology was capable of in 1957. Claims of extraterrestrial

Oi igin of the magnesium are thus based solely upon :lcarsay infor

maiion wl1 ich h·~'. never authenticated.

L\ac~ground:

UFO I,'ri tings cnl1\monly refer to pieces of ul tra-pure magnesium

which reportedly were once part of an alien vehicle whicb exploded

over a beach in Greemdch -+-3 in 1957. According to • \e accounts, the

claim of alien origin was supported by the fact that the magnesium

was of a higher pu..-ity than human technclogy w~s 1.hen capable of

produdng; therefore, the material must have come from another

cuI tl't'e. 'I1Hlsc claims ;lH' developed in great detail in The (lreat

rlL~;>l{! ,C:,.'n<oer> lioa:c by Coral E. Lorenzen (1962). Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzf>n

generou:;1y offered their lI1agne:d urn samples to ',15 for analysis.

'I11c story of the ori~jn of the 5ample~ had !lot been auth(;ntica~ed

A nell'spaper item, wri ttcn by a society columnist, presented a letter

\\'11ich tll'~ columnist allcf2<!dly reCeiVl!d, along with fragments of metal,

frcl11 an "~ldmi reI''' \~ho could not be' identifiod because his signature

\~as i.llegible. '111C letter identified its writer as a fisherman who

sm- a flying di~c apnro;l(;h the beach nt unbelievable speed, turn sharply,

;lt1J explode. The disc n.'11ortcdl)' dis] ntegrated into tl.ollsands of

burning fragml~rlts, some of 'dhich fell into shallow water, where they
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Abstract: 

A smull ri~ce of corroded magnesium metal, widely acclaimed 

;IS a fraf!m<;;>nt from an alien vehicle which explo,j,~d uver a beach 

In (;l'crrtldch +:., \~a~ Bn:llyzed. 'l1lC analysis disproved claims 

that the material WIlS of ~~rcater purity than earthly metallllrgical 

technology "as capable of in 1957. Claims of extraterrestrial 

odgin of the 'lI<.J.gnesiulTI are thus ba!'cd solely uPo~\ ',carsay infor

maii.on wl1 ich 1\0.', never authenticated. 

LlaCJ::grOll!1d: 

UFO ',ori tings cnmmonly refer to pieces of ul tra-pure magnesium 

"hich reportedly were once part of an alien vehicle whier exploded 

over a beach in Greenldch +3 in 1957. Accordin!< to • 'Ie accounts, the 

claim of alien origin was sU!Jported by the fact that the magnesium 

was of a hi!<her purity than human technc10gy w"~ 1.hen capable of 

produdn);; therefore, the material must have come from another 

cultu·c. 'I1H~sc claims are developed in great detail in The (;reat 

rlL':>'+i ."'H(oer l10ax by Coral E. Lorenzen (1962). Mr. and Mrs. LorenZl"n 

generously offered their lIlagne:;]um samples to ·.lS for analysjs. 

'nH~ story of the oJ'i.~jn 01" the 5amrle~ had not been authr;nticaced 

:\ nell'spupc)' jtem, I;'ritten by a society columnist, presented a letter 

,.;hi...:h tl\,~ columnist alleg<.'dly receiv('d, along with fr~gments of metal, 

frcli1 an "admirer" 1</110 "01111.1 not be identified bec.ause his signature 

"as ille~iblc. The letter hlcntified its writer us a fisherman who 

sm, [\ flvlnl' disc Hpl1l'()ac:ll the beaeh nt unbelievable speed, turn sharply, 

and explode. The disc fC) ,orted1y ,\isintegrateci into tl.ousands of 

burning fraRT1wnts, some of vlhich fell into sh,;lllow w'lt.er, \d\ere they 



were recovered by the fisherman, whu sc>id that ~;ome of these fragments

accompanied the letter.

'111(;' fisherman has never been located or iclent;. fied, arid it has

not been establ ished that ::/1e columnist actuall~' received the letter

from a third party.

An interested civilian obtained the metal from the columnist,

and, accor.iing to his account, took it to the Mineral Production

Laboratory of the Agricul tur l.; Ministry of the country, where analysis

showed it to be magnesium of greater purity than human technology

could produce.

~~stigatjon:

It was intpoSS ib Ie to verify any relationship between the

magnesium fragments and an UFO sighting. However, the degree of

r uri ty of the magnesiUlf could be determined and since great w.eight

has been given to the claim that the n:etal was of phenomena.l puri ty,

the project decided to have the Lorenzen sample analy zed.

Purified magnesium normally contains few impurities in sufficient

quantity for detection by emission spectroscopy. An indication of

the degree of purity attainahle by known technology prior to 1957

was contained in a report of analysis (dated 23 May 1951) of

llldgnesium which had been purified by eight successive sublimations.

'Ihe analytic information furnished by Dr. R. S. Busk, Research Direc

t.or, Metal Products Department, Dow Chemical Company, showed only

AI, Zn, Ca, and Na present in detectable quantities as listed below,

and giv~n in parts per million of the sample. All other elements

shown in the report were not present in quantiti.l~s sufficent to

hi.' the symhol <: merely i.nc.licate th"1 limits of i;\~tectlibi1ity fGr each

element by tne analytical method used.
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Table

PP~l PP~1

Al Sn <10

.:u H' Zn 2

h .. ~ ba .-:1

~\n <2 ',:a 8
,

\ «: K <5

Pb '5 Na 3

~~i <10 Sr <S

Dr. Husk informed us that his company hao;; supplied samples

of sublimed rr,lgnesiuD! on request for at least 2S yr" and sent us

a sample of triply-subl imed magnesium for purt ty comparison

with the specimen.

Since ·,.;e assumed we would b-.: looking for extremely small

quantities of imp ..lrity in the samples, hie chose to analyze the two

samples by neutron activation, the most sensitive. analytical method

currently avail ab Ie. ThL' work wa<; done bv the R(;search and ~,lt~thojs

Evaluation Group. Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division, Internal Revenue

Service, under the direction of ~lr. ~laynard .J. Pro. The neutron

irrad'Lation and subsequent gamma spectrometry were observed by the

lJrojec!; investigator and original analytical data arc retained in

project files. Results of neutron activation analysi~ showed the

impurities listed below, given in parts of impurity per million

parts of sample (PP~l). Elements shown as N.D. (not dotec:tablc)

were not present in sufficient quantity for detection. Limits of

en'or in all .::as('s are bUS0U upon most t'xtrc~me estimates of

a.nal),tical ~'rror. W1U the unc~>rtaint)' inuicatcu probably is overl>'

genero.H, F: gurcs for the first f1 vo ehl111cnts shown wcr{~ obtaineJ

b:- diren gal1lna spectrometry I~ftet neutron acthation. ClI, Ba.

and Sr values W'.~re obtained by gamma spectrometry after radio-

chcmi ca 1 s epa rut i on of the e L~men t s . It is ob v1ous from thes l:

j'I"sul ts that the magnesium is not nearly so pure as the Dow p"oduct,
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:'>S.O ± S.

N. D.

3".(1 ± 10.

3.3 ± 1.0

160. ± 20.

,rinO. ± IOO.

N. 0, «10)

500. ± 100.

Table

!}ow!!£
4.8 .t 0.5

N. D. «5)

:L :!: 1.

2.6 ± O.~

5.9 ± 1.2

0.4 ± 0.2

N. C.

N. D.

Nn

Al
.,....n
Hg

Cr

~u

lia

Sr

ror the neutron activation analysis, .1 ~,lIlall pOTtior! of the

sarnpl'~ was broken off, and leached in Hel soJ.uti on to remove sur

face impurities. After washing, this portion (which then had a

bright metallic surface) was analyzed. The ab.,encc of C1 ill the

post-irradiation gamma spectrum showed both that Cl was not present

in the sample ; tself and that washing of thE: leached sample was

complett'.
n

The u,uanti ty of Mg- isotope produced by neutron activation

of Hg
26

Has also measured. 111is me:asurement showed that the mag

nesium isotopic ratio in the samp.1e did not dif'~er significantly

from that of other natural magne~ium samples.

I~~dle the sample proved not to be especially pure, the

l'e 1:\ t i ve l~' hi ~h 5 t rontium conccnt rn t ion wa<; part i cu la r ly inter

estinl~. since SJ' is 1lot :m e,xp(,'cted impurity ill magl1C';iulTI. Dr.

Rus~ knc\y of no one \.;110 intentionally ac.hkd Sl' to cc,nllllordal ~lg.

Addi tiona} wor" was tlJ("r('for~~ ~l'hl<.\t'takl'n to lletcrmi ne if the

sampl(', whilL' not pUl'l', might l",OlH:thclcss Ie lIniql7.c. TLc adJition:11

analytical work consisted of Idcr/.)prol1c (\fl"lysis and rnetallogrflphic

examinntion, rll1d was done' by Ur. Ilusk's !'t'IH at the Ilow ~'etallur:~I('al

Lr.horatory. A~!(\in, till' \\'()rk wa~ mo~jtorcd hy t~,c project iJ1VGstigator.

Table 

!:~.!is.. IJFO~~ 

~ln 4.8 t 0.5 :~S . () ± S. 

Al N. D. «5) N. 0, «to) 
" :L ± l. 500. t 100. ,.,n 

Hg 2.6 ± O. ~ N. D. 

Cr 5.9 :!: 1.2 3..:.(' ! 10. 

~u 0.4 ± 0.2 3.3 ± 1.0 

fla N. C. 160. ± 20. 

Sr N' D. :;00. ± 100. 

for the neutron ,.ctivation analysis, .1 o,mall portior, of the 

sample was broken off, and leached in Ilel soluti 011 to remove sur

face impurities. After \'lashing, this pOTtion (which then had a 

bright metallic surface) was analyzed. The ab')cncEl of C1 in the 

post-1Tradiation gamma spectrum show(~d both that Cl was not present 

in the samp1€' i tscl f and that washing of th~ leached sample was 

complct('. 
n 

The quantity of Mg- isotope produced by neutron activation 

of Hg26 lias also measured. ll1is me:asurt~ment showed that the mag

nesium isotopic raU() in the sampje did not dif'Zer significantly 

from that of other natural magl1e~ium samples. 

Mlile the sample proved not to be especially pure, the 

rC'l:\tivel~' hi);h strontium concentrati.on wa" particularly inter

esti.nll, since SI' is not :m e,'p~'cted impuri.ty III lI1agnr dUITI. Dr. 

Rus ~ knclv cf no one \~ho i n1. ('Ilti Gnall:, added Sl' to cc.ntnw rd a 1 ~lg. 

Additional wOl'k Wi;lS thC'r('for<' ,1'hl('t'takl't1 to ,\etcrmine if the 

~amplc, whih' not PUI'l', might l",ollt:thclcss Ie uniquc. TLc uddition:1i 

<l!wlytical work consisted of ILicn)proi>c HlI;lIysis and rnetallogrflphic 

l'xl.uninatioll, "Ild \,as don(' by Pr. BrIsk's !-n:1H at the Ilow ~'ct[\llur~!I('al 

I.r.l1orato1'Y. AfHlin, tlll' \,'ork Wtll' morlitC'rclJ hy t~le project investigator. 



Dr. D. R. Beaman':> report of this work st ttcs:

The ele'.:;tron microprobe analysis of the \Ig-UFO

revealed that 5:1' and Zn were present in extremel>'

low CO:1centrations and were not present in detect

able localized regions of high con~~ntrations,

This does not preclude the possiLi~ity of ~ fine

dLspersion of precipi tat.es, The m~tallographic

examii1ation of the clean matrix negative numbers

64486-64499) by II. Diehl coupled ,... ith the probl

rcsul ts and t1H~ known sol ubi 1 i ti(~s of Sr and Zn

in ~lg suggest~, that thc:~c c1CIi1C'.tS a.rc prc:-.cnt in

solid solution,

~letallographic examination showed large, elongated rnagnes i urn

grCiiTJs, indicating that the mt::tal had not been wc.'~kcrl after solid

ifi catioll from the Liquid or vapor state, rhe grain structure was

thus not consistent wi th an assumption that the sample had been

part of a fabricated metal object, Rapid quenching of a melted

fragment was not indJcatcd.

Since the strontium apparently had been added intentionally

during ma.nufactun' of the material from which t.h,~ sample

car,,:,, Do\;' ~letallurgical Laboratory records were checked to sec i.f

:='.Ic1\ I~laterial had bE't'1l produced in the past by that particular

laboratory, The records r"vea1cd that, over the years, exrcrimenta1

batcl.es of magtwsi um alloy contui !ling from 0.1% 51' to 40% :ir were

produceJ. As earl;' a~ 25 ~larch 1940, the 1aboratory produced a

700 gill. batch of magt:l'siul1I containing nominally the sanK' concentra,

tiol\ of Sr :is \,'as contained in tlw s3Jnph',

ConcJus i on:

Sin,:e only a f('\~ grams of thl' magnesium are known to

exist, and tlwsc could c<lsi 1y have hf.'cn pr('lduccd prior to 1957 hy

common ,-,arthly technology, the composition ant! mctallographic

l'haract~ri~tiC's of tl1C'Sl' samplc~; thcmsclvl'S r'~"('ul 110 informution

Dr. D. R. Bedman'~ report of this work st Ites: 

The ele'.:tron microprob" analygis of the \lg-liFO 

revealed that S::- and Zn were present in extremel:-' 

low CO:H;entrationo: and were not present in detect

abl<J locaLi zed reg~ons of high c()n~nntrations. 

This doe! not preclude the possj~i.ity of b fine 

dlspersion of prccipi tatcs. The m ~tal1ographie 

e xaJ11iilat ion of' the cle an matrix 'negat i ve numbe rs 

64486-64499) by II. Diehl coupled with the probt· 

1'l'sul ts and t1H~ known sol ubi I i t]()S of 5r and Zn 

ill ~tg :;ugges'Co, that these c1eIi1e'lts are pre,.,ent in 

solid solution. 

:h.>tallographic examination showeu large, clongatud magnesium 

<.;r:<lTls, jndi eating that the metal had not been we.",-ked after 50lid

ifi catioll from the liquid or vapor state. The grain structure was 

thus not consistent wi th an assumption that the sample had been 

)aI't of a fabri cated metal object. Rapid quenching of a mel ted 

fragment was not indH:ated. 

Sinc(' the strontium apparently had heen added intentionally 

during ma,nufactuTl' of the material from \~hi.ch th'~ sample 

ca.r,'?, Do\;' ~let311urgieal Laboratory records wert' checked to sec i.f 

~ .1:.;11 I~laterial had bE't'1l produced Ln the past by that particular 

laborat.ory. The record~ r"veal"d that, over the years, eXrc1"imental 

batel.e:; of maglwsilllll alloy containing from 0.1% S1" to 4096 Sr were 

pl'odu~~eJ. As ('url),:\!'\ 25 ~tareh EHO, the laboratory produced a 

700 gin, batch of IlHlgl~l'.;iuJ1l containing nominally the sante' C0I1Cel1tr3-

tion of 51' 'lS "'US contained in thle sample. 

(011 cJ liS i on: ----------
S i 1\ (:e 0111 y a f('\~ ~ rliJJJ~ of thl' l1Iaglws ium are known to 

('xi st, and tlwse coulc.l l'(!S i 1y havo hf.'cn prroduccd prior to EJ57 hy 

common <'arthly technology, tlte composition f>nul11ctallographic 

dlaractc1"istic's of thesl' sample:; thCIll:o;clvl's r''''f'ul 110 information 



al'out tlwi r lH'igin. '11\(' llh,'fe l'xistence of these samples canflot

:--l'l'V€' to support an argu!Ilr,nt that they arc fragments from mated aJ

of ~'xtraterrc$trial or.i gin.

Since none of tIll' additional il1t'armatiorl about tilis case in

other than hearsay, it is not pssiblc to establish any relHtio':sLip

bet\~een the small piece:; of magnesium and a "flying disc. It

3%

aj'ollt tlwir Llrigin. TIll' lh'rc eXlstt'llce of t.ht~se samples cannot 

::<n'v€' to support an argument that they aI',' fragJlwl1 ts from matel'i al 

of ~'xtl'aterr('~trial origill. 

Since nOlle of the /11J,dltional 1!lformaU011 about till!; casu in 

other than hearsay, it is not pssihlc 1:0 cstabUsh any reliltj v'.s!.l p 

bet\~een the small piece-; of magnesium and a "flying dis.;;." 
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SOllth Central

Fall 1957

Investigator: Craig

Abstract:

lhe crew of a 8-47 aircraft described an encounter with a large

ball of light which was also dispJ ayed for a sustained time for both

airborne radar mcmit(;ring T~ceivers and nn ground radar unit:>, The

encounter had ocnlrrcd ten YQars prior to this study. Proj ect Blue

Book haJ no recorl! of it. Attempts to Incah\ any records of the event,

in an effort to learn t!lej denti ty of the enC'Juntered phenomenon,

failed to proJuce any information 111e pheno,lenon remains Imidentified.

Bal:kground:

At a project-sponsored conference for afr base lIFO officers~ held

in Boulder in June 1.%7, Ole of the officers revealed that he persnnally

had experienced a puzzling UFO encuunter some ten years previously.

According to the officer, a Majur at the time of the encounter, he was

pi loting a B-47 on a gunnery and electronic. ~.':>unter-measures training

mission from an AFE, The mission had taktn t!le cre\~ over the gulf of

Mcd.co, and back over South Contral United States where they encountered

a glo\dn~ source of both vbual and 2,80J »IH::, dectromagnetic radiation

of st~rtlinR intensity, which, during part of the encounter, held a

conS1:ant; position relative' to the B~47 for an exttmded J,eriod. (;round

flight ':ol\tl'ol rudnr also rcndved a rcttltll from the "object," and

reported ~tH ral1;~c to the B-17 crew, at a positinn in agr~cment wir.h

raJar anJ vi-sual ob~('t'V,H i 0n5 frotTI the ai l'craft,

i\c.cordin~ to the ofJil'(.'t', upon rt~tL1rn Lo the ArB, clcdronic.' CO'.JIltur~

ml'tl5\lrC~, ~~rapl1i.~ dnta, Dnl! ,'adar scope pi cturcs whie!.. had IHlen tJken

lluriTlg the fHght \~('rc ft'1110vcd from the plane hy lntcllip,cnce p0I'~Onnel.

lie Tl!called that an Intelligence questionnfli re regarding the experience

had later been completed by the B-47 crew; howev~r. the '·securi ty 1iel"
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sh,;t off further infonwti on regarding the C'ncountcr, The cre\',' learneJ

nothing more rE'gardi;1g the incident, and th0 pilot occasionally had

wondered about the iclenti ty of the phenomena encountered ever s i.nce 11 is

experience.

Inv~stigntion:

l\lH'r~ no report of this inciJent VIas found in Blue Book or Ai r

Defense Command record:;, this ?rojlJct undertook to obtain leads to

the' location of datil recorded dlr:-ing tile event t.hrough tletai led inter

vi('\,' of all i.waiL;hle IIH~n;','t'rs, ': 'h;~ 1\-47 crew. Of the six crew

111ctl\l'E'l's, the three most closely involved in 'the encounter were t.he

pi lot, co-pi lot, and the officer who had been i.n charw~ of the most

involved radar-monitoring unit.

Details of the encounter, as best they could be recalled, were

obtained hy interview with the pilot and, later, with the two other

officers at another air ba5e. All remained deeply impressed hy the

experience, and were surprseJ that a ren~~t of it was not pqrt of

Blue B~ok files, 'l11cir d:: rirtions of the experience ,',ere generally

consistt'l1t, although thl:' pilot did not mention that the navigator also

had received a tBllar return from the object in qtle~t:\.on, ttl'; wa~ recalled

by the other officers. CI1\C navigator, on duty :i n Vi etnHll', was not

nv:dlable for intl'rvif;>loJ). The two other cn~I,,, members, each of '''horl hut!

operated a raJ,tl' mOld torin~l uni t in the 13-47 during the lIFO event, wore

il1"olv~d to a ll'5~H?1' extent in til(> incident, and ,,'ere not loc:ltr;J for

intervi('\\' I

'I1H' erel';' ~ Je s~'ripti on of the cxperl cncc follow:;:

Ti inC: I:ar 1>' morning, Fall 1957

1'1Hce: Ov l' l' SO\lth Central lInited State:;

P l:lI1e 1 ~ a It i tude: l\bOll t 30,.000 ft. dUT i 1I!~ the fi rs t

p:trt of the ctlcountcr,

Nature of ~1iS5io1\: (Pi lotl; Combined navigation,

~llnnl'l'Y, and electronic counter

measure training mj~sion.

3U8

Sil·,.t off further i.nfonwti on regarding the C'l1colintcr. The ere\( learneJ 

nothing morc regardL1g the inci.dent, and th0 pilot occasionally had 

wondered about the iden1 i 1,Y of the phenomena encountered ever s i.nce his 

experience, 
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vi('\,' of all 3vaU;;ble lIH'n:',:t'fS . ': 'h,.~ B-47 crew. Of the six crew 

111c1nh'r:>', the three most closely involved in the encounter were t.he 

pilot, cO-1dlot, and the officer who had been In charge of the most 

involved radar-monitoring unit. 

Dctai Is of the encounter. as best they could hc recalled, were 

obtair.ed hy intervIew with the pilot and, later, with the two other 

officers at another air hH5C. hll remaineJ deeply impressed by the 

experience, an~ were SUrry sol that a ren~~t of it was not pgrt of 

Bltw Book files, '111eir d, rirtions of the expcrirmce \'IOre generally 

consistt'tlt, although tht:' pilot did not mention tha.t tht' na.vif.(atol" also 

had receivcll a radar return from the object in question, <IS was l'cCl111cu 

hy the other officors. ('1110 nay igator, on duty in Vi etnm]', was not 

3\':1 i 18b1(' for i ntl'fV i('\'i 1. The two other Cl'~:'ii members. cach of \,11101'1 hud 

operated it raJ'I1' lIIoni torin~! unit in tht' 1l-47 during the UFO event, wore 

ir1\'olved to a lC5!IC'l' extent tn til(' incident. uno were lIot IDcatr,d for 

intervit:'l( , 

I1w erel,'" JC!,wrtptiOll of the cxpcricnee follows: 

Tilne: I:arl~' 1Il01'11i.llg, Full 1 \IS'; 

I' l;I,:p: Ov (']' South Central United States 

1'1:ln~';; altitude: I\hollt 30.()[)() ft. duriJJg tltl' first 

p(lrt of the encounter. 

Natll1'(? of ~1i%io": (Pi loti; Combined naVigation, 

)!llnnCl'Y, Hnd electronIc counter

measure training mjysion. 



(Othpr Crew): Check-out of

plane and equipment, including

elec~ronic counter-measures

equipment, prior to European

assignment.

\'c:lther: Witnesses recalled seeing, from

30,000 ft. altitude, lights of

cities and burn-off flames at

gas and oil refineries below.

They have no racol Jection of

other than clear weather.

RaJaI' monitoring unit number two, in the back end of the 13-47. picked

up a strong signal, at a frequency of about 2,800 mHz., which moved

uP~SCOFt' while the plane was in straight flight. (A signal from a ground

statior neces~arily moves down-scope under these condition~, becau~e

of forward mot:ion of the ,I i.rpl~lne) . l~hi:, was noted, but not reported

immediately to the rest of the ere'.... Thoe officer operating this unit

sllspect~J equipment malfunction, and switched to a different monitorinr

frequency range. n,e pilot saw a white light ahead and warned the crew

to b~ prepared for a sudden maneuver. Before any eVB5ive action could

be taken, the light crossed in front of the plane, moving to the right,

at a veloci ty far higher than airplane speeds. The light was SfJen by

pilot and co-pilot. and appeared to the pilot to be a glowing body as

hig as a barn. The I i~ht disappeu.'cd visually, but number two moni tor

was returned to the frequency at which the signal was noted a few rnOl1ents

curlier nnd again showed a target, now holding at the. "twu-o'clock"

position. n,e pilot vRrie0 the plane's speed. ~ut the radar source stayed

at two o'clock. n,~ pilot then requested and received permission to

s~itch to ground interceptor control radar and check out the unidentified

companion. Grounu Control in the arCH informed the pilot that both his

plane and the other target showed on their radar, the other target hold

ing a range of ten miles from him.

(Othpr Crew): Check-out of 

plane and equipment, including 

electronic counter-measures 

equipment, prior to European 

assignment. 

\'·c"ther: Witnesses recalled seeing, from 

30,000 ft. altitude, lights of 

cities and burn-off flames at 

gas Rnd oil refineries below. 

Ine1 have no recol Jection of 

other than clear weather. 

RaJ,1r monitoring unit number two, in the back end of the B-47. picked 

up a strong signal, at a frequency of about 2,800 mHz .• which moved 

UP-SCI';'}'" while the DIane "'as in straight fli.ght. (A signal from a ground 

statior neces~arily moves down-scope under these condition~. becau~e 

of forward mot:jon of the <ltl'pLme). '1'hi:, was noted. but not reporteu. 

immediately to the rest of the cre\~. Thl;) officer operating this unit 

suspect~J equipment malfunction, and switched to B different monltorinr 

frequenc), range. TIle pilot saw a wh i te light ahead and warned the crew 

to b~ prepared for a sudden maneuver. Before any eva<;ive action could 

be taken, the li~ht crossed in front of the plane, moving to the right, 

at a veloci ty far higher than airplane speeds. The light was SHen by 

pilot and co-pilot. and appeared to the pilot to be a Rlowing body as 

hig as a barn. 'The light disappeu.,'ed visually. but number two moni tor 

was returned to the frequency at which the signal was noted a few rnonents 

earlier and again showc'd [I target, now holding at thlj "two-o'clock" 

posi t.ion. 111e pilo'· v(1.rit:~(1 the plane's sp'led. but the radar source stayed 

<It t\~O o'clock. '11\'~ pilot t.hen requestod and received permission to 

s~itch to grounJ interceptor control radar and check out the unidentified 

compani.on. Ground Control in the area infcormed the pilot that both his 

plane and the other target 5howed on th~iT radar, the other tar~et holci

lny a range of ten milp~ from him. 
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:\ft,'l' till' Ul''l) 11;ld 11C'ld till' two O'~'ll)(''' :lOSI t ion and t<.:II··llIi Ie

r"li~'" tl1l"ougll \'drioll~ tl,~t l'hilllgcs ill .lit'~'I"afc srH~cd, tile J1ul1llll~r tl','j

Il\onitorin~ offll'(.'1' inforllled the pilot tll1.t tho taq~ot WI'S startil'H tu

move up-scope. It moved to a position dead ahend of the plane, holding

a ten-mile range, anJ aRain became visible to the eye as a huge, steady,

red glow. 'The pilot went to maximum speed. The target appeared to

stop, and as the plane ~ot ~10se to it and flew over it, the target

disappear(~d fr(.\Jn visual observation, from monitor number two, and from

~round radar. ('l1lC operator of monitu" num:ler two also recalled the

l!-.l7 navigator's hav-:I\& thi~ targt~t on h15 radu'l' , and the target's dis

appearing from hb; radar scope at the same time). The pi lot began to

turn back. Abollt ha 1f \~ay around th" turn, the target reappeared on

both th:- mr.:,nitoT an~i ground radar scopes and visually ,It an estimateu

altitudl> of 15,()O(l ft. '11lC pilot received permission from Ground

Control to chan~l' altitud(.', and dove the plullc at the tHn~et, which

appearcll strltionary. :\~ the planc appl'otlched to an c:-itilnateLl distance

of fivc mile:; the targl't vnnish<."! again f~'Olll hath visual oh<.~rvatioll

and radar. Limited fl('l ~i11ISCU the pilot to abandon the chase (It this

point and head for his base. As the pilot leveled off at 20,000 ft.

o tllr~et Ilgall1 appeared all l1\llnber two mon1 tal', this titlle heh InJ the

B-47. '11\~ officer opcratill~ the number two monitoring unit, hOI.,:evor,

bcli,(,'vC':i that he may have been picking up the ground rtlJnt ~j~nnl at

this point. 'I1H,~ signal faded out as the 13-1\.7 cOl1tillllCd flight.

'Il\e co-pi lot and nllnlbel' two lIlonitoring officer were 1110st illlpr~s~~~J

hy thl.' ~lI:1d('n lIi ~nppl'(lr[lnc{' of the tnr~e. and i t~ n~appl.'ln'ltnc", at

a lH'\\ J()~: ItiOll. '\!'i tlw>' ]'p.:a) h'tl the:' evelit, the targot could he tJ'HckeJ

p:lI't ,,It toll' tilll(" Oil till.' l'iHlal' lllonJtur11lg screell, p,s de~crib('d ahovt',

hut, \\t 1l':l~t ol\ce. di:.;ap\,l'al'l'd from thl' I'i~ht :;idl.' of the pl,!lIl" ''1)l'carcrJ

01l tlll'\l' lpn. tlw\1 ~~Ihh!('nl~' on tlH'ir I,j,.,llt a~:ailt. "'lUI 10 "t.rall" Oil the

radar ~l-~l.lPL' tll in,lll'iltl' II\OVl'IIlCl1t of the tllrgct Ill,tWtlCII ~~IH:('('ssiv(' p()~itl(Jl1s.

'111l' 11I1'l1itoril\~ offil'l'I' recalled that the 11llVlgatoT, who reported

t'C'l'd,ving hls 0\111\ tl'an~mlttL'!ll "Illlnr ~dgna1s l'cflectt'll froln the tar~ct,

not only I\lld it t{1r~ct 011 h is screen, but report cd t:argct bearing~ \", teh
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:\ftl'l' till' U!:t} h:h! hl.'ld tlw two o','),)I'k pOSit ion :\n" t(')II'llli II) 

1',1l1~t' tIH'O\l).!IJ v:r1'lO\l~ fl'!'! ,hnng()s ill .lil"'I'af. srll'~t.I. the Jllllllh,:r !".'j 

Inol1itori,,~ offh'c;,'1' i"l"lll'l1Il'd the pi IDt tlt"t tile taq~ct Wi'S ~tllrtir'g tu 

mov~ ur-s,op~, It moved to a position dead uhoad of the plane, holding 

a ten-mil~ range, anJ again became visible to the cl"o as Ii huge, steady, 

red glow, 'Ihe pilot went to maximum speed. The tarftct appeared to 

stop, and as the plane ~ot .:1ose to it and flew over it, the target 

disappear,ed fn\m visual observation, froll1 monitor number two, and from 

ground radar. Clllc operator of monitu!' num:lcr two also recalled the 

U-,f; navigator's hav'.ng thi~ targ~~t on hi:; racial', and the target's dis

appearing from his radar scope at the same Unte). The pj lot began to 

turn back, About half way around the turn, the target rcappeared on 

both th~ mr)llitor :llhl ground radar scopos and vi.sually ~lt [m estimated 

alti.tudl' of 15,1)00 ft. '111C pilot received permission froln (;round 

Control to ,~han~l' altitu,k, and dove the plullo at the tHn~et, whidl 

appeared stat ionary, ,\~ the plane apl)1'oachlH\ to all c~t imateL! di "tanc:e 

of five miles the targl't vanisill'rl again 1"'0111 hoth lIislJ,d obH~fvatio!l 

and radar. l.imited f.le1 -::lllseu thc pi]ot to abandon the chase :Jt this 

po in t and head for his bus c, As tile pilot leve led off at 20, noo ft. 

n tar~et ngalll appeared on munbt'r two moni tal', this t ilile hel< inJ the 

B-,17. '11110' offh:cl' opcratill~ the number two monitoring unit, hOh'evo'r, 

L'd i.!.'Vl'S that he may have been pickil\~ lip the ~l'ound l'adat' :; i gna 1 lit 

this point. '\11l' RJ~nal faded out 115 the 13-47 COl1ti11tICd flight. 

Hie ('a-pi lot and l111n,lwr two lIlonitoring officer were lliost illlprl's~l.}d 

";.' the ~ll:ldcl1 di!>(IPJlL'arnnc(' of lite tar!-;c', and it~ reappl'iIJ'lIT1Cr" at 

a lll'\\ Jlll~ ItiOll, I\S tlwl' 1'''.:alll'tI tilt:' eVel,\, tho turg{)\ t'oultl 11(' trllcked 

pal'l ,11 toll' tJllIt' Oil till' l'llllal' l11onltUl'11lg screell, ii,S ll(,~l'rihcd a!lovt' , 

hllt, ;It le:rst o!lce. di~apIH'al'('d from till' right :,idc of till' pL!lll', aPJ1C'an",1 

l)\1 till'il' Il'ft, tlwt1 ~\I,h!l'nl~' on tlH'I" "i!',l1t a~!aill. 1\\tlilO "t.rllil" 011 tht' 

radar SL~I)I'" tll il1,licatl' IlIllVl'lIIcrH of' the t<11'j.!l't bl~tl~lll'ri ';IKITssiv(' p()~itIIlI1S, 

111l' IIIL1Jd tol'i!l~ oft'i ('t'I' l'()cld led that the IIIlV i gator I who reported 

t'C'l'civill~ hi.s O\~J\ t!'an~lII\ttl'!ll t'Tlllal' :.;~gna1s l'cfl~~cte,l from the tat'~et, 

not only hIlL! [\ tlll'/"lct 011 h Is ~crCCll, hut reported ~llrgct bearings \"1 ich 
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':OifldJcd cxadly with the !lcuring;; to til(' s'YirClJ 011 til" munitorirll(

~c:opc. Ill' also iI\Jic;:t'.:d thnt the "ffi(~f.·'" operating ct\(, number one

radar Illonitoring unit, wllicil lias of~! ,liff('::'(~nt t"pe. havin~ :1 fixed

APU··4 antenna instead of n ~pi nning antenllll as u,;eu '"i th the number

tl'iO llni t I and covoring :l 11 radar ranr,c'i, also o)"-~ '~rved the snm~ db~

plar he ObS{!fVed 011 unit thO. The sixth crew member, operating number

three radar monitor, ',vhich Cl)v'rt;;tl 1;. lo~er frequency range" was searching

for something to tie.rt .vith the signals beir/g obs:Jrved on the other

SCOP(~f" hut found noth: J1!=.

'Ihe follmdl1.1Z qlle~tions an'raL;cll hy this infor/llation:

1) Could thl" mlllibol' two lllo'1jtorin~ t1nH have received either

direct Qt· l'eflectcd Crotin.! rw!;.r s i!~nals whi.ch had no relation to the

vi~,unl si~~hting?

'l1H: fact thll t til l! f'r'.'ljllCncy recei vOll on number two, abollt 2, SOO

mil:, I '.;as one of tht· frl"qllrndcs llmit.tcd from ground rauar stations

tCrSl,ji t~'Pl' antl'nnas) ;It ;:1' airport and ot!1t'r airpot·t.s Ilen'!' by, mal<c~,

one ~lI~PQct thb possibility. 'nlC numher two monitoring officer felt

that aftt:'r the 13~47 arrived over Sot'th Central U. S., signals from riCA

sets were recei ved, and thi!i conflH;ed the q\lesti on of whether an

unldentifie(, source which emitt~d or rcfl~cted this wave length was

present. On origina1 app)'oach to the aN'a, however, a direct ground

signal could not hflvc moved Up·5COpC. Up-scope movement could not

have been dut! to hroKcll rotor lends or other equipment I1H\1 funC'ti on,

for all other ground ~iglHtl:i observed that nl~~ht lI\oved (:()Wn~sl·opC. A

reflected si~nal \~oIl1d nqlllre II 1110Vjn~ reflector in th(~ region serving

(IS appllt'cllt SOllr~'l', till" IlJOVl'IlIClIt heJI1~~ coordinflted with the motion of

the airl.:l'nft, pal'tlclll(l1'1~' during IW; jqd~ whet1 the UFO helll Cl)I11;tant

pod t 1011 l'clHti Vl' to till" IllOvi 1l~ a1 r~:l uft. Si nee the ilion i tor scuns ,~60°,

.i f a l'C'f 1ectl:HI lWrlIl1 1/('1'(' II i !'oldaY"d 011 I'he ~t'{)f)C, the d ired rudtlr heam

ul~o '~(lulJ be diRpLlycd, unlr..'ss tIll' trtlll~IlJHtcr Were below the horizon.

i\H l·h,. eve J1t was I'cl.:dl1rd by tlH.' wi tnes!'lcs, only OtiC ~ Ignal Wf1~ pre!-ltJnt

durinR initial ohservations. If tl)(' 01:0 ,lci;ulllly reflected rlldRT ~;lRnal!'

trl111smitted fro r" the B· 17. anti appenrcll in the (I,!'ue pO!'lltJon on th(l
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.:oirlddt'd exactly wi til tht' bcurilli!~ to th." S,l'ifCC 011 lh" nlLllli tori/If! 

sc:ope. lit' also indi.:;:t,:.! that tilL "(fi"'.·" i)l'eratil\~ til(' number one 

radar 1Il ollitorillg unit, wili"il lias of;! ,Iifff>::·,~nt tvpe, hav'ing ~l fixed 

/\PU··4 antt'1lI1a instead of ;I spinning r.wt:Cllrlll as u,:eu '~ith the number 

tl,o unit, and covering :111 radar ranf,(),'" alst' ok'~'rvcd the snm0 db-

play he observed on unit t~o, l~e sixth crew member, operating number 

three radar monitor, ~hiLh cov're~ ~ lo_er frequency ranKS, was searching 

for something to tie,n ,d th th,;: signals bcir~!4 ob!i~rveJ on the other 

scopes, hut found noth'n~, 

'Jhe follo~'il1g que;,tiollH an:' rabcd hy thi$ information: 

1) Could tht' !lumber two lIlo'litorin!l unit have received either 

direct ot' l"efJected (rollnd t"wi';r si.gnals which had no relation to the 

visunl ~dl;htin!!? 

'111(: fact that thl~ f'r'.'qllellcy rCCCl vetl on numher two, about 2, BOO 

mil: '. "a s one of tht· frl'qll('nd cs end t, ted frolil nrounJ racial' s tat ions 

~CrSl'll tn'l' ant"lhl<1S) ;It ;:J1 airport nnd otl1l'r airports nen]"' by, makcf, 

one S\1~pcct tl1b I'0ssioility, 'nte numher two monitoring officer felt 

that aftt'r the 13-47 arrived over Sot'th CClltl':Jl U, S" signal~ from r;(A 

sets were received, and thi5 ~~onfm;ed the q\lestion of whether an 

unldentifie~ source which emitt9d or rcflpcted this wave length WIS 

present. On origina~ appl'oach to the a1'l'a, however, a direct ground 

signal could not lIuvc mov('d up-scope, Up-scope movement could not 

have been dut! to hrokcl1 rotor lends or other equipment mAlfunl.'tion, 

for all other ground ~iglHI1~ observed that nlt:ht ltIovc.1 ':own~sl'opC. A 

]'cflcctcd sil:nal wOllld reql\irc 1\ I1lovlng ref1e~t!)l' ill th;.~ region serving 

<IS applIl'Cl1t SOllr~l', thl' inOVl'lJJcllt hcill~~ conrdinfltod wi~h the Inotion of 

the air~ri1ft, pal'tlclll(t1'l~' during PI"; h<l~ when the UFO held CI)l1stnnt 

I'odtioll l'('l«tivl' to ti\(' lI1(1vill).! airt'luft, SJnce the IllOnitor scuns ,~{)(Jo, 

jf i\ 1'C'flt'ctclt lll'mn IIl'!"(, di!'.!day,·d 011 ~'he ,cuoc, tho dil'cct J"lIdul' hel1m 

11150 \~(OlllJ be dis\1LI~'()". unlt·ss till' tl't1l1smiitcr wcn~ below the horiz.on. 

J\!I lh,. evcnt ",us l'cc.t11t't1 by th!,., witl1es~c!\. only one ~ignA1 WII~ prC!HJnt 

durin~ initial ol.scl'v(1tioIlS. If thc' 1)1"0 actulllly reflected f/I:lnr r,IRnal~ 

t rnl1l.mitted frorn the 1\- 17. and appllfll'Cl' in the (1,I'Tle j1o~ l t 1011 011 the 



navige,tor's scope as one, the nwnb'~r two monitoring scope, reflection

of 2,800 mHz. ground signids from these saf'le Qos;Lo'1s ~e..;ms extremely

unlikely.

2) Could the visual observati0ns have been misinterpreted

ai rplane lights, airplane a fterbl!rnerS, or meteors?

The persistence of the phonomenon rules out meteors. Observed

speeds, pl·.ls instant ro-posi tion and hovering capabilities are not

consist~n~ with the aircraft hypothesis.

5) \\\'1'0 the visual observations necessarily of the same phenomenon

as the radar observations'?

Coincidence of disappearances, appearances, and indicated positions

sugges t a common I.~ause.

4) If the reported observations are factual and accurate,

\,aht capabilities and properties were possessed by the UFO?

a) Rapid motion, hov~ring, and irystant relocation.

b) Emission of electromagnetic raojation in the

visible region and nossibly in the 2,800 mHz.

region.

c) Reflection of radar waves of various frequencies.

(From airborne radar units as well ;,:; 2,RrJO mllz.

ground units). Failure to transmit at the frequency

of the number tl:ree radar llIoni tor.

d) Ability to LoLl a cmstant rosition relative to

an aircraft.

S) Could the observeJ phenomenon be ~xrlainod AM a plasma?

T€'11 sl.i(~nti5ts I,ho spl'cialize in jJla~;"w lcsearch, at our :lctohcr

1:1(,: pL!",ll!! COnfl?fl~nl'e re,~iirdE',l <1n cxplan,atiol1 of this experience

in terms of knoil'l1 r !'opC'rt Ics of :l plasma (':5 not tenable .

. '.lrther invc~'tlgation of thie' case cCllteTed around efforts to

trace :-cports of thiS event submitted by the crew after the 13-47

returned to the !\FL~. Rc,'ollcctions of the nature and manner ,)f

submission of such reports or records were in sharp divergencE'. As the
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nav.ig<~.tor's scope as one, the numb'Jr two monitoring ,;cope, reflection 

of 2,800 mllz. ground signills from these same :'05: Lo'1S "edns extremely 

unlikely. 

2) Could the visunl observati0ns have been misinterpreted 

ai rplane lights, airplane a fterbl!rners, or meteors? 

The persistence of the phenomenon rules out meteors. Observed 

spt'cds, p1'.1s instant re-posi hon and hovering capabilities are not 

consist~n' with the aircraft hypothcS1S. 

3) ~ere the visual observations necessarily of tile same phenomenon 

as the radar observations',' 

Coincidence of disappearances, appearances, and int!icated positions 

'~ugges t a common cause. 

4) If the reported observations are factual ant! accurate, 

haht capabilities ilnd properties were possessed by the UFO? 

a) RapjJ motion, hov<;ring, ant! iT)~'tant relocation. 

b) Emission of electromagnetic radiation in the 

visible region and nossibly in the 2,800 mHz. 

regi.on. 

c) Reflection of radar waves of various frequencies. 

(['rol11 airborne radar uni ts as well :~:; 2,fl[)O mllz. 

ground uni ts") . Fai lure to tlansmi t at tho frequency 

of the numhe I' three radar llIoni tor. 

d) Ability to LoLl <l C;)flstant !,osi1..ion relative to 

an ai reTa ft. 

S) Could the observed phenomenon be c'cxl'laincd as ;1 plasma,' 

TE'n Sl j"ntists I,ho spl'ciaUze i.n ]11a~'III(1 lcseaTch, at our ~)ctoi1er 

1,1(," p!;!',nl<l conf0fL'IlC(' rei,:irded an explanation of this ('xperience 

111 terms of kno;m rl'opl'rtles or :) plasma <is not tenable. 

''.ll'tiler invt'~'tigatloll of tt1j,. case centered around efforts to 

trace reports of this event suhmitted by the crew after the B-47 

n~turneJ to the M,[", ReL'ollccti.otlS of the nature and manner ,if 

~llbmi~si.()11 of such reports or records were in sharp divergencE'. As the 
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pi lot fecal leu the i:lcidcnt, the lar;Jin!; plano WaS met by thci r Wing

Intelligence v~rsonnel, wilD tool all f~ lmed and wire-recorded data from

the "back-end" crew. The Cr'l"! !"as never ~~xtensively questioned about

the incident. Days 01' \,reeK ] atw, howevc"', the crew did receive from

Air DefenS(l Command, a lePfthy rue.; L.LfJ(lnar:.:~ "hich they completed

including sketches of what they had se(~r anl. narrative descriptions

of the event. 111e questionllaire ; J'>0 had a section to he completed by

the ground radar (GCI) personnel. The rilot could not recall where or

exactly \\'IH'n t/1C' completed f/ucstionnaire had been sent.

In contrast \\i til thl.s recollection, the co-pilot and number two

moniturin~ officer said ~'at no data whatsoever had been recorded

J~lring tlw fl Lgh t . The ill monitoring unit was equipped for movie

filJLing of its dLplay, and 02 was equipped for wire rccordi'1g of

data. S~nce the f1igllt h;tJ lJ~en merely for the purpose of checking

equi pn1'.'nt, hO~;(,\,l.;'r, nei ther i· 1m nor recording wire was taken ahoard.

Both tlles~ officers recalled intensive interrogation by their £ntel

ligence personnel immediately after their return to the AFB. They did

not recall wri ting anything about the event that day or later. ACcoI'ding

to their account, the 8-47 crew left for England the following day,

and heard nothing morc of the incident.

Since it appeared that the film0d and recorded data we were

~eeking had never existed, we renewed the effort to locate any ~pecial
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no longo' In.'xistencc. ~lDving pictur~'s of radar scope displays and

other data -;;aid to h:.lVe been H'conlcd during the incident apparently

never exis;:ed. Evaluation of the experience must, therefore, rest

entirely on the recollection of crew members ten years after the event.

'These dercript.ions are not adequate to allow identification of the

phenomenon encCiuntered (cf. S(lC t ion I II Chapters 2 & 6 I and Append ix Q ).
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North E:;st

Spr Llg 1qb(\

Invcstigators Craig, Levine

Abstract:

Three adult women went onto th0 hifh school athletic field t~

check the ide.'tity of a bri~,'ht ligJl: which had frightened an ll-:;ear

i'JJd girl in her home nearll', and ;~€'po'cted thut one of three lights

they saw maneuvering in ~h,~ sky ab::l.,n the school flew noiselessly

to\\'ard them, coming dir r.ct1: '>Vcrhe30, 20 - :~o ft. above one of

them. It was descrij,ed as a flowing, solid, disc-like) automobile

sized objoct. Two l_'Q}lccrnen who responded a u telephoned message

that a UFO I~a~, \.md~l.' .. bscl'vr-,r,:ion "(~r.i ried that an extraordinary

object h'as flying over the high school. The object has not been

identified. :' 0'; of the extended ohservation, however, apparently

wa.-- an observa', \.0.1 of tlw planet ,Jupiter.

~~:::~ground:

TIlL' account of an inl'Lh:nt I~hi<.:h o-.:\;u'lred some 10 mo. earlier

WR5 sufficient": drpressive to a Lid,... tRam j: vestigating current

sightings in the general region of The Northeast to cause the

tear,) to .i.n tE'rview some of the individuals invol ved in the earlier

report.

According to the account, an ll-ycar-old girl heard a hump

outside her bedroom window about 9:uu p.m. ancl leoked out th(~

Idndol'" to :,e(> ~. football-shaped object wi. th flashing feu lights

"Iovin? in the air. h'ightolwtl, she ran downstairs. HeT father

\,as liatCilin:l, '1.\', and :"aiJ that its roc('rtion was showing the

effects of j ') 1erfl'TC'ncc. Tlvo neighbor women arri vee! at that: time,

sal>' tlH' red light near the high s('hoo1, and called the girl's

ll1other. TIll! three' li0mcn ril~n'cd to go out toward the school groun<\:'

to shO\... th(' g i'd, 'I'ho ~ta)'ed in the house, that what sh .. Saw was
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nothing but an ai.rplaJle, lIowever, ,,,,heu they got to the field, about

300 yd. from the school :'uilding. they saw three separate lights,

generally red, but green or ','}lite at times, which were not like

airplane lights, The center light was darting about over the school

bUilding. and the others were "sort of playing tag" with it. Sri i 1

thinking they might be planes or helicupters, one of the women

beckoned the nearest light witr, an a1111 motion, whereupon it carr'e

directly to\~ard her. She said that as it approached nearl)! over

head, she could see that it was a metal disc, about the size of a

large automobile, with glowing lights ::,'ound its top. She

describeJ thlo' object as flat· bottc)Jl1t:d and solid, wi th a round

out 1ine and a surfacl' aprl'arance : i kl' dull aluminum. The other two

\~omen r:m. Looking back, they sa,,",' their friend directly heneath

the o')ject, \~hich was onlv 20-30 ft, above hor head. She haJ h~r

hanels clamp€.,,? "ver her head in a self-protective manner, am'

later reported that she thought the obJ,'ct was going to crusil her.

:1)( 'l.j_''"':' tIlted on l'L!gC, and retu~'n('d ro a position ab0ut SO ft.

'''r the higb scheol as tIll' \~omen ran hon.e to call mOT? neighbors,

A 'aT! and hi~ wife, came out and saw the 1 ights t>at m'rf' pointed

out to them. One C'f til(' lights appeared tc be onl/ lS-.30 ft.

above ,;1,(' roof Or the school building '1'0 this couplE:', the light~

appeared oval-sh~prd, flashing, mostly red, but changing colors.

The li~ht5 \,erc ~;tar·likc 11', appearanc~, but looked a little

larger tball 5tcl,"5. 'l~H' 111an r3t1 hack aIII tcll'phoncd the police.

As the groul'. nOl'l consisting of the thr·e women, the girl, the

girl's olckr brother and handicapped fatl1<'r. fwd th,' Ih,jg!1hor

coupl''!, ilh'aiteJ tilt' arrival of police, tle central obj 'ct n'~'('u('cl

illi..h(> sky 311'\ lackel! lil,(' a star. lt~ 1\~O companions had left

t!l(' :-;Cl'lH' U1l1loticcd appalYdti!' whilc t'.c )b~;('rv('rs' attl'ntlI.J" \"'as

focu:'scd 011 the rCl~dil\~ OlljCCt. As t\,(\ l,oliccll1cn arrivcc!, the

ob~;('r\'l':rs lie i'e concerlied that tIll' rol i cc ~. au J d th j nk th" UFO \,as

only a ~~tal'. IIUlVey(']' , the 5tar-li.kc light d:J brighten and
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resume its motion over the hi.gh school. The officer,::; :eportedlv

jumped back into their pDlice cruiser lUld dr~,ve down to the school

parking lot, where they ~aw the object at dose range before it

sped off, with the poHc(~ in pursuit. 'llie object had been observed

for a total of about 30-45 min. It had made no noi,se, and the

observers felt no heat or wind fr.m the object when it was ovelhcad.

Inves ti gatio!::

On0 of the police offic,,!.('s was ~nt:crvi,ewed, lie confi med the

,.1 .111 by the other (')b~l:rveT's that he and another offi eel' had

responde\l to the call and, after having the oh jcct poin:ed out to

them by the group of observerl'; near the school grounds, rlrovt' dowr.

to the school parking lot to get a closer 1« ~t the object, lie

said it was neither an airplane nor helic~J·,1 e:.. ')ut he did not

know what i t \~ ,is, The ob ~ ect ~eemed to the ofb,. tr: 'lI' ~h::,?d

likr,; a hal f dollar, I~i th three lights of di fferent colors in

i.ndentations at the "taj,l end," something like back-up li!-rh'_,-, It

seemed to have J, [11f)rc or less circular motion but,'.'as ~Jways over

the school. Aft,:,'r the officerg arriveJ at th~ paTking lot, the

ob jeet "f'~ew aroUl.J" the school two or three more times ard

derl\TVd apparl"ntly tOlvard the airport. /1.'05 it got farther away,

it looked like just on(' light. It took off at u "llomal spf]cd,o'

s t <l)'i ng the SdlllC Ilei gh t in the sky. It dirnl11cd an(1 then disar !l~al'ed

quickly.

The thrct' Ivomen, t1vo (,'I\~ I Irem , ~:,d 'Llie girl's father granted

a group inteTvic\v to rr().it~(:t invl~:;tiR:..t,')rs, '111oir story was

gel1c'l'allr qui te consis t~ "t \ ith that record",) a year eArlier by

NICAP iJ1t('rvil'w~r::. Tlt(, fw>' was onl'J~~ht ou1 that thc: ~:chooJ

parking lot hold been t'i Ih'd I, "t.1l caI'<; during the r~arly part of the

UFO sighting. ~·,incl' there \:.'l n Friday vveniJ1!' b',~kethal1 game

at the schoo!. None of th\.'lr' oceupants, 'avliIg driven away while

the UJ;O over the school bUilding was under cbscl'vation, reported
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seeing an UFO. Some youngsters leavtng the school grounds Were

told about tht' UFOs by the observers. 'Ihe observers said the

>'oungsters watched for a \~hi1e> then left--apparently unimpressed.

Review of all reports indicated that all observers other than

the young girl and the group of three women had S3fm something that

look~d like a star. Written reports by bath policemen stated the

object appeared "like a brigllt star,'1 and the reports of the fOUT

5<lid tilt' objects "when standing still, looked like stars." The

changing of colors could be due to ord inary sc.i1H:U lati on of

<?f ::itarlight, and sOll\e apparent motion of the object could he

accounted for as autokinesis, even if a star Kcre being observed

(s('~ Section \'1, Cl1apt( 1:~ I :lnd 2).

De:. <.:ent of the object over the women's heads coul J not he

attributed to autokinesis, or apparent motion of a motionles~

Ugh t. Could ..ill otl.c reported movements be accounted for if one

assumed the observers actually were looking at a star or planet?

The policeman had been asJ.ed hQi,; closE' he "as to the object at it5

closest position '"hen he lIas in the S<:hOf)] parking lot, and he

indicated a distance of ahout 200 yd. As shown in the accompanying

sketch, (Fig. 2 which lI'as prepared by Raymond E. Fowler, chElirnlan

of the NI CAP ~lass. Subcommittee, th(' police were about 200 yd.

from the high :;chool when thp. object over the school was first

point.€'u out tt· them (posi don marked FLNCE on the sketch). They

must, tlwrF!foTe, net lHlV(' rcduceJ the ay,parent Jistanc:c to the

object I~h('n they r:rovr down to the parking lot next to the ~chf)ol

builJi ng. ~Ir. F.)Ider' ~ original :report, wri ttell a few clay~~ f'fter

the' bddcnt. ~:dd of thl' poli\~c, OI/\S they cal1H1 into the schoo]

~'ard, tile obj·!ct moved off ~dC'\il,y into the SW tawllnl

[.1 f.1ctorv] i,lill Ji:;uppearetl frolll view,ll I\n ob~cj'vcr

approach \I\i: tlH' s dwol bui ldi ng on the dri vel. rt:; frorn the rOI.1J

~>l\C !',kli't/;! I as the p01icl' officers did, and IOl.1<ing at a star

0," ::\0.' \)'1: :':'1 \..~; ",v;.1lcl see tlw same appareflL nl,'tion of the star

as a 111:<11' 0'),"":1. moving to the SW would have.
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Motion attributed to the object (except for thl' lh'scfnt

('verhead) '...as typically circular, or "up, ~lown. and around."

The object was thuSJ10t seen to move far from its original T1osition.

J.n response to the ques tion "How did the 0') ject disappear from

viE'\"'? 11 the woman who had reported being directly beneath the ohject

wrote, ".Just vanished in a circular direction in plain view."

One of the police officers wrote, "The object seemed to stay at the

same he:ight and just move away very smoothly.t1

As shown in the sketch, in all views except ~he reported

close encounter, the principal object was seen in the same WNW

direction. This fact, plus the fact that it stayed in thj~ general

direction and di%lppcflI'ed as ,f going straight away from the obser

ve~, in addi ticn to its having the appearance of a very bright

star, leads to the conclusion that the obs€'~',,(J Ii,.' ."

pI anet. The nautical almanac shows the plane t <11111.1. tel', .,.: +h a

n.agnitude of -1.6 (eleven times as bright as a first magnitude

star), to have been 20 o ··30 o above the horizon, ,?3" N of ''''. duri'1g

the time ()f this UFO ob:;(~rvation. Thi.; position. f..'xactly n\atch,,·s

the location t.ltc principal object was 1.'cpoTted to have u~~n ~€'!el1.

Crmc1usions:

No explanation is attempted to account for the close tlPO

encounter reported bv three '~omen and fl young girl. All other

aspec:~ :--J:" 11.~ m~1 .. 1plc-l¥itnes~ report inJicat..' the observers

were looki:lg at the planet Jupi tel', ~.. i th ordinary scinti llation

eff('cts (the night was ~;aid to have' been crystal cleul') aCC,)lllid II;

for observ('(1 COlor change, 8:1d apparent 01' 'loct motion nccl)unted

for by autoklnr.'sls cH.d mot.lon of thl? olJserve'r.
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Moti on attributed to the object (eXCt~pt for tIll' tll'scent 

I'.verhead) \~as typically circular, or "up, down. and around." 

The object was thus 110t seen to move far from 1ts original 11osition. 

In response to the ljuestion "How did the o)ject disappear from 

view? " the woman who had reported being directly beneath the ohi~ct 

wrote, ".Just vanished in a circular direction in plain view," 

One of th(: poli ce offi cers wrote, "'111e ob ject seemed to stay at the 

same height and jus t move away very smooth 1y." 

As shown in the sket.-:h, in all vi.ews except the reported 

close encounter, the princiral object was seen in the same WNW 

direction. This fact, plus the fact that it stayed in this general 

direction and c.li~',appcaIed as j f gojng straight away from the obser

ve~, in addition to its having the appearance of a very bright 

star, leads to the conclusion that the obS€""IC',\ li,': 

planet. The nautical almanac shows the planet dill/iter, ''';''h a 

n.agnitude of -1. 6 (e leven times 85 brigh t as a firs t magni tude 

gtar), to ha"e been 20 o ,·30 o above the hori~on, ,?3" N of 1'1, duri'ig 

the time I.)f this UFO ob,,(~rvation, TItle; p05itio"l', ~'xactly match~'s 

the location rite principal object was 1:eported to have iJ~~n 'een, 

Crmclusions: 

No explanation is attempted to account for the close l'FO 

encounter reported by three Nomt:'n and a young girl. 1\11 other 

aspec:~ -:-J;- ff.~ nI .. !.lplc-"'itnes~ 'report inllicat.: the observers 

Were looking at t.he planet Jupiter, ~~ith ordinary r.dntillation 

effect~ (the llii\ht wa5 ~;aid to have- been crystal delll') aCCl)1lnti 1\; 

for observc~ cnlnr change, B~d apparent object motion accounted 

for by autokl!".'sis m,d motion of til" nhservc'r. 
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Case -:

North ~Iountain

Summer 1966

Investigators: Craig, Levine

Abstract:

A l'etired Air Force pilot preseilted two 35 nun. slides, showing a

red saucer··like object against a background of sky and clouds. He

:l.airned to ha.ve taken the pictllres from the pi lot's seat of a C·,,(~ 7

ill flight before he retired from the Air Force. The wi tness t rep'.1~

tation is irreproachable. Frume numbers on the slides and otheT~ from

the same film roll rai.sed the question whether the pictures \'let'e

taken under the conditions claimed.

Background:

On £} .January 1968 we received two 3S nJlll. color slides, each

s'1?\dng a di.stinct flying~saucer·.like 0' ject against a background

of brok;'n clouds. The object was urick-Ted, flat on the bottom, with

a dome on top and a dark. band which looked 1: '<e windows <l,'i)und the

dome. One slide was gener~lly blurred, whil~ the other showed sharp

o11tlines of the object again~;t the clouds, A very bright area,

spanning one portion of the window~like dark band and extending onto

the metallic-appearing body of the object, had the appearance of

5pecular reflection. The clo'Jd background was similar in the two

pictures, showing the oLject to have mov~d about 10° to the rir-ht in

pi cture two as compared with number one.

According to accompanying information, the pictures were taken

in Sumr~cr 1~66 b) an offi~~r in the Air Force. Ill' said he had been

piloting a C-cl7 ovel' the !{ocky Moulltait,$ when he took tll(' 1)1:0 pic,

ture5 from his p I ~illl'. The co~pi lot \HiS hWiy comput.lng e>pected

J(;)sLinatioll arrivl.l tim('~, anu did nut Jee the object, which was
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Case -:-

North ~Iountain 

Summer 1966 

Investigators: Craig, Levine 

Abs tract: 

A l'ctired Air Force pilot preseilteu two 35 mrn. slides, showing a 

red saucer··like object against a background of sky and clouds. lie 

:'.ai.med to have taken the pictures from the pilot's seat of a C .. ,17 

il) flight before he retired from the Air Force. The .. i tness t rep')~ 

tntion is irreproachable. Frame numbers on the slides and others from 

the same film roll rai.sed the question whether the pictures ~le1."e 

taken under the condi tions claimed. 

13ackgrounJ: 

On £) J anuar)' 1968 werecei ved two 3S nail. color slides, each 

s')?ld ng a di.s tinct flyi ng- saucer .. like 0' joet agai ns t a background 

of brok,~n clouds. The object was urick'Ted, flat on the bottom, with 

a Jome on top and a dark band which looked ]"<e windows a,·,)und the 

dome. One slide was geneully blurred, whi .I.E' the other showed sharp 

olltlines of the object again!;t the clouds. A very bright area, 

spanning one portion of the window~like dark band and extending onto 

t.he metall i c~appearing body of the object, I~ad the appearance of 

:ipecular reflection. The clo:Jd background was similar in the two 

pictures, shewing the oLject to have moved about 10c to the right in 

picture two as compared with munber one. 

According to accompanyi nR i nformati on, the pi ctures Were taken 

in SumJ~el' 1~66 b) ::tn offi:er in the Air florcc. lie !laid he had been 

piloting a C~47 Clvei thl' Rocky Moulltail.s whon he took He 1)1'0 pic.

turc5 from hiF. pl"IW. The co-pilot IHiS hu~y cotnput.inp, e)pected 

o:;)Hination I1r:r:-ivl.l tim('~, ant.! tlid nut Jee the object, which was 
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visible only <J fel\l seconds. No one else saw the object or kIH}W that

the pilot had taken thl' pictures, 'I'h(; now retired offh~cr was

currentl>' emplo}cc at on(' of the FAA control ':entt'fS, whe:-e he ha(,

!'hol.n tht> picturlS to friends. As a rec;olt of His ~,howing, the

:llidc~ he-ro obtflincd and, with the photographer's permission, sent

to the proje~t for cvalu~tion.

Fr~nps of the two sliJes carried the rroce~sing date of December

Hl{,,:>. 'lhl:' blurred slidl' carrieu the slide number 14, and the sharper

glide carril.~d the number 11 on its framC' , There was ilO cv~doncc of

airplane I,'indol\' frall1in!~ or windOl" dirt or reflection on eithor slide.

Ughting of the clouJ~ g:lve thl' appearance that one wa~ lntlced looHng

at the tops of '>un.1 it..: \ouds . '111(.' pictures Wen' sai J to have been

taken consecutlvl\l~' at about 11:00 a.m. local time on a day in .July,

anJ to h:ivl' bl'en left In the camcru. tl1lt\evelop\'d, until the n~st of

"the roll '''as l'xposeJ ani commercially dcvd(iPl~d in December 1966.

The inci\hmt had !1';"icr lwen reporter.! t,l the Air Forcl' iJccaus p , :'hc

offic~r said he knew that people were rldiculcd for raporting such

thing~:, and th0 pi .~tllrc'S had not' Iwen 5hO"'11 t" anyone out~id0 the

offi{:cr's family for a year after development.

The ex-pi lot consentl'll to our examination of his photograph:;

011 conJitiol1 that his idl'ntity would not be l'evcalcu,

_~~ t i~~2 Ol~:

Checking till' IdnJo\\' structure of nc-.~ i'l •• ltl':' (c()lJrtesy of

I:rontll.;'f Airlines), \;'hich are the sal'l' as C-,!7,;, n'vealcJ that it

I\'ould be qui te' easy to take 3;' mm. f'i ctur'l'~; through the wincl~hi(~ld.

at ten 01' U,'l'!Vl' o'':lock from the pilot !'> po~,ition, \\'ithout !o1l'ttin~;

ally l':ll't of the \dnd~liiclu fratlll'I"ork in the fil'ld of '.ItCh' or till'

e:lllll' ra.

l'lll' UFl) photogl';lphl'r .nd hi:~ wi,'\, Wl'tc interviewed nt thel r

ll'Jml',\L:col'dill~ to the lJrriCl'r':; aCtOllnt the UFU LnciJent occurred about
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visible Dilly a fl''' scconJ~. No ont' cIsI.'! saw tht, object or knmv thet 

the pilot had tai;,en th~' pictures. Th(; now retired officer Wa!l 

currently cmplo)ec.' at O'l{, of the FAA control ':entt'rs, whe:-e he ha(: 

!'holm the pictures tu friends. As a result of tbis ~,howing, the 

~lide~ 1,'1.'1"0 obt,linlZ'd and, with the photographer's permIssion, sent 

to the projc.:t for cvalwltion. 

F ralites of the tl40 s I i,les cal'ri.-d the process ing date of December 

\':1(>0. 'l11e blurrl'd sliu" carried the slide Illlmbcr 14, ;(nu the sharper 

slide carri,~d the nUllIbl'r J 1 OIl its frall\(', 'I'here was \10 cv;ucncc of 

airplm1l' Il'indol\ fra.mil\!~ or wiJlJol~ di.rt or reflection on either slldt'. 

Lighting of the cloutls g:!Vt" till' app(~arancl' that one was intlc~d looHng 

at til(' tops of "lIn.lit ..:iouus. 'Iht, plctures were said to h,IVc been 

Llhen consccutlvl'l~' at Llhout 11:0() a.m, local tim~1 on a day in ,July, 

anJ to Il'iv~' [wen left In the camcril. llndcvelopl'd, until the rest of 

'till' ToillV(lS exposeJ Hni conuncrcially deve1op()d in lJecemlJl~r 1966. 

Tl\l' incident had nC'Jer i1l'e>1l rCl'ort('r\ l,) the Ai r Porct' i)CC,lll~(', :'he 

offic~r said he knew that people were rIdiculed for ruporting such 

thing!:, and the pi .:tUl"e>s had no\' h\~en ShOI"11 t ... anyone out.~id(' the 

officer' 5 family for a year after development. 

The cx-pi lot con:;clltl'u to Ollr cxam11\utiol1 of his p11otograph:, 

011 conJitiol1 that his id~'ntity would not be l'evcalcu, 

.~~ t i£2~2 01:': 

Lhcckjtl~ till' Ivin,I()\, strtll:ture of I1C·5 1'1.1\\.::, (c(J'lrtesy of 

Frontil'r Airiint's), h'ilich are the snl'l' as C-,!7·;, r('v!'ll.lcd that it 

I~ould be qui te' CASY to take> 3;' 111m. I'i c1;ur'l'~'; through the wlncl~hif!1d, 

at ten 01' tll'dVI' o'..:lock frolt. tile pUCe ~ po:,ition, Idthout !;l'tting 

all>' ]':ll't of the \dnd~l\iclu framc"ork in the fidel Qf 'Jlel; of till' 

l':lllll' I'a, 

I Ill' UH) phutog:';ll'h~'r ,11" hi:~ wi,'\, I~l'r(' intl'rvi('wc,i fit thei I' 

IE)I:ll'.\~col'llilli-! to the orric('r's /,lClount the UFO lnci.dcl\t occurreu about 
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11:00 a.m., when tIll' plane was about 2S Inl. SW of Provo. He had

turned l:olltrol of the \:-47 over to till' co··rdot and gotten his

-:alllt'ra ready to take )1LctUT(':-; of till! mountains ahead. lie hf.lo Sl~t

the :;huttcr of his l~lll1ll'ra [Vl'!'O CL Voight I. l1nOl.1r, Lanthar 2.8 lells]

at 1/500 Sl'C. l'XpOSUrl', anu adjusted thl) iris reading to give proper

t';;po5ur~ as indicated by the built-in coupled li,ght meter. ['lhis

·~us f S,b to 8, he thought]. lie was w:;ing high speeci Ektachrome

fi 1m, Ell 3S, ASA 160. lie was thus ready to take pictures of the

mOUJ\~ain:;, lvith camera .lll'ld in his hands in his lap, when the unkr;own

objt'...:t appeared at abollt "ten o'::lock." lie l\uickly photographed the

o\)jed, wound the camera, and got a second picture before the object

~ped up\O'<ll'd Qnu to the right, out of view. lie had lo~t sight of the

obj~ct momentarily as it went behind the compass at the center of

til: wirllishield, tl1l'1l saw it aKain briefly as it passed through the

\isible un ~('ft corner of the right windshield before t.he cockpit

cdling b:o:ke' 1\.i~· view of the object. '111e object had been in

··i.ght on1:' tl fe\~ s~'cond~, al1u hud Illcvcd in a sweeping path in front

"1 the pllln'?, appe~Hi'1~ to accelerate, but making no sudden changes

:,n l!in:'c:tJ." vr SPi ed, TII(. officer jud~ed the time interval the

o~ject was vis5blc b\' th~ time necessary for him to bring the CanCfJ

'-,p to his ">,1,.', !;nap a picture, \o-lino the film (a single strOke,

1e'/l"'r ad"".;l,",'.'), and sn,,1' the secoJ1l1 pictl1rt~. This required only

jf~"· ~f'r'!)T\U~, alld the object van15'll~J very soon aft(~r • he ~l',:ond

l!Cl tu"t'C \I'as tukell,

T' co-pilot "'as bllsy \41th computations. and diu r.ot look up in

time t·· Sl'4.' thl' Ohjl'l:t. In curlier telephone COllV(~r~l1t]lJnl 1'lle ~Ifficcr

!luid h" told th" CO-Ill lot he had Just takt'n a picture of -;om(~thing

lno tl',': c')-l'ilot'~ t\':;I)Oll~1' 141:15 n dis Lntl'f('stl'd "that's t1,l~('," The

uffi C'1!1" stated that: th~ co-pi lot tEdl1' t J..1101~ but that he had photo~raphed

till' ll'ft \dll~ of till' plaIlI'. or sOIllI,thing of that ~,ort.. 111 thl' tHlwd

il1tl'rvil'\~', tlll'offi~\~l" ~~tateJ that he had n~kt'J till..' co-pilot if he hflO

~.'CI1 till' Objl'ct that tlh' office)' had jl.l~t photographed, Bnu tl e ~:>-pilot

h~\J sail.! he did not. '\ct:ordif1!ol U, L1\i~ lir.r.".)"I, ", ·I\.: l;o-piloT. ~,JlU\lld
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11:0U a.m., when tIll' plane was about 2S tnl. SW of Provo. He had 

turned ~ontrol of th~' 1:-47 over tl:> thC' co .. rllot ilnd gotten his 

.:anll'ra read)' to take plcturr!' of tlw IhOullt;tins ahead. Jle had s'~t 

tilt' shutter of his ClllIll'ra [VlTO CL Volght.I.!lnd~~r, Lanthur 2.8 lells] 

at 1/50(1 Sl'C. l'XPOSUrl'. ailli adjusted the iris reading to give proper 

~;;po~;urc as indicatl'd by the b\lilt~in coupled light meter. ['[his 

;~us f 5.() to 8, he thoughtl. He was using h111.h speeri Ektachrome 

film, Ell 35, N3A 160. 111.' was thus ready to take pictures of the 

moul'.'aint;, lvi th camcril'l~'ld in his hands in his lap, when the unkT;own 

objt'd appeared at about "ten o'dock." lie 'luickly photogntphed the 

ol)jec:t, WOUl,.d the camera, and got a s\Jcond picture before the object 

~pcd uJ'I<<1l'd and to the right, out of view. lie had lo~t sight of the 

object momentarily as it went behind the compssA at the center of 

th~ wirHlsllield. then saw i.t agaill briefly a5 it p(l.s:-;ed through the 

,isibl~ 'WJ :cft corner of the right l~in<Jshicld before t.he cockpit 

cdling b:o:h" l\i~· view of the object. '111e object had been in 

·'i.~ht ollly u fel~ spr~onJ:-;, and IllId IJ1CVCU in 0. ~w0epin~ path in front 

<,1 the p\.UI·), appe'ui 1]1( to tlccdC'rate, but making no SUdden changcg 

:,n dil'l'ct:l :,' lIr sP' ed. TilL officer jUd~fH~ the time intf;!rval the 

clI;ject I\as \ii~;blc lw t!l\.' ti,110 necessary for him to bring the CaneT.l 

'J1' to his o:'>'e, ~nap a picture, ~Iind the film (a 51ngle ~trokc, 

le'/~r ad",.)I;..·.'], aud sn<'1' tlw SC(;Olltl picturl~. This required only 

, ~CI\· sl·f'!)l\d.~, and the ob jo:'ct vanislll'cl very soon aftl~r • he ~l',:onJ 

l.'CltU>:'C 11'115 takell. 

r,· co-pi lot lI'a~ bw;y lvi th computations, and dIll I~ot look lip ill 

timt' t·· tiN' till' Ohjl·\:t. In l'uriil'r telcpitont' cOl\v(~r~tltl()n, tlH~ ~,fficcr 

~lllid I\" told the co-ni lot he had just tak<'11 CI picture: of .,;om0thing 

lnd tl'.'; (~~-l'ilot's t(':>I'0Il~l' \Hl~ n dj~int~'fl'stl'd "that's l1,l~('." The 

"ffi t'r!l" stated tha~ th~ co-pilot u~<I11' t kt1ol~ but that he had photo)!raphed 

till' lrft Il'illf of till' planl', or sOllll,thin!\ of that ~.11rt. In the tllpl'd 

illtl'rv in,' , tiH'offlC:ln' !.Itated that he hall u!-Ikt'd the co-pi 10t l r he had 

~.'cn tl\l' obj('ct th.:tt tlh' offic!.')' hS(1 J~\~t photographed, and tip. :":l-pilot 

had Solid he did not. :\cI:ordil1g Ii, ll,i~ IIV.~ •. ),," '.', '\.\.' \;o-pilo\. ~,JlUlllcJ 



h,wl' kJ' ".• 11 t It. ~:~" IdIot ILJ p'lOtograi,lll'd :tl\ uI\identified obiect

but nt'itill'r rt'pr ,·t tl\l' Ille,l.'n (l\V 1,' I n~.

From Provo '0 th" TWXl, check poi.nt. HattIe Mountaif', Idaho, the

directioc of fli;~;lt .vas ~lightly north of west. 'J11e witiH.'3S fel'c they

k'C"C ':lyill~' Siv J.L t..H. ':ime I)f slghting, and raay have stili Le~;n in a

t,L';. ,d':·,· 1:" thJ.:' I'rovo checkpoint. I f the bright spot on ":'le

j-llCl:l.. 1,1, ol .." i)c. i .' '! ,r" :~~,i()! .... ' it appears, and if

the ot' je~t ,;;.. s at .t.o: I·,l\~ .. "!T<11)her'5 twelve o'clock po~:;tion at 11:00

a.m .• th, position of th, )'..:cular reflee.. ion would require the plane

to have b"f'n in a headi.rg etween (.. .•. t- ~.,J north.

The officer's ,'life supported luc; !;tory that they had had the roll

of 'film deve10pecl several months after the UFO pictures \.,rcre taken.

The offi eel' f, tated that there were pi ctures <11 ready on the roll be fore

the UFO shots \'iore taken Cind after the UFO pictures were taken in

July. and the roll was finished during Sop tembor and October These

later pictures ~J;owed park and mountain scenes, as well as a snow

storm scene.

The h'1 tness was awarE' that frame numbers pri.nteu on the slides

(14 anL1 11) did not agn'e wi th his story that theI 'Iere taken con

sen:t i ve lyon the roll (14 before 11.). He indicated. how~,.'er. that

all pictures on the roll were numbered erroneously.

R..·:r.JOV2.1 of slides from their ml.iuntings revealed that the numbers

on the l11oU:':1ngs \';01'8 consistent with fl'ame numbers lln the edg ': of

the fi 11.1 i tse1 f: Each number on the fi 1m wa~1 one int,.ger lower than

thL' number on the mountulg, '111i.3 held true also for tJ c UFO shots,

frame l1umbers 11 and 111 yielding pictures with lIunlbcl~3 ren and 13

S!101.'n on tIlt' fi 11ll cclg'.', These numbers show rather conclus i vdy that

tile U!-'l] pictures Ilc'n' taLl';1 after til(' sno\.,r-~~t()rll1) rather rhan in .July

I,hell th,~ I>i tnes:- I-as ,;t ill in :.he Air j:nrcc. They also were not taken

011 COI1secut i vc frames of '.-he rol!, and were taken in an .)nlcl' reversed

'~o that daiincd, The numbering examination was witnesseJ by five

project ~t.aff membcrs.

A 1 A

tlh' I11C.I.' i~ 11iV 1.,' I tlR. 

Frolll Provo 0 th· .. · lIex .. c!t~'ck point, Battle ~10untaip, Idaho, the 

dlrectiof' of fli,-;:lt .4as :-<lightlv north of west. '!1le witi)('SS fd'c they 

k·C'·,.· '~:yillf Siv J.l. t. .... '.ime r)f :'1 jl;hting, and may have still \;en1 in a 

tll.:·;. ,'f: I c the :'rovo checkpoint. I f the hright spot on ':Ile 

PL<:i:l .. 

the or je(t ,;'.1;;' at x" ,.,l';"·'{1'apher's twelve o'clock po;:;tion at 11:00 

a.m., tho posi.tion of th, )/~cular refler,. ion would require thE, plane 

to have b"f."·' i.n a hearii.t":'"( "tween /0, •. r ".,J north. 

The officer'S wife supported lH~ r;tory that they ha<.l had the roll 

of film developed several months after thc UFO pictures were taken. 

The offi eel' :; tated that there were pi cturcs <11 ready on the roll be fore 

the UFO shots \,erc tak"1\ ,mu after the UFO pictures were taken in 

July, and the Toll was finished during September and October These 

later pictures "howed p~!rk and mountain scenes, us well as a snow

storm scene. 

The wi tness was awarE' that frame numbers prJ.nteu 011 tli", slides 

(14 and 11) did not agn'~ with his story that the/ 'Iere taken con

seCl:tively on the 1'011 (14 before 11). He indicated, how~"er. that 

all pictures on the roll were numbered erroneously. 

R'.:r.Jovd of sli des from thci r mlJun tings rE'vealeLi. that the numbers 

on the l1lou:-..:ings \,ere um~.istent with frame numbers l'll the adg r: of 

the fi11.1 itself: hl\;h number on the film wa~; one int,.ger lower than 

th,' number on the mount ,,1).:. 'jilL held true also for cI c UF() 5hots, 

fl':ulIc numbcrs 11 and 14 yielding pictuTes with IIUnlbel:; len and 13 

sl101;n on tilt' fi 1m eclg'.'. These numl1('rs ; .. how ratlter C01H.:Jus i vdy that 

the UI'U pictures (,('n' takl.·;1 aftl'r til(' SJlOh'-storlll, ratlter than in ,July 

I,he'll the I,i tIll':;:' 1,C1S "ti 11 in "he J\i:r l:orcc. They also were not taken 

01\ <';Ol1~PCllt i ye frames of ',-he roll, and were taken i 11 an .1rucr reversed 

'~o tllat c!<u':1cd, Th(' numbering examination was witnes~eJ by five 

project staff members. 



Conclusion:

In view of the discrepancies, rletailed anal/sis of the photographs

did not seem justifiable. They were returned to the officer with our

comme;1t that they obvious ly could nl)t bf.: used by us to support claims

th,.t the object photographed was other than an ordinary object of

earthly origin thrown into the air.
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Cone Ius ion: 

In view of the discrepancies, 'letailed anaI),sis of the photographs 

did not seem justifiable. They were returned to the officer \~ith our 

comme,1t that th/~y obvious ly could nl)t bo used by us to support claims 

tlut the object photographed was other than an ordinary object vf 

earthl y origin thrown into the ai r. 
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North Centred

Sununer 1966

Investigators: Hynek, Low

Abstract:

\\'itness '"as driving in a rural area in late aft.ernoon, when, he

~aid, a silvery mctallic-lookill!; disk with tlome, about 30 ft. diameter,

descended \"ith lvobbling motion into the adjacent valley, hovered

jllS t above the ground about 200 £t. from the wi tnct'.s, then took off

rapidly \dth a whooshing sound. Depressi.ons in ground and over

turned rocks ncar landing site were offered as evidence, but muy have

been cau~ed by animals. 'd1C rt:port is unexplained.

f3ackgroul~:!:.:

Project Bluebook records sho\\'cd Hal; the wi tness, a man employed

by the U.S. Immigration Se!'vi ,~r~, had reported a UFO sighting. Jle had

been interviewed in tI,e summer of ~SG6 by the Uirector of Operations at

Minot AFB, who had visited the reported site of the UFO landing. The

intervic\~ disclosed the following:

About 5:00 p.m. on a cloudy day, the witness was driving about

on", milt: ;\orth ;·.,E a tOl'll when brighT· fla5]1es in n clear patch of

.c' !., ': 10\\' in the eas 1" caught his attenti.on. lie stopped and watched a~

d hri<-4ltt Iltc<alli<.:, silvtry object ch"oppeci belm~ the horizon and moved

dO\\11 till' ~loFc opposite him into the shallow v(11~ey. It apre:.:.rcd to

lH' tjltl~J, so that he sal,' it as a uu;(.. A. JOl\lelih(~ shape 011 ~oj1 could

bt'seen, It \"a~' ahoLlt tl'l1 feet UbOVl' the l',roulld, ilnd moved \~ith a

hc\bbly, "fhllillg-lc'af" 11lotlon. In its center was a dark ;:,pot, 1 ike

smoked glass, alH)llt five feet in dLuJnctc'r, and around it three ~mallcr

spots, When it reached the valley f1 oor, j t rose ,"!)C'Jt 100 ft, anti

JIlovl'd to a small reservoir, \~here it turned hori~ont.i.d. id1d hC\l'l't'tl for

about on(;' minute', Then it moved up-Slope to a ~;mall field and ;ettled
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Nort.h '::entnl 

Sununer 1966 

Investigators: Hynek, Low 

A.bstract: 

\\itness \~as driving in a rural area in late afternoon, when, he 

"aid, a silvery metal1ic-lookill!~ disk with t1ome, about 30 ft. Jiameter, 

descended \dth lVobbUng motion int.o the adjacent valley, hoveT(~d 

just above the ground ~lout 200 ft. from the witness, then took off 

rapidly \I'ith a whooshing ~OUl1(.1. Depre~sj.ons ill ground and ovcr-

tun)f~d rock 5 near 1 anding site were offered a~ cvi donee, but may have 

bee'll cau:;ed by animals. 'ihe rl:port is unexplained. 

Sackgroul\:!:.: 

Project Bluebook TecoI"d~ showed tI at the wi tness, a man cmrloyed 

by the U.S. fmmigration S('l"vi '~'), had l'eported a UPO sighting. lie had 

be0n interviewed in tl.e summer of .. SG6 by the LJirector of Operations at 

~1inot AFB, whQ had visited the reported site of the UFO landing. The 

i ntervicl'; (hsclosed the following: 

About 5:00 p.m. on a cloudy day, the "itncs~; was driving about 

on!! mill! ~\Orth ;-': a tOI"j wlw11 brigh'c'fla5!lcs in n clear patch of 

:'\': lOh' in the east caught his attenti.on. lie ~topped and watched a~ 

,1 briL~llt M"alli<.:, silvtry object c\ropped belO\~ the horizon and moved 

d01'1l the ,;l0i''-' opposite him i.nto the shallow vi<.1~ey. It apFc:;rcd to 

Ill' tilt.'u, so that Ill' ~a\" it as a dj~,(. fI. JonwlHe sliayl(' on 10)1 could 

bl' seen, It \o,'a:' ahollt tl'l1 fcct abovl.' the I',round, and moved \Vi til a 

1i(lbbly, "fhllillg .. 1~'af" lIIotion. In its ccntel' was a <lark ,;pot, 1 ike 

SIIlOh.CU glass, abOllt five feet in Ji.amct(·r, and al'ountl it three smaller 

~pots, When it reached the valh~y floor, it. rose f'J)C'Jt 100 ft. and 

moved to a small rl'servoi T, \~here it turned hori ~ont.'il. c .. nd hCVl'rec\ for 

about on~' minute'. Then it moved up-slope to 11 ~;malJ Held and ;ettled 
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down within a few feet of the ground and about 250 ft. from the

witness. Thereafter it slowly tilted back on edge, took off with a

whoo«hing sound, dnd disappeared rapidly into the clouds. The witness'

car radio, which had swpped working during tho landing, came back to

life.

i\ visi t to the reported "landing" site disclosed nothing of

intere:;t except t,~o groups of depress ions and approximately ten recks

that had been recent!)' disr1 aced. The three :Je;Jressions in each

group were spaced about 9.5··12.5 ft. apart. The rocks were about

one foot in diameter or less. The investigating officer commented

that persons famUi ar with wild game in the area had pointed out that

grouse make simil ar depressions in nesting, and that coyotes and

badgers overturn rocks in the manner observed. He noted also that

the witness impressed him as a steady, practical kind of person. He

wi shed no pub Ii ci ty, aild s aid he "lOuld deny the 5 tory if it got out.

Invesugation:

Project investigator Lo\~ and Or. J. Allen lIynek of Dearborn

Observatory, Northwestern Un~versity, visited the town in the fall

of 19fJ6, intervie\oJed d.8 \~~ tness and went with him to the si t.e he

had rt:"ported. lliey were able to fill in some details: the wi tness

hod seen tht! discoid object at first about ,7S mi. distant; it had

approached as cluse as 100 ft.; there it had hovertld about OLe minute,

about ten feet (Iff the grouild; then it took off and disappeared in

about three seconds. TIle C1tire observation of the object had taken

about fi ve mintlt~s.

At the s i to, the investigators noted the depressions anJ thE'

overturned rocks. but were' unab Ie to add anything signi fi cant to the

earlier report. The> h'arned ..it rl':i~,I, AFI3 that no target correspond

ing to the sighting ~ad appeared on radar.

Comment:

In the absence of supporting witnesses or unambiguous physical

(.'viJence, no significant confirmation of the witness' report could be

developed. Like other spectacular one-witness sightiT'lg reports, it.

cannot be verified or refuted.
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down 1'Ii thin a few feet of the ground and about 250 ft. from the 

\,itness. Thereafter it slowly tilted back on edge, took off with a 

whoo"hj ng sound, and disappeared rapidly into the clouds. The wi tness I 

car radio, which had Hopped working during tho landing, came back to 

life. 

i\ visit to the reported "landing" site disclosed nothing of 

intere:;t except two groups of depres!;ions and approximately ten recks 

that had been recently disr 1 aced. The three :le?ressions in each 

group were spaced about 9.5--12.S ft. apart. 'llie rocks were about 

one foot in diameter or less. ThC) investigating officer commented 

that persons famili ar I~i th wild game in the area had pointed out that 

grouse make similar depressions in nesting, and that coyotes and 

badgers overturn rocks in the manner observed. He noted also that 

the Idtncss impressed him as a steady, pr,'l.ctical kind of person. He 

l,tished no publicity, and said he ~lOuld deny the story if :it got out. 

Invesugation: 

Project investigator LOI'! and Dr. J. Allen Hynek of Dearborn 

Observatory, Northwes tern LJn:versity, visited the town in the fall 

of i966, interviel'ieu tl.~ Iv; tness and went with him to the si t.e he 

had rt>ported. TIley were able to fill in sOlJle details: the wi tness 

hod seen tht! disroid object at first about. 7S mi, distant; it had 

approached as cluse as 100 ft. j there it had hovered about or,e minute, 

about ~_en fef.'t "ff the grou,ldj then it took off and disappeared in 

about thrt)e seconds. '1116 C 1ti re obs ervation of the ob j oct had taken 

about fi ve minutAs, 

At the site, the inve~tigators noted the depressions 9nJ the 

ovcrturnl?d rocks, but I"ere' unable to add anything significant to the 

earlier report, The> h'arned .. t f"],,,}', AFIl that no target correspond

ing to the sighting tad appeared on radar. 

COnlmen t: 

In the absence of supporting witnesses or unambiguous physical 

cviJence, 110 significant confirmation of the witness' report could be 

developl'd. Like other spectacular one-witness sighti'1g reports, it 

cannot be verified or refuted. 
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N~"Irth Cl'ntl'al

SumlT1f.'r 19b6

Investigators: Hynek, Low

Ab~tract:----
1'11'0 guards on post about 10:00 p.m. roportee that a glowing

sauc('Y-shaped objeet at 45° etltitude in the Nt: descended toward

them, then receded. Radar \vas alerted, and reported an unidentified

target at 95 mi. due north, very near the horizon; a fighter was

unable to locate it. A strike team sent out to the site of the

first o!'scrvatiol1 repone;l unexpl!linerJ \.;hi te 1ights np-ar the south

east hori_:on. These may have been aircraft, andt:1u orii>inal ohject

Capella.

Inves ti$ati,?~

Tl~e in ves ti ga tOTS went tc the AFB and talked wi th 5 eversl

persons involved in the reported UFO sightings. Their principal

findings follol'1.

About 10:00 p.m. a guard walking his post at missile site: ~,1nc

6 reported a lu11,inous shape at about 4S C altitude in the northern

sky. It c'xhibited limited lateral moti0n, but always cam" hack

to it~ original directicn. it appeared about the width of a thlmb,

presumably at arm's length and c.ontinually changed color from green,

to red, to blue in turn. It seemed dim rclatlng to stars. IVhen j c

I\a:; apparently nearest, it appef;-red like a luminous inverted dinner

plate.

rilE' guard l"aS fri ghtC'\1cd and wokc hi s partner, who Ivas due to

relieve hin' at l1:()C p.m. Both watched the objcct. Meanwhile, their

'~aptain sent out a strikt:' t<.!um to Hike () ilnd nlert£:d the south base

Tadar crl"'.

n\~ latter re-ported about 11:30 p.llI. that the;' had an unldcnti

±'it'd target on search radar at 9S mi., Ilzirnuth 357°. Ali ttl e later,
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Investigators: lIynek, Low 

AbHract: 

""\\'0 guarJs on post about 10:00 p.m. roportcl' that a glowing 

sauc('1"-shaped obje<.:t at 45° altitude in the Nt:: descended toward 

them, then receded. Radar I,as alerted, and repol·ted an unidentified 

target at 9S mi. due north, very near the horizon; a fighter was 

unable to locate it. A strike team sent out to th{:; site of the 

first O!'ccTvatiOIl reponeJ Lll1expl!lined I\'hi te I igltts l1p.ar the south

ca~t ho1".::on. These may have been aircraft, and Lw orii;inai object 

Capella. 

Il1ves tij:atio~ 

TI~e invcs tigatol's went tc the AFB and talked with several 

persons involv2d in the reported UFO sightings. Their principal 

findings fa 11 01\' • 

About 10:00 p.m. a guard walkillfl, his post at missile site ~·1ikc 

6 reported a l un.inous shapt) at about 45 0 altitude in the northern 

sky. It l':(iJiblted limlted lateral motiul1, but always cam" hack 

to it~~ original dirt'Cticn. it apppared about the width of a tlllmb, 

presumably at arm's length and continually changed color from green, 

to red, to blue in turn. Jt seemed dim rcJating to stars. \~hen j c 

IIRS dPpar(~ntly nearest, it appef;-red lik'i a luminou~ inverted dinner 

plate. 

rlw guard I,a S fri. gh t(,\1cd and woke hi \; partner, who IVa;) due t Q 

relieve hirl' at 11;1)[, p.lIl. Both watchet! the object. Meanwhile, their 

':aptain sent out a strik,? t<.,um to ~1ike () and alt-Tted the south tJllSC 

Tudar en'lV. 

11\l' latter reported about 11: ~O p.llI. that the;' had an unidenti

fit:'d target on search radar at 95 mi., llZirnuth 357°. A little later, 
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presumably the same target was picked up on the height finder radu

at 95 mi., azimuth 360 0
, altitude 2,400 ft. Later it W:.iS Te!"'OJ.-teJ

at 4,400 ft. and changing altitude "every so often;'t it was r)bserveo

from 2,400 to 8,200 ft. altitude and varied a degree or two ~n

azimuth, but the range of 95 m.t. did not vary. The t3.rget r-emained

continuously on the radar until the operator was relieved at 3:00

a.m. Except when a fighter wa~ sent out, it was a'l isolated target;

no other aircraft, ground clutter, or noise pips "'ere seen wi thin

20 mi. of it.

'Dle pi lot of ~he t'l1,hteJ:' Sf;nt to jntercept the j.;lC:'l' targe"

reported that, guided by the r"d1T crew, he had flown over the target

location at 1,000, 2,000, 3,OJO, 4,000, rolU 5,000 ft. the radar

verified that the plane pa~sed through or vety ~0'1 ~~e target, but

the pilot saw nothing, nor did h", ic!:'~ct anything on his radar or

on h~s infrared detector.

T~~. the time a strik,' :('1D1 reached Mike 6, abou"C 11:20 p.m.

tht: ")Tiginal oh j" ct was gone. However, they and several other men

noticed one or more yellow-wlli te ll.£hts very low on the southeastern

honzoll, tn the directbll of the airstrip at the bas') SO mi. distant.

1l1ese moved irregularly over a range of i~h-lllt 35° in azimuth.

At the reque~t of the Colol'?lo investigators, an officer sometime

later went with one of the Mike <.) :. "~ls~LJ the two memb~rs of tpe

strike team to tht· ~!ik~ 6 site at night .. l(;, ...'u tLey pointed out as

accurately as possible the locltions of the ol,jects they had seen.

The guard, relying on a nearby fene" 85 reference, indicated that

'_he object he :lJ1d his partner h,~d first seen had ranged ill azimuth

from about 0') to sst, lll.lt hed been at abo\.Jt 40° most of the time.

: ' had been "vcr:: L~gl,." Soon Hftertllf' '3 trj ke team had arri ved, he

1 Jd be~'1 trying to watch the ye:llow-wl'li te light on the southeastern

horL.r.m, <"nd \,'lIi'l he looked again to the NE the original object was

~' one.

Tl;( leader of the strike team indicated that the original object

had h' ~n pointed out to him by the guard at about 20 0 aZimuth; it was

"unusually r.l1ght U~l~ very high." Ilis partner did not see it.
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tht: ~riginal obj(;ct was gone. However, they and several other men 

noticed one or more yello\\I-\~hi te 1 i.ghts very Inw on the southeastern 

hOTlZOIl, In the directi:JJl of the airstrip at the bas', SO Iti. distant. 

These moved irregularly over a range of ;,h-l1lt ~SO in azimuth. 

At the reque~t of the Colorado investigators, an officer sometime 

later went with one of the Mikl, <:, '.' ':ls.LJ the two memb;!rs of tl1e 

strike team to th~' ~!ik; 6 site at night.IC' .. ~(j tL0Y pointed out as 

accurately as possible the loc:ltion~ of the ohjects they had seen. 

The guard, relying on a nearby fenc" 85 reference, indicated that 

'_he object hl! :lIld his partner h".d fi rst seen had ranged ill azimuth 

f~om about 0" to 55<, :)l4t hed been at about 40 0 most of the time. 

: . had been "vcr:: :::gl,." Soon nfterrhf' '3 trj ke team had arri ved, he 

lld be~'1 trying to watch the yeUow-w11ite li.ght on the southeastern 
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/.1"1 6 t":) seej' 1 I I\. ,.~,

\he AFB; they

The officer stated also that it Wet.,; pos~;.ible f:'cw

the li,sht$ of aircraft in their landing approaches at

\\'Quid have been very lwar the horizon because of the local topog·

raphr. IJne large airplane had landed at the base at midnight, and two

others at 12:29 a.m. 11.c officer thought it highly pTobabL~ that the

\~hi tl' light reported in that sector had been the landing'. ~1;! ts of

one or more of these aircraft.

Conunent:

A 5 i tuat·· (111 of this J... ind is cii fficul t to evaluate, because of

the number of peuplIJ and object~ imol\'ed and vagueness or inconsis

tencies as to vlL'ious details. As to the original object seen by the

gua.rds, the fact that it continually changed c:olor and as d llated ahout

a fixed position suggests a star, The sky Was clear, and the bright

star Capc113 I,as a few degrees above th,~ north-northeast horizon, I.E

the guards' estimate of 45 0 altitude I,o!as accurate, the object could

not I~a\'(' been Capella; but fi sleepy man on a lonE.' guard post mig!1t

qui t12 ross ibl)' have a dis torted impression, especi al1~' if he IS not

used to making such ;lld,nnents. One officer commented tha.t most

guards did not report UF()~, but the guard who reponed this I'ne wa,j

nel'· and had not seen one before. liowevc r, he was supj)orted by the

leader of the strike team, who remembere' the object was livery Ligh."

Whatever the original object was, it 'lppears unlikely tllat th(~

unidenti Pi ell radar targe':. was the same ob.1cct. App:Hcntly the visual

object disappeared at ai)out f;le time the radar target was acquired.

'111(' lattt'r \I'(I_~ v(,I'y near the hanlon, and remained 3t a fixed ra::i~2

and very I\car (''' 'Lclll1l.lt!., 11 location aflc; behavior cntirel)" diff':TI.~l1t

from that reported fOl' LIt' 'visual obj(~ct.

'1'11(' rad:u tar~et I,a:; practi cally statIonary C'xcept in al ti t.IHle;

it loi~~S vC'r;' ncur tlw horizon; and no objel:t loiflS detectable by lin

aircraft pilot scan'hing thE' target location. All of tile~(' factors

~lIgg('st ~trongly that till' target Ioias generated by anomalous iitmospheric

propagation from 1~ stationary object Lit a 4uitc Jiffcrcmt location.
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'Thus, what was ostensibly a single sighting was probablr thr€'l.';

and there is much in the situation to suggcs t that the lAter t~,'n-

radar target and white light:5--were commonpla(.~ phenomena that I.;ere

endowed with significance by the excitement generated by the first

report. lbe wei~lt of evidence suggests that the original object

NBS Capella, dancing and tl"rinkling near the horizon; however, the

evidence is not sufficiert to justify any definite conchsion.
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Case to

South Central

\\linter 1966

In~estigators: Saunders, Wadsworth

f' l'uls::.ting rcclcJish light seen below treetop level from a

highl,a:- ;t Ili,~ilt bccalll(' brilliant white briefly, then resumed its

earlier character. [ts je.h'ution was cstimatc(! by rough tri.angula

tion. B)' COI'l!'a1'isOil with the car hC:.ldlight". the white light was

pstimateJ to emanate from a source of several hundred me~awatts.

Inspection of the arl~a ten week" later rev(~aled no C::X[111nation of

tht.' 1ight.

Back.£T~lunJ.:

'l1lf.' prine ,pa 1 IV j tne~~s :teported the ~,i gllting to Barksdale AFf3; the

rp.port l'c:,li.:hl.'d th~ cu project shortly aftct'l\lard, ,md a telephone

iJltcrviel\' I'ith i:'l' lI'itncss dc'vl"lopcd the follo\oJing account.

'l'W J'rinciral h'itJlc~,;, Wltl', ilis wife and ....hilc1ren, was driving

north on U.S. Iligl1\oY i~l through a h'OC'Ci,.:d rt~gioJ1 near the I~ventual

LiI·O ~~~t(' ,1t about 8'30 p.m. The :,kv was heavily overc&st, with

fog and a light drizzle, ceiling a.bou', 30() feet; no lightning activity'

\,'ns IhitlCCJ. lhe l\ife called her husband's attention to a rcd~orang('

glOl~ appcnring through ,j,nel ahov(' the trt'cS ahl~ad ~iTId to the left (west),

and both 1\'atclwJ it: as the>' continued uriving. The light appurt'ntl)'

C'll1:111atcd from a SOt1rl~C bl'1o\\' the tops of the tn'{~s. aPF'Hri IIi; as [j

lul!1inolJ:" 'H'ndsphcrr tht'(Jtl)~h the fog and rain. It l,u1s;l['.1 ,:'Ll,:a: !y,

rWlging from ulIll 1'cl1.o bright orall/:(' \dth it period of abollt two

second~.

As the 1,'itlH.'S~;C~ reached a point on the road apparently r,eaf'(~~t

the source of the light, it 5uducnly hrightened to a bri lliant "':1 1 tc,

",,'u..;hing ollt" the headlight illumination on thc' road, lightip.': up the

landscape and '':;l:-;ting shadow~ of trees, forcing tlw driver to shield
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" j1ulsLi.tl!1g rcdJisil light seen below treetop level from a 

highh';i: •. t I1l"l1t becaIne brililallt white brtcfly. then resumed it~ 

earlier <';!laractcr. lts io,'ation was csttmatcll by rough triangula

t.ion. By' cOl'i!'arisol1 with the car hc;ulligiJt<;. the white light was 

estimatcJ to emanate from a source of several hundred mc~~watts. 

Inspection of the area ten week~ later rev0alcd no ~xrl1nation of 

tlw 1 i gh t , 

B<JcklFounJ,: 

The prin<.' .l'a 1. IV i tn('~'s l'cported the ~,.i giltlng to Barksdale AFfl; the 

r'?port re~H:l1l'd th~ C;U project shortly afterward, £Inc! a telephone 

illtcrvil~1I' I'ith \:'1.' I\·itnc~s d('vr-lopccl the follo\,ing account. 

·,"\C I'Jillcir:al "'itllc"". WItl', hIs wife and "hihlren, was driving 

north on U.S, Iii gino." 7!l through a ',I00Ci'.,d r"gion near the '~vel\tual 

UH) ~,~tc .1t about 8'3U p.m. J'he :,kv wa~ heavily OVCTC&.st, with 

fog and a light dl'i::](', ceiling abou', 3(1) ft1et; no lightninl4 activity 

I,as IhH1CCU. lhe \,i1'e called her husbanJ's attention to a red-orange.' 

glol' appearing through ;,.ild above the trl"'S alil~ad 'ifld to the lC'fl (west], 

and both 1,',)tdwJ. it as the:' continued driving. Tlw light appa!Tntly 

('In:mated from a SOtlr,~l' bdoh' the tops of the tn'''!>;, app'uri lli; as [l 

IUlllinolJ:'· 'H'mi~phcre titl'oli),il the folo( and rain. It l,uls".c'.l ,'''i,():a~ ty, 

l"aJl~" ng fJ'om utilI J'e I to bright OJ'aJ1Hl' \d th H Ill'ri od of abollt two 

secDnd~. 

A'f. the 1\' j ti1l''f.;;CS Tcudll'J a point on the road apparently r,e[Jn~:, t 

th!.' !,Ollrce of the light, it ~uddl'llly hrightened to a bri llifillt ~:1it(', 

""'a~hillg out" the headlight lllumination on thc' road, lightipg lip the 

1!1l1dscap(' anJ ·;;1sting shadow~ of trees, frJrcing the uri vcr to ~hj old 
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his I.'yc~ from the glare, lmd waking tIn chJldren. After about four

:';t',:cl1lh, till,.) light subsided to its earlier red-orange pUlsation. The

driver tht'n stopped to '.~stimatc the bearing of the source from the

high·,'i:ly (i t was then to the rear) and then proceeded on his way. ~o

sound or other effect had been noted except the light.

The principal witness, a nuclear physicIst, made rough estimates

of his distance from the light source and ~he illumination it produced

during the bright phase. From these es timates. he deduced a source

pOI.'er of about 800 megawatts, Ilhich he believed implied a nuclear-energy

source. This fjgure was late~ revised somewhat.

1nves tigation:

Although the report did not relate spec:"fically to an UFO, the

quaE £i cations of th(' pri nci pal witness, the s imilari tv of the reported

incident to mall)' UFO reports, and the possibility of recurrence or

observable effects of heat. all appeared to justify a field investiga

tion.

In Spring, 1967, th~ project t(~am, together witr the principal

Idtness and his astronomer f!icnd, began a joint air-and-ground

investigation of the &l'ea in which the liF-h f
' had appeared. While two

men in a he:i(~pter surveyed the area, the other two operated transits

to fix the locntion of the helicopte:" whenever they were informed by

radio that it was over a feature of intcl'es t. At night a watch was

kept for a pos~ ih Ie reappearance of the 1ight. The following day, the

vicinit~· of thE' prl>sumcd location of the light war; explored on foot.

The area 1"1lS fOUIl(l to contain Ii ttl~ but trees, underhrush, and oil

I,'ells, .\ burned area that showed slightly higher radioactivi ty than

background turned out to be a bUnlcr.l-ovcr oil slick beside H pumping

station. Similar radi.ation anoma!il's were found at othC'r oil slicks.

:\othing \,'a~ found that 5uggestcu any rl'1ation to the unexplained

1i gh t ~1:Jurc('.

TIl(' CU tl'dl1l rl'turl\l'U home, while the pr~ndpal witncs5 carried

Ollt se\'l;'ral foIIOl~~up lnvl·~tjg(lti.on5. lie later reportcu the followir.p,

resLllt~:
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hi~ cyc~ from the' glure, and waKing tIn children. After about four 

~l'L.OIH.h, the) light s\lbsided to its earlier red-orange rulsation. The 

dri Vl'r tht"n stopped to ._~,;t imatc the hearing of the source from the 

hlglr .. ay Ci t was then to the rear) and then proceeded 011 his way. :-:0 
sound or other effect had been noted except the light. 

The principal witness, a nuclear physicIst, made rough estimates 

of his distance from the light source and ~hc illumination it produced 

during the bright phase. From these estimates, he deduced a source 

pOh'er of about 800 megawatts, lihich he beU('ved implied a nuclear-energy 

source. Thi~ fj gure was late [\ revised somewnat. 

In\"estig~: 

Al though the report oi d not reI ute spec'..fi cally to an UFO, the 

qualifications of tlw principal witness, the similarit'f of the reported 

111 eiden t to mall)' uro reports, and the [lOSS ib il ity of recurrence or 

observable d'fects of heat, all appeared to justify a field investi.ga

tion. 

In Spring, 1967, tht! project t(~am, together witr the principal 

l;i tnes5 and his as tronomer f!'i end, began a joint ai r- and-ground 

investigation of the ,il·ea in which the liy.h·~ had appeared. While two 

men in a he:hr:pter surveyed the area, the other two op~rated transits 

to fix th .. 1 ocn tiot1 of the he 1 i copte:" whenever they were informed by 

radio that it was over a feature of interes t. At night a watch was 

kept for a pos~i.ble reappearance of the light. The following day, the 

vicinit:- of tht' pr,'sumed location of the light wa.,; explored on foot. 

The area \"a.~ fO\lIHl to contain littl~ but trees, underhrush, and oil 

Il'ell:; . ..I. bUI'IH'd area that showed slightly higher radioactivity than 

background turned out to be a burned-over oi 1 s Ii ck bes i de 11 pumpi:Jg 

5tatiol1. Similar radIation anomalic's Wen' found at othC'r oil slicks. 

:\othing \,a~ found that sugge5tc(1 finy rl'lat:on to the ullexplained 

light :;Qurcc. 

'nlt' CU te.ll1l I'l'tllI'Ill'U home, while the I'r:ntipaJ witness carrl.ed 

out se\'eral fol101~-up j I1Vl'~ tigllti. OilS. Ill' 1 ater re?ortcd the roJ 1 owl r.y, 

re5L11t~: 
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1. The chief di~patchcr of a rai lroad which

runs in the vicinity of the sighdng, stated th.. t no rolling stock

I,as \.;ithiTi 511 ll1i. of the site 011 thl." night in q\l~.~tioJl.

T1H~ !warest high-tension :Jower lines were about nine miles

west of the area.

). The five oil companies o)wrating in the area concerned hf-ld

no record of an~' burnoffs, 01' rupture of oi 1 or gas 1incs, or othel'

fin~5 in thl' vicinitv of t:w sighting. No fires, flat'c~, or other

ni~ht actjvit~· had occur'.'cd in th~ nrl'a for u year rrcccclini~ the

sighting.

4. :-;UI1\t'1"OUS a~'e~s in the region showed sigf1ifi\;ant radiation

levels. 'f1it'St~ appean'd to relate to oil wells or old tank sites,

but not all stich pI aCt'S showed aHomal i.t's.

5. A l()(~al 1'csidC'nt re1;~ted that h(' 'lad huntcJ in the inca for

many ~'car::, and that he had noted a sharp dec:.."cas<) in game s j nee the

end of l%b.

b. The princ1.pal Idtness r(~v.i~ed his csti"latc of/he power of

the light source to a 11linil11111n of 500 megawatts. fie p t-imated that h(~

drovp ahout O.t mi. from first sighting of the; ightlliti' its bright

phase, and l,ad c.:locJ...('ci (l.tl mi. Oil the OdOlnl'tc'f frol1l t!wt point to I,is

final obs~·t'vatiollo Ill' cstimateu that ~1°C' IWilri'l!i ,~·f t t' li'~( rcll,-i

to the h iglway \,'as lH't\~l'l'l1 ,lSo anc! 60", fonard in tile ~i r~,t CCl~r.'

nlh1 rean,'arJ in the' Sl'COllo, llw 11 i ghway Iv ,1.-, not q ralgh t; btlt 11:

cstimatl'd his di~;taI1Cl' from tlw light uurin)~ its in t rol1se' pl1a~c by

plotting the \H'~\rings on an aerial photo of the arC'a, ohtaining a

raI11~l' of 1 0 0L10 -1.\(10 ,Id.

fie jucJr,ecl th:,t the i 11111;lnation during till i ntcl1:;(' pha~(' \,a~

iu~t noticeably ~trol1g('r tlun that of hi~; headlights t<,'11 meter:.; in

t'n:-nt of till' auto!'10hilc. lIi~ headlnl11ps tot:llkJ 17S watts, ()I' the

h:~s i:, of til i:-; l'Otlgil 111~otO:~1l'try. he COlnputl'd the power of thp unknow'l

~'OllrCl' at abolt ;,00 111cgiMatts. 1100~cvel', ht noted that it~ total PO\~,f

Iliif.:llt llave bl'l'n s\lb~talltial1y Ics.- than thi~; valup if it was ConC(~I··'·o··

tl'U i 11 a IH'llm.
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ill~t noticl'abl:' ~trollf',cr tilln that of hi~; headlights tt'll meter:' in 

t'n:>nt of till' ;tlltll1'l()hile. Ilis hl'adlnmps totill!.'.! 17S watts, Ill' tilt 

h:!sis of tili,.; 1'Ollgil I'hotO."ll'try, Ilc COIO}1lltl''! the powl'r of til\' unkno"'1 
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tl'U tn a lH'llm, 



7. Tll'~ witn:_",: rClorted several descriptions of sightings by

others in tho area; but these did not appear to offer anything to

clarify the criginal sighting. However. one witne~s r.~ported that

about 8:30 p.m. six Jays before the sighting a similar bright white

light had appeaTed near the location of the original ~ighting.

8. The prindpal wi tness arranged fer the photointerpl'ef:i1tio!1

group at B9rksdale AFB to examine aerial photog-raphs of the vicinity

of the sighting, and he und a companion we,lt in on foot to check

detailed feature:; the AI' ar.alysts noted. Several features were not

satisfactorily J0ntificJ. but nothing was discovered that appeared

to rd",tt' to the sif-,hting

'I~lis case is of interest mainly because of th~ difficulty in

accounting for any kind of a light in that area on such a night. find

because of tlh.' very high power attributeJ to the source. However. the

latter estimate involves great uncertainties.

COfJsilering that it \\'iiS :l dark. rainy night and that the !'\i~ht;·:

\'t'as unexpected, the' \vi tness' judgment of hi s locations on the highway

"'/len he took bearings may have been seriously inaccurate. His com

parison of the illumination during the intE'JlSE' pha."c of the'.1nknown

source Idth that of hi~ h0adlight~ was SUbject to widl~ errors because

of the rain, exci tement, and difficulty in adapt i ng to the sudden

brilliant light. A si~nificant disct"C'panc)' appears in the record:

in ,I formal report of the sighting writtl'n S I\pril 19(\7. th(' princiJ ""

\,i.tnl.':;s statC'd that the "intcl",slty" ri l1ul1linntlon) from the unknown

source "at the hlg\\\\'ay" \~as cstinw.tt'd b)' ,JNIJ "jIJ')t noticeable diffeJ'f"!1cc"

cu:,'''~: to be at least 100 tlml~s thut of the hcatllamrs, til a ]e~ter

datcli :; .JunE' 1~b7. he stated that he c,;timutccl the illuJTlination from

the hl":lJl al1lps tell !11eters ahead of tIlt' car was aile .IN!. greater than

that of the unkrC\~l1 ~ourct'; this IJag the bruis of t\1C revised computa-

tion, In a fo1'llM-Ul' tt'h~phone con';ersation 13 SC'jJtctnl>~r 1968··-

admi tteJ ly a lont: t '.ttle after the event- -hl' ~t,~tl'ci that he cll(' 'lot

fE-CIL 1 'h:H Iw had deh'ctN] emy diffcrcIH.'(' ini 11umitntlt)n by the

unknown S011rCt' Hiid the hl'Hulamps an tht, road 2(1 ft. a'1fHld.
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'7 , . Th'~ I~i tn: _',: Tt'.:Jorted several descriptions of sightings by 

others in thp area; but these did not appear to offer anything to 

cl ari f)' the crigi nsl sighting. Howevet', one wi tne~s r'~ported that 
about 8:30 p.m. six Jays before the sighting a similar bright white 

light had appeaTed ne&r the location of the origioKl ~ighting. 

8, The prindp;ll witness arranged for the photointerpI'e~'lti(Jn 

group at Barksdale AF~ to examine aerial rhotog~aphs of the vicinltl 

of the sighting, and he und a companion we~t in on foot to Check 

dt'taill'd fcaw rr':; tht) AF ar_alys ts noted. Seve ral features were not 

sRtisfactorlly drntificJ, but nothing waR discovered that appeared 

to rdat., to the si",hting 

'1;li5 ca~;e is of intere~t mainly because of th~ dlfficulty' in 

nc..:ounting for any kind of a light in that urca on such u night, find 

because of thl' very high power attributcJ to the source. lIowever, th .. 

latter ~stimatc involves great uncertainties. 

COflsilering that .it h'<iS :l dark, rainy night and that the si.'lht~· : 
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the hC:.lJI amps tell I11cter!' Hhead of tIll' car wa:; 011l' .INL greater than 

that of the unkrcw!1 ~ourCl'; thi~ I>a~ the Plnis of tIl\? revised computa

tion, In a foI'i,M-UP tt'll~phoJle COll'.'crsation 13 s('J1tcml>~r 1968.0
-

admitteJI~' a Ion;: t'.I1I(' uftE'r the event--hl' "'t,~tl'ti that he dl~ 'lot 

1'(,\:,:1,1 hut I\p had dett'ctNl (111J1 diffcrcl1l:(' 1t1111umitHtLI)1I h),' th" 

unknowil S"'trt.',· Hlid the hl'Hdlamp~ 011 tIll' road 2[1 ft. a'1f~'ld, 
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Further unce rtaintics arc invol 'Jed in attempting to comp,!!'e

the source intensity of the unknown light Ivith that of t!,~ !1eadlamp:,.

The light from the latter is concentrated in beams in \vhich the

distribution is unspecified, and which were incident on the road

at an unknown ~"glc (e.g., high or low beams). The unknown light

emanated apparent 1)' from a concentrated source seen through trees

from a moving car, and also from a general glow (reflection from

clouds~) above the trees; it Ivould have been enhanced by this effect,

and attenuated by the rain, fog, and obstructing trees. And it

impingeJ or, the road\~ay at an unknown--really '.ll1clefinable--angle. 1,1

such circumstances, photometry is crude illde~:J.

Interpretat ion of even such a result as this in terms of the

po\\eI' \lissipated in the light source introduces further wide uncertain

ties, since nothing whatever was known as to the mechanism of the

light source or its radiative efficiency as compared with that of

automobile headlamps, or \~hcther it W3,S radiating in a beam toward

the \\i tness or in all directions. All of these fa.ctors bear

crud ally Oil th~ lij\,er es timate, so that the value of several

hundred megal-'atts ish ighly dubious.
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Case 11

South Central

Winter 1966

Investigator: Roach

Abstract:

Four members of the crew of a OC-8 aircraft

on a night flight from Lima, Peru to Mexico, O.F. reported

sighting two bright lights which appeared to increase their angular

separation ,~ith time. At the greatest angular separation the lights

appeared to one of the observers to be connected by a body which had

a suggestion of windows. Protuberances from the main "body" were

reported. TIle obj ect appeared to fly "in formation" with the air

craft for about two minutes and then was lost to view behind the

"ing of the aircraft.

It. is suggested that the sighting may have been the result of

the reentry of fragments of the Agena from Gemini II.

Background:

During a regular flight of a OC-8 commercial airliner from Lima

to ~lexico City four crew members reported an interesting sighting

to the left of the aircraft. Here is the description given by

the captain.

Two very bright lights, one of which was

pulsating; from the two lights were two thin beams

of light (like aircraft landing lights) I'Thich moved

from a V ini ti ally to an inverted V finally. At

one point the object seemed to emit a shower of

sparks (similar to a firework). There appeared

to be a solid shape between the two white lights,

which was thicker in the middle and tapered out

wards. There was also a strip of light between
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the whi te lights (not very bright and ye llowish

in color). r,luch like cabin lights of an aircraft.

The chronology and circumstances of events are given below:

Time: Winter 1966; 0803 GeT; 0238 local time.

Position of aircraft: Latitude 6 0 S; Longitude 81°42'W.

Moon: Almost full moon, high in the sky behind the

aircraft,

Heading of aircraft: 318° magnetic, 324° geographic

(36°W of N).

Table 1

Time (relative)

o min.

4 min.

Description

First sighting. Two lights, 70° left,

about 10° above the horizon. Esti

mated separation of the lights about

Lights now about 90° to the left, bright

er than the full moon, separation of

the lights estimated at about 9° or

10°. A suggestion of "w-indows"

between the lights. Shower of sparks

from more northerly light.

5 min. "Pacing" the aircraft

6 min. "Pacing" the aircraft

7 min. Object lost to view behind the left

wing.
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Suggested explanation of the sighting:

The apparent "pacing" of the aircraft by the ob j ect for an

estimated two minutes is a puzzling feature of the sighting. Also

the captain's sketch is suggestive of some kind of a craft. These

add up to the intriguing possibility of an intelligently guided

craft which, in the words of the aircraft's captain, "is a craft

Ivi th speed and maneuverability unknown to us."

In a discussion with the captain, who has had some 26 yr. of

flying experience, I asked his opinIon of the following possibi Ii ties:

Table 2

Explanation

Aircraft

Heteor

Reentry of satellite

Evaluation by Captain

Definitely no

No

Possible

The Agena from Gemini I I (see Plate 20) had been

predicted to reenter at 0730 GCT at latitude 21 N, and longitude

134 E (~E of the Philippine I.). This is some 33 min~ earlier than

the sighting and about 1/3 of the earth's circumference away.

:\ORAD has made a calculation of a reentry of a fragment or fragments

from the Agena which would have a much smaller drag coefficient

than the Agena proper. The final computer predictions to represent

an extended reentry of a. low drag fragment in the vicinity of the

ai rcraft are shown in Tab Ie 3. It is noteworthy that during the

last th'O minutes from 08h 04m 30s to 08h 06m 21s the object is

dropping almost vertically from 26 km. to 10 km. The aircraft was

presumably flying at about the latter height.
.,

The closest approach of the Agena and the aircraft is about

250 statute mi. The rapid deceleration of the reentering fragment
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at the end of its journey is consistent with the impression of

the crew that the object was pacing the aircraft since it could
. have appeared close to 90" on the left side of the aircraft for

some minutes during its final descent into the atmosphere. The

time of the sighting was given by the report of the crew as 0803

GCT. It is not known whether this time was near the early or the

late part of the event. Also there is some uncertainty as to the

exact geographical location of the aircraft during the sighting.

Ki th these uncertainties it seems that the proposed explanation

of the sighting as due to the reentry of the Agena from Gemini II

is reasonable (but not proven) so far as the relative paths of the

aircraft and the predicted reentry are concerned.

Table 3

NO~~D Computer Predictions for Extended

Reentry of Low Drag Fragment of Agena

Date Hr. Min. Sec. S. Lat. E. Long. Ht. (km. )

30 Dec. 1966 08 00 30 4° .498 268°.218 81

01 30 6 .390 271 .476 74
-

03 30 9 .264 276 .572 43

04 30 9 .558 277 .106 26

05 30 9 .577 277 .142 15

06 21 9 .577 277 .142 10
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Case 12

North Eastern

Winter 1967

Investigators: Fred Hooven and David Moyer of Ford Motor Company

Abstract:

Witness reported that, while she was driving alone at night, a

luminous object hovered over her car for several miles, then moved

rapidly into the distance, and that several mechanical and electrical

functions of her car were found to be impaired afterward. Examination

of the car two months later disclosed no faults that were not attribut

able to ordinary causes, nor any significant magnetic or radioactive

anomaly in or on the car body.

Background:

The witness reported this and an earlier sighting to a sheriff

~ho referred her to someone at a local university. The latter, in

turn, reported the case to the Colorado project staff. Because the

report indicated that the case would afford a good opportunity to

test the possibility of electromagnetic effects on an_automobile by

an UFO, Hooven and Moyer were asked to carry out a detailed in

vestigation.

Investigation:

In the spring of 1967 Moyer recorded an interview with the

~itness and drove her car back to Dearborn, where Ford engineers and

laboratory staff under Hooven's direction examined it in detail.

The ~itness, a professional secretary, reported that, while

driving on a rural road near her home about 2 a.m. one morning in

the winter of 1967, she first noticed that the scene in front of

her \vas brightly illuminated. Thinking at first that her head

lamps "ere on high beam, she operated her foot switch but this
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made no difference, although the indicator light was responding.

She then turned the headlamps out, but the illumination was undiminished.

She then observed that its source was a luminous body over her car,

which she perceived in the rear-view mirror and from the side windows.

The object remained directly over her car for ten or fifteen minutes

as she drove along the road rather slowly. The car would not accelerate.

She depressed the accelerator all the way. Though the car went straight,

she felt that she was not steering it, rather it -- or her mind -- was

being steered from the mysterious object. She opened one window and

could hear no sound. At the top of a rise the object drew away and "made

a big check mark in the sky." It disappeared rapidly into the distance,

growing redder as it did so. As it moved away, it resembled an inverted

mushroom having a short stem on top and a uniform yellowish glow and

two bright white lights and several smaller ones underneath.

The witness reported four instrument malfunctions after the

incident that she had not noticed before: (1) the radio was weak and

full of static; (2) the speedometer read low; (3) the battery did

not charge properly and the ammeter did not read as usual; (4) the

oil gauge was stuck at the maximum reading.

After his interview with the witness, Moyer drove her car, a

1964 Comet, to Detroit, where Ford engineers and research staff in

vestigated its conditon in detail. With respect to the malfunctions

reported by the witness, they found that: (1) The radio antenna had

been broken off the car, so that only local stations could be heard

through the background noise. (2) The fan belt, which operated the

generator, was so loose that the generator was not delivering normal

charging power to the battery. (3) In the speedometer, a die casting

that provided alignment for the bearings had been broken, repaired,

and apparently had broken again, causing bearing friction that caused

the speedometer to read low. This condition was aggravated by sticky

lubricant from the speedometer cable that had worked up. (4) The

transmitter element of the oil gauge was malfunctioning because of

electrical leakage due to corrosion.
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All of the reported malfunctions were found to result from con

ditions that are commonplace in cars of the age and mileage of the

hoi tness I Comet.

The metal-forming operations in the manufacture of a car body

produce a characteristic magnetization pattern for each model, which

persists for years with little change unless the metal is reworked

or subjected to a magnetic field substantially stronger than that of

the earth. An examination of the magnetic "signature" of the witness'

car body revealed no significant difference from that of three out of

four other randomly seJected similar cars of the same age. It was

therefore concluded that no significant magnetic field had acted on

the witness' car.

A Geiger beta-gamma survey counter showed no significant radio

activity from the car body. Scrapings of accumulated dirt and debris

from hood and deck lid flanges, drip rail, etc., showed a low level

radioactive contaminations, the strongest being about·S gammas per sec.

at 120 keV. A similar survey of material from another 1964 Comet

showed a similar level of contamination, though with a different

spectral distribution. The radioactivity found is not unusual;

however, an accurate evaluation of its significance was impossible in

the absence of detailed knowledge of the environmental history of the

car.

Comments:

This case is especially interesting because of the specific and

detailed information given by the Witness, and the "strangeness" of

the encounter. Her recorded testimony indicates a competent, practical

personality, trained and accustomed to keeping her presence of mind in

unexpected situations. By her account, her first intimation of some

thing strange was the abnormally bright headlight field. Her practical

response was to try the high-low beam switch, and she distinguished

between the dash-signal indication and the lack of change in the

illumination. Later she lowered the window to listen for any unusual
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sound. Most interesting is her comment that, after she realized some

thing strange was above the car, she remembered stories of alleged mental

influence by such apparitions and kept talking to herself to keep her

mind actively busy. "I was not about to give it an opening." In short

her testimony presents the picture of a woman alone on a deserted road

confronted by a strange phenomenon, scared but coping intelligently

with the situation.

Ho\\'ever, her account is not free of discrepancies. She remembered

bright moonlight, but the moon was at last quarter on 3 January, and

would not have been very high even on that date. Her description of

what she saw of the UFO through the rear-view mirror is open to question.

The Ford investigators noted that the internal mirror allows a field

of only 3° above the horizontal. The UFO would have had to be about

20 times as wide as its elevation above the car to be seen in the mirror

at all. She also reported several earlier UFO sightings by herself and

friends and family in the vicinity of her home. These reports suggest

the possibility of a preoccupation with the subject. However, she

apparently was not seeking publicity. She mentioned the incident early

in t-Iarch to a local deputy sheriff, who reported it to a person at

a local university. All of the malfunctions of the car that the

witness stated had manifested themselves after the UFO-experience were

found to be the results of gradual wear and deterioration except the

broken radio antenna, which was inconclusive. The case remains

interesting but unexplained.
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Case 13

North Eastern

Winter 1967

Investigators: Ayer, Wadsworth

Abstract:

Two women, joined later by a third, reported three appearances

of a dis c-shaped object with lights while they were driving in early

darkness. Because of elapsed time and other factors, no evaluation

was practicable.

Investigation:

Interviews with the three women in autumn 1967 developed the

following account:

A \~oman (,~i tness A), and her niece about 16 yr. old (wi tness B),

,,"ere driving north toward town at about 5: 45 p.m. They had just

passed the lake and were about 0.5 mi. south of town, when they saw

a "classical" dis c-shaped ob ject moving toward them from the general

direction of the mountain on their right. The disc had several round

lights or "portholes" on its equator, and bright beams pointed in all

directions. It stopped and hovered about 200 yd. from the road at

such an altitude that it appeared to be below the crest of the

mountain. (Since the top of the mountain was 400 ft. higher than

the road and 2,400 yd. away, the object would have been 33 ft. off

the ground if it had been seen in line with the mountain top.)

The women stopped and observed this phenomenon for five minutes,

until the lights went out and the craft vanished. They stayed in the

car during this time, with the engine running and the lights on.

They then drove on to town to pick up a woman friend (witness

C). Just before arriving in town they looked back and saw the

same or another object overtaking them from the direction of the lake.

This second object looked and behaved like the first, hovering over
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the ground, remaining for about the same time, and finally vanishing

when its lights went out. This time the women got out of the car, but

left the lights on and the motor running.

The women continued their drive, picked up their friend, and

returned to a point just east of the town to see if the object(s) had

reappeared. Seeing nothing, they drove around to the east of the

mountain and continued south. About a mile south of the mountain,

they sal\' another object similar in shape to the first two, but

having dim red, square windows, hovering near the road on their right

at the same altitude as before. The three women got out of the car

and turned off the motor and lights, and watched the object until the

lights went out and it disappeared.

Comments:

This case is stronger than most eyewitness accounts, because two

original witnesses v;ere corroborated by a third although the third is

not independent. Unfortunately, the incidents occurred eight months

before the interviews, thus affording opportunity for significant

distortions of memories. Because of the time lapse, a search for

other \'ii tnesses or other contributing evidence did not appear practi

cable. The case therefore must be regarded as unexplained for lack

of knO\dedge of the context in which it occurred.

During the interview, the niece made a remark that seemed especially

re levant to the numerous sighting reports in that region. When asked

""hether she had seen anything like the disc before, she said she had not,

"But \,e frequently see moving lights." Questions about a1 ti tude and

azimuth, characteristics of the lights and frequency of appearances,

brought out that lights had been seen several times a week, mostly

tOKard the northwest (15 to 20 mi. away), at a low altitude just

above the tree line. The lights were white points and moved rather

rapidly in a random manner.
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Case 14

South Central

Winter 1967

Investigators: Low, Powers, Wadsworth, Crow

Abstract:

Six UFO reports in the area of two South Central cities were

investigated in the winter of 1967. Of the six, three were promptly

identified, two as ~stronomical objects and one as a chemical

release rocket shot. The other three remain unidentified as follows:

(1) The city police chief and several officers reported

sighting an extended object of spherical shape one morning,

winter, 1967. It was of whitish or metallic color and showed

no surface features as it drifted slowly near the outskirts

of the ci ty. The officers watched it for about 1.5 hours

before it drifted out of sight.

(2) Several town policemen reported a red-and-green light

moving irregularly in the western sky in the morning in winter,

1967. The planet Jupiter w~s low in the western sky also,

but according to the witnesses the object displayed movement

which would rule out identification as an astronomical object.

They also stated that a bright "star" was visible near the

object.

(3) Three teenage boys in the city reported to the police

that they had just seen a large elongated UFO at the edge of

town. Their description closely matched that of a recently

publicized set of pictures that have since come under suspicion

as a probable hoax. Credibility of these witnesses was con

sidered marginal.

Background and Investigation:

First Sighting

One morning in the winter of 1967 about 1.5 hours before dawn,

the city police received a call from the town police reporting that

an unidentified object was headed southeast toward the city. A

police lieutenant drove to a location approximately four miles north

of the city, and \vi thin a few minutes saw what he described as a

huge silvery object moving slowly in his direction. The object was

101\ on the horizon at an estimated elevation of 1,000 ft.
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Several minutes after the object first became visible, it

turned in a southwesterly direction, heading toward a nearby

to\\I1. At this point, additional officers were called as wit-

nesses. TIley met at a point just west of the city, about four miles from

the town. The object was visible to all until it drifted out of

sight just before dawn.

There is no reason to doubt the credibility of the sighting; how

ever, the question of what was seen remains unresolved. One bit of

corroborating evjdence was brought to light during the investigation.

A periodic glow or reflection from the object was described by the

Joplin lieutenant. He stated that the glow had a regular five-second

period. One-half mile from the witnesses' first location was the

local airport. The half-rotation period of the airport's two-way

beacon is five seconds, and thus consistent with the periodic glow

seen coming from the object. If the object was both low and nearby,

it might have been illuminated by the beacon.

The possibility of conventional explanation as a balloon was ruled

out when a weather check indicated that lower winds were from south

to southwest.

Second Sighting.

At approximately 5:00 a.m., the following morning, a sergeant of

the police department observed an unidentified object in the western

sky. He described the object as a bright light one-fourth the diameter

of the full moon, showing no distinct outline ,and colored red on the

left and greenish-blue on the right. The object first attracted atten

tion because of its apparent motion, which was irregular, involving

stopping and changing direction. After a period of observation dur

ing which time several other officers were present, the object suddenly

dropped as though it were going to "crash", but stopped a short dis

tance above the horizon. By comparing the remembered elevation of

the object to a pencil held vertically at arms length, it was estim

ated that the object when first observed, was 12 degrees above the hor

izon, and then dropped 9 or 10 degrees before stopping.

The sergeant was questioned about Jupiter, which was low in the

west at the time. He said that a bright "star l1 was also visible, but

that the motion of the object was too pronounced for it to have been

a star or planet. He also emphasized that all of the witnesses observed

the motion simultaneously, and that the object moved relative to
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the fixed background of stars. The object was still visible when

the witnesses left the scene.

On the basis of witness testimony, it seems unlikely that the

object spotted was Jupiter; however, evidence was insufficient to

establish this.

Third Sighting

A sheriff and a police chief reported seeing a bright bluish

cloud-like display for over an hour just before dawn on a winter

morning, 1967. As daylight approached the object disappeared.

This "object" was later identified as an active chemical

rocket launched from Eglin AFB, Florida, at 5 :40 a.m. CST. It rose

to an altitude of approximately 100 mi,. where it released for

scientific purposes a cloud of barium particles that glowed brilliantly

bluish through chemical reaction with the surrounding atmosphere.

It has been determined that this display would have been clearly

visible from the area where the sighting took place.

Fourth Sighting

Three teenage boys reported having seen a large UFO at the

edge of town about 11:30 p.m., one evening, winter 1967. They

described structural details, fins, and lights. After first seeing

the object directly in front of their car, they followed it as it

drifted over a wooded area into which there was a narrow access road.

There the)' got out of their car, but became frightened when the

object appeared to move in their direction, whereupon they returned

to their car and left to report the incident. The boys' description

and a sketch drawn by one of them closely matched recently publi

ci:ed photographs, one of which had appeared in a local newspaper

a fe~ days before the sighting. Nevertheless, during interviews,

. the boys showed no evidence of falsification and seemed to have been

genuinely frightened by the experience. No corroborating evidence

was found to support this report.

Fifth Sighting

At 12:30 a.m., one morning, winter 1967, a report came into the

city police station from the state patrol. The report stated
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that a UFO was at thLlt moment under observation, that it was being

photographed, and that it had cause<l an observer's car to stall. LOvi

immediately investigate<l this report an<l identified the object as

Jupi tel'. The stalled car was still at the scene with apparently a 10\,;

battery. The observer who had photographed the object said it had

moved markedly before coming to rest at its present position. Thus,

the possibility exists that initially he was watching something other

than Jupiter; but there was no doubt of the identity of the object that

he photographed.

Sixth Sighting

At approximately 1:30 a.m., one morning, winter 1967, the city

police dispatcher reported an object low in the East. This was promptly

identified as Arcturus, which was scintillating markedly.

Weather Conditions:

The follO\\Ting are pertinent excerpts from the meteorological

repo!'t for the area on the day of the first sighting as prepared

by Loren W. Crow:

The semi-stationary weak cold front lay in a north--northeast

south-southwest orientation approximately forty miles northwest

of [the city]. Behind this front cloudiness was generally

overcast at 10,000 feet or more above the ground. To the east

of the front, the sky was generally clear with some patches of

scattered clouds. Visibility was 15 miles or greater, and the

flow of the air was from the south-southwest at the surface in

the vicinity of [the city] ... (at higher elevations).

CLOUDS: It is of some interest to note that the clear con

dition being observed at [three local stations] at 5:00 a.m.

changed to reports of at least two cloud layers by 7:00 a.m.

at all three stations. Part of this would have been due to

increasing amounts of light for the trained observers to be

able to identify cloudiness which could not have been seen

during the darker hours of the night .

Although the type of clouds being reported at 10,000 feet

over [the city] were not identified, the type of cloud in this

height range was identified as alto-cumulus over [nearby

cities]. It is the Author's opinion that this type of
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cloud would have been altocumulus castellatus, which tends to

have round~J edges. The initial formation of such clouds would

constitute small individual cloud cells. Each may have shown

for a matter of a few minutes then may have been replaced by

another cloud cell nearby which may have been similar in shape.

This could have indicated movement from the position of the

first cloud parcel (which now would have disappeared) to the

position of the newer cloud. At the same time, the individual

clouds would be moving with the wind, which was from a westerly

direction at those elevations.

It is fairly certain that cloudiness began to appear in

this area sometime between 4:00 and 6:00 a.m. There may have

been a few isolated cloud parcels visible with the limited

moonlight available at 5:00 a.m....

Conclusion

Of the six sightings investigated, three objects were identified.

In only one case of an unidentified object was the evidence strong for

both its reality and its strangeness. That was the first, which in

volved a slowly drifting sphere, metallic in color. We have little

jasis for speculation about what the object was, sinc~ the sighting

occurred in pre-dawn darkness and no surface details or structural fea

tures were seen. In the other two unknown cases the evidence is less

substantial, one case having low credibility and other marginal strange

ness.
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C3.SC 15

IIJinter 1967

Investigator: WadSViorth NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Bac},;g:ro~md

:\ private ohserver had reported by telephone that f0T several month

he had repeatedly seen in tllC we~t at evenIng a gre~n light as large as

a t~o-story building. Soreetimes it appeared round) sometimes oblong.

He rep~rt('d that the ohject had be0.ll landing five to 20 Biles west of

his house sevcl'Jl times p~r v:eek) in the period about 4:30 to "1:30 p.m.

Observing through binocuL:.rs} he had seen t~:o rows of windows on a
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Case 16

South Hountain

Winter 1967

Investigators: Van Arsdale, Hynek

Abstract:

Daylight visual sightings of "silvery specks" overhead were

reported, but pilots of aircraft sent to investigate saw nothing.

Two radars concurrently detected several intermittent stationary

targets in the reported area, and then a single target that moved

slowly several minutes. Then it disappeared on one radar, and on

the other described an approximately circular course at high speed.

The visual sighting, and a later one, are impossible to evaluate.

The radar targets are attributed to propagation anomalies, a bal

loon, and malfunction of one radar.

Background:

Reports of reliably witnessed visual and radar sightings in

the vicinity of an Air Force base reached the project, leading to the

decision to send an investigator there. It was arranged that Dr.

Hynek, who was to be at the base on other business, should participate

in the investigation.

Investigation:

The investigators examined the radar plots and talked with

the base UFO officer, the Public Information Officer, and the

radar operators who had reported the unidentified targets. From

these inquiries, the following account developed.

At 10:25 a.m. a young man telephoned the base UFO officer to

report that he was seeing "silvery specks" passing overhead.

During about 30 min., he had seen two or three groups of 30 to 40

such objects moving southwest. He was at a point (Point "1," Fig. 1 )

in the mountains NE of the base.
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The UFO officer finished his conversation with the witness at

10:50. He then had two aircraft sent to the reported location; but

they reported nothing unusual •

He also asked range surveillance radar to seek the objects.

(Being inexperienced in such investigations, he told the operators

where to look, instead of simply asking them whether they had any

unidentified targets). Only two surveillance radars were operating,

one at mssion Control on the base and the other 35 mi. south.

About 10:55 both radars plotted four objects about five miles

south of the visual sighting, and a little later three other objects

("2" and "3" Fig. 1). All of these objects were intermittent,

appearing sometimes on one sweep of the radar screen and not on the

next, so that the radar tracking equipment could not "lock on" them;

but they appeared to be stationary.

Then at 11:08 both radars plotted a slow-moving object at 25,000

ft. altitude, and tracked it ten minutes while it moved three or four

miles east\iard ("4" and "5" Fig. 1). At this point, at 11:18 a.m.,

it disappeared from the south radar screen, while the radar at Mission

Control showed it moving southward at Mach 1.2. It continued approx

imately on a circular course centered on Mission Control radar, while

both radars scanned clockwise. At 11:21.5 both radar~ showed two

stationary objects ("6" Fig. 1 ) that also flickered intermittently.

~Iission Control radar continued to follow the fast-moving target on

its circular course until it abruptly climbed to 80,000 ft. ("7"

Fig. 1 ), and followed it on around to the north until it appeared

to go out of range at 100,000 ft. altitude, at 11:31.

During the tracking of the circular course, the operator stated

that he thought the radar was not functioning properly. The UFO

officer accordingly was advised that he should not consider the plotted

tracks "firm and accurate." FAA radar did not confirm the circular

track, and range-data radars were not operating. The following day,

the radar supervisor reported that evaluation of the Mission Control

radar record indicated that the instrument had plotted a noise track.

Also, there exist unexplained discrepancies
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of 5 to 15 mi. between the ranges of the various unidentified

targets displayed on photographs of the radar plotting boards,

compared with the written report issued by Mission Control the

next day. Positions indi~ated on Fig. 1 are taken from the

plots.

An electronics technician reported that at 11:20, while he

\\as at location "8" (Fig. 1), he saw a saucer-shaped object

moving rapidly away from him; it disappeared behind a nearby peak.

His line of sight to the peak was approximately toward the

point on the circular track traced at 11:20 by Mission Control

radar.

Comment:

With the limited information available, the two visual sighting

reports are impossible to evaluate. The "silvery specks" could

have been plant seeds of the type that float like parachutes, but

such a suggestion is speculative.

The radar observations offer a more substantial basis for

analysis, since they involved two trained operators and instru

ment records (See also Section III Chapter 5). However, the UFO

officer remarked that the men on duty during the sig~tings were

second-line operators having little experience with "track" (sur

veillance) radar. As noted earlier, they were told to look for

unidentified objects at a specified location and had perhaps in

consequence found them there ("2" on Fig. 1). It appears probable

that these intermittent, stationary targets were mirage-like

glimpses of peaks or other high points that were just below the

radar line of sight, and were brought into view sporadically by

fluctuations in the atmospheric path·. There is the strong impli

cation that the operators noticed these "objects" at location "2"

because they were directed to look for something there, and that

they could have found similar targets at other points on the

mountain landscape. In fact, they did just that, at locations

"3" and "6" (Fig. 1 ). These observations appear to be similar
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to some reported in othel" cases (e.g., Case 35) in which operators

of highly specialized raJar equipment have failed to notice ex

traneous objects on their screens because they were intent on the

targets that they had been assigned to track. They become aware

of such commonplace objects only when a "UFO flap" has diverted

them from routine procedure and encouraged them to look for

anomalies. It should be noted that such a habit of ignoring ir

relevant information in the perceptual field unless attention

is directed to it is common in other instrument observations, and

indeed in ordinary experience. It has accounted for many visual

UFO reports.

The slo\\-moving radar object ("4" and "5" on Fig. I ) was

entirely compatible with a weather or research balloon drifting

with the prevailing westerly winds.

The evidence indicates that the circular track plotted on

Mission Control radar, but not on the south screen was,
an instrumental anomaly. The operator at Mission Control judged

that the instrument was malfunctioning, and the subsequent

evaluation by the civilian radar supervisory staff attributed the

circular trace to a "noise track." Why the slowly-drifting

object should have disappeared from both radars at nearly the

same time is not clear. However, if it is assumed that the cir

cular track represented a real object, then it is much more

difficult to explain why the south screen never picked it up,

even though it passed within seven miles of that station when

the radar was working as attested by its plotting the targets

at location "6."

It is important to note that none of the radar targets ex

hibited motions agreeing even approximately with those reported

in the two visual sightings. The "silvery specks" were moving

southwest. The saucer-like object of the second sighting was

moving "away from" the observer and disappeared behind the

peak, which was ENE of him, while the radar "object" was moving

south. Also, inspection of the contour.s of the region indicates

that the radar "object" plotted at 25,000 ft. altitude would have

been obscured by mountain ridges from the observer at location "6 11
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throughout at least 25° of azimuth to the north of the peak.

This case is not fully clarified in all details; but the

evidence indicates decisively that it is typical of many in

stances in which an initial sighting of dubious quality stimulates

unusual attention and induces an expectant emotional state in

which commonplace phenomena assume apparent significance.
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Case 17

South lvlountain

Spring 1967

Investigator: Wadsworth

Abstract:

A youth reported that a large, glowing object approached his

car and accompanied it more than twenty miles. He described apparent

electromagnetic effects on his automobile. Investigation revealed

neither a natural explanation to account for the sighting, nor suf

ficient evidence to sustain an unconventional hypothesis.

Other reported sightings in the area were investigated without

conclusive results.

Background:

The Primary Sighting

On a night in the spring of 1967 an 18 year-old high school boy

(Wi tness 1) was returning from a first-aid class in town to his

parents' home, a general store. He reported that shortly after

11:00 p.m., when he was three miles west of the town, he noticed an

object high in the sky directly ahead of him. He comFared its

apparent size and brightness to an ordinary incandescent light bulb

seen at about twenty feet, or a slow-moving ball of fire. As he

continued, the object descended at an angle toward his left, closed

on his automobile, and accompanied it at a distance and elevation

he estimated at one hundred feet each. He estimated the dimensions

of the object as approximately 30 by 100 feet. It was shaped like

an inverted bowl, flat on the bottom and arched on top. No surface

features were visible, only an overall glow that was blue at the

top and blended gradually through cream color and orange to bright

red at the bottom. At times he noticed a
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white vapor associated with the object. The only other feature he

noted was a periodic on-off manifestation of the glow.

The witness also reported a sensation of intense heat coming from

the object, such that he began perspiring profusely even with the car

windows down. At this same time, the automobile engine began to sputter

and miss, the radio and headlights went out, the ammeter indicated

"dis charge," and shortly afterward the temperature light indicated "hot."

To see the road, he used a battery-powered spotlight that was

independent of the car battery. It continued to function normally.

He drove as rapidly as possible (50-60 mph) under the adverse condi

tions, and was paced the entire twenty-odd miles to his home. As he

approad1ed the fami ly store, the object moved off ahead of him for the

first time and stopped above the store as if to wait for him. As he

turned in, the object blacked out and vanished into the darkness.

The witness reported that after the incident his car never

recovered. Its condition worsened continually until it was beyond

repair.

Investigation:

Wadsworth investigated this and other reports in_the area,

Spring 1967. Although no unequivocal corroborating evidence was

uncovered, testimony from a game warden who is regarded as highly

reliable by area residents, provided possible corroboration. He

reported having seen a round, reddish object in the sky a little

later on the same evening. He was travelling the same stretch of

the road that was involved in the sighting already described. The

object he saw was so distant that its identity with the other is

uncertain.

Witness' automobile was monitored for high-energy radiation.

Smear samples were analyzed for alpha, beta, and gamma radiation.

Alpha and beta were at normal background levels, and gamma was a

trace above; this result may relate to the presence of uranium depo

sits in the vicinity. TI1e magnetization pattern of the automobile

body was checked against a control auto and found to be normal.
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The auto engine was found to be badly out of tune and in generally

poor running condition. Unfortunately, it was impossible to determine

whether any specific danlages resulted from the effects of ordinary

wear and tear. Nevertheless, the witness stated that his car was

in good running condition before the incident.

The route on which the sighting occurred was inspected under

both day and night conditions. No physical evidence was found that

could be related to the sighting; however, terrain and highway features

~ere consistent with the witness' account.

Additional Sightings.

After the initial report,additional sightings were reported in

the area. Many of these were of marginal quality and insufficiently

detailed to warrant further investigation. In a few cases, foUowup

attempts were made. ~Iost of the witnesses were Indians, who

were diffic}1lt to locate because they live in remote places, and

were extremely difficult to interview once found because they speak

Iittle English and are not familiar with such a procedure. It was

thus almost impossible to obtain more than the barest details ..

The most useful materials obtained from these witnesses were

their sketches of the objects they reported having seen. These

sketches show a considerable range of variation, suggesting several

types of objects. It should be noted that the Navajo appear to be

unsophisticated as to UFOs. That is, they are less likely than a

member of the general population to know what an UFO is reported to

look like. Also, these reports cannot be assessed in terms of the

same psychosocial dynamics that are appropriate to most UFO reports.

Reported loss of UFO-caused power failures were checked with an

official of the local Power Association. He stated that nothing

out of the ordinary had been reported to him. In one case, an Indian

witness reported loss of power at his cabin when an UFO landed nearby.

Available Details of Additional Sightings.

(1) Evening of the first sighting, 9:00 p.m., Duration 2 min.,

two witnesses.
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Fire from
bottom

./

','Ii tness I I

..._----- Ob ject covered
....- with fire -""'

')

------
Witness III (same object)

( 2) Following evening, 9:00 p.m., one witness.
Object appeared to be 100 to 150 yards away. It was a reddish-

white light, the apparent size of a car. There were lighted windows

all around the edge. Fire coming from the bottom of the object left

a trail; however, it left no evidence on the ground. The witness

stopped his car and shut off his lights. When his lights went out, so

did the lights of the object. It did not reappear.

windows arowld
edge

fire from
bottom

Wi tness IV
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l~) j,1 d;l. :tt"tel' l)rigin:i1 si~htillg, :';:00-·:';:7)0 :1.Jll., duration

2 minutes, one witlless, l'stimatcd altitude, 1;;0 fcct; estimated ~.;iz(;,

20 feet long; weather clear.

Object had blue lights the color of a welding torch in a band

around center. It was reddish at the bottom. It moved up and out,

vanishing in the distance.

"

---~

lights

side view

Witness V

Bottom view

(4) IS da. after original sighting, 11:20 p.m., duration

20 minutes. One witness.

Witness was on duty as hoistman at the mine at time of sighting.

Object approached the mine, hovered nearby, then departed rap-

idly at ;:In upward angle. He reported that the incident so scared him

that he was still shaking when he went home.

Blue
~-. Light blue

i,\_,-----~I __Dark blue Witness VI

\ ...::=~__ Bright light

....,.---·Orange and yellow

IJtU~
___..... Dark blue fl ash ing
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(5) 17 da. after original sighting, 9:58 p.m.,
duration 5 minutes, three witnesses including witness VI above.

Witness VI said the object looked very ~uch like the one he

had seen two nights previously.

White

(6) Spring, 1967, night, duration 6 min. Two

witnesses (IX and X).

Wi tness IX was in his cabin when the lights went out. lie put

on his miner's light, went out to investigate, and saw an object on

the ground near his cabin. He then went inside to get a rifle. When

he came out again, he saw the object departing into the distance. The

cabin lights came back on after the object had left.

<_. Snake-like thing came from
A bottom

Witness IX
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The above list is by no means inclusive of the sightings reported

in the area. For example, the mother of the witness J reported two

sightings of marginal quaE ty. 'I1lCrc were numerous others; hut the

investigation began three weeks after the primary sighting, and the

signal-to-noise ratio was poor.

Conclusion

On the basis of available evidence, it is impossible to say

whether or not the event reported is real.
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Case 18

South Mountain

Spring 1967

Investigators: Low, Wadsworth

Abstract:

Several reports of lights in the sky traveling slowly and

emitting sparks as they disappeared were attributed to hot air

balloons set off as a scientific experiment by neighborhood boys.

Background:

One night in the spring of 1967 four hot air balloons were released

by several college students. These balloons set off a small wave of

UFO sightings. Accounts of some of the sightings were reported in

local newspapers, and for several days the source of the objects was

unknown except to the students who launched them. Because of the un

expected publicity, the students decided to come forth and give an

account of the event to this project.

This report is intended primarily to examine the degree of cor

respondence between the reports of the event and the event itself. A

description of the event based on an interview with the students is

presented, followed by report summaries of a number of the sightings.

It should be noted that the students were not attempting to make

careful observations when they launched the balloons. Their ac

counts were somewhat general and lacking in details.

Description of Event as reported by Students

Four balloons of the type recently publicized in various news

media and magazines were released. These balloons consisted of

plastic dry-cleaners' suit covers, sealed at the top and held open

at the bottom by crossed drinking straws attached to the edge of

the opening. Hot air was generated by a cluster of birthday candles
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mounted along the straws where they crossed near the center of the

opening.

TIle first balloon was launched at 9:15 p.m. There was no ground

wind, and the sky as clear except for scattered patches of thin haze.

TIlis balloon did not travel far from the launching site. It went up

a fairly short distance and then went out. TIle object appeared to the

students to be larger than a star. Duration of the event was estima

ted at five to ten minutes.

By 10:00 o'clock, three more balloons were ready and were launched

one after another. TIley appeared to maintain three different altitudes

as they rose, and showed some flickering, growing dim and then brighten

ing up again. TIle balloons quickly became unrecognizeable as balloons

and showed only as fire-colored lights. TIle plastic envelopes were

faintly visible as dim shapes. TIle lights appeared the size of bright

stars or larger.

One of the most obvious features of the event was the triangular

formation that the balloons assumed upon gaining altitude. This triangle

endured for some minutes; then upper level winds apparently began to

take the balloons in different directions. The lower one drifted apart

and went out. Duration of the entire event was estimated at 20 to 25

minutes.

Summaries of Observers' Reports:

1. Time: 9:15 p.m.

Observers: mathematics professor and wife.

Location: 0.25 mile WSW of launch site.

Description: gold or orange-yellow light, larger than a star

but smaller than a dime at arm's length, brighter than anything

else in the sky; through binOCUlars, observers could see an

area of "stronger density" adjacent to the light source.

Direction and disappearance: object first seen at an elevation

of 45 0 in the east; began moving north, receded toward the east

and faded out.

Duration: 5 minutes
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3.

Time: 9:15 p.m.

Ohservers: language professor and public school teacher.

Location: 0.4 mile ENE of launch site.

Description: orange-yellow object larger than a star, smaller than

a plane (which passed by at the time) but larger than the lights

of the plane.

Direction and disappearance: object stopped, light varied and seemed

to fizzle out, sparks dropped and light disappeared.

Duration: 10 minutes

Time: 9:15 p.m.

Observers: two students

Location: same as (2) above.

Description: gold-yellow object, little larger than a star, first

thought it was a satellite.

Direction and disappearance: object was first seen slightly south

of west and moving slowly eastward toward observers. Object carne

nearly overhead, dimmed, brightened, emitted sparks and went out.

Duration: 5 minutes

4. Time: 10:00 p.m.

Observers: two women.

Location: 0.7 mile ENE of launch site.

Description: three lights in triangular formation; two on left

were yellowish, one on right was reddish. Obj ects were about the

size of a star when first seen, but grew larger as they moved

toward the observers. Other people in the parking lot seemed

not to notice the objects.

Direction and disappearance: Objects were first seen in south

west at about 45 to 60 0 elevation. They then seemed to move

north, shifting from the triangle to a vertical line formation

and rising. Observers left while objects were still visible.

The objects seemed to have moved back to their original positions

and become smaller.

Duration: 15 minutes
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5. Time: 10:05 p.m.

Observers: fine arts professor and wife.

Location: 0.7 mile SE of launch site.

Description: three red or pink lights in triangular formation at

45° elevation. Size and speed compared to Echo satellite.

Direction and disappearance: Objects first observed in northwest,

then began to move southeast and shift from triangle to straight

line formation. Movement continued till objects were approximately

overhead and seemed to stop. Then one went south and went out,

one north and went out, and one west and went out.

Duration: 15 minutes

6. Time: 10:13 p.m.

Observer: chemical research assistant.

Location: 0.5 mile ESE of launch site.

Description: three lights like large stars in the form of a triangle.

One appeared red, the others orange.

Direction and disappearance: objects were overhead and somewhat to

the south when first seen. One moved to the southeast and disappeared

in haze. One stayed overhead, then flickered, moved west, and blinked

out. One arched away to the east and disappeared.

Duration: 5 minutes

7. Time: 10:00-10:30 p.m.

Observer: man.

Location: 0.4 mile SE of launch site.

Description: three yellow-orange lights in a rough line formation.

Appeared as dull glowing objects with haze around them. Observer

thought they were small and low.

Direction and disappearance: objects were seen first in the north

west at an elevation of about 35°. Motion wa"s southward, slow and

haphazard. The first one continued to move south. The second

two passed nearby overhead, seemed to move closer together, and

drifted away to the southwest.

Duration: 5-10 minutes
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8. Time: 10:40 p.m.

Observer: astronomer.

Location: 1.0 mile SW of launch site.

Description: One object visible low in the east, yellow-orange

and glowing continuously except several times when it dimmed.

It was about 2nd or 3rd stellar magnitude, and 100-15°above eastern

horizon. Through binoculars it remained visible only as a point

of light.

Direction and disappearance: Position when first viewed was

about 10° north of east and 10-15° above horizon. Motion was very

slow and difficult to determine, because of the lack of nearby refe

rence stars.

Duration: 3-5 minutes

9. Time: 10-10:15 p.m.

Observer: man.

Location: about 300 yards SE of launch site.

Description: two bright lights seen through the curtains of ob

servers' apartment. From outside, they looked like blimps with

fire at one end, and were one-quarter to one-half the apparent

size of full moon. A third similar object appeared shortly after

the first two.

Direction and disappearance: the first two appeared at 30-40°

elevation in the northwest and drifted to an overhead position,

where they separated and diminished with increasing altitude. The

third behaved similarly.

Duration: 10-20 minutes
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Table 4
COMPARISON OF REPORTS IN TERMS OF DESCRIPTIVE Ct~RACTERISTICS

~TUDENTS' ACCOUNT OBSERVERS' REPORTS

LAUNCH TIME

SIZE

"""0\
W

SHAPE

COLOR

FORMATION
OF

OBJECTS

9:15 p.m.

Larger than a star

First visible as
balloon; dimi
nished to point
source

Fire-colored

Single object

10:00 p.m.

Size of large star or
larger

First visible as balloons;
diminished to point sources

Fire-colored

Balloons assumed
triangular formation,
then dispersed.

1.
2.
3.

1.

2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

9:15 p.m.

Larger than a star 4.
Larger than a star 5.
Larger than a star 6.

7.
8.
9.

Point source 4.
light (accompanied 5.
by area of den- 6~

sity) 7.
Point source light 8.
Point source ligryt 9.

GOld/orange-yellowl 4.
Orange-yellow 5.
Gold-yellow 6.

4.
5.
6.
7 •
8.
9.

10:00 p.m.

Star
Echo satel,lite
Star
Size not given
2nd or 3rd Magnitude star
~ or ~diameter of full moon,
(observer could see the plastic
envelope as well as the light,
and his size estimate referred to
the whole balloon)

Point source light
Point source light
Point source light
Point source (dull glow) with haze
Point source light
Like a blimp with fire at one end

Yellow/red 7. Yellow-orange
Red or pink 8. Yellow-orange
Red/orange 9. "Fire"-colored

Triangula,r
Triangular
Triangular
Line
Only one object seen by observer
Objects close to observer; for
mation not noticed

LAUNCH TIME 

SIZE 

SHAPE 

COLOR 

FORMATION 
OF 

OBJECTS 
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Point source light 8. 
Point source ligtt 9. 

Gold/orange-yellow 4. 
Orange-yellow 5. 
Gold-yellow 6. 

10:00 p.m. 
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Echo satel.1i te 
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Conclusions

A comparison of the event as described by the launchers with

the reports of accidental witnesses reveals obvious similarities

regarding size, shape, color, and relative positions of the objects.

Taking into consideration the known inconsistencies inherent in most

eye-witness testimony, the degree of similarity between the reports

is noteworthy, especially since times of observations and locations

of observers were not the same. Certain dissimilarities should be

noted. For example, observer IX was located very near balloons. How

ever, he was not able to identify the objects; nor did he mention the

triangular configuration reported by other witnesses, probably because

the objects seemed more scattered, suggesting separateness rather than

relatedness. It is interesting to note the tendency of observers

to give more detailed accounts of the event than the launchers them

selves gave.

The sightings all occurred within approximately one mile of the

launch site. With two exceptions, the balloons were first observed

in the direction of the launch site. The exceptions are sighting

number 6, in which case they are nearly overhead when first seen; and

number 8, when only one object remained visible. In three other cases

the balloons were reported as being overhead or nearly so at some time

during the observations. These three sightings (5,7, and 9) along

with number 6 are all located in the southeast quadrant of the sighting

area, indicating that the balloons drifted southeast. It should be

pointed out that the balloons also were moving relative to each other,

and it was this motion that the students and most witnesses referred

to in their accounts. The limited area of sightings is probably

characteristic of cases involving these balloons, and could be considered

along with the slow aimless drifting, the flickering, and the red-orange

color as identifying evidence in future cases.

In summary, we have a number of reports that are highly consistent

with one another, and those differences that do occur are no greater

than would be expected from situational and perceptual differences.
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Many small discrepancies could be pointed out, especially with regard

to estimates of distance and direction, but these are not great enough

to affect the overall impression of the event.

It would be expected that a survey of witnesses' speculations

about the nature of the objects would have shown much greater diver

gence, but this report is confined to observational data.
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Ca~e 19

S0uth ~Iountain

Spring 1967

Investigator: Wadsworth

Abstract:

A project investigator was at the site of a predicted UFO land

ing. The landing did not occur.

Background:

This investigation was made in response to a unique sighting

prediction based on alleged telepathic contacts with UFOs. The

prediction came from a man who claims to have psychic abilities.

He declared that his past predictions had been accurate, and he was

confident that this one would produce positive results, specifically

an UFO landing at a racetrack on a given day at 11:00 a.m.

On the night before leaving for the site, Wadsworth telephoned

the predictor to get any additional information he might have. He

confirmed the exact time and location of the predicted landing and

stated that he had received "a very strong indication" that the

event would occur. He assured us that we would not be disappointed.

The purpose, he claimed, was "just to show us" that UFOs are real.

He said that only one "saucer" would appear.

Investigation:

Wadsworth was met in the state capi~al city by two officers of

the highway patrol. Patrol cars and a small aircraft were provided

for the trip to the site.

Weather in the capital was clear; however, a squall front was

moving into the racetrack area. When the party arrived at the race

track at 10:15 a.m., the weather was still clear. The patrol plane

was circling overhead. Wadsworth decided that the best place to

wait would be the center of the large circular track. (There are

two tracks at the raceway: one is straight and runs NW-SE; and

adjacent to it is a large circular track which, as seen from the air,
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would be a possible target area.) Before landing the plane, the

pilot directed the patrol car to the center of the circle by radio.

111E' predictor had been very definite about 11: 00 as the time for

the event to occur. In his own words, the UFO would appear exactly

at 11:00 a.m.

At 11:00 nothing unusual was noted. The front was still moving

in; rain began at 12:00 noon. At 12:30 p.m. the group left the area.
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Case 20

North Pacific

Spring 1967

Investigators: Craig, Wadsworth

Abstract:

Reports of "beeping" sounds emaJ1ating apparently from invisible

aerial sources were identified with the calls of small owls.

Background:

Spring 1967 this project received word that a state Depart

ment of Civil Defense had been investigating an unidentified sound

in an area of the state. Wadsworth telephoned the same day to

obtain more complete information about the sound, and to determine

whether it might be connected with UFOs.

The investigation was being conducted by the warning officer

and communications coordinator for the state's Department of Civil

Defense, who gave further information. He described the sound as

a repetitious beeping signal of practically unvarying period and

pitch that had been heard regularly from the same location for a

period of several weeks, continuing for hours at a time without

interruption. The most puzzling aspect of the sound was the lack of

any visible source. Witnesses had approached the apparent location,

only to find that the sound seemed to come from directly overhead.

This location was at the top of a hill in a wooded area to which

access \.as diffi cuI t. However, local interest in the sound was so

high that many individuals had hiked into the area to hear it. The

sound reportedly began at 8:00 p.m. PST each night, and continued

w1til 3:00 or 4:00 a.m.

Other aspects that the Civil Defense official reported were:

The sound had been heard for about three weeks. It had been heard

as far as two miles away from its apparent source. A similar sound

(believed by some to be from the same source) had been received on

a police patrOl car radio at ISO megacycles while the sound was
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being heard by persons in the above-mentioned area; visual UFO

sightings had been reported in the general area of the sound during

the same period. One sighting reported by two police officers and

several FAA men occurred two days before the reported onset of the

sound. A disc-shaped object was reportedly sighted passing over

head beneath an overcast ceiling of 1,000 feet. The sound did not

alter perceptibly when people were in the area, even though they made

noise, shone lights, or fired guns. When local time shifted from

standard to daylight, the nightly time of onset also shifted an hour,

indicating that the sound was oriented to real time, not clock time.

The periodicity of the sound was approximately two beeps per second.

Sometimes the sound source seemed to move as much as a quarter of a

mile from its usual location in a few seconds, sometimes silently,

sometimes beeping as it moved. One explanation for the sound that

had been put forth was that it was the call of either a pygmy or a

saw-whet owl, both of which are found in that area and emit calls

similar to the reported sound.

A similar unidentified sound had been recorded elsewhere.

Wadsworth took a tape recording of the sound under investigation and

the other sound to an expert on bird calls. His opinion was that the

latter \,as probably a saw-whet owl. The former, howev~r, seemed

unlike any bird or animal he had heard, although he could not be

certain without knowing what distortions had been introduced by

the tape recordings.

A decision whether to send out a field team was suspended until

more could be learned about investigations already in progress. Any

connection between the reported sounds and UFOs was speculation, and

continued visual observations at the site of the sound had revealed

nothing significant.

During the following week, significant new developments were

reported. Sounds identical to that near the original location had

been heard in other locations in the state.

The Civil Defense informant reported unusual animal reactions
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in some cases. Frogs, which were numerous and loud in the

area, had all hecome silent 10-20 seconds before onset of the sound,

suggl'sting t.hat t.hey might be sensing sOllie kind of energy ot.her than

the audible sound. At ot.her times, the cows and dogs i.n the area

had suddenly shown marked excitement, and then become suddenly quiet.

In one instance, this pattern had been repeated three times before

the beeping began.

On another occasion, a man whose house was at the bottom of the

hill where the sound seemed to originate had been frightened by the

sound, which he said came suddenly down from the hill and continued

beeping loudly just above his house. He was standing in the yard,

and the sound was so eerie that he could "take it" for only a few

minutes before going into the house.

The Civil Defense coordinator felt that he was at an impasse,

and urged that a team from this project be sent to investigate.

Investigation

Spring 1967, Craig and Wadsworth went wi th three primary ob

jectives: 1) to gather more information on the sound phenomenon and

to experience it directly; 2) to obtain instrumented measurements,

if possible; 3) to check for possible correlative visual sightings

in the areas involved.

h~en the team arrived, they met with the Civil Defense coordi

nator and staff to plan the investigation. It was decided what area

would be the best location for a thorough surveillance of the sound,

and a base \-Jas set up in a barn about a mile below the hill top where

the sound was usually heard.

Stereo tape equipment was set up in the barn, and microphones

were located about a quarter of a mile apart. The sound usually

had been clearly audible at this location.

It was learned that, although the beeps had been loud in all

kinds of \"eather, there was a considerably better chance of hearing

them on a clear night. It was also reported that on some occasions

the sound was very faint and of such short duration that no accurate
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location could be determined. It was not clear whether the occasions

of fainter sound were due to distance or to a real drop in volume.

Equipment taken to the more inaccessible field site included:

portable tape recorder; directional ultra-sonic translator; mili

tary infrared sniper scope; directional microphone audio detector

("snooperscope"); cameras loaded with infrared, ultraviolet, and

conventional high-speed film; and two-way portable radios for commun

ication with the operating base at the barn.

Shortly before the advance group reached the top of the hill (an

hour's climb through steep, heavily forested terrain), the sound was

heard. It lasted not more than 10 seconds and seemed to come from

a direction different from its usual location. The team's subjective

impression was that it sounded like a bird.

Throughout the night, and until 5:00 a.m., the sound was heard

faintly eight or ten times for a few seconds each time. It did not

seem to originate from directly overhead at any time, and the appar

ent direction and distance varied considerably. Part of this series

was recorded on tape, but the sound was of low amplitude and brief

duration. It was never heard at the main base below, so no high

quali ty tape was obtained.

Descriptions of an earlier observation had related that the

sound had come from the top of a tall tree, then left the tree top

and circled around it when someone climbed the tree. Although no

bird had been seen in the darkness at the apparent source of the

sound, and this description was similar in this respect to the farm

er's account of the descent of the beeping source from the distant

hill and its circling over his farm yard, such behavior certainly

seemed owl-like. However, since the field team had heard only brief

and distant emissions of the sound, they could not positively iden

tify it.

Early the next evening, this team drove to a second

site. The weather was rainy. Perhaps a dozen other cars

were parked or cruising slowly by the area. The team heard no

beeping sound during two hours of waiting.

The following morning, the team telephoned the county
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Sheriff ' s office, which had been handling the local investigation to

ask whether the sound had been heard during the previous night. They

were told that a bird had been shot by a farmer who lived adjacent to

the second location. He had told the sheriff that, when the

sound began the night before, he had gone out with a light and gun,

shot the bird while it was beeping, and brought it in as evidence.

The owl was identified as a saw-whet by a local biology teacher.

Despite this identification, some local persons expressed skepticism

that the dead owl had been the source of sounds that they believed

to be too constant in pitch and period to be generated by a bird.

They questioned whether the farmer, who had been subjected to much

harassment by the public, might not have produced the owl, hoping to

put an end to these difficulties.

Tape recordings of the sound, made both before and during the

project investigation, were later analyzed sonographically and com

pared with sonograms of recorded calls known to have been made by

pygmy, saw-whet, and ferruginous owls. The original comparison was

made with calls recorded in Peterson's Field Guide to Western Bird

Calls. Later, other recordings of these calls were obtained from

Cornell University's Laboratory of Ornithology. The comparisons

showed the same sound structure, pitch, and period for the uniden

tified sound and for the saw-whet owl. Fewer overtones were dis

played on the sonogram of the unidentified sound, but this difference

probably was due to lack of sufficient amplitude and recorder fre

quency range limitations. It was concluded that the recorded un

identified sound was made by a saw-whet owl.

Canclus ions

-None of the reported visual sightings of UFOs in the vicinity

was impressive enough to warrant more intensive investigation. While

the project investigators could not be certain that owls accounted

for all of the unidentified sounds reported from various areas of the

state, they felt confident that the audible beeping

was unrelated to visual sightings of UFOs, and that owls certainly

accounted for most of the beeping sotmds.. The latter conclusion was
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based upon:

1. The correspondence between sonograms of the unidentified

sound and of the beeping of a saw-whet owl;

2. Testimony that the dead saw-whet owl had been shot while

making the beeping sound;

3. The fact that the locations and movements of the reported

apparent sources were typical of those expected of owls.

The small size of the saw-whet owl (about six inches long) may

account for the difficulty observers had in seeing it, thus allow

ing them to conclude that the sound came from a point in space that

was not occupied by a physical object.
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Case n
South ~lountain (location A)

Spring 1967

Investigators: Low, Rush

Abstract:

Operators of two airport radars reported that a target equi

valent to an aircraft had followed a commercial flight in, over

taken it, and passed it on one side, and proceeding at about 200

knots until it left the radar field. No corresponding object was

visible from the control tower. On the basis of witnesses' re

ports and weather records, explanations based on anomalous atmos

pheric propagation or freak reflection from other objects appear

inadequate. The case is not adequately explained despite features

that suggest a reflection effect (See Section III Chapter 6) .

Background:

A radar traffic controller (Witness A) at an AF installation

that serves as an airport for a nearby city (location A), telephoned

the Colorado Project in the middle of May, 1967 to report

an unexplained radar anomaly. The report was referred to Dr.

Donald H. Menzel for comment, and Witness A and three other witnesses

were interviewed at various times. The information so obtained is

summarized in the next section.

Investigation:

Witness A, an air traffic controller of 20 years' experience,

reported the following observations. At about 4:40 p.m., he and

three other men were in the IFR (radar) room at the airfield.

T"o radars were in use: azimuth surveillance radar (ASR), used for

early detection of arriving aircraft, and precision approach radar

(PAR), used to monitor both azimuth and elevation of an aircraft

approaching the runway (Fig. 2 ).

The controllers were monitoring the approach of a commerical

Boeing 720. They got him onto the correct azimuth and glide path
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just as he broke through the 3,000 ft. ceiling about four miles from

the radar receiver. Another commercial flight, a Viscount, showed

on the surveillance radar about six mi. behind the 720. About the

time the 720 appeared in the field of the precision radar, operated

by Witness A, he noticed a very faint target on the elevation (glide

path) screen about two mi. behind the 720. He adjusted the sensi

tivity of the instrument, and the unknown target became visible on

the azimuth screen also. It appeared to be following the 720 on the

glide path.

wnen the 720 had advanced about one mi., Witness A asked the

operator of the surveillance radar, Witness B, whether he had the

unidentified target; he did. Witness A then reported the object

to the Viscount crew, about four mi. behind it. They saw nothing,

though visibility under the overcast was 25-30 mi. He then re

ported the object to the visual control tower; but none of the three

controllers there could see anything to account for it, even with

binoculars. At this point, the departure scope man (the sur~

veillance radar had duplicate screens for monitoring arrivals and

departures) and the arrival data position man walked over to

observe the precision scope. The target showed with equal clarity

on both the elevation and azimuth screens. The unidentified object

was overtaking the 720, and was about 0.25 mi. behind as the 720

passed the approach lighting system. At that point, the object

pulled over, moved eastward, passed the Boeing on its right side,

and continued on a parallel course at 200 ft. altitude and some

300 ft. east of the runway, until it passed out of the field of

the precision scope. Unfortunately, no one thought to see whether

the object appeared on the surveillance radar departure scope.

At disappearance, it was about 1-1.5 mi. from the control tower.

The controllers in the tower never saw anything to account for the

target.

The Viscount came in normally on the radar, with nothing

following. Its crew reported after landing that they had not at

anytime during the approach seen anything between them and the 720.
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Witness A observed that the 720 had not been visible as far

out as six mi., where the "bogie" first appeared. It looked like

an aircraft target, though weaker than usual, and became quite

clear as it came nearer. He commented also that the bogie followed

the correct procedure for an overtaking aircraft, and that, if a

pilot is practicing an instrument approach but does not want to

touch down, his prescribed procedure is to level off and cross the

field at 200 ft., as the bogie appeared to do on the radar. In

fact, the object showed the flight characteristics of a Century

series jet fighter (F-IOO, F-l04, etc.), making an approach at a

speed of 200-250 knots. However, such a jet makes a great deal of

noise, and should have been heard even in the glass-enclosed tower.

Kitness A was interviewed in detail when he first telephoned

the project in Spring 1967, and questioned further on various

aspects at several later dates. Other witnesses unfortunately

were not contacted until Fall 1968.

Wi tness B, who had been monitoring the survei llance radar

approach scope, was unable to recall details of the incident. He

remembered only that it was "an odd thing" -- a radar target, but

nothing visual.

Witness C was a controller of IS years' experience, lIon

radar, who had been in the radar room when the sighting occurred,

and had watched it on the precision scope. He recognized the dif

ficulty in remembering accurately after such a time interval, but

felt that his memory for the key details was good. He had been

deeply impressed by the incident, and had discussed it with Witness

. A and others on various occasions.

He confirmed the account of Witness A in almost all respects.

He was not certain that the bogie had come in on the ILS glide path

(which is indicated by a line on the elevation screen of the pre

cision radar); it was following the Boeing and must have been on or

near the glide path. Witness A had stated that the bogie overtook

and passed the 720 at about the approach end of the runway. Wit

ness C, however, recalled that the bogie had overtaken the 720 and

flown alongside "like a wingman" (i.e., slightly behind and to the
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right of the 720) for one or two miles before touchdown. Then,

about a half mile from the runway, it had "pulled up" and flown on

ahead. TIle 720' 5 approach speed was about 140 knots.

Witness C emphasized that the bogie target was indistinguishable

from an aircraft. He said that, if the bogie had appeared ahead

of the 720, he would not have hesitated to warn the 720 off the

approach.

He noted also that the surveillance radar was an old, faulty

instrument that sometimes missed targets that were known to be in

the field.

Witness D was a controller in the tower during the incident.

He remembered that the radar crew phoned about the bogie; the tower

men looked and saw the 720 coming in, but nothing else, even with

binoculars. The conditions were such that he was confident that no

such aircraft as the radars indicated could have come in without the

tower crew having seen it.

Weather

The report of the project's consulting meteorologist follows

Following is a brief summary covering the weather

situation near [the airfield in location A]

at and near 1640 MDT . . . [in the middle of] May

... 1967:

SOURCES OF DATA

Hourly surface observations· from -

.. [Location A, location B, location C,

location D, location E, location F]

Two and three hourly data from -

[Location G, location H, location I]

Winds aloft and radiosonde data for . .

[location D], at 12:00 noon and 6:00 P.M.

~mT.

GENERAL WEATHER SITUATION

The general weather situation prevailing in .

[the general area] was a condition of drizzle and

fog with low ceilings at most all stations east
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of . . . [location tI]. Amounts of precipitation were

generally light but the drizzle and fog continued for

many hours at most stations.

Shortly after noon colder air moved in from a

northerly direction in a layer from 1000 to 5000 feet

above the surface. At [location 0] the drop in

temperature measured between the noon and 6:00 P.M.

radiosondes was between 5° and 6° F. in this layer.

TIlis drop in cloud layer temperatures was accompanied

by increasing winds near the surface. At 2:30 P.M.

gustiness at ... [location oj reached 30 knots.

Similar increases in wind velocities began later at

. . . [location A, location B, location E, and loca

tion J]. Some snow and snow pellets fell at various

stations as this mixture of colder air took place.

MOST PROBABLE WEATHER AT 1640 MDT AT .. [THE] AIRFIELD

Two layers of scattered clouds, at 900 and 2400 feet

respectively, would have been moving rapidly from north

to south in an air flow having surface winds averaging

nearly 30 mph. It occurred at 1630 MDT. Gustiness of

8-10 additional miles per hour was occurring at this

time. A layer of overcast cloudiness was estimated at

4000 feet above the station. Visibility was greater

than 15 miles.

A condition of very light drizzle had ended at 1530

MDT and light snow pellets began at 1710 MDT. The dif

ferences in surface temperatures was only 1° (34 to 33)

indicating that the greatest amount of change was taking

place in the air at cloud level.

The snow pellets which began at 1710 MDT and

intermittent snow showers continued past midnight. It

is well known that water and ice surfaces mixed

together inside clouds tend to intensify radar echo

causing bright spots or bright lines to appear.
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The snow pellets would have produced an increased

intensity of the radar echos in some small shower

areas. Although snow pellets were not occurring

at the station at 1640 MDT it is highly probable

that some were in the vicinity.

Total amounts of precipitation were light.

Only .03 inch was measured in the 24 hours ending

at midnight.

At the same time that snow pellets and snow

showers were observed at •.. [the airfield, location

B] reported no precipitation.

SUMMARY

It is my opinion that fragmentary segments of

two layers of scattered clouds moving at variable

speeds beneath a solid overcast would have given

a rapidly changing sky condition to any observer

at or near the airport. Reflection of any lights

could have caused greater or lesser brightness to

the under surfaces of some of these scattered

clouds. The strong gusty winds were not only

capable of moving the clouds rapidly but could have

carried some light substances, such as paper to an

elevation similar to the lower cloud height. The

shafts of snow pellets at a mile or more away from

the base may have caused some distortion of visi

bility in directions concentrated to the west and

northwest of the field.

Hypotheses

Anomalous targets on radar generally are caused by instru

mental defects, birds, anomalous atmospheric propagation (e.g.,

mirage effects), out-of-phase echoes, or multiple reflections.

Instrumental defects appear to be eliminated in this case, since

the bogie was seen consistently on the surveillance radar and

both the azimuth and elevation beams of the precision radar. The

speed of the bogie, its radar intensity, and the course it fol

lowed all appeared inconsistent with a bird.
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Neither did this anomaly show any of the typical character

istics of the "angels" caused by anomalous propagation; moreover,

weather data indicate no inversion was present. Both witnesses

A andC had had many years of experience with all the usual types

of anomalies. The fact that they were mystified by the phenomenon

and considered it worth reporting indicates that it was an un

common effect.

Sometimes a distant, strong reflector may return a radar

echo so long delayed that it arrives after a second pulse has been

emitted. It will therefore appear at a spuriously short range.

This possibility appears to be precluded by the different pulse

frequencies of the survei llance and precision radars (l000 and

5500 per sec., respectively), and by the behavior of the bogie,

which appeared to relate it to the Boeing 720.

There remains the possibility of multiple reflections. After

reviewing a report of the incident, Menzel suggested that the

bogie had been produced by reflection of radar energy from the 720

to a fairly efficient reflector on the ground, back to the 720,

and thence to the radar receiver. The superfluous echo would have

appeared on the line of sight from radar antenna to aircraft, and

beyond the aircraft the same distance as that from aircraft to

reflector. Menzel suggested that a structure involving a cube

corner -- e.g., a steel dump-truck body -- might act as a rather

efficient reflector.

This hypothesis would explain some aspects of the observations.

The bogie appeared about two miles behind the 720 when it was

about four miles out, and gained on it at a rate roughly equal to

. the airplane's own ground speed of about 120 knots, as would be

expected. This would imply that the reflector was about two miles

ahead of the 720, which would place it about half a mile south of

the approach end of the runway. The bogie then should have over

taken the 720 at that point.

Witness A said that it was about 0.25 mi. behind the 720 as

the latter reached the approach light system; that would place the
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reflector approximately at the approach end of the runway. Witness

C, however (a year and a half after the incident), stated that the

bogie caught up with the 720 "one or two miles" before touchdown,

flew alongside, and pulled ahead about a half mile from the runway.

That would place the reflector about 0.5 to 1. 5 mi. south of the

runway, differing by as much as a mile from the location resulting

from Witness A's account.

So far, so good. Men who were a bit excited, or trying to

remember details after such an interval, might differ by a mile in

their estimates, particularly since the range scale on the precision

radar scope is logarithmic. Incidentally, half a mile from the

runway the elevation of the ILS glide path was about 200 ft. --

the elevation at which the bogie appeared to overfly the field.

However, a target produced by such a delayed reflection would

not have appeared on the glide path. In elevation, the glide path

was a line rising at an angle of 2.7 0 from the ILS transmitter

7,300 ft. south of the precision radar antenna. The line of sight

from the radar to the Boeing four miles out thus intersected the

glide path at a substantial angle, so the bogie reflection, seen on

the radar line of sight, would have appeared about 0.25 in. below

the line marking the glide path on the radar scope. It does not

seem likely that an experienced controller would have failed to

notice a discrepancy amounting to some 200 ft. in elevation that

if not corrected would have been disastrous to an aircraft.

The shift of the unidentified object to the right as it over

took the 720 can be partially explained. If it is assumed that the

bogie was a secondary echo from a reflector near the runway, then

the bogie would have been always the same distance behind the 720

as the reflector in front of it, and would have appeared on the

line of sight from the precision radar antenna to the 720. Since

the antenna was about 400 ft. east of the runway, the bogie would

have appeared projected to the west of the approach track. Its

apparent course would have been a gradual swerve to its right.

However, the bogie would have nearly coincided with the radar

image of the 720 as it passed low over the reflector; and immediately
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thereafter, as the 720 passed beyond the reflector, the bogie would

have stopped its forward motion and moved laterally to the west.

This hypothetical behavior contrasts sharply with the statements

of witnesses A and C, both of whom insisted that the bogie moved

over and passed the 720 on the right (east), and that it continued

on that course, ahead of the airplane, until it left the radar field.

The case is therefore not satisfactorily explained. In

general, the association of the unidentified target with the 720

and the lack of a visible counterpart suggest strongly that it was

a radar artifact. Yet the details of its course can be reconciled

with the reflector hypothesis only by discounting the accuracy of

reports by observers who were intimately familiar with the context

in which they were working.
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Case 22

North Central

Spring 1967

Investigator: Craig

Abstract:

A weekend prospector claimed that a "flying saucer" landed near

him in the woods, and that when he approached the obj ect and touched

it with his gloved hand, it soared away, its exhaust blast leaving a

patterned burn on his abdomen and making him ill.

Events during and subsequent to a field search for the landing site

cast strong doubt upon the authenticity of the report.

Background:

A 50-year-old industrial mechanic (Mr. A) claimed to have observed

two UFOs while prospecting in the North Central area. The reported time

of the sighting was about 12:12 p.m., COT.

According to Mr. A, his attention was distracted by the squawking

of nearby geese. He looked up and saw two disc-shaped objects descending

together from the SWat an angle of 15' -2Cf above the horizon. One

stopped 10-12 ft. above the ground; the other continued downward, and

landed on the flat top of a rock outcropping 160 ft. from Mr. A. The

ob j ects had domes and were about 40 ft. in diameter. They had flown three

or four diameters apart, keeping a constant distance. The first object

hovered in the air (one of Mr. A's accounts says it hovered about 15 ft.

above him) for about three minutes, then ascended in the same direction

from which it had come, changing color from bright red to orange to

grey and back to bright orange as it disappeared in the distance. It

moved noiselessly, much faster than airplane speeds.

\1:hen Mr. A turned his attention to the landed craft, it, too, was

changing color from glowing red to the iridescence of hot stainless steel.

TIle craft had no markings. Intense purple light shone from apertures

around the dome of the craft. Mr. A noticed wafts of warm air, a smell of

sulphur, and a hissing sound from the craft. He sketched the object.

After about 15 min. he noticed that a hatch on the side of the craft had

opened. He could See nothing inside, because the light was too bright.
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He waited in vain for someone to emerge through the hatch.

About 30 minutes later, Mr. A approached the craft and heard human

like voices from within. Thinking the craft was of U.S. origin, he

addressed the assumed occupants in English. When no response was heard,

he tried Russian, German, Italian, French, and Ukrainian. The voices stopped.

Panels slid over the hatch, through which Mr. A had noticed that the craft's

walls were about 20 in. thick, and honey-combed. After the hatch closed,

Mr. A touched the craft with his gloved hanel, burningthe fingertips of his

glove. The craft tilted slightly and started to spin rapidly. tIe was

standing near a patterned ventilation or exhaust area on the craft's side.

When the craft started moving,'a blast from this opening burned his upper

abdomen and set his shirt and undershirt afire. He tore off the shirts

and threw them to the ground, stamping out the fire. His outer shirt was

almost totally burned, but he retrieved the remains of his undershirt. A

hole also was burned in the front of the top of the cap he was wearing. He

was left with burns on his abdomen and sickened, apparently as a result of

inhalation of vapors from the machine. The craft disappeared in the direc

tion from which it carne at a bearing of 255 0 (determined by Mr. A's compass)

and at a speed estimated as far exceeding known aircraft capability.

Mr. A said he suffered headache, nausea, and cold sweats within minutes

after the experience. He returned to his prospecting site (160 ft. away)

and got his coat and prospecting equipment. He put the remains of his

undershirt in his prospecting satchel. Feeling weakened and vomiting frequently

he struggled to the highway to seek medical assistance. He was aware of a

horrible odor associated with his breath.

He reached the highway and requested help from a constable of the Royal

Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) who was driving by. The constable thought

,Mr. A was intoxicated, and refused to help. Mr. A also failed to get help

at the park headquarters and went back to his motel at Lake X. After

several hours, he took a bus to Winnipeg. While waiting for the bus, he

telephoned the Winnipeg Tribune to request assistance, asking, at the same

time, he said, that they give his experience no publicity.
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Mr. A was met by his son, who took him to hospital X for medical

attention. The burns on his abdomen were diagnosed as superficial,

and Mr. A returned home. He continued to complain of nausea, headache

offensive odor from his lungs, lack of appetite, and rapid weight loss.

Two days after the alleged event, Mr. A was attended to by a

personal physician, whom he had not visited since Spring 1966. The

following day he was taken to hospital Y to be checked for radiation

trauma by the hospital's Department of Nuclear Medicine. A radiation

pathologist found no evidence of the effects of radiation on the

burned area, in his blood, or on Mr. A's clothing. He reported that

the burn was thermal. A week after his sighting Mr. A was checked in

the whole-body radiation counter at anAtomic Power Installation. This

counter detects and measures gamma radiation from isot~pes in the body.

The test showed no count above normal background.

Mr. A said he lost a total of 22 lb .. over the next seven days, but

had regained his strength and some weight 11 days after his sighting.

Investigation:

The case involved close contact, and one of the most detailed

descriptions of a material object of this type on record. The site at

which the event allegedly took place had not been re-visited since the

event, and held promise of providing tangible physical evidence that an

unusual material object had actually been present. A project investigator

left for city A as soon as word was received that Mr. A was physically

able to search for the landing site. The investigator wanted to visit

and examine the alleged site before it was disturbed by others.

Nearly two weeks after the event, when Mr. A was interviewed by

the project investigator, he had regained sufficient strength to lead

a search, which was planned for the following day. Mr. A displayed

a rash on his neck and chest, which he associated with the alleged

UFO exposure. He said the rash appeared two days earlier, 11 days after

the sighting, and he had visited his physician the morning of the

interview to have it checked. Mr. A had, on the same day, cooperated

with authorities in a ground and air search which had not located the
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UFO landing site. Mr. A reluctantly agreed to lead another ground

search, indicating that the new rash made him uncertain of his physical

health.

Later, Mr. A led a party, including the project investigator, on

a hike in the Canadian bush, ostensibly searching for the landing site

which assertedly was about three air miles north of a highway, which

skirts the north shore of Lake X. The area searched was located

49°43' ± lIN, 95°19' ± l'W, in a forest reserve. A fire-watch tower

stands between the highway and the area searched. The party began the

search within a half mile of this tower, and never got more than two

miles from it while wandering back and forth through an area within

which t-Ir. A said the site had to be. Most of the area was covered by

dense vegetation. Numerous beaver ponds, swamps, and rock outcroppings

were contained in the area, the outcroppings rising as much as 40 ft.

above the swamp level. It was on such an outcropping that the landing

allegedly occurred.

This "search" impressed the investigator, as well as other members

of the party, as being aimless. Mr. A expressed the desire to terminate

the search after a few hours of hiking. The rest of the party felt a

good effort had not yet been made, and pressed him to continue. In the

early afternoon, when it seemed obvious that a "landing site" would not

be found that day, the party returned to Lake X resort, where the

investigator interviewed other people who were in the vicinity on the

day of the alleged event.

Two youngsters who claimed they saw an UFO over the lake on the

date in question gave a description suggesting that they may have ob

served a box kite or a balloon, but certainly not an object of the

type described by Mr. A.

According to Conservation Officer Jim Bill, the fire lookout

towers were manned on this date after 9 a.m. A ranger with Officer

Bell indicated that the forect was dry at this time. Both rangers

felt that a fire capable of burning a man would have started the forest

burning. They commented that watchmen in the towers generally notice

smoke immediately from even a small campfire, and felt that a small

fire in lichen and moss, such as Mr. A said he tramped out when he
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threw his burning shirts to the ground, would have been seen by the

watchman. They also believed objects as decribed by Mr. A would have

been seen by the tower watchman, had they been present for even a

fraction of the time Mr. A claimed. Watchtowers are 8' x 8'. About

six other towers are visible in the distance from the tower near the

alleged landing site. Although a 35-40 ft. metallic saucer only ~-2 mi.

away should have attracted the watchman's attention, nothing unusual

was noted from the watchtower.

Weather Bureau information indicated the day of the reported

sighting was mostly clear with broken clouds, in agreement with Mr. A's

description.

The flight direction Mr. A gave for the UFOs would have brought

them within about a mile of the golf course at Beach X, at an altitude

of 4,000 ft. The course attendant said that there were hundreds of

golfers on the course on this date, none of whom reported seeing an

object such as Mr. A described.

The investigator sought other information supporting the claim that

an unconventional flying object had been in the area on the sighting

date. A check of several other UFO sighting reports in the region

revealed that they had no relation to Mr. A's sightinK, having occurred

on a different day (except for the lake sighting already mentioned)

in a different area.

Radar observers at three other locations (60 mi. NW of the claimed

sighting, 85 mi. W, and 40 mi. E) reported noticing nothing unusual on

the alleged sighting date.

With ~lr. A's permission, the project investigator reviewed the

case with his physician and with the other M.D. 's involved. Items of

particular interest which were revealed to the investigator by Mr. A

himself were (a) a rapid weight loss; (b) a lymphocyte count of 16%

climbing later to 21%; and (c) the rash on Mr. A's 'throat and upper

chest which developed 11 days after his reported sighting.

The claimed weight loss of 22 pounds in seven days, including 14

pounds the, first three days, could not be verified. Mr. A's physician

did not see the patient until two days after the alleged exposure and
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had .not seen him during the previous year. There was no way to verify

the weight claimed prior to the event. A medical consultant considered

the claimed weight loss logically excessive for an inactive, fasting

patient.

The lymphocyte percentages were not outside the limits of expected

statistical variation of two routine counts of the same blood, and were

therefore not considered to be significant.

The rash, which was not on the same body area as the original burn,

looked like the normal reation to insect bites. Mr. A said the rash

apperared on the day he had gone on the site search with RCMP officers.

In view of the great number of black flies in the area, the coincidence

in date, Cpl. Davis' report that he was severely bitten while on the

search, and the accessibility of the affected neck and chest area to

flies when the shirt collar is not buttoned (it was Cpl. Davis' belief

that Mr. A had worn his colar unbuttoned during the search), it seems

highly probable that the rash was the result of insect bites and was not

connected with the alleged UFO experience.

Comparison of recordings of separate accounts of Mr. A's UFO experience,

as told to an APRO representative two days after the reported event and

to the project investigator short of two weeks later, revealed minor

variations, as would be expected in any two accounts of an involved

experience. The inclusion in the account of a magnetic effect of the

UFO developed during the first interview. The APRO representative asked

r-1r. A if the UFO had affected his compass. Mr. A first answered: "I

couldn't tell you if the compass needle was affected. I hadn't looked

before. It was kind of abnormal." Upon further discussion, the effect

developed to a definite spinning of the needle, then a rapid whirling

as the second object left the area. This latter description was repeated

in subsequent accounts. It is hard to reconcile such a magnetic effect

with the facts that Mr. A not only reported a definite compass reading

for the direction of departure of the second UFO but also a definite

reading of 140 0 for the direction of approach and departure of the first,

which left while the second was still present.
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The undershirt which Mr. A presented had been ripped apart in front,

where it was burned. It also carried a patterned burn centered high on

the back, the pattern matching, according to Mr. A, the pattern of the

UFO's exhaust openings from which the burning vapors had spurted. Mr. A

had been burned only on the abdomen, with slight singeing of the forehead.

The reason for the presence of a patterned burn on the back of the under

shirt was not obvious.

Mr. A was deemed very reliable by his employer. He had convinced

representatives of the RCMP and RCAP, two of the several physicians

involved, as well as his family, that he was telling the story of a

real event. During the project intestigator's interview, he seemed

honest, sincere, and concerned. His presentation of his story was

convincing. His wife and son verified his claim of an unusual odor

coming from his body after his alleged UFO experience, indicating that

the odor permeated the bathroom after Mr. A had bathed.

Analysis of Subsequent Developments

1. The claimed finding of the site by Mr. A and an associate

shortly over a month later.

The site was allegedly still obvious, with moss blown away in

a circular pattern. Samples of soil and moss from the-area, portions

of the burned shirt, and a six-foot measuring tape which Mr. A had

left behind were brought to city A. All three were radioactive.

When sent to city B for analysis, they were found to be so strongly

radioactive that the Radiation Protection Division of the Dept. of

Health and Welfare considered restricting entry to the forest area from

which they allegedly were taken. A careful check of the site by a

representative of this department revealed that the perimeter of the

"landing circle" and beyond were free of radioactive contamination.

According to his report:

A thorough survey of the landing area was carried

out, using a Tracerlab SU14, AclmiralRadiac 5016,

and a Civil Defense CDV 700 survey meter. One small
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area was found to be contaminated. This was

located across the crown of the rock. There

was a smear of contamination about 0.5 x 8.0

inches on one side of the crack. There was also

some lichen and ground vegetation contaminated

just beyond the smear. The whole contaminated

area was no larger than 100 square inches. All

water runoff areas were checked for possible

contamination, but nothing was found.

No representative of an independent or official agency was present

when the circular area alleged to be the landing site was rediscovered.

In spite of an RCMP understanding with Mr. A that no evidence should be

removed from the area should he relocate it, radioactive soil samples,

(fortuitously selected from the small contaminated area), remnants of

cloth, and the measuring tape were represented as having been removed

from the area. Why the cloth remnants and the tape were radioactive was

never explained. While these items could have been contaminated by

contact with the soil samples, reports received by the project indicated

that the items were in separate plastic bags, and major contamination

would not be expected. The partially-burned undershirt had earlier been

found not to carry radioactive contamination. The tape-would have been

left some 160 ft. from the landing circle, in an area found to be free

of radioactive contamination.

Other individuals checked the site for radioactivity later. One of

these was Mr. E. J. Epp of city A, who searched the site in Fall of 1967

and found no radioactive material. At the project's suggestion, he had

the records of the Dept. of Mines and Natural Resources searched for

mineral claims in the area filed by Mr. A. This was requested because

of the possibility that Mr. A had deliberately misdirected the earlier

searches in order to protect mineral claims. Such claims were filed

by him, but not until later in the Fall.

The project never received a final report of the analyses of the

soi I samples taken by the Dept. of Health and Welfare. The origin of

this material is therefore on open question.
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The site presented did not match Mr. A's earlier description of it.

An opening in the trees through which Mr. A said the UFO came and

departed would have required the object to leave the landing circle

travelling in a NNE direction, whereas Mr. A had said it departed to the

WSW. Other aspects also differed from the original description.

2. Claimed recurrences (in the early Fall and other occasions)

of the physiological reactions to the UFO experience.

Relation of these reported attacks with Mr. A's alleged UFO -experience

has not been established.

3. Commercial publication of Mr. A's story in a booklet.

This account differs in some aspects from Mr. A's original reports.

In the booklet, for example, Mr. A is reported to have stuck his head

into the open hatch of the "saucer" and observed a maze of randomly

flashing lights inside the craft. In earlier accounts, Mr. A stated

that he avoided going near the hatch and was unable to see inside it

because of the brightness of the light corning from it. The account was

chronologically jumbled, and showed a carelessness with fact.

4. A claimed visit to the site by Mr. A and another associate a

year after the alleged sighting, at which time they discovered massive

pieces of radioactive material in a fissure of the rock within the

"landing circle." This material reportedly consisted of two W-shaped

bars of metal, each about 4.5 in. long, and several smaller pieces of

irregular shape. These items were said to have been found about 2 in.

below a layer of lichen in the rock fissure. They were later analyzed

as nearly pure silver. The results of the analyses of these pieces of

metal were sent to the Colorado Project by Dr. Peter M. Millman of the

National Research Council of Canada. The analysis of the report by

Mr. R. J. Traill (Head, Minerology Section, NRC) showed that the two

fragments each consisted of a cental massive metal portion which was

not radioactive. One of these was 93% and the other 96% silver. Both

contained copper and cadmium, and had a composition similar to that found

in commercially available sterling silver or sheet silver. The metal

was coated with a tightly-adhering layer of quartz sand, similar to that

used as a foundry sand. This also was not radioactive. The radioactivity
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was contained in a loosely-adhering layer of fine-grained minerals

containing uranium. This layer could be removed readily by washing and

brushing. The minerals were uranophane and thorium-free pitchblende,

characteristically found in vein deposits. Mr Traill's conclusion was:

I would interpret the specimens as pieces of thin

sheet silver that have been twisted, crumpled, partly

melted, and dropped into, or otherwise placed in con

tact with, nearly pure quartz sand, while still hot.

They have subsequently been covered with loosely-adhering

radioactive material which consists of crushed pitch

blende ore, much altered to uranophane and containing

associated hematite. These naturally-occurring

radioactive minerals are found typically in the

uraniferous deposits of ... [River X] area and in

parts of ... [camp X].

In view of the thoroughness of earlier searches of the site for

radioacitve material, it is improbable that the particles discovered a

year later would have been missed had they been present when the earlier

searches were made.

Conclusions:

If Mr. A's reported experience were physically real, it would show

the existence of alien flying vehicles in our environment. Attempts

to establish the reality of the event revealed many inconsistencies and

incongruities in the case, a number of which are described in this report.

Developments subsequent to the field investigation have not altered the

initial conclusion that this case does not offer probative information

regarding inconventional craft.
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CasE" 23

North Central

Spring 1967

Investigators: Foster, Peterson, Wertheimer

Abstract:

Three couples hunting raccoons at night reported that an aerial

object approached them, played a brilliant light on them briefly, then

turned it off and flew away. Individual versions of the incident

differed substantially as to motion, appearance, duration of sighting,

and the object's identity. Investigation attributed the sighting to

a prank by the crew of an airplane with a searchlight that had flown

over the hunt area at the reported time.

Background:

Wi tness A reported the incident to an AFB two days after-

~ard. A week later he wrote a repor~ to NICAP, which sent a copy of

his letter to the Colorado project. A telephone conversation with

Witness A resulted in sending investigators to the area late in June.

Investigation:

The investigators interviewed seven witnesses and visited the

site of the incident with one of them. They also visited ~ne

AFB to check on aircraft activity on the night of the incidellt.

Witnesses' versions of what had happened differed rather widely.

For that reason, the situation as developed by the witnesses will be

. outlined, followed by a summary of the disparities in their stories.

Three couples were hunting raccoons on a ranch. Mr. A.

\\as a professional man, Mr. B an administrator, and Mr. C a rancher.

Wi tness D ,\as another rancher who was keeping an eye on the hunters.

"About 11:30 p.m." the men were about 0.5 mi. Wof their truck, in

which the women were waiting. They carried powerful flashlights that

they turned on only briefly as needed.
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All of the men and women saw a lighted aerial object approach as

if gliding down toward them. When immediately over them, it turned

a brilliant beam of light on the men for a short time,then turned it

off and proceeded on its way. Witness 0 also saw the light.

However, the details of the individual accounts differed widely.

(On some points, some witnesses did not comment.)

Five witnesses reported that the object came from the NW; one

from the N; and one from the E.

Three reported that it flew a straight course; two thought it

turned 90° as it departed.

Three reported that it hovered while the bright light was on; two,

that it kept moving.

All reported the light was blue, bluish-white, or white except

0, who said it was yellowish.

One witness reported the object was about 50 ft. in diameter,

alternately glowing dimly or brilliantly. Two reported several small

red lights; one, small white and red lights; one, small blinking red,

white, and green lights; one, no lights.

Four witnesses reported that the light from bright spotlight did

not mover the ground. Two of the other three thought a second spot

light might have done so. All agreed that the beam was conical,

emanating from a narrow source. Witnesses disagreed widely as to the

location of the beam on the ground; each of those in the light path

tended to think it was aimed directly at him.

Three witnesses reported a sound similar to that of a small

airplane engine as the object approached; four noticed it some time

after the bright light was turned on.

Total duration of the sighting was estimated by two witnesses

as one to three minutes of the bright light; two to three minutes,

one and a half minute, "a minute or so," a half minute, 30-45 sec.,

five seconds, and 15 sec., off briefly, then on again momentarily.

Only one witness ventured a guess at the time the sighting occurred,

"approximately 11:30 p.m."
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One witness reported that he recognized the sound as that of a

small twin-enginE:' airplane, and thought he saw its outline as it

departed. lie suggested that the crew might have seen the hunters'

blinking flashlights and turned the spotlight on them.

At the AFB, the investigators learned that on the date of

sighting a rather slow twin-engine Navy airplane equipped with a

powerful searchlight had departed at 10:34 p.m. on a course to the

SE that would have taken him almost directly over the location of

the sighting. The pilot was flying "visual," not on instruments.

Further, an airman at the AFB reported that he had heard some con

versation between the pilot and co-pilot before takeoff, indicating

that they intended to use the searchlight to set off some UFO stories

Evidently the rancher's surmise was right: they had seen the blinking

flashlights of the hunters and taken the opportunity to startle them.

Comment:

Unlike many comparable cases in which a mystifying apparition has

generated widely different versions of the experience, this one was

convincingly explained. It therefore affords an unusually good oppor

tunity to study the reactions of witnesses to an unfamiliar and

unexpected situation. The most obvious inference, already familiar to

the legal profession, it that eyewitness testimony in such circumstances

in inherently unreliable.

It is significant also that the only witnesses who recognized the

object as an airplane wire the two ranchers and the wife of one of them.

They were in a familiar situation. The two couples from the city were

on unfamiliar ground, were disoriented as to directions, and may have

felt a bit of latent uneasiness that made them emotionally oblivious

of this possibility. Witness A reported that, when the brilliant light

came on, the rancher (Witness C) exlaimed to him: "My god, what's

that?" A: "I don't know." C: "Do you suppose it's one of those

flying saucers?"
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Witness C, who said he had recognized the object as an airplane,

conunented in his interview: "It seemed to me the light came right

out of the plane--after I got over tellin' it was a flyin' saucer!"

Mrs. C., who had been in the truck with the other women, conunented

in an intervie,,,: "We talked about it. First it was a plane--then I

said, 'Was that a flying saucer?' and we just got to thinking ... "
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Cas e 24

North Eastern
Summer 1967

Investigators: Craig and Wadsworth

Abstract:

A 50-year-old general machine handyman and his son, 11, claimed

to have seen and photographed a "flying saucer" close to their rural

home. Neither the numbers on the backs of the two Polaroid photo

graphs nor the focus of objects in the field of view were consistent

wi th the account of the alleged sighting.

Background.:

Two polaroid photographs of a saucer-shaped UFO were said to have

been taken by the wi tnes s about 12: 15 p. m. EDT.

The photographs showed windows or ports in both the upper and lower

halves of the object. According to Mr. A's account, he was taking a

picture of his 11-year-old son with his Model 800 Polaroid camera

when a high-pitched humming noise attracted their attention. They

looked in the direction of the noise, and saw an UFO about 60 ft. in

diameter, some 500 ft. away, moving about 30 to 40 mph, at an altitude

of 500-600 ft. ~Ir. A snapped two pictures during the 15-20 sec. before

the object departed at a speed, estimated to be 2,000 mph.

According to his account, ~1r. A immediately took the pictures

to a farm house, about 300 yd. from his home to show the pi ctures,

and learn if the neighbors also had seen the object. The neighbor,

~lr. B. says that Mr. A arrived at their house about 12:30 p.m.

± 5 minutes, and the pictures were still "wet." None of the fami ly

had seen nor heard the UFO. At Mr. Bl s insistence the incident was

made known to the public. Mr. A wanted to destroy the photos and

not tell anyone else of the incident, for fear of ridicule. Mr. B.
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with A's reluctant permission, notified the state police and local

newspapers of the incident and the existence of the photographs.

Investigation:

Al though there are unexplained discrepancies in the story and

pictures, project investigators were not able, on the basis of their

investigation, to determine that the incident was a hoax. Mr. B was

convinced the pictures were of a real object. Both Mr. A and his

son's stories were generally consistent, and presented seriously

wi th convi ction. Neither \vitness was shaken from his original

statement after hours of conversation and discussion. The suggestion

that such pictures might result from deliberate deception brought

only emphatic denial. Although Mr. A would not agree to lend the

original pictures to this project for analysis, copies of the

photographs were obtained.

In picture number one the UFO is in sharp focus but.is dimly

outlined against the sky because of overexposure. It appears to have

three dark windows or ports on its lower section (which has the

appearance of a pie tin) and a row of square dark windows of similar

size, but more closely spaced, around its top portion (which

resembled a lid of a frying pan, with a knob ori top). - A dark streak

extends about half the distance along the ridge-like juncture of

the top and bottom portions. This streak ends abruptly.

The image of the UFO in picture number one is jus t over three

centimeters long. The top of a near-by automobile, the top of a

ridge some 80 ft. from where Mr. A stood, and several trees and

a bee-hive on the ridge are also visible in photo number one. The

trees were not in focus.

Photo number two shows apparently the same UFO, somewhat more

distant (a 2.8 em. image), not in sharp focus, but with good contrast

against the sky background. In this photo the UFO appears below a

"'ire clothes line located seven feet from the camera. Tops of trees

are visible in each bottom corner of the picture.
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Both photos I"ere taken within a few feet of I'll'. I\'s house,

number two from a position about 20 ft. from where he stood while

taking number one. Photo number one was taken at a bearing of

1000, photo number two at 300 0 . The tree tops visible in photo

number two are at distances of 40-65 ft. away from the camera.

They are not the same trees that appear in photo number one.

Investigation Results:

1) Polaroid photograph numbers. Mr. A said the film had been

in the camera several months, and only three pictures remained to be

taken on the roll. lIe took pumber six, a picture of his son. Numbers

seven and eight would then be the UFO photos. The numbers on the

back of the UFO photos, however, were one and seven respectively.

2) Disappearance of other photographs and photographic material.

~!r. A "could not find" the picture of his son, although t·lrs. B said

he had the three photos, including one of his son, when he arrived

at the farmhouse at 12: 30. Mr. A. said he "had thrown away"

the negative back sheets of all photographs.

3) Lack of other witnesses. An object 60 ft. in diameter and

at 500 ft. altitude would have been over a point less than 100 yd.

from a major highway at the time the pictures were t.aken, and would

have crossed over the highway on departure. The highway carries

heavy traffic. A crew of gravel-company workmen would have been on

their lunch break in the gravel pits over which the object was

allegedly flying I,'hen it was photographed. No one reported seeing

such an object, in spite of a radio appeal for other observers to

identify themselves. No workmen in the gravel pit saw the object,

although llihen questioned several of the workmen expressed the opinion

that they are so accustomed to loud noises while they work that they

would not have noticed the sound from an UFO as described by Mr. A.

Nei ther Mr. B., who llias on a tractor at 12: 15, nor any of his family

or crew saw the UFO.
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The only response to the appeal for anyone who had seen UFO

about noon on the date ot Mr. A's sighting to identify himself came

from youngsters. Project investigators checked what seemed the most

significant of these reports but they had no relation to the object

in Mr. A's photos.

One farmer did report that he and his brother, baling hay about

one mile from Mr. AI S home, (in the direction of claimed departure

of the UFO), heard somethinp- that sounded like "many jet planes"

about noon on this date. They commented on the sound to each other at the

time, but did not see anything which could have generated this noise.

It seems probable that someone on the highway, or working in

the vicinity, would have seen the UFO if it were as described.

Inquiries were made at radar installations at Youngstown, Ohio

air terminal and with the FAA Cleveland Center. No observations of

unidentified objects were made at either place.

4) Position from which picture number two was taken. To reproduce

picture number two (minus the UFO), it was necessary for the photo

grapher to lower the C~lera by kneeling on the ground. Mr. A. said

he merely stooped over a bit to take the second photo.

5) Preliminary examination of the photographs by W.K.H. Copies

of ~1r. A's photographs were sent to Dr. Hartmann for preliminary

examination and evaluation. A summary of his response follows:

In picture number one, the object is in focus (showing square

corners on portholes), while the background trees and beehive are

out of focus. Since the trees and beehive are some 80 ft. away, they

should have been in fairly sharp focus if the camera were focused for

any dis tance close to or greater than 80 ft. Had the object been

some 500 ft. away, as ~1r. A claimed, and the camera focused essentially

at infinity, the trees should be in sharper focus than the nearer car

top. Photograph number one shows the car top in sharper focus than

the trees, and the object in sharper focus than the car top.

In picture number two, the object is less sharp (portholes are

blurred, not clearly square). The clothes wire also is somewhat out
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of focus, while the trees (40-65 ft. away in this case) are in sharper

focus than in picture number one.

One possible interpretation of these observations is that the object,

and the camera focal distance, was closer in picture number one than was

the top of the car. The object would then have been five to ten feet from

the camera. Picture number two could have been made with the focus of

the camera set at about 30 ft. while the object was enough closer to

the camera to be noticeably out of focus.

If the object were five feet away its diameter was t,'m inches; if

ten feet away, 20 in. Pictures duplicating Mr. A's could be produced

Kith a 10-12 in. model, focusing the camera at five feet and 30 ft.

for the first and second pictures, respectively, and suspending the

model by find thread or monofilament fishing line. (In photo number

two the suspension could be either from the clothes line which appears

in the picture or from a fishing pole.)

Conclusions:

The relative focus of objects in picture number one is not consis

tent with the claim that the UFO was a large object beyond the trees in

the picture, but is consistent with an assumption that the UFO was pie

pan sized. The other discrepancies in the account discussed here also

contribute to the conclusion that these photographs would not merit

further analysis even if the originals were made available for detailed

study.
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Case 25

North Eastern

Summer 1967

Investigators: Armstrong, Levine

Abstract:

Reports of noise, flashes, and power interruptions were attri

buted to power-line faults.

Background

A representative of APRO and NICAP phoned the project to

report the following incident. On a Wednesday morning at

4: 10 a.m., a I:lan employed by an aircraft company reported that

while driving in a northwest direction to work, he saw a bright

light flashing to his rear. He turned his car around, and drove back

to the location of the flashing light, and stopped at the intersec

tion of two roads. He saw a ball he estimated to be twc and one-half

feet in diameter above trees to the northeast. He was frightened,

and left the scene to report to the police. He said he saw

the flash five times. The next day he stopped at the home of the

woman on whose property the trees were located. She told him that

she had seen the light.

The NICAP and APRO representative learned of the incident from

the police. He interviewed both witnesses. He then looked about the

scene of the sighting and discovered a place in some tall grass, about

30 inches high, where the grass had been flattened. The depression

in the grass was circular and about six to ten feet in diameter. The

grass was bent in a counter-clockwise direction. At 8:00 p.m., he

took three Polaroid pictures of the area, one of which was a close-up

of the depression. He reported that the close-up came out "white"

and suggested radioactive fogging. On the basis of these reports,

Armstrong and Levine went to this area.

Investigation

The investigators met with the APRO-NICAP man three days later at
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the past week or longer.

They then spoke with a man who lived nearby.

seen the light and heard the noise, which he said

11:00 a.m. ll1e aircraft employee was not available, so they copied

a tape recording of a statement he had given to the APRO-NICAP man.

The investigators then talked wi th the woman witness. She

reported that she had been awakened at 4:40 a.nI. on Wednesday by a

noise she described as rumbling, crackling, or a "thunder sound",

but she knew it was not thunder. Through a small crack in closed

Venetian blinds, she had seen flashes of light that lit up her

bedroom bright enough to read by. The light went on and off several

times, and there were "nine or ten rumblings." She stopped watching,

but could still hear the noise. The bright light lasted longer

than lightning, but only a few seconds. She reported that the

power had gone off at about 5:45 a.m. for about 45 minutes.

The investigators next examined the grassy depression. They

found no radioactivity above background level. The depression was

roughly circular, but there was little evidence of the grass lying

counter-clockwise. The grass was of a kind that, if pushed down,

stayed down for a long time. Foot tracks that had been made in it

two days earlier were clearly visible. The investigators concluded

that (1) there was no evidence of anything unusual about the depres

sion, and (2) the depression could have been made at any time during

He reported having

sounded like a

power relay cutting out, between 4:30 and 6:00 a.m. He also noticed

that light came from two places, a power pole with a transformer

on it about 300 feet from his house, and an indistinct location

down the road in the direction of the woman witness' house.

·A night-light in his room went out for 35 or 40 seconds when the

noise and flash came, and all of these effects coincided in time.

He noted that just before the sighting a heavy fog and rain had

made the branches of the trees very heavy. He had attributed the

noise and the flashes to the power transformers.

Conclusions

In view of the reported power interruptions and the heavy fog
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and rain, it is probable that all three of the witnesses' sightings

were of flashing arcs associated with the power lines. The fog would

erulance the dispersion of the light and lend a strange quality to it

and would also facilitate high-voltage corona discharges.
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Case 26

South Pacific

Summer 1967

Investigator: Craig

Abstract:

A 67-year-old security guard, on night duty at a lumber yard,

reported firing six shots at a cigar-shaped UFO, and later, finding

four of the flattened bullets which he said had fallen to the ground

after ineffective impact with the UFO. Faced with police evidence,

the guard admitted that the bullets were ones fired at a steel drum

and that the "sighting" of the UFO was fictitious.

Background:

The witness reported firing six shots from his .38 caliber

revolver at an 80-100 ft. long, cigar-shaped UFO which was hovering at

about 50 ft. in the air at a distance of some 100 ft. The initial

report of the incident was made at 3:50 a.m. PDT and the local police

immediately made a preliminary investigation. At 8:00 a.m. on the

same day, the witness reported finding four flattened-slugs which he

said he dug out of furrows in the asphalt surface.

The witness said that after being fired at, the object rose

slOloJ1y at first, then sped out of sight in a westerly direction. A

bluish-green light, which surrounded the UFO, went out after the

second shot. The object made no noise until it sped away, at which

point the sound was comparable to that of an idling automobile motor.

Investigation:

A project investigator arrived at about 8:00 p.m.

By this time, the witness had changed his story saying that he had

made a mistake and \vas now sure that he had fired at a balloon. He

said he shot at it only once, and that there was no visible effect,
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if in fact he hit it at all. The flattened slugs were ones he

had saved from earlier target practice, and he had produced them

on the spur of the moment, to embellish his UFO story.

Police investigation had showed that the furrows in the ground,

from which the bullets had allegedly been retrieved, were made by

bullets entering them at a 30-40° angle. It appeared more likely

that the slugs were fired directly into the asphalt, and had not

fallen to it as reported. However, the witness later asserted that

he had made the furrows with a ball-peen hammer. In addition,

police investigation had turned up a steel drum, with numerous holes

and indentations on it from bullet impact. When presented with

this evidence, the witness admitted having fired at the drum for

target practice about a month before, and said that the slugs in

question \,'ere some of those which had struck the drum.

There \\'ere no other reports of any unusual sightings in the

vicinity on that day.

Conclusion:

In view of the witness' own admission that he had fabricated

the story no further investigation or comment was deemed necessary.
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Case 27

North Eas tern

Sununer 1967

Investigator: Rothberg

Abstract:

During a "flap" in the N:orth East area, the project decided

to study the feasibility of fielding an investigation in the area

\,'ith maximum instrumentation. The objective was to obtain instrumented

observations of UFOs and, if possible, to correlate sightings with

nightly exposures made by an all-sky camera. Although UFO reports

continued at high frequency during the feasibility study, less than

12 of 9,000 all-sky camera exposures contained images not immediately

identifiable. Only two of these coincided in time and azimuth with

a sighting report. Study of one negative suggests that the image is

ei ther that of a meteor whose path was at or nearly at a rightangle to

the focal plane or that an emulsion defect or impurity is responsible

for the image. The other negative's image was identified as a

probable aircraft.

Background:

During the summer of 1967, more than 80 sightings were

reported in this North East area. The project decided to

field an investigation in the area in the hope that the wave of

sightings would continue and could be directly observed and measured

by an array of instruments. The investigator was equipped with a

car having a radio-telephone, still and motion-picture cameras, two

U.S. Army infra-~d detectors, and a Geiger counter. When on patrol

the investigator was in frequent communication with a telephone

answering service which had been retained to accept sighting reports

and record them on Early Warning report forms. The number of the

answering service was widely publicized throughout the region.
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An all-sky camera (see Section VI, Chapter 10) was mounted in

an undisclosed location, on the well-guarded roof of a local hospj tal

dominating the area. It was hoped that if the frequency of reports

v.as maintained, some of them could be correlated with all-sky camera

exposures. TIle camera was operated during 17 nights. The camera made

9,000 exposures each covering a considerable area of the night sky

over a period totalling some 150 hr.

Resul ts:

No occasion arose in which it was possible to use any of the

instrumentation with which the project investigator had been equipped.

One UFO was seized. It was a plastic bag made into a

hot air balloon by mounting candles across its mouth and launching

the device.

More than 100 sighting reports were filed, of which 50 were

readily explainable as natural or man-made phenomena, 17 were judged

to be identifiable, and 14 seemed to require further investigation.

Attempts to acquire sufficient additional information regarding the

last category were unavailing, so that no conclusion was drawn regarding

them.

Study of the two all-sky camera negatives that contained images

not immediately identifiable and that approximately coincided in time

with reported sightings was undertaken by project experts and others.

TIlese were exposures made on two separate nights at 8:57 p.m. and

9: 57 p. m. EDe.

The first frame contains. a strong, elliptical spot.

No adjacent frames show any image of similar intensity. Examination

of the spot under 120X magnification shows near its center a minute

defect or contamination that could have caused spurious development,

but otherwise the spot shows the gradation of density normal to an

exposure caused by light. The image's ellipticity could indicate

motion of the light source during the exposure. Because the image

appears on a single frame, it is regarded as either an emulsion or
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development defect or as caused by a meteor whose path was almost

directly perpendicular to the focal plane of the camera.

The second frame contains a light trace resembling an

airplmle track and is identified as a probable aircraft. The sighting

report that coincides in time wi th this exposure, however, is so

fragmentary as to make impossible any firm identification of the

object reported as being the trace shown on the film.

A third frame for 4 September at 00:32 EDT was also deemed

worthy of further study by the field investigator, but project experts

report that it and adjacent frames contain only the images of stars.

Conclusions:

This investigation was of particular importance because it

offered an opportunity for study of UFOs at the time they were

reported, and for measurement of their properties using sophisticated

instrumentaion, including the all-sky camera. The fact that even

though scores of UFOs were reported during that time, the investi

gator could find nothing to examine with his instruments and nothing

remarkable on thousands of all-sky camera exposures with the exceptions

noted above is highly significant. We conclude that the expectation

that it might be possible to place a trained, equipped investigator

on the scene of an UFO sighting has a probability so low as to be

virtually nil.
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Case 28

South Pacific

Winter 1906 through Summer 1967

Investigators: Roach, Wadsworth

Abstract

Repeated sightings that began in late 1966 and recurred for many

months, arousing widespread interest, were identified as a jet aircraft

engaged in aerial refueling training practice.

Background

During late 1966, mysterious lights began to appear over the central

part of an agricultural valley in the South Pacifit. Local residents

soon began to report them as UFOs, and the resultant publicity led event

ually to investigation by NICAP and this project. These sightings,

instead of reaching a peak and tapering off, continued for many months.

By summer of 1967 interest was intense. Most of the sightings were wit

nessed brom a site near a foothills town located at the eastern slope of

the valley.

The key witness in the area was a resident (Witness I) of the town.

He and his wife had observed, logged, and photographed UFOs on numerous

occasions during the preceding months. He also coordinated an UFO sur

veillance network using Citizens Band radio which covered a radius of

approximately 80 miles. As principal contact in the area, he provided

background information that included names of witnesses, taped interviews,

and photographic evidence. This material proved invaluable in preliminary

assessment of the situation.

Sightings, General Information

The sightings fell into two groups: one (hereafter referred to as

the primary group) was highly homogeneous and comprised approximately

85% of the total number of sightings. Objects in the primary group

appeared as orange-white lights above the valley at night.
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These lights moved, hovered, disappeared and reappeared, and sometimes

merged with one another. This report deals with the primary group of

sightings.

Sightings from the smaller group will be reported separately, as

they form a heterogeneous assortment that is clearly discontinuous

with the primary group.

Photographs

The high frequency of primary-group sightings provided Witness I

with numerous opportunities to take pictures with a tripod-mounted

Rolleiflex camera. TI1e resulting photographs, while providing no

answers to what the objects were, did constitute firmer evidence

than the unsupported testimony of witnesses .

.t\rea Features

a. The ranch home of Witness I was located in the foothills

east of the valley and 1800 ft. above the valley floor.

b. The view from the ranch was unobstructed from southeast to

southwest. Foothills in the foreground obscured in the distanthori- .

zon from northwest to northeast.

c. Most observations from the home of Witness I were from the

rear patio, which faced south with a full view of the unobstructed

horizon as well as parts of the foreground foothills to the east

and west. In most instances he , alone, made the observations.

d. ~bst sightings were to the southwest over the valley floor.

e. Area residents habitually sat outside at night during the

summer because of the heat. This practice contributed to the fre

. quency of sightings.

f. The recurrence of sightings excited the people in the area,

thereby causing an increase in reports of low reliability.

Investigation

After detailed discussions with local NICAP people, including

Witness I and his wife, project investigators decided to try to ob

serve the UFOs themselves. On the night of 12 August they saw nothing

unusual. On 13 August, however, the following events occurred:

At 10:30 p.m. a light appeared low in the southern sky, travelling
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approximately lOo/sec. After about 10 sec., more detail became visible

and the object was identified as probably an aircraft with conventional

running lights and an anti-collision beacon.

Meanwhile, another light had appeared to the east of the presumed

aircraft, travelling west at a similar angular rate. This light was not

obviously an aircraft, but appeared as a dull or nge light that varied

somewhat in intensity as it moved. The object could have been an air

craft. Witness I, however, said that it was exactly the kind of thing

that had been reported frequently as an UFO. He was disappointed that

it had not been as near and bright as he had observed on other occasions.

After about 15 sec., the UFO, which had been travelling horizontally

westward, seemed to flicker and then vanished. The original object con

tinued eastward, disappearing in the distance in a manner consistant with

its identification as an aircraft. Duration of both observations was

less than a minute.

On 14 August Wadsworth and Witness I drove to a village 20 miles

south of the sighting area, where several sightings had been reported,

and west and northwest toward towns A, B, and C. This area, had been

most frequently indicated by observers as the apparent location of the

UFOs. However, interviews with area residents disclosed no significant

information.

Another sky watch that evening by Wadsworth, Witness I and his wife

(Roach had gone) yielded nothing unusual until midnight. At 12:00 a.m.

and again at 12:42 a.m. on 15 August UFOs were observed. They hovered,

moved horizontally, and vanished. They appeared as bright orange lights

showing no extended size and varying in intensity. Wadsworth thought

'they might be low-flying aircraft on flight paths that produced illusory

hovering, but they could not be identified as such. Witness I described

the lights as "good solid sightings," typical of the recurrent UFO sight

ings in the area. One of the sightings was later confirmed in all

essentials by two women, who lived nearby.

The Monday night sighting was reported by telephone to the base
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UFO officer at a nearby Air Force base, He stated that no aircraft from

that base had been in the air at the time of the sighting.

Project investigators then instituted a surveillance plan for the

night of IS-16 August. About 9:00 p.m., Wadsworth drove to a fire look

out tower atop a mountain near the sighting area. This lookout, the

highest in the area, afforded an optimum view over the entire valley.

He carried a transceiver to conununicate with Witness I in the town of

sighting for coordination of sighting observations, and was accompanied

by a local NICAP member. Also present were the resident fire lookouts

at the station.

At midnight orange lights appeared successively over the vally in

the direction of towns A, Band C (see map, figure 3). These lights,

observed simultaneously by Wadsworth and Witness I, appeared to brighten,

dim, go out completely, reappear, hover, and move about. Sometimes two

of them would move together for a few moments and then separate. This

beha ior continued for an hour-and-a-half.

The mountain vantage point afforded a much more comprehensive view

of the phenomena than did the valley town site. It was possible to

observe a general pattern of movement that could not ha~e been seen from

below~ because the north end of this pattern was over Town C, which was

not visible from the sighting town. Even with binoculars Wadsworth had

to study the pattern for more than an hour before he could begin to under

stand what was happening.

Essentially, the lights made long, low runs from Town C toward Town B,

which was not visible from the sighting town. Even with binoculars Wads

worth had to study the pattern for more than an hour before he could begin

to understand what was happening. At other times they appeared to hover,

flare up, then go out completely. Witness I believed that the lights

flared up in response to signals he flashed at them with a spotlight. Many

of his flashes were followed by flare-ups of the UFOs, but to Wadsworth

these flare-ups appeared coincidental.
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Observations lasting about two hours convinced Wadsworth that

the lights were aboard ai rcraft operating out of an Air Force base in

Town C. He was finally able to see the lights move along what was

apparently a runway, then lift off, circle southward, and go through

the behavior previously described before returning to land at Castle.

It should be pointed out that none of this pattern was obvious, even

to the NICAP man some thirty miles away, and visibility was limited

by haze. In checking further with the base, it was learned that most

of the aerial activity there involved tankers and B-52s in practice

refuelling operations. Between 400 and 500 sorties were launched

each month, day and night. These planes carried large spotlights

that were switched on and off repeatedly during training. This

feature explains the flare-ups and the disappear-reappear phenomena,

that had been observed from the town. The apparent hovering is

accounted for by the fact that part of the flight pattern was on a

heading towards the observer. The closing behavior followed by

separation was the refuelling contact. Maps supplied by the AFB

showed flight patterns consistent with these sightings as to the

objects' locations, motions, and disappearance-reappearance-f1are

up behavior. (See fig. 3, p. 514) Since these objects were essen

tially identical to those seen the previous night, it was assumed

that the UFO officer had been in error when he stated that no air

craft activity had originated at the Air Force base.

Summary and Conclusion

The sightings were of interest for two reasons. First, the

phenomena were strange enough to defy simple explanation. Second,

they were on a large enough scale to arouse widespread interest.

Sighting frequency Was high and did not decline with time.

However, the sightings were not individually spectacular,

being essentially lights in the night sky. This case is an example

of conventional stimuli (aircraft) that, by their unusual behavior,

lighting, and flight paths, presented an unconventional appearance

to witnesses.

Before the project investigation, observers had become loosely

organized around Witness I, who logged sightings, taped interviews
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with witnesses, and obtained photographs of the objects. He also

called on Los Angeles NICAP for further assistance. But one thing

that apparently no observer did was to drive across the valley to

the Air Force base while sightings were occurring. There may have been

two reasons for this omission. First, Witness I had phoned the base

on several occasions to report sightings, and had been erroneously but

authoritatively informed that the sightings could not be accounted for

by planes based locally. Second, few observers were seeking a con

ventional explanation that would dispel the intriguing presence of UFOs.

Even then the sightings were identified by Wadsworth, Witness I was

loath to accept the aircraft explanation. Thus a solution was not forth

coming from the local situation, which had reached a kind of equilibrium.

After examining the previously compiled information, project in

vestigators decided a more direct approach was needed. The methods of

inquiry and observations that they used resulted in the discovery of

a pattern of behavior readily identified with aircraft activity origi

nating from the local air base.
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Case 29

North Eastern

Summer 1967

Investigators: Craig, Levine

Abstract:

Six to 16 bright lights, appearing and disappearing in

sequence, were seen by several independent witnesses. Some

witnesses reported seeing the outline of an object to which the

lights were apparently attached. Investigation showed that the

lights were ALA-17 flares dropped from a B-52 aircraft a~ part of

an USAF aircrew training program.

Background:

At least 17 witnesses in ten independent groups reported

seeing six to 16 bright objects or as many lights associated with

a single object, in the northeastern sky at about 9:30 p.m. EDT.

~1ost of the reports indicated that the lights were visible for

10-15 sec., although a few claimed durations up to five minutes.

The first report was made by a group of six teenagers who

said they saw a noiseless "flying saucer" with six yellow lights

200 ft. in the air over the concession stand on the beach. They

reported the object to be about 20-35 ft. across with a "round

thing on the top and bottom."

Publication of this report was followed by numerous reports

of similar observations that had been made at the same time. These

observations were from four different beaches, an airport, and a

fishing boat off-shore. The reports varied in detail, but agreed

that the sighting was sometime between 9:15-9:45 p.m.; several reports

placed the time within five minutes of 9:30. They all agreed that the

lights appeared in the northeast. Elevation angles that were indicated

varied from 5-30° above the horizon. The lights were described as

blinking on arid off; some descriptions indicated that they appeared
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in sequence from left to right and blinked off in reverse sequence,

right to left. Most observers saw five or six yellow lights in a

roughly horizontal line, each light being comparable in brightness

with the planet Venus. One private pilot observing from the ground

at an airport saw a horizontal string of six to eight pairs of lights,

one yellow and one red light in each pair. The array moved toward

the horizon and seemed to get larger for five to seven seconds,

stopping four to five seconds, then beginning to retrace the approach

path before blinking out about four seconds later. While most

observers sa\\' only lights, at least one witness, in addition to the

teenagers at the original beach, reported seeing a large disc-like

object encompassing the lights. Other of the witnesses "had the

feeling the lights were attached to an object."

Investigation:

Six witnesses in this northeastern area were interviewed directly,

most of them at the locations from which they saw the lights. Others

were contacted by telephone. The multiplicity of consistent reports

indicated that unusual lights in the sky had indeed been seen; it was

not certain whether they were separate lights or were lights on a

single object.

Reports of these UFO sightings, when they had been telephoned to

the nearest Air Force Base by observers, had been disregarded there.

No unusual unidentified radar images had been recorded at the nearest

FAA Center.

The observations as described did not resemble airplane activity

or meteorological or astronomical phenomena. No blimps or aircraft

with lighted advertising signs were in the vicinity of the sighting

at the time.

Since reports of UFO sightings had been frequent in this region,

the investigating team spent several late hours observing the sky in

hopes of getting first-hand information about the lights or objects

that had been seen. No UFOs appeared during the watches.
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One of the witnesses to the original sighting, a high-school

senior, reported seeing "that object" again on a subsequent evening.

He guided the investigating team around a golf-course, describing

a large saucer wi th surrounding windows which he had seen there just

a few yards above his head. This report was judged to be a fabrica

tion.

A few weeks after the project team returned to Colorado, the

NIC.~ Subcommittee Chairman, Raymond E. Fowler, learned that 16

flares had been dropped at 9:25 EDT on the night in question from

a B-52 aircraft 25-30 mi. NE of the beach area. Information about

the flare drop was furnished, at Mr. Fowler's request, by the Wing

Information Officer.

The Strategic Air Command had initiated an aircrew training

program for dropping ALA-I7 flares on the day before with aircrews

releasing as many as 16 flares per drop. The flares are released

over controlled areas at 20,000 ft. or more. They burn with a

brilliant white light, and are easily visible at distances in excess

of 30 mi.

Conclusion:

In view of the close coincidence in time, location, direction

and appearance between the flares dropped and the UFOs sighted on

the same day, it seems highly likely that the witnesses saw the

flares and not unusual flying objects. It also seems highly likely

that the suggestion of an outline of an object as reported by a few

witnesses was, in fact, a product of their expectation to see lights

in the sky on something rather than floating about by themselves.
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Case 30

South Paci fie

Fall 1967

Investigator: Staff

Abstract:

A civilian employee at an AFB confirmed an earlier report

that base personnel had made an UFO sighting, although official

sources denied that such an event had occurred.

Background:

A rumor was relayed to this project by a source considered

to be reliable, reporting in the fall, 1967, six UFOs had

followed an X-IS flight at the AFB. It was suggested that

motion pictures of the event should be available from the Air Force.

Investigation:

Before initiating a field investigation, Prdject members

checked by phone with Base Operations for confirmation of ,the

rumor. There was no log book record of an UFO report

and no X-IS flight on that day. The last X-IS flight had been 8 days

previously and the last recorded UFO report submitted to the

base had been a month before.

The rumor persisted, however, with indications that official

secrecy was associated with the event. If reports of the event

had been classified, no record would appear on the operations log .
. Although there apparently was no association with an x-fs flight,

. a responsib Ie base employee (Mr. A), who wished to remain anonymous,

had reassured our source that there was a sighting

by pilots and control tower operators. Mr. A had left the

AFBfor temporary duty elsewhere. His replacement, Mr. B, was unable

to obtain detai Is of the event but was quoted as saying that there

apparently was something to it because "they are not just flatly

denying it."
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Mr. A was contacted by telephone at his temporary assignment

by a project investigator. He said he actually did not know

too much about the incident, since all the information had been

turned over to the public information officer, who was

the only one at the base who could discuss it. According to Mr.

A the information had come to his desk; his action was to pass it

on to the PIO.

Attempts to learn more about the reported event from the PIa

were met with apparent evasion from that office. The Director of

Information was reportedly unavailab Ie when phoned. He did not

return calls. On one attempt to reach him, the investigator in

dicated to a PIa secretary that he would prefer to replace the call

when the Colonel was in, rather than to speak with a I ieutenant who

\.;as available at that moment. The secretary's response was "Well,

the Colonel is busy this year - but you'd still prefer to wait until

next Monday?"

On Monday, the Colonel was again unavailable and once again

did not return the call. A request was then made through the Pentagon

for determination of whether or not an UFO event had in fact,

occurred at the base on the day specified. A Pentagon officer, trans-

mitted a request to the base Director of Information that he

telephone the project investigator and clarify this situation.

This resulted in a telephone message, left by an assistant to the

Director of Information, that there was no UFO event at that base

on the day in question.

Mr. A was contacted later, after his return to the base, and

asked for clarification of the incident. He responded

only that the Director of Information had told him to "stay out of

that."

Conclusion:

Although it is true that the report of this incident was never

more than a rumor, it is also true that project investigators were

not ab Ie satisfactorily to confirm or deny that an UFO incident had
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occurred. Attempts to investigate the rumor were met with evasion

and uncooperative responses to our inquiries by base information.
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Case 31

North Eas tern

Fall 1967

Investigators: Ayer, Wadsworth

Abstract:

A woman and her children driving on a rural road at night saw

a trapezoidal pattern of dim red lights over the road. As the car

approached the lights, they moved off the road and disappeared between

the trees. The possibility that the lights were on a microwave tower

in the vicinity of the sighting is discounted by the witness' familiar

ity with the road and tower, her accurate account of accessory details,

and other factors.

Investigation:

Interviews with the principal witness in the fall of

1967 brought out the following account:

A woman was driving north with her three young sons on

a country road about 7:45 p.m., when her oldest boy, aged

about ten, called her attention to about 18 extended dim red lights

arranged in a trape zoidal pattern. .They appeared about as high as

the first cross-piece on a telephone pole, and as wide as the road-

that is, about 15 ft., and hovered about 1.5 ft. above the road.

As soon as the woman saw the lights, she accelerated to try to

catch them, and chased them up the road about 300 yd. until they

vanished between two sugar maples on her left. The lights disappeared

as if they had been occulted from right to left. The structure to

which the lights were presumably attached was never visible.

After hearing the woman's report, a project investigator drove

S on the road about 4:30 p.m. to check the landmarks. In

addi tion to the two maples about 300 yd. north of the house where the

lights were first seen, there was a third maple nearer the road and
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about 250 yd. further north, and a microwave tower about 500 yd. N

of the third maple and somewhat Wof the road. Such towers usually

are well lighted at night. It appeared that, if the trees cut off

the view of the top of the tower, the lower part would resemble the

strange lights, provided that the number of lights agreed with those

reported. The third maple would be responsible for the occultation.

Accordingly, both investigators returned to the road

about 8:30 p.m. The first glimpse of the illuminated tower severely

undermined the hypothesis. The tower carried only a red beacon at

the top and four red lights halfway down, one on each leg of the

rectangular structure.

A subsequent talk with the witness revealed that she had traveled

back and forth along the road a great many times. She was quite

familiar with the appearance of the tower, and denied emphatically that

it was what she had seen, because the lights on the object were dim

and extended, while those on the tower were "points with rays."

Furthermore, there were too few lights on the tower.

Comment:

This witnesses impressed both investigators as an a~curate and

wide-awake observer who was quite capable of relating to known land

marks the behavior of an unexpected and unfamiliar sight with little

distortion.

The sighting can be explained by the presence of the microwave

tower. A further argument for the tower hypothesis depends on the fact

that the road ran upgrade about 40 ft. in elevation between the witness'

locations at first sighting and at disappearance. Thus, it appears that

the light on top of the tower would have been seen low over this rise

in the road, the lower lights on the tower being obscured.

The tower cannot therefore be regarded as a fully satisfactory

explanation. The reported lights were seen just above the roadway;

but at no point does the road run directly toward the tower. Further
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by the witness' account, the strangeness of the object was apparent

to both her and her son, both of whom were very familiar wi th the

road and The tower.
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Case 32

South ~lountain

Fall 19b7

Investigators: Ayer, ~vadsworth

Abstract:

The death of a horse was popularly believed to be related to

UFO sightings, but professional investigation disclosed nothing

unusual in the condition of the carcass. No significant conclusions

could be derived from numerous reports of UFO sightings.

Background:

During the early fall, 1967, news of a series of

events that were popularly held to be related filtered in to the

Colorado project. One such event had been the death of a horse

under allegedly mysterious circumstances a month before. This

death had become associated in the public mind with recent UFO

sightings in the area.

The horse, owned by a woman and pastured on her brother's

ranch, had not come in for water one day and had been found dead

two days later. It was reported that all the flesh and skin

had been removed from his head and neck down to a straight cut just

ahead of the shOUlder, and that crushed vegetation, strange de

pressions in the ground, and dark "exhaust marks" had been found

nearby. The owner of the horse was a correspondent for a local

newspaper, and a spate of releases had rapidly inflated public

interest in the case.

When, a few days later, word came through that a second dead

horse had been found, amid persistent rumors of unreported UFOs,

it was decided that project investigators should go to the area.
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Investigation:

The area about the carcass had been trampled by several hundred

visitors. The investigators therefore considered it was not worth~hile

to try to investigate anything at the site except the carcass. \fuen they

learned that no veterinarian had examined it, they called in a veterinarian,

who examined the carcasses of both of the horses. His essential findings

were:

The horse's carcass was extremely old for an autopsy, but there

was evidence suggesting a severe infection in a hindleg that could

have disabled or killed the animal. There was evidence also of a knife

cut in the neck, possibly made by someone who found the horse hope

lessly sick. Absence of nerve tissues and viscera was normal for a

carcass dead several weeks.

!'olagpies and other birds ordinarily cannot peck .through the skin

of a horse, but will eat the flesh and skin if they can get into it.

In this case, they evidently had taken advantage of the cut and removed

all accessible skin and flesh from the neck and head before the carcass

had been found.

The second horse carcass showed evidence that death had resulted

from encephalitis.

It had been reported that a forest ranger with civil defense

training had found a high level of radioactivity near the "exhaust

marks." \fuen questioned by an investigator, he said that his meter had

indicated only "slight" activity two weeks after the carcass had been

found. The investigators concluded that the activity he had measured

on his simple survey instrument had been no greater than the normal

background radiation they measured three weeks later.

Conclusions:

There was no evidence to .support the assertion that the horse's

death was associated in any way with abnormal causes.
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Other Sightings:

The investigators then turned their attention to the numerous

reports of UFO sightings in the same area. Many were vague or

involved direct lights at night. Only the more interesting cases

are reported here.

1) A service-station attendant and former aircraft gunner

reported three sightings in ten years. The second, about 1962,

occurred while he, with three companions, was driving west at 65

mph., about 3:30 .a.m. They noticed on the slope of a nearby

mountain a point of blue light that moved toward the highway and

then turned parallel to it, pacing the car a few feet from the

ground. It soon pulled ahead and vanished over the valley. Sud

denly, the witness saw what he assumed was the same light appear

in the middle of the road some distance ahead and approach at

high speed, so that he ran the car off into the graded ditch to

avoid collision. As the light approached, it grew to at least the

size of his car. As it passed, it shot upward a few feet, turned

south, and disappeared.

In the spring of 1967, the same witness, with his wife, was

driving west when he saw an object that resembled a box kite

crossing the highway from the left. He associated it with a

helicopter, although he was familiar with them and the apparition

\\as silent. Thinking that it was some kind of aircraft that might

land at the airport, he drove directly there. During this part

of the trip, the object disappeared behind some buildings. When

they arrived at the airport, it was nowhere in sight.

2) About 5:15 a.m., late summer, 1967, a couple were driving

. south when they saw two extended objects outlined with a dull glow,

at an altitude of about 15°. One was directly south over the road,

and the second was south-southwest. The objects moved northwesterly

until they were apparently "directly over [the mountain]." There

the second moved up beside the first and they hovered for several

minutes before descending rapidly to the ground, where they merged

\~ith the vegetation and disappeared. The witnesses
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estimated that the minimum distance to the objects was one mile,

and presumably was never very much greater; however, they hovered

"direct ly over [the mountain] ," which was at least 8 mi. a\.;ay.

3) On an unrecalled date, late in the summer, 1966, about

5:30 a.m., two boys, ages 13 and 17, were traveling north when

they saw an extended bright light in the road. The UFO kept ahead

of them for about 20 mi., then disappeared.

4) At 10:15 p.m., early fall, 1967, the owner of the horse

mentioned above, with her husband, was driving west. They saw

three pulsating red-and-green lights pass over, moving generally

southwest.

After five to ten minutes, the third object seemed to explode,

emitting a yellow flash, then a second flash nearer the ground,

and a puff of smoke that the witnesses observed for ten minutes.

Several fragments were seen to fall to the ground after the second

explosion.

The husband and wife disagreed as to the location. He said

the wreckage should lie somewhere between the second and fifth

hill south of a nearby town, but she said she saw the explosion

over a brown hill ten miles east of the same town. The explosion

was also seen by a farmer, and his times and bearings supported

the husband's account. Ayer drove between the second and third and

the third and fourth hills, and he flew over the region south of

the fifth hill, but he saw nothing of interest.

The data on this sighting were sent to Major Quintanilla, who

reported that no satellite re-entries had been seen or predicted

at the reported time. This finding, however, did not preclude the

unobserved re-entry of a minor fragment that had not been tracked.

5) Another couple reported several sightings, one of these,

between 9:00 and 10:00 p.m., fall, 1967, considered by them to be

a "meteor." Its location was not given. This sighting was also·

reported to Major Quintanilla, but no satellite had been observed

to re-enter on that day.
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to re-enter on that day. 
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6) In the fall, 1967, "ten minutes before dark," two ranchers

driving west saw a small cigar-shaped cloud, vertically oriented

in a sky that had only one other cloud in it. The cigar was

about the size of a thumb at arm I s length, 20 0 above the "hori zon"

and 45° south of the road, that is, southwest of the point of

first sighting. It was slightly boat-tailed at the bottom and its

outlines were not sharp. The second cloud was obviously a cloud,

at a slightly greater altitude in the south. The two men drove

about three miles while the "cigar" tilted slightly toward the

other cloud and moved slowly toward it. They stopped the car to

observe more closely. Pointing toward the larger cloud, the

"cigar" continued to approach it. After a few minutes the witnesses

drove on, and a few minutes later the "cigar" melted into the

cloud.

Summary:

None of these sighting reports were considered to be current

or strange enough to warrant detailed investigation.
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Case 33

North Eastern

Sununer 1967

Investigators: Ayer, Wadsworth

Abstract:

Two teen-aged girls in a rural home reported that in the

evening a large glowing object had hovered nearby and that several

child-sized figures had been seen running about near the barn.

Testimony of others in the area was inconclusive, in some respects

supporting and in others weakening their account. No definite

explanation was found, but the case is considered weak.

Background:

Preliminary information, elaborated by interviews of the

witnesses, developed the following summary account:

Two fourteen-year-old girls in a second-story bedroom in the

home of one of them were looking out a window about 9:00 p.m.,

when they saw a large glowing object above and beyond the barn,

which was south of the house. During the next hour, the object

moved up and down, left and right, and varied considerably in

brightness. Both girls thought the object was between the barn

and a hill no more than a few hundred yards beyond it. After

about a half-hour they heard a sound, apparently from the barn,

like the "put-put" made by a power mower when it fires but fails

to start. Then three small figures ran from the barn and stopped

by a mail box next to the adjacent road. They stood there for

several minutes looking in the direction of the house and then ran

across the road to stop under a large tree where they were partially

hidden in shadow. Shortly afterward a car approached, the object

blacked out, and the figures ran across the road, past the barn

and disappeared into the shadows. After the car had passed, the

object began to pulsate between a very bright white and a dull

red. It also began moving diagonally from upper right to lower

left. This was repeated a number of times before a second car,
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driven by the mother of the girl whose home they were in, ap

proached the house. The object then became dim, as if reacting

to the approach of the car. The mother was able to see the object

dimly, and it remained dim throughout her observation. No

attempt was made to get a closer look, and around 10:00 p.m. the

observers went to bed, with the object still dim but visible.

Nothing unusual could be found to account for the sighting.

Investigation:

Interviews of witnesses

The two girls were interviewed in the home where the sighting

had occurred. Conditions were unfavorable as other members of the

family were present and asking them to leave would have been

awkward. Because of the initial nervousness of the girls, and since

they had already been interviewed separately by Ted Thobin of

NICAP, a single interview was held with both girls. Their accounts

were generally the same as told earlier to Thobin; however certain

discrepancies in different versions will be pointed out: Both

witnesses tended to be very general when asked to describe the

sighting in a narrative manner. Thus it became necessary to ask

direct questions in order to obtain details, so that it was dif

ficult to avoid leading the witness. In general, the girls seemed

to lack curiosity and interest in the sighting. They also seemed

rather immature for fourteen-year-olds, and it is difficult to

evaluate the reliability of their report.

Related testimony

Two neighbors were questioned in connection with the sighting.

One 11ved about a quarter-mile south of the house where the sighting

had occurred; i.e., in the general direction of the sighting. She

had seen nothing unusual on the night of the sighting; however, she

remembered that several fires were burning in a swamp area about

one-half mile southeast of her house at the time of the sighting,

and were tended by someone on a motor scooter. A check of the

exact location of the fires relative to the UFO was inconclusive.

The UFO was approximately S of the house, while the fires were

10-lSo E of S. The motor scooter might account for the "put-put"

sound. When asked about this, the girls stated that the sound
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had corne from the barn, not beyond. It should also be mentioned

that the neighbor who mentioned the fires did not see them even

though she was much nearer than the girls. The fires were about

forty feet lower than her house and sixty feet below the house

where the girls were, obscured by moderately dense timber.

A second woman, who lived almost directly across the road from

the observers' house, was originally considered a corroborating

witness to the sighting. She had reluctantly admitted having seen

the object, but emphasized that she did not wish to be involved.

She told Ted Thobin that she had seen a bright white watermelon

shaped thing when she went out to take in the wash between 9:00

and 10:00 p.m. This, however, was after she had teased the girls

about seeing "little green men." More detailed information sought

by the project team was refused. Her husband said thO'.t he had

taken garbage out around 9:30 p.m. that night and had seen

nothing unusual.

Another two-witness report was received later from NICAP as

a possible corroboration of the original sighting. An object

described as a clam-shaped, glowing red UFO was sighted 15

September 1967 at 7:50 p.m. from a location less than a mile from

the girls' sighting.

A sighting made by one of the girls and her mother two nights

after the primary sighting was described as follows:

At 9:30 p.m., a bright star-like ojbect was seen in the SE at

25° elevation, moving W at apparent aircraft speed. When directly

S of their house (a later version said SW), the object abruptly

stopped and remained motionless for several minutes. Then an

airplane approached from the E, and the object took off toward the

E, retracing its original course and passing above the plane to

disappear from sight in the direction from which it had corne.

Total duration was several minutes.

Reconstruction of sighting

1. The object was first seen as

road from an upstairs bedroom window.

and the only lighted room on that side

the girls were looking up the

The bedroom light was out,

of the house was the kitchen.
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2. The object appeared as a bright white light that alternately

dimmed and then brightened again, seeming to grow larger. One of

the girls implied that this change of brightness was of several

seconds periodicity; the other said that the object "blinked fast,"

and that it was mostly white.

3. Both girls had watched this for about half an hour when they

heard a "putting sound" from the barn. This sound ceased almost

immediately, and two or three figures ran from the barn and stopped

by the mail box next to the road. At this point, there are dis

crepancies as to the number of figures and their behavior. One

girl initially mentioned three figures; she said two stood by the

mail box, one on either side, and then moments later all three

appeared as they ran past the barn and vanished into the shadows.

NICAP's report indicated that the two figures who stood by the

mail box dashed across the road, stopped under a tree, and then

dashed back across the road, where for the first time a third

figure was visible running with the other two past the barn. The

version obtained by the project team at first did not mention the

figures having crossed the road at all. When asked about this,

the girls were vague; however, they agreed that, after the figures

stopped by the mail box, they next appeared across the ~treet under

a tree. Neither girl remembered seeing the figures cross the road

in either direction. Only general details of the figures were

reported: height was estimated as about 4.5 ft. by comparison

with the mail box; clothing seemed the same for all three -- no

details; the heads appeared disproportionately large.

4. After the figures had been momentarily observed across the

road, a car approached from behind the observers, and three figures

were seen running past the barn, where they vanished in shadow.

The figures ,,,ere seen as silhouettes against background light from

the moon which was three days before full phase and from the

luminous object. The witnesses could not remember whether the

lights of the approaching car partially illuminated the figures.

At the same time, the luminous object dimmed out. One girl said

that it became so dim they could hardly see it. The other said its
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lights went out and did not come back on for five minutes. Thus

there was a period during which little was seen, after which the

object brightened as before.

5. Then, in addition to its changes in brightness, the object

began to move diagonally from lower left to upper right. This

motion was confined to several diameters of the object, perhaps

two or three degrees according to sketches made by the girls.

6. Another discrepancy concerned the position of the object

relative to the background. Originally, the girls had said that

the object dropped down behind the barn several times, and also

appeared sometimes against the background of trees. Upon closer

questioning, using sketches, both girls indicated that the object

was never actually below the horizon even when it seemed to drop

down. This statement, if accurate, sharply reduces the quality

of the sighting, because the original distance limits of a few

hundred yards can no longer be relied upon, and size estimates

which are characteristically exaggerated -- lose meaning. It

should be mentioned that the size estimate given Thobin was

likened to a \~V automobile at 150 yd. The brightness was said to

be equivalent to sunlight, but later changed to four times as

bright as the moon. In reconstructing what was seen,_these

various estimates must be given low reliability.

7. Details for the latter part of the sighting are sketchy.

Both girls continued to watch the object for 20 or 30 min., while

it intermittently behaved as described. It is not clear whether

the display declined, but apparently it did. No further sound was

heard or figures seen, and one of the girls stated that, by the

time her mother returned horne, about 10:00 p.m., the object was

very dim though still visible. It was implied that the object

dimmed in reaction to the approach of the car, but the girls were

not clear on this later aspect of the sighting. They apparently

were tired of watching, and after showing the object to the

mother, they went to bed. The mother apparently had not noticed

the object when she returned to the house, until the girls pointed

it out to her. Evidently it was not conspicuous enough to attract

her attention as she drove into the yard.
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8. Nothing unusual was seen the next morning, and nothing was

found to account for the sighting. The project investigators later

searched the barn and the area beyond for burns, radioactivity, or

other evidence, but found nothing significant.

9. At the time of the sighting, the girls did not associate

the figures with the luminous object, or the object with UFOs. The

figures were assumed to be children; the object was the mystery.

Later the girls decided that, since no children of the size they had

seen lived nearby, there might be a stranger implication.

Comment:

Essentially, this sighting was a two-witness event with ad

ditional low-weight corroboration. The lack of independent witnesses

is a weakness for which the marginal corroboration cannot compensate.

Though no physical evidence was discovered that could account for the

sighting, the possibility of illusory elements and distortions of

memory leaves serious doubts as to the accuracy of the account.
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Case 34

,North Atlantic

Fall 1967

Investigator: Levine

Abstract:

Information obtained in telephone interviews of officers of

Canadian Naval Maritime Command and RCMP indicated that an object

bearing several colored lights glided with a whistling noise into

the sea. Search by boats and divers found no debris or wreckage.

Investigation:

On the basis of a report from James Lorenzen CAPRO), project

investigators telephoned several sources in the area.

A watch officer at the Naval Maritime Command stated that

reports indicated that an object about 60 ft. long with four lights

on it had gone whistling into the sea; it flashed when it hit, and

a white light remained on the water afterwards. He stated that the

original report had come from two teenagers, and that the Navy was

searching for wreckage. No aircraft were reported missing in the

area. He mentioned also that sightings had been reported through

out the year.

A corporal of the RCMP stated that the first report had come

from five young people, 15-20 yr. old, who while driving near the

shore had seen three or four yellow lights in a horizontal pattern

comparable in size to a "fair-sized" aircraft, descending at about

45° toward the water. The witnesses had lost sight of the object

for about ten seconds while passing a small hill; they then saw a

single white light on the water about where they estimated the object

should have gone in. They observed the light while they drove on

about .25 mi., then reported the incident to the RCMP detachment.
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Two officers and the corporal had arrived about 15 min. later,

in time to see the light on the water. It persisted about five minutes

longer. Ten minutes after it went out, the two officers were at the

site in a rowboat; a Coast Guard boat and six fishing boats also were

on the scene. They found only patches of foam 30-40 yd. wide that

the fishermen thought was not normal tide foam; the tide was ebbing,

and the white light had appearod to dri ft wi th it.

The site of the presumed impact was in between an island and

the mainland, about 200-300 yd. offshore. Apparently no one actually

saw anything enter the water. However two young women driving on the

island reported that a horizontal pattern of three yellow lights had

tilted and descended, and then a yellow light had appeared on the

water. Another witness, about two miles from the site, saw a horizon

tal line of three red-orange lights descending at "ai tcraft speed,"

with a whistling sound like a falling bomb. He thought the object

was like an aircraft. It disappeared behind some houses, and the

sound ceased a second or two later.

The RC~1P corporal stated that the light on the water was not on

any boat, that Air Search and Regcue had no report of missing aircraft

in the area, and an RCAF radar station nearby reported no Canadian

or U.S. air operations in the area at the time, nor any unusual radar

object. The night was clear and moonless. A search by Navy divers

during the days immediately following the sighting disclosed nothing

relevant.

Five days later the Naval Maritime Command advised the project

that the search had been terminated. The watch officer read a report

from the R~P indicating that at the time in, question a 60 ft. object

had been seen to explode upon impact with the water.

The captain of a fishing boat that had been about 16 mi. from the

site of the earlier reports, reported to the project that he and his

crew had seen three stationary bright red flashing lights on the water,

from sundown until about 11:00 p.m. The ship's radar showed four

objects forming a six mile square; the three lights were associated

with one of these objects. At about 11:00 p.m., one of the lights
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site of the earlier reports, reported to the project that he and his 

crew had seen three stationary bright red flashing lights on the water, 

from sundown until about 11:00 p.m. The ship's. radar showed four 

objects forming a six mile square; the three lights were associated 

with one of these objects. At about 11:00 p.m., one of the lights 
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went straight up. The captain had judged that the radar objects

were naval vessels and the ascending light a helicopter; he had

attached no significance to these observations until he had heard

on the radio of the sightings; he then reported the foregoing

observations to the RCMP. However, since the position he reported

for the objects was about 175 n. mi. from the original site, the

two situations do not appear to be related.

No further investigation by the project was considered justifiable,

particularly in view of the immediate and thorough search that had

been carried out by the ROMP and the Maritime Command.
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Case 35

South Pacific

Fall 1967

Investigators: Levine, Low, and others

Abstract:

The events began with a visual sighting about 8:00 p.m. of a

stationary object with colored lights over the ocean. Missile-tracking

radars were asked to look for the object; they immediately picked

up many unidentified targets, most of them moving, and tracked them.

Most moving targets permitted radar lock-on. They moved at speeds

up to 80 knots, and sometimes returned very strong echoes. Several

additional visual sightings were reported. Most sightings were made

over the ocean, but some targets appeared to the east and north,

over l~~d. The radar targets were still being observed when the

equipment was closed down about 2:30 a.m. Yet no aircraft were known

to be in the area, and three flights of fighters sent in to inves

tigate found nothing unusual.

An unusually strong temperature inversion provided favorable
conditions for both visual and radar mirage effects. Mirages of ships

below the normal horizon appear to account adequately for the station

ary or slow objects. The higher, faster radar targets were consistent

with birds, which tracking-radar operators had not had occasion to

look for before. Similar radar observations were reported on two

subsequent days.

Investigation:

Project Blue Book had notified the Colorado project of this

interesting visual and radar sighting at AFB A. It was also reported

that, in a test three nights after the sighting, it had been estab

lished that radars at the base could once again observe "bogies"
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similar to those sighted on the night of the original sighting.

Project investigators and others visited the site on two different

dates. On the latter day, the following were present: R. T. H.

Collis, Roy Blackmer, and Carl Herold of Stanford Research Institute;

~farx Brook of New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology; Roger

Lhermi tte of the Environmental Science Services Administration; and

Low and Levine of the Colorado project. On the first date Low and

Dr. Robert Nathan of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory had visited AFB A.

Observers. The APB A sightings were exceptional because of

the high professional qualifications of the observers. Two were

officials of the Western Test Range, each having had 17 yr. of exper

ience as a naval aviator. One of them had 10,000 hr. as an air

intercept and final approach controller; the other also had been an

air intercept controller. A third, who was Range Air Control Officer

on the night of the first sighting had had 11 yr. experience witij ground

and airborne electronics systems. Six others were radar operators

employed by private contractors on the base, all of whom had had

extensive experience in radar operation. They displayed impressive

understanding of the sophisticated radar systems they were operating

and good comprehension of radar engineering principles. Another

witness was of the security force, without extensive technical training.

Radars. The following radars were involved in the sightings:

FPS-16 C-band tracking radar with 1.2 0 beam.

TPQ-18 C-band tracking radar with 0.4 0 beam.

GERTS X-band tracking and command radar usually used in beacon

mode in which the radar transmission triggers a beacon carried by the

vehicle being tracked but during the sightings used in skin-track mode,

i.e., conventional radar operation in which the target is seen by

reflected radiation from the transmitted pulse.

M33 X-band tracking radar.

ARCER L-band search radar.
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Details of the sightings. 2000 to 2045 For one-half hOllr a

missile range official observed from his home an object at azimuth
o

290. He called another official, also at home three miles to the

south, who confinued the sighting at azimuth approximately 280° and

altitude 100 to 15°. The second observer reported that the object

seen through 7 X 50 binoculars, appeared the size of a large thumb

tack, elliptical in shape having a red and green light separated by

a distance about the wing span of an aircraft. But the object was

stationary. and fuzzy like a spinning top.

2045 Observer two called Range Control Operations (located at an

altitude of 900-1,100 ft.). The range control officer confirmed the

visual observation. To him it appeared to have white, red, and green

or blue colors that did not vary. They "looked like the running lights

on a stationary object." He gave its bearing as 290 0
, range, several

miles, altitude approximately 10,000 ft., and suggested that the object

looked like a helicopter.

2045 PPS-16 radar in search mode locked on two strong targets,

one moving around and one stationary. The stationary target appeared

in the general direction of the visual sighting, but the optical

position was not detenuined with sufficient accuracy !o establish that

this was a simultaneous optical-visual sighting. The original

interpretation was a helicopter, with another assisting.

2100 The range control officer checked for possible air traffic

in the AFB A area with several other air bases. All reported

negatively.

2100 Using its PPS-16 in lock-on automatic mode, base D reported

strong targets headed toward AFB A. Because of the narrow beam of

the radar the targets were presumed to be in line.

2100 TPQ-18 radar at APE A was brought into operation, and saw

many targets. One, at 8 n.m. range, 4,000 ft. altitude, 290 0 azimuth,

and 4°.6 elevation proceeded south at low speed. One strong target

approached and went directly overhead. At one time, the TPQ-18 saw
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four targets. Base D saw as many as <eight". AFB A and base D

did not establish that they were looking at the same targets.

Radar observations.

a. Dozens of targets were seen. Speed ranged from a to 80 k.

with rapid changes in altitudes. The radars would lose their tracking

"locks" on the ob jects, and then re-engage.

b. The target that went directly overhead produced an extremely

strong 80 dB signal. Three persons went outside the radar shack, but

were unable to see any object. On the TPQ-I8 radar one of the strongest

targets appeared to separate into eight objects after which it was

necessaDO to switch to manual to gain control to separate the signal.

c. NORAD surveillance radar at AFB A operates at a frequency

quite different from the tracking radaTS. It saw no targets, but

its operator reported clutter or possible jamming.

d. Base D reported a target 'bigger than any flat-top at

three miles."

e. As the radar activity increased, the number of visual obser

vations decreased.

Visual sightings (only the most interesting are described).

a. Many objects were sighted, but they declined in frequency as

the radar activity increased.

b. One visual appeared to move toward the observers so alarm

ingly that one of them finally yelled, "Duck."

c. One object, dull in color but showing red, white, and green,

moved generally south and finally out of visual range.

d. Another, the color of a bright fireball, moved on a zig-zag

course from north to south. Two radar operators reported, "The radar

didn't get locked onto what we saw. By the time the radar slaved to

us, the object was gone visually, and the radar didn't see anything ...

It looked like a fireball coming down through there. Like a heli

copter coming down the coast, at low elevation. We got the 13-power

telescope on it." Then it grew smaller and smaller until it disappeared.

Duration 1.5-2 min. Moved only in azimuth. Brighter than a bright
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star. Like aircraft landing lights except yellower. 'l1lis s1 ghting

oCGurred between 0100 and 0200 on the second night. A balloon was released

about this time, and the winds were right to accord wi th the sighting;

but the weather officer thought it could not have been a balloon,

because the report did not indicate that the object rose, and a

balloon would have risen at approximately 1,000 fpm.

f. Two other radar operators reported having seen an object that

"traversed 45° 1n a few seconds, "making four zigs and four zags," and

then, after reappearing for one second, disappeared to the north.

2310 Air Defense Command scrambled the first of three flights of

fighters to investigate the situation. The tape of the conversations

with the radar sites and other bases gave evidence of considerable

confusion at this time.

The fighters were handed off to AFB A Range Control by the FAA at a

nearby city and controlled locally. Range Control tried to vector the

fighters in on the bogies, but found it impossible to do so very

systematically. By the time the second flight carne in, the controllers

were so busy with the aircraft that they no longer observed any

unidentified targets. They did observe a moderate amount of clutter

in the west and southwest quadrant. None of the fighter pilots saw

anything. One pilot observed something repeatedly on hIs infrared

detector, but only at distance. As soon as he would close in, the

object would disappear. Another aircraft did "lock-on" to a target

which was found to be a ship.

Weather. The weather officer reported that there was an inversion

layer at 1,800-2,200 ft. (The unidentified targets generally were

reported to be above the inversion). All observers indicated that

"the night \~as exceedingly clear. The proj ect' s consul ting meteor

ologist reports:

The following is a summary of weather conditions

surrounding UFO visual and radar sightings near

[AFB A] between 7:30 P.M. and midnight on ....
[the date of the first sighting].
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SOURCES OF DATA

Radiosonde and wind data from-

.... [AFB A, island A, city A]

Surface weather observations surrounding the times

of sightings from--

.... [city B, C, D, E; AFB A, B, C; base D]

GENERAL WEATHER SITUATION

In a weather sequence which moved a trough line

and a low pressure center southeastward from north

western Utah to northwest Texas .... [the day prior to

the first sighting], a dome of high pressure formed

over the Great Basin and a surge of warm air moved

from northeast to southwest.... Most of the surge

of wann air moved southwestward from the southern

part of the .....Valley between midnight [the

day before the sighting] and 3:00 P.M [the day

of the sighting]. Weather stations near t~e coast

from .... [city B] to .... [city D] all showed abnormally

warm temperatures at a time of day when ordinarily

a sea breeze would have created a cooling

influence.

THE OVER-OCEAN FLOW OF WARM DRY AIR

Using surface wind data from various coastal

stations it is possible to reconstruct an approxi

mate pattern of the forward edge of the warm, dry

air which moved out over the ocean from a general

northeasterly direction. For most stations, fairly

strong northeasterly winds were maintained through

11:00 A.H. (see Fig. 4) with northeast winds contin

uing until 3:00 P.M. at the surface at .... [AFB B].
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· The upper wind flow from 1000' to 7000' was

still from an easterly component at .... [island A]

shortly after 3:00 P.M. By 4:00 P.M. air was

still moving from an easterly component between

3000' and 10,000' over .... [AFB A]. Near the

surface westerly winds were beginning to move

the warm air back toward the east and south-

east. This air had been cooled and some moisture

had been added during its stay over the ocean.

Du!ing most of the afternoon hours the

modified air moved from the ocean back over the

coastal area. Some of the strongest evidence of

the bUlge of warm air over the ocean is indicated

by the warm, dry air that moved over .... [city D]

between the hours of noon and 5:00 P.M. With

surface wind directions from 240° through 300°,

temperatures held above 80° with maximum of

90°. A portion of the heating of this air

would have been caused by dynamic heating as

it moved downslope from the mountains.

The abnormality of the warm air is indicated

in Figures 5 and 6 by the approximate difference

in air temperatures between 6:00 A.M. and 8:00

P.M. The blue profile of normaZ .... tempera

ture [the date of the first sighting] was made

up from long term average maximum and minimum

temperatures and an assumed sea breeze influence.

The red shaded area indicates the approximate

abnormality of warm temperatures on this day as

warm, dry air moved from land toward the ocean

as compared with typical weather for .... [the

date of the first sighting]. The hatched

area shows the abnormality remaining after the

air had been modified by its path over water.
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REFRACTION RESPONSE TO WARM, DRY AIR

When warm, dry air is forced to move from a land

mass out over cooler water it creates a narrow bound

ary of mixing as moisture is picked up from the ocean

developing small turbulent eddies of cooler, more

moist air near the ocean surface. This is accompanied

by very rapid fluctuations of refractive index. At

the upper edge of the bUlge of warm, dry air there

would be another more difuse boundary where some-

what less sharp differences in both temperature and

. moisture would be present. However, there would be
~

corresponding fluctuations in refractive index.

TI1e Glossary of Meteorology defines a mirage as

"a refraction phenomenon wherein an image of some

object is made to appear displaced from its true

position ...The abnormal refraction response for mirages

is invariably associated with abnormal temperature

distribution that yield abnormal spatial variations

in the refractive index. Complex temperature dis

tributions produce correspondingly complex mirages."

The layer of warm, dry air above cooler water

from the ocean would have been particularly conducive

to anomalous propagation of any radar unit scanning

the atmosphere at low angles. A somewhat less impor

tant segment of the air mass capable of producing

anomalous propagation on the radar would have been

the upper boundary of the bUlge of warm dry air. The

following is quoted from Battan's book on RADAR

METEOROLOGY under the heading of Meteorological Con

ditions Associated with Non-standard Refraction.

"There are various ways that the index of refrac

tion can be modified to give rise to anomalous
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propagation. .. When wal1ll, dry air moves over

cooler bodies of water, the air is cooled in

the lowest layers, while at the same time mois

ture is added. In this way strong ducts are

produced. These conditions are frequently

found over the Mediterranean Sea as air blows

off the African continent. Extreme anomalous

propagation has been experienced in this region.

For example, there have been days when centi

meter radar sets have "seen' ground targets at

ranges of 400-500 miles, even though the

horizon was at perhaps 20 miles. In confor

mance with meteorologi cal tel1llinology, super

refraction brought about by the movement of

wal1ll, dry air over a cool, moist surface may

be called'advective superrefraction.' By

the nature of the processes involved, it can

be seen that such conditions can occur during

ei ther the day or the night and last for long

periods of time. The duration would depend_

on the persistency of the glow patterns

producing the advection."

Figure 7 contains the wind and temperature

profiles for " .. (island A] and .... (AFB A]

beginning with release times of 3: 15 P.M. and

4:08 P.M. PST respectively on (the date

of the first sighting]. At (AFB A] (shown

by the solid lines of temperature, dew point,

wind direction and velocity) dry air prevailed

for all levels above the surface at 4:00 P.M.

(For the Zowest point on the profile, surface

temperatures reported at 7:30 P.M. have been

substituted). The vertical sounding of temp

erature, dew point, wind velocity and direction

for .... (island A] are indicated by the dashed

lines in Figure 7. Temperatures even wal1ller
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than over [AFB A] were reported in the

ascent above [island A]. For emphasis,

the area shaded in red indicates how much

wanner the temperatures were over .... [island

A] than at .... [AFB A] during the mid-afternoon

hours. Ocean water temperatures between 58°

and 59° were being reported, which is consider

ably cooler than the wann, dry air having lemp

erature in the 80's as it moved from land to

over the water.

CONCLUSION

It is the author's opinion that the surge of

very warm., dry air may have caused a mirage and

visual observations could have been correspond

ingly distorted in the vicinity of .... [AFB A]

between 7:30 P.M. and 8:30 P.M. It is more

certain that the air mass conditions prevailing

over the water continuing through at least mid

night in an arc from south of .... [APB A] swinging

eastward to the coastline could have produced

anomalous propagation echoes on radar. Visibility

observations were generally 12 miles or greater

at all stations and no clouds were reported by

the observer at [AFB A] between 7:00 P.M.

and midnight. . [base D] reported a few stratus

clouds offshore in the Remarks Column beginning

at 7:00 P.M. continuing through 11:00 P.M.

Evaluation and Conclusions:

Further radar tests. Three days after the first sighting, under

weather conditions similar to the first day but with more wind, more

clouds, and lower temperatures, the FPS-16 radar at .... [AFB A] was

operated to determine if similar targets could be seen again. Targets

having the same general characteristics were acquired, but they were
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~ot as strong as the earlier sightings. Two other operators, working

unofficially with a different radar, indicated that they observed

"some of the same sort of stuff."

On the night of the investigators' second visit, similar targets

were acquired on the FPS-16 and TPQ-18 radars. The radar experts among

those present (Blackmer, Brook, Collis, Herold, Lhermitte) immediately

requested that printouts be obtained giving information on signal

strength. This information could not be compared with earlier

sightings because the operators had not taken steps to print out the

data from the other observations.

General conclusions. The AFB A series of sightings is remarkable

for two reasons; first, because of the extraordinarily high qualifica

tions of the observers, and second, because of the availability of

hard instrument data. No other UFO case in the records of the Colorado

project contains. so many numbers, representing such quantities as

range, azimuth, elevation, and velocity. Information from which signa1

strengths could have been computed also would have been available

had the operators thought to print it out, but they did not. To

relate signal strengths and ranges for these events, it was necessary

to go back to.thetape of the conversations and find the reports of

signal strengths, which, when assigned precise times (fortunately,

the tape contained good timing references), could be compared with

the printouts of range, which also included timing refererces. Infor

mation on the visual sightings was, except for the high credibility of

the observers, comparable to that in other reports of UFO sightings

in the Colorado files: i.e., no reliably measured quantitativ,e ..

values were available from such sightings.

Mirage conditions. The detailed weather study by Loren Crow was

not available at the time of the second trip to AFB A, so that it was

not known at that time that the atmospheric conditions were in fact

quite unusual. Fig. 7 of the Crow report indicates that at AFB A,

although return airflow at the surface was well established by the

late afternoon of the original sighting,·the flow at 2,000 ft. was still

from the northeast, so that a thin sheet of warm, dry air layover the
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cool, moist air. This sheet of air extended southward almost to the

island, where there was return flow from the surface to 3,000 ft., but

easterly flow persisted from 3,000-10,000 ft. There were strong

gradients of moisture and temperature at both stations. Crow has

pointed out that the temperature and moisture contrasts probably were

even greater than those shown, because the surface measurements were

not made at the surface, but at some distance above it. Altogether

the weather report indicates that conditions were very favorable

indeed for optical mirage and scintillation and for anomalous radar

propagation.

It should be noted that the incident that set off the entire

sequence of events was an optical sighting at 8:00 p.m. It appears

highly probable that the observer saw the running lights of a ship

below the normal horizon, but made visible as a result of mirage.

The conditions for such a mirage were present, but it must be

pointed out that both the first two witnesses insisted emphatically

that the object appeared at an elevation of about 10°. That is too

high for a mirage of a ship's lights below the horizon. Hence, either

their reports of the elevation angle were incor~ect, or some other

explanation must be found. However, even experienced_observers tend

to overestimate elevation angles.

A further fact is of interest, and that is that, in the Operations

Control Center on the date of the second visit to AFB A, one of the

operators of a search radar declared that he never saw any ships, that

the shipping lanes were too far off the coast for ships to be seen by

radar from that location, although the antenna was at an altitude of

approximately 1,000 ft. He thereupon switched to his most distant

range (80 mi.) and immediately a sprinkling of blips appeared at extreme

range. They turned out to be ships, their identity conformed by their

slow speed. Since there is no reason to suppose, from a quick study of

weather conditions that night, that anomalous propagation had anything

to do with the observation of ships, it must be concluded that they

could be seen any time. The only reasonable explanation of the

operator's statement that he never saw ships on the scope is that
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h<.' had never lookeJ fOT them. Both the original wi tnesses indicated

that large ships never were seen visually from the coast, and that

is undoubtedly correct, because they would be below the horizon.

Computations show, however, that, under mirage conditions, the

running lights of ships would be visible at the 80 mi. range the

radars had indicated.

Some of the visual sightings obviously were not of ships. However,

they were impossible to evaluate OTl the basis of the limited and

subjective descriptions given. In this connection, it is significant

to note the importance of quantitative instrument observations or

records in such investigations. The visual objects could not be

evaluated with much confidence, for lack of definitive evidence; but

abunda~t quantitative radar records made it possible to identify most

of the yadar targets beyond serious doubt.

Birds. The behavior and characteristics of the unidentified--_.
radar targets appeared to be consistent with the hypothesis that most

of them were birds. Individual birds would produce signal strengths

consistemt·wi th those observed. (The targets observed the night of

the second visit to AFB A, according to calculations made by Dr.

Lhermitte, yielded a radar cross section of approximately 10 cm. 2).

The velocities and coherent tracks of the targets also suggested

consistency with the bird hypothesis.

In view of the remarkable inversion conditions on the date of

the original sighting, it is highly probable that some of the radar

targets were effects of anomalous propagation (radar mirages). Temp

erature and moisture gradients were quite sufficient to produce echoes

from atmospheric discontinuities.

At first,even the radar experts were puzzled by the radar data,

because the remarkably strong echo signals returned by some of the

moving targets suggested mucn larger objects than birds. Their

confusion was resolved when it became apparent from comparisons of

range data and concurrent signal strengths that the very strong

signals were always .associated with targets· at close range. A radar echo
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dec lines in strength proportionally to the fourth power of the

distance of the target from the antenna, so that even a sma] 1 target

at unusually short range can produce a very strong signal. I\lso, th(;

pulse power of the tracking radars was much greater than that of the

more familiar search radars, and they were normally used to track

relatively distant rockets. Consequently, their use in the unaccustomed

search mode drew attention to the deceptively strong signals from very

near targets.

No attempt had been made during the sightings to associate

ranges and signal strengths. Had someone asked, "When you get an

SO-dB signal, what range do you read?" the evening probably would have

ended differently. Future radar operating procedures might very well

provide that, when unidentified targets are causing concern, ranges

and signal strengths be correlated. Apparently no formal procedure

existed at the time of the sightings for use in identifying unusual

radar targets such as insects, sidelobe echoes, anomalous echoes from

object on the ground, etc. In the absence of such a procedure, the

operators involved in this case handled the situation reasonably.

Comments:

Some comments in a letter from Mr. Collis are

particularly pertinent:

I think that the .... incident could

be a landmark case in the whole area of UFO studies.

It combines so many factors. Firstly, the incident

involved a whole complex of associated events,

which were reported by the most respectable obser

vers. It combined multiple radar and multiple

optical sightings. It occurred very recently and

a substantial amount of recorded data is available-

i.e., the TPQ 18 radar records and the meteor

ological data. At least in part, the radar echo

phenomena were repeatable and were observed by
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design on subsequent occasions. It was sufficiently

strange to cause interceptor aircraft to be sent off

to investigate it in the heat of the moment, and also

to cause the local and visiting experts considerable

perplexity even in the cool light of day. We thus

have a wonderful opportuni ty not only to study the

physical nature of the incident but also to study the

psychological implications of such incidents.

It would seem that most of the inexplicability

of the events in this case (and possibly in many

others) arises not from the facts themselves, (i.e.,

the specific sightings, etc., at any given instant)

but in the interpretation made and significance

attached to them when they were considered in inappro

priate juxtapositions. The way in which this was

done at the time under operational pressures and

even subsequently provided, in my opinion, a most

important object lesson.

It does indeed! The lesson is that the "flap" could have been

avoided if the radar operators had been acquainted with the kinds

of targets they might pick up in search mode, especially during

anomalous atmospheric conditions. It is unlikely that such a "flap"

will occur again at AFB A in such circumstances; but it can happen

elsewhere unless this experience is communicated through

appropriate operating procedures or in some other manner, to other

operators of powerful tracking radars.
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Case 36

South ~1ountain

Fall 196i

Investigator: Wadsworth

Abstract:

Four independent witnesses saw a glowing, rapidly moving object

that was evidently a "fireball" meteor.

Investigation:

A University Professor in the South Mountain area supplied state

ments from four apparently independent witnesses of an aerial event for

possible interest.

1. About 9:05 a.m., a man on a golf course six miles east of the

city saw a glowing yellow and blue-green cylindrical object cross the

sky northward at high speed.

2. About 9:00 a.m., a commercial pilot flying about six miles

southeast of the city saw a glowing yellow and blue-green cylindri

cal object travelling northward on a descending path a~ very high

speed. It exploded or deteriorated in midair as it approached the

~~ite Mountain area. He judged it was a meteor.

3. About 9:00 a.m., a rancher and mine-mill worker, north of

town, saw a very bright object travelling at high speed northward

on a descending path. It exploded in the air.

4. About 10:00 a.m. a mining assayer driving west on the

high\\'ay six miles east of town saw a cylindrical object glowing a

metallic blue-green as it passed in front of him, travelling north

ward at high speed.

Sighting Features:

The four sightings are summarized in Table 5.

derance of similar features indicates a single event.
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White !-fountain area. He judged it was a meteor. 

3. About 9:00 a.m., a rancher and mine-mill worker, north of 

town, saw a very bright object travelling at high speed northward 

on a descending path. It exploded in the air. 

4. About 10:00 a.m. a mining assayer driving west on the 

highway six miles east of town saw a cylindrical object glowing a 

metallic blue-green as it passed in front of him, travelling north

ward at high speed. 

Sighting Features: 

The four sightings are summarized in Table 5. The prepon-

derance of similar features indicates a single event. Only in the 
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Table 5
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it was
meteor
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exhaust
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fourth sighting is there some reason for doubt. The discrepancies in

distance and size are hardly significant because such estimates arc

characteris tically inaccurate. Further, these are consistent in that

the ratios of size to distance estimated by witness I and II are

roughly similar. TIlese t\'iO witnesses were very near each other, and

their accounts are similar excc'Jt for the one hour discrepancy in

time. However, witness I was pronpted to report his experience by

hearing a report of witness IV's experience on the radio, and so

may have been influenced by it.

TIle time discrepancy of one hour has not been accounted for. The

preponderance of evidence indic:Jtes an error in the time reported by

witness IV, but is just as possble that two meteoric fragments came

in on similar patterns an hour apart.

Reports of the first and fuurth sightings were sent to Dr. Charles

P. Olivier of the American ~1eteoT Society, who stated that both

accounts shO\ved "every indication of being rather typical daylight

fireball reports. If

Comment:

It is concluded that probably a single event was _witnessed by

four observers, and that the object was a "fireball" meteor.
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Case 37

South Eastern

Fall 1967

InvestIgators: Craig, Ahrens

Abstract:

Law enforcement officers in several communities

reported seeing, chasing, and being chased by unidentified bright objects

in the early morning hours on four successive days. One object was

reportedly detected by a ground radar unit while the object was being

pursued by two men in a small aircraft. Pictures had been taken. Lengthy

interviews of observers, including participants in the airplane pursuit,

established clearly that the pursued object was the planet Venus.

Jupiter was also involved in some of the reports.

Background:

Initial reports of an UFO sighting suggested that it was

an event with unsurpassed UFO information content: A large bright object

was seen, that approached as close as 500 ft., and was pursued by reliable

observers in different communities; it had been seen repeatedly on suc

cessive mornings, and might be expected therefore to reappear while an

investigator was on the scene. The pilot of a light aircraft had reportedly

seen the object rise from the river below while ground observers were

watching it, and had pursued it in vain as it sped away from him; FAA

traffic control radar had allegedly reported that returns from both the

aircraft and the unidentified object had appeared on the radarscope during

the chase. Photographs allegedly had been taken which showed both a bright

object near the horizon during a pre-dawn chase and an apparently solid

"sombrero"-shaped object photographed in a wooded section of the same gen

eral area by a l3-year-old boy in the afternoon.

The main observers of the pre-dawn phenomenon were law enforcement

officers on duty in 11 communities in the central part of the state.
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Police officers, sheriff's officers, and highway patrolmen were involved,

sometimes in radio communication with each other during a sighting and

pursuit. The object fled from and then pursued police cars at speeds up

to 70 mph, and came close enough to one police car to light up the interior
of the car so brightly that wristwatches could be read. It also changed color

and shape while under observation.

Investigation:

The most detailed reports, as well as the airplane chase and the

photographs, centered around a town of 11,000 population, Town A.

These reports were investigated by the project team. Reports from the

other towns generally fit into the same pattern, and were assumed to

arise from the same type of observation. Each aspect of the reports was

investigated in turn.

Radar Confirmation:

Recorded conversation between the pilot and the

Flight Control radar operator, indicated the pilot was chasing

an UFO, which he said had risen from the river area below and

was now moving away from him. The radar operator said he had

a target on the scope, which he assumed to be the-plane. He

also said he had a second target, seen intermittently for a

duration of about one minute. The pilot was heading at 1100
,

directiy toward the object. This direction seemed to be con

sistent with the assumption that the second target was the

chased UFO. The time was 5:40 - 5:58 a.m., EDT.

The pilot said the object was about 1,000 ft. above him,

apparently over a small town, Town D. On first contact

with the Flight Control, the Cessna was at an altitude of

2,500 ft. climbing as it chased the UFO. The pilot said the

object was a very bright light, which he could not catch. He

could not match its altitude or speed. He said the object

moved toward the ground at times, but maintained an altitude

above them at all times. It moved away when they chased it,

and came back when they turned.
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The radar operator said at the time that the target

on his screen was heading at 1100, but he didn't know whether

his target was the airplane or UFO. Later, thinking about

his experience he left word at the radar tower that he wasn't

at all sure he had seen a second target. Contacted later by

phone, the operator stated that he never did identify the

plane, much less a second object. He had one steady target,

which he assumed to be the aircraft, since it disappeared

when the pilot said he was at 2,500 ft. and returning to the

airport. The intermittent target painted only on two sweeps

in about a minute. This was on an ASR-S radar (which would

make 10 or 12 sweeps per minute). It was early in the morn

ing, the operator was somewhat tired at the time, according

to his own words. He was quick to point out that the "inter

mittent target" was not a "good paint", and could well have

been a ghost return.

Ground Observation:

Of the numerous law enforcement officers associated with

the reports, one of the police lieutenants, a veteran of 11

years on the force, was asked to describe the sightings. He

had participated in all the sightings reported from his town.

His account of the event follows:

(First Observation)

A. The obj ect was the closest the first night we saw it.

We first noticed it at 4:36 a.m., EDT Friday, October 20.

At first, I thought it was a new street light we had never

seen before, but as we got closer, it began moving away.

We followed the objeCt, which was then a bright red, foot

ball-shaped light, for about eight miles out into the

country. It appeared to be as big as the moon in the sky.

We lost sight of it, and headed back into town.

This object, whatever it was, caught up with us as

we approached the city limits. The other officer started

making a pretty scared sound and pointing out behind us.

That is when I turned around and saw it.
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It lit the police car enough inside to make the

hands on your wristwatch visible. The whole surroundings

were lit up. I radioed in that we were being followed by

a flying object. I didn't know what it was, but it was

following us. I could see the object in the rear-view

mirror, but when we stopped the car and I got out, it

veered away and disappeared behind the trees.

After we returned to town and got a third officer

to come out with us, the object had started climbing and

had gotten about twice the height of the tree line. We

observed the object for about 20 minutes. It changed

from bright red to orange, then to real white-looking.

The object then appeared to change its shape from round

to the shape of a giant four-leaf clover.

Our radio operator contacted the officers in Town C.

In a few minutes they radioed back, and said they had the

object in sight. It was to the east of us, apparently

hovering over Town B. From Town C, it was to the west

and appeared to be between Town A and Town B. We

had it between the two of us.

I started back into town, and then is when it started

moving south at a very high rate of speed.

(QUESTION: You said earlier that it crossed over the top

of the police car. Did it get directly overhead?) No,

sir, I didn't mean it came directly over the car. It came

over the wooded area, over the top of the trees, and

appeared right behind the car. I would say it was maybe

500 feet behind us and maybe 500 or 600 feet high, roughly

guessing. When I did stop the car and jump out, I did see

it when it went back.

(QUESTION: What direction were you travelling when the ob

ject reappeared behind the car?) The car was headed in a

westward direction.
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(QUESTION: In what manner did the object finally

disappear this first night that you saw it?) We

watched it until it climbed and took a position in

the sky. It climbed to such a height that it

appeared to be a star, and that is where it was

hanging when I got off duty at 7 o'clock and went

home. It was still visible, and looking like a

star at that time.

(Second Observation)

B. Although the object was reported from another

town on the morning of [Day 2], it was not seen

that morning in [Town A], but it was seen here

[on days 1, 3, 4, and 5].

Sunday morning, [Day 3], I believe it was

about ten minutes till two, or ten after two, when

we got a phone call from a gentleman . . . who was

on the outskirts. of town. He said an object had

followed him down the highway. We went out to

look for it, and two objects were clearly visible.

This was the first morning that two objects_were

spotted. You can't see the higher object until

the other comes to view, then there appears this

other object directly over it. It appears to be

5,000 to 6,000 feet above the lower object. The

second object is as bright as the first, but higher

and smaller.

(QUESTION: In what manner did these objects

eventually disappear?) The sky was clear. When

I left at 7 o'clock the two objects were still

hanging in the sky -- way up high.

(QUESTION: Were they staying about the same dis

tance apart?) Yes. Maybe they had drifted off

some, but not too much. About 8:30 or a quarter to

nine, after the sun had come up, these objects were

still visible, and I showed them to my parents at

that time. The objects were still there when

I went to bed.
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The lower obj ect looked like a piece of floating

tin foil, it looked flat, with a bent place in it. The

higher object was round, and stationary in one place

it was not bobbing and floating like the other one.

(Third Observation)

C. Monday, Day 4. This is the morning the airplane

went up.

Other people had already spotted it when we went out.

The first object was in view. It was bright, star-like.

While we watched it, the second object appeared through

the trees -- down and to the left of the first object.

This was about a quarter to five.

The pilots scrambled to the airport, and went up

after the object. We guided the pilots in to the object

they had gone past it when they were looking for the object,

and, after they got back into range, we told him where to

look. He said there were hundreds of objects up there

they were stars, I guess. I turned the police car lights

on to show the direction of the object. When I turned him

directly into it, he said he had it in sight -- he saw it.

I thought he didn't see it, because he flew under it.

The object bobbed and moved upward, but did not move

to the side as it was pursued by the plane. I thought, if

it tried to escape the plane, it would move to one side or

the other, but it just moved upward.

(QUESTION: Did the obj ect appear to get dimmer or smaller,

as if it might be moving away from you and the airplane?)

No, it didn't appear to get dimmer. I couldn't tell that

it was moving away from the airplane.

(QUESTION: How did this object finally disappear?) Again,

it was still hanging in the sky at 7:30, above the city hall.
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The Airplane Chase of the UFO:

The pilot, who flies forest service patrol for the County

Forestry Commission and had some 4,000 hrs. flying time, and a

companion, formerly with the County Sheriff's Department, took

off in a Cessna aircraft shortly after 5 a.m., in an effort to

catch the object sighted from the ground. They were in radio

contact with the [Town Al airport, and through the airport

with the sheriff's officers and others on the ground with

walkie-talkies, as well as with the radar operator at the

Flight Control Center.

The pilot and his associate were interviewed by project

investigators, who wanted particularly to know if they them

selves had actually observed the object's rising from the river

area below them, as the pilot stated it had in his recorded

radio conversation, or if the statement was a mere repetition

of the claim of ground observers.

The pilot said when they first started looking for the

object, they were looking low, near the ground. One light they

spotted proved to be a yard light. They couldn't find the ob

ject at first. Ground observers then got word to them that it

was behind them -- they had passed it. They turned back, still

looking low, when the word came "It's above you". They had seen

a light above before, but hadn't paid any attention to i~

apparently assuming it was a staL Now they did see the object,

and started chas ing it. "When we fl ew direct ly toward it, it

backed off, decreasing in size until it was only about the size

of the head of a penci I. We went up to about 3,500 ft., but it

kept moving higher and away from us."

The pilot was strongly impressed with the great decrease in

the size of the objectas it "receded" from the plane. When he

first spotted the object, it appeared to him one-half to two-thirds

the size of the moon. It decreased to a fraction of its original

size. He said he was awakened about 5 a.m., and they landed the

plane, after giving up the chase, about 6 a.m. He said the color
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of the object was a constant brilliant white. As they

gave up the chase and returned to [Town A], the object

moved back to :lhout its original position, and was

sti 11 there when he landed.

Reports from other towns:

1) Town E, sighting early Sunday, Day 3

As reported in local newspapers, a highway patrol

man at a state patrol station near [Town E] spotted two

UFOs -- one ice blue and about a mile high and the other

one a yellow rectangle-shaped object with a red side

which was about.lOO yd. above the trees.

Another [Town E] patrolman there said he chased a

ball of light down a road just outside [Town E]. The

object was traveling above tree-top level. According

to the patrolman's report, "It was a good distance in

front of us, pulling away, so we turned around to come

back to town. The object turned on us and followed.

It gained on us and was going about 75 mph. After the

object caught up with us, it pulled into the sky, emit

ting a beam of bluish light that illuminated the

roadway."

Newspaper accounts stated also that a [Town E]

police officer said a dark blue ball chased him and then

hovered over [Town E] until daybreak. (The implication

is that this experience involved a different officer

than the one just mentioned; however, this might be

another reference to the same experience.)

2) Additional Reports

A patrolman of [Town F] police department sum

marized reports of sightings on [Day 1] as follows.

This summary is included as an example of the extent of

the UFO activity [in this area]. All objects described

were noiseless.
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UFO Report 0505 hours, pay 1

Lt. A, [Town A] Police Department, reported that

Patrolman B and Patrolman C, [also .of Town A] Police

Department, reported sighting a .sphere-shaped object

approximately 25 ft. in diameter, red, white flashing

red, green and white lights, traveling south from

[Town L].

[Town D] Police Department reported an object as

above traveling south from [Town DJ. Patrolmen D and

E, [Town G] Police Department, reported sighting four

objects described as above traveling northeast. Patrol

men F andG of [Town G] Police Department reported an

object described as above traveling east from [Town G] .

Patrolman G from [Town G] Police Department followed

the object east

The County Sheriff's Office reported sighting an

object described as above traveling east.

[Town H] Police. Department reported an object

described as above traveling west.

[Town J] Police Department . . . reported an

object described as above traveling east from [Town J] .

[Town K] Police Department reported an object

traveling west.

[Town L] Police Depart~ent reported two objects 

one traveling south and one traveling east.

Relevant Information

During the period [days 1-5] Venus had a magni

tude of -4.2; Jupi ter' s magnitude was -1.5. Venus rose

about 2:50 a.m. local standard time. Jupiter rose about

40 min. earlier, the time differenc~ varying a few min

utes each day. The tremendous brightness of Venus made

its appearance spectacular~ and it had been the cause

of numerous UFO reports across the country for weeks

prior to these dates.
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The moon which was full 15 days later, was shining in

the western sky during the early morning hours. The bright

star Capella also could be seen to the west (northwest) dur

ing the early morning hours.

Analysis of the UFO Observations

The fact that the UFO's reappeared each day during

early morning hours suggested immediately that the sightings

might be related to the earth's rotation. Timing with the

appearance of Jupiter and Venus to the east, and the fact

that most reports showed the UFO or UFOs to be to the east,

made the investigators suspect immediately that the appear

ance of Venus, plus suggestion and unfettered imagination,

might account for most, perhaps all, of the UFO reports in

this series. Sleepiness and fatigue also could have been

significant factors, since some police officers involved had

been working double shift.

Initial checks showed the radar confirmation of the

presence of the UFO to be so tenuous as to be essentially

non-existent.

The airplane pilot revealed that he had not actually

observed the UFOs "rising from the river area," but had

merely repeated the claims of ground observers that it had

done so. His description of the chase fits nicely with the

hypothesis that he was chasing a planet. The apparent reces

sion of the object, with apparent diminishing size, could

be accounted for by his rising above a haze layer which, by

dispersion of light, caused a magnified appearance of the

planet when he was at a lower altitude (See Section VI,

Chapter 2). All reports indicated a heavy mist or haze did

exist over the river area each morning when the UFOs were

observed.

When the investigators suggested to the pilot that he

might have been chasing the planet Venus, and explained the

reasons for its unusual appearance, the pilot felt that this

might possibly have been the case.
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As for ground observations, besides daily.'!'eappearance,

the fact that the object or objects each day eventually took

a position in the sky and looked like stars was taken as con

firmation that the UFOs indeed were planets. The positions

they eventually "took in the sky" were the positions known

to be occupied at the time by Venus and Jupiter. The police

observers were shown the planet Venus during late morning

hours. (Venus was quite visible during the day during this

period, but was noticed only if one knew precisely where to

look.) They all agreed that the appearance was the same as

their UFO after it "took its position" after sun-up.

Conclusion:

The conclusion that the reported UFOs were misinter

pretations of sightings of planets, particularly of Venus,

seems not only tenable but imperative.

Photographs:

The series of photographs taken during a pre-dawn chase showed

a light near the eastern horizon, and was not of special interest.

The other pair of photographs, showing an apparentl-y solid obj ect,

shaped much like the outline of a sombrero, suspended over a clear

ing in the woods, was taken by a lone 13-year-old boy who had taken

his Polaroid camera into the woods to hunt UFOs. His hunt had been

successful, and he got two pictures of the object before it flew

away. His pictures apparently were taken with the sun shining

directly on the camera lens, diffusing light onto the film and

causing the UFO image to appear in very poor contrast with the back

ground.

The photographs were examined by Dr. W. K. Hartmann who com

mented that while the lack of contact made the appearance consistent

with the claim that the object was at a considerable distance, the

poor quality of the photographs prohibited significant quantitative

tests. The photographs themselves were thus not of high enough
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quality to allow determination of the size or distance of the object

photographed. It is believed that the object photographed had no

relation to the object pursued in the pre-dawn activity.

Conclusions:

It seems quite clear that the UFO excitement was caused

primarily by the planet Venus.

The case serves to illustrate the extreme elaboration which can

develop from misinterpretation of a natural and ordinary phenomenon.

Suggestion, coupled with common visual effects which are not familiar

to or understood by the observer (see Section VI, Chapters I &2), frees

the imagination, to produce the kinds of observations described in this

case.

The case also illustrates the appearance of motion of a stationary

distant object, particularly that caused by the motion of the observer;

the magnifying effects of haze scattering and near-horizon observation;

and scintillation of a light near the earth's horizon.

The rapid attrition of supporting information which the initial UFO

sighting reports included also is demonstrated impressively in this investi

gation. The case illuminates the inadequacy of current education regarding

fundamental astronomy and atmospheric physics.
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Case 38

North Eastern

Fall 1967

Investigators: Ahrens, Craig

Abstract:

Over 800 sightings of UFOs were claimed in the North East region.

The sightings, ~ost of which could be attributed to aircraft lights

and stars, were largely stimulated by individuals engaged in UFO

"research." No evidenc~ was offered ·to support claims of close sighting

of manned saucers, footprints, and saucer "nests."

Background:

Sightings of UFOs were reported almost every night at a small

town, location B, seven miles SW of location A. The sightings were

purportedly made by dozens of persons, some of whom allegedly had seen

50 or more UFOs, many of them in a single night. A total of over 800

sightings, was claimed in the vicinity by Mr. A, local resident and

observer, and Mr. B, who claimed to be investigating on behalf of a

civilian UFO research organization. Besides getting radio and newspaper

publicity for the events, these individuals had arranged public meet

ings to discuss UFOs. At one such meeting, Dr. J. Allen Hynek, two

Air Force representatives from a nearby 'airfield, and four news repre

sentatives were present, along with several dozen interested local

people.

Most sightings were of the moving-light-in-the.:sky type. A

notable exception was the report by two boys, aged 10 and 12, that they

observed at close range a "flying saucer" in which they saw two occupants.

Another exception involved a report by a 55-year-old woman residing

a few miles from location B. She stated that she had observed a large

glowing light behind her house. The next morning, she found a "saucer

nest" in the cattails where she had seen the light, according to her

account. In another locality, Mr. A claimed to have taken a photograph

of a strange footprint, as yet undeveloped.
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Investigation:

Project investigators interviewed 12 witnesses, and spent a part

of each of three nights on a hill on the outskirts of location B, the

locale of most of the reported sightings. Discussions with persons

familiar with the situation brought out the following facts:

1. The region has a high density of commercial airplane

flights, at both high and low altitude.

2. A charter air service operating out of the airport at

location A has four planes equipped with the relatively

new stroboscopic anti-collision light. On these planes,

this light is mounted on top of the tail fin and can be

seen in all directions other than directly below. The

light emits 50-60 seven-second falshes/min at an intensity

of 2 x 106 candlepower. Its use is under the control of

the pilot. Mr. Allen Hayes, operator of the charter service

said that his planes frequently fly around the area at

night. Many pr ate planes land at location A; a route of

several commercial lines pass ofer this area also. Mr.

Hayes felt certain that anti-collision lights on his and

other planes were responsible for many of the local UFO

reports.

3. The sheriff r s office advised that the Asplundh Tree

Expert Company had perhaps been flying helicopters at night

along the power lines for an electric and gas corporation

checking for corona discharge along the lines and sparking

from lines to vegetation. Since aerial observation of such

an operation could conceivably result in UFO reports, the

information was checked. It was found that although this

company uses helicopters to spray defoliants along the power

lines, the work is done during daylight hours, and had not

been conducted within the past two months.

4. Local state police were interested in the UFO reports.

State Trooper Eisenberg had responded to a call from Mr. A,

had found him and several youngsters with blankets over their
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heads, peering from under the blankets to look for UFOs. The

trooper observed with them for a time, watched their excitement

as they saw "another one," which he also observed. Trooper

Eisenberg was certain he and the others were looking at an air

plane.

S. Mr. John Levy, Assistant Manager of location A's Chamber of

Commerce and occasional reporter for a newspaper in a nearby

city, said he went out one evening to observe the UFOs with

Mr. A, Mr. B, and the interested local youngsters. While he

was there, the others saw three I1UFOs", two of which he could

identify as airplanes by the sound of their motors. Mr. A

has insisted that were were noiseless and therefore not airplanes.

(No noise whas heard when the plane lights were first sighted).

The third "UFO" was silent, and looked to Mr. Levy like a

satellite.

During the investigators' observations, only airplanes and stars

were seen. The first two nights were overcast.with intermittent snow

flurries. On the third night the sky was clear. A project investi

gator accompanied Mr. A, Mr. B, and one of their friends to the hill

outside of location B for observation, while the other investigator

remained at the hotel to receive incoming telephone calls.

During the early evening, two calls were received which reported

that an UFO was being observed at the time, still hanging in the sky.

The UFO he now described was the bright star Sirius. After the sug

gestion that this might be the case, he phoned back to agree that he

had been looking at Sirius. One caller was a high school teacher who

had reported earlier a light-in-the-sky sighting that might have been

an airplane.

The sky observation party returned to location A later in the

evening. The project investigator reported that when Sirius rose over

the distant trees as 'he and the others were watching on the hill, his

companions also immediately called Sirius one of the UFOs. They

watched it change color, particularly when it was low in the sky. Only

after some time did they agree that this "UFO" was a star.
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"

A few minutes later, a phone call reported another sighting.

Mr. B spoke to the woman, and, after short conversation, excitedly

handed the phone to a project investigator, declaring: "The woman is

seeing an object which is spewing out green, white, and red beams ..

Additional comment indicated the object had emitted glowing red globs

and was now hovering near the woman's horne. The location described again

was that of Sirius. The woman was told there that the star should

appear relative to the constellation Orion, and was asked if it possibly

could be this bright star she was observing. She did not accept this as

a possibility, and relayed information to her daughter for checking,

before going into a discussion of other UFO activity in the area. After

this review, she was again asked about the hovering object she had

originally reported. Her response was, "Yes, I guess we've been bamboozled

again. I guess that it is just the star."

Investigation of UFO reports that involved other than lights in the

sky revealed the following

1. The "strange foot print" which reportedly was photographed

by t-1r. A (photo s till in camera) was des cribed and sketched by

him. The sketch was the size and shape of a bear track.

2. A daylight search of the small swamp where the "saucer nest"

in the form of a 3D-ft. diameter area where "cattails and been

squashed down and found to lie in a clock-wise spiral pattern"

revealed no evidence of existence of such a "nest." This search

took place several weeks after the event, and it could be argued

that the "nest" had been disturbed in various ways to make it no

longer obvious.

The woman who made this report is employed in local government

service, and impressed interviewers as sincere and intelligent. According

to her testimony, she told her sons (aged 16 and 22) the night of the

observation, about seeing the glowing object behind the house during

their absence. They were incredulous and she did not tell anyone about

finding the "saucer nest" the next morning until some three weeks

later, after the report was circulated that the boys had seen a saucer
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by Mr. A (photo s till in camera) was des cribed and sketched by 

him. The sketch was the size and shape of a bear track. 

2. A daylight search of the small swamp where the "saucer nest" 

in the fom of a 3D-ft. diameter area where "cattails and been 

squashed down and found to lie in a clock-wise spiral pattern" 

revealed no evidence of existence of such a "nest." This search 

took place several weeks after the event, and it could be argued 

that the "nest" had been disturbed in various ways to make it no 

longer obvious. 

The woman who made this report is employed in local government 

service, and impressed interviewers as sincere and intelligent. According 

to her testimony, she told her sons (aged 16 and 22) the night of the 

observation, about seeing the glowing object behind the house during 

their absence. They were incredulous and she did not tell anyone about 

finding the "saucer nest" the next morning until some three weeks 

later, after the report was circulated that the boys had seen a saucer 
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\11 tll occupants, The 16-year-old son of this' woman said he had never

gone out to look at the saucer nest, even after his mother reported

l t ex i s t e111.: e .

hith frequent prompting from Mr. B, the 10 and 12-year-old hoys in

location B told project invest:gators the story of their sightinr:..

..\ 1- 3);(, record i ll\~ of an c:1rlier account by the boys was not ent ira I y

',l"l:"istt:'nt \\'ith the new account ~tnd the taped account~; suggested that

the ;;1(").:'.' of qUl'stioning itself \,as developing the story.

:\,·~·or,!jn.l.: to the boys, they saw a large saucer-like object which

hon'rcd ~'t't\\'ccn ;1 tavern-restaurant and an aclj acent hOllse across tiie

street from the youIlger boy's home. 'Ine ohject tilted up, and tJH~Y

S3\\ t\,;O occu.p:mts by a window on its near side. Instrument control

panels \\'ith red and white lights were visible through the window. 'Ill(;

object disappeared after about two minutes, moving up\v;,ird before vanish in;;

sudd en h- ,

l11ere were no other observers. The reported event happened on the

main street of this small towr (location B) at about 9:30 p.m. Three

dogs were said to have been howling strangely because of the object's

presence. The l2-year-old locked at his watch during th,is sighting to

see what time it happened, according to his account. Discrepancies in

the report, resemblance of the reported object and occupants with those

pictured in a TV serial, and the prior association of the boys with Mr. A

and the group of youngsters he influenced created serious doubts that

the described event was real~

After the visit of the project team, a reported discovery of four

mysterious clearings on'. a densely wooded hillside near location A was

presented in the magazine section of the local newspaper ·as tangible

evidence that "saucers" had landed or hovered there. In circular or

elliptical areas, from 100-150 ft. in diameter, the trees had all

fallen. Some were uprooted, others broken off near ground level. Strange

lights were reported to have been seen over the wooded area several

months earlier.

A copy of the magazine, showing photographs of the areas of forest

dronage, was sent for comment to Mr. C. A. Shields, Director, Division of
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Administrative Management, United States Forest Service. He sent our

request to Dr. Carl E. Ostrom, Director, Timber Administrative ~Ianagement

Division, who offered several possible explanations as accounting for

the circular patches of damage: 1) A tornado touching down briefly at

several places in the forest; 2) Islands of damage caused by heavy ice

or snow. This kind of damage occurs to red and jack pine in the Northern

Lake States; 3) Patch-like infestations of Fornes annosus, a root rotting

organism that destroys supporting roots even though the trees remain

green; and 4) Pine root-collar weevil, an insect that partially girdles

the stem just below the ground line, giving rise to patches of timber

collapse.

Dr. Ostrom considered the most likely explanation to be 2) above,

perhaps superimposed on stands already weakened by 3) or 4). This area

occasionally receives heavy ice and snow storms.

The claimed connection between the areas of forest damage and UFO

sightings was extremely nebulous. Since there are natural, ordinary

explanations for such patches of damage, it seems most logical to attribute

the damage to them.

Conclusion:

The lights-in-the-sky UFO reports apparently were caused by the

suggestion and influence primarily of two individuals. Most, if not

all, of these reports can be attributed to airplanes and stars.

One housewife testified that she and her husband saw what appeared

to be airplanes, except that they were soundless. Yet, she could not

believe there could be that many airplanes in the sky around location B

on a given evening. On the other hand, she was quite willing to believe

there could be that many flying saucers from outer space around her

city.

This case stands out as an extreme example of the extent to which

UFO excitement can. be generated by one or more individuals in an oridnary

community, where ordinary events are occurring.

Those reported sightings involving more than lights-in-the-sky

were made by people who also were members of or close to the group
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activity stimulated by Messrs. A and B. There appeared to be little

convincing evidence that these sightings involved objects that were

physically real.
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Case 39

South Pacific

Fall 1967

Investigator: Craig

Abstract:

A businessman reported that his automobile had been stopped

by an UFO he observed while driving alone in a rural area. The case was

checked as a possible source of information regarding electromagnetic

effects of UFOs. Comparison of the magnetic pattern of the automolrile

body with that of another car of similar make and model showed the

businessman's car had not been exposed to a strong magnetic field.

The case, therefore, apparently did not offer probative information

regarding UFOs.

Background (as received from members of a NICAP affiliate):

In Fall of 1967, a business executive was driving alone in a

1964 Chrysler convertib Ie in a remote region of the South Pacific area, when at

3:30 or 4:00 a.m. his car stopped, the lights went out, and the radio

went dead. He reported feeling strong pressure exerted from above,

pressing dOi~n on his head and shoulders. He then saw, through a break

in the fog in which he had been driving, an unidentified object that

moved over his car and hovered over the highway ahead. It now Ii t

up the roadway and area about him. The object was about 30 ft. in

diameter, saucer-shaped, red-orange in color, and hazy in outline. Its

altitude was estimated at 160 ft. The object had rotating lights, and

wobbled as it moved and hovered. The witness viewed the object for

about 90 sec. before it took off into the fog ahead. His headlights

and radio then came back on, and he was able to re-start the car. It

rffil unevenly for a few seconds, sounding as if one or two cylinders

were not fi ring. It then operated normally.

The \"i tness was extremely frightened by the experience. He drove

immediately to the nearest town, even though it was a short distance
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off his route home. He said he had an urgent desire to be where

there \'Jere other people .. He met a milkman, and t~ld him of the

experience. No cafe was open, and the milkman directed him to

another town, on the wi tness' original route, .where he caul d get

a cup of coffee. He stopped at the cafe and related his experience

to a waitress there, who knew him.

He afterward decided, for business reasons, it should not become

known that he had reported seeing a,n UFO, and he told his story to

NICAP and project investigators only after firm assurances that

he would not be identified.

Investigation by NICAP:

NICAP investigators checked the witness' car for evidence of

unusual residual effects. They found the clock had stopped at 3:46

a.m., and was still stopped (the witness said the clock had been

running O.K.). They found the paint loose and easy to rub off a

spot on the hood, and a strange pitting in both paint and glass.

A radiation clleck on the car showed beta-gamma readings of .01 to

.02 mr/hr, which seemed slightly higher to them than readings

similarly taken on another car owned by the witness. They felt

also that stereotapes which were in the witness' car-at the time

of stoppage by the UFO had lost ftdelity, particularly in the low

notes. They also noted areas of unusual optical distortion in the

back window as if it had been damaged by its exposure to UFO effects.

Investigation by·ColoradoProject:

The witness' .description of his UFO experience was tape-recorded,

and his car examined. The witnes~then drove the project investigator

to the UFO si te in the Chrysler and he re-enacted his experience of

five days earlier.

The \'litness was an apparently successful businessman in his

forties, seemingly proud of his achievements and particularly proud

of his family. His story was basically as told earlier, except for
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distance to the object and estimated size of the object. He now estima

ted the object as probably S5 ft. in .diameter, and passing 50 or 7S ft.

over his automobile. He still described it as a flowing orange-red

object, with noticeable fluttering and rotation.

The automobile was a metallic-silver 1964 Chrysler convertible.

The witness bought it as a used car in 1965.

Several areas were noted where the paint was extremely thin,

particularly along body ridges and on an area about six by 12 in.

on the left side of the hood. Pitting of the paint was evident in

this and other areas of the hood. The pitting of the paint was fairly

extensive; it appeared to the investigator to be the result of long-term

corrosion. On the whole, the paint condition was not unusual for a

four-year-old car. As for the thinness of paint, an automobile dealer

has pointed out that it is not unusual to receive a car from the

factory with a spot almost entirely missed in the painting operation.

The back window, which was said to have been only three nonths

old, did exhibit areas of sharp distortion. Its appearance was almost

identical with that of the back window in another 1964 Chrysler

convertible that was examined later on a used car lot. Perhaps the

witness' window was newer than the one with which it was compared;

but it had been subjected to summer use in an area where temperatures

of 120 0 or more are common.

No radioactivity above normal background was found on or in the

car.

The clock was stopped at 3:46. The witness had not noticed the

stopped clock until the NICAP representatives mentioned the significant

agreement with the time of his UFO sighting. He was not certain the

clock had been running the day before the UFO experience, but though

it probably was. He was sure it "used to run." Since the automobile

clock is spring driven, and only wound by electric current (it con

tinues to run if the line to the battery is disconnected), electro

magnetic effects which might conceivably stop cars and car radios

would perhaps not be expected to stop such a clock.
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The AM radio operated normally. The FM was not operative five

days later, but hummed loudly across the entire tuning range. The

wi tness said he normally had good reception from several F~l stations

in this area. According to his story, he had tired of listening to

recorded tapes and had switched on his radio (probably FM) shortly

before the UFO sighting.

TIle project investigator was particularly concerned to determine

whether the magnetic signature (characteristic magnetic pattern) of

the Chrysler body had been altered as by subjection to a strong

magnetic field. A Brunton pocket transit was used for a crude test

for magnetic signature change. Readings were recorded for selected

spot samplings of points on the hood, left fender, and trunk deck.

TIlese readings later were compared with readings at corresponding

points on a 1964 Chrysler convertible in BOUlder, Colo. The readings

were as follows, for points indicated on the sketch (top views

shown) :
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Table 7

Comparative Magnetic Signature Readings
for Two 1964 Chrysler Convertibles

Posi tion Car X Car B Posi tion Car X Car B

A 0 20 U 320 320
B 60 60 V 300 310
C 110 90 W 330 280
D 70 100 X 40 40/80*
E 95 80 y 30 10

-+
F 70 70 Z 345 340
G 40 80 AA 340 340
H 330 330 1 0 300
I 300 300 2 60 110/0*
J 290 3 110 **
K 285 285 4 80/20* **
L 290 290 5 0 0/180*
ill 306 300 6 355 290
N 340 7 15 240/310*
0 355 350 8 0 0
P 345 310 9 270 270

..,..Q 20 0 10 293 260
R 345 340 -+11 0 0
S 340 335 12 100 100
T 320 320

* When two numbers are shown, a very small variation in front-to-
back distance gives markedly different compass readi~gs.

** A visib Ie dent was present .i n this area on car B. Magnet read
ings were sporadic around the dented area.

Note: The numbers given are raw transit readings taken with the

car, in each case, headed at a magnetic bearing of 160 0
• The read

ings were taken by pointing the main transit sight to magnetic north,

and reading the compass while holding it next to the car body at

the designated point. Since the transit is designed to read the

bearing of a sighted object, and the sight is aimed north in these

measurements, the readings shown are the 360 0 complements of

compass-needle bearings. Because comparative readings for two cars

made the same year at the same factory were all that were of interest,

the data were compared wi thout correction.
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Some points of sharp change in magnetic orientation may have

displayed that change because of structure beneath the hood. HOK

ever, the comparison car did show readings very similar to those of

the witness' car throughout, including corresponding points of

sharp change. Even with this crude check,itappears reasonably

certain that his Chrysler had experienced no reorientation of its

magnetic signature, as one might expect if the car had been subjected

to a strong magnetic field.

Miscellaneous Comments:

The milkman told the NICAP people that the witness had told

him about the UFO about 3:30 or 3:45 a.m., on the date of the reported

sighting. Both he and the cafe waitress said the witness was scared, but

not intoxicated when they talked with him.

The witness claimed that his experience had made him both

religious and ,a UFO believer. He was afraid to return to the site

of his experience, and said he would avoid this area in the future.

In attempting to re-enact his experience at the site, he experienced

moments of apparent illness or dizziness, for which he apologized,

and waited briefly to regain his composure. Three NICAP people and

the Colorado investigator were with him when he returned to the site.

When they suggested that they leave in the opposite direction for

their return to the city, while he would return in his Chrysler to

his home, he asked them to accompany him to the highway intersection

2.6 mi. away, as he did not want to be in the area alone~

There are serious discrepancies in the witness' story. The

most serious involves the distance and location of the object.
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most serious involves the distance and location of the object. 
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NICAP people previously had asked him to show how big the object

appeared by indicating how much of a ruler held 24 in. away would

have matched the diameter of the object. His response was 9.5 to

10 in. When describing the event to the CU investigator in his

house, the witness said the object filled his whole windshield, and

was 50 or 75 ft. away. During the reenactment at the site, he

decided the object had not come directly overhead, but had come in

from the right side, hovering over the road at a point he indicated

by the posi tions of approaching cars and trucks. This point was

measured to be 0.2 mi. away. He said the object was as wide as the

road (33 ft.). At the indicated distance, such an object would

subtend less than an inch on the ruler held 24 in. away. He was

then asked to sketch on his windshield with a wax pencil the out

line of the object as he had seen it. (His car was parked where he

said it had been stopped.) He sketched a football shape four inches

long. His eyes were 18 to 20 in. from the windshield while he

sketched.

His description of the object was extremely vague.

The highway ahead at the point of reenactment was bearing about

110 0
• ivl1en he arrived wi th the inves tigators at the site, however,

he \lIas not sure which straight section of highway he had been on

when he saw the UFO. He decided the 110 0 section must be it. Had

he chosen the section on the other side of a curve just passed, the

high\vay bearing would have been almost directly _eas t.

Conclusion

Because of the Vagueness of the witness' description of the
Ilobject," the \.;ide inconsistencies -in his estimates of its size and

distance, the fact that no one else observed the alleged event, and

the fact that the car body did not show evidence of exposure to

strong magnetic fields, more detailed investigation of this event

as a source of evidence related to the electromagnetic effect on

automobiles did not seem warranted.
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Case 40

South Mountain

Fall 1967

Investigator: Ayer

Abstract:

A light witnessed .and photographed from a mountain slope was

analyzed by rough photometry and reference to a map of the area.

It was attributed almost certainly to headlights of a surface

vehicle in the valley.

Background:

Two young college men decided to watch for UFOs over a valley

from the flank of a mountain peak. In the evening, they drove off

a highway east of city A, north on a road about 0.75 mi. past a ranch

access road, then turned east on a dirt road about 0.5 mi. up the slope

of a mountain. There they set up their camera on a tripod. It was

a Yashica-D with 80-rom lens, 2.25 by 2.25-in. frame, loaded with

Eastman Tri-X film. The moon was high and the sky clear.

About 1:20 a.m., a white light appeared in the valley to the

west, apparently above the valley floor but below th~ line of lights

that marked a well travelled highway on the valley floor. About 1:30

a.m., while the light was still stationary, two photographs were taken

with exposures of 40 and 80 sec. Later the light moved northward at

both low and high speeds, then returned to its starting point. Its

apparent path is shown in Fig. 8.

Investigation:

The latest, unpublished Geological Survey map indicates that

the altitude of the camera site was about 7,800 ft. From this

and other known altitudes, it was deduced that the line of sight

to the UFO intersected the valley floor about seven miles from the

camera. The camera position was almost due east of city B, which lies

in a valley between a mountain to the south and other mountains to the
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north. These features can be approximately identifie0 on the
photographs. They indicate that the bearing of the UFO from the

camera was 290 0
•

The pos i tions and lengths of the star tracks, corrected for the

camera motion apparent on the longest exposure, indicate that the

first exposure was roughly three times as long as the second, and

that the reported exposure times were approximately correct. A

vertical microdensitometer tracing of the region to the right of

the edge of the disc of the UFO spot on the 80 sec. exposure indicated

substantial illumination of the valley floor, suggesting that the

light was on a vehicle on the ground.

The eye usually can distinguish two objects having an angular

separation less than one minute of are, or about ten feet at seven miles.

This limitation would explain why the boys saw only one light, even

though the source may have been a pair of headlights. Application of

Rayleigh's criterion for resolving power to the camera lens indicates

that if of excellent quality it could have resolved headlights at

any stop opening greater than f/12; presumably it was used wide open.

However, the two headlight images would have been only 8.6 ~

apart on the camera film. Tri-X film is rather coarse-grained; the

manufacturer's specifications indicate that it cannot register separate

image details, even with poor efficiency, unless they are at least

15 ~ apart. Contrast effects between bright headlights and the

dark background would further reduce the resolution on the film.

It seems clear that a pair of headlights could not have been dis

tinguished from a single light in the photographs. A horizontal densito

meter trace showed three shallow peaks of unequal height, but the

separation of the two greater ones was roughly ten times the ex-

pected value for headlights. The shallowness of the peaks suggested

they might be artifacts.

The intensity of the unknown source was determined approxi

mately from the geometry of the situation and the density of the
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image of the source on the film. If we call the intensity of the

source I, the light flux from the source into the camera lens F,

the area of the lens opening A, and its distance from the source R,

then F = IA/R2. Absorption and other losses in the lens reduce this

flux by a factor T, estimated as 0.8. The remaining light flux falls

on an image spot of area at the film. Therefore, if J is the illum

ination at the image, Ja = TIA/R2 .

The lens opening is assumed to have been f/3.5, or 2.28 em.

diameter. The diameter of the image spot on the40-sec. negative

\~as determined from a densitom':lter trace as 0.4 rom. The density of the

image spot, corrected for background, was 3.2. The H-D curve pub

lished by Eas tman for Tri -x fi 1m wi th antihalation base, developed

seven minutes in 0-76 at 86 F., shows only the toe and straight section.

If the exposure is determined ~y a linear extrapolation of the straight

section, a minimum value of the illumination results, namely 4.0

meter-candles.

If the preceding equation for the intensity I of the unknown

source is solved with these data, I = JaR2/TA = 197,000 candlepower.

However, this equation has assumed implicitly that the unknown source

was radiating uniformly in all directions. Since headlight beams

are concentrated in the forward direction, the result above must

be reduced by the ratio of the solid angle effectively filled by

the headlight beam to that of the full sphere. Since the distribution

of light in the beam is not uniform and depends on the individual

headlight design and condition, no accurate correction of this re-

sult is possible. It can only be noted that the solid angle effectively

filled by a headlight is roughly .05 to 0.1 of the full sphere, re

ducing the computed source intensity to an estimated 10,000 to 20,000

cCL'1dlepower. Further uncertainties occur as to whether the assumed

headlights were pointing directly toward the camera, and in estimating

the source distance, lens stop used, and illumination of the film.

Maximum intensities of the high beams of automobile head

lights lie in the range 15,000 to 50,000 candlepower. The results
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of the photometric computation of the source intensity therefore

are compatible with automobile headlights, though subject to broad

uncertainties.

The following hypothesis can now be advanced: a vehicle,

probably 4-wheel driven, moved in the valley along a path similar to

that shown in Fig. 8. No wheeled vehicle can move cross -country

in the valley because of the ubiquitous stiff vegetation: but a

map of the area shows crude roads or sand tracks that approximate

the path described by the boys. TIlese roads are blocked by barbed

wire fences along the section lines. Stopping to open take-down

gates in these fences accounts for the interrupted progress of the

UFO. TIle fading of the original light is explained by the change in

direction of the vehicle, and the appearance of a red color by the

coming in view of a tail-light.

TIle UFO was reported to have moved toward the boys at high

speed. The segment AB of the path marked on Fig. 8 is a straight

b lack-topped road, in the valley wi th a sufficient "toward" com

ponent to correspond to the analogous part of the track in Fig. 8.

Finally, the statement that the UFO returned to its starting

point is made plausible by the circuitous pattern of roads and tracks

shown on maps of the area.

Many questions remain, not the least of which is: how is

it that such a bright light suddenly appeared in the middle of a

vast expanse of scrub, and what were the occupants of the vehicle

doing at that hour? Perhaps they were trying to jack-light deer

(out of season) or rabbits. Since such a pursuit was illegal,

the hunters would have chosen a late hour to avoid being seen.

Thanks are due D~. Elmo Bruner of Laboratory Atmospheric and

Space Physics for making the densitometric measurements.
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Case 41

South Eastern

Winter 1967

Investigato~: Levine

Abstract:

A small bright object that divided into three parts was probably

a weather balloon.

Background:

A meteorologist had stepped outdoors about 8:00 a.m. EST to make

an observation when he noticed a small bright object high in the sky.

He and two other witnesses observed that object through: binoculars and

with the unaided eye. TI1e ob:ect was observed.five minutes against

clear sky, and then approximately seven minutes through thin cirrus

clouds.

The object split into aplarently three pieces when it was directly

overhead. These there objects were observed for a short period; then

bo of them disappeared. The object had moved through.an arc of 30°

in about 12 min.

During the sigh\:ing, the High Altitude Control at an ARTC center

indicated that they could not detect ~he UFO on radar.

A radiosonde balloon had been launched by the U. s. Weather Bureau

45 mi. west of the sighting at 6: 25 ~.m. EST.; The balloon persisted

unitl 7:59, when it was at an altitude of 30,600 m. and a slant range

of 85,100 mi. east. The horizontal range of the balloon was about 45 mi.

The winds aloft at 80,000 and 90,000 ft. were from the east and

inconsistent with the reported direction of motion. The winds at

lower altitude were generally from the west, and ·therefore consistent

with the eastward drift of the balloon.

If the observed object was at an altitude of 100,000 ft. the

observed angular displacement of 30° in 12 min. implies a speed of
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about 20 mph. This is comparable with the reported wind speeds at

similar altitudes: 80,000 ft., 20 knots; 90,000 ft., 8 knots; 100,000

ft., 6 knots.

Conclusion:

The weather Bureau stated that when such a balloon bursts, it

splits into several parts which quickly disappear; then a parac

is deployed. This action fits the appearance of the UFO. The

coincidence in time and location suggests that the witness had ob

served the balloon.
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Case 42

North Central

Fall 1967

Investigators: Craig, Ahrens, staff

Abstract:

A state trooper, on duty since 5 p.m., was cruising the

outskirts of his small midwestern town alone at 2:30 a.m. He

reported a saucer-like object landed on or hovered over, the highway

40 ft. in front of him. The object departed straight upward at

high speed. The trooper could not account for a 20-min. period

during which he assumed he must have been, near the UFO.' No evidence

was found that a physical object had been present as claimed.

Psychological assessment of the trooper, carried out with his approval

and cooperation, also failed to provide evidence that the reported

object was physically real.

Background:

A state trooper, cruising alone about 2:30 a.m. in his squad

car, had a feeling of uneasiness that something unusual was nearby.

At 1:00 a.m. and at about 1:35 a.m. he had checked the cattle at

the local sale bar~, and found them behaving strangely -- bawling

and kicking the chutes. After 2:00 a.m. he was checking various

acili ties along Highway A, and near its intersection with Highway B.' . . ....
noticed red lights to his right, which he thought were perhaps on

a truck stopped on, Highway ,B. He passed the intersection, then turned

around and returned to B, to check the presumed truck. The patrol

man switched' his hea~lights to bright and stopped the police car

as his headlights struck the source of red light, that he thought

was some 40 ft. ahe,ad' (later measured to be 150 ft.). The red

lights were blinking. They appeared now to be shining from windows

of a saucer-shaped object, hovering 6 - 8 ft. above the highway,

tilted at an angl~ 'of about 15° from the horizontal. The object

glO\\'ed brilliantly, and started rising, emitting' a siren-like sound,
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the trooper reported. It rose gradually, with some side-wise

fluttering, and emi tted a flame-colored material from its under side.

With his head out the open car door, the trooper said he watched

the object move nearly overhead, then move upward rapidly, shooting

out of sight. After a quick check of the site by flashlight,

he returned directly to the troop barracks, where he was surprised

to find the time to be 3:00 a.m. As he turned his car around on

Highway A, he had noticed that the time was 2:30 a.m. and it seemed

to him that no more than ten minutes could have elapsed before he reached

the troop barracks. He felt that perhaps he had not been conscious

during a period of approximately 20 min. while he was observing the UFO.

He had a feeling of paralysis at the time, and felt strange, weak,

sick, and nervous when he returned to the troop barracks, according

to his report.

In describing the object later, the trooper said it had a

ro'" of oval portholes around its periphery, each port about two feet

across. The light was glowing from inside the object. He could

see nothing through the red-lighted ports as the lights blinked

off except a black line moving up and down. Below the portholes, he

described a cat-walk around the object. The surface of the object

appeared to him like polished aluminum, and was quite_bright in

reflected light. The night was reported to be clear, calm, and moon

less.

Investigation:

His superior officer declared that the trooper was dependable

and truthful. His chief was convinced that this report of an UFO

sighting was not the result of hallucination or dishonesty. He

had checked the area the next morning. Among ordinary Iitter bes ide

the road, beneath the point that the trooper said the object hovered

he found a small piece of metallic-appearing material which he did not

recognize. This mater.ial, less than one centimeter long and paper thin, was

offered as possible residue left by the UFO. The chip of material was

black on one side, while the other surface had the bright appearance of
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aluminum paint. A portion of this material was analyzed semi-quantitatively.

Its major constituents were iron and silicon. Since the relation of

the material to the reported UFO was 50 tenuous, no further effort

was made to determine its specific origin, for it could plausibly be

accounted for in terms of ordinary corroded earthly waste.

The site area was checked for radioactivity, no evidence of

which was found. No other evidence that an unusual object had landed

on or hovered over the site was found.

His superior officer said the trooper had been given a polygraph

examination at the trooper's request by an experienced operator at

an official agency. The polygraph reportedly showed no indications

that the UFO report was other than truthful.

The trooper said he had served with the U. S. Marines. With

his approval, a series of psychological assessment tests were admini~tered

by project personnel and psychologists at the University of Colorado

Center for Student Life Programs. In addition, a test utilizing partial

hypnotic techniques was conducted by Dr. R. Leo Sprinkle, Professor of

Psychology, the University of Wyoming. The latter test was conducted

in an effort to determine whether or not hypnotic techniques might have

value in developing otherwise inaccessible information about UFOs.

During this session, new information was added to the trooper's account

of his UFO experience; however the authenticity of the reported

experience remained unestablished. Dr. Sprinkle expressed the opinion

that the trooper believed in the reality of the events he described.

Tests administered were the Rorschach, Thematic Apperception

Test, Sentence Completion, Word Association, Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale, and Minnesota ~1u1tiphasic Personality Inventory. Iesul ts of

·these tests were evaluated by Mr. R. Dean Land, Counselor, and Dr. Robert

H. Fenner, Assistant Director for Clinical Services, of the University

of Colorado Center.

Conclusion:

Evaluation of psychological assessment tests, the lack of any

evidence, and interviews with the patrolman, left project staff with

no confidence that the trooper's reported UFO experience was physically

real.
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CaSt' 43

Sou th Centra 1

Fall 1967

Investigators: Ayer, Wadsworth

Abstract:

Confused reports by teenagers of strange lights were attri

buted to assorted lights on flat countryside and possibly aircraft.

Background

At approximately 10:30 p.m. 5 December 1967, six

teenagers returning home from a basketball game detoured in order

to drive by a cemetery to-frighten themselves .. As they approached

the cemetery, they saw through the trees a blinking light in the

sky beyond. They pulled off the road just past the cemetery, where

they had an unobstructed view. The object, low on the eastern hori

zon, was moving northward with .an up-and-down motion. It appeared

to be flashing different colors or rotating, or both. The most simi

lar conventional object with which it could be compared would be an

aircraft with flashing beacon. This, however, was ruled out by the

witnesses because of its up-and-down motion. As soon as they saw it

moving north, they turned around and followed, hoping to obtain a

better look. Although an accurate estimate of distance could not be

made, the witnesses believed the. object to be less than two miles

away, and heading in a direction they could follow by using country

roads .

The remainder of the story is not clear, as individual accounts

are highly inconsistent with one another. Generally, witnesses agree

_that they "followed" the object for several miles, losing sight of

it two or three times as they turned down different roads. Finally,

they came to a location from which lights, attributed to the original

object, were seen off to their left, apparently in a field. Later

this location could not be determined as four different possibilities

were indicated by the witnesses and no one was certain. Lights were

seen in the "field", some like car lights, some (or one) green or blue-

green; a dim structure is mentioned, and finally spotlight beams
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or revolving beams. The structure mentioned turned out to be an

extremely marginal perception, leaving essentially lights and little

more.

The dramatic element in accounts written by the witnesses seems

based on interpretation of the lights as UFO phenomena, rather than

on definite evidence. A much less dramatic picture of what they had

seen emerged from questioning the witnesses. For example, one wit

ness said that three independent "objects" were possibly involved:

the object first sighted, the light which was "followed," and the

light (s) in the field. He saw only lights, no structure, and was

not sure of ~1at they were. Three others held similar views, ex

cept that they were less certain of the sequence of events. The

language used in the various reports suggests that they were ver

balizing their impressions during sightings and had opportunity to

standardize certain descriptive terms.

In addition to written accounts, individual maps showing the

areas and locations of various events were obtained through question

ing of the witnesses. Wide discrepancies and inconsistencies are

apparent in these items.

Two of the witnesses, a girl and her boy friend, -produced the

most elaborate descriptions and the most dramatic reports. They also

appeared to be prone to exaggerate perception of anything fearful

or unconventional. The boy had studied UFOs for quite some time, and

took them extremely seriously. He was obviously upset about the "ex

perience", and showed very little objectivity about the occurrence.

The girl, who drew an elaborate sketch of what she had "seen" in the

field, later admitted that she had not actually seen such an object.

She said that her sketch was more on the imaginative side and was

what the lights suggested to her. As to structure, she s aid that

what she actually saw was so dim she had to look to one side to see

it. At the height of the excitement, both witnesses thought the ob

ject rose up and was coming at them. None of the other witnesses

saw this motion, even though all were looking at the same thing.

There was, however, general agreement that a bright light like a
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searchlight seemed to shine in their direction, whereupon they

rapidly departed.

Investigation

Certain important factors were noted during attempts to recon

struct the incident.

First, the area was examined in the daytime during unsuccessful

attempts to pin down the location of the final incident. The terrain

is monotonous -- flat farmland with scattered scrub growth. The few

hills are so low and rounded that one would prefer to call them swells

or rises. It was immediately clear that one could easily become dis

oriented in such an area, especially at night.

The same area was examined at night. Again, one feature stood

out. Lights were visible in all directions. These were widely scat

tered, and were of various colors, intensities, and degrees of s cin

tillation. Some were in clusters, some alone. When witnesses were

questioned and returned to the area of the sighting, it became clear

that no !lsi te" could be agreed on.

Thus we have six conflicting stories as evidence. There is dis

agreement over what was seen, where it was seen, and what the wit

nesses themselves did at the time. There is agreement that a flash

ing light was followed and lost several times, and that-lights seen

in a field, were presumed to be the original light and watched until

a bright light or lights shone at the observers, whereupon they be

came frightened and left.

As a tentative explanation, one of the possible sites was found

to contain a farm with yard light and outbuildings with blue-green

and various other lights. The yard light could be seen discontin

uously from locations between the cemetery and the farm. Thus this

light, which was bright white and scintillated dramatically when

viewed from several miles away,' could have been "followed" via various

routes by automobile. As one approached more closely, the greenish

lights became visible below and to the right of the yard light. A

car in the vicinity of the farm might account for the "searchlight"

effect reported by witnesses. This, however, is not a completely
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satisfactory explanation, mainly because the yard light would have

been easily recognizable as such by anyone who approached closely.

Possibly this light was switched off by the time the witnesses

reached the location. Another flaw in this explanation is the

northward motion of the original object. This was reported by all

the witnesses, and does not sound like illusory motion caused by

involuntary eye movement.

Conclusions

At this point we leave the original object as unidentified.

The evidence is not sufficient to rule out aircraft, despite state

ments by witnesses to the contrary.

Additional Sighting

The only other sighting reported in the area was made by a

local radio announcer. He saw an object with red and green flash

ing lights in the sky northwest of the station at dusk on the same

evening as the sighting by the teenagers. The object looked like

a small plane; but it was moving very slowly, suggesting a strong

headwind. After watching for two minutes, the announcer went into

the station and thought no more about the matter until-he heard

of the other sighting.
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Case 44

North Central

Winter 1967

Investigator: Wadsworth

Abstract:

Witness driving on highway at night reported having seen a dim

shape and a pattern of colored lights above an underpass. From the

farther side of the underpass, it appeared to have moved away op

posite to the direction he was traveling. No field investigation

was made.

Background:

The witness, a med student, telephoned the project 23 February

1968. He reported that, while driving from city A to city B on U.S.

highway A and approaching an underpass 34 mi. from city B about 10:00

or 11:00 p.m., he saw directly above his side of the highway a

pattern of lights almost in a vertical line. Two red lights were at

top and bottom, and a ''blue or green" between them. The lights

appeared to be stationary directly above the underpass. Just before

he entered the underpass, he saw a white light beside the blue/green.

He stopped about \ mi. beyond the underpass to look for the

lights, thinking they should be overhead, and saw the pattern, now

horizontal instead of vertical, low in the ENE, "like a struggling

goose in the wind." He thought it was ~-1 mi. away, and perhaps

200 ft. up. He could not recall how it had disappeared.

Arriving at home he went to his apartment and went to bed. He

had a strange feeling that "they" were still with him, and he slept

poorly. He felt that "they" had communicated, wanting him to go on

a trip wi th them; feeling of great friendship, buddies. He had "told"

them he would go, but was not ready yet, too much to do, responsibilities

etc.
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Afterward, he could not concentrate on his med studies, lost

interest, and "felt pressure building up. If He acknowledged that he

had been considering psychiatric help but wanted to contact the CU

project first; he was concerned that psychiatry might interfere with

our investigation. Wadsworth reassured him on this point, but

explained that we could not offer any personal assistance. Because

of the evidence of emotional disturbance predating the sighting, as

well as the lack of supporting wi tnesses or other basis for further

investigation, no field study was made.

Commenting on this case, the project's conSUlting psychiatrist

observes: "Unequivocal statements concerning the emotional state of

the witness in this, or any other case, cannot be made in the

absence of intensive psychological testing and a psychiatric inter

view. The witness' statements suggest that he was under severe

pressures at the time of the UFO sighting in connection with his

studies, his marriage, and other factors in his life situation. One

would suspect that at the timE these pressures were at the very

least producing a severe anxiety attack in the witness. It is

conceivable that he was on the verge of a more serious mental

disturbance. The fact that the witness states that he feels that

he would like to consult a psychiatrist indicates his awareness that

the solutions to his problems are to be found within himself

ra}:her than in the outside world or in the UFO. If
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Case 45

South Mountain

Winter 1968

Investigators: Ahrens and Levine

Abstract:

A lighted object seen at night by several people was found to

have been a plastic hot-air balloon.

Background:

It was reported to the CD project that several persons at

Castle Rock had seen an illuminated transparent object drifting

over the town about 6:00 p.m. Mainly because the principal witness

insisted that the object appeared to be about 75 ft. long, project

investigators went to the scene.

Investigaticn:

The principal witness, interviewed the following evening, re

ported that, while he was outdoors in the early evening, he noticed

several lights in the sky that were focussed toward him. He made

out a transparent object about 75 ft. long by 20 ft. wide. In

a circle underneath it were about twelve lights; he judged them

to be much brighter than car headlights, though they did not blind

him. He estimated the object to be about 25 ft. above the ground,

which it illuminated. The object appeared empty; he could see through

it. At first it was stationary; then it began to drift northward

over the town. He followed in his truck, stopping at a service

station to tell the men there of the "flying saucer." They later

reported having seen slow-moving lights that dropped several fiery

objects as they disappeared north of the town.

The investigators then visited the owner of the service station,

and while there heard a radio report that a local teenage boy had

launched a plastic hot-air balloon at about the time of the sighting,

from a location about a block upwind of the principal witness' location.

They learned by further inquiry that the balloon had been a polyethylene
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suit bag about two by three feet, with balsa cross-members supporting

six small candles and a cup of lighter fluid. Several persons at

the launching saw the balloon drift over the principal witness'

location.

Conclusions:

The investigators concluded that the object of the sighting

reports had been the balloon, despite the witness' exaggerated

estimate of its dimensions.
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Case 46

~kMi Illlvi 11 c, Oregon

11 May 1950

Investigator: Hartmann

Abstract:

lVitness I reportedly saw a metallic-looking, disk-shaped

UFO. She called her husband, they located their camera, and he

took photographs of the object before it disappeared in the

distance.

Background:

Time: 7:45 p.m. PST (1,2); 7:30 p.m. (3).

Position: Approx. 10 mi. SW of McMinnville, Ore. on the farm

of the witnesses: 123 19' 50" W, 45 06 I 15" N (7).

Terrain: Rolling farm country, elv. 210 ft.; houses several

hundred meters apart (7).

Weather Condi tions: Dull wi th an overcas t at about 5, 000 ft.

(2, confirmed by the photos).

Sighting, General Information:

The sighting occurred in the back yard of a farm about 0.2 mi.

S of the "Salmon River Highway" (U.S. 99W (7). Witness was feeding

rabbits in the back yard, S of the house and E of the garage when the

object "-as first sighted (1,2,3,6), apparently toward the NE (6).

Witness II was apparently in the house at this moment, as three of

the accounts (2,3,6) refer to Wi tness I call ing to him and running

into the house to fetch him from the kitchen, although one accoU1t

(1) states that they had "been out in the back yard," and "both ...

saw it at the same time."

As far as Witness I could remember 17 yr. later (6), the

rabbits gave no indication of disturbance.
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Terrain: Rolling farm country, ely. 210 ft.; houses several 

hundred meters apart (7). 

lveather Conditions: Dull with an overcas t at about 5,000 ft. 

(2, confirmed by the photos). 

Sighting, General Information: 

The sighting occurred in the back yard of a farm about 0.2 mi. 

S of the "Salmon River Highway" (U.S. 991'1 (7). Witness was feeding 

rabbits in the back yard, S of the house and E of the garage when the 

object h'as first sighted (1,2,3,6), apparently toward the NE (6). 

Wi tness I I was apparent ly in the house at this moment, as three of 

the accounts (2,3,6) refer to Wi tness I call ing to him and running 

into the house to fetch him from the kitchen, although one accoU1t 

(1) states that they had "been out in the back yard," and "both ... 

saw it at the same time." 

As far as Wi tness I could remember 17 yr. later (6), the 

rabbits gave no indication of disturbance. 
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Immediately after they both saw the object, apparently as it

was still in a NE direction, moving slowly toward the IV (6), the~'

thought of their camera (1,2,3,6). Witness II ran to the car,

thinking it was there, but Wi tness I remembered it was in the house

and brought it (1,6). Witness II took the camera, which was already

loaded. The roll of film had been purchased during the winter and

al ready had t\-.'O or three shots on it (4).

At this time "the object was coming in toward us and seemed to

be tipped up a little bit. It was very bright - almost silvery - and

there was no noise or smoke" (1).

Witness II explained that he took the first picture, re-wound

his film as fast as possible and then as the object gathered speed

and turned to\~ard the northwes t, he had to move rapidly to his right

to get the second pi cture. Both were snapped wi thin thirty seconds,

he estimated" (1). According to another early reference: II [Witness II]

elaborated, 'There wasn't any flame and it was moving fairly slow.

Then I snapped the first picture. It moved a little to the left and

I moved to the right to take another picture.'" '(3). Plates 23 and 24

show the two photographs in the sequence taken. During this interval

the object was moving quite slowly, apparently almost hovering, and

it apparently shifted both its position and orientation in a complex

\\'ay, changing direction and tipping just before it moved away, as

indicated in Plate 25 (2,6). However, Witness I described it as

"not undulating or rotating, just 'sort of gliding'" (2). The UFO

accelerated slowly during or just after the second photograph and

moved away rapidly toward the west (2). Witness I ran into the

house to call her mother-in.:.. law , got no answer, and returned outside

jus t in time to see the UFO 'dimly vanishing toward the wes t' (2).

Investigation:

The witnesses described the object as "very bright - almost

silvery" (1); "brightly metallic, silver or aluminum colored, with a

touch of bronze ... appeared to have a sort of superstructure ... 'like
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a good-sized parachute canopy without the strings, only silvery

bright mixed ,,'ith bronze'" (2); silvery on top but with more hronze

on the bottom, the bottom being different (hut, this being seventeen

years later, IHtness 1 was unsure whether it was· darker) ... shiny but

not as bright as a hub cap ... resembling a dull, aluminum-painted

tank (which Witness I pointed out to the writer in our interview) ...

"awful pretty" (6). The rather bright, aluminum-like, but not

specular, reflecting surface appears to be confirmed by analysis

of the photos (see below). There was no noise, visible exhaust,

flames, or smoke (1,3,6).

IVhen the ob j ect tipped up, exposing its under side to the

Witnesses, they felt a gust of wind which they thought may have

come from the UFO. "' ... there was a breeze as it went overhead ...

which died down later'" (2). In the interview with the writer,

l\itness I stressed this, remarking the wind was "about to knock

you over," though Witness II (interviewed separately) remarked that

it made only a "very little" breeze as it was getting ready to fly

off (6).

As to size, speed, and distance, the Witnesses were reluctant

to hazard a guess (1,2), as Witness II had no way of knowing its

size (2), although one of the references quotes Witness II as

estimating a diameter of "20 or 30 ft." (3), and Witness I compared

its appearance (though not explicitly its size) to a parachute

canopy (2,6).

As to the origin of the UFO, Witness II remarked both at the

time and in 1967 that he thought it was a secret U.S. craft (1).

'" ... you hear so much about those things.:.I didn't believe all that

talk about flying saucers before, but now I have an idea the Army

kno\\1s what they are'" (3).

Witness II recalls finishing his roll of film on Mother's Day

(4) and had it developed locally (1). Witness II mentioned his

observat ion and showed the pictures to a few friends. He did not

seek publicity about the pictures, admitting that he was "'kind of
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scared of it'" (2,3), and "afraid they would get in trouble with

the 'government' and be bothered by the publicity" .(2). However,

~fc\linnville Telephone Register reporter Bill Powell learned of the

sighting from two McMinnville bankers, Ralph and Frank Wortman, and

folloh'ed up the story (1,2). He found the negatives "on the floor

under a davenport where the Witnesses' chi ldren had been playing

wi th them" (2). The Telephone Register broke the story Thursday,

8 June 1950 with a front page article containing the two pictures

and Editor's Note:

" ... in viel" of the variety of opInIon and reports attendant

to the saucers over the past two years, every effort has

been made to check Trent's photos for authenticity. Expert

photographers declared there has been no tampering with

the negatives. [The] original photos were developed by

a local firm. After careful consideration, there appears

to be no possibility of hoax or hallucination connected

with the pictures. Therefore the Telephone Register

believes them authentic.""" (1)"

Various ~Idlinnville residents, including the bankers Wortman,

offered to sign affidavits vouching unreservedly for the reputation

and veracity of the Witnesses (1,2,4).

On Friday and Saturday, 9 and 10 June, the Portland, Ore") and

Los Angeles newspapers carried the story (2,3). Life magazine

carried the pictures the following week (4)" The \'Ji tnesses accepted

an invi tation to appear on a television program "We the People,"

in New York (6). Witness I remarked that they were encouraged by

the people responsible for this show to make statements they (the

. Witnesses) regarded as inaccurate. The witnesses, however, did not

make such statements, but told only what they saw (6).

~bile in New York, the witnesses were to receive their negatives

from Li:e magazine, but were informed that the negatives were

temporari 1)' misplaced (6). Life promised to return them by mail to
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Oregon, but apparently never recovered them (6). With the cooperation

of U f(~ the Colorado proj cct discovered that in 1950 the negatives

had been ill the POSSl'SS i on of lnternati onal News Photo Service

later merged \Vi th L1ni ted Press International. 'The project located

the original negatives and was permitted to examine them.

As mentioned above, various reputable individuals volunteered to

attest to the witnesses~ veracity. They· appear to be sincere, though

not highly educated or experienced observers. During the wri tel" s

interview \."i th them, they were friendly and quite unconcerned about

the sighting. Wi tness II was at work plowing his field and did

not even get off his tractor. From interviews throughout this

district one gained the impression that these were very industrious

farm people, not given to unusual pranks.

Two inferences appear to be justified: 1) It is difficult to

see any prior motivation for a fabrication of such a story, although

after the fact, the witnesses did profit to th~ extent of a trip to

New York; 2) it is unexpected that in this distinctly rural atmos

phere, in 1950, one would encounter a fabrication involving sophis

ticated trick ph010graphy (e.g. a carefully retouched print). The
I

witnesses also appear unaffected now by the incident, receiving only

occasional inquiries (6).

The overTall appearance of the photographs, in particular, the

slightly underexposed land foreground and properly exposed sky, is

consistent \"'i th the reported time 7: 30 PST (sunset being rough 1)1

a few minutes after 7:15, and twilight lasting until after 8:45).
I

There could be a p<!,ssible discrepancy in view of the fact that the

UFO, the telephone ;'pole, possibly the garage at the left, and

especially the dist~nt house gables (left of the distant barn) are

illuminated from th~ right, or east. The house, in particular,
\

appears to have a sh'adow under its roof that would suggest a dayli t

photo, and combined with the eastward incidence, one could argue

that the photos were taken on a dull, sunlit day at, say, 10 a.m.
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But accepting the UFO makes scarcely less sense than arguing that the

witnesses staged a hoax at 10 a.m. and then claimed the photographs

were taken at 7: 30 Densitometry of the original negatives 5hm.;s

that the sky itself is brighter toward the west, as expected. It seems

possible that, half an hour after sunset, the cloud distribution

could result in a dull illumination preferentially from the NE

(certainly there will be skylight from above).

Reality of physical object. As stated previously, it is unlikely

that a sophisticated "optical fabrication" was performed. The

negatives had not been tampered with.

Further, a geometric test was performed to determine whether

the object shoh'n in Plate 24 in approximate cross section was the same

ob ject photographed in Plate 23 at a different angle. The apparent

inclination, i, can be determined from the ratio of the axes of the

apparent ellipse in Plate 23.

sin i = b/a (2)

:·leasures on several copies of photo 1 (the UPI print, an enlargement

thereof, and two magazine reproductions) gave sin i = 0.368, and

i = 21°.6 ± OG.1 (est. P.E.). (3)

Plate 26 shows enlargements from UPI print with lines of sight

superimpos ed on the Plate 24 "cross section" at 21°.6. - The way in

which these lines cut the image is in perfect agreement with the

appearance of the object in Plate 23. Judging from the apparent

posi tion of the pole it is likely that the object has simply tipped,

without rotation, between the two photos.

The lighting is also consistent with that in the rest of the

photo. Both photographs, therefore, show real objects and that the

object in Plate 23 is a view of the same object in Plate 24, seen in

different perspective.

Asy~etry of UFO. It will be noted in Plate 26 that the UFO is

distinctly asymmetric. The "pole" is off center and inclined, and

there appears to be a difference in the profiles of the right and

left sides (Plate 24), the left having a more pronounced notch

defining the flange. The shading of the object also indicates a
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more distinct flange on the left in Plate 24. The asymmetries are

judged physical, not optical effects.

Absence of rotation. The top of the "pole," barely visible in

photo 1, is off center to the left by the same amount as in photo 2.

This would be rather improbable if the object were rotating, and

supports Witness II's statement that it was not rotating. This is

a rather strong argument against a fabrication using a necessarily

(for stability) spinning model similar to a "frisbee," especially

in view of the fact that only 2 exposures were made in the middle

of an intact roll of film.

Angular size of object. From measurements of recent photos (6)

the photos were scaled and the UFO diameters estimated to be:

Plate 23:

Plate 24:

The P. E. is prob ab ly about 0 0 .1, but the r:>b j ect sub tends a smaller

angle in photo 2, consistent with the allegation that photo 2 was

made as the UFO was beginning to depart.

It follows immediately that the distance-diameter relation is

determined, and a map of the locale (based on ref. 7) is shown in

Fig. 1 \.;i th the azimuths, angular sizes, and example, that the

object "·as less than a meter in diameter and over the driveway.

Psychological reaction. I judge it reasonable that as the

object allegedly drifted to the left, in danger of being lost to

sight behind the garage, that the observer should step unconsciously

to his right, as the photos show he did, although one might expect

the observer even more reasonab ly to step forward, to get in front

of the garage. The reason for the first response may have been

that the second \"ould put the observer close to the house, where

the object might be lost to sight if it moved back to the east,

\vhi Ie by moving away from the garage, one moves toward the open

yard SE of the house. In summary, the movement of the observer

is consistent with the alleged observation.
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Possibility of fabrication. The above tests all appear to be

consistent with the witnesses' testimony. The possibility of optical

fabrication seems remote. A model thrown into the air by hand

appears an unlikely possibility because of the evidence for absence

of rotation.

Another possibility can be considered, however. The object

appears beneath a pair of wires, as is seen in Plates 23 and 24. We

ma~' question, therefore, whether it could have been a model suspended

from one of the wires. This possibility is strengthened by the

observation that the object appears beneath roughly the same point

in the t,,·o photos, in spite of their having bep.n taken from two

positions. This can be determined from irregularities, or "kinks,"

in the 1.;ires. The wires pass between the camera positions and

the garage (left). We know from the change in orientation of the

object that it moved, or was re-oriertted by hand, between exposures.

The possibility that it is a model hanging beneath a point on the

,.;ire sugges ts a further tes t: Is the change in dis tance of the

object in Plates 23 and 24 equal to the change in distance from the

"",i res? ~leasures of the disk indicate that it is about 8% further

away in Plate 24. Measures of the irregularities in the wires

indicate that they are further away from the camera in- Plate 24.

The amount of the latter increase from the wires (measured by

the separation of rather ill-defined "kinks") is less certain than

the distance increase from the disk, but it is measured to be

about 10%. These tests do not rule out the possibility that the

object was a small model suspended from the nearby wire by an

unresolved thread.

Given the foregoing analysis, one must choose between an

as:TImetric model suspended from the overhead wire, and an extra

ordinary flying object (See Table 1).

Photometric analysis. Although it is often stated that a

sir~Ze photograph of an object contains no information on the

distance, this is not strictly true. Atmospheric extinction and
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scattering, combined, serve to reduce contrast as distance increas(;s,

an effect perhaps best appreciated by artists. The shadowed bottom

of the UFO in Plate 23 has a particularly pale look, suggestive of

scattering between observer and object, and if such scattering is

detectable, it may be possible to make some estimate of the

distance involved.
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distance involved. 
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Tab Ie 1

Summary of Possible Interpretations

Interpretations

Optical fabrications

Double exposure

Retouch; drawn image

Multiple copies,
recopying

Physical fabrications

"Frisbee"-type model
in flight

Model suspended from
"ire

Extraordinary
Flying Object

Rejected

x
X

eX)

X
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Comments

UFO darker than sky background

Negatives unretotlched

Overly sophisticated

No rotation

Under same part of wire in
each photo

Photometry suggests large
distance
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The luminance, or apparent surface brightness at distance r

of an object of intrinsic luminance 13
0

(r = 0) is
-Gr -p>r (4)-B = B k (1 - e ) + B e

s y . 0

where S is the scattering coefficient. The first term represents

scattered light; the second, extinction.

Since all measures must be based on the witnesses' two photographs,

we will determine B for the given day from the photographs themselves.

Normalizing all brightnesses (measured from the film and assuming

that the images measured fallon the linear portion of the gamma

curve) to that of the sky near the horizon, i.e. on a line within a

fel'; thousand feet of the ground, where the UFO is constrained to

be by the reported cloud height and probably nearness to the

camera, I.;e have

B = 1 + e -Br (13 - 1). (5)
o

Notice that if an object is sufficiently far away, its brightness

equals the sky brightnes·s (in physical terms, the optical depth

T » 1).

Given the brightness of an obJect at zero distance, 13
0

, and

the observed brightness B, one may solve for the distance r. The

first necessary step is to determine the scattering coefficient S.

The original negatives were subjected to densitometric_analysis,

and Table 2 lists observed values of B. "Hill 2" lies at a distance

of about 2.2 km (7) . The photometry indicates that B = .685 for
the distant hill , but the foreground foliage gives B = .403.

0
This gives

or

-1
= 0.289 km ,

optical depth T = 1 at r = 3.5 km, (6)

\.;hich appears consistent with the appearance of the photos.

At this point the theory was checked against objects of known

distance. For example, the roof of the distant barn ("13" in Fig. 1 )

has B = .506. If one assumes that its intrinsic brightness equals

that of the foreground garage, then B = .495, so that r = 0.073 km.
o
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Table 2

Values of B for Objects Photographed*

Based on densitometry of original negatives; aperture 75~ x 75u

Object Plate 23

UFO "Pole" 1.07

Illuminated right side 1.29

Illuminated left side (1. 35)

Shaded bottom .675

Garage roof .489

Shadows under eaves . ~;96

)letallic tank:

Illuminated .86

Shaded bottom (.48)

Foreground underbrush .417

Barn (roof) .511

Hill

1 .63

2 .71

House

Illuminated wall (.77)

Shadow (.44)

Sky

Upper right 1. 29

Upper left 1. 51

Horizon 1.00

Unexposed edge of film .32

Plate 24

1.23

1.05

.501

.426

.91

(.40)

.389

.501

.59

.66

(.77)

(.52)

1. 26

1. 62

1.00

.. 34

~leasures in parentheses have lower weight

* B values are normalized to horizon sky brightness
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The true r is about 0.32 km, and our error is a factor 4. One can

resolve the discrepancy by assuming the barn roof was slightly (7%)

darker than the garage roof.

Again, one can check the theory on the distant "Hill 1. If

B = .610 ~ld B = .403 as measured in the foreground foliage.o
This gives r = 1.5 km. The true r is in the range 1.3 to 1.9 km,

depending on the part of the hill observed, and the error is

negligible.

A third check, more comparable to the UFO problem, is the

distant house (tlH tI in Fig. 1 ). Unfortunately the densitometer

did not clearly resolve the illuminated white facade from the

intervening branches; however, supplementary measures with

enlargements indicate that the facade brightness should be only

slightly more than 1.00, e.g. B '" 1.02, and Bo -" 1.04, which means

that the apparent brightness nearly equals sky brightness and

hence is very insensitive to distance and gives no good solution.

There are shadows visible on the house on the white surface under

the eaves. ~leasures indicate B = .48. B for the shadows on this
o

white surface, illuminated by the ambient illumination, should

be intrinsically measurably brighter than the shadows under the

dark wooden garage eaves and under the tank beside the garage

(B
o

= .41), but not as much brighter as the white illuminated

surface is brighter than the darker wood. (If there were no

a~bient illumination, all shadows would be intrinsically black;

B 0). An estimated value is B = .43. This gives a distance
o 0

or r = 0.32 km, only 14~, less than the measured distance of 0.37 km.

~aive use of B = 0.41, known to be too low, would have given
o

r = 0.44 km, 19% too great.

It is concluded that by careful consideration of the parameters

involved in the case of recognizable objects in the photographs,

distances can be measured within a factor-four error. This justifies

the assumption that we are on the linear part of the gamma curve.
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If such a good measure could be made for the UFO, \ve could

distinguish between a distant extraordinary object and a hypo

thetical small, close model.

At this point we must be explicit about the geometry of the

situation. We represent the environment as in Fig. 2 We assume

that the UFO is within a homogeneous scattering layer with

T :::: 1 at 3.5 km. I f the UFO were far away and at an altitude

greater than the characteristic dimension of the layer (C in Fig. 2),

it would be large and extraordinary in any case. If it is relatively

close, r '" 1 km, the assumptions are justified. Our ob jective is

to distinguish between cases A and B in Fig. 2. The sky brightness,

to which all the brightness values are normalized, must be the sky

brightness at the horizon, since this is the value characteristic

of long path length through the scattering layer.

For the solution of the UFO distance, we have two independent

solutions from two independent observations: the illuminated and

shadowed surfaces of the UFO. As was remarked above, it is the

shadowed surface in particular that looks pale and hence suggests

large dis tance.

Immediately from Table 2 we see that B :::: 1.21 describes the

part of the UFO, while the illuminated part of the nearby dull

aluminum-painted tank B :::: .885. Since, as the UFO recedes, B
o

must approach 1.00. We thus know that 1.21 is the minimum intrinsic

brightness of the UFO surface, i.e. B >1.21. Thus the UFO in
o

any interpretation is known to have a brighter surface than the

foreground tank. Thus, the photometry at once confirms the wi tnesses'

report that the UFO was shiny, like a fresh, aluminum-painted

surface, but not a speCUlar surface.

The question is, how bright is the surface intrinsically,

and \\'hat surface properties would be consistent wi th both the

observed illuminated and shadowed side? Fig. 3 shows two

families of solutions, one for the illuminated top surface and

one for the shaded bottom side. Solutions for the latter have
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an uncertainty introduced by the difficulty of measuring the true

shadow intensity on the tank. The distance is given as a function of

the assumed increase in brightness over the value for the illuminated

or shaded side of the a1uminWn-painted tank, respectively.

Fig. 3 graphically illustrates the problem. For example,

if the object is a model suspended from the wire only a few meters

a\vay, its surface is some 37% brighter than that of the tank, and

the shaded side is probably more than 40% brighter than the shadow

on the tank. But this is nearly impossible to maintain in the face

of the photometry. Although the distant house 1 s surface is roughly

bvice as bright as the tank's surface, its shadows can be only a

few percent brighter, intrinsically, than those on the tank. This

is basically the problem that was suggested by initial inspection

of the photos: the shadowed side of the UFO appears to be so

bright that it suggests significant scattering between it and the

observer.

The upshot is that if the top and bottom surfaces of the UFO

are made out of essentially the same material, i.e. with the same

albedo, the photometry indicates that the UFO is distant, at

roughly r = 1.3 ± 0.4 km (est. P. E.). The witnesses referred to

a slightly different hue of the bottom side of the UFO: they said

it was more bronze than the silvery top side. We have assumed this

change in tint had negligible effect on the photometry, although

the implication is that the bottom has slightly lower albedo. If

so the UFO would be still more distant.

There is one last possibility for fabrication which has not

been ruled out. Suppose the object is a small model with a pale

grey top and a bright white bottom (e.g. an aluminum pie pan

sealed on the bottom with white paper). Could this account for the

apparent lightness of the bottom, shaded side of the UFO?

It is difficult to defend this idea in the face of the

photometry. Our analysis of the house indicated that its shaded

white surface had an intrinsic brightness of 0.43, which is very
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close to the value measured for the shaded part of the aluminum

painted tank. Yet hypothetical fabrication requires a surface on

the shaded bottom of the model that is of intrinsic shaded

brightness 0.68, considerably brighter than the shaded part of

the white house. In other words, the photometry appears to

indicate that a very white surface on the bottom of a small model

would be required to match the appearance of the photographs.

To the extent that the photometric analysis is reliable, (and

the measurements appear to be consistent), the photographs indicate

an object with a bright shiny surface at considerable distance and

on the order of tens of meters in diameter. While it would be

exaggerating to say that we have positively ruled out a fabrication,

it appears significant that the simplest, most direct interpretatic~

of the photographs confirms pr~cisely what the witnesses said they

saw. Yet, the fact that the object appears beneath the same part

of the overhead wire in both photos can be used as an argument

favoring a suspended model.

Conclusion:

This is one of the few UFO reports in which all factors

investigated, geometric, psychological, and physical appear to be

consistent with the assertion that an extraordinary flying object,

silvery, metallic, disk-shaped, tens of meters in diameter, and

evidently artificial, flew within sight of two witnesses. It

cannot be said that the evidence positively rules out a fabrication,

although there are some physical factors such as the accuracy of

certain photometric measures of the original negatives which

argue against a fabrication.
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Case 47
a aGreat Falls, Mmtana (lat. 47 30' and long. III 18')

15 August 1950 (see below)

Investigator: Hartmann

Terrain: Within the city limits but near the northwestern outskirts of

Great Falls, near the Missouri River and the Anaconda Copper Company,

and approximately three mi. NW of Malstrom AFB (then, Great Falls AFB).

Weather Conditions: At 5:30 a.m., MST (15 August 1950) the weather was

partly overcast with middle altocumulus and altostratus clouds; the

surface ~ind was SW, 16 knots. A cold front lay just north of the Canad

ian border, extending several hundred miles EW; it moved south and passed

over Great Falls in the afternoon. The upper winds were reported W-WNW

2500 2800 , 6 knots at 9,000 ft. on the previous evening. Temperatures

were of the order of 200 C, dew point 90 C, and there was a slight inver

sion of 20 e in the 666-636 mb layer. The local half-hourly surface

weather observations for 15 August 1950 at the Municipal Airport Weather

Station showed that the surface wind increased to readings between 25

and 28 mph between 9:00 a.m. and 12 noon, and that it reached 37 mph at

1:12 p.m., and then stayed between 25 and 30 mph until almost sunset.

The surface wind direction was constantly SW from 10:00 a.m. until

4:00 p.m. The sky was clear (visibility, 60 mi.); the temperature was

770 at 11:27 a.m., and reached a maximum of 830 at 4:27 p.m. Thebaro

meter fell slightly from 30.05 in. Hg. at 9:30 a.m. to 29.98 in. Hg. at

3 p.m., then steadied, and finally rose again after dark.

Abstract:

Witness I, general manager of a Great Falls baseball team, and

Witness II, his secretary, observed two white lights moving slowly

across the sky. Witness I made 16mm. motion pictures of the lights.

Both individuals have recently reaffirmed the observation, and there

is little reason to question its validity. The case remains unexplained.

Analysis indicates that the images on the film are difficult to recon

cile with aircraft or other known phenomena, although aircraft cannot

be entirely ruled out.
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Analysis indicates that the images on the film are difficult to recon

cile with aircraft or other known phenomena, although aircraft cannot 

be entirely ruled out. 
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Background:

At 11:25 a.m. (5 August or 15 August) Witness I, general manager

of the Great Falls Electrics, a baseball team, was making an inspection

of the baseball stadium (l, 3) with his secretary, Witness 11. In virtually

all early publications (e.g., 3,5) the date for this is consistently given

as 15 August 1950. However, Dr. Roy Craig of the Colorado project notes

early correspondence between Witness I and Project Blue Book that raises

an uncertainty about the date. A letter dated 9 January 1953, from Great

Falls AFB (renamed Malstrom AFB later) to Project Blue Book, conveying

results of a re-interrogation which had been requested by Blue Book,

states:

"(Wi thess I' s) version of the incident is as follows:

'On about the 5th or 15th of August, 1950, I, as

manager of the Electrics, a local baseball team,

walked to the grandstand of the local stadium

here in Great Falls, Montana. It was approximately

11:30 a.m. and my purpose was to check the direc

tion of the wind in preparation for the afternoon's

game. '"

A subsequent undated Blue Book review of the case, dated late 1956,

carries the case dated "5 or 15 August, 1950". Dr. Craig determined by

checking Great Falls newspaper records that no home game was scheduled

for 15 August, and, in fact, the witness' team played that evening in

Twin Falls, Idaho. Mrs. LaVern Kohl, Reference Librarian, Great Falls

Public Library, determined, at Dr. Craig's request, that the baseball team

played no home games in Great Falls between 9 and 18 August, 1950. The

15 August sighting date is therefore certainly open to question.

Accounts of the incident give essentially the following information:

As was his habit, Witness I looked NNW to the smokestack

of the Anaconda Copper Company in order to ascertain the wind

direction. (1,2,3) Directly in line with the stack, he saw two

bright lights stationary in the sky(l). After a few seconds, he

decided they could not be airplanes (1), directed his secretary's

attention to the objects, and ran to his car which was 50-60 ft.
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away (1,2,3). Her observations were reported in Blue Book

files to be identical to Witness I's (1). At his car he

took five to eight seconds to load his motion picture camera

with Eastman Kodachrome, daylight-type (1). The camera was

a Revere turret-type, l6mm. magazine loader, with a F.l.9

telephoto lens with a 3 in. focal length. He set the dia

phragm at F.22 and the focus at infinity. Film speed was

16 frames per second (2). From the time of sighting until

he beian filming, approximately 30 seconds elapsed. (3) .

At a point near his car (1), he began "panning" his camera

slowly from right to left (2). During this time the lights

had moved from a stationary position toward the SW and they

continued to the SW until they faded away (1,2,3). The

first frames were not made untiJ the object was already in

the SW (3). (See Plate 27 and Fig. 4).

According to the initial Air Force report of 6 October 1950, Witness I

described two disk-shaped lights having a bright, clean, "aluminum quality

(2). He thought that the objects were about 50 ft. in diameter, 3 ft. in

depth and about 50 yds. apart (2). In a subsequent written statement quoted

in the Blue Book report of 9 January 1953, he described them as being "like

two new dimes in the sky" (1) and said they may have made whistling or

whooshing noise (2).

According to the initial report of 6 October 1950, Witness I described

a definite spinning motion (2). While in a stationary position "an occasional

vibration seemed to momentarily tilt them, after which they would instantly

correct their level plane to its seemingly balanced position. The two ob

jects made an abrupt flight in an arc motion at very high speeds" (1). In

late 1952 he estimated the speed as being over 400 mph.(l). The Air Force

report of 1950 quotes his first estimate of the speed as about 200 mph (2).

Witness I thought they were between 5,000 and 10,000 ft. in altitude

and at an elevation angle of 300 _35 0 above the horizon and within 0.75 mi.

( 2) or 2-2.5 mi. (1) from him (1,2) . Measurements of the motion picture

film (3) indicate that in the first available frames, the lights were at an

elevation of about 150 and slowly descending (3) .
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In 1953 this witness reported that the sighting lasted for 3.5 min

utcs (1). The 1950 1I.ir Force report says.that he reported that the:

objects were observed a total of about 30 sec. by him and about 7 sec.

by Witness II (2). The apparent discrepancy probably refers to the fact

that Witness I made about 20 sec. of film. The reference to Witness II

seeing the lights for 7 sec. is unexplained. It would appear that about

30 sec. to a minute elapsed from the moment of the sighting (over the

smokestack to the north) until he began filming (3). Eight seconds of

that time were srent preparing the camera (2). He actually filmed the

event for 16 sec. and possibly more (see next paragraph) (3). A Douglas

Aircraft Co. report of April 1956 states that the objects hovered at a

point above a \'iater tower for "a while" and then flew out of sight with

a swooshing sound (1). This may refer to hovering prior to the filming;

the film indicates steady motion.

The first 10 to 20 frames on the extant film show the objects at

their brightest and largest. Witness I alleges that about 30 frames

preceding these show the lights as disk-like objects with rotary motion

visible, but that these frames were missing when the film was returned

by the Air Force (see below). Throughout the sequence, the two images

stand out from the sky background because of their intensity, sharpness,

and constant relative orientation, one preceding the other in a smooth

progres$ion across the sky and behind the water tower. There is a slow

fading and dwindling in size. In the film, the lights do not hover or

decelerate near the tower. According to a photogrametric analysis of

the film (3), the lights disappear completely from view by the end of

the 16 sec. film. A later analysis (3) indicates that although the im

ages are fading by the final frames (fading out by #225), they fade out

suddenly enough at the end that they "were not isotropic constant-lumi

nosity reflectors" (e.g. balloons).

At all times 1te two images present elliptical shapes which the

analysis (3) concludes, "is due exclusively to the movement of the camera"

(panning right to left), but my own measurements (see below) suggest that,

except for a few frames, the ellipticity is present because the reflect

ing source is not circular. The ellipticity is most clearly seen in the

first frames, \,'here the obj ects appear larger.
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Wi tness I had his film processed and showed it to various intereste·.

friends and service clubs (3,4). Witness II never saw this film (4). (~8

mention of the sighting was recorded in either of the Great Falls newspapers

prior to 12 September 1950). Witness I was frequently mentioned in the news

papers in his role as baseball manager, however (4). A newspaperman affil

iated with the Great FaUs Leac?er was the link in reporting the sighting to

officials (4). Witness I submitted the film to Air Force ATIC officials

who at that time were investigating UFO's (3). It was analyzed there, and

also by the U. S. Navy (3). The initial Air Force report is dated 5 October.

Ruppelt (5) reports that:

"(he) had sent his movies to the Air Force back in 1950,

but in 1950 there was no interest in the UFO so, after a quick

viewing, Project Grudge had written them off as the 'reflections

of two F-94 jet fighters that were in the area.'

"In 1952, at the request of the Pentagon, I reopened the

investigation .... "

After the original, apparently cursory study of the film in 1950, the

Air Materi 1 Command Headquarters in a written statement to Witness I con

cluded with the following example of military obfuscation: " ... our photo

analysts were unable to find on it anything identifiabZe of an unusual nature.

O'ur l'epol't of anaZysis must therefore be negative."

According to Ruppelt (5) the 1952 ATIC investigation "quickly con-

firmed that the objects were not birds, balloons, or meteors." The conclusions

were that, assuming the objects to be at a distance too great to be resolved,

they moved too fast and were too steady to be birds, but moved too slowly to

be meteors. Airplanes were the only tenable alternative (see below). The

objects were described by Ruppelt as of "unknown" origin. Mr. Al Chop, em

ployed by ATIC at that time and contacted in 1955 by Baker (3), "recalls

that the analysis was considered inconclusive," confirming Ruppelts's account.

When the film was returned from the Air Force, according to Witness I,

about the first '::;0 frames had been removed (3). If so, they were never

recovered. According to him, as described by Baker (3), "the first 30-odd

frames shoh'ed larger images of the UFOs with a notch or band at one point on

the periphery of the objects by which they could be seen to rotate in unison

\,'hile on the rest of the film th~ objects show up only as unarticulated

bright \\"hi te dots."
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The film was purchased by Green-Rouse Productions, Sam Goldwyn

Studios, Hollywood, and was made part of a documentary feature-length

movie released by United Artists in 1956.

Dr. R. M. L. Baker, Jr., of Douglas Aircraft Co., borrowed a 35mm.

reprint of the film from Sam Goldwyn Studios in 1955 for the photogram

metric analysis reported in reference (3).

While studying the problem of reassessing old, "classic" cases,

Dr. Roy Craig of the Colorado Project interviewed several of the prin

cipals in the case in 1967. Dr. Craig reported (4): (1) that Witness I

had a file of correspondence with the Air Force but could not locate a

letter in which, he asserted, the Air Force admitted deleting some of

the film; he could not remember any· information (such as his own discussion

in the United Artists' film) about the two airplanes in the vicinity;

(2) that Witness I distinctly remembered seeing a single light, rushing

outside with Witness I to photograph it, and noting that its appearance

",as quite different from an airplane; she remembered seeing only one

object; (3) that some individuals who reportedly saw the film before it

was lent to the Air Force agreed that not all was returned, but several

other of these individuals disclaimed having seen the film at all.

Witnesses

1. According to the 1950 report of the Air Force interrogator, Witness I

went to Montana State University in 1935 and graduated in 1938 with a

BA in journalism. Since 1941 he has resided in Great Falls. During the

war he served in the Army Air Forces from June 1943 to October 1945,

attaining the rank of Corporal and was editor of a newspaper at Great Falls

AFB. He has been married since 1940. At the time of this UFO sighting,

he was general manager of the Great Falls baseball club, and was a radio

sports commentator. He is regarded as a reliable, trustworthy, and

honest individual and is highly respected in the community.

2. Witness II, 19 years of age, was employed as Witness I's secretary at

the time of the sighting. She impressed the Air Force interrogator as

being a "fairly reliable individual and of good sound judgment."
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Analysis

In view of the detailed published analysis by Dr. Baker (3) I will

limit this discussion to a summary of his results and some new results

of our study.

A test not carried out by Baker has a bearing on his conclusions and

thus will be described first. If the clear ellipticity of the images on

the film were the result of resolution of disks oriented parallel with

the ground, then the apparent inclination i, measured by the minor and

major axes, b and a, would be equal to the altitude angle G. That is,

i = arc sin ~ = a

The b and a values were measured on a number of the frames, the first

frames (the larger images) giving the best measurements. Table 3 shows

the results.

In spite of the rather large uncertainties in the i measurements,

especially in the later frames, the meaning of the table is clear; the

flattening of the recorded image is not nearly enough to be explained by

the foreshortening of a horizontally-oriented ellipse. As does Baker,

I infer that the object probably is not really resolved; rather, it is

a bright source with an angular size somewhat less than the maximun

measured in the first frames (0.00151 radians). Since the measured

apparent i stays constant while the angular size drops to 0.6 this

value by the last measured frames, the true image size must be only

slightly less than the apparent size and some of the rounding may be

due to halation. Baker concludes that the ellipticity is due to cam

era panning motion; however, the relative consistency of the "i" values,

plus the clear case of camera motion in frame 2, greatly exceeding the

flattening in the other frames, indicates to me that there was a true

and constant ellipticity or flattening. The true or intrinsic value

must be "flatter" than the 59 0 indicated by Table 3, and could, of

course, even be 140 (i.e., consistent with a horizontal disk).

With the conclusion in mind that the angular diameter was less

than 0.00151 radians, consider the possible explanations of the film:

If the IS August date were correct, the objects were not balloons

or airborne debris because they are moving into the wind. They are dis

appearing to the SW, and Baker's analysis indicates a well determined
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Table 3

INCLINATION VERSUS ALTITUDE

Inclination

Frame No. il i2 Altitude

(See Ref. 3) (1st UFO) (2nd UFO)

1 64 0 58° 15°
.., image blur due to camera motion...
:; 57 59

16 63 55 14°

32 57 58

48 48 56

64 55 62

80 68 61
-

96 58 63

112 51 75

128 50 52 13°
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azimuth heading of 171 0
, while the wind was out of the southwest (3).

The objects, as reported, were not birds because of the disk shape

and general strangeness to both witnesses; the objects filmed are very

unlikely to have been birds because of the linearity of the path and

uniformity of the images over 16 seconds, with absence of any variation

in photometry or shape that could be attributed to flapping (usually

5~13 strokes/sec.), changes in orientation, or changes in direction.

The objects were not meteors, since their angular rate of travel

was so slow, and they were filmed for at least 16 sec., yet they left

no trail, made no audible or visible explosions or fragmentation, and

were not reported elsewhere across Montana and other northwestern states.

The great bolide of 25 April 1966, for example, though it was visible

for about 30 sec., underwent marked brightness variations and at least

two explosions. left a marked trail indicated on all photos, and was

seen by thousands of persons.

Past investigations have left airplanes as the princip.al working

hypothesis. The data at hand indicate that while it strains credibility

to suppose that these were airplanes, the possibility nonetheless can

not be entirely ruled out.

There are several independent arguments against airplane reflec-

tions. (1) Short-term variations in image size (correlated with brightness),

time scale ca. 1 sec., are typically not more than ± 5%. A priori consid

erations of aircraft stability and empirical observations by Baker indicate

that it is very unlikely that two aircraft could maintain such constant

reflections over not only the 16 sec. and the 200 azimuth arc photographed

but also the minimum of 50 sec. visually observed. I have confirmed this

by studyir,g aircraft visually in the vicinity of Tucson airports; in at

least a dozen cases none has been seen to maintain a constant or unidenti-

fiable reflection as long as 16 sec.

(2) Assuming that 15 August was the correct date, Air Force investi

gators found that there were two F-94 jets in the vicinity and that they

landed only minutes after the sighting, which could well have put them in

circling path around ~lalstrom AFB, only three miles ESE of the baseball

park. However, Witness I reported seeing two planes coming in for a land

ing behind him immediately following the filming (3), thereby accounting

for those aircraft.
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Case 48

Barra Da Tijuca, Brazil (Coast of Brazil near Punta da Marisco; near
Rio de Janeiro)

7 May 1952

Investigator: Hartmann

Abstract:

This case has been presented as one of the strongest and demonstrably

"genuine" flying saucer sightings. It contains an obvious and simple

internal inconsistency, which is pointed out by D. H. Menzel and L. G.

Boyd.

Background:

This sighting is described in considerable detail in "A.P.R.O.

Special Report No.1" (Fontes, 1961; ref. 1). According to this

description, the two witnesses, one a press photographer and the other

a reporter of 0 Cruzeiro magazine, were on a "routine job for their

magazine." Dr. Fontes, a Brazilian representative of A.P.R.O., quotes

a television discussion of the case by Fenando Cleto, described as a

"high ranking employee of the Bank of Brazil" and a leading Brazilian

UFO private investigator (ref. 1):

At 4:30 PM, [witness II] suddenly spotted an

object approaching in the air at high speed. He

thought at first it was an airplane he was facing

[see photo no. 1] .... There was still something

strange, he realized. That "plane" was flying

sideways. "

He shouted, "What the devil is that?" [Witness r]

had his Rolleiflex at hand and [witness II] yelled,

"Shoot . . . ."

[Witness I] grabbed his loaded camera and got

five pictures in about 60 seconds, thus obtaining
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the most $C'l1satjonal photographic sequence of a

"flying disc." [Two of these photos are reproduced

.in Plates 28 and 2~), kindly suppl ied by APRO].

Investigation:

Dr. Fontes' report (1) continues with Mr. Cleto's account of

Brazilian Air Force analysis of the photos. Mr. Cleto stated that

he had been "authorized" by Brazilian Air Force officials to show

some of the Air Force documents on the case. Mr. Cleto stated that

certain diagrams provided by the Air Force "demonstrated the

absolute impossibility of a hoax" by virtue of distances and alti

tudes depicted. These dimensions exceeded the limits for a small

model thrown by hand. Dr. Fontes also states that the graphic

analyses and photographs constitute "absolute photographic evidence

that the unconventional aerial objects called UFOs or 'flying

saucers' are real."

Diagrams, apparently hand-lettered, are presented in reference 1

as based on "results obtained by the Air Force's top photography experts

who did the analysis of the photos, including also the data, calculations

and estimations obtained in the methodical and exhaustive technical

investigations made at the spot where the pictures had been taken."

Among their tests, the Air Force analysts made photographs of a

hand-thrown wooden model (later confusing the case because of result-

ing local rumors that men had been seen photographing obvious models).

However, no satisfactory justification is given for the distances

from observer to disk, indicated on the diagrams as being on the

scale of several kilometers.

In general, the Colorado project has avoided cases outside

North America because of the difficulty of obtaining first hand

evidence. It is not instructive to go into further detail about

the history of the Barra da Tijuca case, because the information

is third-hand and channeled thfough individuals we have not inter

viewed. (Experience has shown that this is usually unsatisfactory).
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Nonetheless, this case contains clements that must be taken into

account in any general discussion of the UFO problem.

In spite of this case's presentation as one of the most convincing

of all, with "official documents . . . perspective studies and mathema

tical calculations.. cold, scientific facts" (Fontes emphasis), the

case contains an obvious internal inconsistency that has still not been

adequately explained. Menzel and Boyd (2) pointed out that on one of

the photos, the disk is clearly illuminated from the left, while the

hillside below appears to be illuminated from the right. They flatly

label the case as a hoax.

Plates 28 and 29 show two representative frames of the series of

photos. Plate 29 is the photo in question; the lighting of the

disk is eas ily verified. Plate 30 is a.n enlargement of the hi llside,

and the palm tree as well as certain clumps of foliage a.ppear to be

illuminated from the right, in accord with Dr. Menzel's observation.

Dr. Fontes acknowledges this criticism, but states that "The

solution is very simple. TIlere are two broken leaves in the tree

and one of them is in an inclined position while the other has fallen

over the tree itself. These leaves are responsible for the 'wrong'

shadow on the tree." This however, does not account for the additional

clumps of foliage that also suggest the "wrong" lighting.

A map included in the Fontes report shows the Barra da Tijuca

region. It appears from this map that the hills range clockwise'

for ~~ to SSW of the camera, while the sea stretches from WNW to SW.

At 4:30 p.m. in May the sun, seen from this point near latitude 24° S,

\\'ould be in the NW. The analytic diagrams based on the Air Force

resul ts show the sun at elevation 27!-io and show the UFO approaching

from the direction of the sun, then moving off to the right. This

would seem to be in accord with the photos: Plate 28 appears to be

backlighted and there would be hills to the right of the sun. How

ever, the map is not explicit enough to determine which hills are

shown, and the lighting of the hills suggests they may be the ridge

SSW of the camera (far left of the sun).
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Then' is not enough information available to suggest whether the

Air Forcl' .. in attempting to duplicate the photos with a model at the

site, discovered or considered this problem.

Conclusion:

The objection raised by Dr. Menzel is supported by our independent

enlargement of one of the frames (kindly provided by APRO).

This case is presented as an example of photographs which have

been described as incontrovertible evidence of flying saucers, yet

which contain a simple and obvious internal inconsistency.

Sources of Inforoation:

1. Fontes, O. T. AFRO Special Heport No.1 - The Barra da Tijuca

Disc.. (October, 1961).

2. Menzel, D. H. and L. G. Boyd. The World of Flying Saucers,

Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday, 1963.
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Case 49

Tremonton, Utah

2 July 1952 (W~dnesday)

Investigator: Hartmann

Abstract:

Wi tness I accompanied by his wife (Witness II) and their two

children saw and made motion pictures of a "rough formation" of

apparent point sources "milling around the sky." The visual obser

vations and film are not satisfactorily explained in terms of

aircraft, radar chaff, or insects, or balloons though the films

alone are consistent with birds. Observations of birds near Tre

monton indicate that the objects are birds, and the case cannot

be said to establish the existence of extraordinary aircraft.

Background:

Time: About 11: 10 MST ("MST" appears in early AF documents, ref 4).

Location: Seven miles north of Tremonton, northern Utah (41°50'N;

112° 10 'W)

Camera Data: 16mm Bell and Howell Automaster; magazine load; 3 in. f.1.

telephoto lens on turret mount; f/8 and f/16; Kodachrome

Daylight film; hand held; 16 f.p.s.

Direction of sighting: First seen in east, moved out of sight to west.
°Weather conditions: Cloudless deep blue sky. Sun at altitude 64.5,

azimuth 131° (Naval Observatory - ref 4).

Weather data from Corinne, Utah, about 18 miles south of the site,

h~ere obtained by Baker (1): Max. temp: 84°. Min. temp. 47°.

No precipitation. A high pressure cell from the Pacific

Northwest was spreading over northern Utah during the day.

"The pressure at Tremonton would have a rising trend, the

visibility good, and the winds relatively light."
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Wi tnes s I, wi th his wi fe and two chi ldren (ages 12, 14) were

en route from Washington D.C. to Portland, Ore., driving north on

State Highway 30 seven miles north of Tremonton (1,4a; refs. 2

and 3 incorrectly state the witness was in transit to Oakland, Calif.)

The witness r s wife called his attention to a group of "bright shining

objects in the air off to\'lards the eastward horizon" (1).

Sighting, General Information:

Approximately five weeks after the events, Witness I sent the

following account to Project Blue Book (11 August; NT4-28/83l0/l77283;

ref. 4a):

Driving from Washington, D.C. to Portland, Ore.,

on the morning of 2 .July my wife noticed a group

of objects in the sky that she could not identify.

She asked me to s top the car and look. There was

a group of about ten or twelve objects - that bore

no relation to anything I had seen before - mi lling

about in a rough formation and proceeding in a west

erly direction. I opened the luggage compartment of

the car and got my camera out of a suitcase. Loading

it hurriedly, I exposed approximately thi!ty feet of

film. There was no reference point in the sky and it

was impossible for me to make any estimate of speed,

size, altitude or distance. Toward the end one of

the objects reversed course and proceeded away from

the main group: I held the camera still and allowed

this single one to cross the field of view, picking

it up again and repeating for three or four such passes.

By this time all of the objects had disappeared. I

expended the balance of the film late that afternoon

on a mountain somewhere in Idaho (See Plate 31).
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lhis letter serves as the principal descriptive document in

the Air Force file' (4). According to a chronology by Col. W.A.

Adams, Chief, Topical Division, Deputy Director for Estimates,

Directorate of Intelligence, in a letter dated 8 Sept., 1952 (4),

Ule next contact with Witness I was an intelligence officer's

interview on 10 Sept., 1952.

In tl~is second deposition, as recorded by the Air Force In

telligence officer, the witness establishes the following facts:

"No sound heard during observation. No exhaust trails or contrai Is

observed. No aircraft, birds, balloons, or other identifiable ob

jects seen in air immediately before, during, or immediately after

observation. Single object which detached itself from group did

head in direction opposite original course and disappeared from

view while still travelling in this direction.

The \~'i tness used a "camera [without tripod] pointed at estimated

70° elevation and [panned] arc from approximately due east to due

\.est, then from due west to approximately 60° from north in photo

graphing detached object ...

"Sun was approximately overhead.. Objects were at approximately

10 0 above terrain on a course several miles from the observer ...

Bright sunlight, clear, approximately 80°, slight breeze from east

northeast approximately 3 to 5 m.p.h.

[In the witness's] opinion: ... Light from objects caused by reflection.

Objects appeared approximately as long as they were wide and thin

.[sic]. [All of them] appeared to have same type of motion except

for one object \,hich reversed its course. Disappeared from view

by moving out of range of eyesight. .. Observer facing north [during

'bulk of observation]."

The key witness had been in the Navy 19 years with service as

a \.arrant officer and had over 1,000 hours on aerial photography

missions (4b). Baker states the witness had 2,200 hours logged

as chief photographer. The witness graduated from naval photographic
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~,-'hool in 193;; (.1b). lIe' "uot's COllsiderable groulld pholography"

alld "it is bel.il'vl'd [he] could' be classified as all expert photo

,grapher" (4b). Intrigued by his experience, the witness later

accepted an "appointment as special Adviser to NICAP," acting in a

pri vate capacity (4, quoted from NICAP' s "The UFO Inves tigator") .

Investigation:

In 1955 R.N.L. Baker's analysis of the case, (1) gives sub

stantially the same account, with the additional information:

"When he got out, he observed the objects (twelve to fourteen of

them) to be directly overhead and milling about. He described

them as 'gun metal colored objects shaped like two saucers, one

inverted on top of the other.' lIe es timated that they subtended

'about the same angle as B29's at 10,000 ft. I (about half a degree

i. e. about the angular di ameter of the moon)."

This data is a substantial addition to that recorded above.

I have been unable to find any record of these statements in the

Blue Book file supplied to the; Colorado project (an inch-thick

stack of nearly unsorted documents). The essence of Witness B's

early deposition describes entities or "objects," apparently

reflecting, bright, circular or spherical, at considerable distance.

The indication of both his testimony and the film that he photo

graphed captured (unresolved) objects nearly overhead, including

one that retraced its motion above him, giving no suggestion that

the objects could ever have been, as large as half a degree even

at close approach, or that Witness I ever clearly saw metallic con-

s tTUction saucer-shaped profiles. The witness's original letter of

11 August offers the film "for whatever value it may have in con

nection \vi th your investigation of the so-called 'Flying Saucers' ",

a phrasing which does not suggest he was convinced of the existence

of extraordinary metallic craft at that time. Baker (private

communication, 31 May 1968). indicates that the description in question

was given in interviews about 1955. His memory may have become "set"
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by this time, or affected by events such as the witness's service

as a NICAP advisor in the interim.

Thefi 1m contains about 1200 frames (1) , i.e. about 75 sec.

After roughly 20 or 25 sec., the Witness decided he was somewhat over

exposing the film, and changed the stop from f/8 to f/16, trying

to increase contrast (4a). The objects were milling around, often

in groups of two or three travelling together among the others.

The films indicate that the objects fluctuated markedly in brightness.

The witness had the film processed and submitted it to his

Navy superiors (1). The letter from the witness to Hill Air Force

Base, Ogden, Utah, 11 Aug. 1952, transmits the film to the Air

Force (4c). The Air Force ATIC Blue Book team was advised, and the

variability of the objects suggested airplanes, but this idea was

ruled out because the witnesses heard no engine noise, and a large

distance would have indicated impossible speed (10 mi. indicated

1300 mph - ref 1). Balloons were rejected due to the large number

of objects, the random milling, and the departure of one object in

opposite direction from the others.

A favorite hypothesis was birds, but there was no strong evidence

in its favor, and it was believed the objects were too far away

(hence too fast).

Ruppelt (2) reports that after several weeks, "the Air Force

photo lab at Wright Field gave up. All they had to say was, 'We

don't know what they are but they aren't airplanes or balloons,

and we don't think they are birds. '" Baker (1) quotes Mr. Al

010P (who was with ATIC) confirming Ruppelt's account: the ATIC

group was convinced they were not airplanes, but could not rule out

.that the camera might have been slightly out of focus and that the

objects Ivere soaring birds.

The films were then forwarded at the request of the Navy to

a group of Navy photo analysts at Anacostia, who had some ideas about

ho'" to study the fi lms. The Navy group concluded that the UFOs were

intelligent ly controlled vehi cles and that they weren't airplanes
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or birds. They arrived at this conclusion by making a frame-by-frame

study of the motion of the lights and the changes in the lights'

intensity. The analysts stopped short of identifying the objects

as interplanetary space craft (2) although this implication was

evidently present.

These conclusions \\'ere presented to the Robertson panel, which

was meeting· at this time (early 1953). Ruppel t reports (2) that

there was some criticism of the Navy analysts' use of the densitometer,

and that one of the panel members raised the possibi Ii ty that whi Ie the

key witness "thought he had held the camera steady ... he could have

'panr:ed \d th the action I unconsciously, which would throw all of

the computations way off. I agreed with this, but I couldn't agree

that they were sea gUlls." The panel members' favored explanation

of what was seen was white gulls which are known to inhabit the

Great Salt Lake area. Ruppelt (2) concludes that he personally

,.;atched sea gulls later in San Francisco, circling in a clear sky.

"There was a strong resemblance to the UFO's in the Tremonton movie.

But I'm not sure that this is the answer."

R.~I.L. Baker, Jr. made an independent analysis in 1955 under

the auspices of Douglas Aircraft Co. He ruled out airplanes and balloons

for reasons similar to those of the Air Force. In addition he

argues against anti-radar chaff (bits of aluminum foil) or bits of

airborne debris because of the persistence of non-twinkling "con

stellations," the small number of objects, and the differential

motions. Soaring insects, such as "ballooning spiders" are un

satisfying as an explanation, as the objects were ob-

served a short time from a moving car, indicating a considerable

distance, and there were no observed web streamers.

Baker points out that since the tendency of the observer would

be to pan with the object, not against its motion, the derived velocities

are ZO/.;)e'l' limits (unles s the key wi tness panned with the group, not

the single object). Thus the suggestion of panning could compound

the difficulty with the bird hypothesis. Baker concluded that "no
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defini te conclusion could be ob tained" as the

evidence remains rather contradictory and no single hypothesis of

a n'~tural phenomenon yet suggested seems to completely account for

the UFO involved.

Menzel and Boyd. (3) dismiss·the objects as birds. Their con

clusion, however, is phrased in a way inconsistent with the facts:

"The pictures are of such poor quality and show so Ii ttle that even

the most enthusiastic home-movie fan today would hesitate to show

them to his friends. Only a stimulated imagination could suggest

that the moving objects are anything but very badly photographed birds."

This gives the totally wrong impression that the objects are diff-

icult to identify merely because of poor photography. The objects

may be birds though unresolved because of distances, but the images

are small and relatively sharp, and lack of a clear identification

cannot be as cribed to poor photography. (The fi lms we have analyzed

are those shown to the Robertson panel, which evidently did not

consider the solution as being so obvious as is implied by Menzel

and Boyd.)

The Tremonton case came at a time when members of several

official groups were privately concerned with the serious possibility

that "flying saucers" might exist in fact (cf. 2). The Navy report

(4), released by the U.S. Naval Photographic Interpretation Center

(the earliest known copy is stamped "Dec. 5, 1952"), was prepared

by a group inclined to accept unknown aircraft. For example, the

report contains under "Discussion" the following statements:

In the analysis conducted, no attempt is made to

explain the phenomena nor are the comments tempered by

knOldedge of present day science ... Comments are as seen,

as analyzed, and as computed; and as such, are partly

at variance with the natural phenomena theories.

It is inferred in the Navy report that the objects are in

trinsic light sources, not reflected light sources. This "opinion ...

is based on the time they can be viewed continuously on the film.
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approximately 90 sec., and on the angle through which they can

be photographed, approximately 60°. It is felt that if these images

were reflected light, bl inking would occur.. " This inference ignores

the fact that the objects were "blinking," i.e. erratically chang-

ing brightness, a fact pointed out in a list of questions which the re

port was designed to answer.

111e velocity was treated in the Navy report by analyzing the

final part of the film, assuming the camera was stationary and the

objects moving perpendicular to the optical axis. " ... the only

unknown in the determination of the velocity is the distance from

the observer to the object. This was arbitrarily set at five miles."

Though it is clearly stated that this is an assumption, this treatment

apparently led to misunderstandings, as we will show.

The findings of the Navy report were summarized in a list of

comments including tile following statements.

1. It appears to be a light source rather than re

flected light.

2. No bird known to be sufficiently actinic...

9. Velocity was computed to be 3780 mph for a shift

of Imm per frame if the object is five miles from

the observer.

TIle sentences immediately following the last quote show that

the actual measurements show an average displacement not of Imm

per frame, but of "0.1729mm" per frame. I t is then stated that "on

this basis the mean velocity is 653.5 mph." Again, it is still

assumed that the distance is 5 miles.

This' res ul t, properly interpreted, is qui te compatib Ie with

that of Baker (1), who gives 670 mph for 5 miles distance. At

ten miles, the speed would be some 1,300 mph; however, Ruppelt

(2) in 1956 states) "Had the lone UFO been 10 miles away it would

have been traveling several thousand miles an hour." This incorrect

judgment is attributed by Ruppelt to the Air Force analysts, but

may represent an incorrect re~ding of the Navy report.
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In February 1953, the month after the Robertson panel meetings,

there was correspondence within Project Blue Book on the wording of

a press release on Tremonton. Ruppelt (4) suggested that it be stated

that "the images were caused by surfaces having good light reflective

quali ties, such as sea gulls ... " He noted that though many experts

"firmly believed the objects tb be sea gulls or balloons," the

Air Force could not prove that "they were. Apparently, no complete re

lease of its Tremonton analysis was made.

As much as the intrinsic ambiguity of the images, it was apparently

(1) the existence of a report intimating intelligent control (however

inappropriately), (2) ill-advised statements that very high speeds

might be involved (3). The allegation that it could be and had been

proved that spacecraft were involved, and (4) lack of serious response

to his challenge made the Tremonton film a "classic" among flying

saucer devotees .

.An example of the distortion of the case in the popular press

is an account in comic-book form, a copy of which is included in the

Blue Book file that (while accurate in most other respects) shows

the key witness photographing a series of large, disk-shaped objects

of, one would judge, several degrees apparent size. Such subtle

distortion makes the gull explanation seem absurd, and abets popular

misconceptions.

Analysis:

Angular size, distro1ce, and velocity. The angular size of

the objects has been determined by Baker's microscopic measurements:

(1) The angular diameters of images range from 0.0016 to 0.0004

radians (5.5 to 1.5 min. of arc). Assuming a "bird-size" reflecting

circle of 8 in. diameter, these results would give distances of 415 

1,670 ft., respectively. Ther larger sizes are undoubtedly due

to "flaring" and consequent overexposure of the images, substantiated

by Chop's report (1) that they were very dense, "burned right down

to the celluoid backing," and the Air Force analysts' report (4)
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that ,.hen the objects dimmed sufficiently, they faded out entirely

,.ith no dark dot or silhouette being visible.

Therefore, the minimum distance compatible with the bird

hypothesis is estimated to be about 2,000 ft. At this distance, the

hypothetical bright reflecting 8 in. breast would subtend about 1.2

min. of arc, and a 2 ft. wingspan, 3.6 min., or about 0.1 the angular

diameter of the moon. The human eye's resolving power is 1 to 3 min.

of arc (1). As the camera was pointed about 70° elevation during

the filming, it is doubtful that the objects ever exceeded these

apparent sizes or that a better visual observation was obtained.

The dimensions given are compatible with several gulls known in

the region, SUd1 as the California and Herring gulls (1, 5). Many

of these gulls have breasts much more highly reflecting than their

wings. Consequently the fact that the wings were not resolved

either visually or photographitally is not surprising, since they

were at the margin of resolvability. This problem would be all

the more likely if the "gulls" were smaller or further away.

As noted above, the Navy's and Baker's angular velocity measurements

give similar values. Baker's measurements of the single object,

where it is reported and assumed that the camera was stationary,

gave values of 0.01 to 0.07 radians per sec. Variatiorrs were attributed

to camera jiggling. Values averaged over two sequences were 0.031

and 0.039 radians/sec. These correspond to linear transverse

velocities (at 2,000 ft. distance) of 14-95 mph, with the averaged

values being 42 and 53 mph. Since the objects were at a high elevation

angle, the transverse velocity probably approximates the total

velocity. Taking into account an additional positive or negative

uncertainty due to possible residual panning motion, the indicated

range of velocities is compatible with the bird hypothesis.

Baker also measured relative angular velocities of the objects

in the cluster with respect to each other, finding values ranging from

zero to 0.0065 radians per second. At 2,000 ft. distance, this

corresponds to 0 to 13 fps or about 0 to 9 mph.
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"Flaring" and light variations. As indicated by the Robertson panel

(2), the Na~' conclusion that no bird could reflect enough light to

cause such images was unsubstantiated. While there was no periodic

variation reminiscent of wing flapping, the "flaring" of the objects

and their intermingling and erratic motions suggest soaring birds.

One gains the impression that sometimes the two to four objects

in one of the sub-constellations flare almost simultaneously, sug

gestive of grouped birds wheeling in flight. (This is difficult

to establish visually, as the film was scratched and the image jerky.

In this regard I performed no quantitative test.

Conclusions:

In favor of the hypothesis that the Tremonton objects were

birds, probably gulls, we have the following arguments: (1) White

gulls are known to be present in the area. (2) Bird-sized objects

at a distance of 2,000 ft. would be on the limits of visual resolution,

moving at about 45 to 55 mph east to west, .with relative motions up

to 9 mph; (3) Such motions are independently supported by the testimony

that the objects overtook and were first sighted from a moving car

traveling toward the NW. The objects were kept in sight until the

car was stopped, and nearly a minute and a half of film-exposed.

(4) Baker points out that the departure of a single object from

the group is typical of a bird seeking a new thermal updraft. (5)

Variations in motion and brightness suggest wheeling birds. (6) The

bulk of informed opinion among those who studied the film, both in

and out of the Air Force, is that birds were the most probable ex

planation.

Arguments against gulls include the following: (1) The dis

tances and velocities cited are on the margin of acceptability. If

the gulls were slightly closer, they should have been clearly iden

tified since their angular size would exceed 3 min. of arc; if they

were slightly further away, their velocity would become unacceptahly
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at a distance of 2,000 ft. would be on the limits of visual resolution, 

moving at about 45 to 55 mph east to west, with relative motions up 

to 9 mph; (3) Such motions are independently supported by the testimony 

that the objects overtook and were first sighted from a moving car 

traveling toward the NW. The objects were kept in sight until the 

car I"as stopped, and nearly a minute and a half of film-exposed. 

(4) Baker points out that the departure of a single object from 

the group is typical of a bird seeking a new thermal updraft. (5) 

Variations in motion and brightness suggest wheeling birds. (6) The 

bulk of informed opinion among those who studied the film, both in 

and out of the Air Force, is that birds were the most probable ex

planation. 

Arguments against gulls include the following: (1) The dis

tances and velocities cited are on the margin of acceptability. If 

the gulls were slightly closer, they should have been clearly iden

tified since their angular size would exceed 3 min. of arc; if they 

were 5 lightly further away, their velocity would become unacceptab ly 
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high. This argument is considerably weakened by noting that some

what smaller birds could be unresolvable but slow. (2) Arguments

have been raised that the weather conditions would not be conducive

to thermal updrafts that would allow long, soaring flights of birds.

This is not a strong argument, however, since there is insuffient

data concerning weather conditions. (3) No clear, periodic flapping

is observed on the film. This is not critical, since there are

erratic brightness fluctuations, and since the objects were evidently

below the limits of resolutirnl. (4) The strongest negative argument

was stated later by the witness that the objects were seen to subtend

an angle of about 0.5 0 and were then seen as gun-metal colored and

shaped like t\W saucers held together rim to rim, but the photographs

and circumstances indicate that this observation could not have been

meaningful.

Although I cannot offer an expert ornithological opinion, it

appears to me that the Tremonton objects constitute a flock of white

birds. The data are not conclusive, but I have found nothing in

the detailed Blue Book file incompatible with this opinion. The

objects are thus provisionally identified as birds, pending any

demonstration by other investigators that they could not be birds.

There is no conclusive or probative evidence that the ~ase involves

extraordinary aircraft. On 23 August 1968 after completion of the

above report, I had occasion to drive through Utah and made a point

of watching for birds. The countryside near Tremonton is grassy

farmland with trees, streams, and meadows. It was within 30 mi.

of Tremonton that I noticed the greatest concentration of bird activity.

A number of large gulls were seen, some with white bodies and dusky

tipped wings (rendering the wings indistinct in flight) and some

pure white. About 10 mi. south of Tremonton and again about 20 mi.

north of Panguitch (in southern Utah) I saw flocks of white or light

birds at once distinctly reminiscent of the key witness's films. The

birds milled about, the whole group drifting at about 20 or 30 mph
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(I noticed no surface wind) and subtending 10° to 20°. The individual

birds (in the second case) were not quite resolvable, yet appeared

to have some structure. Sometimes pairs would move together and

s omet imes individuals or pairs would turn and fade out as others

became prominent. As suggested by the key witness they appeared to

require a telephoto lens for photography. They were not prominent,

but distinctly curious once noted - a group of white objects milling

about in the sky. (The only proof that my second group of objects,

which I observed from a considerable distance, were indeed birds,

''las that I saw them take off.) These observations give strong evidence

that the Tremonton films do shCM birds .. as hypothesized above, and

I now regard the objects as so identified.
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Case 50

Fort Belvoir U.S. Army Facility, Va.

September 1957

Investigator: Hartmann

Abstract:

A black ring that became obscured by an opaque white cloud,

reportedly witnessed by about 15 persons and photographed by the

principal wi tness, is identified as the by~product of an "atom bomb

simulation demonstration" on the army base.

Background:

Time: Approx. 9 a.m.

Position: Looking NNE past building T74l, Fort Belvoir, Va.

Terrain: Gently rolling hills with scattered technical buildings,

residential areas, and woods.

Weather Conditions: Exact date unknown; hence weather conditions

unavailable. Photographs show scattered cloud cover.

Sighting, General Information:

Private X, who worked as a draftsman with Post Engineers (1),

has given the following account of the visual and photographic

sighting. He was in one of several buildings facing on a parking

lot flanked by buildings T74l and T742 (1,3). Someone from the

outside called for the men to come out and see the curious object

approaching overhead. Pvt. X and several others came out in time

to see a dark, ringshaped object approaching in the north. He ran

to his car in the parking lot and got his Kodak Brownie camera

(1,2,5).

Pvt. X thought the black ring "seemed solid," as opposed to

being "like smoke" (2), although he also stated that it was not

metallic, shiny, or dull, but very black with no reflection (1).
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He estimated that the ring was about 60 ft. in diameter and five to

six feet thick (2,5). He felt that it moved systematically faster

than the clouds (1), and was "high above the treetops," but below

the clouds (2). It did not stop or hover, but moved continuously (1)

and horizontally (2). Standing in one spot as well as he can recall

(1), Pvt. X took six photographs of the UFO (Plates 32 - 37). Between

taking the second and third, the black ring began to be "engulfed

in smoke" (2), though Pvt. X does not remember seeing how this

happened; he believes he was distracted by winding the film of his

camera at that time (1). Sources 1, 2, and 5 are in agreement

with regard to the circumstances and description of the UFO (All

three references resulted from interviews with Pvt. X.)

The duration of the sighting was estimated at not more than

five minutes (1), with perhaps 30 - 60 sec. required for the black

ring to become enveloped by smoke.

Roughly 15 men Sffiv the phenomenon, and at least two photographed

it (1). Pvt. X did not know any of these men personally, as he had

recently been assigned to work in this building. Efforts to locate

other witnesses were unsuccessful. After watching the cloud for

a while, the men returned inside without waiting to see what became

of it. There was a feeling at this time that perhaps the object

represented some kind of secret test (1,2,5).

Investigation:

Pvt. X believed that the object was connected with some sort

of test or experiment and that it perhaps should not have been

photographed. As a result he made no inquiry or report at Fort

Belvoir and did not have his photographs developed until a month

after the incident when he had returned home (1,2,5). He notes,

"I was only a private in the Army ... the only thing mentioned was that

it was strange and maybe someone was experimenting so we didn't

tell anybody that we even took these pictures ... I didn't want to get

in trouble so when I came home I had the pictures developed then" (2).
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Pvt. X had changed his residence five or six times since the

photos were made and the original negatives have been misplaced.

He still has the camera, a Brownie Holiday, purchased in 1957 (1).

He showed the photographs to various friends, whose reaction was

typically a mixture of joking and scoffing. Finally, in the spring

of 1966, he showed them to a friend who sent the photographs to

NlCAP with an inquiry. Dr. <James McDonald became interested in

them in mid-1966 and called them to our attention. In view of the

excellent photographic material we gave them a high priority.

With regard to the sighting Pvt. X has been an intelligent

and interested advisor. His suggestions for locating other

witnesses indicated a sincere attempt to be helpful in shedding

light on the affair.·

Photographic analysis. A preliminary analysis was carried out

on this case on the basis of which it was regarded by us as

potentially interesting. The early tests are briefly described as

examples of the kind of analysis which allowed us to classify

UFO reports as potentially important, verifiable, and/or explicable.

Consistency with observer's report. The photographs all

overlap on a large tree whose complex foliage shows no parallax

whatsoever, verifying Pvt. XiS statement that all photographs

were taken from one spot. This was later determined to be in the

middle of the narking lot near Pvt. XiS building. By overlapping

and "b linking" the six exposures. motions of the backgrourid clouds

could be followed from Plates 34-37. Thenumb.eringof the

photographs was found to be consistent with the motion of the clouds.

A montage showing the object and cloud motions in the six frames is

shown in Fig. 5. It is significant that the relative spacings of

both UFO and cloud positions are the same; this is an argument against

a fabrication created by sketching an object on six photographs,

because such a fabrication would require a certain sophistication

on the part of the artist.
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The relatively long pauses after exposures 1 and 2, and the

sudden burst of exposures 3 and 4, followed by the sOlllewhat slower'

1':1 i J' S Clnd 6. an' jUtlgl'tl to be psychologi cally COilS i S tent wi th the

sudden observation that the remarkable black ring was he'ing enveloped,

C\'en more remarkabl:-', by a white, misty cloud before exposure (3).

~~(lmetric and physical test.s; Inclincation vs. altitude. ff a

fLt disk or ring moves ,,,ith its plane parallel to the ground (the

~~11)JC of flight usually associated with "flying saucers"), the

obst.'l"ved inclination angle (obs('rver-center-rim) should equal the

observed altitude. Onc initial hypothesis was that these photos

could Tt'present optical fabrication with an image drawn in O!l

photogi"aphs J1l;=tde earlier. It '''as important to test the geometric

con5ist(~llCY of the ill1ages with tests more sophisticated than might

be eXTK'cteJ of a ho'lxcr. Tab Ie <1 shows the rosul ts of these measures.

Table 4

Inclination vs. Altitude

Photo Inclination Altitude Pi tch Angle

1 19.9 0 16 0 4 0

2 42.0 31 11

3 46.8 47 0

4 48.1 48 0

5 49.0 49 0

6 49.1 51 2

Only in Plate 33 does there appear to be a significant departure

from level flight. From the apparent attitude of the ring in this

photo it is judged to be out-of-level not only in the vertical plane

of UFO observer, but in the vertical plane perpendicular to this.

Nonetheless, it is concluded that the ring and disk-cloud can be

described as oriented essentially horizontally, with some "wobble"

like perturbations.
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Distance vs. angular size. If the linear diameter of the UFO

is D and the angular diameter 0, and if its vertical height is Z

and its altitude 0, then (if 8 is small),

sin ,8 D
sin a - Z

if the UFO moves along a path roughly parallel to the ground. One

has a subjective impression, both from the testimony and from the

photos, that this was the motion in this case. Tab Ie 5 shows the

results of measures of this sort (made with a millimeter scale

on prints). It is concluded that within tolerances of 7%, the

object did move on a path roughly parallel with the ground, although

it may have been slowly rising and expanding.

Table 5

D sin 0
Z = sin a

Photo

1

2

3

4

5

sin 8
sin a

.181

.170

.141

.147

.146

Illumination properties. Another item of evidence against an

optical fabrication is the subtle consistency between the illumination

of the cloud and the laws of physics. In Plate 34 when the cloud

is first forming, it is tenuous. The optical depth is low, so

that we can still see the dark ring inside quite clearly. The

sunlight is coming from the upper right. If the optical depth is

low, the sunlight must pass through the cloud with only moderate

diminution. Hence, no strong shadows can be formed on the "dark"

side of the cloud, as is shown by the photograph.
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Plates 35 through 37, the cloud develops and becomes opaque.

The dark ring becomes invisih Ie, and a cumulofom structure can be

seen. In Plate 37, the cloud is quite white and opaque, like a

dense cumulus cloud. The optical depth is great; the sunlight must

be absorbed and shadows must form. This is also shown by the

photograph.

It is unlikely that had the prints been fabricated by using

airbrush, the artist would have thought, even intuitively, to

establish this consistency. This test, like the others, leads to

the conclusion that the data are consistent with a real object

becoming enveloped first in a tenuous, then in an opaque, cloud.

The fact that the six photos overlap lends interest to the

case, relative to cases with markedly different backgrounds in

allegedly continuous photo sequences. The rather subtle discovery

of the cloud motions in the sky background confirmed that the

photos were definitely taken in the order reported. The fact

that the UFO spacings were consistent with the cloud spacings

gives no support to the hypothesis of an optical fabrication with

a drro~-in-image. The psychological consistency of the spacing

of exposures adds credibility.

Finally, and perhaps most significant, the UFO was_moving

with a vector motion approximately equal to the background cloud

vector motion; i.e. the directions and angular velocities were

about the same. This at once suggested that the whole apparition

was drifting \.;i th the wind, a conclusion consistent with the

appearance of the smoky cloud.

Estimate of dimensions of UFO. Since the approximate

velocity and height of the background clouds and the time intervals

between photos are known, one can derive an approximate dis tance,

hence size, for the UFO as a function of the UFOs height by using

the observed cloud and UFO angular velocities.· Although the

exact date is unknown and therefore weather data were unavailable,

we need only order-of-magnitude data, since the UFO dimensions are

a priori quite unknown. A geometric model and estimated parameters
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The dark ring becomes invisihle, and a cumuloform structure can he 

seen. In Plate 37, the cloud is quite white and opaque, like a 
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were used in this way to estimate the diameter and distance of the

ring. The observation that the UFO drifts smoothly and in

approximately the same direction and with the same angular velocity

as the clouds makes reasonable an assumption that the UFO is at

an appreciable fraction of the height of the clouds, and large and

high enough to be out of the region of ground eddies.

With these assumptions, using 20 mph as the wind velocity at

cloud height, and various reasonable values for cloud height and

time intervals, the assumption that the object was higher than

one-tenth the cloud height, allows a rough estimation of the ring

diameter as 30 - 600 ft. Once again, the conclusion was that all

the data are compatible with a large, unusual, real object.

The case had come originally through Dr. James McDonald from

NICAP. Although we made no effort to publicize it, it was

described in a magazine article by Ralph Rankow (1967). Rankow

presented it as a complete mystery, but his article generated

a letter from Jack Strong, graduate student at the University of

Wisconsin, who said that he had been present at bomb demonstration

tests at Ft. Belvoir, and desc:dbed clouds from such tests. At

this time the suggestion was not taken very seriously, as none of

those involved imagined that such a phenomenon would be produced

by an explosion.

Sergeant-~1ajor A. M. Wagner, interviewed at Ft. Belvoir,

immediately identified the pictures as showing a cloud produced

by "atomic bomb simulation demonstrations" which were frequently

carried out at Ft. Belvoir for visiting officials and military

cadets. This identification was made without mention of such a

hypothesis. Before the geometry of the situation was discussed,

Sgt-~1ajor Wagner showed a map of the base and the location of the

bomb demonstration site. It was clear that the ring and cloud in

the photographs were drifting radially away from this site (see Fig. 6).
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Sergcant-~lajor A. lIus ted further confi :nned this and des cribed

the technique of the explosion. Five 55-gal. drums of gasol ine,

diesel fuel, TNT, and white phosphorus are arranged in a circle and

detonated. 1he blast throws up a fireball enveloped in black smoke.

The top of the mushroom cloud is a stable vortex ring, which

ultimately drifts away. Depending on the weather and explosion

conditions, this ring sometimes never forms at all and at other

times forms a perfect, persistent circle. According to Sergeant

Maj or Hus ted, the white phosphorus produces a whi te smoke that

eventually envelopes the black vortex produced by the diesel fuel.

He es timated that the vortex occaionally held together as long as

40 min.

Strong, who believes he witnessed the same vortex that was

photographed in this case, makes the following remarks: "I recall

that the ring could be seen to revolve rapidly up to the time that

the developing cloud had obscured details. By 'revolve' I mean,

of course, motion about the centerline of the vortex [not around

the vertical axis]. I don't recall the direction of this revo

lution, whether upward or dowllward through the center ... This rapid

rotation, along with the calmness of the air, probably had a lot

to do with the great stability and symmetry of the vortex."

Photographs of one of the tests were obtained through Sergeant

~lajor Husted. Plates 38, 39 , and 40 were made by Sergeant First

Class James O'Dell and show the early stage of such a test, up to

production of the independent black vortex.

The dimensions of the ring are estimated from the O'Dell

photographs to be as follows: diameter ~ 200 ft. for the fireball

in Plate 38, and 260-300 feet outside diameter for the ring in

Plate 40. From the angUlar diameters of about 6° in Plates 32-37,

and the estimated line-of-sight distance of 5,000 ft., a diameter

of about 500 ft. is derived by the time the ring was passing near

the witness. These figures are consistent with the expected

expansion of the ring, and with the estimates made from the

photographs (Plates 32-37) alone.
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There are, on the other hand, some indications of possible

fabrication of the photographs. Upon close inspection, Plate 33

reveals a set of radial scratches or striations around the outer

and inner borders of the black ring. Each mark is of length

comparable to the width of the ring; the pattern is reminiscent

of iron filings near a magnet. It is conceivable that these

marks represent a retouching of the original vortex ring to make

it appear more regular and thus more puzzling. It is also con

ceivable that these are a natural step in the formation of the

white cloud. In view of the positive identification of the entire

event and consequent irrelevance to UFOs, this question was not

pursued further.

Conclusions:

In the light of identifications both by officials at

Fort Belvoir and other technically competent observers familiar

with the event, this case is co'nsidered positively identified as

an atomic bomb simulation demonstration of the type commonly

carried out at Fort Belvoir during this period.

The fact that this case did not come to light until nine

years after it occurred because the witness was afraid_ of ridicule

or possible reprimand for military security breaches testifies

to the reality of the "hidden data" problem in UFO studies.

Sources of Information:

1. Hartmann, W. K. (24 May 1967), Telephone interview with
Pvt. X.

2. NlCAP file on Ft. Belvoir incident, consisting of

correspondence and interviews with Pvt. X.

3. Hartmann, W. K. (21 Dec. 1967), Interviews with staff

personnel, Ft. Belvoir, Va.

4. Klass, Phillip J. (1967), Miscellaneous correspondence with

Hartmann regarding Ft. Belvoir incident.
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No.4, (Fall, 1967).
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Case 51

Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif.

5 December 1963

Investigator: Hartmann

Abstract:

During a daytime launch of a Thor-Agena rocket, several

tracking cameras independently recorded a bright, star-like object

apparently passing the missile. The object has been conclusively

identified as Venus.

Background:

Time: 1:54 p.m., PST

Location: Complex 75-1-1, Vandenberg AFB, Calif.

Camera data: UFO clearly shown in films from site TS10, with

a l6mm Mitchell camera using a 12 inc. lens (frame rate: 24 FPS).

Two identical cameras with 6 in. lenses did not show the UFO.

Certain other films are also alleged to show the UFO but were not

examined.

Weather conditions: Deep blue sky with scattered ~hin clouds.

On the film sequence that shows the UFO, the sky is clear, but from

the other two sites, at that monlent, thin clouds were present,

through which the rocket was still clearly recorded.

Sighting, General Information:

The sighting was reported by R. M. L. Baker (1) as an example

of an unidentified object with potentially discriminatory tracking

data. Baker had received a copy of the tracking film throu~h

contacts at Vandenberg (2), and subsequently brought it to our

attention.

Investigation:

The tracking camera filmG were supplied to the project by the

U.S. Air Force, and a l6mm copy of the three sequences described

above was examined. It was nqted that at the moment the UFO is

visible, the rocket was moving down in the sky on a southerly course

toward the horizon. Clouds drifted upward across the screen as the
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rocket passed them. The UFO had a similar motion, suggesting that

it might be fixed in the sky, rather than "moving up past the

rocket." This, plus the fact that the smaller lenses under poorer

conditions did not record the object, in turn suggested the pos

sibility that the object might be Venus, which reaches sufficient

bri lliance to be seen by the naked eye in a clear, daylight sky.

Plate 41 shows a sample frame.

Classified tracking data made available (3) predicted the

alti tude and azimuth of the rocket as seen from "radar site 1,"

near the launch pad. From certain considerations related to the

film, we know the absolute time of the passage of the UFO to within

a few seconds, and the predicted tracking data gives positions at

similar intervals. Fig. 7 shows a plot of the predicted path

of the rocket, seen from "site I" compared to the actual position

of Venus. It can be seen that the rocket should have passed within

2° of Venus within a few seconds of the time that the UFO was

observed. The predicted data can be taken as very accurate, but

the actual position of the camera site TSlO, some 5,000 ft. east

of the pad, was probably east of "radar site 1," so that parallax

would shift the rocket's path to the right by probably not more

than 1°.

Conclusion &Summary:

At precisely the time that the UFO was recorded, the missile

was less than 2° from Venus, and Venus was thus within the camera

frame. The UFO image has precisely the properties expected for

Venus. This compelling evidence leads to the conclusion that

the "UFO" was Venus.

We have heard many allegations, sometimes detailed and more

often apocryphal, of UFO's being "observed," "tracked," or "photo

graphed" during rocket tests at military bases. Many such "sightings"

have been reported at White Sands Proving Ground in the last 20

years. In most reports there is insufficient detail to be checked.

This case, before the films were located, had all the earmarks of

such a report: an "object" was recorded on several different,
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independent cameras a mile or more apart. If assumed to have been

near the rocket, the object would have been properly interpreted

as very bright. A number of individuals had knowledge of the

sighting, and therefore a number of rumors of an UFO passing near

a rocket launched at Vandenberg could have been generated.

The analysis of this case leads to the suspicion, in the

absence of better data, that most if not all such allegations may

be based on sinlilarly inconsequential circumstances.

Sources of InfoTnlation:

Baker, R. M. L., Jr. An Introduction to Astrodynamics~ New York:
Academic Press, 1967.

Interview with R. M. L. Baker, Jr. CW. K. Hartmann and Roy Craig,
21 September 1967).

Classified Air Force Documents.
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Case 52

Santa Ana, Cal if.

3 Augus t 1965

Inves tigator: Hartmann

Abstract:

While he was on duty a Traffic Investigator observed that his

two-way radio had been cut off just before a metallic-looking disk

allegedly moved across the road in front of him. He took three

photographs of the object before it moved off into the haze and

emitted a ring of smoke. He drove down the road about a mile and

photographed the smoke cloud. The evidence regarding· the object's

reality is inconclusive and internally inconsistent.

Background:

Date: 3 August 1965

Time: Approx. 12:37 p.m. PDT (Early reports give the time as

11:30 a.m. PDT. This was later corrected to 12:30 on the basis of

studies of telephone pole shadows (6,8). The observer-had no watch (8).

Posi tion: Myford Road, Santa Ana, Calif., approx 0.3 mi. SW

of the Santa Ana Freeway, ENE of the Santa Ana U.S.M.C. Air Facility

and within the flight pattern of the EI Toro Marine Corps Air Station.

Terrain: Flat farmland.

Weather Conditions: Ground observer: No wind, "some haze over

head" (1). G.W. Kalstrom, Meteorologist-in-Charge at the Los Angeles

Airport, wrote "We do not have an observational report from Santa Ana

at 11:30 ~\I. ..but from surrounding reports it would appear that the

sky ""as hazy and the hori zontal visibility was between 2~ and 5 miles ...

reduced by haze and smoke. Earlier in the morning there had been

low overcast conditions but these clouds had apparently dissipated

I eaving cons i derab Ie haze." (2). The photographs sugges t cons i der

able haze or smog. The investigator visited the site on 9 September

1967 and found heavy smog, apparently comparable to that shown in
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the wi tness' photographs, visibility was estimated at one to two

mi les .

The follO\lTing analys is of weather condi tions is an independent

study by Loren W. Crow, consulting meteorologist, Denver:

SOURCES OF DATA

Hourly surface observations from--

El Toro Marine Base, Long Beach, Los Angeles,

Burbank, Ontario, March AFB, and Norton AFB,

California.

Early morning radiosonde and upper wind obser

vations from--San Diego, August 3, 1965, and

Santa Monica, August 3,1965.

GENERAL WEATHER SITUATION

The general weather situation during the forenoon

hours of August 3, 1965 in southern California was

made up of a stable air mass with onshore flow of air

during the daylight hours and a low level inversion

near the coast.

The air flow during the early morning hours

was a light drainage wind from the land toward the

coast. The inland stations of March Air Force Base

and Norton Air Force Base near Riverside and San

Bernadino respectively remained clear in the drier

air over these stations. Ontario remained clear

but visibilities were less than three miles between

6 a.m. and 11:40 a.m.;with a mixture of haze and

smoke.

Ground fog and fog formed in the moist air at

Burbank, Los Angeles International Airport and El

Toro Marine CO~lS Air Station during the hours of

darkness just prior to sunrise. Overcast cloud

cover with bases measuring from 300 to 600 feet

were most common for near the coastal stations until
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after 8 a.m. when surface heating began to dissipate

the cloud cover.

Between midnight and 4 a.m. the air flow at

El Toro was from the east with velocities ranging

from 2 to 4 mph. This was followed by a calm

period lasting from 4:30 through 11 a.m. with only

a brief period at 9 a.m. registering a velocity

at 2 mph from the northwest.

At Long Beach the air flow was primarily from

the east southeas t between midnight and 6 a.m. It

gradually shifted through southerly directions and

developed an onshore flow beginning at 10 a.m.

The direction of air flow at Los Angeles

International Airport was quite variable between

midnight and 6:30 a.m. Velocities were generally

less than 5 mph. with ten different directions

being reported in this period. From 7 a.m. through

midnight of the third, an onshore flow prevailed,
with the direction of flow being generally from

140 0 through 280 0
•

The dissipation of the fog and low cloud-was

directly related to the increase in surface temp

perature. Cloudiness would have disappeared

earliest several miles inland from the coast and

the cloudiness at anyone point within 20 miles of

the coastline would have gone from overcast to

broken, then to scattered and finally to clear as

heating took place near the earth's surface.

Unfortunately, haze and smog increased and held

surface visibilities to low values after the cloud

cover had been dissipated by the warmer air.

TIle relationship between rising temperatures

ffild the dissipation of cloud cover is well illus

trated in the vertical cross sections shown in
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Figure 8 for the four stations nearest the coast.

The time period covered by these cross sections is

from 5 a.m. through noon. At the approximate time

of the UFO sighting (11:30 a.m.), scattered clouds

were still being observed at Los Angeles Interna

tional Airport. Scattered stratus clouds at 1200

feet had been reported at the Long Beach airport

at 11 a.m. but were not observed there at noon.

The record does not indicate when they were last

seen but their final disappearance would have been

some time between 11 a.m. and noon.

MOST PROBABLE WEATHER NEAR SIGHTING POINT AT 11:30

a.m., August 3, 1967

By 11:30 a.m. on August 3, 1965, all overcast

cloud cover would have been limited to over-the

ocean or a very narrow belt of land area neares t

the coast \'lhere the onshore flow of air could carry

it before the heated land surface would cause

dissipation. At the forward (landward) edge of

the cloud mass the cloud cover condition would

change rapidly from overcast to broken to

scattered to clear. The small cloud parcels

making up the scattered condition could have

seemed to appear and disappear rapidly. The

disappearance would have been caused by the change

of state from liquid water to vapor as mlxlng

with the surrounding warmer air took place.

The fOI"l'lard edge of the scattered cloud

condition \'lould have been limited to the coastal

side of the Santa Ana Freeway and probably was

at a distance of 4 to 8 miles from the sighting

point. Surface visibility reported at both Long

Beach and EI Toro Marine Corps Air Station at 11

a.m. was limited to 5 miles. Thus, any clouds
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which may have been sighted could only have had a

rather vague outline as seen several miles away

through the haze.

Sky conditions inland from the Santa Ana

Freeway are believed to have been totally cloud

free at this time.

Sightings, General Information:

Setting. On 3 August 1965 the witness, Traffic Inspector Tech

2 for the Orange County Road Department, Calif. (1) was driving SW

on Myford Road in his official car, a Ford van bus (8,9), inspecting

overhanging growth along the roadside. He proceeded SW on ~-1yford

Road, turned around and drove slowly NE, at about 5 mph along the

right-hand shoulder of Myford Road, about 0.3 mi. SW of the Santa

Ana Freeway (3).

Radio disturbance. At approximately 12:30 p.m. PDT (estimated

P.E. ±IO min.) the witness began trying to contact Orange Co. Road

Maintenance headquarters by radio. According to the witness, about

three words were received by base station "8" on East Fruit St. after

which "The radio went completely dead (1)." An Air Force investigator

later recorded notes that the witness stated "that he had attempted

to use his two-way radio once or twice just before he sighted the

UFO and could neither transmit nor receive any signal although the

radio panel lights indicated that the radio was operational. Detailed

questioning indicated that this definitely occurred before the UFO

sighting and not during the UFO sighting (5)."

Both the witness I supervisor (4), and the Road Maintenance

Superintendent were in vehicles (3,7c, 14h). The superintendent was

located about 0.5-1.0 mi. from the witness on the Santa Ana freeway,

and states that he heard the witness trying to contact station "8."

He heard the transmission begin, but after about three or four

words there was a complete, sudden, sharp cutoff. He stated that

the sudden cutoff was unlike normal radio interference or disturbance.
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'111C cutoff he heard could not have been produced by si mply swi tching

off the truck radio (7c). The Santa Ana FCC Fad] i ty reported no UIIF

or VHF interference on this day (5).

Visual and photographic sighting; description of object. The witness

states:

At this time, I became aware of the UFO, however

I thought it was a conventional aircraft ... The UFO

moved from my left to in front of me and momentarily

hovered there. At this time I grabbed the camera

(semi-automatic-Model 101 polaroid), from the seat

of the truck and took the first photograph through

the windshield of the truck.

The object then moved slowly off to the north

east. I then snapped the second picture through

the right door window (window closed). This is when

I saw the rotating beam of light emitting from the

center of the UFO on the bottom side. [See below-WKH]

The UFO positioned itself to another angle of

view and I snapped the third picture through the

same side window as in picture two ...

As the UFO traveled, it maintained a relatively

level altitude (150 ft.) in relation to the flat

terrain, however the UFO acted similar to a gyro

scope when losing its stability. The UFO continued

moving away slowly gaining altitude, tipped its

top toward me slightly. It seemed to gain stability,

then it increased its velocity (speed) and altitude

more .rapidly leaving a deposit of smoke-like vapor.

The smoke-like vapor was blue-black in color

and circular in shape as though it had emitted from

the outer ring of the UFO. This doughnut shaped

vapor ring remained in the area in excess of thirty

seconds. The UFO disappeared in a northern
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direction toward Saddleback Mountain (this is

known on the maps as Santiago Peak and Modjeska)

(1) .

Plates 42, 43, 44 show the three photographs in the order mentioned

above. Although the above reference does not mention it, a fourth

photogra~l (Plate 45), of the smoke cloud, was later produced by the

witness. The earliest document mentioning this photograph is a report

by the witness and a NICAP investigator (2), and a letter by a local

member of NICAP (3), both dated 25 September 1965.

On the basis of more detailed questioning, as reported in the

referenced documents, it has been possible to construct the following

more detailed account of the alleged visual and photographic sighting.

Tne camera mentioned is standard equipment for Orange Co. Road

Department officials, and has the following characteristics: F. L.

114 mrn., variable aperture from f8.0 to about f42, picture format

3~ x 4~ in., shutter speed "unknown but variable," and black-and-

white film, speed ASA 3000 (4). The camera is described as fully

automatic, utilizing a built-in light meter which automatically adjusts

shutter speed and aperture. The only controls are a black-and-white

or color select and a shutter release button (4).

Doubts as to whether or not the witness could have observed the

UFO, s topped his vehi cle and taken three photographs wi thin 15 -25

sec. were resolved by testing such a camera. It was determined that

ml experienced mml could easily take three photographs within 12 sec. (5).

In reconstructing the incident two years later an investigator..

accompanied by the witness and several others in an identical truck

and with an identical camera, concluded that with the seat in the

appropriate position, the UFO in the first photograph would have been

obli terated by the top of the windshield as seen through the camera's

snap-up viewfinder, but not through the camera's lens. The witness

then remarked that he had not sighted through the viewfinder but

"shot from the hip (8)."
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According to the wi tnes s, he pi cked up his camera, shot the fi rs t

photograph through the front windshield, then slid two feet to the

right and slightly to the rear in the front seat (6), and shot the

two other photos through the close, right window. From the second

to the third ~lotograph, the UFO has moved to the left (approx N) and

the witness has shifted correspondingly to the right, apparently to

keep the object in sight and centered in the window.

The UFO then assertedly continued on in this direction, diverging

to the right from Myford Road by about 25° (i.e. heading 65°) and

fading in the distance due to the smog (14).

The witness told a Colorado project investigator that he is not

sure if he saw the "smudge" of smoke before he started on down the

road (7a). He thinks he restarted the truck before proceeding, but

does not recall definitely that he ever switched off the engfne (3).

He believes that he did not see the UFO again after he became aware

of the smoke (7a). Answering the NICAP report form question, "How

did the object(s) disappear from view?" the witness replied: "Left

the area--northerly direction (1)."

The appearance of the UFO can be judged from the photographs as

well as from various accounts and interviews. The apparent angular

size, judged from the first photographJwas about 2°.4. ~he witness

estimated a diameter of 30 ft., thickness of eight feet (1,4), and

distance of about 1/8 mi. (1,4), which corresponds to angular diameter

3°.5. The object was also described on the NICAP report form as

equivalent to a dome at arm's length, i.e. about 2°.6 in angular

diameter.

The object was sharply defined, with a reflecting surface of

"dull gray" color, with the sun "reflecting from different portions

of it as it wobbled (1)." It did not change color (1). It made

no sound, although the witness noted that nearby helicopters from

the Marine Corps Air Facility could be heard, and that their noise

could have drowned out sounds the UFO might have made (1). The AF
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investigation report described the color as "silver or metallic

except for dark areas which appeared to be either whitish or metallic

such as that which could indicate light reflection from a relativel:·

slow-moving propeller or rotating blade. In Plate 43 there is a faint

indication of such a line running from the center outward at a

relative bearing of about 280°. Officials in the G-2 office at El

Toro stated that the light line was clearly visible in the original

(Plate 45) (see Fig. 9)." Heflin refers to this feature as a "light

beaill" in an accompanying sketch (1).

Asked if the bottom of the UFO appeared to have any type of

structures, openings, or what tnight appear to be landing gear housings,

the \\i tness replied, "No! The only thing I saw on the hottom of the

craft h'as a ,,;hi te beam of light emi tting from the center and sweeping

in a circle to the outer edge of the craft. The movement of the beam

was sir.:ilar to the sweep of a radar scope beam (1)."

A number of statements attribute a wobbling, unsteady motion

to the UFO: The "object oscillated and/or wobbled (1);" it "moved

slOl"ly off to the northeast ... posi tioned itself to another angle of

view ... traveled further northeast and showed the upper portion of the

craft (1);" it "momentarily hovered (1);" it "acted similar to a

gyroscope when losing its stability ... continues movin~ away slowly

gaining altitude, tipped its top toward me slightly ... seemed to gain

stability, then increased its velocity ... and altitude more rapidly (1)."

On the NICAP report sheet, the witness suggests an airspeed of "300 mi.

per hr. est. (1)," which apparently refers to the rapid departure of

the UFO.

The report to NICAP states that the interval during which the

disc-shaped UFO was visible was "20 seconds max. (1)." The AF report

notes: "Observer es timated total period of observation to be about

15 sec. Based on a test of observer's ability to measure time, it is

believed the duration of sighting would be closer to 25 seconds (4)."

The witness drove about a mile NE on Myford Road in the direction

of the smoke ring, which would have taken him through an underpass
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beneath the Santa Ana Freeway (7a). lie had seen the ring before

crossing under the freeway (14), and the impli cation of his s tate

mcnts is that he began driving in that dircc tionin order to get a

better look at the distant "smtldge." lIe "drove his car quite some

distance closer to where the object had becn--got out of his car and

pointed the camera right up at the smoke ring (3) .. " At approximately

the location indicated, on the left (NW) side of Myford Road, stands

a row of orange trees with overhead telephone wires, consistent with

the fourth photograph (Plate 46): apparently the observer was looking

to the m~ over these trees at this point (7b). The UFO had departed

at an azimuth about 25° to the right of Myford Road, (i.e. about 65°);

the smoke ring had drifted to the left (NW) across the road (14).

(see Fig. 9). The NICAP correspondence contains the following remarks:

"You will notice that the smoke ring picture shows a rather cloudy

sky, and penlaps the finishing of the photo may have something to do

Id th it (3)."

In an interview at the site 16 January 1968, the witness pointed

out not only the above angles, but also that the smoke "smudge,"

as seen from the first position, had an elevation angle judged to be

8°. This gives an altitude of about 700 ft. The witness stated

that the ring was larger in linear dimension than the UFO had been

although he did not actually see it expand. When he left, it was

s ti 11 there, in the process of breaking up as the toroid expanded

and dissipated (14).

After the sigh ting. The smoke ring was es timated to have "remained

in the area in excess of thirty seconds (1)." Having described the

smoke cloud and the disappearance of the UFO, the witness declared

in his narrative, "At this time I contacted the Santa Ana Base Radio

Station and asked them if they could now copy my transmission. They

replied the copy was clear (1)."

TIle witness made no mention of his experience over the radio (7c).

Later that afternoon, at the end of the working day he returned to the

office, and showed his supervisor only the first three photographs,
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not the "smoke ring pc)." Another person states that the wi tness

took him aside to show him the fourth photo, which he had left in

the truck, but recollects that the witness probably did not show it

to the others. He recalls that the witness said that "three were

enough for one day" and that his story was already incredib Ie enough

(7g).

Radar results. " ... A check made by the Marine Corps inves

tigators indicated that no UFO was observed on the Marine Corps Air

Facility radar at the time of the reported UFO observation (5)."

The "Facility" referred to by the Air Force investigator is a

relatively small base within direct sight of the Myford Road site,

but contains only a sporadically used training radar installation.

Marine officials interviewed 15 January 1968, were unable to deter

mine whether radar was in service 3 August 1965.

The Air Force investigator may have intended to refer to the

surveillance radar, used in Air Traffic control at El Toro M.C.

Air Station. Dr. J.E. McDonald and the Colorado investigator

examined this radar, which has a four second sweep time and MTI

filtering of ground clutter, such that only moving targets are

displayed. It was quite clear that a UFO such as reported by the

witness, though it would show up on the EI Toro screens, ~ould not

be remarked by the routine operators. In the first place, it would

appear as ground traffic; trucks on the Santa Ana freeway were clearly

visible. Second, the entire area traversed during the first three

photographs constitutes merely one radar "blip" diameter. Third,

even if the UFO took off at moderate speed, it would probably be

interpreted (if noticed at all) as a light aircraft. We were

informed that no action would be normally taken unless it approached

or endangered commercial or military aircraft, in which case only

the larger aircraft, not the "light aircraft," would be contacted.

Numbering and sequence continuity of photos. Since Polaroid

film packs carry numbering on the back, important confirmation for
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the Santa Ana case could be found j f any of the witness' associates

could tes tify that the four photos were in a continuous sequence.

Gt'nerally _. none of them could recall noting the numbers. The wi tness,

hO\vever, testified in 1968 (14) that the pictures had no numbers

on the back. J. E. McDonald therefore corresponded with the Polaroid

Corporation and received the reply that "the numbers indicating picture

sequence ... have never been omitted by deliberate design. If the Type

107 film pack in question does not have these numbers, a rare over

sight in film manufacture is responsible (15)." However, the witness

demonstrated to NICAP investigators from county road department

records that there was film in use during the period of the sighting

that lacked sequence numbers (15).

Chronology of Sebsequent Events and Interviews:

3 Augus t to 14 September 1965. A friend "convinced the wi tnes s

that they should try to sell the photographs to Life r.1agazine (5)."

Wi th the 'd tness' consent he called Life the afternoon of the sighting,

(7g) and later sent the photos to the Los Angeles office of Lije (5,12).

According to the Air Force account, the Los Angeles office expressed

interest and advised sending the photos to New York (5,9); the photos

were sent by the 'vi tness' s friend and returned two weeks later "with

out written comment ... at about the same time the Los Angeles office

telephoned the witness to say that the main office had declined to

utilize the material 'because it was too controversial' ... (5)."

The NICAP account differs slightly: "After a period of one week the

pictures '.;ere returned \vi th a letter stating that the subject was

too controversial to publish, however, they did state that the pic

tures \,'ere the best they had seen so far (1,5)."

During the first few days copies of the photos were requested by

various of the witness' friends (5), and the witness let them take

the originals to a photo service where -copies were made (12).

"Time passed and apparently more copies of the pictures were

made and handed out to various friends of friends, until most of

Santa Ana was saturated with the UFO pictures (5)."
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The witness loaned the original photos to his sister to show

to a friend (9,12), who took them to an amateur photographer (6,12),

who in turn made copies that were "poor but were not cropped (12). If

According to the Air Force account, "one of these pictures was

obtained by a druggist who then apparently showed it to a friend, a

customer who worked for the Santa Ana Register (5)."

Possible Air Force Involvement in. August, 1965. A document (10)

entitled "Photo Analysis Report 65-48" was supplied to us by Blue

Book. It carries the curious date "14 August 1965." The photographs

were not public at this time, nor did the Air Force appear to be

actively involved, since their first interview with the witness was

on 23 September. One possibility is that this is a typist's error

and should have read 14 October 1965, 12 days before the report was

quoted in public as the Air Force analysis of the case.

This raises the possibility, then, that without the knowledge

of any of the principals, the Air Force was involved in the case

less than two weeks after it happened.

Officials of Project Blue Book informed the Colorado project in

March 1968 that this question had been raised before, and that the

Photo Analysis Report was in error, and that month should have read

October.

15-18 September 1965. On 15 September the witness was interviewed

by a reporter Frank Hall from the Santa Ana Registep (9). According

to Hall's recollection two years later the witness brought his three

prints to the paper on the next day. These prints, the witness said,

were not originals, but Polaroid copies of the originals which had

been made by the witness' close friend Poi). They were good copies

in the sense that they filled most of the frame; the second showed
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the "rotating light beam (7d)." It is not clear which copies these

were. On Friday, the newspaper staff visited the site (7d).

The Air Force chYonology states that on or about 18 September

the Santa Ana Register borrowed the three original prints from the

witness, returned them to him, and published an'article with one

UFO picture on 20 September 1965 (5). This account is compatib Ie

with the reporter's recollection, except that he believes the photos

were not originals.

Chief photographer of the Santa Ana Register gives a similar

account of the meetings wi th reporters (3): "The first photographs

I saw ... were copies of the originals ...To me the photos looked

clear, with all parts of the,picture being in focus from the windows

and (rear-viewj mirror to the UFO and then farther on down the road

to the cars ...As far as I could tell the photos were authentic and

had not been altered in any way whatsoever."

During the newspaper interviews, the reporter recollects, the

witness suggested a polygraph test, but wanted the Register to pay

the cost. The newspaper management, however, refused (7d). The

~1arine report carries this account: "During the interview with the

Registe2? reporter, the ques tion was as ked whether [the wi tness] would

submi t to a polygraph examination, concerning the UFO. - lIe stated

that he would ... only if the Register or someone put up $1,500.00

with no results guaranteed. [The witness] feels that from his exper

ience as an investigator [sic] that the polygraph is not reliable

enough and that if the examination turned out negative, it would en

danger his job (9). I! It is difficult to choose between these two

accounts.

18 September 1965. The witness was "prevailed upon to allow

the Santa Ana Register to make six sets of negatives from the original

Polaroid prints. He watched while negatives were being made. These

were cropped (12)." The NICAP chronology (12) dates this as 18 Sep

tember. The reporter however, spoke of these pictures as the Polaroid

copies, not the original prints (7d). Thus it is not at all clear
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that the register negatives were made from the original Polaroid

prints, although the witness insists that the negatives were made from

his originals (14).

On the same day the El Toro Marine Air Station investigator

then interviewed the witness at his residence (9,5),.

20 September 1965. The Santa Ana Register carried an account of

the witness' story with the first photo (5,1,12). The Bulletin, in

Anaheim, also published at least orie photograph (12). The Los Angeles

NICAP Subcommittee firs t learned of the case on this day (12).

Two of the three photos were released by the Register to UPI (5).

The witness lent his prints to the Marine Corps investigator

(12), who confirms that he did so without hesitation and without

verifying the investigator's credentials or asking for a receipt (5).

According to NlCAP (12), these were the original prints. The Marine

advised the witness "not to talk about his sighting (12)."

Among numerous telephone calls, the witness says he received

two of special interest: one from a man who identified himself as

a colonel attached to NO~~D, the other from a man who identified him

self as a representative of the Boeing Airplane Co. (5,12). The

first caller allegedly asked the witness "to refrain from further

comment until they have an opportunity to discuss the matter with him.

A tentative date for the discussion [was] set for September 22--but

no more was ever heard from the 'colonel' (12). The other man identi

fiedhimself as an "engineer with the L.A. office of Boeing Aircraft ...

not representing Boeing, but personally interested, [he] asked that

his name not be mentioned or the fact that he had phoned. He also

suggested that it might be better if [the witness] did not talk about

the case (12)." These calls are described in the same way in the Air

Force report (5), though in less detail. Source (1) also describes

the "NORAD" call, placing it between 18 and 25 September.

20 September to 21 September 1965. The witness received a number

of calls in this period, in addition to the two described above.

These included apparent hoax calls and two bomb threats (5). A letter

came from a vice-president of McDonnell Aircraft, St. Louis requesting

technical information (7f).
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21 September 1965. The Santa Ana Register' "reported that [the witness]

had been 'muzzJed' by the government. Dale Kindschy of the Public

Affairs Office at NORAD's Colorado Springs headquarters said '~e

can find no one in our organization who contacted [the witness.]

This wouldn't normally be in our scope anyway." Col. D. R. Dinsmore,

Air Force public information officer in the Pentagon, said, "We

not yet confirmed that [the witness] was contacted by one of our

people, but it would be normal proceedure if they had (12)."

The fourth (smoke ring) photograph. The witness mentioned the

fourth (smoKe ring) photo to very few people up to this point in the

chronology. The witness indicated the UFO merely left the area,

toward the NE. One reporter recalls his saying that it went off to

the right of the road (7d). The Marine report, apparently based on

the interview of 18 September (although not prepared and dated until

22 September) says merely that "the object accelerated eastward

toward the Saddleback mountains ...he lost sight of the object due to

the haze and distance (9)." The report carries only the first three

photos. It would appear unlikely that the Marine report would have

omi tted an incident so remarkable as the "smoke ring cloud" had it

been mentioned during the interview of 18 September, or during the

transfer of the photographs on 20 September.

22 September 1965. The Marine Corps G-2 investigators returned

the original prints (5) and obtained a signed receipt of return (12).

Later in the evening according to the Witness, (source 12 places

it two or three hours after the photos were returned) "two men, claiming

to be from NORAD, arrived at the witness' home and asked to borrow

the original Polaroid prints. They showed identification cards identical

in appearance to those shown to, him by the EI Toro Marines. The

witness turned the photos over to them. These three original Polaroid

prints have never been returned, (12)."

The Air Force account of the witness' version of this incident

on 23 September is substantially the same, except that the witness

mentioned only one visitor: " ... on the evening of 22 September a man
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in civilian clothing visited his house, flashed an identification

card, and announced that he was 'an investigator from the North

American Defense Command.' [The witness] said that he did not

examine the man's credentials closely but recalled that the man's

I. D. card was in a special cardcase about 4" x 5" and that the single

I.D. card appeared to consist of two sections--the upper half being

orange or pink in color, and the lower half being blue or bluegreen

in color· in the dimness of the porch light. [The witness] stated

that he gave the original prints of the photographs to this man, again

without receipt (he being a trusting soul), and assumed that he

would eventually get the pictures back."

On 15 January 1968, the witness insisted that there had been

two men (14).

The original photographs are unrecovered. The fourth "original"

was lent to a NICAP investigator and eventually misplaced. A later

investigation by NORAD resulted in a denial that any official of theirs

had visited the witness. The witness' description of the I.D. card

was likened to a gasoline credit card (11).

Some time on 22 September apparently in the evening after the

photos had been surrendered, a NICAP member interviewed the witness.

Nei ther this investigator nor any other NICAP member ever- saw the

three original photos.

Comment on the "NORAD visitors." The fact that on the day follow

ing the alleged visit of the NORAD officers, an Air Force investigator

would leave with the clearly recorded impression (5) that only one man

had visited the witness is of special interest. Further, a NICAP report

dated 25 September 1965, signed by the witness declares that "a man

with a briefcase later called... and said he was ... and that he would like

to see [The witness] agreed to loan the pictures to him providing he

would (2, my emphasis W.K.H.)."

An attempt to clarify this on 15 January 1968 (14) was made by

asking the witness in essence "Why is it that you are now clear on

there having been two NORAD visitors, while on the very next day the
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Air Force man came away with the idea that a man came up and flashed

his card ... '?"

He i!lll11ediately replied in effect that only one man showed his

card. He repeated that there were two men, in their early thirties,

but that one stood back while the other did most of the talking.

Since two independent reports from the next three days clearly indicate

one visitor, while the witness has since insisted there were two, the

"NORAD episode is still regarded as open to serious question.

J. E. McDonald (15) has found an additional discrepancy con

cerning the "NORAD vis i tors. In 15 January 1967, discussions with Dr.

McDonald and the Colorado investigator, the witness repeated that the

I.D. cards shown him' had no photographs of the bearers, although he

described them as like those of personnel from EI Toro Marine Corps

Air Station. McDonald has learned from official sources that all I.D.

cards carried photographs at this time. Indications are that if the

two visitors did exist in fact, they were imposters.

25 September 1965. A letter dated 25 September to NICAP in

Washington D.C. accompanying supplementary notes contained the first

NICAP reference to the smoke ring photograph: "One item of interest is,

that [the witness] retained what he calls his ACE IN THE HOLE. A fourth

picture. This picture shows clearly the vapor ring that was left by

the UFO. [The witness] asked me to keep this information in confidence

the night of the interview, however, if nothing came of the mysterious

phone call asking [the witness] not to speak, then I would be allowed

to pass on this information with a copy of the picture (2)"

A Los Angeles NICAP official wrote to NICAP headquarters: "You

\.,rill see that there is a fourth photo--the smoke ring. I don't know

what [the witness'] motive was in holding this pi cture back in the

beginning. Perhaps he thought it was unimportant--and as time went on

and the furor began, he hesitated to complicate the situation further

and cause more problems for himself. He seems to be sick of the

publicity and this weekend is moving and getting a new telephone number."
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"Blaring headlines (12)" in most local newspapers announce

"AIR FORCE LAUNCHES COUNTY UFO PROBE."

Further comment on the fourth (smoke ring) photograph. We have

already seen that (the witness) was allegedly somewhat hesitant in

showing the smoke ring photo when he returned to the road department

office on 3 August and that he did not mention the smoke ring in early

talks with the Marines or the Santa Ana Register. During the early

NICAP interview the presence of a fourth photo was not recorded, although

the ring was apparently mentioned. During the Air Force interview,

the witness not only did not mention the smoke ring or fourth photo,

but gave a somewhat different description of the disappearance of the

UFO. The Air Force account states: "Just after taking the third

picture ... [the witness] heard a vehicle approaching from the rear.

Concerned that he might have parked in an awkward position, he turned

around to see if there was enough road clearance for the vehicle to

pass him. Noting that he was on the shoulder of the road, he immediately

turned again to look at the UFO but found that it had 'disappeared

into the haze' (5)." This is the only account that mentions a diversion

by another vehicle. It has been suggested by a NICAP member that

this was probably a falsehood. On 5 June 1967 (7a) the witness said

he had been advised by NICAP to withhold information from the Air

Force to this end. An attempt was made to check this discrepancy in

more detail on 15 January 1968 (14) by asking if the incident about

the approaching vehi cle had been manufactured as a cover for the

fourth photo, and the wi tness denied that he had fabricated any of

the testimony to the Air Force. He did not remember any passing

vehicle, however (14).

27 September 1965. The witness sought advice from County District

Attorney, Kenneth Williams, regarding the harrassment resulting from

the UFO report and publicity (12).

4 October 1965. NICAP headquarters received a preliminary report

from thei r photo analys t, Ralph Rankow, supporting the authenti city

of the sighting.
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A Saturday in mid-October (7f). The witness, a geodetic engineer,

and two NIC.;F investigators visited the alleged site of the smoke ring

photo and "identified the part of the tree appearing in the lower left

corner of the picture (7£)." Additional measures and photographs were

taken for the purpose of establishing the geometry of the sighting (12).

Clearly, the first allegation is of extreme importance, since the

existence of such a peculiar vortex smoke ring above Myford Road, if

it could be established from photo four, would be strong evidence in

favor of the UFO report. As can be seen in Plate 45, very few physical

details (part of a tree and a wire), are available to confirm the

Myford Road location of Plate 45. With this in mind, on 15 January

1968 J. E. McDonald, R. Nathan, the Colorado investigator)questioned

one of the NICAP investigators in detail about the identification of

the tree. It became quite clear that the witness had taken them to

the site, and that they had come away convinced by the gross geometry

that this was indeed where photo four had been made. This is easy

to do: having picked one of the several trees as the one in the

photo, one can pick the "spot" within a few feet, using the parallax

of the tree and wire (Plate 46). However, it was also clear that the

NICAP men and the geodetic engineer had not carried out the extremely

critical procedure of comparing the tree, branch by branch and ~)ig

by 1;;.Jig wi th that on the photograph, and that on geometric grounds

it could not be said that it was absolutely certain that the photo

graph was made on Myford Road. As the NICAP man has pointed out (7f),

"trees along the road have since been trimmed back," and it is no

longer possible to perform this test.

17 October 1965. The U.S. Air Force released an official state

ment disputing the UFOs dimensions as estimated by the witness (12),

reading in part: "The ... evaluation ... is based on enlargements made

from copies of the original prints. Although it is not possible to

disprove the size of the object from the camera information submitted,

it is the opinion of the Air Force that the following is the true case.
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The camera was probably focused on a set distance and not on infinity

as the terrain background was blurred ... The center white stripe on

the road and the object ... have the same sharp image. Therefore it is

believed that the object was on the same plane as the center white

stripe (or closer) to the camera and could not possibly be the size

quoted in the report. Using the width of the road as a factor, the

size of the object was estimated to be approximately one to three feet

in diameter and 15 to 20 feet above the ground (3)."

The statement appears to be based on, and quotes almost directly

from, an internal U.S.A.F. "Photo Analysis Report 64-48" requested by

Project Blue Book (10). The only significant additional information

in the analysis is a final paragraph describing an experiment to

reproduce the Santa A!la photos. "A test was conducted by the FTD Photo

Analyst and Photo Processing personnel with the results shown on the

attached photos. .. The object seen in the photographs was a 9" in

diameter vapor1z1ng tray, tossed in the air approximately 8 to 12

feet high at a distance from the camera of approximately 15 to 20

feet. The result of the test shows a surprising similarity between

the object on the test photography and the object on [the witness]

photography (10)."

On 27 October 1965, Maj. Hector Quintanilla, Jr. of Project Blue

Book, told the Santa Ana Register3 that the Air Force had "classified

it as a photographic hoax on the basis of extensive photo analysis

(12) ." Ralph Rank ow , NICAP I s photo analyst innnediately announced

strong disagreement with the Air Force analysis.

1 November 1965. ~ On the basis of analyse$ by Rankow and Don

Berliner (an aviation magazine photographer in Washington, D.C.)

"NICAP issued a press release calling the Air Force "hoax" classifi

cation "an insult to the intelligence of the public... [The witness]

holds a responsible position and has suffered considerable embarrass

ment upon being accused of being a hoaxer, without evidence ...

We welcome independent analysis of the photographs by a qualified

expert ... Our own photographic advisers have found no evidence
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trickery, but if some one else can find such evidence, we would like

to settle the matter, one way or the other (12)."

9 December 1965. The Santa Ana Regrster quotes a letter from Air

Force Col. William E. Poe to Rep. Alphonzo Bell (R-Santa Monica, Calif.)

stating "We have not classified the photograph as a hoax (12)."

According to the witness, on 11 October 1967, during the period

when our own investigation was beginning, an officer in Air Force

uniform came to the witness' home in the evening and presented his

credentials. ~1indful of past experience, the witness studied them

carefully. They gave the name Capt. C. H. Edmonds, of Space Systems

Division, Systems Command. The witness reported this encounter within

a few days to NICAP; he was sure about the rank and spelling of the

name (14).

The ma...'1 allegedly asked a number of questions, including "Are you

going to try to get the originals back?" The witness claims that the

man appeared visibly relieved when the witness replied "No." The

"officer" also assertedly asked what the witness knew about the "Bermuda

triangle" (an area where a number of ships and an aircraft have been

lost since 1800's) (14).

This alleged encounter took place at dusk on the front porch.

During the questioning, the witness says he noted a car parked in the

street with indistinct lettering on the front door. In the back seat

could be seen a figure and a violet (not blue) glow, which the witness

attributed to instrument dials. He believed he was being photographed

or recorded. In the meantime, his FM multiplex radio was playing in

the living room and during the questioning it made "several loud

audible pops (14)."

In order to investigate this report, NICAP sent a letter to "Capt.

C. H. Edmonds," Space Systems Division (the office from which the

original Air Force investigating officer had come), but received no

reply. Robert Nathan, an independent investigator, phoned and talked

to people who remembered the or~ginal Air Force investigator of 1965

but could not identify "Edmonds." Robert.J. Low of the Colorado

project obtained from the Air Force data on officers of similar name.
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The lis t contained four "C. H. Edmonds," but none with the correct

rank and spelling. All were of rather high rank and none should have

had any connection with the Santa Ana case (14).

The significance of this report is still unclear but suggestive.

Other alleged inquiries. During an interview with the witness,

15 January 1968, he indicated that he believes his phone had been

tapped, that many friends had reported they could not reach him on

occasion, and that the phone company found that only his wires had been

tampered \vi th. He als 0 stated that on three or four occas ions his

neighbors had advised him that men in military uniform had come to

his door during the day, when he was not there.

Analysis:

Rather than recount in detail the long series of interviews,

experiments, and questions that were involved in analyzing the Santa

.~a case, only the value of the case in terms of the UFO problem and

the possible reality of extraordinary flying objects will be considered

here.

From the point of view of the Colorado study the principal question

of concern is: does a ease have probative value in establishing the

reality of unusual aireraft? In a case like this, wher~ both the

observer and photographs elearly allege an extraordinary vehicle, a

second question is, of course, automatically implied: does the case

represent a fabrication or was the object a true unknown? But it is

not in general our purpose to make a judgment on that question. We

are concerned only with establishing evidence as to whether or not

there exist extraordinary flying objects.

In that context, this case is equivocal.

In the course of my study I was able to simulate effectively the

first three photographs by suspending a model by a thread attached

to a rod resting on the roof of a truck and photographing it (Plate 47).

Without assuming the truth or untruth of the witness I story this has

led me to conclude that the case is of little probative value.
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Conclusion:

The evidence for the reality of the UFO is not sufficiently strong

to have probative value in establishing the existence of extraordinary

flying objects. The strongest arguments against the case are the clouds

in photo four and the inconsistent early records regarding the "NORAD"

visitors. The photos themselves contain no geometric or physical data

that permit a determination of distance or size independent of the

testimony. Thus the witness' claims are the essential ingredients in

the case. TI1e case must remain inconclusive.

Although the authenticity of the UFO in this case is still open to

question owing to internal inconsistencies in the early testimony, and

inconsistency of the photographs and weather data) this case is still

held to be of exceptional interest because it is so well documented.

This is a result of early attention from the U. S. Marine Corps, the U. S.

Air Force, NICAP and the press. Regardless of the existence or non-existence

of extraordinary flying objects, this case supplies good documentation

of the dealings between our society and a man who claims to have seen

one.

Sources of Information:

1. NICAP report form and handwritten narrative, 22 September 1965.

2. File of miscellaneous documents supplied by NICAP including

narrative report, 22 September through 17 December 1965.

3. File of miscellaneous correspondence supplied by NICAP including

several narrative letters, 24 September 1965 through 11 January 1966.

4. Basic Report LAW AFR 200-2. Report to USAF based on inter

views, 23 September 1965.

5. Narrative Report and Assessment. Report to USAF based on

interviews, 23 September 1965.

6. Re-evatuation of shadow circumstances. Report to NICAP by

NICAP investigator, 23 July 1966.

7. Hartmann, W. K. Miscellaneous telephone interviews and

correspondence, 5 June 1965.
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Case 53

North Eastern

Summer 1965

Investigator: Hartmann

Abstract:

Two photographs of a bright disc with a reportedly invisible but (in

Plate 48) opaque, reflecting, and (in Plate 49) glowing "appendage" can be

easily produced by hand-holding an illuminated model. There is no proba

tive evidence for an unusual phenomenon.

Background:

Time: 11:30, E.D.T. (1)

Locale: Backyard in populated area; hilly terrain (1,2)

Weather: Hazy evening sky; bright moon; no wind noticeable (1).

Camera: Yashika 635 camera; Altipan 120 film (ASA 100); f:3,

focus infinity, six-second exposures(3).

Sighting, General Information :
The key witness was aiming his camera upward at an angle of roughly

30°_45°, in a southwestern direction toward the top ofa hill close to the

house (2,5). As he prepared to take a time exposure, he noticed a "bright

White", "self-luminous" object, "brighter than the moon or headlights"

approaching from behind some trees on the horizon to the left (1). The
I

object was seen nearly simultaneously by the key witness and his brother.

The object moved "like an airplane would go" (5), "faster than a Piper Cub"

(1), but then suddenly hovered. The key witness made a hurried exposure

. (Plate 48) .

The object then drifted to the right, brightening somewhat (1). Again

it hovered; the key witness had advanced the film and made a second exposure

(Plate 49). Then the object "zoomed up" (1), or "rose at high speed and

disappeared" (4), before a third exposure could be made. No sound was heard

(1) The object, described as a "big, disk-shaped light", uniformly white,

not reflecting; without a clearly visible surface (5), '~olid, flattened on
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bottom, was visible for about 30 sec.

The negatives showed an opaque, dark extension beneath the object in

the first photo, and a bright, apparently transparent extension below in the

second; the witnesses repeatedly stated that this was not visible to them

at the time of the sighting (4, 5).

Investigation:

At the urging of friends the key witness presented the photos within a

few days to the local newspaper. (3,4). The newspaper staff made a care

ful study of the negatives, superimposing them, determining that there was

no parallax in the horizon trees and no shift in position of the moon, but

that the object was in two different positions.

Critique:

The simi lari ty of the appi'ndage of Plate 49 to a human arm and hand

wi th knuckles, thumb, with sh,-hiows being consistently suggested is striking.

Test photos (Plates 49, SO, and :Co 1) simulating the originals were made in

the following manner: A dish was held by a hand gripping a short handle

which had been attached with tape to the bottom of the dish. The dish was

illuminated by a flashlight and moved during the brief exposure. In the

test simulation of Plate 48, the light was kept off the supporting arm,

while in Plate 49 the light was played over the wrist and additional streaks

were introduced by moving the illumlnated hand across the field (after the

dish had been removed). The test exposures illustrate the possibility of

simile reproduction (Fig. 10) of: (1) the glowing, blurred disk (plate

or model), (2) the opaque appendage in Plate 48 (unilluminated arm supporting

model); (3) the glowing appendage with hand-like features (illuminated hand) ;

(4) the transparency of the glowing feature (removal of the arm during the

time exposure); (5) non-detection of continuation of appendage in densi

tometry (duration of "UFOs" presence = small fraction of total exposure time).

Conclusion:

The photographs have little value in establishing an extraordinary

phenomenon.
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Sources of Information:

1. NICAP Report form filled out by wt tnesses.

2. Correspondence between, P. J. Klass and W. K. Hartmann.

3. Internal NICAP correspJndence, kindly provided by NICAP.

4. Klass, P.J., UFOs Identified, New York: Random House, 1968.

5. Fuller, J.G., Incident at Exeter, New York: Putnam's, 1966.
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Case 54

Gulfstrearn Aircraft, Huntsville, Ala. to Minneapolis, Minn.

11 March 1966

Investigator: Hartmann

Abstract:

An electronics specialist associated with the Marshall Space

Flight Center, on a flight from Huntsville, Ala. saw and photographed

an exceptionally bright, elliptical UFO. The object was lower than

the plane and appeared to be at a great distance moving away from

the plane. The object is inconclusively identified as a sub-sun

on the basis of photographic evidence, though not all the testimony

directly supports this.

Background:

Time: About 3:00 to 3:20 p.m. CST

Aircraft Position: En route nonstop from Huntsville, Ala. to

Minneapolis, Minn. Altitude: 20,000 to 22,000 ft. Exact location

unknown. (Source 1).

Weather Conditions: Partly cloudy below the plane; complete

overcast above, with the sun not visible (1).

Photographic Data: Kodak Retina II, 35 rom Plus.... X (2) black

and-white film (ASA 160); Xenon f2 50 mm lens (uncoated, perfect

condition), focused on UFO during first exposure; exposure 1/500

sec at f16. Exposure meter General Electric PR-1, serial number

J95126 (Source 1).

Sighting, General Information:

During a chartered Gulfstream Aircraft flight from Huntsville

to Minneapolis, the witness, an electronics specialist for Marshall

Space Flight Center observed from the rear left window an extremely

bright object outside. Initially the object was estimated to be
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about 15° behind the plane in azimuth and 5° below. The photographs,

Plates 52-55 indicate a much greater declination below the horizon.

The initial direction of the object was believed to be southwest of

the aircraft, based on an assumed northerly heading, and was

observed for approximately 20 min. (All descriptive material,

Source 1).

Fifteen months after the sighting the object was described by

the witness in a letter dated 13 June 1967, as follows:

Perfect ellipse with axes ratio of approximately 1:3,

with the major axis horizontal (see Fig. 11). The edges

were sharp and perfectly defined. Surrounding this ellipse

was a brilliant halo which I noticed but did not study as

much as I did the object. The brilliance made my eyes water

and pain.

[The color was] overall brilliant yellow-orange, very

much like the sun ...The UFO always appeared the same, except

diminishing in size, perfectly outlined with a halo. No

other detail was seen. It did not change its flight line ...

The UFO was southwest of the plane at first and di~appeared

northwest of the plane.; I am here assuming the plane was

always flying on a north heading ...

The distance could not be determined accurately, but

I had a distinct impression at first that I was viewing

something from ~ to 1 mile away. Also the camera range

finder indicated a long distance but not infinity. I have

had considerable experience in judging distance and elevations

of airplanes and in photography. Later the UFO was much

more distant, as shown in the film ...

The UFO was viewed under several different conditions.

At first it was slightly behind the plane, lighting the

inside of the plane. I moved my head to see if it would

affect the image. I cupped my hands around my face and on

the pane. Neither of these changed the view at all. For
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Fig. 11

Sketch of reported visual appearance of the UFO,

after a sketch by the witness. The central hori

zontal ellipse was reportedly the brightest; the

photos sho~ only the halo.

ro4

Fig. 11 

Sketch of reported visual appearance of the UFO, 

after a sketch by the witness. The central hori

zontal ellipse was reportedly the brightest; the 

photos show only the halo. 
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the first picture (Plate 52) I backed about four feet away

from the window ... so as to frame the UFO with the window

frame. This was to add perspective. The other pictures

were taken through the window while the camera was held

close to it. One of the other frames shows a small

section of the left wing ...

I was immediately' shocked at the appearance of the

UFO. It seemed too definite in outline to be a reflection,

sun dog, or ice crystal image of the sun, even if the sun

had been shining. I have often seen such natural phenomena,

since I have studied meteorology, but pay little

attention to them. This was different. It was just too

bright to be natural, I thought. Remembering the often

reported sudden disappearance or ~peeding up of UFOs,

I expected it to do likewise. But it did neither. I

had waited a few minutes after seeing it before I realized

it might stay long enough for a picture. After the first

one, I took the other three at about 5-minute intervals.

The situation was embarrassing. I felt I should be

able to explain the UFO but could not since th~ sun was

not shining. Furthermore, I could not arouse interest

in any of the other six or eight passengers, who were

playing cards. Only one man, an engineer, even bothered

to look at it, explaining it as a "reflection."

The witness considered and rejected several explanations of

the phenomenon. He had seen and launched several kinds of balloons

'and had seen skyhook balloons launched; he was sure that it was

neither a balloon, a plane, or "any other object I have ever seen" (1).

His background includes varied experience in radio repair and

electronics. He holds a B.S. in electrical engineering and has

worked at Marshall Space Flight Center (Redstone Arsenal) since

1958. The witness has been very cooperative and articulate in

supplying supplementary information on the sighting.
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Investigation:

Of several scientific colleagues with whom the witness discussed

the sighting after his return on 12 March, " a few insisted that the

light on the pictures was a sun dog or a weather balloon even though

I had insisted the sun was not out" (1).

The witness "did not report it officially because of the way

witnesses have been treated." After showing the film to various

other colleagues, including "Ph. D. 's and highly specialized

scientists," the witness contacted Dr. J. A. Hynek, and the case

was subsequently brought to the attention of the Colorado project.

The similarity of the object to a sub-sun at once suggested an

explanation. A photograph of a sub-sun provided by NCAR (Section III,

Chapter 3, Plate 2) strengthened considerably the sub-sun hypothesis.

Minnaert (3) describes this phenomenon as follows:

This is to be seen only from a mountain or an airplane.

It is somewhat oblong, uncolored reflection; the sun

reflected not in a surface of water but in a cloud. A cloud

of ice-plates, in fact, which appear to float extremely

calmly judging from the comparative sharpness of the image.

Several objections and questions are raised by this hypothesis.

The most serious objection is that (1) the witness stressed that

the sky above the aircraft was so overcast that he could not see the

sun. Considering the sub-sun hypothesis it is necessary to assume

that the overcast was thin enough, especially during the first

minutes of the sighting, to allow a bright image of the sun (even

if diffused by overcast) to be produced by laminar ice crystals.

A gradual increase in density of the overcast above the airplane

would provide a naturul explanation of the fading of the apparition

and would not contradict the witness' belief in an overcast.

(2) The witness reported that the direction was initially

southwes t of the aircraft "15 0 behind" it, but that the UFO

disappeared to the northwest. During an interval of only 20 min.

the azimuth of the sun, and hence of the sub-sun) could not change
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by such a large angle (though the motion of the sun would contribute

a few degrees in this direction). These estimates were with respect

to the plane and were based on the witness' asswnption that the

plane was flying constantly due north. Since the witness mentions

that the initial southwest direction of the UFO was only 15° behind

the plane, it is clear that "southwest" and "northwest"are not to

be taken literally as 90° apart. Furthermore, Plates 53 and 55)which

can be oriented by the wing, were made about 10 min. apart but

indicate a shift in the UFOs. position of not more than a few degrees.

Therefore, a change in flight direction of 30° or less, would explain

the apparent change in direction of the sub-sun. A change such as

this would not necessarily be obvious, especially in overcast flying

condi tions. Since the course from Huntsvi lIe to Minneapolis is

north-northwest, the view out of the left side would be west-southwest

the approximate direction of the sun at 3:00 p.m., supporting the

sub-sun hypothesis.

(3) The object was described as a "sharp and perfectly

defined" horizontal disk with a vertical "halo;" but, the photographs

do not confirm the horizontal ellipse. Although the major axis of

the ellipse was sketched nearly as wide as the halo, m~croscopic

examination of the original negatives and high density prints

(Plates 56 and 57) give no indication of a central bright ellipse.

Only the halo was photographed. Although the inner part of the

halo is overexposed and evidently saturated, masking a possible

small central ellipse, photographic evidence suggests that any

flattened central disk was not as well-defined or as large as the

testimony might suggest. An indication that the inner isophotes

do not have as large a verticalelliptici ty as the outer isophotes

is evi'denced by the fact that the images on the last photographs,

when the apparition was evidently fainter, are more rounded. This

may account for the witness' impression of a horizontal, flattened

inner core. In all respects, the photographs of the witness appear

to be similar to the sub-sun photograph supplied by NCAR.
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(4) The object was so extremely bright that it was reportedly

capable of throwing the exposure meter off scale, illuminating the

inside of the plane, and hurting the witness' eyes. These observa

tions apparently refer to the initial sighting, before the apparition

dimmed (Plates 54 and 55). One might question whether a sub-sun

could appear so bright. A sub-sun is literally a reflection of the

sun; that is, its brightness could approach that of the sun itself,

if the reflector were efficient enough. Ambient light over a cloud

deck is already large, and a relatively small fraction of the

sun's full brightness in an image reflected under especially good

conditions could produce the reported effects.

(5) The apparent decrease of angular size would not be ex~ected

in a reflection of the sun. The witness interpreted this as a

departure of the object: "Later the UFO was much more distant as

::hown in the film." The film shows only that the angular size of

the "halo" and apparently the t,::>tal brightness decreased. Since no

clear, hard, disk-shaped core can be made out in the over-exposed

central "halo," there is no photographic evidence for a decrease

in angular size of a well-defined object or for an increase in its

distance. The observed image sequence could have been_produced

by a gradual decrease in brightness; i.e. by obscuration of the

overhead sun or by decreasing density or alignment of the reflecting

ice crystals.

(6) The witness focused on the UFO and concluded that his

rangefinder "indicated a long dis tance but not infinity." However,

he "had a distinct impression at first that I was viewing from

~ to 1 mile away." These two statements are inconsistent. In

conclusion it appears that there are no significant and accurate

data on the distance of the .object in view of the difficulty of

accurate focusing on ill-defined or very bright objects and of the

inaccuracy of the registration of distance on many camera range

finders.

(7) Finally, we must remark that the Witness does not believe

that the object was a sub-sun, regardless of evidence presented in

the above argument. In spite of this subjective response, one can
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judge the case only on the most objective data, i.e. the photographs

and his most descriptive testimony. The witness makes no assertion

that the object was artificial or solid.

Reflections appear to be ruled out as the witness cupped his

hands around the window in order to study the moving object.

Summary and Conclusion:

In summary, the principal arguments in favor of the sub-sun

hypothesis are: (1) The appearance is consistent with that of a

sub-sun. (2) The azimuth is consistent, within the limits of the

known direction of flight. (3) The elevation angle of the sun

above the horizon must equal the declination of the sub-sun below

the horizon; it is calculated to be approximately 30° ± 4°.

Estimates of the declination, based on the known angular scale

(photo height ca. 26°) and the estimated vanishing point of the

clouds in the photographs (the horizon being out of the frame)

place it in the range 28 to 33°. These figures are consistent.

The sub-sun hypothesis requires that the witness overstated

the situation by insisting that "the sun was not out." An overhead

cloud deck of not too great opacity may have led the Witness to this

assertion.

In spite of some questions raised by the testimony, the

apparition can be inconclusively identified as a sub-sun. In view

of the high degree of similarity of the photographed object with a

sub-sun, it would be unwarranted to assert that this sighting

constitutes evidence for an extraordinary or unknown phenomenon.

Sources of Information:

1. Report of the Witness to Colorado project (13 June 1967).

2. Correspondence and telephone conversations between the

Wi tness and Colorado project (June - July 1967).
3. Minnaert, M. The NatUl'e of Light and Colour in the

Opert Ai:r':> N. Y.: Dover, 1954.
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Case 55

N.M. (Aircraft flight from St. Louis to Los Angeles over N.M.)

22 April 1966

Investigator: Hartmann

Abstract:

The pilot and passengers of a commercial airliner sighted a bright

cloud-like object that was in view for several minutes. The pilot spec

ulated that it was a flare experiment launched from White Sands Proving

Grounds. The most consistent evidence is in accord with this. However,

the case has the interesting, if dubious, distinction of having apparently

been confused later by extraneous photographs and testimony given by a

sailor, who was a passenger, to a civilian UFO investigator and enthusiast.

Background:

During the evening twilight, about sunset, American Airlines Flight

387 from St.Louis to Los Angeles was passing over Farmingto~ N.M., at an al

titude of 33,000 ft. (1). The pilot announced to the passengers that he

had spotted an unusual object outside the aircraft. A preliminary account

of the sighting is best reported in notes taken by Witness I immediately

after the incident:

....The pilot called our attention to an object off (at

a great distance) from our left wing. It was early twilight.

He said, "I have never seen anything like it before. Other

planes in the area have also seen it nor can they identify it."

We were at an altitude of approximately 33,000 feet and well

above all clouds. The pilot moved our plane much closer. The

pilot said, "It is entirely too high to be a cloud." It appeared

at first to be a very bright cloud but there was a long rosy

cloud-like tail behind it ....Then later it appeared to solidify

more and have a ring around it. It appeared in this form for

perhaps only a minute then went back to the original form.

After about seven minutes, it evaporated.

The pilot then said, ~'In all fairness we are now over

New Mexico and it might be something from White Sands." He
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laughed. "If anyone reports seeing an unidentified flying object,

I will deny seeing it."

In the seat next to me sat a young sailor from Cleves, Ohio,

who took a picture of it and said he would send it to me.

Witness I's notes go on to relate two UFO incidents recounted to

her by the sailor, Witness II.

Investigation:

A year after the flight to Los Angeles (17 April 1967) Witness I was

queried by Mr. L. H. Stringfield, a private UFO investigator.

She reported the following supplementary information:

Persons sitting on the left .... for the most part looked

out of the window. On the right side a few pers~ns stood to

look out the left windows, then everyone settled back to maga

zines and newspapers in a surprisingly short time. I think

(Witness II) and I were the only ones in our section (First

Class) who watched it until it disappeared.

The object, assuming .it was a UFO, was covered by a jet

like vapor. To me it looked like a beautiful white cloud ....

Either it was enormous and a great distance away or it was

smaller and much closer than I realized. The cloud-like tail

was rosy in color. It kept pace with us (10-15 minutes?)

until it briefly solidified, then the vapor (cloud or whatever)

stayed where it was and. wafted away.

The sun must have been dead ahead. We were flying west/

southwest ....The pilot said, "Please look off the left wingtip

if you want to see a flying saucer' (or maybe he said UFO) ...

We were in perfectly clear blue sky in the early twilight above

the clouds. I thought whatever we saw was an "escape~' cloud,

but the pilot said it was impossible to have clouds at our

altitude.
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The sailor, Witness II, was contacted in April 1967 by Mr. String

field, to whom he related the additional information that the pilot had

checked with the "control tower" and found there were two other aircraft

within 100 mi. These were evidently the planes that reported the object.

Witness II stated that he thought the American Airlines plane might have

been over Utah. The object was off its left (southern) wing. He des

cribed the object, according to Mr. Stringfield's notes, as "brilliant

white phosphorous light; oblong, without definite contour, moving parallel

to ship, same speed; one and a half minutes in view; disappeared forward

and up at tremendous speed; UFO seemed to advance and retreat in flight

without any change of light intensity or color" (3).

Witness II reported to Mr. Stringfield that he took "about four"

photos, two of which were submitted. He used sunglasses, described as

sunglasses for an acetylene torch, as a filter in his photographs (3).

He had earlier told Witness I (2) that the "photo" (singular) did not

"turn out". However, he subsequently claimed to Mr. Stringfield that

he had done this to avoid publicity and that, furthermore, "there was

a top-secret mission involved and he (Witness II) could not talk about

it" (quoted from ref. 4 - not directly from Witness II).

Investigation:

On 16 January 1968, the Colorado project contacted the pilot of

the airliner, who confirmed the event. He said that he saw one brilliant

object which he thought was a sodium flare. This he reported to the FAA

ARTC, which he said could not identify the object. The pilot said his

position was over Farmington., New Mexico, and that the object was also

seen from several aircraft north of him. He felt that the object was

'something fired from White Sands Proving Ground, about 300 mi. SSE of

Farmington. It was the brightness of the object that led him to believe

it was a sodium flare. He believed the flare was still in sunlight

although the plane was already in shadow; he also recalled the tail

extending from the object as described by Witness I.

It appears that an initially unidentified object was undeniably

seen from Flight 387. The testimony consistently indicates that the

object was distant and far above the commercial airliner; the pilot

believed it was high enough to be illuminated after sunset. A quantitative)
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order of magnitude estimate of the distance can be based on

the fact that the object appeared to "keep pace" with the aircraft for

a matter of at least 1.5 min. (Witness II), or 10 to 15 min. (Witness I).

That is, the parallax was negligible for, saY,lO min. (Witness II's

testimony is given lower weight; see below). At approximately 500 mph,

the plane would have moved through a baseline of the order 80 mi. during

this interval. Had the object drifted through ~20o parallax during this

ten minutes, its distance would have been of the order ~240 mi. This

estimate is consistent with other sightings by other planes in a distance

range on the order of 100 mi.

It should be noted that the position for optimum visibility of a

high, illuminated cloud was at a considerable distance away, but not far

to the west, so that the still-illuminated cloud was seen low in a twilight

sky. A pilot more nearly beneath it might not have seen it during its

few minutes of visibility.

The object described clearly had the appearance of a cloud. Witness

I's sketch depicts a somewhat elliptical cloud (with traditional scallop

like outlines and a smoky tail extending upward to the right). The "ring!!

to which Witness I refers is shown in a second sketch as a streak or bar

in front of the cloud. Because the object was suspected to result from

an experiment launched from White Sands, the project requested information

on this possibility from the Air Force. Col. Quintanilla, of Project

Blue Book, informed us that (1) there was no record of any test on this

date, (2) tests that could produce such phenomena (flares, etc.) were

not rare in this southwestern area, and (3) systematic records of such

scheduled tests are generally not preserved after three to six months .

. Verification of a flare experiment was therefore not possible.

The following data strongly suggest a high-altitud'; flare and/or

rocket experiment: (1) large distance and altitude inferred by several

witnesses and the order-of-magnitude calculation; (2) the tail, charac

teristic of exhaust train left by the vehicle carrying the "flare";

(3) bright light which attracted the pilot's attention; (4) rapid fading

or "evaporation" in a matter of minutes (dissipation of emitted material

or termination of illumination?); (5) pinkish color of tail suggests

illumination by setting sun.
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Highly inconsistent with these factors is a part of the testimony

of Witness II. Other witnesses did not report the remarkable motions he

described. His photographs, made with a Kodak 126 Instamatic with color

film, (Plate 58) show not the cloud-like, slightly elliptical object of the

other observers, but a highly flattened orangish ellipse with a sharp out

line, against a black background. Witness I reported that Witness II

took "a picture" of the cloud-like object, which he subsequently said

did not come out. He reported four photographs and submitted two to

Mr. Stringfield, who forwarded the negatives to the project. At this

time, Witness II told Mr. Stringfield that he could not discuss the matter

further because of a secret project. (If the implication is that he was

associated with the project that produced the object, his presence on the

commercial airliner would seem irrelevant; if another project is indi

~ated, silence would be unnecessary.)

The photographer who prepared color prints from the two submitted

negatives advanced a hypothesis that the photo was a fabrication. The

blue-green object in the upper left (alleged to be the aircraft wing)

was held to be a fluorescent light fixture; the orange ellipse, an elec

tric lamp, seen from the side; and several other orangish light spots,

reflections off a chair. The colors are consistent with this. This

alleged wing appears to be entirely in the wrong position.(i.e., over

head; the top is defined by other scenic negatives on the film) for the

wing of an American Airlines commercial airliner to be seen from the

left side from a First Class seat. The "wing" is of brightness comparable

to the reportedly very bright UFO. It appears that there is considerable

support for the hypothesis that the photos in this case are extraneous.

'Conclusion:

Evidence suggests that some type of man-made flare experiment or test

was sighted by the pilot and passengers of American Airlines Flight 387, as

the pilot speculated. The case was complicated by some inconsistent and

apparently extraneous photographs for which there is evidence of fabrication.
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Sources of Information:

1. Notes by Witness I, 22 April 1966.

2. Correspondence between Witness I and L. H. Stringfield.

3. Notes by L. H. Stringfield on conversations with Witness II.

4. Colorado project notes on conversations with L. H. Stringfield.

5. Conversation between the pilot and Colorado project personnel.
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Case 56

North Pacific

Winter 1967

Investigator: Hartmann

Abstract:

This case involves two photographs of a disk-shaped UFO. The

apparent time interval between the photos is inconsistent with the

eight-second reported interval (which was based on careful restaging

of the alleged incident). The report must be listed as internally

inconsistent and therefore is not satisfying evidence for an

unusual phenomenon.

Background:

T~me: 3:45-3:46 p.m. PST

Location: Backyard of suburban residence.

Weather: Some rain earlier in the day, overcast (1). The ob

servers reported wind as "north to south--16 mph" and "cloud cover

at 2100 ft.," allegedly bas~d on contact with the weather bureau (1).

The weather bureau (2) data: for 3:40 p.m. ground winds were recorded

as gusting up to 39 mph from the WSW with a squall line moving

through; at 3:58 p.m. the winds were 14 mph from the SSW and clouds

were scattered at 2100 ft.; broken at 2500 ft.; and overcast at

6000 ft. The conflict in reported wind direction between the

witnesses' report and weather bureau may be due to their misunder

standing the reported direction, "210°," (from the SSW) .

Camera data: Polaroid "Swinger" camera.

Sighting, General Information:

Witnesses I, II, and III were in the backyard when Witness III

reportedly saw a disk-like object hovering above them and pointed it

out. He continued watching while Witness I ran indoors and got the

camera. Witness II immediately took the camera and shot the first
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photo (Plate 59) as the object still hovered. His brother, Witness I

tore off the exposed picture and held it as the Polaroid film developed.

At this point, the disk had begun to move. As soon as Witness II

was able, he took a second picture (the last one on the roll) as the UFO

moved off in the distance (Plate 60). The position from which this

second photo was made was about five yards to the right of the previous

photo. The UFO disappeared in the distance with a smooth motion.

The object was described as solid, of a definitely metallic, dull

grey color (3) estimated to have been as much as 25 ft. in diameter (1).

The witnesses took the photos to the local newspaper. The photos

were later distributed by a wire service.

By restaging the entire sequence of events it was determined that

the interval between the two photos was about eight seconds, and not

longer than ten seconds, the time required to make two rapid-sequence

photos, and that the entire sighting lasted about 45 sec. This timing

was held to be fairly accurate; i.e. to within about 25% (3).

Critique:

However, overlapping and blinking of the two prints indicated

that, while the principal dark grey cloud mass beneath the disk in

Plate 59 is probably the same as the mass over the church in Plate 60

it had considerably changed its form and the other clouds were not

recognizably the same.

Parallax of the trees indicates a shift in camera position that

is small compared to the distance to the tree. These reported positions

were later measured to be about five yards apart, consistent with the

·photos. Plate 60 was reportedly taken from a position to the right

of Plate 59 on a line nearly perpendicular to the direction of view

in Plate 59. Since this position is not appreciably further from

the trees, the considerable downward shift of the cloud is not related

to parallax, unless the reported separation was incorrect in azimuth

and in distance by a factor of about three.
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Thus, the photos appear to be inconsistent with the testimony.

The time interval and possibly the positions would have to be

independently and simultaneously in error by factors of about three

to explain the inconsistency between the photographed clouds and

the testimony. In fact the downward (westward) motion of the main

dark cloud, combined with the direction of winds aloft from the SW,

inconclusively raises the possibility that the pictures were taken

in reverse order from that reported.

The angular diameters of the object in Plate S9 and 60 are about

2°.7 and 0°.82, respectively. The elevation angles are about 24°.6

and 11° .0. If the boys' distance estimate of 0.5 mi. in Plate S9

were correct, the corresponding diameter of the craft would be 120 ft.

(In Plate 60 at the estimated five miles, it would have to be about

380 ft., but we have already assumed that the five mile figure was

erroneously large.) If one assumes a diameter of 50 ft. (compro

mising between the 25 ft. estimate and the 120 ft. result), the slant

range dis tance would be 1100 ft. in Plate 59 and 3500 ft. in Plate 60;

the corresponding altitudes above the ground would be about 460 ft.

and 670 ft., indicating that the craft was not flying parallel to

the ground.

Alternatively, if one assumed that the object was 12 in. in

diameter, the slant ranges would be about 22 ft. and 70 ft.; and the

altitudes would be about nine feet and 13 ft.

Conclusion:

Inconsistency between the reported eight-second interval and

gross changes in cloud structure and position impair the usefulness

of these photographs as evidence to establish the existence of

"flying saucers" or other unusual phenomena.
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Sources of Information:

(1) Report form filed with Colorado Project.

(2) . Telephone conversation with U. S. Weather Bureau, McNary Field,
Salem; 6 June 1967.

(3) Interview with the three boys and the mother and father, 6 June
1967.

(4) Letter from the father to Colorado Project, 27 March 1967.

(5) Interview with Salem CapitaZ JournaZ staff, 7 June 1967.
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Case 57

Highwood Ranger Station, Alberta

3 July 1967

Investigator: Hartmann

Abstract:

The witness and two companions reportedly sighted and took two

photographs of an object described as shiny, and approximately 2S-ft.

in diameter. The craft reportedly dropped a small object, which when

recovered was reported to be composed.of solder, aluminum, and magnesium.

A report by the Royal Canadian Air Force implied substantial evidence

that the sighting was authentic and that the object was, subject to

certain assumptions, 40 to 50 in. diameter. Although the case was

widely described, both in the press and by several investigators,

as being exceptionally strong, examination of the original photographs

and the circumstances indicates no evidence of probative value for

the existence of unusual aircraft. Only the sworn testimony of the

witnesses could be described as making this case more impressive than

most others.

The key witness and his two companions were hiking east in the

rugged mountain terrain when all three of them reported seeing an

object approaching (la, b, c).

The key witness is described as a salesman and one of his companions

as a student ca. 16 years old (1,3). Various individuals contacted by

the project, either involved in or investigating the case, remarked on

the "quizzical" nature of responses of the principals to certain situ-

. ations (see below), questioning in particular the key witnesses' and

companions' actions. Reference (2) describes the "two observers" -

evidently the key witness and a companion as engaged in "gold prospecting."

Reference (4) describes them as looking for a legendary lost mine.
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Backgro-q.nd:

Time: "At or about 6:30 P.M." (PDT?) (la, lb, lc). Ref. 2

gives "approximately 1700 hrs."

Location: "Approximately 80 miles SW of . . . Calgary" (1); "approxi

mately 30 miles Wof Naton, Alberta" (2); "about 3 to 5 miles E of

Coleman-Kananaskis Highway" (1); "approximately 3 miles SSE of the High

wood Ranger Station" (2). Note: 80 mi. SW of Calgary would fall in

British Columbia; it appears from the other data that the phrase should

read approximately 50 mi. SW of Calgary.

Sightings, General Information:

According to the witnesses the object approached from east, and

at a relatively close distance and passed out of sight behind some

trees; it reappeared, hovered, and then was lost to sight to the south (1).

There were scattered cumulus clouds with base level approximately 10,000 ft.

above sea level (2, quoted from "Met Office"). The observers were at

altitude approximately 5,000 ft. (2), where there were wind5 of 15 mph. (2).

When first sighted, the "craft" was at an altitude not more than

2, 000 ft. and distance not more than 2 mi. (la, b). It _was gradually

losing altitude (la, b). According to the key witness in his deposition

approximately eight months later CIa):

It was traveling toward us gradually losing

altitude, passed in front of us, and as it passed

slightly out of view behind some trees, it then

reappeared and hovered in open sky, and something

of a much smaller size fell from the craft.

One of the witness's companions reports in his deposition (lb):

It travelled towards us gradually losing al

titude and at a distance of not more than ~ mile

it hovered for moments, at which time some object

was seen to fall from the craft. The fallen ob

ject was possibly one hundredth (.01) the size of
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the mother craft. At tree-top level the craft

in question then disappeared from sight.

I am not sure at this point whether it

became invisible, or dissolved, or merely sped

out of sight at such a great speed that it was

hard for the eye to follow. At any rate, it was

moving away from us at a great speed when it

disappeared from sight.

Photographs:

The key witness took the two photographs in rapid succession (2),

and stated (la) "I took two pictures of this strange craft and

swear, to the best of my knowledge, that there were no other humans in

th:lt :lH'a and that there was no camer.a trickery invoI-{,ed." See Plates

61 and 62. The key witness was using an Olympus PEN EE. The slide

format was 18 x 24 mm. (half the standard 35 mm. format). The film

speed was ASA 64, set 7 ft. to infi~ity (2).

Investigation:

In the initial report to the Canadian Department o~ National

Defence, da!ed "Sept. 67," the object was described as "circular,

shiny, aluminium, approximately 25 feet in diameter. First observed

2,000 to 2,500 feet above the altitude of the observer, banked and

descended much lower, disappeared behind the trees moving south at

high speed" (2).

One of the key witness's companions, whose deposition is most

detailed, states:

No sound accompanied the sighting and no

exhaust or colours of any kind were seen. What

we saw was a disc-shaped object with a silvery

tone to it, with a size that the Department of
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National Defence in Canada described to be 35 to

40 feet in diameter with a depth ratio of 4 to 1.

My guess as to its size would put it as certainly

no bigger than that.

(Note: The depositions referred to are signed and carry the proviso:

"And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing it to

be true, and knowing that it is of the same force and effect as if

made under oath, and by virtue of The Canada Evidence Act.")

In the weeks following the sighting, the UFO report gained some

publicity. A report containing the details was sent from the "Can

Pers Unit, Calgary" to The Royal Canadian Air Force Headquarters,

Ottawa, dated 7 Sept. 1967. Further data were received by the Canadian

Air Force through a telephone conversation, 11-12 October 1967.

On 18 October 1957, a report was sent by the Defence Photographic

Interpretation Centre of the Air Force to the Director of Operations

of the Air Force. This report, by Major K. J. Hope (ref. 2), contained

an analysis of the photographs.

The Canadian analysis was in the form of four tests. In "Exercise

A" it was concluded that the cloud masses shown in the two photos were

essentially the same, consistent with the quick succession of the photos

and 15 mph. winds, and that t00 different photographs were taken on the

site, consistent with very slight differences in foliage pattern in

the trees. However, the possibility that the case involved "a photo

montage combining a studio prepared UFO with each of two on-site shots"

could not be "proved or disproved."

"Exercise B" used the camera characteristics to conclude that the

fuzziness of Plate 62 could be due either to out-of-focus recopying

or camera movement. The shutter speed of 1/25 sec. was consistent

with, but did not prove camera motion.

"Exercise C" used meteorological data (clouds at about 5,000 ft.)

to show that the alleged visibility of the objects at 2,000-2,500 ft.

was credible.

"Exercise D" concluded that since the observation was made in

a wilderness area that it was reasonable that no other reports had

been obtained.
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The Canadian report also concluded from the photographs that

the object had a torus or possibly oblate ellipsoid shape, and that at

about 2,000 ft. its diameter would have been 40-50 ft. and its thick

ness 11.5-14 ft. The two photos together indicated ascent or descent,

in accord with the testimony.

The language of the report implies that since all tests were

"passed," i. e., since the photos were in several ways consistent with

the testimony, the case was very strong. Among the conclusions were

the statements: "From statistical data supplied the object has a

diameter of 40'-50' and has a depth of 11.5'-14' " (WKH emphasis);

"A review of all technical data, . . . indicated a very acceptable degree

of compatibility. If the story and photographs are a hoax, then it is

a well prepared one, that would require on the hoaxer's part knowledge

of photography and possibly photogrammetry to support the written and

verbal information .... Alternatively, the data supplied a most

fortunate and lucky combination of circumstances to make a hoax realistic;

... the four exercises ... reasonably substantiate the observer's

report, by both technical data and logic; . Conclusion: The findings

arrived at above are supported by technical data . . . ."

At this time in the investigation (snow was already on the ground),

one of the companions returned to the woods to locate the site and

look for the object reportedly dropped by the UFO (3). He instructed

friends to notify the authorities if he was not back within three days. (3)

After one week, the key witness notified the local news media, instead

of the police. When the companion emerged unscathed from the woods, he

objected to the excitement and searches being conducted at that time

by army and police (3). Dr. J. Allen Hynek, consultant to U.. S.A.F.

Project Blue Book, advised the Colorado project that a specimen or

specimens brought out by the companion thought to be related to the

sighting, were solder with particles of aluminum-magnesium alloy embedded

in them (3).

Later investigators (3) questioned (without conclusive results) the

motivation of the key witness in his handling of publicity, e.g.,
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notifying the news media in preference to search authorities. r~nek,

who later described the case (4) as being the closest he had come to

fully documented, believable photographs, worthy of further investigation,

studied the original slides in January, 1968. At this time, permission

was obtained through a Montreal lawyer for the Colorado project to

study the originals.

According to notes in the Colorado files (3), Hynek visited Calgary

and interviewed the key witness and other persons involved in the case.

This trip was made shortly after national disclosure of a photographic

UFO hoax in Texas; Mr. Mike Adamson, of Calgary radio station, CKXI

arranged at this time for lie detector tests to be given to the key

witness and other companion who were both anxious to take such tests.

These tests were to be at the expense of CKXL.

However, in a misunderstanding, Dr. Hynek left Calgary before such

a test could be performed, and the radio station personnel, to whom the

test was worthless without Dr. Hynek's participation in the resulting

broadcast, canceled the test.

Analysis:

The analysis by the Royal Canadian Air Force reported above, is

regarded as technically valid, although I believe that the interpretation

attaches unwarranted credence to the case. In particular, the state-

ments that a hoax "would require knowledge of photography and

possibly photogrammetry to support the written and verbal information

... " and that "it would require a most fortunate and lucky combination

of circumstances to make a hoax realistic" are too strong. It should

be remembered that if a hoax were involved, the written and verbal

information would be prepared after the photographs were taken, in

accord with what the photographer thought he had "recorded"'on film.

Certainly, the "Calgary" photographs do not require photogrammetric

knowledge or sophisticated photographic experience to produce. In fact,

the rapid panning and blurring of the second photo, and the pitch of the

disk toward the observer are characteristic of photographs of hand-thrown

models. In my opinion, it is basically this problem that makes the

"Calgary" photos of no probative value in establishing the existence of
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"flying saucers": the photographs cannot be distinguished from

photographs of a hand-thrown model.

The R.C.A.F. report is reminiscent of the early U. S. Navy laboratory

report on the Tremonton motion pictures: the report was prepared by

a group that was inclined to believe in the existence of "flying saucers"

and while the analysis was more or less valid, it did not warrant the

conclusion, presented to the Robertson Panel, that possibly alien intel

ligent control was involved.

An important test passed by the photographs is that the background

cloud patterns are identical, consistent with the statement that the

photographs were taken in rapid succession. (The Salem case, for

example, was classified as containing fatal internal inconsistencies

when this test was not passed.)

Measurements of Plates 61 and 62 (on 8 x 10 enlargements) give

angular diameters of 0?98 and 0?84, respectively, The key witness and

his companion testified (attested to by the other companion) that the

object was initially "no higher than 2,000 feet" (la), and "first sighted

at an altitude of not more than 2,000 feet" (lb), and losing altitude.

The object had approached from a distance of "no greater than two miles"

to "not more than one-half mile" when the pictures were _made. A

horizontal range of, say, 2,000 ft. would require an altitude of approxi

mately 1,400 ft. to be compatible with the elvation angle of approximately

35° measured in the first photo._ In the second photo, the UFO has

dropped vertically downward to an elevation angle of about 14°, corres

ponding to an altitude of about 240 ft. These figures are consistent

with the verbal testimony.

Using a line-of-sight distance of about 2,200 ft., the measured

angular diameter of 0?9 corresponds to a linear diameter of 35 ft.

The distance uncertainty results in a diameter uncertainty of perhaps

40%. Thus, the verbaZ testimony, combined with the photographs,

indicates a linear diameter of 35 + 14 ft.

After examination of enlarged images, I see no evidence to support

the R.C.A.F. assertion that the object has a toroidal shape. Only the
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blurred image (Plate 62) is pitched up toward the observer, and a light

zone not quite centered in the dark disk can be interpreted as a high

light, as opposed to a central hole.

Dr. Hynek reported to the project that Fred Beckmann, of the

University of Chicago, had studied the original slides with a densi

tometer and concluded that the image was a "real," photographic image,

and that there seemed to be some haze in front of the object suggesting

considerable range (See the similar analysis of McMinnville, Ore.,

Case 46). However, in view of the shiny nature of the surface, the

clear presence of bright highlights, and the relatively high contrast

of distant ground details, it would be difficult, in my judgment, to

get a clear indication of enough scattering between the observer and

the UFO to indicate a distance of the order of only 2,000 ft.

Conclusion:

The tests which could be performed were consistent in all respects

with the verbal testimony. The tests included: (1) Time spacing of

the pictures; (2) compatibility of reported range and altitude with

measured elevation angle; (3) compatibility of reported-size with

measured angular size and reported distance. Characteristics of the

reported "craft," assuming the reported distance, would be diameter

3S + 14 ft. and thickness 8 + 3 ft.

In spite of the internal consistency of these results, it must be

stated that the photographs are also consistent with a hand-thrown model

and that there is insufficient information content to rule out this

hypothesis. Therefore, the case cannot be said to contribute significant

evidence in establishing the existence of unusual aircraft.
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Sources of Information

l. Statutory Declarations, 28 February 1968

a. By the key witness

b. By the first companion

c. By the other companion

2. Hope, Maj. K. J. (18 October 1967) "Photographic Analysis - Two

Copy Colour Slides of Alleged UFO"

3. Notes on telephone conversations between Dr. Roy Craig (Boulder),

Dr. J. A. Hynek, and others concerned with case. January - March,

1968.

4. Grescoe, Paul. The Canadian Magazine~ 25 May 1968.
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Case 58

Sonora and Camarillo, Calif.

1 November 1967 (Sonora); 27 December 1967 (Camarillo)

Investigator: Hartmann

Abstract:

Two objects photographed in unrelated incidents by Universal

City Studios are judged to be real but of little probative value

in establishing the existence of extraordinary flying objects. These

objects can be attributed easily to airborne debris.

Background:

Time: 12:10-12:15 p.m. PST (S); 10:00 a.m. PST (C)

Location: On location near Sonora; Broom Ranch near Camarillo

Camera Data: 35 mm motion picture camera; 24 frames/sec; Eastman

Color film processed by Techniscope; approx. f9; f.1. 30 mm (S)

100 mm (C);

Scene (from "A Man Called Gannon"): 59A-2, "A" Camera (S); 317A-5,

"B" Camera (C).

Direction of view (both cases): eastward, elevation about 30°

above horizon.

Weather conditions: Cloudless deep blue sky in both cases.

Sighting, General Information:

During the filming of a feature motion picture, "A Man Called

·Gannon," two lengths of footage, when developed, showed unidentified

images drifting across the field of view. In neither case did any of

the film crew or actors recall seeing an object. According to film

company personnel, this was the strangest aspect of the case, because

the cameramen habitually look for aircraft or contrails, especially

in historical dramas. In situations where aircraft are filmed the
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scene is immediately reshot, and the footage showing inappropriate detail

is rejected. However, in these two cases the images were discovered

only during the editing, when the processed film was being viewed.

The first case, shot at Sonora, Calif., 1 November 1967, showed

a small bright source drifting slowly toward the top of the screen

(Plate 63) at the very beginning of a sequence, while the camera slate

is still being shown. The slate is removed and the scene shows only

deep blue sky and the drifting object, which leaves the upper margin

near the left corner after roughly ten seconds, before any subsequent

action starts. The object is below or near the resolution of the film

and resembles a wide-angle shot of the moon, except that the camera

was stationary and the object is drifting.

The second case involves film shot on the Broom Ranch near Camarillo

27 December 1967. During a dialogue sequence the camera was focused on

the head and shoulders of an actor who was astride a horse. The horizon

is out of the picture. At this time a pale, circular extended object,

which appears to be an out-of-focus image of a point source or a small

bright source, drifts across the screen from the right edge to the left

edge in roughly 15 sec. (The image does not reproduce well in black

and-white.) The object definitely appears to pass behind the actor

as it is not visible against several dark portions of his clothing.

Again, the camera was fixed, although there is a sudden offset to com

pensate for a movement of the horse. The shooting of this scene will

not be cut from the final motion picture.

Investigation:

At my request, Mr. William J. Wade, head of the camera department

at Universal Studio used his standard depth-of-field tables to check

the depth of field in each case. These tables are based on a circle of

confusion of 0.002 in. diameter. In the Sonora case, the camera was

focused quite close (after the slate is removed and the UFO has disappeared,

an actor jumps into the foreground). For a 35 mm lens at f8, focused
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at 25 ft., the depth of field is 7 ft. 2 in. to infinity. Thus an

object passing anywhere in the background would be in focus. This

is consistent with the small, apparently unresolved, bright image.

In the Camarillo footage, the longer focal-length lens had less depth

of field. For a 100 rom lens at f8, focussed at 20 ft. (the approximate

distance of the actor) the depth of field is 16 ft. 1 in. to 27 ft.

2 in.; at 25 ft. it is 19 ft. 2 in. to 36 ft. 8 in. This restricted

depth of field is consistent with the image being badly out of focus,

assuming that the object passed at a distance greater than some 30 ft.

There is no reason to suspect that any fabrication is involved .

. The officials with whom I spoke were helpful and appeared genuinely

puzzled. There has been no evidence of any attempt to capitalize

on the event. Had the studio wanted to fabricate an UFO, the facili

ties were readily available to create a much more vivid result.

Conclusion:

It is concluded that real objects were photographed in both cases,

consistent with the camera geometry. The information content of the

films is so low that the cases are of little value in e~tablishing the

existence of "flying saucers." In addition, it strains credulity

to argue that a single film crew would unknowingly and accidentally photo

graph rare, extraordinary objects on two occasions occurring 56 days

and approximately 275 mi. apart.

Alternatively, it is easy to argue that both objects may have

been some sort of wind-blown debris, either natural, such as a bit of

milkweed-type plant debris, or artificial, such as a bit of white

tissue. A two-inch diameter white object at about 50 ft. distance

would be consistent with the observations. The camera crew, checking

for aircraft, would not have seen anything. The object would be in

focus in the Sonora case, out of focus in Camarillo. In the Sonora

photographs the object would subtend an angle of only 0~2 and show up

as only a small bright source. During the shooting, the object would

be unlikely to attract the attention of the camera crew, being neither

"up in the sky" at infinity, nor in the region of focal interest.
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Sources of Information:

Personal visit by W. K. Hartmann to Universal City Studios,

Universal City, Calif.; personal discussions with Howard Cristie,

Producer, and William J. Wade, Head, Camera Department.
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Case 59

Lakevi lle, Conn.

January 1967

Investigators: Ayer, Wadsworth

Abstract:

Many unidentified sightings, principally of lights at night, were

reported in the Lakeville area over several months. Most, inclvding a

photograph, came from a boys 'prep schaal. Some of the sightings

probably were aircraft lights, but no generally applicable explanation

is apparent.

Background:

Various reports had indicated a wave of UFO sightings in the

Lakeville area from about Thanksgiving Day 1966 into the spring of

1967; these emanated chiefly from a boys' prep school near Lakeville.

On 20 September 1967, while the CU investigators were in th&.t area,

they visited the school and also obtained copies of State Police

reports on some of the sightings.

Investigation:

From the police reports and investigators' interviews, 20

September 1967 at the school, it developed that a teacher and at

least seven students had seen an unidentified object or objects on

various nights from 12 to 23 January, and that one student had taken a

photograph of it. The teacher described it as an elliptical object

with two pulsating red lights on the sides, moving south in the west

ern sky. His sighting was on 19 January, about 9:55 p.m. on a clear,

cold night. The boys gave essentially the same description as the

teacher, except one who reported erratic motion and hovering in various

parts of the sky on several occasions.

The investigators learned also that a 12-yr.-old boy who lived

near the school had made a Polaroid photo of a pattern of colored
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lights that he had seen in the sky from the living room of his home

on the evening of 24 January; but they were unable to interview the

family or obtain the photo.

No practicable means of clarifying the visual sightings was

available, so that the investigation reduced to examination of the

photograph the student had made (Plate 64 ). The object was sighted

about 9:00 or 10:00 p.m. on or about 23 January. According to the

17-yr.-old student, who was photographer for the school paper, others

saw the object and called him; but it had disappeared when he arrived

outside the dormitory with his camera equipment. He set up the camera

~n a heavy-duty tripod and aimed at the last observed position of the

object. After about five minutes it reappeared, and he exposed the

film for about seven seconds. The object was in view for about five

seconds of the exposure, during which time it pulsated twice before it

disappeared behind Indian Mountain. He immediately rewound the film,

with only the one exposure on it, and developed. The exposed frame

was torn in rewinding, apparently because it had become very cold and

he did not wait for it to return to room temperature.

The object was seen in the western sky, north of Indian Mountain,

moving south. The photographer descri'Jed it as a "brigh_t point of

light" that blinked or puIs ated irregularly. From his estimate of

its location relative to the mountain, it was apparently a few hundred

feet above the ground and at least 2.5 miles distant. The night was

clear and very cold.

The camera was a Voightlander Ultramatic 35mm., with a 50 mm.

Skopar f/2.8 lens. A Glanz-Samigon monocular was attached to the

lens to give 7X magnification (the student photographer had prepared

the combination after earlier sightings). The optical combination had

a focal length of 350 mm., aperture f/8. The film was Kodak Tri-X,

speed ASA 800; it was developed in D-76 diluted 1:1, at 68°_70° for

14 min., agitated ten seconds each half-minute for maximum contrast.
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The Photograph:

The edges of the image parallel to the direction of motion are

sharp, as confirmed by densitometer traces, indicating that the object

was accurately focussed. Measurement of its diameter, together with

the known focal length of the camera system, gives an angular diameter

of about 7' of arc, more than one-fifth the diameter of the moon. This

observation conflicts with the photographer's description of it as a

bright point. In explanation, he stated in a letter dated 22 October

1967: "Because of the relatively poor quality of the optical system

I was using, the images on the film are rather crude representations

of the UFO. It was actually a bright point of light. The lens and

possibly the film have diffused the image somewhat into circular

form." Nearly all of such diffuseness would have to be attributed

to the lens system, as the film was capable of rendering detail well

under I' of arc; and such serious aberration does not seem likely for

the equipment he was using, if it was properly fccussed. The photo

grapher's judgment of the visual appearance of the object would have

been influenced by its brightness and his state of accommodation,

as well as his visual acuity.

The fact that part of the film frame is missing raises obvious

questions as to authenticity. However, the rather jagged tear, with

emulsion pulled off the film base in a sawtooth pattern, is character

istic of Tri-X film torn at a temperature of around OaF. At room

temperature it tears smoothly, leaving a nearly straight edge on

both film base and emulsion. This observation obviously supports the

statement that the film was accidentally torn while being rewound at

low temperature.

It should be mentioned that the State Police report 25 January

1967 on the sightings at the school listed as exhibits "two photos of

UFO taken on Jan. 19, 1967," at approximately 9:00 p.m. and approxi

mately 9:10 p.m., both with five seconds exposure. The student photo

grapher told the CU investigators that he had made only the one

exposure.
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If the photograph is indeed the image of a moving luminous disk,

then it is a time-exposure showing a disk that was not uniformly

bright over its area, and was either moving erratically or changing in

brightness erratically, or both. However, these unsophisticated

observations offer little basis for speculation as to the identity of

the object or the authenticity of the photograph.

Dr. William K. Hartmann notes that "the image bears a strong

resemblance to a sti tless spectrogram of an annular emission-line

source. II
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LEGENDS

PLATE
NO.

1. Lenticular cloud photographed in Brazil. Photo courtesy APRO.

2. Sub-sun. Photo courtesy NCAR.

3. Time "trail" exposure of the moon. Photo by author.

4. Reported "UFO" identified as a fi 1m defect. Palomar Mt.

Photo courtesy Mrs. Z. Rungee.

5. Reported "UFO" identified as a developing defect. Pinawa,

Manitoba. Photo courtesy of the witness.

6. Lens flare (upper right) caused by street lamp in photograph

of Comet Ikeya Seki. Photo by author.

7. "Physically fabricated" UFO photo made by hand-throwing a

spinning model. Photo by author.

8. "Physically fabricated" UFO photo - a suspended mode;.. Photo

by author.

9. "Physically fabricated" UFO photo. Nighttime time exposure

of a model held by hand and illuminated by flashlight. (Cf.

Beaver, Pa., case.) Photo by author.

10. "Optically fabricated" UFO photograph. Double exposure of

elliptical lamp superimposed on a landscape. (Cf. El Guapo,

Venezuela, case, APRO bulletin.) Photo by author.

11. "Optically fabricated" UFO photograph.

superimposed on a print and recopied.

Cut-out drawing

Photo by author.

12. "Optical fabrication." Full moon in the midst of a sunset

scene -- a physical impossibility. Image of moon (behind

the observer) was reflected in a sheet of glass through

which photo was taken. Photo by author.
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13. Photograph taken from an orbiting spacecraft showing the

luminous airglow layer above the earth illuminated by moon

light. At an oblique angle to the earth's surface the

zodiacal light band is apparent as a conical band. The

bright object near the apex of the zodiacal band is the

planet Venus.

14. The airglow layer photographed from a rocket. The earth's

surface is not illuminated by moonlight in contrast with

the photograph in Plate 13. Just beneath the airglow layer

are many stars and the solid earth can be delineated by

means of city lights.

15. Auroral zone inclined to parall~ls of geographic latitude.

16. Sketch made by Gemini 7 astronauts of an auroral arch below

the airglow layer.

17. A 100x (approx.) enlargement of Gemini 11. Frame 10, of

Magazine 8. 566-54661.

18. A 100x (approx.) enlargement of Gemini 11. Frame 9, of

Magazine 8. 566-54660.

19. Photograph of a Radar Evaluation Pod (REP) made by Gemini 5

astronauts.

20. The appearance of Agena as seen at distances varying from

25 to 250 feet.

21. A spectacular photograph showing the rendezvous of GT-6

and GT-7.

22. "Uriglow." Brilliant stars appeared when crystals formed

from a urine dump at sunrise were illuminated by the sun.

23. McMinnville photo 1. Photo courtesy U.P.I.

24. McMinnville photo courtesy U.P.I.

25. Approximate apparent path of UFO. Photo by author at original

site, June, 1967.
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26. Enlargements of UFO images from photos 1 and 2.

27. Portion (about 1/3) of a frame (approx. no. 114) of the

Great Falls motion picture. At bottom edge of frame are

ventilator ducts on a nearby building.

28. The first Barra da Tijuca photo, reportedly showing the

disk approaching. Photo courtesy APRO.

29. Barra da Tijuca photo 4. Lighting of the disk is clearly

from the left, but details of the hillside suggest lighting

from the right. (Cf. Plate 30) Photo courtesy APRO.

30. Detail of Plate 29. The palm tree and clumps of foliage

indicate shadows on the left with incident illumination

from the right. Photo courtesy APRO.

31. Typical frame from the Tremonton, Utah, movie. Black bars

mark the top and bottom of the original frame.

Ft. Belvoir photo 1.

graphs was called from

object, which appeared

32. The army private who took the photo

his building to see the approaching

to be a black, non-reflecting ring.

33. Ft. Belvoir photo 2.

34. Ft. Belvoir photo 3.

35. Ft. Belvoir photo 4.

36. Ft. Belvoir photo 5.

37. Ft. Belvoir photo 6.

38. Detonation of "atom bomb simulation demonstration" at Ft.

Belvoir. Photo courtesy of th~ wi.tness.

39. Black mushroom cloud produced by "atom bomb simulation

demonstration" at Ft. Belvoir. Photo courtesy of the witness.

40. Stable black vortex ring detaching itself from mushroom

column in "atom bomb simulation demonstration" at Ft. Belvoir.

Photo courtesy of the witness
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41. Frame from the Vandenberg tracking film. Rocket is moving

away and down toward southern horizon. Only the bright

exhaust is visible. The UFO, identified as Venus, appears

to move upward past rocket. Width of field approx. 2°.

42. Santa Ana photo 1, looking NNE down Myford Road through front

windshield of Heflin's truck. Santa Ana freeway about 0.5 km

distant.

43. Santa Ana photo 2, looking out right window of Heflin's truck.

44. Santa Ana photo 3, looking out right window of Heflin's truck.

Standpipe about 80 m distant.

45. Santa Ana photo 4, alleged to be looking NNW from middle of

Myford Road, outside truck.

46. Alleged site of photo 4, showing match with tree and wire.

(Cf. Plate 45.)

47. 4 1/2 cm (1 3/4 in) diameter Leica lens cap suspended on a

fine thread a few inches outside van window, 16 January 1968.

Copied from a Polaroid printo

48. The first of the two Case 53 photographs. Object reportedly

approached from the left, then hovered. The moon is at the

left.

49. The second of the two Case 53 photographs. The moon is at

the right.

50. Attempted simulation of Case 53 photo 1, made by holding an

illuminated object (blurred by hand motion). Moon at right.

51. Attempted simulation of Case 53 photo 2, made by holding a

plate, illuminated by flashlight and blurred by hand motion.

Moon at left.

52. Gulfstream Aircraft photo 1. The photos were made at about

5-minute intervals over a period of 20 minutes. Note re

flection of window curtains.
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53. Gulfstream Aircraft photo 2. The negative was inadvertantly
creased when a book was rested on it prior to receipt by the
Colorado Project. This accounts for the diagonal streak
through the image. Aircraft wing in upper right.

54. Gulfstream Aircraft photo 3.

55. Gulfstream Aircraft photo 4. Wing in upper ri ght .

56. Enlargement of Gulfstream Aircraft Plate 53, printed at low

density to show the structure of the outer halo. Scale is

defined by the pattern of film defects and the grain.

(Cf. Plate 53.)

57. Enlargement of Gulfstream Aircraft Plate 53, printed at high

density to show the core of the bright object. While the

core is overexposed, there is no evidence for the horizontal

disk shown in Fig. 11 and reported visually. Scale is the

same as Plate 56.

58. First of two similar alleged photographs of object seen from

American Airlines Flight 387.

59. First photo of North Pacific UFO. Copyright Kennetli Baker 1967.

60. Second photo of North Pacific UFO. Copyright Kenneth Baker 1967.

61. First photograph of alleged UFO photo by the witness.

62. Second photograph of alleged UFO photo by the witness.

63. The Sonora, California, UFO. Arrow shows small, bright source

which drifts toward top of frame on motion picture footage.

64. Polaroid photo of a pattern of colored lights made by a

l2-yr.-old boy in Lakeville, Conn .

. 65. Time lapse photograph of PPI. Diameter of area covered is

300 nautical miles.

66. PPI presentation and location of targets from which radar

echoes were received during the occurrence of a strong

elevated duct.
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67. Examples of radio interference.

68. Reflection echo during anomalous propagation conditions.

a. stratiform precipitation

b. normal ground clutter

c. anomalous propagation

d. reflection geometry
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Section V

Historical Aspects of UFO Phenomena

No study of UFO Phenomena would be complete without providing

the historical and international context within which the present

inquiry has been conducted. In the succeeding three chapters events

leading up to 1947 are considered over the sweep of recorded history;

the two decades of intensive UFO activity are reviewed; and the

degree to whiCh foreign countries are officially studying UFO phe

nomena is surveyed.
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Chapter 1

UFOs in History

Samuel Rosenberg

In his summary of the work of the Colorado project, which appears

as Section II of this report, Dr. Condon defines (at p. 13 supra) an

UFO as follows:

An unidentified flying object (UFO, pronounced

OOFO) is defined as the stimulus for a report made

by one or more individuals of something seen in the

sky (or an object thought to be capable of flying

but seen when landed on the earth) which the obser

ver could not identify as having an ordinary natural

origin . .. (emphasis--SR).

Dr. Condon's definition accurately mirrors the persistent, tanta

lizing inconcbsiveness of all UFO reports, modern and ancient. In this

chapter this definition will be applied to the past from which a sampling

of "UFO reports" gathered from various books and records is readily

forthcoming -- so readily, in fact, that a report of all such sightings

of mysterious objects which the observer "could not identify" would fill

the entire space devoted to the project report as a whole.

The wealth of ancient "UFOs" is due to a basic fact about man's

perception of his contemporary universe. A concentrated glance back

ward in time quickly reveals that throughout our recorded history (and

presumably before that), mankind has always seen UFOs and reported

"sightings" that remained unexplained even after examination by persons

believed to be competent. Our earliest ancestor gazed earnestly into

terrestrial and outer space to witness an infinite variety of phenomena

and -- understood virtually none of them. In fact, his entire universe,

both "external" to himself, as well as "internal," was largely outside
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This in no way prevented him from interpreting what he saw or

utilizing his interpretations in a manner that seems to have been

convenient to the needs of his contemporary society. A reminder of

the social consequences of the ancient attitudes toward "things seen

in the sky" may therefore be helpful in dealing with present-day

reactions to UFO reports.

We know some of early man's UFO sightings as sun, moon, lunar

halo, stars, constellations, galaxies, meteors, comets, auroras,

rainbows, wind, rain, storm, tornado, hurricane, drought; others as

sunrise, sunset, mirage, phosphorescence, lightning, etc, etc. In

modern times, inductive scientists have given us rational explanations

for a great many natural phenomena, or they have asked us to suspend

judgments of the still vast unknowable, pending further investigation.

But our inveterate impatience persists.

Perhaps the most persistent and dramatic early UFO sightings of

the species that has with characteristic self-importance designated

itself as Homo sapiens (intelligent man) were the "heavenly" lights he

saw whenever he looked upward or outward into space. Without knowing

what they were -- and what wild guesses were made! -- man was still

able to use the moving points of light for his navigating, hunting or

f'lgrating orientations. But our ancestors could not endure living

without immediate explanations for all of the natural phenomena that

surrounded them. So, in the absence of scientific explanations for

what they saw, they conjured up other interpretations equally satis

fying to them: the poetic, the dramatic, the supernatural, the mytho

logical, and even the nonsensical, or comic. Any explanation was

better than none at all, because man, a part of nature, abhors a

(mental) vacuum. Indeed the need to establish orientation by means

of hastily improvised hypotheses or fantasies appears to be a fundamental,

almost instinctual biological adjunct.

Bits of the vast accumulations of intuitive rationalizations

concocted by early man while he waited impatiently for more accurate

answers, still continue to satisfy our craving for poetry, drama and
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other imaginative story-telling. Francis Thompson wrote: "Man was

able to live without soap for thousands of years, but he could never

live without poetry." So for mul timillenia we have had poetry and

allegory and all sorts of remarkably ingenious supernatural fantasies

standing in for crucially needed, verifiable factual truth. Some-

times the interim quasi-sciences have served us pragmatically and have

led to positivistic science and to some degree of environmental control.

But, on balance, it becomes painfully evident from reading history

that hasty, premature, wrong explanations however pretty or ingenious

have led only to more wrong explanations, to a crippling of correct

analytical functioning, to the substitution of dogma for fresh research,

to the stifling of debate, to punishment for dissent -- and to frequent

disasters.

There were always some isolated scientific experimenters who worked

in many fields (usually in secret), but they did not make much head-

way against the politically entrenched supernatural theoreticians and

their MIFOs - mistakenly identified flying objects. It was not until

the end of the sixteenth century that emerging nationalistic power

politics and the new mercantile and manufacturing demands of Western

Europe made scientific methods highly desirable and profitable.

Before that, for hundreds of thousands of years, most human pro

cedures were based on magical interpretations of environmental phenomena.

From remote times, magicians and astrologers were consulted before

any political or military decisions were made; and justice was admini

stered according to magical formulae. Until a moment or two ago in

man's long history all natural phenomena were devoutly believed to be

gods, angels, spirits, devils, fairies, witches, vampires, succubi and

incubi; or omens of fortune, good and evil. What remains today as

semantic residues, or charming fairy tales or myths, were once life

and-death formulations acted upon with the utmost seriousness. In many

of the so-called "primitive" societies still extant, the magical interpre

tation of the world still prevails. Even today, most American newspapers

print magical astrological predictions. In 1962, all governmental
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business in India was suspended on the day when, for the first time in

several hundred years seven of the major planets were lined up in

conjunction. All of India heaved a collective sigh of relief when that

fruitcake day ended.

In their book Lure and Lore of Outer Space~ Ernst and Johanna Lehner

(1964) have compiled an illustrated review of the cosmos as it was

understood and visualized by earlier cultures. The Lehners make it evident

that the inventors of cosmic diagrams were convinced that their images

of outer space were real and completely factual. Pseudo-explanations

of the nature of the cosmos were at the very core of their religious

and political ideologies; belief in them was mandatory and could be

disputed only at the risk of imprisonment or death.

The Chinese evolved a celestial globe completely

different from the Western concept in which our earth

was surrounded by the Four Supernatural Creatures pre

siding over The Four Quadrants of Heaven: the Azure

Dragon over the East; the Vermilion Bird or Phoenix

over the South; the White Tiger over the West; and the

Black Warrior~ or Tortoise over the North. These four

quadrants are enclosed by the Pa Kua or Eight Diagrams~

representing heaven, water, lightning, thunder, wind,

clouds, mountains and earth. They are encircled by the 12

zodiacal animals which, in turn, are surrounded by the

28 Kung, or constellations of the Chinese Heaven: the

Earth Dragon, the Sky Dragon, the Badger, the Hare,

the Fox, the Tiger, the Leopard, the Griffon, the Ox,

the Bat, the Rat, the Swallow, the Bear, the Porcupine,

the Wolf, the Dog, the Pheasant, the Cock, the Raven,

the Monkey, the Ape, the Tapir, the Sheep, the Muntjak,

the Horse, the Deer, the Snake, and the Worm. (Lehner,

1964).

These were some of the UFOs seen by the ancient Chinese. The

Egyptians following the universal rule of interpreting UFOs in terms
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of the technology of the time -- depicted interstellar vehicles as

"barges of the Sun" carried on the "star-studded back of Nut~ the

Heavenly Vault. 11 Later, cosmic UFOs I seen' by the Greeks and the

Romans (and inherited by us) resulted in a fascinating heavenly attic

chockful of people, gods and goddesses, flora and fauna, mythological

beasts, assorted seafood, furniture, equipment, and miscellaneous

bric-a-brac. Here, from an American astronomical chart published in

the 1830s, is a partial list of constellations that were visually ex

trapolated from a few randomly scattered points of light: Peacock~

Herschel's Telescope~ Cameleopard~ Bird of Paradise~ Hadley's Quadrant~

Sun Dial~ King Charles' Oak~ Phoenix~ Andromeda~ Perseus~ Centaur~

Water Snake~ Dog~ Lobster~ Painter's Easel~ Cross~ Bear~ Cow. Most

appropriately for this report, ~here were also three interstellar

vehicles: Argo Navis (The Sailing Ship), The Chariot~ and Noah's Ark.

There are also other constellations in which Gods or Goddesses or

beasts act as heavenly carriers: Iris~ the Goddess of the Rainbow~ for

example, carried sinners to perdition.

The worship of the sun was endemic in antiquity. In nearly every

religion the sun was the supreme deity and in some societies was even

given the ultimate tribute of human sacrifice. To the Greeks he was

Helios; to the Egyptians Horus. For a time, in the guise of the Persian

God Mithras~ he very nearly became the predominant deity of the Western

world before Christianity finally prevailed. The Incas and most other

American Indians regarded the sun as their principal deity and worshipped

the dominant astronomical phenomenon that was blindingly visible to

everyone, but never properly understood. The sun was a veritable UFO

sighting of the first magnitude.

But the concept of the UFO sun as deity was not merely metaphorical.

Its identity as god was declared to be irrevocably Truth and Dogma and

was backed up by courts of law, police and armies. In theocratic states,

an avowed disbelief in the theological explanation of the relationship

of the sun to our earth was tantamount to treason and punished as such.

On 1 JUly 1968, the Catholic Church announced "that it might revise its
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censure of Galileo Gallileifor his heretical statement that, contrary

to the official Catholic dogma, the sun did not revolve around the

earth, but vice versa." (New York Times, 1968). The article in the

Times appears cheek-to-cheek with another news story about some UFOs

that turned out to be parts of Russian satellites that ignited as they

re-entered the earth's atmosphere (see Section VI, Chapter 2). The

juxtaposition of these two "news items" is not accidental: they are

part of a persistent pattern of response to UFOs that have always

been plainly visible to mankind - and misinterpreted.

In The Rainbow~ Carl Boyer writes:

Anaxagoras, the friend and tutor of Pericles,

found a popular atmosphere in Athens which was hostile

to natural science; and, when he asserted that the

sun, far from being a divinity, was nothing but a

huge white-hot stone, he was jailed for impiety.

Anaxagoras also courageously questioned the divinity

of Iris~ the Goddess of the Rainbow.

It seems that Iris has been a major UFO for many thousands of

years, with a highly charged emotional effect upon those who witnessed

the phenomenon. Some like the Hebrews, were delighted to see the

rainbow, because they interpreted it as 'a sign of God's forgiveness of

the few survivors on Noah's Ark after He had destroyed all other life

on earth. But to the highly sophisticated Greeks and Romans, the

rainbow was a terrifying sight because Iris was regarded as the

harbinger of evil tidings. It was her special mission to come down

to earth, after the storming thunder and lightning rages of Zeus, to

inform men of their transgressions and to execute the penalties imposed

by the Deity. Iris was ominously present after the great deluge of

Deucalion, when Zeus decided that mankind was unredeemable and must be

totally eliminated. His "final solution" was to be an extreme coldness

that would freeze all humans to death. It was Iris who was sent to

inform Menelaus of the elopement of his daughter, Helen of Troy, an

act that started the Trojan Wars. Iris announced the tempest that
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shipwrecked Aeneas. She severed the last slender thread that kept Queen

Dido alive; and it was Iris who thereafter carried water from the River

Styx and forced condemned sinners to drink. Shakespeare, steeped in

Ovidian mythology, knew Iris well. In "All's Well" he called her "the

distempered messenger of wet" and in "Henry VI, Part II," he had the

Queen threaten the exiled Duke of Suffold: "For wheresoe'er thou art

in this world's globe, I'll have an Iris that shall find thee out."

There was no escape from the rainbow messenger and executioner.

The trepidations of the Greeks, the Romans, and the Elizabethan

English were shared by primitive ufologists the world over. Africa

tribal lore regarded the rainbow as a giant snake who, seeking a meal

after the rain will devour whomever he comes upon. In the Americas, the

rainbow was also a hungry god, fond of indiscriminately ingesting water,

cattle, and tribesmen, especially the youngest members. The Shoshoni

Indian believed that the sky was made of ice against which the serpent

rainbow rubbed its back, causing snow in the winter and rain in the

summer. It is not recorded whether the Shoshoni's heavenly serpent

thus relieved some dorsal itch, but other primitive descriptions of the

rainbow reveal a very thirsty god indeed: Plutarch describes Iris

as having a head of a bull that drinks the water of rivers and streams,

while Ovid also depicts her as distinctly bibulous. Other explanations

of the rainbow include the hem of God's garments (Greenland); a hat

(Blackfeet American Indians); a bowl for coloring birds (Germans); a

camel carrying three persons, or a net (Mongol); and, in Finnish lore,

a "sickle of the Thunder-God."

Homer may have been the champion literary projectionist of Greece.

He too saw Iris either literally or figuratively as a serpent. The

Great Visualizer of modern times, however, is beyond any doubt Professor

Hermann Rorschach. That compulsive spiller of ink is surely the twen

tieth century's patron saint of visualization. The doctor of ink and

blot has convinced psychologists that whenever we look at something that

is disorderly, meaningless, amorphous, or vague, we immediately project

upon something else. And that something else is an image withdrawn
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from our internal picture library and projected onto the shapeless

blob placed before us. It seems that we cannot tolerate vagueness

and insist on replacing it with what we wish to see or what we dread

seeing.

Some experts insist, however, that we pretend to see something

in order to be kind to the earnest psychologists who try to be helpful

by showing inky messes to total strangers. During World War II, I

was present as an observer when a brilliant young lieutenant was being

tested. He did quite well until he was handed an enormous inkblot and

asked to describe what he saw. He gazed at it dutifully for quite a

while, then handed it back, and said: "It looks like an inkblot to me

sir." He was disqualified for his flagrant anti-social response, of

course, and it served him right! I also looked at the configuration,

and there plainly visible was a lovely picture of an old woman dressed

all in black, riding her monocycle down a deserted country road.

And, speaking of tests, in 1875, after conducting a long series

of experiments, the eminent physiologist Dr. Francis Galton published

his discovery that a surprising number of "entirely normal and reliable"

Englishmen he had tested habitually saw objects, colors, forms, and vivid

kinaesthetic patterns involving mixed image and color not seen by others.

I offer these digressions with the suggestion that a great deal of

work still remains to be done on the visualizing characteristics of the

so-called "normal and reliable" people who have made "sightings" of

all kinds. I do this not to challenge the validity of all UFO 'sightings,'

but to call attention to the possibility that not very much is known

about the nature of visualization. It has been generally assumed that

if a man is a respected member of a respected profession (like a

commercial jet-pilot) he is ~pso facto free of any visualizing aber

rations, and that he always sees the world and its phenomena as nakedly,

as honestly as my young lieutenant saw it when he declined to play the

inkb lot game.

It is therefore hardly surprlslng that strange objects and phenomena

of all kinds have been chronicled and reported for about 3,500 years,
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and for thousands of years previously as oral tradition in systems of

religion, mythology, and folklore. The number of reports of "strange

phenomena" have increased steadily with time, as increase caused by

the great proliferation of journals and newspapers since their start in

the seventeenth century. As the new media increased in number, they

gathered and printed more and more reports of strange happenings that

would otherwise have remained localized and been forgotten. The cur

rent great interest in UFOs has resulted in a ransacking of religious

literature, mythology, as well as the old newspapers and journals

for UFO-like sightings and their inclusion in the current UFO literature.

With the help of another researcher, I have gone through many old

sources in search of new significant "UFO l1 material, but have found that

the ufologists have covered the ground quite thoroughly not hesitating

to graft new interpretations on the old reports.

Led by the genius poet-investigator, Charles Fort (1874-1932), who

for about 40 years assiduously gathered reports of "strange phenomena"

from scientific journals and news media, the ufologists have ferreted

out and compiled many hundreds of reports of "UFOs" that were seen

before the age of aviat:icl1 ~r'Ji rocketry.

The use of selecteu UFO books -- with frequent spot checks of

their sources and veracity -- serves a double purpose. It enables us

to read the "ancient reports" in them and -- this is nearly as important

it permits us to see what the modern ufologist selects from the past

and how he utilizes and interprets the evidence he has compiled.

Such compilations pose some serious problems for the rl:lader not

already convinced of the existence of UFOs. They inflict mental fatigue

and anxiety after the reading of each "report" because one is inevitab 1y

led into the same brain-numbing round of unanswered questions: Does the

alleged book or manuscript in which the report was found really exist?

Where is it? Did the writer actually see the original document or

is he quoting a secondary source? Is the version presented here a

faithful copy of the original or an accurate translation? Is the

"report" in question a factual honest report of something actually seen,

or is it a poetic, metaphorical, religious, symbolical,.mythica1,
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political, fabrication made legitimately within its own social context,

but one that is no longer viable or meaningful to us now? If the

"strange phenomenon" was actually seen, then, we ask: "Was this "light,"

or fiery sphere," "wheel of fire," or "flaming cross," or "cigar-shaped

object" or "saucer" or "disk" seen by reliable witnesses? How reliable

is the judge of their reliability? What did they actually see? Where

did it come from? What was it made of? Who, if anyone or anything,

was in it? And so forth, far, far, into the night. Inconclusiveness,

the mental plague of ufology, invariably cancels out or suspends in

mid-air the great majority of the fascinating reports and leaves the

reader (this reader for sure) quite frustrated and disappointed.

It soon becomes clear that it would take years of full time

research to track down and verify the thousands of "ancient" reports

included in the nearly 1600 books and articles about UFOs. This means,

then, that the general reader, who rarely ever bothers to verify what

he reads, is merely given the option to trust or distrust the scholarly

accuracy and motivations of the writers who offer him the impressive

lookillg lists of UFOs sightings. This becomes a very narrow choice

indeed: one that is negotiable only in the arena of speculation provided

by the writers who believe in UFOs. And, since to my knowledge, no one

has written an impartial or objective book about ancient "UFO reports,"

the nature of the dialogue between an UFO author and his reader becomes

that of a man convinced of the existence of UFOs and a reader whom he

hopes to convert to his belief.

The strategy for UFO proselytizing is predictable. In book after

book, the reader is assured that UFOs are not a sudden, modern manifes

tation but that there have been numerous reports of similar visitations

'.'down through the ages." The author then proceeds to list the most

impressive and authoritative-sounding of the "ancient UFO reports,"

stressing those that most closely resemble modern accounts of "spacecraft

sightings."

He also seeks to create an aura of believability and respectahility

for UFO phenomena by quoting and re-interpreting "UFO reports from the
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Holy Bible," from ancient Roman authors like Pliny The Elder, from

Shakespeare, from Hindu religious texts, from "ancient manuscripts found

in monasteries," or as in one notable example, from a "papyrus manuscript

found among the papers of the late Professor Alberto Tulli, former

director of the Vatican Egyptian Museum."

This is a legitimate procedure, of course, and we know that many

important scholarly discoveries have been made in church archives, (to

take that example) because in many periods in history, the church did

chronicle and preserve records of important events. But the presenta

tion of such prestigious ecclesiastical material is used in UFO literature

in order to bestow an aura of sanctity upon all UFOs, ancient and

modern; i.e., to make them respectable by association.

Thus, for example, The Flying Saucer Reader~ edited by Jay David

(1967) self-described as "an anthology of the best and most authori

tative of the incredible but undeniable phenomenon of UFOs," begins

wi th "evidence" from Bib lical times; and a chapter written by

Paul Thomas in (1965) in which he declares that the famous "miracle of

Fatima, Portugal" (13 October 1917) was actually a flying saucer that

was mistakenly identified as the Virgin Mary. The book also includes

excerpts from two books in which the authors describe their fluent

communications with "extra-terrestrial beings" with the aid of~ (1) a

ouija board using a pencil taped to a water glass, and (2) "mental

telepathy."

For the true-believing ufologist, the Holy Bible is a veritable

treasure-trove of sacred and profane UFOs. In Chapter 13, verse 21 of

the Book of Exodus, ". . . the Lord went before them by day in a pillar

of fire, to give them light; to go by day and night." Ufologists

. regard this as evidence that God sent a spaceship to guide the Israelites

during their 40-year journey to the Holy Land.

The image from Exodus is repeated in the New Testament in the

"Star of Bethlehem": According to St. Matthew~ (2,9) "and, 10, the

star, which they saw in the East, went before them, till it came and

stood where the young child was." Though not regarded as an UFO, but

a "star," it also behaved like some UFOs that start and stop.
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There are, also, many "fiery chariots," "angels with wings," and

"cherubim" in the New and Old Testaments, all of which have been claimed

by the occultistic modern ufologists as UFOs.

The selected list of "ancient" UFO reports that follows is taken

mainly from various books written by contemporary ufologists. They

are all writers who believe "flying saucers" really exist, and who offer

various speculations on their origin, mode of "flight" and significance.

213 B. C. "In Hadria an 'altar' was seen in the sky, accompanied

by the form of a man in white clothing. A total of a dozen such sight

ings between 222 and 90 B. C. can be listed, but we have eliminated

many more sightings because we felt that they could best be interpreted

as misinterpretations of meteors or atmospheric phenomena." (Vallee,

1965).

218 B. C. "In Amiterno district in many places were seen the

appearance of men in white garments from far away. The orb of the sun

grew smaller. At Praeneste glowing lamps from heaven. At Arpi a

shield in the sky. The Moon contended with the sun and during the night

two moons were seen. Phantom ships appeared in the sky." (Trench, 1966).

100 B. C. "Pliny mentions the strange shields in Natural History

Volume II, chapter XXXIV: 'In the consulship of Lucius Valerius and

Ganius Valerius (about 100 B. C.) a burning shield scattering sparks

ran across the sky at sunset from east to west. ," (Green, 1967).

742-814 A. D. "During the reign of Charlemagne, spacecraft took

away some of the earth's inhabitants to show them something of the way of

life of space people. These events are described in the Comte de

Gabalis' Discourses." (Trench, 1966).

"Ho"Never, when the space craft returned bringing back the Earth

people they had taken away, the population were convinced that they

were actual members of the spacecraft whom they regarded as sorcerers."

1270 A. D. Bristol England: "In Otto Imperialia., Book I, Chapter

XIII, Gervase of Tillbury wrote about an aerial craft over a city.

The craft caught an anchor in a church steeple and a occupant of the

ship scampered down a ladder to free the device. The man was stoned
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by a crowd and asphyxiated in the earth's atmosphere. The 'demon's body'

was said to have been burned. 1t This story is to be found in several

UFO books, and is quoted here from Let's Face the Facts about Flying

Saucers~ (1967) by Warren Smith and Gabriel Green, President of the

Almalgamated Flying Saucer Clubs of ?~erica.

1561 A. D. 1tIn Nuremburg, April 14, 1561, many men and women saw

blood-red or bluish or black balls and circular discs in large numbers

in the neighborhood of the rising sun. The spectacle lasted one hour

'and appeared to fall to the ground as if it was all on fire and

everything was consumed amid a great haze. ,1t (Cited from a mediaeval

text found in the Annals of Nuremburg by C. R. Jung).

7 August 1566 A. D. "People saw a crowd of black balls moving at

high speed towards the sun, they made a half turn, collided with one

another as if fighting. A large number of them became red and fiery

and there after they were consumed and then the lights went out."

(Quoted by Dr. Jung from the Annals of Basle.)

6 March 1716 A. D. "The astronomer Halley saw an object that

illuminated the sky for more than two hours in such a way that he

could read a printed text in the light of this object. The time of

the observation was 7:00 P. M. After two hours the brightness of the

phenomenon was re-activated 'as if new fuel had been cast in a fire. 11t

(Vallee, 1965).

There are hundreds of astronomical "sightings of strange lights,1t

to be found in the modern UFO books. For example, Jacques Vallee,

quotes the following from the JournaZ of Natural History and Philosophy:

I saw many meteors moving around the edge of a

black cloud from which lightnings flashed . They were

like dazzling specks of light, dancing and traipsing

thro' the clouds. One of them increased in size un

til it became of the brilliance and magnitude of

Venus, on a clear evening. But I could see no body

in the light. It moved with great rapidity, and

pasted on the edge of the cloud. Then it became
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stationary, dimmed its splendor, and vanished. I

saw these strange lights for minutes, not seconds.

For at least an hour, these lights, so strange,

played in and out of the black cloud. No lightning

came from the clouds where these lights were play

ing. As the meteors increased in size, they seemed

to descend. "

This observation was made by John Staveley, an astronomer, at

Hatton Gardens, London, on 10 August 1809 and reported in the Journal

of Natural History and Philosophy and Chemistry. (Vallee, 1965).

1820. Francis Arago, in Annales de chimie et de physique~ wrote

"concerning observations at Embrun, France: 'numerous observers have

seen, during an eclipse of the moon, strange objects moving in straight

lines. They were equally spaced, and remained in line when they made

turns. Their movements showed a military precision.'" (Vallee, 1965).

"Lights in the dark of the moon" are considered to be UFO space

craft by many ufologists. Fort cites many, and here are some:

November 1668. A letter from Cotton Mather to Mr. Waller of the

Royal Society dated "at Boston, November 24, 1712" (now in the Library

of Massachusetts Historical Society, Boston) refers to "ye star below

ye body of ye Moon, and within the Horns of it ... seen in New England

ir. the Month of November, 1668." (Lowes, 1927).

1783. In Philosophical Transactions (Volume LZZVII) for 1787,

the great astronomer reports a "bright spot seen in the dark of the

moon . . . which seen in the telescope resembled a star of the fourth

magnitude as it appears to the natural eye." (Lowes, 1927).

1794. In Philosophical Transactions~ 1794, a total of seven

letters in Volumes XXVI and XXVII, reporting "lights in the dark

portion of the moon." The principal sighting was communicated by the

Astronomer Royal, the Reverend Nevil Maskelyne, on the "observations

of Thomas Stretton, who saw the phenomenon in St. John's Square, Clerkenwell

London. In another letter to the Royal Society, a Mr. Wilkins reports

his "sighting" in terms exactly like those used by many who claim to

have seen UFOs. "I was," writes Wilkins, "as it were, rivetted to the
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spot where I stood, during the time it continued, and took every method

I could to convince myself that it was not an error of sight, including

the testimony of one who passed and said it was a star." (Lowes, 1927).

"I am very certain," he adds in his third letter, "of this spot appearing

uJithin the circumference of the moon's circle." Mr. Stratton declared

that it was a "light like a star, as large as'a star, but not so bright,

in the d<:!-rk part of the moon." (Lowes, 1927).

July 1868. In Lo! by Charles Fort, as quoted by Jacques Vallee

(1965) "at Capiago, Chile, an aerial construction emitting light and

giving off engine noise was int~rpreted locally as a giant bird with

shining eyes, covered with large scales clashing to give off a metallic

noise ."

22 March 1870. "An observation was made aboard the 'Lc-dy of the

Lake' in the Atlantic Ocean. The object was a disk of light grey

color. What appeared to be the rear part was surrounded by a halo,

and a long tail emanated from the center. This UFO was viewed between

20 0 and 80 0 elevation for half an hour. It flew against the wind and

Captain Banner made a drawing of it." (Vallee, 1965).

24 April 1874. "On the above date, a Professor Schafarick of

Prague saw 'an object of such a strange nature that I do not know what

to say about it. It was of a blinding white and crossed slowly over

the face of the moon. It remained visible afterwards.'" (AstronomicaZ

Register XXIII, 206 quoted by Vallee, 19 ).

15 May 1879. "On the above date, at 9:40 p.m. from 'the Vultur'

in the Persian Gulf, two giant luminous wheels were observed spinning

slowly and slowly descending. They were seen for thirty-five minutes,

had an estimated diameter of forty meteFs (130 feet) and were four

diameters apart. Similar 'giant wheels' were seen the year after,

again in May, and in the same part of the ocean, by the steamer 'Patna. '"

Quoted by Vallee, (1965) from KnouJZedge~ a journal.

This list of "strange phenomena" could easily be extended over

hundreds of pages. The reader, if he wished, can consult the writings

of Charles Fort (1941) and others. At the end of all this reading,

he will probably find that the mysterious phenomena remain mysterious.
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He can then exercise his option to believe that the strange phenomena

reported down through the ages are reports of extra-terrestrial visitors

from planets whose civilizations are infinitely older and superior to

ours. On the other hand, his curiosity may be aroused in quite a different

direction. The citations of "ancient UFO reports" by the ufologists

have one hauntingly familiar common characteristic: the authors are

uniformly highly uncritical of the authenticity of these reports, so much

so that their presentations of them falls well outside the boundaries

of normal scholarly skepticism.

Let us take as an example one particular "UFO case history" given

credence and awesome attention in books by Vallee, Green, Trench, Desmond

and Adamski, Jessup, and Thomas. The report is an alleged "observation

made in 1290 at Byland Abbey, Yorkshire, of a large silvery disk flying

slowly, a classical one and [one that] can be found in a number of

books" (Vallee, 1965). Each of these authors quotes it from one of his

colleagues but none has taken the precaution of checking on the "manu

script scroll that was discovered several years ago (1953) in fu~pleforth

Abbey in England.

After deciding to check on the "Byland Abbey sighting on 1290," I

backtracked through the various books and read the complete transcript
,

of the "Ampleforth Abbey UFO sighting of 1290" as it is given in Desmond

and Adamski's Flying Saucers Have Landed (1953):

aves a Wilfred suseptos die festo sanctissorum

Simon is atque Judae asseverunt. Cum autum Henricus

abbas gratias redditurus erat, frater guidam Joannes

referebat. Tum vera omnes eccuccurerunt et ecce res

grandis~ circumcircularis argentea disco quodam haud

dissimils~ lente e super eos volans atque maciman

terrorem exitans. Quo tempore Henricus abbas adultavisse

(qua) de causa impius de . .

"Mr. A. X. Chumley," who supplied the information, gives the

following translation:

. . took the sheep from Wilfred and roast them

in the feast of SS. Simon and Jude. But when Henry
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the Abbott was about to say grace, John, one of the

brethren, came in and said there was a great portent

outside. Then they all went out and LO! a large

round silver thing like a disk flew slowly over them~

and excited the greatest terror. Whereat Henry the

Abbott immediately cried that Wilfred was an adulterer,

wherefore it was impious to .

Authors Desmbnd and Adamski comment: I~hat probably happened is

that a flying saucer did, in fact, pass over Byland Abbey at the close

of the thirteenth centruy and that the astute Abbott Henry seized the

opportunity to admonish Wilfred for his carryings on, and the community

for their lack of piety."

Then, in Paul Thomas's Flying Saucers through the ages (1965), we

read the following: " in Yorkshire, a flat shining disk flew over

the monastery of Byland. (Translater's note: There are grave doubts

on the genuineness of this. Two Oxford undergraduates admitted to me

in 1956 that they forged this document for a joke -- but there is

nothing to prove that they really did so!) (emphasis--SR).

After wondering why the translator did not, in the nine years

between 1956 and 1965, seek to verify the ancient manuscript by means

of a visit, letter or phone call to "Ampleforth Abbey", I began my

own investigation. The British information Service in New York verified

the existence of Ampleforth Abbey, now a Benedictine College, in York,

England. Then, I cabled a friend, Mr. John Haggarty, in London, and

asked him to verify the existence and contents of the "Byland Abbey

manuscript." Haggarty cabled promptly:

HAVE CHECKED WITH COLLEGE STOP AMPLEFORTH

DOCUMENT A HOAX PERPETRATED BY TWO SIXTH FORM

BOYS IN LETTER TO TIMES (LONDON) REGARDS

Such a fabricated "UFO report" has been used for the greater glory

of the new mythology in Let's Face the Facts About Flying Saucers~

(Green, 1967).

The authors have offered their own enlarged and embellished version,

of the "Byland Abbey sighting," complete with some nifty, monk-type
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dialogue (not in the original fabrication); and some 'inner thoughts'

of the monks -- also absent from the 'original.' They have even pinned

the heinous crime of "sheephiding" on "Wilfred, the adulterer":

Brother John's Medieval Saucer

It was an early afternoon in October, A. D. 1250

(Jacques Vallee writes that it occurred in 1290), and

the monks at Byland Abbey in Yorkshire, England pre

pared to celebrate the feast of St. Simon and St. Jude.

Henry the Abbott had previously discovered that Brother

Wilfred had hidden two fat sheep on the Abbey grounds.

The abbott confiscated the sheep from Wilfred and

their succulent carcasses were roasting over a roaring

fire in the dining hall.

The brothers were in a jovial mood. "I wish thee

would till the fields as willingly as thee would "latch

the mutton," one said to an eager friend.

"Black bread and cheese do not compare with mutton,"

answered his companion.

As the brothers assembled for their evening meal,

they heard a noise in the doorway Brother John stood

~n the doorway with a terror-stricken look on his face.

"What happened, Brother John?" inquired the abbott.

"I was walking towards the abbey from the fields

and thinking about the roast mutton dinner. A strange

noise overhead scared me. I looked up in the sky. A

large silver plate is'up there in the sky."

The monks forgot their dinners and dashed into

the yard.

"There it is," shouted Peter.

"Mother of God!" said a brother.

Henry the Abbott and Brother John stepped from the

dining room. A giant flying disk hovered in the sky and

drifted slowly in the clouds. The monks were panic-stricken.
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They fell to their knees with shouts of "Judgement

Day", and" 'tis the end of the world" punctuating

their frantic prayers.

The shaken monks turned to Henry the Abbott for

clarification. "What does the appearance of this

mean?" they inquired.

"Wilfred is an adulterer and mus t be punished,"

snapped the abbott.

A second "spot-check," made of one of the more spectacular

"ancient UFO reports," has produced some fascinating results. It is

the "UFO legend" offered by Mr. Frank Edwards in his Flying Saucers -

Serious Business (1966). In his opening chapter entitled "What Goes

On Here?" Edwards, from a source not mentioned, gives us the following

awesome account:

A chronicle of ancient India known as the Book

of Dzyan is in a class by itself, not only because

of its age, but because of a surprising account

therein. The Book is a compilation of legends passed

down through the ages before men were able to write,

and finally gathered by the ancient scholars who

preserved them for us.

They tell of a small group of beings who came

to Earth many thousands of years ago in a metal craft

which first went AROUND Earth several times before

landing. "These beings," says the Book, "lived to

themselves and were revered by the humans among whom

they had settled. But eventually differences arose

among them and they divided their numbers, several

of the men and women and some children settling in

another city, where they were promptly installed as

rulers by the awe-stricken populace."

The legend continues:
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"Separation did not bring peace to these people

and finally their anger reached a point where the ruler

of the original city took with him a small number of

his warriors and they rose into the air in a huge shining

metal vessel. While they were many leagues from the

city of their enemies they launched a great shining

lance that rode on a beam of light. It burst apart

in the city of their enemies with a great ball of

flame that shot up to the heavens, almost to the stars.

All those in the city were horribly burned and even

those who were not in the city---but nearby---were

burned also. Those who looked upon the lance and the

ball of fire were blinded forever afterward. Those

who entered the city on foot became ill and died. Even

the dust of the city was poisoned, as were the rivers

that flowed through it. Men dared not go near it, and

gradually crumbled into dust and was forgotten by men.

"When the leader saw what he had done to his own

people he retired to his palace and refused to see

anYO:1e. Then he gathered about him those of his warriors

who remained, and their wives and their children, and

they entered into their vessels and rose one by one into

the sky and sailed away. Nor did they return."

This would seem to be an account of an attempt

by some extra-terrestrial group to establish a colony

on Earth in the distant past. Like so many colonizing

attempts by man, it appears to have ended in dissension

and conflict. The most interesting portion of the

story is the description of the great "lance that traveled

on a beam of light," which bears a surprising resemblance to

a modern rocket and its jet of flame. The effect of this

so-called "lance" brings to mind a rather detailed pic-

ture of a nuclear blast and its catastrophic sequels. If
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this is a mental concoction of some primitive writer,

it is at least remarkable. If it is a reasonably accurate

piece of factual reporting, then it is even more remark

able. Since it is unverifiable, we must at this late

date classify it as "interesting, but unproved."

This most impressive, goosepimply account of extra-terrestrial

colonists who once waged nuclear war on our planet and then left has

only one thing wrong with it -- it is completely spurious.

To begin with, the so-called Book of Dzyan is not, as Edwards

writes, "a compilation of legends passed down through the ages ..

and gathered by scholars who preserved them for us." The "Book or

Stanzas of Dzyan" made their very first appearance in 1886 in the

famous book The Secret Doctrine~ written by the high prietess of Esoteric

Theosophy, Madame Helene Petrovna B1avatsky (1831-1891). The stanzas

are the basis of her preposterous At1antean "Theory of Cosmic Evolution."

An unauthorized biographer declares that: "the mysterious 'Dzyan manu

script' like the 'Senzar' language they were written in, seem wholly

to have originated in Madame B1avatsky's imagination." (Roberts, 1931).

Madame B1avatsky's own account, and those of her disciples, or the

origin and meaning of the "Dzyan Stanzas" quickly show that they were

concocted for an "occult" audience with a very low threshold of mental

resistance.

That the "Stanzas of Dzyan" exist only in Madame Blavatsky's The

Secret Doctrine~ or in commentaries written by her disciples is clearly

stated in the foreword of the only separate edition of the "Stanzas"

published by the London Theosophical Society in 1908:

For the information of readers into whose

hands these Stanzas may now fall, it is desirable

to give some brief account of their source, on the

authority of the Occultist Madame B1avatsky who

translated and introduced them to the world of

modern thought. The following particulars are derived

from Madame B1avatsky's Secret Doctrine and Voice
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of The Silence; which Madame Blavatsky tells us form

a part of the same series of long-concealed manuscript

treasures in which the Stanzas of Dzyan belong.

Book of Dzyan is not in the possession of any

European library~ and was never heard of by European

scholarship: nevertheless it exists and lies hidden,

even from the enterprising war correspondent, in one

of the mysterious rock libraries that the spurs of

the Himalayas may yet contain. (emphasis--SR).

In her own inimitable style Madame Blavatsky adds: "In the Tsaydam,

in the solitary passes of the Kuen-Lun, along the Altyn-Tag" [this

"Tibetan" word sounds German: "Alten-Tag" or "olden days"--SR] whose

soil no European foot has trod, there exists a certain hamlet lost in

a deep gorge. It is a small cluster of houses, a hamlet rather than

a monastery, with a poor temple on it, and only one old Lama, a hermit,

living near to watch it. Pilgrims say that the subterranean galleries

and halls under it contain a collection of books ... too large to

find room even in the British Museum" (Introduction to The Secret

Doctrine~ Madane Blavatsky).

The preface of the London Theosophical Society's edition of the

"Stanzas" explains more about them:

The Stanzas of Dzyan . . . are written in a

language unknown to philology~ if indeed the word

"written" is applicable to ideographs of which they

largely consist, and this associated with the use

of a colour system of ~ymbology.

. They are given throughout, in their modern

translated version, as it would be worse than use

less to make the subject still more difficult by

introducing the archaic phraseology of the original

with its puzzling style and words. The terms used

were non-translatable into English, are Tibetan and

Sanskrit, and ... will frequently be a stumbling
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block unless reference is made to The Sec~et Doct~ine

where the commentaries on the text will generally be found

to supply the meaning (London Theosophical Society, 1908).

A thorough search of the Stanzas in Madame Blavatsky's books and

those of her commentators has failed to divulge the enthralling

"legend from the Book of Dzyan" quoted by Edwards. Now since the

Stanzas exists only in The Sec~et Doct~ine~ and they, in turn, exist

only "in the imagination of Madame Blavatsky," then the question arises:

Where did the additional long account of "extra-terrestrial colonists"-

come from? It seems that Edwards had "been had" by one of his sources,

and has innocently passed on to his readers a fabrication superimposed

on a gigantic hoax concocted by Madame Blavatsky.

Then there is the "UFO sighting" sometime "during the reign of

Thutmose II I, (1504-1450 B. C.)," cited by Trench (1966):

Among the papers of the late Professor Alberto

Tulli, former director of the Egyptian Museum at the

Vatican, was found the earliest known record of a

fleet of flying saucers written on papyrus long,

long, ago in ancient Egypt. Although it was damaged,

having many gaps in the hieroglyphics, Prince Boris

de Rachewiltz subsequently translated the papyrus and

irrespective of the many broken sections he stated

that the original was part of the AnnaZs of Thutmose III~

ci~ca 1594-1450 B. C. The following is an excerpt:

"In the year 22, of the third month of winter,

sixth hour of the day . . . in the scribes of the

House of Life it was found a circle of fire that

was coming from the sky .. it had no head, the

breath of its mouth had a foul odor.. Its body was

one rod long and one rod wide. It had no voice.

Their bellies became confused through it: then

they laid bemselves on their bellies .. they

went to the Pharoah, to report it . His Majesty
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Their bellies became confused through it: then 
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went to the Pharoah, to report it . His Majesty 
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ordered . . . has been examined . . . as to all which

is written in the papyrus rolls of the House of Life.

His Majesty was meditating on what happened. Now

after some days had passed, these things became more

numerous in the sky than ever. They shone more in

the sky than the brightness of the sun, and extended

to the limits of the four supports of the heavens ..

Powerful was the position of the fire circles. The

army of the Pharoah looked on with him in their midst.

It was after supper. Thereupon these fire circles

ascended higher in the sky to the south. Fishes and

volatiles fell down from the sky. A marvel never

before known since the foundation of their land.

And Pharoah caused incense to be brought to make

peace on the hearth . . . and what happened was

ordered to be written in the annals of the House of

Life . . . so that it be remembered for ever.':

As I read, reread, and compared the "Tulli Egyptian papyrus"

(c. 1500 B. C.) with the Book of Ezekiel> written about 900 years

later (c. 590 B. C.), I became aware of a number of striking similarities

beh:,'cn the texts. The most celebrated and oft-quoted of the ancient

"UFOs" is "Ezekiel's wheel of fire, (Old Testament> Ezekiel> Chapter

Dae> King James Version):

1: Now it came to pass in the thirtieth

year in the fourth month, in the fifth day of the

month, as I was among the captives by the river

of Chebar, that the heavens were opened and I saw

visions of God.

4: And I looked, and behold a whirlwind came

out of the north, a great cloud, and a fire infold

ing itself, and a brightness was about it, and out

of the midst thereof as the color of amber, out of

the midst of the fire.
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5: Also out of the .midst thereof came the like

ness of four living creatures . . . they had the

likeness of a man.

6: And everyone had four faces, and every

one had four wings.

10: As for the likeness of the faces, they

four had the face of a man, the face of a lion .

and the face of an eagle . . .

13: their appearance was like burning

coals of fire, and like the appearance of lamps:

it went up and down among the living creatures,

and the fire was the fire b~ight and out of the

fire went forth lightning.

15: Now as I beheld the living creatures,

behold one wheel upon the earth by the living

creatures, with his four faces.

16: The appearance of the wheels and their

work was like unto the colour of beryl; and they

four had one likeness; and their appearance and

their work was as it were a wheel in the middle of

a wheel.

17: ~fuen they went, they went upon their four

sides: and they turned not when they went.

18: As for their rings, they were so high

they were dreadful; and their rings were full of

eyes round abput them four.

19: And, when the living creatures were,

the wheels went by them: and when the living

creatures were lifted up from the earth, the wheels

lifted up.

20: . for the spirit of the living creatures

was in them.
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The Book of Ezekiel consists of 48 chapters, most of which are

devoted to Jehovah's bitter complaints about the immorality of his

own people; and his lengthy tirades against all of Israel's enemies,

especially the Pharoahs of Egypt.

29, 1: In the tenth year, in the twelfth day, the

word of the Lord came unto me, saying ... Prophesy

against . Pharoah, King of Egypt.

The "Tulli papyrus" and Ezekiel show so many exact similarities of

style, language and detail in sequence.. that one wonders whether·, despite

its alleged time priority, the "Tulli papyrus" may be taken from the

King James version of the Book of Ezekiel. Or, if the "Tulli papyrus"

is genuine, and its translation by Prince de Rachewiltz is accurate,

then the Book of Ezekiel may have been plagiarized from the Annals of

Thut:mose III!

A tabulation of the similarities follows:

Egyptian

"the House of Scribes"

"was eoming in the sky"

"it was 3. circle of fire"

"it had no head"

"It had no voice."

"Their hearts became con
fused through it: then
they laid themselves on
their bellies"

"His Majesty ordered
written in roUs"

"towards the south"

"the brightness of the sun"

"i t was after supper"

This all takes place al
legedly in Egypt during the
reign of Thutmose III

"Fishes and volatiles feU
down from the sky."
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Ezekiel

"the House of Israel"

"the heavens were opened"

"always referred to as wheel of fire"

"heads with four faces" -- "everyone
had four faces"

"I heard a voice that spake"

"When I saw it, I fell on my
face."

"and God spread a roU before me
and it was written "

"out of the north"

"and a brightness was about it"

"cause thy belly to eat."

"in the land of Egypt."
"I am against Pharoah, king of Egypt"

29: 5, 3: "thee and all the fishes:
thou shalt fall upon the open fields."
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These dozen sequential similarities are so remarkable and raise

so many questions as to the authenticity of the "Tulli papyrus," that

a cable was despatched to the Egyptian section of the Vatican Museum

seeking more information about both the "papyrus" and the "de Rachewil tz

translation." The reply follows:

Papyrus Tulli not propriety [sic] of Vatican

Museum. Now it is dispersed and no more trace

able.

The Inspector to Egyptian
Vatican Museum

(signed) Gianfranco Nolli

Citta del Vaticano 25 Luglio 1968

Skepticism being the mother of persistence, we nevertheless

decided to trace it as far as we could. Dr. Condon wrote Dr. Walter

Ramberg, Scientific Attache at the U. S. embassy in Rome. Dr. Ramberg

replied:

. . . the current Director of the Egyptian Section

of the Vatican Museum, Dr. No1li, said that .

Prof. Tulli had left all his belongings to a

brother of his who was a priest in the Lateran

Palace. Presumably the famous papyrus went to

this priest. Unfortunately the priest died also

in the meantime and his belongings were dispersed

among heirs, who may have disposed of the papyrus

as something of little value.

Dr. Nolli intimated that Prof. Tulli was only

an amateur "Egyptologist" and that Prince de

Rachelwitz is no expert either. He suspects that

Tulli was taken in and that the papyrus is a fake

Do these startling coincidences or downright hoaxes mean that all

such "ancient UFO reports" are fabrications? No, it does not. But

they do indicate that the authors of at least seven UFO books have

attempted to build up the argument for the existence of UFOs with
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"case histories" taken from secondary and tertiary sources without

any attempt to verify original sources, and that they orbit around

each other in a merry UFO chase of mutual quotation. If any scientist

or scholar had behaved similarly, he would have long since been hooted

out of his profession. My conclusion: all accounts of "UFO-like sight

ings handed down through the ages" are doubtful--until verified.

There is a positive side to all of this, however, The low-grade

controversy generated by "devout believers in the existence of UFOs"

(book ad in The New York Times) has attracted a great deal of atten

tion in the news media of the world. A lot of rubbish about UFOs

has been printed, and the entire field of speculation remains chronically

inconclusive, but attention has also been drawn to a profound question:

Are we alone in the universe? Is there life on other planets? And

indirectly all of this has led to support and interest in governmental

space programs.

But what of UFOs, ancient or modern? The best proposition I know

for evaluating any hypothesis was offered 40 years ago by Bertrand

Russell in Skeptical Essays:

There are matters about which those who have

investigated them are agreed: the dates of eclipses

may serve as an illustration. There are other matters

about which experts are not agreed. Even when all

the experts agree, they may well be mistaken. Einstein's

view as to the magnitude of the deflection of light

by gravitation would have been rej ected by all experts

twenty years ago. Nevertheless, the opinion of experts,

when it is unanimous, must be accepted by non-experts

as more likely to be right than the opposite opinion.

The skepticism that I advocate amounts only to this:

1) that when experts are agreed, the opposite opinion

cannot be held to be certain; 2) that when they are

not agreed, no opinion can be regarded as certain by
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a non-expert; 3) that when they all hold that no

sufficient grounds for a positive opinion exists,

the ordinary man would do well to suspend his

judgments. These propositions seem mild, yet, if

accepted they would revolutionize human life.

The revolution is not yet, but as a very ordinary non-expert and

a card-carrying skeptic, I will begin it by regarding no opinion as

certain.
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Chapter 2

UFOs: 1947 - 1968

E. U. Condon

1. Initial Activity: Project Sign.

This chapter provides a concise historical account of the develop

ment of official and public interest in the UFO phenomenon, principally

as it occurred in the United States from the initial sightings of

Kenneth Arnold on June 24, 1947 to the present. It does not undertake

to make a detailed study of the more famous of the past incidents, but

merely to give a brief account of them as examples of the way in which

interest in the subject developed.

The Kenneth Arnold sightings were accorded a large amount of news

paper publicity throughout the world. The most detailed account of the

Arnold sightings is to be found in a book written and published by

Arnold with the collaboration of Ray Palmer, a science fiction editor

and author (Arnold and Palmer, 1952).

The Arnold sightings and the accompanying flurry of UFO reports

occurred just before the Army Air Force was reorganized as the U. S.

Air Force and made a part of the newly created Department of Defense.

In the first few months, the Army Air Force began to study UFO

reports that came to its attention at the Air Technical Intelligence

Center, (ATIC) located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base near Dayton,

Ohio. About the earliest formal action looking toward establishment of

a study of flying saucers -- the term UFO was not coined until later

was a letter dated 23 September 1947 from Lt. Gen. Nathan F. Twining,

Chief of Staff of the U. S. Army to the Commanding General of the

Army Air Force (Appendix R). This letter directs establishment of

a study of UFOs. The new activity was given the code name, Project

Sign, a~d assigned a priority 2-A in a letter dated 30 December 1947

from Maj. Gen. L. C. Craigie to the Commanding General of the Air

Materiel Command (I>f>pendix S ).
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Many of the attitudes which are held today began to be apparent

almost at once, and many individuals in the public as well as in the

military services began to adopt somewhat emotional positions. Some

were ready to believe from the beginning that the UFOs were interplane

tary or interstellar visitors, while others thought that UFOs were secret

weapons of a foreign power, Russia being most frequently mentioned in

this context. Still others tended to think that all UFOs were hoaxes

or honest misidentifications of ordinary phenomena. Within the Air

Force there were those who emphatically believed that the subject was

absurd and that the Air Force should devote no attention to it whatever.

Other Air Force officials regarded UFOs with the utmost seriousness

and believed that it was quite likely that American airspace was being

invaded by secret weapons of foreign powers or possibly by visitors

from outer space. The time in question was just two years after the

end of World War II. The period of difficult diplomatic relations

between the United States and the U. S. S. R. had already started.

Negotiations aimed at achieving international control of atomic energy

had been under way for some time at the United Nations, but negligible

progress was being made.

Four days after Arnold's sightings, an Air Force F-51 pilot saw

a formation of five or six circular objects off his right wing while

flying near Lake Meade, Nev. in the middle of the afternoon. That

same evening near Maxwell AFB, Montgomery Ala., several Air Force

officers saw a bright light that zigzagged across the sky at high speed

and, when overhead, made a 90° turn and disappeared to the south.

From White Sands Proving Ground in N. M. came a report of a pulsating

light travelling from horizon to horizon in 30 sec. Reports poured in

from many parts of the country.

On 4 July 1947 excitement was generated by the report of the first

UFO photograph from Portland, Ore. This was later identified as a

weather balloon, but only after the picture had been given newspaper

publicity.
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During World War II, the Navy had developed a plane designated as

XF-5-U-l, and popularly referred to as the "flying flapjack," but this

project had been abandoned. Nevertheless some thought that perhaps it

was still being worked on and that this secret plane might be flying and

giving rise to some of the UFO reports. This plane was never flown.

At the end of July 1947, the first tragedy associated with the UFO

story occurred. It is known as the Maury Island Incident. Two Tacoma,

Wash. "harbor patrolmen," declared that they had seen six UFOs hover

over their patrol boat. A private citizen reported this to an intel

ligence officer at Hamilton AFB in Calif., claiming that he had some

pieces of metal that had come from one of the UFOs.

As a result, Lt. Brown and Capt. Davidson flew from

Hamilton to Tacoma and met the citizen in his hotel room at Tacoma.

The citizen then told them that he had been paid $200 for an exclusive

story by a Chicago publisher, but that he had decided the story ought

to be told to the military. The two "harbor patrolmen" were summoned

to the hotel room to relate their story to Brown and Davidson. In

June 1947, the patrolmen said, they sighted the doughnut-shaped UFOs

over Puget Sound about three miles from Tacoma. The UFOs were said

to be 100 ft. in diameter with a central hole about 25 ft. in diameter.

One appeared to be in trouble and another made contact in flight with it.

According to the story, the disabled UFO spewed out sheets of light metal

and a hard rocklike material, some of which landed at Maury Island~ The

harbor patrolmen went to the island and scooped up some of the metal.

They tried to use their radio but found so much interference that they

could not communicate with headquarters three miles away. While this

was happening, the UFOs disappeared.

The next morning, one of the patrolmen said, he had been visited

by a mysterious man who told him not to talk. Photographs were taken

during the encounter with the UFOs, but the film was badly fogged, the

patrolman claimed.
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During the interview between the harbor patrolmen and the Air

Force officers, which occurred sometime after the event itself, Tacoma

newspapers recciveJ anonymous tips about the interviews j n the hote 1

room.

They returned to McChord AFB near Tacoma, and after conferring

with an intelligence officer there, started the return flight to Calif.

in the B-25 in which they had come. The plane crashed near Kelso,

Wash. Although the pilot and a passenger parachuted to safety, Brown

and Davidson lost their lives.

In the investigation which followed the "harbor patrolmen" ad

mitted that the whole story was a hoax intended to produce a magazine

story for the Chicago publisher. The alleged photographs could no

longer be found. The men admitted that they were not harbor patrolmen.

One admitted to having telephoned tips on the interviews with Air

Force officers to the Tacoma newspapers. The Air Force officers had

already decided that the story was a hoax, which was why they did

not take with them the metal fragments alleged to have come from the

UFO.

This case is presented in somewhat more detail in Ruppelt (1956).

Another version of the same case is given in Wilkins (1954). Life

acknowledged the UFO wave with an article "Flying Saucers Break Out

over the U. S." in its 21 July 1947 issue. Newsweek covered the story

under the headline "Flying Saucer Spots Before Their Eyes" in the

14 July 1947 issue.

The following year another case ended in tragedy when Capt. lbomas

Mantell lost his life on 7 January 1948. He was attempting to chase an

UFO near Louisville, Ky. This is the first fatality on record directly

connected with an UFO chase (Ruppelt, 1955).

At 1:15 p.m. reports from private citizens were made to the

Kentucky State Highway Patrol describing a strange, saucer-shaped

flying object, some 200 - 300 ft. in diameter. Soon it was seen by

several persons, including the base con~ander, at the control tower of

Godman AFB, outside Louisville.
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About this time a group of four F-51s arrived and the flight leader,

Capt. Mantell, was asked by the base commander to have a look at the

UFO. Three of the planes took up the investigation. Unable to see the

UFO at first they followed directions from the control tower.

After a while, Capt. Mantell reported that he had found the UFO

ahead of him and higher. He told the tower that he was climbing to

20,000 ft. The other two planes remained behind. None of the three

planes had oxygen. The others tried to call Mantell on the radi 0, but

he was never heard from again. By 4:00 p.m. it was reported that Mantell's

plane had crashed and that he was dead.

Initially it was concluded that Mantell had been chasing Venus.

The case was restudied by Ruppelt in 1952 with the assistance of Hynek,

who concluded that the UFO was probably not Venus, because although

the location was roughly appropriate, Venus was not bright enough to be seen

vividly in the bright afternoon sky. Ruppelt's later study led him

to the belief that what Capt. Mantell chased was probably one of the

large 100 ft. "skyhook" balloons that were being secretly flown in

1948 by the Navy. Their existence was not known to most Air Force

pilots. This explanation, though plausible, is not a certain identification.

Two other 1948 cases figure largely in reports of UFO sightings.

On 24 July 1948 an Eastern Airlines DC-3, piloted by Clarence S. Chiles

and John B. ~~itted, was on a regular run from Houston, Tex. to

Atlanta, Ga. At 2:45 a.m. they saw a bright light dead ahead coming

rapidly toward them. They pulled to the left to avoid a collision.

Looking back they saw the UFO go into a steep climb. The pilots des

cribed it as a wingless B-29 fuselage and said that the underside had a

deep blue glow. Two other reports from the general vicinity at the same

time gave a similar description.

On 1 October 1948, at 9:00 p.m. Lt. George F. Gorman of the North

Dakota National Guard was approaching Fargo, N. D. in an F-51. The

tower called his attention to a Piper Cub which he saw below him. As

he prepared to land, suddenly what he took to be the tail-light of

another plane passed him on his right, but the control tower assured
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him no other planes were in the area. Chasing the light, he got within

1,000 yd. of it. It had been blinking but suddenly became steady and

started to move rapidly with the F-51 pursuit. There followed a com

plicated chase in which Gorman had to dive on one occasion to avoid

collision. Suddenly the light ~egan to climb and disappeared.

Some mcnths later, 24 January 1949, the Air Weather Service provided

ATIC with an analysis which indicated that Gorman had been chas ing a

lighted balloon. This explanation is not accepted by Keyhoe (1953),

who says that although the Weather Bureau had released a weather balloon,

it had been tracked by theodolite and found to have moved in a different

direction from that in which Gorman had his UFO encounter.

In late July 1948 an incident occurred of which much is made by

critics of Air Force handling of the UFO problem. The staff of Project

Sign, on the basis of study of cases reported in the year since the

original Arnold sightings prepared an "Estimate of the Situation."

This is said to have been classified "Top Secret ll although "Restricted"

Has the general classification applicable to Proj ect Sign at that time.

The intelligence report was addressed to Air Force Chief of Staff,

Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg.

According to the unconfirmed reports, the "Estimate ll asserted that

the staff of Project Sign were convinced that the UFOs were really

interplanetary vehicles. This report never became an official document

of the Air Force, because Gen. Vandenberg refused to accept its con

clusions on the ground that the Project Sign "Estimate of the Situation ll

lacked proof of its conclusion. Copies of the report were destroyed,

although it is said that a few clandestine copies exist. We have not

been able to verify the existence of such a report.

Some Air Force critics make much of this incident. As they tell it,

the Estimate contained conclusive evidence of ETA, but this important

discovery was suppressed by arbitrary decision of Gen. Vandenberg. We

accept the more reasonable explanation that the evidence presented was

then, as now, inadequate to support the conclusion.
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Project Sign at ATIC continued its investigations of flying SDucer

reports until 11 February 1949 when the name of the project was officially

changed to Project Grudge.

The final report of Project Sign was prepared and classified "Secret"

February 1949, and was finally declassified 12 yr. later. It is a

document of vii + 35 pages officially cited as Technical Report-TR-2274-IA

of the Technical Intelligence Division, Air Materiel Command, Wright

Patterson AFB, Ohio.

This report concludes with these recommendations:

Future activity on this project should be

carried on at the minumum level necessary to record,

summarize and evaluate the data received on future

reports and to complete the specialized investiga

tions now in progress. \~en and if a sufficient

number of incidents are solved to indicate that

these sightings do not represent a threat to the

security of the nation, the assignment of special

project status to the activity could be terminated.

Future investigations of reports would then be

handled on a routine basis like any other intelli

gence work.

Reporting agencies should be impressed with

the necessity for getting more factual evidence

on sightings, such as photographs, physical evi

dence, radar sightings, and data on size and shape.

Personnel sighting such objects should engage the

assistance of others, when possible, to get more

definite data. For example, military pilots should

notify neighboring bases by radio of the presence

and direction of flight of an unidentified object so

that other observers, in flight or on the ground,

could assist in its identification.

Of particular interest even today, as indicating the way in which

the problem was being attacked in that early period are Appendices C
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and D of the report which are reproduced here as our Appendices D and T.

Appendix C is by Prof. George Valley of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology who was at that time a member of the Air Force Scientific

Advisory Board, attached to the Office of the Chief of Staff. Appendix

D is a letter by Dr. James E. Lipp of the Rand Corporation, Santa Monica,

Calif., to Brig. Gen. Donald Putt who was then the Air Force's director

of research and development, which discusses Extra-Terrestrial ~~potheses.

Historically it serves to show that the Air Force was in fact giving

consideration to the ETH possibility at this early date.

A curious discrepancy may be noted: On page 38 of the paperback

edition of Keyhoe's Flying Saucers from Outer Space (Keyhoe, 1954) there

is given a two-paragraph direct quotation from the Project Sign report.

However a careful examination of the report shows that these paragraphs

are not contained in it.

2. Project Grudge. Early Magazine Articles and Books.

After 11 February 1949, the work at ATIC on flying saucers was

called Project Grudge. It issued one report, designated as Technical

Report No. 102-AC 49/15 - 100, dated August 1949, originally classified

"Secret," and declassified on 1 August 1952. The report concerns

itself with detailed study of 244 sighting reports received up to

January 1949. Comments on individual cases from an astronomical

point of view by Dr. Hynek predominate. About 32% of the cases were

considered to have been explained as sightings of astronomical objects.

Another 12% were judged to have been sightings of weather balloons

on the basis of detailed analysis of the reports made by the Air

'Weather Service and the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory.

Some 33% were dismissed as hoaxes or reports that were too vague for

explanation, or as sightings of airplanes under unusual conditions; A

residue of 23% was considered as "Unknown."

Although the report was declassified in 1952, not many copies are

in existence. We were supplied a copy by the Air Force for our work

on this project. The report is discussed in some detail by Ruppelt (1956).
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He implies that the investigations of the residue were incomplete and

inadequate.

Examination of the record indicates that many of the reports were

too vague for interpretation and that if anything, the Air Force

investigators gave them more attention than they deserved. Two of the

reports are reproduced here as a sample of the kind of material involved,

and the kind of comment on it that was made by Air Force investigators:

Incident No. 40. 7 July 1947, 1600 hours, Phoenix,

Arizona. One observer witnessed an elliptical, flat

gray object, measuring 20-30 ft. across, flying 400-

600 mph, spiraling downward to 2000 ft. from 5000 ft.

then ascending at a 45° angle into an overcast. Ob

server ran into a garage where he obtained a Kodak

Brownie 120 box camera, and snapped two pictures;

one negative, and a print of the other, are contained

in project files. The negative displays a small

apparently flat object rounded on one end, and pointed

on the other. The object appears to have a hole

in the center. The irr,age is in stark contrast with

the background of clouds. From the print, the ob

ject appears to be jet black with sharp outlines.

Four expert photographers concur in the opinion that

the image is of true photographic nature. However,

they disagree with each other as to the possibility

of filming such an occurrence under the condi tions

described. Considering the object was gray as

described, and at a distance of 2000 ft., it seems

unlikely that it would appear pure black on the

print. In subsequent correspondence to the reporter

of this incident, the observer refers to himself as

Chief of Staff of Panoramic Research Laboratory, the

letterhead of which lists photography among one of

its specialities. Ye~, the negative was carelessly
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cut and faultily developed. It is covered with

streaks and over a period of six months, has faded

very noticeably. An OSI agent discovered that a

letter by this observer was published by Amazing

Stories magazine early this year. In this letter

he stated that he had been interviewed by two

Federal agents, had given them pictures of "flying

discs" and that the pictures had not been returned.

He requested the advice of the magazine as to how

to proceed to sue the Government. This individual

is aware of the whereabouts of these pictures, but

has never requested their return. There are other

undesirable aspects to this case. The observer's

character and business affiliations are presently

under investigation, the results of which are not

yet known. Dr. Irving Langmuir studied subject

photographs, and after learning of the prior pas

s.age of a thunderstorm, discounted the photographed

object as being merely paper swept up by the winds.

AHC Opinion: In view of the apparent character

of the witness, the conclusion by Dr. Langmuir seems

entirely probable.

Incident No. 51. 3 September 1947, 1215 hours,

Oswego, Oregon. A housewife observed twelve to

fifteen round silver-colored objects at a high al

titude. No further informatlon was sUbmitted,

therefore no conclusion can be reached.

The Grudge Report contains these recommendations:

1. That the investigation of study of reports

of unidentified flying objects be reduced in scope.

a. That current collection directives

relative to unidentified flying
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objects be revised to provide for the

submission of only those reports clearly

indicating realistic technical applications.

2. That Conclusions 1 and 2 of this report, with

sufficient supporting data be declassified and made

public in the form of an official press release.

3. That Psychological Warfare Division and

other governmental agencies interested in psychological

warfare be informed of the results of this study.

In accordance with the recommendations, a press release announcing

the closing of Project Grudge was issued on 27 December 1949.

A fuller statement of Conclusions and Recommendations is given on page

10 of the Grudge Report and is quoted here in full :

A. There is no evidence that objects reported

upon are the result of an advanced scientific foreign

development; and, therefore they constitute no direct

threat to the national security. In view of this, it

is recommended that the investigation and study of re

ports of unidentified flying objects be reduced in scope.

Headquarters AMC will continue to investigate reports

in which realistic technical applications are clearly

indicated.

NOTE: It is apparent that further study

along present lines would only confirm He

findings presented herein.

1. It is further recommended that pertinent

collection directives be revised to reflect the

contemplated change in policy.

B. All evidence and analyses indicate that reports

of unidentified flying objects are the result of:

1. Misinterpretation of various conventional

objects.

2. A mild form of mass-hysteria and war nerves.
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3. Individuals who fabricate such reports to

perpetrate a hoax or to seek publicity.

4. Psychopathological persons.

It is, therefore, recommended that Conclusions 1

and 2 of this report, with sufficient supporting data, be

declassified and public in the form of an official press

release. This action would aid in dispelling public

apprehension, often directly attributable to the sensational

istic reporting of many of these incidents by the press and

radio.

C. There are indications that the planned release

of sufficient unusual aerial objects coupled with the

release of related psychological propaganda would cause

a form of mass-hysteria. Employment of these methods by

or against an enemy would yield similar results.

In view of this the Psychological Warfare Division

and other governmental agencies interested in psychological

warfare should be informed of the results of this study.

These agencies should then coordinate in and provide further

recommendations for public release of material relative to

unidentified flying objects as recommended herein.

The remarks under B. and C., originally dated August 1949, indicate

that the Air Force was aware of the public relations problem involved

in the UFO situation. The Air Force was also aware that public concern

with the problem could be used in psychological warfare. This was just

two years after interest in the subject had been generated by newspaper

publicity about the Kenneth Arnold sighting. The same kind of problem

in a slightly different form was an important consideration when the

problem was again reviewed by the Robertson panel in January 1953.

Even in 1968 opinion remains sharply divided as to whether or not

the Air Force should have done more or less to investigate UFOs.

By 1950 magazine and book publishers had discovered that money could

be made in the UFO field. The first major magazine article appeared
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in the issue of True magazine dated January 1950. It was entitled

"The Flying Saucers are Real," written by Donald Keyhoe. 1'Y'ue rnagdzinc

is an unusual place in which to announce a major scientific discovery,

but that is what this article did: it unequivocally asserted that

flying saucers are vehicles being used by visitors from outer space to

scrutinize the earth. The 1950 Keyhoe article was the subject of a

great deal of radio, television, and newspaper comment.

In the March 1950 issue, True extended its coverage of UFOs with

an article entitled "How Scientists Tracked Flying Saucers," written

by Commander R. B. McLaughlin, U.S.N. CDR McLaughlin came out on the

side of Extra Terrestrial Hypothesis. Describing an UFO he had seen

at White Sands, he declared, "I am convinced that it was a flying

saucer, and further, these discs are spaceships from another planet,

operated by animate, intelligent beings." True continued to establish

its position by publishing a collection of seven UFO photographs in

its April 1950 issue.

More serious interest developed in the news media. The Ne~ York

1'1:mes (9 April 1950) published an editorial enti tIed, "Those Flying

Saucers -- Are They or Aren't They?" and the U. S. Ne~s and WorZd

:,eport (7 April 1950) carried a story relating the flying saucers to

the Navy's abandoned XF-5-U proj ect. Edward R. Murrow produced (9 September

:')7) an hour-long television roundup on the subject. In its 26 June

1950 issue, Life published an article on "Farmer [XIS] Flying Saucer"

based on the photographs taken at the witness' farm near McMinnville,

Ore. (see Section III, Chapter 3).

The first three books on flying saucers also appeared in 1950.

The smallest of these was a 16-page booklet by Kenneth A. Arnold

entitled, "The Flying Saucer as I Saw It." Next there appeared a

book by the Hollywood correspondent of Variety, Frank Scully, entitled

"Behind the Flying Saucers" published by Holt and Co., New York. In

the fall of 1950, Donald Keyhoe' s first book, "The Flying Saucers are

Real" appeared, published by Fawcett Publications of Greenwich, Conn.

It was essentially an expansion of his article in the January 1950

issue of True.
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A new field for book publishing had been established: each year

since 1950 has seen the publication of an increasing number of books

on the subject.

In accordance with policy decisions based on the final report of

Project Grudge, the activity was discontinued as a separate project and

ATIC's investigation of UFO reports was handled as a part of regular

intelligence activities. Then, on 10 September, 1951, an incident

occurred at the Army Signal Corps radar center at Fort Monmouth, N. J.

An UFO was reported seen on radar travelling much faster than any of

the jet planes then in the air. Later it turned out that the radar

operator had miscalculated the speed and the "UFO" was identified as

a conventional 400 mph jet airplane.

Before this explanation was discovered, however, the case attracted

the attention of Maj. Gen. C. P. Cabell, director of Air Force Intelligence.

He ordered a re-activation of Project Grudge as a new and expanded

project under the direction of E. J. Ruppelt (1956). Ruppelt headed the

new project Grudge from its former establishment on 27 October 1951, and

later under its new designation as Project Blue Book in March 1952,

until he left the Air Force in September 1953.

Starting in November 1951, Project Grudge and later Project Blue

Book issued a series of "Status Reports" numbered 1 through 12. Numbers

1 through 12 were originally classified "Confidential," while 10, 11,

12 were classified "Secret." All were declassified as of 9 September

1960 but copies were not readily available until 1968 when they were

published by NICAP.

The story of the Fort Monmouth sightings is told in Special

. Report No.1, dated 28 December 1951, and is quoted in part here

both for its intrinsic interest and as representative of the way in

which the investigations were reported:

On 10 September 1951 an AN/MPG-1 radar set picked

up a fast-moving low-flying target (exact altitude un

determined) at approximately 1100 hours southeast of

Fort 1vlonmouth at a range of about 12,000 yards. '111e
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target appeared to approximately follow the coast

line changing its range only slightly but changing

its azimuth rapidly. The radar set was switched to

full-aided azimuth tracking which normally is fast

enough to track jet aircraft, but in this case was

too slow to be resorted to.

Upon interrogation, it was found that the

operator, who had more experience than the average

student, was giving a demonstration for a group of

visiting officers. He assumed that he was picking

up a high-speed aircraft because of his inability

to use full-aided azimuth tracking which will nor

mally track an aircraft at speeds up to 700 mph.

Since he could not track the target he assumed its

speed to be about 700 mph. However, he also made

the statement that he tracked the object off and on

from 1115 to 1118, or three minutes. Using this time

and the ground track, the speed is only about 400 mph.

No definite conclusions can be given due to

the lack of accurate data but it is highly probable

that due to the fact that the operator was giving

a demonstration to a group of officers, and that

he thought he picked up a very unusual radar re

turn, he was in an excited state, accounting for

his inability to use full-aided azimuth tracking.

He admitted he was ''highly flustrated" in not

being able to keep up with the target using the

aided tracking. The weather on 10 September was

not favorable for anomalous propagation.

Here is a quotation from the report of another sighting at Fort

Monmouth made the next day:

On 11 September 1951, at about 1330, a target

was picked up on an SCR-584 radar set, serial number
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315, that displayed unusual maneuverability. 'The

target was approximately over Havesink, New Jersey,

as indicated by its 10,000 yard range, 6,000 feet

altitude and due north azimuth. The target remained

practically stationary on the scope and appeared to

be hovering. The operators looked out of the van in

an attempt to see the target since it was at such a

short range, however, overcast conditions prevented

such observation. Returning to their operating posi

tions the target was observed to be changing its

elevation at an extremely rapid rate, the change in

range was so small the operators believed the target

must have risen nearly vertically. The target ceased

its rise in elevation at an elevation angle of approxi

mately 1,500 mils at which time it proceeded to move

at an extremely rapid rate in range in a southerly

direction once again the speed of the target exceed

ing the aided tracking ability of the SCR-584 so that

manual tracking became necessary. The radar tracked

the target to the maximum range of 32,000 yards at

which time the target was at an elevation angle of

300 mils. The operators did not attempt to judge

the speed in excess of the aided tracking rate of

700 mph.

It is highly probable that this is an example

of anomalous propagation as the weather on 11 Septem

ber was favorable for this type phenomenon. The

students stated that they were aware of this phenomenon

however, it is highly probab Ie that due to the pr(~vious

sightings of what they thought were unusual types

of aircraft, they were in the correct psychological

condition to see more such objects.
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Meantime the news media continued to give the UFO stories a big

play. In August 1951, the incident now known to all UFO buffs as

"The Case of the lubbock Lights," attracted a great deal of attention

(Ruppelt 1956).

In the closing months of 1951, Ruppelt arranged for the technical

assistance of "a large well-known resEarch organization in the Mid-West"

for his reactivated Project Grudge. This organization was assigned the

task of developing a questionnaire for formal interviewing of UFO

sighters. It was also to make a detailed statistical analysis of the

UFO reports on hand at that time and later.

At the beginning of 1952, public interest had reached a point at

which the first of the amateur study organizations to function on a

national scale was formed. This was the Aerial Phenomena Research

Organization(APRO) of Tucson, Ariz., founded by Mrs. Coral Lorenzen.

Its first mimeographed bulletin was mailed out to 52 members in July.

In 1968 this organization claimed 8,000 members.

With the change of name from Project Grudge to Project Blue Book

in March 1952 there soon followed a step-up in support and authority

for UFO study at ATIC. The instructions to Air Force bases relative

to the new level of effort are contained in Air Force Letter 200-5, dated

29 April 1952. Among other things it specifies ~hat early UFO reports

from the bases throughout the country are to be sent by telegram both

to ATIC and to the Pentagon, followed by fuller reports to be submitted

by air mail.

The big event of 1952 was the large number of reports of UFOs seen

visually and on radar in the Washington, D. C. area during June and

July. This was a big year for UFO reports elsewhere as well, the

.largest number on record having come to the Air Force during that year.

Table 1 gives the number of UFO reports received at Wright-Patterson

for each month from January 1950 to the present. Inspection of Table I

shows the great variation of reports that exists from month to month

and from year to year. It is not known whether these fluctuations
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Table 1

Number of UFO Reports Received each Month by Project Blue Book.

(Sum of those received from Air Force Bases and those received directly
from the public.)

J F M A M J J A S 0 N 0 Total

1950 15 13 41 17 8 9 21 21 19 17 14 15 210

51 25 18 13 6 5 6 10 18 16 24 16 12 169

52 15 17 23 82 79 148 536 326 124 61 50 42 1501

S3 67 91 70 24 2S 32 41 3S 22 37 35 29 509

S4 36 20 34 34 34 51 60 43 48 51 46 30 487

S5 30 34 41 33 54 48 63 68 57 55 32 25 545

56 43 46 44 39 46 43 72 123 71 53 56 34 670

57 27 29 39 39 38 35 70 70 59 103 361 136 1006

58 61 41 47 57 40 36 63 84 65 53 33 37 627

59 34 33 34 26 29 34 40 37 40 47 26 10 390

60 23 23 25 39 40 44 59 60 106 54 33 51 557

61 47 61 49 31 60 45 71 63 62 41 40 21 591

62 26 24 21 48 44 36 65 52 57 44 34 23 474

63 17 17 30 26 23 64 43 52 43 39 22 22 399

64 19 26 20 43 83 42 110 85 41 26 51 15 562

65 45 35 43 36 41 33 135 262 104 70 55 28 887

66 38 18 158 143 99 92 93 104 67 126 82 40 1060

67 81 115 165 112 63 77 75 44 69 58 54 24 937

68 18 20 38 34 12 25 52 41 29
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reflect a real actual variation in number of sightings by the public,

or are largely the result made up of shifts in the propensity of the

public to make reports. Attempts have been made to correlate the

maxima with waves of press publicity, with oppositions of Mars, and with

other events, but none have yielded very convincing evidence of a real

association between the events. For an appreciation of the perils

inherent in the statistical analysis of such data, the reader is re

ferred to Section VI, 01apter 10 of this report.

On 19 August 1952 there occurred the case of Scoutmaster D. S.

Desvergers in Forida, which Ruppelt, (1956) has called the "best hoax

in UFO history." It is also discussed in Stanton (1966) and Lorenzen

(1962) .

The scoutmaster was taking three scouts home about 9 :00 p.m.,

driving along a road near Kest Palm Beach. He thought he saw something

burning in a palmetto swamp and stopped to investigate, leaving the

boys in the car. As he drew nearer he saw that the light was not

from a fire but was a phosphorescent glow from a circular object

hovering overhead. From 1. t emerged a flare that floated toward him.

When, after some 20 min., the scoutmaster had not returned, the

hoys summoned help from a nearby farmhouse. A deputy sheriff was called.

:';nen he and the boys returned to the car they found the scoutmaster

emerging in a dazed condition from the palmetto thicket. His forearms

had been burned ana three small holes were found burned in his cap.

In the investigation that followed some grass near where the

"saucer" had been was found scorched at its roots but not on top. How

this could have happened is not clear.

According to Ruppelt's account, the scoutmaster was an ex-Marine

whose military and reformatory record led the Air Force investigators
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Table 2

Partial list of UFO articles in major U. S. magazines in 1952.

Magazine

American Mercury

Collier's

Life

New Republic

Newsweek

New Yorker

PopuZar Science

Reader's Digest

Time

Title

"Flying Saucer Hoax"

"How to Fly a Saucer"

"Have We Visitors from Outer
Space?"

"Saucer Reactions"

"New Saucer Epidemic"

"Korean Saucers"

"Saucer Season"

"Saucers Under Glass"

"Reporter at Large"

"Flying Saucers are Old
Stuff"

"How to see Flying
Saucers"

"Hollywood Builds Flying
Saucers"

"Flying Saucers, New in
Name Only"

"Those Flying Saucers"

"Blips on the Scopes"

"Something in the Air"

"Theology of Saucers"

"Wind is Up in Kans as"

,363

Date

October

4 October

4 April

9 June

18 August

3 March

11 August

18 August

6 September

May

September

November

July

9 June

4 August

11 August

18 August

8 September

61-66

50-51

80-82

20

49

44

56

49

68

145-47

167-70

132-34

7-9

54-56

40

58

62

86
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Project Grudge Report No. 6 reports the following concerning the

public response to the 4 April articles in Life:

During the period of 3 April to 6 April

approximately 350 daily newspapers in all parts of

the United States carried some mention of the article

and some mention of the fact that the Air Force was

interested in receiving such reports.

It should be noted here that the conclusions

reached by Life are not those of the Air Force. No

proof exists that these objects are from outer space.

ATIC received approximately 110 letters in re

gard to the article. The letters are divided among

those that offer theories as to the origin of the

objects as well as those reporting objects. The

letters offering theories comprise about 20 per

cent of the total. Although it cannot be stated that

the theories are incorrect, a majority of them can

not be further evaluated since they have very little

scientific basis . .. The writers of these letters

ranged from mystics to highly educated individuals .

It has been reported that Life Magazine has received

700 letters in response to the article.

The subject was also beginning to attract journalistic attention

in Europe, for example France Illustration of Paris published "Une

Enigme Sous Nos Yeux" in its 5 May 1951 issue and "Souccupes Volantes"

on 4 October 1952.

Table 1 indicates that the number of UFO reports in 1952 was

some eight times the number for the previous two years. The investigation,

however, continued to give no indication of a threat to national security,

and no ''hard evidence" for the truth of ETH.

Blue Book Report No.8, dated 31 December 1952, says that an

astronomical consultant to the project had interviewed 44 professional
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astronomers as to their attitude on UFOs. He found their attitudes

could be classified as

Number

Completely indifferent 7

Mildly Indifferent 12

Mildly Interested 17

Very Interested 8

The Air Force's astronomical consultant commented:

Over 40 astronomers were interviewed, of [whom]

five made sightings of one sort or another. This is

a higher percentage than among the populace at large.

Perhaps this is to be expected, since astronomers do,

after all, watch the skies. On the other hand, they

will not likely be fooled by balloons, aircraft, and

similar objects, as may be the general populace.

It is interesting to remark upon the attitude

of the astronomers interviewed. The great majority

were neither hostile nor overly interested; they gave

one the general feeling that all flying saucer reports

could be explained as misrepresentations of well-known

objects and that there was nothing intrinsic in the

situation to cause concern. I took the time to talk

rather seriously with a few of them, and to acquaint

them with the fact that some of the sightings were

truly pUZZling and not at all easily explainable.

Their interest was almost immediately aroused, indi

cating that their general lethargy is due to lack of

information on the subject. And certainly another

contributing factor to their desire not to talk about

these things is their overwhelming fear of publicity.

One headline in the nation's papers to the effect that

!!Astronomer Sees Flying Saucer!! would be enough to
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brand the astronomer as questionable among his colleagues.

Since I was able to talk with the men in confidence, I

was able to gather very much more of their inner thoughts

on the subject than a reporter or an interrogator would

have been able to do. Actual hostility is rare; concern

with their own immediate scientific problems is too great.

There seems to be no convenient method by which problems

can be attacked, and most astronomers do not wish to

become involved, not only because of the danger of publi

city but because the data seems tenuous and unreliable.

3. The Robertson Panel.

Some persons in the Defense establishment began to worry about the

trend of public interest in UFOs from a different viewpoint, namely, the

possibility that the military communication channels might be jammed

with sighting reports at a time when an enemy was launching a sneak

attack on the United States. On the other hand, there was the possi

bility that an enemy, prior to launching such an attack, might deliberately

generate a wave of UFO reports for the very purpose of jamming military

communication channels. The Central Intelligence Agency undertook to

assess the situation with the assistance of a Special Panel of five

scientists who had distinguished themselves in physics research and in

their contributions to military research during and after World War II.

The panel spent a week studying selected case reports an~ examining

such UFO photographs and motion pictures as were available at that

time. In mid-January, 1953, the panel produced a report which was

classified secret until it was partly declassified in 1966 (Lear,1966).

The report is still partially classified to the extent that the names

of some of the members are deleted from the declassified record of the

proceedings.

The late Prof. H. P. Robertson of the California Institute of

Technology served as chairman of the panel. He had been a member of

the Mathematics Department of Princeton University form 1928 to 1947
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when he joined the faculty of Calif. Inst. of Tech. In academic work

he distinguished himself by his research in cosmology and the theory of

relativity. During the war he made important contributions to operation

research of the Allied forces in London (Jones, 1968). After the war

he served from 1950-52 as research director of the Weapons Systems

Evaluation Group in the office of the Secretary of Defense and in

1954-56 was scientific advisor to the Supreme Allied Commander in

Europe.

Prof. Samuel A. Goudsmit, with Prof. George Uhlenbeck, discovered

electron spin while they were young students in Leiden, Holland, in

1925. Soon after that both came to the University of Michigan where

they developed a great school of theoretical physics which contributed

greatly to the development of research in that field in America.

Goudsmit is best known outside of academic physics circles as

having been scientific chief of the Alsos Mission toward the end of the

war. This mission was the intelligence group that was sent to Germany

to find out what the Germans had accomplished in their efforts to make

an atom bomb (Goudsmit, 1947; Groves, 1962; Irving, 1967). Most of the

post-war period he has served on the physics staff of the Brookhaven

National Laboratory on Long Island.

Luis Alvarez is a Professor of Physics at the University of Cali

fornia ~t Berkeley and vice-president of the American Physical Society

(1968).*During World War II he was a member of the Radiation Laboratory

at Massachusetts Institute of Technology where he made a particularly

outstanding contribution in the development of a micro-wave radar system

for guiding plane landings in heavy fog. The research then known as

Ground Controlled Approach (GCA) was of decisive importance in the war.

The location of the incoming aircraft is followed closely by the radar

system on the ground whose operator instructs the pilot how to bring

the plane onto the runway for a safe landing. In the latter part of

the war he served under J. Robert Oppenheimer on the great team that

developed the atom bomb at Los Alamos. In the post-war period, Alvarez

*Alvarez vas ~arded the 1968 Nobel Prize for Phusics.
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has made many great research contributions in high-energy physics. At

present he is engaged in using cosmic ray absorption in material of the

Egyptian pyramids near Cairo to look for undiscovered inner chambers.

Lloyd Berkner, born in 1905, was an engineer with the Byrd Antarctic

Expedition as a youngster in 1928-30. Most of the pre-war period he was

a physicist in the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie

Institution of Washington. At the beginning of the war he became head

of the radar section of the Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics, and for a time

at the end of the war was executive secretary of the Research and Deve

lopment Board of the Department of Defense. In 1949 he was special

assistant to the Secretary of State and director of the foreign military

assistance program. While in the Department of State he prepared the

report which led to the posting of scientific attaches to the principal

American embassies abroad. From 1951 to 1960 he was active in managing

the affairs of Associated Universities, Inc., the corporation which

operates Brookhaven National Laboratory, and toward the end of that

period was its president. In 1960 he went to Dallas, Tex. where he

organized and directed the new Graduate Research Center of the South

west. During most of his life he was a member of the U. S. Naval

Reserve, and rose to the rank of rear admiral. The concept of an

International Geophysical Year, (1957-58) -- the greatest example of

international scientific co-operation that has yet occurred -- was

his brainchild.

Prof. Thornton Page has been professor of astronomy at Wesleyan

University in Middletown, Conn. since 1958. During the war he did

research at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, mostly in connection with

design of underwater ordnance and operations research on naval weapons.

This year (1968) he is vice-president for astronomy of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science. In astronomy he has worked

mostly on the atomic spectra of planetary nebulas.

The panel has been criticized for not having spent more time

studying its problem. But in January 1953, the subject only had a
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four and a half year history and it was really quite possible for

a group of this competence to review the whole situation quite

thoroughly in a week. The panel has also come under incessant fire

from UFO enthusiasts because of its recommendations.

It might have been possible to put together other panels that would

have performed as well, but it would not have been possible to choose

one superior in scientific knowledge, background of military experience,

and soundness of overall judgment.

The Robertson panel report was originally classified "Secret" and

declassified in the summer of 1966. Because of its central importance

to the UFO story, and especially because it has been the subject of many

misrepresentations, we present here the text of its main conclusions,

and in Appendix U the full text of the declassified report just as it

was released to the public with the names of certain partici.pants

deleted.

1. Pursuant to request ... the undersigned

Panel of Scientific Consultants has met to evaluate

any possible threat to national security posed by

Unidentified Flying Objects ("Flying Saucers"), and

to make recommendations thereon. The Panel has

received the evidence as presented by cognizant

intelligence agencies, primarily the Air Technical

Intelligence Center, and has reviewed a selection

of the best documented incidents.

2. As a result of its considerations, the

Panel concludes:

a. That the evid~nce presented on

Unidentified Flying Objects shows no indication

that these phenomena constitute a directphysi

cal threat to national security.

We firmly believe that there is no residuum of cases

which indicates phenomena which are attributable to
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foreign artifacts capable of hostile acts, and that

there is no evidence that the phenomena indicates

a need for the revision of current scientific con

cepts.

3. The Panel further concludes:

a. That the continued e~phasis on the

reporting of these phenomena does, in these

parlous times, result in a threat to the

orderly functioning of the protective organs

of the body politic.

We cite as examples the clogging of channels of

communication by irrelevant reports, the danger of

being led by continued false alarms to ignore real

indications of hostile action, and the cultivation

of a morb~d national psychology in which skillful

hostile propaganda could induce hysterical behavior

and harmful distrust of duly constituted authority.

4. In order most effectively to strengthen

the national facilities for the timely recognition

and the appropriate handling of true indications of

hostile action, and to minimize the concomitant dangers

alluded to above, the Panel recommends:

a. That the national security agencies

take immediate steps to strip the Unidentified

Flying Objects of the special status they have

been given and the aura of mystery they have

unfortunately acquired;

b. That the national security agencies

institute policies on intelligence, training,

and public education designed to prepare the

material defenses and to react most effectively

to true indications of hostile intent or action.

We suggest that these aims may he achieved by an

integrated progr~U11 designed to reassure the public
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Table 3

UFO Cases Classified by categories by Project Blue Book, 1953 - 1959.

Category: 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959

Astronomical 175 137 135 222 341 221 144

Aircraft 73 80 124 148 210 104 63

Balloon 78 69 102 93 114 50 31

Insufficient data 79 102 95 132 191 111 65

Other 83 58 65 61 120 93 75

Satellite a a a a 6 13 0

Unidentified 42 46 24 14 14 10 12

Astronomical:

Meteors 70 92 79 88 179 168 100

Stars and planets 101 44 52 131 144 56 40

Other 4 1 4 3 18 7 4

Other:

Hoaxes, etc. 15 6 18 16 37 29 14

Missiles, rockets 2 1 1 3 2 6 14

Reflections 4 6 4 3 2 7 11

Flares, fireworks 1 4 8 6 8 3 5

Mirages, inversions 3 3 4 1 5 2 4

Searchlights 8 6 14 9 12 8 5

Clouds, contails 6 :; 2 1 9 5 3

Chaff, birds 4 10 3 7 3 7 1

Physical specimens 1 6 5 3 5 10 3

Radar analysis 15 7 1 3 27 3 8

Photo analysis 1 1 2 4 1 7 4

Satellite decay 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Miscellaneous 1 7 4 0 9 5 3
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of the total lack of evidence of inimical forces

behir.d the phenomena, to train personnel to reco?

nize and reject false indications quickly and

effectively, and to strengthen regular channels

for the evaluation of and prompt reaction to true

indications of hostile measures.

Table 3 shows the number of cases studied by Project Blue

Book in the years 1953-1965 and how the Air Force classified them.

So far as can be determined, little was done to implement the

recommendations contained under 4a and 4b of the report of the Robertson

panel. It would have been wise at that time to have declassified all

or nearly all of the previous reports of investigations of flying

saucer'incidents such as those waking up the bulk of the Project Grudge

and Project Blue Book reports 1 - 12. In fact they were not declassified

until 9 September 1960. Had responsible press, magazine writers, and

scientists been called in and given the full story, or had a major

presentation of the situation been arranged at a large scientific con

vention, such as at an annual meeting of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, they would have seen for themselves how

small was the sum of all the evidence and in particular how totally

lacking in positive support was the ETH idea. The difficulty of

attempting to base a careful study on the anecdotal gossip which was

the bulk of the raw material available for the study of UFOs would

have been clear.

But secrecy was maintained. This opened the way for intensifi

cation of the "aura of mystery" which was already impairing public

.confidence in the Dep~rtment of Defense. Official secretiveness also

fostered systematic sensationalized exploitation of the idea that a

governm~nt conspiracy existed to conceal the truth.

There are those who still cling to this idea of a government

conspiracy to conceal a portentous "truth" from the American people.

Soon after our study was announced a woman wrote me as follows:
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Table 3 (cont'd)

UFO Cases Classified by Categories by Project Blue Book, 1960 - 1965.

Category: 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

Astronomical 235, 203 136 85 123 246

Aircraft 66 77 68 73 71 210

Balloon 22 37 19 23 20 33

Insufficient data 105 115 94 59 99 66

Other 94 77 65 50 88 122

Satellite 21 69 77 82 143 152

Unidentified 14 13 15 14 19 16

Astronomical:

Meteors 187 119 95 57 61 101

Stars and planets 45 78 36 23 55 135

Other 3 6 5 5 7 9

Other:

Hoaxes, etc. 13 17 11 16 34 34

Missiles, rockets 12 13 9 13 7 10

Reflections 9 3 3 0 2 7

Flares, fireworks 7 4 3 3 7 4

Mirages, inversions 5 6 3 0 2 5

Searchlights 6 1 3 2 6 9

Clouds, contails 4 5 4 5 0 1

Chaff, birds 7 5 7 4 5 12

Physical specimens 7 4 15 3 3 3

Radar analysis 6 9 0 1 2 6

Photo analysis 6 3 2 3 6 12

Satelli te decay 0 3 3 4 3 8

Miscellaneous 3 4 2 4 6 13
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Since your committee is using moneys appropriated

by the people, it is your duty to level with the citi

zens of this country and tell the truth. Don't bend

facts to suit the Silent Group. People are intelligent.

Have faith in the adaptability of our citizens to take

the truth. The public didn't collapse under the facts

of A bombs, H bombs and the L bombs. It took our space

program in stride. It adopted the use of "miracle"

drugs. We, as citizens, can manage to live with the

truth about saucers. DO NOT knuckle under to the

censorship boys. If you want a place in history that

is honorable --- report the truth to the public about

UFOs, because millions of us already know and believe.

I have seen "flying saucers". I have heard a man

talk who has been to Mars and he can prove it, I'm

sure. Of course the planets and stars are inhabited.

Our government is acting like the small child who

was punished for an act which endangered the lives

of his brothers and sisters. Our government should

be big enough to face facts as our citizens are able

to face the facts. JUST TELL THE TRUTH. It is the

easiest way and the only way.

Where secrecy is known to exist one can never be absolutely sure

that he knows the complete truth. There is an ironic recognition of

this facr ~n Lt. Gen. Nathan Twining's letter of 23 September 1947

(See p. 834) in which he acknowlEdges that consideration must be given to

"the possibility" that UFOs "are of domestic origin -- the product of

some high security project not known to AC/AS-2 or this Command."

We adopted the term "conspiracy hypothesis" for the view that

some agency of the Government either within the Air Force, the Central

Intelligence Agency, or elsewhere knows all about UFOs and is keeping

the knowledge secret. Without denying the possibility that this could
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be true, we decided very early in the study, that we were not likely to

succeed in carrying out a form of counter-espionage against our own

Government, in the hope of settling this question. We therefore decided

not to pay special attention to it, but instead to keep alert to any

indications that might lead to any evidence that not all of the essential

facts known to the Government were being given to us.

Althcugh we found no such evidence, it must be conceded that there

may be a supersecret government UFO laboratory hidden away somewhere of

whose existence we are not aware. But I doubt it. I do not believe

it, but, of course, I can not prove its non-existence!

About half way through this study, a young woman on the editorial

staff of a national magazine telephoned from New York to Boulder. She

wanted my comment on a report that had corne to her editor that the

Colorado study was merely pretending to be a study of UFOs, that this

was a cover story. What we were really doing, she was told, was to

carryon a "Top Secret" study for the Defense Department's "Martian

Invasion Defense Program (MIDP)," that is, a war plan for a response

by our defense forces in the event of an invasion of Earth by the

Martians. She wanted to know whether this was true!

I could o:'1.ly tell her, "If it were true, I think it would certainly

be Top Secret; then I would not be at liberty to tell you about it.

This being the case, if I tell you that it is not true, you do not

have the slightest idea as to whether I am telling the truth or not."

Her problem was like that of the man who thought his wife was

unfaithful. He set all kinds of clever traps to catch her, but he

never got any evidence. From this he concluded that she was deucedly

'clever about her infidelity.

In 1953 the general level cf SUsplclon and mistrust was pervasive.

The new administration was re-opening old security cases. The whole

system of security investigations was being elaborated. This was the

peak year in the career of the late Senator Joseph McCarthy. TIlis was

the year that charges were made against the late J. Robert Oppenheimer,

culminating in AEC denial of his clearance in the spring of 1954.
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In this atmosphere all kinds of dark suspicions could and did

take root and grow -- including the belief -- and the commercial ex-

ploitation of the pretended belief that the government knew much

about UFOs that it was concealing, or that the Government was woefully

ignorant of the real truth.

In 1956 the National Investigations Committee for Aerial Phenomena

was founded by Donald E. Keyhoe, a retired Marine Corps major. As its

director he now claims that NICAP has some 12,000 members. Although

organized for the purpose of studying UFO cases on an amateur basis,

a large part of its effort has gone into promulgation of attacks on

the government's handling of the UFO matter. In October 1953, Keyhoe's

second book appeared, FZ~ing Saucers from Outer Space and soon was

found on best-seller lists. Of it, E. J. Ruppelt commented, "To say

that the book is factual depends entirely upon how one uses the word.

1ne details of the specific UFO sightings that he credits to the Air

Force are factual, but in his interpretations of the incidents he blasts

way out into the wild blue yonder." (Ruppelt, 1956).

Here is how Keyhoe links the conspiracy hypothesis with the ETE:

Three years ago this proposal would have amazed

me. In 1949, after months of investigation, I wrote

an article for True magazine, stating that the saucers

were probably interplanetary machines. Within 24

hours the Air Force was swamped with demands for the

truth. To end the uproar the Pentagon announced that

the saucer project was closed. The saucers, the Air

Force insisted, were hoaxes, hallucinations, or mis

takes.

Later, in a book called The PZying Saucers are

ReaZ I repeated my belief that the Air Force was

keeping the answer secret until the country could be

prepared. Several times officers at the Pentagon

tried to convince me I'd made a bad mistake. But
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when I asked them to prove it by showing me the secret

sighting reports, I ran into a stone wall .

(Keyhoe, 1953).

Another sensational book of this period was Harold T. Wilkins'

Flying Saucers on the Attack (Wilkins, 1954). It is characteri zeu

by its publishers as "A book of facts that is more astounding and

incredible than science fiction and which is an introduction to events

that may dwarf our civilization. Has the invasion of Earth by beings

from another world already begun? The most startling revelations yet

made about mysterious visitors from outer space." Wilkins too pro

fessed to believe that the government was concealing these "astounding

and incredible" facts from the people.

The late newscaster, Frank Edwards, found the Air Force's secrecy

baffling and difficult to deal with. In Flying Saucers---Serious

Business (Edwards, 1966) he recalled:

Through the Washington grapevine, various friends

in the news business had told me that the Pentagon

was very unhappy because I continued to broadcast

reports of UFO sightings. By late 1953 the news

services had virtually ceased to carry such reports;

if they were carried at all it was on a strictly local

or regional basis. The major leak and just about

the only major leak in the censorship of UFO's---was

my radio program.

Developments of this kind leave no doubt in my mind that a serious

mistake was made in early 1953 in not declassifying the entire subject

.and making a full presentation of what was known, as recommended in the

report of the Robertson panel.

Another major recommendation of the Robertson panel favored the

launching of an educational program to inform the public about UFOs.

If any attention was given to this proposal the effort was so slight

that there was no discernible effect. But in any event such u program

could hardly have been expected to be effect i ve whi Ie the ",Iura of
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mystery" continued because of continued secrecy surrounding much of

Project Blue Book's activities.

Much of the attack on the Robertson panel report centers on the

fact that the report declared that a broad educational program should

have two major aims, "training and 'debunking'''. Training would be

broadly concerned with educating pilots, radar operators, control

tower operators and others in the understanding and recognition of

peculiar phenomena in the sky. The panel concluded that, "this train

ing should result in a marked reduction in reports caused by misidenti

fication and resultant confusion."

The word debunking means to take the bunk out of a subject.

Correctly used, one cannot debunk a subject unless thare is some bunk

in it. Over the years, however, the word has acquired a different

coloration. It now sometimes means presenting a misleading or dishonest

account of a subject for some ulterior purpose. The critics of the

Robertson panel insist that this latter meaning is what the group had

in mind. That the earlier definition of debunking was what the panel

meant is evident from the following statement explaining how the

"debunking" would be carried out:

The "debunking" aim would result in reduction

in public interest in "flying saucers" which today

evokes a strong psychological reaction. This edu

cation could be accomplished by mass media such as

television, motion pictures and popular articles.

Basis of such education would be actual case his

tories which had been puzzling at first but later

explained. As in the case of conjuring tricks,

there is much less stimulation if the "secret" is

known. Such a program should tend to reduce the

current gullibility of the public and consequently

their susceptibility to clever hostile propaganda.

So far as we can determine, no official steps were ever taken to

put into effect the training and "debunking" recommendations of the
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Robertson panel. A private effort was not to be expected, since such

a program would not be commercially attractive and would conflict with

books that were beginning to make money by exploiting popular confusion

about the ETH and alleged government conspiracies.

In 1953, Donald H. Menzel, then director of the Harvard College

Observatory published an excellent book (Menzel, 1953). It emphasizes

the optical mirage aspects of the subject (Section VI, Chapter 3), and

is generally regarded as "debunking" and "negative. 1t Menzel's book

never achieved a large enough market to be issued as a paperback and

is now out of print.

By contrast, a book, by D. Leslie and George Adamski entitled,

Flying Saucers Have Landed was published in 1953 (Leslie and Adamski,

1953). Best known for its full account of Adamski's alleged interview

with a man from Venus on the California desert on 20 November 1952, it

enjoyed widespread popularity in hardcover and paperback editions.

It is difficult to know how much of the UFO literature is intended

to be taken seriously. For example, Coral Lorenzen's first UFO book

was first published under the title, The Great Flying Saucer Hoax~ but

in the paperback edition it became, Flying Saucers: the StartZing

Evidence of the Invasion from Outer Space~ subtitled "An exposure of

the estab lishment' s flying saucer cover-up." (Lorenzen, 1962, 1966) .

The paperback edition contains an introduction by Prof. R. Leo

Sprinkle of the department of psychology of the University of Wyoming.

In this introduction, Prof. Sprinkle writes:

Coral Lorenzen has been willing . to describe

her fears about potential dangers of the UFO phenomena;

to challenge sharply the statements of those military

and political leaders who claim that citizens have

not seen Itflying saucers;" and to differ courageously

from those who take a "head in the sand" approach .

She realizes that censorship is probably controlled

at the highest levels of governmental administration

It may be that the earth is the object of a sur

vey by spacecraft whose occupants intend no harm to
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the United States. However, regardless of the intent

of UFO occupants, it behooves us to learn as much as

possible about their persons, powers and purposes.

Mrs. Lorenzen realizes that her present conclusions

may not all be verified, but she is also aware that

it may be too late for mankind to react to a poten

tial threat to world security. It is to her credit

that she has avoided feelings of panic on one hand

and feelings of hopelessness on the other. She has

demonstrated a courageous approach: the continuation

of the process of gathering, analyzing, and evaluat

ing of information, and the encouragement of the

efforts of others to come to grips with the emotional

and political and scientific ,aspects of the UFO

phenomena.

Her book is largely taken up with vivid accounts of UFO incidents

that are alleged to be factual and to support the idea of ETA, of

actual visits to Earth of extra-terrestrial intelligences. A sample

of the kind of material presented is the following condensation of

al: incident in Brazi 1 which is said to have occurred on 14 October

1957 (p. 64 et seq.).

On that evening Antonio Villas-Boas was plowing a field with a

tractor when an UFO shaped like an elongated egg landed about 15 yd.

away from him. The tractor engine stopped and Villas-Boas got out

of the t:-actor and tried to run away when he "was caught up short by

someth~ng grasping his ar~. He turned to shake off his pursuer and

came face-to-face with a small 'man l wearing strange clothes, who

came only to his shoulder." He knocked the little fellow down and

several more came to the aid of the first one. They "lifted him off

the ground and dragged him toward the ship," which had a ladder

reaching to the ground.

There follows a descyiptio!'~ of the interior of the ship and of

the way in which the uneaI'thly visitors talked wLh each other which
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"reminded Antonio of the noises dogs make, like howls, varying in pitch

and intensity." He was forced to undress and to submit to various

medical procedures, but then:

"After what seemed like an eternity to Villas-Boas the door opened

again and in walked a small but well built and completely nude woman."

There follows a description of her voluptuous, distinctly womanly

figure.

"The woman's purpose was immediately evident. She held her

self close to Villas-Boas, rubbing her head against his face. She

did not attempt to communicate in any way except with occasional grunts

and howling noises, like the 'men' had uttered. A very normal sex

act took place and after more pettings she responded again . The

howling noises she made during the togetherness had nearly spoiled

the whole act for they reminded him of an animal."

Villas-Boas' clothing was then re~urned to him and he was shown

to the UFO's door. "The man pointed to the door ... then to the sky,

motioned Antonio to step back, then went inside and the door closed.

At this, the saucer-shaped thing on top began to spin at great speed,

the lights got brighter and the machine lifted straight up "

Meanwhile, back at the tractor, Villas-Boas consulted his watch

and concluded that he had been aboard for over four hours.

Mrs. Lorenzen comments:

The above is condensed from a 23-page report

which was submitted to APRO by Dr. Olivo Fontes,

professor of medicine at the Brazilian National

School of Medicine . . . My own first reaction

was almost one of scoffing until I began to add

up some important factors:

If an alien race bent on contact and possible

colonization were to reconnoiter this planet, one

of their prime tasks would be to learn if the two

races could breed. To do this they would need a

human subject. Either sex would be all right,
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but it would be much more efficient to pick a male

by some means. If a human female subject were used,

the chances of no con~eption, or conception followed

by miscarriage, would be great due to the consider-

able nervous strain of removing that female subject

from her familiar surroundings to a completely

foreign location and alien companions, and then

literally subjecting her to forcible rape. It should

be quite well known, especially to an advanced cul~

ture, that the psychological makeup of women, especially

where sex is concerned, is considerably more delicate

than that of her male counterpart. The ideal situation,

then, would be for the experimenters to pick their

own female subject whose ovulation period would be

known beforehand and proceed exactly as the strange

UFO occupants apparently did with Villas-Boas.

She says that it was not possible at that time to have Villas-Boas

examined by a psychiatrist and that Villas- Boas has subsequently

married and "does not care to dwell on the subject because of his wife's

feelings in the matter. Preliminary examination by Dr. Fontes, however

seems to assure us that Villas-Boas is stable, not a liar, and certainly

not knowledgeable about certain information which he would have to have

in order to concoct such a logical tale."

Mrs. Lorenzen's final comment is: "It is unnerving to me that,

along with the thousands of sightings of flying, landed and occupied

unconventional aerial objects, an incident such as the above could

take place and not be objectively scientifically and logically analyzed

"because of emotional predisposition!" But in her account there is no

indication of any corroboration: the story stands or falls entirely

on the veracity of Villas-Boas.

Her book is a compilation of reported incidents of which the

preceding is fairly typical. What is of particular interest for a

;:,d,!1! I (/iL' study of UFOs is that in many instances the investigations,
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like that of the Villas-Boas case in Brazil, are carried out by a person

having an advanced degree and an academic position. The next one in

the book describes the case of some men who were bow-hunting on 4

September 1963 near Truckee, Calif. One of them became separated from

the others and was chased up a tree by some "robots" also called "entities,"

who belched out puffs of smoke which would cause the man to lose conscious

ness. She writes:

He said he felt that the "robots" were guided

by some kind of intelligence, for at times they

would get "upwind" of him to belch their sleep

inducing "smoke."

After a harrowing night the man escaped and "dragged himself toward

camp, finally collapsing on the ground from exhaustion."

In this case the APRO investigator who supplied the details to

Mrs. Lorenzen was Dr. James A. Harder, associate professor of civil

engineering at the University of California in Berkeley. Dr. Harder

received his bachelor's degree from the California Institute of

Technology, and his doctorate at Berkeley, served as a de$ign engineer

for the Soil Conservation Service, and served in the Navy during World

War II. He was one of those who took part in a symposium on UFOs

before the House Science and Astronautics Committee, sitting under the

chairmanship of Congressman J. Edward Roush of Indiana (29 July 1968).

In this congressional testimony, Dr. Harder said:

. . . there have been strong feelings aroused

about UFOs, particularly about the extra-terrestrial

hypothesis for their origin. This is entirely

understandable, in view of man's historic record of

considering himself the central figure in the natural

scene; the extra-terrestrial hypothesis tends inevi

tably to undermine the collective ego of the human

race. These feelings have no place in the scienti

fic assessment of facts, but I confess that they have

at times affected me . .
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Indeed, there are flying saucer cultists who

are as enthusiastic as they are naive about UFOs--

who see in them some messianic symbols---they have

a counterpart in those individuals who exhibit a

morbid preoccupation with death. Most of the

rest of us don't like to think or hear about it.

This, it seems to me, accurately reflects many of

our attitudes toward the reality of UFOs---natural,

and somewhat healthy, but not scientific.

In the second Lorenzen book, a considerably more detailed account

of the Truckee, Calif. incident than the first one is given including

this comment:

At present the preliminary interviews by a

qualified psychiatrist have been made preparatory

to either sodium amytol or hypnotic trance question

ing. We feel that Mr. S. [the man who was up the

tree] may have information buried at a subconscious

level which may shed considerably more light on the

whole incident. We are reasonably certain that

the whole incident took place and was a true physical

experience, and therefore the trance questioning will

not be done to attempt to discredit him in any way.

4. Regulations Governing UFO Reports.

Initially Project Blue Book operated under instructions set forth

in Air Force Letter 200-5, issued 29 April 1952. This prov~ded that

telegraphic reports on UFOs were to be sent promptly both to Blue Book

at Wright-Patterson and to the Pentagon, and followed by a more elaborate

letter reporting the details. Experience showed that this procedure was

unnecessary when applied to all UFO reports, so a simpler procedure was

authorized in Air Force Regulation 200-2, classed under "Intelligence Activities"

and continued in force with minor changes until it was superceded by AFR

Sll- I': (Ill l~l ~t'pt('mht'r 19bb ~ll\(,1 AFR SO-li:\ on S November 19fi6. The nc\\'

n ..'~:lll;ltiol\ cl;-ls::'t~S lht' activity llntlel' "Rcse;lrch ;lIld llCVC]opllll'nt" (Appendix I',).

'lhis regulation cstahl ishes the UFO I'ro~ralll to

investigate and analyze UFO's over the Uni ted States.
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Such investigation and analysis are directly related

to Air Force responsibility for the defense of the

United States. The UFO program provides for the

prompt reporting and rapid reporting needed for

successful "identification", which is the second

of four phases of air defense --- detection, identi

fication, interception and destruction. All commanders

will comply strictly with this regulation.

Critics of the Air Force have made much of paragraph 2c of AFR 200-2,

entitled "Reduction of Percentage of UFO 'Unidentifieds'" which says:

Air Force activities must reduce the per

centage of unidentifieds to the minimum. Analysis

thus far has explained all but a few of the sightings

reported. These unexplained sightings are carried

statistically as unidentifieds. If more immediate,

detailed, objective data on the unknowns had been

available, probably these, too could have been

explained. However, because of the human factors

involved, and the fact that analyses of UFO sightings

depend primarily on the personal impressions and

interpretations of the observers rather than on

accurate scientific data or facts obtained under

controlled conditions, the elimination of all

unidentifieds is improbable.

Critics of the Air Force have tried to read into this paragraph

an exhortation that investigation is to result in common-place

identifications at all costs, not excluding that of stretching the

truth. But reasonable people will read this paragraph as a straight

forward instruction to Air Force personnel to take the job of

investigation seriously, without making shortcuts, in an effort to

arrive at an accurate understanding of as many UFO reports as

possible. Honestly read, there is nothing in the wording which

rules out ETH, that is, the possibility of identifying an UFO as a

visitor from outer space is not excluded by the instructjons given.
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Critics have also attacked AFR 200-2 and the similar provisions in

AFR 80-17 for the fact of its centralization of public relations in

the Secretary of the Air Force Office of Information. The relevant

section of AFR 80-17 states:

B-4. Response to Public Interest. The Secretary

of the Air Force, Office of Information (SAF-OI) main

tains contact with the public and the news media on

all aspects of the UFO program and related activities.

Private individuals or organizations desiring Air

Force interviews, briefings, lectures, or private

discussions on UFOs will be instructed to direct their

requests to SAF-OI. Air Force members not officially

connected with UFO investigations will refrain from

any action or comment on UFO reports which may mis

lead or cause the public to construe these opinions

as official Air Force findings.

Critics h~ve charged that this provision imposes censorship on

UFO reports. But reasonable people will see in such a provision an

arrangement designed to minimize the circulation of wild stories and

premature reports before an investigation is completed. At the

beginning of our study, we found certain elements of the news media

extremely willing to give us their cooperation. One Denver news

paperman was willing to stand ready at all times to take us to various

places in his private plane. In return he wanted us to give him a

full account of what we were doing as we did it, before we had a

chance to check and evaluate our field data. Of course, we could

not accede to such an arrangement.

AFR 80-17 contains one exception, but one which is frustrating to

newspapermen who are trying to build up a spot news story: It is

Section Sc Exceptions:

In response to local inquiries regarding UFOs

reported in the vicinity of an Air Force base, the

base commander may release information to the news
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media or public after the sighting has been positively

identified. If the stimulus for the sighting is

difficult to identify at the base level, the commander

may state that the sighting is under investigation and

conclusions will be released by SAF-OI after the

investigation is completed. The commander may also

state that the Air Force will review and analyze the

results of the investigation. Any further inquiries

will be directed to SAF-OI.

These provisions reflect the traditional conflict between authorities

who are responsible for carrying out a careful investigation without

premature and irresponsible publicitY,and the representatives of the

news media who wish to have a live story while the news is still hot.

At such a time nothing can be more frustrating to a reporter than to

be told that one has to wait for the completion of an investigation.

It is also tru'= that these rules could actually be used to keep the

public from learning promptly about a real visitor from outer space

if one should appear, but in practice the Air Force has not sought to

"control the news" in this way, and the restraint required by the

regulation has usually resulted in the release of more accurate infor

mation than was available before the promulgation of AFR 200-2.

Another regulation which includes UFOs in its scope and which has

frequently been used as a basis for criticizing the Air Force'

handling of UFO reports is Joint Army Navy Air Publication-146.

For example, Frank Edwards (Edwards, 1967) commented that Air Force

personnel are reminded of severe penalties for "making public state

ments without approval!"

JANAP-146 is not a classified document. It has been issued with

various revisions over the years. The copy we have is JANAP-146 (E),

the revision that is dated 31 March 1966. Its title is "Canadian -

United States Communications Instructions for Reporting Vital Intelligence

Sightings." It is issued in the United States by the Joint Chiefs of

Staffs. In its Letter of Promulgation it says that it "contains military
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information and is for official use only," but it also explicitly

says, "Copies and Extracts may be made from this publication when such

are to be used in the preparation of other official publications." On

that basis a discussion of some of its contents is presented here.

Section l02a defines its scope in these words: "This publication

is limited to the reporting of information of vital importance to the

security of the United States of America and Canada and their forces,

which in the opinion of the observer, requires very urgent defensive

and/or investigative action by the U. S. and/or Canadian armed Forces."

Reports made from airborne or land-based sources are called

CIRVIS reports; those from waterborne sources, MERINT reports. The

relevant section on security for CIRVIS reports is as follows:

208. Military and Civilian. Transmission of

CIRVIS reports are subject to the U. S. Communications

Act of 1934, as amended, and the Canadian Radio Act of

1938, as amended. Any person who violates the provi-

sions of these acts may be liable to prosecution thereunder.

These reports contain information affecting the national

defense of the United S~ates and Canada. Any person who

makes an unauthorized transmission or disclosure of such

a report may be liable to prosecution under Title 18 of

the uS Code, Chapter 37, or the Canadian Official Secrets

Act of 1939, as amended. This should not be construed

as requiring classification of CIRVIS messages. The

purpose is to emphasize the necessity for the handling

of such information within official channels only.

JANAP-146 lists the categories of sightings which are to be

reported as CIRVIS reports as follows:

(a) Hostile or unidentified single aircraft

or formations of aircraft which appear to be directed

against the United States or Canada or their forces.

(b) Missiles.

(c) Unidentified flying objects.
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(d) Hostile or unidentified submarines.

(e) Hostile or unidentified group or groups of

military surface vessels.

(f) Individual surface vessels, submarines, or

aircraft of unconventional design, or engaged

in suspicious activity or observed in a loca

tion or in a course which may be interpreted

as constituting a threat to the United States,

Canada or their forces.

(g) Any unexplained or unusual activity which may

indicate a possible attack against or through

Canada or the United States, including the

presence of any unidentified or other suspi

cious ground parties in the Polar Region or

other remote or sparsely populated areas.

The presence of item (c) in the list can be interpreted to signify

that the presence of UFOs in the air space over and near the United

States and Canada is officially regarded as information of vital importance

to the security of the United States and Canada, but such an implication

is totally misleading. The essential thing about an UFO is that the

observer does not know what it is. For this reason alone it may have

defense significance. Since in military matters especially it is better

to be safe than sorry, it is quite appropriate that observers be expli-

citly notified of their ob ligation to report UFOs, that is, aU

puzzling things, rather than take a chance on their not being significant.

Provision is made in JANAP-146 for the prompt transmission of

cancellation messages. If something has been seen, but is later identi

fied by the sighter as having no defense significance, it is important

that the defense headquarters be notified at once.

Air, sea and land surveillance activities are conducted continuously

to guard against sudden hostile activities. JANAP-146 provides for

the transmission of reports on suspicious circumstances to proper authorities

for analysis and appropriate defense action. It would be most unwise
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that the military response to such circumstances be publicized, nor

for that matter should the circumstances themselves be a matter of

public knowledge.

5. Orthoteny, the "Straight Lhe Mystery."

The mid-1950s also produced an attempt to find statistical

regulari ties or a "pattern" in UFO sightings. Aime Michel (1958), a

French journalist who has studied and written about UFOs, believed that

he had found a pronounced statistical tendency for the places where

UFOs are reported within a short time interval such as 24 hours to

lie on a straight line, or more correctly, on a great circle on the

earth's surface.

To describe this supposed tendency he coined the word "orthoteny"

in 1954, deriving it from the Greek adjective "orthoteneis," which

means stretched in a straight line.

He first noticed what seemed to him a tendency for the locations

to lie on a straight line with regard to five sightings reported in

Europe on 15 October 1954. These lay on a line 700 mi. long stretching

from Southend, England to Po di Gnocca, Italy.

Another early orthotenic line which has been much discussed in

the UFO literature is the BAYVIC line which stretches from Bayonne to

Vichy in France. Six UFO sightings were reported on 24 September 1944

in the location of the ends and along the line.

When Michel first started to look for patterns he plotted on his

maps only those reports which he had described as "good" in the sense

of being clearLy reported. Later he decid~J to plot all reports,

including the "poor" ones, and found the straight line patterns in

some instar..ces.

A peculiarity of the supposed orthotenous relation is that the

appearance of the UFOs in these various reports along a line may look

quite different, that is, there is no implication that the sequence

represents a series of sightings of the same object. Moreover the times
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of seeing the UFOs do not occur in the order of displacement along

the line, as they would if the same object were seen at different

places along a simple trajectory.

Continuing his work he found other cases of straight line arrange

ments for UFO reports in France during various days in 1954. At this

time there were an unusually large number of such reports, or a French

"flap." But not all reports fell on straight lines. To these which

clearly did not he gave the name "Vergilian saucers" because of a

verse in Vergil's Aeneid, describing a scene of confusion after a

great storm at sea: "A few were seen swimming here and there in the

vast abyss."

Without understanding why the locations of UFO reports should lie

on straight lines. this result. if statistically significant. would

indicate some kind of mutual relationship of the places where UFOs

are seen. From this it could be argued that the UFOs are not indepe

dent. and therefore there is some kind of pattern to their "maneuvers."

The question of statistical significance of such lines comes

down to this: Could such straight line arrangements occur purely

by chance in about the same number of instances as actually observed?

In considering this question it must be remembered that the location

of a report is not a mathematical point. because the location is

never known with great precision. Moreover the reports usually tell

the location of the observer. rather than that of the UFO. The direction

and distance of the UFO from the observer is always quite uncertain,

even the amount of the uncertainty being quite uncertain. Thus two

"points" do not determine a line, but a corridor of finite width.

within which the other locations must lie in order to count as being

aligned •. The mathematical problem is to calculate the chance of

finding various numbers of 3-point, 4-point ... alignments if a

specified number of points are thrown down at random on a map.

Michel's orthoteny principle was criticized along these lines

by Menzel (1964). in a paper entitled•. "Do Flying Saucers Move in
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Straight Lines?" This triggered off a spirited controversy which

included a number of papers in the FZying Saucer Review for 1964 and

1965 by various authors.

The most complete analysis of the question to be published to

date is that by Vallee and Vallee (1966). They summarize their work

in these words:

The results we have just presented will

probably be considered by some to be a total refu

tation of the theory of alignments. We shall not

be so categorical, because our data have not yet

been independently checked by other groups of

scientists, and because we have been drastically

limited in the amount of computer time that we

could devote to this project outside official sup

port. Besides no general conclusion as to the

non-existence of certain alignments can be drawn

from the present work. The cmalyses carried out

merely establish that, among the proposed align

ments, the great majority, if not all, must be

attributed to pure chance.

The point is that while the straight-line

theory, as far as we can say, is not the key to

the mystery, a body of knowledge has been accumu

lated and a large edifice of techniques has been

built, and this development reaches far beyond

the negative conclusion on the straight-line

hypothesis.

As matters now stand, we must regard as not

valid the work on orthoteny and "the straight-line

mystery."
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6. The O'Brien Report and events leading up to it.

In the years from 1953 to 1965, interest in UFOs or flying saucers

continued to fluctuate. APRO had been founded in 1952, and NICAP

was incorporated as a non-profit membership organization in 1956. In

addition various local organizations flourished for a few years. News

papers and magazines of large circulation seem not to have had a

consistent policy toward the subject. More and more, but not always,

they tended to make fun of flying saucer sightings. Not many of the

press stories achieved national distribution by the wire services and

many of those that did were handled as humorous features rather than

as serious science.

As Table I shows, the number of UFO reports reaching Project Blue

Book was well under a thousand for each of these years except for 1957

when the number was 1,006. Officers at Air Force bases and the small

staff of Project Blue Book continued to investigate these reports to

determine whether the things seen constituted a defense threat. In

no case was a threat to national security discovered, a result consistent

with that reached by the Robertson panel in 1953.

At the same time there continued to be published a considerable

number of popular books and magazine articles. Most of these continued

to insist that some UFOs really indicate the presence on Earth of

visitors from superior civilizations elsewhere in the Universe.

Some of the books contain some rather startling assertions for

which, however, no proof or corroboration is given. For example in

Spacecraft fromHeyond Three Dimensions (Allen, 1959) opposite page 98

is a full-page photograph showing two men holding hands with a miniature

man about three feet tall, and carries the following caption, "A

'saucer crewman' very much like the moon man (or spirit) described by

Swedenborg in his writings about the inhabitants of different planets

of the solar system with whom, he stated, he had conversations. This

photograph is from Germany (note trench coats and North European types),

but the 'saucer crewman' is from a UFO that crashed near Mexico City;

the corpses were sent to Germany for study. Was he based on Luna?"

The author of this book is employed by a major aircraft company

in the Pacific North west. We got in touch with him, seeking more
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specific information about the alleged crash near Mexico City, and

about the circumstances of sending saucer crewman's corpses to Germany.

Allen offered to give us additional information but only at what to us

seemed to be an exorbitant price, considering that there was no

indication of the validity of any of this story.

UFO enthusiasts are not one great happy family. They consist of

a number of antagonistic sects marked by strong differences in their

belief. Some of the schismatic tendencies seem to be related to per

sonality clashes. One of the greatest points of difference between the

groups is their attitude toward "contactee" stories.

Some writers, of whom George Adamski was a pioneer, have published

detailed stories giving accounts of their converstions with visitors

from Venus and elsewhere. Some have published accounts of trips in

flying saucers, either involving high speed travel between points on

Earth, or actual visits to other planets (Fry,1966). Other writers

heap scorn on those who believe in such contactee stories.

There is a particularly wide spectrum of attitudes to be found among

UFO enthusiasts with respect to the late George Adamski. A periodical

called UFO Contact is dedicated to his memory. The editor of UFO Contact

is Ronald Caswell, 309 Curbers Mead, Harlow, Essex, England. It is

published by IGAP, which is the acronym for "International Get Acquainted

Program" at Bavnevolden 27, Maaloev, SJ, Denmark. According to an

editorial announcement this organization was founded by Adamski in 1959.

Of the periodical the editors say:

His hope was that as many as possible would

discover the truth of the present age and turn to

face the time to come -- to learn to accept, through

conviction, the fact that we are all citizens of

the Cosmos and children of the Cosmic Power whose

Laws run through the entire cosmos. These Laws we

can learn to comprehend through study and understanding

of the "Science of Life" brought to our attention

by the presence of friendly visitors from other worlds
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We shall try to detect any and every move in the

direction of that truth which we have accepted, but

which is not yet officially accepted or recognized

in broader circles:

1. People from other worlds in our system are

visiting our planet.

2. People from other worlds are in contact with

certain political and scientific circles in East and

West.

3. People from all walks of life, official

and unofficial, allover the world, have been con~

tacted by people from other worlds; such contacts

have been kept secret so far.

4. The philosophy brought to the world by Mr.

George Adamski is considered an aid in helping to

understand the truth of our origin and our future

destiny.

The magazine will make no attempt whatsoever to

fight anyone, in spite of any action which might be

launched against it. Only the truth, whatever its

guise, will be brought to bear, to allow each to

decide for himself what he can and will accept in

this wonderful world on his march forward to new

experiences.

In sharp contrast, is the comment about Adamski in the second of

the Frank Edwards' books (Edwards, 1967):

The first and foremost among them [the contactees]

was a fellow named George Adamski. He was a man of

meager scholastic attainments, but he made up for that

shortcoming by having an excellent imagination, a

pleasing personality and an apparently endless supply

of gall.
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George established the ground rules for the

contactees which they have dutifully followed. He

was the first --- and he showed that there was con

siderable loot to be made by peddling tales of talking

with space people. George instinctively realized that

everything had to be pretty nebulous; he knew that

details would be disastrous.

Prior to becoming associated with a hamburger

stand on the road to Mt. Palomar, George had worked

in a hamburger stand as grill cook. With this

scientific background he wrote, in his s.pare time,

a document which he called An Imaginary Trip to the

Moon~ Venus and Mars. He voluntarily listed it with

the Library of Congress for copyright purposes as

a work of fiction.

That was in 1949.

His effort did not attract many customers but

it did attract the attention of a lady writer who

saw gol~ in them there space ships. She made a deal

with George to rewrite his epic; she was to furnish

the skilled writing and he was to furnish the photo

graphs of the space ships.

This lady brought the finished manuscript to me

for appraisal and she brought with it a clutch of the

crudest UFO photographs I had seen in years. I de

clined to have anything to do with the mess and she

left my office in a bit of a huff.

In its revised form it told a yarn of how George

had ventured into the desert of southern California,

where he met a "scout ship" from which stepped a gor

geous doll in golden coveralls. She spoke to him

with a bell-like voice in a language he did not under

stand, so they had to resort to telepathy, or something
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similar, to carryon their conversation. And then,

as she prepared to leave him, she tapped out a mes

sage in the sand with her little boot. George

realized that she wanted him to preserve this message

(it was terribly important) and, having a pocket full

of wet plaster of Paris (which he seemingly always

carried with him on desert trips), George quickly

made a plaster cast of the footprint with the mes-

sage, which he eventually reproduced for the educational

advancement of his readers, who were legion.

Of the numerous photographs which embellished

the book let it be said that some of them could not

have been taken as claimed. The others were crudely

. "simulated," as the Air Force put it charitably.

But for me the payoff was the alleged photo

graph of Adamski's "scout ship" in which he allegedly

took a trip to Venus and returned. The picture as

shown in his book was taken either on a day when

three suns were shiping---or else it was a small

object taken with three floodlights for illumination.

After eight years of patient search I finally came

to the conclusion that his space ship was in reality

the top of a cannister-type vacuum cleaner, made in

1937. I doubt that many persons are traveling through

space in vacuum cleaner tops.

Adamski communicated with me frequently. When

he was questioned about the title of "professor"

which he used, he explained that it was just an

honorary title given to him by his "students," and

that he never used it himself. George was evidently

forgetful, for the letters he sent to me were always

signed "Professor George Adamski."

But this congenial con man sold a jillion books

to those who were eager to believe that somebody from
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space was crossing millions of miles of the trackless

void for the dubious privilege of conversing telepathically

with former hamburger cooks. Adamski toured this country

on the lecture circuit; then he branched out into Europe,

where he even arranged a private confab with the Queen

of The Netherlands, a maneuver which stirred up quite a

bit of comment for the Queen, very little of which was

favorable.

The bogus professor followed his first book with

another volume but it did not meet with the ready

acceptance which the public had granted his first

offering. For one thing, some of his "witnesses" to

his alleged meeting with the golden girl from a dis

tant galaxy had changed their minds about both George

and his story. And perhaps more importantly, several

other contactees had rushed into print with yarns of

having ridden in space ships and of having conversed

with the operators thereof.

The remainder of Frank Edwards' Chapter 7 deals with other contactee

stories in a similar vein.

During this period the UFO literature became very large indeed. It

would require too much space to deal with it in detail. An excellent

guide to this material is provided by a bibliography published by the

Library of Congress.

By the early 1960s the pattern for UFO books and magazine writing

had become quite clearly established: the text consisted of a stringing

together of many accounts of reported sightings with almost no critical

comment or attempts at finding the validity of the material reported,

mixed with a strong dash of criticism of the Air Force for not devoting

more attention to the subject and for allegedly suppressing the startling

truth about visitors from outer space.

On the evening of 3 September 1965 a number of sightings were

reported at Exeter, N. H. which were made the basis of a brief article
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in the Saturday Review for 2 October 1965, and later of a book, Incident

at Exeter by John G. Fuller (Fuller, 1966a). The following year Fuller

wrote another book, The Interrupted Journey (Fuller, 1966b) which dealt

with the case of Barney and Betty Hill, who claimed to have been taken

aboard a flying saucer while driving through N. H. This story was told

in condensed form in Look magazine.

Probably the greatest furor in 1966 was generated by the Michigan

sightings early in March. These occurred near Dexter, Mich. on the

night of 20 March and near Hillsdale, Mich. on the next night.

These sightings received a great deal of newspaper publicity.

They were investigated for the Air Force by Dr. J. Allen Hynek, who

suggested in a press conference the possibility that they might have

resulted from burning swamp gas. This possibility has been known for

years although it would be extremely difficult to obtain the kind of

definite evidence that would make this possibility a certainty with

respect to this particular case.

The swamp gas possibility has become the butt of a great many jokes

and cartoons in the popular press. Although it is not established as

a certainty, it seems to be quite genuinely a possibility. Here is the

exact text of the Air Force press release that was issued as a result

of the study of these sightings:

The investigation of these two sightings

was conducted by Dr. J. Allen Hynek, scientific

consultant to Project Blue Book; personnel from

Selfridge Air Force Base, Mich.; and personnel

from Project Blue Book office at Wright-Patterson

Air Force Base, Ohio.

In addition to these two specific cases, there

has been a flood of reports from this area both be

fore and after March 20 and 21. The investigating

personnel have not had the time to investigate all

of these. It has been determined, however, that in

Hillsdale, over and above the sincere and honest
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reporting by the young ladies at Hillsdale College,

certain young men have played pranks with flares.

It has also been determined that the photograph

released yesterday through press was taken on

March 17 just before sunrise near Milan, Mich., and

have nothing to do with the cases in question. The

photograph clearly shows trails made as a result of

a time exposure of the rising crescent moon and the

planet Venus.

The majority of observers in both the Dexter

and Hillsdale cases have reported only silent glowing

lights near the ground--red, yellow, and blue-green.

They have not described an object. TIle only two

vbservers v.ho did describe an obj ect have stated

that they were no closer than 500 yards--better than

a quarter of a mile away--a distance which does not

allow details to be determined.

Witnesses have described glowing lights--lights

that seem to move but never far from a definite place

or lights which suddenly disappeared and popped up

at another plac' The locale in both cases was a

swamp. In both cases, the location of the glow was

pinpointec.--in Dexter it was seen between two distant

groups of people and at Hillsdale it was seen in a

swampY9-epression between the girls and the distant

trees. It was in both cases a very localized pheno

mena. The swampy location is most significant.

A swamp is a place of rotting vegetation and

decomposition. Swamps are not a province of astrono

mers. Yet, the famous Dutch astronomer, Minnaert, in

his book, "Light and Colour in the Open Air,"

describes lights that have been seen in swamps by the

astronomer, Bessel, and other excellent observers.
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The lights resemble tiny flames sometimes seen right

on the ground and sometimes rising and floating above

it. The flames go out in one place and suddenly

appear in another, glvlng the illusion of motion.

The colors are sometimes yellow, sometimes red, and

sometimes blue-green. No heat is felt, and the

lights do not burn or char the ground. They can

appear for hours at a stretch and sometimes for a

whole night. Generally, there is no smell and no

sound except for the popping sound of little explo

sions such as when a gas burner ignites.

The rotting vegetation produces marsh gas which

can be trapped during the winter by ice. When the

spring thaw occurs, the gas may be released in some

quantity. The flame, Minnaert says, is a form of

chemical luminescence, and its low temperature is

one of its peculiar features. Exactly how it occurs

is not known and could well be the subject of further

investigation.

The glowing lights over the swamps near Dexter

and Hillsdale were observed for 2 or 3 hours, and

they were red, green, and yellow. They appeared

to move sideways and to rise a short distance. No

sound was heard except a popping sound.

It seems entirely likely that as the present

spring thaw came, the trapped gases, CH4, H2S, and

PH3, resulting from decomposition of organic material,

were released. The chemistry book by Sienko and

Plane has this to say: "In air, Phosphine PH3 usually

bursts into flame apparently because it is ignited

by a spontaneous oxidation of the impure P2H4 . TIle

will-of-the-wisp, sometimes observed in marshes, may

be due to spontaneous ignition of impure PH3 which
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might be formed by reduction of naturally occurring

phosphorus compound."
It has been pointed out to the investigating

personnel by other scientists in this area that in

swamps the formation of H
2
S and CH

4
from rotting

vegetation is common. These could be ignited by

the spontaneous burning of PH
3

.

The association of the sightings with swamps

in this particular instance is more than coinci

dence. No group of witnesses observed any craft

coming to or going away from the swamp. The glow

was localized and Deputy Fitzpatrick described the

glow from beyond a rise adjacent to the swamp as

visible through the trees. He stated that the

light brightened and dimmed such as stage lights do-

smoothly and slowly--and this description exactly

~its the Hillsdale sighting also. The brightening

and dimming could have been due to the release of

variable quantities of marsh gas.

The disappearance of the lights when people

got close with flashlights or carlights would

indicate that the glow seemed bright to dark

adapted eyes. The night was dark and there was

no moon. The Hillsdale girls kept their rooms

dark in order to see the swamp lights.

It appears very likely that the combination of

the conditions of this particular winter (an

unusually mild one in that area) and the particular

weather conditions of that night--it was clear and

there was little wind at either location--were

such as to have produced this unusual and puzzling

display.

On 28 September 1965, Maj. Gen. E. B. LeBailly, who was then head

of the Office of Information of the Secretary of the Air Force, addressed
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a letter to the Military Director of the Air Force Scientific Advisory

Board in which he said:

The Air Force has conducted Project Blue Book

since 1948. As of 30 June 1965, a total of 9,265

reports had been investigated by the Air Force. Of

these 9,265 reports, 663 cannot be explained.

Continuing, he wrote:

To date, the Air Force has found no evidence

that any of the UFO reports reflect a threat to our

national security. However, many of the reports that

cannot be explained have come from intelligent and

well qualified individuals whose integrity cannot

be doubted. In addition the reports received officially

by the Air Force include only a fraction of the

spectacular reports which are publicized by many

private UFO organizations.

Accordingly, it is requested that a working

scientific panel composed of both physical and social

scientists be organized to review Project Blue Book -

its resources, methods and findings -- and to advise

the Air Force as to any improvements that should be

made in the program to carry out the Air Force's

assigned responsibility.

As a result of this formal request, a group was set up under

the chairmanship of Dr. Brian O'Brien which was known as the "Ad Hoc

Committee to Review Project Blue Book." This group met on 3 February

1966 and produced a short report of its findings in March

1966.

The persons who served on this committee are as follows:

Dr. Brian O'Brien, now retired, received his Ph.D. in physics at

Yale in 1922. He served as director of the Institute of Optics at the

University of Rochester from 1946 to 1953, and as vice president and

d i l"l'ctor of research of the American Optical Company from 19S~-SR,
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after which he became a consulting physicist. He served as chairman

of the division of physical sciences of the National Research Council

from 1953-61, as president of the Optical Society of America in 1951-53,

and received the President's Medal for Merit in 1948.

Dr. Launor F. Carter, psychologist, received his Ph.D. from Princeton

in 1941. After holding various teaching and research positions he

became vice president and director of research of the Systems Development

Corporation of Santa Monica in 1955. He has been a member of the Air

Force Scientific Advisory Board since 1955.

Dr. Jesse Orlansky, psychologist, received his Ph.D. in 1940 from

Columbia University. He has been a member of the Institute for Defense

Analyses since 1960 specializing on problems of behavioral science

;earch for national security.

Dr. Richard Porter, electrical engineer received his Ph.D. at

Yale in 1937, after which he joined the staff of the General Electric

:lpany, where he was manager of the guided missiles department from

,'50-55. He has been a member of the Space Science Board of the National

.:1.demy of Sciences since 1958 and chairman of its international relations

ommittee since 1959.

Dr. Carl Sagan, astronomer and space scientist, received his Ph.D.

the University of Chicago in 1960. Since 1962 he served as a staff

5trophysicist of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory in Cambridge

ass., until the summer of 1968 when he joined the faculty of astronomy

at Cornell University. He is a specialist in the study of planetary

atmospheres, production of organic molecules in astronomical environments,

origin of life, and problems of extra-terrestrial biology.

Dr. Willis H. Ware~ electrical engineer, received his Ph.D. from

Princeton University in 1951. Since then he has been head of the

computing science division of the Rand Corporation in Sa:p.ta Monica.

He is a specialist on problems related to the applications of computers

to military and information processing problems.

The report of this committee is brief. It is printed in full

helow:
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I. INTRODUCTION

As requested in a memorandum from Major General

E. B. LeBailly, Secretary of the Air Force Office of

Information dated 28 September 1965 (Tab A), and SAB

Ad Hoc Committee met on 3 February 1966 to review

Project "Blue Book". The objectives of the Committee

are to review the resources and methods of investigation

prescribed by Project "Blue Book" and to advise the

Air Force of any improvements that can be made in the

program to enhance the Air Force's capability in

carrying out its responsibility.

In order to bring themselves up to date, the

members of the Committee initially reviewed the

findings of previous scientific panels charged with

looking into the UFO problem. Particular attention

was given to the report of the Robertson panel which

was rendered in January 1953. The Committee next

heard briefings from the AFSC Foreign Technology

Division, which is the cognizant Air Force agency

that collates information on UFO sightings and

monitors investigations of individual cases. Finally,

sightings with particular emphasis on those that have

not been identified.

II. DISCUSSION

Although about 6% (646) of all sightings (10,147)

in the years 1947 through 1965 are listed by the Air

Force as "Unidentified", it appears to· the Committee

that most of the cases so listed are simply those in

which the information available does not provide an

adequate basis for analysis. In this connection it

is important also to note that no unidentified

objects other than those of an astronomical nature

have ever been observed during routine astronomical
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studies, in spite of the large number of observing

hours which have been devoted to the sky. As examples

of this the Palomar Observatory Sky Atlas contains

some 5000 plates made with large instruments with

wide field of view; the Harvard Meteor Project of

1954-1958 provided some 3300 hours of observation;

the Smithsonian Visual Prairie Network provided

2500 observing hours. Not a single unidentified

object has been reported as appearing on any of

these plates or been sighted visually in all these

observations.

The Committee concluded that in the 19 years

since the first UFO was sighted there has been no

evidence that unidentified flying objects are a

threat to our national security. Having arrived

at this conclusion the Committee then turned its

attention to considering how the Air Force should

handle the scientific aspects of the UFO problem.

Unavoidably these are also related to Air Force

public relations, a subject on which the Committee

is not expert. Thus the recommendations which

follow are made simply from the scientific point

of view.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is the opinion of the Committee, that the

present Air Force program dealing with UFO sightings

has been well organized, although the resources

assigned to it (only one officer, a sergeant, and

secretary) have been quite limited. In 19 years

and more than 10;000 sightings recorded and classi

fied, there appears to be no verified and fully

satisfactory evidence of any case that is clearly

outside the framework of presently known science
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is the opinion of the Committee. that the 

present Air Force program dealing with UFO sightings 

has been well organized, although the resources 

assigned to it (only one officer, a sergeant, and 

secretary) have been quite limited. In 19 years 

and more than 10;000 sightings recorded and classi
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and technology. Nevertheless, there is always the

possibility that analysis of new sightings may pro

vide some additions to scientific knowledge of value

to the Air Force. Moreover, some of the case record~ at

which the Committee lookec\ that were listed as "identified"

were sightings where the evidence collected was too

meager or too indefinite to permit positive listing

in the identified category. Because of this the

Committee recommends that the present program be

strengthened to provide opportunity for scientific

investigation of selected sightings in more detail

and depth than has been possible to date.

To accomplish this it is recommended that:

A. Contracts be negotiated with a few selected

universities to provide scientific teams to investi

gate promptly and in depth certain selected sightings

of UFO's. Each team should include at least one

psychologist, preferably one interested in clinical

psychology, and at least one physical scientist,

preferably an astrono~;er or geophysicist familiar

with atmospheric physics. The universities should

be chosen to provide good geographical distribution,

and should be within convenient distance of a base

of the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC).

B. At each AFSC base ar. officer skilled in

investigation (but not necessarily with scientific

training) should be assigned to work with the

corresponding university team for that geographical

section. The local representative of the Air Force

Office of Special Investigations (OSI) night be a

logical choice for this.

C. One university or one not-for-profit organi

zation should be selected to coordinate the work of

·the teams mentioned under A above, and also to make
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certain of very close communication and coordination

with the office of Project Blue Book.

It is thought that perhaps 100 sightings a year

might be subjected to this close study, and that

possibly an average of 10 man days might be required

per sighting so studied. The information provided

by such a program might bring to light new facts of

scientific value, and would almost certainly provide

a far better basis than we have today for decision on

a long term UFO program.

The scientific reports on these selected sightings,

supplementing the present program of the Project Blue

Book office, should strengthen the public position of

the Air Force on UFO's. It is, therefore, recommended

that

A. These reports be printed in full and be

available on request.

B. Suitable abstracts or condensed versions be

printed and included in, or as supplements to, the

published reports of Project Blue Book.

C. The form of report (as typified by "Project

Blue Book" dated 1 February 1966) be expanded, and

anything which might suggest that information is

being withheld (such as the wording on page 5 of the

above cited reference) be deleted. The form of this

report can be of great importance in securing public

understanding and should be given detailed study by

an appropriate Air Force office.

D. The reports "Project Blue Book" should be

given wide unsolicited circulation among prominent

members of the Congress and other public persons as

a further aid to public understanding of the scientific

approach being taken by the Air Force in attacking

the UFO problem.
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Soon after it was received by the Secretary of the Air Force, the report

was referred to the Air Force Office of Scientific Research for action.

On 5 April 1966, the House Armed Services Committee held a one-day

hearing on the UFO problem under the chairmanship of the Han. H. Mendel

Rivers of S. C. The transcript of the hearing is printed on pp. 5991

6075 of the "Hearings by Committee on Armed Services of the House of

Representatives, Eighty-ninth Congress, Second Session."

During this' hearing, Air Force Secretary Harold Brown made the

first public announcement of the O'Brien Committee report. Secretary

Brown commented: "Recommendations by the Board are presently under

study and are expected to lead to even stronger emphasis on the scientific

aspects of investigating the sightings that warrant extensive analysis."

He further said :

A~though the past 18 years of investigat-

ing unidentified flying objects have not identified

any threat to our national security, or evidence

that the unidentified objects represent develop-

ments or principles beyond present-day scientific

knowledge, or any evidence of extra-terrestrial vehicles,

the Air Force will continue to investigate such

phenomena with an open mind and with the finest

technical ,equipment available.

Later in his testimony he commented further on his own views

about the O'Brien committee recommendation in these words:

I believe I may act favorably on it, but I want

to explore further the nature of such a panel, and

the ground rules, before I go ahead with it. I

don't want to have a group of people come in for just

one day and make a shallow investigation. They have

to be prepared to look into a situation thoroughly

if they are to do any good.

Concluding his testimony he said, after pointing out that 95% of

the reports are being explained:
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This does not imply that a large part of the

remaining 5%, the unexplained ones, are not also of

this character, but we simply have not been able to

confirm this because we don't have enough information

about these sightings. It may also be that there are

phenomena, the details of which we don't understand,

which account for some of the sightings we have not

identified. In certain instances, I think a further

scientific explanation is a possibility. Therefore

we will continue to develop this approach.

Dr. J. Allen Hynek, UFO consultant to the Air Force since 1948,

was also a principal witness. In his opening statement he said:

During this entire period of nearly twenty

years I have attempted to remain as openminded on

this subject as circumstances permitted, this despite

the fact that the whole subject seemed utterly

ridiculous and many of us firmly believed that, like

some fad or craze, it would. subside in a matter of

months. Yet in the last five years, more reports

were submitted to the Air Force than in the first

five years.

Despite the seeming inanity of the subject,

I felt that I would be derelict in my scientific

responsibility to the Air Force if I did not point

out that the whole UFO phenomenon might have aspects

to it worthy of scientific attention ... Specifically,

it is my opinion that the body of data accumulated

since 1948 through the Air Force investigations

deserves close scrutiny by a civilian panel of physi

cal and social scientists, and that this panel should

be asked to examine the UFO problem critically for

the express purpose of determining whether a major

problem really exists.
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In the discussion which followed, the Hon. William H. Bates,

Congressman from Mass. returned to the question of visitors from

outer space asking,

But Secretary Brown, you indicated no one of

scientific know lege in your organization has con

cluded these phenomena come from extra-terrestrial

sources?

To which Secretary Brown replied,

That is correct. We know of no phenomena or

vehicles, intelligently guided, which have come

from extra-terrestrial sources. I exclude meteors,

which do come from extra-terrestrial sources.

Asked the same question, Dr. Hynek replied:

This is also my conclusion. I know of no compe

tent scientist today who would argue the sightings

which do puzzle intelligent people. Puzzling cases

exist, but I know of no competent scientist who would

say that these objects come from outer space.

Asked by Congressman L. N. Nedzi of Mich. about the relation of

UFOs to extra-terrestrial visitors, Hynek said:

I have not seen any evidence to confirm this, nor

have I known any competent scientist who has, or

believes that any kind of extra-terrestrial intel

ligence is involved. However, the possiblity should

be kept open as a possible hypothesis. I don't

believe we should ever close our minds to it.

Congressman Bates introduced into the record a letter received from

Raymond E. Fowler, chairman of the NICAP Massachusetts Subcommittee,

which with its numerous attachments occupies pp. 6019-6042 of the hear

ing record. In addition to his NICAP affiliation, Fowler describes

himself as a "project administrative engineer in the Minuteman Program

Office for Sylvania Electric Products, Waltham, Mass."

Fowler wrote the committee in part as follows:
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I do want to put myself on record as supporting

the claims and views of NICAP and others which indi

cate that congressional hearings on the matter of UFOs

are long overdue.

I feel that the American people are capable of

understanding the problems and implications that will

arise if the true facts about UFOs are made known

officially. The USAF public information program and

policy, as directed by the Pentagon, of underrating

the significance of UFOs and not releasing true,

pertinent facts about UFOs is not only a disservice

to the American people now but in the long run could

prove to have been a foolish policy to follow. After

years of study, I am certain that there is more than

ample high-quality observational evidence from highly

trained and reliable witnesses to indicate that there

are machinelike solid objects under intelligent control

operating in our atmosphere. The aerodynamic perform

ance and characteristics of the true UFO rule out

manmade or natural phenomena. Such observational

evidence has been well supported in many instances by

reliable instruments such as cameras, radar, geiger

counters, variometers, electrical interference,

physical indentations in soil and scorched areas at

landing sites, etc.

I am reasonably sure that if qualified civilian

scientists and investigators are able to come to this

conclusion, that the USAF, supported by the tremendous

facilities at its disposal, have come to the same

conclusion long ago. However, present official policy

deliberately attempted to discredit the validity of

UFOs and a wealth of data and facts are not being re

leased to the public . . . It is high time that the

real facts about UFOs are released. A public information
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program should be inaugurated that presents facts. I

am urging you to support a full congressional open

inquiry on the UFO problem.

Although Fowler's letter strongly implies that important infor

mation is being withheld, it does not affirm .a belief that UFOs are

extra-terrestrial visitors.

7. Initiation of the Colorado Project.

Responsibility for the implementation of-the recommendation of the

O'Brien report was assigned to the Air Force Office of Scientific

Research (AFOSR) by the Secretary of the Air Force. In doing so, he

gave them latitude for further study of the specific details of the

recommendations and decision to depart from the exact formulation given

in that report. As a result of study within that officE., it wc.s decided

to concentrate the project in a single university rather than to make

contracts with a number of universities.

Recommendation B was incorporated into AFR 80-17 which replaced

AFR 200-2. This was made effective 19 September 1966.

The staff of the AFOSR studied the question of which University

to invite to take on the study, and also took counsel on this question

with a number of outside advisers. As a result of this inquiry in the

late spring and early summer of 1966, they decided to ask the University

of Colorado to accept a contract for the work, and in particular asked

me to take on the scientific direction of the project.

This request was made to me on 31 July 1966 by Dr. J. Thomas

Ratchford of the scientific staff of AFOSR, who was introduced by

Dr. W. W. Kellogg, associate director of the National Center for Atmospheric

Research and at that time a member of the Air Force Scientific Advisory

Board.

This request was unwelcome for a variety of reasons. I was plan

ning to write a new book on the theory of atomic spectra and in fact

had started on it. This was to replace one written more than thirty

years earlier with Dr. G. H. Short1ey (Condon and Short1ey, 1935).
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Despite its age it has been the standard work in the field for all those

years but naturally is now quite out of date. I had at last arranged

things so that I could do this writing and regarded it as the most use

ful professional activity in which I could engage before retirement.

Although I knew only a small fraction of what I now know, I was

aware that the UFO subject had had a long history of confused and am

biguous observational material making a truly scientific study extremely

difficult if not impossible. This would make the subject unattractive

not only to myself but to scientific colleagues on whom one would have

to call for help. Moreover, all of them were engaged in scientific work

that was more to their liking, which they would be reluctant to set

aside.

I had some awareness of the passionate controversy that swirled

around the subject, contributing added difficulty to the task of making

a dispassionate study. This hazard proved to be much greater than was

appreciated at the outset. Had I known of the extent of the emotional

commitment of the UFO believers and the extremes of conduct to which

their faith can lead them, I certainly would never have undertaken the

study. But that is hindsight. It may nevertheless be of value to some

scientist who is asked to make some other UFO study in the future to

have a clear picture of the experiences of this sort which we had.

These objections were met by counter-arguments in the form of an

appeal to patriotic duty. A good deal of emphasis was placed on the

shortness of the task, then envisioned as requiring only fifteen months.

I objected to the selection of myself, mentioning the names of

various scientists of considerable distinction who had already taken

an active interest in UFOs. To this the reply was made that these

individuals were essentially disqualified for having already "taken

sides" on the UFO question.

After several hours' discussion along these lines, I agreed to

discuss the matter informally with a number of colleagues in the

Boulder scientific community and, in the event that enough interest was

shown in such preliminary conversations, to arrange a meeting at which
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representatives of AFOSR could present the story to a larger group and

answer their questions. From this would come an indication of the willing

ness of some of them to take part in such a project if it were set up.

At this stage there was also the question of whether the University

should allow itself to be involved in so controversial an undertaking.

Several members of the faculty had grave misgivings on this score,

predicting that the University might be derided for doing so.

In preparation for the meeting with AFOSR staff which was set

for 10 August 1966, Robert J. Low, then assistant dean of the graduate

school, wrote some of his thoughts in a memorandum dated 9 August 1966

which he sent to E. James Archer, then dean of the graduate school, and

T. E. Manning, vice president for academic affairs.

The Low memorandum has acquired undue importance only because a

copy was later stolen from Low's personal files and given widedistri

bution by persons desirous of discrediting this study. Portions of it

were printed in an article by John G. Fuller (FUller, 1968) which

misconstrues it as indicating a conspiracy on the part of the University

administration to give the Air Force a report which would support its

policies instead of those being advocated by NICAP.

Commenting on Fuller's article, Low wrote in July 1968,

The suggestion that I was engaged, along with

Deans Archer and Manning, in a plot to produce a

negative result is the most outrageous, ridiculous

and absurd thing I ever heard of. My concern in

writing the memo, was the University of Colorado

and its standing in the university world; it was

a matter of attitudes that the scientific community

would have toward the University if it undertook

the study. It had nothing to do with my own personal

outlook on the UFO question.

Nor did it represent official policy of the University, since

it was, at most, a preliminary "thinking out loud" about the proposed

project by an individual having no authority to wake formal decisions
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would have toward the University if it undertook 

the study. It had nothing to do with my own personal 

outlook on the UFO question. 

Nor did it represent official policy of the University, since 

it was, at most, a preliminary "thinking out loud" about the proposed 

proj ect by an individual having no authority to wake formal decis ions 
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for the administration, the department of physics, or any other univer

sity body. Indeed, one of the proposals Low makes in it runs exactly

contrary to the procedure actually followed by the project. Low

proposed "to stress investigation, not of physical phenomena, but

rather of the people who do the observing -- the psychology and sociology

of persons and groups who report seeing UFO's." It should be evident

to anyone perusing this final report, that the emphasis was placed where,

in my judgment, it belonged: on the investigation of physical phenomena,

rather than psychological or sociological matters. It should be equally

obvious that, had the University elected to adopt Low's suggestion, it

would have hardly chosen a physicist to direct such an investigation.

I will, for purposes of record, go a step further in this regard.

If nevertheless the University had asked me to direct this study along

psychological and sociological lines, I would have declined to undertake

the study, both on the ground that I am not qualified to direct an

investigation having such an emphasis, and because in fact the views

in the Low memorandum are at variance with my own. But the fact is that

I was not aware of the existence of the Low memorandum until 18 months

after it was written. This was long after the project had been set up

under my direction, and, since I knew nothing of the ideas Low had

expressed, they had no influence on my direction of the project.

The 10 August meeting lasted all day. At the end, it seemed that

there was enough faculty interest to go, ahead with the task for AFOSR.

During September 1966, details of the proposed research contract were

worked out in conferences between Low and myself and the staff of AFOSR.

The contract was publicly announced on 7 October 1966, with work to

start as soon after 1 November as possible. Because of other commitments,

I could devote only half-time to the work. After 1 February 1968, I

devoted full time to the project.

The O'Brien report had stressed the importance of using psychologists

as well as physicists on the staff. Dr. Stuart Cook, chairman of the

department of psychology, accepted appointment as a principal i:1vesti

gator on an advisory basis but could devote only a small fraction of

his time to the study because of other commitments. In a short time he
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made arrangements for the project to have the part-time services of

three of his professors of psychology: Drs. David R. Saunders, William

B. Scott, and Michael Wertheimer. Saunders had worked on machine

statistics in relation to problems in educational psychology. Scott's

field was social psychology. He made some useful initial contri

butions but soon found that his other duties did not permit him to

continue. Wertheimer is well known as a specialist in psychology of

perception. He worked with members of the field teams and has con

tributed a chapter to this report (Section VI, Chapter 1).

The initial staff also included Dr. Franklin E. Roach as a

principal investigator. Roach is an astronomer who has specialized

in the study of air glow and other upper atmosphere optical phe

nomena. He was at the time near retirement after a long career with

the National Bureau of Standards and the Environmental Science Ser

vices Admiuistration and so was able to devote full time to the

project. His experience was valuable as including a wide range of

working contacts with the astronomers of the world, and also as a

consultant with the NASA program which brought him into working re

lations with the American astronauts.

Low was able to obtain a leave from his position as· assistant

dean and assumed full-time appointment as project coordinator.

Besides administrative background, he brought to the project a wide

general knowledge of astronomy and meteorology derived from some

twenty years of work with Walter Orr Roberts on the staff of the High

Altitude Observatory of the University of Colorado, and later with

the National Center for Atmospheric Research during its formative

years.

Announcement of the project received a large amount of news

paper attention and editorial comment. This was natural in view of

the long history of UFO controversy, even extending into Congress,

which had preceded the setting up of the study. Possibly the most

prescient of comments was an editorial in The Nation for 31 October

1966, which declared, "If Dr. Condon and his associates come up with

anything less than the little green men from Mars, they will be

crucified. "
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The project's investigative phase ended on 1 June 1968, and

the task of preparing a final report of the project's multifarious

activities began. The results of those labors are presented here.

It seems hardly likely, however, that we have said the last

word on this subject. Indeed, as this report is prepared the

Library of Congress has announced publication of UFOs, an an

notated bibliography. Prepared for the Air Force Office of

Scientific Research (OAR), and scheduled for publication in 1969

by the U.S. Government Printing Office, the bibliography contains

more than 1,600 references to works on the subject of UFOs. It

will be offered for sale by the Superintendent of Documents.

Private organizations or government sponsored groups may

well undertake to do more work on UFO phenomena, either in the

name of science or under another rubric.

Meanwhile, the Scientific Study of Unidentified Flying Objects

was brought to a definitive close when, on 31 October 1968, this

final report on its researches was turned over to the Air Force for

review by the National Academy of Sciences and subsequent release

to the public. We thank those of the public who communicated to

us their experiences and opinions. However, as the study is now

at an end, it would be appreciated if no more UFO material is sent

to the University of Colorado.
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Chapter 3

Official UFO Study Programs in Foreign Countries

Harriet Hunter

Over the years since 1947, there have been many UFO reports

originating in countries other than the United States. In fact, although

America dates modern interest in the subject from the summer of 1947,

there were 997 UFO reports that reached the Swedish government from

private citizens in that country during 1946. Paralleling the develop

ments in funerica, there has been SOIne open official interest on the

part of governments of other countries, as well as amateur organizations

devoted to the study of UFOs, and popular books published in other

countries and in other languages than English.

We made efforts to learn about the activities conducted officially

on the UFO subject by other governments, strictly from the viewpoint

of determining whether scientists in those countries had a program of

UFO study from a scientific point of view or whether they were recom

mending to their governments that UFOs be studied for their scientific

interest.

There is always the possibility that other governments are carrying

on study programs that are classified. No effort was made to learn

anything that was not freely and openly available.

Canada

Dr. Craig visited Dr. Peter M. Millman in Ottawa on 13 June 1968.

Dr. Millman's major responsibility is as Head of Upper Atmosphere

Research of the National Research Council of Canada, but he also manages

the study of UFOs in Canada. Until the spring of 1968, the study of

UFO reports had been handled by the Department of National Defence in

Canada; it was transferred then to the National Research Council. Very

few field investigations are carried out; emphasis is mostly on the

maintenance of a central file of the reports that reach the government

from the public.

According to Dr. Millman, the Defence Research Board of the Depart

ment of National Defence in Canada formed a committee in April 1952,
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g1v1ng it the name Project Second Storey. It reviewed the situation with

respect to UFO reports to de"t:ermine whether the government should

undertake large-scale investigations of the reports. Dr. Millman, at

that time with the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory, was chairman of

the committee, which held regular meetings over a period of a year.

During this period, the Committee developed interview techniques and

filing procedures for sighting reports. It recommended that the situation

did not warrant a large-scale official investigation of unidentified aerial

phenomena.

Project Second Storey became inactive after 1953. Sighting report

files were maintained thereafter by the Department of National Defence.

Particularly puzzling events were investigated when it appeared that

data results of scientific value might be found. As of 1968, the file

(called the Non-Meteoritic Sighting File) is maintained in the Upper

Atmosphere Research Section of the Radio and Electrical Engineering

Division of the National Research Council in Ottawa. The file is open

to public inspection, but witness names are held in confidence, unless

they have given permission for their release. In 1967 there were 57

reports and 37 in the first five months of 1968,

Dr. Millman has studied the files covering reports over a period

of 20 years, concentrating his attention on the hard core of unexplained

cases. He favors continuing compilation of reports on an international

basis using uniform reporting forms in all countries.

Project Magnet, established in December 1950 was headed by Mr. Wilbert

B. Smith of the Telecommunications Division of the Canadian Department

of Transport who was officially authorized by the Deputy Minister of

Transport for Air Services to make as detailed a study of the UFO phenomena

as could be accomplished within the framework of existing Canadian

establishments. The report issued by Mr. Smith did not represent the

official opinion of the Department of Transport or the Second Storey

Committee, and in this respect is not a part of th~ official study of

UFOs in Canada.

England

The UFO problem is handled in England by a division of the Ministry

of Defence in London. Colorado project coordinator, Robert Low met with its
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director on a visit to London in August 1967. Sighting reports

from the public are routed to the Ministry of Defence whose central

switchboard operators direct them to this office. The Royal Air Force

assigns one man to work with this office on UFO matters. In a letter to

this project dated 9 June 1967, it was said !t ••••• our investigations

of reported UFO sightings are of a limited nature and are conducted on

a low priority basis. Moreover, the bulk of recent sightings have been

established as either earth satellite vehicles, space debris in orbit

or manifestations of meteorological or other natural phenomena."

Sweden

Official responsibility in Sweden for handling UFO matters has been

assigned to the Research Institute of National Defence, Avdelning 2,

Stockholm 80. Dr. Tage O. Eriksson is in charge of this activity. He

was visited by Low during the summer of 1967, and the Colorado project

has had additional correspondence with him.

Dr. Eriksson receives sighting reports and maintains a file of them.

He has the responsibility of deciding whether a report warrants investi

gation. He told Low that almost all reports up to 1963 were investigated

and were found to be caused by natural or man-made phenomena. Since

then reports are not being routinely investigated.

Asked about published reports that the Swedish Air Force had

investigated a case in which an UFO allegedly crashed in Spitzbergen in

1955, Dr. Eriksson replied: "I can assure you that this is not the

case. Neither the Air Force nor the Research Institute of National

Defence has at any time taken part in an investigation of a crashed UFO

in Spitzbergen or elsewhere."

Soviet Union

News stories appeared in the American newspapers in early December 1967

stating that the U. S. S. R. was establishing a governmental project to

study UFOs (New York Times 10 December 1967).

According to these reports, the study was already under way under

the direction of Prof. Feliks Zigel of the Moscow Aviation Institute and

a retired Major General, Porfiry A. Stolyarov, of the Soviet Air Force.
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the direction of Prof. Feliks Zigel of the Moscow Aviation Institute and 

a retired Major General, Porfiry A. Stolyarov, of the Soviet Air Force. 
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Condon wrote to Zigel to explore the possibility of cooperation between

the reported Soviet and Colorado projects. Condon's letter was trans

mitted to Prof. Zigel as an enclosure with a letter from Dr. Frederick

Seitz, President of the U. S. National Academy of Sciences, to Academician

M. V. Keldysh, President of the Soviet Academy of Sciences for subsequent

transmittal to Zigel. The letter was mailed on 16 January 1968; as of

31 October 1968, no answer had been received. One attempt was made to

stimulate a reply be discussing the matter with a Soviet member of the

staff of the Outer Space Affairs Group at United Nations headquarters.

He said he would write informally to a member of the Russian space

research team to find out what is being done. Nothing further has been

heard from this source. The U. N. official was of the opinion that

no UFO study was being conducted in the Soviet Union.

Low met with Mr. U. Bogachev, First Secretary of the Information

Department of the Soviet ~mbassy in Washington to express additional

interest in cooperation ip the study of UFOs and was courteously

received; no further contacts were initiated in view of the lack of

a reply from Zigel.

Pravda for 29 February 1968 carried an article on UFOs signed by

E. Mustel, corresponding mymber of the A. N. U. S. S. R., D. Marynov,

president of the All-Union 'Astronomical and Geodetic Society, and V.

Leshkovtsev, Secretary of the National Committee of Soviet Physicists.

The article emphasizes that study of American sightings in the past has

provided natural explanations for most of them.

It concludes with these statements:

No one has in his possession any new facts that

would substantiate the reality of "flying saucers."

They are not seen by astronomers who attentively

study the skies day and night. They are not encoun

tered by scientists who study the state and conditions

of earth's atmosphere. They have not been observed

by the Air Defense Service of the country. This

therefore means that there are no grounds for reviving

the nonsensical long-buried rumors about secret trips

to our planet by Martians or Venusians .
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Because of the high incidence of reports on

"unidentified flying objects" on the pages of our

press and in television broadcasts, the "flying

saucer" question was discussed at the U. S. S. R.

Academy of Sciences. The Bureau of the Department

of General and Applied Physics of the Academy

heard a report by Academician L. A. Artsimovich at

a recent meeting about current UFO propaganda. It

was characterized as "anti-scientific" and Artsimovich

noted that "these fantasies do not have a scientific

basis at all; the observed objects are of a well

known nature."

Denmark

The project had no direct contact with the authorities in Denmark,

but in response to an inquiry, Prof. Donald H. Menzel of Harvard received

a letter dated 25 April 1968 from Captain K. G. Konradsen, writing for

the Minister of Defense which says:

Some years ago, the public showed considerable

interest in unidentified flying objects, and reports

on sightings which were presented either to the police

or to military authorities were at that time thorcughly

examined by the Danish Defence Research Board. The

findings were, most reports being incomplete, that

further investigation generally was impossible. In

those cases, in which it was possible to investigate

and reconstruct the observations, they turned out to

be sightings of aircraft or of atmospheric or astronomic

phenomena. In several cases the reports were intention

ally false.

Today, Danish civilian and military authorities

do not consider unidentified flying objects of any

special significance. No effort is made officially

to inform the public of possible reported sightings.

Of course, the newspapers from time to time bring news
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of "mysterious" and "supernatural" occurrences in

the air, but special circumstances are necessary to

bring about an official investigation . . .

Other Nations

The cooperation of the Department of State was enlisted to seek

information about UFO programs of the governments of other nations.

On 11 April 1968 the following airgram was sent to various American

embassies over the signature of Secretary of State Dean Rusk:

The University of Colorado, acting under

contract to the U. S. Air Force, is desirous of

being informed if host country Governments, or

Universities, or other organizations acting as

contractors thereto, have, or are conducting, any

studies on UFOs. The University of Colorado is not

interested in studies made by UFO hobby clubs or

UFO buffs. If serious study has or is being given

to this subject, the Department would appreciate

being advised by May 15 if mission knows of the

name of the agency conducting the work, and whether

it could be described as a substantial or only a

modest effort.

Replies informed us that in Australia the Director of Air Force

Intelligence maintains sighting files and is responsible for investi

gations should they be deemed necessary. In New Zealand there is an

informal arrangement between the Air Force Meteorological Service and

the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research to collect reports

for six months and then decide on the next step.

In Greece a report file is maintained by the National Meteor Service

of the Greek Ministry of National Defense.

Countries in which it is known that no governmental activity

concerned with UFOs is being carried on are: Argentina, Austria,

Belgium, Brazil, Colombia, Finland, France, Ireland, Italy, Japan,

Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, and

Venezuela.
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The project is indebted to Dr. Donald H. Menzel for much of the

information presented in this chapter regarding official activity -

or in most cases, inactivity -- in foreign countries.

United Nations

Since UFO reports are received from observers in all parts of

the world, it has been suggested that UFO studies might be undertaken

by the United Nations·. Such suggestions have .come from, among others,

Prof. James E. McDonald of the University of Arizona, who has discussed

the matter with the working staff of the U. N. Outer Space Affairs

Group.

Subsequent reports in the press that the U. N. was taking up the

matter of UFOs led to the issuance of a statement dated 29 June 1967

by C. V. Narashimhan, Chef de Cabinet. It follows:

It is not correct that the Secretary-General re

quested Dr. McDonald to come to New York City to confer

with him. Dr. McDonald wrote to the Secretary-General

requesting an interview and the Secretary-General agreed

to see him on 7 June. Unfortunately, on that day the

Secretary-General was preoccupied with meetings of

the Security Council and Dr. McDonald only saw the Chief

of the Outer Space Affairs Group and his colleagues. It

is also not correct to say that the Secretary-General

personally believes in the existence of UFOs. I hope

this makes the position clear.

Replying to another inquiry on 5 July 1967, Marvin Robinson, scientific

secretary of the Outer Space Affairs Group, declared that "the United

Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space has never discussed

the subject of unidentified flying objects nor requested any study or

report on this subject."

Since confusion about possible United Nations interest in the UFO

question continued, Condon wrote on 6 March 1968 to Peter S. Thacher,

counsellor on Disarmament and Outer Space of the U. S. Mission to the U. N.,

and later visited him in New York. The confusion seems to have arisen

from the fact that there are two different U. N. entities: the Committee
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on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, and a subsidiary body called the Outer

Space Affairs Group. It was the latter body with which McDonald met.

In a letter dated 18 March 1968, Thacher writes:

As to Dr. James McDonald's presentation, it is

completely correct that he did not make any presentation

at any time to the UN Committee on Peaceful Uses of

Outer Space. The committee consists of 28 representatives

of states members of the General Assembly and is the

outgrowth of a committee which was originally created

in 1959. Having been thoroughly involved in the work

of the committee since its origin, I can assure you

that at no time has any representative on the committee

suggested serious consideration of UFOs, nor to my

knoWledge has there been any corridor suggestion along

these lines of the sort that might take place before

any formal proposals were made . .

From informal conversation with members of the

Outer Space Affairs Group I understand that Professor

McDonald sought to convey a statement on the subject

of UFOs to the Secretary-General and was referred to

this group .. The letter from Professor McDonald

was not given any circulation and would not have come

to any attention outside of the secretariat if it

had not been through your letter and my subsequent

inquiry. Therefore, Professor McDonald can correctly

say that he has submitted a statement to the Outer

Space Affairs Group, but this action is of itself

not very meaningful . . . .

Thus, from the available evidence it would appear that there is

no active official interest in UFOs in the United Nations.
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Section VI

The Scientific Context

The contributions in this section are by specialists who are

eminent in their respective disciplines. They endeavor to supply as

completely as possible the background of scientific knowledge in

their fields as it is judged to be relevant to the study and under

standing of UFO phenomena.
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Chapter 1

Perceptual Problems

Michael Wertheimer

Perception plays a role in the report of any unidentified

flying object. Someone perceives -- i. e., sees, hears, feels,

etc. -- something, and it is his conclusion concerning what it

was that he perceived that results in an UFO report.

This chapter is devoted to some well known principles of per

ception, with special reference to how they apply to the processes

that result in UFO reports. Basic accounts of perception and fur

ther details on the matters considered here can be found in such

standard texts as Bartley (1958), von Fieandt (1966), Dember (1960),

Beardslee and Wertheimer (1958), Gibson (1950), Forgus (1966), and

Boring (1942). Lively, brief introductions to general problems of

perception have been written by Hochberg (1964) and Leibowitz (1965).

Our discussion in this chapter is organized around the physical,

physiological, psychological, and social sequence of events that

eventuates in UFO reports. This sequence of events usually begins

with some actual distal physical event (an energy change or source

some distance away from the observer), resulting in the transmission

of energy to the observer's sense organs. The energy that arrives

at the observer's s"ense organ, the proximal stimulus, is encoded

into neural events, producing sensations which are combined into

percepts and finally into cognition. By this process, the observer

becomes aware that there are some particular phenomena having parti

cular characteristics taking place in some location at some particular

distance and direction from the observer.
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A report eventuates from this sequence only if the observer's

cognition is such as to produce in him the conviction that what he

has experienced should indeed be reported.

Since most of the observations reported in connection with UFO

phenomena are visual, we shall consider each of the foregoing steps

in terms, primarily, of the processes of visual perception.

1. The Distal Event

An actual, physical event usually precedes the report of an UFO.
Chapter 2 of Section VI discusses in detail some of the distal events

that could give rise to UFO reports. In sectio~ 4 below, reports

that arise despite the absence of any stimulus exterior to the ob

server are considered. For the purpose of the present discussion,

however, we need emphasize only the fact that the distal events

that give rise to UFO reports always involve the transmission of

some form of energy. As we have pointed out earlier, that energy

is usually in the visible spectrum.

2. Transmission Processes

The energy is transmitted from the distal source and arrives

at a sense organ, where it produces a proximal stimulus in the form

of an energy change to which thE~ sense organ is attuned. But the

energy arriving at the sense organ is not an exact copy of the

energy that left the distal source. It is attenuated and distorted,

and often is an incomplete version of the orginal (Brunswik, 1956).

If, like most energy sources, the transmitted or reflected light obeys

the inverse square law, the energy arriving at the sense organ is far

weaker than at the source. Further, the characteristics of the medium

through which the energy is transmitted distort and disrupt the energy.

For example, mist, ground fog, smoke, rain, snow, fog, dust, tempera

ture inversions and discontinuities, and other atmospheric phenomena
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can cause gross attenuation. They can also distort the energy by

selectively filtering out or modifying certain components.

Turbulence in the air and peculiar temperature inhomogeneities

can produce major distortions in the transmitted energy before it

becomes a proximal stimulus (Minnaert, 1954). Intensity, "shape,"

color, direction, and other attributes can all be grossly altered.

Atmospheric turbulence phenomena can, for example, cause distant

mountains seen across a heated desert to shimmer and to change their

shape eerily in an amoeba-like fashion. Other well known kinds of

mirages, discussed in detail in Section VI, Chapter 4, are superior

and inferior mirages resulting from sharp temperature inhomogeneities

in the air.

Other modifications of transmitted energy occur when the energy

passes through glass, plastic, the exhaust of a jet, over a heated

surface, etc. before reaching the observer.

Frequently the transmitted energy is so modified by the charac

teristics of the medium through which it has been transmitted that

the proximal stimulus is far from an exact replica of the energy

that left the distal energy source.

3. The Proximal Stimulus

Aside from the foregoing phenomena of attenuation and distor

tion, the proximal stimulus itself may be quite impoverished. It

may be difficult to tell, from the proximal stimulus alone, what the

characteristics of the distal object actually are (Brunswik, 1956).

Ambiguity occurs, for example, in size and distance estimation. A

nearby, small object will cast the same image on the retina as will

a larger, more distant one. UFOs are frequently observed under con

ditions providing no frame of r~ference from which distance and size

may be inferred. Without such a clear frame of reference, judgment

of size and distance is extremely difficult or impossible. Thus, an
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unknown, vaguely defined object in the undifferentiated sky can appear

to be of any size or at any distance, depending on the inferences made

by the observer. If he assumes the object is the size of an automobile,

he will infer its distance in terms of that size. But if he assumes

that it is the size of a teacup, he will infer that it is much closer

to him. Even if the object is within a few yards of the observer,

distance and size judgments can be grossly inaccurate for lack of a

frame of reference, because the retinal image alone does not typically

(and especially in the case of UFOs) supply enough information to the

observer to permit determining whether it has been cast by a huge,

very distant object, by a medium-sized one at a moderate distance, or

a small one close by.

A typical example of this ambiguity is found in the reports of

witnesses to the re-entry of fragments of the Soviet satellite, Zond-4,

on 3 March 1968 at about 9:45 p.m. EST. Three witnesses reported

seeing a single object traveling at "tremendous speed" at an altitude

of "not more than 2,000 to 5,000 feet." The witness quoted is the

chief executive of a large U. S. city. Another group of witnesses

to the same event reported that "it was at about tree-top level and

was seen very; very clearly and was just a few yards away." They

estimated that it was 175-200 ft. long. A private pilot saw more than

one object moving at "very high speed" and estimated the altitude at

30,000 ft. An airline pilot and his crew reported the objects as

'~eading in a NNE direction at high rate of speed &above 60,000 feet

altitude." The observers were actually looking at several pieces of

satellite debris entering the atmosphere at an altitude of about 100

mi. and at a speed of about 18,000 mph (Sullivan, 1968).

Estimates of speed are just as ambiguous as estimates of size and

distance, as the foregoing demonstrates. The retinal image, and the

successive changes in it, can be the same for a small, near object

moving slowly as for a large, distant object moving rapidly. Apparent
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speed depends upon relative displacement within a framework, rather

than upon absolute displacement across the retina (Brown, 1931).

The characteristics of motion are also inherently ambiguous,

especially if the moving object is unfamiliar. A proximal stimulus

that is actually rising could be produced by an object rising and

receding from the observer or one rising and approaching him. Its

actual path could be perfectly horizontal, if it is above eye level

and is approaching the observer. It could even be an object ~lose

actual path is descending if the path is one that will eventually

pass over the observer's head. Still other distal stimulus move

ments could produce the same proximal stimulus.

Changes in the size of the proximal stimulus are also amhiguous.

They could be due to approach or recession of the object, or to changes

in its size while remaining stationary. An object whose proximal

stimulus is gradually growing can actually be receding from the observer,

if the retinal image is growing faster than it would shrink because

of recession alone.

Nor does the shape of the proximal stimulus unequivocally repre

sent the shape of the distal object. Many different distal objects

could cast the same shaped retinal image simply because at a given

orientation they present the same cross-section. Conversely, except

in the case of a sphere, a given distal object can produce many

different shapes of proximal stimulation. Consider a flat disk. In

different orientations to the observer, it could look like a vertical

line, a horizontal line, a slanted line, a cigar-shaped object in

various positions, a circle, or many forms of ellipses.

4. Neural Encoding: Sensation

It is clear from the preceding that what is physically available

to the observer, the proximal stimulus, is by no means an exact,

information-filled, unambiguous replica of the originating event, the
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distal energy source. The distortions we have considered so far are

purely physical; precise instruments would register them in a way that

is comparable to the way in which human sense organs register them.

With our discussion of sensation, we enter the skin of the observer,

and must consider physiological and psychological events that occur

inside him.

When the,proximal stimulus reaches the cells of a receptor that

is sensitive to the energy contained in the stimulus, the cells trans

form the light, sound, heat, etc. into impulses carried along nerve

fibers. The impulses travel from cell to cell into the center of the

brain, the thalamus, and thence to the outer layer of the brain, the

cerebral cortex. A sensation depends upon the messages arriving at

higher sensory center in the brain in combination with other events

simultaneously occurring in these centers.

What actually goes on in the sensory areas of the cortex depends

on many things. Thus whether a dim light is actually seen is a function

of how dark-adapted or light-adatped the eye is. If one comes into

a dark movie theater from a bright, sunlit street, at first he can

barely, if at all, make out the seats and the other people, but after

some time in the dark, things that were previously invisible to him

become visi,ble. Conversely, if the eye has been in the dark for some

time a moderately intense light will appear so bright as to be blind

ing, and it may be impossible to tell what the light source is, even

though it would be readily recognizable to the light-adapted eye.

Clearly the sensation produced by a particular proximal visual stimu

lus varies greatly with the state of adaptation of the eye.

Second, the observer's state of alertness can affect how and even

whether he will sense a given stimulus. If he is drowsy, fatigued,

tired, intoxicated, dizzy, ill, or drugged, he will be a less sensitive,

less accurate, more error-prone instrument for detecting stimuli.

Spontaneous discharges in the sensory centers of the brain may be
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interpreted by him as distal events, even though there may be no

corresponding proximal stimulus. In addition to these physical condi

tions, states of extreme tension or anxiety can also produce not only

reduced alertness but an enhanced tendency to misinterpret or distort

sensations.

Third, concomitant sensory events can modify sensations. A loud

noise, absorption in a book, concentration on a TV show, etc. can

make one less likely to notice something else. In fact, one stimulus

may actually inhibit the neural events produced by another. In a now

classic experiment, investigators recorded the bursts of neural activ

ity in the auditory nerve of a cat whose ear was stimulated by clicks;

when a caged rat was placed before the cat, impulses in the auditory

nerve stopped, even though the clicks still continued at the same rate

and intensity (Hern~ndez-Peon, 1958).

Fourth, various sensory anomalies can modify sensation.

A sizable proportion of the population is coler blind to some

degree; many persons are nearsighted, or farsighted, resulting in

fuzzy contours, while astigmatism results in various shape aberrations.

fhen there are the phosphenes, or entoptic phenomena: visual sensa

tions produced by pressure on the eyeball, or from such other conditions

as spontaneous neural discharges within the eye. One can obtain

brilliant, brightly-hued floating shapes intentionally by c;.osing one's

eyes and applying moderate continuous pressure to the eyelids with

one's fingers - fascinating swirling abstract designs will result,

with ever-changing brilliant colors.

Fifth, there are several kinds of afterimages, or images that

persist after the stimulus originally producing them has ceased. In

a positive afterimage the sensations are the same as those in the

inducing stimulus, while in a negative afterimage they are reversed.

If, in darkness, a bright light is flashed in the eye the afterimage

of the light can be seen floating eerily about, moving as the observer's
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eyes move, for as long as a minute or more. The image can hover, dart

here and there, and change apparent size, depending upon where one

happens to cast it. The color typically changes as the image gradually

fades. The color can range through the whole spectrum, and typically

alternates between the color of the original light and its complement.

Negative afterimages are more common than positive ones, and are

produced by staring for a time at a particular place in the visual

field. The characteristics of the negative afterimage are opposite

to those of the inducing stimulus. Thus where the original stimulus

was white, the afterimage is black; where it was black in the stimulus

the image is white; where the stimulus. was red the image is green;

where the stimulus was blue the image is orange-yellow; and so on.

Negative afterimages fluctuate like positive ones, fading in and out.

The longer the inducing stimulus was stared at and the greater the

contrast in the inducing stimulus, the longer the afterimage persists.

The apparent size of afterimages, both positive and negative, depends

upon the distance to the surface upon which they are projected: the

farther away the surface, the larger the image appears to be.

5. Perception

Perception is the process of identifying the distal object. The

observer interprets the neural inputs as due to some object, assigning

it particular characteristics, such as distance, direction, shape,

color, etc. The amount of interpretation that the observer must employ

to arrive at the final percept depends in part upon the clarity, the lack

of ambiguity of the input. Thus the letters on this printed page

are reasonably clear and unambiguous; there is an ample frame of refer

ence, and the distal stimulus is clearly structured: the observer can

obtain a fairly accurate percept of what the distal stimuli actually

are. But if the perceptual framework is impoverished, as is true of

most conditions under which UFOs are reported, then the perceiver must

engage in much more interpretation before he arrives at a percept.
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Typically, perception results in a clear, categorical conclusion

about characteristics of perceived objects, even ~.f the input is logi

cally, geometrically or optically insufficient to specify these

characteristics unambiguously. For objects in the sky, again, especially

unfamiliar objects, shape, size, distance, direction, speed are all

basically indeterminate in the proximal stimulus, and yet the processes

of perception work in such a way as to give each a particular value

in any given case.

Apparent shape depends upon the orientation of the object to the

observer. Size, distance and speed depend upon each other in a com

plex way: an observer's automatic assumptions concerning one of them

determine to a large extent how he will perceive the others. Apparent

direction of motion depends upon a reference frame; thus clouds, for

example, will typicallly appear to be moving at right angles to a

reference line such as the roof line of a house or the part of a

window frame one concentrates on while looking through the window at

the moving clouds.

Apparent motion can be induced in an actu~lly stationary object

in a number of ways. The moon may appear to be moving while the clouds

partly covering it seem to st~y stationary. The landscape may seem to

move in a direction opposite to that to which the eye was previously

exposed, as when one sits in a train which has just stopped, or looks

at the hillside next to a waterfall after staring at the waterfall a

while. Normally a single object in a completely unstructured field

will soon appear to move, even though it is actually stationary. This

phenomenon, autokinesis, is frequently studied by experimental psychol

ogists who ask subjects to report on the appearance of a pinpoint of

light in a completely dark room. A light going out typically seems to

shrink as it does so. A light that goes on as another is going off

can, under proper time and space conditions, be made to look as though

the light that went off had moved to the place where the light went on.
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The angular elevation, or apparent location above the horizon, of

objects is generally not estimated very accurately at all. The differ

ence from 0° or from 90° of angles near the horizon or near the zenith

tends to be substantially overestimated. Anything that is more than

45° or even 30° above the horizon is often reported as overhead.

Colors are sometimes perceived by interpretation only. The dark

adapted eye is insensitive to color, yet the grass still is perceived

as green, a banana as yellow. There are also phenomena of color

contrast or color induction: a small piece of gray paper on a strong

green background takes on a reddish tinge; on a strong blue background

it will take on a yellowish tinge. The same piece of gray paper looks

appreciably brighter on a black background than on a white one.

In general, for just about all peTceivable characteristics, per

ception typically works in such a way that the percept, as the perceiver

is aware of it, is considerably clearer, less ambiguous, and less vague

than the actual physical proximal stimulus warrants.

6. Cognition

One's judgment, conviction or belief about the actual identity

and meaning of something, that is, one's cognition of it, are very

much affected by mental set, expectation and suggestion. Every ob-

server is ready to perceive reality in a certain way. The observer's

sets and expectations arise from his experiences, opinions, and beliefs,

including those derived from suggestion. The observer who looks for

faces in cloud patterns or leaf patterns can find them easily. Setting

oneself to see the letter "e" on this page makes the e's more salient,

more noticeable. You probably were unaware just now of the pressure

of the shoe on your left foot until it was mentioned in this sentence.

What one notices, pays attention to, responds to, and how one inter-

prets it, what it means to one, are deeply affected by one's attitudes,

past experiences, opinions, and beliefs (Bruner, 1947; Dember, 1960; etc.).
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The influence on cognition of all these internal factors is especially

strong in impoverished stimulus situations such as those undey which

UFO reports typically are generated. The observer's personality, his

rigidity, absolutism, skill in scientific thinking, interest and belief

in UFOs, readiness and ability to consider alternative interpretations

of what is perceived, etc. substantially affect the observer's con

clusions, typically without his being aware of this influence.

7. The Report

Whether the observer makes a report, and, if so, to whom and in

what form, varies with the individual and with the situation. A

frightened observer, or one who is oriented toward authority, is more

likely to make a report than one who is unconcerned, or who ooes

not know to whom to make a formal report. Once the observer has

decided to make a report, the way in which he is questioned can sub

stantially affect its content. The amount of detail and even the

details themselves, can be much affected by the manner and form of

questioning by the recipient of the report. Open questions (e. g.,

"Tell me what you saw.") result in less distorted answers then do

closed questions·(e. g., "Did you see it for longer or shorter than ten

seconds," or, "You don't mean to tell me that it actually hovered,

do you?"); interviewer bias can greatly ,influence the respondent's

behavior (Rosenthal, 1966). Testimony is known to be quite unreliable

especially under the pressure of leading, direct questions, a hyper

critical or incredulous interrogator, or one who insists upon details

about which the witness' memory is fuzzy. Memory of the percept like

cognition, is subject to the distorting effects of motivation, personality,

set, suggestion, etc.

8. An Evaluation

UFO reports are the product of a long chain of events, from distal

stimulus through to the final reporting; at every link in this chain
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there are sources of distortion. Details of specific reports, are, by

the very nature of the processes of human sensation, perception,

cognition and reporting, likely to be untrustworthy. Thus any report,

even those of observers generally regarded as credible, must be viewed

cautiously. No report is an entirely objective, unbiased, and complete

account of an objective distal event. Every UFO report contains the

human element; to an unknown but substantial extent it is subject to

the distorting effects of energy transmission through an imperfect

medium, of the lack of perfect correlation between distal object and

proximal stimulus, and of the ambiguities, interpretations, and subjectivity

of sensation, perception and cognition.
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Chap~er 2 

Processes of Perception. Conception. and Reporting 

William K. Hartmann 

1. Introduction 

-' 

The preceding chapter outlined the sequence of events. physical. 

physiological. and psychological. by which perception of a phenome~on 

is combined with previous conceptions. In this chapter we will review 

some evidence on how this proceeds in fact. and on how the conceptions. 

sometimes after significant interpretation. produce a report. 

The question underlying this discussion is this: Are misinterpretation 

and misrepo~ing sufficiently common as to make credible the assertion 

that the entire UFO phenomenon. or at least the residual of unidentified 

cases. is the result of these processes (plus deliberate hoaxes)? The 

data show that this assertion is indeed credible. although. of course. 

we cannot prove that this accounts for the unidentified objects. 

2. Perception: Objects and Phenomena in the Atmosphere 

In practice. it has proven impossible ~id potentially misleading to 

try to tabula~e all of the possible causes of UFO perception. There are 

simply too many. The very point that is emphasized by case after case 

is the incredible variety of circumstances that may cause one to perceive 

an apparition of high strangeness and conceiv~ of it as an UFO. or even 

more specifically as a "flying saucer." 

Minnaert (1954). Menzel (1953). and Menzel and Boyd (1963) have 

described in detail many objects and phenomena that are unfamiliar to 

most persons. We need not repeat t~eir description here. However. simply 

to illustrate the variety of causes that can and have produced UFO 

reports. Table 1 briefly lists some of the possibilities_ 

We can be virtually certain that all of the causes in Table 1 have. 

a~ one time or another. produced perceptions that could not be identified 

by the observer. It is perhaps not surprising. therefore. that about 

3.000,000 out of 125,000,000 adult civilian Americans have perceived 
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Table 1 

Examples of UFO-Related Objects and Phenomena 

Meteorological 

Sub sun 

Lenticular c1oud$ 

Nocti1ucent c10Jds 

Mirages 

Sundog 
"Dust devils", etc. 

St. Elmo's fire 

Ball lightning 

Astronomical 

Meteors, fireballs 

Satellite reentries 

Aurora 

Venus, other planets 

Experimental and Technological 

"Skyhook" balloons 

Other balloons 
Test aircraft 

Rocket launches 

High-alt. projectiles 

Bomb tests 
Contrails 

Refueling 
Searchlight reflections 

---.-- -----, 

Gu1fstream aircraft (Case 54) 

Cf. Section III, Chapter 3 

"Glowing" clouds, often in peculiar shapes 

Examples cited by Menzel (1953), Menzel and 
Boyd (1963) 

Debris thrown into air without apparent 
support. 

Cf. Section VI, Chapter 7 

Cf. discussion of 1913 fireball, this 
chapter 

Cf. discussion of Zond IV, this chapter 

Responsible for·Mante11 tragedy (Menzel 
and Boyd, 1963) 

Certain, little-flown. types have been 
disk-shaped 

Rockets & contrails have generated UFO 
reports . 

Have been used in flare and wind-study 
experiments (Cf. New Mexico aircraft 
(Case 55) 

Fort Belvoir, Va. (Case 50) 

Coarsegold, Calif. (Case 28) 
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Table I (cont'd) 

Aircraft reflections 

Aircraft afterburner 

'. 

Aircraft seen at unusual angles 

Aircraft landing lights 

Flare experiments 

) 

Great Falls, Mont. (Case 47)· 

Physiological :?nd Psychological 

Autokinesis 

"Autostasis" 

Entoptic effects 

Motes on the cornea 

HallUCination 

"Airship effect" 

"Excitedness effect" 

Industrial Effects 

Detergent foam 

Biological 

Angel hair 

Perceived motion of objects known to be 
stationary 

Perceived stopping of objects known to be 
moving 

Generated within the eyeball 

Perceived as spots 

Perceived connection of separate sources 
(cf. this chapter) 

Selection effect on reports (cf. this chapter) 

Airborn debris (e,g. milkweed) Camarillo, Calif. (Case 58) 

Birds, flocks of birds Tremonton, Utah (Case 49) 

Swarms of insects 

Luminous fungi on birds 

Fireflies 

Miscellaneous 

Hot-air balloons UFO reports generated by toy balloons using 
candles to create hot air (Boulder, 
Colo .• Case 18 ) 
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Table 1 (cont'd) 

Kites 

Reflections off windows 

Material fixed or moving on 
window 

. Deliberate hoaxes 

/ 

,. 

~itness interprets reflection as object 
outside wi,ndow 

As above 
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phenomena that they classify as "Unidentified Flying Objects" (See 

Section III. Chapter 8). The question is whether a few of these reports 

are extraordinary. 

Table I raises a problem for the UFO investigator: in a given 

case. how unusual maya phenomenon be to be cited ~ explanation? 

Certain investigators have been widely criticized for constructing 

elaborate conditions to explain (or explain away) UFO reports. One 

should be guided by "Occam's Razor": an explanation becomes less 

credible as the number of ad hoc assumptions increases. Table 1 is 

not a list by which every case can be explained. but it does suggest 

that even without alien spaceships and undiscovered physical phenomena. 

many strange things will be perceived. 

As an example of the complexities of just one class of objects. 

which has been inadequately studied both within and outside.the context 

of UFOs. consider meteoroidal bolides. Bolides have produced exceedingly 

spectacular and unusual displays. but it is not widely recognized that 

they probably include a variety of objects. There are cometary debris. 

thought to be fragile and with a high volatile content. leading to 

fragmentation in the atmosphere. Many of these. having drifted in from 

the outskirts of the solar system have a very high velocity. Asteroidal 

fragments. thought to be represented by the stony and iron meteorites, 

enter the atmosphere at intermediate velocities and may have a different 

mass distribution. Least known of all. there may be a group of low velocity 

objects that are debris blown off the moon by impacts or in some other 

way captured in the earth-moon system. There may even be other unknown 

sources of cosmic debris. 

The slow bolides (entry speed = escape velocity) are of particular 

relevance and interest because of the part that the epidemic of slow. green 

fireballs played in the development of the UFO problem in 1948-49 (Ruppelt 

1956; Menzel and Boyd, 1963). and because of the scattered reports in the 

astromomical literature of majestic slow fireballs (Chant. 1913; dis

cussed below). As an example of the diverse data bearing on the UFO 

problem, consider the possibility of observing fragments blown off the 
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moon. It is believed that interplanetary meteoroids striking the moon 

diSlodge material amounting to some hundreds of times their own mass 

(Gault, 1964). Material totaling roughlY the initial projectile's mass 

may escape the moon's gravitational field. probably in the form of 

particles much smaller than the original projectile (Gault. 1964). 

Ordinary meteors of mass 10
4 gm are of magnitude about -10 (Vedder. 1966), 

and we may infer that a fragment of such mass from the moon would pro

duce a spectacular display as it enters the earth's atmosphere. That is. 

lunar-impacting pr0jectiles of mass of the order 10
6 to 108 gm could be 

expected to throw out fragments that. entering the earth's atmosphere. 

could produce spectacular. slow fireballs. How often do such tunar 

impacts occur? Meteor fluxes have been thoroughly reviewed by Vedder 

(1966) and for the mass range given. the rate of lunar impacts is 

estimated to be in the range 10 to 10-1 per year. It is expected that 

many circumlunar particles would ultimately decay into the earth's 

a~~osphere so that we may predict that every few decades. or even more 

frequently. spectacular slow fireballs of lunar origin should occur. and 

that groupings of these objects would appear over periods of weeks. since 

clusters of ejecta are thrown·out by each lunar impact. to decay at dif

ferent rates. 

This illustration is chosen because the predicted characteristics 

match those of the "green fireball episode" and suggest that lunar 

debris may. indeed. be the explanation of those unusual bolides. 

It is important to note that we have not yet even considered the 

possibility that any of the common or unusual causes in Table 1 may 

be badly reported. so that an investigator may vecome hopelessly confused. 

Whoever believes that the UFO phenomenon represents revolutionary 

and fantastic events must take full account of the facts that (1) UFOs 

by definition include all phenomena unknown to the observer; (2) such 

phenomena are present in effectively infinite variety. so that even 

widely experienced investigators. not to mention inexperienced witnesses. 

may be unaware of them; and (3) such phenomena. even if accurately per

ceived. ~ay be badly interpreted and reported by the observer. 
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3. Conception: The Re-entry of Zond IV Debris 

It is remarkably common for astronomers, when queried about UFOs, 

to cite the misconceptions that accompa~y reports of meteors. Most 

astronomers have talked to witnesses who believe a prominent meteor 

landed "just behind the barn" or "just over the hill;" thus, th~y stress 

the limitations of verbal reports from average observers. 

.!ia_ 

Project Blue Book has supplied us with exceptionally good data to 

illuminate this problem. On 3 March 1968 the news agency of the Soviet 

Union announced that the spacecraft "Zond IV" had been placed in a low 

"parking orbit" around the earth and would soon be launched into "outlying 

regions of near-earth space" (Sullivan, 1968). The mission was unsuccess

ful. At about 9:45 p.m. EST on 3 March, hundreds of American observers 

near a line from Kentucky to Pennsylvania saw a majestic procession of 

fiery objects with sparkling golden orange tails move across their sky. 

The spacecraft was disintegrating upon re-entry. Most observers saw 

two or three main pieces, while observers near the end of the path 

saw more. These objects were·soon identified by NORAD as pieces of the 

Zond IV probe or its rocket booster and this identification was finally 

confirmed 1 July 1968 (Sullivan, 1968). 

This case put us in the rare and fortunate position of knowing 

exactly what was involved even before we began to investigate the many 

UFO reports that were generated. 

In brief, many of these reports were quite good, ·but there is an 

admixture of spurious elements that are astonishingly familiar to students 

of the "flying saucer" literature. The latter vividly illustrate the 

problem of conception and interpretation, and shed light on the entire 

UFO phenomenon. 

Consider the conceptions that may be generated if one perceives 

three bright point sources moving across the night sky at constant 

angular separation of, say, 5°. The most objective observer may report 

as directly as possible the percept: three point sources moving with a 

constant angular separation. But this is just one end of a spectrum. 

A less objective observer and, from our Zond IV data, a demonstrably 
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more typical one may introduce subtle elemen~s of interpretation. He 

may report three point sources flying with constant angular separation • 

or three lights flying with constant anguiar separation, or three lights 

flying in formation. These changes in conception may be subtle. but when 

the observer reports his conception to a second party, they may produce 

vividly different conceptions (especially if the second party is inclined 

to believe "flying saucers" exist). Further toward the other end of the 

spectrum, but less typical than the above examples, a highly unobjective 

observer may introduce totally spurious elements. He may report three 

araft flying in formation. He may, for example. conceive the idea that 

the three point sources are connected. since they maintain a constant 

pattern. He may even imagine a dark elongated form connecting them so 

tha.t they become lights on a aigar-shaped objeat .. or even "Wintioz,)s on a 

aigar-shaped objeat. 

This spectrum of the conceptions of observers is not based on mere 

theorizing. It is directly derived from the Zond IV observations. 

Quantitative analysis of the observations is somewhat confused by 

their heterogeneity. The file supplied by Project Blue Book contains 

reports ranging from very complete accounts on official Air Force report 

forms to fragmentary records of telephone reports. In all, there are 
/ 

some 78 reports, but only fbout 30 detailed letters or forms attempting 

to give a complete description are appropriate for analysis. There are 

only 12 Air Force report/forms from which one can study the variations 

in response to specific/questions; e.g. angular size, velocity, etc. 
j 

Study of the fill, some 3.0, complete reports produced counts of 

certain conceptions indicated in Table 2, listed in order of decreasing 

frequency. 

The following remarks apply to the items in Table 2. Item (1) shows 

that virtually all the !eports that made reference to sound correctly 

agree that there was none. One witness (item 16) reported sound like a 

piece of tin hurtling through the air. We can be certain this is in 

error; this conception must have resulted from an unrelated noise or a 

hallucination due to a ,belief that there ought to have been a sound. 

Items (2) and (14) are 'somewhat misleading semantic errors. A better 
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piece of tin hurtling through the air. We can be certain this is in 

error; this conception must have resulted from an unrelated noise or a 

hallucination due to a ,belief that there ought to have been a sound. 

Items (2) and (14) are 'somewhat misleading semantic errors. A better 
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Table 2 

Selected Conceptions Generated by Zond IV Re-entry* 

Conception 

1. Report absence of any sound 

2. Report "formation" 

3. Estimate altitude or distance < 20 mi. 

4. Suggest phenomenon may be meteor(ite) or satellite 
re-entry 

S. Report straight, uniform motion 

6. Indicate individual sources were of angular size 
~ 7' 

7. Report roc~<et- or cigar-shape, or "saucer" shape 

8. Report curvature or change of direction or motion 

9. Estimate altitude or distance at < 10,000 ft. 

10. Report cigar-shape or rocket-shape 

11. Report "fuzzy" outline 

12. Report ''windows'' 

13. Describe lights (implying lights on something) 

14. Refer to exhaust 

15. Report sharp, well defined outline 

16. Report noise 

17. Report reaction of animal 

18. Report vertical descent 

No. of ReEorts 

20 

17** 

13** 

12 

12 

10** 

7** 

6** 

5** 

5** 

4 

3** 

2~* 

2** 

2~-* 

1** 

1** 

1** 

*Based in effect, on about 30 relatively complete reports out of a 
total file of 78. 

**Conceptions that are to greater or lesser degree erroneo~. 
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choice of word than "formation" would have been "pattern" or "constellation." 

"Formation" and "exhaust" imply guided vehicles. One observer even described 

one object as "pursuing" another; it "looked as if it was [sic] making 

an attempt to shoot the other one down." (3) and (9): As is usually the 

case with meteor reports, the object was conceived of as being much 

closer than in fact. This presumably results from the average observer's 

unfamiliarity with the concept of watching objects a hundred miles away. 

(4): A number of observers correctly considered meteoritic phenomena. 

A smaller number flatly identified the apparition as a re-entry of some 

sort and a few even indicated that they gave it scarcely a thought until 

they later heard of the excitement generated through radio, and newspapers! 

(5) and (8): Most obserVers described·an essentially linear path, but 

a smaller number reported changes in direction. A few even ruled out 

a meteoritic phenomenon on this basis. Most of the reports of char.ge in 

direc~ion must be subjective, perhaps an autokinesis effect, but some 

are thought to result from observers own motion in vehicles. (7): This 

includes all descriptions typical of "flying saucers," and (6), (7), and 

(10) together indicate a strong tendency to conceive of a shape even 

though the phenomenon involved virtual point sources. Most observers 

indicated that the fragments were about 3-4 min. of arc in diameter, 

just within the resolving power of ·the normal human eye. Reports of a 

"cigar-shape" apparently stem from a subjective tendency to connect the 

string of sources and from popularization of this concept in the UFO 

literature. This important phenomenon I will call the "airship effect;" 

it is demonstrably present even in reports as far back as 1913, and in 

Cases 34 and 37. Items (11) and (15), which seem to indicate merely 

the inadequacy of the report form's question (The edges of the object 

were: Fuzzy or blurred? Sharply outlined?) in the case of a near-

point source with an ill-defined tail. Items (12) and (13) illustrate 

serious misconceptions, apparently due to unconscious assumption that 

there was a vehicle. Item (17) refers to a report that a dog was noted to 

become upset and to huddle, whimpering, between two trash cans. According 

to her own testimony, the witness, was qUite excited and the dog presumably 

detected this. 
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The Air Force report forms comprise a smaller set of more homogeneous 

data, since the questions are standardized. A range of conceptions arc 

illustrated by the 12 report forms plus 5 highly detailed accounts, and 

are summarized in Table 2. lhe angular size, a relatively objective 

measurement, is fairly consistently estimated. The size, distance, and 

velocity estimates are hopelessly misconceived, as we have already seen, 

since the observers had no objective way of determining any of these 

(without realizing that a re-entry was involved). The estimates appear 

to be influenced by prior conceptions of and familiarity with airplanes. 

Typical errors exceed a factor of ten. Only four of the 12 respondents 

correctly noted that they could not estimate the speed. Of 17 observers, 

four chose to describe a "formation," and two, "windows." 

An effect important to the UFO problem is demonstrated by the records: 

the excited observers who thought they had witnessed a very strange phenom

enon produced the most detailed, longest, and most misconceived reports, 

but those who by virtue of experience most nearly recognized the nature 

of the phenomenon became the least excited and produced the briefest 

reports. The "exaitedness effect" has an important bearing on the UFO 

problem. It is a selection effect by which the least accurate reports 

are made more prominent (since the observer b~comes highly motivated to 

make a report), while the most accurate reports may not be recorded. In 

the case of Zond IV the two most lengthy unsolicited reports described 

the apparition as a cigar-shaped craft with a row of lighted windows 

and a fiery tail, while the correct identifications as a re-entry were 

short, in some cases recovered only by later solicitation of reports. 

In summary, we conclude that all of the following factors demonstrably 

confuse reports of unidentified phenomena and make subsequent inves.igation 

difficult: (1) Objects are conceived of in terms of familiar concepts, 

such as aircraft. This produces misconceptions of distance, speed, shape, 

etc. (2) At least during the last decade conceptions have been heavily 

influenced by the "flying saucer" concept in movi~s, lV, and periodicals. 

Reports of "saucer-shape," "cigar-shape," and physiological reaction 

are probably a consequence. (3) Due to the nature of certain C3~C~, 
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certain questions on prepared questionnaiTes or report forms become 

ambiguous or meaningless. (4) The "excitedness effect" biases reports , 
toward those containing more exotic conceptions. (5) The "airship 

effect" causes ·some observers to conceive of a shape surrounding light 

sources. 

It is scarcely short of amazing. and certainly suggestive. that 

the seemingly straightforward Zond IV incident produced a high per

centage of the very phenomena that have puzzled students of the UFO 

problem. Table 3 lists a selection of such reports; We have, in 

fact. reports of (1) a cigar-shaped object with windows and a flaming 

exhaust. (2) a vehicle or craft that passed low overhead in utter 

silence. (3) psycho-physiological response of dread, or in another 

case, an urge to sleep, and, (4) abnormal behavior of a nearby animal. 

To the extent that the argument for "flying saucers" rests on the 

strangeness of such observations, it is thereby weakened. 

Of course, the important question in a case such as the Zond IV 

re-entry is not the quality of the worst observations, but rather 

whether the observations taken together did define and clarify the 

phenomenon. My own judgment is that. together, the reports ~ou~ sug

gest a re-entry to anyone who was familiar with such a phenomenon. 

This results primarily from the vividness of this particular case, 

and the attendant diagnostic features: a bright bolide slowly disin

tegrating into many fragments, each attended by a train. Nonetheless, 

it must be said that only a fraction, about a quarter, of the reports 

point directly in this direction while about another quarter are mis

leading and the remainder insufficiently detailed to be diagnostic. 

A reporter or investigator coming upon the case in innocence would be 

hardput to distinguish the good from the bad reports. 

Table 3 demonstrates that a large part of the UFO problem is a 

semantic one. One may point out that an accurate reconstruction of 

this incident would have been, after all, possible from the bulk of 

reports; but to generate a UFO case we ~eed only (say) one to four 
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Table 3 

Selected Descriptive Comments on Zond IV Re-entry 

Nature of the object: 

"[1 heard on] news it was space junk. Never. It came down 
then went forward in perfect formation. So how can gravity be defied?" 

"Suggestions: 1. Cylinder type rocket with two thrust rocket en
gines and one rocket engine in front for guiding purposes. 2. Meteor 
broken into three main parts. 3. Space or <,.eronautical craft." 

"Observer does not think the objects were either satellite debris 
or meteors because they had a flat trajectory." 

"Didn't attach much importance to the object because I thought it 
was a re-entry." 

"Thought it looked like something burning up in space .... TIl ought 
it looked like a burn-in." 

"I wasn't aware that I had seen anything Wlusual until the local 
TV newscast . . . advised of many other sightings of same for miles 
aroWld." 

"Neither I nor my fiancee sighted any connecting lines [among the 
bright sources]. If th~~e were connecting lines, it would have formed 
the fuselage of a B-52 'only about thirty to forty times bigger." 

"Could not see actual object." 

Appearance of object: 

"All . . . observers saw a long jet airplane-looking vehicle with
out any wings. It was on fire both in front and behind. All observers 
also saw many windows .. if there had been anybody in the UFO 
near the windows I would have seen ther.l." 

"It was shaped like a fat cigar, in my estimation . . . . It appeared 
to have rather square shaped windows along the side that was facing us . . 
It appeared to me that the fuselage was constructed of many pieced or flat 
sheets with a 'riveted together look' .... The many 'windows' 
seemed to be lit up from the inside." 

[It could be compared to] "ordinary saucer inverted without protru
sion on top; elongated a little more than a saucer. Protrusion on bottom 
midline and about 50% of bottom so covered." 
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Table 3 (con~'d) 

"No flame was visible but ... quantity of golden sparks .. 
In my opinion it was a solid rocket type vehicle with three lights or 
three oval saucer type vehicles." 

"Object had red and blue lights." 

"Observed an unidentified object. . I~ was long and narrow 
wi th a light in front and in back the:re was a s~reaming tail . • . • 
The object was dark black, trail was yellow gold." 

"Fiery orange, long and narrow." 

"Definite disk shaped." 

"It was like two disk-shaped lights in some planned position." 

"Tail appeared as meullic sparks." 

"Formation flight:" 

"They flew in a perfect military formation." 

When asked if they could be meteorites, [witness] replied, "It 
would be the firs~ time I ever saw meteorites fly formation." 

"It appeared as if one object was in pursuit of the other. One 
objec~ seemed to be traveling a~ a higher or greater speed than ~he 
one pursuing i~. The pursuing object •.. looked as if it was making 
an attemp~ to shoot the other one down." 

Dis~ance and dimensions: 

"I~ was at about treetop level and was seen very. very clearly, 
just a few yards away." 

A pilot "estimated each [~ai1] was about 0.5 mile in leng~h." 

"We saw two orange lights tailing [sic] about two yards apart." 

Observer "fel~ that it would have hit in the wooded area south 
of (her city)." 

Response and reaction: 

"1 really wanted to see a UFO. I remember saying aloud • . . 'This 
is no natural phenomenon. It's really UFOs, I ..• made an attempt to 
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Table 3 (cont'd) 

communicate with them. I had a flashlight ... [and] signaled in 
Morse code • . . • No visible response elicited . . . . After I came into 
the house I had an overpowering drive to sleep . • . . My dog . . . went 
over between the two trash cans ... and whimpered and,lay on the drive 
between the cans like she was frightened to death • ." •• High'frequency 
sound inaudib Ie to us?" 

"Frightened my eleven year old son, who was out with his telescope." 

Hearsay: 

"I heard there were [72] grass fires in this area on the day following 
this sighting'. I would think there might be a possible connection." 
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witnesses to agree on and express m~sleading conceptions and other 

witnesses to be silent or (more commonly) non-existent. 
-, 

4. Conception: Re-entry of Titan 3 C-4 Debris 

An incident less widely observed than the Zond IV re-entry gave 

the writer an opportunity to compare his personal observation of the 

re-entry of satellite debris with verbal reports solicited from his 

community. The results are similar to those of the case described 

above. 

On 28 September 1967, at 9:53 ~mST I noticed from Tucson, a 

bright, orange-red stellar object drifting across the northern sky 

toward the northeast at a rate of about 40' of arc per sec. Though 

initially of about zero magnitude, it suddenly disappeared, giving the 

impression of a jet plane cutting off its afterburner. However, the 

object sudd-enly reappeared, then repeated the performance several 

times. During the last few degrees of the trail, some S°_10° above 

the horizon, there appeared to be a disintegration into several barely 

resolved fragments. A second or two later, another object appeared and 

followed the first one down to the last 4° of the trail. Meanwhile, 

a faint milky-white train which had been left by the first object 

brightened for about 10 sec., then faded, twisted, and broke up in a 

period of about 6 min. 

The tell-tale features of a satellite re-entry were present: the 

object was too slow for a meteor, had the brightness fluctuations and 

color of a bu~ing object, fragmented, moved eastward and left a train 

that was distorted by high altitude winds. A later check through the 

Colorado project indicated that re-entry of certain fragments of Titan 

3 C-4 satellite 1965-82KD, had been estimated to occur at about 6:00 a.m., 

MOST, on 29 September 1967 (see also King-Hele and Quinn, 1966). 

Earlier, the satellite had exploded in orbit, and the fragments were 

spread out along the orbit, so that sporadic decays near the predicted 

tin.e were not unexpected; the observation of a second fragment a few 
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seconas (some tens of miles) behind the first was consistent with this. 

Hence, the identification is regarded as virtually certain. 

Rarely does the investigator himself have an opportunity to see 

the "UFO" being described. In order to take advantage of this oppor

tunity to compare my own observations to the conceptions and semantics 

generated, I solicited observations through a local newspaper. 

Fifteen reports were received from the Tucson area by telephone. 

The reports ranged from quite accurate to quite misleading. The most 

misleading of the 15 was from an articulate woman who was to all appear

ances an astute observer. She clearly reported that the object fell 

be~een her and some mountains a few miles away. appearing in front 

of (south of) the mountains and below their crests. (This conflicts 

with other reports of observers located north and west of the mountains, 

as well as the known identity of the object.) Other misconceptions 

reported included: (i) red and green flashing or rotating light 

(possibly confusing the object with an aircraft that was near the 

l.;itness?); (2) much bigger than a star, could see a round shape; (3) 

motion toward the west (confusion with another object?); (4) "Looked 

like it was coming down right at me. It scared me. It was like it 

was right oyer me - like a fat airplane - with a big window." This 

is a repetition of the "airship effect" in which the observer conceives 

of a light as an aperture in a black. unseen, larger fonil. 

The writer had concluded (before the Zond IV results were avail

able) that roughly a quarter of the reports were accurate and acticulate 

enough to be definitive. roughly a quarter contained seriously misleading 

e~~ments, and the rest were sufficiently inarticulate or whimsical to 

be of no great value (It was "real red, like, you know, and pretty 

It turned [sic] a beautiful white streak • . . "). A report made by an 

investigator arriving later would have depended on which conceptions 

he heard or adopted. The right selection would have cleared up any 

problem; the wrong one might have created a seemingly inexplicable and 

possibly celebrated UFO report. 
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5. Conception: The Great Fireball of 9 February 1913 

C. A. Chant (1913a), in a 71-page report, gives a detailed account 

of the spectacular meteoric display of 9 February 1913. The series of 

disintegrating bolides passed from Saskatchewan-ESE over the Great 

Lakes and over the New Jersey coast. Several "waves" of clustered 

objects were seen, noise was heard at least 50 mi. from the sub-bolide. 

point, and ground shocks were reported. Other ~emarkable sporadic' 

meteors were seen in various scattered locations around the world for 

a period of some days. Chant deduced that the height of the path, 

which followed the earth's curvature, was about 26 mi. and that the 

geocentric velocity was in the range 5-10 mi/sec. M. Davidson (1913) 

reanalyzed Chant's data, plus observations from Bermuda, and concluded 

that the object had a height of some 46 mi. over Ontario, and Chant 

(1913b) subsequently inferred that they reached perigee over Ontario, 

but were not destroyed, moving out into a new orbit when seen from 

Bermuda. 

The phenomenon appeared rather like the Zond IV re-entry. It is 

well-described in the "extended extracts" from letters published by 

Chant. Clusters of stellar-like objects passed overhead, with tails 

several degrees long and accompanied by smaller, fainter objects. It 

is a subjective judgment, possibly influenced by some editing of the 

-letters by Chant, that the 1913 reports are on the whole more objective 

than those of this decade. There are probably two reasons for this 

(1) In 1913 the demarcation between "educated" persons, from whom 

Chant was likely to receive letters, and "uneducated persons," was 

greater. (2) In 1913, there was no widely known conc~ption (i.e. 

pre-conception of mysterious saucer-shaped aircraft or spaceship 

(although several reports refer to the object as an airship). Further, 

the 1913 reports (as published) tend to be-more descriptive; the word 

"meteor" is used in a non-generic sense simply to mean a bright object 

passing across the sky. There is little attempt among the corres

pondents to infer what the objects were. 
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Chant himself indicates that the reports varied in quality due 

to the process of conception and interpretation: "The reader • 

will . . . see that intelligent people can differ widely in describing 

a phenomenon, and will be able to appreciate the difficulty I have 

had in discriminating between very discordant observations." He 

presents reports of nearly 150 witnesses. ~ 

The "airship effect" is clearly present. Consider these reports: 

(1) "The series of lights travelled in unison and so horizontal that 

I could think only of a giant £lying machine. The lights were at 

different points, one in front, one further back, and a rear light, 

then a succession of small lights in the tail." (2) "They... did 

not seem to be falling as meteors usually do, but kept a straight 

course . • . above the horizon. Our first impression was that a fleet 

of illuminated airships of monstrous size [was] passing. The incan-

-' 

descent fragments themselves formed what to us looked like the illuminations 

while the tails seemed to make the frame of the machine. They looked 

like ships travelling in company." (3) "The meteor resembled a large 

aeroplane or dirigible, with two tiers of lights strung along the 'sides." 

(4) The witnesses "reported that they had seen an airship going east. 

The heavens were brilliantly illuminated, and with the passage of the 

meteors a shower of stones was seen to fall." (This last element is 

not mentioned elsewhere and appears to be spurious.) (5) "I took 

it for an aeroplane with both headlights lit, and as it came nearer 

the sparks falling behind it made it appear still more like one. 

However after a minute or a minute and a half I could see it was a 

meteor •... It was very low, apparently just above the hills. (6) 

"My brother shouted to me, 'An airship! And I said, 'Mrs. M---'s 

chimney is on fire! It looked that near . To the eye they were 

li ttle above the housetops." (7) " a voice from a group of 

men was heard to say: 'Oh, boys, I'll tell you what it is - an 

aeroplane race.'" 

We have already noted in the Zond IV case that the angular size, 

a relatively objective estimate, was consistently measured. In this 
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case the description of the noise is remarkably consistent. perhaps 

because of the ready availability of a charming simile. Here are five 

consecutive descriptions of the noise: (1) 

like a clap of thunder at a distance;" (2) " 

" . • . a" heavy noise 

. a low rumble 

which at first made me think it was a buggy going along the road from 

church;" (3) " ..• like thunder, loud at first and rumbling every 

two or three seconds;" (4) " like a horse and rig going over 

a bridge;" (S) " .• like a wagon pass ing over a rough road." 

There was more difficulty with conceptions such as angular eleva

tion and distance. As usual, the latter was grossly underestimated. 

(1) " .• midway between the horizon and the sky . . ." (2) " 

midway between the earth and the sky "(3) They travelled no 

faster than a crow flies." (4) " never have I [~een] so many 

heavenly bodies moving at one time, or any moving so slowly or in so 

Iowan altitude." (5) "They looked to pass about one mile south and 

at an elevation of about 300 feet." (6) " ... ::: saw [it] for about 

half a minute. In that time it seemed to go about 150 yards." (7) 

"The pOSition in the sky of the first one seemed very low, so low that 

at first I thought it was a rocket." (Skyrockets. of the fireworks type, 

were a common analogue). 

Many more reports could be cited, illustrating comparison with 

familiar objects (kites, funnels, ships in formation), in some cases 

misleading, even though the reports taken togeT~er present a relatively 

clear picture. We again can conclude that a substantial number of 

misleading reports will be introduced in observations of unusual 

phenomena. 

6. Additional Remarks on Percepts and Concepts 

The "airship effect" and "excitedness effect" apply to the Eastern 

Airlines case of 1948 (better known as the Chiles-Whitted case). This 

will serve as an example of the difficulties of establishing any concrete 

evidence for "flying saucers" when one is forced to distinguish percepts 

and concepts of a few witnesses in older cases. 
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Briefly, pilot Chiles and co-pilot Whitted reported flashing by 

them in a few seconds a "wingless aircraft with no fins or protruding 

surfaces, [which] was cigar-shaped, about 100 ft. long, and about 

twice the diameter of a B-29 Superfortress. It seemed to have two rows 

of windows through which glowed a very bright light, brilliant as a 

magnesium flare. An intense dark-blue glow like a blue fluorescent 

facto~ light shown at the bottom along the entire length, and red

orange flames shot out from the rear to a distance of some fifty 

feet" (~lenzel, 1963). 

This case has been one of the mains-cays in the argwnents for "flying 

saucers" and NICAP has described it as the "classic" cigar-shaped 

object (Hall, 1964). Hynek, as consultant to the Air Force, and Menzel 

and Boyd account for it as a fireball (Menzel, 1963), 

The present discussion provides definitive evidence that fireballs 

can be describea in just the way reported by Chiles and Whitted. The 

investigator is faced with the perfectly conceivable possibility that 

Chiles and \\'hitted, suffering from the "airship effect," became excited 

and reported a misconception - a cigar-shaped object with windows and 

flames - just as a fraction of witnesses to spectacular fireballs are 

now known to do. 

A second example from my own experience illustrates the difficulties 

of transforming perceptions into conceptions (and explanations). During 

the course of the Colorado project investigation, I was sitting in the 

left side of an airliner, just behind the wing. As I looked out over 

patchy clouds, I saw an object apparently passing us in the distance, 

flying the other way. It came out from under our wing, not far below 

the horizon, and drifted slowly behind us until, because of the window 

geometry, I could no longer see far enough behind to observe it. It 

moved like a distant airliner, but was a grey, ill-defined disk, with 

major axis about a third of the apparent size of the moon. It was 

darker than the clouds, but lighter than the ground. It appeared to 

be a disk-shaped, nebulous "aircraft," flying smoothly in an orientation 

parallel to the ground. 
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I was sufficiently shaken by this to pullout some paper and begin 

making copious notes. During this operation I glanced out again and 

this time saw clearly a distant airliner, slightly above the horizon 

this time, but moving in the: same way. There was no ques tion that this 

was an airliner, for in spite of its having the same angular size as 

the disk, I could clearly see its wings and tail. Just then, the pilot 

banked to the right, raising the left wing, and suddenly the distant 

plane became a grey, nebulous disk. It had passed behind the distorting 

exhaust stream of the jet engine, which was suspended and obscured under 

the wing. The first disk, or plane, had flown directly behind this 

stream, whose presence had slipped my mind. 

In summary, an investigator of UFOs is in effect asking for all 

the records of -strange things seen, and he must be sober il! re-,::";nizing 

the tremendous variety of sources of distortion and misconcp.ption. 

Each case of misconception may involve its o~~ processes of error, but 

perhaps common to all such cases is an easy tendency to "fix" on an 

early conception of a percept, by a process that is analogous to that 

of the "staircase" optical illusion in which one conceives of the stair

case as being seen either from "above" or ''below''. Another example is 

the common difficulty in looking at aerial photographs. One may con

ceive of the relief as being seen either ''positive'' or "negative." 

Once the conception occurs it is difficult to dispel it. If you see 

a sta::- at night from an airplane but conceive of it as an object 

pacing the aircraft at only 300 yd. distance, it is easy to retain this 

conception. As R. V. Jones (1968) has pointed out (reviewing his wartime 

intelligence investigative experience in the context of the UFO problem), 

"witnesses were generally right when they said that somethinfJ had 

happened at a particular place, although they could be wildly wrong 

about what had happened." (WKH emphasis). 

7. Reporting 

"Reporting" means the proces5 of transmission of the observation -

from the observer to a journalist, Air Force investigator, the police, 
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etc., and from there to the public. Reporting, we have found, 

is one of the most crucial factors in the UFO problem. My own con

clusion has been that one must not form a judgment of any case from 

the popular literature. 

Suppose, for example, that the pilot of my airliner had not 

banked the plane wing, and I had not learned the explanation of the 

grey, nebulous, elliptical object. I would have submitted my report, 

not of a "flying saucer," but of an object I could not identify. 

Assuming that the story got out, it is highly probable that because of 

its clear news value ("COLORALlO PROJECT INVESTIGATOR SEES DISK"), 

it would have been publicized before anyone established that the jet 

exhaust had produced the phenomenon. Such a story, brought to public 

atte~tion by newspapers and magazines, would stir more pressure on 

public officials and contribute to the illogical but widesperad feeling 

that where there is so much smoke there must be some fire. A later 

solution would not be so widely publicized. 

Ruppelt (1956) discusses another example that occurred in actual 

fact. The famous Maury Island Hoax, which even today stirs interest, 

was widely publicized. The story was sensational, in that it involved 

alleged fragments of a saucer trat had been seen to explode. Two 

Air ~orce investigators on the case were killed in an accidental 

plane crash. The case was later clearly identified as a ho~. Ruppe It 

remarks, 

The majority of writers of saucer lore have 

played this sigh~ing to the hilt, pointing out as 

their main premise . . . that the story must be 

true because the government never openly exposed 

or prosecuted either of the two hoaxers. 

the gove~ent had thought seriously of prose

cuting the men, (but) it was decided, after talking 

to the two men, that the hoax was a harmless joke 

that had mushroomed. . By the time the facts 

were released they were yesterday's news. And 

nothing is deader than yesterday's news. (WKH emphasis). 
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nothing is deader than yesterday's news. (WKH emphasis). 
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Many writers in our culture, from fanatics and hypocrites to 

sincere reporters, are not, after all, committed to complete investi

gation and understanding of the subject, but to telling and selling 

a good story. Unfortunately there is a selection effect: if a "flying 

saucer" story is investigated too completely, and is found to be a 

misperception or a hoax, its interest and sales value are reduced. 

Examples of journalists' distortion and slanting, conscious or 

unconscious, abound: misinformed amateurs quoted as authorities, 

repetition of hearsay evidence, and naive selection of data are examples 

of such dubious reporting. The UFO literature is full of the following 

sort of ill-advised criticism of non-believers: Edwards (1966) describes 

a case in which a world famous astronomer and authority on galactic 

structure, and two colleagues, reported that they had seen a "circular, 

luminous, orange-colored" light pass overhead too slowly to be a meteor. 

Noting that on the following day the Air Force, rechecking their files, 

found that the case was explained by two Vampire jets and a jet trainer 

on a routine training flight at 20,000 ft., Edwards then concludes 

with the remark, "If a professional astronomer really were incapable 

of telling one circular object from three jet planes at 20,000 feet, 

how reliable would his work be regarding an object 40 million miles 

away?" Aside from the facts that the "explanation" was not the astrono

mer's responsibility and that the latter figure misrepresents the scale 

of that astronomer's work by a ~actor of a billion, this concluding 

statement certainly shed no real light on the UFO problem, but rather 

creates a state of mind that may aid acceptance of the author's later 

remarks. 

Jones (1968) illustrates well the problem of forming a reliable 

jUdgment from diverse reports of individuals on a single phenomenon. 

During the war, a British and an American physicist had the task of 

establishing from sailors' reports the German pattern of mine-laying 

at sea. One of them went on a field trip and discovered that reported 

ranges and bearings were unreliable; only the question of whether t~e 

mine was to the port or starboard was reliably answered. With this 
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discovery, he solved the problem while his counte7part became bogged 

in a mire of meaningless data. The point is that by actual field 

interviews one may g~t some idea of what happened, but under no 

circumstances, simply because a witness says (or is reported to have 

said) that he saw a cigar-shaped object, should one assume that a 

cigar-shaped object was really there 

This well known rule applies in many other fields of investigation. 

Jones states: "I have made this discursion into some of my war 

experiences because it is relevant to the flying saucer story in that 

it illustrates the difficulty of establishing the truth from eyewitness 

reports, particularly when events have been witnessed under stress. I 

do not, of course, conclude that eyewitness reports must be discarded; 

on the contrary, excluding hoaxers and liars, most witnesses have 

genuinely seen something, although it may be difficult to decide from 

their descriptions what they really haci seen." 

There is still another problem: even if reliable reports are 

prepared, communication among investigators is so poor that the reports 

may not be read. Scientific journals have rejected careful analyses 

of UFO cases (apparently in fear of initiating fruitless controversy) 

in spite of earlier criticism (in the journals' own.pages!) that 

the problem is not discussed in the scientific literature. Even at 

the most responsible levelS, communicatio~ is poor. The House Commit

tee on Science and Astronautics, in its 29 July 1968 hearings, received 

accounts of allegedly mysterious cases that already were among the 

best-explained of those studied by the Colorado UFO Project. 

In order finally to demonstrate the very poor manner in which 

the UFO problem has been presented in the past, primarily in the 

popular literature. condider two imaginary accounts that could be 

written of the Zond IV re-entry, one by a sensationalizing, but per

haps sincere reporter, and one by a more sober investigator. Of course 

eac~ reporter can back up his story with taped interviews and sketches. 

A fantastic cigar-shaped ob- Although there was some 

ject that entered the earth's at

mosphere from space on 3 ~~rch 1968 
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preliminary uncertainty in 

Air Force circles as to the 
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is uniden~ified. Although some Air 

Force officials attempted to pass it 

off as a satellite re-entry, examin

ation of the official Air Forae 

papers indicates a reluctance to 

identify it with any known space

craft. 

The absurdity of the satellite 

explanation is proved by the reports 

of the wi~nesses who got the best 

look at the object. Witness after 

witness described the object as 

cigar-shaped, with a row or rows 

of windows and a flaming exhaust. 

Several others mentioned saucer

shaped lights visible as the craft 

flew overhead. Many observers, 

who apparently did not get such 

a good look at the mysterious 

craft., merely described a strange 

formation of lights. 

There is little doubt that 

the craft came from space. The 

probabili~y that it was under 

powered flight is raised not only 

by the exhaust but also by several 

observers who saw it change direc

tion. 

This event, witnessed by 

hundreds, in many states pro

vides one of the best proofs 

yet that some kind of strange 

airships have invaded our at

mosphere. 
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nature of the bolide of 3 March 

1968, after several days study 

of the repor~s it became clear 

that the event was a satellite 

re-entry. This was confirmed 

some months later. 

Whi Ie the re-entry was 

confilned by the bulk of the 

actual observations, it was 

badly misinterpreted by several 

excited witnesses, who wrote 

the longest reports and des

cribed the object as cigar

shaped. There was a tendency 

for some observers to inter-

pret the string of disintetrating 

meteors as windows in a dark 

craft. Still others interpreted 

the yellowish tails of the 

obj ects as exhausts. Such mis

conceptions were widely scattered 

but in the minority. 

Entering the atmosphere, 

the satellite grew incandescent 

and began to disintegrate into 

dozens of pieces, each moving 

at its own speed because of drag. 

Autokinesis effects were not 

uncommon among the ground ob

servers, as the objects appeared 

as slowly moving light sources 

in the dark sky. 
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8. Reports: The Credible Number of "Flying Saucers" 

Most readers of this report will perhaps be convinced that alien 

spaceships or some other unknown phenomena can be involved in only a 

very small percentage of all UFO reports or perhaps in none. Yet there 

is ~ curious tendency on the part of many students of the problem to 

imply that the sheer number of reports somehow proves that there must 

be some physical reality involved. For example, J. E. McDonald (1968) 

argues before the House Committee on Science and Astronautics, in a 

one-paragraph statement on witness credibility:" . It seems 

tedious to enlarge here on those obvious matters. One can be fooled 

of course; but it would be rash indeed to suggest that the thousands 

of UFO reports now on record are simply a testimony to confabulat1c~. 

as will be better argued by some [selected cases]." Jones, who argue:: 

against the probability of any substantial number of flying saucers, 

says: "There have been so many flying saucers seen by now, if we were 

to believe the accounts, that surely one of them must have broken down 

or left some trace of its visits. It is true that one can explain 

the absence of relics by supposing fantastic reliability . . " 
It would seem to me that if one begins by studying both witness 

reliability and selected cases, and if one thereby realizes that it is 

quite conceivable and probable for the great bulk of reports to be 

simple mistakes and fabrications, then arguments invoking the enormous 

number of reports become irrelevant. l'le are concerned by only a small 

"residual" of puzzling reports. 

This raises another approach to the UFO "residual" reports. We 

could attempt to answer the question: what is the maximum frequency 

of spaceships that could actually have penet.ated our airspace and 

still leave us with such meager evidence as we have for their existence? 

Obviously if a 30-ft. metal disk hovered over the Capitol for some 

hours, we would have a multitude of photos, video tapes, and other 

hard evidence from different observers in different positions. 

Some measure of public reaction to spectacular and unfamiliar 

celestial phenomena can be gained from study of fireball reports. Six 
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spec~acular fireballs were s~udied ~o ~his end using analyses by C_ P_ 

Olivier of the American Meteor ~ociety (1962, 1963, 1967) and repor~s 

in Sky and TeZesaope. Among ~hese, the longes~ duration was only 31 

sec. for the 25 April 1966 objec~; ye~ even for an objec~ of such 

shor~ dura~ion, a number of pho~ographs were made. In other cases, 

dus~ trains of dura~ion up to 17 min. were pho~ographed and widely 

repor~ed. The Zond IV observa~ions are also applicable. These data 

permi~ es~imates of ~he frequency of both visual and pho~ographic 

repor~s. 

The fireballs were brighter than the full moon in most cases. 

Of~en they appeared not as poin~ sources, bu~ as a disk abou~ half 

the size of L~e moon. Some of them were brigh~ enough to a~trac~ ~he 

attention of persons indoors; some of them were accompanied by thunder

like explosions_ All at~racted national publicity. In short, they 

are remarkable enough ~o have attrac~ed a~tention and photographs, and 

are thus considered comparable to hypotlle~ical, well-observed "flying 

saucers" in public response. 

The analysis must take into account the number of inhabitan~s in 

~he area of visibility as well as the duration of visibility. We may 

call the product of the number of inhabi~ants times the duration, the 

"exposure" of the phenomenon_ We can ask how the total number of actual 

witnesses is rela~ed to the exposure. 

For short-period durations (a few minutes) it is reasonable to 

expect that the number of witnesses (a fraction of the number of 

inhabitants) would be propor~ional ~o the exposure. This can also 

be assumed about the number of detailed reports recovered by investi

gators who solicit them, and about the number of photographs_ In the 

fireball and Zond IV cases there are data giving number of witnesses, 

number of recovered reports, or number of photographs. Thus, if N 

is the total number of inhabitants, and t is the duration of the event 

(sec_), we have a first-order theory of the form 

no_ witnesses 
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no. recovered reports = Nr = CrNt. 

no. recovered photographs = N = C Nt. 
P P 

I~ is possible ~o identify ~he propor~ionality constant. C from the 

reports men~ioned above. Derived values are lis~ed in Table 4. The 

constan~ l/e has dimensions man-sec/wi~ness (or /report. /photographer). 

For example. the Air Force files on Zond IV yield 78 reports for a two

minute phenomenon visible from a region inhabited by an es~imated 

23.000.000 persons. giving 3.5 x 107 man-sec ~o generate one repor~. 

I~ is clear that the number of photographs generated will depend 

on the dura~ion of the phenomenon in a more complex way than indicated 

in our simple equation. since with dura~ions longer than some limit. 

more wi~nesses will have time to obtain a camera. In this approximate 

and first-order treatment. this complication is neglected. 

Application of Table 4 can be illustrated by the fireball ~eports. 

The original data suggest about 500 reports in five years for these 

very bright objects. Ne assume that the average fireball is visible 

roughly 10 sec. These figures allow us to solve the equation (cited 

above) for the number of inhabitan~s through whose skies pass fire

balls in five years. If it takes 6 x 106 man-sec. ~o generate one 

report (Table 4). then the fireballs must have been exposed to about 

300.000,000 people. This figure is expected to be accurate to some

thing better than an order of magnitude. That is, every citizen of the 

United States evidently has such a fireball in his sky about once every 

few years (whether or not he is outside and sees it). This is in good 

accord with known data - Vedder's (1966) estimate of the flux of meteors 

of magnitude -15 is one every three to four years over an area of the 

size of the United States. 

The question before us is how many of the UFO reports could 

correspond to real objects in view of the available data. Is a 

"residual" of even 2% of the cases reasonable? We have three relevant 

statistics: (1) National opinion surveys indicate that roughly 5 x 106 

persons of the total U. S. population believe they have seen UFOs in 

20-year interval since they were first reported. If 2% of these represent 
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Fireball 
Date 

17 November 1955 

16 January 1961 

23 April 1962 

25 March 1963 

9 December 1965 

25 April 1966 

3 March 1968 

Adopted 
value 

Table 4 . 

Response to Unusual Aerial Objects~ 

Location l/CW l/Cr 

France 6.0 x 106 

California 5.0 x 104 

New Jersey 1.5 x 106 

Maryland 9.1 x 105 

Michigan 5.3 x 106 

New York 3.1 x 103 5.4 x 106 

(Zond IV) 3.5 x 107 

104 6 x 106 

___ . __ .. __ ._ .. ___ "'~:" .'._~_ ... : ... 1. 

l/C p 

6.0 x 109 

< 1.2 x 1010 

< 4.0 x 108 

5 x 109 

*These figures are understood to apply only to short-duration 

sightings, since, obviously, by extending the duration one 

cannot obtain more witnesses than the number of inhabitants. 
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. 5 
really strange unknowns, we should have 1 x 10 witnesses. (2) 

There have been roughly 15,000 recovered cases, representing perhaps 

45,000 individuals' reports. A 2% residual would give 900 reports of

unknowns. (3) The project study suggests that the "residual" 

photographs of unidentifieds number of the order of 20. 

Combining these three statistics with the three constants from 

Table 4 we derive three independent estimates of the total number of 

citizens exposed to the "high-strangeness residual UFOs" in the last 

20 years; viz., 2 x 107 ; 1 x 108; and 2 x 109 • It can be seen that 

the accuracy is no better than an order of magnitude. However, taking 

200,000,000 persons as a representative value, the implications are 

clear. The results suggest that merely to generate the 2% residual, 

every person in the country has had an UFO visible above his horizon 

once in the last 20 years. 

Of course, since most man-hours in this country are spent indoors, 

or asleep, or paying no attention to the sky, it is not surprising that 

very few people have ~eported seeing such craft. But taking into 

account the array of automatic surveillance equipment operating in this 

country .. it does border on the incredible that the "hard" eVidence 

should be so scanty. The statistic is similar to the five-year statistic 

for bright fireballs, and although the "evidence gathered over m 

arbitrary five-year time span for the existence of bright fireballs" 

is similar to that gathered over 20 years for "flying saucers" the 

"fireball evidence" is perhaps more convincing: it includes detection 

by automatic survey cameras, large numbers of witnesses per incident, 

and more reliable witnesses. To accept as many as 2% residual cases 

as examples of extraordinary aircraft, then, is to accept that an UFO 

could fly around the country in such a way as to be potentiatly visible 

to, or in the sky of, every citizen for 4C sec. without being positively 

recorded or conclusively reported. 

9. Conclusions 
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is so much smoke there must be some fire. i.e. that some of the UFO 

reports must involve truly extraordinary phenomena such as alien space

ships or unknown meteorological effects. This chapter is addressed 

to the question: is it conceivable and defensible that all of the UFO 

reports could result from mistakes. illusions. unusual conditions. and 

fabrications ? 

The answer appears clearly affirmative. although we claim no 

proof that all reports can be so explained. We have looked at a three

stage process: a perception is received of some unusual apparition; 

a conception is created by interpreting the p~rcept and combining it 

with prior concepts; a report is eventually made to an investigator 

or on some public document. Each step introduces possibilities for 

error. 

The number of phenomena and combinations of phenomina that ca.""1 

produce unusual percepts is so enormous that no investigation can 

begin with· an a priori list of explanations and expect to match one 

to each case. The variety is effectively infinite and it must be 

realized that in effect L~e investigator is asking for a report each 

time an unusual percept is generated. Obviously. this will be fre

quent. 

Our data demonstrates beyond question not only that weird and 

erroneous concepts are widely formed, but also tha~ these erroneous 

concepts are often precisely those that show up in the UFO phenomenon. 

Perhaps as a result of their popularization in the UFO literature. 

the phenomenon feeds on itself to a certain extent. 

Finally. the reporting processes are demonstrably such that very 

low signal-to-noise ratio is generated. That is. certain social forces 

conflict with clear. concise, and thorough presentation of UFO reports. 

Sarcasm is employed at the expense of logic. A whole body of literature 

exists by virtue of the sensational aspects of the problem. 

In conclusion. it appears that the number of truly extraordinary 

events. i.e. sightings of alien spaceships.or totally unknown physical

meteorological phenomena. can be limited to the range 0-2% of all the 

available reports, with 0 not being excluded as a defensible result. 
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Chapter 3 

Psychological Aspects of UFO Reports 

Mark W. Rhine 

Scientists investigating the phenomena of unidentified flying 

objects have been faced, with an unusual dilemma: in the absence of 

any ''hard data" to evaluate. such as a fragment froon an UFO or an 

actual visitor from outer space; Th~ scientist is confronted with 

the question of abandoning the entire investigation or of relying 

on eye-witness reports, a notoriously unreliable source of information. 

The scientist is most comfortable with data which can be replicated 

and validated by repeated experiment and which his colleagues can 

confirm. 

One way out of such a dilemma is, of course. to deal only with 

''hard data" and to reject eye-witness reports. with the rationaliza

tion that such reports are liable to distortion. cannot be "proved," 

or are apt to come from "crackpots." Such an attitude is as harmful 

to the pursuit of truth as is that which is uncritically willing .to 

accept any eye-witness report. An open-minded investigator, honestly 

endeavoring to understand UFO phenomena, cannot dismiss eye-witness 

reports. which to date represent the only information he has. Neither 

~an he accept such reports without scrutiny. for there are many possi

bilities for er=or and distortion. An initial attitude of '~enevolent 

skepticism." as suggested by \~a1ker (1968) in his excellent article 

on establishing observer creditability. seems appropriate to the 

evaluation of eye-witness observations. 

Perception is an extraordirari1y complex precess by which people 

select, organize, and interpret sensory stimulation into a meaningful 

picture of the world (Bere1son, 1964). Perception is more than just 

raw sensory data; it compromises the selection and interpretation of 

this data, and it is just in this evaluation of sensations that 

distortions are likely to occur whi~~ may render one person's perception 
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of an event quite different than his neighbor's. There are three broad 

sources of error in reporting which are of significance to UFO research: 

1) real stimuli which are misidentified (see Section VI, Chapter 1 and 

2); 2) unreal stimuli perceived as real; and 3) deliberate falsification. 

1. Errors resulting from misidentification of real stimuli 

Optical illusions and the fact that the mind is apt to "play tricks" 

are well known. The moon on the horizo~ appears larger than when it is 

higher in the sky. A stick in the water seems to be bent. Guilford 

(1929) showed that a small stationary source of light in a dark room 

will appear to move about (the autokinetic effect). "Floaters" in the 

lens of the eye are perceived as "spots" in the air. The following 

lines look to be of different lengths: 

< ) 
)')---~< 

Measuring shows them to be exactly the same length. 

These are perceptual distortions which are experienced by every

one. Other distortions may be peculiar to the individual because of 

his own psychological needs. It is common knowledge that '~eauty is 

in the eye of the beholder." Poor children are more apt to overestimate 

the size of coins than are rich :hildren (Bruner, 1947). Bruner 

showed that coins marked with a dollar sign were rated larger in size 

than equal coins marked with a swastika (Bruner, 1948). The psychological 

literature is full of reports of similar distortions of size, distance, 

and time and their relationship to individual emotional characteristics 

(Erikson, 1968; Forgus, 1966; Vernon, 1962). The concept of perceptuaZ 

dB ftmse is used by psychologists to characterize the l~(."ons c.i.ous. ten

dency of people to omit perceiving what they do not want to pelceive 

(Erikson, 1968). Volunteers were more apt to recognize ~motionally 

neutral words than emotionally laden words when they were briefly flashed 

on a screen (McGinnies, 1958). 
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All the above errors in perception occur in "normal" people in 

everyday situations. Some types of perceptual distortions are known 

to occur to no~al people under extraordinary circumstances. Pilots. 

under the influence of rapid acceleration. diving. etc. may incur 

perceptual problems because of phYSiological changes which must be 

taken into account in evaluation of their sightings (Clark. 1957). In 

some delirious or toxic states (for example. reSUlting from pneumonia. 

drug ingestion. alcohol withdrawal). the patient will misidentify a 

stimulus. The example of a patient calling the doctor or nurse by the 

name of some friend or relative is quite common. Emotionally disturbed 

persons are more apt to misperceive than are more balanced individuals. 

but it ,hould be emphasized that numerous distortions can afflict even 

the most "normal" individual and unwittingly bias his reports. 

2. Errors resulting from perception of unreal stimuli as real 

Such errors may be the result of psychopathology. as with the 

hallucinations of the psychotic. Unable to distinguish his inner 

1 ,""oductions from outer reality. he reports them as real. Anyone who 

has awa..1<.ened abruptly from a dream not knowing where he is or whether

or not he has been dreaming will recognize this feeling. whi~h in the 

---0.:: .)tic persists in the waking state. as if the psychotiC were living 

in a waking dream. Such states may occur in healthy people under 

conditions of sensory deprivation: lone sailors have reported imaginary 

helmsmen who accompany them. poliomyelit~s victims living in iron lungs 

have experienced hallucinations and delusions. often resembling travel

ing in vehicles resembling the respirator. Pilots may show detachment 

and confusion. (Clark. 1957) and long-distance truck drivers may develop 

inattention. disorientation. and hallucinations Ct-IcFarland. 1957). Radar 

operators show serious lapses of attention GMackworth. 1950). Such 

possibilities must be considered in evaluating the reports of isolated 

people. Isolation experiments have shown the development of hallucina

tions in normal subjects. For an extensive review of this subject. 

see Ruff (1966). "Such errors lDay also occur in children. in suggestible 

people. in persons of low intelligence. and in those subject to visions. 
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3. Deliberate falsification 

People with serious character pathology may lie for many reasons: 

fame, notoriety, attentior., money. 

to UFO research but to the courts. 

They constitute a problem not only 

An example of this type of person 

is the man I.ho confesses to a crime which he did not commit. 

4. The crowd effect 

The above examples suggest some of the many sources of distortion 

in the perceptions of individuals. Put two or more individuals together, 

and the possibilities for distortion multiply. "~lass hysteria" is a 

familiar concept. Charles Mackay (1967) wrote a lengthy volume in 1841 

enti tIed ErtI'(Zordir..a:ry Popuz.cw DeZ.usions and the Madness of CraJds in 

which he recounted many of the popular follies through the ages. Two 

incidents are of particular interest to UFO investigators because they 

show clearly the role of crowd psychology in times of imminent disaster: 

one is the great London paniC of 1524 in I,hich thousands left the city 

to avoid a great flood 11hich a fortune-teller predicted and «hich, of 

course, never occurred; the other concerns an epidemiC plague which 

afflicted ~lilan in 1630; the populace attributed the disaster to the 

Devil (the germ theory was still several centuries off), and one indi

vidual, brooding over the calamity until '~e became firmly convinced 

that the wi Id flights of his own fancy were realities," reI ated being 

swept through the streets in an air-borne chariot, accompanied by the 

Devil. r·lackay notes in his foreword tha.t "the present [volume] may be 

considered more a miscellany of delusions than a history--a chapter 

only in the great and awful book of human folly whic.'l yet remains to 

be written, and which Porson once jestingly saj.d he would write in 500 

volumes." One wonders if future his tori ans may laugh as readi ly at our 

concerns about UFOs as we can about the London panic or the attempts to 

explain the plague of Milan. 

Sharif (1935) demcnstrated in a classic experiment the influence 

people have on one another's perceptions. He had a group of people 

observe a stationary light (such as Guilford used) in a darkened room. 

Although stationary, the light appeared to move, and in a different 

direction to each observer. The members of the group were able to 

eventually reconcile the initially divergent perceptions, and to agree 
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in what direction the light was "moving." Such ability to check out 

one's impressions with others and to get feedback is a healthy mechanism 

and accounts for one of the ways in which we confirm our perceptions. 

The unavailability of this mechanism may account for some of the misper

ception that occurs under conditions of sensory deprivation. 

AI though "feedback" from others is usually a heal thy mechanism leading 

to a correction of misperceptions, under certain conditions it may lead 

to an exaggeration of faulty perceptions and to ''mass hyst:eria." One of 

the best known~examples in recent: t:imes was the "invasion from Mars" in 

1938, when Orson Welles' radio broadcast of a science-fiction drama had 

thousands of listeners from coast-to-coast: in a state of paniC because 

they believed the Martians were really invading the earth and that the 

end of the world was at hand. Cantril's study (1966) of this incident, 

subt:itled A S"tudy in the PsyahoZogy of Panic~ makes fascinating rea.ding. 

He fe~ls the anxieties of t:he times, the economic depression, and the 

imminent threat of war set the stage for t:he panic. He examines the 

psychological factors which made some people believe the broadcast: to 

be true, whereas others regarded it as fict:ion or were able to ascertain 

what was happening (by checking other stations, phoning.t:he police or 

newspapers, etc.). The believers seemed to have a "set, "··a preconceived 

notion that God was going to end the world, that an invasion was imminent, 

or had some fanciful notions about the possibilites of s~ience. When 

they heard the broadcast, they immediately accepted it as proving what 

they had already believed, and tended to disregard any evidence which 

might disprove their immediate conclusions. Others showed poor judgment 

in checking out the show, using unreliable sources of confirmation and 

accepting their statement that the broadcast was real. Others, wi t:h no 

standard of judgment of their own, accepted without question what the 

radio said. Cantril concludes (p. 138) that this susceptible group is 

characterized by: 

a certain feeling of personal inadequacy. The indi

vidual is unable to rely on his own resources to see 

him through • • • [he] believes his life and fate are 
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very largely dependent on some focus beyond his 

control, or on the whim of some supernatural being. 

All this adds up to an intense feeling of emotional 

insecurity, one which is likely to be augmented as 

the situation surrounding the individual appears more 

and more threatening • • . [he] will be highly 

susceptible to suggestion when he is face-to-face 

with a situation that taxes his pwn meager self

reliance ... whatpver critical ability a person 

may normally have, it is ineffective if in any given 

situation his emotional securities are so great that 

they overwhelm his good judgment. Such situations 

are likely to be those where the individual himself 

or something dear to him are threatened. 

Another relevant study in social psy~~ology is ~ae June Bug: A 

study of Hysterical Contagion (Kerckhoff, 1968). This is an account of a 

mysterious illness, manifested by nausea and a generalized rash, which 

afflicted some of the workers in a southern textile mill and was popu

larly attributed to the bite of an insect. The insect turned out to 

be non-existent and the symptoms were considered to be "hysterical." 

Only workers from one division of L'1e factory were afflicted; the 

authors attributed the epidemic to the frustration and strain of a 

\~ork situation (peculiar to the division in I~hich the afflicted employees 

worked) from which there '~as no socially legitimate 14ay to escape. 

The June Bug contains an extensive review of the literature of 

"hysterical contagion," which is defined as "the dissemination of symptoms 
among a population in a situation where no manifest basis for the symptoms 

may be established," and where "a set of experiences or behaviors which 

are heavily laden '''i th the emotion of fear of a mysterious force arc 

disseminated through a collectivity. _ • [it is] inexplicable in ~erms 

of the usual standards of mechanical, chemical, or physiological causality." 

Smelser (1963) is quoted as defining a hysterical belief as one "empowering 

an ambiguous element in the environr.lent with a generaliz:ed power to destroy." 
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. 
The possibility of hysterical cop.'tagion must be kept in mind in 

the evaluation of some UFO sighting reports. 

The psychiatric literature on UFOs should be mentioned briefly. .. 
l 

In comparison with the vast popular literature, the psychiatric literature 

is surprisingly scant. The only extensive work of which this author is 

aware is a volume by the late Swiss psychoanalyst, C. G. Jung, entitled 

FZying Saucers: A ModeI7Z Myth of Things Seen in the Skies (1959). 

Noting the tendency to welcome news about "saucers" and to suppress 

skepticism Jung raises the "interesting question "why should it be more 

desirable for saucers to exist than not?" He feels that their appear

ance since World War II is a reflection of the anxieties of a nuclear 

age, in which man possesses the capability of actually destroying the 

world. Saucers may represent man's anxiety that the end of the world 

is here, or may represent a superhuman source of salvation. Historically, 

man's anxiety and his quest for salvation have been projected in many 

legendary and religious forms, but in an era of rapid technological and 

scientific advance including space flight, it is not suprising to find 

"scientific" rather than religious imagery. Other authors have mentioned 

the anxieties of the auclear age and the personal search for magic as 

contributing to some of the belief in UFOs (Meerloo, 1968). 

5. Medical and psychological techniques 

It is clear that there are many factors which may influence percep

tions and reporting. The investigator must be aware of possible sources 

of subjective interpretation by witnesses which may complicate the 

problem of arriving at the truth about UFOs. How can the investigator 

minimize such subjective error? Walker's recommendations on establish

ing observer creditability are excellent. He examines in detail the 

anatomic, physiologic, and psychological factors influenCing perception 

and their many aberrations, and recommends a detailed medical. ophthal

mological. and a neurological examination, and in those individuals who 

show no organic impairment. a full psychiatric interview. The testimony 

of any observer who shows no significant medical or psychological con

ditions which might distort perception or interpretation must gain in 
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creditability. I would suggest that. in addition to Walker's detailed 

recommendations, the use of psychological testing (expecially projective 

tests such as the Rorschach and the Thematic Apperception Test) be used 

when recommended by the psychiatrist. A psychiatric interview. if made 

a routine part of the evaluation of observers. should carry no social 

stigma. 

Two adjuncts to the psychiatric evaluation must be mentioned. The 

polygraph (lie detector) may occasionally be used where deliberate falsi

fication is suspected .. The test is useful. but not fool-proof. The 

use of hypnosis has been reported in at least one of the popular 

accounts of UFO sightings to establish the "truth" of the observations 

(Fuller, 1966). Statements made under hypnosis are gradually acquiring 

greater legal acceptability (Katz, 1967; Bryan, 1962), but the fact 

remains that neither the evidence adduced from the use of a polygraph 

nor that obtained by hypnotic techniques can be relied upon as probative. 

HypnosiS has nothing to contribute to the routine evaluation of the 

creditability of the eye-witness. \~ile it may occasionally be useful 

as a source of information, is cannot be used as a way of proving that 

the witness is telling the truth. Sometimes hypnosis can aid in 

bringing to conscious awareness, material that has been repressed. But 

persons who cannot distinguish their fantasies from reality will, under hyp

nosis only reveal more of Ule same fantasies. Their productions under hypnotic 

trance will demons':!rate only that their reports are "real" to them, even though 

L'ley may not in fact have any basis ill objective reality. Wolberg (1966) states: 

It is essential not to take at face value 

memories and experiences recounted in the trance. 

Generally, the productions elaborated by a person 

during hypnosiS are a fusion of real experiences 

and fantasies. However, the fantasies in them

selves are significant, perhaps, even more than 

the actual happenings with which they are blended. 

Asking a patient to recall only real events or 

to verify the material as true or false, reduces 

but does not remove the element of fantasy. 
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In addit~on to the evaluation of individual observers. it would 
I 

seem wise in fu~~e investigations to make use of sociologists and 

psychologists in those cases where more than one person has made a 

sighting. to rule out the possibility of hysterical contagion, as well 

as to contribute to our knowledge of this condition. There should be 

opportunity to investigate both people who sight UFOs and those who 

do not. 

This chapter raises more questions than it answers. There are~ 
.~ 

many interesting psychological questions: Why have scme fervid ''believers'' 

in UFOs never seen one? Why do some persons who see an UFO regard it 

as simply an unidentified aerial phenomenon. while others are sure it 

is a "space vehicle ?" Why do some refuse to accept evidence that what 

they saw was really an airplane. weather balloon, etc •• while others 

readily accept suCh explanations? The answers to such questions must 

await future research. It was not the purpose of the project to explore 

the psychology of UFO sighters, but rather to explore the nature of 

the UFOs themselves. 
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1. Introduction 

Chapter 4 

Optical ~Iirage 

l'iilliam Viezee 

I 

An optical mirage is a phenomenon associated with the refraction of 

light in the gaseous (cloud-free) atmosphere. During mirage a visible 

image of some distant object is cade to appear displaced from the true 

position of the object. The image is produced when the light energy ema

nating from the distant source travels along a curvilinear instead of a 

rectilinear path, the curvilinear path, in turn, arises from abnormal 

spatial variations in density that are invariably associated with abnormal 

temperature gradients. 

The visible image of the mirage can ~epresent shape and color of the 

"mirrored" object either exactly or distorted. Distortions most commonly 

consist of an exaggerated elcngation, an exaggerated broadening, or a com

plete or partial inversion of the obJect shape. Frequently, mirages involve 

multiple images of a single source. Under special conditions, refractive 

separation of the color components of white light can enhance the observa

tion of a mirage. Atmospheric scintillation can ".ntroduce rapid variations 

in position, brightness, and color variations of. the image. 

When both the observer and the source aT~ stationary, a mirage can be 

observed for several hours. However, when eith~r one or both are in motion, 

a mirage image may appear for a duration of only seconds or minutes. 

Although men have observed mirages since the beginning of recorded 

history,-extensive studies of the phenomenon did not begin till the last 

part of the 18th century. Since that time, hO~Iever, a large volume of 

literature has become available from which emerges a clear picture of the 

nature of the mirage. 

The comprehensive body of information presented here is based on a 

survey of the literature, and constitutes the state-of-the-art knowledge 

on optical mirages. The report provides a ready source of up-to-date 

information that can be applied to problems involving optical mirages. 
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No claim is made that aLi existiug pertinent writings have been 

collected and read. The contents of many pubiications, especially of 

those dating back to the last part of the 18th Century and the beginning 

of the 19th Century are evaluated from available summaries and historical 

reviews. Also, when a particular-aspect of the mirage phenomenon is con

sidered, the collection of pertinent literature is discontinued at the 

point where the state-of-the-art knowledge appears clearly defin~j. The 

collected volume of literature covers the period 1796 to 1967. 

In essence, the literature survey yields the following principal 

characteristics of the mirage: (1) Mirages are associated with anomalous 

temperatu~e gradients in the atmosphere. (2) Mirage images are observed 

almost exclusively at small angles above or below the horizontal plane 

of view; mirages, therefore, require terrain and meteorological conditions 

that provide extended horizontal visibility. (3) A mirage can involve 

the simultaneous occurrence -of more than one image of the "mirrored" ob

ject; the images can have grossly distorted forms and unusual cOloring. 

(4) Extreme brightening and apparent rapid movement of the mirage image 

in and near tr.e horizontal plane can result from the effects of focussing 

and interference of wavefronts in selected areas of the refracting layer. 

Only minor s~o"tcomings appear to be evident in present knowledge of 

mirage phenomena. Ultimately, a unified theory is desirable tha~ can deal 

with both the macroscopic and microscopic aspects. Currently, the behavior 

of light refraction on a large scale is represented by means of rays while 

the finer details are treated with the wave theory. More observations are 

needed that deal with the microscopic optical effects of the mirage. The 

finer details that arise mostly from focussing and interference are not 

~ommonly observed. They require close examination of areas that are highly 

selective in time and place. 

2. Cross Section of Surveyed Literature 

The contents of this report are hased on a survey of literature on 

atmospheric refraction in general and on optical mirages in particular. 

The survey began with the review of such basic sources of information on 

atmospheric optics as Meteoroiogische Optik, by Pernter and Exner, Phycics 

of the Air, by Humphreys,The Nature of Light and Coiour in the Open Air, 
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by Minnaert, and The Compendium of f.1eteorowgy. These sources present 

historical summaries, and their contents are to a large extent based on 

literature surveys. Key references mentioned in these sources were ex

amined and a large volume of literature was subsequently collected by 

following successive reference leads. Pertinent information on atQOS

pheric scintillation was obtained from several sources, in particular 

from Optiea~ Scinti~Zation; A Survey of "the Literature, by J. R. ~leyer

Arendt. A cross section of the collected literature is listed belo\~. 

Because of the wide range of aspects covered, the literature is listed 

in the following categories: (1) papers on optical mirage the contents 

of which are mostly descriptive, (2) papers that propose theoretical 

models of atmospheric refraction or optical mirage, (3) papers that com

pare theory and observation, (4) ~a~ers that are concerned with the 

application of terrestrial light refraction to meteorOlogy, surveying, 

and hydrography, (5) papers that present average values of terrestrial 

refraction based on climatology, and (6) papers on atmospheric scintil

lation. Within each category, publications are arranged chronologically. 

In Category 1, descriptive accounts of mirages go back in time to 

1796, when Joseph Huddart observed superior mirages near Macao. (Earlier 

accounts can be found in Meteoro~ogisahe Op"tik.) Numerous recent obser

vations of abnormal atmospheric refraction can be found in The Marine 

Observer. The two "classical" observations most frequently quoted as 

having "triggered" a long series of in\-estigations on optical mirage are 

-the observations of Vince and Scoresby. Vince (1798) from a position on 

the sea shore observed multiple images of shi~s, some upright and some 

inverted, above the ocean horizon; Scoresby (1820) observed elevated 

images of ships and coastal lines while navigating near Greenland. Both 

observations were carefully documented and results were read before 

bodies of the Royal Society. 

Proposed theories of the mirage (category 2) are basically of three 

types, that are best represented by the respective works of Tait (1883), 

Wegener (1918), and Sir C. V. Raman (1959). Tait (in his efforts to ex

plain the observations by Vince and Scoresby) considers a vertically 
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finite refracting layer having a continuous change in refractive index, 

and formulates the ray paths for a plane-stratified atmosphere. Wegener 

(motivated by mirage observations made during his stay in Greenland) 

replaces Tait's finite refraction layer with a "reflecting" surface - i.e., 

a surface of discontinuity in the refractive index - and formulates the 

ray paths for a spherically stratified atmosphere. Raman questions 

the use of geome~ric optics in the theory of the mirage and shows by 

means of physical optics that the upper boundary of the refracting !ayer 

resembles a caustic surface in the vicinity of which focussing and inter

ference are the major mirage-producing effects. ~.l three theories quite 

accurately describe various mirage observations. 

Comparisons made between observation and theory (category 3) indi-

cate that the two are compatible - i.e., abnormal light-refraction phenomena 

are associated with anomalous atmospheric-temperature structure. Many in

vestigations (category 4) are concerned with determining ~he effects of 

light refraction on optical measurements made in such fields as surveying 

and hydrography. Corrections for refraction based on average atmospheric 

conditions have been computed (category 5). Of specific interest to 

meteorologists are the attempts to develop inversion techniques for ob

taining low-level temperature structure from light-refraction measurements 

(category 4). The temperature profiles that can be obtained do not have 

the desired resolution and accuracy. D~ring the last decade, literature 

on atmospheric scintillation has become extensive due to its importance 

to astronomy, optical communication, and optical ranging. A selected 

number of recent papers are presented in category 6. 

The publications categorized below represent a cross section of the 

various endeavors that have resulted from the Earth's atmosphere having 

light-refraction properties. The body of information is fundamental to 

the contents of this report. In addition to the listed literature, many 

other sources of information on atmospheric optics were consulted in its 

production. They are. referenced throughout the text, and are compiled 

in a bibliography at the end of the report. 
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3. Basic Physical Concepts and Atmospheric Variables Involved 

in Light Refraction 

A. General 

In a vacuum or in a medium of constant dens.ity, the energy from a 

light-emitting source travels along a straight line. Consequently, a 

distant obse~Jer sees the light source at its exact locat~on. In a 

medium of variable density, such as the earth's atmosphere, the direc

tion of energy propagation is deflected from a straight line; i.e., 

refracted. Refraction causes an observer to see a distant light source 

at an apparent pOSition that differs from the true position by an angular 

distance the magnitude of which d~pends oncthe degree of refraction, Le. 

on the degree of density variation between the observer and the light 

source_ Changes in the direction of energy propagation arise principally 

from changes in the speed of energy propagation. The latter is directly 

related to density. 

A clear picture of what causes refraction is obtained by means of 

Huygen's principle which states that each point on a wavefront may be 

regarded as the source or center of "secondary waves" or "secondary 

disturbances," At a given instant, the wavefront is the envelope of 

the centers of the secondary disturbances. In the case of a travelling 

wavefront the center of each secondary disturbance propagates in a direc

tion perpendicular to the wavefront. When the velocity of propagation 

varies along the wavefront the disturbances travel different distances 

so that the orientation of their enveloping surface changes in time, 

i.e., the direction of propagation of the wavefront changes. 

Practically all large-scale effects of atmospheric refraction can 

be explained by the use of geometrical optiCS, which is the method of 

tracing light rays -- i.e., of following directions of energy flow. The 

laws that form the basis of geometrical optics are the law of reflection 

(formulated by Fresnel) and the law of refraction (formulated by Snell). 

When a ray of light strikes a sharp boundary that separates two trans

parent media in which the velocity of light is appreciably different, 
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such as a glaS~ plate or a water surface, the light ray is in general 

divided into a reflected and a refracted part. Such surfaces of dis

continuity in light velocity ~o not exist in the cloud-free atmosphere. 

Instead changes in the speed of energy propagation are continuous and 

are large only over layers that are thick compared to the optical wave~ 

lengths. It has been shown (J. Wallot, 1919) that, in this case, the 

reflected part of the incident radiation is negligible so that all the 

energy is contained in the refracted part. Since in the lower atmos

phere, where mirages are most common, absorption of optical radiatio.n 

in a layer of the thickness of one wavelength is negligible, Sne11'~ 

law of refraction forms the basis of practically all investigations: of 

large-scale optical phenomena that are due to atmospheric refraction 
. . 

(Paul S. Epstein, 1930). 

B. Optical Refractive-Index ~f the Atmosphere 

The optical refractive index (n) is defined as the ratio of the 

velocity (v) at which monochromatic (single wavelength) light is propa

gated in a homogeneous, isotropiC, non-conductive medium, to the velocity 

(e) of light in free space, i.e., n = c/v. In free space, i.e., outside 

the earth's atmosphere. n = 1. Thus, in the case of a monochromatic 

a given ~edi~. ~/~ >1. !n case the light 

Signal is not monochromatic and the velocities (v) of the component waves 

vary with wavelength (A), the energy of the Signal is propagated with a 

group velocity u where u = v -A(dv/dA). The group refractive index is 

given by e/u'~ n - A(dn/dA) (Jenkins and White, 1957). In the visible 

region of the electromagnetic spectrum the dispersion, dn/dA is very 

small (see Table 1) and a group index is nearly equal to the index at 

the mean wavelength. 

For a gas, the refractive index is proportional to the density p of 

the gas. This can be expressed by the Gladstone-Dale relation: 

1 n - 1 .= kp:; k ir (1) 
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.;': . Table 1 ,. . . ., Di;PBt'DENCE OF OPTICAL REFRACTIVE-INDEX 
" ,. 
f ON ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE AND WAVELENGTH ,. 
r; 

!,: 
~-
~. 

;!" 

r Ca) Pressure Dependence 
J.: 
~. 

Conditions: 5455 A • 15u C 

p. mb n 

.j" 

1,000 1.000274 

950 1.000260 

900 1.000246 

(b) Temperature Dependence 

Conditions: 5455 A • 1013.3 mb 

T, °c n 

0 1.000292 

15 1.000277 

30 1.000263 

(c) Wavelength Dependence 

Conditions: 1013.3 mb. 15"C 

A, A n 

4,000 1. 000282 

5.000 1.000278 

6.000 1.000276 

7.000 1.000275 

8.000 1.000275 
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where k is a wavelength-dependent consta~t. P and T are the pressure and 

temperature, and R is the gas constant. The refractive index of a mix

ture of gases, such as the earth's atmosphere, is generally assumed to 

obey the additive rule, that is, the total value of n - 1 is equal to the' 

sum of the contributions from the constituent gases weighted by their 

partial pressures. When the atmosphere is considered as a mixture of dry 

air and water vapor, 

(n - l}P = (P - e) (nd - 1) + e(nv - 1} 

or 

n = nd - ¥ (nd - nv) 

where P denotes the total pressure of the mixture, e the partial water 

vapor pressure and the subscript? d and v refertD dry air and water 

vapor, respectively. Using Eq. (I), the refractiv~ index n of the moist 

air at any temperature T and pressure P can be written 

n - 1 = :: fa - 1 - ~(nd nv )) 

where nd and nv are 'the refractive indices at Po and To' For A = S4SSAo 

(about the center of the visible spectrum), at ~ = 1013.3.rob (760 mm Hg) 
o • 

and To = 273 K. nd 1.000292 and nv = 1.000257, so that 

n - 1 = (78.7 x 10-6) ~ (1 - 0.12 ¥) 
ForF = 1013.3 mb, maximum values of e!p(air saturated with water vapor) 

for a range of tropospheric temperatures are as follows: 

273 

0.006 

283 

0.012 

288 

0.017 

293 

0.023 

298 

0.031 

303 

0.042 

It is evident that in problems related to terrestrial light refraction 

the effects of humidity on the atmospheric refractive index are negli

gible. It is of intere~t to compare the formula for the optical refractive

index with that for radio waves in the centimeter range. The latter can be 

.... zitten 

(n - 1) = (77.6 x 10-6) ~ (1 + 4810 ~, 
T T:fj 
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~=l The formula for the optical refractive index can be written 

P 
n - 1 = kR T 

d 

where Rd = gas constant for dry air. By introducing k ,as a fWlction 

of wavelength (Johnson. 1954). a final expression for the optical 

refractive-index in the atmosphere can be written as 

n - 1 A + _....;:B,--....- + 

02 2 02 2 
- 0 - 0 

(2) 
C 

0 1 O2 

where the 0
0 

are resonance lines and 0 is the wavenumber in inverse 

microns (i.e~ IrA). The latest equation is (Edlen. 1966): 

(n
a 

- 1) x 106 = (77.497) % 0.013) P
a 

Za- l [0.306007 + 88.258~2+ 0.5868 
T 130 - 38.9 

where na is the refractive index of dry air containing 0.03% CO
2

, Pa 
is the partial pressure of dry air. and Za- l is the inverse compres

sibility factor for dry air (Owens, 1967). Za- l is very close to 

Wlity; for P = '1013;25 mb. T = 288.l6°K (15°C), Za- l -1 = 4.15 x 10-4 . a ' 
The standard value of Za- l is assumed, i.e., the constant is 

77.497 x 1.000415 = 77.53 , 

Table 1 gives the range of n for various ranges of atmospheric 

pressure, t2mperature. and wavelength. The listed values are of suf

ficient accuracy for a discussion of optical mirage. For a more 

recent version of Eq. (2) and differences in n smaller than 10-6 

reference is made to the detailed work by Owens (1967). 

Table 1 shows that the optical refractive index of the 2tmosphere 

is a relatively small quantity and that its largest variations'with 
, -5 

temperature. pres~ure and wavelength are of the order of 10 . Such 

small changes in the refractive index correspond to relatively small 

changes in the direction of optical-energy propagation. Hence. an 

optical image that arises from atmospheriC light refraction cannot be 

expected to have a large angular displacement from the light source. 
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c. Snell's Law of Refraction 

Snell's law, formulated for Lhe refracLion aL a boundary, may be 

sLaLed as follows: Lhe refracLed ray lies in Lhe plane of incidence,. 

and Lhe ratio of the sine of the angle of incidence LO the sine of the 

angle of refracLion is constant. The constant is equal to the ratio of 

the indices of refraction of the two media separated by the boundary. 

Thus, Snell's law of refraction requires that: 

sinej> 
sinej> , =~ n 

where cj> and cj>' are the angles of incidence and refracLion respectively 

in the first and second medium. while n arid n' are Lhe corresponding 

values of the refracLive index (see Fig. 1). 

VERTICAL 

n> n l 
nl (LESS DENSEl .................. ~=-................. BOUNDARY 
n (DENSEl _ ---

FIG. 1 SNELL'S LAW OF REFRACTION 

The angle of refracLion (ej>') is alway's larger Lhan Lhe angle of 

incidence (cj» when n > n', and the direction of energy propaga.tion is 

from dense-to-rare. The critical angle of incidence (cj>c) beyond which 

no refracted light is possible can be found from Snell's law by substi

tuting cj>' = 90°. Thus, 
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For all angles of incidence >~c the incident energy is totaZZy ref2ec~ed3 

and the angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence (Goos and 

Haenchen, 1947). 

Mirages arise under atmospheric conditions that involve "total re

flection." Under such conditions the direction of energy propagation 

is from dense-to-rare, and the angle of incidence exceeds the critical 

angle such that the energy is not transmitted through the refracting 

layer but is "mirrored." 

ou sly applied by Wegener 

tion (Wegener, 1918). 

The concept of total reflection is most rigor

in his theoretical model of atmospheric refrac-

Snell's law can be put into a form that enables the construction of 

a light ray in a horizontal layer wherein the refractive index ch~nges 

continuously. Introducing a nondimensional rectangular $,Z coordinate 

system with the x-axis in the horizontal, tan $ = dx/dz, where $ .denotes 

the angle between the vertical axis and the direction of energy propaga

tion in the plane of the coordinate system. Snell's law can now be 

applied by writing 

and 

where no 

tan $ 
sin $ sin ejI 

cos $ = ..J l-siniejl 

sin $ 

and $0 are initial values. 

~-
n

12 sin ejlci..n 

• 

Substitutioil 

na sinejlO 
dz -

/n2 n2 . 2 
2 2 

1 - a s~n ~o - no sin 
2 n 

gives 

(3) 

~O 

When the refractive index n is expressed as a continuous function of X 

and z, the solution to the d~fferential equation (3) gives a curve in the 

X, ;; plane that represents the light ray emanating to thc point (11
11

'+/1)' 
0) 

!'OT c)Cample. when ,," Jecrua"":-i I i'II"II"ly wi III ~ "'TCH'd'lly' III "., " .. 
II 

Eq. (3) can be inte&.r::atcJ in the form 
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x 2 
COS 4>0 - z 

dz 

For an initial refractive index nO and an initial direction of energy 

flow Bo' integration between 0 and z gives: 

2 
cos 80 - z 

This equation represents a parabola. Hence. for a medium in which n 

changes with z in the above prescribed fashio~. the rays emanating from 

a given light source are a family of parabolas. 

When the ordinate of the nondimensional coordinate system is to 

represent height.z must represent a quantity az'. where z' has units of 

height and a is the scale factor. 

By introducing more complicated refractive-index profiles into 

Eq. (3). the paths of the refracted rays from an extended light source 

can be obtained and mirage images can be constructed. .Tait and other 

investigators have successfully used this method to explain various 

mirage observations. 

Application of Eq. (3) is restricted to light refraction in a plane

stratified atmosphere and to refractive-index profiles that permit its 

integration. 

D. Partial Reflections fro~ 'Atmospheric Layers 

The theory of ray tracing or geometrical optics does not indicate 

the existence of partial reflections. which occur wherever there is an 

~rupt change in the direction of propagation of a wavefront. An approx

imate solution to the wave equation may be ob~ained for the reflection 

coefficient applicable to a thin atmospheric layer (Wait. 1962); 

2 

~ 
2 f~] e-

Z, 

dz 
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where R is the power reflection coefficient. ~ the angle of incidence. 

Z is height through a layer boun.ded by Zl and Z2' and Ko'is the vacul.DD 

wavenumber Ko = 2 viA • The equation is generally valid only when the 

value of R is quite small. say R<10-4. 

This result can be applied to atmospheric layers of known thickness 

and refr~ctive index d:5tribution; the most convenient model is that in 

which d~/dz = const. for Zl ~ Z ~ Z2 and dn/dz = 0 everywAere else. 

Although some authors have argued that the reflection coefficient using 

this model depends critically upon th~ discontinuity in du/dz at the 

layer boundaries. it can be shown using continuous analytic models that 

the results will be the same for any functional dependence so long as 

the transition from dn/dz = 0 to dn/dz = const. occurs over a space that 

is not large- compared to the effective wavelength. The effective wave

length is defined as Asec¢. For the simple linear model, R is given by 

R -_- Gn 2,,,, sinl;112 
[-2- sec " ~J 

where a = Kocos¢h, 6n is the total change in n through the layer. and 

h is the thickness of the layer. h = Z2-Z~. For large values of h/A' 

and n .. ~nce large values of a, the term sina/'a may be approximated as 

1/ a for maxima of sin-a. Since h/A is always large for optical wave

lengths, e.g. h/A; 2 x 104 for a layer 1 cm thick, the power reflection 

coefficient may be approximated by 

R:; [:- ~J 2 SCC6 $ 

Atmospheric layers with ~~ 3.0 x 10-6 and h 1 em are known to 

exist in the surface boundary layer. e.g. producing inferior mirage. 
-5 For visible light with a "center wavelength" of 5.6 x 10 cm (0.561J). 

, -5 Ao/h is thus 5.6 x 10 • R then becomes 

-20 6 R _ 1.6 x 10 sec~. 

100S' 
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This is a very small reflection coefficient. and light from even 

~he brightest sources reflected at normal incidence by such a layer 

would be invisible to the human eye. The situation may be different 

at grazing incidence or large 0; for a grazing angle of 1°. 0 = 89°. 
6 10 . 

se~ 0 3.54 x 10 .• and 

R ; 5.6 x 10-10 • 0 = 89° 

The critical grazing·ang~e. Qc ' for a total reflection for the 

thin layer under discussion is given by.9c _ ,(2i;;i. which yields a 

value of 0.007746 rad or 26.6'. Substituting 0 = 890 33.4' in the 

equatio~ for R gives 

R £ 7.4 X 10-8 • ~ = 89° 33.4' 

Since the human eye is capable of recording differences at least 

as great as 3.5 x 10-8 (Minnaert, 1954). partial reflections of strong 

light sources may occasionally be visible. The theoretical treatment 

discussed here shows that as ~he critical angle for a mirage is exceeded 

there should be a drop in reflected intensity on the order of 10- 7 

10-8• so that instead of a smooth transition from totally ~o partially 

reflecting regimes. there should be a sharp decrease giving the impression 

of a complete disappearance of the reflection. This.is i~ agreement with , 
observation. The theory also indicates that faint images produced by 

partial reflection of very bright light sources. e.g. arc lights. may 

be seen at angles somewha~ larger than the critical angle for a true 

mirage. 

E. Spatial Varia~ions in the Atmospheric Index-of-Refraction 

As ,U.ctated by Snell's law. refraction of light in the earth's 

atmosphere arises from spatiaZ variations in the optical refractive

index. Since~(P~T.A) according to Eq. (2), the spatial variations of 

n(A) can be expressed in terms of the spatial variations of atmospheric 

pressure and temperature. Routine measu~ements of the~atter two quan

tities are made by a network of me~eorological surface observations and 

upper-air soundings. When the op~ical wavelength depencence of n is 

neglected, Eq. (2) takes the form (for:::;" 5455 A. 

n - 1 = (78.7 x 10-6) E 
T 
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and the gradient of n is given by 

Vn = (78.7 x 10-6)(; VP - ~ v, 

optical mirages are most likely to form when atmospheric conditions of 

relative calm (no heavy cloudiness. no precipitation or strong winds) and 

extended horizontal visibility «10 miles) are combined with large radiative 

heating or cooling-of the earth's surface. Under these conditions the verti

cal gradients of pressure and temperature are much larger than the horizontal 

gradients. i.e.~ the atmosphere tends to be horizontally stratified.~ Thus. 

Vn ~ -~: =(78.7 x 10~6)(~ ;~ - ~ ;;) 

an _ (78.7 x 10- 6) t- (=IL _ aT) 
az - T Rd az 

or 

(4) 

Thus~ the spcrtial, vaz>icd;ion in the refractive ind.ez~ i.e.~ 1.igh-: refraation~ 

depends primaril,y on the vertiaa1. tempera1;ure gradient. When an/az is 

negative and the direction of energy propa?ation is from dense to rare. the 

curvature of light rays in the earth's atmosphere is in the same sense as 

that of the earth's surface. Equation (4) shows that an/az is negative for 

all vertical gradients of temperature except those for which the temperature 

decreases with hei~ht ~ 3.40 e/100 m. No light refraction takes place when 

an/az = 0; in this case aT/az = _3.40 e/lOO m. which is the autoconvective 

lapse rate. i.e •• the vertical temperature-gradient in an atmosphere of con

stant density. Table 2 gives _the curvature of a light ray in seconds of 

arc per kilometer for various values of aT/az near the surface of the earth 

(standard P and T). When ray Curvature is positive. it is in the same sense 
as an earth's curvature. 

*Whenhorizontal gr~dients in the refractive index are present. the complex 

mirage images that occur are often referred to as Fata Morgana. It is 

believed. however. that the vertical gradient is the determining _factor in 

the formation of most images. 
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Table 2 

CURVATURE OF LIGHT RAYS FOR VARIOUS VALUES 

OF VERTICAL TEMPERATURE-GRADIENT AT 

STANDARD CONDITIONS OF PRESSURE 

(1013.3 mb) AN~ TEMPERATURE (2730 K) 

aT 
az CURVATURE OF LIGHT 

COC/loOm) RAYS ("/Jan) 

-3.4 0 

-1.0 5.3 

-0.5 6.4 

0 7.5 

+6.9 22.7 

+11.6 33.0 

..: 

From Table 2 it is evident that two types of vertical temperature 

variation contribute most to the formation of mirages; these are temper

ature inversions [(aX/cs) >oJ and temperature lapse rates exceeding 

3.4oC/100m (the autoconvective lapse rate). Superautoconvective lapse 

rates cause light rays to have negative curvature (concave upward), and 

are responsible for the formation of inferior mirages (e.g., road mirage). 

The curvature of the earth's surface is 33"/km. and thus whenev::!r there 

is a sufficiently strong temperature inversion, light rays propagating at 

low angles will follow the curvature of the earth beyonn the normal 

horizon. This is the mechanism responsible for the formation of promi

nent superior mirages. 

F. Meteorological Conditions Conducive to the Formation of Mirages 

The strength and frequency of vertical temperature gradients In the 

earth's atmosphere are constantly monitored by meteorologists. The 

largest temperature changes with height are found in the first 1,000 m 

above the earth's surface. In this layer, maximum temperature gradients 

usually arise from the combined effects of differential air motion and 

radiative heating or cooling. 

The temperature· increase through a low-level i!lVcrsion layer t";m 

\"ary from a few degrees to as much as joOe d~ring nighttirnl: cool i ng uf 

the ground layer. During daytime heating, the temperature can drop by 

as "<;1:"~il as ::OOC in the first couple of meters above the ground 
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(Handbook of Geophysics and Space Environments~ 1965). Large temperature 

lapses are generally restricted to narrow layers above those ground sur

faces that rapidly absorb but poorly conduct solar radiation. Temperature 

inversions that are due to radiative cooling are not as selective as to 

the nature of the lower boundary and are therefore more common and more 

extensive than large lapses. Temperature inversions can extend over hori

zontal distances of more than 100 km. Large temperature lapses. however. 

do not usually extend uninterrupted over distances more than a couple of 

kilometers. 

At any given location. the frequency of occurrence of large temper

ature lapses is directly related to the frequency of occurrence of warm 

s~y days. Fig.2 shows the average distribution of normal summer sun

shine across the United States· (Visher. 1954). More thar- seventy percent 

of the possible total is recorded in a large area extending from the Missi

ssippi to the West Coast. Consequently. low-level mirages associated with 

~arge temperature lapses may be rather normal phenomena in this area. 

Dis!rLbution for summer and winter of the frequency of occurrence of tem

perature inversions <150 m above ground level are shown for the United 

States in Fig. 3 (Hosler, 1961). The data are based on a two-year sampling 

period. Figure 4 shows the distribution across the United States of the 

percentage of time that the visibility exceeds 10 kID (Eldridge, 1966). 

When Figs. 3 and 4 are combined it is seen that large areas between roughly 

the ~Ii .. sissippi and the West Coast have a high frequency of extended hori

zontal visibility and a relatively high frequency of low-level temperature 

inversicns. These meteorological conditions are favorable for the forma

tion of mirages. On the basis of the ~limatic data shown in Figs. 2, 3, 

and 4 it can be concluded that at some places a low-level mirage may be a 

rather normal phenomenon while in other places it may be highly abnormal. 

An example of the sometimes daily recurrence of superior mirage over the 

northern part of the Gulf of California is discussed by Ronald Ives (1968). 

Temperature inversions in the cloud-free atmosphere are often recorded at 

heights up to 6,000 m above the ground. These elevated inversions usually 

arise from descending air motions, although radiative processes can be 

involved when very thin cirrus clouds or haze layers are present. Narrow 
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layers of high~level temperature inversion~ e.g., 40 C measured in a 

vertical distance of a few meters, extending without appreciable changes 

in height for several tens of kilometers in the horizontal direction have 

--been encountered (Lane, 1965). Such inversions are conducive to mirage 

formation when they are accompanied by extended visibility in the hori

_ontal as well as in the vertical. A climatology of such inversions 

can be obtained from existing meteorological data. 

4. Visual Characteristics of Light-Refraction Phenomena in the 

,Cloud-Free Atmosphere 

A. General 

Light refraction as it occurs in the eart.h's atmosphere can be divided 

into random refraction and systematic or regular refraction (Meyer-Arendt, 

1965). Random refraction is due to the small-scale (meters or less), rapid 

(seconds) temperature fluctuations associated with atmospheric turbulence, 

and is responsible for such Jhenomena as the scintillation of stars and 

planets, and the shimmer of distant objects. Systematic or regular refrac

tion is the systematic deviation of a propagating wavefront by temperature 

gradients that are extensive in space (on the order of several kilometers 

or more) and persistent in time (on the order of an hour or more). Sys

tematic refraction leads to the apparent displacement of a light source 

from its true pOSition. The light source can be outside the atmosphere 

(astronomical refraction) or within the atmosphere (terrestrial refraction). 

Random and systematic refraction generally act simultaneollsly so that the 

associated effects are superposed. 

Values of astronomical and terrestrial refraction computed for average 

atmospheric temperature structure are well documented. The angular differ

ence between the apparent zenith distance of a celestial body and its true 

zenith distance (as observed from a position near sea level) is zero at 

the zenith but gradually increases in magnitude away from the zenith to 

a maximum of about 35 ~n. of arc on the horizon. Thirty-five minutes of 

arc is very nearly equal to the angle sub tended by the sun's or moon's 

disc (30 min.), so that when these heavenly bodies appear just above the 

horizon they are geometrically just b~low it. Figure 5 shows average values 

of astronomical refraction as a function of zenith angle. The very large 
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increase in refraction toward the horizon ~auses frequently observed 

distortions of the sun's or moon's disc. Normally. ~he differentiaZ 

refraction between the point of the lower limb (touching the horizon) 

and the point of the upper limb (30 min. above the horizon) amounts to 

about 6 min., so that when on the horizon; the sun or moon appears to 

an earth-bound observer as an ellipse rather than a circle. Recent ob

servations indicate that the setting sun or moon as seen from outside 

the earth's atmosphere also appears flattened due to refraction (Cameron, 

et a"L.~ 1963). Under abnorrrnaZ a"tmospheric temperature conditions~ the 

differentia"L refraction can be so Za:toge that the rising or setting S1.07. 

or moon appears in grossZy distorted form (O'Connell 1958). 

Terrestrial-refraction angles have been computed as a function of 

zenith angle and altitude of the luminous source (Link and Sekera 1940; 

Saunders, 1963). Depending on height. refraction angles computed with 

reference to sea level vary from.::.5 sec. of arc at a zenith angle of 50 

to ~12 min. of arc at a zenith angle of 860
• Above 42 Icrn refraction is 

negligible. 

The importance of the seemingly small astronomical and terre'strial 

refraction on visual observations can be evaluated as follows. Resolv

ing theory and practice have established that the human eye (which is 

a lens system) cannot resolve. separate clearly, or recognizably identify 

two points that subtend an angle to the eye of less than 1/160 = 3.75 min. 

(Tolansky 1964; Minnaert, 1954). Under standard atmospheric-temperature 

conditions. angular deviations due to astronemical and terrestrial refrac

tien that are larger than 3.75 min. occur when distant light sources are 

less than about 140 above the horizon (zenith angle larger than about 

760 ). Hence, the effects of systematic atmospheric refraction on visual 

observations of a distant light source (point source) which is less than 

about 760 from the zeni~h can be considered negligible because the aver

age human eye cannot clearly separate the source from its refracted image. 

HOlJ)ever~ when the "Luminous point; source is "Located at about 140 or "Less 

from the hor'Z.zon~ the "Location a:nd appearance of the source as seen by a 

dist~Lt observer are those of its refracted image. Close to the horizon, 

refraction becomes large enough to affect the visual observations of 
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extended sources. Thus, it is evident that the evaluation of observations 

of light sources that are close to the horizon requires knowledge of the 

characteristics of refracted images. 

B. Characteristics of the Mirage 

1. Geometry of Illumination and Viewing 

When a luminous source is near the horizon,Ci.e., near the horizontal 

plane of view of its observer) the optical path length through the atmos

phere is maximum. In this case, systematic refraction is at a maximum and 

the visual effects can be l~ge when layers of anomalous vertical tempera

ture gradient are present. There are, however, important practical limita

tions as to how much the apparent position of a refracted'image can diff~r 

from the true position of the source. Limits in the viewing geometry can 

be determined by Snell's law using limiting values of the optical refrac

tive index. 

Observations indicate that a temperature change of 300 C across 

relatively thin «1 km) layers of temperature inversion or temperature 

lapse approximates the maximum change that can be expected (Ramdas, 1951). 

Thirty degrees Centigrade correspond to a refractive-index change of about 

3 x 10-5 (Brunt, 1929). Combining this maximum change in the optical 

refractive index with the range of values listed in Table I, the following 

limits ar~ suggested as the range of the refractive index Cn) that can 

be expected in the lower cloud-free atmosphere. 

1.00026 < n < 1.00029 

Substitution of the upper and lower limit into the equation for total 

reflection gives 

. 1.00026 
sJ.n¢a= 1.00029 0.999970 

and 

Hence, when a horizontal layer or boundary across \o;hich n has the assumed 

maximum variation of 1.00029 to 1.00026 is illuminated by a light source 

(direction of propagation from dense to rare), the angle of incidence has 

to exceed 89.50 (1/20 grazing angle) in order to get total reflection and 

a possible mirage image. For aZZ practiaaZ purposes, 0.50 
a~L be ao~;id

ered as the near-mazimum angZe of iZZumination that win aZZow for 

formation of a mirage. When the refractive index decreases with height 
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across the boundary and illumination is from below. the mirage image 

appears at a maximum angular distance of about 10 above the true position 

of the light source as illustrated in Fig. 6a. Henco:~ orLI.< degree of CU'C 

771U8t represent about the marimum angul.ar distance that can be expected 

berueen the true position of tr.e Ught source and its refracted image. 

When the image appears above the true position of the source, the mirage 

is referred to as a superior mirage. When the refractive index increases 

with height and illumination is from above, an inferior mirage appears, 

i.e., the image lies below the true position of the source as shown in 

Fig. 6b.In terms of vertical temperature gradient. the superior mirage is 

associated with an inversion and the inferior mirage with a large temper

ature-lapse. 

It is evident that the presence of a ~er of l.arge temperature

gradient is necessary but not sufficient for mirage formation. A remain

ing requirement is the presence of Z-ight that iZ-Z-wninates the Z-ayer at 

grazing incidence. The incident light can originate from a physical 

source such as sun, moon. or planet. or it can be ~kylight or sunlight 

reflected from the ground. 

Whether the mirage is observed or not depends on the position of the 

observer with respect ~o the light source and the refracting layer. The 

planar geometry involved in a mirage observation can be illustrated by 

applying Eq. (3): 

j n 2 _ n 2 sin2 ~ 
o 0 

to a rectangular coordinate system in which the abscissa coincides with 

the ground. For simplicity it is assumed that n2 = n2 - z (i.e •• the 
. 0 

refractive index.n , decreases with height). so that the solution to 

Eq. (3) represents a family of parabolas of the form 

2n sin e Jnz cosz a - z o 0 0 0 

(In applying Eq. (3): z represents az 'Where z' has units of height and 

a is the scale factor). The family of parabolas. sketched in Fig. 7. can 

be thought of as representing the light rays £rom a point source located 

at the origin of the coordinate system. Using the uFper and lower limit 
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of the optical refractive index, n = 1.00029 and n = 1.00026, the largest 
o 

horizontal distance (D) is covered by the light ray for which 9 = 89.50 
. 0 

(angles are exaggerated in Fig. 7). All mirage images must be observed 

within this distance (see Fig. 7). D can be expressed in terms of the 

height (H) of the refracting layer as follows. For each member of the 

family of parabolas, 2 is maximum at the point where (dz/dx) = 0, Le., at 

the point (2= nocoSZ 90 , X = n~ sin 290), Since each member is symmetric 

with respect to this point also, 

D _ 2n~ sin 2 (89.50 ) 
-a - 4 tan 89.50 

n 2 cos2 (89.50) o 

Hence, D = 500H, i.e., all mirage images in this particular case are 

observed within a distance from the light source that is about 500 times 

the thickness of the refracting layer. For example, when the thickness 

of the refracting layer is 10 meters, no mirage observations of a partic

ular object are likely beyond a distance of 5 km. At about 5 km an image 

of the object may appear at an elevation of about 0.50 , while within 5 kL~ 

images may appear at increasingly lower elevation angles until the eye can 

no longer clearly separate the image from the source . 

The preceding discussion applies only to the case where the observer 

is located within, or at the boundary of, the mirage-producing layer, If 

the observer is some distance above or below the mirage-producing layer, 

mirages of much more distant objects may appear. 

From the above, it is evident that principal characteristics of the 

optical mirage are the small elevation angles under which the phenomenon 

is observed ~lo) and the large distances (tens of kilometers) between 

observer and "mirrored" object that are possible. The geometry of the 

mirage explains why many observationi are made on or near horizontally 

extenSive, flat terrain such as deserts, lakes, and oceans and fTequently 

involve images viewed through binoculars (oases, ships, islands, coastal 

,geography). Furthermore, the above geometry illustrates that the duration 

of a mirage observation is critically dependent on whether or not the 

source and observer are 'in relative motion. For example, when the light 

source is moving in such a way that the angle of illumination, 9
0

, oscill

ates around the critical angle, a stationary observer located at A in 

Fig. 7 may see a mirage image that alternately appears and disappears. On 
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the othe4 hand, when the observer is moving relative to the source (from 

A to B in Fig. 7). the mirage image can change elevation. thereby creating 

an illusion of motion. 

2. Number and Shape of Mirage Images 

It has been recognized that systemati~ refraction of the light from 

a single source can lead to muZtiple mirage images the shapes of which 

can be complicated. The early observations by Vince (1798) and Scoresby 

(1820) included sightings of completely or partially ~nverted images of 

a single distant ship. From a coastal position on the English Ch~'nel. 

John Parnell (1869) observed five elevated images. all in a Vertical line. 

of a lighthouse on the French Coast. All five images had different shapes. 

During their observations in Spain. Biot and Arago (1809) observed up to 

four elevated images of a distant (161 km) light signal. The images 

disappeared and reappeared intermittently and at times joined to form a 

narrow vertical column of light which subsequently separated into two 

parts. the lower part appearing red and the upper part appearing green. 

The above observations resulted from abnormal atmospheric light-refraction 

the observed images were distant. and in most cases detailed descriptions 

were made with the aid of binoculars. 

Practically all theoretical and experimental investigations of optical 

mirages (e.g •• Wollaston 1800; Hillers 1914; R. W. Wood 1911~ have been 

concerned with demonstrating the number and shape of observed'images. 

Tait's theoretical treatise and Wollaston's laboratory experiment can be 

considered classical examples. Tait's terrestrial-refraction model repre

sents a hcrizontally stratified atmosphere. and a vertically finite refrac

ting layer with a continuous change in refractive index. Under these 

assumptions the paths of light rays are represented by the solution to the 

differential equation: 

dx = n" sin CPo 

In2-n~ sin2cpo 

where n can be expressed as a continuous function of height (z). Tai t 

shows that the number and shape of mirage image~ de,psnd on the detaiZed 

s"tructure Of the refractive-iru!ex profile (temperature pl>ofiw) within 

the retracting layer. For example. the elevated mirage image of a distant 
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object becomes inverted when the refractive index in the upper part of 

the refracting layer decreases more rapidly with height than in the lower 

part. This "clasSical" explanation of image inversion is illustrated in 

Fig. 8. Shown are the paths of two light rays obtained from solving 

Eq. (3) for n2 = n~ _ .z2. Thus. the refractive-index gradient Can/az) in 

the upper part of the(refracting layer is much larger than in the lower 

part. When the observer's eye is placed at the origin of the ~z coor

dinate system. observed image-inversion. a:I'ises from the arossing of light 

rays. 

Apparent vertical stretching (elongation, towering) 6f a luminous 

object due to refraction is illustrated in Fig. 9. For the sake of clarity. 

height and elevation angles are exaggerated. A horizontal refracting layer 

is assumed that is 10 meters thick and through which the refractive index 

(n) decreases with height (Z) from 1. 00029 to 1. 00026 according to the 

relation n 2 = (1.00029)2 - z2. Hence. the refraction of a light ray in

creases with height. It can be shown that a 10-m-high luninous object 

placed at a horizontal distance of 2 km subtends an angle of approximately 

26.5' at the origin. In the absence of the refracting layer the object 

would have subtended ~, angle of 16.8'. The apparent vertical stretching 

is brought about by the refractive-index profile; i.e., the increase in 

'~ending' of the light rays with height elevates the upper part of the 

luminous source. VerticaZ stretching can lead an observer to underesti

mate the true distance to the Zuminous object. Vertical shrinking (stoop

ing) of an extended object can be demonstrated similarly by assuming a 

refractive-index profile that is associated with a decrease of the gradient 

with height. In the case of vertical shrinking. the true geometric dis

tance to the object involved is usually smaller than the apparent distance. 

Many examples of image inversion, vertical stretching. and shrinking 

due to abnormal atmospheric refraction are given in The Marine Obse~er. 

Tai 1: I s theore~ical approach.. the emphasis on the r ... fracti ve- index 

profile, is basic to many other theore1:ic81 investigations of the mirage. 

For example. Wilhelm Hillers (1913) shows how two refrac1:ed images of a 

single light source can be formed when the profile in the refracting 

layer is such that the refracted rays are circular. Fig. 10 shows the 
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Nonb Adanlic Ocean 

5.5. Bristol City. Captain A. L. Webb, O.B.E. Sydney 
(C.B.) to Swansea. Observp.rs. the Master and ~Ir. R. 
~~itman. 3rd Officer. 

18th September. 1952. 2000 G.r.1. T. A vessel approach
ing end-on at 15 miles, \~ith hull just visible, appear
ed to have elongated mas~s and funnel (Fig. 1). At 

~t l~ __ m 
:...--=-~--

~'-- -- ----
I'i~. I }--II.:. :: FI~ .. ~ 

10 miles the hull also became enlarged and the bow 
\;ave, very prominent (Fig. 2), appeared to move up and 
dOhn the length of the stem. At 5 miles the vesscl 
resumed normal shape. At the sa.l',C time :!nd position a 
second vessel, \;hen 10 miles to the s'l.;ard, suddenly 
developEd an inverted imagc which lasted for 15 min 
before disappearing (Fig 3). A fel\" minutes later th" 
\\ake appeared. ',.·cry prominent. resembling heavy surf 
\,hidl lasted another 10 min lFig. ~) _ Before passing. 

.. ----- -....::::-----:::::-
--~-------

Oll t of vie\\ the vesse I appeared to take on a "b lock" 
shape (Fig. 5), only r-:.-suming its normal shape at 
brief intervals as the vessd dipped ill the slight 
swell. Sea Temp. 53°F, air temp. 52". \\et bulb 50". 
Calm sea, slight swell. 

Position of ship: 4S"32'N, 44°50'W. 

~ote. This obscrvation is also one of superior mirage 
and in Fig. 3 the inverted image is clearly seen. In 
Figs. 1 and 2 the vertical extension and distortion 
knol,·n as loomi ng ~s h·C 11 mark.·d. 

(Reproduced from The .• rarir:e ~1bsi?F.Jer, Vol. 23, :-;0. 161. 
p. 143, July 1953) 
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50uth Atlantic Ocean 

S.S. Tenagodus. Captain W. Broughton. Cape Town to 
Algiers. Observers. Mr. J. J. Diston. Chief Officer. 
and Mr. J. F. Gristwood. 2nd Officer. 

2nd March. 1955, 1730-1800 L.T. About one hour after 

, leaving' Cape Town abnormal refrac
tion was noticed around the horizon 
from SW. through N. to E. A large 
tanker. 8 miles distant on the port 
beam, was considerablY distorted; 
the funnel was greatly elongated and 
appeared taller than the masts, and 

swayed occasionally. The radar scanner appeared sus
pended well above the ship. On the starbo~d bow, 28 
miles distant. a hill 280 ft high at Ysterfontein 
Point was observed to have an inverted image. A few 
minutes later there were three inverted images; these 
gradually telescoped until the hill appeared as a block. 
Temperatures: air 66°F, sea 59°. Slight sea, low swell. 

Position of ship: 33°49'5., l8°l6'E. 

(fte.producf'd hom Thr- MarinI/!' Ob.ururl'. Vol. ~6. No. 172. April 1956) 
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geometry of this special case. The refracting layer lies above the 

observer and the distant light source. Refraction below the refracting 

layer is assumed negligible, i.e. , light rays are rectilinear. When 

the light rays penetrating _the refracting layer are circles concentric 

about M. two separate rays emanating from the light source reach the 

observer's eye and all rays imtermediate and outside these two fail to 

be tangent to a concentric circle. Consequently, the observer views 

two separate images. An example of three observed images of a distant 

hill is shown in the figure on page 1026 in an excerpt from 'l.'he Ma:t'ine 

Observer. 

Tait's arproach cannot be applied indiscriminately to all mirage 

phenomena because integration of Eq. (3) is restricted to a selected 

range of refractive index profiles. Furth~rmore, the effect of the 

earth's curvature is excluded so that only mirage ph~nomena associated 

with not-too-distant objects can be considered. Hence, Tait's model 

cannot explain mirage observations associated with extraterrestrial 

sources such as the sun or the moon. 

Alfred Wegener (1918) has developed an atmospheric-refraction model 

that explains distorted images of the sun, moon, planets, or stars that 

are often observed near the horizon. Wegener assumes a spherically 

stratified atmosphere and reduces the refracting layer to a refracting 

boundary or surface of total reflection. Wegener demonstrated that when 

the refracting boundary lies above the observer and the sun is on the 

horizon. the boundary refracts the solar light rays in such a way that 

the observer views two separate images of the solar disc, a flattened 

upper image and a distorted lower image. Fig. 11 shows the successive 

form of the two images for a setting sun or moon in the presence of a 

70 temperature-inversion layer 50 m above the observed as computed by 
Wegener. The degree of deflection of the incoming light rays and con

seq~ently the degree of distortion of the solar disc dep~nds on the 

refractive-index change or temperature change across the reflecting 

boundary. When the temperature change is small, only a single distorted 

image of the solar disc appears. When the change across the boundary is 
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very large only the the flat upper part of the "split" solar image is 

seen. so that the setting sun appears to vanish above the horizon. When 

the atmosphere is highly stratified. i.e .• when several horizontal refract

ing boundaries are present. the setting sun can appear like a Chinese 

Pagoda or like a stack of discs. The refracted images of the setting sun 

computed by Wegener's model agree closely with those photographed and 

described by Do J. K. O'Connell (1958) in connection with a study of the 

green and red flash phenomena. 

Wegener's model is not restricted to luminous sources outside the 

earth's atmosphere. ~t can be applied to distant terrestrial objects 

such as mountains from which emitted light rays are at grazing incidence 

to the top of the refracting boundary. Wegener's model of atmospheric 

refraction illustrates the characteristics that are basic to many spec

tacular risings or settings of sun, mo'on, or planet. Following are three 

accounts of such abnonlal atmospheric-refraction phenomena as given in 

The Marine Observer. 

The atmospheric-refraction models of Tait and Wegener quantitatively 

explain the basic characteristics of the most commonly observed mirage

images. Other theoretical investigations are available that di~cuss var

ious special aspects. For example, the theory of the superior mirage by 

Odd H~Ub explains the appearance of up to four images from a single source. 

Wilhelm Hillers treats the special case of a lateral mirage, i.e., the 

refr:'!ction of light when ~;,.::! refractive-index gradient is horizontal, as 

may be the case along a wall heated by solar radiation. Koji Ilidaka and 

Gustav Forster discuss the theory of refraction when the surfaces of con

stant density in the atmosphere are somewhere between horizontal and 

vertical. Together, these theoretical models explain adequately the 

varying ways in which a mirage image can appear to an observer. Current

ly, there is no singZe model with a numerical solution to all aspects of 

the mirage. 
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ABNORMAL REFRACTION 

Off coast of Ponugal 

M. V. Australind. CJptam J. F. Wood. Port Said to Bremen. Observer, 
Mr. D. Ewan, Chief Officer. 

27th April, 1950, 054~549 C.M.T. The 3ccompanying sketches picture 
the sequence of shapes assumed by the sun as a result of refr..lction. After 

~ 
~ C2 0 <=> 

(1 ) (2) (3) (4] 

Q CJ C) C> 

(5] IS] (7] 

clearing the horizon the sun slowly regained its nonnai proponions and ~t 

an altitude of 1 t no refraction was apparent. No land was visible ncar the 
phcnomenon. Wind N. force 4. Barometer 1O~G·3 mb .. air temp_ 5 S· F. 
Sky cloudless. 

Position of ship: Latitude 38· 04' N., Longitude 9· 24' W. 
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ABNORMAL IlEFllAcrlON 
NortIl AdIUIdc: Oceaa _ 

O.w.s. Wuthtr Rlalrdlr. Captain A. W. Ford. At Ocean Weather Statioo A. 
Obaerver, Mr. J. BallaDtyDe. 3rd Officer. . 

sth May, 1955, ZZ20-3a40 C.M.T. Towarda SUDBCt abnormal refraction was 
obRrvcd, and for a while two IIUDII w= visible. A falae sun ,,-as 8CCO for half iu 

za20 

diameter on the horizon, and touching the n:al sun above. The n:al sun "'"lIS partly 
ob.cured by cloud. The f.;dsc sun persisted for 3 or 4 :nin after the real sun had 
let. A vertical ray with reddish coloration e~ded to about 4° above the real sun. 

(Reproduc~d from Th~ Mar,n,. Obsrrl·~r. Vol. 26, ~o~ 172, .\pril 11J5b) 

ABNORMAL REFRACIION 
EDgIlsh CIwmel 

M.V. Timaru Star. Captain H. W. McNeil. London to Cura~o. Observer, 
Mr. N. Johnson, 3rd Officer. 

Q o 
(,.) 

+th January, 19S6. While proceeding dov.'Il the English Channel at 0800 C.M.T., 
shortly after sunrise. the sun was observed to ha~-e a distorted appearance (sketch [l· 
By oSlO while the sun continued to rise a false" sun" began to set. Two minutes 
later there was a distinct gap between the true sun and the false and by 0814 the 
false sun was no longer visible. In the area of the rising true sun the sky was clear 
and a bright orange in colour. A phenomenon similar to sketch 2 was observed at 
sunset on the same day. 

Position of ship: 50° 0S'N., 02° 04'w. 

(Rroprodu.;:ed froC! Th~ ,"Grln~ Ob$~rll"". Vol. :!7. Nn. 175, p. 13, 1957) 
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3. Effects from Focussing and Interference 

A recent theore~ical and experimental investigation of the optical 

mirage is presented by Sir c. V. Raman (1959). Sir c. V. Raman demon

strates that multiple, inverted images of a single object can arise from 

interference and focussing of the incident and reflected wavefronts near 

the boundary of total reflection. Raman's work, which is entirely based 

on wave theory, suggests the interaction of wavefronts within a refracting 

layer as a mechanism in mirage fcrma+ion. 

The occurrence of focussing and interference in situations that give 

rise to mirage, examined specifically by Raman, is also evident from var

ious investigations based on geometrical optics. For example, the crossing 

of light rays mentioned in connection with image inversion implies inter

ference of wavefronts at the points of intersection. 

The visual effects from focu~sing and interference must be considered 

in particular when plane-parallel radiation (radiation from a very distant 

source) is incident on a layer of total reflection. In this case, there 

is a constant crossing of light rays within a relatively narrow region of 

the refracting layer, as illustra~ed in Fig. 12 (for the sake of clarity, 

height ~d elevation angles are exaggerated). In Fig. 12, a circular 

collimated li~ht-beam of diameter A is incident on the lower boundary of 

a temperature-inversion layer at angle equal to or exceeding the critical 

angle for total reflection. Interference of the incident and reflected 

wavefronts occurs in a selected layer near the level of total reflection. 

This layer, shaded in Fig. 12, has a maximUIIl thickness B, which is depen

dent on A. In the absence of absorption, the amount of radiant energy, 

flowing per unit time through ~A2 equals that flowing through ~B2. When 

B is less than A, the energy density at B is larger than at A, so that the 

brightness of the refracted light. beam increases in the layer of inter'~ 

ference. 

An example of the ratio of A to B can be g~ven with the aid of Eq. (3). 

It is assumed that the optical refractive index through the inversion 

layer varies from no = 1.00029 to n = 1.00026 ~ccording to n 2 = n~ - z. 

When the angle of incidence is near the critical angle for total reflection 

(Q ~ 89.50
), the ljght rays within the inversion layer are parabolas and 
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the level of total reflection coincides with the upper boundary of the 

inversion layer •. Under these conditions, it can be shown that 

B A 
A 16H 

where H is the th5.ckness of the temperature-inversion layer. When the 

diameter A of the incident light beam is less than 16H, B is less than 

A and a brightening or focussing occurs near the top of the inversion. 

When the angle of incidence of the light beam is larger than the criti

cal angle, - 89.50
, the level of total reflection lies belo,,' the upper 

boundary of the inversion layer. In this case, brightening can still 

occur near the level of total reflection. but the restrictions on the 

~equired beam-diameter become rather severe. The above example, based 

on a special case, demonstrates that sudden brightening can be encount

ered near the upper boundary of a refracting layer UJhen optical mirages 

are associated with a rerracting layer that is thick with respect to 

the diameter of the incident Zight beam from a distant source and UJhen 

the angle of incidence is near the critical ar~le. 

Observations of the brightening phenomenon must be considered rare 

in view of the selective location of its occurrence within the temper

ature-inversion layer and the requirement of plane-parallel incident 

radiation. Upper-level inversions seem most likely to produce the 

phenomenon. Some photographs showing apparent brightening of "spike" 

reflections on the edge of the setting sun are sho"~ in O'Connell(1958, 

c.f., p. 158). 

~licroscopic effects due to interference of wave fronts \-:ithin the 

area of brightening are illustrated in Fig. 13. Wavefronts are indi

cated rather than light rays. Unless absorption is extremely large, 

light rays are nOI1llal to the \'avefront. A train of plane-parallel I,aves 

is assumed incident on the lower boundary of a refracting layer in which 

the refractive-index decreases with height. When the angle of incidence 

equals the critical angle, the incident waves are refracted upon enter

ing the refracting layer and are totally reflected at the upper boundary 

The crests and troughs of the waves are indicated by solid lines and 

dashed lines, respectively. At the upper boundary, the \~avefronts of the 

incident and reflected waves converge to a focus. The focus is called 

a cusp. The upper boundary of the refracting layer resembles a caustic, 
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i.c .• an envelope of the moving cusps of the propagating wavefronts. 

Because of the focussing of wavefronts, a large concentration of radiant 

energy is usually found along the caustic (see Raman, 1959). In the 

area where the incoming and outgoing wave fronts interact. destructive 

interference is found along AA' and ce' (troughs meeting crests). while 

constructive interference is found along BB' (incident and reflected 

waves have similar phase). Hence. brightness variations can be expected 

in the interference layer, as demonstrated by Sir c. V. Raman (1959). 

To what extent the microscopic effects from interference and focussing 

can be observed under dctua1 atmospheric conditions of mirage is not 

known. Undoubtedly. the proper relation between refracting layer and 

distant light source must be combined with an observer's position near 

the upper boundary of the refracting layer. If the dark and bright 

bands in the area of interference can be observed. the observer could 

easily get the impression that he is viewing a rapidly oscillating light 

or a light that is drawing near and moving away at rapid intervals. 

Nighttime observations by airplane are most likely to provide proper 

evidence of this effect. 

Currently. the focussing and interference effects are the least 

explored and consequently the least discussed of the various aspects 

associated \~i th optical mirage. 

4. Refractive Separation of the Color Components 

of l'o'hite Light (Color Separation) 

Due to the wavelength dependence of thc optical refracti,c index, 

systematic refraction of \,hite light leads to a sep.l.ration of the com

posing colors. Visible e;:rects of coZo~ s~aration are most fpe~uentZy 

associated with astronomicaZ refraction. In this case. the light enters 

the atmosphere at an upper boundary where n approaches unity for all 

wavelengths. At an observation site near sea level n is ~avelength-depend

ent, so that from the upper boundary of the atmosphere to the observation 

site the indiVidual color components are refracted at different angles. 

The basic composing color of white light may be assumed to be red (24%). 

green (3S~.), and blue-violet 3S~o); the red is refracted less than the 

green. while the green is refracted less than the blue-violet. The 

visual effects of color separation depend on~the ::enith 
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angle of the extraterrestrial light source. When a white light source 
o 

is more than 50 above the horizon, the color separation is simply too 

small to be resolved by the eye. Close to the horizon it can be observed 

only in the case of very small light sources. The principle of color 

separation in astronomical refraction is illustrated in Fig. 14. The 

light from an extended source enters the top of the atmosphere and is 

separated with respect to color in the order red, green, blue, and 

violet. A bundle of light rays of diameter 0 can be selected for which 

all colors, upon refraction, converge at O. Hence, an observer at 0 

sees the entire color mixture as white. When the extended source has 

a diameter larger than D, an area rather than a single point of color 

blending is formed. Ho\\,ever, when the diameter of the source becomes 

less than D, the point of color convergence, 0, recedes from the loca

tion of the observer. Now the observer begins to see a gradual refractive 

separating of color such that red tends to lie below green, and green 

tends to lie below blue-violet (s~e Fig. ·14). 

The diameter of tr..:' U~Iot: ream from a given extraterrestrial source 

decreases "ith respect to an earth-bound observer, \\'ith increasing dis

tance from the zenith, as illustrated in Fig. 14. Thus, when the zenith 

angle increases, the appcu'ent diameter D of the light source decreases 

rapidly to a minimum value on the horizon. Hence, the chance of having 

a light source of diameter less than D is greatest on the horizon. Thc~

fore" color sepa2'C:tion is observed most frequently on the hori.:zon" when 

-the li{;ht source is reduced 1;0 a bright point like a star 02' a minute por

tion of the so~ or ~unar disc. A prominent example of the visible 

effects of color separation is the so-called Green Flash. This phenom

enon is sometimes observed when the sun disappears in a clear sky below 

a distant horizon. The last star-like point can then be seen to change 

rapidly from pale yellow or orange, to green, and finally, blue, or at 

least a bluish-green. The vividness of the green, when the sky is ex

ceptionally clear, together with its almost instant appearance and 

extremely short duration, has given rise to the name "green flash" for 

this phenomenon. 
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The same gamut of colors. only in reverse order, occasionally is seen 

at sunrise. The observations of the Green Flash require an unusually 

clear atmosphere such that the sun is yellowish, and not red, as it begins 

to sink below the horizon. A red setting sun means that the blue and 

green portions of the spectrum are relatively strongly attenuated by the 

atmosphere and hence indicates that conditions are not favorable for see

ing the greenish segment. Thus, the meteorological conditions required 

for observing color separation are even more stringent than those required 

for observing optical mirages. Examples of color separation associated 

wi~h astronomical refraction are given on the following page in excerpts 

from The Marine Observer. 

In terrestrial refraction the composing colors of white light are 

very seldom separated to the extent that the effects can be obser~ed with 

the naked eye. ~nen the wavelength dependence of the refractive index is 

put back into Eq. (4), 

on = 77 5 (1 • 5.15 x 10-' • 1.07 ~ WjW6 ~3.4DC _ "T) 
oz· ).2 ). T 100 m dZ' 

Hence, for a given temperature inversion, the refractive index (n) decreases 

somewhat faster with height (z) for). = o. '\l (blue) than for A = 0.7 1.1 (red). 

so that the blue rays are refracted more than the red rays. However. the 

difference is generally too small to be resolved by the eye. Only under 

very special conditions can a visible effect be imagined. For example, when 

a 100-m-thick inversion layer is assumed to be associated with a ~ = 30oC, 

the change of the refractive index for blue light and red light is respec

tively. 6n(0.4 1.1) = 3.01 x 10-5 and ~n(0.7 1.1) = 2.93 x 10-5 . ~ben the optical 

refractive indices at the lower boundary of the inversion are no (0.4 1.1) : 

1.000282 and no (0.7 1.1) ~ 1.000275 (corresponding to P =1013.3 mb and 

T = l50 C), values at the upper boundary are no (0.4 1.1) = 1.000252 and 

n(0.7 1.1) = 1.000246. When white light is incident at the lower boundary 

of the inversion at an angle ~o such that 

1.000246 
1. 000275 

1.000252 
> sin 410 > 1.000282 

then the blue rays are totally reflected by the inversion layer but the red 

rays are t.ransmitted. Hence, for ¢o = 890 33' 30" the blue rays are totally 

reflected, and for ¢o • 890 33' 54" the red rays are totally reflected. The 

visible effects of color separation that can arise when ¢o fluctuates from 
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SEITING OF THE PLANET VENUS 
India.!l_Ocean 

5.5. StrQth"aur. Captain 1. M. Sin;lair. Australia to London. Observer, 
Mr. J. C. Vint, Supernumerary 2nd Officer. 

6th December, 1957 at 2]05 S.~l.T. The accomp;myinl! sketch ilbstrates the 
RED OR&.Lf'f 

o o 
changes observed in the planet as it was setting. Prismatic binoculars were used to 
observe the phenomena. 

Position of ship: 01 0 ~+OoN., 8+0 pOE. 

NOle. The phenomena seen :It the setting of the bric:hr rlancts '·emus and Jupit • .:r \,";3tj. 

considerabh' on different occasions and. arC! al\\";1\"5 intcn:stinJ.r. Somctir.lcs nu double 
images oc:c:~r. \\"hen thr...·· ... are seen. thf!'\,' m:n' be 'of the s:Lnle or different colours. The 
green colour is not always ~et:n before the ins'til~t of scttinl!. as it W3S in this obsll::n·:t.tion. 

(Rrl'ruducf"d frum Tht! -"a,..,It! Obu·rlJr,., \'gl. :28. No. ]82. p. J'I4. Ort.. 1955) 
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images oc:c:~r. \\"hen thr...·· ... are seen. thf!'\,' m:n' be 'of the s:Lnle or different colours. The 
green colour is not always ~et:n before the ins'til~t of scttinl!. as it W3S in this obsll::n·:t.tion. 

(Rrl'ruducf"d frum Tht! -"a,..,It! Obu·rlJr,., \'gl. :28. No. ]82. p. J'I4. Ort.. 1955) 
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GREEN FLASH 
Soatb Au.atic 0ceIuI 

~-----.,..... 

M.V. DriIIa. captain F. J. Swallow. Las Palmas to Buenos Aires. Obsen;er, 
Mr. W. M. Wheatley, Chi~f Officer. 

28th January, J956. At sunset th~ sun, when half a diamerer above th~ horizon 
bccam~ lemoQ-colour~d, although th~ shape remain~ normal. Th~ final visibl~ 
segment of th~ sun tum~d to a vivid electric blue. VISibility excelknt. The sky 
after sunset was colourful with great clarity of clol!d shapes and colours. Cloud 
3/8 Cu and Ac. 

Position of ship: J8° 28's., 38° 2S'W. 
NolO. The name of this phenomenon at sunset or sunrise is the •• green Rash .• , green heinl( 
the colour most usually seen. It would not be practicable to name it according to the colour 
observed, lIS these eomprise various shades of green and blue, also purple or violet. We h.ve 
had more obxrvations of blue, purple or "iDler flashes in recent years. \VItil.: these colours 
are admittedly much less frequently seen than \"";ous shades of green. it does appear .h., 
th~ are not as rare as ",,-as rormerly supposed; a probable explanation or this is that more 
obxrvers are now ........ tc:h.ing for the ph~omenon_ 

Red sea 
M.V. GIoIJuster. Captain D. A. G. Dickens. R.N.R. Jeddah to Suez. Observer, 
Mr. R. E. Baker, Chief Officer. 

o WI .... ,! 

19th February, J956. Abnormal refraction was observed as the sun set, apparently 
shaped as shown in the sketches. The gr~en flash \,;as sem all the time the upper 
half of th~ sun was disappearing, approximately 30 sec; not only the detach"d 
pieces appeared green but the edges of the main body 3$ well. 

Position of ship: 22° oS'N., 380 25'£. 

North Pad6c Oc:eao 
S.S. Pacific Northrz:~t. Captain F. H. Perry. Panama to Los Angeles. Obsen;cr, 
Mr. W. P. Crone, 4th Officer. 

29th January, 1956. Half a minut~ befor~ setting at beari,,~ 2620 Venus appeared 
to tum bright red, becoming orange again just before setting. At the mornent of 
setting at 0345 C.M.T. there was an ~merald green flash of I sec duration. This 
observation was made with the aid of binoculars. Cloud 2i8. 

Position of ship: 24° 55'N., Jl2" 44'w. . 

(Reproduced from TIt~ "'arlne Ob:s~rlJl!r. \'01.27. No. 17S. p. 15. JDn~ 195i) 
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GREEN AND RED FLASHES 
Soulh Pacific OceaD 

?tV. Cambrit1.t:,. C-.pt:lin P. 1'. O. H:lrrison. Wellington to Balboa. Observers. 
the Master, Mr. P. Bower, Chief Officer, and Mr. L. Money, 4th Officer. 

znd May, 1957. \\'hen the sun rose at 0700 S.M.T. a green fbsh was pbinly Seen. 
There was a bank of cumulus "'hose base was one sun's diameter aboyc thc 

horizon an.d as the sun disappeared behind the cloud a red flash occurred lasting 
fully 3 5eC. 

Position of ship: 380 51'S., 1750 lO'\\". 

(R~prcJ"c~d frorn Thr fl"r,nr Obs.rrver. \.",,1. 28. N'o~ 180. p. I j. '\1'1"11 1958) 

S. S. Sir.a. 
Richardson. 

SEITING OF THE PLANET JUPITER 

Gulf of Mannar 

Captain N. Maguire. Rangoon to Cochin. Observer. Mr. J. 

3rd December. 1950. 1755 C.M.T. Jupiter on setting showed a red spot 
on the side nearest to the horizon. The spot was visible through binoculars 
and telescope but not to the naked eye. The sky was clear in the yicinity 
and the phenomenon was visible from the time that the planet was 20 
above the horizon. 

Position of ship: 7° 40' N. 77° 47' E. 

N(Jle. When ;JbnOmla1 refraction is present the light of st.:lr'S or planets near the 
horizon tcnds to be elongated into .::J. short spectrum with the rcd nC::J..rcst the horizon' 
and the green .and blue f:u-thcst from the horizon. M.any v.arietics of phenomena 

result. especially in the case of the bright plancts Jupiter and Venus; thcse .rc marc 
often Sc:en with binoculars th;Jn with unaided vision. At times the p1anet may _ppcar 
double. onl! red and one !7ecn. or thc colour of the planct may ~hangc (rom red to 
green. In C;JSCS of extrc:-ml! refraction the planet may be S4::en to "swim H :about with 
a latenl 11I0tion. accompanied by ch;Jnges of colour. llSll:llly from r..:d to grel. .. n. with 
momentary returns [0 the normOiI colour of the pb.net. The green fhsh of su ndsc 
or sunset is an cxamph: of the: S3mc thing: the upp.:rnlost green imllgc ot" the sun's 
limb is visible for a fraction uf ..1 second arter the ~un hilS set. 
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890 33' 30" to 890 33' 54", are illustrated in Fig. 15. It is assumed that 

the white-light source is far away so that the incident rays are near para

llel. For cp ::: 890 33' 30" the blue rays are totally reflected by the red 

rays penetrate the upper boundary of the inversion. When cp varies from, 
o 

890 33' 30" to 0)0 33' 54" the red rays are alternately transmitted and 

totally reflected. Hence, an observer near A may see an elevated image that 

is alternately bluish and white, while an observer at B may see a reddish 

image that disappears and reappears. The small fluctuation in 9 can be 
o 

produced by atmospherjc turbulence or short-period changes in the lower 

boundary of the inversion. Color ch~lges from red to green that frequently 

occur when distant lights are observed can be similarly explained. In 

general, visible color saparation is the result of a combined action of ran

dom and systematic atmospheric refraction. 

Thus, unusual color effects that can be observed with the unaided eye 

can be associated with mirage phenomena. Occurrence of these effects, how

ever, must be considered unusual in view of the s~ecial set of circumstances 

required for their development. 

5. Effects from Atmospheric Scintillation 

Scintillation defines the rapid variations in apparent brightness, 

position. or color of a distant luminous source when viewed through the 

atmosphere. If the object lies outside the earth's atmosphere, as in the 

case of stars and planets. the phenomenon is termed astronomical scintill

ation; if -.;he luminous source lies within the atmosphere. the phenQlllenOn 

is termed terrestrial scintillation. 

Scintillation occurs when small-sc~le (meters or less) inhomogeneities 

in atmospheric density interference with a propagating wavefront for a 

short duration of seconds or minutes. Such inhomogeneities are generally 

associated with turbulance and convection. Turbulence convection are most 

apparent in atmospheric layers close to the earth's surface where they 

develop under proper conditions of solar heating, wind velocity. and terrain. 

However, they can occur also at high levels in the atmosphere. Scintill

ation has been found associated with atmospheric layers near the tropopause 

(30.000 to 40,000 feet) • 
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Rapid fluctuations in brightness(scintil}a~ion in its strictest 

sense) are' observed most frequently. The reason for this may be that, 

on the average, the time interval between moments of nearly maximum 

brightness is around 1/10 of a second, a value that coincides with the 

frequency to which the human eye is most sensitive. Higher frequencies 

of scintillatio~ do occur (30 to SO per second), but their significance 

is restricted to measurement made by means of optical equipment such as 

telescopes. The apparent brightness fluctuations of a distant source 

may be so intense t.hat an observer sees the light source as "flashing 

on and off." 

Fluctuations in position are often referred to as "shimmer", 

"dancing", or "wandering", and involve the apparent jerky or cont.inuous 

movement. of an image about a mean point. Observations of this phenomenon 

are not as common as observations of intensity fluctuations. Under 

standard atmospheric conditions, position changes vary from 1" to 30" 

of are, and such displacements can hardly be observed with the naked 

eye. Only under abnormal atmospheric conditions are apparent position 

changes manifest. Their occurrence is most probably ~n the case of point 

sources, i.e., sources having no apparent diameter. Position changes of 

a planet like Venus or Jupiter do occur, but actual observations are 

limited to very unusual at.mospheric conditions when the changes in direc

tion of the planet'S light rays are so large as to be of the same order 

of magnitude as t.he apparent. diameter (0.5 to 1.0 minutes of arc). 

In the case of an extended luminous source, a slow or rapid "pulsa

tion" can be observed. This contraction and expansion of the image usually 

results in apparent changes of the image size. Occasionally, pulsation 

of the solar or lunar limb can be observed during setting or rising. 

In general, the effect.s of scintillation are minimum when the lumi

nous source is viewed near the zenith, ~,d maximum when the source is 

viewed near the horizon. When terrestrial light. sources are involved, 

the scintillation increases with distance and is highly dependent on 

the meteorological conditions. 

The many detailed discussions of scintillation encount.ered in the 

lit.erature are primarily concerned with the application of optical in

strum~nts to ~stronomy, optical communication, and optical ranging. In 
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this case, all light sources viewed through the atmosphere exhibit effects 

of scintillation irrespective of their position with respect to the zenith. 

when observations are made with the unaided eye~he above-mentioned effects 

of scintillation are manifested only when the observation concern objects 

close to the horizon (at low elevation or "low in the sky"). Under these 

conditions, the most spectacular visual effects can be expec~ed ~hen the 

effects of scintillation (random refraction) are superposed on any visual 

image ~hat arises from regular a1;mospheric refraction. 

The following section on aerosol particles has been contributed 

by Mr. Gordon D. Thayer of ESSA: 

C. Light scattering by aerosol particles 

An apparent optical image formed by light scattered out of a beam 

by a thin haze layer may be mistaken for a mirage. The theory of optical 

propagation in a scattering, attenuating atmosphere is well covered by 

Middleton (1952), an excellent reference containing much material on vision 

and the visibility of objects seen th~cugh the atmosphere. 

The luminance or brightness, B, in e.g. 1umens/m2, of an extended 

object or optical source is invariant with distance except for losses due 

to scattering or absorption along the propagation path. Except under con

ditions of heavy fog, clouds, or smog, absorption is small compared to 

scattering, and may be neglected. If the scattering coefficient per unit 

length, 0 , is constant, attenuation of a light source of int=insic brigh~

ness B is given by 

B = B e -OR3 o 
where R is the distance of range trav~lled by the light frc~ the source 

to the point of observation. The portion of brightness lost by scatter

ing out of the path is given by 

B = B (1 -oR) s 0 - e ; 

this loss represents ligh~ that is scattered in all directions by the 

molecules of air and aerosol particles present in the propagation path. 

Secondary scattering is neglected. 

The quantity oR is often called the optical depth of an atmospheric 

layer, although it is a dimensionless quantity. Thus for thin layers 

~here oR is small, the scattered light flux, F, in e.g. lumens, is 

F ~ oRF s 0 
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':':~ where F is the light flux incident on the layer. 

The intensity, Is' or light flux per unit solid angle, of the 

light scat~ered from a small volume of air, v, is the product of the 

incider.t light lfux, Fo ' the volume sca~tering function, B'(~). and 

the average ~hickness of the viUume. The scat~ering angle, .p, is de

fined in Fig. 16. The intensity of light scat~ered at an angle .p with 

respect to the incident beam is~ually defined in terms of the incident 
2 illuminance, E, or flux per un~t area in e.g., lumens/m on an element 

of volume dv. This results in 

hence, l(~) = [v EB'(.p)dv, dI(¢) = EB'(.p) dv, 

which, in the case of a small sc~ttering volume where E and B'(~) may 

be considered nearly constant over the entire VOlume, reduces to 

I(~) :: EoB'(~)v. 

The units of B'(~) are typically lumens scattered per unit solid 

angle per unit volume per lumen incident light per unit area; I(¢) then 

unit of light intensity equal to one lumen 

scattering function is normalized by 

sin ¢ sin ¢d¢ = cr; 

is expressed in candles, a 

per steradian. The volume 

2'!T J: 5' (¢) 
o 

hence for an isotropic scatterer, for which 5'(¢) = const. = 6~, 6'= 4". 

The volume scattering function relative ~o an isotropic scatterer is 

conveniently defined as 

f(~) = 4" 6' (q,) 
o 

The relative volume scattering function for very clear air has 

~axima at ¢ = 0° and 180°, F(¢) :: 3.3 and 1.7 respectively, and a mini

mum of ¢ = 90°, f(.p) :: 0.5. Industrial haze, or smog, has a strong 

maximum at ¢ = 0°, F(.p) :: 8, and a minimum at ~ 

f(¢) = 0.2 , with a weaker secondary maximum at ¢ = 180°, f(¢) = 1.3. 

As an example of a scattering situation, consider a very clear 

~tmosphere with a total vertical optical depth of 0.2; this is about 

LWice the optical depth of a standard atmosphere of pure air (r.!iddleton, 

(1952). The linear scattering coefficient, Q, for this atmosphere will 
-5 -1 be about 2 x 10 m near the ground. Assume that a haze layer one m 

in thickness and with an optical depty of 0.02 exists at 100 m above 
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the ground; the total optical depth of the composite atmosphere will 
-2 -1 be 0.22. The value of cr appropriate to the haze layer is 2 x 10 m • 

a factor of 103 greater than for the "clear" atmosphere above and below_ 

To an observer on the ground. the additional extinction of light 

caused by the presence of the haze layer. amounting to only 1.6% of the 

incident light from a source near the zenith. would not be perceptible 

except possibly very close to the horizon. However. light scattered 

out of an intense beam by the haze layer could be easily visible_ 

Assume that a fairly powerful light source is aimed straight up from 

the ground; taking as typical values. e.g •• for an automobile sealed 

beam unit. an intensity. 1
0

, of 3 x 104 candles (30.000 candlepower) and 

a beam width of 6°, the light flux incident on the layer at h = 100 m is 

neglecting 

""0' is 7.85 
layer is 

Fo = 236 lumens, 

attenuation in the air be10w the layer. The beam solid angle, 

x 10-3 steradians. The incident illuminance, Eo' on the 

Fo 10 2 
E - - • 3 lumens 1m 

o A - i1 
where the illuminated area, A =woh2. is 78.Sm

2 
The scattering volume, 

v, is 78_Sm3 since the layer is one meter thick. and the intensity of 

the scattered light is 

I (~) 

(candles) • 

. If an observer is located 100 m from the light source. he will 

observe the scattered light at a distance of -140 m and a scattering 

angle.¢ , of 135°. The apparent source of the scattered light will 

appear to be elliptical. roughly 40 wide and 3° high, and will present 

an area normal to the observer, A.n , of 62.6 m2. The value of fC¢) for 

a s.trongly scattering medium at ¢ = 135 0 is about 0.2; therefore the 

light scattered to~~d the observer is 

Is = 7.5 x 10-2 candles, 

and the apparent brightness, B , of the scattering volume will be 
s 

~= 1.2 x 10-3 c/m2 
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A fairly dark, moonless night sky has a background brightness, ~, 
-3 2 of about 10 c/m; the scattered image would therefore have a total 

-3 2 brightness of: - 2.2 x 10 c/m and a contrast against the night sky of ' 

&= Bs/~ ; 1.2. At this background brightness data given by Middleton 

(1952) show that the contrast required for 50% probability of detection 

for an object of 30
_4

0 diameter is about 5.7 x 10- 2; thus the image 

hypothesized in this example would have a brightness about 20 times 

greater than the minimum detectable, and would no doubt be easily visi

ble as a pale, glowing, elliptical object. 

In contrast, the air immediately above and below the haze layer 

with a= 2 x 10-5 m- l and f(~) ~ 1.1 at ¢ = 1350 would yield a scattered 
-6 2 brightness of only about 6_6 x 10 c/m per meter thickness_ The con-

trast against the night sky of the light scattered from the beam above 
-3 or below the layer \iould therefore be on the order of 7 x 10 , which 

is not detectable with a background brightness of 10-
3 

c/m2 according 

to ~liddleton (1952). 
-2 2 Increasing the background brightness to 10 c/m, corresponding 

to a bright, moonlit night, would decrease the contrast of the scattered 

image to 1.2 x 10- 1, which is about six times the minimum detectable 

contrast at that background brightness and the image would therefore 

still constitute a fairly obvious (object). Perception of light scat

tered from the rest of the beam under this increased background brightness, 

with t: ;: 6.6 x 10-4 , would be out of the question. 

The level of background brightness for which the contraSt of the 

image in this example "ould be reduced to the point where there is only 

a 50% probability of detection by an observer looking in the right direc-
-1 ? 

tion is roughly 10 c/m-; this value corresponds to the brightness of 

a clear sky about 1/2 hour after sunset. 

Thus, scattering of light from sources of small bealll \,idth by 

locali::ed haze layers in the lower atmosphere may cause the appearance 

of diffuse, glowing patches of light, moving with movement of the light 

source, that could easily be interpreted as a UFO by an observer unfamiliar 

with such phenomena. Data given by ~Iiddleton (1952) show th ... t with common 

light sources and under average nighttime sky conditions, the main beam 
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of light could easily be imperceptible by scattered ~ight, while at the 

same time the ~ight scattered from a haze patch or layer would be easily 

visible to an observer; thus the source of the UFO-like image would not 

be apparent. 

6. Evaluation of the Sta~e-of-the-Art Knowledge 

During the last decade, active interest in optical mirage appears to 

have waned. The reasons for the apparent decline are belieoved to be two

fold. Firstly, on the basis of simple ray-tracing techniques, the mirage 

theories satisfactorily explain the various large-scale aspects of obser

vations. Thus, no disturbing contradictions between theory and observation 

have been found. Secondly, although atmospheric refraction remains of 

great interest to astronomy, optical communication, and optical ranging, 

the phenomenon of the mirage has so far failed to demonstrate a major use. 

At the present time, there is no singZe theoretical model that explains 

aZZ the aspects, both macroscopic and microscopic, of the mirage phenomenon. 

The absence of such a model must stand as evidence that shortcomings remain 

in current knowledge. These shortcomings are most eloquently discussed by 

Sir. C. V. Raman (1959), who suggests and actually demonstrates that any 

approach to explain the phenomenon must be based On wave-optics rather than 

ray-optics. The theory of wave-optiCS as applied by Si=. C. V. Raman, sug

gests the presence of some intriguing aspects of the mirage that arise from 

the interference and focussing of wavefronts in selected regions of the re

fracting layer. Raman's experimental studies reveal that when a collimated 

pencil of light is incident obliquely on a heated plate in contact with air, 

the field of observation exhibits a dark region adjacent to the plate into 

which the. incident radiation does not penetrate, followed by a layer in 

which there is an intense concentration of light and then again by a series 

of dark and bright bands of progressively diminishing intensity. 

Further theoretical and experimental investigations are warranted in 

order to determine to what extent the brightening and brightness variations 

that arise from interference and focussing can add Wlusual effects to ob

servations of phenomenon associated with abnormal refraction in the atmos

phere. 
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7. Conclusions 

When an unusual optical phenomenon is observed in the atmosphere,' 

its positive identification as a mirage cannot be made without a physically 

meaningful description of what is seen and a complete,set of meteorological 

and astronomical data. The required "hard" data are practically never avail

able for the specific place and time of observation, so that the descriptive 

account remains the only basis for identification; in this case, successful 

identification depends on a process of education. Thus, the casual obser\·er 

of an optical phenomenon can establish the likelihood that his observation 
i 

is a miraga only by being aware of the basic characteristics of mirage and 

the physical principles that gove~n its appearance and behavior. 

The conditions required for mirage formation and the principal char

acteristics of mirage images, as described in this report, are summarized 

below. The summary presents a set of standards by which to interpret the 

nature of an optical observation in terms of a specific natural atmospheric 

phenomenon. 

A. Meteorological Conditions 

Optical mirages arise from abnormal temperature gradients in the 

atmosphere. A temperature decrease with height (temperature lapse) ex

ceeding 3.40 C per 100 m or a temperature increase with height (temperature 

inVersion) is most commonly responsible for a mirage sighting. 

Large temperature lapses are found in the first 10 meters above the 

ground during daytime. They occur when ground surfaces are heated by solar 

radiation. while during nighttime they can occur when cool air flows over 

a relatively warm surface such as a lake. When the temperature decreases 

with height more than 3.40 C per 100 m over a horizontal distance of I kilo

meier or more, an observer located within the area of temperature lapse 

can sight an inferior mirage near the ground (e.g., road mirage. "water" on 

the desert). 

Layers of temperature inversion ranging in thickness from a few meterS 

to several hundred meters may be located on the ground or at various levels 

above it. In areas where they are horizontally extensive. an observer 

can sight a superior mirage that usually appears far away (beyond 1 kilo

meter) and "low in the sky." The strength of the inversion determines the 

degree of image-elevation; the stronger the inversion, the higher the image 

appears above the horizon. Layers of maximum temperature inversion (300 C) 
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are usually found adjacent to the ground. 

Calm, clear-weather cond:~ions (no precipi~ation or high winds) and 

good horizontal visibility are favorable for mirage formation. Warm days 

or warm nights during the summer are most likely to produce the required 

temperature gradients. 

B. Geometry of Illumination and Viewing 

The geometry of illumination and viewing in the case of optical mirage 

is determined by the spatial variations of refraction index that occur in 

the cloud-free atmosphere, and by Snell's law of refraction, which relates 

these variations to changes in the direction of propagating wavefronts. 

The spatial variations in refractive index are associated with layers of 

temperature inversion or temperat~e lapse. Variations of 3 x 10-5 , 

corresponding to temperature changes of 30oC, are considered near maximum. 

As a consequence of Snell's law and the small changes .in the atmos

pheric refractive index, an optical mirage develops only when a temperature

inversion layer or a layer of large temperature lapse is illuminated at 

grazing incidence. The requirement of-grazing incidence implies that the_ 

source of illumination must be either far away, i.e., near the horizon, or 

very close to or within the layer of temperature gradient. Therefore," both 

terrestrial and extraterrestrial sources can be involved. Because of the 

distance factor, the actual source of illumination may not be visible. Its 

location, however, must always be in the djrection in which the mirage image 

is observed, i. e. , observer, image and "mirrored" source are located in 

the same vertical plane. 

Another consequence of Snell's law and the small spatial changes in 

refractive index is that noticeable refractive effects are not likely beyond 

an angular distance of approximately 14 degrees above the horizon and that 

a superior mirage image is not likely beyond an angular distance of 1 to 2 

degrees above the horizon. Hence, mirages appear "low in the sky" and 

near the horizontal plane of view. An optical image seen near the zenith 

is not attributable to mirage. 

Because of the restricted geometry between observer, mirage image, and 

source of illumination, the observed image can often be made to disappear 

abruptly by moving to higher or lower ground. Furthermore, when mirage 

.. ' 
1" 
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observations are made from a continuously moving position, the image can 

move also, or can move for a while and then abruptly disappear. 

c. Shape and Color 

A mirage can involve more than one image of a single object. Obser

vations of up to four separate images, some inverted and some upright, 

are encountered in the literature. When multiple images occur they all 

lie in a single vertical plane or very close to it. 

The apparent shape of a mirage can vary form clearly outlined images 

of an identifiable object such as a distant ship, landscape, or the sun 

or moon, to distorted images that defy any description in terms of known 

o~jects (e.g., Fata Morgana). Apparent stretching either in the vertical 

or in the hQrizontal plane is common. 

During daytime, a mirage can appear silvery white ("water" on the 

ground), or dark when projected against a bright sky background, or it 

can reflect the general color of the land or seascape. Distin?tly colored 

images ranging from red and yellow to green and blue are observed when 

unusual conditions of m~rage occur near sunrise or sunset (e.g., Red and 

Green Flash) or, at night, during rising or setting of the moon or of a 

planet such as Venus. 

In the presence of atmospheric turbulance and convection, the effects 

of scintillation become superimposed on the large-scale mirage image. 

When scintillation occurs, extended mirage images appear in constant motion 

by changing their shape and brightness. I~en the image is small and bright, 

as may be the case at night, large fluctuations in brightness and under 

unusual conditions in color can give an illusion of blinking, flashing, 

side to' side oscillation, or motion toward and al~ay from the observer. The 

effects associated with scintillation can dominate the visual appearance 

of any bright point-object in tne area betl>een the horizon and approximately 

14 degrees above the horizon. 

D. Present Uncertainties 

The theory of ray optics adequately explains such observed large

scale aspects of the mirage as the number of images, image inversion, and 

apparent vertical stretching and shrinking. HOI,ever, if the interference 

and focussing of wavefronts within the refracting layer are as fundamental 
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D. Present Uncertainties 

The theory of ray optics adequately explains such observed large

scale aspects of the mirage as the number of images, image inversion, and 
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and focussing of wavefronts within the refracting layer are as fundamental 
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in mirage formation as purported by Sir C.V. Raman, the ray-tracing tech

nique may have to be replaced by the theory of wave-optics. 

Sir C. V. Raman's application of wave-optics to mirage suggests that 

under special conditions of illumination, the upper boundary of an atmos

pheric temperature inversion could exhibit a large concentration of 

radiant energy due to focussing of wavefronts. Also, interference of 

wavefronts could produce alternating layers of high and low brightness. 

Under what conditions and to what extent these brightness effects can be 

observed in the atmospherp. is not known. Relevant observations have not 

been encountered in the literature, although some unusual observations 

of the green flash made under mirage conditions (O'Connel, 1958) could 

possibly have been caused by the enhancement of brightness in an inver

sion. The visual effects from focussing and interference of wavefronts 

must be considered as the least explored aspect of mirage. 
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1. Introduction 

.. 

Chapter 5 

Radar and the Observation of UFOs 

Roy H. Blackmer, Jr. 

with contributions by 

R. J. Allen 

R. T. H. Collis 

C. Herold 

R. I. Presnell 

-------.~--.... 

This chapter covers studies of radar capabilities and limitations 

as they may be related to the appaTe~t manifestation of unidentified 

flying objects. The studies were carried out by the Stanford Research 

Institute pursuant to a contract with University of Coloradq (Order 

No. 73403) dated 23 June 1967, under sub-contract to the U.S. Air 

Force. 

The preceding chapter of this report, entitled "Optical r.lirage-

A Survey of the Literature," by William Viezee, covers optical phe

nomena due to atmospheric light refraction. 

As they became available other information and interim results of 

these studies were informally communicated to the University of Colorado 

study project in accordance with the referenced contract. 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a basic understanding 

of radar, the types of targets it can detect under various conditions, 

and a basis upon which specific radar reports may be studied. Studies 

of specific UFO incidents were performed by the Colorado project (see 

Section III, Chapter 5). 
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At first considera~ion. radar might appear to offer a positive. 

non-subjective method of observing UFOs. Radar seems to reduce data 

to ranges. altitudes. velocities. and such characteristics as radar 

zoeflectivity. On closer examination however. the radar method of 

looking at an object. although mechanically and electronically pre

cise. is in many aspects substantially less compzoehensive than the 

visual approach. In addition. the very techniques that provide the 

objective measurements are themselves susceptible to errors and anom

alies that can be very misleading. 

In this chapter we will consider how the radar principle applies 

to detection of targets that may be or appear to be UFOs. and attempt 

to establish the criteria by which sucll apparent manifestations must 

be judged in order to identify them. Since we make:! no assumptions re

garding the nature of UFOs we limit ourselves to describing the prin

ciples by which radars detect targets and the ways in which targets 

appear when detected. In a word. we can only specify the natuzoe of 

radar detection. of targets in terms of physical principles. both in 

zoegard to real and actual targets and in zoegard to mechanisms which 

give rise to the apparent manifestation of targets. It is hoped that 

these spec~fications will assist in the zoeview of specific instances 

as they arise. Even in cases whezoe radar may identify target prop

erties that cannot be explained within the accepted frame of under

standing of our physical world. the authentic observation of a tar

get having such properties will shed little or no light on its nature 

beyond the characteristics observed. and it will therefore re!llain un

identified. 

2. Radar Systems 

RADAR is an acronym for RAdio Detection And Ranging. It is 

a device for detecting certain types of targets and determining the 

range to the target. The majority of radars are also capable of 
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measuring the azimuth and elevation angles of targets. 

Radars operate on three ftmdamental principles: 

1) that radio energy is propagated at uniform and known velocity; 

2) that radio energy is normally propagated in nearly straight 

lines, the direction of which can be controlled or recog

nized; and 

3) that radio energy may be reradiated or "reflect:ed" by matt:er 

intercepting the transmit:ted energy. 

Basically radar consists of a t:ransmitter that radiat:es pulses 

of electromagnetic energy through a st:eerable antenna, a receiver that: 

detects and amplifies returned signals, and some type of display that 

presents information on received signals. 

Radar systems can be separated into ~ree general categories: 

1) operational systems, 

2) special usage srtems and 

3) experimental and research systems. These include fixed and 

portable groW1d-mo:mted systems, airborne, and shipborne 

systems. 

~1any types of radars are specifically designed to perform special

ized fW1ct:ior.s. In general, radars provide either a tracking or a 

surveillance function. The surveillance radar may scan a limitecl 

sector or 360
0 

and display the range and azimuth of all targets on a 

PPI (plan pOSition indicator). Tracking radar locks onto the target 

of int:erest and continually tracks it, providing target coordinates 

including range. velocity, altitude, and other data. The data are 

usually in the form of punched or magnetic tape with digital display 

readout. Air traffic cO!ltrol, ship navigation, and weather radars 

fall into the surveillance category; whereas instrumentation, air-

craft automatic landing, missile guidance, and fire control radars 

are usually tracking radars. Some of the newer generation of radar 

systems can provide both functions, but at this time these are very 

specialized systems of limited number and will not be discussed further. 
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In addition to the above ge~eral applications. each of the radar 

systems have special selective functions for various purposes. For 

example. some radar systems are designed so that they can tr2.ck mov

ing targets. Signals from stationary targets such as the ground, 

buildings. or even slow-moving objects are excluded from the display. 

This simplifies the display and makes it possible to track aircraft 

even though they are moving through an area from t"hich strong ground 

clutter signals wo:.:.ld otherwise mask the echo from the aircraft. 

In additic~ to the wany radar types. the radar operator has at 

his disposal many control flmctions enablilg syste:n parameters to be 

changed in order to improve the radar perfonnance for increasing the 

detectability of particular types of targets, thereby minimizing inter

ference. weather. and/or clutter effects. These radar system controls 

can modify anyone or any combination of the following characteristics: 

Transmitter output power 

Pulse repetition rate 

Sensitivity time control 

Transmitted pulse width 

AGe response time 

IF receiver bandwidth 

Transmitter operating frequency 

Antenna scan rate 

Polarization control of radiated and received energy 

Skin or transponder beacon tracking 

Receiver RF and IF gain 

Display control functions 

Numerous' signal processing techniques for clutter suppreSSion. 

weather effects. moving target indication, false alarm rate. 

and threshold controls. 

The radar operator himself is an important part of radar 

systems. He must be well trained and familiar with all of the inter

acting factors affecting the operation and performance of his equip

ment. When an experienced operator is moved to a new location, an 
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important part of his retrain.'_ng is learning pertinent factors related 

to expected anomalies due to local geographical and meteorological 

factors. 

Two other groups of persons also affect the performance of the 

radar system. They are the radar design engineer and the radar mainten

ance personnel. The designer seeks to engineer a radar which achieves 

the performance desired, in addition to being a system wr.ich is both 

reliable and maintainable. Highly trained maintenance technicians 

routinely monitor the systeDI insuring that it is functioning prop-

erly and is not being degraded by component system failures or being 

affected by other electronic systems that could cause electrical 

interference or system failure. 

During the past 30 years, radar systems design has considerably 

improved. Radars manufactured today are more complex, VersatilE, 

sensitive, accurate, more powerful, and provide more data-processing 

aids to the operator at the display console. They are also more re

liable and easier to maintain. In the process, they have become more 

sensitive to clutter, interference, propagation anomalies, and require 

be"tter trained operating and maintenance personnel. Furthermore, with 

~le increased data-processing aids to the operator, the more difficult 

becomes his target interpretation problem when the radar systems 

components begin gradually to degrade or when the propagation environ

ment varies far from average conditions. The more sophisticated radar 

systems become, the more sensitive the system is to human, component, 

and environmental degradations. 

3. Radar Fundamentals 

Radar detection of targets is based on the fact that radio energy 

is reflected or reradiated back to the radar by various mechanisms. By 

transmitting pulses of energy and then 'listening' for a reflected 

return signal, the target is located. The period of time the radar 
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is transmitting one pulse is called the pulse length and is generally 

measured in microseconds (millionths of a second) or expressed in 

terms of the length from the front to the back edge of the pulse. (A 

one microsecond pulse is 984 ft. long. since radio waves, like light 

travel 186,000 statute mps.) The rate at which pulses are trans

mitted is called the pulse repetition rate. When pulses are trans

mitted at a high rate, the receiver listening time between pulses 

for return echoes is reduced as well as the corresponding distance 

to which the energy can travel and return. This means that the maximum 

unambiguous range is decreased with increasing pulse repetition rate. 

More distant targets may still return an echo to the radar after the 

next pulse has been transmitted but they are displayed by the radar 

as being from the most recent pulse. These so-called multiple trip 

e~oes may be misleading. since they are displayed at much shorter 

ranges than their actual position. 

Other important operating characteristics of a radar are its 

transmitted power and wavelength (or frequency). The strength of an 

echo from a target varies directly with the transmitted power. The 

wavelength is important in the detection of certain types of targets 

such as those composed of many small particles. When the particles 

are small relative to the wavelength. their detectability is greatly 

reduced. Thus drizzle is detectable by short wavelength (0.86 em.) 

radars but is not generally detectable by longer (23 em.) wavelength 

radars. 

The outgoing radar ener~f is concentrated into a beam by the 

antenna. This radiation of th'~ signal in a specific direction makes 

it possible to determine the coordinates of the target from know

ledge of the azimuth and elevation a."1gle of the antenna. The desired 

antenna pattern varies with the specific purpose for which the radar 

was designed. Search radars may have broad vertical beams and narrow 

horizontal beams· so that the azimuth of targets can be accurately de

termined. Height finders on the other hane! have broad horizontal 

beams so that the he:ight of targets am be accurately determined. 

either case the radiating and receiving surface of the antenna is 

llSually a section of a paraboloid. 
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A circular beam may be described as a cone with maximum radiation 

along its axis and tapering off with angular distance from the center. 

The beam is described by the angle between the half power points (the 

angular distance at which the radiated power is half that along the 

axis of the beam). In the case of non-circular beams two angles 

are used, one to describe the horizontal beamwidth, a second to 

describe the vertical beamwidth. Later in this report the detection 

of targets by stray energy outside the main beam will be discussed. 

The size of the beam for a given wavelength depends on the size 

of the parabola. For a given size parabola the longer the wavelength, 

the broader the beam. 

When the radiated energy illuminates an object, the energy (ex

cept for a small amount that is absorbed as heat) is reradiated 

in all directions. The amount that is radiated directly back to the 

radar depends on the radar cross-section of the target. Differences 

betWeen geometrical cross-section and radar cross-section are related 

to the material of which the object is composed, its shape, and also 

to the wavelength of the incident radiation. The radar cross-section 

of a target is customarily defined as the cross-sectional area of 

a perfectly conducting sphere that would return the same amount of 

energy to the radar as that returned by the actual target. The radar 

cross-section of complicated targets such as aircraft depends on the 

object's orientation with respect to the radar. A jet aircraft has 

a much smaller rad~ (and geometric) cross-section when viewed from 

the nose or the tail than when viewed broadside. 

Equations relating the various parameters are given, in varying 

degrees of complexity, in textbooks on radar. In their simplest_ 

form the equatiOns for average received power are: 

For point targets (birds, insects, aircraft, balloons, etc.) 

p 
r 

- ------ ------

(1) 
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For plane targets (eartns surface at small depression angles) 

p 
r (471") 3 R3 2 

For volume targets (precipitation) 

(471") 3 RL 2 

Where: 

Pr average received power 

Pt transmitted power 

G Antenna gaio: 

A wavelength 

cr radar cross-section 

R range of target 

e horizontal beamwidth of antenna 

c velo~ity of radio waves 

T length of transmitted pulse 

vertical beamwidth of antenna 

n reflectivity per unit vol~~ 

(2) 

(3) 

These equations show that the intensity of echo signal varies 

according to whether the target is a point, a relatively small area, 

or a very large volume such as an extensive region of precipitation. 

The echo signal intensity of point targets varies inversely with the 

fourth power of the distance from the radar to the targets. The, 

intensity of area targets varies with the cube of the distance. and 

that of large volume targets, with the square of the distance. 

Figure 1 illustrates how the radar beamw:.dth and -'the cross

section area or volume of the target interact to give these different 
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varia~ions wi~h range of ~he re~urr.ed signal. In Fig. Aa, ~he poin~ 

~arge~ has a radar cross-sec~ion o. In Fig. Ab there may be a number 

of targets with radar cross-sec~ion 0 over an" area wi~h dimensions of 

half the pulse length and 'the beam width at range R. Replacing (] in 

equation Gl) with this new expression for radar cross-section cancels 

one R in the denonrl.nator giving the R3 relationship. When the target 

is many 0' s spread over a volmne with dimensions determined by range, 

horizontal and vertical beamwidth, and half the pulse length· (Fig. Ac) 

R appears in the numerator twice, thus cancelling an R2 in the denom

inator of equation (1). 

Because of differences in variation with dis~ance of the return 

signal from various types of targets it is apparent ~ha~ with combin

a~ions of targets the point targe~s migh~ not be detectable. For 

example, an ai~craft cannot' be·cletected when it is flying through pre

cipi tation or in an area of ground targets unless speCial techniques 

are used to reduce the echo from precipitation or ground clutter. 

Information on signals re~urned to the radar by a target may 

be presented to an opera~or in a number of ways; by lights or sounds 

that indicate there is a ~arget at a selected location; by numbers that 

give the azimuth, eleva~ion angle, and range of a selected target; or 

in 'picture' form showing all ~argets within range tha~ are cetected 

as the antenna ro~ates. The latter form of presentation is called 

a Plan Position Indica~or (PPI). Pla~e 65 shows a photograph of a PPI. 

This photograph is a time exposure equal to the time for O!le antenna 

revolution. The center of the photograph is the location of the 

radar station. Concentric circles around the center indicate dis

tance fran the station. In this case the range circles are at 10 

mi. intervals, so the t"::»tal displayed range is 150 mi. North is 

at the top of the photograp~ and lines radiating from the center are at 

10° intervals. A PPI display such as this corresponds very closely 

to a map. Often overlays with locations of cities, state boundaries, 

or other pertinent coordinates are superimposed over the PPI to aid 
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l.D locat.ing echoes. The plat.e shows a number of whi t.e dot.s or areas 

at. various locat.ions. These may be echoes from a variet.y of differ

ent. t.arget.s, or they may be the result. of interference or syst.em mal

funct.ion. 

The radar operator must keep watch of this entire area (70,650 sq. 

mi. in this example) and try to determine the nature of the targets. 

If he is a meteorologist. he watches for and tracks weather phenomena 

and ignores echoes which are obviously not weather-related. If 

he is an air traffic controller he concentrates on those echoes 

that are from aircraft for which he is responsible. Many unexplained 

radar echoes are not studied or reported for several reasons. One 

of the reasons' mig,ht be that the operators in general only t.rack tar

gets that they can! positively identify and control. Since a radar 
! 

operat.or can only'handjle a limited number (6 to 8) of targets simultan-

eously, he might not take serious note of any st.range t.argets unless 

they appear to interfe,re with the nonnal traffic he is vectoring. 

Even when the unexplained extraordinary targets are displayed, he 

has little time availaple to track and analyze these t.argets. His 

time is fully occupied observing the known targets for which he is 

responsible. In addit.ion, the operator is familiar with locally re

curring strange ,phenomena due t.o propagation conditions and suspects 

t.he meteorologi~al environment. as being the cause. In general, the op

erat.or seldom has a way in which to record the displayed data for 

later study and;analysis by specialists. 

In addition to the tracking of various targets he must. also be , 
aware of the po~sibility of malfunction of the radar. 

4. Syst.em Reliability 

Two types of failures occur in a radar system: those that are 

catastrophic and those that cause a gradual degradation. In spite 

of good maintenance procedures, there will be system component failures 

that occur due to external events such as ice or wind loading, rain 
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on the cabling and connectors, bugs and birds in the feed structure. 

The operator is not always immediately aware of such failuxes. He 

is usually located in a soundproofed and windowless room remote from 

the transmitter, antenna, and receiving hardware. The operator has 

available to him only the console display and readout equipment. 

Catastrophic systems failure is usually self-evident to the operator. 

When the transmitter power tube fails, or the antenna drive unit: fai Is, 

the operator is aware of this immediately on his PPI displ::ty. But 

when the gain in a receiving tube decreases, or the s15 tem noise 

slowly increases due to a component degradation. or the APC in the 

transmitter section begins to go out of tolerance over a period of 

days causing increased frequency modulation or "pulse ji tter" in the 

transmitted pulse, time may elapse before the operator becomes aware 

of the slOW'ly deteriorating performance. Reduced sensitivity or the 

increased receptior. of extraneous targets from ground clutter or 

nearby reflecting structure is often evidence that the radar system 

is deteriorating. 

It can be considered that a major system component of a typical 

radar might be subject to catastropic failure every 250 to 2,000 hours 

of operation (5 to 36 average failure-free days) and that graceful 

degradations of components occur continually. Possible failure thus 

beCOIIIes one cf the first causes to be considered in analyzing un

usual radar sightings. The next factor will be possible unusual 

propagation effects to which the radar is subject. Analysis of ex

traordinUy' sightings is further handicapped by the fact that the 

displayed data of the sighting usually are not recorded and that any 

explanations must frequently be based upon }nterpretations by the 

operators present at the time of the sighting. The point is that the 

operator, the radar. and the propagation medium are all fallible parts 

of the system. 
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5. Relationships between Echoes and Targets 

There are five possible relationships between radar echoes 

and targets. 

These are: 

a) no echo no target; 

b) no echo when a visual object appears to be in a position 

to be detected; 

c) echo - unrelated to a target; 

d} echo - from a target in a position other than that indicated; 

e) echo - from a target at the indicated location. 

The first and last possibilities are indicative of normal function. 

Possibility b) becomes of importance where there is an object that 

is seen visually. Then, from knowledge of the types of targets that 

are detectable by the radar. some knowledge of the characteristics of 

the visual object could be obtained. 

The situations c) where there is" an apparent echo but no target 

are those when the manifestation on the PPI is due to a signal that 

is not a reradiated portion of the transmitted pulse but is due to 

another source. These are discussed in a subsequent section of this 

chapter. 

Situations where the echo is from a target no~ at the indicated 

location d) may arise due to one or a combination of the following 

reasons. First. abnormal bending of the radar beam may take place 

due to atmospheric conditions. Second. a detectable target may be 

present beyond the designed range of the radar and be presented on 

the display as if it were within the designed range. for example. 

multiple-trip echos from artificial satellites with large radar cross

sections. Third. stray energy from the antenna may be reflected from 

an obstacle to a target in a direction quite different from that in 

which the antenna is pointed. Since the echo is presented on the 

display along the azimuth toward which the antenna is pointed the dis

played position will be incorrect. Finally. targets could be detected 
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by radiation in side lobes and would be presented on the display 

as if they were detected by the main beam. 

Possibility e) listed above encompasses the broad range of 

situations where there is a target at the location indicated on the 

display system. Of primary concern in this case is the identification 

of the target. 

The possible relationships listed above show that radarScope 

interpretation is not simple. To attempt to identify targets. 

the operator must know the characteristics of his radar; whether it 

is operating properly; and the type of targets it is capable of- de

tecting. He must be very aware of the conditions or events by which 

echoes will be presented on the radar in a position that is differ

ent from the true target location (or in the case of interference by 

no target). Finally. the operator must acquire collateral infor

mation (weather data. transponder. voice communication. visual obser

vations or handover information from another radar before he can 

be absolutely sure he has identified an unusual echo. 

6. Signal Sources 

Sources of electromagnetic radiation that may cause real or 

app2--ren't echoes on the radar display include both radiators and re

radiators. Some sources. such as ionospheric electron backscatter, 

the sun. and the planets. are not considered, since they can be 

detected only by the most sensitive of research radars. As a rad

iator the sun does emit enough energy at microwave wavelengths to 

produce a noise signal. This signal has been used for research 

purposes (Walker 1962) to check the alignment of the radar antenna. 

Radio sextants have been built which track the SlDl at cm. wavelengdls 

by Collins Radio Co. Since this Signal is quite weak it is unlike

ly it would be noticed during routine operation of a search radar. 

Reradiators include objects or atmospheric conditions thot in

tercept and reradiate energy transmitted by the radar. Objects range 

in size from the side of a mountain to insects. Atmospheric conditions 

include ionized regions such as those caused by lightning discharges 
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tercept and reradiate energy transmitted by the radar. Objects range 

in size from the side of a mountain to insects. Atmospheric conditions 
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and inhomogeneities in ~efractive index caused by sharp discontin

uities in temperature and moisture. 

Table 1 lists some radiators and reradiators. This list is 

incomplete since continuing development of new types of radars or 

improvements due to evolutionary growth of existing radars results 

in new types of targets becoming detectable. 

Table 1 

Radiators and Reradiators 

1. Precipitation 

2. Aircraft 

3. Birds and Insects 

4. Satellites, Space Debris, and Missiles 

S. Ionization Fhenomena or Plasmas 

6. Balloons 

7. Chaff, "Window," and "Rope" 

8. Smoke 

9. Distant Ground Return and "Angels" 

10. Radio Frequency Interference 

The signal sources lis"ted have relatively unique sets of 

characteristics although in many cases there is some overlap. For 

example, a fast flying bird with a tailwind could have ground speeds 

comparable to a light aircraft with a headwind. At comparable range, 

however, the signal intensity would be quite different unless ~lte bird 

were in the main beam and the aircraft in a side lobe. This section 

will discuss the typical characteristiCs and behavior of the return 

signals and the auxiliary info:rmation needed to confirm or reject 

them as the sources of a given echo will be mentioned. For example, 

as mentioned above, knowledge of wind speed is necessary to determine 

the air speed of a target. 
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In ~he discussion of de~ec~abili~y of ~he various signal sources 

some specific frequency bands may be men~ioned. Figure 2 illus~ra~es 

the relationships between wavelengths and frequency in the various 

bands and shows specific radar bands wi thin the frequency and wave

length spectrum. 

Precipitation 

In ~he 1940's when radar technology advanced to the point where 
wavelengths less than half a meter began to be fe as ib Ie. precipi tation became a 

radar-detectable ~arget. Ligda (1961) states that the first radar 

storm observation was made on 20 February 1941 in England with a 10 

em. (S band) wavelength radar. Since that time, radar has been widely 

used for meteorological purposes and special meteorological radars 

have been designed and constructed specifically for precipitation studies 

(Williams. 1952; Rockney. 1958). Many radars designed for purposes other 

than weather detection were found to be very adequate as precipitation 

detectors. Ligda (1957) studied the distribution of precipitation 

over large areas of the Uni ted States using PPI photographs from Air 

Defense CODDlland (ADC) Radars during the period 1954 to 1958 and 

during 1959 studied the distribution of maritime precipitation shown 

by PPI photographs from radars aboard ships of Radar Picket Squadron 

I stationed off the wes~ coast of the United States. Later programs 

concurrent with several of the meteorological satellites (Nagle. 1963; Blackmer, 1 ' 

1968) have also utilized data from ADC and Navy radars. Thus radars 

. designed for other specific missions are often capable of de~ecting 

precipitation and an understanding of the characteristic behavior 

and appearance of precipitation is essential if ~he radar operator 

is to interpre~ properly the targets his radar detec~s. 

De~ailed studies have been made of characteris~ics of radar returns 

from precipitation. In a review of the microwave prope~ies of preCip

itation particles Gunn and East (1954) discuss variations in return signal 

with wavelength and differences between the return signal from liquid 

and frozen water particles. Precipitation consists of a large volume 

of particles that generally fill the beam at moderate ranges. The 
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received power at any inst~t is the resultant of the signals from 

the large number of individual particles. The particles are con

stantly changing position relative to each other (and tc the 

radar site). As a result the signals from the individual particles 

sometimes add to give a strong return, sometimes subtract to give 

a weaker signal. This fluctuation in echo from precipitation is 

readily apparent on scopes that permit examination of the return 

from individual transmitted pulses. The fluctuation of the return 

signal is not, however, apparent to a radar operator monitoring 

the PPI of a search radar. This is because the persistence of the 

cathode ray tube used for PPI displays averages or integrates a 

number of pulses. Of importance to a radar operator concerned with 

interpreting the PPI is the variation of signal intensity with wave

length, with pulse length and with precipitation type. Particles 

that are large compared to the wavelengt~ are more readily detectable 

than those that are small compared to the wavelength. Light drizzle 

may be barely detectable at short ranges ,while severe thW1derstonns 

with large raindrops are detectable at ranges of 300 - 400 mi. 

When there is large hail falling from a Severe thunderstorm the re

turn signal may be quite strong. 

Radar-detected precipitation may be in a variety of forms from 

very widespread cvntinuous areas of stratiform precipitation of 

sufficient vertical extent to nearly cover the PPI of a long-range (150 

n.mi.) search radar to only one or two isolated small sharp edged con

vective showers. The former is likely to persist for many hours, tile 

latter for only a fraction of an hour. Between these two extremes 

there are many complex mixtures of convective and stratiform precip-

i tatioIl areas of various sizes. One of the distinguishing features 

of precipitation echoes is their vertical e~tent ~ld maximum altitude. 

Usually precipitation echoes extend from the surface to altitudes up to 

60. 000 ft., although a more' common al ti tude of tops is 20, 000 - 40, 000 ft. 

Further, isolated small volumes of precipitation seldom remain.suspended 

in the a"tmosphe::-e. The initial echoes from showers and thunderstorms ma~' 

appear as small "targets at moderate altitudes but subsequently grow 
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rapidlY. For exampl~Hilst and MacDowell (1950) examined the 

initial echoes from a thunderstorm. Horizontal measurements were made 

with a 10 em. radar and the vertical measurements were made with a 

3 em. radar. Their first measurement showed a small horizontal area 

and a vertical extent from 11,000 - 18,000 ft. P~esurnably measure

ments a short time earlier would have shown smaller dimensions. Sub

sequently there was rapid growth to an area of 200 sq. mi. and a 

vertical extent f~om the surface to about 30,000 ft. The importance 

of thl.s large vertical extent is that such an echo on the PPI of 

a search radar with a narrow beam can be present at a variety of 

ranges; that is, the beam will not be below the target at short 

ranges or above it at long ranges as would be the case with targets 

of limited vertical extent. 

Since precipitation is less detectable at longer wavelengths 

and showers may have a quite short lifeti~e, it is possible that on 

rsxe occasions precipitation targets could confuse the radar operator. 

Consider for example a search radar operating at wavelengths of greater 

than 20 em. in an environment where short-lived showers were occurring. 

A study by Blackmer (1955) using photographs from a 10 em.'· radar showed 

a peak in echo lifetimes of 25 - 30 min. while the mean lifetime was 

42 min. Also using data from an S ba.TJ.d radar, Ba"t"ta.'l (1953) found 

a mean echo duration of 23 min. with the greatest number having life

times of 20.0 - 24.9 ~in. At longer wavelengths with short lifetimes, 

it is not impossible that an intense shower would be detectable only 

in the brief period during which it was producing hail, because a long

l~ave1engtb radar might not detect small precipitation particles but 

could detect hail. Water-coated hail- acts as a large water sphere and 

~~us gives very strong return signals even at long wavelengths. Geotis 

(1963) found that hail echoes are very intense subcells on the order 

of 100 M. in size. When a number of short-lived showers or long-lived shollers 

th.at were detectable only when hail is falling, are within range of a long

wavelength radar, the PPI display could show over a pe~iod of time, 

a brief echo at one location, then an echo at a new location for a 
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short period, etc. This might be interprete~ ~ a single echo that 

was nearly stationary for a short period then moving abruptly to a 

new position. 

One of the characteristics of precipitation echoes is that their 

motion is very close to that of the wind direction and speed. This 

wind velocity may not be the same as· that observed at the radar site 

if the distance to the precipitation is great. Occasions have also 

been noted when preCipitation echoes within a relatively small area 

have shown differences in motion due to being moved by different wind 

directions at various levels. 

In general. however. precipi~ation is a relatively well behaved 

radar target and except for rare instances its extensiveness and orderly 

movement readily identif~es it to the radar operator monitoring a PPI display. 

Aircraft 

The term aircraft includes a wide variety of vehicles from un

powered sailplanes to the most advanCed military jets with speeds 

several times that of sound. A target such as an aircraft has a very 

complex shape that is many times the wavelength of the incident radar 

energy. As the energy scattered from.different parts of the aircraft 

adds or subtracts from other parts, the signal returned to the radar 

fluctuates. Fluctuations in the echo can also result from changes in 

the angle at which the aircraft is viewed. That is. when an aircraft 

is viewed broadside, its radar (and visual) cross-section is much larger 

than when viewed from-the nose or tail. Skolnik (1962) reports a 15 dn 

change in echo intensity with an aspect change of only 1/3 of a degree. 

High frequency fluctuations due to jet turbines (Edrington, 1965) and 

propellors (Skolnik, 1962) have also been reported. These fluctuations 

are on the order of 1000 cycles per second and would not be apparent on a PPI. 

Although aircraft echoes fluctuate due to aspect and propulsion 

modulations, there is a general correlation between size of aircraft 

and the amount of ,;iinal returned to the radar. An indication of the 
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relative detectability of several aircraft as given by the Air Force 

(1954) is F-86 = 0.46. B-45 = 0.75. B-17 1.0. B-29 = 1.2. The 

numbers mean that. if on a given radar a B-17 was just detectable 

at 100 mi .• an F-86 would be just detectable at 46 mi. 

The radar cross-sections of components of a large.jet aircraft 

was measured with a 71 CDl. radar (Skolnik 1962) and maximum values in 

excess of 100 m2 were found. The fuselage of the large jet when 

viewed from the front or rear had a cross-section of about one-half 

square meter. Smaller aircraft would have much smaller radar cross

section of about one-half square meter. Smaller aircraft would have 

much smaller radar cross-sections and light aircraft or sailplanes of 

fiberglass or wooden construction could have extremely small radar 

cross-sections . 

Another type of fluctuation in echo signal from aircraft and 

similar point targets is due to the nature of radio wave propagation. 

When a radar wave is propagated over a plane reflecting surface 

there will be reflections from that surface to a target in addition 

to the direct path from the radar to the target. Figure 3 illustrates '. 

the geometry of beam distortion due to such a plane reflecting surface. 

In Fig.3a an idealized beam pattern in free space is shown. When 

a reflecting surface such as the ground or sea surface is introduced 

a portion of the beam will be reflected from the surface as in Fig.3b. 

A target will thus be illuminated both by a direct wave and a reflected 

wave. The echo signal from the target back to the radar travels over 

the two paths so that the echo is composed of two components. The 

resulting echo intensity will depend on the extent to which the two 

components are in phase. Areas along which the two components are 

in phase resulting in a stronger Signal lie along lines of angular 

elevation of ~ ~ ~ . (A = wavelength and ha = antenna 
4Ja. 4\. 4Ia, 

height): The two components are out of phase and nearly cancel each 

other between the maxilla. The resulting beam pattern thus consists of 

a series of lobes as presented schematically in Fig:' ·3c. As an 

aircraft flies along it will progress through the regions of maxima 

and minima, and the signal will fluctuate from near zero in the minima 

to ~ value near twice the free-space intensity in the maxima. 
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The foregoing assumes a plan~ penectly reflecting surface. 

Since the surface in the vicinity of a radar station is generally 

not a plane and its reflecting qualities vary the situation is much 

more complex than the idealized case. 

-' 

The effect of these fade areas is to cause aircraft targets to 

sometimes disappear and then (if the target has not reached a range 

such that the return signal is no longer detectable) to reappear. With 

a number of aircraft flying about it is not inconceivable that the fad

ings and reappearances of the several aircraft would be difficult 

to keep track of and could be misinterpreted as a smaller number of 

targets that were moving quite erratically. 

Considering the whole spectrum of vehicles that travel in the 

atmosphere, there may be speedS-as low as zero (ho~ering helicopter) 

or speeds exceeding Mach 3.0. Correspondingly, al ti tudes vary' from 

the sunace to 50,000 - 60,000 ft. (in some cases above 100,000 ft.) 

Different'types of aircraft, however, are limited in their range of 

speeds and altitudes. A hovering helicopter cannot suddenly accel

erate to three times the spee,d of sound. Neither can a supersonic 

jet hover,at 60,000 ft. A characteristic of an aircraft echo on a 

FPI is therefore its relative uniformity of movement. To mon~tor this 

movement allowance must be made for fades. The direction of move

ment also will be quite independent of wind direction at flight level. 

Birds and insects 

Possibly the earliest obsel~ation of a radar echo frpm a bird 

was made by R. M. Page (1939) of the Naval Research Laboratory in Feb

ruary, 1939. It was made with an experimental 200 MHz. radar 

(the XAF) on the U.S.S. NeoJ York near Puerto Rico. Bird echoes, as 

reported by Lack and Varley (1945), were observed on a 10 em. coast

watching radar set near Dover during 1941. Visual checks confirmed 

both of these early detections by radar as being returns of individual 

birds. Numerous bird observations by radar have been made since, 
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especially of bird migrations ~s is evidenced in a bibliography 

compiled by Myres (1964) listing 89 papers, and a text written by 

Eastwood (1967). Radar cross-sections (0) have been measured of 

birds in a fixed position suspended in a non-reflecting sling and 

of birds in flight. The values obtained, shown in Tables 2 and 3, 

vary with species, aspect, and radar wavelength. 

Because of the inverse-fourth-power variation with range, 

a bird at short range in the main beam can give a radar echo com

parable in intensity to that from an aircraft in the main beam at 

a long range. For example, if a pigeon with a broadside radar cross

section of 100 cm2 were flying within the radar main beam at a range 

of 10 mi., it would produce as strong a signal to the radar as a 

jet aircraft ~Iith a a value of 106 cm2 (100 m2) flying within the 

radar main beam at a range of 100 mi. However, if the aircraft were 

flying in a side-lobe 40 dB less powerful than the main beam in which 

the bird is flying both would produce equal intensity signals at the 

same range. If the side lobe were 30 dB down, a bird in the main beam 

at 10 mi. would look like an aircraft at 17.8 mi., and if the side lobe 

were 20 dB down, the bird at 10 mi. would 100k like an aircraft at 

31.6 mi. 

Theoretically the maximum detectable range as dictated' by the 

-amount of radar signal retuxned from birds can be calculated. How

ever, verification is not easy due to the difficulty of spotting a 

bird and establishing that it belongs to a particular blip on a radar 

scope. This is particularly difficult in the presence of sea clutter 

as experienced during an experiment conducted by Allen and Ligda (1966) at Stan

ford Research Institute. During an experiment conducted by Konrad (1968), 

individual birds were released from an aircraft flying over water at 

5,500 - 6,000 ft. from 8 - 10 n.mi. from the radars. After separation 

of the aircraft from the bird in the radar scope, each individual bird 

was automatically tracked for periods up to five minutes, so that the 

target observed was positively identified as a bird. Flocks of 

birds have been detected to ranges of at least 51 n.mi. as reported 

by Eastwood and Rider (1965). 
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Table 2 

Sl:r.;MARY OF BIRD RADAR CROSS-SECTION DATA 

(from Konrad, Hicks, and Dobson 1968) 

Root-mean-
Me:m radar Median radar square Mean-to-

Radar Points Cross-section cross-section fluctuations median 
Band at (cm2) ~cm2) in cross ratio, p 

point/sec) ·section 
(C112) 

X 230 16 Grackle 6.5 24 2.4 
S 230 27 13 31 2.2 
UHF-W* 230 0.73 0.58 0.6 1.3 
UHF-VHt 230 0.37 0.15 0.7 

Grackle 
X 116 15 7.2 21 2.1 
S 116 23 11 32 2.2 
UHF-W 116 0.41 0.32 0.5 1.3 
UHF-VH 116 0.03 0.015 0.04 

Sparrow 
X 129 1.9 1.0 2 1.9 
S 129 15 11 11 1.4 
UHF-W 129 0.025 0.02 0.02 1.3 
UHF-V1i 129 

Sparrow 
X 233 1.3 0.60 2 2.2 
S 223 12 11 5 1.1 
UHF-W 233 0.020 0.02 0.01 1.1 
UHF-VH 233 

Pigeon 
X 160 15 6.4 28 2.3 
S 160 80 32 140 2.5 
UHF-VV 160 11 8.0 7.0 1.3 
UHF-VH 160 1.2 0.7 1.4 

*VV, Transmit vertical polarization and receive vertical polarization. 
tVH, Transmit vertical polarization and receive cross-pol,u-ized or 

or horizontal component. 
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Table 3 

VARIATION OF RADAR CROSS-SECTIC~ I'lITH ASPECT 

(from Konrad, Hicks, and Dobson 1968) 

Aspect'" 

Starling (Sturnus vulgaris) 
Head 
Broadside 
Tail 

Pigeon (Columba livia) 
Head 
Broadside 
Tail 

House sparrow (Passer domesticus) 
Head 
Broadside 
Tail 

Rook (Co:-vus frugilegusJ 
Broadside 

Turkey buzzard 
Unknown 

, 
Duck and chicken 

Head 
Tail 

Radar 
cross-section 

0' (0112 ) 

1.8 
25.0 
1.3 

1.1 
100 

1.0 

0.25 
7.0 
0.18 

250 

"25 to 250 

600 
24 

*For the cross-section measurements of the starling, pigeon, 
sparrow, and rook, the birds were suspended from a tower wi tf: 
their wings fOlded; the radar elevation angle was 18°. 
Measurements of the turkey buzzard were made when the bird was 
in flight; measurements of the duck and chicken were made 
when the birds were standing or squatting. t400 megacycles. 
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Very few birds ·fly over 13,000 ft.; most fly below 5,000 ft. 

In a survey conducted by Farrari (1966) of USAF reports of bird

aircraft collisions during 1965, 27% of all collisions were Wlder 

100 ft. 28% between 100 - 2,000 ft., 21% between 2,000 - 3,000 

ft. and the 24% above 3,000 ft_ If it can be assumed that the prob

ability of a bird-aircraft collision is equally likely at all altitudes 

(which may not be fully valid due to climb and descent) this should 

be somewhat of a representative figure of the height of flight for 

birds. There was one reported bird-aircraft strike at 17,000 ft. and 

a few sightings above 20,000 ft., however the number of birQs fly-

ing at these altitudes appears to be extremely small. 

Eastwood and Rider (1965) reported a rather complete analysis 

of the height of flight of various birds observed by radar at the 

Marconi Research Laboratory in England. Their findings agreed very 

closely with the above; about 90% of all birds were below 5,000 ft_ 

Birds fly higher at night and during the spring and fall migration 

periods. A plot of the average al ti tude dis tribution over the year 

is shown in Fig. 4_ All of these figures are probably applicable 

as height above the general terrain; i.e., at 5,000 ft. above mean 

sea level, 90% of the birds would fly at altitudes below 10,000 ft.m.s_l. 

The amount of cloud cover also affects the height at which birds fly. 

Diagrams included by Eastwood and Rider (1965) clearly indicate a 

marked tendency for higher mean altitudes to be flown in the presence 

of complete cloud cover. 

Target airspeed is another means for identifYing a bird. It 

can be obtained vectorially from a knowledge of the wind velocity 

and the radar-measured target ve loci ty . Hough ton (1964) determined 

the airspeed of a limited sampling of the birds by visually iden

tifying each through a telescope aimed by tracking radar Fig. 5. In 

all cases the wind speeds were less than 5 knots. Target air speed 

cannot invariably distinguish between a helicopter, a slow moving 

aircraft and a bird flying in a high wind without precise knowledge 

of the wind at the bird altitude. 
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Flocks of birds sometimes produce rings on a radar scope ',hich 

expand from a number of fixed points. These have been called "ring 

angels" and were first attributed to birds by Ligda (1958). Visual 

confirming observations were lacking at that time. Later, Eastwood, 

Isted and Rider (1962) verified that radar ring angels "ere definitely 

caused by the dispersal of starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) from their 

roosts at sunrise. After several radar scope observations ,,,ere 

studied, it became possible to pinpoint the centers of the rings 

and the approximate locations of the roosts. A number of observers 

eqUipped with radio telephones were stationed at each location and 

signaled the preCise moment of emergence of the successive flocks 

of starlings from the roost under observations. These data ,.ere 

correlated with the radar scope presentations to confirm definitely 

the generation of ring angels by birds. The mean air speed of star

lings leaving the roost was measured as 37 knots. 

Under some conditions, slow-moving ring echoes ma~' be produced 

by the rise of a temperature inversion layer in the early morning 

hours after sunrise. Sea-breeze fronts have occasionally been seen 

on radar as a line, and at other times as a bOWldary between scattered 

and concentrated signal returns as sho~Tl by Eastwood (1967). HON 

much of the line produced is due to the meteorological effects and 

how much by birds and insects is still a matter for speculation. 

However, Eastwood (1967) cites reports by glider pilots sharing up

currents with birds taking advantages of the lift provided. This 

and some limited study of the characteristics of the radar scope 

signals, produce some indication as to the validity of the bird theory. 

Some studies have been made on target signal fluctuation and 

other signature analysis techiques in connection with birds (Eastwood, 

1967) and even with insects (Glover, 1966). Some of the signal character

istics have been attributed to aspect of the target and others to wing 

motion. There is ample evidence that insects are to be found in the at

mosphere well above the surface. Apart from flying insects, creatures 

such as spiders can become airborne on strands of gossamer and be borne 

aloft in convective air currents. Glick (1939) reports in considerable 

detail the results of collecdng insects from aircraft over the southern 

U.S. and l-Iexico. He found concentrations of insects of the order I per 
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2 cubic kilometers in the layer bet, .. een 1000 ft. and 4000 ft. above 

the ground, with more widely spaced encounters up to four or five 

times the latter height. Although more recent data do not appear 

to have been collected, it is common for sailplane pilots to ex

perience many types of insects impinging on the canopy or the leading 

edges of the wings at altitudes exceeding 10,000 ft. above terrain. 

Less commonly, birds feeding on insects carried aloft by thermals 

are observed at similar altitudes. 

The radar cross-sections (0) of the various insects listed in ., 
Table 4 (measured at wavelenths of 3.2 em.) range from 0.01 cm-., 
to 1. 22 cm- for all but t.'1e locust '~hich has a maximum 0 value of ., 
9.6 cm-. The ability of any given radar system to detect radar cross-

sections of these 10\' values is a function of its des ign, its current 

performance, and the ability of the operator. Ultra-sensitive radar 

systems such as the l-IIT Lincoln Laboratory radars at Wallops Island, Va. 

have reportea minimum detectable cross-sections at 10 km. of 6 x 10-4cm2 
-5 ., x 10-5 ., for the X-band, 2.5 x 10 cm- for the S-band, and 3.4 cm- for 

the UHF radars (Hardy, 1966). The X-band radar is two orders more sen

sitive than required to detect the listed insects at a range of 10 km. 

and probably is functioning close to the limit of detectability. The 

majority of other radar systems in general use today are less sensitive. 

Some are not abie to detect insects in the lo\~er range of 0 values. 

Tabulation of a large number of radar system characteristics has 

been published in classified documents by RAND. ~lajor radar para

meters for some airborne sets are listed in an article by Senn and 

Hiser (1963). 

Insects are commonly found at surprisingly high altitudes. 

Swarms of butterflies and other insects are found in summer on 14,000-

ft. mountain peaks in the Rockies. A fe\~ i;'lsects have been reported 

at over 25,OOO-ft. altitudes in the Himalayas. 

Verification of insects as causing a particular blip on a radar 

scope is even more difficult than birds. Ho~ever, this \~as accomplished 

as reported b~' Glover, et al (1966). Single insects \,ere released 

from an aircraft and tracked by radar _at alti.tudes from 1.6 "to ~.O km. 

and at ranges up to 18 km. E::-.:periments of this sort and other studies 

involving clear atmosphere probing \\'ith high-po"er radars (Atlas, 1966; 

Hardy, 1966 and 1968) have led to valid conclusions that,:most of the dot 

echoes ar~ caused by insects or birds. 

Attention has been given by Bro\\"ning (1966) to the determination of 
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Table 4 

SUMMARY OF INSECT RADAR CROSS-SECTION DATA MEASURED 
AT 3.2 eM (from Hajousky e~ al. 1966) 

Insec~ 

Dip~era 

Range Crane F1y
Timpu1a Simplex 

Green Bo~~le Fly
Lucilia Ceasar 

Hymenop~era 

Honey Bee (worker)
Apis Mellifera 

California Harverter An~
Pogonomyrmex Californicus 

Coleoptera 
Convergent Lady Beetle

Hippodamia Convergens 

Twelve-spotted Cucumber 
Beetle-Diabratica 
Duodecimpunctata 

Lepidoptera 
Axmy Worm Moth

Cirphis Unipuncta 

Body 
Length 

MM 

13 

9 

13 

13 

5 

8 

14 

Alfalfa Caterpillar Butterfly- 14 
Colias Eurytheme 

Orthopter 
Blue Winged Locus~

Trimeratropic Dyanipennis 

Aranedia 
Spider (unidentified) 

-.I. '. 

• '.;. -r :.:". 
" -,~------" 
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20 

5 
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Body 
Diame~er 

r.f.1 

1 

3 

6 

6 

3 

4 

4 

1.5 

4 

3.5 

oL 
cm2 

0.30 

0.25 

1.00 

0.04 

0.02 

0.14 

1.22 

0.65 

9.60 

0.10 

OT 
CI11 2 

0.02 

0.10 

0.30 

0.02 

0.01 

0.05 

0.12 

0.02 

0.96 

0.06 
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the velocity characteristics of some clear-air dot angels. A 

5.42 em. pulse Doppler radar with a lD beam elevated at 30 0 and 
rotating at 4 rpm was used in the study. A series of radar soundings 

spaced about half to one hour apart were obtained at 500 ft. altitude 

intervals up to 3000 ft. using range-gating techniques. Temperature, 

humidity and wind data were collected simultaneously with the radar 

soundings. 

Three kinds of angel population were distinguished according 

to their mean deviation from the swarm velocity, their average vertical 

motion, their maximum relative velocities and their 0 values. Atmospheric 

inhomogeneities or the presence of plant seeds appeared to be ruled 

out because of the small back-scattering cross-sections of individual 

angels (less than approximately 0.1 cm2), their discreteness in space 
-1 and velocity, their often quite large mean deviations (up to 4 1l! sec ) 

from a uniform velocity, and the fact that the only major upward 

velocities occurred after sunset, at a time when the lapse rate "as 

becoming increasingly stable. The same data suggest insects as the 

likeliest cause. 

Satelli tes and space debriS 

Some of the larger man-made objects in space (such as the Echo 

I and Echo II metallized balloons, Pegasus, and large boosters) have 

large radar cross-sections and can be detected by search radars. For 

example, Peterson, (1960) found that occasionally the radar cross-
2 section of Sputnik II approached 1000 m Such space objects at 

altitudes of around 120 mi. and with spe.eds of around lS,OOO mph could 

appear as multiple trip echoes if they were detected on a search radar. 

Fig. 6 illustrates the possible appearance of the track of a >
satellite on the PPI of a search radar. The figure assumes a satellite 

at 120 n. mi. altitude moving radially at a distance of 500 n. mi. 

from a radar with an unambiguous range of 200 mi. (The elevation 

angle of the satellite would be about SO which is within the vertical 

coverage of many search radars) When the satellite is at pOint A 

the echo is displayed on the PPI at point A', 400 mi. less than the 

actual range. As the satellite moves to point B its range closes 

to less than 450 mi. so the echo moves to within SO mi. on the PPI. 

From B to C the range of the satellite opens to 500mi.· 'so the echo moves 
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out to 100 mi. again. An interesting feature of this example is that 

while the actual path length from A to C is 500 mi. the length of the ' 

echo track is only 140 mi. Thus, if the satellite was moving at 

18,000 mph the echo would move only 140/500 x 18,000 or 5,040 mph. 

At the speed of 18,000 mph the satellite would move 5 mi/sec and 

take 100 sec. to move from A to C. It is obvious that the rotation 

rate of the antenna would have to be high to map the entire track 

of the satellite as it moved from A to C. An antenna rotating at 

6 rpm would detect the satellite every 10 sec. and thus get an echo 

10 times as the satellite moved from A to C. At slower rotation 

rates fewer points along the track would be displayed. 

Detection of satellites by search radars would therefore 

result in high-speed echoes on the PPI. If the satellite were moving 

toward the radar the echo would move at the satellite velocity 

but would probably be detected for a shotter period since as it 

approached the radar it would rise above the vertical coverage of the 

radar beam. 

Ionization phenomena 

In 1906 J.J. Thomson showed that ionized particles are capable 

of scattering electromagnetic waves. Sources of ionized particles 

include lightning strokes, meteors, reentry vehicles. corona dis

charges fr~m high voltage lines. and static discharges from high

speed aircraft. Ionospheric 'layers and the aurora are also ionization 

phenomena. These ionization phenomena or plasmas may under cettain 

conditions produce radar echoes on the PPI of a typical search radar. 

Plasmas resulting from lightning discharges return echoes which 

may be seen on the PPI if the operator is looking at the right spot at the 
right time. A number of investigators CLigda. 1956; Atlas 1958a) have dis

cussed the appearance cf lightning echoes on the' PPI. The echoes 

typically vary from a point to irregular elongated shapes up to 100 

mi. or more in length. 
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A salient feature of lightning eChoes is the short duration of 

the eCho from a given lightning disCharge. Since the echo lasts 

about 0.5 sec., it will be evident only on one scan. 

The radar cross-section of the ionized column of plasma produced 

by lightning has been estimated by Ligda (1956) to be 60 m2 depending 

on ion density wi thin the plasma and on the wave length of the radar 

illuminating the plasma. Electron densities of 10l1!ccare required 

for critical (100%) reflection of 3 em.radar energy; only 109 electrons! 

cc are required with a 30 em. radar. Thus, longer wavelength radars 

are more apt to detect lightning than the shorter wavelength,radars. 

There is another factor which aids lightning detection at longer wave

lengths. The longer wavelength radars detect less precipitation than 

the shorter wavelength radars. Therefore, a lightning discharge 

inside an area of light _precipitation might be hidden wi thin the 

precipi tation echo on the PPI of a 3 em. radar, while a 23 em. radar 

might detect the lightning-produced plasmas but not the precipitation. 

Confirmation that short-lived (one scan) echoes were caused by 

lightning was based on the fact that there were visual lightning dis

charges in the area from whiCh the radar received the echoes. Atlas 

(1958a), however, estimated (from echo intensities and dimensions) that 

disCharges may occur that are radar detectable, but are not visible 

to the eye. Whether or not there is visible lightning in the area 

of these short echoes. there will undoubtedly be precipitation areas 

in the vicinity. The exact distance from precipitation that lightning 

may cccur has not been adequately studied. It is Known that the prob

abili ty of radar detection of lightning is greatest when the radar 

beam intercepts the upper levels (ice crystal regions) of thunder

storms. In a mature thunderstorm the ice crystal blowoff or anvil may 

extend many tens of miles downwind of the preCipitation area. Atlas 

(1958a) illustrates a lightning echo some 10 to 20 mi. ahead of the 

precipi tation echo but wi thin the anvi 1 cloud extending downwind from 

the storm. 
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In addition to short duration lightning strokes there is the 

longer-lived ''ball lightning." Ritchie (1961) mentions the controversy 

slOrrounding ball lightning and also some of its alleged characteristics 

such as sliding along telephone wires, fences, or other metallic ob

jects. Radar detection of ball lightning under these conditions is 

difficult since echoes of the metallic objects and the ground would 

tend to mask ball lightning near the surface. 

Since search radars can detect ecl:oes of very short duration re

turned by plasmas created b,- lighLning flashes. there is no reason to 

assume that other plasmas could not be detected by search radars 

if the plasmas were sufficiently separated from other targets. 

The radar echoes would probably appear as point targets and if the dur

ation were surficient to compute a speed, it would corres~ond to 

that of the plasma-'. The possible range of speeds of plasma blobs 

cannot be given since so littleeis-known about the phenomenon. 

In addition to reflections of the radar pulse there is another 

source of signals from the lightning disc.'1arge, those·.that are radiated 

by the lightning discharge itself. These signals, called sferics, 

appear on the PPI as radial ;rows of dots, as on~ or more short r~dJ:a1~ 

lines, or as a comllination of dots and lines CLl.gda, 1956). At las '. - -'_ 

(1958b) states that 10 em. and 23 em. radars are good sferics 

detectors while radars such as the 3 em. CPS-9 have moderate:y low 

range capabilities in detecting sferics. 

As with the lightning echo. the sferic duration is very short 

Atlas (195Bb) found an average 480 ~ sec. for 489 sferics measured 

during a severe squall line on 19 June 1957. As a result such sferic 

signals from a given lightning discharge would only be displayed on 

one scan of the PPI. 

The aurora is a complex phenomenon caused by ionization of 

the upper atmospheric gases by high-speed charged particles emitted 

by the sun. Upon entering the earth's upper atmosphere, these charged 

particles are guided by the earth's magnetic field and give rise to 
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a luminous display visible only at night. The aurora occurs most 

often in the vicinity of 67 D 
geomagn~tic latitude. In the zone 

of maximum auroral activity, visual displays can be seen almost every 

clear night. 

Increased auroral activity is found to follow solar magnetic 

storms. A direct correlation exists between sunspot activity and the 

intensity and extent of aurora. The increased auroral activity follows 

a solar disturbance by about one or two days, the time required for 

the charged particles to travel from the sun to the earth. During 

these times, auroras may be seen at latitudes far removed from the 

normal auroral zones. 

Auroral displays occur in the ionosphere at altitudes ranging 

from 54 - 67 mi. The ionization which is seen as a visual auroral 

display is formed into long slender columns which are aligned with 

the earth's magnetic field. This formation results in strong aspect 

sensitivity which means that radar reflections occur only when the 

radar beam is approximately at right angles to the earth's magnetic 

field. Echo strength is proportional to the radar wavelength raised 

to the third or fifth powez; consequently, most radar observations 

occur at VHF or lower UHF. 

As a result only lower frequency UHF search radars within 1000 mi. 

of the Arctic or Antarctic Circles would be capable of detecting 

auroral echoes. The echoes would generally. appear at true ranges 

of 60 180 mi. for a few minutes to several hours. The echoes 

would be mainly stationary and could be either distributed or point 

targets usually in the magnetic north azimuths in the northern 

hemisphere or magnetiC south azimuths in the southern hemi!l:phere. 

Meteors are small solid particles that, when they enter the 

earth's atmosphere, leave an ionized trail from which radar echoes 

are returned. The majority are completely ablated at altitudes 

ranging from 50 - 75 mi. Visible meteors ~ary in size from about 

1 grn. to. about 1 ~grn. The ionized trail produced by a 0.1 gm. 

meteor is miles long and only a few feet in diameter. 
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Meteors are small solid particles that, when they enter the 

earth's atmosphere, leave an ionized trail from which radar echoes 

are returned. The majority are completely ablated at altitudes 

ranging from 50 - 75 mi. Visible meteors ~ary in size from about 

1 grn. to. about 1 ~grn. The ionized trail produced by a 0.1 gm. 

meteor is miles long and only a few feet in diameter. 
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The meteor particle itself is far too small to be detected. Meteors 

are observed both visually and by radar by the trail of ionization 

they produce. Because of the distance and the small cross-section 

of the trail. meteor ionization can be detected by radar only when 

the trail is orientated at right angles to the radar beam. 

AI though most meteor echoes last no more than a fraction of 

a second :ohen observed with VHF radar. a few echoes persist for many 

seconds. The duration of the meteor echo is theoretically proportional 

to the square of radar wavelength. and the power returned is proportional 

to the wavelength cubed. For these reasons. meteor echoes are seldom 

detected at frequencies above VHF. 

Meteor echoes on a low frequency UHF radar usually appear as 

point targets with a duration of a few seconds or less. Ranges center 

around 120 mi. 

Very, very infrequently meteors occur that are large enqugh to 

survive atmospheric entry. They usually produce a spectacular visual 

display, referred to as fireballs. Such meteorites are detectable by 

sensitive search radars operating at any frequency and at any angle to 

its path. Echoes appear as point targets wi th a duration of a few 

seconds. The true range would be less than 120 mi. and the range rate 

generally would be less than 20,000 mph. 

Balloons 

Balloons and instrument packages or reflectors carried by balloons 

can be detected by search radars. More than 100 balloons are released 

over the United States at least twice a day from Weather Bureau, Navy. 

and Air Force Stations for the measurement of upper atmospheric 

conditions. A number of these balloons carry radar reflectors as 

well as an instrument package, and some are lighted for theodolite 

(visual) tracking. E~~oes from these point targets move at the speed 

of the wind at the altitude of the balloon. Balloon altitudes vary 

widely and may reach 100.000 ft. so that ground speeds vary from 

near zero to well over 100 knots. When a balloon bursts and the instru

ment package abruptly starts a descent which is normally slowed by 
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parachute, there could be an abrupt change in the behavior of the ech., 

on the PPI. A balloon that had been rising in a direction away from 

the station would show the range gradually increasing. Then if it 

descended rapidly the range could appear to decrease which could be 

interpreted as a reversal of course. 

"Chaff," "\'lindow," and "Rope" 

When radar was developed as a means for aiming searchlights 

and antiaircraft guns during World War II, cOlDltermeasures were 

promptly devised. Whao: was needed was something inexpensive and ex

pendable that would give a radar return comparable with the echo 

from the aircraft. Small metallic foil strips which act as dipole 

reflectors were employed. The strips are released from an aircraft. 

and they are wind-scattered which results in a cloud with a radar 

cross-section comparable to a large aircraft. 

The tenns "chaff," "window," and "rope" are used to des ignate 

particular types of materials. Chaff consists of various lengths 

of material. O!.aff having the same length is called window. Rope 

~s a long roll of metallic foil or wire designed for broad, low

frequency response. 

Metallized nylon monofilaments have replaced metal foil in the 

construction of chaff and window. The nylon type is lighter, 

hence has a slower rate of descent, and is more compact. A typical 

package of X-band chaff is a cylinder 1 in. in . diameter and 1:5 em. 

(one half the 3 em. wavelength) long. The cylinder contains approximately 

150,000 filaments and weighs 6.S gm. and forms a cloud with a radar 

cross-section of about 25 m2 • The filaments descend at about 2 ft/sec 

in stil1 air at lower altitudes,so that if dispensed at 40,000 ft. 

they take about four houps· to reach the ground. Turbulence causes 

the chaff cloud to grow and disperse, so that generally the signal 

~ecomes so much weaker that sometimes the chaff cloUd cannot be 

tracked all the way to the grolDld. 
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Since chaff contains a large number of elements the radar signal 

is similar to that from precipitation. Also it moves with the wind 

at its altitude. Therefore. it is difficult to distinguish between 

precipitation ar.d a cloud of chaff by briefly examining-the PPI 

display. When chaff is distributed along a relatively extended path 

as opposed to only a point distribution. the echo is elongated and does 

appear to be dissimilar to precipitation. 

Rope is a 60 - 80 ft. piece of narrow metallized material such 

as mylar. It is weighted at one end and has a drag mechanism at 

the other. When deployed it has a rate of des cent about twice as 

fast as chaff so it would take about two hours to fall from 40.000 ft. 

to the surnace. Usually a number of rope elements are deployed together 

so there will be some increase in the size of the cloud as it descends. 

Smoke 

Hiser (1955) reports detecting smoke from fires at a city disposal 

dwnp about 15 mi. from the site of a 10 em. search radar. The raJar 

echo from the smoke plume'was evident on the PPI extending in a north

easterly direction to a range of 50 mi. Goldstein (1951) mentions a 

case where an airplane was directed to an echo observed by a 10 em. 

radar. Only several columns of smoke from brush fires were found. 

Smoke particle size and concentrations are so small that one would 

be highly skeptical about echoes from the smoke itself. The returns 
may arise from refractive index discontinuities at the boundaries 

of the smoke plwne. Plank (1956) suggests that echoes from the vicinity 

of fires may be from either particles (neutral or ionized) carried 

aloft by convective currents or from atmospheric inhomogeneities created 

by the fire. 

Distant Ground Return and "Angels" 

Local terrain features and, at sea, the ocean surface are detected 

by radar. The range to which such clutter is detected is a func-

tion of antenna height, elevation angle and beamwidth, and the 

distribution of temperature and humidity along the propagation path. 
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Since normal ground clutter is present day after day. radar operators 

become familiar with it and may even'use some prominent points to 

check the azimuthal accuracy of the radar. There are circumstances 

in which distant. rarely detected terrain features or surface objects 

return echoes to a radar. The phenomenon :!"eferred to as "angels" is 

also included in this section since at least some of the angels appear 

to be distant ground return that is detected by reflection or forward 

scatter of the radar beam by atmospheric inhomogeneities. 

To investigate the phenomena of distant ground return it is 

first necessary to review some of the fundamentals of the propagation 

of electromagnetic radiation through the atmosphere. The interested 

reader can find a comprehensive treatment of tropospheric radar 

propagation in a book on radio meteorology by Bean (1966) which covers 

in detail the topics in the following brief review. 

In a vacuum. electromagnetic energy is propagated in straight 

lines at the velocity of light. 3 x 108 m/sec. This constant is usually 

designated by the symbol "c." In a homogeneous medium. the direction 

of propagation remains constant. but velocity (V) is reduced and 

(1) 

Where u is the magnetic permeability of the medium and K is its dielectric 

constant and 

,;;;:: n:-£ 
V 

where n is the index of refraction. 
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When electromagnetic wave energy encounters a surface of discontinuity 

in refractive index in a medium, the wave is partly ~efZected and 

partly refracted." The angle of the incident ray (8) is related to the angle of 

the refracted ray (8~) by the equation: 

Sin 8 n~ 

Sin 6' n 
(2) 

where 8 and 8~ are the angles of incidence and refraction respectively 

in the first and second medium, and n and n~ are the values of the re

fractive index for the first and second medium respectively. 

The ray is always refracted towards the medium of higher refractive 

index. A portion of the energy will also be reflected in the same 

plane and at an angle equal to the angle of incidence if the energy en

counters a sudden change in the refractive index; this is a partial 

reflection. Total reflection occurs when the angle of incidence ex

ceeds a critical value given br (with n < n )~ 
1 2 

e 
1 

(3) 

In the atmosphere, discontinuities in refractive index sharp enough 

to cause reflection of the incident wave back to the radar are believed 

to exist on occasion. Bec'iuse of the difficulty in making suitable measure-

ments of th~ physical factors involved, some uncertainty attends the 

understanding of this mechanism under practical conditions. Detailed 

discussion of this aspect of propagation is deferred.until later where 

radar 'angels' are described. In the present context, discussion of 

the effects of refractive index inhomogeneities will be confined to 

refraction. 

*For a more complete discussion of atmospheric refraction of electro
magnetic rays, see Section III, Chapter 5 and Section V~Chapter 4/ 
Note, however, the difference in the factors contributing to the refractive 
index at radar and at optical frequencies. 
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Where the refractive index gradient is changing continuously as 

is normally the case in the natural atmosphere as the height above 

the earth's surface increases, a ray of electromagnetic energy wi 11 

follow a curved path. The change of direction that this produces may 

be evaluated by reference to Snell's law by the expression 

~(a + h) cos S = nsa cos 60 (4) 

where ~ is the refractive index at height h. ns is the refractive 

index at the surface, a is the radius of the spherical earth, 6 is 

the ray elevation angle at height h and 60 is the ray elevation angle 

at the earth's surface (See Fig. 7). 

A most important consequence of this is that the effects of a 

ve~ticaZ g~adient of ~ef~active inde~ are most apparent at Zow 

(10 0 
o~ Zess) an.gZes of eZevation. 

Where the refractive index gradient is constant (~ = ns) or varies 

regularly. the curvature of the path of rays of radar energy may be 

readily determined by reference to the foregoing expressions. In 

more complicated conditions more sophisticated techniques are available 

for tracing the path of such rays. 

In terms of the real atmosphere. at radar frequencies the re

fractive index varies as a function of pressure, temperature, and water 

vapor content. An equation relating the various parameters as given 

by Smith (1953) is: 

where P 

(n-l) 106 = 77.6P + 

T 
total pressure (millibars) 

T absolute temperature (degrees Kelvin) 

e partial pressure of water vapor (millibars) 

(5) 

When the available data are given in terms· of relative humidity, 

e may be replaced byes R.H .• where es is saturation vapor pressure 

at the pressure and temperature of interest and R.H. is relative 

humidity expressed as a decimal. 

For convenience, the left hand side of the equation is commonly 

designated N (refractivity) and is expressed in N-units, i.e •• N = (n-l) 106 • 
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Values of N are conveniently derived from meteorological parameters 

by the use of tables or nomograms, such as those given by the u.s. 
Navy (1960). 

At sea level, a typical value of n is 1.00035, i.e., the re

fractivity is 350 N units. But depending upon pressure, temperature 

and humidity the sea level refractivity may range from 250 to 450 N units. 

Since pressure, ~empera~ure, and water vapor normally decrease 

wi~h heigh~ ~he refractivity normally decreases with altitude. In a 

'standard' atmosphere, ~ypica! of temperate latitudes (with a ~hermal 

lapse of 2°e/lOOO ft. and uniform R.H. of 6)%, the gradien~ (lapse 

rate) of refractivity is 12 N-uni~/lOOO ft. 39 N. km-I in the lower 

levels. For a cons~an~ gradient of this magnitude, a ray will have 

a curvature of abou~ 1/4th tha~ of the earth's surface (the rada~ 

horizon in this case is about 15% further than the geometrical horizon). 

For short distances the geometry is equivalent to straight-line prop

agation over an effective earth with a radius 4/3 as large as the 

true earth. 

A device frequently used to facilitate ':he consideration of prop

aga~ion geometry and radar coverage takes advantage of this fact. If 

a fictitious earth radius is adopted that is 4/3 the ear~h's true radius, 

radar rays in the standard atmosphere may be drawn as straigh~ lines, 

which will preserve the same relationship to the redrawn earth's 

surface as is the case in reality. 

In atmospheres having different constant gradients of refractivity 

appropriate factors may be applied to the earth's true radius to 

accomplish a similar result. Typical values .lre given in Table 5., 
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Atmosphere 

Standard 

Sub refractive 

''Normal'''' 

Superre£raction 

Trapping 

Table 5 

Effective earth radius for 

several atmospheres 

Typical dN 
dz 

-12 N.units/lOOO ft.; 

-39 kID-I 

+10(> 0); +33 km- l 

-15(0 to -24); -50 km- l 

-30 (24-48); -100 km- l 

-48 (or greater); 
-157 lan-I 

Effective earth radius 
for typical dN 

dz 

1.33 actual radius 

0.82 

1.47 

2.68 

ci:I (or negative; 
i.e., concave earth) 

*For an average temperate zone climate; northern climates (e.g. 

England) tend to be "standard," tropical climates tend to be near-
- -1 

superre£ractive (e.g. -80 km ). 
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It is important to recognize the limitations of this device, for 

even in standard atmospheres initially horizontal rays rapidly reach 

higher atmospheric levels, at which the refractivity gradient can no 

longer be represented by the same constant. Again, as will be discussed 

below, atmospheric conditions frequently depart from the "standard" 

conditions. The effect of variation in the refractivity gradient on 

the curvature of radar rays is shown in Fig. 8. Apart from sho\~ing 

the range of curvatures in atmospheres having constant ref~activity 

gradients, this figure indicates the way in which rays c~l be deflected 

in passing through atmospheric layers. More specifically, 'the deflection 

of a ray in mi.l1iradians (aT) in passing through a layer with constant 

N-gradient is given by: 

aT 
(7) 

where the subscripts B and T refer to the bottom and top of the layer 

respectively. The values of B are determined at each level in terms of 

So) Ns (surface refractivity) Nh (refractivity at height h) and h, 

using Snell's Law (equation 4 ). 

Procedures based on these relationships may be used to trace the path 

of rays to c:etermine the detailed effect of refraction on radar prop

agation under any given condition of atmospheric stratification. 

The broad pattern of refractive effects, however, is as follows: 

Where the general refractivity gradient lies betl.;een 0 N-units/I,OOO ft. 

and 24 N -units/l,OOO ft. (100 kin-I) propagation is described as normal.. 

Refractivity gradients less than 0 N-units/l,OOO ft. are subrefraative 

and cause upward bending of radar waves with a reduction of distance to 

the radar horizon. Such conditions may occur where the temperature 

lapse rate is well above average, or where the atmosphere is drier 

at lower levels than aloft. 

Where the refracti vi ty gradient exceeds 24-N uni tsl I, 000 ft. 

condi tions are said to be superref:raative and radar waves curve down 
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more strongly. Such conditions result from thermal inversions, i.e .• 

where temperature increases with height. or where the decrease of 

water vapor content with height is excessive. 

-' 

For refractivity gradients greater than 48-N/l.OOO ft. (157 km- 1). 

the ray curvature will be greater man that of me earth's surface and 

trapping is said to occur. 

This condition gives rise to marked anomalies in propagation and. 

provided the layer through which such a gradient occurs is deep enough. 

the radar energy will be guided within a duct bounded by the earth's 

surface and the'upper level of the layer. In such cases. exceptionally 

long detection ranges are achieved. well beyond the normal radar horizon 

(See Fig. 8). Where a marked negative refractive gradient occurs 

in a layer adjacent to the ground. a surface duct is formed (Fig.9a). 

An elevated layer of strong negative gradient can also produce ducting 

(Fig. 9b). 

Surface ducts are commonly caused by radiative cooling of the earth's 

surface at night. leading to a thermal inversion in the air near the 

surface. In this case. the extreme refractivity gradient is mainly 

due to temperature effects and such ducts can occur in quite dry air. 

Where humidity at the surface is higher than usual and falls off 

rapidly with height, a strong negative refractivity gradient is also 

established. Evaporation from water surfaces or wet soil can produce 

these conditions ~Ld a particularly commcn example occurs in warm dry 

air from the land when it is advected over the sea. This type of duct 

is commonly found in tropical areas. where temperature and humidity 

both decrease with height; the inversion type of duct is more common 

in temperate and artic areas (Bean. 1966). 

Elevated layers of extreme refractivity gradient are caused by similar 

meteorological mechanisms but often occur on a somewhat broader scale. 

Certain areas of the world are particularly prone to such layers; the 

California coastal area is a good example. Plate 66 (Blackmer. 1960) 

shows an example of the PPI during a trapping situation off the California 
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Coast. In this case echoes were presented on the PPI on second and 

third sweeps but could be correlated with islands and mountainous 

terrain. Elevated layers such as this are cOllUDonly found in the south

east (northeast at S latitudes) quadrants of trade-wind anticyclonic 

systems . 

The anomalous propagation to which such irregular refr~ctivity con

ditions give rise is of considerable significance to the problem of 

target identification and false targets. In the first place, the \~hole 

basis of the radar technique depends upon knowing the direction in which 

the radar energy is propagated. For normal practice, propagation must 

be close to rectilinear. When the radar energy is being strongly curved, 

information on a target's location derived from the position of the 

radar antenna can thus be highly erroneous. Again, echoes may be re

ceived from the ground or from other targets that are not normally 

within the range of the radar or within its 'field of view' at any 

given antenna elevation. Ground echoes from beyond the normal radar 

horizon are cases in point. 

An especially significant condition arises when the antenna is 

elevated in a direction which is near a critical gngle for trapping or 

ducting. In this case, while much of the energy may b~ propasated in 

a direction approximating that intended, because of the finite dimensions 

of the radar beam, some energy may be severely refracted. This is 

illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 10. 

Ni th such a mechanism an aircraft could be tracked fairly accurately, 

but in addition, echoes could be received from the ground (intermittently 

if the surface reflectivity or propagation conditions are variable as 

might be the case in areas of thuncierstorms). Such echoes would be 

displayed as though they were due to targets seen at the angle of 

elevation of the antenna, and thus at heights which would depend upon 

their range. A great variety of such possibilities can occur depending 

upon the geometry involved, the refractive condition~ and the nature of 

the terrain. 
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The range of possibilities is ·further extended if the distribution 

of radar energy in the side lobes is taken into consideration. With 

a side lobes strength 30dS below the main beam (a factor of 1000 in 

power), a side lobes target will yield a return equal in strength to the 
main beam return of an identical target at a range 5.6 times greater 

(the 4th root of 1,000). Thus a target detectable at 100 mi. in the 

main beam might be detected by the (first) side lobes at a range of 

up to 18 mi. 

Anomalous propagation of the type described is also significant 

in determining the distribution of energy within the envelope of the 

main beam, particularly in broad vertical beam systems. At low angles 

some energy within the beam impinges on the earth's surface near the 

radar and is reflected, still within the envelope of the beam. Because 

the path followed by such energy is necessarily longer than the direct 

path and b.ecause of the wave nature of the enc~gy, in-phase and out-of

phase interfere~ce will occur, leading to a vertical lobe structure 

in the beam envelope (see Fig. 10 ) . Anomalous propagation conditions 

can readily produce variations in the normal distribution of energy 

"'ithin the beam due to this mechanism and thus can easily lead to 

unexpected variations in signal intensity fro~ distant taxgets. 

It is important to recognize the difficulties that ar~ inherent in 

establishing whether propagation conditions are anomalous in certain 

cases. Where the gTadient of refractivity extends uniformly over large 

horizontal areas, there is little difficulty in de~ermining the situation 

either from conventional meteorological data or from the manifestation 

of the anomalous performance of the radar itself (for eXOlIlple, the 

detection of ground clutter to abnormally large ranges). In some cases 

it is possible to infer, with some confidence, from the meteorological 

conditions (especially if data on the vertical profile of temperature 

and humidity are available) that anomalous propagation is not present. 

In many cases, however, the causative conditions may be very variable 

in space and time, and it is then difficult to be at all confident 
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about the nature of propagatioil at any par'ticular time or in any par'ticular 

place. Even if timely radiosonde data are available from a nearby 

location, 'the information they provide on 'the thermal and humidity 

gradient is often inadequate for the assessment of .the refractive con

ditions. In par'ticular, special experimental observations have shown 

'that shallow layers of abnormal refractivity commonly occur either 

close to the surface or at various levels aloft. 

It is often possible to infer only the likelihood or imprObability 

of anomalous propagation conditions by reference to the general meteorological 

conditions that prevail. Thus one would expect normal propagation in 

the daytime in a well-mixed, unstable airstream with moderate winds 

over a dry surface, while expecting marked superrefraction over moist 

ground during a calm clear night following 'the passage of a front that 

brought precipitation in the late afternoon. 

Localized conditions favorable for superrefraction are ~lso caused 

by showers and thunderstorms (Ligda, 1956). The cold downdraft 

beneath thunderstorms can caus~ colder air near the surface 'than aloft 

while evaporation from the rain and rain-soaked surface, causes locally 

higher humidities. 

In addition to the detection of distant ground targets by re

fraction of the radar beam, there is the possibility of reflection or 

foward scatter of the beam to grolDld targets. Whether or not layers 

that would reflect the beam to-the ground would also be detected by 

the radar has been par't of the con·troversy concerning the nature of 

invisible targets in clear air. These so-cai:!.ed "angel" echoes have 

been Observp.d since the early days of radar (Plank, 1956; Atlas. 1959 

and 1964; Atlas, 1966a). Detailed case studieS of selected angel si t

uations illustrate the difficulty of deter.minl~g the nature of.~e 

targets caUSing the angel echoes. For example, Ligda and Bigler, (1958) discuss 

a line of ar.gel echoes coincident with the location of a cloudless cold 

front. They discuss the likelihood that the. line was due to differences 
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in refractivity between the two air masses or to flying debris, leaves, 

paper, small twigs, birds, insects, etc., carried aloft by turbulence 

during the frontal passage. Although surface weather instruments recorded a drop 

of 13°F in less than an hour, this sharp temperature change together with 

the change in both vapor pressure and atmospheric pressure did not 

appear to be sufficient to cause gradients of refractivity of sufficient 

strength to produce the observed echo line. In spite of this difference 

between refractivity gradients based on surface observations (of 

pressure, temperature, and moisture) and th6s~ required to explain the 

source of the ech~Ligda and Bigler found serious objections to any 

hypothesis other than that the echo was due to refractivity gradients. 

They mention the need for instruments capable of measuring sharp refractivity 

gradients. 

Atlas (1959) studied in detail a situation at Salina, Kans. on 

10 September 1956 where cellular and striated echoes covered much of 

the PPI to ranges of 85 mi. He concluded tha~ the echoes were due 

to forward scatter from a patterned array of refractive index in

homogeneities to ground targets and back. Recently Hardy and Katz 

(1968) discussed a very similar radar pattarn. They concluded that insects 

were responsible for the echoes and that cellular pattern of insects 

was due to atmospheric circulation. Atlas (1968c) agreed that in-

sects may be responsible for some echoes but that the forward scatter 

explanation is valid in other instances. 

Investigations of angel echoes with high-power, high-resolution 

radars at three different wavelengths have mad~ it possible to learn 

much about the nature of targets producing var.'i.ous types of angel 

echoes. Simultaneous observations at 3 em., 10.7 em., and 71.5 em. with 

the ultrasensitive MIT Lincoln Laboratory 'Radars at Wallops Island, Va. 

have been described by Hardy, Atlas. and Glover (1966). Atlas and 

Hardy (1966a), and gardy and Katz (1968a.). Th~y fOlmd two bas,ic types 

of angel echoes: dot or point e:hoes and diffuse echoes with hor

izontal extent. The dot angels are incoherent at long ranges or when 

viewed with broad beams but are discrete coherent echoes when viewed 

by a radar with high resolution. They may occur in well defined layers 

and may heve :novements different from the wind at their altitude. Their 

cross-sections and wavelength dependence are consistent with radar returns 

to be expected from insects. Since no other explanation fits all the 

observations of these dot ~~gels, it is concluded that the targets are 

insects . 1114 
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Extensive diffuse echo layers have been noted at a variety of 

heights and sometimes exhibit an undulation or wave motion. The 

height of T~ese layers coincides with levels at which refractive 

inhomoge.u~i ties may be expected, e. g.. at the tropopause. I t can 

be shown theoretically (as summarized by Hardy (1968b) that the 

measured radar reflectivity of such layers accords well with the 

theory of the scattering of electromagnetic energy by dielectric 

inhomogeneity due to Tatarski (1966). The reflectivity n is related 
. ? 

to wavelength A and the coefficient C-. which describes the degree 

of refractive inhomogeneity due to turbulence, by the expression 

(10) 

from which it will be seen that such layers are more likely to be 

detected by radars operating at shorter wavelengths. Although, 

because this simple relationship does not apply in the dissipation 

range of the turbulence spectrum the largest values of n occur at 

about 5 em (Atlas 1966b). These phenomena have been much studied 

recently in connection ~~th the ietection of clear air turbulence. 

(Hardy. 1968b; Otters ten, 1968: and Atlas, 1968b). It is concluded 

that such turbulence may be detected with ultra high performance 

radars but only when well marked. (Note that the significant physi

cal feature detected, i.e., th~ dielectric inhomogeneities, is caused 

in these cases by the turbulent condition of the atmosphere.) 

-' 

Radars of the type normally used for tracking and surveillance are 

unlikely to detect such layers. On the other hand, it has been sug

gested that on occasion at low levels where marked intermixing of dry 

and moist air is present, dielectric inhomogeneities will be sufficiently 

marked and be present in sufficient quantity to produce detectable 

echoes with radars of relatively modest performance. 
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Measurements made by Atlas (1953, 1959) and others indicated 

that atmospheric layers occasionally exist having power reflection 

coeffieients, at normal incidence, of 10-14 or greater (i.e., 140 db 

attenuation). The power reflection coefficient of such layers would 

be greatly magnified if the radar energy impinged on the layer at a 

small grazing angle. The increase is roughly proportional to the 6th 

power of the cosecant of the grazing (i.e., elevation) angle. 

Thus at a grazing angle of about 10 mrad, the reflected signal would 

be as high as 10-2 (a 20 db attenuation). Under actual atmospheric con

ditions the partially reflected signal of ground objects for example, 

would be expected to be detectable only at grazing angles (and thus, 

initial elevation angles) low enough to produce return signals above 

the noise threshold of the radar receiver. This would produce a 

"forbidden cone" effect, where no such anomalous signals would be de

tected closer than a certain range (because of elevation angle, range 

relation of a layer at a constant height); this has been actually 

observed in several cases (see Section III, Chapter S). 

It is conceivable that there could be rare occasions when only 

isolated atmospheric inhomogeneities existed or when the inhomogeneities 

we.re such that only the most reflective ground targets were detectable. 

In such situations only one or two unusual ground targets would appear 

on the PPI. Levine (1960). in a discussion of mapping with radar, 

points out how certain combinations of ground and man-made structures 

act as 'corner reflectors' and return a much stronger signal to the 

radar than is returned by surrounding features. The sides of buildings 

and adjacent level terrain, or even fences and level terrain. constitute 

such reflectors. He states that in areas where fences and buildings 

are predominantly oriented north-south and east-west, the 'glint' echoes 

from the corner reflector effect appear at the cardinal points of 

the compass and have therefore been called a "cardinal point effect." 

In addition, different types of vegetation have different reflectivities 

and these vary further according to whether they are wet or dry. 

From the above discussion it is ob\~ous that the identification 

of targets as being ground return due to forward scatter or reflection 
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is difficult in any but the most obvious situations. Still it should 

be realized that situations do occur when only very localized areas 

of ground return may be detected and due to the detection mechanism the 

location of the intersection of the radar beam with the ground may 

vaxy from sweep to sweep of the radar antenna. The problem of verifying 

whether the target is ground return is greatly complicated by the fact 

that measurements of refractivity gradients cannot currently be made 

in sufficient detail around the radar site to describe with precision 

the medium through which the radar beam is being propagated. 

Radio Frequency Interference 

During the past 15 years, electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) has 

emerged as a new branch of engineering concerned with the increasing 

problems of radio frequency interference (RF I) and the overcrowding 

of the radio frequency spectrum. The Et-IC problem is increas~ng so 

rapidly that considerable engineering efforts are included in the design, 

development. RFI testing and production of all new electronic equip

ment from the electric razor and TV set to the most sophisticated of 

electronic equipments. such as computer and radar systems. This is 

true for entertainment, civil, industrial, commercial. and militaxy 

equipment. The problems are compounded not only because the frequency 

spectrum is overcrowded. but much earlier generation equipment, which 

is more susceptible to and is a more likely source of interference. 

is not made obsolete or scrapped. New generation equipment is potentially 

capable of interaction problems among themselves, as well as playing 

havoc with older equipment. Each year sees new users bringing new 

equipment into the frequency spectrum: such as UHF television. 

garage door openers, automatic landing control systems. city traffic 

management and control systems, and a vast array of new electronic 

devices being introduced into tactical and strategic defense systems. 

RFI contributes to ~~e information displayed on radar scopes. It 

is caused by the radiation of spurious and/or undesired radio frequency 
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signals from other non-associated electronic equipment, such as 

navigational aids, data processing computers. voice commun-

ication systems, other radars, and from more common sources, such as 

ignition and electric motor control systems. RFI can also be emitted 

from the radar system's own components, causing self-induced inter

ference. 

~Iuch interference may be sporadic, producing only a short lived 

'echo.' There may be ins tances, however, when the interference occurs 

at regular intervals that could nearly coincide with the antenna rotation 

rate so that the spurious 'echo' might appear to be in approximately 

the same position or close enough to it that the operator I~ould assume 

there was a target moving across the scope. 

Radio frequency interference can enter the radar system in many 

places: 

(1) In the transmitter \,here it can affect the stability and 

fidelity of the transmitted outpu·t pulse wavefonn; 

(2) In the receiver local signal-generating and amplifying 

circuitry where its effects can be similar to the trans

mitter perturbations; 

(3) In the external transmitter/receiver space link where the 

interference effectiveness depends upon its intensity, 

frequency, power level, direction of arrival and signal 

spectral characteristics. 

External interference entering on the link through the antenna 

input is the most common of these possible interference sources. Plate 67 

shows some of the more easily recognizable radio frequency inter-

ference patterns from other radar systems. This type of interference 
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considerably reduces the effectiveness of the radar, but this type of 

interference, taken alone, is usually readily identifiable by operating 

personnel. This might not be as true when it occurs in conjunction with 

extraordinary meteorological, propagation, and equipment degradation 

phenomena. 

The photographs in Plate 66 are "time exposures of the PPI. The 

camera shutter is left open for a full rotation of the antenna so the 

photograph is generated by the intensity of the cathode ray tube 

electron beam as it rotates with the antenna. This is in contrast 

to an instantaneous photograph that would be brightest where the trace 

\~as located at the instant of exposure <ind, depending on the persistence 

of the cathode ray tube, much less bright in other regions. While 

the inierference in these photographs appears as lines it would appear 

as points at any given instant. The lines are generated by the time 

exposure as the points move in or outward along the electron beam. 

The photographs also show precipitation echoes. Examination of the 

photographs shows that the interference does not mask the larger pre

cipitation echoes to any appreciable extent but might mask small 

point targets. 

A radar receiver has a limited bandwidth over which it will accept 

and detect electromagnetic Signals. In this acceptance band, the re

ceiver reproduces the signals at the receiver output and displays them 

on the radar presentation display. Thus any interfering signals that 

fall within this band will be detected and displayed by the very sensitive 

receiver. In a'l S-band (2ghz) pulse radar, the typical bandl.idth of the 

receiver will be 20 - 50 ghz. Any weak signals in this frequency band 

will b~ detected. Even out-of-band signals can interfere if they are 

of sufficient signal intensity to overpower the receiver out-of-band re

jection characteristics. For instance, a very strong out-of-band s~gnal 

of 10 watts might be typically attenuated by the receiver preselection 

filter by 60 db, reducing it to a signal of -20 db. To the radar receiver, 
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this can s~ill be a powerful signal, as i~ migh~ have a sensi~ivi~y 

of displaying signals as weak as from -50 ~o -80 db or less. I~ 

is also l:i.kely tha~ the out-of-band interference I~i 11 be derived from 

the nonlinear interac~ion of the desired re~urn signal and the out-of

band interfering signal. The resulting in~eraction (mixing) of these 

signals in the receiver can generate still weaker in~ermodulation 

produc~s that fall within the passband of ~he system circuits so that 

they are displayed. Spurious responses can occur at other than the fre

quency to which the radar is ~uned because of inadequacies in ~he re

jection of the unwanted frequencies in the receiver. The inade~uacy 

is caused by insufficien~ out-of-band fil ~er rej ection coupled I~ith 

a high level of RFI. 

Increasingly more powerful tr~mitters and more sensitive receiver 

radar systems need even greater relative suppression of W11V'anted 

emission. to prevent the absolute level of out-of-band interference 

from rising to intolerable levels. thus causing interference to and 

from other electronic sys~ems. 

Even if normally operating radars are not affected by ~his 

in~erference most of the time. the degradation of .the radar components 

or of nearby systems can cause the ~emporary increase in interference 

at the radar site. Radar personnel are con~inua11y concerned with this 

problem. Such acts as opening an electronic cabine~ can cause the local 

RFI to increase sufficiently to create an RFI nuisance to the radar 

sys~em. 

Each radar system has been designed ~o fulfill a single cl2SS 

of ~arge~ ~racking function. being op~imized to provide proper and 

reliable target data a high percentage of the time. However. all sys~el!ls, 

including radar systems. have their limitations. Thus, it mus~ be 

recognized that there will be times I.;hen other systems will interfere, 

componen~ parts lv1ll ei ~her gradually degrade or catastrophically fai 1, 

propaga~ion and meteorological conditions will devia~e far from the 

normal environmen~, and main~enance and operating personnel will 
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occasionally fail to function effectively. For all radar and other 

electronic systems, an increasing amount of effort is expended to re

duce the occurrence of these degradations or failures and to min

imize their effects. 

Lobes and Reflections 

Because of radar engineering design limitations, it is not possible 

to direct all of the transmitter energy into the main antenna beam 

and small but measurable amounts of energy are transmitted in many 

-' 

other directions. Similarly, energy can be received from such directions, 

in what are known as the side lobes of the antenna, and can give rise 

to erroneous directional information. Particularly complicated sit

uations arise when side lobe problems are associated with building 

or groWld reflection mechanisms. For example, if a radar antenna 

is radiating 100,000 watts peak power in the main beam, 100 watts can 

be simultaneously radiated from a -30 db side lobe in another direction. 

Fig.ll (adapted from Skolnik, 1962) show~ a radiation pattern for 

a particular parabolic reflector. Note 'that if the main beam is 

radiating 100 Kw, the first side lobe, the first minor and the 

spillover lobe radiate about 100 watts. This 100-watt radiation will 

be reflected from large targets in this side lobe heading but will be 

shown on the PPI as having the same bearing as the main beam of the 

antenna. This display of a false target is called a ghost. In 

this particular instance two targets having identical radar cross

sections would appear as returns of equal intensity if one were in 

the main beam and the other in the side lobe but:;.6 times closer 

to the radar. 

Highly reflective targets can often be detect~d in the side 

lobes. Thus a single large target detected in the numerous side lobes 

can be displayed in a number of places simultaneously. Since, in radar 

displays, target echoes are represented as being in the direction in 

which the anterula is pointing, not in the directioi1 from which the 

energy is returning at the time of the detection, side lobe echoes from 
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a single target can be shown as a collection of false targets. Such 

target outputs from side lobe returns are generally systematically 

located in the display relative to the main beam return signal. There

fore, in general, side lobe return signals are readily identifiable 

by the operator and will tend to cause obliteration of other nearby 

target returns. Side lobe return signals usually bear a fixed re

lationship of adjacent blips on an arc about each side of the main 

target return. This is a common problem in ship radars where another 

ship is being scanned broadside. The highly reflective ship might 

have a return signal that will occur at the true range of the ship, 

but will be contained in an arc exceeding 100 or 15° instead of a single 

narrow blip. 

Detection from vertical side lobes can cause strange effects 

when "radio dusting" is present. Many radars are constructed so that 

the antenna cannot be pointed at very low elevation angle?, in order 

to avoid the most severe anomalous propagation effects or, more often, 

to avoid ground reflections. Assume, for example, a radar with a beam 

width of (nominally) 1°, having a minimum at say 1.5° and a side lobe 

at 2°. As's"lDne also that the antenna is constrained to elevation angles 

of 1.5° or greater. If a surface duct is present, the strongest 

signals would be attained by pOinting the antenna (and the main beam) 

at an elevation angle of 0°, but this cannot be done. However, ducted 

targets COUld, be detected with the first (vertical) side lobe, and in 

this case the maximum AP signals (ducted) would be attained at an 

apparent elevation angle of 2° (so that the main side lobe I,as at 0°), 

and the intensity of these false target signals would decrease or 

even disappear if the antenna were lowered to its minimum setting of 

1.5°. This sort of behavior has apparently led some investigators of 

specific UFO incidents to discount the possibility of anomalous prop

agation as the source of unknown radar targets. 

Smith (1962) discusses the effects of side lobes on observed echo 

patterns during thunderstorms and periods of anomalous propagation. In 
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both situations echoes were observed extending from the surface up to 

70.000 ft. (the upper limit of the RHI scope). Before these vertical 

protrusions to high altitudes were observed during anomalous prop

agation conditions when the echoes were known to be from ground clutter, 

it was not realized tha~ iliey were from side lobes. As a result. the 

side lobe echoes had not been recognized when measuring thunderstorm 

heights and reported heights were much too great. On the RHI side 

lobe. echoes took the form of narrow echo protrusions above the location 

of strong targets. These protrusions were often segmented due to nulls 

between side lobes. but in some cases were continuous. 

One effect of such 'lobes is that when the antenna of a search radar 

is elevated (so that at longer ranges no ground return should be 

evident) ducted side lobe radiation results in echoes on the PPI. With

out understanding what is happening. the operator would logically 

assume a strong target at high altitudes. 

Angle of arrival measure!llents by a radar. like other measure

ment devices, will be limited in accuracy by noise and interference. 

Other limiting factors can be the reflection caused by the wave character

istics of electromagnetic radiation. Reflections from the ground in 

front of the antenna system or from a nearby building or mountain can 

be minimized by proper antenna location. Tnese effects can seldom 

be reduced to zero and are detrimental to an extent ,that depends on the 

antenna lobe pattern. geographical. and extraordinary meteorological 

conditions. thus causing residual reflecti~n problems. 

Another phenomenon explaining strange and erratic radcir returns 

has been observed with echoes occurring at locations where no targets 

are to be found. Analysis of these observations shows that the echoes 

are from ground or airborne objects which are being detected by 

radiation reflected from mirror-like plane surfaces of vehicles or 

buildings in the neighborhood of the radar. If the reflector is 

moving. then the reflected ground target behaves like a moving target. 
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It Changes its apparent distance and direction relative to the radar. 

The double reflecting return eCho is shown in the PPI display in the 

direction at whiCh the first reflecting surface is fotmd. The eCho 

may, however, be displayed at a point at whiCh there is no actual tar

geL. Moving objects, suCh as automobiles or other objects capable of 

reflecting electromagnetic waves ~ay be obscured on the PPI by ground 

clutter so they are not identified. It is obvious that ghost eChoes 

can show movement whiCh is not possible with real vehicles. Many 

unusual PPI observations have been explained in this manner. 

MeChanisms of multiple reflections whiCh serve to produce ghosts 

are illustrated in Fig. 12. These involve specular reflection from 

the first target, effectively deflecting a significant amount of radar 

energy to a second target at a different azimuth, which is oriented so 

as to reflect most of the rad1ation incident on it. Either of the re

flecting targets can be stationary or moving objects. In Fig.12 the 

radar is at the point labeled "1." A reflector is a point "2" and 

real targets are at the points labeled "3." Due to reflections from 

the reflector to the targets, ghost eChoes will appear at the points 

labeled "4." The appearance of the ghost on the PPI is one possible 

explanation for perplexing tmidentified target motions. If one of the 

two reflectors is an aircraft and tmdertakes any maneuvers, the path 

followed by the ghost is especially erratic. As viewed on a PPI 

scope perhaps it first recedes from, then "flies" parallel to, and 

finally overtakes or appears to collide or pass the real aircraft. 

Fig. 13 (adapted from Levine 1960) shows the outline of a con

ventional aircraft surveillance radar PPI (included within the circle). 

The solid line (A) shows the return echo path of an aircraft traveling 

at 300 knots. The dashed line (B) shows the echo path that will also 

result when sufficient radar energy is scattered from the aircraft to 

a promin en t ground reflector located at C, and then reflected back to 

the aircraft and then to the receiver. In this example, the aircraft 

is the first of the reflectors, so that the phantom echo always occurs 
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at the same azimuthal bearing as the aircraft, while its range always 

exceeds that of the aircraft. Consequently, on the PPI, the path of 

this ghost always lies outside the aircraft path. However, if the air

craft overflies the ground object, the phantom echo and the aircraft 

echo will almost merge. In addition, as the apparent range of the phantom 

is greater with the same radial speed as the aircraft, the apparent 

velocity of the ghost will be magnified by the ratio of the aircraft

to-phantom dist2Jlce from the radar. The phantom can appear to exceed 

2,000 knots in this manner. In Fig. 13 L;e ghost is moving at 900 knots 

along a portion of the ghost track. 

Fig.13 and the discussion above relate to the case when the air

craft is, the first of two reflectors. For tha conditions with the ground 

object as the first of the two reflectors, the phantom echo always 

occurs at the same azimuth be<L-.-l.ng as the ground object. For example, 

in Fig. 14 (also adapted from Levine, 1960) the solid line (A) applies 

to scattering from the first reflector to the aircraft and back to the 

receiver. The inward and outward excursions of this path actually 

occur along a single radial line from the radar site through the first 

reflector. 

In any actual situation, only fractional portions of the ghost 

echo paths mi6ht be of suff."icient signal sl:rength to appear on the 

display. Those particular returns that are closest to the ground object 

or where the reflector has the most favorable reflecting properties 

will most likely be displayed. In a radar detecting only moving tar

gets, a stationary groUnd object might not appear as a target on the 

scope. Thus, iT. this manner, the operator's ability to correlate ghosts 

to a reflecting surface is considerably reduced, especially when ma,y 

known targets are on the display. From Figs. 13 and 14, it is shown that 

the phantom echo fell outside the display and t~en returned during a 

later portion of the flight. Thus, if only portions of the phantom 

track are a detectable signal. and if (this ~!ould usuaily be the case) there 

are several targets on the display at once, the operator would find" 
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it very difficult to discern whether the phantom was real or ghost. 

He is concerned about the erratic behavior of a target, but he is 

most concerned by the potential and displayed near-misses to known 

targets. 

In ge~e=al doubly reflecting ground targets must be of sufficient 

size and have good radar-reflecting properties to serve as radar

reflectors. Reflectors can be moving or stationary. Reflectors 

that fit this description include sloping terrain, sloping metal 

roofs, metal buildings, nearby ground structures, or large trucks 

and trailers. 

Fig. 13 illustrates the possible sporadic nature of reflection 

echoes. Plate 68a, taken when stratiform precipitation was occurring, 

documents the fact that there is a sector to the east that is blocked , 
by some object. Plate68b shows normal ground clutter plus a few 

probable aircraft. Plate68c shows the appearance of the PPI when 

anomalous propagation was causing more extensive ground clutter. In 

this photograph there is an echo in the sector in which preCipitation 

could not be detected. This ghost echo was found to be produced by 

reflection from the object causing the blocking to a ground target 

in the opposite direction. Plate68d shows the geometry of the 

si tuation. The line labeled "orientation of reflector" was found by 

folding a large tracing of the ground target and ghost echo. When 

folded along this line, there was near perfect correspondence between 

the two. 

More complex reflection occurrences require a rare combination of 

reflector/target radar geometry and reflectivities. Analysis indicates 

that they occur occasionally. However, unless accurate data are re

corded at the time of the event, ray tracing techniques will be almost 

impossible to use in order to reconstruct the possible circumstances. 

In addition to phantoms, caused by reflecting objects, other types of 

spurious target returns can be occurring at the same time, further in

creasing the difficulty of analyzing the unusual sighting. Such ·things 
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as extraordinary meteorological conditions, and multiple-tUne-around 

echoes can also be contributing effects, making the analysis that much 

more difficult. When interference problems, operator interpretation, 

and equipment reliability factors are included, one begins to realize 

that the explanation of reported unusual observations requires exten

sive research for each incident, and such research is not possible un

less all pertinent information has been documented in detail. 

7. Evaluation of Radar Echoes to Identify Targets 

\fuen there is an echo on the PPI of a search radar, the operator 

must determine the nature of the target. The information he has is 

relative signal intensity, some knowledge of fluctuation in intensity, 

pOSition, velocity, and behavior relative to other targets. In addition 

he may be able to infer altitude if he is able to elevate the beam and 

reduce the gain t~ find an angle of maximU<ll signal intensity. Previous 

sections of this chapter have briefly described a number of targets that 

searcll radars are capable of detecting. From the discussion it is 

apparent that there is overlap in the characteristics of different 

types of targets. Signal intensities, fO.r example, range over several 

orders of magnitude. Wind-borne.and powered targets may have com

parable ground speeds depending on the wind speed. ~lany different 

types of targets show echo fluctuations. Thus there is no specific 

set of characteristics that will pennit a given echo to be unambiguously 

identified as a specific target. At best all one can do is say that 

a given echo probabZy is, or is not, a specific target based on some of 

the observed characteristics. 

Target Velocity 

Determination of the direction and speed of an echo in ~he PPI of 

a search radar requires some assumptions. A long range search radar 

antenna generally rotates at aoout 4 - 8 rpm. At 6 rpm, an antenna 

rotates through 360° in 10 sec. (=36°/sec). If the horizontal beam

width of the antenna is 3.6 0 a point target will be within the beam 
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for 0.1 sec. as the beam sweeps past. Then 9.9 sec. elapse until the 

beam again sweeps the target. I f on this next: revolution there is an 

echo in 'the general vicinity of 'the target detected on the previous sweep 

the opera'tor must decide whether this echo is from 'the same target 

that was de'tected previously or is from a new targe't. If he assumes 

the two echoes are from the same target. he can then compute a veloci 'ty. 

If his assUIIlp'tion was correc't. if his computa'tions are accurate. and 

if the target is at the indicated locations. the comp~ted ground 

speed is correc't. If. however. 'the two echoes are not from the same 

target or are from a target that is not at the indicated location. then 

the computed speed will have no meaning. 

The speed computed from the displacement of the echoes from a 

target at the indicated location represents the ground speed of the 

target. To aid in the identification of slow moving targets, it is 

necessary to determine its airspeed. This requires knowledge of the 

wind velocity at the location including altitude and time of the de

tection. and the assumption that the target is in essentially level 

flight. It is often difficult to determine precisely the wind velocity 

at a given point due to the wide spacing of stations that measure 

winds aloft and the six-hour interval between observations. Except 

in complex situations. it is usually pOSSible, however, to extrapolate 

measured \dnds for a given location wi'th sufficient accuracy to deter

mine whether the target veloci'ty and wind veloci'ty have sufficient 

similari'ty to justify a conclusion that the target is probably wind

borne. Conversely if there is a large disparity between wind velocity 

and target velocity a logical conclusion would be that the target 

could not be windborne. 

When an echo that has been moving in an orderly manner on the PPI 

Suddenly disappears. the information for computing its speed also 

disappears. Any attempts to guess the speed would require the operator 

to make specific assumptions of the reason for the disappearance. He 

might assume that the target moved out of range during the brief time 
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required for one antenna revolution. Such an assumption would probably 

require a very high speed target. Or the operator might assume that 

the target dec'!'eased altitude to a pOSition below the radar horizon. 

If the target was located close to the radar horizon, an al ti tude 

change of a few tens of feet would be sufficient for it to disappear 

and the required speed (vertical velocity) would be quite small. 

Target Intensity and Fluctuations 

The power received from a point target is directly proportional 

to the radar scattering cross-section of the target and inversely 

proportional to the fourth power of the distance frQn the radar to the 

target. Therefore, for an equal signal _to be received from two targets, 

a target 10 mi. from the radar would have to have a radar cross-section 

10,000 times as large as a target at 1 mi. Examples of targets with 

differences in cross-sections of this order of magnitude 

are birds "'ith cross-sections of .0.01 m 2 or less and aircraft with 

cross-sections of up to 100 m 2 Intensity differences such as these 

can be measured (by gain reduction to threshold of detection), but 

-the nature of display systems such as PPI's is such that differences 

are considerably reduced. An echo on the PPI is composed of- many 

small dots that result from an electron beam that excites the coating 

on the face of the tube causing it to emit light. The coating may be 

designed to emit light only when the electron beam excites it or may 

continue to emit light for some time after the excitation has ceased 

(persistence). The latter is usually the case for PPI's where the 

operator depends on persistence to see the 360 0 coverage provided by 

the rotating antenna. Haworth (1948) states that from 150 - 200 spots 

can be resolved along the radius of magnetically deflected radar tubes. 

Gunn (1963) points out that since the PPI trace lines converge at the 

center the light outp~t ?er unit area of the tube face will decrease 

with increasing radial distance from the center. As a result echoes 

near the center are 'painted' with a higher intensity than echoes of 

comparable strength anywhere else on the display. These characteristics 

of the display system act to conceal further the relative magnitudes 
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of the sigrral intensity of targets at different ranges, so that the 

operator loses much of the available radar information when it is 

displayed on the PPI. Fluctuations are smoothed out, and the intensities 

are normalized to some extent. The result is that he can give some 

information on an unknown target in comparison with a known target at 

the same range. Positive knowledge of the nature of a target at a 

given range can only result from auxilliary data. For example, if the 

operator is in contact with an aircraft that is over a given point and 

he has an echo at that point he will logically assume the echo is from 

t.i.e aircraft if the echo is moving on the course and at the speed reported 

by the pilo~. He could then compare the intensity and fluctuations of 

other targets at that range with those of the known target and draw some 

conclusions as to whether they might be larger or smaller than the aircraft. 

Behavior Relative To Other Targets 

Very little can be said about a target from the examination of 

a single echo but some information can be obtained by compar~.ng the 

echo with other echoes on the remainder of the PPI. When the echo 

is interpreted in terms of the appearance and behavior of other echoes 

a logical explanation may become evident. 

For example, the author has seen isolated targets on the PPI 

that were mOving toward the radar in a direction opposite to that 

of the wind, so that it was obvious that they could not be '-lin db orne . 

A slight elevation of the antenna caused them to disappear so it '-lCiS 

apparent that they were at low levels. No attempt \-las made to send 

aircraft to the vicinity to look for targets. All other attempts to 

interpret the nature of real targets on that half of the PPI that 

would return the displayed echoes were futile. When the remaindeT 

of the PPI was examined it was found that the speed of a line of thun

derstorll'.5 moving toward the station was the same as that of the echoes 

to the east. The direction of movement, however, was the same as that 

of the wind and not opposi te, as with the echoes to the eas t. Further, 

the distance to the thunderstorms to the west was the same as the 

distance to the unknown echoes to the east. With this additional in

formation it seemed likely that the echoes to the east were reflections 
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of portions of the thunders toms to the west. The obstacles causing 

the reflections were subsequently identified as large nearby chimneys 

that extended only slightly higher than the height of the radar so that 

when the antenna was elevated slightly the chimneys were below the main 

beam and no longer caused reflections. 

Since the reflectors (chimneys) were very narrow, the reflection 

echoes were very narrow but their length was equal to the diameter of 

the precipitation area. The echoes therefore had a long, narrow (cigar

shaped) appearance. Since the apparent lengths in some cases were 

10 - 15 mi. they were not mistaken for some type of flying vehicle. 

Although the solution of the case discussed here is a simple, 

and, on the surface, obvious one, it does demonstrate the necessity 

of studying the entire PPI, not just one or two odd echoes. The 

case also illustrates how echo characteristics become distorted when 

the return is from a target not at the indicate~ location. The long, 

narrow shapes of the reflection echoes, a vertical extent of only 

10 
_ 20 at ranges less than SO mi., and movement against the wind all 

. tended to rule out precipitation as the target. 

-' 

The problem of identifYing reflections is very difficult. The 

simplest case is where the reflector and reflected target are both fixed. 

The reflected echo is always in the same position and ~~hether it 

appears or not depends on propagation conditions and if the reflector 

is of limited vertical exten~ on antenna elevation angle. 

When the reflec~or is fixed and the target is moving the reflected 

echo also moves but in a different direction than the true target. Still 

the geometry is relatively simple and the reflected echo will move 

toward or away from the radar along a radial line extending from the 

radar across the reflector. The reflected echo will appear to move 

toward the radar when the distance from the radar to the true target 

is decreasing and away from the radar when the distance from the radar 

to the true target is increasing. The apparent speed of the re-

flected echo toward or away from the radar corresponds to the speed 
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of the true target toward or away from the reflector. This is not 

its ac-tual. ground speed. A target could move at 500 knots along a 

constant-distance circle from the reflector, yet the reflected echo 

would be stationary. Only if the target moved directly toward or 

away from the reflector would the reflected echo have the same speed 

as the target; but the speed of the reflected echo can never exceed 

that of the target. 

When the reflector is moving and the target is stationary (see 

discussion of Fig.13) the reflected echo track is always further from 

the radar than the reflector track. The reflection ec..l-to will follow 

roughly the same track as the reflector but its apparent speed may 

be much greater depending on the distance between the reflector and 

target. When the reflector is far from ~l-te target the apparent speed 

of the r<;lflected echo will be much greater than the true speed of the 

reflector. When the reflector is very close to the target the reflected 

echo will be c] ose to the position of the reflector and its a.pparent 

speed will be comparable to that of the reflector. 

The situation where both the reflector and the target are moving 

is very complex. The apparent speed of the reflected echo will depend 

on the relative speeds of both reflector and target. When the re

flector is moving slowly, the condition of a stationary reflector will 

be approached but not quite realized. That is, the reflected echo 

will have a maximum apparent speed that does not greatly exceed that 

of the target, but since the reflector is mOVing, the reflection eclio 

will not be restricted to motion along a single radial line. 

l\'hen the reflector is mOV'ing rapidly compared to the target, the 

resul t is similar to the case of a fixed targe·t, that is the reflected 

echo track approximates the reflector track but its apparent speed 

will be greater. When the target moves, the track correspondence is 

not as good and the reflected echo I s apparent speed may greatly 

exceed that of the reflector. 
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The most complex cases are those in which a mOving reflector 

is not illuminating a single target but may show a different target 

on each scan of the radar. In these cases there is no correspondence 

between reflected echo track and reflector track. Speed computations 

in these cases are erroneously based on multiple targets. Attempts 

to compute a speed therefore produce values that can vary from some 

very low speeds to thousands of knots. 

It is obvicus from the preceding discussion that it is nearly 

impossib Ie to identify an unknown target working in real time at 

the PPI. To establish that an unknown is a reflection echo requires a 

determination of whether it is at the same aziJ:luth as a reflector. 

Since anyone of many other echoes could be the possible reflector, the 

geometry would have to be applied to each one in turn. When numerous 

echoes are on the PPI this is impossible. 

Much valuable information can be recorded for later detailed 

study by photographing the PPI with a radarscope camera during each 

revolution of the radar antenna. Later the films can be studied. 

either as time-lapse motion pictures or frame by frame. For many 

years this type of radarscope photography has been used for studies 

of radar-detected precipitation patterns and has provided insights 

into meteorological phenomena that would have been impossible from 

subjective verbal descriptions of the echo patterns. 

Radarscope photographs of the PPI have all the limitations of 

the PPI presentation itself. They cannot show intensity differences 

or minor intensity fluctuations. They do have the powerful advantage 

of making it possible to review a puzzling echo hundreds of times at 

various rates of viewing and to study the appearance and behavior of 

an echoes before. durin&,a and a£ter the episode. Only by the study 

of radarscope films and many other supporting data is it possible to 

arrive at even a tentative conclusion that a given' echo cannot be 

explained. 
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8. Conclusions 

Radar is a valuable instrument for detecting and ranging targets 

that ~e not visible to an observer due to darkness. extreme distance. 

intervening rain, cloud cover, haze, or smog. Radar can also detect, 

or reflect from. atmospheric discontinuities that are not visible to 

the eye. The echoes of real targets and apparent targets that result 

from RFI)reflections, or system noise may Gn occasion produce scope 

presentations ~hat are extremely difficult or impossible to interpret. 

The major difficulty is that while radar is designed to beam radiation 

in a specific direction and detect targets within a specific distance, 

it does not always do so. The transmitted radiation. while concentrated 

in a main beam, goes out as well, in many other directions. Portions 

of the main beam and the lobes may be reflected in other directions 

by neaxb,y objects, by solid targets a considerable distance from the 

radar, or by layers or small volumes of atmospheric inhomogeneities. 

All of this radiation in various directions is refracted by atmospheric 

te~perature and moisture profiles to deviate further from its original 

path. Portions of this radiation that impinge upon any of a wide 

variety of targets are reflected back along a reciprocal path and pre

sen ted on the PPI as ~f they were at the-position determined by the 

antenna elevation and azimuth, and the time required for the most re

cently transmitted pulse to travel out and back. Some of the displayed 

echoes will represent targets at the indicated locations_ Some of the 

displayed echoes will be from targets not at the indicated position. 

and some of the echoes will not represent targets at all, but will 

be due to system noise or RFI. Since radar does not differentiate 

between the unique characteristics of different types of targets. it 

is impossible for even the most experienced radar operator to look at 

the PPI and positively identify all echoes on the scope. 

Some auxiliary information on the possible nature of the targets 

may be derived from the study of the appearance of the PPI on successive 

antenna revolutions or from a series of PPI photographs. These successive 
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p~sentations show the interpreter apparent motion and changes in 

intensity. This additional information is useful but still does not 

permit posi~ive identification of the target. Only such g~neralizations 

may be made as that the target appears to be moving at 250 knots so 

it cannot be precipitation, birds, or a balloon. To even make this 

generalization the operator has to know or make some assumptions 

about the probable wind speed in the vicinity of the apparent target. 

The data presented on the PPI of a single radar, therefore, do not 

permit the operator to say very muCh about the" possible nature of a 

target displayed as an echo on the PPI. Many additional data are 

required such as meteorological conditiOns between the radar and the 

apparent location of the target, and aUXiliary radar information 

suCh as target elevation angle and the bearing of the target from 
another radar. The detection of a target at the same location by 

two or more radars with different CharacteriStics would usually rule 

out multiple trip echoes, reflections, and detection by side lobes. 

Surveillance by more than one radar would also aid in establishing con

tinuity along an echo track if the rotation l'ate of the two radars 

was such that they were 180· apart so that one would "see" the eCho 

when the other was "looking" 180 0 from it. The problem of determining 

speed is based on "the assumption that a single target has moved a 

specific distance during the time that the beam is not aimed at it. 

In many cases this may be an erroneous assumption, and it requires 

either continuous tracking er surveillance by numerous radars to deter

mine whethel' only a single target is involved. 

It is hoped that this discussion of radar has convinced the reader 

that radar data are only a tool to be used in conjunction with many 

other bits of inio:rmation for the solution of various problems. Radar 

alone cannot speci~ the exact nature of all targets especially when 

it was probably specifically designed to detect specific target types. 

It can only provide the operator with some generalized information about 
the target and he can only draw some general conclusions baseci. on a 

number of assumptions he must make. If he makes the wrang assumption, 
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he will come to an erroneous conclusion. 

ntis does not mean that radar could not be a useful tool in 

any further studies of the UFO problem; it simply points out the need 

for, and problems of, gathering photographic and other data from a 

number of different types of radar on specific incidents before the 

data could be caxefully analyzed and interpreted with any degree of 

confidence. 
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1. Introduction 

Olapter 6 

Sonic Boom 

William Blumen 

Observers of unidentified flying objects report a variety of 

sound effects associated with the phenomenon. Some report sharp. 

explosive sound during rapid acceleration or high-speed flight. 

Others refer to humming. whining or whirring noise while the UFO 

is hovering or moving at relatively slow speeds (Hall. 1964). Still 

others mention whistling or swishing sounds suggestive of rushing air. 

More remarkable than any of the foregoing. however, are reports 

that describe the UFO as moving at velocities far in excess of the 

maximum speed of soun4 in the earth's atmosphere without producing 

~,y noise or shock wave that would normally be expected under such 

conditions of atmospheric displacement. No characteristic "boom" 

is heard in these instances. 

The absence of a sonic boom in these cases remains a mystery. 

Possible explanations are that: a) actual speed was overestimated; 

b) a natural atmospheric effect that could suppress the sonic boom 

was present; or c) the object or phenomenon did not displace the 

atmospheric gases through which it was passing at supersonic speeds. 

In this chapter we shall present the basic concepts involved 

in the production of the sonic boom or shock wave resulting from 

the passage of an object through the atmosphere at speeds greater 

than that of sound at the altitude of flight. Natural effects that 

are theoretically capable of ren1ering such shock waves inaudible at 

ground level will also be discussed. as will current research aimed 

at suppression of sonic booms by aircraft design modification and 

other means. 

In general. it would be unrewarding to analyze each UFO report 

in conjunction with meteorological data to determine if a sonic boom 

from a particular object flying at supersonic speed would be heard 

at ground level. The difficulties are two-fold: first. the exist

ing state of knowledge concerning meteorological effects on sonic 

booms is sufficient only to provide information in terms of stati

tical probabilities (Roberts. 1967); and second. local meteorological 
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features which occur between wc~:~e~ observing stations andjor 

which occur between the times of scheduled observations would not be 

observed. 

2. Sonic Boom Generation 

Sound waves are a manifestation of the compressibility of air. 

A source capable of compressing air produces pressure fluctuations, 

called sound or compression waves, which travel through the atmos

phere. '1~~e peaks and troughs of the waves correspond to ma.:dma and 

minima of the pressure fluctuations. The leading edge of the wave 

or wave front is approximately spherical in shape, and the pressure 

disturbance propagates away from the source in a series of concen-

tric spheres. The speed of propagation of these waves, the sound 

speed, varies with the temperature and pressure of the air through 

which the waves travel. The maximum value for speed of sound waves 

is generally at ground level and reaches about 760 mph. - The sound 

speed may show cor-siderable variation in the atmosphere, alternately 

decreasing and increasing with altitude. A minimum value of 580 mph 

is reached at approximately SO miles above the earth's surface. How

ever, these values are principally a function of altitude, but they also 

vary with the time of day, season and latitude and longitude. The 

following are approximate average values: 

Height (feet) Speed of Sound (miles per hour) 

o 760 

10,000 

20,000 

30,000 

735 

707 

6i9 

Pressure disturbances are generated IVhenever a body, such ::ts 

an airplane, moves through the atmosphere and displaces the air around 

it. In subsonic flight the speed of the aircraft is less than the 

local :sound speed and the wave disturbances propagate away from the 

plane in all directions. These pressure variations are generally weak 

and too slowly varying to be detected by the ear (Carlson, 1966). 
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An aircraft travelling at supersonic speeds moves faster than the 

pressure disturbances it generates. When this occurs the plane is 

always ahead of the wave front and the spherical waves emitted at suc

cessive po~nts along the flight path become tangent to lines sloping 

back''''ard from the bow of the plane. These lines form a cone. the sur

face of which is the shock wave. Shock waves are fonned by each 

protuberance on the plane's exterior. However. with distance, the 

various shock fronts tend to coalesce into two large shock f~onts, 

usually attributed to the bow and to the tail of the plane. Fig. 1a 

shows how the fronts intersect level ground from a hypothetical flight 

path parallel to the grou::;.d surface at constant sound speed and with 

no wind. The indicated abrupt pressure rise ~,d fall is responsible 

for the sonic booms heard at the earth's surface. Two booms will be 

heard as the '~ow"-and "tail" shocks successively pass over an 

observer but the ear may not always register the separate shocks when 

they are of different intensities (Carlson, 1966) or when the observer 

is taken by surprise. 

The ratio of aircraft speed to the sound speed at its altitude 

is called the Mach number. The limiting value at which no sonic boom 

is heard, because of atmospheric effects, is called the cutoff Mach 

number (Wilson, 1962). Studies made by Wilson (1962), Kane (1966) and 

Roberts (1967) h~ve established that the cutoff M~ch number ranges 

roughly between about 1.0 and 1.3 depending on atmospheric conditions 

~'"1d the altitude of the plane. This means that sonic booms produced 

by objects moving faster than 1.3 times the sound speed should be 

heard at ground level. 

The angle between the shock front and the ground becomes smaller 

as the aircraft speed increases relative to the sound speed. In this 

situation the sonic boom may not be heard at ground level until the 

plane has passed from view . Wilson (1962) has estimated that the 

plane may be as much as 2S miles away from the pOint on the ground 

where the sonic boom is heard. 
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SONIC 
BOOM 

Fig. la 

SHOCK WAVES created by the passage through the air of a supersonic air
plane coalesce into two large cone-shaped shock fronts, shown here in 
cross section, that are carried along with the airplane. Each front is 
a region of compressed air that creates a distinct "pressure jump" at the 
ground. The changes in atmospheric pressure are heard by an observer as 
two sonic booms in succession. 
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Fig. lb 

SONIC BOIX' arises because a supersonic airplane moves faster than the 
pressure disturbances, or sound waves, it propagates. A stationary 
source (~eft) emits spherical sound waves that move outward like con
centric ripples. If the source moves at less than the speed of sound 
(midd~e), waves emitted at successive positions are crowded in the direction 
of movement; they overtake the moving source and "warn" the air of its 
approach. But disturbances from the earlier emissions of a supersonic 
source (right) cannot overtake the source, which arrives without warning 
and creates a shock wave. The spheres become tangent ~o the sides of 
the shock wave cone. 
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3. Atmospheric Effects on Sonic Boom Propagation 

When the actual wind and temperature variations that occur in 

the atmosphere are taken into account, the simple conical pattern of 

the shock front may become quite distorted. The sound speed generally 

decreases with altitude between the gTound and the plane. Therefore, 

as a propagating shock waVe descends toward the gTound, the portion 

of the wave front closest to the earth moves faster than the portions 

above. If the sound speed decreases sufficiently rapidly with alti

tude, the wave front may oecome perdendicu1ar to the gTound. In this 

situation the shock never reaches the ground because it begins to 

travel parallel to the ground before it gets there (Carson, 1966). 

Physical requirements for such an effect, however, are unlikely, 

evan under extremely abnormal atmospheric conditions. In any event, 
an object moving through the atmosphere at any altitude para11e1-to

the earth's surface, at a speed greater th~ the speed of sound at 

ground level would inevitably produce a sonic boom. 

The decrease of sound speed with altitude also affects the portion 

of the wave front that spreads out to the sides of the plane. An in

vestigation of the effect by Kane (1966), under conditions of no wind, 

shows that the lateral extent of the sonic boom at gTound level ranges 

from about 10 to 35 miles on either side of the ground track of 

the plane. Furthermo:re, the intensity of the shock wave will be dim

inished as it spreads out. Consequently the boom will become less 

intense on either side of the flight track. 

When wind is present, the wave front progresses at a rate which 

is the SUlll of the sound speed and the wind speed. Therefore the effect 

on the wave front by the temperature decrease is counteracted if a 

tail wind increases with altitude. If a tail wind decreases with al

titude the distortion of the wave front caused by the temperature var

iation is reinforced, while a head wind produces the opposite effect. 

The situation becomes more complicated when the horizontal variations 

of wind and temperature are considered. 
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Other atmospheric features could produce unusual sonic boom 

patterns at the ground. Among these are: turbulent air ~otions in the 

lowest few thousand feet of the atmosphere, the trpe of clouds present 

and their spatial distribution, and tempera~re inversions. None of 

these meteorological phenomena have been studied in sufficient dctajl 

to produce conclusive results about their effects on sonic booms. 1I0w

ev~rpreliminary investigations have been reported (Roberts, 1957). 

4. Design Modifications and Maneuvers 

Although various goveI11l1!ent agencies. industria.l organizations 

and university research projects are currently engaged in seeking 

methods to reduce sonic boom intensities, all know~ practical super

sonic airplane designs will produce sonic booms (National Academy of 

Sciences. 1967). Furthermore, according to the Academy report, "The 

possibility that unconventional configurations may be devised which 

will yield significant reductions cannot be disallowed but, at pres

ent. the future must be viewed in terms of small reductions obtained 

through better understanding of theory, design refine~ents of conven

tional aircraft and improvements in propulsive efficiency and oper

ating procedures." Research efforts are continuing in ~~ effort to 

find an unconventional design, with practical aerodynamic.""character

istics, which wou:! j minimize or eliminate the sonic boom. 

The various research efforts to suppress sonic boom intensities 

which are under investigation are revie~ed below. 

The pressure distribution at ground level, shown in Fig. la and Ib 

is the so-ca.lled "farfield" signature. The shock fronts emanating 

fro~ protuberances on the aircraft have little effect on the pressure 

pulse at ground level. The sonic boom can be reduced, but not nec

essarily eliminated, if tne aircraft climbs at subsonic speeds before 

making the transition to supersonic speeds at nigh-altitude cruising 

levels. Optimization of the arrangement of the various components. 

suCh as the shape and position of the wings, may lessen sonic boom 

intensity. Long, slender and blended configurations appear to offer 
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the best compromise between maximum aerodynamic performance anu 101': 

sonic boom levels. Reduction of the peak pressures at ground level 

by design modifications is also being attempted. For example, a 

"stretched" design \~ould alter the point at \,hich the various wave:, 

form a bow and tai 1 shock. I~i th this tyoe of design a less rapid rate 

of pressure rise I ... ould be produced at ground level and consequently a 

less audible boom l"ouh1 result (~1cLean, 1966; N.I\S, 19671. 

Ai rcraft accelerations and maneuvers at various alt.i tudes c;m:"e 

sonic booms of varying intensities in locali::.e regions at or above 

ground level. It is possible, during common flight maneuvers, to 

produce local pressure buildups which may be more than tl.:ice as large 

as those produced by the same aircraft in level, unaccelerated flight. 

The subsequent "superbooms" occur at isolated points at ground level 

in contrast to the ordinary booms that move with the 3.ircraft. Limi

tations on rapid accelerations and maneuvers would reduce the intensity 

and frequent)' of "superbooms" but could not be expected to supPress 

sonic booms altogether (Mag lieri, 1966). 

In subsonic flight, pressure disturbances propagate ahead of the 

aircraft altering the airstream in such a way that abrupt pressure 

changes do not occur. In supersonic flight hOI"ever, pressure dis

trubances cannot propagate ahead. In order to prevent the buildup 

of a shock I,ave in supersonic flight, the Northrup Corporation is 

currently working on a rr>ethod to modify the airstream through an 

electromagnetic force field concentrated at the nose of the aircraft. 

This loJork is still in preliminary stages and experiments have only 

been undertaken in I.ind tunnels (Aviation Week and Space Technology, 

1968) • 

5. Comments 

Although sonic boom research has progressed rapidly since the 

early 1950's, the complete suppression of sonic booms at ground level 

by means of present technology does not appear imminent. This doc,; 
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not mean that sonic booms are always heard in conjunction with super

sonic flight_ Some meteorological factors occasionally could reduce 

sonic boom intensities or, even more rarely, prevent sonic booms from 

reaching the ground at all_ However, the reported. total absence of 

sonic booms from UFOs in supersonic flight and undPrgoing rapid ac

celerations or intricate maneuvers, particularly near. the earth's 

surface, cannot be explained on the basis of current knowledge. On 

the contrary, intense sonic booms are expected under such condition~_ 
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surface, cannot be explained on the basis of current knowledge. On 

the contrary, intense sonic booms are expected under such condition~_ 
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Chapter 7 

Amospheric Electricity and Plasma Interpretations 

of UFOs 

Martin D. Altschuler 

Research into atmospheric electricity 'is important ~d difficult. 

Although many aspe~ts are now becoming clear, much remains contro

versial or unknown. Even cOllllllon events, such as the thunders torm and 

the lightning flash, continue to provide fascinating challenges 

to science. 

Electric fields are produced by Clouds, fog, rain, sleet, snow, 

tornadoes, dust devils, volcanos, earthquakes, meteors, and contaminants 

in air. On mOlliltains, electrical activity often becomes intense. 

Experienced climbers can tell bizarre stories of mountaintop elec

tricity. Researchers themselves have often been astonished at nature's 

complexity. Ball lightning, for example, although witnessed and re-
~ . 

ported many times in the past, has only with difficulty been estab

lished as a genuine scientific problem. Years of patient effort 

were required to distinguish ball lightning from retinal ,3.fter

images and optical illusions. In view of the numerous manifestations 

of amospheric electricity, it is reasonable to try to determine 

whether or not some luminescent UFOs are indicative of yet another 

electrical phenomenon of nature. 

~1uch research has been done theoretically, in the laboratory, 

and in the field that bears on the problems of atmospheric electricity 

and the plasma state of matter. Here we emphasize the more 

unusual (and often speculative) aspects of these subj ects and their 

possible correlation with descriptions of UFO behavior. People who 

have witnessed unusual electrical phenomena of the types reviewed 
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in this chapter are invited to send reports to 

Dr. Bernard Vonnegut 

Earth Science Building. Room 323 

State University of , New York at Albany 

1400 Washington Avenue 

Albany. New York 12203 

or phone them to 518-457-4607 or 518-457-3898. 

The author thanks Drs. Sydney Chapman. John Firor. Sadami 

- fl.latsushita. and J. Doyne Sartor of the National Center for Atmospheric 

Research. and Professor Julius London of the Department of Astro,!!eophysics, 

University of Colorado. for reviewing portions of this manuscript, 

for informative and pleasant discussions. and for useful references. He 

is also indebted to Dr. Edmond M. Dewan of the Air Force Cambridge 

Research Laboratories for a file of useful reprints. 

1. Definition of a Plasma 

In its lowest energy state. an atom contains an equal number of 

electrons and protons. and is electrically neutral. By gaining or 

losing electrons, an atom or molecule can acquire an electric charge. 

A charged atom or molecule is called an ion. If some of the atoms of 

a gas become ions, the gas is said to be partially-ionized. Nhen there 

are enough ions or electrons to affect the physical properties of the gas, 

the gas is ca!led a plasma. The "plasma,state of matter" refers to an 

ionized medium. 

An atom may become ionized by (a) absorbing a quantum of high 

energy electromagnetic radiation, (b) colliding with a fast particle 

(atom. ion, or electron), (c) capturing an electron. In processes 

(a) and (b), atoms lose one cr more electrons and become positive ions. 

In process (c). atoms gain an electron and become negative ions. 

The ionization of the outermost larers of the atmosphere (above 65 km) 

is caused primarily by the absorption of solar ultraviolet radiation 

and x-radiation (process (a)). The weak ionization in the 10llier atmosphere 

is largely an effect of cosmic ray particles (mostly fast protons) 
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(process (b)). Free electrons in the lower atmosphere are quickly 

captured by oxygen molecules, which then become negative ions (process 

ec)) . 

When large electric fields are present, electrons and ions are 

accelerated to high velocities in short distances, and may acquire 

enough kinetic energy to ionize neutral atoms upon collision. The 

new charges are accelerated in turn by the electric field, collide 

with still other neutral atoms, and produce more electrons and ions. 

The ionization of a neutral gas by the acceleration of a few electrons 

and ions in a large electric field is called an avalanche process. The 

avalanche process is responsible for coronal point discharge (St. 

Elmo's fire), lightning flashes, neon and fluorescent lighting, and 

Geiger counters. 

Since electrons can be accelerated by high-frequency electric 

fields, ionization is somet.imes possible in the presence of micro

waves. High temperature shock waves surrounding meteors and re

entering space vehicles also cause ionization in the atmosphere. 

When a free electron and a positive ion collide, the electron 

may be captured. When a negative and a positive ion collide, an 

electron may be transferred from the negative to the positive ion. 

In such collisions, called recombination processes, ions are neutralized 

and become atoms or molecules. In the lower atmosphere, plasma 

(such as that created in a lightning flash) is rapidly neutralized 

through such processes. Radiation may be emitted during recombination. 

2. Occurrence of Plasma 

Probably 99% of all the matter in the universe is in the plasma 

state. \~ithin the stars, hydrogen, helium, and the other abundant 

atoms are completely ionized. 

The visible surface of the sun, called the photosphere, is 

host to a mysterious plasmaphenomenon, the sunspot. The strong 
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magnetic fields which emanate from sunspots interact with the plasma 

of the outer solar atmosphere. As a consequence. violent events. 

known as solar flares. are often generated in regions where the magr,etic field 

gradient is large~ During a solar flare. ions and elect~ons are ac-

celerated out of the sun's atmosphere into interplanetary space. Some 

of these fast charged particles interact with the earth's magnetic 

environment. and contribute to short-wave radio blackouts. auroras 

(Northern and Southern Lights). and geomagnetic storms. 

Basic plasma research is vi tal in many technolo,gical areas. In 
~. 

the field of communication. problems arise in connection with radio and 

radar transmission through plasma regions such as the ionosphere and 

the ionized sheath surrounding re-en:tering spacecraft. Laboratory 

efforts are under way to control the reactions of nuclear fusion for 

power generation. If successful, present experiments may lead to 

efficient sources of power \~hich do not require fossil fuel or fissiClr..

able materials. In the field of space technology. engineers are de

veloping low thrust ion rocket engines to propel the next generation 

of interplanetary spaceships. 

3. Plasma Properties of the Lower Atmosphere 

The lower atmosphere (below 60 km) is not a plasma under nomal 

conditions. In every cubic meter of air at sea level. the fair weather 

atmosphere contains roughly 3 x 1025 electrically neutral molecules 

and only about 5 x 108 ions. About 10 7 ion pairs are created per 

cubic rr.eter every second by ionizing radiation. and a like number are 

neutralized by recombination processes. The lifetime of a light ion 

is several hundred seconds. When dust particles are present, light 

ions are rapidly absorbed. and long-lived heavy ions are created. Over 

land at ground level. gamma rays emitted by natural radioactive sub

stances are the primary cause of atmospheric ionization. Above a 

few hundred meters over land. and everywhere over the oceans. cosmic 
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ray particles and secondaries are the major source of ionization. 

In the lower atmosphere (below 60 km) unattaChed electrons are im

mediately captured by oxygen molecules. 

The presence of even a few ions in the lower atmosphere means 

that air is not a perfect insulator. An electric charge placed on 

a metal sphere whiCh is insulated from the ground and suspended in 

air, will leak into the atmosphere; the higher the altitude of the 

sphere, the faster will be the leakage of electric charge . 

Where air pollution is prevalent, the light ions are collected 

on heavy dust particles, creating heavy less-mobile ions. The electrical 

conductivity of polluted air is often ten times less than that of 

clean air. 

The earth's atmosphere may be represented as a leaky dielectric 

medium bounded by electrically, conducting layers (or equipotentials) 

at sea level and at about 60 kID height. Sea level is taken as the 

zero reference or ground potential. The layer at 60 krn, now called 

the electrosphere, is the lowest level in the atmosphere of uniform 

electrical potential. This article deals l'lith the electrical effects 

that are possible in the lower atmosphere, where UFO's are reported. 

4. The Fair \oJeather Electric Field 

At sea level in fair weather, there exists an average electric 

field of about 130 volt/m directed downward. The potential of the 

electrosphere is about 300,000 volts positive with respect to the 

earth's surface. The earth's surface contains over its entire area 

a net negative charge of 5 x 105 coulombs (or 10-9 coulomb/m2).' An 

equal positive charge resides in the atmosphere above the ground. 

Because air is not a perfect insulator, an electric current of 1800 

amp (or 3.6 x 10-12 amp/m2) flows do~~ward (i.e. positive ions migrate 

downward, negative ions migrate upward). At higher altitudes, the 

current remains constant but the electric field decreases as the 
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electrical conductivity increases. At the height of co~ercial jet 

aircraft (12 km), the electrical potential of air has reached 90% 

of the potential of the electrosphere (i.e. about 270,000 volts). 

This indicates that most of the positive charze resides in the tropo

sphere in the form of positive ions. 

With the values known for the electrical conductivity of 

air, the negative charge on the earth's surface should leak away in 

about five minutes. To maintain the negative charg .. on the earth's 

surface, and consequently the electric field of the lower atmosphere, 

a charging mechanism is needed which acts continuous ly. 

s. Thunderstorms and the Electric Circuit c·f the Atmosphere 

Thunderstorms maintain the fair weather electrostatic field. 

Every hour, several hundred thousand lightning flashes and coronal 

point discharges transfer negative charge from the bases of thunder

clouds to the ground. The average charge transmitted by a lightning 

flash is estimated to be about 20 coulombs. Positive ions also 

rise from the tops of thunderclouds. 

Many theories have been proposed to explain how negative and 

posi tive charges are separated in a thunderCloud. The mechanism must 

(1) give a positive charge to the upper part of the cloud and a neg

ative charge to the lower part of the cloud, 

(2) provide a charge separation rate of several amperes .. 

It is generally believed ~hat as precipitation patti cles fall 

they acquire negative electric charge. Consequently, negative 

charge is carried to the bottom of the cloud. A detailed understand

ing of the mechanisms involved in transferring charge between pre

cipitation particles (and air pollutants) is of major scientific 

importance . 

. Strong evidence that thunderclouds act as batteries for the at

mosphere is provided by the daily fluctuations in the fair weather 
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electric field. Over the oceans the fair weather electric field 

fluctuates 15 to 20% about its mean value, and reaches a maximum 

at 1900 Greenwich Mean Time everywhere over the earth regardless 

of the local time. Smaller secondary maxima occur at 1500 GMT and 

at 0700 GMT. Much of the earth's thunde"I'Storra activity occurs in 

tropical regions during midafternoon when surface heating is most 

apt to produce strosg convection. At 1900 GMT, it is midafternoon 

in the Amazon basin; at 1500 GMT, it is midafternoon in Africa; at 

0700 GMT, it is midafternoon in Indonesia. The minimum fair weather 

field cCC'lJrs at 0300 GMr when it is midafternoon in the middle of 

the Pacific Ocean. 

If each thunde"I'Storm supplies a charging current of 1 amp, there 

must be at least 1800 thunderstorms raging simultaneously over the 

earth at anyone time to maintain the fair weather electric field. 

This is not an Wlreasonable estimate. It seems probable, therefore, 

that thunderstorms are the prime cause of the earth's electrical 

activity. 

6. Properties of Lightning 

Current surges in the atmosphere are k~own as lightning. Lightning 

limits the magnitude of the electrical dipole of a thWldercloud. Only 

about 20% of all lightning flashes are between cloud and gro&nd. 

The majority of flashes occur within clouds. Here we briefly des-

cribe only the cloud-to-ground event, for which better information 

is available. 
What appears to the eye as a single 'lightning flash is actually 

a number of individual charge surges, ca1:led strokes, recurring in 

rapid sucession. A flash consists of between one and forty main 

strokes, each of which is pre'ceded by a leader stroke. The median 

number of strokes in a lightning flash is about three. 
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When electric field strengths build up to values of about 3 x 106 

volt/m near the edge of a cloud, avalanche processes become important. 

The visible lightning event begins with the initiation of a stepped 

leader from the cloud region where the electric field is most intense. 

The stepped leaser is aconducting channel, perhaps a few centimeters 

in diameter, which is at essentially the same potential as the base 

of the cloud. Consequently, as the leader progresses downward away 

from the cloud, the electric field (i.e. the potential gradient) 

between the tip of the leader and the surrounding air continually 

increases, so that further ionization becomes easier. 

After advancing about 20 meters (the exact distance depending 

on the field strength), the leader pauses for about SO microseconds, 

forges ahead another 20 meters, stops again, and so on. (It is 

believed that the ionization of the air immediately ahead of the stepped 

leader is initiated by an avalanche region called a pilot streamer.) 

The stepped leader advances dowm.;ard toward the ground along a zigzag 

path roughly parallel to the electric field. After about 100 sLeps 

and 50 milliseconds, the stepped leader has almost traversed the 

2 Ian or so between the cloud base and the ground. When the stepped 

leader des cends to about 20 meters al ti tude, it is met by a pos i ti ve 

streamer from the earth. (The potential difference between the cloud 

and the ground may reach 108 or 109 volts before a lightning flash). 

As soon as the conducting channel between the cloud and the ground 

is completed, the main (or return) stroke begins. In less than 10 

microseconds, a current of about 20,000 amp is forcing its way through 

a conducting chann~l only a few millimeters in diameter. (The maximum 

current ever recorded in a lightning flash was 345,000 amp.) On 

the average, about 109 joules (an energy equivalent to 1. ton of 1NT) 

are released in the flash event. 

The temperature in the lightning channel, measured spectroscopially, 

reaches 30,OOOoK only 12 microsecon~ after the passage of the tip of 

the return stroke, but decays so rapidly that it falls to S,OOOoK in about 
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SO microseconds. If thennalization is achieved, these temperatures 

are hot enough to cause considerable dissoCiation and ionization of 

air molecules. Some scientists argue, however, that thermal te~peratures 

never exceed a few thousand degrees Kelvin. The precise time variation 

of the thermal temperature is important in estimating lightning damage 

by acoustic shocks. 

Magnetic field strengths, associated with lightning are in the 

neighborhood of 1 tesla (=104 gauss), so that the plasma pinch effect 

is probably of importance. Possible magnetic effects of a lightning 

stroke have been considered in connection with ball and bead lightning. 

After the first leader and return stroke, the lightning flash 

may continue with another current surge along the same conducting 

channel. This second stroke is initiated by a dart leader, which ad

vances continuous I)' (not in steps) and Dore rapidly than the stepped 

leader. The dart leader follows the main channel to the ground and 

ig!:ores the ungrounded branch channels of the first stroke. When the 

dart leader reaches the ground, a return stroke follows_ 

Recombi~ation processes work rapidly in the atmosphere. O~ly 

100 milliseconds after the cessation of a return stroke, the lightning 

channel is no longer sufficiently conducting to guide a dart leader_ 

The lightning flash is then .::ompleted. Another stroke from the same 

part of a cloud must follol" a completely new path, one created by 

a new stepped leader. For this reason, reports of ball lightning 

lasting as long as a few seconds were discounted or cons idered to 

be afterimages of the eye. There is still no satisfactory explanation 

for long-lived isolated electrical luminescence in the atmosphere. 

7. Ball Lightning 

Among the most mysterious manifestations of atmospheric electricity 

is the phenomenon of ball ligh~ing or Kugelblitz. A glowing 

ball either (1) appears after a cloud-to-ground lightning flash and 

remains near the ground, or (2) is first seen in midair, descending 
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from a cloud or arising from no obvious cause, thereafter remaining 

aloft until it vanishes. Collisions with aircraft have caused verified 

damage, indicating that ball lightning is not restricted to ground 

level. 

Most witnesses report that ball lightning is clearly visible in 

daylight although not as bright as an ordinary lightning flash. 

Some 85% of the observers ag~e that the size and brightness of 

the ball remains roughly constant throughout the period of observation 

and that no changes occur even immediately prior to its disappearance. 

A minority report brightening and color changes just before the ball 

vanishes. The colors red, orange, and yellow are most common, but 

most other colors are seen cccasionally. Some researchers believe 

that blue or blue-white Kugelblitz is associated with higher 

energy. although there is no statistical basis for such an assertion. 

The reported diameters of Kugelblitz r~'ge between 5 and 80 em with 

a median of about 30 em. One survey lists three complexions of ball 

lightning: (1) a solid appearance with a dull or reflecting surface, 

or a solid core within a translucent envelope, (2) a rotating structure, 

suggestive of internal motions, (3) a structure with a burning appearance. 

The last Lype seems most common. About 1/3 of the witnesses detect 

internal motions or rotation of the ball itself, although this may 

depend on the distance of the observer. 

A majority of onlookers report the motion of the ball to be 

5101'; (about 2 meters/sec.) and hori:.ontal, with no apparent guidance.> by the 

Ii"ind or by the ground. One in six observers report speec'.s in excess 

of 25 m/sec. Several reports do indicate some guidance from telephone 

or power lines and by grounded objects. An odor of brimstone 

(burning sulfur) is often reported by nearby observers, especi ally 

at the time of decay. 

The median lifetime of ball lightning is roughly four seconds, l.rith 

10% reporting over 30 seconds. Determination of lifetime is difficult 

because (1) subjective time during an exciting event is often in error, 
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time it is created until the 

time it disappears. In any case, since an ordinary lightning channel 

can remain electrically conducting for only 0.1 second, a 10 second 

lifetime is two orders of magnitude beyond expectation. 

Not long ago, considerable scientific discussion ensued on the 

question of whether ball lightning is a real phenomenon. Scientists 

believed that ball lightning could be (1) a retinal afterimage of 

a lightning flash, (2) an intense coronal point discharge near a 

lightning target below a thundercloud, (3) some burning or incan-

descent material thrown fran the impact point of a lightning bolt . 

Today most researchers believe that Kugelblitz is a genuine electrical 

effect. A recent survey indicates that ball lightning may be ex-

tremely commonplace, but that the observer must be relatively close 

to the ball to be able to see it. Kugelblitz is probably invisible 

or indistinguishable in daylight at distances greater than 40 meters, 

which would explain why it is incorrectly believed to be a rare phenomenon. 

The median distance between an observer outdoors and ball lightnir.g 

is 30 meters. Sometimes ball lightning floats through buildings. 

The median distance between indoor observers and ball lightning is only 

3 meters. The reported distance of the observer seems to be closely 

correlated with the reported size of the ball. A more distant observer 

is (1) less likely to notice luminous balls of small diameter, and 

(2) more likely to misjudge the diameter. The second difficulty is 

somewhat mitigated since in most cases of ball lightning terrestrial 

landmarks can be used for reference in estimating distances and sizes. 

On the other hand, estimates of the distance and size of a luminous 

sphere seen against the sky can be quite inaccurate. 

In one report, a red lightning ball the size of a large orange 

fell into a rain barrel ~hich contained about 18 liters of water. 

The water boiled for a few minutes and was too hot to touch even after 

20 minutes. Assuming (1) that the water temperature was initially 20 G e, 
(2) that 1 liter of water evaporated, and (3) that 17 liters \~erc 
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raised to 90°C, one needs roughly 8 x 10
6 

joules of energy (equivalent 

to 2 kg of TNT). For a ball 10 em in diameter (the size of a large 

orange), the energy density is then 5 x 109 jOUle/m3. But if all the 

air in a volume were singly-ionized, the energy density would be only 

1.6 x 108 joule/m3 • Both the energy content and the energy density 

of ball lightning as derived from the singular rain barrel obser

vation seem incompatible I.ith the non-explosive character of most 

Kugelblitz. Although many lightning balls emit a loud explosive (or 

i~plosive) noise upon decay, effects characteristic of the release 

of energies of the order of 2 kg of TNT have rarely been reported 

(understandably if the observer-Ivas within 3 meters). Moreover, 

explosive or implosive decays have been noted indoors with no apparent 

heat or damage to nearby ceramic objects. Nevertheless, there are 

enough well-documented cases of extremely high energy KugelbliLz 

to make the water barrel report very believable. Probably there is 

a wide range of possible energies for a lightning ball, with the vast 

majority of Kugelblitz possessing energy densities less than that of 

singly-ionized air. The minimum possible energy of a lightning ball 

is that reqirired to illumine a sphere about 25 em in di?Jlleter with the 

brightness of a fluorescent lamp. With 10% efficiency, this means a 

source of 250 watts for 4 sec., or aJ:.out 1000 joules of energy. We 

can only conclude \,ith certainty that the energy of a lightning ball 

lies somewhere between 103 and 107 joules. 

Theoretical efforts have focused on the energy estimate of the 

rain barrel observation. To maintain a fully-ionized, perhaps 

doubly-ionized mass of air requires either (1) a large amount of energy 

concentrated in a small volume and shielded from the surrounding air 

by a remarkably stable envelope, or (2) a continuous energy flo\'/ into 

a small volume, presum~ly by focusing power from the environment. 

Theories \,;hich attempt to bottle fully-ionized plasma by magnetic 

fields or magnetovortex rings are faced with severe stability problems. 

There is no knolffi way to contain plasma in the atmosphere for as long 
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as a few seconds. Moreover. a fully-ionized plasma ~all would be 

hotter and probably less dense than the surrounding air. so that it 

would tend to rise rather than descend or move horizontally. Chemical 

combustion theories cannot explain the high energy content or the re

markable antics of the ball. Nuclear reactions would require an 

electric potential of at least 106 volts between the center and surface 

of the ball. and a mean free path for the ions as long as the potential 

gap. This situation seems unlikely. and faces similar problems of stabil

ity. 

Theories which depend on an outside source of energy such as 

microwaves or concentrated d-c fields cannot explain how ball lightning 

can survive indoors. 

If energies as high as several megajoules are not required. we 

can try other hypotheses. One suggestion is that the lightning ball 

is a miniature thundercloud of dust particles. with a very efficient 

charge separation process. Continuous low energy lightning flashes are 

illuminating the cloud. Another idea is that a small amount of hydro-

carbon. less than that required for combustion. is suddenly sub-

jected to strong electric fields. The hydrocarbons become ionized and 

form more complex hydrocarbon molecules which clump together. Eventually 

there is enough combustible material in the center to allow a burning 

core. If the concentration of hydrocarbon decreases. the ball dis

appears; if the concentration increases, the ball ignites explosively. 

(This represents the swamp gas theory for ball lightning). 

Much depends on a reliable energy estimate for the Kugelblitz. 

If the energy is as high as indicated by the water barrel report, we 

have a real dilemma. At present no mechanism has been proposed for 

Kugelblitz which can successfully explain all the different types of 

reports. Probably several completely different processes can produce 

luminescent spheres in the atmosphere. 

We conclucie this section with summaries of several eyewitness 

reports of Kugelblitz. 
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The first few cases concern aircraft. 

1. A comme~cial airliner (LI-2) was struck by ball lightning on 12 

August 1956 while flying in the lower Tambosk region of the USSR. Before 

being struck, the aircraft had been flying at 3.3 km altitude through 

a slowly moving cold front \~hich contained dense thunderclouds. During 

a penetration of one thundercloud, where the air temperature was about 

_3°C, the crew saw a rapidly approaching dark red almost or~~ge fire

ball 25 Zo 30 em in diameter to the front and left of the aircraft. 

At a distance of not more than 30 to 40 em in front of the nose, the 

ball swerved and collided \~i th a blade of the left propeller, exploded 

in a blinding white flash, and left a flaming tail along the left 

side of the fuselage. The sound of the explosion was loud enough 

to be heard over the noise of the engine. No substantial damage 

could be found. One of the left propeller blades had a 'small fused 

area 4 em along the b lade and les s than 1 em in depth. Around 

the damaged region \~as a small area of soot, which Nas easily wiped off. 

2. In 1952, a T-33 jet trainer \~as flying near I-Ioody AFB in Georgia. 

Because of a thunderstorm, the pilot "'as told to proceed to Mobile, 
Ala. As the T-33 rolled out onto a \~esterly headin~ at 4 lqn 

altitude, it collided I~ith a "big orange ball of fire" that hit the 

nose head-on. The jolt was SUcil that the student pilot believed there 

had been a midair collision h'i th anothe::- aircraft. The low frequency 

radio compass no longer functioned, and they had to receive radio 

guidance to another base. On examination of the aircraft, they did not 

find a single mark or hole. The only damage \~as to the radio compass 

unit in the nose of the T-33 lihich was practically melted inside 

and was rendered useless. 

thing functioned normally. 

After the radio compass \~as replacecl, every-
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3. Another pilot distinguishes ball lightning from balls of St. 

Elmo's fire, and states that he has only seen "true" ball lightning 

near severe thunderstorms associated .... i th squall lines, mountainous 

terrain, and significant cloud-to-cloud lightning. He defines "true" 

ball lightning as having the following characteristics: (1) diameters 

bet .... een 15 and 30 meters, (2) never originates outside the main thunder

storm cloud, (3) generates from a single point and expands in exact:y 

the same manner as the fireball of an atomic explosion, but with a longer 

lifetime, (4) earphones detect soft sibilant hiss, easily distinguish-

able from crash static, which gradually increases in loudness concurrent 

with the growth of the ball, then rapidly decreases in loudness after 

peak brightness, (5) no apparent thunder. He considers smaller luminous 

balls seen near his aircraft to ba St. Elmo's fire. If Kugelblitz 

wi thin clouds can be as large as is estimated by this pi lot, then 

ground-based observations reflect only weak manifestations of the phenomenon. 

4. In Klass's book there is a remarkable photogra!,r.. 

taken by an RCAF pilot in 1956, which seems to confirm the above ob

servations. The pilot was flying westward at 11 km altitude over the 

foothills of the Canadian Rockies near Macleod, Alberta,_, through what 

he describes as the most intensethtinderstorm he ever saw in North 

America. Cloud pillars extended above 12 km. The sun was setting behind 

the mountains and was obscured from view. The ground was dark. Through 

a break in the clouds he observed a bright stationaxy light with sharply 

defined edges "like a shiny silver dollar." The light was nestled 

deep within the thunderstorm, suspended above some cumulus reported 

at 4 km altitude. The object remained in view for 45 seconds as he 

flew across the cloud break. The diameter of the light is estimated 

to be at least 15 to 30 meters. 
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The following case is indicative of high-energy ball lightning. 

5. At 3:30 p.m. on 26 April 1939, following a moderate rainstorm at 

Roche-fort-sur-~ler (France), an extremely brilliant flash of lightning 

branched into three directions. At the first imract point, a I"itness 

described a ball 15 to 20 em in diameter and 2.5 meters above the ground 

which passed only 4 meters in front of him. He felt a breeze of air 

at the same time. The globe climbed an iron cable I"hich it mel ted and 

pulverized, producing smo~e in the process. The electrical conduits 

of an adjoining house were burned and the meter was damaged. The 

observer, who was installing a gas pipe, received a shock. At the 

second impact point several Illorkers saw a globe also 15 to 20 em in 

diameter touch the top of a,crane. There ensued a great explosive 

noise accompanied by a blue spark as large as an arm which flew 40 

meters and struck the forehead of a dock Illorker, knocking him to the 

ground. A dozen shovelers working 10 to 50 meters from the crane received 

shocks and were knocked over, one being thrown 60 em into the air. 

The shovels were torn from their hands and thrown 3 or 4 meters away. 

No smoke or odor was perceived. At the crane, current flowed along 

~~e electric cable, boiled the circuit breaker board and the windings 

of tile crane's electric motor. The chief electrician received a 

violent shock and was unable to free his hands from the controls. 

At the third impact point, a ball of fire as large as two fists hit a 

lightning rod and descended a20ng the conductor to the grouud, disappearing 

behind a building. Two workers saw a ball of fire roll very rapidly 

along the ground. 

6. In Hanover, Germany during a July thunderstorm in 1914, a fire-

ball the size of an egg came through the I~indow, left a burnt spot near 

the 'Ceiling, travelled dOlm the curtain, and disappeared in the floor. 

No burnt marks Illere found in the floor or curtains, but the ceiling 
had a Slightly charred mark the size of a penny. 
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Cases like these are not Unusual. Ball lightning has been 

known to cut wires and cables. to kill or burn animals and people. to 

set fire to beds and barns. to chase people> to explode in chimneys. and 

to ooze through keyholes and cracks in tile floor. It ~las even been 

reported in the passenger compartment of a DC-3 aircraft. Moreover. 

lightning conductors are not always able to dissipate the energy of 

Kugelblitz. In St. Petersburg. Fla .• during the.summer of 1951 an 

elderly woman was found burned to death in an armc.'1air near an 

open window. Above one meter. there were indications of intense heat 

melted candles. cracked mirror. etc. A temperature of l40QoC would 

have been needed to produce such effects. But below one meter there 

was only one small burned spot on the rug and the melted plastic 

cover of an electric outlet. A fuse had blown. stopping a clock in 

the early morning hours. Since lightning is common near St. Petersburg. 

this case has all the marks of Kugeiblitz. 

7. "On 3 ~larch 1557, Diane of Fra.Tlce. illegitimate daughter of 

Henri II, then the Dauphin. married Francois de Montmorency. On 

the night of their wedding. an oscillating flame came into their 

bedroom through the window. went from corner to corner, and finally 

to the nuptial bed, where it burnt Diane's hair and night attire. 

It did them no other harm, but their terror can be imagined." 

8. Coronal Effects 

A sharp point which extends from a charged conducting surface 

is a region of maximum electric field. During a thunderstorm. there-

fore, we can expect large electric fields near trees, towers. tall 

buildings, the masts of sailing ships, and all other points rising 

from the earth's conducting surface. 

If the electric field becomes large enough, avalanche processes 

can cause electrical breakdown of the surrounding air and a sustained 

coronal discharge. Coronal effects may transfer more charge between 
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cloud and ground than does lightning. 

St. Elmo's fire appears as a glowing luminescence hovering 

above a pointed object or near a l\I'ire conductor. It is usually 

oval or ball-shaped, between 10 and .40 em in diameter, and has a 

glowing blue-Iyhite appearance. Its lifetime exceeds that of ball 

lightning, sometimes lasting several minutes. The decay is silent 

but may be sudden or sloN. Sometimes hissir:g or buzzing noises 

can be detected. 

The primary difference between ball lightning and St. Elmo's 

fire is that St. Elmo's fire remains near a conductor. It has been 

observed to move along IlI'ires and aircraft surfaces, sometimes pulsating. 

Foo-fighters are probably a manifestation of St. Elmo's fire. Eye-

Iii tnes s reports of coronal dis charge are presented in Section 14. Here 

is an account of St. Elmo's fire from the same pilot who gave ob

servation 3 of the previous section. 

'7he smaller 'ball lightning' I have always associated as being 

the phenomenon knOlyn as St. Elmo's fire; hm.ever, St. Elmo's fire 

generally consists of an infrequent blanket covering the leading edges 

and trailing edges of an aircraft. It does not blind or b~ighten 

but is merely irritating as it prevents clear radio reception. The 

'small ball' formation varies in size from two inches (5 em) to a 

foot and a half (46 em) in diameter and generally 'rolls around' the 

aircraft apparently unaffected by the movement of the aircraft. On 

one occasion a small ball (about six inches (15 em) in diameter) of 

yellowish-\.hite lightning formed on my left tiptank in an F-94B then 

rolled casually across the lying, up over the canopy, across the right 

lving to the tiptank and thence commenced a return, Iyhich I didn't note, 

but I was advised by my observer that it disappeared as spontaneous ly 

as it had arisen. I have seen this form several times but rarely for 

as long as a period which I would estimate to be about 011'0 minutes in 

duration. Sometimes the balls are blue, blue-green, or "'hitc though 

it appears to favor the blue-green and yellow-white. It might be 

of interest to you to know that subsequent to the 'small ball' rolling 
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over my aircra£t, the aircraft was struck three times by conventional 

lightning bolts which melted four inches (10 em) off the trailing 

edge of each tiptank and fused about a four inch section covering 

my tail lights." 

9. Ignis Fatuus 

In swamps and marshes, methane, CH
4 

(and also phosphine PH
3
), 

is released by decaying organic matter. When the methane ignites. 

either by spontaneous combustion or by electrical dischal'ges pro

duced during times of thunderstOTm activi~, luminous globes which 

float above the swamp can be seen. These are not plasma effects. 

but resemble them in appearance .. lbey are called Ignis Fatuus 

(foolish fire), jack-o-lantera5,will-o-the-wisp, or simply swamp 

(or mars~) gas. The colors are reported to be yellow. sometimes red 

or blue. Thunders torms and other electri cal activity around swamps 

seem to stimulate this effect. 

Occasionally observers have placed their hands into these lwn

inescent gases without feeling any heat. Dry reeds did not catch fire. 

Coppe.r rods did not heat up. Occasionally however paper was ignited. 

There is little doubt that Ignis Fatuus is the source of some 

ghost stories and UFO reports. 

10. Tornado Lightnjng 

In certain situations, cold dxy air (from the Rocky Nountains) 

flows over warm moist air (from the Gulf of Mexico) which is moving 

in a different horizontal direction. As a result, wind she::.r and 

strong convection produce active thunderstorm cells along a line of 

instabili ty some tens of kilomete:rs ahead of the cold front. These 

thunderstorm cells and the opaque clouds connecting them are knolon as 

a squall line. Squall lines are the source of most tornadoes. 

The characteristic feature of the tornado is the funnel-shaped 

cloud that hangs from the sky and moves around like the trunk. of an 
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elephant. The destructive capability of the tornado is the result of 

an extremely sudden pressure drop of roughly 0.1 atmosphere between 

the inSl.de and outside of the funnel. \\,inds can range in speed 

from 100 to 330 m/sec. 

l'iithout question, the most concentrated and powerful manifestations 

of-atmospheric electricity occur in conjunction with tornadoes. 

Tornadoes are associated with continuous lightning, point discharges, 

and ball lightning. Early theories of the 19th century maintained 

that the tornado is a conducting channel for lightning between cloud 

and ground. Present thought attrjbutes the origin of tornadoes to 

violent convective air motio~ n~ar squall lines. 

Al though :nany convective e-.rents, such as is olated thunder

storms, dust devils, hurricanes, etc., occur in the atmosphere, 

these have energy concentrations much smaller than that of a tornado. 

ConsequentlY, several researchers believe that: a tornado can be 

maintained only by an intense and continuous lightning discharge along 

it:s axis. Such a discharge h_eat:s the air lolithin the funnel, thereby 

causing violent: updrafts and 'vortex motions _ 1~11ether or not t:his 

theory is correct, there is lit:tle doubt that the electrical power 

generated during a single tornado event is at least 2 x 10 10 watts, 

or about 1/10 of the combined power output of all the electrical 

generators in the United States_ 

From radio emissions (spherics), it: is estimated that about 20 

lightning flashes occur each second in a tornado cloud. AsSuming 

20 coulombs per lightning dis charge, the average current flQl,;ing 

through a tornado is about 400 amperes. ~Iagnetic field measurements 

near a t:ornado indicat:e that such a current js not unreasonable. USing 

109 joules per lightning flash, lole find 2 x 1010 watt:s for the electrical 

power generated by a t:ornado. 

Such estimates may be too conservative. Tornado lightning is 

reported to be brighter, bluer, and more intense than its thunder

storm counterpart. Long before a tornado is observed, lightning 
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interlaces the clouds. About 15 minutes prior to the appearance of 

the funnel, the light.-ling becomes intense and continuous. After the 

funnel descends, the sky is reported to be in a blaze of light with 

never ceasing sheet lightning. 

Luge h3.i.lstones are cOlllllonly produced both by tornadoes and by 

severe isolated thunderstorms. Hail is closely correlated with intense 

electrical activity. Observations of burned, wilted, and dehydrated 

vegetation, and odors of brimstone (burning sulfur) provide further 

evidence of electrical action. The tornado funnel is usually preceded 

by a peculiar whining sound, a noise indicative of coronal discharge. 

Eyewitness accounts are interesting in the present context 

because it has been suggested that many UFOs are luminous tornado 

clouds \~hose funnels have not reached the groWld: 

1. "After a tornado passed over Norman, Oklahoma and headed north, 

personnel at Tinker Field heard a sharp hissing sound overhead com

bined with a lowpitched continuous roar. We were conscious of an 

unusual and oppressive sensation. The noise source was definitely 

above us. When it was nearest us, I saw the sky ahove gradually 

grow lighter, then fade to black. The light was greenish in color. 

Associated with the light was a strong sensation of heat radiating 

downward. The noise increased in volume a."'l.d then faded out as though 

h came from the south and passed us going north. The rain hatl stopped 

while this phenomenon was overhead." 

2. "As the storm was directly east of me, I could see fire up near 

the top of the funnel that looked like a child's Fourth of July 

pinwheel. There were rapidly rotating clouds passing in front of the 

top of the funnel. These clouds were illuminated only by the luminous 

band of light. The light would grow dim when these clouds were in 

front, and then it would grow bright again as I could see between 

the clouds. As near as I can explain, I would say that the light 
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l~as the same color as an electric arc-welder but very much brighter. 

The light was so intense that I had to look away when there were no 

clouds in front of it." 

3. '''The funnel from the cloud to the ground was lit up, It Has 

a steady deep blue light very bright. It had an orange-color 

fire in the center from the cloud to the ground. As it came along 

my fie Id, it took a sl<ath about 100 yards wide. As it swung from 

left to right, it looked like a giant neon tube in the air, or a 

flagman at a railroad crossing. As it sl,Llng along the ground level, 

the orange fire or electricity I,;ould gush out from the bottom of 

the funnel and the updraft. would t.ake it up in the air causing 

a terrific light. -- and it. I,as gone! As it S\\"UJ1g to the other side, 

the orange fire \'ot:.ld flare up and do the same. " 

4. "There I,as a screaming, hissing sound coming directly from the 

end of the funn·~l. I looked up, and to my as tonishment I s ah' righ t 

into the heart of tornado. There I';as a circular opening 

in the center of the funnel, about fifty to one hundred ft. (15 to 30 m) 

in diameter and extending stro.ight upI.;ard for a distance of at. least 

half a mile (800 m), as best I could judge under t~e circumstances. 

The \.;alls of this opening I,ere rotating clouds and the I,hole was 

brilliantly lighted I.;i th constant flashes of lightning, which zig

zagged from side to side." 

5. "\~e looked up int.o •• hat. appeared to be an enormous hollol'; cylinder 

bright inside Idth lightning f2ashes, but black as blackest night 

all round. The noise I,as like ten mi Ilion bees plus a roar that 

beggars all uescriptions." 

6, ",1\ fel' minutes after the storm passed, there \,as a taste and 

smell in the air like that of burnt sulfur. The air I,as clammy, 
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and it was hard for me to breathe. 

smothered." 

The sensation was like being 

7. n burned up the trees that lay wi thin its circlUDference, and 

uprooted those which were upon its line of passage. The former, in 

fact, were found wi th the side which was exposed to the storm 

completely scorched and burned, whereas the opposite side remained 

green and fresh." 

8. n ••• suddenly it turned white outside. This whiteness definitely 

was not fog. I would say it appeared to be giving off a light of i'ts 

own." 

9. "The beautiful electric b:!.ue light that was around the tornado 

was something to see, and balls of orange and lightning came from 

the cone point of the tornado." 

10. '7he most interesting thing I remember is a surface glow -

some three or four feet deep -- rolling noise. etc." 

If a researcher had never heard of a tornado, and were asked to 

compare the eyewitness accounts of tornadoes (such as these) with 

those concerning UFOs, he would probably find the tornado reports 

to be more fantastic and incredible. Luminous tornado clouds with 

no funnels to the gro1.Dld are possible causes of several UFO reports. 

11. Dust Devil Electricity 

During the heat of the day, the air temperature is high at the 

desert floor but decreases rapidly with height. At some critical 

temperature gradient (called the autocO!:'!ective lapse rate) violent 

upward convection of heated air occurs. Under certain desert con

ditions, the upward convection may be rather intense in small areas. 
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Ra:~idly rising air is replaced by cooler air which flows inward 

" horizontally and asymmetrically, thereby creating a vertical vortex 

funnel. Such a desert vortex made visible by dust and sand particles, 

is known as a dus't devil. Unlike the tornado, ho\~ever, the dust devil· 

begins from the ground and rises upward. Although it can sometimes 

blow a man over, it is much less pOl<lerful than a tornado. 

Recent measurements indicate that strong electric fields are 

generated by dust devils. The precise nature of the charge separation 

process is not understood, but in this case at least, the electrical 

effects are almost certainly the resul't of convective motions and 

par'ticle interactions. 

Luminescen't effects of dust devils have never been reported and 

Nould be extremely difficult to detect in the daytime. Since dust . ~ . 
devils do not occur at night-when the desert floor is cooler than the 

air above, this phenomenon can not explain UFOs reported at night. 

12. Volcano Lightning 

Undersea volcanic eruptions began on the morning of 14 November 

1963, only 23 km from the southern coast of Iceland, where the \<later 

depth was 130 m. l'lithin 10 days an is land was created which was 

nearly 1 Ian long and 100 m above sea level. ~Iotion pictures showed 

clouds rising vertically at 12 m/sec to an altitude of 9 km. The cloud 

of 1 December contained intense, almost continuous light, presumabl:~ 

the result of large dust particles and perhaps electret effects 

of sulfur. 

Aircraft flights through the volcanic cloud I<lere made during 

periods of no lightning. Large electric fields were measured, sometimes 

exceeding 11,000 volt/m. 

The production of lightning by volcanos is of considerable 

interest for atmospheric electricity. Nevertheless, there is no 

evident relation betl.een volcano lightning and UFO reports. 
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13. Earthquake-Associated Sky Luminescence 

Intense electrical activity has often been reported prior to, 

during, and after earthquakes. Unusual luminescent phenomena seen 

in the sky have been classified into categories: (1) indefinite 

instantaneous illumination: (a) lightr.ing (and brightenings), (b) 

sparks or sprinkles of light, (c) thin luminous stripes or streamers; 

(2) well-defined and mobile luminous masses: (a) fireballs (ball 

lightning), (b) columns of fire (vertical), (c) beams of fire (presumably 

horizontal or oblique), (d) luminous funnels; (3) bright flames 

and emanations: (a) flames, (b) little flames, (c) many sparks, 

(d) luminous vapor; (4) phosphorescence of sky and clouds: (a) 

diffused light in the sky, (b) luminous clouds. The classification 

is somewhat ambiguous, but is rather descriptive of luminous events 

associated with earthquakes. 

The earliest description of such phenomena was given by Tacitus, 

who describes the earthquake of the Achaian cities in 373 B.C.E. 

Japanese records describe luminous effects during many severe earth

quakes. In the Kamakura Earthquake of 1257, bluish flames were seen 

to emerge from fissures opened in the ground. 

Flying luminous objects are mentioned in connection with the 

earthquake at Yedo (Tokyo) during the winter of 1672. A fireball 

resembling a paper-lantern \,as seen flying through the sky toward the 

east. During the Tosa earthquake of 1698, a number of fireballs 

shaped like wheels were seen flying in different directions. In 

the case of the Great Genroku Earthquake of 31 December 1730 in 

Tokaido, luminous "bodies" and luminous "air" were reported during 

the nights preceding the day of severest shock. Afterwards a kind of 

luminosity resembling sheet lightning was observed for about 20 days, 

even when there were no clouds in the sky. One record of the Shinano 

Earthquake of 1847 states: "Under the dark sky, a fiery cloud appeared 

in the direction of ~It. Izuna. It was seen to make a whirling motion 

and then disappeared. Iuunediately afterward, a roaring sound was 
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heard, followed by severe earthquakes." In Kyoto in August, 1830, it 

is reported that during the night preceding the earthquake luminous 

phenomena were seen in the whole sky; at times, illumination emitted 

from the ground was comparable in brightness to daylight. In the 

Kwanto Earthquake of 1 September 1923, a staff member of the Central 

~leteorological Observatory saw a kind of stationary fireball in the 

,sky of Tokyo. 

The earthquake at I zu, 26 November 1930, \~as studied in detail 

for associated atmospheric luminescence. Many reports of sightings 

\,'ere obtained. The day prior to the quake, at 4 p.m., a number of 

fishemen observed a spherical luminous body to the west of Mt. Amagi, 

which moved northwest at considerable speed. Fireballs (ball lightning) 

and luminous clouds were repeatedly observed. A funnel-shaped light 

rese;!!1bling a searchlight was also seen. ~lost witnesses reported 

pale lolue or white illumination, but others reported reddish or 

orange colors. 

That large elect~ical potentials can be created by the slippage 

or shearing of rocks is not surprising. Nevertheless, associated 

ball lightning and luminous clouds are of significance to this 

study. Of possible importance is the use of electrical measurements 

to provide some advance warning of an impending earthquake. 

14. Mountaintop E lectrici ty 

Mountains are sharp projections which rise from the conducting 

surface of the earth. The electrical potential of a mountain is essentially 

equal to that of the surrounding lowlands. Consequently, when an 

electric field is set up between cloud and gr~und, the potential gradient 

(or electric field strength) reaches a maximum between the mC~,~taintop 

and the overlying clouds. • 

The large potential gradient I,hich often exists on a mOWltaintop 

may give rise to a number of events related to coronal discharge. 
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Physiological effects of large electric fields are frequently reported 

by mountaineers. Many of these effects are also occasionally reported 

in connection with UFOs. In this section we summarize eyewitness re

ports from mountaintops. 

1. A graduate student of the University of Colorado was climbing 

Otimborazo. a high and isolated mountain in Ecuador. The summit 

is a large flat plateau 400 meters in diameter and 6266 meters above 

sea level. He and a companion left their camp at 5700 meters on 

the morning of 1 ~Iarch 1968. At 10 a,m. clouds started forming at 

the peak. and a small amount of graupel began to fall. When they 

reached the summit. betw~en 2 and 2:30 p,m .• there was considerable 

cloudiness. Jus t as they were about to take the traditional photo

graph of conquest. the graupel began to fall more heavily. Suddenly 

they felt an odd sensation about their heads. described as mild 

electric shocks and crackling and buzzing sounds. Their aluminum 

glacier goggles began to vibrate. and their hair stood on end. 

The climbers dived into the snow and waited. Thunder was heard in 

the distance. They fotmd that whenever they raised their heads 

off the ground. the electrical effects recurred. It seemed as if 

there were an oppressive layer 50 em above the surface. After Waiting 

half an hour. the climbers crawled off the peak on their bellies. 

They proceeded in this manner fo~ an hour and a half. 400 meters across 

the plateau and down the slope. After descending 60 meters. they found 

they could stand up. By this time the fall of graupel and the sounds 

of thunder had ceased. 

During the 1870's and 1880's. the Harvard College Observatory 

maintained a meteorological station at the top of Pike's Peak. The 

journal of this expedition makes fascinating reading: 

2. "16 July 1874. A very severe thtmderstorm passed over the s1.DDIDit 

between 1 and 3 p. m.. accompa'"lied by mixed rain and hail. Sharp 
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flashes and reports came through the lightning arrester, to the terror 

of several lady visitors; outside the building the electric effects 

were still more startling. The strange crackling of the hail, mentioned 

before, was again heard, and at the same time the obs erver I s whiskers 

became strongly electrified and repellent, and gave quite audible 

hissing sounds. In spite of the cap worn, the observer's scalp 

appeared to be pricked with hundreds of red hot needles, and a burning 

sensation was felton face and hands. Silent lightning was seen 

in all directions in the evening, and ground-currents passed incessantly 

through the arrester." 

3. "21 July 1874. Not only did 'dte constant crackling of the fallen 

hail indicate the highly electrified state of the swnmit, but from the 

very rocks proceeded a peculiar chattering noise, as if they \~ere 

shaken by subterranean convulsions." 

4. "25 May 1876. At 6 p.m. continued thunder Ivas heard overhead 

and southeast of the peak. The arrester \Vas continually making the 

usual crackling noise. About tr.is time, while outdoors, the observer 

heard a peculiar "singing" at two or three places on the Ivire very 

similar to that of ("rickets. When the observer approached near one 

of these places the sound would cease, but would recommence as soon 

as he withdrew two or three feet distant." 

5. "18 August 1876. During the evening the most curious ly beautiful 

phenomenon ever seen by the observer was witnessed, in company Ivi th 

the assistant and four visitors. Mention has been made in journal of 

25 I.tay and 13 July of a peculiar "singing" or rather "sizzing" 

noise on the \Vire, but on those occasions it occurred in the daytime. 

Tonight it was heard again, but the line for an eighth of a mile (200 m) 

was distinctly outlined in brilliant light, which was throl,n out 

:=rom the wire in beautiful scintillations. Near us I,e could observe 

these little jets of flame very plainly. They were invariably in 

the shape of a quadrant, and the rays concentrated at the surfc:.ce of 
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the line in a small mass about the size of a currant, which had a bluish 

tinge. These little quadrants of light were constantly jumping from 

one point to. another of the line, now pointing in one direction, and 

again in another. There was no heat to the light, and when the wire 

was touched, only the slightest tingling sensation was felt. Not only 

was the wire outlined jn this manner, but every exposed metallic point 

and surface was similarly tipped or covered. The anemometer cups 

appeared as four balls of fire revolving slowly round a common center; 

the wind vane was outlined with the same phosphorescent light, and 

one of the visitors was very much alarmed by sparks which were plainly 

visible in his hair, though none appeared in the others'. At the time 

of the phenomenon snow was falling, and it nas been previously noticed 

that the "singing" noise is never heard except when the atmosphere is 

very damp, and rain, hail, or snow is falling." 

o. "16 June 1879. (During afternoon). One of those electric storms 

peculiar and common to Pike's Peak prevailed. A queer hissing sound 

issued from the telegraph line, the wind-vane post, and another post 

standing in a deep snow drift near by. Observer stepped out to view 

the phenomenon, but was not standing in the snow drift long, when the 

same buzz started from the top of his head; his hair became restless~ 

and feeling a strange creeping sensation allover his body, he made 

quick steps for the station." 

7. "10 J:lly 1879. At 5 p.m. the hail turned to snow, and ceased at 

5:30 p.m., the wind being gentle throughout. On stepping to the door 

at 6 p.m., observer states that he felt a peculiar sensation about 

the whole body, similar to that of an awakening limb after being 

benumbed; that his hair stood straight out from his head, and seemed 

to produce a peculiar "singing" noise like that of burning. evergreens; 

the telegraph line and all metallic instruments producing a noise like 
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that of swarming bees. When he put on his hat, the prickly sensation 

became so intense that he was compelled to remove it, his forehead 

smarting as though is had been burned for fully three hours later. 

At 7 p.m. the electric storm had ceased." 

With the exception of tornado situations described earlier (where 

heat is also present), it is not likely that electrical sensations 

are anywhere more intense than on mountaintops. UFO reports sometimes 

indicate creepy, crawling sensations, much less pronounced, however, 

than those experienced by mountaineers. 

15. Meteor Ionization and lI-leteor Sounds 

A meteor is a streak of light produced by the ir.~eraction with the 

atmosphere of a solid particle (or meteoroid) from interplanetary space. 

~Iost meteoroids, particularly those that appear on schedule during cer

tain times of the year, are probably dust balls I~hich follOl" the orbit 

of a comet. l'llien they enter thE' atmosphere they produce short-lived 

streaks of light cOllll11only knOlm as shooting stars. 

A fireball or bolide (Greek for javelin) is a meteor I,i th a luminosity 

that equals or exceeds that of the brightest planets (apparent magnitude 

-5). A solid object called a meteorite rna} be deposited on the earth's 

surface after a bolide, but never after scheduled meteor shOl~ers. The 

appearance of a bolide is random, and not correlated either in space 

or in time I"i th comet orbits and the usual meteor showers. Bolic.es ~re 

believed to be caused by solid fragments from the asteroid belt, I,hereas 

the schedulec. meteors are caused by dust balls from cometary orbits. 

\fuen a meteoroid passes through the upper atmosphere, a shock 

wave is generated, accompanied by intense heating of the surrounding 

air and the meteoroid surfaces. Atoms I,hich boil off the meteoroid 

surface possess thermal speeds of about I km/sec and directed velocities 

of up to 72 km/sec. They collide with surrounding air molecules, and 

create an envelope of ionization and excitation. A meteorite only a fe\~ tens 
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of centimeters wide may be surrounded by an ionized sheath of gas some 

tens of meters or more in diameter. De-excitation and recombination 

processes give rise to the long viSible trail behind the meteoroid. 

~Ieteor trails are visible at altitu.des between 110 and 70 km. 

The brightest bolides can casi:shadows over a radius of 650 km. 

To be as bright as the full moon. meteoroids of at least 100 kg are 

required. About 1500 meteoroids enter the earth's atmosphere each 

year. each with a mass greater than 100 kg. 

The visual appearance of a bolide differs considerably from that 

of a shooting star. Vivid colors and color changes are common. Bolides 

have been seen to break apart. with fragments circling slowly on the way 

down or flying in a line or in an apparent formation. The trajectory of 

a bolide can appear almost horizontal to the observer. Because of the 

extreme brightness and the large diameter of the ionization envelope. 

distances to bolides are always underestimated. particularly if it should 

flare up toward the end of the descent. Odors of brimstone near the 

impact point have also been reported. 

Meteor trains associated with bolides sometimes remain luminescent 

for an hour or so. Such a train may appear as a glo~ing column about 

one kilometer in diameter. The mechanism which allows certain meteor trains 

to glow for so long a time is not known. Radar trails of ordinary 

meteors last only 0.5 sec. Spectral analysis of glowing meteor trails 

reveals many bright emission lines from excited air atoms. Radiation 

from the hot surface of a meteoroid has also been detected on rare 

occasions. These emission lines reveal only common elements (such as 

iron, sodium. magnesium, and otr.er minerals). implying a chemical con

position similar to the earth and to the asteroids. During the day, 

a bolide tr::.in is seen as a pillar of dust at lower alt:it:ude's rather 

than as a glowing column in the upper atmosphere. 

Some minutes after exceptionally bright bolides. some witnesses 

have heard sounds decribed as thunder, the boom of a cannon, rifle or 
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pistol fire, etc. These sounds are produced by the fall and deceleration 

of a massive meteorite or of several fragments. 

There are also a significant number of reports concerning sounds 

heard while the bolide \~as still descending from the sky, perhaps a 

hundred kilometers above the ground. These sounds are described as 

hissing, swishing, whizzing, whirring, buzzing, and crackling, and are 

attributed to bolide::; \.i th an average apparent magnitude of -13 

(about the brightness of the full moon). Such noises could not have 

propagated all the way from the meteorite, since sound travels too 

slowly. 

At one t~me it was believed that people \,ho observed bolides imagined 

the sounds, as a psychological association with noise from sparklers and 

other fireworks. ~feteor sounds are no\~ regarded as phys i cal effects. 

On several occasions ~he observer first heard the noise and then looked 

upward to seek the cause. (Similar noise has also been reported during 

times of auroral activity.) 
".:.:.. 

One hypo"thesis is "that low frequency electromagnetic radia"tion is 

emitted by bright bolides and de"tected by human sense organs. lIuman 

subj ects e;x:posed to radar beams of 10\' intensity have perceived :sensations 

of sound described as buzzing, clicking, hissing, or knocking, depending 

on the transmitter characteristics. A pulse-r.1odulated signal \,i"th a ., 
pea.l.;. electromagne'tic radiation flux of 4 \,att/m- a"t the observer \,as 

perceived as sound by subjec"ts "'hose audible hearing \,as good above 

5 kHz. If the background noise exceeded 90 decibels, the radio frequency 

sound \,as masked, but earplugs improved the reception. 
" During the fall of one of the la~gest bOlides, ne~r Sikho"te-Alin, 

near Vladiovostok (USSR), an electrician on a telephone pol" received 

a strong electric shock from disconnected \,ires at the instant the bolide 

became ·Jisible. Tne shock may have been due to other causes, !Jut the 

possibility of strong electromagnetic effects is not ruled o~t. 
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At present, measurements made during smaller meteor events (of 

the dust ball variety) give no indication of significant radio emission. 

Magnetic effec~s are insignificant. 

Another conjecture is ~hat atomic collisions in the vicini~y of a 

meteorite bring abou~ a separa~ion of cha1. .. e along the ioniz.a~ion trail 

of the bolide. For coronal discharge effec~s to occur at ground level, 

however, ~he bolide would have ,to separa~e many ~housands (or even tens 

of thousands) of coulombs about 30 km. along its ioniza~ion trail. Such 

a process seems unlikely. 

The noises which appear simultaneous ly with the bolide are not 

understood. If strong electrical fields accompany a bolide, other effects 

such as lightning or ball lightning may occur. Bo~h lightnin~ and ball 

lightning have occasionally been reporte~ in clear non-stormy weather. 

There are also several reports of large chunks of ice falling out of 

cloudless skies. They are not believed to have fallen from aircraft. 

The ice chunks may arise from electrical effects of bolides, or (more 

probably) may be the meteorites themselves. 

16. ~Iicrometeori tes of . .'u1timatter 

The existence of anti-protons, anti-electrons, anti-neutrons, etc. 

is no longer a subject for speculation. A particle and its anti-particle 

annihilate one another on contact, creating radiant energy. ConsequentlY, 

we do not find antimatter on the earth. It is not known how much anti

matter exists elsenhere in the universe. 

In June of 1908, a bolide of enormous magnitude fell near the 

Tunguska River about SOO km. north of Lake Baikal in Siberia. The 

light was possibly as bright as the sun and was seen over a radius of 

70C to 1000 km. Acoustic noises from the shock ... ere heard as far away 

as 1000 km. No trace of a crater has ever been found, but \~ithin a 

radius of 40 km., exposed trees were flattened wi~h their tops point

ing radially away from the epicenter. Witnesses felt intense heat on 
their skin. r·letal objects near the impact point ... ere melted. Trecs 

"'cre scorched for IS km around. An earthquake \,as detected on seismographs 

at the Irkutsk Magnetic and ~Ieteorological Ohservatory which corresponds 
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in time to the impact of the bolide. Barometric waves circled the globe. 

~Iagnetic disturbances were reported on many continents. The energy 

released by the Tunguska bolide is estimated between 1016 and 1017 joules 

(the energy range of hydrogen bombs). 

Several million tons of dust may have been injected into the atmos

phere. For several weeks after the event, luminous clouds in·Europe and 

Western Siberia made it possible in certain areas to read at midnight under 

the open sky. The observatory at Irkutsk could not see the stars. A 

traveller noted in his diary that night never came. The nature of these 

luminous clouds is still a matter of debate. 

The composition of the bolide and the cause of the explosion arc not 

known. A very massive meteorite should impact with the ground and leave 

a large crater (even though the meteorite and part of the ground would 

be immediately vaporized). The Tunguska bolide, however, apparently 

exploded some 3 km or so above ground level. 

Several hypotheses have been advanced concerning the m\ture of the 

bolide and the explosion: (lJ a meteorite of large initial mass with an 

almost horizontal trajectory; (2) a collision with a comet containing an 

ice or dust nucleus; (3) a high energy chemical reaction initiated by 

radicals in a head of a comet; (4) a nuclear ~xplosion initiated by the 

shock wave of a large meteorite; (~ an antimatter meteoroid of a few 

hundred grams. 

The first two hypotheses are conventional. Even so, it is extremely 

difficult to evaluate quantitatively t~e optical, acoustical. a:1d thermal 

effects that might occur under all possible circWllstances. The remaining 

h>~otheses were proposed to explain the thermal effects. 

The fourth hypothesis seems unlikely. A fission reaction of such 

magnitude \,ould require that large almost-critical masses of fissionable 

material be suddenly brought together. A fusion reaction would require 

an initial temperature of several million degrees Kelvin. Neither of 

these possibilities seems reasonable. 

The fifth hypotheSis has measurable consequences. When matter and 

antimatter come into contact, they annihilate each other, and produce gamma 

ray, kaons, and pions. I f an antimatter meteoroid \·.-ere to colI i<.le "'i th the 

atmosphere, negative pions would be produced. The nuclei of the surround

ing air atoms would absorb the negative pions and release the neutrons.. 
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Nitrogen nuclei would capture the neutrons and be turned into radioactive 

carbon 14. As carbon dioxide, the radiocarbon would be dispersed through

out the atmosphere and be absorbed by living organisms. 

The energy of the Tunguska bolide was estimated from a study of 

the destruction that occurred. The initial quantity of antimatter and 

the amount of radioactive carbon dioxide produced was then estimated. 

Sections of trees which grew in 1908 were analysed for radiocarbon. 

The conclusion of several scientists is that the Tunguska meteor was 

probably not composed of antimatter. The best guess is that a comet 

collided with the earth in June, 1908. 

Nevertheless, the hypothesis of antimatter meteorites is intriguing. 

If a significant amount of antimatter does exist in the universe, it is 

possible that antimatter supernovae might eject tiny grains of anti-mass 

at relativistic speeds. Such a grain might penetrate our galaxy and 

collide with the earth's atmosphere. Entering at rela~ivistic speeds, 

the grain might survive until it reached the troposphere. A fraction 

of a microgram of antimatter would destroy an equal mass of matter and 

release many megajoules of energy, perhaps creating luminous spheres. 

However, the annihilation of a fast antimatter meteorite has never 

been calculated in detail, and possible visual effects are unknown. 

~loreovE"r, since small grains of antimatter would leave virtually no 

trace, this hypothesis remains as pure speculation. 

17. Plaswa Theories for UFOs 

Two articles and one popular book have been written on plasma 

interpretations of UFOs by P. J. Klass. Klass lias impressed by reports 

of UFOs in close association with high tension power lines near 

Exeter, New Hampshire. Many popular books assert that UFOs are extra

terrestrial spaceships which hover over power lines to refuel. Klass 

believes that some UFOs are an unusual form of coronal discharge 

analogous to St. Elmo's fire. 
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In his first article, ball lightning is assumed to be a manifesta

tion of ex~reme coronal discharge. Klass points out tha~ ball lightning 

and ~he Exeter UFOs compare favorably with regard to color, shape, sound, 

dynamics, lifetime, and size. According ~o those reports, ~he diameters 

of the UFOs ranged from the size of a basketball to 60 meters. This size 

range may be due to the difficulty of making dis~ance estimates at night 

wi~hout visible reference points. Exeter is close eno~gh to the sea for 

salt to form on high ~ension wires and had very little rainfall that 

summer to wash away the salt, thus providing poin~s from which coronal 

discharge could occur. 

Criticisms are (1) that other seacoast towns with high tension wires 

did not report UFO activity during the drought period, and (2) the lumi

nosity, although near the wires, was occasionally some angular dis~ance 

away. 

Klass also examined other UFO repor~s including those seen at air

craft al~itudes. In his second article, which is concerned with the 

general UFO problem he asserts that ball lightning may occur under many 

situations, and consequently may be the cause of many unusual UFO sight

ings. Various aspec~s of ball lightning and the laboratory creation of 

luminous plasma by micro\<aves and gas discharges are briefly discussed. 

Klass argues tha~ plasma blobs would have the same characteristics and 

\<ould cause the same effects as ~hose occasionally attributed to UFOs, 

inCluding the abrupt (sometimes explosive) disappearances, maneuvers 

near aircraft, rapid accelerations, stalled au~omobiles, heat, prickling 

sensations, irritated eyes, etc. He discusses one observation of an UFO 

seen' through Polaroid sunglasses and one report of an agitated nlagnetic 

compass. 

The book, UFOs Identified, is an expanded version of the t\,·o arti

cles, and contains background of the author'S investigation. He 

discusses ball lightning, the behavior and appear::.nce of UFOs, radar 

and photographic evidence, the various reactions to his articles, and 
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an account of a couple who claim they were held prisoner in an UFO. The 

book does not attempt to summarize any of the fundamental principles of 

atmospheric electricity, plasma physics, or atmospheric dynamics. 

About reports of automobiles stalled near UFOs, Klass writes: 

"Because a plasma contains a cloud of electrified particles, there is 

no doubt that if an auto battery were enveloped by such a plasma the 

battery could be short-circuited. But it is difficult to explain how 

an UFO-plasma could gain entry to the car battery in the engine compart

ment w~thout first dissipating its energy to the metal body of the 

car. Another possible explanation is based on the fact that an electric 

charge in the vicinity of a conducting surface, such as a car's hood, 

creates a mirror image of itself on the opposite side of the conducting 

surface." The implication here is mistaken: the image charge discussed 

in electrical theory is not an actual charge on the other side of a 

metal shield, but a mathematical fiction that is used to describe the 

alteration of the electric field by redistribution of electric charges 

on the metal shield. 

Alleged automobile malfunctions are discussed in Section III, 

Olapter 5 of this repor~, and was purposely omitted here. However, 

a few remarks may be in order. As Klass points out, some motorists 

have reported that both headligh~s and engine failed. Others have 

reported that only the engine or only the headlights failed. Often 

police cars have chased UFOs:for tens of kilometers so engine failure 

does not always occur. ~loreover, no unusual ma~etic patterns have 

so far been detected in auto boiies. 

l'ihen radar was secretly bei .... g developed by the RAF prior to 

the London Bli tz (I~orld War II), .some of the local people of Burnham

on-Crouch were convinced that the mysterious masts recently erected had 

stopped passing automobiles. Presumably when the purpose of radar 

became known, cars were no longer stalled. 

In addition to ball lightning and coronal discharge, he also 

suggests tornado clouds with no funnel to grounci, luminescence generated 
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during snowstorms, rotating dust vortices, and small charged 

ice crystals. Another one of his ideas is that occasionally a highly 

charged aircraft may release ions into a large wingtip vortex. 

The vortex remains luminous for awhile, to be encountered shortly 

thereafter by another aircraft. Although coronal effects occur on 

aircraft surfaces, it is unlikely that a lightning ball could detach 

from an aircraft and remain luminous for more than a few seconds. 
t .• 

. " ! 

18. Plasma UFO Conference 
. , .. 

On 27 and 28 October 1967, several physicists expert in either 

plasma physics or atmospheric electricity met in Boulder, Colo. to 

discuss t..'1e UFO prob lem with staff members of this proj ect. 

Participants in the plasma UFO conference were: 

Marx Brook: New Mexico Inst. of ~lining and Technology 

Keith A. Brueckner: University of California (San Diego) 

Nicholas C. Olristofilos: University of California (Livermore) 

Ronald T. H. Collis: Stanford Research Institute 

Edmond ~1. Dewan: Air Force Cambridge Research Lab. 

Herman W. Hoerlin: Los Alamos Scientific Lab. 

Bernd T. Matthias: University of California (San Diego) 

Arnold T. Nordsieck: Santa Barbara, California 

t>larshall N .. Rosenbluth: James Forrestal Research Center 

John H. Taylor: University of California (San Diego) 

UFO Study Members 

Various aspects of atmospheric electricity were reviewed, such as 

ball lightning, and tornado and earthquake luminescence. Unusual 

UFO reports were presented for discussion. These included a taped 

report by a B-47 pilot \~hose plane was paced for a .considerable time 

by a glowing object. Ground radar reported a pacing blip \"hich 

appeared to be 16 km from the aircraft. After review the un

animous conclusion was that the object \oJas not a piasma or an 

electrical luminosity produced by the atmosphere. (: 
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Participants with a background in theoretical or experimental 

plasma physics felt that containment of plasma by magnetic fields 

is not likely under atmospheric conditions for more than a second or 

so. One participant listed the characteristics that would be ex

pected to accompany a large plasma. These are (1) thermal emission, 

(2) production of ozone and odor of N20, (3) convective air motions, 

(4) electrical and acoustic nojse, (5) unusual meteorological con

ditions. 

Another plasma physicist noted that a plasma explanation of 

certain UFO Teports would require an energy density large enough 

to cause an explosive decay. Atmospheric phYSicists, however, re

marked that several reports of ball lightning do indicate unusually 

high energy densities. 

All participants agreed that the UFO cases presented contained 

insufficient data for a definitive scientific conclusion. 
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13. Radio Amateur's Handbook: American Radio Relay League, Newington, 
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7. Physics cf the Atmosphere, P.N. Tverskoi: Israel Program for 

Scie~~ific Transla~ions, Jerusalem, 1965 (Russian edition, 1962) 

(NASA TT~F-288, U.S. Dept. of Commerce). 

Sections 4, 5, 6: 

In addition ~o Chalmer's book cited earlier, detailed treatises are: 

1. Elect::-icity of the Free Atmosphere, r.r.1. Imyani"tov and E.V. 
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An elementary account of lightning is: 

4. The Lightning Book, Peter E. Viemeister: D01Jbleday, 1961. 

A recent theory of charge separation in thunderstoLrnS is: 

S. The Role of Particle Interactions in ~he Distribution of Electricity 

in Thunderstorms, J.D. Sartor: Journal of Atmospheric Sciences, 

vol. 24, p. 601, 1967. 

Section 7: 

Surveys of ball lightning are: 

1. Preliminary Report on Ball Lightning, J. Rand f'.lcNally, Jr.: 

Second Annual Meeting, Di v. of Plasma Phys., Arner. Phys. Soc., 

Gatlinburg, Tenn. Nov. 2-S, 1960. 

2. Ball Lightning Characteristics, Warren D. Rayle: NASA TN D-3188, 
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Translation), Donald J. Ritchie (editor): Consultants Bureau, 
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A theory based on standing microwave patterns is given i~: 

7. The Nature of Ball Lightning, P.L. Kapitsa: in Ball Lightning, 

Consultants Bureau, N.Y., 1961 (Doklady .~ademii Nauk SSSR, 
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RCAF. The description is found in the book by Klass, which is cited 

be 101'; • 

The strange case in St. Petersburg, Florida is discussed in: 

21. Theory of the Lightning Balls and Its Applica~ion ~o ~he Atmospheric 

Phenomenon Called "Flying Saucers," Carl Benedicks: .A.rkiv for 

Geofysik (Sweden), vol. 2, p. 1, 1954. 

Section 8: 

An advanced treatise, primarily concerned with laboratory experiments, is~ 

1. Electrical Coronas (Their Basic Physical ~Iechanisms), Leonard 

B. Loeb: Univ. of California Press, 1965. 

See also: 

2. "High Voltage Transmissions," 1.0. Barthold and H.G. Pfeiffer: 

Scientific American, i'-lay, 1964. 

3. Corona Chemistry, John A. Coffman and William R. Browne: Scientific 

American, June, 1965. 

Section 9: 

See reference #3 in ball lightning, and 

1. The Nature of Light and Colour in the Open Air, M. ~Iinnaert: 

Dover Publ., 1954. 

Section 10: 

1. Tornadoes of the United States, SnOl~den D. Flora: Univ. of 

Oklahoma Press, 1954. 

2. Tornadoes, Morris Tepper: Scientific American, ~Iay, 1958. 
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3. On the ~Iechanics of a TOITIado, J .R. Fulks: National Severe Stonns 

Project Report: NO.4, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, February, 1962. 

4. Electrical Theory of Tornadoes, Bernard Vonnegut: Journal of 

Geophysical Research, vol. 65, p. 203, 1960. 

5. TOITIadoes: Mechanism and Control, Stirling A. Colgate: Science, 

vol. 157, p. 1431, 1967. 

~!agneti c measurements near a tornado are reported in: 

6. Electric Currents Accompanying Tornado Activity, ~Iarx Brook: 

Science, vol. 157, p. 1434, 1967. 

The eyewitness report.s used in thi!' reviet.r came from a number of 

sources, and were collected in: 

7. Electromag~etic Phenomena in Tornadoes, Paul ~. Silberg: Electronic 

Progress, Rarthe'on Company, Sept. - Oct., 1961. 

8. 

" 

Dehydration and Burning Produced by the Tornado, P.A. Silberg: 

Journal of the }\tmospheric Sciences, vol. 23, p. 202, 1966. 

Luminous Phenomena in Nocturnal Tornadoes, B. Vonnegut and James 

R. Weyer: Science, vol. 153, p. 1213, 1966. 

Section 11: 

1. The Electric Field of a Large Dust Devil, G.D. Freier: Journal of 

Geophysica: Research, vol. 65, p. 350-t, 1960. 

2. The Electric field of a Net" ~!exico Dust Devil, W.O. Crozier: 

Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 69, p. 5427, 1964. 

Section 12: 

1. Whirlwinds Produced by the Eruption of Surtsey Volcano, Sigurdur 

Thorarinsson and Bernard Vonnegut: Bulletin American ~Ieteorological 

Society, vol. 45, p. 440, 1964. 

2. Elec"':ricity in Volcanic Clouds, Robert Anderson ·et a1.: Science, 

vol. 148, p. 1179, 1965. 

Section 13: 

1. On Luminous Phenomena Accompanying Earthquakes, Torahiko Terada: 

Bulletin of the Earthquake Research Institute, Tokyo Imperial 

University, vol. 9, p. 225, 1931. 
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~ Raccolta e Classificazione di Fenomeni Luminosi Osservati nei 

Terremoti, Ignazio Galli: Bolletino della Societa Italiana, 

voL 14, p. 221, 1910. 

For background: 

3. Long Earthquake Waves, Jack Oliver: Scientific American, t-Iarch. 

1959. 

4. The Plastic Layers of ~l1e Earth's ~lantle, Don L. llIldcrson: Scientific 

.~erican, July, 1962. 

Section 14: 

L Personal communication from Thomas BOI"en, Dept. of P-nthropo1ogy, 

University of Colorado, 1968. 

2. Extract from Daily Journal, Summit of Pike's Peak, Colorado: 

Annals of the Observatory of Harvard COllege, vol. 22, p. 459, 

1889. 

Section 15: 

L 1.leteors, Comets, and ~Ieteori tes, Gerald S. Ha\~kins: ~lcGraw-Hi 11, 

1964. 

2. ~Ieteorites, Fritz Heide: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1964 (German 

edition, 1957) 

:5. Out of the Sky CAn Introduction to ~leteori tics), H.H. Nininger: 

Dover Publ., 1952. 

4. Strange Sounds from the Sky, ~lary F. Romig and Donald L. Lamar: 

Sky and Te les cope, October, 1964. 

5. Principles of Meteori tics, E. 1. Krinov: Pergamon Press, 1960 

(trans lated from Russian). 

6. Giant I'leteorites, E.L. Krinov: Pergamon Press, 1966 (translated 

from Russian). 

7. Meteor Science and Engineering, D.W.R. IokKinley: ~1c':;raw-Hill, ·-1961. 

8. Fossil Meteorite Craters, COS. Beals: Scientific American, July, 

1958. 

9. High Speed Im~act, A.C. Charters: Scientific American, October, 1960. 
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10. Note on Persistent l>leteor Trails, Sydney Otapman: in The Air&;low 

and the Aurorae, (Belfazt Symposium, 1955). E.N. Armstrong and A. 

Oalgarno (editors). Pergamon Press, 1956. 

Section 16: 

The description of the 1908 bolide is found in reference ~6 above 

by Krinov. Evidence that anti-matter is not involved. is discussed 

in: 

1. Possible A.'l-:i-~1atter Content of the Tunguska l>leteor of 1908, Clyde 

Cowan, C.R. Alturi. and \If.F. Libby: Nature, vol. 206, p. 861, 1965. 

2. Non-anti-matter Nature of the Tung~ka ~Ieteor, L. ~Iarshall: 

Nature, vol. 212, p. 1226, 1966. 

Anti-matter in the universe is discussed in: 

3. Anti-Matter, Geoffrey Burbidge and Fred Hoyle: Scientific 

.~erican, April, 1958. 

4. l'lorlds-Ant:i\.;orlds, Hannes Alfv~n: l~.H. Freeman and Co., 1966. 

5. Anti-l>latter and Cosmology, Hannes Alfv~n: Scientific American, 

April, 1967. 

Chemical radicals are discussed in: 

6. Ftozen Free Radicals, Charles ~I. Herzfeld and Arnold 1>1. Bass: 

Scientific American. March. 1957. 

7: 'Production and Reactions of Free Radicals in Outer Space, F. 

O. Rice: American Scientist. vol. 54, p. 158, 1966. 

Also for background: 

8. Chemistry at High Velocities. Richard Wolfgang: Scientific 

American, January, 1966. 

An alien spaceship theory is advocated in: 

9. Unidentified Flying Objects, Felix Zigel: Soviet Life, February, 

1968. 

Section 17: 

1. Plasma Theory ~1ay Explain Many UFO's, Philip J. Klass: Aviation 

Week and Space Technology, p. 48, August 22. 1966. 
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2. 

3. 

r-Iany UFOs are Identified as Plasmas, ?hilip J. Klass: 

Week and Space Technology, p. 54, October 3, 1966. 

UFOs Identified, Philip J. Klass: Random House, 1968. 

Aviation 

Stalled automobiles in connection with radar are mentioned in: 

4. Full Circle (The Tactics of Air Fighting 1914-1964), Group 

Captain John E. Johns0n: Ballantine Books, 1964. 

Vortices created by aircraft are discussed in: 

5. Boandary Layer, Joseph J. Cornish III: Scientific American, 

August, 1954. 

6. Shape and Flow, Ascher H. Shapiro: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1961. 

_0 

7. Airman's Information r.lanual, Part I: Federal Aviation Administration, 

November, 1967. 

Criticisms of Klass' ideas are found in: 

8. UFOs: An International Scientific Problem, James E. ~1cDonald: 

Astronautics Symposium, Canadian Aeronautics and Space Institute, 

I-Iontreal) Canada, 12 r-Iarch 1968. 

Section 18: 

The difficulties involved in the magnetic confinement of a plasma 

are dis ,:ussed in: 

1. Leakage Problems in Fusion Reactors, Francis F. Chen: Scientific 

American, July, 1967. 

Section 19: 

In addition to the aspects of atmospheric electricity mentioned in 

this review, many other physical phenomena and psychological effects 

may be involved in many (if not all) sightings, For background reading 

in addition to ~Iinnaert's book cited in Section 9: 

1. Flying Saucers, Donald H. Nenzel: Harvard Univ. Press, 1953. 

2. The World of Flying Saucers, Donald H. ~Ienzel and Lyle G. 

Boyd: Doubleday & Co., 1963. 
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3. Afterimages, G.S. Brindley: Scientific American, October, 1963. 

4. Illusion of Movement, Paul A. Kolers: Scientific American, October, 

1964. 

5. Texture and Visual Perception, Bela Julesz: Scientific American, 

February, 1965. 

6. Psychological Time, John Cohen: Scientific American, November, 

1964. 

7. Aerial Migration of Insects, C.G. J9hnson: Scientific American, 

December, 1963. 

8. Biological Luminescence, W.D. ~1cE1roy and H.H. Seliger: Scientific 

American, December, 1962. 

9. Various Colorado newspapers, April II, 1966. 

10. The Elements Rage, Frank W. Lane: Chilton Books, 1965. 
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Chapter 8 

Balloons - Types, Flight Profiles and Visibility 

Vincent E. Lally 

Types of balloons 

Three kinds of balloons can give rise to UFO sightings: neoprene 

or rubber balloons which expand during ascent from six feet to 30 ft. 

in diameter; polyethyle~e balloons whiCh are partially inflated on the 

ground and fill out a~ float altitude to a diameter of 100 ft. to 400 ft.; 

and small super-p!:"essure balloons called "ghost" balloons. 

Neoprene balloons 

When neoprene or rubber balloons \~hich are used to carry radiosondes 

begin their ascent, they have a diameter of six feet. They continue to 

expand as they rise, and the balloons that reaCh an altitude of 140,000 ft. 

are 55 ft. in diameter. All of these balloons shatter when they reach 

a volume at which a weakness develops. One of these balloons has flown 

as high as 156,000 ft., higher than the largest polyethylene balloons. 

These balloons are used to make measurements of air ~temperature, humidity, 

and winds. Approximately 90% of the neopren& balloons reach 80,000 ft.; 

probably 50% of them reach 100,000 ft. The neoprene balloon at any 

altitude has a brighter reflectance th~ either the polyethylene or the 

"ghost" balloon. It is opaque on the ground. As it rises and expands, 

its skin becomes thinner and reflects and scatters light. They are 

used in quite lar~e numbers in many places for routine observation 

because of their lOI~ cost. About 100,000 of these a,year are flol\'n in 

the United States, with most launches at scheduled times from airports 

and military installations. During their ascent up to 20,000 ft., the 

neoprene balloons are visible to the naked eye during the daytime, but 

once they attain an altitude of 20,000 ft. or higher they cannot be 

seen from the ground. 

Super-pressure balloons 

The other small balloons are the super-pressure "ghost" balloons. 

In general these have payloads of' a §e\1 grams. The balloons are usually 
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spherical and size is a function of altitude; five feet in diameter at 

20,000 ft., seven feet at 40,000 ft., ten feet at 60,000 ft. A few 

larger balloons have been flown at higher altitudes. Over 300 super

pressure balloons have been flown in the Southern Hemisphere. Several 

balloons have flown for over 300 days in the Southern Hemisphere with 

two balloons still flying which hav~ been in the air for more than 11 

mo. Not more than 20 long duration flights have been made in the 

Northern Hemisphere. 

Polyethylene balloons 

At launch polyethylene balloons are filled with a gas bubble 

varying from 20 - 70 ft. in diameter. Twenty feet of gas will lift 

a small balloon to 100,000 ft. A 70-ft. bubble is required to carry 

the Stratoscope II with a 7,OOO-lb. telescope. Scientists flying this 

type of balloon usually want to attain altitudes between 80,000 and 

120,000 ft. to gather data on atmospheric radiation or composition. 

The "cosmic ray community" is the largest user of "ghost" balloons. 

The diameter of these balloons at altitude is an~here from 60 - 250 ft. 

The 2S0-ft. size is for the Stratoscope II system. The largest balloons, 

those approximateing 300 ft., are designed for .... ery high altitudes. 
7 The largest balloon that has been flown to date holds 2.6 x 10 cu. ft. 

of gas and is just under 400 ft. in diameter. There are a large number 

of 10,000,000 cu. ft. balloons being flown approximately half from 

Palestine, Tex. A few years ago the most common bal]oon was the 

3,000,000 cu. ft. size. 

2. Visibi!.i ty 

The relative visibility of a balloon depends on its type, size, 

material, time-of-day, and altitude. The human eye can usually detect 

a balloon against a bright sky background when the intercepted arc is 

0.5 mil or greater. The radiosonde balloon is visible in daylight to 

a distance of two to four miles. During ascent, the "ghost" balloon 

is visible against the bright sky background at a distance of about 

t",·c miles. At a! ti tude the intercepted arc of "ghost" balloon varies 
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from between 0.2 - 0.6 mil. The polyethylene balloon provides a 

target of one to two mils at altitude. 

The large polyethylene balloons absorb about 5% of sunlight; 

however, they scatter and reradiate as much as 20 - 30% of the inci-

.... ---~-- --~ , 

dent light. This scattering is very much a function of angle. Polyethylene 

balloons are always visible at altitude during daylight hours when the 

sky is clear. It is often dif!icult to focus the eyes on the balloon, 

but once seen it is easy to relocate the balloon. The "ghost" balloon 

is not visible above 20,000 ft. during daylight hours. 

Polyethylene balloons are shaped more like a pear than a sphere, 

although they always appear spherical from the ground to the naked eye. 

Glass fiber tapes affixed to the gore seams are used to strengthen 

polyethylene balloons carrying heavy payloads. Observed from the ground 

through a telescope, a shell effect gives a taped balloon a saucer-like 

appearance. The tape itself, \~hich is the basic reflecting element, 

is quite shiny and reflects well. On very lightly loaded systems the 

balloons are tapeless; heavier loads require the glass fiber tapes. 

As seen through the telescope, then, the taped balloons appear much 

shinier and are distinguished by their scalloped appearance. 

3. Derelicts and cutdol"I'_ 

Another phenomenon that might be witnessed by an observer during 

the day is what is knOI''l1 as the "cu~ting Clown" of a balloon. When the 

decision has been made to terminate a balloon's flight, the tracking 

aircraft will send a destruct signal to the balloon's control and 

command mechanism and a squib will fire. This will detach the payload 

and shatter the balloon. The payload is then tracked by the plane as 

it parachutes to the ground. Occasionally, however, the balloon "'ill 

not shatter. 

The shattering of a balloon during payload detachment is easily 

visible (especially in the late afternoon or early morning). however, 

the entire operatior. is not. The payload chute is only 60 fi:. in 

diameter so that it is barely visible. The tracking plane I>'hich sends 
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the destruct signal may be 30 - 40 mi. away from the balloon. The 

"cutting down" of a balloon is usually ~ccompl:hshed one or two hours 
, -

before sunset or just after dawn so: that the pilot can visually track 

the parachute down. When the balloon does shatter, a large part of 

the balloon comes down in one piece as a flapping mass. There is 

little side motion or apparent hovering. Its speed of decent depends 

on how the balloon breaks up. 

With improved balloon materials, there were a number of cases in 

1966 where the balloon did not shatter but continued its ascent. 

Normally, if the balloon does not shatter, it should rise so fast 

after the shock that the gas does not escape rapidly enough to 

prevent bursting. Occasionally the balloon will beg.in to stretch, 

and if there is no weakness in it, the balloon could remain ··aloft at 

that higher altitude for four or five days. It might fly at 130,000 

or 140,000 ft. until sunset at which time the gas will cool, reducing 

the volume by 5%. This causes the balloon to descend a few thousand 

feet. In daytime, at high altitudes the balloon's skin tends to run 

colder than the atmospheric temperature. As the balloon cools in the 

evening, it starts to descend because it has lost its volume. When 

it gets to approximately 60,000 - 70,000 ft., where the atmospheric 

temperatures are colder, the balloon is warmer than ambient temperature. 

It then picks up the 5% lost solar heat and continues to float'along 

at this altitude until the next morning when-it wazms up arid returns. 

to maximum altitude. 

For example, a 1,000,000 cu. ft. balloon, launched in France 

came down in Montana in August 1966, after having remained aloft for." 

27 days. This balloon had been traveling at 60,000 to 100,000 ft. 

4. Balloon motion 

Actual balloon movement during the day is no more discernible than 

the movement of hands on a clock. At many times a balloon will appear 

to move if there are clouds -In the sky just as a flagpole might seem 

to fall over when one is looking at it while lying on his back. The moon 
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demonstrates this srune phenomenon when it seems to move across fields 

and jump fences while looked at from a moving auto!l1obile. Anytime there 

are clouds. a balloon may appear to move at extreme speed. 

A small balloon observed in the first few thousand feet of asce~t, 

o£ course. will be quite obviously moving. Our very large balloons 

climb at a rate of 700 - 1,000 ft/min; radiosonde balloons ascend at 

1,000 - 1.200 ft/min. As these balloons reach higher altitudes. they 

could encounter strong wind shears (changes in velocity associated with 

changes in altitude) o£ the order of 30 knots/I,OOO ft. Hence, 

velocity could change by as much as 30 knots in a minute, but even this 

would not make a large change in position. The angular movement \~ould 

always be small over anyone-minute period. 

With respect to daylight sightings. pilots invariably estimate 

that balloons they see are considerably lower than their true height. 

For e"ample, a pilot flying at 30,000 or 40,000 ft. will ah~ays report 

that the balloon is between 10,000 and 40,000 ft. above him. He will 

never say it is 100,000 ft. above him. The difficulty arises because 

no one conceives of a balloon 300 ft. in diameter. There is no depth 

to the balloon and no background which permits an estimate of either 

size or distance. 

A frequent occurrence in Boulder, Colo., \~hen searching for a 

balloon which has been recently launched, is to focus on the fluffy 

balls from a cottonwoorl tree floating 50 - 100 ft. abc".'e the observer. 

The cottonwood ball has been tracked on several occasions for t\10 to 

three minutes before its motion convinced the observer that it \.;as 

a one-inch cottonwood ball at 100 ft. and not a 10-ft. balloon at 

10,000 ft. 

5. Twilight effects 

Just after sunset, a balloon may still be in sunlight. At this 

time the contrast becomes sharp and the balloon is clearly visible. 

A good bright balloon appears at least as bright as the brigh~est 

\~e ever see Venus when ~he planet is high in the sky: This "t\~i1igh't 

e£fect" may cont:inue from 20 min. to two hours • 
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At high altitudes we have another striking effect for the last 

few minutes before the sun sets at balloon altitude. This is caused 

by the sun reflecting off the balloon producing a rosy pink and later 

bright red color as the sun's rays pass through a hazy atmosphere and 

only the red end of the spectrum reaches the balloon. This has generated 

reports of fiery objects in the sky. 

The neoprene balloons are also visible at twilight. An Australian 

scientist made experiments at NCAR for about a year using a new technique 

for measuring ozone. He flew a neoprene balloon with a little stopper 

attached which permitted the gas to escape and enabled the balloon to 

remain aloft for one or two hours at altitude instead of ascending and 

bursting. To make measurements of the reflectance of the sun on 

the balloon and determine the ozone concentration, he launched the 

balloons so that they would reach 100,000 ft. above the observing site 

just after sunset. These balloons were plainly visible about sunset, 

continued to become brighter and brighter, and then receded to a faint 

glow before disappearing. 

6. Lighted balloons 

Small rubber pilot balloons are ·still being used in many countries. 

For night soundings these two-foot di~.eter rubber balloons are tracked 

by small candles placed under the halloon. A single candle in a little 

holder has been used. The holder creates an even glow and keeps the 

candle from going out. The candle has been replaced in most countries 

by small battery-powered bulbs of approximately two candle power. 

Although the pilot balloon tracked by theodolite is no longer in common 

use in the U. S., a light is still used on radiosonde balloons at 

night to assist the observer to acquire the balloon, particularly if 

the night is dark and the trackers have had difficulty locking the 

radar set on the target. The blinking, bobbing light swaying under a 

pilot balloon or radiosonde balloon produces an eXCiting and attractive 

UFO. The FAA requires that large polyethylene scientific balloons 

carry lights when below 60,000 ft. at night. They can provide an 

a:'resome sight as they slowly ascend. 
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7. Frequency of flights 

About 100 polyethylene balloons are flown each year from Palestine, 

Tex. San Angelo, Tex. has been an active launch area with as many as 

100 200 per year. Chico, Calif., during the winter months has about 

ten flights, and Holloman AFB, N. M. (lomite Sands), has approximately 

50 - 100 per year. Minneapolis remains still a center of balloon 

activities with 20 - 50 flights per year -- usually o£ small polyethylene 

balloons. 

Xn addition, there are other field programs during the year that 

are undertaken by universities and manufacturers. Ten to 20 flights 

are made from Cardington, England each summer. A continuing flight 

program is conducted from Aire sur L'Adior, France. Australia, Russia, 

India, and Brazil have active flight programs using large polyethelene 

balloons. 

About 100,000 of the small neoprene balloons are flo\oJTl each year 

in the United States for routine .observation. Radiosonde balloon 

flights constitute a vast undocumented area. Tney.are generally 

sent up four times a day. Flight sciledules are all based on Greem~ich 

time. At some times of the year at some places in the country, the 

balloons will be going into altitude at t\.rilight. There are approximately 

100 sites in the United States that send up radiosondes four times a 

<l:ay. Records of launch time ar;.d location for these balloons are kept 

in Asheville, N. C. 

A radiosonde balloon ascending to 100,000 ft. at twilight and then 

shattering can be the source of reports of a fiery object in the skies 

which disappears in a burst of flame. 

8. Balloon UFOs 

Two situations are illustrated that have produced UFO reports. 

In January 1964, a large balloon was flo~~ from the Glen Canyon Dam 

area near Pago, Ariz. It ""as a 6,000,000 cu. ft. balloon with a light 

payload. The balloon, which was flying at 135,000 ft., had encountered 

extremely strong winds. About three hours after it reacheJ altitude 
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it was decided to cut the balloon down. By this time the balloon was 

over Okla. It did not burst during payload detachment, but maintained 

its integrity and continued to ascend to 140,000 ft. When, just after 

sunset, it came over the East Coast at 140,000 ft., a number of pilot 

reports were received of a balloon sighted at 60,000 - 70,000 ft. 

Because it was at twilight on a very clear day, a number of people saw 

the balloon. This triggered a rash of flying saucer stories. For 

example, in Va. the people of a small ~own gathered a posse together to 

go out into a field to pick up the little green men. The sherrif 

attempted to halt them, but after a gun-waving encounte~ was forced 

to give up. The towns people then went out jnto the field and fortunately 

failed to find their little men. 

At altitudes of 5,000 - ~O,OOO ft. we fly a different kind of 

"ghost" balloon. This cylinder-shaped balloon is approximately 20 ft. 

long and about two feet in diameter. We flew one of these from Boulder 

on 23 June 1965 at an altitude of 6,500 ft. We lost the balloon 

after a few hours. It went through some rather heavy showers, and 

seventeen days later over the Azores a silvery object like a long 

spear was sighted in the sky. At the same time as the silvery object 

was seen -- all of the clocks on the Azores stopped. Later investigation 

determined that an electrician short-circuited the island's clock power 

supply while he was working on a fuse box. 

9. Conclusions 

The public at large and even many scientists are unaware of the 

great number of balloon launchings that occur every year-in all parts 

of the world. The majority of such launchings are for meteorological 

studies, but some relate to other atmospheric or astronomical research. ,) 

By far - most of the balloons launched for whatever purpose go 

unobserved except by those directly interested in their performance. 

They perform their missions and are cutdown or burst unnoticed by the 

-public. This is due to the fact that most launchings take place at 

times and under conditions which make observatton -- and misidentification 

of them unlikely or impossible. As a result, when a balloon is observed 
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under unusual conditions by individuals not familiar with the kinds 

of devices described in this chapter it may be erroneously reported 
as an UFO. 
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1. Introduction 

Chapter 9 

Instrumentation for UFO Searches 

Frederick Ayer II 

Most of the thousands of existing reports of UrO phenomena 

are poor sources of in£ormation. They contain little or no data, 

are reports of hoaxes, or are the result of misidentification of 

familiar objects. Only a very small percentage of these reports 

provide concrete information from which any inferences can be 

drawn. 

The need for instrumented observation of UFO phenomena arises 

from the fact that an observer's unaided senses are not reliable 

recorders of scientific data. Further, the ability of an oeserver 

to supply useful information is affected by his training, his state 

of mind at the time of the observation, and his suggestibility, both 

during and after the event. Accuracy requires instruments to measure 

precisely data such as angles, apparent or real velocities, distance, 

color, and luminance. 

Even an observer with optimal training, objective state of mind, 

and minimal suggestibility is hard pressed when unassisted by instru

ments, to provide useful scientific information. This is especially 

true in the case of UFO phenomena, which crre typically of short dur

ation, occur in an unfamiliar environment, and lack points of refer

ence from which reasonable inferences as to distance, size, and vel-

Dcity can be drawn. ." .... ;. 
Even when instruments are available to him, the observer and 

the analyst of his report must be aware of a process inherent in any 

scientific inquiry; namelr, the tendency of the investigator to look 

for evidence to support or discount a given hypothesis. In this state 

of mind, the investigator tends to disregard all data from his instru

ments that are irrelevant to his predetermined goal. An air traffic 

controller, for example, concentrates on radar echoes that he feels 
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of mind at the time of the observation, and his suggestibility, both 

during and after the event. Accuracy requires instruments to measure 

precisely data such as angles, apparent or real velocities, distance, 

color, and luminance. 

Even an observer with optimal training, objective state of mind, 

and minimal suggestibility is hard pressed when unassisted by instru

ments, to provide useful scientific information. This is especially 

true in the case of UFO phenomena, which crre typically of short dur

ation, occur in an unfamiliar environment, and lack points of refer

ence from which reasonable inferences as to distance, size, and vel-

ocity can be drawn. ." .... ;. 
Even when instruments are available to him, the observer and 

the analyst of his report must be aware of a process inherent in any 

scientific inquiry; namelr, the tendency of the investigator to look 

for evidence to support or discount a given hypothesis. In this state 

of mind, the investigator tends to disregard all data from his instru

ments that are irrelevant to his predetermined goal. An air traffic 

controller, for example, concentrates on radar echoes that he feels 
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quite certain are those that come from those aircraft =or which he is 

responsible. A meteorologist focus,ses his attention on quite different 

data on the radar scope: thunderstorm, tornado, and frontal activity. 

The military observer pays less heed to natural phenomena and concen

trates on data on the scope that might' signify the approach of ballistic 

or orbiting bodies. 

In other words, almost all investigative processes begin with a 

built-in "filter" designed to minimize whatever, for the investigator 

concerned, constitutes "noise." But one man's noise is frequently 

another man's data. The physicist interested in the elastic scattering 

cross-section of pi-mesons interacting with protons begins his analysis 

by setting up criteria that tend to eliminate all inelastic events. 

This filtering process turned out to be at work when researchers 

in atmospheric physics examined the read-out of a scanning photometer, 

an instrument normally used in studies of airglow. The device scans 

a sector of the sky and records the result as a trace on paper tape. 

The zodiacal light and the ~Iilky Way appear as broad humps; stars and 

planets as sharp spikes. An UFO would also appear as such a spike, 

but its motion would cause the spike to appear in different parts of 

the sky in successive scans. 

Would the operator of the scanner notice such a trace? Or wculd 

he ignore it, along with the star and planet "noise"? Since his atten

tion is' focussed on the traces ,that indicate airglow, it seemed likely 

that he would fail to notice any trace attributable to an UFO. 

This proved to be the case. Examination by project investigators 

of a zodiacal light photometer read-out made at the time of a vis-

ual sighting revealed four spikes in successive scans that could not 

be attributed to stars or planets. The personnel analyzing the data 

had ignored them. Geometric reconstruction of the object's path estab

lished that the photometer had recorded a ballistic missile in trajectory 

over the Pacific Ocean. Details are found in Section S of this 

chapter, "Haleakala II." 

But even if the operator of an instrument fails to notice what, 

to him, is noise, another operator employing the same device for a 
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differen~ purpose has access ~o sl1 the- -recorded data ''I.l'ld can there

fore search for the specific information of intcr~5t to hi~. As 

demons~rated in the case of the scanning photome~er. the instrument 

can be employed to provide a record of an UFO that can later be sub

jected to scientific analysis. Not all existing instruments, however, 

have adequate resolving pOlver or other des ign features for effec"ti ve 

searches for UFO phenomena. 

Future studies of UFO phenomena shOUld, in my judgment. be based 

~~on information recorded by sUitable instrumentS. This chapter will 

discuss exi5~ing instruments and instrument systems with special 

rer'::-encc to their suit:ability for an UFO search. It will also sug

gest Idwt instruments ar:d instrument systems might be devised thst 

101; J mLl.' rC:t·': 1·: :"ie:id suit:able data for t:he st.udy of liFO phenomena. 

2. The All-Sky Camera 

The all-sk:' camera was developed in order that permanent photo

sraphic record:; of ::Ie time of occurrence. intensity and location of 

,,-o ... a~ ;'"":1 airglo.: displays could be made automatiCally. During the 

In~enJ.ationa1 Geo:,hysicsl Year, . (1957-1955) 114 all-sky cameras were 

in operation at !;' ~es from near the No:rt:h Pole to the South Pole. 

The cameras are designed to photograph about 160 0 of the sky 

and "to record angular distances from the zenith by means of lights. 

Photosensi ti ve detectors switch the cameras 011 at dark and off at 

daylight. Exposures are short and can be set to any desired value. 

:," 

Local or Universal Time and length of exposure are recorded on each frame. 

Table 1 lists the salient ,oin-r;s of the cameras of several participating 

countries. For further details see: :\nOds (1962) Gartlein (1947). 

The film is examined by ~rained personnel and tbe data on auroral 

posi tion aJld brightness i=t each of three areas, as a function of time, 

are entered on a five-line fonat called an "as cap lot:. ." The three 

areas are the northern. zenith and southern. The northern and south

ern zones cover the regions lying between 60° and 80° from the zenith. 

and the zenitll area takes in the whole of the sky between 60° and 

the zeni~h. 
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Table 1 

Features of Some I. G. Y. 

All-Sky Cameras } 

~: " 
Film Nl.Dllber of 
width exposures Exposure Film Time 

Country mm. Eer hour in seconds Ti::Ee Accuracy 

U.S.A. 16 60-80 10-20, Eastman .. 10 sec . to -al ternating l$,~S Kodak + 2 minut:es 
Tri-x, " . 
Ilford HP-3 

. , 
'~, 

Canada 35 60 4-40 East:~an + 3 sec. to -
a1terna- Kodak + 1 minute 

ting Tri-x 
Pan. 

Canada 16 60 30 Eastman + 1 minut:e 
Kodak 
Tri-x 
Neg. 

U.S.S.R. 35 12,60,120, 5,10,20 High + 2.$ sec. 
180 alt"erna- sensitivity 

a1 ternating ting Negative 
Pan. 

Japan 16 240 13 High .. 0.3 minutes 
sensitivity 
i'an. 

Argentina 16 60,48 20 Eastman + 1 minute 
Kodak 
Tri-x 
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At a height of 100 km., the lowest altitude at which auroras 

generally exist, the camera covers a region of about 3° of latitude. 

Most of the cameras record on 16 IIIII1., film, and the diameter of 

the circular sky image is about 10 mm. Since the individual silver 

grains in the emulsion are of the order of l~ (= 0.001 mm.) in diameter, an 
image- less than 20~ is very poorly resolved. To produce a 20~ 

image, an object 100 km.dist~t would have to be no less than 600 

meters in diameter. It is apparent that the resolution of such an 

ir.strument is not adequate for objects of more terrestrially Common 

dimensions • 

The sensitivity of the all-sky camera is also disappointingly 

low for purposes of UFO search. For instance, referring to point 

sources, Dr. Gerald 1'1. Rothberg, in his report on one month's obser

vation with one of these cameras, states that five miles is "roughly 

the m.J.XimUl'l distance at which we can detect the landing lights on 

commercial airliners, as determined from photographs of planes .. 

The sky-coverage of these instruments is very good, hOliever, 

amounting to about 83% of a hemisphere of the same radius. However, 

each camera can s~~ple only about 0.2% of the volume of sky 100 km. 

high over th~ continental United States, which amounts to about 

9 X 108 km3 . 

A thorough test of a 16 rom, U.S. all-sky camera was made by 

Dr. Rothberg during August 1967. (Case 27) The camera was operated 

for about ISO hours on seventeen nights. Exposures started at dusk 

and ended at dawn. The camera made one 40-sec. exposure per minute. 

The total number of f:cames taken was about 9,000 during a period when 

106 local UFO sightings were reported. Rothberg states that 

••. continued at high frequency during the feasibility 

study, less than 12 of 9,OOU--all-sky camera exposures 

contained images not immediately identifiable. Only 

two of these coincided in time and azimuth with a 

I si2hting report. Study of one negative suggests that 

the image is either that of a meteor whose path was at 

or nearly at a right an2le to the focal plane or that 

an emulsion defect or impurity is responsible for the 

image. The other negative's image was identified 

as a probable aircraft. (Case ~71. 
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One UFO sighting was definitely recorded by the camera; the 

objects were three garment-bag balloons which were photographed re

peatedly over a period of 15 min. 

In appraising the value of the all-sky camera as the instrument 

to use in any follow-up investigations, Dr. Rothberg is "less than 

enthusiastic about (their) use" for an UFO search. 

Put very simply, a camera designed ~or the observation of airglow .. . 
and auroral phenomena, both of which are large, amorphous luminous 

regions, does not have the resolution necessary for investigating 

phenomena such as fireballs, ball lightning, tornadoes, or UFOs. 

3. The Prairie Network 

Instrumented meteor astronomy is a comparatively young field 

dating back not much before 1936 when the Harvard Meteor Project began. 

Determination of mass distributions, size and composition has been 

difficult because results have to be arrived at by inferen~e only 

instead of from studies of samples collected in the field 

Current theory holds that meteors originate frc.n "two sources: 

comets and asteroids. It is thought that meteors which survive long 

enough in our atmosphere to reach the surface are asteroidal in origin. 

From spectroscopic evidence it appears as if comets were composed of 

solid particles - "dust" - weakly bound by material which can exist 

in solid form only at very low temperatures. Only the d~st can exist 

for an appreciable time in the solar system, and it is these solids 

which appear as cometary meteoroids. As a matter of interest, this 

does not preclude the deep penetration of our atmosphere by large 

cometary fragments. The Tunguska Meteor of 1908 is thought to have 

been such a fragment, and the devastating effect of this encounter 

is still visible today (Krinov, 1963). 

Almost all meteorites in museum collections were found accidentally 

and the time of landing for about half of them is unknown. Seeking 

to increase the recovery rate and cO pinpoint the time of arrival, 

the Smithsonian Institution began to design the Prairie Network in 
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'the early 1960s (McCrosky, 1965) in such a way as to 'increase the area 

coverage over that of 'the Harvard Project and to improve 'the probability 

of observing large, bright objects. Between 1936 and 1963 four tech

nical advances proved particularly i~portant in 'the basic design of 

'the system: 'the Super-Schmidt camera, much faster photographic 

emulsions, radar, and the image orthicon. The Super-Schmidt and high

speed film were originally used in an effort to determine the trajectories 

of faint meteors having initial masses of -10- 2 gm. The radar and image 

orthicon have been combined into a system for the study of meteors 

which are fainter than the Super-Schmidts were capable of detecting, 

and which are presumed to be of cometary origin. A grant from NASA 

established the network and the fir~t prototype photographic station 

went into operation at Havana, Ill. in ~larch 1963. About a year rater, 

the network first functioned when ten stations began working reliably. 

The complete network now consists of 16 stations of 

four cameras each, located at the apices of a set· of nesting equilateral 

triangles having a separation of 225 km. Each of the four cameras is 

aligned with a cardinal point of the compass with the diagonal of its 

9.5 sq. in. fi 1m oriented vertically. The optical axis of the camera 

is elevated at an angle of 35° to the hori4on, but a~ the effective 

field of the present lenses is -100° one corner of the film will 

photograph -10° below the hori4on and 'the extreme of the opposite 

corner falls short of covering the 4enith by -10° (See Fig. 1) 

As a result, there are five blind spots, one vertical and the other four 

at true compass bearings of 45°, 135°, 225° and 315°, amounting to 

about 20% of the total hemisphere. All 16 interlocking stations 

cover a total impact area of- 1,500,000 km2 

The Super-Schmidts are capable of recording stars with a photo-

graphic magnitude of as low as M '"' +3, but the network cameras pg 
have considerably lower sensitivity, computed at M = -3. pg 

The angular velocity of the meteorite is determined by interrup-

ting the streak of its path on 'the film by means of a shutter that 
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runs continuously. The shu~~er motion is interrupted at regular 

intervals in order to produce a timing code that indicates time in 

reference to a clock face photographed on each frame. This permi ts 

fixing ine time of passage with respect to the exposure interval. 

The standard exposure is three hours so ~hat three to four 

frames are produced each night. Operation of the camera is controlled 

by photosensitive switches that turn the system on at twilight and 

off at dawn. To prevent fogging by moonlight or other bright sky 

conditiOns. each camera is equipped with both a neutral density 

filter and a diaphragm activated by a photometer. 

Other features insure the proper exposure and recording of time 

intervals of meteors having a photographic magnitude greater than 

~I = -6. pg 
Stellar ma.gni tudes are stated on a logarithmic scale. A 

di fference of five magnitudes corresponds to a ratio of brightness 

of 100. Secause 'the astronomers traditionally have referred to a 

bright star as being of "the first magnitude," and less bright st:1r5 

as being "second magni'tude" or "third magnitude" stars, the sign given 

to a magnitude is inverse to its brightness. An object of Mv -1 is, 

b}, this convention, 100 times brighter than an object of Mv +4 (a 

difference of five magnitudes). Magnitudes of some familiar heavenly 

bodies are: sun -26.72; full moon ~-12; Venus -3.2 to -4.3; Vega +0.1; 

Polaris +2.1. The faintest magnitude visible to the normal, unaided 

human eye is about +6. 

Photographic (~1 ) and radar (~1 d) magnitudes are related to pg ra 
visual magnitudes by coefficients which are functions of the wavelength 

of the radiation as well as the characteristics of the detector. 

Al inough a meteor may be recorded by more than two cameras or 

stations, only two views are necessary to determine ~ltitude, velocity, 

and azimuth. The two best views are those in which the line joining 

them is the most nearly perpendicular to the trajectory. SUdl stereo

pairs will detect meteors at altitudes of 40-120 km. If the measure

ments indicate that the meteor may land in a region relatively 
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accessible to network personnel. a third view of the trajectory, downstream 

from the first pair. and where the meteor has fallen to an altitude' 

of between 10 and 40 km •• is then measured to determine the Tate of 

momentum loss from which the impact ellipse is computed. 

Exposed film from one-half of the stations is collected every 

two weeks and scanned at field headquarters in Lincoln, Neb. 

The rate of acquisition of film is -500 mUlti-station and -500 

single-station meteors per year_ Frames with meteors from one station 

are cut out of the film strip and a search is made for views of the 

same event taken at other stations. The assembled events are then 

sent to Cambridge, Mass. for measurement. It is necessary to meas

ure the length of every interval on the meteor track produced by the 

shutter, the positions of about forty stars, and to make densitometric 

measurements of the trace. 

One of the most important functions of the network is to facil

itate recovery of meteoritic material. The net~ork's design is adequate 

to provide an "impact error" of 100 meters for the ''best determined 

objects." But such accuracy fails to guarantee recovery because the 

object of search is nearly indistinguishable from the more common 

field stones. One recent search occupying 150 man-days resulted in 

no recovery. Since the start of the project some 500 man-days of 

search have yielded no recoveries. ' 

In contrast, the Canadian "network," which was not yet in 

operation by June 1968, has already recovered at least one meteor 

by careful and extensive interrogations of persons who had witnessed 

meteor fallS. Similarly, in Czechoslovakia. four pieces, out of the 

many which make up the Pribrarn meteor, were recovered before the 

impact point had been determined from data obtained by a simple two

staiton system not designed for this purpose. 
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4. Evaluation of the Prairie Network 

Co~orado project scientists attempted to evaluate the usefulness 

of the Prairie Network as an instrumented system for UFO searches. A 

list of UFO sightings dating back to 1965 that occurred within the 

network limits was· presented to the supervisor of the field head

quarters in Lincoln. Neb. He was requested to produce those plates 

which might conceivably have been able to photograph the objects which 

gave rise to the sightings. Information supplied to the supervisor 

was deliberately limited to case number. year. month. day. time. city. 

duration. direction. and location. Duration of the sighting was given 

in minutes. Direction in the Sighting reports referred either to 

the direction in which the observer was looking. or the direction of 

motion of the object. Location was specified by the coordinates of 

an atlas. Presenting the information in this form avoided biases 

based on preconceptions and placed more emphasis on the immediate 

environs of the sighting point. The. assumption that an UFO was in 

the immediate neighborhood of the sighting was made so as to combat 

any tendenc~ to attribute sightings to distant objects. that is. to 

astronomical bodies. 

A map was prepared for each case (see Fig. 2) and each film 

scanned for exceptionally bright'objects and planes or satellites. 

Tracks of bright meteors were never seen because the films on which 

they appeared had been sent to Cambridge, but the azimuth. elevation. 

and traj ectory of these meteors were availab Ie and correlated \~i th 

the sighting report. Angular pOSitions of bright objects were roughly 

determined by means of a template. 
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The following criteria were applied to the reports and to the 

films: 

Not operating (NO): cameras do ~ot operate before dusk 

or after dawn and they sometimes malfunction or run 

out of film. 

Meteor (M): a fireball with a known trajectory computed by 

its film tracks at several stations. 

Overcast (0): this applied to cases where two nearby 

stations were so overcast !hat no star images 

showed, and where there was little information 

on films from more distant stations. 

No information (NI): this classification was used when 

the report failed to state the direction in which 

the observer was looking or the direction in which 

the object was moving, or both. 

No conclusion (NC): the report information was so frag

mentary that no correlation between the objects on 

the photograph and those reported, was possible, or 

the films gave no information which could confirm 

that an object was seen . 

Inconclusive identification (II): if the photogr~phic 

evidence showed the presence of a body which could 

have been responsible for the sighting with a fair 

degree of probability, the case was called incon

clusively identified. 

ConcluSive identification (CI): when description in the 

visual report :,ras confirmed with a high degree of 

probability in all characteristics, the case was 

considered to be conclusively identified. 

The following rules were adopted: 

a) All NI cases became NC 

b) No NO cases were labelled NC 

c) Some 0 cases were classified NC 
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Of 114 cases. two were identified as meteors. one conclusively 

and one inconclusively, four cases received conclusive and 14 incon

clusive identifications. Of the remaining cases 80 were classified 

NCiand 14, NI or NI combined with NO and O. 

The sighting identified conclusively as a meteor was made by a 

couple who I"ere driving north on Hi~hway 281, six miles north of 

Great Bend, Kar.s .• at 2200 CST. They reported that they saw ". . 

a flash or burst of fireworks above car, not unlike the usual Fourth 

of July fireworks, except that this was much larger and much higher. 

The fireworks or sparkles were varicolored and out of them emerged 

a disc-like object about the size of an ordinary wash tub. The 

object was as red as fire, but it appeared solid with a very de-

finite, sharp edge . and traveling at a tremendous speed. Its 

direction was north-northeast and in a straight line •... It did 

not require more than five seconds to reach a distance that made it 

invisible. " 

Two phrases in this statement needed clarification: "above us" 

and "its direction was north-northeast." The observer explained that 

"above us meant through the upper part of the windshield." He said 

"that his (and his wife's) atten"tion I"as called to the object by the 

£lasi> of the burst, which they sa,,, _just to the west of north, and 

it vanished ,,,hile s"till slightly wes"t of north. He insisted that the 

object was traveling north-northwest, explaining "the correction by 

saying that he often confused west with east. He was "therefore cer

tain that it could not have been on "the M~ to SE course determined 

from the photographic data, and that i"t was not a me"teor because it 

was rising, no"t falling. Questioned as "to the time, he said tha~ 

10:00 P.M. was approximate and that the duration of the sighting was 

short, probably less than the five seconds referred to. 

Six s"tations of the Prairie Network photographed a meteor a"t 

about 10:10 P.M., determined "that it passed over Republican City, Neb. 

at an al"ti tude of some 50 km., and predicted that its point of impact 

was near Downs, Kans. Republican City lies a few degrees "est of north 

from the sighting point at a distance of about 177 k'1ll., and DOlffls 
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an equal number of degrees east of north at a distance of about 

116 ]on. Assuming a mean distance of 145 kin., the observer saw the 

meteor at an elevation of approximately 19°. The elevation of the 

top of a windshield of an Ameri,can two-door sedan from the eye level 

of a man of average height is about 25° or less. 

The observer's impression was that the object .·las nS1ng. This 

would be expected if it were approaching him at a constant al ti tude. 

His strong feeling that it was on a northerly course. and therefore 

receding. is explained by recalling the ve:r:y short time during which 

he saw it. 

'., ~.~ - ... - .. _._-.... ,. __ .. 

Considering the general agreement as to time. elevation and region 

of viewing, the probability is high that the object seen was the meteor 

photographed. 

The second case was labeled inconclusive because, in spite of 

the paucity of information available about it, there was a relatively 

close agreement between the time of the sighting (0001 CST, 26 January 

1967) and the time of a meteor recorded on three network stations 

(2341:51 CST, 25 January 1967). The discrepancy of only 18 minutes 

leads to a probable identification of the sighting as the mcteor, 

but the identification cannot be made conclusive. 

A striking example of the lack of correlation that can occur 

between a familiar object and the interpretation of a sighting is 

related in the case where a large, helmet-shaped, luminous body appear

ed overhead from behi~d a cliff. The observer was driving west. 

He reported that the object stayed nearly overhead for 45 min. until 

it disappeared behind a hill to the southwest at an altitude of about 

40° . 

Network photo~raphs show the moon moving from 245 0 to 270 0 at a 

starting elevation of 85 0 dropping to 45°. Stars and a plane also 

appeared on the film, but their pOSitions did not tally with the report. 

Neither the observer nor the Air Force interviewer mentioned that 

the moon was visible, but the conclusion appears to be inescapable 

that the object seen was the moon. A summary of the results of this 
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Prairie Network Study 

Summary of Sighting Identifications 
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The minimizing of trailing permitted the recording of images' down 

to the ~g = +15 in a 2 min. exposure. A dark rock, four feet in 

diameter, having a reflectivity equal to that of the moon, at a geo

centric distance of 26,200 miles, would produce an image of this 

photographic magnitude. 

The project was terminated at the end of June 1956. The mDnber 

of concentric shells searched was over 100, resulting in a collection 

of 13,450 photographs. A few dozen possible natural satellite images 

having photographic magnitudes lying between +16 and +14 were found 

and attempts were made to recapture them by repeatedly photographing 

the shells in which they occurred, but with no success. The conclusion 

is that these images were either film defec~s, very small asteroids 

in elliptical orbits around the sun, or natural satellites in ellip

tical, rather than circular, orbits around the earth. 

As a by-product of this project, a search for moon satellites was 

made during the lunar eclipse of November 1956. Three telescopes, 

monitored by a sky photometer, produced a total of 25 plates, record

ing point images down to about Mpg = +17. Some 500 candidates were 

found in the region between the moon's surface and a lunicentric dis

tance of 37,000 miles, but none survived a detailed analysis. 

A program of visual observation for nearby objects at very low 

latitudes began at the end of 1955 and continued through 1958. The 

equatorial plane, at distances between 600 and 2,500 miles from the 

surface of the earth, was searched with a twelve inch Newtonian re

flecting telescope and 10 X 80 binoculars. The telescope had a limit

ing visual magnitude of +11 at 100 miles and + 13 at 2,400 miles, 

while the binoculars could detect objects 0t M" = +8 at 10C miles 

and of My = +9 at 2,800 mi les • No satellite:' I.ere seen. In the words 

of the report: 

It is most unlikely that any objects larger than [two 

feet in diameter at an altitude of 100 miles or twenty 

feet at 2,500 miles as seen by binoculars, and several 

inches at 100 miles or three feet at 2,500 miles as seen 
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by the telescope] existed . . •• during 1956. or 

that any natural objects have since entered these 

regions. 

The method used by Dr. Tombaugh. while admirably suited to orbit

ing bodies, is not appropriate for the observation of aerial phenomena 

~lat are not constrained in circular orbits. If their distances 

from the cameras were large they would not be detected due 

to the effect of trailing. For this reason a search on satellite 

survey films for reported UFOs was not attempted. 

6. Scanning Photometers 

Photometry of ~he night sky is carried out by means of photo

multipliers which sweep out circles parallel to the horizon (almucan

tars) at various zenith angles Z(Z = 90 0 -altitude). Photometers used in 

airglow studies have a So field and sweep at the rate of lOa/sec 

horizontally and SO/sec vertically. A "sky survey" consists in mak-

ing 360 0 sweeps at each of six zenith angles as follows: scanning 

clockwise at Z = 80 0 at the rate of lOa/sec, counter-clockwise at 

Z = 75° at Sa/sec and repeating the process at the same rate at Z = 70°. 

60 0
, 40 0

, and 0°. A survey requires 4.1 min. Often a series of sur

veys is made using different filters depending on the nature of the 

investigation. 

The output of the instrument consists of pulses. the amplitude 

of which is proportional to the intensity of the light sensed by the 

photometer. In older models the output is recorded analogically by 

a pen on paper tape. Since the distance along the length ("x" axis) 

of the tape is proportional to the time of the scan .• it is therefore 

an indicator of the azimuth and zenith angle of the light source 

represented by the pulse. Data are analysed by measurin~ the height 

of pulses of interest C'y" axis) and determining their azimuth at each 

zenith angle. This measurement is done manually or in the new model. by 

recording the coordinates directly on machine-readable magnetic tape. 
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The angular size of the field, sweep rate, and other quantities 

differ depending on the use to which the instrument will be put. A 

zodiacal light photometer, for example, has a narrorwer field, 3°, 

scans at about 2°/sec and sweeps out almucantars at much smaller 

zenith distances, that is at altitudes much closer to the zenith. 

Bodies brighter than Mv = +3 can readily be identified by their 

angular coordinates coupled with pulse height which is a measure of 

their magnitude. In practice, however, identification is rarely 

carried out because investigators of airglow and zodiacal light are 

interested in diffuse light phenomena rather than in single bright 

objects. 

The sky coverage of the photometers is large since they can be 

made to scan an entire hemisphere as in the case of the all-sky 

cameras. The fact that they do not do so ~n the same short period 

of time as the cameras is not very important since at large distances 

the linear sweep speed approaches the velocity of light. Because 

their observations are made over a longer period of time and their 

angular data is recorded over a very much larger area, they have a 

greater resolution; azimuth and altitude are presented more accurately 

and the direction of motion is non-ambiguous. 

Colorado project scientists thoroughly searched two such photo

meter sky surve)"s. The first search was made on an airglol" survey 

chosen at random and the results are summarized in section 7 of 

this chapter. The second search was Prompted by a visual sighting by 

three trained persons of a bright object in retrograde (E to I~) 

motion during the operation of a zodiacal light photometer. 

Scanning photometers can also sense different colors on separate 

surveys. The instrument's ability to measure the degree and direction 

of polarization can also aid in determining whether the object is 

self-luminous or its light is reflected. For these reasons, and 

because of their relatively extensive sky coverage, scanning 
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photometers can be considered useful intruments in the conduct of 

UFO searches. 

7. Haleakala I 

A search was made of the taped output of an airglow photometer 

survey recorded around midnight, Hawaiian Standard Time (HST) , 11-12 

February 1966 in order to see if all bright objects could be identified 

as stars or planets. This survey was chosen at random from a sample 

of surveys made under particularly good conditions, that is, on nights 

during the dark of the moon with the minimum interference from clouds. 

The ~aped data, consisting of brightness as a function of aZimuth, was 

plotted by machine in two ways, the first showing the raw data 

which inCluded light from all sources, and the second, the raw data 

from which the background of zodiacal light, Milky Way and integrated 

starlight had been subtracted. On both plots, individual stars and 

planets stand out as narrow pulses, their height being proportional 

to their apparent magnitudes. The brightness is measured in terms 

of the number of 10th visual magnitude stars per square degree of sky, 

that is, in "SlO(vis)" units. 

The observations of that night were made through three filters 

successively: 6300:,: 5 t 5577 :': 5 ~ and 5300 :': 25 X. As each sur

vey through each filter requires about four minutes, successive sweeps 

at the same zenith distance through the same filter occur at -15 min. 

intervals, and one sweep at, say Z = 80°, will be followed by a sweep 

at Z = 75 a about 36 seconds later and repeated at the same a1 ti tude 

about 15.5 min. later. 

No stars or planets showed up in the surveys through the 6300 X 
and 5577 A filters, but probably because of its broader band-pass, 

many more appeared when the 5300 A filter was used. In this survey, 

all star pulses greater than Mv = +3 were accounted for by reference 

to a star atlas, except for two. These have been designated as Uniden

tified Bright Objects CUBO) , havin~ the coordinates given (see Figs. 

3 and 4) below (see also Figs. 5 and 6). 
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The pulses were separated by 40 in azimuth and S° in altitude. The azimuthal 

error in this photometer can be as great as ~ 4°. Since the field is 

S° and the point source can be sensed equally well over almost the 

entire width of the field, the altitude uncertainty ll.ay be + 5°. 

From the recorded values of the angles, if the two pulses were 

made by one body, it moved an angular distance of 

~ 
$ 42+52 = 6.5 0 

- 0.1154 rad 

If the errors are in phase, then, maximally: 

I., 2 
~ = (4+4)- + (5+5) max 12.8° - 0.2240 rad 

and minimally 

The fact that the USO appeared on only two sweeps out of many surveys 

may be interpreted to mea~ that it vanished in the shadow of the earth at 

Z ~ 75°. This situation is shown two-dimensionally in Figs. 3 and 4. 

In Fig. 5, which is a view of the earth. looking toward the southern 

hemisphere, Haleakala (ZION) lies on the earth-sun line at 2400 HST, and 

the edge of the earth's shadow is parallel to it. In the first approx

imation, the distance d from Haleaka1a to the shadow line in an easterly 

direction is 

d - R 6371 km. 

and 

OH = dlcos 100 ~ 6469 km. 

The nominal, maximum and minimum distances travelled by the object are: 

OS 6469 x 0.1134 734 km. nom 
OB 6469 x 0.2240 1449 km. max 
OB. 0 km. 
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The nominal, maximum and minimum distances travelled by the object are: 

OS 6469 x 0.1134 734 km. nom 
OB 6469 x 0.2240 1449 km. max 
OB. 0 km. 
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in 15 min., for a velocity of: 

Vnom 48.9 km/min 

V. 
lIU.n 

96.6 km/min 

o km/min 

These velocities should be compared with those of the UBO in 

Haleakala II, that is, - 142 mi/min = 228 km/min. If the USO was in 

orbit, the distance OB is the projection of its path SB making an 

angle S with the line of sight. Assuming that the velocity in 

Haleakala II is typical, then 

SinS - 48.9 - 0.214 
nom 228 

Q - l2 c 

"'nom 

and the object was in a highly elliptical orbit. Alternatively, the 

distance OB might have been the projection of the apogee of the bal

listic trajectory of a body launched in a retrograde direction. 

Inv~stigation showed that no sub-orbital missiles were launched 

from Vandenberg APB or Pt. Mugu until one or more hours after this 

sighting. The Aerial Phenomena Office at Wright-Patterson AFB suggests 

that it might havE' b,een an artificial satellite on which information 

is not readily available. The object is thus in the unidentified 
category. 
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8. Haleakala II 

On 10-11 September 1967 three observers at the Haleakala Observa

tory who were operating two scanning photometers saw a bright object 

move from NE to W at a low elevation. The paper tape outputs of each 

instrument were examined; the airglow photometer was operating with 

red filters and did not record anything which stood out against the 

background, but the zodiacal light photometer detected the object 

..: 

four times through a 5080 + 30 A filter. Other prominent astronomical 

features, such as n Canis Majoris, labelled nCMa were readily identified. 

The characteristics and operation of this photometer are some

,,,hat different from the one used in airglow measurements. Its field 

is 3°; its sweep rate is 2°/sec; and almucantar increments are 10. 

Because the focus of attention is the brightness of the zodiacal light 

a few degrees on each side of the plane of the ecliptic, the sweep 

was restricted to 160 0 starting from OOT, each sweep being completed 

in 80 sec. 

The survey in which the UBO appeared began at 0419 HST and ended 

at 0451 HST, on 11 September. The tape record is reproduced in Fig. 1 

and the data sUllUl1arized in Table 3. 

The object was identified as OP 8038, a sub-orbital missile, 

which lifted off Vandenberg AFB at 0425 HST. The great circle distance, 

d, between launch and observation points, is calculated from the rough 

coordinates: 

Lat. Long. 

Vandenberg 

Haleakala 

and it is found that 

d = 3762 km. 

The positicn of Haleakala with respect to the sh~dow-line of the 

earth is shown in Fig. 5, which is a view of the earth with the south

ern hemisphere toward the reader. On 11 September the sun rose at 0618. 
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Table 3 

Photometer Data of USO Sighting 

Sighting HST Elevation Azimuth 1/1 T min ~ 
h m s ------

1st 04 34 25 14° 47° 

2nd 04 35 28 15° 41° 1.05 6° 

3rd 04 37 45 16° 36° 2.28 5° 

4th 04 38 37 17° 37° 0.87 -1 ° 

At 0439 HST the point of observation, H, was 700 east of its posi

tion at midnight. The distance to the point where the body was last 

seen is HO ""hich, from known quanti ties is 

HO '" 638 km, 

so that by the time the o~ject vanished, it had travelled a great circle 

distance 

d~ - 3100 Ian 

in 13 m 37 s for an average velocity over the earth's surface of 

v - 228 km/min. 

The distance, d, of the body from the observer at each sighting 

until iss disappearance, which is assumed to be coincident with the 

time of last observation, is shown in Fig. 6. From the angular vel

ocity, the angle of approach, S, can be approximately computed; the 

relevant quantities are listed in Table 4, where wO,wr is the angu

lar displacement in degrees and radians, respectively, $ is the pro

jected displacement in kilometers and V the average velocity between 

~ach observing interval, in km/min. The measure of ellipticity is, 

as before, Sin S '" V/228, where S is the angle between the trajectory 

and the line of sight. 
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The data were obtained directly frore the output tape, eliminating 

almost completely errors due to manual data reduction. Backlash errors 

in azimuth are negligible.' As a field is only 3°. the uncertainty in 

altitute is smaller than with a larger field, and remains ±1.5°, the 

error in ~ for the first interval ~5%. for the second -10% and very high 

for the third. However. it must be emphasized that the geometrical 

reconstruction was quite crude and e.rors introduced by it are probably 

greater than instrumental errors. Absence of information about the tra

jectory introduces the most serious uncertainty and the values for d, 

~, V and S should be regarded skeptically. The errors shown in Table 4 

for are derived entirely from the uncertainty in the field. 

Table 4 

Sighting 
0 V Interval til til d ¢ Sin S -6 

r 

1-2 6.2::~ 0.10S::~~ 1595 172 164 0.72 460 

2-3 5.(:~ 089+. 009 
. -.002 1356 121 S3 0.23 13° 

3-4 1.(1:~ 07 3+. 024 
. - -.005 836 19 22 0.10 60 
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Eve:'l though the reconstruction is very approxima~e, the mag

nitude of 6 indicates a sub-orbital trajectory, because when last 

seen the body was 
2 

h 638 s-n 17° + 638 - 194 km. - ~ 8 x 6371 

above the surface of the earth, and at this distance it would be ex

pected that 6 = 170 for an object in orbit_ 

9. Radar 

The use of radar has spread into many diversified fields since its 

introduction as an aircraft-tracking instrtmlent at the beginning of 

World War II. One of the first non-military uses it was put to was 

tracking weather balloons. Not long after. it was discovered that, 

given the proper wavelength, radar could detect clouds and the position 

of rain and hail in stonns_ Since then its use has extended to track

i~~ satellites, investigating the atmospheres of several planets in 

the solar system, including our own. determining the trajectory of 

meteors and predicting their points of impact and studying lightning 

and violent storms (Battan. 1962). 

In general. radar provides information for determining the vel

ocity, range. elevation and azimuth of the ~eflecting objects in its 

field of View_ Indirectly. it will furnish some data on the state of 

the matter which is backscattering (reflecting) radio energy; other 

variables such as temperature and index of refraction can sometimes 

be inferred. 

The resolving power of radar, defined as the minimum distance be

tween two objects (or two parts of one object) necessary to make the~ 

appear separate. is poor_ Details of the shape of the reflecting ob

ject and other features can never be determined except in the most 

g~nera1 way and only when the object 5.s very much larger than the radar 

wavelength. Rayleigh's criterion states, essentially, that. in order 

for two objects to appear separate, the wavelength of the electro

magnetic radiation that illuminates them must be of the same order of 
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magni tude as, or smaller than, the distance between them. This prin

ciple applied to the most common types of radars used in weather sur

veillance, explains t.lJ.eir lack of resolving power because the,ir wave

lengths are ten centimenters or greater. In addition, the argument 

that the resolving pOl,er of the all-sky camera is poor because ~he 

ratio of image size to emulsion silver grain size is small, applies 

here: if thc range of a typical weather radar is 450 km., the ratio 

of the area of the image of even large solid objects to the area 

covered by the scope is exceeC!ingly small. 

Tne ra.'1ge resolving pOI,er of radar is also dependent upon pulse 

duration. The limit of resolution in the direction of propagation is 

half the linear dimension of the pulse because at intervals less than 

tha~ the echo formed by the leadi~g edge of the pulse reaching the 

more distant object overlaps t!IC echo formed by t.lte trailing edge 

of the pulse ~eturning from the ne~rer object. TI1US, if the radar is 

"looking" at: t\.;o objects in its "line of sight," and if its pulse 

duration is 1 \Jsec .• it .<ill not display as separate from each. other, 

in-line targets l.rhose ranges differ by less than SOD ft. 

Radar reports information in threc coordinates: range, elevation, 

and azimuth. The resolving pOlier in the range coordinate is deter

mined by pulse duration. Resolving power in elevation and azimuth 

derend upon the same conditions tha't apply to optical resolution. 

Rayleigh's criterion for the optical resolution of a telescope can 

be used for this purpose, if the radar antenna is circular and its 

diameter is regarded as its aperture. Resolving po~er is proportional 

to the ratio of the wavelength to aperture (diameter). This is 

another liay of saying that the ratio determines the angular beam 

width of a radar transmitting-receiving antenna. Resolving pOI,er is 

dc'termined for this case by the equation 

r = 
where A is wavelength. D is antenna diameter, and 70°(= 1.22 rad.) is 

the angular size of diffraction disc image of a point sourcc for 

unit ~ ratio as derived by Rayleigh. (For other 'than 
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antennas with a circular aperture, resolving power must be separately 

computed fer the vertical and horizontal planes). Applying the equation 

to a radar with a wavelangth of 3 em., and whose parabolic antenna has 

a diameter ~f 3 m., the beam width, a~d therefore the resolving power, 

is found to be 0.7
00f arc in elev tion and azimuth. 

Radar is frequently able to see targets virtually undetectable 

by the unaided eye or on photographic film. This greater sensitivity 

is due to marked differences in the signal-to-noise ratio of wave

lengths employed by radar compared to the optical wavelengths upon 

which the eye and the camera must rely. The atmosphere is almost com

pletely tr3nsparent to radar wavelengths between 3 em. and 10 em. It 

s.;atters such waves hardly at all. At optical wave.lengths, it is still 

rel~tively transparent, cut air scatters energy appreCiably, especially 

at the short (blue) wavelengths (Rayleigh scattering): hence, the blue 

sky. In addition, unlike the radar case, there is a powerful source· 

of optical noise present in ~he daytime sky -- the sun. Thus, a pale 

blue object seen against the sky is nearly invisible to the retina or 

to photographic film, yet, if constructed of metal, the object will 

~~flect ra~ar waves strongly. 

Design of a radar to track targets very much smaller than the 

wavelength takes into account that for a given wavelength, backscat

tering power varies as the sixth power of the target size (Rayleigh's 

Law of Scatt.ering) and, conversely, for a given target size the power 

varies inversely as the fourth'power of the wavelength. Furthermore, 

atmospheric attenuation of the beam increases as frequency increases. 

The balancing of these factors results in the choice of a 10-20 em. 

wavelength for radar which are to survey extensive storms such as hurri

canes; 3-10 em. for tracking metallic objects; and 1-3 em. for studies 

of rain and hail distributions (Battan, 1959). 
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The first exact theory of scattering of electromagnetic waves 

by a sphere was developed by Gustav r.fie in 1908. In this theory. the 

dielectric constant and therefore the index of refraction of the sphere 

determines in large part the amount of ba;::kscatter at any wavelength 

(Born. 1964). For example, the backscatter from a hailstone is enor

mously greater than that from a raindrop of equal size, and, as a re

sult, radar can provide data for estimating the amount of ice or hail 

in a storm cloud. In effect, L~erefore. it can give information on the 

state of matter in the scattering object, for example; it can dis

tinguish betl~een wet and dry hailstones. 

Anomalous reflections called "angels" can sometimes be ascribed 

to certain atmospheric conditions. Temperature inversions cause rapid 

d1anges in the index of atmospheric refraction at the interfaces of 

the layers and such changes can give rise to radar echoes exactly as 

similar conditions account for mirages in the case of visible wave-

lengths. (See Section III. Chapter 5 Section VI. Chapter 5. 

As Nould be expected frc-m l-!a.'(t;ell's equations, radar echoes \Vill 

be produced by regions of high ionization where there is an apprec

iable density of free charge~. This is the reason why lightning paths 

are visible to radar. The density of charges in the trail of a meteor 

is different from that in the immediately surrounding space. and the 

r~dar echo arises from this difference in space charge, not by reflec

tion from the nucleus of the meteor itself (Lovell, 1954). Depending 

upon the magnitude of the radar "cross-section" some "angels" can be 

ascribed to echoes from birds or even insects. "Cross-secti)n" is 

better defined as the ratio of the reflected power per unit solid 

angle to the incident power density; in other words, it is a measure 

of the effectiveness of the target in reflecting radiation and will 

have a different value for e~,ch wavelength. Inasm!.lch as birds and 

insects are usually smaller than radar wavelengths, their actual dimen

sions cannot be measured. although their radar cross-section can be 

(Glover. 1966). This quantity, for several species of birds and insects 

is tabulated below as a function of radar wavelength: 
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Target 

Hawkmoth 

Honeybee 

Sparrow 

Pigeon 

Pigeon 

Table 5 

Wavelength 

10.7 

10.7 

10.2 

7L.S 

3.5 

10.2 

71. 5 (a) 

3.5 

3.5 

Mean cross
section crIl2 

1.0 

3.0 x 10-3 

15.0 

2.5 x 10-2(a) 

1.9 

80.0 

11.0 

15.0 

1.1 head 

100.0 broadside 

1.0 tail 

(a) Transmitted beam vertically polarized; received echo also 

vertically po~arized. 

(Table taken from Glover (1966) and Conrad (1968). 

The extreme sensitivity of radar is well illustrated here: The 

insect targets were at least 10 km. distant and the birds at ranges 

between 10 and 20 km. when the measurements were made. Because of 

the poor resolution of the radars, the cross-section is simply a 

measurement of relative backscattered power and now the actual spatial 

extent of the object on the radar scope. In other words, the moth can 

be distinguished from the sparrow only by determinations of the power 

received rather than by shape and size; the head of a pigeon cannot be 

differentiated from the tail. 

The radar return does, however, contain informa

tion which provides a basis for identifying an unknown 

point target as a bird •••• 
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Thus, the radar return from single birds in 

flight differs ... from other possible point 'or dot 

targets, such as aircra!t, swarms of insects, 

several birds together, or small clouds or other 

meteorological structures (Conrad, 1963). 

Weather Radar: 

Of the 14 types of radars used by the U.S. l'leather Bureau, only 

the WSR-57 which is equipped with a 35 Mm. camera appears to be adapt

able to UFO searches'. The salient features of this instrument are 

enumerated below: 

l'lave 
Length 

em. 

10.3 (5 and 
2.5 em. plan
ed but not 
yet on order) 

Pulse Length 
Rep. rate 

0.5 micro/sec 
at 658 pulses 
per sec. or 
4.0 micro/sec 
at 164 pulses 
per sec. 

WSR-57 

Peak 
Power Beam 
Output Width 

K.W. 

500 20 

(Source: U.S. Dept of Commerce) 

Sweep Al'ti-
Character- Scopes Range tude 

istics 

Automatic, PPI 464km. _10° 
manual in RHI to 
altitude R +40° 
or az.imuth A 
at 0-24°/sec 

These radars are placed around the perimeter of the Weather Net

work and are intersperse9, with, the easte.~ stations of the Prarie 

Network in Y..innesota, Iowa, Kansas, Oklahoma, Missouri and Illinois. 

They are, therefore, well located to furnish corroboration of sightings 

in any future investigations. 

The sky coverage of these radars is obviously less than that of 

the airglow photometers since they are limited in their choice of 

elevation and they have only a 2° sweep width. 

The photographic program which has been carried over the last few 

years consists in taking one scope picture of one sweep every 15 min. 

in times of clear weather and more frequently when storms were develop

ing. These films are available for inspection, but the Colorado project 
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made no attempt to search for confirmatory evidence of reported sightings 

because each photograph covers only 1.7% of each hour of elapsed time. 

Meteor Radar 

The facilities of the Radar Meteor Project of the Sm}thsonian 

Institution are located at Long Branch, some seven miles south of 

Havana, Ill. They consist of a network of eight receivers and one 

4 Mw, 40 MHz transmitter, with antennas bearing 113°T. This dir

ection was chosen as the most favorable one for the detection of 

faint meteor trails. 

The main lobe of the radiation pattern from the two transmitting 

~,tennas is inclined upward at 45° and has a half-power horizontal 

width of - 20° and a haIr-power vertical width of - 11°. 

Pulses of 6 ~sec. duration are emitted ~t the rate of about 1300 per 

second, so that the echo from an object 200 km. distant l~ill return 

within one pulse cycle. An object in the beam at 200 km. will be 

about 140 km. above Decatur, Ill. The Havana radar is thus designed 

to scan approximately the same volume of sky monitored by an image 

orthicon located at Sidell, (near Urbana) Ill. (see Section 12). 

The radar will detect meteors as faint as mrad = +13 for count

ing purposes, and rnrad = +11 and will acquire echoes from 3.000-4,000 

meteors/hr. 

The system is capable of receiving echoes from objects at al

most any distance from the transmitter. In order to limit the in

formation to "suitable" meteors, meteor-recognition logic has recently 

been installed which filters out extraneous signals such as those 

from aircraft. These echoes are, however, visible on the monitoring 

cscilloscopes and are characterized by a persistence greater than 

that of meteors. Data pertaining to "suitable" echoes is recorded 

on magnetic tape. Similar, but unfiltered data is simul taneous~:' 

recorded on film (Smithsonian. 1966). 

During 1967, many non-meteoritic echoes were seen on the oscillo

scopes and recorded in the Havana log book. Using the film record, 

the Colorado project sought to determine how many of the UFOs sighted 

during 1967 in a radius of - 140 km. from Havana, had resulted in an 
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echo which had been both filmed and logged. Of nine cases (the 

same used to test the orthicon), seven had occurred when the station 

was not operating. The eighth case covered a series of sightings 

over a period of 10 days during which the station was operating. Un

fortunately. only very sketchy observing data were available. The 

object was seen from Kilbourne. about five miles south of the trans

mitter. "over the west south-west horizon." Station attendants had 

been alerted that unusual objects had been seen i~ the area. The 

absence of entries in the log book implies that nothing unusual 

appeared on the scopes. This is not surprising because echoes of 

objects very close to the station are lost in the display formed 

by the transmitted pulse; particularly at low altitudes. If the ob-

j ects had been farther away but bearing -140 o T (WSW) they would not 

-' 

have been located within the main lobe of radiation bearing -113°T. 

Objects outside this zone of maximum transmitted power would return echoes 

too faint to be observed against background "noise." 
The ninth object is the one that the image orthicon recorded in 

a test run on November 7th. 1967 at 2330 + 3 m. It was subsequently 

identified as a fireball. No simultaneous radar sighting was made 

because the radar was not in operation. 

10. The Image Orthicon 

One of the important problems in'meteor physics is 'the cross

correlation by simultaneous radar and optical meteor observations of 

ionization and luminous efficiencies ~~ functions of velocity. 

The nevelopment of the image orthicon has made such cross-correla

tion studies feasible. The instrument is a conventional vidicon tele

vision camera modified so as to increase its sensitivity. This is 

achieved by adding an image intensifier ahead of the scanning mechan

ism in the camera. The result yields a sensitivity equivalent to an 

ASA rating of 100.000. Such extreme sensitivity permits detection of 

meteors having a limiting magnitude of about +7. This is well within 

the equivalent Mrad range detectable by radar. and considerably super

ior to the capability of any photographic system except the 48 in. 
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Schmidt telescope at Mt. Palomar. Tests show that the image orthicon 

will detect 20-30 meteoroids per hour. 

The image orthicon site in Sidell, Ill., about 3S mi. SE of Urbana, 

was chosen by the Smithsonian Institution with two objectives in mind. 

Using a lens having a 16 0 field (the optimum lens for meteor surveys), 

the image orthicon is sited to survey approximately the same area 

of sky over Decatur as that covered by the 20 0 beam of the Long Branch 

radar (see previous section). But whereas the radar is sited so as to track 

the meteor trails at about right angles, the image orthicon is located so 

that its optical axis is more nearly parallel to the meteors' paths. 

Linked by microwave and radio, the rada~ and the image o~thicon 
-? 

are able to determine Limes within 10 -sec., thereby minimizing am-

biguities as ~o the identity of the objects observed. 

As in conventional television, an 87S-line scan samples the tube 

target in two sets of sweeps of alternate lines, each requiring 1/60 

~ec. When the alternate sweeps are interlaced, flicker and resolu

tion are greatly improved. The electronic image is recordEd on mag

netic tape and can be immediately played back for viewing on a moni

tor. Used in this way, the high sensitivity of the image orthicon 

permits the acquisition of moving aerial objects that would be un

detectable photographically because of the effect of trailing. Photo

graphic records of the monitor images can be recorded by a 35 mm. 

camera operating at any desired frame speed. 

The sensitivity of SOme image orthicons can be further increased 

by operating them in the integrating mode. In this procedure, the 

electronic image is swept away less frequently, thereby allowing the 

photoelectron population due to ultrafaint images to build up. The 

... lIlithsonian image orthicon has no provision for this technique, nor 

does its camera permit the making of time-lapse photographs which 

are preferable when the device is operating in the integrating mode 

(Williams, 1968). 

Ouring 1967 there were nine sightings of UFOs within a distance 

of - 200 km. from Urbana. (These were the same sightings which were 
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correlated with the radar records.) Eight o£ the sightings occurred 

before testing of the image orthicon began in August. The ninth was 

a sighting on 7 November at 2230 ~ 3 min •• of a bright object between 

Urbana. Ill. and Lafayette, Ind. This event was recorded on the image 

orthicon tape during a test. A film of the tape clearly shows a 

bright mass moving rapidly across a corner of the field. The object 

is badly resolved due to its great brightness. but the shape of the 

image suggests that the meteoroid had already broken into tIVO pieces. 

Preceding the meteoroid image is a large ghost image which is the 

result of reflections between the lens elements. Just prior to the 

appearance of the meteor. a small object can be seen moving at 90 0 

to the fireball traj ectory. This obj ect has been identified by '\'right

Patterson AFB as a satellite. 

11. Proton Magnetometers 

The variation in the magnitude and direction of both the horizon

tal and vertical components of the earth's magnetic field is of such 

importance in geophysics that a network of some 240 geomagnetic obser

vatories have been deployed by severa: countries at stations allover 

the globe (NAS 1968). Thirteen of these stations exist in the con

tinental United States and of these. three are situated on the western 

edge of the Prairie and \~eather Radar net\>orks. 

~1ost of the instruments a': the geomagnetic stations a.re proton 

1l1agnetometers. These instruments have a sensitivity of 3bout 1 y 

(= 10-5 gauss) in magnetic field strength. This means that the in

strument is capa.ble of detecting at a distance of 185 m. the field 

strength along the ~~is of a single-turn circular conductor 20 m. 

in diameter in which a 100 amp. direct current is flowing. In addition 

to this extreme sensitivity to field-strength fluctuations. the proton 

magnetometer is capable of detecting 0.1' of arc in declination, de· 

fined as the deviation of the hori~ontal component of the earth's mag

netic field from OOT. Since the mean strength of the earth's magnetic 
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tal and vertical components of the earth's magnetic field is of such 

importance in geophysics that a network of some 240 geomagnetic obser

vatories have been deployed by severa: countries at stations allover 

the globe (NAS 1968). Thirteen of these stations exist in the con

tinental United States and of these. three are situated on the western 

edge of the Prairie and \~eather Radar net\>orks. 

~1ost of the instruments a': the geomagnetic stations a.re proton 

1l1agnetometers. These instruments have a sensitivity of 3bout 1 y 

(= 10-5 gauss) in magnetic field strength. This means that the in

strument is capa.ble of detecting at a distance of 185 m. the field 

strength along the ~~is of a single-turn circular conductor 20 m. 

in diameter in which a 100 amp. direct current is flowing. In addition 

to this extreme sensitivity to field-strength fluctuations. the proton 

magnetometer is capable of detecting 0.1' of arc in declination, de· 

fined as the deviation of the hori~ontal component of the earth's mag

netic field from OOT. Since the mean strength of the earth's magnetic 
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field at midlatitudes is about 50,000 Y. the instruments are sensi

tive to about one part in 50,000 of the earth's field. 

Assuming a model consisting of a line current in the vortex 

extending from ~he ground to a height of 10 km. and an image current 

of equal length in the earth. Brook (1967) calculates that the cur

rent in a tornado, which caused a lSy deflection in a magnetometer 

9.6 km. distant, was about 1,000 amp. Revising the model to make 

it more realistic, he assumes that a 20 km. horizontal line current 

6 km. above the earth joins a 6 km. vertical line current to the 

earth together with an equal earth image. The current necessary to 

produce the observed 15y field is then only 225 amp. 

Consideration of the electromagnetic effects produced by tor

nadoes suggests that some UFO sightings may have been stimulated by 

these storms, and that continued photographic, geomagnetic and radar 

observations would be useful in studying them. 

The claim that UFOs produce powerful magnetic fields could also 

be investigated by proton magnetometer measurements. The problem, 

however. is a familiar one: thus far it has not been possible to 

bring instrumentation to the scene of a sighting while UFO phenomena 

were still observable. 

Papers by Vonnegut and Weyer (1966) and Colgate (1967) contain 

extensive lists of references cn tornado energy phenomena. Much of 

the information for this section was supplied by Dr. Joseph H. Rush, 

High Altitude Observatory, National Ceuter for Atmospheric Research. 

Boulder, Colo. 

12. Lasers 

The use of lasers in ~=acking objects is analogous to the use of 

radar, the principal difference lying simply in the wavelength of the 

radiation in the emitted pulse. As in radar tracking, the information 

obtained is range, azjmuth, and altitude, but the accuracy of laser 
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ranging is expected to be better than in 3 em. radar by a factor of tloJO, 

hecause of the smaller effect of atmospheric water vapor on the refrac

tive index at the laser I~avelength. 

The extremely good collimation of a laser beam, where the angu

lar spread is less than 2 x lO-5radians (a few seconds of arc), is 

a two-edged sword insofar as the development of laser ranging is 

concern~d. The narrow beam increases the accuracy of azimuthal data 

and diminishes the transmitted power required to yield a detectable 

return signal; but this very narrowness increases the difficulty of 

scoring a hit on a rapidly moving object in low orbit. 

Laser ranging has been in the developmental stage for only a 

few years and, at the present state of the art would be of only lim

ited value in UFO investigations. However, laser technology is ad

vancing rapidly and it seems quite probable that future laser rang

ing devices could be useful in UFO searches. 

13. Observations and Comments 

The description of a phenomenon requires the collection of many 

of its qualitative and quantitative aspects. If Lhe data rel~ting to 

these aspects is sufficienL LO permit the construcLion of a model then 

this model can be idenLified as belonging to one or another k.l.Q\m cate

gory of phenomena if their mutual similarities are numerous enough. 

Conversely, if the siml.larities are not nUlilerous enough, it may be 

necessary to identify the model as a onember of a completely nel< cate-

gory. 

In the majoriLy of UFO si~hLings, the amount, type and qualiL)' cf 

the data have been insufficient even to describe the event, to say noth

ing of identifying it ... i th a kno.ill classification. Data from many oLher 

sightings have been adequate for identificaLion ... ith familiar phenomena. 

to a reasonable level of confidence, but in no case have the:' daL3 been 

either detailed or accurate enough to class the evenc as a new phenomon. 

The lack of instrumented observations has curtailed investigation 

of a number of events which sounded fascinating and on Lhe Lhreshold 
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of revealing something novel. No matter how detailed or how intelligent 

the reports of observers, qualitative statements could not serve to de

fine an unfamiliar phenomenon. To do so requires a quantitative des

cription of a number of basic characteristics, some of which are listed 

below: 

1. DilIIensions. 

2. Position, that is, coordinates in some frame of reference, 

usually with respect to the observer. 

3. Shape. 

4. ~Iass. 

s. ~Iotion - velocity and accelerations, particularly with 

reference to the method of propulsion. 

6. Interactions with other systems - effects of electric 

and magnetic fields on surrounding objects, emission 

of energy in the form of exhausts, light and sound, 

aerodynamic lift, ionization. 

7. ~!atter primarily involved - the composition and state 

of matter and its temperature, rigidity and structure. 

S. Origin - the genesis of the phenomenon, the conditions 

which gave rise to it, its presence-in and mode of trans

port to the region in which it was observed. 

Instrumentation to acquire knowledge of these characteristics must 

be designed with appropriate regard for the behavior shown both by UFOs 

and. some other phenomena which can be loosely classed together as ob-

jects difficult to identify. Any instrumentation for the detection and 

identification of these objects must be elastic enough to cover the wide 

range of expected behavior. A comparison of various salient characteristics 

of some objects observed in the atmosphere is set out in Table 6. 

An explanation of some of the statements in the table is of interest: 

Duration: 

1) The large majority of meteors have been observed to have 

a duration shorter than 15 sec. Thus if a meteor moving at 30 km/sec 

at an altitude of SO km. is visible over 1600 of sky, its path 

125S 
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Charact.eristics of Some Objects Observed in the Atmosphere 

Point source (P.S.) or 
extended object (E.O.) 

Se I f-l uminous 

Satellites and 
Meteors Satellite re-entries 

1'.5. unless P.S. unless 
fi reball re-entry 

yes reflected light 

Ai rcraft Tornadoes 

P.S. by night 
E.O. by day £1.0. 

yes, navigation yes?* 

UFOs 

P.S. by night 
E.O. by day 

yes, at night 
yes (re-entries) lights 

Luminance high I O\~ 

Ili rection of motion- linear or linenl' or 
unpredictable, linear, ball istic orbital 
ballistic or orbital 

Electromagnetic some none 
effects. other evidence 
than visual exists** 

Close approach to infrequently re-entry 
or contuct \o/i th 
ground 

Distance to observer many mi les 

• (Vonnegut ilnd I~eyer 1966) 
** (Romig, 1963) 
H < (Vonnegut, 1968) 

only 

lIIany miles 

" ~.;. • "0". • .. 

10l~ 10\~ low to high 

straight or slO\~ly varying unpredictable 
s 100dy r.urving 

none possible sometimes 
hut not 
established** 

yes yes so reported 

from close 
to far 

usually several from close to 
miles many miles 
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Table 6 (cont'd) 

Characteristics of Some Objects Observed in the Atmosphere 

Satellites and 
Meteors Satellite re-entries Aircraft 

1-15 sec. <5 min. <5 min. 

<17 km/sec <8 km/sec <0.6 km/sec 

10 -100 km. 100 - 2,200 km. .-: 26 km. 

isotropic Constant; 
W to E, polar 
or H to W 

isotropic 

character
istic illumin
ation 

Tornadoes 

a few sec. 
to many min. 

<0.03 km/sec 

> 13 krr.. and 
< 19 km. 

isotropic 

most common 
in central 
states 

,-', 

UFOs 

a few sec. to 
many min. 

unpredictable 

zero to very 
high 

isotropic 

no apparent 
geographical 
distribution 
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leng~h will be 

d 
80 kIn. 

2x,...------
~an 100 

900 km. 

so ~ha~ it will have a maximum dis~ance from ~he observer of 

450 km. Therefore. i~ will be visible for not more ~han 

900 
~ .30 sec. 

30 

However. most meteors do no~ usually have the luminance ~o be 

seen at a distance of 450 kIn. 

2) In the case of satelli~es. one which has a 90 min. 

period at an altitude of 200 k~ .• and can be seen over 1600 

of sky. will be visible for about 4.5 min. 

3) Tornadoes occasionally persist for a long time and ~rave1 

many miles. 

Velocity range: 

1) The lo\,est me~eor ve1oci~y (prior to the last fel'; 

seconds before impact) is - 17 km/sec. The grea~est velocity 

imparted artificially to a small object is - 14 lan/sec by 

means of a four-stage rocket in a ballistic trajectory and a 

final boost with a shaped charge. (l-lcCrosky, 1965) 

2) Satellites I.ith a near-escape velocity of 17,000 mph 

have a velocity of only 7.6 kIn/sec. 

3) For aircraft, 2,000 km/hr or -0.6 km/sec. 

4) A tornado usually moves at 5-70 mph .• (0.002-0.03 km/sec). 

Alti~ude: 

1) The Prairie Network attempts ~o get stereo-pairs of 

meteor pho~ographs for trajectories at 40-80 kID. in altitude 

and dOlfnstream single photos at 10-40 kID. altitude to predict 

the point of impact. 
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2) Perigee and apo~ee of most satellites lie in the 

range of 100-2,000 km. 

3) Aircraft: 26 km. = 16 mi. ~ 80,000 ft. 

4) Vonnegut (1968) states that although thunderstorms 

spawn tornadoes, the higher the storm the greater the proba

bility.of formation. "Ordinary" thunderstorms at an altitude of 

about 8 mi. rarely produce tornadoes while those at 12 mi. 

often do. 

Azimuth: 

1) r.leteors appear in a region bounded by a few degrees 

on each side of the plane of the ecliptic and their trajec

tories will be oriented isotropically with respect to their 

points of origin. 

2) Satellites lauched from Cape Kennedy will travel from 

west to east, I.i th a small southward component; those launched 

from Vandenberg AFB are most often in a polar orbit, though some 

are in retrograde orbit. 

3) Aircraft, of course, will be seen moving in any direction. 

4) Tornadoes seem to have no observable directional pattern. 

Review and Discussion of Several Instrumental Methcds 

1) The Prairie Network covers about 80% of the volume 

of space above each camera station. This is as good a coverage 

as can be found with any instrument except certain types of 

radar, all-sky cameras, and airglow photometers. 

2) The coverage is continuous, during periods of good visi

bi Ii ty from dusk to dal\'n, or, roughly, about 30~. out of every day. 

Radar has the advantage of daytime coverage over optical systems, 

but resolution and identification is not as good. The presence 

of "angels" and other anomalies, complicates the interpretations. 

3) Certain other means of detection, such as photometric 

scans, have much longer ranges and therefore probe very much 

larger volumes of sky. But these systems suffer from the same 

disadvantages as radar. 

4) No other optical network exists which is as extensive as 

the Prairie Network, the coverage of whic..'1 is -0.13 of the sky 

over the U. S. 
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5) The netlwrk has been designed to produce data I,hich allol,s 

the direct computation of altitude. azimuth. velocity, and brightness 

from which loss of momentum and impac~ coordinates can be found. 

Radar I,ill acquire the same data but Idll record neither the visual 

identifying signals emitted by a plane nor the brightness of ~ meteor. 

6) Obj ects recorded by a photographic time exposure shol' a con

tinuous projection of their position in t-ime. In many radars the 

obj ect is located only once every Sl,eep and since each sl,eep may have 

a period of six to 15 sec.. rapid course changes may result in an 

inability to identify successive im-ages as belonging to the same 

object. 

7) Al though the netl;ork is at present purely pictorial, it may 

shortly be improved by the addition of a spectrometric camera at each 

station. 

S) Devices such as airglOl, photometers cover the sli.)' I,ell but 

also have shortcomings similar to radar because each scan at a 

given zenith angle requires a relatively long time and a complete 

sky survey requires several scans taking several minutes. 

9) Most photometric scanners plot intensities as a function 

of time on paper tape. Reduction of this data to coordinates is 

not as accurate as interpretation of the network film, alt:hough 

it is good enough for airglol' and aurora studies. 

10) Differentiation bet:l,een near-orbital or ballistic objec1:s 

and the star background is much simpler in netl,ork photographs "than 

on photometric scan tapes because st:ar trajectories on film are obviolls, 

I,hereas on t:apes a pulse produced by a reflecting or self-luminous 

object can be dist:inguished from a pulse produced by a st~r onlr by 

comparing its coordinates I.i th those given for stars. 

11) Scanning radar sky coverage is very good. but identifica

tion of objects photographed on the radar scopes is much more 

difficult that objects seen photographically, both because of poor 

resolution and because of the lack of characterist:ic patterns such 

as flashing lights on planes. and so forth. Weat:her radar, hOl,evcr, 

I,ould be a useful odjunct to a photogr:rphic pa"trol, r~rtic111al"ly 
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since a portion of the weather radar system is interlaced wi~h 

the network. In genexal, it can be said that the most efrective 

use of radar lies in confirmation of velocity, range and direction. 

12) Image Orthicons and Vidicons: The use of these photo

electric devices is growing, largely because ~heir sensitivity 

is greater than film by a factor up'to 104 Such systems can also 

store and reproduce the image immediately. Thes~ attributes make 

them valuable instruments in investigations of aerial phenomena 

of any kind, including UFOs. 

13) A number of UFO reports have indicated electromagnetic 

interactions with terrestrial systems: radio and TV interference, 

stalled internal combustion engines, and the like. It would be 

desirable to investigate the frequency with which UFOs exhibit 

such interactions as well as the field strengths and direction. 

No net\<"ork of stations making routine recordings of atmospheric 

electric potential exists at present in the U.S. Electric poten

tial measuring devices might be incorporated into joint geo

magnetic weather radar and Prairie Network system at a later time .. 

14);., There have been persistent reports that sometimes sounds 

accompany the passage of large meteors (fireballs) and the re-entry 

of satellite debris. There is evidence that these sounds have 

been heard at great dist~~ces, sometimes simultaneously with the 

time of passage. This suggests that fireballs give rise to electro

magnetic fields which either interact with the surroundings of 

the observer, or directly with ~he observer himse~f, to produce 

audible waves (Romig, 1963, 1964). Stations containing geomagnetiC 

or electric potential measuring devices should also be equipped with 

tape recorders and appropriate acoustical senSing devices. 

15) Other instruments such as ultra-violet ~~d infra-red sensors, 

and radiation-counters would also be desirable. 

Existing Instrument Systems of Limited Value 

1) The Super-Schmidt cameras developed for meteor studies 

are sensitive and have a 55 0 field but they are few in number 
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and individually cover only a hundred~h of ~he area of sky covered 

by one Prairie Ne~~lork s~a~ion. The Baker-Nunn cameras which 

were designed for sa~elli~e ~racking have a much smaller field, 

and al~hough ~here are perhaps 16 of them in all, they are scat

tered allover the world. 

2) Sky surveys made through large astronomical telescopes 

cove!' too little sky at each exposure. Because of their slol~ 

photographic speed, only very bright objects moving with respect 

to the star background ldll be recorded. 

3) The Tombaugh Survey for small natural earth satellites 

was "an extremely systematic search CTombaugh, 1959). This tech

nique would hardly be suitable for photographing UFOs. 

The capabilities of existing instrumental systems ~o record the 

characteristics necessary for quantitative descriptions of UFOs vary 

widely. The Prairie Network can supply data on position and motion 

at all times; under ideal conditions it might be capable of deter

mining dimensions and shape but it cannot directly describe mass, inter

actions, the matter a=sociated with the event, its origin or m~~ner 

of locomotion. 

Radar is more linited in its information return. It can report 

posi tion and motion, even l~hen the phenomenon is invisible to the net

work, bu~ it cannot furnish information on any other characteristic, 

with the possible exception of the state of matter. Photometric scan

ners are even more limited. 

Determining mass and·kind of matter, and extensive analysis of 

the structure and organization of an UFO require that such an object, 

if one exists, be made continuously available for instrumented study. 

If all the eight characteristics listed at the beginning of this 

section describe adequately an UFO, then no network, simple or complex 

as presently constituted, can help us far along the road toward the 

identification of that type of event l~hich today defies explanation. 

What is required is a modified and extended network, so designed 

that its component systems complement each other, and so integrated 
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LhaL"iL can provide sLorable data in a form suitable for inter

disciplinary study. 

More specifically. the network should be organized along the follow

ing lines: 

1. In the interests of economy and speed, arrangements should 

be made to have access to the output of the Prairie Network, and 

the cooperation of its invesLigators. 

2. Similar arrangements should be made with the Weather Radar 

Network ~,d a program of photography developed along lines suitable 

for the acquisition of data on tornadoes and other transient phenOm

omen~ not detectable by time-exposure photographs. 

3. Simultaneous observations with the several geomagnetic 

observatories which lie in or near the combined Prairie Network

Weather Radar nets should be provided for. 

4. Link these Lhree networks, and other devices, such as 

tape recorders and radiation monitors, together to a single time 

base. This step is important, for example, in testing reports 

that fireballs have been heard at the same time as their appearance. 

although their distance from the observer would normally reauire 

a many-second interval betw~en sight and sound. 

5. The tedi~ of a patrol can be relieved by the installation 

of various automatic sensors, but the degree of discrimination 

offered by these devices is often nOL as great as thaL of the human 

eye. It is true that the eye is, in general, incapable of making 

quanLitative and reliable observations suitable for network studies, 

but it is a very sensitive detector with a wide angle of view and 

search, and these qualities should be used. It will be recalled 

that Tombaugh supplemented insLrumental with visual search for 

small natural satellites. Visual search could probably benefit 

from a tie to an "early warning" commWlications network of amateur 

radio operators. 

6. Photoelectric and electro~agnetic sensors cannot only 

give early warning of the approach of an event of interest, but 

also are capable of actuating uctccting and rccording in~tl"lImCJ1t~ 
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much more rapidly than ~e human on patrol. 

7. The operation of the network can be made flexible. 

Costs can be reduced by maintaining a minimum staff in maximum 

collaboration with other search organi~ations. 

8. Combined neb:ork operations should start as soon as the 

photographic, radar and geomagnetic nets are linked in time. In

stallation of additional instrumentation should be deferred lli~til 

a backlog of observations has been studied. 

The cost of a program organized in this way should be tl,O to three 

orders of magnitude less than most current proposals. The capital and 

operating expenses of the Smi thsonian ~Iet·~ori te Recovery Proj ect can be 

taKen as a measure 0\ these cos~s. It is estimated that to duplicate 

the Prairie i~etwork- would cost abcut S 150,000, not includinS!, the 

cost of the C2~eras and lenses which were lent by the U.S. Air Force. 

It is difficult to arrive a: that part of the total operating ex

pense for meteorite resea~ch applicable to an UFO network because the 

cost figures include operation and data reduction of Super-Schmidt cam-
/ 

eras at Wallops Island, and the new image orthicon installation at 

Urbana in conjunction with the radar at Havana, Ill. The total annual 

expense, hOI-lever, can serve as a guide for the proposed combined network: 

Running and maintenance, Lincoln, Neb. 

Supplies: film, chemicals for 64 
cameras CS500/carnera/year) 

Scanning of film 

Data reduction, all projects 

Astronomers' salaries etc. 

$25,000 

32,000 

10,000 

65,000 

28,000 

$160,000 

Assuming that the combined netl-;ork will not have to bear any of 

these costs, it would seem that, initially, at least, its expenses could 

be limited to the salaries of a principal investigator, a junior in

vestigator and one technician, the cost of film exposed by the \~eather 

Radar scope cameras, travelling expenses and miscel~aneous items. It 
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would be surprising if expenses would exceed $50.000 annually. 

Because of ~he rari~y of ~he UFO phenomena, the investigation 

should continue for a minimum of five years. It is anticipated that 

the ~otal cost would exceed $250,000. however. because preliminary 

results wc~lu suggest equipment mo~ifications and additions. 

14. Recommendations 

The problems involved in sightings of UFOs warrant the mounting 

of an instrumented effort to arrive at reasonable identifications of 

the several phenomena involved, and ~o add to the limited knowledge 

which exists about those phenomena. Present knowledge amounts to 

little more than suppositions. 

Popular preoccupation with the notion that UFOs may be intelligently 

guided extraterrestrial space ships has had one undesirable effect: it 

has i!r.bedded in the term • 'UFO " the unfortunate connota<:ion that if a 

phenomenon is unidentified it must somehow be extra-terrestrial. 

It has become apparent that the clarification of the "unidentifi-

able 1%" referred to by Hynek (1966) may more likely result from investigating 

several rare phenomena, rather <:han one. If evidence of extraterrestrial 

intelligence is uncovered by the study. then the goal of the research 

can be changed and a full-scale investigation launched. 

Until that time comes - if it does - the pursuit of knowledge 

abcut ~he less dramatic phenomena can go on in a modest way. using al

ready established facilities. extended when, as and if the need arises, 

with additional equipment. 

With the de-emphasizing of the ETI hypothesis must also come a complete 

elimina~ion of the term "UFO." Its connection with an otherwise soundly

based research program can serve only to impair that program's effec

tiveness. After all. it is beginning to look like a misnomer in cer-

~ain cases: ~he sighting may not involve an "object," meaning a solid 

mass; it may not "fly" in the sense of having aerodynamic lift, and 

often it remains· "unidentified" only briefly. 
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Several suggestions have been made on investigating what will 

now be called "strange phenomena." Dr. James E. McDonald, of the 

University of Arizona has recommended a program of several steps, the 

cost of which would range from Ira few tens of millions of dollars" to 

"global expenditures at the level of billions of U.S. dollars per year." 

(l-IcDonald, 1967, 1968). 

IV. T. Powers of the Dearborn Observatory has discussed the design 
of a new photographic network covering 1% of the area of ' the United 

States; the cost for this coverage would amount to about S2xl06 and 

S2xl07 for a 10% coverage of the U. S. (Powers, 1968). Dr. G. H. Rothberg 

in his report to this project of an attempt at first-hand observations 

and UFO photography recommends new camera design and a "small" effort 

costing perhaps Slxl07 (see Case 27). Larry W. Bryant, after sugges

ting an Earth-surveillance satellite especially designed for the pur-

pose of monitoring UFO activities, finds that it might cost $sxl07 and 

require five years' effort from funding and design until launch (Bryant, 

1967). 

The UFO phenomenon is extremely rare. Whereas some 500 meteors 

per year have trajectories which can be reconstructed from photographs, 

and none has been recovered in the three or four years of the Prairie 

Network's existence, Hynek states that only 600 UFO sightings since 

1947 have remained unidentified by the Air Force (Hynek, 1966). If 

this number is adopted as the equivalent of the "1% unidentifiable" 

events, sightings due to strange pheno~ena occur at the rate of only 

30 per year. Other arguments further lower this figure to 18 or less 

per year (Page, 1968). 

The number of sightings of rare phenomena is so low that it is 

impossible to make a meaningful geographical distribution. Whether 

the site of the Prairie - l'leather Radar - Geomagnetic Network will 

eventually turn out to be the best location cannot now be predicted; 

its present advantage lies in the fact that the three detecting systems 

are interlaced over a small area, thus facilitating an investigation 

involving several disciplines. 
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It is because these sightings are so infrequent that the recom-

mendation is made to use existing facilities. wherever they happen to 

be. and to proceed with such studies in a measured and thoughtful 

manner. 
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Chapter 10 

Statistical Analysis 

Paul Julian 

For the most part, statistics is a method of 

investigation that is used when other methods 

are of no avail; it is often a last resort and 

forlorn hope. t-1. J. Moroney, Faats from Figla'es. 

Statistical analysis may be described as the quantitative treat

ment of uncertainty. In the broad sense, it is certainly more than 

that. To many people the term 'statistics' is synonymous with 'data' 

and a large portion of those who do statistical analysis concern 

themselves with collecting and summarizing data. But when data so 

treated are used to formulate and test hypotheses, probability is 

immediately involved and the quantitative treatment of uncertainty 

begins. 

The malaise engendered when one deals with uncertainty and an 

insufficient knOWledge of statistics probably account for the view

point expressed by Moroney. Many people, scientists among" them, are 

uncomfortable dealing with uncertainty (even though. without being 

aware of the fact, they are constantly doing so) and their opinion of 

statistics is consequently somewhat colored. 

We are interested here in whether or not statistical analysis 

of UFO Sighting reports is likely to be informative as to what the 

phenomena are but not as to how they are reported. We make a distinc

tion, initially, between studying the phenomena of UFOs and studying 

how people report UFOs. It is likely that the two cannot be completely 

untangled and, further, that the former is impOSSible without some 

idea of the latter. However, attempts have been made and probably will 

in the future be made to use aggregated sighting report data to study 

the UFO phenomena because that data source is certainly the largest_ 

and most comprehensive of any we have available with which to attack 
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Chapter 10 

Statistical Analysis 

Paul Julian 
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the problem. Throughout this chapter we will be concerned, then, with 

the role of statistical methodology in srJdying the UFO phenomena. 

Since statistics deal with uncertainty it might seem an attractive 

candidate for a central methodology in UFO research. The purpose of 

this chapter is to discuss the place of statistical analysis in the 

study of the UFO problem. We will be specifically interested in the 

testing of hypotheses and with decision procedures and not simply in 

the aggregation of data. 

The nature of the UFO problem coupled with the nature of statistical 

methodology, first of all, results in questions posed in the hypotheses 

which may not be particularly satisfying. For example, we might want 

to ask "Is there a 95% (or 90% or 99%) chance that UFO Sighting reports 

include observations of objects not of terrestrial origin?" But by 

the nature of the data Ioie are forced to ask questions such as "Is there 

a ~)5% (etc.) chance that the characteristics of reports classified as 

'knowns' differ from those for which no explanation has been suggested?" 

One reason for the inability to ask questions or state hypotheses 

which are directed specifically at solving the problem of UFO phenomena 

is that they occur in nature and out of our direct control. Except 

perhaps for some psychological studies, we cannot place 'the UFO problem' 

in a iaboratory and measure and study it -- we must accept it as it 

happens. In statistical terms, we cannot design statistical experi

ments to test particular question. 

The second, and more profound, difficulty is presented by the 

rather obvious fact that it is impossible to formulate meaningful 

statements, questions, or hypotheses about the manifestations of 

unknown phenomena. We can, of course, examine the data and see what 

manifestations there are in the sample data, but we are severely 

limited in the nature of the conclusions we can draw, again, because 

of the unknown nature of the phenomena. 

perhaps, but important. 

The difference here is subtle, 

An instructive, but certainly not unique, way of looking at this 

difference is to i~voke the traditional dichotomy between inductive and 
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deductive reasoning in science. The deductive approach would operate 

by, say, assuming that UFOs are a manifestation of Extra Terrestrial 

Intelligence; or, perhaps, simply represent a class of unknown atmo

spheric optical or electromagnetic phenomena. Given one or the other 

assumption it would next follow that some hypotheses about the charac

teristics of UFO reports be constructed. But because in both assumptions 

we are dealing with something unknown, how would we go about setting 

up such hypotheses? Such an approach from a statistical point of view 

at any rate seems so difficult to pursue as to be essentially valueless. 

An inductive approach would, in this case, be something as follows. 

Let us aggregate a sample of UFO reports and examine their characteristics 

with the objectiv~of establishing beyond some reasonable doubt that 

the characteristics are thus and so. From there we must try to build 

a theory which explains those characteristics. 

Nearly all science operates in practice by a combination and 

alternation of inductive and deductive methods and in both statistics 

as a research tool is generally used. However there are some important 

differences in statistical method depending upon whether we look at 

that data or evidence in order to formulate a hypothesis or whether 

we wish to establish a degree of reliability for the validity of what 

we hypothesize. Perhaps the co~onest misuse of statistics is represented 

by efforts to do both of these at once. 

In statistic~l language, the expression of hypothesis formation 

after the fact, after examining the data, is called a posteriori hypoth

esis formation. The erection of a hypothesis before the data are 

examined is called a priori formation. The former follows rather easily 

as a result of the inductive approach and the latter from the deductive 

method. A posteriori hypothesis formation unless properly tested 

represents the previously mentioned attempt simultaneously to formu

late a hypothesis and establish its significance. 

In addition to the difficulties in hypothesis formation presented 

by the UFO problem, there is another problem which should be discussed. 

This problem, nearly always a crucial one and not as unique to the UFO 
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problem as the one just mentioned, is the sampling problem. Granted 

that some hypothesis be formulated either a priori or a posteriori, 

we then must test the hypothesis on a randomly selected sample of data. 

We cannot enter into a complete discussion of random sample selection 

here, but must simply point out that if we hope to establish the true 

statistical significance of a hypothesis the selection of sighting 

reports cannot be biased either in favor of or against that hypothesis 

to be tested. 

For example, let us suppose that we want to test the h}~othesis 

that UFO sighting reports contain a significant (in some statistical 

sense) number in which the estimated apparent speed exceeds sonic or 

aircraft speed. Such an experiment could be set up and a sample of 

report data gathered on which to test the hypothesiS. However, unless 

great care is used in selecting cases for i~clusion in the sample, 

a non-random component is likely to be encountered. This is because 

it is very likely that it is precisely because the UFO exhibited what 

to someone was supersonic speed '!:hat it is reported and included in 

UFO fil~s of one sort or another. Such a bias in the sample negates 

the possibility of a statistically reliable answer to the question 

embodied in the hypothesis. 

The preceding example brings up a very perplexing problem. Just 

"hat should constitute the population of UFO reports? Should we 

inc!'Ude all UFO reports regardless of pz'obable explanation, or just 

those reports for which no rational explanation can be given? It 

sef:.ns intuitively obvious that an observation which is almost certainly 

of, for example, Venus should not be included in the population of UFOs. 

But the possible dangers of biasing the sample of reports examined 

by such intuitive reasoning seem to be serious, to say nothing of the 

problem of determining the division between knC!)wn and unknown cases. 

Again, it seems that the unknown nature of the phenomena poses some 

serious questions ~s to the definition of the population and therefore 

to the kinds of question we might ask of report data. 

Some UFO literat~e has used aggregates of report data to sear~h 

for "trends" or "patterns," either implicitly or explicitly stated. 
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The basic assumption seems to have been that trends and patterns in UFO 

reports might provide information on the nature of the phenomenon. This 

approach appears to be mostly inductive -- perhaps not surprisingly so 

in view of the difficulties in the deductive approach in the UFO problem. 

There are two important comments on this assumption. The first is 

that any examination of report data is bound to turn up some pattern 

we would be quite surprised it the reports'were completely featureless. 

The second is that, as already mentioned, since the patterns were 

detected from the sample in hand some procedure for testing the signi

ficance of the patterns on independent data samples is necessary. 

The Val lees (1966) recommena a search for spatial and temporal 

patterns in the report data. They report 1) a claimea tendency for 

report positions in a given calendar day to be located in patterns 

that can be joined by nets of straight lines (the controversial 

'orthoteny' hypothesis), 2) a difference in the diurnal variation of 

different types of UFO·reports, and 3) a 26-month periodicity (adjusted 

for annual variation) in report data. Only in the first instance do 

the Val lees report any test as to the statistical significance of the 

claimed pattern. The~ establish some basic criteria giving the distri

bution of the number of points determining straight lines used to join 

nets of. points \~hen the points are randomly distributed in space. They 

do not report, however, testing the straight line hypothesis on a data 

sample other than the one used to formulate the orthoteny hypothesis. 

For ~~e moment, let us assume that all three features may be 

tested according to the methodology of statistical hypothesis testing 

and anyone proves Significant -- that is, the null h)~othesis of 

1) a s!>:'..tially random distribution of daily report·locations, or 

2) no difference in the diurnal variation of types of sightings, OT 

3) a temporally random distribution of monthly total number of reports 

is rejected at, say, the 95% level. Therefore, we conclude with a risk 

of 95% that some non-random spatial or temporal variation occurs in 

sighting report data. This 'risk level' is a. measure of how confident 

we can be of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is in reality true. 

~Iost statistical tests arc of this basic type. 
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However there is another type of statistical error which is 

inherent in ~~is tj~e of "hypothesis testing which generallY speaking 

should be taken into account. We should (if possible) try to deter

mir.e what is the riSK of accepting the null hypothesis when it is in 

fact false. Normally this type of error is guarded against by formu

lating the problem so that the status quo is represented by the null 

hypothesis. The rationale for this choice is that it is better to 

err on the conservative side, since generally the risk of accepting 

the status quo (null hypothesis) when it is in fact false is higher 

than the risk of rejecting it when actually true. The complete formu

lation of the problem in these terms would be an exercise in decision 

theory. Because of the interest aroused by ~~e UFO problem, both 

scientific and social interest, it appears that a most interesting 

and appealing exercise would be an attempt to formulate some problems 

in terms of decision theory. 

Even assuming that the decision problem can be attacked and solved 

and \'C accept the rej ection of one of the null hyPotheses, what have 

we learned? Obviously we are faced with strong evidence that there is 

something very peculiar about the distribution in space or time of 

sighting reports. But the use we could make of this peculiarity in 

dra1o:ing conclusions about the nature of UFOs would be limited because 

~f nwnerous alternative explanations of a peculiar distribution of 

reports. Statistical reasoning in this hypothetical situation could 

tell us tha~ ~he reports are significantly non-random in their spatial 

or temporal distribution and that the probability is large that there 

is something there to investigate, but statistical reasoning could 

tell us nothing about how to interpret this non-randomness. In addition 

the word 'significance' is used in the statistical sense and has no 

connotation at all of 'importance.' 

A useful analogy here might be the cigarette smoking-lung cancer 

relationship which has also been a storm center of controversy. Tne 

statistical significance of a relationship between the two has been 

established to be very high and almost everyone accepts the level of 
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statis~ical significance as indicative of a relationship. However, this 

significance in no way proves a aausaZrelationship between smoking and 

lung cancer -- that is merely one of a number of alternative explanations 

of the statistical result. Most people, in addition, \~ould accept the 

significance level as evidence that there is certainly something to 

investigate. The use of statistical evidence to choose "hat to do ne;)Ct 

rather th~ to choose between terminal acts involves decision theory, 

rather than classical statistical hypothesis testing. ~lis type of 

analysis has already been mentioned above. 

To summarize, the UFO phenomena presents some difficult and 

challenging prob lems to statistical methodology. t~e are dealing Idxh 

unknown phenomena, at least in part, which is manifested by subject.ive, 

qualitative reports from observers with a wide spectrum of ability. 

to report what they see. We cannot place the phenomena in the labora

tory to study them and deSign experiments on them. There are very 

fundamental problems such as defining the population to be used in 

statistical studies, and formulating hypotheses about characteristics 

or report data a posteriori and attempting to interpret these as 

manifestations of unkno\<wTI phenomena. 

The physical scientist conversant with statistics and statistical 

:nct.h.od.clC~i" i.s likely to ccme ''to one or "two C01IClusioJl!:i about tile 

possibility of productive use of statistics in the UFO problem. Con

sidering the difficulties described above he may conclude that the 

methodology of statis~ical analysis does not offer satisfying an~wp.rs 

to the impo~·tant, central questions of the UFO phenomena, and that 

efforts should be directed at increasing understanding of atmospheric 

ortics, etc. o~ in attempting to make some measurement of some physical 

quantity aSSOCiated with an UFO. Or he might take the position that 

difficulties of statistical analysis in this instance shOUld not 

prevent efforts to make analyses, because the risk of throwing a\~ay 

valuable information by ignoring sighting report data shOUld not be 

overlooked. This posit.ion must be taken with some Care, hOI\'ever, for 

he would be t<lking it as "a last resort and forlorn hope" ;:IS Moroney 

puts it. 
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The social scientist, on the other hand, might take a different 

position. Instead of concerning hi~elf with repo~ sightings as a 

measure of a physical phenomena he might be attracted by the data as 

a sOU~Ce of informa~ion on psychological and social-psyChological 

problems of perception, reporting, etc. We do not r.egard ourselves as 

qualified to pursue this poi~t further. Mention of it was made at 

the beginning of this chapter and additional discussion may be found 

in Section VI in Chapters 1 and 2. 

As a result of conSidering the problem of the role of statistical 

analysis of report data in investigating UFO phenomena we conclude that 

very grave difficulties are present involving rather fundamental aspects 

of statistical methodology. It is our feeling that little value to the 

physical sciences w:i.ll result from "searching" the report data for 

"significant" features. 

i';c 'lualify this view in two ways: First, we are not able, of 

C~·'lr::;e, to perceive the futu:re and it may be t..lJ.at an innovative worker 

paying careful attention to the demands of methodology might well 

produce a study which represents a real increase in knOWledge about 

UFOs. We should in this regard give the decision-theory approach some 

thought: we shOUld attempt to evaluate the consequences of statistical 

error Of bath kinds and to consider tile problems posed by question of 

the "I.;here do we go from here?" type. Second, efforts to investigate 

UFO repor~ rather than the UFO phenoIDena seem to offer fertile ground 

for future study. 
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SPECIAL 
REPORT Or THE 

USAF SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD 
AD HOC COHMITTEE TO REVIEt.)' 

PROJECT "BLUE BOOK" 

MARCH 1966 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As requested in a memorandum from Major General E. B. 
LeBai 11y, Secretar-y of the Air Force Office of Information, 
dated 28 September 1965 (Tab A), an SAB Ad Hoc Committee 
met on 3 February 1966 to review Project "Blue Book". 
The objectives of the Co~ittee are to review the resources 
and methods of investigation prescribed by Project "Blue 
Book" and to advise the Air Force of any improvements that 
can !::>e made in the program to enhance t.he Air Force·s 
capability in carrying out it.s responsibility .. 

In order to bring themselves up to date, the members of 
the Committee initially _-reviewed the findings of previous 
scientific panels charged with looking into the UFO 
problem. Particular attention was given to the report 
of the Robertson panel which was rendered in January 1953. 
The Committee next heard briefings from the AFSC Foreign 
Technology Division, which is the cognizant Air Force 
agency that collates information on UFO sightings and 
monitors investigations of individual cases. Fjna11y, 
the Committee reviewed selected case histories of UFO 
sightings with particular emphasis on those that have 
not been identified. 

II. DISCUSSION 

Although about 6% (646) of all sightings (10,147) in 
the years 1947 through 1965 are listed by the Air Force 
as "Unidentified", it appears to the Committee that 
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most of the caSC$ so list~d are simply those in which 
th~ information available does not provide an adequate 
basis [or analysis. In this connection it is important 
also to note thal no unidentified objects other than 
those of an a$tronomical nature have ever been observed 
during routine astronomical studies, in spite of the 
large number of observing hours which have been devoted 
to th~ sky. As ~xamples of this the Palomar Observatory 
Sky Atlas contains some 5000 plates made with large 
instrument$ with wide field of view; the Harvard Meteor 
Project of 1954-1958 provided some 3300 hours of 
observation; the Smithsonian Visual Prairie Network 
provided 2500 observing hours. Not a single un
identified object has been reported as appearing on 
any of these plates or been sighted visually in all 
these observ~tions. 

The Committee concluded that in the 19 years since the 
first UFO was Sighted there has been no evidence that 
unidentified flying objects are a threat to our national 
security. Having arrived at this conclusion the 
Committee then turned its attention to conSidering how 
the Air Force Should handle the scientific aspects of 
the UFO problem. Unavoidably these are also related to 
Air Force public relations, a subject on which the 
Committee is nc~ expert. Thus the recommendations 
which follow are made simply from the scientific point 
of view. 

III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is the opinion of the Committee that the present 
Air Force program dealing with UFO sightings has been 
well organized, although the resources assigned to it 
(only one officer, a sergeant, and secretary) have 
been quite limited. In 19 years and more than 10,000 
sightings recorded and classified, there appears to be 
no verified and fully satisfactory evidence of any 
case that is clearly outside the framework of presently 
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known science and technology. Nevertheless, t:here is 
always the possibility that analysis of new sightings 
may provide SOlile additions to scientific knowledge of 
value to the Air Force. Moreover, some of ·the case 
records ~hich t~e Committee looked that were listed as 
"identified" were sightings where the evidence collected 
was too meager or too indefinite to permit positive 
listing in the identified category. Because of this 
the Committee recommends that the present program be 
strengthened to provide opportunity for scientific 
investigation of selected sightings in more detail and 
depth than. has been possible to date. 

To accomplish this it is recommended that: 

A. Contracts be negotiated with a few selected 
universities to provide scientific teams to investigate 
promptly and in depth certain selected sightings of UFO's. 
Each team should include at least one psychologist, 
preferably one interested in clinical psychology, and 
at least one physical scientist, preferably an 
astronomer or geophysicist familiar with atmospheric 
physics. The universities should be chosen to provide 
goed geographical distribution, and should be within 
convenient distance of a base of the Air Force Systems 
Command (AFSC). 

B. At each AFSC base an officer skilled in 
investigation (but not necessarily with scientific 
training) should be designated to work with the 
corresponding univerSity team for that geographical 
section. The local representative of the Air Force 
Office of Special Investigations (OSI) might be a 
logical choice for this. 

C. One university or one not-for-profit organi
zation should be selected to coordinate the work of 
the teams mentioned under A above, and also to make 
certain of very close communication and coordination 
with the office of Project Blue Book. 
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It is thought that p~rhaps 100 sightings a year might 
be subjected to this close study, and that possibly 
an average of 10 man days might be required per ° 

sighting so studied. The information provided by 
such a program might bring to light new facts of 
scientific value, and \vould ab<lost certainly provide 
a far better basis than we have today for decision on 
a long term UFO program. 

The scientific reports on these selected sightings, 
supplementing the present program of the Project Blue 
Book office, should strengthen the public position of 
the Air Force on UFO's. It is, therefore, recommended 
that: 

A. These reports be printed in full and be avail
able on request. 

B. Suitable abstracts or condensed versions be 
printed and included in, or as supplements to, the 
published reports of Project Blue Book. 

C. The form of report (as typified by "Project 
Blue Book" dated 1 February 1966) be expanded, and 
anything which might suggest that information is being 
withheld (such as the \vord:::'ng on page 5 of the above 
cited reference) be deleted. The form of this report 
can be of great importance in securing public under
standing and should be given detailed study by an 
appropriate Ai~ Force office. 

D. The reports "Project Blue Book" should be 
given wide unsolicioted circulation among prominent 
members of the Congress and other public persons as 
a further aid to public understanding of the scientific 
approach being taken by the Air Force in attacking the 
UFO problem. 
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0PPlCE OP'THE SECRETARY 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR· FORCE 
WASHINGTON 

..................... ~. n ". _ ,.' 

MEMORAl.""I!DUM FOR MILITARY DIRE~OR, SCIENI'IFIC ADVISORY BOARD 

SUBJE~: Unidentified ny1.ng Objects (UFOs) 

In keeping w:i th its air defense ro~e, the Air Force bas the 
responsibility for the investigation of unidentified f~y1.ng objects 
re-oorted over the Un:ited States. The name of th:1s project is B~ue 
Book (AttacbIIJent 1). Procedures for conductlllg this program are 
e6tab~sbed by Air Force Regulation 200-2 (AttacbIIJent 2). 

The Air Force bas conducted Project Bl.ue Book since ~948. As 
of 30 June ~965, a tot~ of 9267 reports bad been lllvestigated by 
the Air Force. Of these 9267 reports, 663 cannot be exp~ed. 

It has been determined by the Assistant Deputy Chief' of Sta.t:f'j 
P~ans and Operaticns that Project B~ue Book is a worthw~e program 
wh:1ch deserves the support of ~ stai'f agencies and major cOlIlIDands 
and that the Air Force should contlllue to investigate and analyze 
~ UFO reports in order to asoYre that such objects do not present 
a threat to our nation~ security. The Assistant Deputy Chief of 
Staf'f'jP~ans ~d. Operations bas determllled al.so that the Foreign 
Technology Div.:tsion (FTD) at Wright-Pa.tterson Air Force Base shou1.d 
continue to exercise its presently assigned responsib~ties concern
ing UFOs. 

To date, the Air Force has found no endence that any of' the 
UFO reports ref~ect a threat to our national. security. However, 
many of' the reports that cannot be explained have come from inte~
gent and techn:ic~y well qualil.'ied indiv.:tduals whose integrity can
not be doubted. In addition, the reports received off'ic1~y by the 
Air Force include o~y a fraction of the spectacular reports Which 
fire publicized by mBl".y private UFO organizations. 

Accordingly, it is requested that a working scientific panel 
composed of' both physical. and social. scientists be organized to 
reView Project Blue Book -- its resources, methOds, and findings -
and to ad.?1se the Air Force as to any improvements that should 
be made in the program in order to carry out the Air Force I s 
ass1goed responsib~ty. 
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Doctor J • .AJJ.en Hynek who is the Cha:inno.n ,)1' the De<:J.t"lJOnl 

ObservaUlry ?_t Northwestern University is the scientific consult=t 
to ?roject B~u(! Book. He has indicated. a wiLlinr.;nc:'G to \.Iork ;ritb 
such a pancl ill order tc place this !,l'ob~e'll in its proper l.ler~gec-

tive. 

Doctor HYnek has discus~ed this prob~ern with Doctor Wir.ston 
R. Harkey" the former Air Force Chief Scientist. I 

2 AttacbIJents 
l. Blue Book Report 
2. AFR 200-2 

~8./iI~LC 
E. B. LeBAnLY l 
Major General, USAF 
Director of' Ini'ormat1on 
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Meeting statistics bearing on this 
report,including all times, dates, 
places, a listing of persons in 
attendance and purposes therefor, 
together with their affiliations 
and roaterial reviewed and discussed, 
are available "in the SAB Secretariat 
offices for revie~ by authorized 
persons or agencies_ 

~~.~ 
HAROLD A. STEINER, Lt Colonel, USAF 
Assistant Secretary 
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APPENDIX B: AFR NO. 80-17. UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECI'S 

AIR FORCE REGULATION 
~O. 80-17 

_4.FR 8O-E 

DEPARTMEN'T OF THE AIR FORCE 
Washington. D. C. 19 SepteInber 1966 

Research And Development 

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OOJECfS (UFO) 

This regulation establishes the Air Force program -for inlJe.tigatillg and analyzing UFO. 
over the United States.. It provides for UllifOI-m ilzDestigative pTocedures IJlUl releme of in
formation. The investigations and analyses prescribed are related direct.ly to the Air Force's 
responsibility for the air defense of the United States.. The UF'O Program. requires prompt 
reporting and rapid evaluation of data fOT successful identifieatiLJrz.. Strict complialrce with 
this regulation is mandatory. 

SECTION A-GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Pa. .. apapTt 
Explan:l.tior; of Tenns _____ .• - _________ .• _. _. ____________ ,_-__________ ._ 1 
Program Objectives ____ - ____ - __________________ ... __________ "_ ___ __ __ ____ 2: 
P"rogram Responsibilities _____ . _____ • ____ ._. ________ . ___ . ___ - ___ .-.______ 3 

SECTION B-PUBLIC :RELA.TIONS. INFORMATION. CONTACTS. 
AND RELEASES 

Response to Public Invrest ___ .-_______________ -- _____ . _____ - ____ -_______ .4 
Releasing Information ________ . ________________ - ___________ -. _____ • __ •. _ 5 

SECTION C-PREPARING A.ND SUB!<IITTINC REPORTS 
General Information ._._ •• ____ ._._. ____ ••. _____ . _______ • ___ -_. __ ._ •. __ __ 6 
Guidance in Preparing ReportS _______ ._. ________ . ______ .-__ -. _______ -___ 7 
Transmittal of Reports ______________ ._. ________ . _____ -. ____ ._._________ 8 
Negati"e or Inapplicable Data ________ . __________ • ______ .-__________ .-.__ 9 
Comments of In"estigating Officer _______________ • _______ - ____ -._________ 10 
Basic Reporting Dab and FoI'll1at _________ •• ___ -_- ______ - ____ - _______ .__ 11 
Reporting Physica.l Evidence ____ . ______ ._. ______ . ________ • _____________ • 12 

SECTION A-GENERAL PROVISIONS 

1. Explanation of Terms. To insure proper 
and unifonn usage of terms in UFO investi
gations. reports. and analyses. an explanation 
of common terms follows: 

a- Uv_identijied Flying Objects. Any aerial 
phenomenon or object which is unknown or 
appears out of the ordinary to the observer_ 

b. Familiar or Known Obiects/Pkenom
ena. Aircraft. aircraft lights. astronomical 
bodies (meteors. planets, stars, comets. sun. 
moon). balloons. birds .'fireworks. missiles. 
rockets, satellites, searclilights. weather phe
nomena (clouds, contrails. dust de\;ls). and 
other natural phenomena. 

2. Program Objectives. Air Force interest in 
UFOs is two-fold: to determine if the UFO 

Tbi~ regulation supersed"" AFR 200-2. 20 July 1962 
OPR: AFRSTA 
DISTRIBUTION: S 

is a possible threat to the United States and 
to use the scientific or technical data gained 
from study of UFO reports. To attain these 
objectives. it is necesssary to explain or iden
tify the stimUlUS which caused the observer 
to report his observation as an unidentified 
flying object. 

a. Air Dete-t1Se. The majority of UFOs reo 
POrted to the Air Force have been conven
tional or familiar objects which present no 
threat to our security. 

(1) It is possible that foreign countries 
may develop A}iJlg vehicles of revolutionary 
configuration ot" propulsion. 

(2) Frequently. some allelted UFOs are 
determined to be aircraft. Air Defense Com
mand (ADC) is responsible fOt" identification 
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of aircraft. Except as aircraft are deter
mined to be t.l-Je stimdus for a UFO report. 
aircraft are not to be reported under the 
provisions of this regulation. 

b. Technical culoi Scientific. The Air For::e 
will analyze reports of UFOs submitted to 
it to attain the program objectives. In this 
connection these factS are of importance: 

(I) The need for further scientific 
knowledge in geophysics, astronomy. and 
physics of the uppel' atmosphere which may 
be provided by study and analysis of UFOs 
and similar aerial phenomena. 

(2) The need to report all pertinent fac
tors that have a direct bearing on scientific 
analysis and conclusions of UFO sightings. 

(3) The need and the importance of 
complete case inf')rmation. Analysis has ex
plained all but a small percenta~e of the 
sightings which have been reported to the 
Air Force. The op.es that have not been ex
plained are carried statistically as "unid~n
tified." Because of the human factors m
volved and becau~e analj-sis of a t;FO sight
ing depends primarily on a personal impres
sion and interprew.tion by the observer 
rather than on scientific dac<\ or fact:; ob
tained under controlled conditions, the elimi
nation of of all unidentifeds is improbal)le. 
However. if more immediate, detailed, and 
objective data on the unidentifieds had been 
available and promptly reported. perhaps 
these, too. could hsve been identified. 

3. Program Responsibiiities: 
a. Prof/ram J1onilor. The Deputy Chief of 

Staff. Research and Development, is respon
sible for the overall program. evaluation of 
investigative procedures, and the conduct of 
separate scientific investigations. 

b. Resources. The Air Force Systems Com
mand .... vill support the program with current 
resources within the Foreign Technology Di
vision (FTD) at Wright-Patterson Air ForCe 
Base. Ohi", to continue the Project Blue Book 
effort. Other AFSC resources normally used 
by FTD for this effort· will continue to be 
made available. 

c. I-1l1;estigation. Each cOhlmander of an 
Air Force base will provide a UFO investi
gatiVe capability. \\'hen notice of a UFO 
sighting is received, an investigation will be 
implemented to determine the'stimulus for 
the sighting. Au Ai:- Force base receiving 
the notice of a UFO Sighting may not be the 
baSe nearest the locale of the sigHing. In 
that event, the reoorted'UFO sight::',g will be 
referred to the Air -Force "bilSe near~t the 
sightin~ 4?!' action .. 

. ', 
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EXCEPT10_7I,~S: FTD at Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base, Ohio, independently or with 
:b.e help of pertinent Air Force activities, 
r.J.ay conduct any other investig-,ation to con
clude its analysis or findin~. lIQ USAF may 
arrange for separate in\·estij:wtions. 

d. A.naI1,::<is. FTD will: 
(l) Analyze and e\'aluate all informa

tion and evidence reported to bases on those 
UFOs which are not identified at th~ base 
level. 

(~) 'Use other Government agencies, 
private industrial companies, and contractor 
personnel to assist in analp:in:,!' and evaluat
ing UFO reports, as necesssary. 

e. Fi1Idinf/.~. FTD, Wright-Patter",on AFB, 
Ohio. will prepare lL final case report on each 
sighting reported to it after the data have 
been properly evaluated. If the final report 
is deemed :;i~ificant, FTD will send the re
port of its findings to AFSC (SCFA), An
drews AFB, \Vash DC 20831. which wi!l send 
a report to llQ USAF (AFRDC). \Vash DC 
20330. 

f. C()()l,,'ration. All Air Force activities 
will cooperate with UFO investigators to 
insure that pertinent information relative 
to investigations of UFO sightin~ .... s are 
promptly obtained. When fe:'.sible, this will 
include furnishing air or ground tran:"por
tation and other assistance. 

SECTION B-PUBLIC RELATIONS, 
INFORMATION, CONTACTS, 

AND RELEASES 

.J. Response to Public Interest. The Secre
tary of the Air Force, Office of Information 
(SAF-OI), maintains contact with tile pub
lic and the news media on aU aspects of the 
UFO program and related activities. Pri
vate individuals or organizations desiring 
Air Force interviews, briefings, lectures, or 
private discussions on UFOs will be in
structed to direct their requests to SA F -01. 
Air Force members not officially connected 
with UFO investigations co','ered hv this 
regulation will refl"ain from any action or 
comment on UFO reports which may mis
lead or cause the public to construe these 
ot:'inions as official Air Force .findings. 

5. Releasing Information. SAF-OI is the 
agency responsible fo), releasing informa
tion to the public and to the news media. 

a_ Con!/res.~ion(tl cwd P'rf~~id('1lf.;al fll
(f1t:iril's. The Office of Lesnslaiive Liaison 
will: 

(1) With the assistance (If SAF-OI, an-
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swer all Congressional and Presidentia! 
queries regarding UFOs forwarded to the 
Air Force. 

(2) Process requests from Congres
siunal sources in accordance with AFR 11-7. 

b. SAF-OI /{,iU: 
(1) Respond to con-espondence from 

individuals requesting information on the 
UFO Prog-rdlll and evaluatiuns of sighlin~. 

(2) Release information on UFO sight
iu!!S and results 01 iIl\"estigations to the gen
er;1 public. 

(3) Send con'espondence queries which 
are purely technical and ~cientitic to FTD 
for information on which to base a reply. 

c. EXf;f'ptioll.-;. In l'espon"e to local in
quiries regarding UFOs reported in the 
vicinih· of an Air Force lJase. the base com
mander mav release information to the news 
media or the public after the sighting has 
been positively identified. If the stimulus for 
the sighting is difficult to identify at the base 
level. the commander may state that the 
sighting is under investigation and conclu
sions will be released bv SAF -01 after the 
investigation is completed. The cOIl".mander 
may also state that the Air Force will re
view and ana1:r~e the results of the in
vestigation. Any further inquiries will be 
directed to SAF-OI. 

SECTION C-PREPARING AND 
SUBMITTING REPORTS 

6. General Information: 
a. The Deputy Chief of Staff, Research 

and Development. uSAF and the ADC have 
a direct anci immediate interest in uFOs 
.cported within tile US. All Air Force activi
ties will conduct UFO investigations to the 
extent necessary for reporting action (see 
paragraphs 9. 10. 11, and 12). Investiga
tion may be carried beyond this point when 
the preparing officer believes the scientific 
or public relations aspect of the case war
rants further investig-d.tion. In this case. the 
investigator will coordinate his contin'Jed 
investil'.ltion with FTD. 

b. Paragraph 7 will be used as a guide for 
screenings, investigations, and reportings. 
Paragraph 11 is an outline of the reporting 
formaL 
~ Inquiries should be referred to SAF-

01 (see paragraph 5). 
d. If possible, an individual selected as a 

UFO investigator should have a scientific or 
technical background and experience as an 
investigator. 
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e. Reports requirea by this regulation are 
excluded from assi~ment of a reports con
trol S\"Jl1ho; in accortiance with paragraph 
3k. AFR 300-.'). 

7. (;uidance in Preparing Reports. The use
fulness of a UFO report depends largely 
un acCunlcy. timeline>;.-;. skill ill1d resource
fulness of the per:-;Ull who I'ecei\'cs the initial 
information and makes the report. Follow
ing are aids for screenin~. evaluating and 
reporting sightin),.'S: 

a.. Acti"ities recei"ing initial reports of 
aerial objects and phenomell<l will :-;creen tile 
informatioll to determine if the report con
cerns a valid UFO as defined in paragraph 
13.. Reports not falling within that defini
tion do nut require further action. Aircraft 
fiare.oo • jet exhausts, condensation trails. 
blinking or steady li~hts observed at night. 
lights circling near airports and airways, and 
othel' aircraft phenomena should not be re
ported as they do not fall within th~ defini
tion of a UFO. 

E.'XCEPTION: Reports of known objects 
will be made to FTD when this information 
originally had been reported by local news 
media as a UFO and the wituc>;s has con
tacted the Air Force. (Do :-;OT solicit re
ports.) !-:ews releases should be included ~ 
an attachment with the report (see para
graph Se). 

b. Detailed study will be made of the logic, 
consistency, and authenticity oI the observ
er's report An interview with the observe I'. 
by persons preparing the report. is espe
cially valuable in determining the reliahility 
of the source and the validity of the infor
mation. Factors for particular attention are 
the observer's age. occupation. and educa
tion, and whether he has a technical or 
scientific background. A report that a wit
ness is completel~' familiar with certain as
pects of a sighting ~hould inciic;lt~ specific 
qualifications to substantime !<uc+ familt
arity. 

c. The following procedure;< will aSSIst the 
investigating office:- in completin:r the report 
and arriving at a conclusion as required in 
paragraph 11. 

(1) When feasible, cuntact local air
crait control and warning (ACW) units, 
and pilots and crews of aircraft aloft at the 
time and place of sightin~. Cont.'1.ct any pel'
sons or orl'd.nizations that ITl<ly h;wc adcli
tional dat.'1. Oil the uFO 01· can Yerify evi
dence--visual. electronic. or other. 

(2) Consult military or ei"ilian weather 
forecasters for dat.a on track:; of weatller 
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a direct anci immediate interest in uFOs 
.cported within tile US. All Air Force activi
ties will conduct UFO investigations to the 
extent necessary for reporting action (see 
paragraphs 9. 10. 11, and 12). Investiga
tion may be carried beyond this point when 
the preparing officer believes the scientific 
or public relations aspect of the case war
rants further investig-d.tion. In this case. the 
investigator will coordinate his contin'Jed 
investil'.ltion with FTD. 

b. Paragraph 7 will be used as a guide for 
screenings, investigations, and reportings. 
Paragraph 11 is an outline of the reporting 
formaL 
~ Inquiries should be referred to SAF-

01 (see paragraph 5). 
d. If possible, an individual selected as a 

UFO investigator should have a scientific or 
technical background and experience as an 
investigator. 
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e. Reports requirea by this reJnllation are 
excluded from assi~ment of a reports con
trol S\Jl'Iho; in accortiance with paragraph 
3k. AFR 300-.'). 

7. (;uidance in Preparing Reports. The use
fulness of a UFO report depends largely 
un acCunlcy. timeline>;.-;. skill ill1d resource
fulness of the per:-;Ull who I'ecei\'cs the initial 
information and makes the report. Follow
ing are aids for screenin~. ('valuating and 
reporting- sig-htin),.'S: 

a. Acti,-ities recei'-ing- initial reports of 
aerial objects and phenomell<l will >'Creen tile 
informatioll to determine if the report con
cerns a valid UFO as defined in paragraph 
1a. Reports not falling within that defini
tion do nut require further action. Aircraft 
fiare.oo • jet exhausts, condensation trails. 
blinking or steady lights observed at nig-ht. 
lights circling near airports and airways, and 
othel' aircraft phenomena should not be re
ported as they do not fall within th~ defini
tion of a UFO. 

E.'XCEPTION: Reports of known objects 
will be made to FTD when this information 
originally had been reported by local news 
media as a UFO and the wituc>;s has con
tacted the Air Force. (Do :-;OT solicit re
ports.) !-:ews releases should be included ~ 
an attachment with the report (see para
graph Se). 

b. Detailed study will be made of the logic, 
consistency, and authenticity oI the observ
er's report An interview with the observe I'. 
by persons preparing the report, is espe
cially valuable in determining the reliahility 
of the source and the validity of the infor
mation. Factors for particular attention are 
the observer's age. occupation. and educa
tion, and whether he has a technical or 
scientific background. A report that a wit
ness is completel~' familiar with certain as
pects of a sighting should inciic;lt~ specific 
qualifications to substantime sud- famill
arity. 

c. The following procedure;< will assIst the 
investigating office:- in completin:r the report 
and arriving at a conclusion as required in 
paragraph H. 

(1) When feasible. cuntact local air
crait control and warning (ACW) units, 
and pilots and crews of aircraft aloft at the 
time and place of sightin~. Cont.'1.ct any pe,'
sons or orl'd.nizations that ITl<ly h;wc adcli
tional dat.'1. Oil the uFO 01' can Yerify evi
dence-visual. electronic. or other. 

(2) Consult military or ei"ilian weather 
forecasters for dat.a. on track:; of weatller 
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balloons or any unusual meteorological ac
tivity that may have a bearing on the siim
ulus for the UFO. 

(3) Consult navigators and astrono
mers in thE.' area to detennine if any astro
nomical body or phenomenon might account 
for the sighting. 

(4) Consult military and civilian tower 
operators, air operations units, and airlines 
to determine if the sighting could have been 
an aircraft. Local units of the Federal Avia
tion Agency (FAA) can be of assistance in 
this regard. 

(5) Consult persons who may know of 
experimental aircraft of unusual configura
tion, rocket and guided missile firings, or 
aerial tests in the area. 

(6) Consult local and State police, 
county sheriffs, forest rangers, and other 
civil officials who may have been in the area 
at the time of the sighting or have knowl
edge of other witnesses. 

8. Transmittal of Reports: 
a. Timeliness. Report all information on 

UFOs promptly. Electrical transmission with 
a "Priority" precedence is authorized. 

b. Submission of Reports. Submit multi-
ple-addressed electrical reports to: 

(1) ADC. 
(2) Nearest Air Division (Defense). 
(3) FTD WPAFB. (First line of text: 

FOR TDETR.) 
(4) CSAF. (First line of text: FOR 

AFRDC.) 
(5) OSAF. (First line of text: FOR 

SAP-O!.) 
c. Written Reports. In the event follow

up action requires a letter report, send it to 
FTD (TDETR), Wright-Patterson AFE, 
Ohio 45433. FTD will send the reports to in
terested organizations in the US and to 
SAF -01 if required. 

d. Report.s b'om Civilians. Advise civil
ians to report UFOs to the nearest Air Force 
base. 

e. Negati1;e or Inapplicable Data. If speci
fic infonnation is lacking, refrain from using 
the words "negative" or "unidentified" un
less all logical leads to obtain the informa
tion outlined in paragraph 11 have been 
exhausted. For example, the information on 
weather conditions in the area, as requested 
in paragraph llg, is obtainable from the 
local military or civilian weather facility. 
Use the phrase "not applicable (NA),' only 
when the question really does not apply to 
the sighting under investigation .. 

10. Comments of InvestigatiJlg Officer. This 
officer will make an initial analysis and com-
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ment on the possible cause or identity of the 
stimulus in a supporting statement. He will 
make every effort to obtain pertinent items 
of information and to test all possible leads, 
clues, and hypotheses. The investigating offi
cer who receives the initial report is in a 
better position to conduct an on-the-spot sur
vey and follow-up than subsequent investi
gative personnel and analysts who may be 
far removed from the area and who may 
arrive too late to obtain vital data or infor
mation necessary fot· firm conclusions. The 
investigating officer's comments and conclu
sions will be in the last paragraph of the 
report submitted through channels. The re
porting official will contact FTD (Area Code 
513, 257-0916 or 257-6678' for verbal au
thority to continue investi~tions. 

11. Basic Reporting Data and Format. Show 
the abbreviation "UFO" at the beginning of 
the text of all electrical reports and in the 
subject of any follow-up written reports. In
clude required data in all electrical reports 
in the order shown uelow: • 

a. Description of the Object(s): 
(1) Shape. 

size. 

(2) Size compared to a known object. 
(3) Color. 
(4) Number. 
(5) Formation, if more than one. 
(6) Any discernible features or details. 
(7) Tail, trail, or e.xhaust, including its 

(8) Sound. 
(9) Other pertinent or unusual fea

m·es. 
b. Description of Course of Object(s): 

(1) 'What first called ':he attention of 
observer(s) to the object(s) ? 

(2) Angle of elevation and azimuth of 
object(s) when first observed. (Use theodo
lite or compass measurement if possible.) 

(3) Angle of elevation of objcct(s) upon 
disappearance. (Use theodolite or compass 
measurement if possible.) 

(4) Description of flight path and 
maneuvers of object(s). (Use elevations and 
azimuth, not altitude.) 

(5) How did the object(s) disappear? 
(Instantaneously to the North, for exam!}le.) 

(6) How long were the object(s) visi
ble: (Be specific-5 minutes, 1 hour, etc.) 

c. Manner of Observation: 
(1) Use one or any combination of the 

following items: Ground-'l.isual, air-visual, 
ground-electronic, air-electronic. (If elec
tronic, specify type of radar.) 

(2) Statement as 'to optical aids (tele-
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balloons or any unusual meteorological ac
tivity that may have a bearing on the siim
ulus for the UFO. 

(3) Consult navigators and astrono
mers in thE.' area to detennine if any astro
nomical body or phenomenon might account 
for the sighting. 

(4) Consult military and civilian tower 
operators, air operations units, and airlines 
to determine if the sighting could have been 
an aircraft. Local units of the Federal Avia
tion Agency (FAA) can be of assistance in 
this regard. 

(5) Consult persons who may know of 
experimental aircraft of unusual configura
tion, rocket and guided missile firings, or 
aerial tests in the area. 

(6) Consult local and State police, 
county sheriffs, forest rangers, and other 
civil officials who may have been in the area 
at the time of the sighting or have knowl
edge of other witnesses. 

8. Transmittal of Reports: 
a. Timeliness. Report all information on 

UFOs promptly. Electrical transmission with 
a "Priority" precedence is authorized. 

b. Submission of Reports. Submit multi-
ple-addressed electrical reports to: 

(1) ADC. 
(2) Nearest Air Division (Defense). 
(3) FTD WPAFB. (First line of text: 

FOR TDETR.) 
(4) CSAF. (First line of text: FOR 

AFRDC.) 
(5) OSAF. (First line of text: FOR 

SAP-O!.) 
c. Written Reports. In the event follow

up action requires a letter report, send it to 
FTD (TDETR), Wright-Patterson AFE, 
Ohio 45433. FTD will send the reports to in
terested organizations in the US and to 
SAF -01 if required. 

d. Report.s b'om Civilians. Advise civil
ians to report UFOs to the nearest Air Force 
base. 

e. Negati1;e or Inapplicable Data. If speci
fic infonnation is lacking, refrain from using 
the words "negative" or "unidentified" un
less all logical leads to obtain the informa
tion outlined in paragraph 11 have been 
exhausted. For example, the information on 
weather conditions in the area, as requested 
in paragraph llg, is obtainable from the 
local military or civilian weather facility. 
Use the phrase "not applicable (NA),' only 
when the question really does not apply to 
the sighting under investigation .. 

10. Comments of InvestigatiJlg Officer. This 
officer will make an initial analysis and com-
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ment on the possible cause or identity of the 
stimulus in a supporting statement. He will 
make every effort to obtain pertinent items 
of information and to test all possible leads, 
clues, and hypotheses. The investigating offi
cer who receives the initial report is in a 
better position to conduct an on-the-spot sur
vey and follow-up than subsequent investi
gative personnel and analysts who may be 
far removed from the area and who may 
arrive too late to obtain vital data or infor
mation necessary fot· firm conclusions. The 
investigating officer's comments and conclu
sions will be in the last paragraph of the 
report submitted through channels. The re
porting official will contact FTD (Area Code 
513, 257-0916 or 257-6678' for verbal au
thority to continue investi~tions. 

11. Basic Reporting Data and Format. Show 
the abbreviation "UFO" at the beginning of 
the text of all electrical reports and in the 
subject of any follow-up written reports. In
clude required data in all electrical reports 
in the order shown uelow: • 

a. Description of the Object(s): 
(1) Shape. 

size. 

(2) Size compared to a known object. 
(3) Color. 
(4) Number. 
(5) Formation, if more than one. 
(6) Any discernible features or details. 
(7) Tail, trail, or e.xhaust, including its 

(8) Sound. 
(9) Other pertinent or unusual fea

m·es. 
b. Description of Course of Object(s): 

(1) 'What first called ':he attention of 
observer(s) to the object(s) ? 

(2) Angle of elevation and azimuth of 
object(s) when first observed. (Use theodo
lite or compass measurement if possible.) 

(3) Angle of elevation of objcct(s) upon 
disappearance. (Use theodolite or compass 
measurement if possible.) 

(4) Description of flight path and 
maneuvers of object(s). (Use elevations and 
azimuth, not altitude.) 

(5) How did the object(s) disappear? 
(Instantaneously to the North, for exam!}le.) 

(6) How long were the object(s) visi
ble: (Be specific-5 minutes, 1 hour, etc.) 

c. Manner of Observation: 
(1) Use one or any combination of the 

following items: Ground-'l.isual, air-visual, 
ground-electronic, air-electronic. (If elec
tronic, specify type of radar.) 

(2) Statement as 'to optical aids (tele-
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scopes, binoculars, etc.) used and descrip
tion thereof. 

(3) If the sighting occurred while air
borne, give type of aircraft, identification 
number, altitude, heading, speed, and home 
station. 

d. Time and Date of Sighting: 
(1) Greenwich date-time group of sight

ing and local time. 
(2) Light conditions (use one of the 

following terms: Night, day, dawn, dusk). 
c. Location of Observer(s). Give exact 

latitude and longitude coordinates of each 
observer. and/or geographical position. In 
electrical reports, give a position with refer
ence to a known landmark in addition to the 
coordinates. For example, use '~l mi N of 
Dee\'ille"; "3 mi SW of Blue Lake," to pre
clude errors due to teletype garbling of fig
ure!':. 

f. Identifying Information on Observ
er(s) : 

(l) Civilian-Name, age, mailing ad
dress. occupation, education and estimate of 
reliability. 

(2) Military-Kame, grade,· organiza
tion, duty, and estimate of reliability. 

g. Weather and Winds-Aloft Conditions at 
Time and Place of Sightings: 

(l) Observer(s) account of weather 
conditions. 

(2) Report from nearest AWS or US 
\Veather Bureau Office of wind direction 
and velocity in degrees and knots at sur
face, 6,000', 10.000'. 16,000', 20,000', 30,000', 
50,000', and 80,000', if available. 

(3) Ceiling. 
(4) Visibility. 
(5) Amount of cloud cover. 
(6) Thunderstorms in area and quad

rant in which located. 
(7) Vertical temperature gradient. 

h. Any other unusual activity or condi
tion, meteorological, astronomical, or other
wise, that might a..xount for the sighting. 

i. Interception or identification action 
taken (such action is authorized whenever 
feasible and in compliance with existing air 
defense directives). 

j. Location, approximate altitude, and 
general direction of flight of any air traffic 
or balloon releases in the area that might 
possibly account for the sighting. 

k. Position title and comments of the pre
paring officer, including his preliminary 
analysis of the possible cause of the sight
ings(s). (See paragraph 10.) 

]2.. Reporting Physical Evidence: 
• 1. Pkoto!lnl}lhir: 

AFR 00-17 

(1) Still Photographs. Forward the 
original negative to FTD (TDETR), Wright
Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433, and indicate 
the place, time, and date the phot~aph was 
taken. 

(2) Motion Pictures. Obtain the origi
nal film. Examine the film strip for apparent 
cuts, alterations, obliterations, or defects. In 
the report comment on any irregularities. 
particularly in films received from other than 
official sources. 

(3) Supplemental Photographic Infor
mation. N'eg-dtives and prints often are in
sufficient to provide certain valid data or 
permit firm conclusions. Information that 
aids in plottin~ or in estimating distances, 
apparent size and nature of object, probable 
velocity, and movement& includes: 

lens. 

stop. 

(a) Type and make of camera. 
(b) Type, focal length, and make of 

(c) Brand and type of film. 
(d) Shutter speed used. 
(e) Lens opening used; that is, "f" 

(f) Filters used. 
(g) Was tripod or solid stand used. 
(h) Was "panning" used. 
(i) Exact direction camera was 

pointing with relation to true North, and its 
angle with respect to the ground. 

(4) Other Camera Data. If supplemen
tal information is unobtainable, the mini
mwn camera data required are the type of 
camera, and the smallest and largest "f" stop 
and shutter speed readings of the camera. 

(5) Radar. Forward two copies of each 
still camera photographic print. Title radar
scope photographic prints per AFR 95-7. 
Classify radarscope photographs per AFR 
205-1. 

NOTE: If possible, develop film before 
forwarding. Mark undeveloped film clearly 
to indicate this fact, to avoid destruction by 
exposure through mail channels to final ad
dressees. 

b. Mute/'inl. Air Force echelons receiving 
suspected or actual UFO material will safe
guard it to prevent any defacing 01" altera
tions which might reduce its value for in
telligence examination and analysis. 

c. Photogr{1phs, Motion Pictul"I!8. Clnd N(!!I
(~ttr;es Submitted by 11!d'-";id1taL~. Individuals 
often submit photographic and motion pic
ture material as part of their UFO reports. 
All original material submitted will he re
turned to the individual after com]>letion of 
necessaf)' sLudies, analysis, alln nuplicaLion 
by the Air Force . 
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scopes, binoculars, etc.) used and descrip
tion thereof. 

(3) If the sighting occurred while air
borne, give type of aircraft, identification 
number, altitude, heading, speed, and home 
station. 

d. Time and Date of Sighting: 
(1) Greenwich date-time group of sight

ing and local time. 
(2) Light conditions (use one of the 

following terms: Night, day, dawn, dusk). 
c. Location of Observer(s). Give exact 

latitude and longitude coordinates of each 
observer. and/or geographical position. In 
electrical reports, give a position with refer
ence to a known landmark in addition to the 
coordinates. For example, use '~l mi N of 
Dee\'ille"; "3 mi SW of Blue Lake," to pre
clude errors due to teletype garbling of fig
ure!':. 

f. Identifying Information on Observ
er(s) : 

(l) Civilian-Name, age, mailing ad
dress. occupation, education and estimate of 
reliability. 

(2) Military-Kame, grade,· organiza
tion, duty, and estimate of reliability. 

g. Weather and Winds-Aloft Conditions at 
Time and Place of Sightings: 

(l) Observer(s) account of weather 
conditions. 

(2) Report from nearest AWS or US 
\Veather Bureau Office of wind direction 
and velocity in degrees and knots at sur
face, 6,000', 10.000'. 16,000', 20,000', 30,000', 
50,000', and 80,000', if available. 

(3) Ceiling. 
(4) Visibility. 
(5) Amount of cloud cover. 
(6) Thunderstorms in area and quad

rant in which located. 
(7) Vertical temperature gradient. 

h. Any other unusual activity or condi
tion, meteorological, astronomical, or other
wise, that might a..xount for the sighting. 

i. Interception or identification action 
taken (such action is authorized whenever 
feasible and in compliance with existing air 
defense directives). 

j. Location, approximate altitude, and 
general direction of flight of any air traffic 
or balloon releases in the area that might 
possibly account for the sighting. 

k. Position title and comments of the pre
paring officer, including his preliminary 
analysis of the possible cause of the sight
ings(s). (See paragraph 10.) 

]2.. Reporting Physical Evidence: 
• 1. Pkoto!lnl}lhir: 

AFR 00-17 

(1) Still Photographs. Forward the 
original negative to FTD (TDETR), Wright
Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433, and indicate 
the place, time, and date the phot~aph was 
taken. 

(2) Motion Pictures. Obtain the origi
nal film. Examine the film strip for apparent 
cuts, alterations, obliterations, or defects. In 
the report comment on any irregularities. 
particularly in films received from other than 
official sources. 

(3) Supplemental Photographic Infor
mation. N'eg-dtives and prints often are in
sufficient to provide certain valid data or 
permit firm conclusions. Information that 
aids in plottin~ or in estimating distances, 
apparent size and nature of object, probable 
velocity, and movement& includes: 

lens. 

stop. 

(a) Type and make of camera. 
(b) Type, focal length, and make of 

(c) Brand and type of film. 
(d) Shutter speed used. 
(e) Lens opening used; that is, "f" 

(f) Filters used. 
(g) Was tripod or solid stand used. 
(h) Was "panning" used. 
(i) Exact direction camera was 

pointing with relation to true North, and its 
angle with respect to the ground. 

(4) Other Camera Data. If supplemen
tal information is unobtainable, the mini
mwn camera data required are the type of 
camera, and the smallest and largest "f" stop 
and shutter speed readings of the camera. 

(5) Radar. Forward two copies of each 
still camera photographic print. Title radar
scope photographic prints per AFR 95-7. 
Classify radarscope photographs per AFR 
205-1. 

NOTE: If possible, develop film before 
forwarding. Mark undeveloped film clearly 
to indicate this fact, to avoid destruction by 
exposure through mail channels to final ad
dressees. 

b. Mute/'inl. Air Force echelons receiving 
suspected or actual UFO material will safe
guard it to prevent any defacing 01" altera
tions which might reduce its value for in
telligence examination and analysis. 

c. Photogr{1phs, Motion Pictul"I!8. Clnd N(!!I
(~ttr;es Submitted by 11!d'-";id1taL~. Individuals 
often submit photographic and motion pic
ture material as part of their UFO reports. 
All original material submitted will he re
turned to the individual after com]>letion of 
necessaf)' sLudies, analysis, alln nuplicaLion 
by the Air Force . 
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APPENDIX B: APR NO. 80-17(Cl). UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS 

AIR FORCE REGULATION 
NO. 80-17(Cl) 

CHANGE I, AFR 80-17 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
Washington, 26 October 1967 

Research and Development 

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO) 

AFR 80-17, 19 September 1966, is changed as follows: 

*3c. Investigation. Each cO'"'lJIla.llder of an 
Air Force base within the United States will 
provide a UFO ... sighting for action. 

3c. EXCEPTIONS: FTD at Wright-Patter
son ... for separate investigations. The Uni
versity of Colorado, under a research agree
ment with the Air Force, will conduct a study 
of UFOs. This program (to run approxi
mately 15 months) will be conducted inde
pendently and ",,;thout restrictions. The 
university will enlist the assistance of other 
conveniently located institutions that can field 
investigative teams. All UFO reports will be 
submitted to the University of Colorado, 
which will be given the fullest cooperation of 
all UFO Investigating Officers. Every effort 
will be made to keep all UFO reports un· 
classified.. However, if it is necessalY to 
classify a report because of method of det,~· 
tion or other factors not related to the UFO, 
a separate report inchiding all possible infor
mation will be sent to the University of 
Colorado. 

*6a. The Deputy Chief of Staff, ... reported 
within the United States. All Air Force ac
tivities within the United States v';ll conduct 
UFO ... investigation with FTD. 

Sb(6). University of Colorado, Boulder CO 
80302, Dr. Condon. (Mail copy of message 
form.) 

*8c. Repor'..s. If follow up action is required 
on electrically transmitted reports, prepare 
an investigative report on AF Form 117, 
"Sighting of Unidentified Phenomena Ques
tionnaire," which will be reproduced locally 
on 8" x 10lh" paper in accordance with at
tachment 1 (9 pages). Send the completed 
investigative report to FTD (TDETR), 
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433. FTD will 
send the reports to interested organizatJions 
in the United States and to Secretary of the 
Air Force (SAFOI), Wash DC 20330, if 
required.. 

8e, Negative or Inapplicable Data. Renumber 
as paragraph 9. 

11k. Position title, name, ranlt, official ad
dress, telephone area code, office and home 
telephone, and comments of the preparing 
officer, including his preliminary an2.lysis of 
the possible cause of the sighting. (See para
graph 10.) 

By ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 

OFFICIAL 

R. J. PUGH, Colonel, USAF 
Director of Administra.tive Services 

J. P. McCONNELL, General. USfl.F' 
Chief of Staff 

1 Attachment 
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APPENDIX B: APR NO. 80-17(Cl). UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS 

AIR FORCE REGULATION 
NO. 80-17(Cl) 

CHANGE I, AFR 80-17 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
Washington, 26 October 1967 

Research and Development 

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO) 

AFR 80-17, 19 September 1966, is changed as follows: 

*3c. Investigation. Each cO'"'lJIla.llder of an 
Air Force base within the United States will 
provide a UFO ... sighting for action. 

3c. EXCEPTIONS: FTD at Wright-Patter
son ... for separate investigations. The Uni
versity of Colorado, under a research agree
ment with the Air Force, will conduct a study 
of UFOs. This program (to run approxi
mately 15 months) will be conducted inde
pendently and ",,;thout restrictions. The 
university will enlist the assistance of other 
conveniently located institutions that can field 
investigative teams. All UFO reports will be 
submitted to the University of Colorado, 
which will be given the fullest cooperation of 
all UFO Investigating Officers. Every effort 
will be made to keep all UFO reports un· 
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classify a report because of method of det,~· 
tion or other factors not related to the UFO, 
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mation will be sent to the University of 
Colorado. 

*6a. The Deputy Chief of Staff, ... reported 
within the United States. All Air Force ac
tivities within the United States v';ll conduct 
UFO ... investigation with FTD. 

Sb(6). University of Colorado, Boulder CO 
80302, Dr. Condon. (Mail copy of message 
form.) 

*8c. Repor'..s. If follow up action is required 
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tionnaire," which will be reproduced locally 
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tachment 1 (9 pages). Send the completed 
investigative report to FTD (TDETR), 
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433. FTD will 
send the reports to interested organizatJions 
in the United States and to Secretary of the 
Air Force (SAFOI), Wash DC 20330, if 
required.. 

8e, Negative or Inapplicable Data. Renumber 
as paragraph 9. 

11k. Position title, name, ranlt, official ad
dress, telephone area code, office and home 
telephone, and comments of the preparing 
officer, including his preliminary an2.lysis of 
the possible cause of the sighting. (See para
graph 10.) 
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AFR ~17(Cl) 

SIGHTING OF UNIDENTIFIED PHENOMENA QUESTIONNAIRE I BUDGFT BUREAU APPROVAL 
NIJJIBER 21.R258 

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE HAS BEEN PREPARED SO THAT YOU CAN GIVE THE U_s. AIR FORCE AS MUCH INFORMATION 
AS POSSIBLE CONCERNING THE UNIDENTIFIED PHENOMENON THAT YOU HAVE OBSERVED. PLEASE TRY TO 
ANSWER ALL! OF THE QUESTIONS. THE INFORMATION YOU GIVE WILL BE USED FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES. 
YOUR NAME WILJ; NOT BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH ANY OF YOUR STATEMENTS OR CONCLUSIONS WITHOUT 
YOUR PERMISSI N. RETURN TO AIR FORCE BASE INVESTIGATOR FOR FORWARDING TO FTD (TDETR). WRIGHT. 
PATTERSON AFB.OHI04S433,IAWAFRBO.f7. (IF ADDITIONAL SHEETS ARE NEEDED FOR NARRATIVE OR SKETCHES 
ATTACH SECUREL Y TO THIS FORM OR ANNOTATE WITH YOUR NAMF.: FOR IDENTIFICATION.) 

L WHEN DID YOU SEE THE PHENOMENON7-

CAY MONTH V.EAR 

2. WHAT TIME 010 YOU FIRST SIGHT THE PHENONENON? 

HOUR MINUTES DA-". D",M. 

3. WHAT TIME DID YOU L.AST SIGHT THE PHENOMENON? 

HOUR MINUTES DA.M: D,,·M. 

,A. TIME! ZONE D DAYLIGHT SAVINGS DSTANCARO 

D EASTERN D CENTRAL DMOUNTAIN Df'ACIFIC DOTHER 

S. WHERE WERE YOU WHEN YOU SAW THE PHENOMENON' IF IN CITY. GIVE THE NEAREST STREET ADDRESS AND INOICATE ON 

! A HANO DRAWN MAP WHERE YOU WERE STANDING WITH REFERENCE TO THE ACDRESS. IF IN THE '=OUNTRY. IDENTIFY THE 
HIGHWAY YOU WERE ON OR NEAR AND TRY TO FIX A DISTANCE ANO DIRECTION FROM SOME RECOGNIZABLe. LANDMARK. 

-
: 

! 
I 

6. IMAGINE YOU ARE AT THE POINT SHOWN IN THE SKETCH. PLACE AN ~A' ON THE CURVED LIlliE TO SHOW HOW HIGH THE 
PH~NOMENON WAS ABOvE THE HORIZON, OR SKYLINE. WHEN FIRST SEEN. PL.ACE A --8" ON THE SAME CURVED UNE TO 
SHOW HOW HIGH ABOVE THE HORIZON THE PHENOMENON WAS WHEN L.A.ST SEEN. 

90 U) 

" 
I ~ 

; I / ",'" 
I / 
I / 
I / ", 

/ ./ 
I .,.-

I I .,;-
.,;- ,S 

/ .,.-
1/ .,.-.,;-
Jt.."'-

OBSERVER ~ 

-
AF FORM 

AUG e7 117 
Attachment 1 

(Becomes Attachment 1 to AFR 80-17) 
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AFR 80-17(Cl) 

GA. NOW IMAGINE YOU ARE ATTHE CENTER OF THE COMPASS ROSE. PLACE AN "A- ON THE COMPASS TO INDICATE THE 
DIRECTION TO THE PHENOMENON WHEH FIRST SEEN. PL.ACE A -9- ON THE COMPASS TO INDICATE THE OIRECTION TO 
THE PHENOMENON WHEN LAST SEEN. " 

7. IN THE SKETCH BELOW. PL.ACE AN -A- AT THE POSITION OF THE PHENOMENON WHEN FIRST SEEN. AND A "a- AT THE 
POSITION OF THE PHENOMENON WHEN LAST SEEN. CONNECT TI-tE -A,- AND -a- wiTH A L.INE TO AFtPROXIMATE THE 
MOVEMENT OF THE PHENOMENON BETWEEN -A- AND -Sw. THAT IS, SCHEMATICALL.Y SHOW WHETHER THE MOVEMENT 
APPEARED TO BE STRAIGHT. CURVED OR ZIG.ZAG. REFER TO SMALLER SI(ETCH AS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO COMPI..ETE 
THE LARGER SKETCH. 

1300 

Attachment 1 
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AFR 8O-17(Cl) 

8. WHERE WERE YOU WHEN YOU SAW THE PHENOMENON' (Clt.eck fSpPToprial.e hlocltseJ 

OUTDOORS IN BUSINESS SECTION OF C::ITY 

IN BUILDING IN RESIDENTIAL SECTION OF CITY 

IN CAR D"S DRIVER o AS PASSENGER IN OPEN C::OUNTRYSIDE 

IN BOAT NE"R AIRFIELD 

IN AIRPLANE DASPILOT o AS PASSENGER FLYING OvER CITY 

OTHEFI FLYING OVER OPEN COUNTRY 

OTHER 

A. IF yOU WERE IN A VEHICLE:. COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING: 

WHAT CIRECTION WERE YOU MOVING? HOW FAST _ERE YOU MOVING? 

NORTH EAST 

SOUTH "'EST 010 YOu STOP ANYTIME WHILE OBSERVING THE 
PHENOMENON') 

NORTHEI,ST SOUT .. EAST 

NORTHWEST SOUTHWEST DYES DNO 

eXPLAIN WHETHER SUCH MOVEMEI\iIT AFFECTS YOUR SKETCHES IN ITEMS 5 AND 6_ 

DESCRIBE TYPE OF' VEHICLE YOU WERE It.I ANO TYPE OF RO.llD. TER.RAIN OR eODY OF WATER YOU TR .... VERSED DUI:IING 
THE SIGHTING. STATE "'HETHER WINOO"'S 0'1 CONVERTIBLE TOP WERE UP OR OO"'N. 

HOW MUCH OTHER TRAFFIC WAS THERE'. 

OlD YOU NOTICE ANy ",RPLANES' 0 YES 0 NO. IF ·YES.· OESC::RIBE WHEN THEy ",ERE IN SIGHT RELATIVE TO THE TIME 
OF SIG ... '1"ING THE PliENOMENON A.NO WHE~ THEY WERE IN THE SJiiCY REL.ATIVE TO TIolE POSITION OF THE PHENOMENON. 

'. 

9. HOW LONG WAS THE F'HENOMENON IN SIGI-'T7 

LENGTH OF TIME 1 CERTAIN OF TIME .1 J NOT vEFlY SURE 

I FAIRLY CERTAIN I I JUST .. CUESS 

HOW WAs TINE DETER,MINEO? 

."5 THE P .. ENOMENON IN SIGHT C::ONTINUOUSLY' 0 YES 0 NO. IF -NO." INDICATE ",HETHER THIS IS DUE TO YOUR 
MOVE ... e;NT OR THE BEHAVIOR OF THE PHEHOMENON. AND DE.SCRISE SUCH MOVEMENT OR BEHAVIOR. INOICATE OI$AP_ 
PEARA"CES ON PREViOUS SKETCHES . . 

1301 
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AFR 8O-17(Cl) 
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APR 80-17(Cl) 

10. IF THERE WERE .. ORE THAN ONE PHENOMENON, HOW "'ANY WERE TH ERE' O~A" A PICTURE TO SHOW HOW T'" EY 
ARRANGED. DID THIS ARRANGENE .. T CHANGE DURING THE SIGHTING' 

E. SPECIFY THE "'AJOR SOURCE OF ILLUMINATION PRESENT THE SIGHTING, SUCH AS THE SUN. HEADLIGHTS OR 
STREET LAMP, ETC. FOR TERRESTRIAL ILLUMI .. ATION. SPECIFY DIST.lNCE TO LIGHT SOURCE. 

IZ. GIVE A IJRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PHENOMENON. INDICATING WHETHER IT APPEARED DARK OR LIGHT, ..... ETHER IT 
REFLECTED LIGHT OR W"S SELF·LUYINOUS AND ..... AT COLORS YOU NOTICEO. DESCRIBE YOUR IMPRESSION OF WHETHER 
IT WAS SOLID OR TRANSP",RENT, WHETHER EDGES WERE SHARP OR FUZZY. OESCRIBE THE SHAPE OR INDICATE IF IT 
APF"EARED AS", POINT OF L!c''''T. INDICATE COIIPARISONS WITH OTHER OBSERVED OBJECTS. LIKE STARS. A L.IGHT OR 
OTHER OIlJECT IN YOUR FIELD OF VIEW. . 

Attachment 1 
(Beeollle8 Attacluaent 1 to AFR 80-17) 
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AFR SO-I7(Cl) 

13. DID THE PHENOMENON YES NO IUNKNOWN 

MOVE IN A STRAIGHT LINE" 

STANO STILL A.T ANYTI"'E" 

SUOOENI-V SPEED UP AND RUN AWAY' -- '-'- 1---- -r 

BREAK UP IN PARlTS ANO EXPLOCE" 

CHANGE COLOR' - - -- --.--- - ----
GivE OFF SMOKE" 

- ---------------
eH ANGE SR:IGHTNESS' -eM ANGE SHAPE' 

FLAS~ OR F'LICt(ER' 

DISAPPEAR ANO REAPClEAR' I 

S~IN LIKE A TOP' .-------j .. --+-~ 
------ .------- - . -- - - ---t-

MAKE A NOISE'" : 1 - - 1-- I 1 FLUTTER. OR WOBBLE" 

. '4. WHAT OREW YOUR ATTENTION TO TH E IO=IHENOMENON" 

: 

A. HOW DID IT FINALLY DISAPPEA.R? 

8. 010 T..,.E PHENOMENOPII MOVE BEHIND OR IN FRONT OF SOMETHING. LIKE A CLOUD. TREE. OR BUILDING AT ANY TIME" 
eYES ONO. IF "'YES.- OESCRIBE. 

. Attachment 1 
(Becomes Attachment 1 to AFIt SO-Ii) 
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AFR ~17(Cl) 

'5. DRAW A PICTURE THAT W!LL SHOW THE St-tAPE OF THE PHENOMENON. INCLUDE ANO LABEL ANY DETAILS THAT MIGHT 
HAVE APPEAf;tEO AS WINGS OR PROTRUSIONS. AND INDICATE EXHAUST OR VAPOR TRAILS. INDICATE BY AN AR~OW THe 
DI~ECTION THE PHENOMENON WAS MOVING. 

16. WHAT WAS THE ANGULA~ SIZE? HOLD A MATCH AT A~M·S LENGTH IN F'~ONT OF' A KNOWN OeJECT. SUCH AS A STREET 
LAMP O~ THE MOON. NOTE HOW MUCH OF THE OBJECT IS COVE~ED BY THE HEAD OF THE MATCH. NOW IF yOU HAD 
BE£N ABLE TO PERFORM THIS EXPERIMENT AT THE TINE OF "!'HE SIGHTING. ESTIMATE WHAT FRACTION OF THE 
PHENOMENON WOULD HAVE BEEN COvE~ED BY THE MATCH HEAO. 

... = 
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APR 80-17(Cl) 

17. DID YOU OBSERVE THE PHE .. O .. E .. ON THROUGH ",NY OF THE FOL.LOWING? INCLUDE I .. FOR ..... TION ON MODEL. 
TYPE. FILTER. LENS PRESCRIPTIO .. OR OTHER ... PPLIC ... BLE D ... TA. 

EYEGL ... SSES CAMER ... VIEWER 

SUNGL.ASSES BINOCUL.ARS 

WI"DSHIEL.D TEL.ESCOPE 

SIDE WINDOW OF VEHICL.E THEODOLITE 

WINDOWPA.NE OTHER 

A. 00 ..... OU ORDINARILY "'EAR GL.ASSES" DYES DNO B. DO YOU USE RE ... DING GLASSES' DYES 01'10 

18. WttAT WAS YOUR IMPRESSION OF THE SPEED OF THE 19. WHAT WAS YOUR IMPRESSION OF I HE DISTANCE OF THE 
Pt4e:p.,IOMENON' GIVE ESTI ..... TE OF SPEED PHENOMENON'! GiVE ESTIM ... TE OF DISTANCE 

20. IN ORDER THAT wE MAY OBTAIN AS CLEAR A PICTURE AS POSSIBLE OF WHAT YOU SAW. DESCRIBe: IN YOUR OWN wORDS 
A. CONMON OBJECT OR OBJECTS WHICH. WHEN PLACED IN THE SI(Y. SIMILAR TO WHERE you NOTEO THE PHENOMENON. 
WOUL.D BEAR SOME RESEMBLANCE TO WHAT YOU SA •• DESCRIBE SIMIL.ARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE 
COMMON OB.JECT AND WHAT YOU SAW. 

2'- 010 YOU NOTICE ANY ODOR. NOISE. OR HEAT EMANATING FROM THE PHENOMENON OR ANY EFFECT ON YOURSELF. 
ANlhII,AL.S OR MACHINERY IN TI-IE VICINITV'! DYES DNO. IF ·YES.- CESCRIBE. 

'" 

p.. 010 THE PHENOMENON DISTURB THE GROUNO OR LEAVE ANV' PHYSICAL EVIDENCE. DYES DNO. 
IF ·YES,- DESCRIBE. 

c 

PAGE" OF 9 P ... GES 
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Z2. HAVE YOU EVER SEEN THIS OR " SlIlILAR PHENOIIENON ErEFORE? 
LOC"TION. 

CliO. IF ·YES,- GIVE D"TE AND 

23. WAS ANYONE WITH YOU AT THE TillE YOU SAW THE PHENOIIENON? 0 YES 
DyES ONO, 

D NO. IF ·YES," DID THEY SEE IT TOO' 

A.. LIST THEIR NAIIES AN~ ADDRESsES 

GIVE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ABOUT YOURSELF 

LAST N"IIE, FIRST NAIIE, MIDDLE NAME 

ADDRESs (5...., .... City, S ... "'....., Zip Cod.,) 

TELEPHONE (Area code aM ..... b.:r) I"GE I ! .. ALE I I FE""LE 

INDICATE "OOITIONAL INFORMATION INCLUDING OCCUPATION "NO ANY EXPERIENCE WHICH ""Y BE PERTINENT, 

25. WHEN AND TO WHO" DID YOU REPORT TH"T YOU HAD SIGHTED THIS PHENO"ENON' 

NAME DAY 

26. DATE YOU COMPLETED THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 

DAY 

MONTH YEAR 

MONT" YEAR 
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27. INFORMATION WHICH YOU FEI!.L IS PERTINENT BUT WHICH IS NOT ADEOUATELY COVERED IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 
AL TERNAT'VELY PROVIDE A NARRATIVE EXPLANATION OF THE SIGHTING. 
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CHANGE 

AIR FORCE REGULATION 
NO.80-17A 

AFR~S~17A 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
Washington, 8 November 1966 

Research and Development 

~,,:\'lA)ENTIF"aED FLili<iG OBJECTS (IJF.) 

AFR 80-17, 19 September 1966, is changed as foUows: 

3c. EXCEPTIONS: FTD at Wright-Patterson . . . for separate investigations. The Uni
versity of Colorado will. under a research agreement with the Air Force. conduct a study 
of UFOs. This program (to run approximately 15 months) will be conducted independ
ently and without restrictions. The univel"Sity will enlist the assist.'lllce of other conveniently 
located institutions that can field investigative teams. All UFO reports will be submitted 
to the University of Colorado, w~ich will be given the fullest cooperation of all UFO In
vestigating Officers, Every effort \\;ll be made to keep all UFO. reports unclassified. 
However, 'if it is necessary to classify a report because of method of detection or other 
factors not related to the UFO. a separate report including all possible information will 
be sent to the University of Co!orado. 

Sb(6). University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80302, ATTN: Dr. Condon. (Mail copy 
of message form.> 

Se_ Negative or Inapplicable Data. Renumber as paragraph 9, 

11k. Position title. name. rank. official address. telephone area code, office and home phone. 
and comments of the preparing officer. including his preliminary analysis of the pos
sible cause of the- sighting(s). {See paragraph 10.) 

By ORDER OF Tm;: SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 
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Colonel. USAF 
Director of Ad':'7/.inistrative Services 
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APPENDIX C: PRESENTATION AT ARIZONA ACADE~IY OF SCIENCE ~IEETING, 
29 APRIL 1967, BY GERARD KUIPER, LUNAR ~~D PLANETARY 

LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

It is difficult to summarize adequately the very complex set of problems 

posed by the UFO reports. I think that Dr. McDonald is performing a service to 

science a~d the country in attempting to raise the standards of reporting and 

analysis; but I would differ with him on several points of emphasis. 

My own involvement with UFO reports dates back to 1947 when they first 

became popula~. I was then Director of the University of Chicago's Yerkes 

Observatory in Southern Wisconsin, and the Chicago Daily News and other newspagers 

contacted me frequently for my evaluation as reports were receiv~d from the wire 

services. I was also intermittently teaching at Chicago on Campus and approached 

by students who hac made puzzling observations of their own. These latter reports 

were usually disposed of rather easily. Several of them were related to observa-

tions of the planet Jupiter seen around 4 AM between passing clouds. I also made 

a UFO "observation" of my own! It occurred at the MCDon~<ld Observatory, in day-

time, while I was observing.the planet Venus with the 82-inch tele~~ope. I vas 

amazed to see in the daytime sky a number of objects, almost sLeliar in appearance, 

with the approximate brightness of Venus. Quick focal measurements wito the 

telescope's' finders established that these objects were a few hundr~d feet above 

the observatory and moved apprOXimately with the direction end velocity of' the 

wind. They turned out to be spiders floating over the Rocky Moantains on their 
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webs. causing bright star-like diffraction images when seen abnost in the 

direction of the sun. 

I also learned first hand of reports Circulating in Southern California 

during visits to Ht. Palomar. In that area there was a cult which organized sunset 

or sunrise meetings for the observation of UFO's, the details of which were truly 

astounding. The Palomar astronomers were accused by members of the cult of keeping 

their :secrets on the UFO's seen and captured (one of which was the 18-foot diameter 

bowl-shaped Hartmann diaphragm used in testing the 200-inch Hale telescope!). I 

became acquainted with the role of Mr. Adamski who lived at the foot of Palomar Ht. 

and who teamed up with an Englishman who was a writer. Together they produced a 

book, "Flying Saucers Have Landed," that became a best seller. The lore concerning 

authors of this book who frequently visited Mt. Palomar, was the subject of much 

conver~ation among the Palomar and Mt. Wilson service s·taffs, and revealed much on 

the reliability or lack thereof in the material presented. 

I should correct a statement that has been made that scientists have shied 

away from UFO reportF. for fear of ridicule. As a practicing scientist, I want to 

state categorically that this is nonsense. A scientist's research is self-directed. 

He knows how limited and cut-up is the time he can devote to research, between his 

numerous other duties. He selects his area of investigation not because of pressures 

but because he sees the possibility of making some significant scientific advance. 

We are living in a period of explosive growth of SCience, and the scientist has 

dozens of choices. He selects in much the same manner inWlich a hiker selects a 

path over a dangerous mountain slope or through a jungle. At all times he fights 

against time and he knows that his scientific reputation.is at stake. If his 

judgment was right, he will get ~esults and be praised by his peer~. A scientist 

would consider the discovery of evidence of life on another planet as perhaps the " 

greatest contribution he could make and one that might earn him the Nobel Prize. ..; 

But thia is no reason for him to chase every will-o'-the-wisp. A ~cientist chooses 
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his field of inquiry because he believes it holdS real promise. If later his 

choice proves WTong, he will feel very badly and try to sharpen his criteria before 

he sets out again. Thus, if society findathat most scientists have not been 

attracted to the UFO problem. the explanation must be that they have not been 

impressed with the UFO reports. In my ow~ case. after having examined several 

dozen of them during the past ~enty years, I have found nothing that waa worthy 

of further attention. Each scientist must, of course, make this kind of decision 

for himself. Anyone who is curious or impressed has the privilege to follow them 

up and is free to solicit the interest of others. 

The subject of the UFO reports may be put in perspective by looking at ~o 

.. 

somewhat analogous cases: (1) the announcem(!nt of the discovery of extraterrestrial 

living organisms in meteorites; and (2) the case of Martian "canals." Most people. 

even scientists. have little appreciation for the extreme hostility to life of 

outer space; and ~ost of us, through education or cultural tradition, would like 

to believe that life on earth is not alone. Every straw in the wind that might 

pOint toward the existence of life elsewhere is seized upon and made an object of 

veneration; if not of a new cult. 

In "both the detection of organisms in meteorite falls and in establishing 

that some UFO's may come from outer space, we have the difficulty that our test 

areas. the earth and its aenosphere. are literally crowded with organisms and 

gadgets; and that the aenosphere itself exhibits ever-changing meteorological and 

electrical phenomena. The problem is more difficult than finding a needle in a 

haystack; it is finding a piece of extra-terrestrial hay in a terrestrial haystack, 

often on the basis of reports of believers in extra-terrestrial hay. The initially 

enthusiastic reports of finds of extra-terrestrial organisms in meteorites are now 

attributed to terrestrial contaminations. The "unpopular" scientist who at the 

outset discounted this "evidence" as preposterous has been vindicated; but SOCiety 

has suffered "the loss of a dream," and some of its members may bear a grudge 
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to'those who destroyed the dream. 

The canals of Mars were reported by Schlaparelli, a well-known Italian 

scientist of the 'last century, who made thelll the basis of major speculation on 

the presence of ir.telligent life on Mars. These ideas were taken over by 

enthusia8tic persons with literary interest in the U. S. and further developed. 

Tile careful observers with better telescopes who continued to denounce the "canals"~ 

as optical elusions were castigated. This controversy brought disrepute to planetary 

science and weakened its status in universities. To this day the effects ha~e not 

been overcome and affect even the NASA programs adversely through inadequate 

acad~ic scientific support. Mariner IV seems to have done what these careful 

observers of the past half century were unable to do, namely, t~ destroy in the 

public ~nd the myth of the canals of Mars and all that it implied. This indicates, 

if such were necessary, 'that even reports by SCientists may at times be found to be 

premature or foolish and that no subject is so well established that continued and 

mOre careful scie~tific investigation is superfluous. 

Before leaving the subject of the Martian canals it is instructive to see 

how the cult was perpetuated in the semr-professional literature for decades. For 

many years W. H. Pickering, the brother of the famous Karvard astronomer E. C. 

Pickering. collected amateur observations of Martian canals and published the results 

in 44 reports in Popular Astronomy. The amateur observers were "rated" by che 

number of "canals" they had noted. Thus. there was a premilml on reporting many 

canals. Pickering himself compared them in one of these Popular Astronomy reports 

with the hedges he had seen. waile flying over the Azores, speculating chet the 

Martian canals were hedges designed to prevent dust and vegetation from bl~~in~ 

from one area to another (che "hedges'l were often h:mdreds of miles long and 25-100 

miles wide). 

W'hat then, may be regarded as sciencific "truth" and a proper standard of 

finding this truth? How does this affect the scientist's position to the UFO's? 

I believe that,most SCientists hold one or two of their senior colleagues in such 
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high regard that they limit the~r standard of reference largely to them. In 

physics, in the 1920's and 30's, Niels Bohr had this distinceion in Europe, and 

later Fe~i in the U. S. 

To a person seriously proposing that 100 or more of the 10,000 UFO's recorded 1 

arrived on earth from outer space, a few questions should be put~ One 1s ·that of 

the planets in our solar system (other than earth) only Mars appear s 

to have a remote pORsibility of harboring life. The very tenuous atmosphere 

(ground pressure about 11. of the terrestrial atmosphere) and the absence of free 

oxygen, coupled ~th the extremely low water·vapor content and the penetration 

of near-ultraCviolet radiatinn to the Martian surface, combine almost certainly 

to exclude Mars as a suitable breeding ground for energetic IIbeings" such as would 

build and man "space vehicles." If it is assumed instead that the UFO's corne from 

outside the solar system, one finds that the nearest possible location would be 

planets accompanying stars more than 4-10 light years away. Since it is impossible 

to exceed the velocity of light and or even. approach it with finite energies, 

one must assume that the space voyages would last decades or centuries. Then. ie 

is hard to see how there could have been a sudden increase in a fev years; also, 

how any civilization could afford so many missions per year, all to ~ distant 

planet~ This is certainly entirely inconceivable here. Further, why intelligent 

beings would wish to investigate remote deserts (such as in New Mexico) instead 

of obvious evidence of intelligence On earth, such as large cities. Also, why 

this remote development would occur just as our own development of a~rcraft and 
in s total life span of the universe of oVer 10 billion years. 

space vehicles took place~ Further. why have no UFO's been observed by groups 

of competent observers working over many ye~rs in such countries as England 

Oiembers of the British Astronomical Assoc1acion). 

Finally, it has been s~ated at this meeting that the Robertson Report was 

unfortunate aDd was used to suppress evidence. Since it is admitted even by UFO 

advocates .that some 991. are terrestrial and based on faulLy interpretation, it 

must: have seemed proper fot" a responsible group adviSing the· Government to caution 

against hysteria at the time when our military forces were experimenting with new 
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equipment, scientistswme using new types of balloons and other atmospheric 

devices,and international tensions were high. Since it is,the Deparoment of 

Defense that has the duty to guard against unwanted aerial invasion, it is logical 

and proper that they have the responsibility for watching for unexpected aircraft 

and other aerial devices; and it would seem proper for the Robertson Report to 

contain a statement that no hostile craft h~d so far been sighted. 

It is reiterated that no greater progress in science can be made than through 

discovery of a totally new phenomenon. However, only when UFO observations are made 

that convince a number of competent scientists that something really significant 

may have occurred, will they drop their active programs and redirect their efforts. 

The near absence of present scientific participation can only reflect that the 

reports have been found want~ng. 

Agaia,if ODe proposes that UFO reports merit scientific inquiry, one must also 

admit that in no other field_of inquiry the scientist is so handicapped by an odd 

and discouraging assemblage of "data." More than 90~ of these reports are found 

to be hoaxes or poor accounts of well-known or trivial events. Under those cir-

cumstances an unexplained residue of perhaps 10% is no basis to believe in miracles. 

It is more reasonable to assume that this residue is so distorted or incomplete 

as to defy all analysis. 

If this were a period in science of exceptional dullness, it might be still 

possible to arouse interest; but with the incredible progress currently being made 

in all fields of the natural and biological sciences, few profeSSional scientists 

will feel called upon to enter the jungle. 

Since the Deparement of Defense has both the obligation and the means to 

observe foreign space~raft and similar devic~ and since this Deparonent also has 
-\ 

access to information on experimental "aircraft," this channel appears to be the 

only logical one to bring a measure of reliability and sanity into this subject. 

Until not 100 but ~ case is established to be of scientific interest, the 
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entire subject will remain fanciful to most practicing scientists. They may 

quote Einstein, Whose opinion was asked on UFO reports: "I am sure they saw 

something." 

In assessing the UFO reports one must make allowances for the lack of 

experience of most observers in reporting precisely and objectively on natural 

phenomena. Thus in the reports,the observations themselves may be buried beneath 

interpretations that reflect the mental reference frame of the reporters. Much 

cf the present generation has been w~aned on SCience fiction, and the UFO reports 

~. Earlier generations had different backgrounds and believed in and reported 

seeing mermsids on rocks, ~iracles, and more recently. sea serpents. 

It is surprisingly difficult to devise adequate SCientific surveys of very 

rare natural phenomena. The eKp~rience of the Smithsonian Prairie Meteorite 

Network, organized through numerous stations equipped with the most mocern cameras 

and supporting electroniC equipment, illustrates this point: No meteorites have 

so far been recovered from the mass of excellent photographic trajectories obtained 

over a period of about 3 years. Similarly. no sdequate data yet exist of ball 

lightning (a phenomenon known for at least a century) and other atmospheric plasma 

phenomena. Nevertheless, a special effort could be made in the Department of 

Defe3se or the Federal Aviation Agency, largely with existing facilities, to obtain 

reliable records of any unexpected objects or phenomena that may occur in our 

atmosphere. This would clear away the present jungle of uncertainty, hopes, 

disillusionment, and frustration; and would probably lead to oew discoveries 

about our environment. 
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APPENDIX D: LETTER - J.E. LIPP 
TO BRIGADIER GENERAL PlTIT 

PROJECT "SIGN" NO. F-TR-2274-IA APPENDIX "D" 

Brigadier General Putt 
United States Air Force 

13 December 1948 

Director of Research and Development 
Office. Deputy Chief of Staff. Materiel 
Washington 25. D.C. 

Dear General Putt: 

AL-I009 

Please refer to your letter of 18 November 1948 relative to the "flying 
object" problem and to Mr. Collbohm's reply dated 24 November 1948. In 
paragraph (b) of the reply. Mr. Collbohm promised (among other things) 
to send a discussion of the "special design and performance characteris
tics that are believed to distinguish space ships." 

This f"esent letter gives, in very general terms a description of the 
likelihood of a visit from other worlds as an engineering problem and 
some points regarding the use of space vehicles as compared with descrip
tions of the flying objects. Mr. Collbohm will deliver copies to Colonel 
McCoy at Wright-Patterson Air Base during the RAND briefing there within 
the next few days. 

A good beginning is to discuss some possible places of or~g~n of visit
ing space ships. Astronomers are largely in agreement that only one 
member of the Solar system (besides Earth) can support higher fo~s of 
life. It is the planet Mars. Even Mars appears quite desolate and in
hospitable so that a race would be more occupied with survival than we 
are on Earth. Reference 1 gives adequate descriptions of conditions on 
the various planets and satellites. A quotation from Ref. 1 (p.229) can 
well be included here. 

"Whether intelligent beings exist to appreciat,.e these 
splendors of the Martian landscape is pure speculation. 
If we have correctly reconstructed the history of l-fars. 
there is little reason to believe that the life processes 
may not have followed a course similar to terrestrial 
evolution. Wtth this assumption. three general possi
bilities emer~e. Intelligent beings may have protected 
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themselves against the excessively slow loss of atmos
phere, oxygen and water, by constructing homes and 
cities* with the physical conditions scientifically con
trolled. As a second possibility, evolution may ha_e 
developed a being who can withstand the rigors of the 
Martian climate. Or the race may have perished. 

"These possibilities have been sufficiently expanded in 
the pseudo-scientific literature to make further amplifi
cation superfluous. However, there may exist some interest
ing restrictions to the anatomy and physiology of a Martian. 
Rarity of the atmosphere, for example, may require a com
pletely altered respiratory systerr for warm-blooded creatures. 
If the atmospheric pressure is much below the vapor prcs~ure 
of water at the body temperature of the individual, the process 
of breathing with our type of lungs becomes impossible. On 
Mars the critical pressure for a body iemperature of 98.6oF. 
occurs when a column of the atmosphere contains one sixth the 
mass of a similar column o~ the Earth. For a body temperature 
of 77oF. the critical mass ratio is reduced to about one 
twelfth, and at 600 F. to about one twenty-fourth. These 
critical values are of the same orde~ as the values e~timatcd 
fcr the Martian atmosphere. Accordingly the anatomy ~nd phys
iology of a Martian may be radically different from ours -
but this is all conjecture. 

"We do not know the origin of life, even on Earth. We are 
unable to observe allY signs of intelligent life on Mars. The 
reader may form his own opinion. If he beli.!ves that the life 
force is universal and that intelligent beings may have once 
developed on Mars, he has only to imagine that they persisted 
for countless generations in a rare atmosphere \~hich is nearly 
devoid of oxygen and water, and on a planet where the nights 
are much colder than our arctic winters. The existence of 
intelligeilt life on Mars is not impossible but i 1: is completely 
unproven." 

It is not too unreasonable to go a step further and consider Venus as 
a possible home for intelligent life. The atmosphere, to be sure, 
apparently consists mostly of carbon dioxide with deep clouds of formal
dehyde droplets, and there seems to be little or no \~ater. Yet living 
organisms might develop in chemical environments that are strange to 
us: the vegetable kingdom, for example, operates on a fundamentally 
different energy cycle from Man. Bodies might be constructed and oper
ated with different chamicals and other physical principles than any 
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of the creatures we know. One thing is evident: fishes, insects, and 
mammals all manufacture within their own bodies complex chemical com
pounds that do not exist as minerals. To this extent, life is self
sufficient and might well adapt itself to any environment within certain 
limits of temperature (and size of creature). 

Venus has two handicaps relative to Mars. Her mass, and gravity, are 
nearly as large as for the Earth (Mars is smaller) and her cloudy atmos
phere would discourage astronomy, hence space travel. The remaining 
Solar planets are such poor prospects that they can be ignored. 

In the next few paragraphs, we shall speak of Mars. It should be under
stood that most of the remarks apply equally well to Venus. 

Various people have suggested that an advanced race may have been visiting 
Earth from Mars or Venus at intervals from decades to eons. Reports of 
objects in the·sky seem to have been handed down through the generations. 
If this ~ere true, a race of such knowledge and power would have established 
some form of direct contact. They could see that Earth's inhabitants 
would be helpless to do interplanetary harm. If afraid of carrying diseases 
home, they would at least try to communicate. It is hard to believe that 
any technically accomplished race would come here, flaunt its ability in 
mysterious ways and then simply go away. To this writer, long-time prac
tice of space travel implies advanced engineering and science, weapons 
and ways of. thinking. It is not plausible (as many fiction writers do) 
to mix space ships with broadswords. Furthermore, a race which had enough 
initiative to explore among the planets would hardly be too timid to 
follow through when the job was accomplished. 

One other hypothesis needs ~o be discussed. It is that the Martians have 
kept a long-term routine watch on Earth and have been alarmed by the sight 
of our A-bomb shots as evidence that we are warlike and on the threshold 
of space travel. (Venus is eliminated here because her cloudy atmosphere 
would make such a survey impractical). The first flying objects were 
sighted in the Spring of 1947, after a total 5 atomic bomb explosions, 
i.e., Alamogordo, Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Crossroads A and Crossroads B. 
Of these, the first two were in positions to be seen from Mars, the third 
was very doubtful (at the edge of Earth's disc in daylight) and the last 
two were on the wrong side of Earth. It is likely that Martian astronomers 
with their thin atmosphere, could build telescopes big enough to see A-bomb 
explosions on E&rth, even though we were 165 and 153 million miles away. 
respectively, on the Alamogordo and Hiroshima dates. The weakest point in 
the hypothesis is that a continual, defensive watch of Earth for long periods 
of time (perhaps thousands of years) would be dull sport, and no race that 
resembled Man would undertake it. We haven't even considered the idea for 
Venus or Mars, for example. 
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The chance that Martians, under such widely divergent conditions, would 
have a civilization resembling our own is extremely remote. It is partic
ularly unlikely that their civilization would be within a half century 
of our own state of advancement. Yet in the last 50 years we have just 
started to use aircraft and in the next 50 years we will almost certainly 
start exploring space. 

Thus it appears that space travel from another point within the Solar 
system is possible but very unlikely. Odds are at least a thousand-to
one against it. 

This leaves the totality of planets of other stars in the Galaxy as poss
ible sources. Many mcdern astronomers believe that planets are fairly 
normal and logical affairs in the life history of a star (~ather than 
cataclysmic oddities) so that many planets can be expected to exist in 
space. 

To narrow the field a little, some loose specifications can be written for 
the star about which the home base planet would revolve. Let us say that 
the star should bear a family resemblance to the Sun, which is a member 
of the so-called "main-sequence" of stars, i.e., we eliminate white dwarfs, 
red giants and supergiants. For a description of these types, see refer
ence 2, chapter 5. There is no specific reason for making this assumption 
except to simpHfy discussion: we are still considering the majority of 
stars. 

Next, true variable stars can be eliminated, since conditions on a planet 
attached to a variable star would fl~ctuate too wildly to permit life. 
The number of stars deleted here is negligibly small. Reference 3, pages 
76 and 85 indicate that the most common types are too bright to be in 
nearby space unnoticed. Lastly, we shall omit binary or multiple stars, 
since the conditions f~r stable planet orbits are obscure in such cases. 
About a third of the stars are eliminated by thi~ restriction. 

As our best known sample of space we can take a volume with the Sun at 
the center and a radius of 16 light years. A compilation of, the 47 known 
stars, including the Sun, within this volume is given in reference 4, 
pages 52 to 57. Eliminating according to the above discussion: Three 
are white dwarfs, eight binaries account for 16 stars and two trinaries 
account for 6 more. The remainder, 22 stars, can be considered as eli
gible for habitable planets. 

Assuming the above volume 
reasonable volume can be found 
ately with the volume, or with 

to be typical, the contents of any other 
by varying the number of stars proportion
the radius cubed, Se = 22 x ( r )3, where 

"T6" 
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,Se is number of eligible stars and r is the radius of ~he volume in 
light years. (This formula should only be used for radii grea~er than 

.16 light years. For smaller samples we call for a recoun~. For example, 
only one known eligible star o~her ~han the Sun lies wi.hin eight light 
years) • 

Having an estimate of the number of useable stars, i~is now nece
ssary to make a guess as to the number of habi~able planets. We have 
only one observed sample, the Solar system, and the guess must be made 
with low confidence, since intelligent life may not be randomly distributed 
at all. 

The Sun has nine planets, arranged in a fai~ly regular progression 
of orbits (see reference 1, Appendix I) that lends credence to theories 
tha~ m~ stars have planets. Of the nine planets, (one, the Earth) is 
completely suitable for life. Two more (in adjacent orbits) are near 
misses: Mars has extremely rigorous living conditions and Venus has an 
unsui~able atmosphere. Viewed very broadly indeed, this could mean that 
each star would have a series of planets so spaced that one, or possibly 
two, would have correct temperatures, correct moisture content and at
mosphere ~o support civilized life. Let us assume that there is, on the 
average, one habitable planet per eligible star. 

There is no line of reasoning or evidence which can indica~e whether 
life will actually develop on a planet where ~he conditions are suitable. 
Here again, the Earth may be unique ra~her than a random sample. This 
writer can only inject some personal intui~ion into the discussion with 
the view that life is not unique on Earth, or even the random result of 
a low probability, but is practically inevitable in the right conditions. 
This is to say, ~he number of inhabited planets is equal to ~hose tha~ 
are suitable! 

One more item needs to be considered. Knowing nothing at all abou~ 
other races, we must assume that Man i~ average as to technical advance
ment, environmental difficulties, etc. That is, one half of the o~her 
planets are behind us and have no space travel and the other half are 
ahead and 'have various levels of space travel. We can thus imagine ~hat 
in our sample volume there are 11 races of beings who have begun space 
explorations. The formula on page 3 above now becomes 

R = 11 x ( r )3 
rr-

where R is the number of races exploring space in a spherical volume of 
radius r > 16 light years. 

Arguments like those applied to Martians on page 2 need not apply 
to races from other star systems. Instead of being a first port-of-call, 
Earth would possibly be reached only after many centuries of development 
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and exploration with space ships, so that a visiting race would be expected 
to be far in advance of Man. 

To s~~arize the discussion thus far: the chance of space travelers 
existing at planets attached to neighboring stars is very r.luch greater 
than the chance of space-traveling 1-1artians. The one can be viell1ed al
most as a certainty (if the assumptions are accepted), whereas the other 
is very slight indeed. 

In order to estimate the relative chances that visitors from ~lars or 
star X could come to the Earth and act like "flying objects", some dis
cussion of characteristics of space ships is necessary. 

To h~~dle the simple case first, a trip from Mars to Earth should be 
feasibie using a rocket-powered vehicle. Unce here, the rocket would 
probably use more fuel in slowing down for a landing than it did in initial 
takeoff, due to Earth's higher gravitational force. 

A rough estimate of one way performance can be found by adding so
called "escape velocity" of Mars to that of the Earth plus the total energy 
change (kinetic and potential) used in changing fro~ one planetary orbit 
to the other. These are 3.1, 7.0, and 10.7 miles per second, respectively, 
g~v1ng a total required performance of 20.S miles per second for a one-way 
flight. Barring a suicide mission, the vehicle would have to land and 
replenish or else carry a 100% reserve for the trip home. 

Let us assume the Martians have developed a nuclear, hydrogen-propelled 
vehicle (the most efficient basic arrangement that has been conceived here 
on E~rth) which uses half its stages to get here and the remaining stages 
to return to ~Iars, thus completing a round trip without refueling, but 
slowing dOhn enough in our atmosphere to be easily visible (i.e., practi
cally making a landing). Since it is nuclear-powered, gas temperatures 
will be limited to the maximum operating temperatures that materials can 
withstand (heat must transfer from the pile to the gas. so cooling can't 
be used in the pile). The highest melting point compound of uranium \-Ihich 
we can find is uranium carbide. It has a melting point of 45600 R. Assume 
tHe ~Iartians axe capable of realizing a gas temperature of 4S000 R (=25000 K), 
and that they also have alloys which make high motor pressures (3000 psi) 
economical. Then the specific impulse will be I = 1035 seconds and the 
exhaust velocity \1Iill be c = 33,400 ft/sec (reference 5). Calculation show:; 
that using a single stage for each leg of the journey would require a fuel/ 
gross weight ratio of 0.96 (for each stage) too high to be practical. Using 
two stages each way (four altogether) brings the required fuel ratio down 
to O.Sl, a value that can be realized. 
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If, by· ~he developmen~ of s~rong alloys, ~he basic weigh~ could be 
kep~ ~o 10% of ~he to~al wiegh~ for each s~age, a residue of 9% could be 
used for payload. A four-s~age vehicle would ~hen have a gross weight 
(100)4 = 15,000 ~imes as grea~ as ~he payload; ~hus, if ~he payload were 
-9-

2,000 pounds, the gross weight would be 30 million pounds a~ initial take
off (Earth pounds). 

Of course, if we allow ~he Martians to refuel, the vehicle could have 
only two stages* and ~he gross weight would be only (100)2 = 123 times ~he 

-9-

payload, i.e., 250,000 pounds. This would require bringing electroly~ic 
and refrigerating equipmen~ and si~ting a~ the Sou~h Pole long enough ~o 
extract fuel for the journey home, since they have not asked us for supplies. 
Our oceans (elec~rolysis to make H2) would be obvious to Mar~ian telescopes 
and they might conceivably follow such a plan, particularly if ~hey came 
here withou~ foreknowledge tha~ Earth has a civilization. 

Requirements for a trip from a planet a~tached ~o some star other than 
the Sun can be calcula~ed in a similar manner. Here ~he e ergy (or veloc
ity) required has more parts: (a) escape from ~he planet, (b) escape from 
the star, (c) enough velocity to traverse a few light years of space in 
reasonable ~ime, (d) deceleration toward the Sun. (e) deceleration toward 
the Earth. The neares~ "eligible" star is an object called Wolf 359 (see 
reference 4, p. 52). at a distane of 8.0 light years. I~ is small, having 
an absolute magnitude of 16.6 and is typical of "red dwarfs" which make 
up more than half of the eligible populations. By comparison with similar 
stars of known mass. this star is estimated to have a mass roughly 0.03 
as great as the sun. Since the star has a low luminosity (being much cooler 
and smaller than the Sun) a habitable planet would need to be in a small 
orbit for warmth. 

Of the changes of energy required as listed in ~he preceding para
graph, item (c). velocity ~o traverse intervening space, is so large as to 
make the others completely negligible. If the visitors were long-lived 
and could "hibernate" for 80 years both coming and going, then 1/10 the 
speed of light would be required. i.e .• the enormous velocity of 18,000 
miles per second. This is completely beyond the reach of any predicted 
level of rocket propulsion. 

* Actually three s~ages. On ~he trip to Earth. the first stage would be 
filled wi~h fuel. the second stage would con~ain partial fuel. ~he third 
would be empty._ The first stage would be thrown away during flight. On 
the trip back to Mars, the second and third stages would be filled with 
fuel. The gross weight of the initial vehicle would be of the order of 
magnitude of a two-stage rocket. 
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If a race were far enough advanced ~o make really efficien~ use of 
nuclear energy, then a large par~ of ~he mass of ~he nuclear material might 
be converted into jet energy. We have no idea how to do this, in fact refer
ence 6 indicates that the materials required ~o withstand the temperatures, 
etc., may be fundamentally unattainable. Let us start from a jet-propellant
~o-gross-weight ratio of 0.75. If the total amoun~ of expended material 
(nuclear plus propellant) can be 0.85 of the gross weight, then the nuclear 

" , 

ma~erial expended can be 0.10 of the gross. Using an efficiency of 0.5 for " 
converting nuclear energy to jet energy and neglecting relativistic mass cor
rections. then a rocke~ velocity of half the velocity of ligh~ could be 
attained. This would mean a transit time of 16 years each way from the 
star Wolf 359, or longer times from other eligible s~ars. To try to go much 
faster would mean spending much energy on relativistic change in mass and 
therefore operating at lowered efficiency. 

To summa~ize this section of the discussion, it can be said that a trip 
from Mars is a logical engineering advance over our own present technical 
status, ~ut that a trip from another star sys~em requires improvements of 
propulsion that we have not yet conceived. 

Combining the efforts of all the science-fiction writers, we could con
jure up a large number of hypothetical methods of transportation like gravity 
shields. space overdrives, teleports, simulators. energy beams and so on. 
Conceivably. among the myriads of stellar systems in the Galaxy, one or more 
races have discovered methods of travel that would be fantastic by our stand
ards. Yet the larger the volume of space that must be included in order to 
strengthen this possibility, the lower will be the chance that the race in
volved would ever find the ear~h. The Galaxy has a diameter of roughly 
100,000 light years and a total mass about two hundred billion times that of 
the Sun (reference 4). Other galaxies have been photographed dhd estimated 
in numbers of several hundred million (reference 2, p.4) at distances up to 
billions of light years (reference 7, p. 158). The number of stars in the 
known universe is enormous, yet so are the distances involved. A super-
race (unless they occur frequently) would not be likely to stumble upon 
Planet III of Sol, a fifth-magnitude star in the rarefied outskirts of the 
Galaxy. 

A description of the probable operating characteristics of space ships 
must be based on the assumption that they will be rocke~s, since 'this is the 
only form of propulsion that we know will function in outer space. BelOlO[ 
are listed a few of the Significant factors of rocketry in relation to the 
"flying obj ects". 

(a) Maneuverability. A special-purpose rocket can be made as maneuver
able as we like, with very high accelerations either along or normal to the 
flight path. However, a high-performance space ship will certainly be large 
and unwieldy and could hardly be designed to maneuver frivolously around in 
the Earth's atmosphere. The only economical maneuver would be to come down 
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and go up more or less vertically. 

(b) Fuel reserves. It is hard to see how a single rocket ship could 
carry enough extra fuel to make repeated descents into the Earth's atmos
phere. The large nUmber of flying objects reported in quick succession 
could only mean a large number of visiting craft. 

Two possibilities thus are presented. First.a number of space ships 
could have come as a group. This would only be done if full-dress contact 
were to be established. Second. numerous small craft might descend from a 
mother·ship which coasts around the Earth in a satellite orbit. But this 
could mean that the smaller craft would have to be rockets of satellite 
performance, and to contain them the mother ship would have to be truly 
enormous. 

(c) Appearance. A vertically descending rocket might well appear as· 
a luminous disk to a person directly below. Observers at a distance, how
ever, would surely identify the rocket for what it really i:. There would 
probably be more reports of oblique views than of end-on views. Of course, 
the shape need not be typical of our rockets; yet the exhaust should. be easy 
to see. 

One or two additional general remarks amy be relevant to space ships as 
"flying objects". The distribution of flying objects is peculiar, to say 
the least. As far as this writer knows. all incidents have occurred within 
the Uni~ed States, whereas visiting spacemen could be expected to scatter 
their visits more or less uniformly over the globe. The small area covered 
indicates strongly that the flying obje%s are of E~hly origin. whether 
physical or psychological. 

The lack of purpose apparent in the various episodes is also puzzling. 
Only one motive can be assigned; that the space men are "feeling out" our 
defenses without wanting to· be belligerent. If so, they must have been 
satisfied long ago that we can't catch them. It seems fruitless for them 
to keep repeating the same experiment. 

Conclusions: 

Although visits from outer space are believed to be possible. they are 
believed to be very improbable. In particular. the actions attributed to 
the "flying objects" reported durin,!; 1947 and 1948 seem inconsistent with the 
reqUirements for space travel. 
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Very truly yours, 

J. E. Lipp 
Missiles Division 
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APPENDIX E: REPORT ON NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT ON THE POSSIBLE 
EXISTENCE OF AN "ANTI-EARTH," BY DR. R. L. DUNCOMBE, 

U.S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY 

To experimentally determine the dynamical e~ects of a planet 
located on the other side ot' the Sun f':ro::t the Earth, an extra body was 
introduced at this position in'the initial conditions for a simulte.,eous 
numerical integration of tbe equations of motions for the major planets 
of the solar system. 

The numerical integration used was the st~f-Schubart program, 
described in Pu~lications of the Astronomischen Recben-Institut, 
Heidelberg, No. 18 (1966). The calculatiocs were perfo~ed on an IBM 
360/40 computer at the U. S. Naval Observatory. 

The initial coordinates and velocities were derived from those 
given in the above reference by integrating the syste~ to the desired 
epoch. A1l the planets :from Venus to Pluto .... "ere included; the mass of 
Mercury was included ·.nth that of the Sun. On runs in which thE' anti
Earth planet, Clarion, was included, its initial coordinate and velocity 
vectors were taken to be the neba ti ve of those for the Earth-l-loon b~ry-
center at epoch. . 

The initial epoch was J.D. ~44 0000.5 ~d the integration, using 
a 2 day etep length, was done bac~ward to J.D. 240 0000.5, a period of 
apprOximately 112 years. From the integrated coordinates an ephemeris 
was generated at a 40 day interval. 

Four integrations were made. The 11rst was the so~ syste~ alone, 
for use as a comparison standard. Thp. other three included Cl~ion 
with- three different mass val.ues: Earth + Noon, lo!oon, and zero. These 
three integrations were then compared to the solar syste:l standard inte
gratio~ and the differences for all the planets were expressed in ecliptic 
locgitude, latitude, and radius vector. In addition, the ~cparation of 
Clarion :from a straight line through the perturbed Earth-I·!oon barycenter 
and Sun was c~~uted in longitude, latitude, and radius vector. 

Since the principal perturbations occur in longitude, the follo·.nr~ 
discussion of tbe three cases is confined to a description of the ampli
tude of the differences in this coordinate. 

Case 1. l-jass of Clarion equals ~h + lobon mass. 

Separation of Clarion from the center of tbe Sun exceeded the mean 
solar radius of 9:50" after about 10,000 days and reached an a::lplitude of 
10,000" in 112 years. Perturbations of Venus exceeded 1" after 80 days, 
while perturba.tions of the Eartil end f.!ars exceeded 1" after 100 days. 
At the end of 112 years the perturbations induced by Clarion in the motions 
of' Venus, Earth, and Mars reached 1200", 3&J0", and 1660" respectively. 
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Case 2. Mass 0'£ C~arion equals mass of Moon. 

Separation of C1arion from the center of the Sun exceeded the 
mean solar radius a:f'ter 17,600 days and in 1.12 years had. reached 3410". 
Perturbations of the Earth exceeded ~" after 5120 days and reached 26" 
in ll2 years. Perturbations or Venus aoi ¥.ars exceeded ~ .. after 21.60 
days and 2800 days respectiveJ.y, and -reached 15" and 20" respectively 
in 112 years. 

Case 3. CJ.arion assumed to have zero mass. 

As expected there w~s DO efrect on the motions or the other planets, 
but the se~aration of Clarion :from the Sun was very nearly the: same 
amp~itude as for Case 2. 

Conclusions: 

The separation of Clarion from the line joining the Earth and the 
Sun sho~s a variatio~ w~th increasing amplitude in time, the effect b "ng 
most pronounced for the largest assumed mass. During the 112 years c~~ered 
by the integrat~on the separation beca.oes large enough in all cases that 
CJ.arion should have been directly obse=-ved, partic!.:.l.ar1y at ti.."::tes of morn
ing or evening t"w"illght and during total solar eclipses. The most obvious 
df'ect or the presence of CJ.arion, ho'~ever, is its infl.uence on the posi
tions of the other planets. During t~e past 150 years precise ooservations 
by means of meridian circles have been made of the motions of the principal 
pl.anets of the solar syst~. Differences introduced, by the presence of 
an anti-Earth (Clarion) of non-negligible mass, in the motions of Venus. 
Earth, aco. loZars could Dot have remained undetected in this period. 
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APPENDIX F: FAA NOTICE N7230.29 

FEDERAL AVIAn ON ACENCY 
V.shlngtoa. D.C. 

N 7230. 29 

4/4/67 

Canc.llatlan 
Dot.: 12131/67 

SUBJ: R.El'ORTING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS tRts: AT 7230-96) 

l 

1. PURPOSE. This notice establishes procedures for reporting of unidentified 
flying objects (UFO's) by air traffic control ~pecialists. 

2. EFFECTIVE DATE. April 20, 1967. 

3. REFERENCES. Aeronautical Communications and Pilot Services Handbook 
7300.7. 

4. BACKGROUND. The University of Colorado is conducting a study project on 
UFO's. One of their problems is to develop detailed and credible data. 
Since air traffic control specialists are skilled obser~ers and in many 
facilities have access to radar, their cooperation is invaluable to the 
project success. 

5. PROCEDURES. All reports submitted for this project are on a voluntary 
basis, but it should be noted that reports will be held in strict 
confidence and no details of sightings or names of persons will be 
released to news media. Telephone reports of radar UFO sightings shall 
not include names of radar sites from which the data was derived. This 
is to preclude release of classified information on joint-use radar. 

a. Initial reports on UFO sightings should be transmitted immediately 
on the FTS system to the University of Colorado by dialing 
8-303-447-1000 and requesting phone number 443-6762. l~en the 
switchboard operator at the University of Colorado answers, advise 
that the Federal Aviation Agency is calling with a UFO report and 
the party ~~Signated to accept the call will be connected. 

b. Report should be brief and include such information~as: 

(1) Time. place and duration of sightin& 

Distribution: FAT-I, 2, 3. 5, 6 U-5) WRM/AT-3 
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(2) Method of observation (radar, visual or both). Do not include 
name of radar site. 

(3) Number of objects seen. 

(4) Size, distance and motion of object. 

(5) Name of person calling and facility of employment. 

c. After initial reports of sightings, a later fallow up by Universtiy 
of Colorado and collaborating scientists at other universities will· 
take place in the form of interviews. Interviews will be conducted 
only on those sightings that hold special interest for UFO research 
and will be held at the convenience of the personnel. If the inter
view concerns a UFO Sighting derived from joint-use radar. security 
clearances at. the secret level must be confirmed for the interview 
group. A listing of those persons cleared will be provided to the 
air route traffic control centers through Compliance and Security 
channels. 

d. Sighting information received from outside sources shall be handled 
as specified in Handbook 7300.7. paragraph 463. 

APPROVED APRIL 4, 1967 
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APPENDIX G: U. S. II'EATHER BUREAU OPERATIONS ~IANUAL LEITER 67-16 

WEATHER BUREAU 
SILVER SPRING, t,'ARYLANO 20910 

OpargLicris r~(:nI!~1 

Letter 67-16 

Oate of 1>~ue, November 1, 1967 Effecti ... DOl.: November I, 1967 

In Reply Refer To: W142l File With: B-99 
----------------------------------

SubjecI: Reporting of Unidentified Flying Objects 

The University of Colorado, under sponsorship of the U.S. Air Force, 
is conducting a study of UFO's. Since "ESSA scientists and personnel 
are among the most skilled and careful observers to be found," the 
University has asked our cooperation. 

All reports submitted for this project are on a voluntary basis and 
will be held in strict confidence by the University of Colorado. 

Weather Bureau observers at stations in the 48 contiguous United States 
are requested to report any UFO sightings to the University of Colorado 
by FTS system, telephone 303-447-1000 and request number 443-6762. When 
the switchboard operator at the University of Colorado answers, advise 
that the Weather Bureau is calling with a UFO report and the party 
designated to accept the call will be connected. 

Include in the report such information as: 

(1) Time, place and duration of sighting 
(2) Number of objects seen . 
(3) Size, distance and motion if known 
(4) Your name and station 

The University may arrange an interview with, and at the convenience of, 
the person making the report if the sighting holds special interest for 
UFO research. 

Your cooperation in this important project is appreciated. 

This O~IL is intended for information only at stations in Alaska and in 
the Pacific since they are not included in this program. /,:1 _qjj 

VvWJ} - ~I'-f,~~ 
'\ il 
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Karl R. Johannessen 
Associate Director 
~feteorological Operations 
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APPENDIX H: U. S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE FOREST SERVICE, 
ROCKY MfN. REGION, MEMORANDUM TO FOREST SUPERVISORS 

TO: Forest Supervisors 

FROM: D. S. Nordwall, Regional 
Forester, By John B. Smith 

SUBJECT: Memorandums of Understanding 
Fire Control 

File No. 1740 
5100 

Date: November 24, 1967 

Dr. Edward Condon, Department of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder 
has requested Region 2 of the Forest Service to cooperate with the 
University on its UFO (Unidentified Flying Objects) Study. Although the 
study terminates June 30, 1968, they are anxious to provide a procedure 
for getting reports from Forest Service observers. 

From their standpoint, this is not for the purpose of getting nore data, 
but to get better data. Forest Service people, because of experience, 
background, and training, shoulQ be able to provide more accurate reports-
if they observe a UFO. Suef. reports would become part of a scientific 
study, and involvements with reporters or news sources should be avoided. 
The University has also requested reports from FAA and the Weather Bureau. 

Standard procedure for Ranger Districts and National Forests to use to 
report a UFO follows: 

A. Report information should include: 

1. Time, place, and duration of sighting. 

2. Number of objects seen and description of each. 

3. Positive identification of a substantive object. 

4. Size, distance, and motion if known. 

5. Observer's name and station. 

B. Report procedure: 

1. Ranger District and Forest personnel should report through 
the Forest Dispatcher (or Forest Supervisor). 

2. Forest Dispatcher should r.otify th~Regional Dispatcher or, 
if no answer, call persons in OLder listed in the emergency 
Forest Fire Plan. 
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3. Regionai Dispa~cher (or alterna~e) will report ~o Mr. 
Rober~ J. Low, University Projec~ Coordinator, UFO 
S~udy_ On the FTS system, call 303-447-1000 and ask 
for 443-2211 ~o reach Mr. Low .. 

So far as we know, Fores~ Service people in Region 2 have not sighted a 
UFO, but the above establishes procedure, and a report should be made if 
a UFO is sighted. 
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APPENDIX I: INDIVIDUALS WHO PARTICIPATED 
I~ THE EARLY WARNING NETWORK 

Alexander, Frank 

Anderson, Dr. Kenneth V. 

Ansevin, Dr. Krystyna 

Arms trong, IL P. 

Biller, Dr. Harold 

Boltjes, Dr. Ben H. 

Brake, Robert V. 

Bryan, Kenneth E. 

Buckale\~, Dr. Mary 

Cahn, Dr. Harold A. 

Callina, Joseph A: 

Cecin, Jose A. 

Cerny, Paul C. 

Ciarleglio, Frank J. 

Clapp, Mrs. Carol 

Cleaver, Marshall 

Cobb, Mrs. Robert 

Conron, Frederick E. 

Craig, Clark 

Darling, Spenser 

Davis, Luckett V. 

Dibblee, Grant 

Donavan, William D. 

Dorris, Ralph )\;1. 

Duncan, Robert A. 

Earley, George I'l. 

Eldridge, Raymond 

Emerson, Col. Robert B. 

Epperson, ~1rs. Idabel 

FaUlkner, Richard Louis 
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Fowler, Raymond E. 

Friezo, James V. 

Frye, Ronald K. 

Funk, Carl F. 

Ginnings, Dr. G. K. 

Grant, Mrs. Verne 

Gregory, Jeanne L. 

Haber, Dan 

Harder, Dr. James 

Heiglig, Robert B. 

Henry, Dr. Richard C. 

Inderwiesen, F. H. 

Johnson, ~lrs. Jeanne Booth 

Kammer, David 

Klingaman, David C. 

Lansden, David V. 

Larson, Mrs. June 

Laufer, Dr. L. Gerald 

Lelds, Robert ~I. 

Lillian, Irving 

LOftin, Capt. Robert E. 

Lohr, Lloyd A. 

MacDonald, Cynthia ~I. 

)\;ICCOI>1l, Lowell E. 

McLeod, John F. 

~·Ieloney, John 

Mood, Douglas A. 

Mors e, Robert F. 

Mass, !li chard D. 

lI-lurdock, Roy E. 
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Murphy, Terry 

Murphy, William 

Murray, Dr. Robert 

Olson, Donald L. 

Park, Dr. Nelson A. 

Peterson, Dr. W. C. 

Reichman, Louis 

Rice, Dr. Herman 

Robie, Carl 

Roth, Herbert 

Rowe, Dr: William E. 

Russel!; Betty 

Rygwalski, Eugene 

Salisgury, Dr. Frank B. 

Sanders, Rayford R. 

Sayer, Dr. Gordon C. 

Scegner, Dr. James 

Schneider, Dr. Richard V. 

Scott, Thoma.s J. 

Seamands, Robert E. 

Seff, Dr. Philip 

Sipprell, James 
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APPENDIX J: EARLY WARNING REPORT FORM 

Date _______________ __ Time _______________ __ Zone ----
P1ace _____________________________ __ C1assification _________ __ 

Duration ________________ ___ Direction disappeared __________ __ 

# Visual observers ______________ _ Radar? ____ ~------------------------
# Objects _____________________ __ Size --------------------------------
Shape __________________ ~----- Color --------------------------------
Distance ______________________ ___ Motion ____________________________ ___ 

Other features ______________________________________________________ ___ 

Weather ______________________________________________________________ __ 

Known traffic --------------------------------------------
Observer -- Name ____________________________________ _ Age ______ __ 

Address ----------------------------------------------------
Phone ______________________ __ Occupation~ ________________ _ 

Reporter -- Name ____________________________________________________ ___ 

Address 
-------~------------------------------

Phone --------------- Occupation __________________ _ 

Receiver -- ________________ _ Date ________________ _ Time _______ __ 

Please fill in all possible blanks with relevant infoI'!!lation. 

Use the back of this sheet for a running description of the event. 

DRS -- 6/6/67 (Rev) 
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APPENDIX K: FIELD KIT INVENTORY LIST 

1. INSTRUMENTS AND MISCELLANEOUS 

" '" - .' , ... ~, , 
,- --

a. Camera (diffraction grating, filters, operating instructions 
if necessary, and film) 

b. Movie Camera --
c. Binoculars 
d. Geiger Counter 
e. Flashlight 
f. Compass 
g. ~ragnifying Glass 
h. S~~le Containers 
i. Tape Recorder (Tapes) 
j. Tape Measure 
k. Plaster Casting Material 
1. Pocket Spectroscope 
m. Geologist's Kit 
n. String' 
o. Star Finder 
p. Nautical Almanac 
q. Elevation Indicator-
r. Arc Indicator (Size 
s. Police Radiomonitor 

2. PAPER 

a. Notebook and Address Book (Contacts) 
b. Identification Card 
c. Copy of Contract 
d. Orders 
e. Letter of Authorization 
f. Maps (of specific areas) 
g. Road Atlas 
h. Auto Sun-visor Identification Card 
i. Sighting Report Forms/Interview Forms 
j. Copies of 80-17A, 80-17 
k. Tax Exempt Certificates, 

3. PERSONAL 

a. Boots 
b. Warm Clothing if necessary 
c. Air Tickets (or others) 
d. r.roney or Traveler's Checks 
e. Credit Cards 
f. Briefcase 

NOTE: Carry essentials on person - airline luggage can be delayed. 
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APPENDIX L: WEATHER CONDITIONS AND RADAR ECHOES 
NEAR WASHINGTON, D.C., AND NORFOLK, VA., 

ON 19-20 AND 26-27 JULY 19S2 

.' 

cforen W Crow 
CERTIFIED 

CONSULTING METEOROLOGIST 
Phone (3031 722-86b5 or 756-3971 

2422 Soulh Downing Stree~ 

Denver, Colorodo 80210 

April 1, 1968 

The following is a summary of weather conditions surrounding UFO visual 
sightings and co-incident radar echoes near Washington, D.C. and Norfolk, 
Virginia on the nights of July 19-20, 1952, and July 26-27, 1952. 

SOURCES OF DATA 

Radiosonde and wind data from -

Washington, D.C., Norfolk, Virginia, and Richmond, Virginia 

Surface weather observations sur=ounding the times of sightings from -

Washington National Airport 
Bolling AFB 
Andrews AFB 
Norfolk, Virginia 
Newport Ne~ys, Virginia 
Langley AFB 

GE~~RAL WEATHER SITUAXION 

The general weather situatior!. during both nights ~~as "hot and muggy." 
Maxima temperatures of the previous day, the minima and maxima on the 
following day ~~ere: 

19th 20th 26th 27th 
max. IIii n. -max. max. min.-max. 

Washington 900 

Norfolk 

On the night of the 19-20 a large, flat hig~-pressure area of 1020 millibars 
was located over the Middle Mississippi Valley and a very minor 
tr~ugh existed off the east coast. There were no fronts in the immediate 
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area of either Wa:;hington or Norfolk. 
west to east. 

' . .;! "_ . ."_-_. 

The general flow of air was from 

On the night of the 26-27, both Washington and Norfolk were near the 
center of a flat high-pressure wedge extending from Te~s to several 
hundred miles east of New York City. A light drift from south to north 
characterized the air flow oucward from the central portion of the 
~edge. Again, ther~ were no fronts inthe immediate area of either 5tation. 

THE INCIDENCE OF SCATTERED CLOUDS 

It would have been possible for observers on the ground to have seen 
small clouds at both lo~ and middle hei3hts at various time~ durin~ each 
of tb~ two nights. Some cloud cover - mostly scattered clouds - was 
recorded by nearly ~ll ~he observing stations where trained observers 
~ere on duty. A summary of cloud cover conditions is as follo~s: 

a. At Washington on the night of July 19-20. 

At 9 :30 P.M. the observer mentioned a fel1 altocumulus at 8,000 
feet. These altocumul~s wer<! not mentioned 1.n subsequent.repo~ts 
until 0454 A.M. on the morning of the 20th when a~ain in the 
rem~rks column a few altocumulus were mentioned. The hourly 
summary indicates a height of these clouds observed near sunrise 
at 18,000 feet and movement of the cloud from the northwest. The 
observer at Bolling AFB. just across tbe river froD! \vashington 
National Airport, recorded various quantities of middle cloud 
es~imated at 12,000 and 15,000 feet durin~ t~e early part of the 
night before 10 :30 P.M. No such cl:>uds I,-ere repo:-ted hctyeen 
10:30 P.H. ;:nd 3:30 A.N. At 4:30 A.M. the observer on d',lty o::t 

,. Bolling AFB reported scattered clouds at 14,000 feet cnd 0. few 
cumulus clo:lds o.t 5,000 feet. Observers at both j'lashington 
National Airport and Bolli~g AFB reported various amo'J~ts of 
cirrus clouds at 25,000 feet. 

No low or middle clouds l~ere being reported during the darker 
portion of the night. It is not uncommon that observations 
made hy trained observers during brief trips outdoors from a 
l1.ghted room to v1.ell a darkened sky fail to report sc<'ttercd 
cloud condit1.ons. Another obs~rver who has rem~ined outside lon~ 
enough for his eyes to adjust to darkened conditions can often 
see some scattered clouds. Conditions of cloudiness on this night 
would let :>ome scattered clonds form and diss1.pate i.r. 3 ref.!!::ot'l3bly 
short period of time in anyone port1.on of the sky. 

There may have been ... fet~ clouds 
visible to ground observars in the Washington ~re~ although 
they were not being reported by the official observin~ stations. 
Both the 19-20 and 26-27 nights occurred during the d~rker portion 
of the month since ~ full moon in July, 1952, occurred on July 7. 
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At Norfolk on the night of July 19-20. 

The sC.:lttered condititms at 4,000 feet .:lnd varying qlIantities of 
cloud at .:lpproximately 12,000 feet ,,'ould have made it possible 
for a fev scatterec clouds to have been seen on an int~rmittent 
basis at various times curin3 the night. 

b. At i-Jasbington the ni~ht of July 26-27. 

Clear conditions prevailed throughout most of the night but 
vhen daylizht began to arrive betveen 4:00 and 5:00 A.H., cloudi
ness was reported :lS <' few stratocumullls at 2,000 feet .::nd some 
thin scattered cirrus at 25,000 feet. It would have been 
possible for some cloud~ to have been visible in the ~rea during 
the darker portion of the nieht if ~~ observer permitted his 
eyes to adj~st to the darkness. 

At Norfolk the nj.gilt of July 20-27. 

The cloud conditions in the Norfolk area varied considerably 
beet.een the-Norfolk Hunici.pal Airport and t!le observations made 
at Langley AFB several miles north of there. Lan:;ley reported 
o!lear conditions '''hile broken or overC<:1S t cloudiness Nas being 
reported near 5,000 feet at the Norfolk Municipal Airport. ' 

There ,>'ould have been:) marginal area of di::;si
patiI'.g cloud cover somewhere bat.veen Norfolk Hunicipal Airport 
and Langley AFB. Thu!;, roul tiple obgervers cOl·ld have had a wide 
variety of possible cloud sightings. 

TEMPERATURE, MOISTURE AND WIND PROFn.ES 

The conditions of tho:;: ~tmosphere were cap=.ble of 6eneratino ~nomolous 
propagation on weather radar di.splays on botll ni~hts. In Ba1:tan's book 
on R.0.DAR~IETEOROL~Y, published in 1;59, page 21, is found the tollouing: 

"Nocturn.:),l r;J.diation, t:hich occurs on clear ai.~h1:~, es!,~ci..:llly in 
the sUlIlll\er ,ohen the ground is mois t, laods to a temp:::r:_· ture i nvcr:;;ion 
;;<t the :..;round anc! ;:. sharp decre:t~e in moisture \-!ith hei:;ht. It is 
found th=.t the~e conditions frequently ?roduce abnorm:::l prop~g~tton, 
which becomes more pronovTIced a:; the temperdtJJre and humidity l.:!pse 
r:lta:; beCOI:1e larger. .,' • • • These condi tions ..... hich f.'vor duc::s .:!.t 
the ground o::cur mC's!: freql!ently .,v~r l.:::.rf:c land ::.re.:::.s in ti.le S'lmmcr 
<:.nd c<=n be tr::lU3ht of as situations of 'radi.:::.tive super;:-cfr.:.ction' ". 

More recent studic:; of anomC'lous propo~ation on r~dar hc::ve 'heen m~uc ~t 
Tex.:l:;; il. & M. They nove further confirmed tl,c ,:::,ppc:lrance of r.:::.d.:;r echoes 
dl',rint, ni.:,:ht ;.;nd e.:!rlY' mO:Lnin2; hours und.:r clear sl~y condil:iolls '.,·hen 10" 
level inversions .:mC fluctU<:tin3 qu:mtities of moist'.Irc ch"r.;ctcr~::c the 
.;urro~ncTin~ .:!t:mosphcre. 
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In Figures 1-4. profiles of temperat'~re and de~'l point, plus wind direction 
and velocity, are pre~entcd. In most instances the vertical profiles 
nca-:- the ()'t'ound \oIould hc:ve had several degrees variation in <:nd around 
~ach of the two stations vhere the radars were located. Usino s~rface 
temperatures at· the several airports and the actual radar sibbts, ~here 
would have been variatio~s of from 3-50 F. in the first few h~ndred feet. 
Relatively small change in the vertical profiles ~uld have occurred 
during the night -at elevations greater than 2,500 feet. Respective 
percentages of.relative humidity are recorded next to the moisture profile. 
The dashed lines report observ~tions ~de at 10:00 P.M. The solid lines 
report values at.lO:OO A.M. the follo~~ng morning. The profiles would have 
changed gradually during the nigbt-tice hours but yould have re~ined 
&omet-lhere between these two sound:.ngs. The ;;rea test Variability in the 
local area would have been in the lowest few bund-:-ed feet. Near the 
surface, indications for 4:00 A.M. were mQde from surf~ce observations. 

Of some Unportance is the f~ct that rain showe~s were reported in the 
Washington ~rea during late afternoon on the 19th of July. Amounts 
reported at the three stations in the Washin£to~ are~ ranged from .10 
through .13. This would have ~et the ground and furnished a variable 
moisttare source in different portions of the surrounding country side. 

SUMMARY 

It is the author's opinion that hot, ~~d air prevailed on both nights 
in both Washing~on and Norfolk. The general weather ~ould have been 
considared fair weather by the trained ~bservers at the vario~~ airports 
and they may not have reported all the scattered clouds which act~ally 
existed. :. It ~o:.lld have been considered an "easy shift". Visibilities 
remained above six miles ~t all times. The horizontal movement of 
scattered clouds, plus formation and dissipation of some few lew clouds, 
both eould have been seen at various times by ground observers whose eye$ 
were well adjusted to the darkened sky. Anomalous propagation could have 
been"observed on ~eather radar units during both nights at both location~. 
The echoes d'.le to an01llOlous propagation ~vould h'lVe had horizontal motion 
similar to the clouds. 
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both eould have been seen at various times by ground observers whose eye$ 
were well adjusted to the darkened sky. Anomalous propagation could have 
been"observed on ~eather radar units during both nights at botb location~. 
The echoes d'.le to an01ll01ous propagation ~vould h'lVe had horizontal motion 
similar to the clouds. 
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APPENDIX M: SOURCES OF COLLEGE SURVEY DATA AND 
PERSONS INSTRUMENTAL IN OBTAINING DATA 

Institutions 

Arizona S~ate University 

Bemidji State College 

Carleton College 

University of California 
at Davis 

University of California 
at Irvine 

University of Colorado 

University of Montana 

Northwestern University 

University of Utah 

Wesleyan University 
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Data Resource Persons 

Professor John W. Reich 

Professor Kathryn Bradfield 

Professor William·R. Kirtner 
Professor R. Thomas Rosin 

Professor Dennis Lhringston 
Professor Paul Moller 

Professor Arnold Bind-er 

Professor Neil G. Fahrion 
Professor Joshua Gerow 
Professor Robert Rogers 

Mr. Victo"t" Joe 
Professor John Means 

Professor John I. Kitsuse 
Mr. Herbert S·trentz 

Professor Donna M. Gelfand 
P~ofessor Donald P. Hartm~~ 

Professcr Thornton Page 
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APPENDIX -N: UFO OPINIO!-! QUESTIONNAIRE 

The i'ollovring statements all- have to do- "Ii th U:1identified Fl~ng Objects -- oftell 

called "U·-F-O·s." One type of' U-F-O is a: "flyir.g saucer." Y.oe statement.s axe idea::;, 

or opinions, not necessarily facts -- so peo1,)le offer in the degree to which they 

believe them to be true or·false. 

For each of the statements show:J. -oelrn-;,'-please i!:.dicate the degree to which you l"ee.L 
t.he stateme~t to be either true· or false: 

·------.'.l._ Definitely false mea.:1S that yoo,;. are f':..:.lly co~v:i.nced the state;nent is 
false, and you would act -without hesitation on this belief. You "ould. 
c;,uestion the wisdom of .a.r..yone w!J.o disagreed with you. 

2. Probably false.mea.~s that you ~e not sure whether the statement is 

3. 

true or false, but -.:.ha," if yo-..:. haC. to act on it, you would regard tl1.e 
stateme~t as more l:ikely false than true. Your opinion might be chanE;ed 
by dis7ussiO~ with another person. 

P:!:"obably true means that YOti are not 
or false, btit that if you had to act 
:n.ent as more likel.y true toan false. 
discussion --.lth another person. 

sure whether the statement is true 
on it, you would regard the state
y~ opinion might be chanced by 

4. Definitel.y true means that you are :;:UJ.ly convinced that the sta.temcnt is 
true, and you would act 'l>rij.ho·.;,t he:;itation on this belief'. You ,",ould 
question tbe wisdom of ~'Yo~e w~o disagreed with you. 

To indicate your belief, place a.'l X i.n the appropriate bOlC next to tbe item.' Do no:. 
skip any i tel:l.. 

Definitely Probably Probably I Dei"ini '.ely 1 
Fuse False True T_'1: : i 

1. Sorre flying sa~cers have tried ,"0 

cOlllllIUl1icate -.ri th us. 

2. AU. u?O reports can be explained 
ei~her as wel.l understood happen
incs or as· hoaxes. 

5. 

The Air Fo:-ce is ·ioing an aciecua.te 
jo~ of investiga.tion of UFO re
~or~s ~~ UFOs generally. 

No act~al., physical evidence has 
ever been oetained from a UFO. 

A t;ove:nll':1cnt agency I'"..a.intains a 
Top Secret file of UFO reports 
~h~~ are deliberately withheld f~o~ 
the llUolic. 

I 
I 

I 
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6. No airline p:i.lots have seen UFOs . 

7. Most people would not report. seeing ..... ,--... 
a UFO ~or fear o~ losing a job. 

8. No authentic photographs have ever 
been taJ~en of UFOs. 

9. Persons who believe they bave C~
municated with visitors from o~ter 
space are ~ental1y ~. 

\ 

10. The Air Force has been told. to ex
plain all \!FO sigb.tings reported to 
them as natUIal or man-~de hap~e:;.
ings or events. 

ll. Earth bas been visited at lea.st once 
in its h:i.story by beings :froe. another 
world . 

12. The eovernment shoQld spend more ~oney 
than it does n0.1 t.o st.udy wha.t UFOs 
are aIld -where they CCllIle :from. 

13'. Inte1.l.:igent forms of li:fe cannot 
exist elsewhere in the universe. 

14. Flying saucers can be explained 
scienti:ficallywithout any ic.por
tant new discoveries. 

15. Some WOs have landed and left !:larks 
in the ground. 

16. 

17. 

19. 

Mast UFOs are due to secret defense 
projects, e~tber ~s or ~~otber 
co-..m:t ry' s. 

u~Os are reported througho~t the 
"t.lOrld. 

Th~ Government nas done a gOOd job 
01' exa:nining UFO reports. 

There have never been a.."'l.y u"FO sigbt
ings in Soviet Russia. 

20. :?eople .Iant to beiieve that life e;r.istz 
elze,rl'lere than on Earth. 

21. 'J.'hcrc have been good. radar rc:?ort.z 0:'
UFOs. 
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, 22. There is no government secre~y 
a-oout UFOs. 

23. - People have seen space ships ~hat 
did not come fr~ this plane"_ 

2~. Some UFO reports have come fro~ 
astronomers. 

25. Even the lllost 'Wlusua.l UFO report 
c01;ld be e:xpJ.ained by tile la';s of' 
s~ience ~f we knew enough science. 

26. 

28_ 

29. 

Peop~e who do not bel~eve in 
flying saucers-mNst be stupid. 

UFO re'Corts have :lot been ta~en 
seriously by any gover~~en~ 
ae;ency. 

Government secrecy about UFOs ~s 
an idea ~ade up by the newspapers.-

Science has estab1ishe~ t~a. ~here 
are such tbings as "Unidentii"ied 
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APPENDIX 0: A-B SCALE 

This scale is an abridgment of Rotter's I-E Scale (Rotter, 1966), which 

measures the tendency 9f the individual to perceive events as contingent 

on his own behavior or independent of it (i.e., contingent upon forces 

external to him). 

.--

A. 

B. 

Here are six sets of statements. For each set please tell me 

which comes closer to being true, in your opinion. There are 

no right or wrong answers -- just pick one statement in each 

set that comes closest to how you feel. 

First 

Without the right breaks one cannot be an effective leader. 

- or that -

Capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken 
advan~age of their opportunities .. 

Next, which comes closest to your opinion -

Becoming a success is a mat,ter of hard work, luck has 
little or nothing to do with it. 

- or that -

Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right 

1 

2 

1 

place at the right time. 2 

c. 

D. 

Which comes closest to your opinion -

Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky 
enough to be in the right place first. . 1 

- or that -

Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability, 
luck has little or nothing. to do with it. -~ 2 

Which comes closest to y~ur opinion -

As far" as world affairs are concerned, most of'us are 
victims of forces we can neither understand nor control. 

- or that -

1 

By taking an active part in political and social affairs 
the people can control world events. 2 
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E. 

F. 

t----

A-B SCALE (cont'd) 

Next. 

Most people don't realize the extent to which their 
lives are controlled by accidental happenings. . 

or that -

There really is no such thing as "luck." 

Finally, 

Many times I feel that I have little influence over 
things that happen to me. 

- or that 

It is impossible for me to believe that change or 
luck plays an important role in my life. 
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mSTRUCTIONS FOR THE A-B SCALE 

Each item consists of a pair of statements lettered a or b. For each 
set, circle the letter which stands for the one which comes closer to being true, 
in your OPl!l10n. There are no right or wrong a."lswers -- just pick one statement 
in each set that cqmes closest to how YSlu feel. 

a b 1. a) Children get into trouble because their parents punish them 
too much. 

b) The trouble with most children nowadays is that their parents 
are too easy with them. 

a b 2. a) In the long run people get the respect they deserve in this world. 
b) Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes unrecognized 

no matter how ,hard he tries. 

a b S. a) Without the right breaks one cannot be an effective leader. 
b) Capable people who fail to become le~ders have not taken 

advantage of their opportunities. 

a b 4. a) Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has little 
or nothing to do with it. 

b) Getting a goop job depends mainly on being in the right place 
at the right time. 

a b 5. a} ~en I make plans, I am. almost certain that I can make them 
work. 

b) It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because many things 
turn out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow. 

a b 6. a} In my case getting what I want has little or nothing to do with 
luck. 

b) Many times we might just as well decide what to do by flipping 
a coin. 

a b 7. a) Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough 
to be in the right. place first. 

b) Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability, luck 
has little or :lathing to do with it. 

a b 8. a) As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are the 
victims of forces we can neither understand, nor control. 

b) By taking an active part in political and social affairs the 
people can control world events. 
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9. a) Most people don,'t realize the extent to which their lives are 
controlled by accidental happenings. 

b) There really is no such thing as "luck. " 

10. a) It is hard to know whether or not a person really likes you. 
b) How many friends you have depends upon how nice a person 

you are. / 

11. a) A good leader expicts people to decid~ for themsel ves what 
they should do. 

b) A good leader m es it clear to everybody what their jobs are. 

12. a) Many times I fe I that I have little influence over the things 
that happen to e. 

b) It is impossibl for me to believe that chance or luck plays an 
important rol in my life. 

/ 

I 
I 
I 

/ 
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APPENDIX P: CURRENT EVENTS QUESTIONNAIRE ~~ .. 

OPINIONS ON CO AAENT ISSUES 

For each of the statements shown below, please indicated wbether you feel the 
statemeIl.t is: Definitely True, Probably True, Probably False, or Definitely 
False. 

VIET NAM Definitely Probably Probably Definitely 

1. The U. S. should intensifybombing 
in Viet Nam.. 

2. The U. S. Governme..1'J.t should 
work harder toward peace nego
tiations in Viiet Nam. 

3. More troops should be sent to 
Viet l'Jam. . 

4. Tbe United States should get out 
of Viet Nam. 

WAR ON POVER.TY 

1. The War on Poverty is necessary 
to belp the poor become sel:f
suffiCient. 

2. Too much money is gOing into 
govel'nment programs to fight 
povel'ty. 

3. Poor people should help tbem
sel ves, instead of relying on the 
Government for help. 

4. The prablems of the poor and 
uneducated is properly a maj or 
COncern of the Federal Govern.
ment. 

KENNEDY ASSASSINA TION 

1. Kennedy was shot by a mall who 
was not a part of any conspiracy 
to kill the President. 

2. Lee Hal'vey Cswald was a 
member of, or was used by) a 
secret group who wanted Rennedy 
dead. 

False 

I 
I 
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3. Tbe Warren Beport' s conclusion 
that Oswald, alone and without 
help, assassinated Kennedr is 
Correct. 

4. Eitber a foreign government or a 
secret branch of the U. S. 
Government was responsible for 
the Kennedy assassination. 

:R..A.CE PROB LEMS 

1. 'the Communists have stirred up 
Negroes and pOOl." whites. 

2. Society, a.s a. whole, is respons
ible for tbe current racial 
tensions. 

3. ~acial discrilnination is pri
marily to blame for the summer 
riots. 

4. '!'he minority groups want to 
IlJ,ove too fa.st .. 
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APPENDIX Q: l'iEATHER CONDITIONS IN THE AREA BEl1\,EEN 
DALLAS AND mNERAL WELLS, TEXAS, 19 SEPTEMBER 1957 

of!oren. W Crall' 
CERTiFIED 

CONSULTING METEOROLOGIST 
Phonc 13031 7~7 ~6b~ or 7~o J971 

Dcnlo'(."r. CCtlvrodC'l 80:.'10 

June 10, 1~ o~ 

The follo,",inS is ~ SUI1tlU'-'ry of loe;lther conditions to der.;~nDin", ,-,hether 
or not .th~ atillosphere ,,'.:s favor",ble to producing optic~l mir.::gcs a:ld 
anomalous r~dar prop.:Jg.:Jtion for ~n .:Jre~ from SO miles east of D.:Jll.:JS 
::0 Miner.:Jl Welts, 1"ex.ls, during the ti!:lt! period fro;n 2:00 A.N. to 3:00 A.M., 
Centr:J.1 Standard Time, September 19, 1957, for an .:Jirer.:lft flying in th.:Jt 
re::;ion ~t elev.:ltions bet"een 10,000 to 30,000 feet. 

SOURCES OF DATA 

Radiosonde .;"nd l.'ind d~lt;l .from -

Cr..!rs~.:~ll _~..F5 .;;: Fort Ir.:orth 

Sl.!rf.:ce lOc ... ther observ.:Jtions surrounding the time of J.,7() si~,htin.;s trom 

Love Field - D.:Jl1as, N:J.v.:ll Air Station - D31l.:Js, Carter field -
Fort Worth, Miner •• l IVells, Tyler, Coll~~e Static,)ll, Perrin :\FB, 
Connolly AFB, Gr:J.Y AFF. 

A special study -

"On the Effects of Atmospheric Refraction !,n Radar Ground 
Pacterns"by the Dcp.J.rtment of Oc:eonog,r'-'rhy "nd Ncc:corology, 
Texas A & M University, 1903. 

N.J.cional Buresu of Stand~rd~ Monograph 92 -

"R~dio ~I~teorology", U.S. Department of Commerce:, 1966. 

GENERAL WEATHER SITUATION 

The weather which prevailed in''-the entire northeast p.J.rt of Texas durin~ 
the early mornin;; hours of September 19-, 1957, <!on:;isted of '-' stable ;lir 
W;lSS ... ith clear conditions. Ai.r movement nedr t~e surf;;.ce ... ·as fro.l:n the 
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southeast at all s~~tions. Table I on the follo~ng page presents the 
actual condition for ceiling,visibility, temperature. dew point. wind 
direction and velocity at the surface for several surrounding st~tions. 
Figure 1 p=esents the conditions at 2:00 A.M. for these same stations' and 
is representative of conditions that continued beyond 3:00 A.M. 

VERTICAL PROFn.E OF TEMPEMTURE. H1lMIDITY AND wnm 

The vertical soundingsof the atmosphere made about three hours before the 
lIFO sightings and an equal time follOt.ring giyes the vertical profile of 
atmospheric conditions ia the immediate vi~iniCY of the sightings. The 
radiosondes uere released at 11:30 P.M. and 5:30 A.M. respectively from 

·'Carswell AFB which is near Fort Worth. Texas. 

Probably the most significant portion of the pro~ile is the very rapid 
decrease in moisture content at a level between 6000 feet and 7000 feet. 
Temperatures increased with 'height in this same layer. Beneath this 
inversion layer the wind direction changed from southerly in the lo\oer 
part of the atmosphere to a, westerly and northerly direction at approxim"tely 
6000 feet. Wind velocities increased during the night in the layer bet":een 
2000 feet and 5000 feet. Fi~ure 2 presents this pattern for the t~o 
different soundings. 

EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY ON REFRAC'!IVE INDEX 

If a radio ray (includin~ radar) is propagated in free space. where there 
is 'no atmosphere. the p.:ith follOwed by the ray is a straight line. 
However. a ray that is propag~ted through the earth's atmosphare enc~unters 
variations in the atmospheric refractive index along its trajectory that 
cau~ed the ray pdth to become curved. The total angular refraction of 
the ray path between t,<o points is cOlilDlonly called the ''bending''. of the 
ray. This "bending" is strongly influenced by r:..pid changes in refractive 
index within ~he atmosphere ~nd such rapid ch~n3in~ in refractive index 
is caused by rapid ch~n6es in the moisture in the air. The typical 
temperature inversion permits the temperature to increase over a farily 
short increase in height. "Ihile, at the s;;une time the amount of moisture 
decreases rapidly. Experimental work has developed relationships. between 
the moisture content ~nd the refractive index so that da~a obtained in 
the verrical sounding of temperature and humicity from a r~diosonde can be 
converted to corresponding values of refractive index. Figure 3 presents 
the profile of refractiv~ index that directly corresponds with the ver~ical 
temperature and hu!Ilidity profile in Figure 2. 

In Figure 3 a critical gradient line is drawn for change in refractive 
index with height. ~ter discussion will indicate the importance of this 
critical gradient. 

STANDARD ATHOSPtiERE VERSUS ACTUAL ATMOSPHERE 

when only a st~ndard atmosphere is considered the change in temper~ture 
and humidity with height is quite gradual .md' there are no sharp changes 
due to rapid decreases in humidity. Figure 4 gives the ty'pical profiles 
for a st~ndard atmospheric profile in the top part of the figure. The 
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southeast at all s~~tions. Table I on the follo~ng page presents the 
actual condition for ceiling,visibility, temperature. dew point. wind 
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Table I. Hourly Weather Couditions Observed Early Morning Hours. 
September 19, 1957 

2:00 A.M. 

Wind 
Temper- Direction & 

Ceiling Visibility ature Dew Point Velocity 

Perrin AFB clear 15 miles 72°F 66°F 5E 9 

Mineral Wells clear .25 72 66 5E 9 

Ft. Worth clear 15+ 72 66 5£ 10 

Naval Air Stati.on clear 15 75 69 5E 16 

Love Field-Dallas clear 15 74 68 5E 10 

Tyler clear 12 70 67 SE 5 

Connally AFB clear 15 73 67 SSE 3 

Gray AFB clear 15 73 67 SE 4 

3:00 A.M. 

Perrin AFB clear 15 71 66 SE 9 

Mineral Wells clear 2'5 71 66 SE 10 

Ft. Worth clear 15+ 72 67 SE 9 

Naval Air Station clear 15 75 69 SE 14 

Love Field-Dallas clear 15 73 67 SE 10 

Tyler clear 12 70 66 SE 5 

Connally AFB clear 15 72 67 SSE 3 

Gray AFB clear 15 72 64 SSE 6 
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middle portion and the lower p~rtion of Figure 4 indicate the correspond
ing effect on the change in refractive index with height as inversions 
are observed near the surface and at some elevated layer. In both of 
tbe non-standard patterns the gradient of N is somewhat greater than the 
critical value capable of producing ductinz of microwave energy. 

EXTRAORDINARY RADAR. ECHOES 

Of special importance in this investigation was some research work done 
at Texas A & M using their 3.2-Om. AN/cPS-9 weather radar. The report. 
prepared by L. B. Cobb and V. E. Moyer, covers research carried out in 
1962 and 1963. supported by National Science Foundation Grant NSF G-13834. 
This study was particularly interested in abnormal PPI presentations of 
radar echoes that occurred during clear weather. 

Tbe effect of atmospheric refraction on microwave propagation in the lower 
troposphere is a problem with which radio engineers and radio meteor
ologists bave been vitally concerned since World War II. Prior to that 
time. tbe'speed of propagation of electromagnetic energy bad been consid
ered to be a constant. that of the speed of light in a vacuum. As radar. 
missiles. and other radio-controlled equipment were developed and became 
more complex. evidence of small changes in the speed of propagation due 
to aenospberic conditions began to mount. These small changes in speed 
are very imp~rtant as they cause refraction. or a change in the direction 
of propagation. of tbe electr~agnetic energy. Radar trapping. errors 
in the positioning of targets. tbe radio bole. fading of radio signals. 
and "anomalous" echoes on weather radar scopes are some of the problems 
encountered. Any observer who makes critical deductions based on radar 
observations may be tricked into bad decidions ·unless he is familiar with 
the limitations of the equipment under nonstandard atmospheric conditions. 
Radar echoes of unknown origin ~ear a vertical beam above the earth's 
surface are cODDDonly called "angels". Unusual echoes from the surface 
are generally referred to as "anomalous propagation" or "AP". Both of 
these phenomena have been ascribed to abnormal refraction of the radio ray. 

A study of abnormal radar echoes made at Texas A & M dealt primarily with 
. anomalous propagation brought about~by ducting or bending of radar beams 

due to inversions near the surface. They studied the expansion of ground 
clutter echoes due to increased gradient of refractive index near the 
surface. They examined large areas of anomalous echoes separated from 
the normal ground clutter pattern brought about by both strong surface 
inversions and strong upper level inversions. 

The index of refraction, n. of electromagnetic energy in a non-dispersive 
medium such as the troposphere is defined as the ratio- of the speed of 
propagation in a vacuum to the speed of propagation in the medium: 

n 
c vacuum 
Vair 

(1) 

The speed of radar energy in the atmosphere is slightly less than the 
speed in a vacuum, so that the index of refraction always is very close 
to, but in excess of. unity. A typical ~xample is 1.000287. For con
vience in handling. the index of refractl06 is converted to a 
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"refractive modulus. liN. which is referred to most frequently as 
"refractivity": 

6 
N '" (n - 1) 10 • 

The refractivity for the above example would be 287. 

(2) 

The index of refraction is a function of temperature, pressure, and 
humidity, their relationship being given by the equation 

N = (n _ 1)106 '" ~p + ~e 
(3) 

where ~ is the total atmospheric pressure in millibars, ~ is the partial 
pressure of atmospheric water vapor in millibars, T is the temperature in" 
degrees Kelvin, and the constants ~ (0: 76.6 deg/mb)* and! (c 4810 deg)* 
~re average values recommended by Smith and Weintraub. ~ is the dielectric 
constant for dry air and ! is the water vapor dipole moment. The formula 
is correct to within 0.5 per cent for the temperature range of -SOC to 
40C and the frequency range of 30 me/sec to 30 kmc/sec. The actual amount 
of refraction is small, never exceeding a fraction of a degree; it is 
usually expressed in milliradians, or '~ls." Therefore, ~ operations 
~ 2!. influenced !!!2!! ~ the angle between the refracting layer and 
~ ~ ray is very small. 

Standard propagation OCCU%S when the atmosphere is stratified vertically 
in such a w~y that a lapse of 12 N-units occurs in each 1000 ft. Under 
these conditions, a horizontal radar ray will be bent downward slightly 
due to increasing velocity aloft. This increase in velocity is very small; 
e.g., in the time it takes the horizontal ray to travel l mi at the surface, 
it will travel 1 mLplus 3/4 in. at a height 1000 ft above the surface. 
This has the effect of extending the radar horizon about 15 per cent beyond 
the geometric horizon. 

Nonstandard propagation ~~ll result when the temperature or water content 
of the atmosphere vary significantly from so-co.lled "standard" val:les. 
Substandard refraction, i.e., less downward bending or possible a=tual 
upward bending of the radar ray, will occur if the refr~ctivity is ,constant 
or increases with beigbt. The propag;ation is, 'superstandard if the 
refractivity decreases with height at a rate exceeding the standard rate. 
This causes an increased downward bending of the ray. If the velocity 
difference between the surface and 1000 ft achieves 3in./mi of horizontal 
travt.ll, as occurs with a refractivity of -48N!lOOO ft.; a ray lo."i.ll have 
the same curvature as the earth ~~th result~~t ~reatly extended horizons, 
a condition referred to as "ducting." 

Superrefraction normally results ~~ combination of increasing tempera-. 
~ and decreasing humidities ~ beight. Nocturnal radiation~l cooling 
at the surf~ce and no~l l~ck of ni~httuae convection will c~use ~ temp
erature inversion, if other physical par~meters are favorable. These 

*slightly different than values presented by Beo.n and Dutton. 
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the same curvature as the earth ~~th result~~t ~reatly extended horizons, 
a condition referred to as "ducting." 

Superrefraction normally results ~~ combination of increasing tempera-. 
~ and decreasing humidities ~ beight. Nocturnal radiation~l cooling 
at the surf~ce and no~l l~ck of ni~httuae convection will c~use ~ temp
erature inversion, if other physical par~meters are favorable. These 

*slightly different than values presented by Beo.n and Dutton. 
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conditions are conducive to the formation of superrefractive str3t~ in 
the lower troposphere. The formation of s~perrefractivc str~ta is favored 
by cleRr skies and low wind speeds. 

Elevated superrefractive layers also occur with temperature inversions 
or in stable layers in which there is a decrease in moisture t..'ith height. 
Subsidence inversions are the most common cause of this situation. 

LOCAL TERRAIN SURROUNDL~G COLLEGE STATION. TEXAS 

When the beam of a radar unit is used to cover a large horizontal are~ -
from ZOO to 300 miles - t:he elevation angle of the beam I1IUst be at or ncar 
zero. Near the radar site, even wheu the antenn:1 is several feet above 
the ground, part of t:he energy is "echoed" back from nearby ob j ec ts :;.ndt or 
the oround itself. As the energy goes farther and farther from the radar 
site the curvature of the earth permits the beam to extend into the 3iT 
mass higher and higher above the earth's surface. The local terrain 
surrounding any particular radar location helps define the tpyical b~ound 
pattern. Figure 5 shows the topographic map of area ~~thin 150 ~les of 
College Station. Texas. 

NOBHAL GllOUND PATTERN 

A standard pattern must be determined if one wishes to ascertain the 
degree of abnormality of nonstandard patterns.· Figure 6 presents the 
PPI (Plan Position Indicator) pattern for ColleBe Station vith the elev~tion 
angle set at 0 0 and a full gain setting of the receiver. It is the ground 
return pattern associated with standard refraction in the atmosphere. The 
black circle shown in Figure 6 e~loses an area inside 25 miles from the 
radar site 3t College Station (eCL). The terrain features in Figure 5 
are reflected in this normal ground pattern. For example, the line of 
echoes oric~ted southwest - northeast (approximately 25 miles so~th of 
CLL) represents the rid~e which rises south of Yegua Creek west of Navasota. 
The 10-_ ground along the three stieaws - Brazos River, Yegua Cre~, 
Navasota River - is indicated by the converging blue lines which join to 
form the expanded Brazos River near Navasota before it heads southeastward 
to empty into the Gulf at Freeport.,. 

Figure 6 can be reproduced with a 00 beam angle and a near standard 
atmosphere day after day at College Station, Texas, and can be considered 
the normal ground pattern. A standard pattern must be determined if one 
wishes to ascertain the degree of abnormality of nonstandard patterns. 

EXPANSION OF NORMAL GROUND PATrEilN 

Eleven cases were studied in which anomalous propagation caused an 
expansion of the normal ground pattern. The amount of additional echo 
observed varies from scattered, small additions to large areas of anomalous 
echoes which extend beyond the 50 mi range. The eleven cases were divided 
rougbly according to whether they nad small or large amounts of AP. 
Examples from each division are shown in Figures 7 and B. The black circles 
enclose the same 25 mile radius area in these figures as in Figure 6. 
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conditions are conducive to the formation of superrefractive str3t~ in 
the lower troposphere. The formation of s~perrefractivc str~ta is favored 
by cleRr skies and low wind speeds. 

Elevated superrefractive layers also occur with temperature inversions 
or in stable layers in which there is a decrease in moisture t..'ith height. 
Subsidence inversions are the most common cause of this situation. 

LOCAL TERRAIN SURROUNDL~G COLLEGE STATION. TEXAS 

When the beam of a radar unit is used to cover a large horizontal are~ -
from ZOO to 300 miles - t:he elevation <lngle of the beam I1IUst be at or ncar 
zero. Near the radar site, even wheu the antenn:1 is several feet above 
the ground, part of t:he energy is "echoed" back from nearby ob j ec ts .;.ndt or 
the oround itself. As the energy goes farther and farther from the radar 
site the curvature of the earth permits the beam to extend into the 3iT 
mass higher and higher above the earth's surface. The local terrain 
surrounding any particular radar location helps define the tpyical b~ound 
pattern. Figure 5 shows the topographic map of area ~~thin 150 ~les of 
College Station. Texas. 

NOBHAL GllOUND PATTERN 

A standard pattern must be determined if one wishes to ascertain the 
degree of abnormality of nonstandard patterns.· Figure 6 presents the 
PPI (Plan Position Indicator) pattern for ColleBe Station vith the elev~tion 
angle set at 0 0 and a full gain setting of the receiver. It is the ground 
return pattern associated with standard refraction in the atmosphere. The 
black circle shown in Figure 6 e~loses an area inside 25 miles from the 
radar site 3t College Station (eCL). The terrain features in Figure 5 
are reflected in this normal ground pattern. For example, the line of 
echoes oric~ted southwest - northeast (approxima.eely 25 miles so~th of 
CLL) represents the rid~e which rises south of Yegua Creek west of Navasota. 
The 10-_ ground along the three stieaws - Brazos River, Yegua Cre~, 
Navasota River - is indicated by the converging blue lines which join to 
form the expanded Brazos River near Navasota before it heads southeastward 
to empty into the Gulf at Freeport.,. 

Figure 6 can be reproduced with a 00 beam angle and a near standard 
atmosphere day after day at College Station, Texas, and can be considered 
the normal ground pattern. A standard pattern must be determined if one 
wisbes to ascertain the degree of abnormality of nonstandard patterns. 

EXPANSION OF NORMAL GROUND PATrEilN 

Eleven cases were studied in which anomalous propagation caused an 
expansion of the normal ground pattern. The amount of additional echo 
observed varies from scattered, small additions to large areas of anomalous 
echoes which extend beyond the 50 mi range. The eleven cases were divided 
roughly according to whether they nad small or large amounts of AP. 
Examples from each division are shown in Figures 7 and B. The black circles 
enclose the same 25 mile radius area in these figures as in Figure 6. 
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Fig. S Topographic Map of Area within iS0-mi Radius of eLL. 
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080BCST 12 February 1963', Range: SO mi. 
Fig. 6 Normal GroWld Pattern for AN/CPS-9 Radar located at CLL. 
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080BCST 12 February 1963', Range: SO mi. 

Normal GroWld Pattern for AN/CPS-9 Radar located at eLL. 
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0843CST. 27 March 1962, Range: 50 
Expansion of Ground Pattern by Jo\.!'Ulll''':.L<'U<> 

. 2320CST, 18 April 1962. Range: 50 mi. 
Fig. 8 Expansion of Ground Pattern by Anomalous Echoes. 
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The common feature of all cases was a surface refracting layer less than 
2000 ft thick, overlain by air of standard or near-standard refraction. 
The difference in refractivity between the two divisions is reflected 
in the extent to which the ground pattern is exp~nded. The smaller 
expansions of AP echoes are associated with smaller refractivity values. 
and larger amounts with larger values. All cases with greater amounts 
of AP were from periods of higber temperatures than those with lesser 
amounts. Warmer air masses, with their larger values of temperature and 
humidity, have greater values of refr~ctivity. However, tbe gradient 
of ~, rather than tr~ discrete values of N, is most important in determin
ing the refracting properties of an air mass. 

The difference in amount of anomalous echoes appear to depend upon the 
gradient and thickness of the surface refracting layer. All of the smaller 
amounts occurred.~~th gradients between l8N/!OOO ft and 30N/lOOO ft; the 
larger amounts-6ccurred with gradients between 26N/lOOO ft and 40N/lOOO 
ft. In general,.· the refracting layer \~as thicker when the larger amouq.ts 
of anomalous echoes were observed. How~ver, the thickness of the surface 
refracting layer "1as less than 1600 ft in ~ll cases. 

The anomalous echoes are related to the topographic features. Comparison 
of Figure 7 with a map of the terrain shows that the excess echoes 
(indicated by white arrows) are reflections from hills at those locations. 
These hills are.not detected under standard refractive conditions, but 
are detected when the radar ray is bent one and one-half to two times the 
standard rate of bending. Greater bending of the ray will cause additional 
topographic features to be presented on the PPI (Figure 8). 

LARGE AREAS OF ECHO SEPARATED FRc:t! THE NoP.MAL GROUND" PATTERN 

The examples that are included in 
echoes at a considerable distance 

"some cases, ~hese echoes encircle 
confined to one or two quadrants. 
by an elevated ducting layer. 

this group are those \,rhich have anomalous 
from the normal ground pattern. In 
the local area; in others, they are 
In most cases, they appear to be caused 

T\;ro eX3mp.les of anomalous echoes which encircle the local area are con
sidered first. Figures 9 and 10 are examples of "radial patterns" which 
occurred on 7 May 1962 and 12 February 1962. "The black circles again show 
an area of 25 miles radius nearest CLL. 'A polaroid photograph is presented 
for 7 ~~y because the regular photographs were not useable. In the case 
of 12 February, there had been a complete ring of echoes ear.lier, bu~ 
those in the eastern quadrants had begun to dis:ippear by o 820CST , ~~hen 

the photograph was taken. The refractivity profiles for both dates were 
very similar. 

A large anticyclone was located over the Gulf of Mexico at the surface, 
with a smaller high-pressure"area aloft centered over Texas', on both 
7 May 1962 and 12 February 1962. Thus, there was a layer of moist Gulf 
air near the surface, overlain by a very dry layer caused by subsidence. 
Nocturnal radiational cooling at the surface. together \nth the subsi
dence warming aloft. created a very sharp inversion. These are the ideal 
conditions for the formation 2!!ll elevated superrefra~ layer, ~ 
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The common feature of all cases was a surface refracting layer less than 
2000 ft thick, overlain by air of standard or near-standard refraction. 
The difference in refractivity between the two divisions is reflected 
in the extent to which the ground pattern is exp~nded. The smaller 
expansions of AP echoes are associated with smaller refractivity values. 
and larger amounts with larger values. All cases with greater amounts 
of AP were from periods of higber temperatures than those with lesser 
amounts. Warmer air masses, with their larger values of temperature and 
humidity, have greater values of refr~ctivity. However, tbe gradient 
of ~, rather than tr~ discrete values of N, is most important in determin
ing the refracting properties of an air mass. 

The difference in amount of anomalous echoes appear to depend upon the 
gradient and thickness of the surface refracting layer. All of the smaller 
amounts occurred.~~th gradients between l8N/!OOO ft and 30N/lOOO ft; the 
larger amounts-6ccurred with gradients between 26N/lOOO ft and 40N/lOOO 
ft. In general,.· the refracting layer \~as thicker when the larger amouq.ts 
of anomalous echoes were observed. How~ver, the thickness of the surface 
refracting layer "1as less than 1600 ft in ~ll cases. 

The anomalous echoes are related to the topographic features. Comparison 
of Figure 7 with a map of the terrain shows that the excess echoes 
(indicated by white arrows) are reflections from hills at those locations. 
These hills are.not detected under standard refractive conditions, but 
are detected when the radar ray is bent one and one-half to two times the 
standard rate of bending. Greater bending of the ray will cause additional 
topographic features to be presented on the PPI (Figure 8). 

LARGE AREAS OF ECHO SEPARATED FRc:t! THE NoP.MAL GROUND" PATTERN 

The examples that are included in 
echoes at a considerable distance 

"some cases, ~hese echoes encircle 
confined to one or two quadrants. 
by an elevated ducting layer. 

this group are those \,rhich have anomalous 
from the normal ground pattern. In 
the local area; in others, they are 
In most cases, they appear to be caused 

T\;ro eX3mp.les of anomalous echoes which encircle the local area are con
sidered first. Figures 9 and 10 are examples of "radial patterns" which 
occurred on 7 May 1962 and 12 February 1962. "The black circles again show 
an area of 25 miles radius nearest CLL. 'A polaroid photograph is presented 
for 7 ~~y because the regular photographs were not useable. In the case 
of 12 February, there had been a complete ring of echoes ear.lier, bu~ 
those in the eastern quadrants had begun to dis:ippear by o 820CST , ~~hen 

the photograph was taken. The refractivity profiles for both dates were 
very similar. 

A large anticyclone was located over the Gulf of Mexico at the surface, 
with a smaller high-pressure"area aloft centered over Texas', on both 
7 May 1962 and 12 February 1962. Thus, there was a layer of moist Gulf 
air near the surface, overlain by a very dry layer caused by subsidence. 
Nocturnal radiational cooling at the surface. together \nth the subsi
dence warming aloft. created a very sharp inversion. These are the ideal 
conditions for the formation 2!!ll elevated superrefra~ layer, ~ 
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b. 0820CST. 12 February 1962, Range: 225 mi. 
Fig. 10 Radial Pattern of Anomalous Echoes Associated with 

an Elevated Refracting Layer. 
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near-staudard refractive conditions above aud below the layer. The effect 
of the elevated'layer on the radar ray is dependent on the location of 
the 8?teuna relative to the layer, and on the antenna elevation angle. 
If the antenna is located well below the layer, total bending of the ray 
\JI&y. be considerable at low elevation angles, but the ray will emerge on 
the top ~ide of the layer. When the antenna 1.s located just belo\~ the 
layer (~thin sever~l thousand feet) and elevated less than 2 deg. the 
ray may be trapped or totally refracted. 

~here are several characteristics which distinguish these echoes from 
those disc~ssed previously. First, a radial pattern is caused by total 
or near-total refraction from an elevated layer. so that its location is 
dependent on the vertical distance between the radar and the layer, as 
well as on the antenna elevation angle. ~errain features are of secondary 
importance in giving the pattern its shape and location. Second, these 
echoes usually persist longer because it takes much more convective 
!lILting to destroy an elevated layer than is needed to destr'oy a lc;.yer 
next to the surface. ~hird. elements of a second ring of echoes are often 
Observed; they probably result from a second "bounce" of the ray between 
the surface and the refracting layer. 

A good example of anomalous ~choes associated with the formation of an 
elevated refracting layer occurred during the night of -27 April 1962. 
An elongated low-pressure trough aloft, extending from Illinois to central 
TeXaS. trig~ered severe thunderstorm~as it moved eastward during the day. 
Clearing occurred over the southern half of the state during ·the afternoon', 
but thunderstorms continued in t_be Dai-las-Sbreveport area. Moist Gulf 
air was flowing northward aloft, ahead of the trough, .at the time of the 
OOOOUT radiosonde"soundings; it was replaced by veri dry air from the west 
4fter p&ssage of the trough. Figure 11 shows the refractivity profiles 
for S,n Antonio (SAT) and L.2k~ Charles (LeU) at oGOO Universal Time (UT) 
:l.nd 1200UT. 28 .April (1800CS~ > 27 April and 0600CST; ,28 April); the 
profile for Ft. Worth (ACF) is not shown as<it'did no:: change appreciably 
from one sounding to the next. The formation of an elevated superrcfrtictive 
L:::yer i.s clearly indicated at both stations be~'!een the times of the t\vo 
soundings. Figure 12 shows' the AP echoes which had formed in the southern 
quadrapts by 2250CST (skies were then clear); the echoes to the north 
'Iere caused by thunderstorms. 

The last example to be considered:,in this group occurr~d on 9 February 
1962 (Figure l3z.--e). Skies were gener.:llly clear over the state. except 
for some e.:::rly morning ,fog :1lon3 the co~st ;:lnd 101. str::Ltus clouds dlich 
dissipated .:lS the temper'lture increased. A large high-pressure are<:- l~as 

sitLlated over the sout!leastern United States, so that ,,,arm, moist oir u .. s 
flo~in~ northward from the Gulf at the lower levels. Cold, dry ai~ =loft 
h;:;.d entered TexO!s from the northwest; the 1200UT refr .. ctivity p,rofiles 
F~~tlre 14) Lndicatc that this 3ir had not reached LCH. Very strons 
superrefractive layers e~sted at ACF and SAX; it appears to be a reason
able assumption that such a layer existed at CLL also. if one considers the 
amDunt of ~nomalous echoes that were occurring (Figure l3a---e). Both 
the profiles and the photographs demonstrate that the pattern was,not a 
true radial pattern at 0850CST. although echoes occurred in all directions. 
During the next 15 min, heating and convective InixiDg began to destl:OY . 
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near-staudard refractive conditions above aud below the layer. The effect 
of the elevated'layer on the radar ray is dependent on the location of 
the 8?teuna relative to the layer, and on the antenna elevation angle. 
If the antenna is located well below the layer, total bending of the ray 
\JI&y. be considerable at low elevation angles, but the ray will emerge on 
the top ~ide of the layer. When the antenna 1.s located just belo\~ the 
layer (~thin sever~l thousand feet) and elevated less than 2 deg. the 
ray may be trapped or totally refracted. 

~here are several characteristics which distinguish these echoes from 
those disc~ssed previously. First, a radial pattern is caused by total 
or near-total refraction from an elevated layer. so that its location is 
dependent on the vertical distance between the radar and the layer, as 
well as on the antenna elevation angle. ~errain features are of secondary 
importance in giving the pattern its shape and location. Second, these 
echoes usually persist longer because it takes much more convective 
!lILting to destroy an elevated layer than is needed to destr'oy a lc;.yer 
next to the surface. ~hird. elements of a second ring of echoes are often 
Observed; they probably result from a second "bounce" of the ray between 
the surface and the refracting layer. 

A good example of anomalous ~choes associated with the formation of an 
elevated refracting layer occurred during the night of -27 April 1962. 
An elongated low-pressure trough aloft, extending from Illinois to central 
TeXaS. trig~ered severe thunderstorm~as it moved eastward during the day. 
Clearing occurred over the southern half of the state during ·the afternoon', 
but thunderstorms continued in t_be Dai-las-Sbreveport area. Moist Gulf 
air was flowing northward aloft, ahead of the trough, .at the time of the 
OOOOUT radiosonde"soundings; it was replaced by veri dry air from the west 
4fter p&ssage of the trough. Figure 11 shows the refractivity profiles 
for S,n Antonio (SAT) and L.2k~ Charles (LeU) at oGOO Universal Time (UT) 
:l.nd 1200UT. 28 .April (1800CS~ > 27 April and 0600CST; ,28 April); the 
profile for Ft. Worth (ACF) is not shown as<it'did no:: change appreciably 
from one sounding to the next. The formation of an elevated superrcfrtictive 
L:::yer i.s clearly indicated at both stations be~'!een the times of the t\vo 
soundings. Figure 12 shows' the AP echoes which had formed in the southern 
quadrapts by 2250CST (skies were then clear); the echoes to the north 
'Iere caused by thunderstorms. 

The last example to be considered:,in this group occurr~d on 9 February 
1962 (Figure l3z.--e). Skies were gener.:llly clear over the state. except 
for some e.:::rly morning ,fog :1lon3 the co~st ;:lnd 101. str::Ltus clouds dlich 
dissipated .:lS the temper'lture increased. A large high-pressure are<:- l~as 

sitLlated over the sout!leastern United States, so that ,,,arm, moist oir u .. s 
flo~in~ northward from the Gulf at the lower levels. Cold, dry ai~ =loft 
h;:;.d entered TexO!s from the northwest; the 1200UT refr .. ctivity p,rofiles 
F~~tlre 14) Lndicatc that this 3ir had not reached LCH. Very strons 
superrefractive layers e~sted at ACF and SAX; it appears to be a reason
able assumption that such a layer existed at CLL also. if one considers the 
amDunt of ~nomalous echoes that were occurring (Figure l3a---e). Both 
the profiles and the photographs demonstrate that the pattern was,not a 
true radial pattern at 0850CST. although echoes occurred in all directions. 
During the next 15 min, heating and convective InixiDg began to destl:OY . 
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Fig. 13a Anomalous Echoes caused by a Strong Super-refrac"ti Ve 

Layer at "the Surface. 
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the superrefractive layer next to the surface; an elevated layer was 
cre~ted and the echoes moved outward from the center (Figure l3b). 
Continued heating and convection during the next 26 min destroyed much-
of the radi~l pattern (Figure l3c. 0931CST); in the following 13 min, all 
the echoes in the northwest quadrant disappeared and new echoes appeared 
in the southwest quadrant (figure l3d. 0944CST). Nearly all the echoes 
had disappeared by 1021 CST, except several in the eastern quadrants 
beyond 100 mi. indicating that the low-level refracting layer was virtually 
destroyed. This ex~ple tends to confirm all previous conclusions con
cerning the relationship between anomalous echoes and the location and 
strength of superrefractive layers. 

OPTICAL AND RADIO PROPAGATION 

In Chapter 13 of the Handbook of Geophysics for Air Force Designers, 
published by the U. S. Air Force in 1957, various equations, tables. and 
nomograms are presented covering electromagnetic wave propagation in the 
lower &tmosphere. Figures 15 and 16, as copied from that book, show how 
refr=ctive modulus valu~vary with altitude for both optical and radio 
wavelengths. As shown in Figure 16 the two curves for optical and radio 
wavelengths converge at altitudes greater than 20,000 feet. This would 
indicate that any abnormal ducting of optical and/or radar ~pe images 
might be similarly distorted to observers in aircraft flying above 20,000 
feet when atmospheric abnormalities ~re uni~uely favorable. for anomalous 
propagation. 

AIl.CRAFT PENETRATIml OF CLEAR AlB. !lANGE'LS" 

At the Ninth Weather Rzdar Conference in Kansas City in 1961, R. Q. Tillman, 
R. E. Ruskin. and M. N. Robinson of the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory, 
reported on the tracking of .::pproximately 500 clear .:.ir "angel" echoes. 
Most of the "angels" plotted had radar c~oss sections between approxim3tely 
0.2 and 3 cm2• 

The maximum detectable range usually fell between .2,000 and 4,000 yards. 
On Clcc::.:;ion, distinct angels with the ilppearanc.e .. nd charocterisO::ics of 
lar6e airpl~nes or vessels were trocked. presenting targets roughly 100 
times the minimum detectable target at that r~nge. The phySical extent 
of most of the angels, as deduced from manu~lly varying the range setting 
across the tar6et, was approximately 35 yards. 

A series of attempts was made to vector an instrumented WV-2 Super
Constellation aircraft througb the apparent locGtion of the angel echoes. 
Of 28 ottempts, 4 ~ere successful. The plane was directed by radio by 
the radilr operators, using the altitude and heading inform~tion from the 
plotting boards. On the ~our successful runs the plane passed directly 
thro~gh the telescope cross hairs, and its radar return was visible in the 
range notch of the A-scopes. In each case the radar shifted to this 
stronger target. However. in one run it was possible to unlock momentarily 
from the plane and to pick up the angel ~g~in. On another occasion, the 
angel echo disappeared when the ~ircr~ft possed through. The aircraft 
instr:.unintation included.: a rapid-response refractometer, a vortex ther
mometer, electric field and conductivity instruments, and space ch.::rge 
detector. In none of the four instances was there any correlation between 
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the records of these instruments and the angel loc~tion. Slight turbulence 
~~as encountered in close proximity of several of the angels, but no definite 
correlation could be ascertained. 

SID-MARY 

Cloudless skies and good visibility prevailed at the time of the UFO 
sightings in an Qrea from 50 miles east of Dallas to Mineral Wells, 
Texas in the early morning hours of September 19, 1957. Therefore, the 
UFO sightin~s were not related to cloudiness, lightning, or radar echoes 
from shower activity near the fligbt p~th. 

The vertical profile of the atmosphere as measured ~t Ft. Worth did contain 
a sharp temperature inversion near the 6000 - 7000 foot;level (Fi~~re 2). 
The temperature increased and moisture content decreased rapidly ~~th 
height in this layer. The change "I-:ith height was great enough to permit 
a corresponding gradient of refr~ctive index near the critical level 
which allows 'extensive anomalous propagation of eit~er optical or radar 
energy (see Figures 3 and 16). The aiTcraft crew, although flying above 
the ducting layer, could have been receiving echoes and/or images of 
objects or lights many miles from the path of the aircraft. The ground' 
operators of radar, located below the ducting layer, probably ~ere observ
ing echoes which were part of an anomalous propagation pattern.trans
mitted to th~ due to the elevated refracting layer." 

The air mass itself would have been changing slowly with respect to time 
during th.! night time hours. From a fixed position the ground radar 
operators would have been able to detect anomalous propagation near one 
particular position for fairly long periods. By contrast the airborne 
equipment would have been constantly changing its position relative to 
both the surrounding atmosphere and terrain. The probable ducting of 
images from considerable distances through the layered atmosphere would 
have tended to keep the images in the same general direction from the 
aircraft and at some distance away from the aircraft itself. This is in 
some ways similar to th~ observation of a rainbow from ~ moving automobile. 

It is worthy to note that a large fraction of the reports on detailed 
research which have been used as references for the conclusions in this 
study have publication dates after September 1957. Even in 1968 it is not 
likely that the results of such research are common knowledge to a high 
fraction of aircraft cre~.s who might on rare occasions fly near a "ducting 
layer" which is invisible in a cloudless atmosphere. 

The detailed\observations are being retained in my files. Should they 
be of further use to you please let me know. 
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APPENQIX R: LETTER FRO~I GENERAL N. F. TWINING 
To"CO~1MANDING GENERAL. ARMY AI~ FORCES 

. 23 SEPTEMBER 1947 

SUBJECT: AMC Opinion Concerning "Flying Discs" 

TO: Commanding General . 
Army Air Forces \ 
Washing~on 25. D. C. 
ATTENTION: Brig. General George Schu1gen 

AC/AS-2 

23 Sep~ember 1947 

1. As reques~ed by AC/AS-2 there is presented below the considered 
op~~on of this Command concerning the so-called "Flying Discs". This 
op1n1on is based on in~errogation repo~ data furnished by AC/AS-2 and 
preliminary studies by personnel of T-2 and Aircraft Laboratory. Engineer
ing Division T-3. This opinion was arrived at in a conference between 
personnel from the Air Institute of Technology, Intelligence T-2, Office, 
Chief of Engineering Division. and the Aircraft, Power Plant and Propeller 
Laboratories of Engineering Division T-3. 

2. It is the opinion that: 

a. The phenomenon reported is something real and not visionary 
or fictitious. 

~. 

b. There are objects probably approximating the shape of a 
disc, of such appreciable size as to appear to be as large as man-made 
aircraft. 

c. There is a possibility that some of the incidents may be 
caused by natural phenomena, such as meteors. 

d. The reported operating characteristics such as extreme 
rates of climb, maneuverability (particularly in roll). and action which 
must be considered evasive when Sighted or con~acted by friendly air
ct'aft·.,and radar, lend belief to the possibility that some of the objects 
are controlled either manually, automatically or remotely. 

e. The apparent common description of the objects is as follows: 

(1) Metallic or light reflec~ing surface. 
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J. 

Basic Ltr fr CG, AMC WF to CG, AAF, Wash. D.C. subj "AMC Opinion Con
cerning "Flying Discs" 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Absen~e of trail, except in a few instances when the 
object apparently was op~rat~ng under high perfor
mance conditions. 

Circular or:'elliptical.in shape, flat on bottom and 
domed on top. 

SeveraI"'reports of well kept formation flights varying 
from three to nine objects. 

Normally no associated sound, except in three instances 
a substantial rumbling roar was noted. 

Level flight speeds normally above 300 knots are esti
mated. 

f. It is possible within the present U. ? knowledge -- pro
vided extensive detailed development is undertaken -- to construct a 
piloted aircraft which has the general description of the object in sub

-paragraph (e) above which would be capable of an approximate range' of 
7000 miles at subsonic speeds. 

g. Any developments in this country along the lines indicated 
would be extremely expensive, time consuming and at the considerable ex
pense of current projects and therefore, if directed, should be set up in
depende-ntly of existing projects. 

h. Due consideration must be given the following: 

(1) The possibility that these objects are of domestic 
origin - the product of some high security project 
not known to AC/AS-2 or this Command. 

(2) The 1a~k of physical evidence in the shape' of crash 
recove-red exhibits w:lich would undeniab ly prove the 
existence of these oDjects. 

(3) The possibility that some foreign nation has a form 
of propulsion pQSsib1y nuclear, which is outside of 
our domestic knowledge. 

3. It is recommended that: 

a. Headquarters, Army Air Forces issue a directive assigning 
a priority/security classification and Code Name for a detailed study of 
this matter to include the preparation of complete sets of all available 
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-paragraph (e) above which would be capable of an approximate range' of 
7000 miles at subsonic speeds. 

g. Any developments in this country along the lines indicated 
would be extremely expensive, time consuming and at the considerable ex
pense of current projects and therefore, if directed, should be set up in
depende-ntly of existing projects. 

h. Due consideration must be given the following: 

(1) The possibility that these objects are of domestic 
origin - the product of some high security project 
not known to AC/AS-2 or this Command. 

(2) The 1a~k of physical evidence in the shape' of crash 
recove-red exhibits w:lich would undeniab ly prove the 
existence of these oDjects. 

(3) The possibility that some foreign nation has a form 
of propulsion pQSsib1y nuclear, which is outside of 
our domestic knowledge. 

3. It is recommended that: 

a. Headquarters, Army Air Forces issue a directive assigning 
a priority/security classification and Code Name for a detailed study of 
this matter to include the preparation of complete sets of all available 
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Basic Ltr fr eG, AMc", WF to eG, AAF, Wash. D.C. subj "AMe Opinion Con
cerning "Flying Discs'" , 

and pertinent data which will then be made available to the Army, Navy, 
Atomic Energy Commission, JRDB, the Air Force Scientific Advisory Group, 
NACA, and the RAND and NEPA projects for comments and recommendations, 
with a prel~inary report to be forwarded withing 15 days of receipt of 
the data and a detailed report thereafter every 30 days as the investi
gation develops. A complete interchange of data should be effected. 

4. Awaiting a specific directive AMC will continue the investi
gation within its current resources in order to more closely define the 
nature of the phenomenon. Detailed Essential Elements of Information 
will be formulated immediately for transmittal thru channels. 
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APPENDIX S: DIRECrIVE - MA.JO~ GENERAL L. C. CRAIGIE TO COMMANDING GENERAL 
WRIGHT FIELD (WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB) - DISPOSITION AND SECURITY FOR PROJECT 
"SIGN", DATED 30 DECEMBER 1947. 

(COPY) 

SUBJECT: Flying Discs 

TO: Commanding General 
Air Material Command 
Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio 
Attn: TSDIH 

30 December 1947 

1. Reference is made to three inclosures, memoranda from your office 
to this headquarters, subject as above. 

2. It is Air Force policy not to ignore reports of sightings and 
phanomena in the atmosphere but to recognize that part of its mission is 
to collect, collate. evaluate and act on information of this nature. 

3. In implementing this policy, it is desired that th(, Air Material 
Command set up a project whose purpose is to collect, collate. evaluate and 
distribute to interested government agencies and contractors all information 
concerning:,sightings and phenomena in the atmosphere which can be construed 
to be of concern to the naticnal security. It is desired that appropriate 
recommendations be forwarded to this Headquarters, wherever action is indi
catedwhich falls outside the field of the Air Material Command. 

4. It is suggested that the activities of this project include the 
preparation and distribution of an initial report, as recommended in In
closure 1, and that subsequent reports be issued on a quarterly basis. 
Supplementary reports shOUld be issued at more frequent intervals should 
the need for same be indicated. This project is assigned priority 2A, with 
a security classification of "restr:i:t:ed" and Code Name of "SIGN". Where 
data of a classification higher than restricted is handled by the project 
such data should be classified accordingly. A complete interchange of data 
should be effected as recommend~d in Inclosure 1. 
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such data should be classified accordingly. A complete interchange of 
data snou1d be effected as recommended in Inclosure 1. 

BY COMMAND OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF: 

4 Incls 
1. Memo dtd'23 Sept '47 

from AMC to AC/AS-2 
(Gen Scnu1gen) 

2. Memo dtd 24 Sept '47 
from AMC to AC/AS-2 
(Gen McDonald) 

3. Memo dtd 19 Dec '47 
to Gen Craigie 

L. C. CRAIGIE 
Major General, U.S.Air Force 
Director of Research and Development 
Office, Deputy Chief of Staff. Material 

4. R&R from Dir of tntel1. w/2 Dools 
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APPENDIX T: G. E. VALLEY, INTERPRETATION OF REPORTS OF UNIDENTIFIED 
FLYING OBJECTS, PROJECT "SIGN", NO. F-TR-2274-IA., APPENDIX "C". 

Appendix "C" 

Some Considerations Affecting the Interpretation of Reports of Unidentified 

Flyina Objects 

By 

G. E. Valley, Member Scientific Advisory Board, 
Office of the Chief of Staff, united States Air Force 

The writer has studied summary abstracts and comments pertaining 
to unidentified flying objects, which were forwarded by Air Force Intell
igence. These remarks are divided into three main parts: the first part 
is a short summ!!y of the reports; the second part consists of a general 
survey of various possibilities of accounting for the reports; the third 
part contains certain recommendations for future action. 

PART I -- SHORT SUMMARY OF OBSERVAnOHS 

The reports can be grouped as follows: 

. Group 1 -- The most numerous reports indicate the daytime observa~on 
of metallic disk-like objects, roughly in diameter ten times their thick
ness. There is some suggestion that the cross section is assyIDetrical and 
rather like a turtle shell. Reports agree that these objects are capable 
of high acceleration alld velocity; ,they often are sighted in groups, some
times in formation. Sometimes they flutter. 

Group 2 -- The second group consists'of reports of lights observed at 
night. These are also capable of high speed and acceleration. They are 
less commonly seen in groups. They usu lly appear to be sharply defined 
luminous objects. 

Group 3 -- The third group consists of reports of various kinds of 
~ockets, in general appearing somewhat like V-2 rockets. 

GraUE 4 -- The fourth group contains reports of various devices whiCh, 
in the writer's opinion, are sounding balloons of unusual shape such as are 
made by the General Mills Company to Navy contract. 

Group 5 The fifth group includes reports of objects in which little 
credence can be placed. 
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General Remarks 

In general, it is noted that few, if_any, reports indicate that the 
observed objects make any noise or radio interference_ Nor are there 
many indications of any material affects or physical damage attributable 
to the observed objects. 

Summary -- PART I 

This report will consider mainly the reports of Groups I and 2. 

PART II -- ON POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS OF THE REPORTS 

Section A -- What can be deduced concerning the nature of an unknown 
aerial object from a single sighting? 

Here, there are two problems: first, how much can be deduced con
cerning the nature of the objects from geometrical calculations alone; 
second, how much more can be deduced if, in addition, it is assumed that 
the objects obey the laws of nature as.we know them. 

Concerning the f1rst problem, it can be stated that only ratios of 
lengths, and rates of change of such ratios, can be accurately determined. 
Thus, the range and size of such objects cannot be determined; and it is 
noticeable that reports of size of the ob erved objects are widely at 
variance. However,'ang1es, such as the angle subtended by the object. can 
be observed. Likewise there is fair agreement abong several observers 
that the diameter of the objects of Group 1 is about ten times their thick
ness. Although velocity cannot be determined, angUlar velocity can be, 
and in particular the flutter frequency could, in principle, be determined. 

All that can be concluded about the range and size of the objects, 
from geometrical considerations alone. is: 1) from the fact that estimated 
sizes vary so widely. the objects were actually either of ifferent sizes, 
or more likely. that they were far enough from the observers so that binoc
ular vision produced no stereoscopic effect; this only means that they were 
farther off than about thirty feet; 2) since objects were seen to disappear 
,behind trees. buildings. clouds. etc., they are large enough to be visible 
at the ranges of those recognizable objects. 

Now,it is obviously of prime importance to estimate the size and mass 
of the observed objects. This may be possible to some extent if it is 
permissible to assume that they obey the laws of physics. Since the ob
jects have not been Observed to produce any physical effects, other t~an the 
one case in which a cloud was evaporated along the trajectory. it is not 
certain that the laws of mechanics, for instance, would be sufficient. 
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But suppose that machanical laws alone are sufficient. then the 
following example is sufficient proof that at least a length could. in 
principle, be determined: suppose a simple pendulum were observed sus
pended in the sky; then after observing its frequency of oscillation, 
we could deduce from the laws of mechanics its precise length. 

This suggests that something could be deduced from the observed 
fluttering motion of some of the objects of Group 1. Assume that we 
know the angular frequency and angular amplitude of this fluttering 
motion (they can be measured in principle from a motion picture). Then 
for purposes of calculation assume the object to be thirty feet in di
ameter, to be as rigid as a normal aircraft wing of,30-foot span. to be 
constructed of material of the optimum weight-strength ratio and to be 
a structure of most ef~icient design. It is now possible to calculate 
how heavy the object must be merely to remain rigid under the observed 
angular motion. Let the calculation be made for a plurality of assumed 
sizes 1. 2. 4, 8. 16. 32, 64 ---- up to say 200 feet. and let calculated 
mass be plotted versus assumed size. The non-linear character of the 
curve should indicate an approximate upper limit to the size of the ob
ject. 

If, in addition. it is assumed that the flutter is due to aerody
namic forces. it is possible that mpre precise information could be 
obtained. 

The required angular data can probably be extracted from the wit
nesses most relaibly by the use of a demonstration model which can be 
made to oscillate or flutter in a known way. 

Summary -- PART II. Section A 

Geometrical calculations alone cannot yield the size of objects 
observed from a single station; such observation together with the 
assumption that the objects are essentially aircraft. can be used to 
set reasonable limits of size. 

Section B The possibility of supporting and propelling a solid 
object by unusual means. 

Since some observers have obviously colored their reports with 
talk of rays. jets. beams, space-ships. and the like. it is well to 
examine what possibilities exist along these lines. This is also im
portant in view of the conclusions of PART II. Section A. of this 
report. 
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Method I -- Propulsion and support by' means of "rays" or ''beams''. 

By "rays" or "beams" are meant either purely" electromagnetic radi
ation or else radiation which is largely corpuscular like cathode-rays 
or cosmic-rays or cyclotron-beams. 

Now, it is obvious that any device propelled or supported by such 
means is fundamentally a reaction device. it is fundamental in the 
theory of such devices that a given amount of energy is most efficiently 
spent if the·momentum thrown back or down is large. This means that a 
large mass should be given a small acceleration -- a theorem well under
stood by helicopter designers. 

The beams or rays mentioned do the contrary, a small mass is given 
a very high velocity, consequently enormous powers, greater than the 
total world's power copacity, would be needed to support even the small
est object by such means. 

Method II -- Direct use of Earth's Magnetic Field 

One observer (incident 68) noticed a violent motion of a hand-held 
compass. If we assume from this that the objects produced a magnetic 
field, comparable with the Earth's field,-namely, 0.1 gauss, and that 
the observer found that the object sub tended an .&ngle 9 at his position, 
then the ampere-~ns of the required electromagnet is given by: 

ni = 3~R where R is the range of the object. 
9 

For instance, if R is one kilometer and the object is 10 meters in di
ameter, then ni ~ I billion ampere-turns. 

Now if the object were actually only 10 meters away and were corres
pondingly smaller; namely. 10 em in diameter, it would still require 10 
million ampere-turns. 

These figures are a little in excess of what can be conveniently 
done on the ground. They make it seem unlikely that the effect was 
actually observed. 

Now. the Earth's magnetic field would react on such a magnet to 
__ produce not only a torque but also a force. This force depends not di

rectly on the Earth's field intensity but on its irregularity or gradient. 
This force is obviously minute since the change in field over a distance 
of 10 meters (assumed diameter of the object) is scarcely measureable. 
moreover the gradient is not predictable but changes due to local ore 
deposits. Thus, even if the effect were large enough to use, it would 
still be unreliable and unpredictable. . 
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Method III -- Support of an electrically-charged object by 
causing it to move transverse to the Earth's magnetic 
field. 

A positively-charged body moving from west to east. or a nega
tively-charged body moving from east to west will experien~e an upward 
force due to th~ Earth's magnetic field. 

A sphere 10 meters diameter moving at a speed of one kilometer/ 
second would experience an upward force of one pound at the equator
if charged to a,.potential of 5 x 1012 volts. This is obviously ridic-
ulous. . 

Section D -- The anti-gravity shield 

It has been proposed. by various writers. perhaps first by H.G.Wells. 
that it might be possible to construct a means of shielding a massive 
body from the influence of gravity. Such an object would then float. 
Recently. there appeared in the press a notice that a prominent economist 
has offered to support research on such an enterprise. 

Obviously. conservation of energy demands that considerable energy 
be given the supported object in order to place it on the shield. How
ever. this amount of energy is in no way prohibitive. and furthermore 
it can be gotten back when the object lands. 

Aside from the fact that we have no suggestions as to how such a 
device is to be made. the various theories of general relativity all agree 
in assuming that gravitational force and force due to acceleration are 
indistinguishable. and from this assumption the theories predict certain 
effects which ate in fact observed. The assumption. therefore. is probably 
correct. and a corollary of it is essentially that only by means of an 
acceleration can gravity be counteracted. This. we can successfully do 
for instance by making an artificial satellite. but this presumably is 
not what has been observed. 

Summary -- PART II. Section B 

Several unorthodox means of supporting or propelling a solid object 
have been considered. all are impracticable. This finding lends credence 
to the tentative proposed assumption of Part,~I. that the objects are 
supported and propelled by some normal means. 'or else that they are not 
solids. No discussion of the type of Part II. Section B. can. in prin
ciple. of course. be complete. 

Section C -- Possible causes for the reports 

Classification I -- Natural terrestrial phenomena 

1. The observations may be due to some effect such as ball of 
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Method III -- Support of an electrically-charged object by 
causing it to move transverse to the Earth's magnetic 
field. 

A positively-charged body moving from west to east, or a nega
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lightning. The writer has no suggestions on this essentially meteoro
logical subject. 

2. The objects may be some kind of animal. 

Even in the celebrated case of incident 172 where the light was 
chased by a P,51 for half an hour and which was reported by the pilot to 
be intelligently directed. we can make this remark. For considering that 
an intelligence capable of making so remarkable device would not be likely 
to play around in so idle a manner as described by the pilot. 

In this connection. it would be well to examine if ,some of the 
lights observed at night were not fire-flies. 

3. The observed objects may be hallucinatory or psychological 
in or1g1n. It is of prime importance to study this possibility because 
we can learn from it something of the character of the population; its 
response under attack; and also something about the reliability of visual 
observation. 

One would like to assume that the positions held by many of 
the reported observers guarantee their observations. Unfortunately. 
there were many reports of curious phenomena by pilots during the war 
-- the incident of the fire-ball fighters comes to mind. Further, 
mariners have been reporting sea-serpents for hundreds of years yet no 
one has yet produced a photograph. 

It would be interesting to tabulate the responses to see how 
reliable were the reports on the Japanese balloons during the war. There 
we had a phenomenon proven to be real. 

It is interesting that the reports swiftly reach a maximum 
fre~uency during the end of June 1947 and then slowly taper off. We can 
assume that this is actually an indication of how many objects were actu
a~ly about. or, ~uite differently. we can take this frequency curve as 
indicating something about mass psychology. 

This point can be tested. Suppose the population is momentarily 
eXCited; he,w does the frequency of reports vary with time? A study of 
crank letters received after the recent publicity given to the satellite 
program shOUld give the required frequency distribution. 

It is probably necessary but certainly not sufficient that the 
unidentified-object curve and the crank-letter curve should-be similar 
in order for the flying disks to be classes as hallucinations. 
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A large-scale experiment was made at the time of the Orson Welles' 
"Martian" broadcast. Some records of this must persist in newspaper files. 

Classification II -- Man-made terrestrial phenomena 

1. The obj ects may be Russian aircraft. If this were so, then the 
considerations of Sections A and B indicate that we would have plenty to 
worry about. It is the author's opinion that only an accidental dis
covery of a degree of novelty never before achieved could suffice to 
explain such devices. It is doubtful whether a potential enemy would 
arouse our curiosity in so idle a fashion. 

Classification III Extra terrestrial objects. 

1. Meteors: It is noteworthy that the British physiCist Lovell 
writing in "Physics Today" mentions the radar discovery of a new day
time meteorite stream which reached its maximum during June 1947. The 
reported objects lose little of their interest, however, if they are of 
meteoritic origin. 

2. Animals: Although the objects are descirbed act more like ani
mals than anything else, there are few reliable reports on extra
terrestrial animals. 

3. Space Ships: The following considerations pertain: 

a. If there is an 'extra terrestrial civilization which can 
make such obj ects as are reported then it is most probable that its 
development is far in advance of ours. This argument can be supported 
on probability arguments alone without recourse to astronomical hypoth
eses. 

b. Such a civilization might observe that on Earth we now have 
atomic bombs and are fast developing rockets. In view of the past history 
of mankind, they should be alarmed. We should, therefore. expect at this 
time above all to behold such visitations. 

Since the acts of mankind most easily observed from a distance are 
A-bomb explosiOns we should expect some relation to obtain between the 
time of A-bomb explosiOns, the time at which the space ships are seen, and 
the time required for such ships to arrive from and return to home-base. 

PART III -- RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The file should be continued. 

2. A meteorologist should compute the approximate energy required 
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~o evaporate as much cloud as shown in ~he incident 26 photographs, To
ge~her wi~h an aerodynamicis~ he should examine whether a me~eori~e of 
unusual shape could move as observed. 

3. The calculations suggested in Par~ II, Sec~ion A, shQuld be 
estima~ed by an aerodynamicist with such changes as his more de~ailed 
knowledge may sugges~. 

4. The mass-psychology s~udies outlined in Part II, Section C, 
Classification I 3 should be carried out by a competent staff of statis
ticians and mass-~sr~~ologists. 

5. Interviewing "agents should carry obj ects or moving pictures for 
comparison with reporter's memories. These devices should be properly 
designed by a psychologist exp.erienced in probl~ pertaining to aircraft 
and design of aircraft-control equipment so that he shall have some grasp 
of what it is that is to be fo~a out. If the Air Force has reason to 
be seriously interested in these reports. it should take immediate steps 
to interrogate the reporters more precisely. 

6. A person skilled in the optics of the eye and of the atmosphere 
should investigate the particular point that several reports agree in 
describing the objects as being about ten times as wide as they are thick; 
the point being to see if there is a plurality of actual shapes which 
appear so, under conditions approaching limiting resolution or detectable 
contrast. 
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SUBJECT l!.cport. of }Icct.in3s o£ th~. 

: . ~ Scicnt.i£ic AdY:i.soq t'arle1 on 
"Unident.ii'icd :nying Object.s, Januar-,f ll~ - 18, 1953 

PURPOSE 

The purpOSE: or this l'icr.orandulTl is to present: 

a. A brief hist.ory ot t.he 1r.cet.ings of the. Advisory- Panel 

On Ullide,. .... tii"icl Flying Obj ects (Part I), 

b. AIl unoi'i"ici<.>.l supplel".cllt to the offic:!.al. P~.:;l Re?crt: 

'. ~ettin~ forth CO~9nts and su~gestions of the Pan~ 

Mer:'lbers vrhich theY' believed ~rere mappropria:t.Ei tor inchtsion 

in tne fo=-r.-.a.l rCllort. (Part n). 

PART I: HISTORY 03' ~iE;;:TnlIjS 

After .Collsideration of the subject of "u..nidentified nyin~ 

objects'~ .;!.t the 4 Decer:":Jer :::.~ati:ng of "the 

the follo<lI'ing action was azre~d: 

a. Enlist t.~e ser ... "ices of selacted. scientists .to 

l"enew and appraise the a-.railable ,avjdanca in the 

1il!;ot; of pe:-ti..'le:-.t scientir'ic 'theo:-ies. : •• It 

Foll~~i-'g the dele~ation of this act~on to ~he: 

i 
I 

i 
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en Advisory Panel ot selccted. scientists \''';15 asscmbled. In 

cooperation vi th the Air Technical In1:..ellie;ence Center. case 

histories ,of reported sightings and related material'were 

rc:;.do .:I.v~i1abl.e 1:or thei.r <itudy and considerati.6n. 

. ; :·;~::~{:.;~;~n~~:~~ 
-. : 

Present at the illitia:L mcetin&. (0930 Wedllesday, 14 J:tnual'Y) 

'Were: Dr. H. P. Robertson, Dr. .I Dr. Thornton 

Pa~e, Dr. Samllol. A. Goudsmit. 

and tho. wri tor. P311e1 Member, Dr. Lloyd y. Eerk

ner. was absent untiJ...Friday arternoon. MClSsr.S. 

Were present throUZhout the sessions to 1:amrliarize themse~ves 

with the subject. represent the substantive interest of their 

Divisions, and assist in administra~ive support of the meetiD~s. 

(A .list or personne~ concerned ldth ·tbe meetings is given n 

'lab A. 

.WEDNESDAY HORNING 

Tbeopenec1 the IIlceting. :t'eviewinc CJA interest :in the' 

subject and aetion taken. ~Ch:is' review included the menti.oll ot: 

tbe. ! St.udy Gt-oup or Au&USt 1952 

culminating in .the briefing of the the ATIC Novetr;ber 21 

'briefing, 4 December consideration; visit to ATIC 

Robertson and • al'Id' 

to b&tio~ security indirectly related t.o theft sightings,_ 

Mt-. enumerat.ed these potential dangers. FollO"'.nng thiS' 

mtroductior.t Dr. t~ed tbe meeting a.rer to 
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Chail:":lla.ll of: the Pane~. Dr. Robertson cnw;.c!'atcd.· 

tp~ cvid~~ce avail~b2e and requested consideratio~ or specific 

!'c~orts a.nd letters be tAlkcn by ~rtain inclividuaJ.s present (Tab B): 

F,,~ e:Xamp~e ~ case histories i.nvo~vin::; racl~ or radar and vi:;;U& 

w-hUc rcpol:"ts of Green 

F~c:ball p~cnomena~ lIoe"tl1rnil1 ~iBhts, and s~gcsted. prograJ:lS or 

i.lIvestigation .Tero routcd. to Dr. Page. Follcr.-ting these remarks, 

Us motion pictures ot: the sir;htin::;s :1t Tremonton, Utah (2 ,July ~952) 

aJld Great Fa1.J.s, ~!ontana (15 August .1950) 'Wero sho.m. 

adjourned at 1200. 

\-!ED~!ESD:>"Y A Fl'W100N 

The xnee~:i.ng 

The se.cond ~cetin~ of the Pane~ opened at ~l~OO.. Lt._ 

USN, and Ylr. ______ .. o! the USN Photo Intorllretation 

Laboratory, J~acostia~ ll~c$ented the results of their analyses of: 

the f:i~ros me~tioned above. This analysis evoked c:onsiderab~e 

discussion 3$ elaborated upon belo-w. Besides Pa.nel. IIle:r.bers and 

CLA. person"e1., Capt. E. J. Rup;:clt. Dr._ 

(2-a-2), and Dr. 

were p.-esent. 

Follo.·ring the Photo Inte:-pretation Lab presentation, 

}~. E. J. Ruppel.t ~o~e for abou~40 minutes on ATIC roethods of: 

!1a.ndling and evaltoating: reports of sigbtings ClIld their efforts to 

~l'~ove the qua.1.it.y of reports. The Illeeting "'as adjourned at 2715. 
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L~ .. ~~:~(~L·L~il 

The third anu. ~ourth II.~ctinzs o~ the Panel .rore held T'nur:~(h:r, 

~5 January, comm.cncinZ at 0900 with a two-bour break for lunc.;eon. 

Besides Panell11embers ~nd eTA person":";.el, r.r. RUl'Pc1.t and Dr. ---
tinued his brierin~ on ATIC collection and analysis proced~res. 

at _,.,:'I-~"'Io_----__ -___ ~' ___ ' __ "'_ The Project STORK support 

was "described by Dr. .A.:nwnber of case histories .rere dis-

cussed in detail and a !notion picture fi1r.l or scagulJ.s was shmm. 

A two hour break for lunch , .. as taken at. 1200. 

Th'1lP .. SD;W AFl'EmlOOi.~ 

At ~400 hours ________ gave a 4O-Dli.nute briefin~ of 

Project lllINKLE. the investigatory project conducted by the :..ir 

Force Moteorological. Research Center at Ca.I.i"ondg~, Hass. In this--

briefing he pointed out the 1I1tlnY proble= of setting up and ~;; 

24-hour instrumentation watches of patrol c~eras searching for 

sightings of U.F.O.ts. 

At. 1615_--------... .,...,. .... joi:ned the meeting with 

~~~=-.-------------
expressed bis sUZlport of tho Panel"s 

efforts and stated three perso.nil opinio~s: 

a. That greater use of Air Force intelligence officers in 

the field (for follo~~up investi8ation) ap~eared desirable. 

but that they required thorough brierin~. 
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ill ...... _ •• ..:-7., .~ ... _ ... '. ,:~j 
b. That .. vigorou:; crrort should be =uc to dccl ... ssify as l!'.any 

c. That some inc:r.'casc in -the Ai'Ie sec-tion devoted to U.F.O. 

ana1ysis was indi~tcd. 

This mcctin;; \-1:1.5 adjou:;'-icd at 1700. 

FRIDAY !':orumm 

The f'ii'th session of the Panel convened at 0900 with the S.lIlle 

pc!'soranc1 prcsent as cnwncrated ior Thursday (.rlth the except.ion 

oi ___ ~ ___ _ 

From 0900 .- 1000 there was general. discussion .:md st.udy o~ 

rcror~ce material.. Also, _____ read a prepo.red paper ::::cld.ng 

certain observations and conc1.usions. At 1000 _~_ zc..ve a 

brief'ing on his f'iftecn mont.hs experience in l-1ashington as ?L'ojec-t 

Officer for U.F.O.·s and his perscnal cOl)clusions. Tbere .Tas 

considerable discussion of' indiVidual case histories of sightings 

to 'Whic..~ he rererr~-d. Followin~ _ presentation, a 

number of' additional case histories were exa~~c~ and discussed 

'With Kcssrs. Ruppe1t. and ____ The JIleeting adjourned 

at 1200 for 1u..'1cheon. 

FRIDAY AFi'E?'};OON 

This session opened at 1400. Besides Pane1 mel'lbers and CIA 

was present. Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner J as Pane1 

}Iel1i~er J was prese.~t at this tneeting for tbe f'irst tUe. Progress 

'of' the l:!eeti.."'lgs 'Was revic;.1ed by the Panel ChairIr.a.n and tenta-ti;re 
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co~elusio~ r~chcd. A gcocral. cliscus:;ion f'ollowoo a."ld tcr!ta.tive 

rCco!!t"~c!'lc1a tiol';'s considered. It. vas agreed that the Cbairr:'.4l) should 

draft .a report o~ the Panel to that. evening ~or revicw by the 

At 0945 the Cnairman opened the sevcnth session and submitted 

a rO:lr;h dra1"t of the Panel Report to the Jlje:~bers. This dra.i't had 

been rcvie",fed and approved earlier by Dr. Bcrkner. The next tl'10 

and one-haIr hours-~ere consumed in discus~ion and revision or tho 

draft. At llCO tho joined the :t"-cctil'lg and rcported that. he 

had shown ar.d discussed a copy of the initial. rough draft. to 

the Director of Intelligence. USAF, whose reaction was fa vor ... :'le. 

1200 the mectinc 'l-ras adjourned. 

SATURDAY AFTJ~2NOO~ 

At ~400 the eiGhth and ~in~ tIlcetinz of the Panel was opened.. 

At 

Discussion ~~ re<rording of certain sent.ences of t.he Report occupied. 

the first ho!lI's. (A copy or t.he ~inal repol"t is appended' as Tab C.) 

Th:is t-ras fo110:·red by a review of work accor.lplished by ,the Panel. 

and restatement of inqividuaJ. Panel Membert s opinions and suG6estio~s 

on details t.hat were felt inappropriate for inclusion in the fo~ 

report. It l.as agreed that the writer l:1ould incorporate these 

cozr.:uents in an internal report to the 'l'he JIlaterial. be1.O"J 

represents this information. 
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co~clusio~ r~chcd. A gcoeraL cliscus:;ion f'ollowoo a."ld tcr!ta.tive 
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and one-haIr hours-~ere consumed in discus~ion and revision or tho 
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II: cnc::';;::~,~?:'s l:,ND SUGGESl'IOHS OF p::m~r. :'. ~ ~. __ .~"~·.~·~t.U 

The Panel l-iembers .... ere .i~rezscd (a:. have been others, includ-

jnf; pcrson.'1el) in the lack of sound c:.,.t:l. in tho great u.::.jority 

01' ~so histor.ies; aJ.~o. in t.he l.a~~ 01' speedy ~oJ,l.oi,r-up due primarily 

to tho modest size and lirr~tcd f~eilitics o~ the ATIC sect~o~ concerned. 

Among the ease histories of significant sit;htines cliseussed in detail. 

Bellefontaine, Ohio (1 August 1952); 'Zrc:nonton, Utah (2 July 1952);, 

Great. FaD.s, ~ronta.na (15 AUZ"llst 19.50h Yaak, :-!ontana (1 September 

1.952) j Washington, D. C. a::-ea (19 July 1.752); a..'1d lio.n~ A.F .B., 

Jap31l (5 Auzust 1952), Port Huron, ¥.uchigan (29 July 19521; and 

Pres£.ue ,Isle, Ymine (10 October 1.9.52). 

Arter rcvie~ and discussion of these cases (a.'1d about 15 others, 

in less de~n), the Panel concluded that reasonable cxp-l<l:llations 

cculd be suegcsted for most siehtings and hby deduction and scientific 

method it could be illduccd (siven additional data) that other cases 

lI".ig~t be explained in a sirni..1.ar r..a.nnertt. The Pane1. pointed. out that 

bt!cause 01' the brevity of sozr.e sishtings (e.g. 2-3 seconds) a:ld the 

jna;,ility or tht! witnessc~ to c>.."Press ther..selves clearly (seJr..antics) 

that conclusive explanations could'not be expected for every case 

reported. Furthe=ore, it was considered that, "nortnally, it would 

be a great waste'of e~~ort to tr,y to so1ve most of the sightings, 

~~ess suCh action would benefit a traininz and edu~tiona1 program 

(see belo,;-r). The 'Writings or Char1.es For', .... p.re t"efere:lcec. to sno.-r 
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that "st1'~nJ~ tb'i?~s in the s1~" ~d been recorded 1:01' hUndreds 0: 

Yeil.rs. It a??~~cd obvious that there was T,O sln::;le cxplan~tion 

~or a ~~jority 0: the thin:s seen. ?ne pre~cnce o~ r~d~ and astro-

no:ni.c:.U. ~cc:ioli:;t,:; on the Pono1 pl'(lvcd or v.:.l11(; :.t 0:-:'<:,-, in their 

confident r~co~ition of ~:lc;.;:';!Cn:l rcJ.a:t~d to tc.e::'1' ':-::'r;j.d.:.. It 'l-ras 

appare;:).t that spc~lists in such additional i'iclds as pS"Jchology, 

m.etco:::.-ology, aerodynamics, ornitholor;y a.'"ld military air operat:ions 

would ~xtcr.d the ability or the Panel to recognize ~ ~ore cate-

gories of littlc-kno.m phcnomc.'"la. 
: L _ . 
~ 

t 

The Panel concluded ur,'ln,j,rnously that there was no cvic.e;nce of 

a dir~ct thrc~t to national ~ccurity :in tho objects Sighted. 

Instances of "Foo Fi::;htcrs" were cited. These were uneA-plai.'"l .. -d 

phenoJll(;l.a sishtod by aircrart pllots durinr; l'Tor1d \-Tar n in both 

European and Far East theaters or operation 'l-Iherein ItbaJJ.s of light" 

,"ould fly ne;u- or with the aircraft and ~:al1euv.er rapidly. They 'l-re"" ~ 

believed to be electrostatic (simiJ.ar -;.to St. Elmo·s fire) or electr:>-

magnetic phenomena or possibly light·reflections from ice cr.ystals 

in the a·ir, but their exaet. cause or nature was never defined. Both 

Robertson an::l had heen concerned in the :investigatio~ of 

these pl~eno:r.ena, but David 'i'. Griggs (Professor of Geophysics at 

the University of California at Los Angeles) is believed to have 

been the Diost kno-.r1edge.:tblc person on this subject. IT the tenil 

"i'lyinl[!;' saucers" had been popular :in 194) - 1945, these obj·ects would 

n:~!f:i ,~: -; _~~f.:'~::: ~ 
t.r •• ..., ...... ~"'.i 6;_; .... 
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n::.ve bcc..~ so l.a.beled.. It l-T.:L:; intcr~stine tht&t in ~t lC-l.st t~'ro 

c<::.scs rcvie.:cd th.:Lt the object siC11t(.:d "O:.l.S c.:I.te~orizCod by nob:::~tson 

as prob.:Lb1.y nr;-oo Fic;htcrsn , to date un,;;j:pl::..i:-.cd but not. 

ca.1J.in:; the~. ml.llles. It \-13.3 t.heir i'cclinr; that.. these p!icr.C .. r.'::~;:). ar(: 

not beyond the do=in of prcsc."lt knovrlcdze of physical. scie.'lces, hO~leVeL". 

It was'thc Panel's opinion t~.:Lt some of tho Air Force concern 

over U.F.O.'s (not~~thst.:LncU~~ Air Defensc Cou~d anxiety OVer fast 

rad.:lr trades) .. -as prob.lbly c.:I.u.sed by publjc pressure. The resul.t 

tod.:lY is t.hat the J..il.'. Force has instituted a ;ri.'-le channel for 

reccivin~ reports of nc.:l.rly ~ything anyor.e sees in the sk;r and 

fails to understand. This ho.s been particularly cncotira:cd in popu-

1a1' a=ticlcs on this and OUIC1' subjects, such as space travel and 

science fiction. The resu.l t is the I:a$S receipt of lo;!-gradc reports 

... rhlch tend to overloo.d c.'an."lels of co:r.rounication with material. quite 

irrelevant to host.ile objects tl-.at might SO::iC day appear. The ?a."le1 

agreed eencra11y that this l!lZl.SS of poor;ql,;:llit.y reports contain:i."lg 

little, if' a.-.y, scientific data l.-as of ino value. Quite t..1-J.e opposite, 

it 'ioTaS possibly dangerous in ha.vin~ a v.i.litary service ;roster public 

concern ir. "noctt:.rna1 I:1ea.-ide:rine; liehts". The :ilr.plic.:l.tio~ bein&. 

since the interested agency .. :as milit.:lry, that these objects were 

or ::;.if;ht be. pote."ltia1. direct tlu-e3.ts to national. secU!"i ty. Aoco:-d-

inely. the .• e~ for dee:r.pbasization I:1ade itself apparent. COll:;T!cnts 
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It lrH:.S the opinion or D.c. Robertson t.ll~-;' the "S'l.llce:rn problem 

had been fcur..d. t.o be cl.ificrcnt. in n~ture" fro, ... the: cie:i:.cctior~ and 

i."westie~t.ion of Gerrr..J.n V-1 a.nd V-2 ZUidc::, r.issilc5 prior to their 

o!,crationu. usc in 1-10r1d ~!al" II. In thi:; ~9!~J-19":1~ ir.:;oJ.} i~':'hCO 

operation (gtOSSIKi .. 1), there .. as excellent. ir.tell::i.gcnce ar.d by June 

1941~ there 'h~S II!ateri;:Q evidence 0:£ the eY.istence o~ "harduare" ' 

obt.~:i.noo iro:n. cl"Ol:.hed vehicles in St,rcden. This evidcnco ~avo the 

investigating team a basis upon whi~, to oper~te. The absence o~ any 

·'narc.\,Jare" resulting from Wlcxpla.inc.-d U.F.O. sicot.in3s lE:r.ds a .... ti1J.-

of-the l-rlsp" nature to the ATIC problem. The result.s of their :inve~ti-

gati.on, to d.,te, strongly indicate that no evide:nce of hosti~e act 

or danzer c.-a.sts. Furthermore, thc current reporting systc:n. "low.d 

have litt1.e value :in the" case of detection of encIll\f attack by cOl]ven-

tio~a.J. aircr':lf't or guided missiles; under such cor.ditions ''hard~:arc'' 

~,;ould be available ailnost at once. 
<) 

JtR'i'IFAC'i'S OF EX.'i'RATErt.!"1ESTRBL ORIGTIJ 

It was ~~terestinz to note that. none or the members of the 

Panel "rere J.eath to accept that this earth lTd.ght be visit.ed bY e..xtra-

terrestrial intelligent beings of sOllie sortj some day. l'1hat they did 

not find was ~ evidence that reJ.ated thc objects sighted to space 

travelers. Yll". in his presentation, she.red ho;-r he had. e1i:r_ 
c: 

inated eac..~ or the kIleY-in and p!"omble causes 'of sia;htings leaving h:ilr.. 

"e~.ra-terrest!"ia1" as the only one re!TAinin~ in Ir.a..-.y cases. 

backzreund as an aeronautiC::L1 c.~3inecr ~~ technical intelligence 
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Ho .. :cver, the r.:lllCl could ~ot .::.cc.:::pt OJ.i.~y of the case:; 

cited by. hir. because they ,-:crc ra,·r. Ul·lCV<:.J..U~ ted reports. 

'i'c't':!'estr5a.1. cXl'l"n~tion:; 0::' t.ho in 

cases'ar~l i~ othc~s the. tirr.e of siGht.m;:; \-laS so short as to cause 

susp:iciO!l of visu.o.l iJeprcssionz. It was noted by Dr. Gouds!l"Lit and 

others that cxtratcrrcstri.:Q artifacts, if thcy did exist, aro no 

c~use fo"!:' alarm; rat.her, they arc in the realm of natural pneno;l!ena 

subject to scientific study. just as COSl::iC rays were ilt the time 

of' their discovery 20 to :30 years ago. This .. ra,;; an att.itude in 

which Dr. ROOcrtson did not concur, as he felt that such artifacts 

would be of ilmncdiate c.nd {7~t concern not only to the U. S. bu.t 

to all count~ies. (NpthinG like a common threat to ~te peoples!) 

Dr. Page notcd. that prescnt astrononLical 1:no~'Tlcdge of the solar 

S".rs~ .. ern ;r,.::.kes the existence of intclligc..'1t bcin::;s (as we kno-..r the 

t.~rr.l) elsc;·rhc:::-e than· ~n the earth ~rerr.cly unl~kely, and the 

~co~ccntra~ion of their attention by aqy controliable means confined 

to anyone continent of the earth quite preposterous. 

TRE:-Im:TOi.\[, mAR, SIGHTING 

This case was cO~f~dered si~icant because of the excellent 

docur::~'ntar-j" evidence ·in the fOl'lT, of Kod;,j.cr.ro~e ·r.:otion picture fi1rr.s 

(about 1600 fr~~es). The Panel studied thcse filrns,the case nistory, 
. ( 

ATIC's interpr-etation, and received a briefing by repreSe11tat.:. v_,"s of 

the us;; Pho+.o Interpretation Laboratory on their analysis of the 

i"iJ.::'.. This ·tc",,:: had expended (at Air. FClr~e request) allpro:dr:;o:tely 
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prcp.:lration of gra.ph P19t::: or inclivic1u:ll :Cr.n.Ir.c::; o~ the film, sno,,:-r-

in~ appa=~,t ~d relative ~otion of ~bjeets and variation in their 

lic;ht intensity. It 'W3-S the opinicn o~ thv P.I.I,. reprc:::cn-u.tives 

th~t thc objects siehtcd .:erc not birds, b:uloom:: 0:':- .r.ircrai't, 

.iere "not reflectio,.s becau:::c there .ias no blinkinl: \-Thile passing 

-: throu::;h 6co o~ arc" and 1-ICre, therefore, "s~lf'-lwr.inousll. Plots of: 

..... mot.ion and variation in liGht intensity of' the objects Here dis-

played. \'Ihile the Panel. 1'IC!l!bers "Tel'e impre:::scd by the evident 

enthusias';T., il1dllst!"y and c..'Ctent of efrO:.:-t of the p.r.L. team. they 

eould'not accept the conclusions rca~;cd. Some ef the rc~:::ons ~or 

this 'Wcre a~ follo:-rs: 

a. A. semi-spherical object can readily proclucc a ronection 

of -sunlieht without 'rolinkinc" throue}l 600,( of arc travel. 

b. Althouzh no da:ta .. ras ava~ablc on the lIalbedo" of birds or 

polretbylene balloons in bri~ht sunlieht, the apparent 

motions, sizes and brightnesscs or the objects 'Were 

considered strongly to su~gcst birds, paz-ticuJ.arly after 

the Panel viewed a short f'ilm sho~-ll8 high reflectivity 

of seagulls in bright sunlight. 

c. P .LL. description of the objects si~h:ted as II circular , 

bluish-i-rhi te" i."'l color WQuld be expected in cases of 

specular reflections of ~unl~ht from convex surfae~s wh~re 

the brilliance of the rancction-"rould obscure other portions 

of the object. 

C":~~' .. _~:-~~1 .~-~ ~:.:~ .... ",-. ~~ .. ~._~ 
.':,. .... _: .•. ,- _:. -.;., .. _~--: _ .. ~~ :~ -3..: ~ .-;;! 
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d. O~~~~-:.:: j.:'l t.he Grcat Falls ca~c 'i·,c~c believed to have 

probably bea.'1. airer.:>.ft, c.nd thc brl~,rt Eghts such rei"lectior,s. 

o. Tnere W2.S no valid re2.son f'or tho .:.tte::-;pt to rel:lte the objccts 

ing. This m:;,.y have beell due to !,D,sunderst.:.r,dil'\: in their 

cl:i.rcctivc. The -objects in the Gl'Co.t Falls sichting arc 

strongly su~pccted of beinE': rencction~ of airc::cart kno:m to 

h~vc been in the arca. 

f. The intcnsi'.:.y ch.::u1~e in the Tremonton lir;i-,ts .1as too grco.t 

for acceptance of the P.I.L. hypothcsis that the appar~nt 

IIlotion and eh=:;ir,g intensity of the lights indier..ted cxtrc~ely 

high spczd in stIl-1.ll orbital pat,hs. 

g. Apparent lack of ~c1.:tnce of: investi~.:Ltors by those farr:iliar 

ldi:.h U.F .D. reports and C)..'}llanations·. 

h. Analysis of light intensity of objects •. :ade frolll duplicate 

rather tha."l orie;i."lal film. The orig" .... "l.'l1. filJr. \'las noted to 

have a Ir;uch lighter baekzround (affecting relative brightness 

of obje;:t) and the objects appeared much less bright. 

i. l'~ethod of obtaining data of light ir:ter.si ty ap,?e<!.red faUlty 

because of unsuitability of ~uipment ihd questionable 

assUXlptions in malci.."lg a'Terages or read.ing~. 

j. :No data had been ootained on the sensith"ity of Xodachroll'.e 

film to light of various i.'1.tensi ties using the SaII'.e ca~.er-a 

type at the same lens openings. 
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is obt(l.incd by- photoGl"al?hin~ polyethylc:ne "pillo:'r" b'lJ~oons :r~le3.scd 

C7!nc1 l:'oflcction ch:ct"actc:-i~1..:ic:3 l-;ith co:;tpetcn:t orni tno~ozists and ~ 

cal cuJ.,<I.tinz 

tr.::.cks. It. 

"'pp;::.::-ent "Gil forces aetinr; upon objects fraIl! their apparent 

\.:<1.::; eo;"cluc1cc1 that,..~~Sl:llts of such tests V/ou1.d prob-

ably- J.c.:::cd to creditable €:):plc.m.tio11S of valu~ in an educatio:;al or 

t::-ainin:::; pro~r~n. lIm'lever, the Panel noted that the cost in technical 

thollsand or'z:;orc reports recci'led thro;J~b channels ~ach yc~r (1,900 in 

1952) could not b~ justif'icd. It was felt that thcr~ 'Hill alt·:ays oc 

sightings, :for ;:hich corr.plctc data is lac~i."l~. that can oruy 00:: 

c,:plained ~d.th disproportionate ef.fort and ;..n:='h a J.one; tizr,e delay, if 

at all. The long delay in explaining a sighting tends to cli~r.ate 

any intelligence value. The educational or.trainin~ progra~ should 

have as a !Il!ljor purpose t'he elirrd.n<i.tion of populi!.r i'ceJ.int. that ever]' 

sightL~g, no r.~ tter hoW' pOO!" the data. J rr~ust be cA.71aincd :i~. ci.c'ta:il. 

Atte~tion s~ould be directed to the rcquir€~ent ~ong scientists t~at 

c.oC:l!4cr.t"d. In other words, the burc..:n of proof. is all tile sig:..ter, 

:- ;.... ~'. -:- .-. 
:::".~ . 

.'~"":- ~:.:' .. -:~.~/' ~. 1:';" 
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opinion that, 

a1.thouc;h. c""'iclcncc of any d~ect .. threat from these siehtinez "J-:ras 

,rholly l.ld:inr;, rc1.:o.tcd d~n:cr:; mir;nt. "rell c:d::t. resultin~ r,t"o;r.: 

a. Misidentificat.io:-l of <lctua.l en e.;;, artii"<:.cts by dofen::;e 

personne1. 
I 

." b. O\rerlo::l.dine of e:ncre;ency rcporti.."~ ch.lnnels ,Ii tho "i"a1sc" 

into:c;r.~tion ("noise t.o siE,'llal ratio" an-".lor;y - Berkncr). 

c. Subjectivity of public to D~SS hysteria and erc~tc~vul-

ncrabilit.y to possible enelJJY p:;yc.",Jlo~.i.c;:,.l .Farra"re. 

lu.thoucn not the concern of CIA, the first tl-lO of'thesepro:'lems 

may seri.ot:.s:Ly affect the Air Defense intel1.ir;enco system, and should 

bo studied by C:q:lert.s, possibly under ADC. If' -U.F.O. t s become dis- , 

credited in a reaction to the "flying s:l.uc<lr" scare, or if rcport-

ing chan. ... cls arc s.:lturatcd irith, fals" anc poorly doeu.'1lc~ tcd reports, 

our capability of' detectinc hostile activity i·:ill be r .i.uco:::J.. 

Dr. Pa~c not<::d that 1Il0l'C co:::pctcr.t scrc.;:r;.i.tlg or filtc' -.g of reported. 

sisht.ings at or near the source is rcquirci, and that this can best 

be 4cco~lished by an educatio~al pro:ra~. 

The I:'.a.p prepared by ATIC sho,':-1!l5 t';<::o[;:"aphic locations of o:fficiall;)r 

rcport~ ~e~~~ained sightin~s (1952 only) ~~s exaF.~ned by the Panel. 

This l!"2.p sho.'rro clustet's in certain stratc~ic areas such as Los Ala..-aos • 

This Ir.ight, be e):pla:i.ned on the basis of: 24-hour watchful. gt;..:!.rd aT,d 

• ,:Il00 • 

~-:~'~ ." . :' ,":':-:" .:-./ .. ~ 
~:~:~·:;'Ji:~.i.",~~ .~~.~ 
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'l'be Panel cc,uJd find no :rcady c:;..,-pJ.an.).tion for thcse clusters. It 

\-:as not.ed, hct.·:,cvor, that if tcrrc~trial artifacts Y~l"'e to be o:.,):;·~::!-",.c~ 

i 1. ,·:culd bo J iJ.:~ly t,ha.t they .. :ould be seen first ne.:tr fo!'cie;n arc,,::; 

l"a. thcr .I .... h.:in ccntro..l u. s. 

The Pa!-..c1 .. ::1.S of: the opj.nion ·.:.hat the present ATIC program to 
.! 

place 100 i~exp~nsivc 35 mm. stereo cawcras in the bonds of various 

airport control t.o~·rcr operators l;ould prob:..bly produce little val~.l-

ab1e dota. rcJ_atcd t.o U.F.O.ts. Ro<:ever, it HOS recognized th'l.t. 

suc:" action \-.... ou.ld ",end to allay public concern in the subject until 

:1 
an education~l proeram had taken effect. It was bclieTcd that pro-

C1.l:r:::~cn~ of ~bese car.!eraz \Oic::.S pa~tly the result of' public pressure 

in Jdy 1952. i·l:ith the poor res;,tJ..ts of t11e year-long; ?roject. 

TtHi:ELE proe1'a.rn of 24-hoU!"s instrll..'T.cntation l·;atch (t,ro i'rar.:;es of 

f~Llrr. shol·:ine; nothing distinguishable), a widespread prozr ... ..:. of shy-

~atchin~ ~ould not be expect.ed to yield much direct cat ... o~ value. 

There 1"~~ COl'.side~2.':>le discassio:::l of a possible "sky patrol" ,by 

a~teur ~strono~ers aI'.d by wide-=gle cazneras (Pa~e). 1):-. P.?,ze 

a~d Dr. Rob~rtsoh pointed out that at present a considarable fraction 

r 
i 
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o~ the s1:y is nO'-!--:L"ld n.:l.s bc,:,n for n;.any years-under su:::--"cill~nc<:l 

cvcoo:y cl~r niGht in sC'ler;u t:1cteor ar.d aurora obscrvin~ pro;:;raJJ:s as 

'Well ~s zl.:y lrk"l.Pping proGrams at the v.:Lrious loc-'ltions listed belm.;_ 

Altho~~h ttc ~ttontion of ~~c:;e astrono~ers is larzcly directed 

to~ard idcntific~ rather than unidcnti£ied objects, no case o~ any 

stri1:ing l:.Z'.idcntificd object is knot-ill to Dr. Pac;e or Dr. t...-.-v Such 

an object ~ould ~ost ecrt~~~inly be reported if iotend on patrol plates. 

A cas~ l.·;~s cited t-rhcrc an astrono;;:cl' r~fased to interrupt his 

c>q)os\U'o in order to photo;.:;raph an aJJ.eged s:i.r;hting in a diffcrent 

ilart of the sk-y. This led. Dr. to say that, if a program of 

'l-ratcair;s could be an adjunct or pl~ed astronomical programs, little 

cost lTou1d be involved. and that the trained astrono::rl.::al personnel 

Jnie;ht photo[raph a sigiltinr; of an unidentified object. 

_ The Ioea ~ion of some of these progralr.s and their directors a::.-e 

..: 
believed to be: 

a. Harvard University, Cambridge and ~lc>-: loIe-tico (meteor p3.troll--

Whipple. 

b. Yerkes aoservatory, U~iversity of Chicazo a~d For~'Davis, T~~s 

}~organ ("ride an;.:;le ea:T:era). 

c. University of Alaska,. Fairbanks (aurorae)--Elvey 

d. Do::rl.ni.on O':::ls'erva tory, Ot ta~Ta (zr,eteors )--!·iillu,an 

e. Pa.1o:nar Observatory, ~1ifornia (sky l112.p)--Einkowski 

f. Lick Cbs,:,rvatory, California (sky lI".ap)--Sh.:me 
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It i-~·:;'~ '::'~.!"(;<.:d by t?C Filllol thc'1.t no govcrr.r.lcnt-sponsorcd progra.YJi 

of optic:::.l n:l'tio21-,:I.idc zl~y p~tro1. :is .10rth.lhi1.c at the present tiz::~, 

and that t.he c-"lco"J.ra::;cr.;cnt o:f a.-n::..teur as'..roIlO!l.er:; to undertal~e such 

sauce:-II stories in t.he public JI"J.nd. Ho;.;cvcr, the issue o~ r~dar scope 

e3;r.eras for recording }lcculiar :,ado.r cchoes .;ould serve several. pur-

poses, inc1.~din~ the better undcrstandin~ o:f radar inter:ference as 

wel1. as ido~tiiication of U.F.O.'s • 

This characteristic prob1.e~ of radar operation wherein the pulse 

signal (of approxir..atcly the sal~e :frcc;,ucncy) fro:n st,ation A tr..lY be 

picked up on the screen of station B ar.cl sbo:. as a hiE;h-speed track 

or series of dots .las recoznizcd 'to have probo.b1y caused a nUlnber of 

U.F .0. reports. This prob1.c:n •• as undcrlin~d by ini"or;T'..:ltion 'received 

indicating ADC concern in so1.ving this prob1.c.'1l o:f signal ident:iiication 

. before service use of very high-speed aircraft'or guided ~~ssi1.es 

(1.955-1.956). Dr. 13cl'kr.er believed that one anSl·;er to this problem 

;':3.S the use or a "doppler filter" in th? receiving circuit. Dr. 

suggestDd that the prob1.cQ rr~ght be better solved by the use or a 

"cont!"ollcd jitter" ',:terein the opcr~tor receiving "very :fast trac~s" 

(on the order orlOOO- 10,000 m.p.h.) would operate a circ~it 
.. , 

t.;n~C:l 

wocld Cllt~r slightly his ~tatiorl's pulse i'requ.cncy rate. IT the signal 

received on the screeil had bee;:'! caused by z::.utual interrc:'ence "IOith 

another station, the track '\-Tould nO\,: she',; itself at a differe:1t distance 

'=..:.:. .-;~~ !' ~'.~' . ",.~. I -':- r .-.~ .. ~ . .; 
.. ~;.._: •• 1.: ..... ~ ;." ;' I''':''::' 

~~:.:,.·r.~· ... · ; .~":.f":::-"~-::-:: 
J ~~~~~:'::~~t~~l.:tD 
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from. thc c~.t~:::- of the scr~c..'"1, i.:f it still appeal-eel at all. Dr. 

fel.t such a t!::chnic.u. solution ..m.s· si;'~pler and would cost Tomch less than 

UNEXPI.!J1nID COS!'ITC RAY PiIENOi-J::NA : 

Two rcpv:::-tcd cases lIerc exalJ'".:incct:,- one ~t Palow;Lr ~-!o=tain. California, 

in Octobcr J.949, .rnen cosmic ray counters .rent "off" scale :for a f"C~-T seconds". 

series o~ o'bscrva:tions by the "Los Alamos Bird \'la.tchcl"s Association" :from 

AUzt:.St 1950 to Jc:.nuary 19.51, '>Ehen cosrr.ic: ray coincidence counters behaved 

quecrly. Cireui t dia;7a= and records "Tere available :for the latter, and 

Dr. • ... as able _quick1y to point _ out that the recorded data "Tere 

undoubtedJ.y due to instrumental ef:fccts th::.t '!-,ould M.VC been recognized 

as such by more ~ericnccd observers. 

The implication tha.t radioactive cf'fects .Ierc cOl"related with 

unidentii'ied flying objects in these t'I,o C<i.ses .. a.s, theref"ore, reject.ed 

by the Panel. 

The Panel's concep~ of a broad educatio~<ll proE:::-a~ integratin~ 

ef:forts of all concerned agencies l-Tas tho.t it should have two To".ajor 

The training airowould result in proper recognition- of unusually 

Ul...u;;.illlated objects (e.g •• balloons, aircraft reflections) as \-1e11 as . . ~ . 

na~ural pheno:::.!::na (:r.etcors. f~eballs, Ir.iragcs, nocti·lucent clouds). 

Botn visua~ ~nd radar l"ccognition are conce~ncd. There would be ~ 
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from. thc c~.t~:::- of the scr~c..'"1, i.:f it still appeal-eel at all. Dr. 

fel.t such a t!::chnic.u. solution ..m.s· si;'~pler and would cost Tomch less than 
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levc.ls i;:'} cducatiO?1 irclII enlisted personnel to COIrJUaIld arid rese",::::cn 

pcrsonnel. Rela.tive £;I:1p'M.sis :md deeree 01: explana.tion oi diirerent 

pror:r~r.lS 'lTc;D.d eorl"cspond to the catceo:-ies of duty (o.e; •• ra.dar operators; 

pi lots; controJ. tC'~'Tcr oper.:-. tors; Ground Ob:;~rvcr Corps pcrsor ... "1cJ.; a:'ld 

oificel:S ... nd c..'1J.istcd M:n in otacr ca te~orics.) This tra.ir.inci should 
, 

resuJ.t in ~ r<:.:J.rked reductio'l in reports caused by roside::.'ltii'ication 

~d rcsult...:"!!".l.t confusion. 
," ,. 

'i:ne ".:l..:btL'1ldn~" aim loTOulcl result in :-cauct.ion in public :lll;"cr'::St 

in "fl)-:ing saucel's" wilich today evokes a strone; psychoJ.oeicaJ. reaction. 

This wt:.c~t,ion could be accomplished by rr.ass lII!::dia such as teJ.evision.· 

motion pictures, nnd popular artiCles. Basis or such education would 

be ~ctua1 case histories which had been puzzliug at i"irst but later 

expJ.,ained. AS.in tho case 01: cor.jurine; tricks, thero is muc..'1 J.ess 

stiln:JJ.atiou if" the "secret" is kno;m. Such a. pro~;ram should tend to 

reduce the c~c~t guJ.J.ibiJ.ity or the pubJ.ic ~,d consc~uently their 

susccptibiJ.ity to clever hostile propag~da. The Panel noted that the 

., ~<::?'!.craJ. absen(!c of Russian propaganda ba:;ed on a subjcet ... "'ith so m:my 
-". 

ob.\i.ou.s possibil1.ties f'or expJ.oitation ".iZht ir:dicate a possible rbssia:; 

official policy. 

Me~bers of' ~;e Panel had various su~gcstions related to the p1.an-

\ 
n:il1.g 0:": su.ch an educational program.. It t-tas felt st::-ont;ly tnat .. 

psychologists fandJ.iar with Ir.o.ss·psyc.;olozy- should ad-vise on the m~tu:re 

2..'1d e;<tent of the program. In this connection, Dr. Ead1.ey Cantril 

(?-:in~ten University) was suggested. Cantril authored "Invasion f'rot:1 

1':";-"~ 
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~·z.,.rsJn (~ stuciy in the psycholoO" of panic, written about tb~ i"aI:lOllS 

0::-50:1 'toIelles rad:i.o broadcast in 1938) and has since pcrf"orll!-:.d adva]1cc-d 

laborato:"y stu lies in tho field of perception. The n:unes of" Don !·!.:I.rquis 

suitable as co~suJ.:tant psychologists. A:lso, SO::lconc i"arniliar v.i.. th 

IllaSS co~.~ications tech.'liquc.:;, perhaps 3D acl-.rcrtisins expert, would be 

Lclpi"ul. Arthur GocI:rrcy was rne!'ltio:1cd as po.:;sibly a valuable char.r.cl 

of cC:Il-'1luni~t.ic·n rcachinr; a PlaSS audicnc~ of certain levels. Dr. Borkner 

su~gcstcC the U. S. Navy (0:·8.) Special Dcvic(.:s Centor, Sands Point, L. I., 

as a potc..'1t.iaJ.J..y valuable or~anizaticn to ass-ist in' such an educatiol".al 

pror,r<U1l. The teachinG techniques used by this ae;ency for aircraft 

id~ntili.cat.ion durir.e the past war was cited as an cxmnple of a siIrdlar 

educational task. The J:un H~.."dy Co. which r.~dc 1-1orld Har II trai.ni'-lZ . 

filt:lS (:notion pict=cand slide strips) ~las ·uso suzgestoo, as ~:eli as 

Walt. Disney. Inc. aniIt:ated cartoons. Dr. suzgested that the 

av.;,tcur astrono!Ters in the U. S. tr.ight. be a potcntj"al source of enthusi-

astic talc::lt "to sprcad the gospel-·. It was believcd that busL.."css 

clubs, high schools, colleges, and television stations rrould all be 

pleased to cooperate in the sh~>.ing of doc~~~tar,y type motion pictures ,-

if prepared. in an interestL'1g =er. The use of" true eases sho .. -ing 

first. the: "Il\}-steryn and ~hen the .. expla...."at.icn .. ,:ouJ..d be forceful. 

To pla.''l. and execute such a progra.'ll,. the Panel believed ~r:;,s no 

Il'.e2.n u.sk. The curre.'1t investigatory group at ATIC would, of necessity, 

ha ..... e to be cl"o;ely integrated 'for su,.'Oport ~r:i.th respect to not only the 
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historical cases but the current ones. Recent cascs arc probably much 

more susceptible to explanation than older ones; first, because of 

ATlC's experience and, secondly, their knowledec of most plausible 

explan~tions. The Panel bclinved that some expansion of the·ATlC e~£ort 

~:ould certainly be required to support such a program. It was believed 

inappro:>riate to state exactly ho1.-: large a Table of Organization would 

be required. Captain Ruppelt of ATIC unofficially proposed, for pu~po~cs 

of analyzing and cvaluatine reports: 

a. An analysts' panel of four of£icers 

b. Four officer investigators 

c. A bri~fing officer 

. d. An ADC liaison officer 

e. A weather and balloon data o££icer 

.f. An astronomical consultant 

g. A group Leader, with administrative assistant, file clerks and 

stcnoEra.phers. 

This prop~sal met with generally £avorable co~~ent. The Panel 

believed that, with ATlC's support, the educational program of' "train

ing and debunki.ng" outl.ined· above Jnight bc required £or a minin;u."11 of 

one ar~ one-half' to two years. At the end of this time, the cangers 

related to "flying saucers" should have been greatly reduced :if' not 

el~~ted. Cooperation from other military services and agencies 

concerned (e.g., Federal Civil Defense Administration) would be a 

necessity. In investigating significant cases (such as the Tremonton, 

utah, si6hting;~, controlled experiments cti.ght be ·required. ).:n cxa..""'lple 
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under silll:i..h·.r ."l-Tc:J.t.her ccn<liti'olls at the site • 

. ' 'i.'!lc help of "One or tvlO psychologists and u:-:i.tcrs and a. S1lbcontr~ctor 

to produco tr:?in:in~ fi.lms ,"ou1d be nccc:;s:n-y 5n "ddi. tion. 'Inc ~'l.:flcl 

con~idc~ed thrtt AJIC's efforts, te~porariJ.y e7.p~~dcd as necessary, 

could be tr.ost usefUl ~n imple~cntin~ any ~etiontakcn as a result of 

i.ts ~ecol~;ondations. Experience and records inATIC would be of valu~ 

ir. bet.h t.he pu'l:>lie educ::;.tional and s<!rvi.cc training prOel'alll cllV'is:Le;ccl. 

Dr-. Robertson at le<:,st was of the opinion that after p':.lblic ~lJ.ii:lility 

).es5cr,cd and the scrv:i..ce organiz.a.t:i..ons. such as ADC, had been tr::tir,cd 

to sift out thc Inore rcad:i..ly explained spurious sightings, there would 

still be a role for a very ~odcst-sizcd ATIC scction to cope with the 

ri::sid~t'U!ll of items or possi.ble SCiclltifie intelligence 'falue. Tilis 

scct:ion should concent.rate on enerz;otically fo~lo'rin[';. up (pe\'l1aps 011 

...... "the advice of" qU'3.lificd Air 'Force Scientific .Advisor; Board ll:el",bc~3) 

those cases ~hich sec~cd to indicate the evidence of unconventional 

cr-'';::'''J ... ::-:ii'acts. Reports of such artifacts 1-1owd bi:: expected to 

anse !'i~inly frot:! ;;-.resterr, out.posts in fal' clc.scl' proxiJ:lity to the 

Il',:m CUl'"t.;.in than Lubbock, Texas! 

The Pan~l too~ cObnizance of the existen~e of such groups a.s t~~ 

"Civilian F1.:rin~ S ... ucer Investi(';ators" (Los .i.n2;clcs) ~cl the ·'Aeria:i. 
.. ~ ;. 

Pher .. :m.<:::1,d. Research Organization (l-Tisconsin)" • It. ;.;-as believed -that 

s~ch'v~ganizations should be watched because or tneir potentiallY 

£\ ~~"~.C:·~!~' :.< 
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gre.,t inflt:cncc on MlSS thinking if' "Ioridcspread :::ir;htinr;s should ocelli". 

The '::'Pilnr':;llt -,irre=:pon:::ibilil:Y and the possible usc of: sueh group::: 

£~r s~~vcr$ivc pu~po5es should be kept in mind. 

Tnc conSCl1S];"s of: the Panel "Io1:1.S, based upon the history o£ the 

5!l.C:.jcet, that the nUwber of' siehi:.ines eould be reason'lbly expecteci 

to -incl'"cas~ ~i:o.in this SUP!:4e~. 
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TAB 1. 
ltEPQit'L' OF THE SCIEN'UFIC P.:WSL . 

ON" 

UNIDENUFlED FLUNG OBJ}Xl'S 

~. Purl>u:1.)')t to the requc:.::;t. 

-.,c-~--,' the..- undcrsi(:ncd Pai1cl of' Scj.eI1t;.f';'c C:onsult.:tnt~ bas rr.ct to 

ev:!.lua.tc ar.y possible thrca.t to national. sec\U'it.y posed by Unidcntif'ied 

F1Y:ir:~ Objects ("!'lyin~ saucers"), and to I1l!lke recorrur.cnci;).tio!'1s t1lr~r,::o:1. 

The P~ncl hal> received the evid~)')cc as prcscnt~ by cOGni~ant :5.ntclli-

C;oncc ae;cncics, p:J."irn;:tri.ly thc Air 'l'cchn:i,c31 !ntc11izencc Center, :mc! bas 

r,",1r:ic~;cd a sclcct:ion or- tho best doc"IJ..'l1cmtcci inc:icients. 

2. As a r.::Sl.Ilt of' :its cons;'dcrations, t}1e P~nel conc)_udes: 

a. ,'Ih~t the cVi.donce prcsented on tJJ'lidc:rltii":icd Flyj.l1g 

Objects shows no :indication tbat these pl1Cl'lOIlICn<l. constitu.te 

10:0 firll'.l.y bclic"\o"e that there is ]10 residuum 0; c;;,s~s 1-lhich indicates 

acts, and thQ.t thi:,re is no evidcr.ce that the phcnorr"cn3 ind:ic~tcs a nC2d 
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3. The ::P<il1cl further concludes: 
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thre~t lo the ordc~~y functioning or lbc protective organs 
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pzychololY in wM.ch skil)Sul hostile propa~anda could induce hysterical 
.... ,. 

bch:;.":J.'O!" and h:;.rn:['ul distrust of duJy eons'"ituted authority. 

4. In ordor l1'0::t oi"i'octivoly to Gtron~Lhrm tho n:L1.icm;l !".:>.cilitio .. 

for the 'til'lely re~ognition and the appropriate handline; or true indications 

of hostile action, and to ~inimize the conco~itcnt dangers alluded to 

a. 'l'h~t the national sccurity <l~.::ncins take im."ljcc1iate stcps 

to strip thc Unidentified Flying Objects ol the special status thcy 

have bcen given and tnc aura Ol mystery they have unfortuna~ely 

acquirea-;-

b. That the national security aeencie~ institute policies 

on intelligence, trainin&.- ~nd public ec1uc:Lt::'on des:i.ened to pr:::pa::-e 

the Ir.ateri:ll defenses and the I:";orale oi: th~ cow:.try to recognize 

" Ir.ost proI:iptl~' ar.d tc react :nost effe"'c't5..vely to true indications 

"" ..... 
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of host.ile i':1.tC!1t or Olction. 

i·:.;:· :>~1[;g.:::;t th:rt th~ze aims rr..;.y be achieved by an int"Czrated proz;ra!'1 
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forces behind the p;lCnOIT.Cna., to train personnel to recognize and rcject 

false indications quickly and effectively, ~~d to strencthe~ regular 

ch:l-.:n."ls fer the evaluation of and prolr.pt rea.ction to true indicatiOr.s 

e: hostile IT.casa~es. 
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C~l5..;.-o~nia lnstitu.tc of TechnolobY Associated Unive~sities, Ir.=. 
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Johns Hopkins Unive~sity 
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TAB B 
SCIENTJJo'IC ADVISORY PANEL ON 

UlqDENTIFIED FLUNG OBJECTS 

1l1· - 17 January 1953 

EIlIDENCE PRESSNTED 

1. Seventy-five case histories of sightine;s 1951 - 1952 (sele~ted by 
ATIC a~ those best documented). 

2.' ATIC St::..tus and Pro~ress Reports of Project GrmOCE and Projec~ 
BVE BOOK (code names for ATIC study of subject). 

3. Progress Reports of Project ST9RK __ __ 
·contract ~or~ supporting ATIC). 

'·'-_ .. 1 

4. S=ry R(pnrt of Si~htines at Holloman Air Force Basq, New Hexico. 

s. Report of rSAF Research Center, Ca!llbridgc, Hass., In'lestigation of 
"Green Fir€'ball" Phenomcn-3. (Project n·,'IN"LCLE). 

6. Outl~,c_of Investieation of U.F.O.'s Proposed by ~tland Air Force 
Base (Project POUNCE). 

7. Motion Picture Fi1~5 of ~ightings at Trem~nton, Utah, 2 July 1952 
and Great Falls, l-Iontana, Au~st 1950. 

8. Sun~arJ Refort of 89 selected cases of siehtings of var~ous 
catceories (Formations, Blinkine; Lights, Hovering, etc.) • 

9. _Draft of manuel: "How to Hake a FLYOBRPT", prepared at ATIC. 

10. Chart Sho~1ng Plot of Geoe;raphic Location of UneAlP1ained Sightings 
in the United States during 1952. 

11. Chart Showing Balloon Launching Sites in the United States. 

12. Charts Sho;nng Selected Actual Balloon Fli~ht Paths and Relation 
to Reported Sightin~s. 

13. Charts Showing FreCluen~- of'Reports or Sightings, 1948 - 1952. 

14. Charts Sho~~g Categories of Explanations of Sightings. 

15. Kod~ehro~e Transparencies of Polyethylene Film Balloons i~ Bright 
Sunlig!1.t S::o~ring High Reflectivity. 
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.16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

Motion picture or seagulls in bright sur~eht showing high rcfl~ctivity. 
'-, 

Intelligence Reports Relating to U.S.S.R. Interest in U. S. SiVltings. 
... ...... 

Samples of Ofrieial USAF'Reportin~ Forms and Copics of Pertinent 
Ai:r Fore.:., Arrtr:/ and Navy Oi-d"rs Rclll.tine to Subject. 

SamplQ Pol:(.cthylcne "Pillow" Balloon (54 inehes square). 

20. "Variations in Radar Covcrage", Jj;;';? 101 (Y.anu:;.l :ilJ.ustrating ur.usual 
operating characteristics of Servicc ,raci~) • 

21. Miscellanea,us official lett~rs and foreign intelligonce reports 
de~ing with subject. 

22. Copies of popular published works doaline with subject (articles 
in periodicals, nl)wSp<lpor clippings and books). 
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APPENDIX V: THE NATURAL PHILOSOPHY OF FLYING SAUCERS, R. V. JONES 

"1 could more easily believe that two Yankee professors 
would lie than that stones would fall from heaven." If 
President Thomas Jefferson eoul(fsay this so unluckily in 
1807, what should we say today to the contention that our 
earth is vi~!ed not merely by stones but by craft manned by 
intelligent beings '? Jefferson's disbelief had in effect already 
been dealt with by Chladru. famous for his vibrating plates, 
in· a battle with the French Academy that had reached its 
height about 1790. By that time, as Paneth has said, men 
of science were far too sophisticated to accept such yams 
as that stones should fallout of the sl.:y; but Chladni, wbo 
.....-as a lawyer as well as a scientist, believed from his legal. 
experience that eyev.itnesses to meteorite falls were 
genuinely describing a natural phenomenon. After a 10 
year battle, he ultimately convinced the French Academy 
that it was wrong, and that meteorites were real. 

Perhaps my one cI:lim to be writing this article is that to 
some extent I share Chladni's experience, for as an 
Intelligence Officer I had often to investigate the evidence 
of witnesses when it conflicted with established 'science', 
Ilnd sometimes it was the 'scicnce' that was wrong. Let me 
therefore look as disp:lSsionately as possible at the charae-
1er of the evidence regarding 'flying saucers'. The phrase 
itself dates from 24 June 1947, but it seems that the appari
tions to which it refers had occurred many times before 
then. Whether or not it was in the heavens that Ezekiel 
saw his wheels, the sky was a sufficient source of signs for 
the Roman augurs to scan it in their prognostic routinc 
and it seems to have encouraged the Emperor Constantine 
bandsomely with a Z-p celestial mo.nogram before the 
battle of the Milvi:m Bridge. In tne same tradition, some 
of us can remember the Angels of Mons. 

It may indeed turn out that apparitions have been seen 
in the sky as long as human records have been kept. In his 
Jlistory of tire English Church and People. Bede (735) 
described what would today almost certainly be c!:timed 
as flying saucers; :lnd I remember re:,ding an Ilth or 12th 
century account where an object in l:ne sky had caused 
Mmultum terrorem- to the brothers in a monastery. And 
perhaps for almost as long, the tendency of humanity to 
:scare itself has been exploited by the hoaxer. I have 
rcad that Ncwton :IS a boy of 12 causcd much :llarm in his 
LinC(llnshire village by flying a kite with a lantern at night. 

1l1ere was nluch concern in Engl:tnd in 18S2 when :IS 
objective :In observer as E. W. Jo"bunder of the Roya: 
Obscr.-atory saw wh:tt he considered to be a celestial 
visitor. The ohjcct w:t., also sccn on the Continent by a 
future Nobel l.:'.ureate. the famous spectroseopist Zeeman. 
It W:IS described in various ways - 'spindle shaped', 'like a 
torpedo, or wc::\\'er's shutt!.:', 'like a discus see:! on edge' 
:lnd 50 for'h. It was s:Lid to glow with :l whitish colour. 

Ba"",,IlQn;l It."Ctor~ gh-cc to:.':c ~.;trth r-..:ls~~rn nr.tn .. -h l'('th.: Tnstitu:c: 
and s..-..:i::I)" and t!lC ~':·.\':c;J.~k :·..s:r"r:Qa~ic::!t Sccic::y. 

From n:easurements made cn it, it must ba\'e been very 
large - perhaps 70 miles long and situated more than 
100 miles above the earth's surface. Although Maunder 
said that it was different frot!l a[]y auroral phenomenon 
that be bad seen, it is noteworthy that there was an intense 
magnetic storm at the time, coincidi[]g with o[]e of the 
largest sunspots ever recorded. It is therefore likely that 
Maunder's object ~ an unusual feature of an auroral 
display. There was another scare in 1897, when something 
like a winged cigar projecting a brilliant light from its 
bead 'was seen over Oakland, California (Fort 1941) • 
Sirrular objects were soon seen throughout the United 
States, but while SO!:!le were u,ldoubtedly the work of 
hoaxers, the cause of the original incident remains obscure. 

My own cont2.ct v.ith the subject goes back to about 
1925, when I was told at Oxted in Surrey. of a bright light 
that slowly made its way across the sky every night. In 
fact, I knew of one married couple wbo sat up all night 
watching it. It was Venus, which had attracted them by its 
brilliance; they 'had never before noticed th:tt all the 
planets and stars seem.!O move across the sl..-y. Venus, 
indeed, has caused much trouble th~"ugh the years. In 
1940 or 1941 there was an alarm that the Germans had a 
new high fiying aircraft, because this was wbat was re
ported by the predictor crew of an antiaircraft battery 
somev.'here, I think, in the Borders. The aircraft. they said, 
was showing a light and they had determined its height 
with their rangefinder. The answer was, as far as I can 
remember, 26 000 ft and tl:C wondered how they had 
managed to get such a precise measurement. Investigations 
showed that this was the last graduation on their range 
scale and that what they had tried to range upon W:lS, once 
again, Venus. The same explana,ion has been true ,f 
several flying saucers that have been drawn to my attention 
in the north of Scotland; it has sometimes been possible 
to predict the nights on which reports would come in, 
depending on whether or not Venus was bright and visible. 

It is nece.<sary, in any discussion of flying saucers" to 
consider the nature of the evidence coneerning them; it 
may therefore be rele"ant if 1 recount sorne of my c:o>peri· 
cnces in similar matters, for the tensions :lSsociated witl, 
war provided fertile ground for the conception of :lppari
tions. r can remember the Russi:Lns with the snow on their 
boots who c.me t., Britain in 1914. One or my uncles W:lS 
among the hundreds of people who S:LW them although, in 
his case, he: could not see the snow because they were in a 
toin going ,wer a railway bridge. In fact no ddachment 
of Russian troops ever came t,~ this country. Years bter 
I was told the expbn:ltion by the Chief of our Secret 
Service, In prewar dajis there used to be large eonsign
n1cnts of eggs imported from Russia. and one of the ports 
3t which they were I:!nded was Abcrde~n. An agent in 
Aberc:!c~~ on this p:>rticular occ..~sion sent:l tclcgr:tm to ms 
Lo,,':"'n hcadc!uartcrs to warn them that the cr,r-' h3.d b~ca 
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anded and were on the train. With telegraphic economy 
-h~sen~a signaIsuch as "100000 Russians now on way from 
Aberdeen to London" and inadvertently started the 
legend. 

The years before 1939 were full of stories of an engine 
Slopping ray. As I heard the story in 1937 or 1938 it was 
that an English family on holiday in Germany would be 
travelling in a car when its engine would suddenly fail, 
invariably on a country road, and usually at the edge of 
a wood. A German sentry would then step out of tile trees 
and telI them that there were special tests- in progress and 
that they would be unable to Droceed. Some time later he 
would com,;; back and tell them that it was all right for 
them to Stitrt the engine again and the engine would 
immediatelyJire and they weee able to drive off. 

By this time I was becoming concerned with Intelligence. 
and one of my tasks was to ascertain the truth about th€
mysterious rays. At about the same time someone thought 
that it was a pity that the Germans should have a mono
poly in the story and a paraJ!el story was deliberately 
spread, hinting that we, too, had a ray. Within a short 
time we in Intelligence were flooded out with stories of 
similar .:vents in England. We were astonished at the cir· 
cumstantial detail that the public had added. In one 
insta[lce, said :0 have occurred on Salisbury Plain, it was 
no ordinary family that were in their car, but a family of 
Quakers - and Quakers, it was added, were welI known 
for telling the truth. 

Eventually, I got to the bottom of the story. The places 
most mentioned in Germany were the regions around the 
Brocker. in the Harz, and the Feldberg near Frankfurt. 
These were the sites of the first two television towers in 
Gennany. A Jewish radio announcer at Frankfurt who 
escaped to this country was at first puzzled when I told 
him the story and then, with a chuckle, he told me that 
he could see how it had happened. In the days before the 
television transmitters had been erected, the engineers 
made field strength surveys, but these surveys were ren· 
dered difficult by interference from the engines of motor 
vehicles. Under an authoritarian regime such as that of the 
Nazis it was simple to eliminate this trouble by stopping 
all cars io the area around the survey receiver for the 
period of the test. Sentries, who were probably provided 
by the German Air Force, were posted on the roads, and 
at the appointed hour would t:DlCrgc-a<ld-stop aU-vehicles .. 
At the end of thc test they would then give the drivers 
permission to proceed. It only rcquir~d a simple transposi
tion in the story as subsequently told by a dri,-cr for the 
vehicle to have stopped beforc the sentry appeared, giving 
rise to a two year chase after the truth. 

The beginning of the sec~nd World War took me for a 
few wreks to Harrogate, where part of the Air Ministry 
was evacuated. I soon saw a flying 5:i.ucer. It was high in 
the blue of a dear midday sky, gleaming white, ;md appear
ing hardly to move. E'·eryone stopped to watch it, but it 
,.-as merely an escaped balloon. Such objects appeared 
throughout the war and were e-,·en reported by fighter 
pilots who tried to intercept them, only to find that the 
objccts were too high. There were indeed enough such 
incidents for part of the Intelligence Organization to sup
pose that the Germans had de,-doped a special high flying 
version of the Junkers 86 aircr.tft known as the Ju 86P, 
P indicating that the obin was pressurized (an unusual 
step in those days) for the crcw. It was Further supposed 
that th~se Ju SGPs wer.: flying photographic n:connaissanccs 
of this country and that \\·c were powerless to intercept 
them. I doubt in f=tct whcther .my such rcconnaiss:wccs 
were nudc - cert:tin!)", and very surprisingly, there was 

----....-

DO photographic reconnais:.ance of London by the Ger
mans from 10 January l~l until 10 September 1944 when 
the Me 262 jet became available. _ . . 

] 940 was a grand time for scares. Many people saw flares 
fired up by Fifth Columnists to guide the German bombers 
to their targets; I even had an eyewitness account from an 
RAF friend who had worked with me in finding the Ger
man navigational beams. I was in'"olved in a hunt for 
Fifth Columnists in Norfolk in which the detaIls were far 
more convincing t.lJan those of any Flying Saucer story 
that I have encountered but the explanation turned out to 
be quite innocent. Happily, observations of curious lights 
were nol confined to one side. I was delighted to watch 
the pilots of Kampfgruppe 100 (the 'crack' beam bombing 
unit of the German Air Force) conduct a three week test 
of a theory that our Observer Corps was indicating the 
presence of German bombers to our fighters by switching 
on red lights whene\-er a German bomber was overhead. 
At the end of the check the Kgr 100 crews reported that 
they had confirmed the observation, despite the fact that 
we were doing no such thing. 

Air crew, because of the intense strain involved, ap
peared to be especially susceptible to apparitions. Air 
Commodore Helmore, one of our ablest pilo:s in World 
War I, recalled to me in 1939 that he and his eontempor
aries had been scared of a particular kind of German 
antiaireraFt shell which burst with a purple flash. The 
legend was that these shells somehow radiated ,·enereal 
disease - one can only guess at the chain of e,·ents that 
led up to these speculations. 

In World War II our bomber crews repeatedly reported 
that they were shadowed by German single engine night 
fighters carrying yellow lights in their noses. The oddness 
of this observation was that, apart. from the difficulty of 
putting a light in the nose of a single engine aircraft, there 
were at that time no German single engine fighters flying 
at night. No one ever completely explained the story. 
When I "did get a chance to ask a German nightfighter crew 
whether they knew what the explanation was they said 
that they also knew that no single engine fighters were 
flying but that they had seen much the same thing as I 
described to them. Ammen aircraft, later in the war, also 
saw what may ha'·e been the saf!1e phenomenon, both over 
Europe and o'·er Japan. One theory, ad·:anced by Pro
fessor Menzel (1953), who has studied such incidents in 
detail, is that it may have been some errect of light reflected 
from conderiS:ltion in wing tip eddies. 

Anuincr of the aircre\\" theories, which ultimately did us 
,·ery srcat harm. W:lS that the control of German search
lights was myst.::riously put out of action if our bomber 
s\vitched on its. r::ld:lr idcntification de,·ice. Some of our 
most e.~perienC"ed and cool headed pilots believed this 
story, :llthou~h one could see th:tt it was ridiculous. Even 
if, by some accident, tr.e German radar control had been 
upset ori~inally by the radiation from our identification 
set, the Gcrm:lns would vcry dearly ha'-e remedied the 
defect :lnd used the r:ldiation from our set as a means of 
identifying and lornting our bombers - for we h:ld 
thereby presented them with thc answer to onc ofth.:: most 
dinicu!t problems in comb ... t, that of getting your encmy 
positively to :delUify himself. They indeed exploitee.! this 
technique tow:m!s the .::nd of the war w~cn their main 
radar equipment was jammed, and it cost us many 
bnmbers bcf<'re we persu:td.::d the Command that it must 
get thc IFF sets switched orr. There was :tnnther story that 
:l beer bl'uic thrown out of a bomber would defe:lt the 
Germ:tn r"dar. :lnd T en remember Lord Cherwell's 
humorous question ··:-.rust it b~ a fres!J~y "[,<"Ied bottle?·· 
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being soltrllnly recorded in the minutc::s of 3 War Dhinet 
4:iiscussiolL , 

1 hlld often to assess the evidcno= of eyewitneSses but 
C'o'c:n when these were observers who were anti?us to help 
, it \>r.IS sometimes surprising bO,\' Dluch in :error their 
descriptions could be-I received, for eUlllple. t\'lree reportS 
WithiCl a few weeks of one another in 19U 'reg3rding 
German constru~tioClill activity on Mont Pin<;:on in Nor' 
JI\a.Ildy. One report stIid that it ""as an underground 
aerodrome. the second that it "":t5 a long range gun :tnd 
the: tbird tlmt it was a r:Jdio Il'I<t5t abOUt 1100 f~ high. Faced 
With such diversity. ] guessed that nope of these descrip
lions WllS correct but thilt. frorn the site. the construetion 
'NaS prob3bly 3 r:Jdio nn"ig:Jtion:ll beam statiOn, with an 

_ teria1 ('Which was, incident:llty. :tbout 40 ft \'Iigh) which 
could b.: rotatcd on a turntable of about 100 ft diaIlletcr. 
l'bOtographic reCOnCl'ljsS:lnce showed th:tt my gueSS 'was 
correct; it also illustrated a mOrc general point that wit, 
nesses weR usually right',\vhen they said tllat something 
had llappened at a particul!lr place. although the~' could 
be ..... i1dly Wrong about ... hnt had h3Ppened. 

AMther example th:1t OcCUrred. not to nte but to Pro
reSSor Charles Kittd. the AmetiQCI solid state physicist, 
IIlBY also be' salutary. fIe and a lkitish dieor.:ticat Pbysicist 
... ere given the problcm ofcstablishil'lg the pattern On Ivl1ich 
the GermallS 13id their mines 31 sea, the principa~ evidcnce 
being deri.cd from the repOrtS .:If tTIinf$wceper creWs re
garding the range and bearing of the mines as theY .... ere 
txplodcd by the passage of tTIil'lcs'\'eepcrs. !Cittel proposed 
to go on a rninc:swcepil'lS sortie:. to get the feel of the 
evidence. }{js British counterpart tefused to go, on tbe 
trounds that since they would only be making ooe trip tbe 
tvidence that they ",'ere likely to obtain would be highly 
Special to that particular trip and might colour their 
&eneraIjudgernenl Kittel 'It ooee found out tile surpriSing 
fact that the reportS of the c['Cws were cOrCIplctely unreli
able as regards !';lng' and bc:tring esti!'l1ation, !lnd th'lt the 
ooly part of the evidence on which he could rely \vas 

- iilietlicr the explosion h::ld occurred to port or st:trboard. 
I belieVe Ihat he rCI'Inaged to sOke the problem of the 
~ttcrn 011 this e"idence alOne. bt,that his colleague re
tDaiped perplc."ced until the cnd of 0 War through 3CCept
ing the ranges and be:lril'lgs as:tce f'ltc. 

I have nlJ.de this discursion Clto some of my \\'3t 

tl(pcriene:e because it js rcJeI':ll1t the flying S;).tJCer story 
in that it illustrates the difficulty of c::stablishing the truth 
feom eyewitness report«. partie: 13rly .... hen events \'I:t"c 
been witnessed under stress. I d not. of course, conc:1ude 
tllat eye\\"il!1CSS reports must e diSC!lrded; on the cop
tra!)', clI;duding hoaxers :tnd i::lrs, Il'Iost "itnesses 11'1"0 
genuinely seen something. ::lIt ouSh it may be difficult to 
decide from their descriptions 'V\'lat they re:al1y had s.:~n. 

lbe end of the: \,-:lr br"u,,~t rClC 3n experiel1<:c that 1\'3S 
directly connccted with th<: 'in:; S::Iucer problcIl'l. In fact, 
althou£h Ihe term was in"c(I e:d in ,.'\rncrica as the r<:sult of 
sorn~thing seen by Kennc, t\rnold, pilotil'lg :l pri"ale 
plal'lc ncr Nt Ranicr on ~ JUne 19~7, !he rClod~rn scare 
abo"t str,lng.:: cel~tia~ objects started il'l Sweden early in 
1946, I \\-:1$ Director or [l)'IclJi<:!cI1CC: 011 tile Air Sl~!f at t\'le 
tilllc al1d I h:ld 10 dcci~ "'h~thcr or nOt thcre \\':IS !lny
thing in thc story. ( :1m riDt sure of the incident that st~Hted 
it off. but the gcn Cr:J I ::1t,{',osphere \\'3S one of 3Pprehcnsion 
rC!:;Hcling the intenti" •• of the Russi~ns, no'\' In::lt their 
P"st-W;lr :lttitude \\-:ls .. b.:c('!'l1i nZ c1.:::tr, It "'::1S, for e~lrC1plc, 
the lime of WinstQnjChtirchill"s 'iron CLlrt"in' speech, At 
ally r~lc. a number/of Sl\\ri~ bcg;1n :tbout pcop!.;: sO:il1g 
thinz,; in the: sky over Sweden. :Ind thi,. Z:Jincd such "'C'lume 
tha: the Swedish GClle~1 St"O- nsk~d the population in 

, 
gcperal to keep its e:yes oPell. The ~&ult. of course, was 
an imracdi:tte sPate of reports. Maily of these could be 
quickly dismissed by e,,:plana1ions ~uch as wild e~ese seen 
at a distance. but one or t1oVo were: sO Widely reported 
t1ut they must h;~~ been sollle:thing-m6re un'!'suaI. 

SOtTIe: of the techCli~1 officers On my Stal[' fwere quite 
eOCl,;inced and subscribed to the Swedish clI;pl:i<lation that 
the objects ' .... crc long range flying bombs be:f1g sent o';er 
Sweden by the Russial1s. Even sueh .a cool l1e:tded judge 
as Field Marsl1:1.l S(Iluts WaS cOl1vipced enough to terer 
to them in a broadcast cal" as evidcoce of tlle Russian 
threal The belief was stronglY aided by what I think rnust 
ha .... e been two unusuall)' bright meleors, which were 
clearly visible in dayligbt. One of th~e led to many reports 
a1tT1ost sirCIultaneously. frDm a "'-ide area of Sweden; an 
enthusiastic Intelligence oflicer joined all the ~eportS up 
intO one track aceording to th~ times of the individual 
reports aCId this track &e:ctJ1ed to show that the object 
sometimes hovered and SOrCIetilries flew for bundreds of 
nu1es within hair a (IlioUtc, '\'J:Ia.t he had failed to notice 
"-'3S that almost every repon 53id that the object had been 
seen to the east of the ob5erV~t', and this would have been 
impossible if his !rack \>;:lS gepuine. The e:cplanation, of 
course, was that the individoal tinles of sighting that were 
reported represented tbe seatter of errors in the individual 
"r.!te:hcs of the observers, and that they bad all been wit
nessing one eVent; this ""35 a !arge. bright meteor that had 
appeared over the GUlf of Finland. 

llowever, Stlch a simple ~":PI:a\,::J.tion did not satisfy 
some of my officers, who clearly disappro\'ed of my 
scepticism. J pOinted OUt to them t:lat since: we had two 
years before studied tlie beha"iour ofGerroanfiying bombs, 
..... e knew the order of reliabilit~ of such Il'Iissiles, which 
was such tnat 10% Or So would co.tne down accidentally 
through cngine failu['C, The Russi:lns ..vere supposedly 
cruising their flying bombs !It more than !).vicc the range 
that the Gerlrlans h:ld achiel'ed, and it was unlikely that 

- they were SO .ad>'aoee:d technologically ;is to achieve a 
substantially greater reliabl1i't)' &t..200 'rnilc:s than the 
Gerntans had reached ~t 100 miles. Even;-therefore. if they 
",ere only t!')'ins to ftightC~ the S<.Vedes, they could hardly 
help it if some of their rnisSiles crnshed, on S,"edish terri
tot}', The alleged 5igllting:; civer S,\'cden,wcre now so many 
that. even giVing the Russian tne: greatest possible credit 
for reliability, thcre ought to be: at least 10 missiles already 
Crasbed in Sweden_ I \vould therefore only belicve the 
Stot)' if SOmeone brought me itt a piece of a missile. 

I did oot have to Wait 100&, The other Director of 
lnte!1igcnce on the Air Staff, ar' Air Commodore who 
tended to side with those wilo belie"ed in the story, tele
phoned me 10 53)' tl1u \,;Iii1e tlle Swedes h3d no: actually 
i>;ck<:d up a crashed nlissilc, SomeOne h~d seen objects fall 
from one of the n'liS$ilcS ::J.nd had eol!cc:ed them. The 
S"'edish GeMral S(."1\that1dcd them to JJS for eX:l.nlination; 

, they were n Olisc:,c:lbncous collcetion of irregular lumps of 
rn:ltcri::ll. The piece that I re!'l1e!'l1ber best was p.:rl1~ps thrcc 
inches actoss, grey, PorOLiS :Ind shil1Y. and with :I density 
not much Il'Iorc th3n th3t of ",'ater, Ch::ulcs Fr:tnk (now 
I'rof. F. C. Fronl:: of Sristol) '1C1d I looked at it :lnd :It one 
aClo[ber, !lnd ,~aughcd: but since Ive had ~cn se[ a silly 
problem we thought th~t \VC \"'ould dc:tl with it in :I s'lit
able manner, 3nd so '\v~ Sef1t the collection of specilnens 
to thc chcmiC31 dcpartn,,;nt at l":trnborough for a rorm:ll 
'1l1alysis. We did not fore&eC [he scare th3t was then to 
:trisc; F;).t"nborough, inStc:td of Sending the report of thei .... 
:lf1~Iysis directly baek to us. SCl'lt it to the tcchnic:tl officers, 
who w.:re aCllon<> the believcrs. , 

My Air CO!'l1~,odorc friend telcplloncd !'l1c to s::ty that 
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being soltrllnly recorded in the minutc::s of 3 War Dhinet 
4:iiscussiolL , 

1 hlld often to assess the evidcno= of eyewitneSses but 
C'o'c:n when these were observers who were anti?us to help 
, it \>r.IS sometimes surprising bO,\' Dluch in :error their 
descriptions could be-I received, for eUlllple. t\'lree reportS 
WithiCl a few weeks of one another in 19U 'reg3rding 
German constru~tioClill activity on Mont Pin<;:on in Nor' 
JI\a.Ildy. One report stIid that it ""as an underground 
aerodrome. the second that it "":t5 a long range gun :tnd 
the: tbird tlmt it was a r:Jdio Il'I<t5t abOUt 1100 f~ high. Faced 
With such diversity. ] guessed that nope of these descrip
lions WllS correct but thilt. frorn the site. the construetion 
'NaS prob3bly 3 r:Jdio nn"ig:Jtion:ll beam statiOn, with an 

_ teria1 ('Which was, incident:llty. :tbout 40 ft \'Iigh) which 
could b.: rotatcd on a turntable of about 100 ft diaIlletcr. 
l'bOtographic reCOnCl'ljsS:lnce showed th:tt my gueSS 'was 
correct; it also illustrated a mOrc general point that wit, 
nesses weR usually right',\vhen they said tllat something 
had llappened at a particul!lr place. although the~' could 
be ..... i1dly Wrong about ... hnt had h3Ppened. 

AMther example th:1t OcCUrred. not to nte but to Pro
reSSor Charles Kittd. the AmetiQCI solid state physicist, 
IIlBY also be' salutary. fIe and a lkitish dieor.:ticat Pbysicist 
... ere given the problcm ofcstablishil'lg the pattern On Ivl1ich 
the GermallS 13id their mines 31 sea, the principa~ evidcnce 
being deri.cd from the repOrtS .:If tTIinf$wceper creWs re
garding the range and bearing of the mines as theY .... ere 
txplodcd by the passage of tTIil'lcs'\'eepcrs. !Cittel proposed 
to go on a rninc:swcepil'lS sortie:. to get the feel of the 
evidence. }{js British counterpart tefused to go, on tbe 
trounds that since they would only be making ooe trip tbe 
tvidence that they ",'ere likely to obtain would be highly 
Special to that particular trip and might colour their 
&eneraIjudgernenl Kittel 'It ooee found out tile surpriSing 
fact that the reportS of the c['Cws were cOrCIplctely unreli
able as regards !';lng' and bc:tring esti!'l1ation, !lnd th'lt the 
ooly part of the evidence on which he could rely \vas 

- iilietlicr the explosion h::ld occurred to port or st:trboard. 
I belieVe Ihat he rCI'Inaged to sOke the problem of the 
~ttcrn 011 this e"idence alOne. bt,that his colleague re
tDaiped perplc."ced until the cnd of 0 War through 3CCept
ing the ranges and be:lril'lgs as:tce f'ltc. 

I have nlJ.de this discursion Clto some of my \\'3t 

tl(pcriene:e because it js rcJeI':ll1t the flying S;).tJCer story 
in that it illustrates the difficulty of c::stablishing the truth 
feom eyewitness report«. partie: 13rly .... hen events \'I:t"c 
been witnessed under stress. I d not. of course, conc:1ude 
tllat eye\\"il!1CSS reports must e diSC!lrded; on the cop
tra!)', clI;duding hoaxers :tnd i::lrs, Il'Iost "itnesses 11'1"0 
genuinely seen something. ::lIt ouSh it may be difficult to 
decide from their descriptions 'V\'lat they re:al1y had s.:~n. 

lbe end of the: \,-:lr br"u,,~t rClC 3n experiel1<:c that 1\'3S 
directly connccted with th<: 'in:; S::Iucer problcIl'l. In fact, 
althou£h Ihe term was in"c(I e:d in ,.'\rncrica as the r<:sult of 
sorn~thing seen by Kennc, t\rnold, pilotil'lg :l pri"ale 
plal'lc ncr Nt Ranicr on ~ JUne 19~7, !he rClod~rn scare 
abo"t str,lng.:: cel~tia~ objects started il'l Sweden early in 
1946, I \\-:1$ Director or [l)'IclJi<:!cI1CC: 011 tile Air Sl~!f at t\'le 
tilllc al1d I h:ld 10 dcci~ "'h~thcr or nOt thcre \\':IS !lny
thing in thc story. ( :1m riDt sure of the incident that st~Hted 
it off. but the gcn Cr:J I ::1t,{',osphere \\'3S one of 3Pprehcnsion 
rC!:;Hcling the intenti" •• of the Russi~ns, no'\' In::lt their 
P"st-W;lr :lttitude \\-:ls .. b.:c('!'l1i nZ c1.:::tr, It "'::1S, for e~lrC1plc, 
the lime of WinstQnjChtirchill"s 'iron CLlrt"in' speech, At 
ally r~lc. a number/of Sl\\ri~ bcg;1n :tbout pcop!.;: sO:il1g 
thinz,; in the: sky over Sweden. :Ind thi,. Z:Jincd such "'C'lume 
tha: the Swedish GClle~1 St"O- nsk~d the population in 

, 
gcperal to keep its e:yes oPell. The ~&ult. of course, was 
an imracdi:tte sPate of reports. Maily of these could be 
quickly dismissed by e,,:plana1ions ~uch as wild e~ese seen 
at a distance. but one or t1oVo were: sO Widely reported 
t1ut they must h;~~ been sollle:thing-m6re un'!'suaI. 

SOtTIe: of the techCli~1 officers On my Stal[' fwere quite 
eOCl,;inced and subscribed to the Swedish clI;pl:i<lation that 
the objects ' .... crc long range flying bombs be:f1g sent o';er 
Sweden by the Russial1s. Even sueh .a cool l1e:tded judge 
as Field Marsl1:1.l S(Iluts WaS cOl1vipced enough to terer 
to them in a broadcast cal" as evidcoce of tlle Russian 
threal The belief was stronglY aided by what I think rnust 
ha .... e been two unusuall)' bright meleors, which were 
clearly visible in dayligbt. One of th~e led to many reports 
a1tT1ost sirCIultaneously. frDm a "'-ide area of Sweden; an 
enthusiastic Intelligence oflicer joined all the ~eportS up 
intO one track aceording to th~ times of the individual 
reports aCId this track &e:ctJ1ed to show that the object 
sometimes hovered and SOrCIetilries flew for bundreds of 
nu1es within hair a (IlioUtc, '\'J:Ia.t he had failed to notice 
"-'3S that almost every repon 53id that the object had been 
seen to the east of the ob5erV~t', and this would have been 
impossible if his !rack \>;:lS gepuine. The e:cplanation, of 
course, was that the individoal tinles of sighting that were 
reported represented tbe seatter of errors in the individual 
"r.!te:hcs of the observers, and that they bad all been wit
nessing one eVent; this ""35 a !arge. bright meteor that had 
appeared over the GUlf of Finland. 

llowever, Stlch a simple ~":PI:a\,::J.tion did not satisfy 
some of my officers, who clearly disappro\'ed of my 
scepticism. J pOinted OUt to them t:lat since: we had two 
years before studied tlie beha"iour ofGerroanfiying bombs, 
..... e knew the order of reliabilit~ of such Il'Iissiles, which 
was such tnat 10% Or So would co.tne down accidentally 
through cngine failu['C, The Russi:lns ..vere supposedly 
cruising their flying bombs !It more than !).vicc the range 
that the Gerlrlans h:ld achiel'ed, and it was unlikely that 

- they were SO .ad>'aoee:d technologically ;is to achieve a 
substantially greater reliabl1i't)' &t..200 'rnilc:s than the 
Gerntans had reached ~t 100 miles. Even;-therefore. if they 
",ere only t!')'ins to ftightC~ the S<.Vedes, they could hardly 
help it if some of their rnisSiles crnshed, on S,"edish terri
tot}', The alleged 5igllting:; civer S,\'cden,wcre now so many 
that. even giVing the Russian tne: greatest possible credit 
for reliability, thcre ought to be: at least 10 missiles already 
Crasbed in Sweden_ I \vould therefore only belicve the 
Stot)' if SOmeone brought me itt a piece of a missile. 

I did oot have to Wait 100&, The other Director of 
lnte!1igcnce on the Air Staff, ar' Air Commodore who 
tended to side with those wilo belie"ed in the story, tele
phoned me 10 53)' tl1u \,;Iii1e tlle Swedes h3d no: actually 
i>;ck<:d up a crashed nlissilc, SomeOne h~d seen objects fall 
from one of the n'liS$ilcS ::J.nd had eol!cc:ed them. The 
S"'edish GeMral S(."1\that1dcd them to JJS for eX:l.nlination; 

, they were n Olisc:,c:lbncous collcetion of irregular lumps of 
rn:ltcri::ll. The piece that I re!'l1e!'l1ber best was p.:rl1~ps thrcc 
inches actoss, grey, PorOLiS :Ind shil1Y. and with :I density 
not much Il'Iorc th3n th3t of ",'ater, Ch::ulcs Fr:tnk (now 
I'rof. F. C. Fronl:: of Sristol) '1C1d I looked at it :lnd :It one 
aClo[ber, !lnd ,~aughcd: but since Ive had ~cn se[ a silly 
problem we thought th~t \VC \"'ould dc:tl with it in :I s'lit
able manner, 3nd so '\v~ Sef1t the collection of specilnens 
to thc chcmiC31 dcpartn,,;nt at l":trnborough for a rorm:ll 
'1l1alysis. We did not fore&eC [he scare th3t was then to 
:trisc; F;).t"nborough, inStc:td of Sending the report of thei .... 
:lf1~Iysis directly baek to us. SCl'lt it to the tcchnic:tl officers, 
who w.:re aCllon<> the believcrs. , 

My Air CO!'l1~,odorc friend telcplloncd !'l1c to s::ty that 
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he DOW had the Farnborough report and that it sub- way. in secking an explanati0l'!. they concluded that their 
stantiatcd the idea that the specimens had come from some- Director had decided to have some fun with them and had 
thing quite mysterious, because one of them contained made them waste their Saturday on a wild goose chase. 
ove: 98% of an UDknown chemical element. It Vias the just to teach them a lesson for their credulity. The only 
grey porous specimen that was the cause of the trouble; satisfaction bfl to them, they thought, was not to let their 
Farnborough had analysed it f:lr such elements as iron. Director know how weII he had suc;cceded, and they had 
manganese and so forth and had found traces of all of therefore decided that they would not teI! me what had 
ther.! adding up to less than 2%. The remaining 98% they happened. Although I appreciated ,heir respect in giving 
had been unable to identify. Charles Frank ane I were me credit for such a happy hoax, I had in fact nothing to 
delighted. 1 telephoned the head of the chemical depart- do with it, and 1 sul1 do not know who thought of it. Even 
ment at Farnborough (now a Fellow of the Royal Society) after that. some sul1 believed in a Russian fiying bomb. 
and asked !lim whcther he really belicvcd in the analysis but the scare in Sweden and Britain gradually died dOWD. 
that his Section had done. When he said that he did. I Even so, the Swedish scare h:ld sensitized the western 
asked him how he could be satisfied with an analysis tbat world so much that Kenneth Arnold's 1947 story set up a 
left 98% of the substance unidentified. and he agreed thai; secondary scare in America that qu ickly o\·ershadowed the 
it was rather a puzzle. I then asked him whether they had primary source. Arnold was flying his own aircraft near 
tested for carbon. Thcre was something of an explosion at Mt Ranier in Washington State on 24 Junc. when he saw 
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the other end of the telephone. Carbon would not have "a chain of small saucer-like things at least five miles long 
shown up in any of the standard tests, but one had only swerving in and out of the high mountain peaks". There 
to look at the material, as Charles Frank and I had done, is no reason to doubt that Arnold genuinely saw something 
to sec that it was a lump of coke. but, as D. H. Menzel has suggested, it may have been no 

These were the only specime:1s that were e,·er claimed to more than snow swirling off the pcaks or small clouds 
bave come from a Russian flying bomb, and the story might formin~ over them. Arnold's Story triggered off a wave of 
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" then have died. But by this time it had gone round the sightings, with saucers appearing almost daily over one 
world and we received a signal from the British missioll in part ot-the other of the United States and since the Rus-
Tokyo because General MacArth'~r had asked thcm....,.,to..---Cs:r.ja,.,l .. ls,...,iv=~t that time -cor.sidelcd itiCapilb1e of making 
enquire into the story that a missile had fallen in England apparitions cruise at sueh a long range, some other origin 
during the previous few weeks. The same Air Commodore had to be found. The United States Air Force went even 
telephoned me, asking how he should reply to the signa:' fi:~ther than tbe Royal Air Force had done and set up an 
I told him that, so far as I knew, nothing like a missile had official investigation 'Project Saucer· on 22 January 1948 
fallen in EngIaml since the end of the war, and tc. this he (this was succeeded in February 1949 by 'Project Grudgc' 
replied: wWeU, it might tie up with the WesterhaIll a!1d in March 1952 by 'Project Bluebook'. which survives 
incident." When I asked him what Westerham incident, today). Eventually, in J:m~ry 1953, a special P3nel under 

, he said: wGood Gcid, I was supposed Dot to tell you about CIA and USAF auspices was called to assess the evidence. 
that." And then, of course, he had to tell me. The Chairman of the Panel was H. P. Robe.tson, the 

It transpired that on the previous Saturday, one of my disti!lguished relativist, and with him wcre L. W. Alvarez, 
technical officers had received a telephone call from a man L Y. Berkner, S. A Goudsmit and T. L. Page. They eon-
who said that his name was Gunyon. and that one of these eluded, briefly, that there was ·no evidence for any "arte-
lIewfangled contraptions had fallen out of the sl,:y into one facts of a hostile foreign power", and that there should 
or his fields, and that he thought it was the Air Ministry's be a "debunking of the flying saucers". 
business to come and remove it. The technical officer con- The verdict of the Robertson Panel did much to restore 
cemed happened to be one of the bclievers and he saw a a critical view of flying saucer stories and to offset the 
chance of convincing his Director that the Russi:Jn flying efforts of publicity seeking ch:Jrlat:ms; but the Panel could 
bomb reall):...C:oUsted.J:Ie therefore asked farmer Gunyon not, ofeourse. queil the enthusiasts who cl:J.imed··to discern 

--------:5~0~w;:;t;;0:-fi~nd his farm, and was told that if one drove from in its conclusions a r.1Oge of motives that included t:'e 
Croydon to Wcsterh.:lm onc should look out for a public ·whitewashing.· of thc United St:ltes Air Force and its in-
house called 'The White Dog' and drive up the lane beside :1bility to cope with the inv:lders, celestial or otherwise 
it, and that the farm was at the end of the lane. Thc (others even pos:ul;tted that the unforlun:!te USAF had 
techn.ical inteiIi~ence resources of the Air Ministry were :tself started the flying saucer stories by trying Otlt a new 
immedi:ltely mobilized and the two starr cars full of secrct wcapon). If I tr::1y interject a· personal comment 
officers sct olTto find farmer Gunyon. When they got into bere, it happens tht I knew H. P. Robertson well; he was 
.tllc right area, they were disappointed :0 find no public the representative appointed in 19-13 by the American 
house of the right n:lmc. But, being good Intelligence Chiefs of St:lff to d~ide whether or not we in Britain were 
officers, they realized that the name m:ly have b~'Cn mis-, being hO:lxcd by the Gernl:lnS regarding the e.xistencc of 
beard o\·cr thc telephone. They thercforc enquired whether the V-I flying bomb. Hc was immcdiatcl)· convinced by our .' 
there were:or:y public houses "ith similar names, and they evidence, and we owe him much, both for his person:!l help 
were soon directed to one calico ·'ThC ·White Hart'. They and for the promptness of the American tcehni",1 ~upport 
were bcginning, in any event, 10 necd a drink, and they th:lt followed his conclusion. He was :llways as anxious as 
asked the public:ln whether he knew where farmer Gunyon anyonc I know to estahlish the truth, and he would ne'·er 
lived. The pubkc.:pcr did not know :lnyone by the n:lmc of have made an attempt to suprrcss it if it pro\·cd unp:llo.t-
Gunyon but. o.g:lin, they asked whether he knew of any- able; the 5."1mc is true of thc other members of his P:m.:l 
one y,;th a n:tme th:llthcyeould h:lve mist:lken for GunY0l> who :lre km'wn to me. Ncvcrtheless. their findings h:\\"e 
o\·cr the tekphonc. Bappily. he did. There was a farmer recently been eritici7cd again. especially by a distinguished 
called BunY'ln about three miles o\'er tlle hill, and tl1;5 meteorologist, Dr hmes E. McDon:lld (1%7) of the 
astonished man duly received thc full force of Air TCl:h- Univcrsity of Ai-izona and by Dr J. Alkn Hynek (1"66), 
nic::llintclligcnce. U:timat.:ly, hc satisfied them that he had, Dirl=(:tor of the Dcarborn Obsen·atory of Northwestern 
nOltekphoncd the Air }.tinistry and tll:lt all his ficld~ were Uni\·crsity. Dr .Hynek·s critkis!11 is the morc intcrc;,~in.:: 
ill ,i;.";~~~ o:C(:L'. T: . .:y r":'~~:'1&':.i ~::-~dly tv Londc.n. On the for th~ fact th:lt he h:t.s been f","r :0 y.::! rs.:!. c~~~::i~:!:-:. : .. : 
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he DOW had the Farnborough report and that it sub- way. in secking an explanati0l'!. they concluded that their 
stantiatcd the idea that the specimens had come from some- Director had decided to have some fun with them and had 
thing quite mysterious, because one of them contained made them waste their Saturday on a wild goose chase. 
ove: 98% of an UDknown chemical element. It Vias the just to teach them a lesson for their credulity. The only 
grey porous specimen that was the cause of the trouble; satisfaction bfl to them, they thought, was not to let their 
Farnborough had analysed it f:lr such elements as iron. Director know how weII he had suc;cceded, and they had 
manganese and so forth and had found traces of all of therefore decided that they would not teI! me what had 
ther.! adding up to less than 2%. The remaining 98% they happened. Although I appreciated ,heir respect in giving 
had been unable to identify. Charles Frank ane I were me credit for such a happy hoax, I had in fact nothing to 
delighted. 1 telephoned the head of the chemical depart- do with it, and 1 sul1 do not know who thought of it. Even 
ment at Farnborough (now a Fellow of the Royal Society) after that. some sul1 believed in a Russian fiying bomb. 
and asked !lim whether he really believcd in the analysis but the scare in Sweden and Britain gradually died dOWD. 
that his Section had done. When he said that he did. I Even so, the Swedish scare h:ld sensitized the western 
asked him how he could be satisfied with an analysis tbat world so much that Kenneth Arnold's 1947 story set up a 
left 98% of the substance unidentified. and he agreed thai; secondary scare in America that qu ickly o\·ershadowed the 
it was rather a puzzle. I then asked him whether they had primary source. Arnold was flying his own aircraft near 
tested for carbon. Thcre was something of an explosion at Mt Ranier in Washington State on 24 Junc. when he saw 
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the other end of the telephone. Carbon would not have "a chain of small saucer-like things at least five miles long 
shown up in any of the standard tests, but one had only swerving in and out of the high mountain peaks". There 
to look at the material, as Charles Frank and I had done, is no reason to doubt that Arnold genuinely saw something 
to see that it was a lump of coke. but, as D. H. Menzel has suggested, it may have been no 

These were the only specime:ts that were e\·er claimed to more than snow swirling off the pcaks or small clouds 
bave come from a Russian flying bomb, and the story might formin~ over them. Arnold's Story triggered off a wave of 
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" then have died. But by this time it had gone round the sightings, with saucers appearing almost daily over one 
world and we received a signal from the British missioil in part ot-the other of the United States and since the Rus-
Tokyo because General MacArth'~r had asked thcm-nto"---Cs:r.ja"'I"'ls:-"iv=~t that time -cor.sidelcd iticapilb1e of making 
enquire into the story that a missile had fallen in England apparitions cruise at sueh a long range, some other origin 
during the previous few weeks. The same Air Commodore had to be found. The United States Air Force went even 
telephoned me, asking how he should reply to the signa:' fi:~ther than the Royal Air Force had done and set up an 
I told him that, so far as I knew, nothing like a missile had official investigation 'Project Saucer· on 22 January 1948 
fallen in Englaml since the end ofche war, and tc. this he (this was succeeded in February 1949 by 'Project Grudge' 
replicd: wWeU, it might tie up with the WesterhaIll a!1d in March 1952 by 'Project Bluebook'. which survives 
incident." When I asked him what Westerham incident, today). Eventually, in J:m~ry 1953, a speeial P3nel under 

, he said: wGood Gcid, I was supposed not to tell you about CIA and USAF auspices was called to assess the evidence. 
that." And then, of course, he had to tell me. The Chairman of the Panel was H. P. Robe.tson, the 

It transpired that on the previous Saturday, one of my disti.'lguished relativist, and with him were L. W. Alvarez, 
technical officers had received a telephone call from a man L Y. Berkner, S. A Goudsmit and T. L. Pagc. They con-
who said that his name was Gunyon. and that one of these eluded, briefly, that there was ·no evidence for any "artc-
newfangled contraptions had fallen out of the sl,:y into one facts of a hostile foreign power", and that there should 
of his fields, and that he thought it was the Air Ministry's be a "debunking of the flying saucers". 
business to come and remove it. The technical officer con- The verdict of the Robertson Panel did much to restore 
cemed happened to be one of the believers and he saw a a critical view of flying saucer stories and to offset the 
chance of convincing his Director that the Russi:Jn flying efforts of publicity seeking ch:Jrlat:tns; but the Panel could 
bomb reall):...ClUsted.J:Ie thcrefore asked Jarmer Gunyon not, ofeourse. queil the enthusiasts who cl:J.imed··to discern 

-------:i5~0~\V~to~find his farm, and was told that if one drove from in its conclusions a r.:mge of motives that included t:'e 
Croydon to Wcsterh.:lm one should look out for a public ·whitewashing.· of thc United St:ltes Air Force and its in-
house called 'The White Dog' and drive up the lane beside :1bility to cope with the inv:lders, celestial or otherwise 
it, and that the farm was at the end of the lane. The (others even pos:ul;ttcd that the unfortun:tte USAF h:1d 
techn.ical inteili~ence resources of the Air Ministry were :tself started the flying saucer stories by trying Otlt a new 
immedi:ltely mobilized and the two starr c:lrs full of secrct weapon). If I rr::1y interject a· personal comment 
officers sct olTto find f:trmer Gunyon. When they got into here, it happens tbt I knew H. P. Robertson well; he was 
.tllc right area, they were disappointed :0 find no public the representative appointed in 19-13 by the American 
house of the right n:lmc. But, being good Intelligence Chiefs of St:lff to d~ide whcther or not we in Britain were 
officers, they realized that the name m:ly have b~'Cn mis-, being hO:lxcd by the Gernl:lnS regarding the e.xistencc of 
beard o\·cr the telephone. They thereforc enquired whether the V-I flying bomb. He was immcdi:ttc1)· convinced by our .' 
there were:or:y public houses "ith similar names, and they evidence, and we owe him much, both for his person:!.l help 
were soon directed to one calico ·'ThC ·White Hart'. They and for the promptness of the Americ:tn tcchni",1 ~upport 
were bcginning, in any event, 10 need a drink, and thcy that followed his conclusion. He was :llways as anxious as 
asked the public:ln whether he knew where farmcr Gunyon anyone I know to estahlish the truth, and hc would nc'·cr 
lived. The pubkc.:pcr did not know anyone by the n:lme of have made an allempt to suprrcss it if it pro\·cd unp:llat-
Gunyon but. again, thcy asked whether he knew of any- :1ble; the 5.1.me is true of the other members of his P:m.:T 
one y,;th a n:tmc th:ltthcyeould h:lvc mist:lken for GunY0l> who :lre km'wn to mc. Ncvcrtheless. thcir findings ha,·c 
o\·cr the lekphonc. Bappily. he did. Therc was a farmer recently been eritici7cd apin. especially by a distinguished 
called BunY'ln about three miles o\'er tlle hill, and til;; meteorologist, Dr hmes E. McDonald (1%7) of the 
astonished man duly received thc full force of Air TCl:h- University of Ai-izona :lnd by Dr J. Alkn Hynek (1"66), 
nic::lllntclligcncc. U:timat.:ly, he satisfied them that he had, Dirl=(:tor of the Dcarborn Obsen·atory of Northwestern 
nOltekphoned thc Air }.tinistry and that aU his ficld~ were Uni\·crsity. Dr .Hynek·s criticis"l is the more intcrc;,~in.:: 
ill ,i;.";~~~ o:C(:L'. T: . .:y r":'~~:'1&':.i ~::-~dly tv Londc.n. On the for th~ fact th:lt he h:t.s been f","r :0 y.::! rs.:!. c~~~::i~:!:-:. : .. : 
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the United States Air Force. and he was an associate 
. member of the Robertson Panel For most of this time 

I:.e held that saucers were fictions, and he contributed an 
article to the Encyclopal!dia Britl!Julica (1964) that threw 
much doubt on their existence. Recently, however, be 
appears to have changed his mind, and he now believes 
that there are sufficient unexplained pieces of sound c-.-i
dence to justify a new =xamin:ltion. As a result. the United 
States Air Force has set up a fresh investigation at the 
Universit"/'& Colorado, Boulder, hC:ldcd by Dr Edward 
Condon, the former Director of the N:ltional Bureau of 
Staridards. The study \Va; initiated in October 1966 and 
is expected to take 18 months at a cost of S300 000 . 

It appears' that the Russians, too, have been facing 
limiIar doubts, for Air Force General Anatoli Stolyarov 
bas recently been appointed head of a committee 01 

investigation (TIre Times, 13 November 1?67). Again, this 
comes some years after Pra~da bad published official 
denials of flying saucers in 1961. 

Let us eOIlSider the difficulties that face these new in
vestil:3tioos. Apart from the liars and hoaxers who have 
done much to confuse the issue, and those witnesses who 
have simply bad hallucinations, there are many witnesses 
wbo bave genuinely observed something. Some of these 
witnesseS have seen manmade vehicles such' as balloons, 
aircraft, rockets and satellites, but bave misidentified 
them in unf'amiliar circumstances. OtherS have seen 
natural phenomena including mirages, ice haloes, mock 
suns, Brocken ghosts, lenticular clouds, phosphorescence 
at sea, ball lightning, Venus and so forth. Some have seen 
IUId bave even photographed convincing artefacts such as 
the detached image of the ~ of a Herald aircraft 
through complex refraction at the edge of one of the 
cabin windows. Others have observed unusual echoes on 
ndar screens such as the 'ring angels' due to the morning 
flight of starlings. 

The foregoing explanations account for the majority of 
flying saucer reports. The size of the unexplained residue 
may be gauged from the statement of the Under Secr.etary 
of State foc Defence in the House of Commons, on ,9 
November 1967. Over the period l January 1959 to ,30 
September 1957, 625 reports were received by the Ministry 
of Defence; 70 remain unexpl:lined after investigation. 
For comparison, the American figures,:given by the Staff 
of Projcct Bluebook in a report of FebliIary 1956, are 6817· 
alleged sightings in the years 1953-65 inc:Iusive; of these, 
)248 were reported too V:lguely to allow an attempt at 
explanation. Of the remaining 5569, there were 237 for 
wbich explanations could not be found. 

Summarizing the British and American experience, it 
appc:lrs that perhaps 10% of the allcged siglltings cannot 
bcexpbincd. In this rc$idue, it is probable that the majority 

. of\\"itncsscs hal:e made substantial errors in their descrip
tions. A point of dispute is whethcr, aftcr such errors have 
been :lllowcd fo., thcre is enough. left that is unexplained 
to make us think thJ.t there is a gap in our knowledge 
either of natu r:ll ph enomcna or of an extraterrestial in
vasion of our :ltmospherc, pcrhaps by intelligently ·con
trolled spacecraft. 

Those who ha\'c pressed the bst e~planation, and 
especially those who hJ.\"C bcliC"'ed in little men from Venus 
or t.brs, must havc been discouraged by the latest c-:idc;Jce 
regarding surface conditions on those plancts. But I doubt 
"'·heche .• they will be any more finally discouraged than 
wcre those who believed in thc Russian flyin:; bombs oyer 
SwcJCII. Hopc is not the orily thing th:lt springs cternal 
in tl;~ human breast. II' E'-Irth proves to be thc onc planet 
in tl,c solar system th:lt supports intelligent life, it is stilI 

possible that intelligent beings from a more distant system 
have found the way to cross intervening space in small 
craft without ageing on the longjourncy; and, although it 
is unlikely, it is just possible that the craft are' small enough 
not to have shown up on astronomical or rad::.r surveys. 
JC$Se Greenstein ofMt Wilson and Palomar Observatories 
has calculated that a vehicle 100 ft iii diamcter would 
easily show' up at a heig1lt of 50 miles on any of !he 5000 
plates of the Palomar S1.-y Survey. 

Perhaps I rna;; be permitted to make some remuks on 
resolving the confusion of evidence, for I have had to do 
this before. In partiCular, I had to sort out the true from 
the false in the scare of 1943 about the threat of the Ger
man rocket. In the early stages this was not difficult, since 
there were few reports, and they were substantiallY secret 
and independent. But as the stories grew, it was almost 
impossible to tell 'whether .or not a particular report came 
from someone who genuinely l.-]]cw something or whether 
be v.'as repeating a rumour. By that time there was no 
question about whether or not there was a rccket - the 
question was what it weighed. Finally I found a touch
stone - I would accept a weight only from a report that 
had also mentioned that liquid oxygen was one of the 
fuels, which I by then knew to be true. The result was 
spectacular; out of·nundreds of eOliOicting reports this 
touchstone selected only fil:e, and these pointed consistently 
to a total weight of about 12 tons \\;th a warhead from oae 
to two tollS, in contradistinction to the 80 tons with a 
10 ton warhead that had been mooted. These fh"e surviving 
reports thus ied me to the correct answcr. 

Unfortunately, I have not found a similar touchstone 
for Hying saucer reports.. We are then left with assessing 
probabilities from what we know about the physical 
world, but we cannot reject the flying saucer hypothesis 
simply beca-ase it is unlikely. This would merely lead to the 
danger of repeating t.~e error of the French Academy re
garding meteorites. But arc flying saucers simply of the 
first order of unlikeliness? I think not, for I would apply 
th~'same argument as I used regarding the apparitions in 
Sweden. There have been so many flying saucers seen by 
now, if we were to belielle the accounts, that surely one of 

,:them must have broken down or \eft some trace of its 
': visit. It is true that one can explain the absence of relics 
: by supposing that the saucers have a fantastic reliability, 

but this adds another ordcr of unlikeliness. At least the 
French Academy had some actual meteorites to examine. 

I think that this is whcre the natural philosopher must 
take his stand, for thore is a well tried course in such a 
situation. This is to apply 'Occam's razor' - hypotheses 
are not to be multiplied without necessity. Of all the 
possible explanations for a set of observ:ltions, the one 

~ with the minimum of supposition should' be accepted, untJ1 
: it is proved wrong. Otherwise one lives in a fe:lrsomely 

imaginativc world in which ration:l! conduct becon1cs 
impossible. There is a story of one of my more eccentric 
colleagues t:J:!t will iIIustratc what I mC:ln. He was at the: 
time a Fellow of one of the men's colleges in 'Oxford, but 
be happcaed also to tutor some of the women students in 
philosophy. One of the girls went into his room for. a 
tutorial one day, only to find that he scemed not to be 
thcre. HowC'v~r, she was accustomed to some of the 
curiosities in his bchaviour and shc was not unduly sur
priscd when, a minute or two aftcr she had S:lt down, his 
voicc boomed from under thc bblc: ~Read your essay!" 
This she proceedcd to do, and then w:litcd for his com
ments. Something th.at she had said renlinded him or 
Oceam's r;!7.or and he proceeded to give her :11. cxample. 
Poking his hcad out from under the tablecloth he said: 
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the United States Air Force. and he was an associate 
, member of the Robertson Panel For most of this time 

I:.e held that saucers were fictions, and he contributed an 
article to the Encyclopal!dia Britl!Julica (1964) that threw 
much doubt on their existence. Recently, however, be 
appears to have changed his mind, and he now believes 
that there are sufficient unexplained pieces of sound c-.-i
dence to justify a new =xamin:ltion. As a result. the United 
States Air Force has set up a fresh investigation at the 
Universit"/'& Colorado, Boulder, hC:ldcd by Dr Edward 
Condon, the former Director of the N:ltional Bureau of 
Staridards. The study \Va; initiated in October 1966 and 
is expected to take 18 months at a cost of S300 000 . 

It appears' that the Russians, too, have been facing 
limiIar doubts, for Air Force General Anatoli Stolyarov 
bas recently been appointed head of a committee 01 

investigation (TIre Times, 13 November 1?67). Again, this 
comes some years after Pra~da bad published official 
denials of flying saucers in 1961. 

Let us eOIlSider the difficulties that face these new in
vestil:3tioos. Apart from the liars and hoaxers who have 
done much to confuse the issue, and those witnesses who 
have simply bad hallucinations, there are many witnesses 
wbo bave genuinely observed something. Some of these 
witnesseS have seen manmade vehicles such' as balloons, 
aircraft, rockets and satellites, but bave misidentified 
them in unf'amiliar circumstances. OtherS have seen 
natural phenomena including mirages, ice haloes, mock 
suns, Brocken ghosts, lenticular clouds, phosphorescence 
at sea, ball lightning, Venus and so forth. Some have seen 
IUId bave even photographed convincing artefacts such as 
the detached image of the ~ of a Herald aircraft 
through complex refraction at the edge of one of the 
cabin windows. Others have observed unusual echoes on 
ndar screens such as the 'ring angels' due to the morning 
flight of starlings. 

The foregoing explanations account for the majority of 
flying saucer reports. The size of the unexplained residue 
may be gauged from the statement of the Under Secr.etary 
of State foc Defence in the House of Commons, on ,9 
November 1967. Ovcr the period l January 1959 to ,30 
September 1957, 625 reports were received by the Ministry 
of Defence; 70 remain unexpl:lined after investigation. 
For comparison, the American figures,:given by the Staff 
of Projcct Bluebook in a report of FebliIary 1956, are 6817· 
alleged sightings in the years 1953-65 inc:Iusive; of these, 
)248 were reported too V:lguely to allow an attempt at 
explanation. Of the remaining 5569, there were 237 for 
wbich explanations could not be: found. 

Summarizing the British and American experience, it 
appc:lrs that perhaps 10% of the allcged siglltings cannot 
bccxpbincd. In this rc$idue, it is probable that the majority 

, of\\"itncsses hal:e made substantial errors in their descrip
tions. A point of dispute is whethcr, aftcr such errors have 
been :lllowcd fo., thcre is enough, left that is unexplained 
to make us think thJ.t there is a gap in our knowledge 
either of natu r:ll ph enomcna or of an extraterrestial in
vasion of our :ltmosphere, pcrhaps by intelligently,con
trolled spacecraft. 

Those who ha\'c pressed the bst e~planation, and 
especially those who hJ.\"C bcliC"'cd in little men from Venus 
or t.brs, must havc been discouraged by the latest c-:idc;Jce 
regarding surface conditions on those plancts. But I doubt 
"'·heche .• they will be any more finally discouraged than 
wcre those who believcd in the Russian flyin:; bombs oyer 
SwcJCII. Hope is not the orily thing th:lt springs cternal 
in tl;~ human breast. II' E:lrth proves to be the onc planet 
in tl,c solar system th:lt supports intelligcnt life, it is stilI 

possible that intelligent beings from a more distant system 
have found the way to cross intervening space in small 
craft without ageing on the longjourncy; and, although it 
is unlikely, it is just possible that the craft are' small enough 
not to have shown up on astronomical or rad::.r surveys. 
JC$Se Greenstein ofMt Wilson and Palomar Observatories 
has calculated that a vehicle 100 ft iii diameter would 
easily show' up at a hcig1lt of 50 miles on any of !he 5000 
plates of the Palomar S1.-y Survey. 

Perhaps I rna;; be permitted to make some remuks on 
resolving the confusion of evidence, for I have had to do 
this before. In partiCular, I had to sort out the true from 
the raIse in the scare of 1943 about the threat of the Ger
man rocket. In the early stages this was not difficult, since 
there were few reports, and they were substantiallY secret 
and independent. But as the stories grew, it was almost 
impossible to tell 'whether ,or not a particular report came 
from someone who genuinely l.-ocw something or whether 
be Vo'as repeating a rumour. By that time there was nO 
question about whether or not there was a recket - the 
question was what it weighed. Finally I found a touch
stone - I would accept a weight only from a report that 
had also mentioned that liquid oxygen was one of the 
fuels, which I by then knew to be true. The result was 
spectacular; out of,nundreds of c:ollOicting reports this 
touchstone selected only fil:e, and these pointed consistently 
to a total weight of about 12 tons \\;th a warhead from oae 
to two tollS, in contradistinction to the 80 tons with a 
10 ton warhead that had been mooted. These fh"e surviving 
reports thus ied me to the correct answer. 

Unfortunately, I have not found a similar touchstone 
for Hying saucer reports.. We are then left with assessing 
probabilities from what we know about the physical 
world, but we cannot reject the flying saucer hypothesis 
simply bec:a-ase it is unlikely. This would merely lead to the 
danger of repeating t.~e error of the French Academy re
garding meteorites. But arc flying saucers simply of the 
first order of unlikeliness? I think not, for I would apply 
th~'same argument as I used regarding the apparitions in 
Sweden. There have been so many flying saucers seen by 
now, if we were to belielle the accounts, that surely one of 

,:them must have broken down or left some trace of its 
': visit. It is true that one can explain the absence of relics 
: by supposing that the saucers have a fantastic reliability, 

but this adds another ordcr of unlikeliness. At least the 
French Academy had some actual meteorites to examine. 

I think that this is where the natural philosopher must 
take his stand, for thore is a well tried course in such a 
situation. This is to apply 'Occam's razor' - hypotheses 
are not to be multiplied without necessity. Of all the 
possible explanations for a set of observ:ltions, the one 

~ with the minimum of supposition should'be accepted, untJ1 
: it is proved wrong. Otherwise one lives in a fe:lrsomely 

imaginative world in which ration:ll conduct becon1cs 
impossible. There is a story of one of my more ecc::ntric 
colleagues t:J:!t will iIIustrate what I mC:ln. He was at the: 
time a Fellow of one of the men's colleges in 'Oxford, but 
be happcaed also to tutor some of the women students in 
philosophy. One of the girls went into his room for. a 
tutorial one day, only to find that he seemed not to be 
thcre. HowC'v~r, she was accustomed to some of the 
curiosities in his behaviour and shc was not unduly sur
priscd whcn, a minute or two aftcr she had S:lt down, his 
voice boomed from under the: t:lbl~: ~Read your essay!" 
This she procecded to do, and then w:lited for his com
ments. Something th.at she had said renlinded him of 
Occam's r;!7.or and he: proceeded to give her :11. example. 
Poking his hcad out from undcr the tablecloth he said: 
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WSupposing that I was to say to you that there is a tiger 
outside the door, but that the tiger is frightened of me so 
thai every time I go to the door to see it, it runs :!way and 
hides rouDd the corner. If I were to tell yot:: that this was 
the explanation of why I see :;::0 tiger outside my door, 
you would say that "1 was,·mad - or, at least, a Httle 
peculiarf' Arc flying saucers as imaginary as my col
league's tiger? 

Of course, the difficulty in applying Occam's razo!" is in 
deciding which explanation of flying saucers involves the 
minimum hypothesis. Jerrerson was committing scientific 
suicide with the razor when he preferred to believe that 
professors would lie. And it is also true that the explana
tion with the minimum of hypothesis is not always the 
right one. I can recall just one occasion when Occam led 
me astray in this way. This was towards the end of 1943 
wben the method of .propulsion of the German flying 
bombs was unknowTL I thought that I was able to deduce 
it from a set or'racts as follows. On the plans of one of the 
flying bomb sites that had been sent to us by one of our 
spies, backed up by what we could see on aerial photo
graphs, there seemed to be one fuel store on each site. 
Indeed. it was so labelled on the plan. The store was 
divided into two parts, and I concluded from the disposi
tion of the entrances and blast walls that two kinds of 
fuel were to be used and that [he designer was taking 
unusual precautions to pre..-ent them from coming into 
contact. I already knew of two such fuels, hydrogen per
oxide and sodium permanga:late. These were already being 
used in rocket propelled glider bombs, and I even managed 
to establish that some of the servicing crews for these 
particular fuels were being allocated to the flying bomb 
sites. Moreo..-er, when I checked the "I;'lume 0; peroxide 
that could be held in the store, it was enough !o propel 
20 peroxide rockets to London, and this was consistent 
with the storage in the rest of the site for 20 flying bomb 
bodies. There was therefore no need to postulate any 
other engine. on this evidence, for the flying bomb beyond 
a development of the peroxide rocket engine. Everythi:lg 
v.-as consistent and had been wen supported by evidence. 
And yet the conclusio!1 was wrong. A more complicated 
hypothesis turned out to be right. The peroxide was used 
merely for firing the bombs from their catapults, and their 
main means of propulsion was a new type of engine, the 
Argus tube. which burned ordinary fueL The reason that· 
this ordinary fuel did not show up on the site was that the 
bombs arrived already filled with fuel from a central store. 

At the same time, I must emph:lSize that in ecmpens:r
tion for this one instance where Occam's r.lzor led me 
astray. there werc many instances where it led me to' the 
truth when many other people were confused. The essential 
thing in applying the Razor is that one must be completcly 
honest in realizing th:lt, while it dictates the bcst opera
tional course, it can lead to the wrong result and onc must 
Dot cling to the simple e:tplanation to which it .Ieads if 
subsequent observations show that this is incorrect. 

Here it is ad..-isable to remember the advice of Pasteur 
(1854): 

Preconceived idc:\S arc like searchlights which illumine the 
path of the experinlcnter anil"ser-'e him as a guide to interro
gate n:lture. They l>..'Comc)~ d:tnser "nil' ir he tr::lnsforms 
them into li.cd ideas - thiS"is why I should like to sec these 
profound ..... Qrd:; inscribed on the threshold of all the tcmrl~ 
or~eienee: "The grc:ltcst derangement of the mind is to bo:
licve in something because one wishes it to bc so: 

Keeping :Ill these facts in mind, the b:llance of the 
evidence rc:;arding flying saucers as I sec it - vicwed 
;J5:.lir,s: th.: critical Si:c.:.ltl0ns in w .... h:ch I us::d [\J h;p:z :c 
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. decide on courses of action based on evidence from eye
: wimcsses and other sources - is beaVJly against their 

being intelligently controlled vehicles. But I also k-uow 
that, even if the current American and Russian investiga
:.ions come to this same conclusion or even a stronger one, 
it will not discourage the flying saucer bclie,·ers. For these 
investigations are faced with the impossible job, if flying 
saucers do not exist, of proving a completely negntive case. 
This is one of the most dillicult of all Intelligence tasks, 
and even if the investigation is as thorough as humanly 
possible, the flying saucer exponents will always be able 
to conjure new hypotheses that had not been considered. 

If known natural phenomena are insufficient to explain 
everything that has becn genuinely seen, the alternative to 
the intelligently controlled "ehicles is an as yet tinrecog
nized natural phenomenon. This is distinctly possible
the casc may bc similar to that of ball .lightnir.g, the 
occurrence of which has long been both asserted and dis
puted. But ball lightning has been $Cen by many observers 
with a scientific training, includ ing a Deputy Director of 
the Meteorological Ollice. In' thi:; it appears (apart from a 
few recent reports from Russia) to dif.!"er from the flying 
saucer and since there is no reason to. expect that scientists 
are r.;ore likely to be favoured relaJively .to laymen by ball 
lightning than by flying saucers, we may conclude that 
either the saucers are much .drer evcn than the com
paratively rare ball lightning, or that the latter has often 
been mistaken by lay obscrvers for saucers. 

In coming to a conclusion about the existence of flying 
saucers, there is a strong temptation to be overcautious, 
because if you turn out 'to be wrong in denying their 
existence the error will 'be blazoned in the history of 
science; but if you merely tum out to be right, there will 
be little credit in proving a negative case. My own position 
has been that if at any time in the last 20 years I had had to 
take a vital decision' one way or the other according to 
whether I thought that flying saucers were fa::t or fantasy, 
Russian .or extratcrrestial (why has China never been 
credited, by the way?); I would have taken that decision on 
the assumption that they were either a fantasy or an in
correct identific::ltion or a rare and unrecognized pheno
menon; and while I commend any genuine search for ncw 
phenomena; little short of a tangible relic would dispd my 
sce.pticism of f1)'ing saucers. 
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WSupposing that I was to say to you that there is a tiger 
outside the door, but that the tiger is frightened of me so 
thai every time I go to the door to see it, it runs :!way and 
hides rouDd the corner. If I were to tell yot:: that this was 
the explanation of why I see :;::0 tiger outside my door, 
you would say that "1 was,·mad - or, at least, a Httle 
peculiarf' Arc flying saucers as imaginary as my col
league's tiger? 

Of course, the difficulty in applying Occam's razo!" is in 
deciding which explanation of flying saucers involves the 
minimum hypothesis. Jerrerson was committing scientific 
suicide with the razor when he preferred to believe that 
professors would lie. And it is also true that the explana
tion with the minimum of hypothesis is not always the 
right one. I can recall just one occasion when Occam led 
me astray in this way. This was towards the end of 1943 
wben the method of .propulsion of the German flying 
bombs was unknowTL I thought that I was able to deduce 
it from a set or'racts as follows. On the plans of one of the 
flying bomb sites that had been sent to us by one of our 
spies, backed up by what we could see on aerial photo
graphs, there seemed to be one fuel store on each site. 
Indeed. it was so labelled on the plan. The store was 
divided into two parts, and I concluded from the disposi
tion of the entrances and blast walls that two kinds of 
fuel were to be used and that [he designer was taking 
unusual precautions to pre..-ent them from coming into 
contact. I already knew of two such fuels, hydrogen per
oxide and sodium permanga:late. These were already being 
used in rocket propelled glider bombs, and I even managed 
to establish that some of the servicing crews for these 
particular fuels were being allocated to the flying bomb 
sites. Moreo..-er, when I checked the "I;'lume 0; peroxide 
that could be held in the store, it was enough !o propel 
20 peroxide rockets to London, and this was consistent 
with the storage in the rest of the site for 20 flying bomb 
bodies. There was therefore no need to postulate any 
other engine. on this evidence, for the flying bomb beyond 
a development of the peroxide rocket engine. Everythi:lg 
v.-as consistent and had been wen supported by evidence. 
And yet the conclusio!1 was wrong. A more complicated 
hypothesis turned out to be right. The peroxide was used 
merely for firing the bombs from their catapults, and their 
main means of propulsion was a new type of engine, the 
Argus tube. which burned ordinary fueL The reason that· 
this ordinary fuel did not show up on the site was that the 
bombs arrived already filled with fuel from a central store. 

At the same time, I must emph:lSize that in ecmpens:r
tion for this one instance where Occam's r.lzor led me 
astray. there werc many instances where it led me to' the 
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. decide on courses of action based on evidence from eye
: wimcsses and other sources - is beaVJly against their 

being intelligently controlled vehicles. But I also k-uow 
that, even if the current American and Russian investiga
:.ions come to this same conclusion or even a stronger one, 
it will not discourage the flying saucer bclie,·ers. For these 
investigations are faced with the impossible job, if flying 
saucers do not exist, of proving a completely negntive case. 
This is one of the most dillicult of all Intelligence tasks, 
and even if the investigation is as thorough as humanly 
possible, the flying saucer exponents will always be able 
to conjure new hypotheses that had not been considered. 

If known natural phenomena are insufficient to explain 
everything that has becn genuinely seen, the alternative to 
the intelligently controlled "ehicles is an as yet tinrecog
nized natural phenomenon. This is distinctly possible
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occurrence of which has long been both asserted and dis
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phenomena; little short of a tangible relic would dispd my 
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Volunteer Flight Officer Network, and p~rticularly Mr. H. E. Roth, 

United Airlines, for reports of sigh~ings by commercial air transport 

pilots (p. 84). 

Aerial Phenomena Research Organization, particularly James and 

Coral Lorenzen, for informa~ion and samples parti~larly referring to 

South American cases, and for the cooperation of many of its members 

oin supplying prompt notice of UFO sightings to our ~arly Warning System 

(Section III, Chapter I, p. 84). 

National Investigations Committee for Aerial Phenomena, particularly 

Donald Keyhoe and Richard H. Hall, for supplying copies of case reports 

from NlCAP files, and for ~he cooperation of many of its me~bers in 

supplying prompt notice of UFO sightings to our Early Warning Network 

(Section III, Chapter I, p. 84); and to Raymond E. Fowler of Wenham, 

Mass., in connec~ion with the study of UFO reports in tlle New England 
region. " .. 

Ottawa New Sciences Club, particularly Mrs. Carol Halford-Watkins, 

for information about a metallic mass claimed to have UFO significance. 

Mr. Gerard Piel, publisher of the Saientifia Ameriaan for valuable 

,advice on editorial matters and particularly for having helped secure 

the ser,~ces of Mr. Daniel S. Gillmor'as editor of this report. 

Mr. Philip J. Klass, senior editor of Aviation Week and Space 

TechnoLogy, for assistance in connect~on with atmospheric plasmas in 

relation to UFO reports, and for helpful information on UFO developments 

in Washington. 

Mr. Philip Wittenberg, member of the New York bar and author of 

The Ptootecticm of Literaroy Ptoopert;y; M,r. Charles Williams, Mr. Edwin 
Kahn, Mr. J. Michael Farley, Mr. John Holloway, and the late Mr. Phillip 

Danielson. members of the Colorado bar. for valuable advice on legal 
problems related to the study. 

Mrs. LaVern Knoll. reference librarian at the Great Falls, Montana, 

public library. for searching files of Great FaZZs Leader in coJnection 

with Case 47 (p. 626). 
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Mr. Gary Rosenberger of Boulder, Colo .. , for use of his aut.omobile 

and assist.ance in magnet.ic measurement.s involved in Case 38 (p. 582). 

American Inst.itute of Public Opinion, for providing the original 

records of t.heir 1966 poll on flying saucers, and for permission to 

use t.he resul:s in Section III, Chapter 7. 

Opinion Research Organization, particularly Leonard F. Newton,. 

Isabelle N. Rhodes and James C. Manuel, who conducted the 1968 study 

reported in Sect.ion III, Chapter 7, under contract. with this project. 

To the following individuals who assisted in t.he study of Case 

22 (p. 484): Wing Comcander D. F. Robertson, Canadian Forces Head

q~ers; Royal Canadian Air Force Squadron Leader Paul Bissky; Royal 

Canadian Mounted Police CIB Superintendents G. H. Miller and I. C. 

Shank, Cpl. G. J. Davis and Constable Zaccherias; Dr. Edward C. Shaw; 

Director B. C. Cannon and members J. B. Thompson and E. J. Epp of the 

Canadian Aerian Phenomena Research Organization. 

Hauser Research and Engineering Company, Boulder, Colo., for 

chemical analysis of material identified as chaff in Case 3, p. 388. 

Several scientists who gave us useful information on condition 

that their names would not be mentioned. 

And, finally, I would like to add my special thanks to t.he typists 

and editorial assistants who handled the monumental task of typing, 

proofing, correcting, and assembling this report, remaining with the 

study until its completion: Miss Beth Allman, Miss Ashley Baker, Mrs. 

Carol Love, Miss Brenda Montalvo and Mrs. Sue Wood. And, above all, 

to Mrs. Kathryn Shapley, who served loyally and efficiently as my 

secretary throughout the entire study. 
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PAUL R. JULIAN (Section VI, Chapter 10) is on the research staff at NCAR 

and is an affiliate professor for the University of Chicago. His Ph.D. 

(Pennsylvania State) is in meteorology. For five years h~\;erved on the 

staff of the High Altitude Observatory in Boulder. Colorado. ' 

VINCENT E. LALLY (Section VI, Chapter 8) is currently employed at NCAR in 

balloon and instrument experimentation. His M.S. (M.I.T.) is in business 

and engineering administration. 

ALDORA LEE (Section III, Chapter 7) received her Ph.D. (Colorado)in social 

psychology. She has taught at the University of Colorado and has done 

research at mental health centers and hospitals in California and Colorado. 

NORMAN E. LEVINE (Research Associate) received his Ph.D. from the University 

of Arizona.where he is currently an assistant engineer in research. 

ROBERT J. LOW (Project Coordinator) is special assistant to the Vice-President 

and Dean of Faculties at the Univeriity of Colorado. He received his B.S.EE 

(Harvard) and his M.B.A. (Columbi,5.) ;and has done graduate work at Oxford and 

the University of Colorado. He c'onduC1:ed curriculum stidies for the State of 
;-

Florida and the American Institute of Biological Sciences. Prior to assuming 

his duties on the project, he was assistant dean of the University of Colorado'S 

Graduate School. 
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MARK W~ RHINE (Section VI, Chapter 3) is an assistant professor of psychiatry 

at the University of Colorado Medical Center, His M.D. is from Harvard. 

FRANKLIN E. ROACH (Section III. Chapter 6), a Principal Investigator of the 

project, is Professor Adjoint in the Astrogeophysics Department of the Univer

sity of Colorado; he is also consultant to NASA. He has taught "at the Univer

,sity of Arizona and has done research at various governmental agencies including 

the National Bureau of Standards. His B.S. is from the University of Michigan, 

and his M.S. and Ph.D. (Chicago) is in astrop~ysics. 
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SAMUEL ROSENBERG (Section V, Chapter 1) is a documentary film producer and 

director. As a photojournalist he has had artfcles published in Life and 

has directed and produced 12 documentary films for television. He has served 

as a consultant in matters involving the United Nations. He has given two 

one-man shows of drawings in Washington and New York. A personal memoir is 

scheduled for publication in 1969 by Prentice-Hall. 

GERALD M. ROTHBERG (Research Associate) is associate professor of Physics, 

Stevens Institute of Technology, His Ph.D. (Columbia) is in physics. 

JOSEPH H. RUSH (consultant) received his Ph.D. (Duke) in physics. He has 

taught at various institutions in Texas and was a physicist for the A-bomb 

project at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and the High Altitute Observatory in Colorado. 

He is presently employed at NCAR . 

. . 
DAVID R. SAUNDERS (Principal Investigator) is professor of psychology at the 

UniverSity of Colorado and assistant director of its Department of Testing 

and Counseling. He holds a Ph.D. (Ill.) in psychology. 

WILLIAM A." SCOTT (Co-principal Investigator) is p~cfessor of ~~ychology at the 

University of Colorado. For eight years he was director of the University's 

graduate program in personality and social psychology. His Ph.D. is from 

the University of Michigan. 

MARGARET C. SHIPLEY (Indexer) has a B.S. from Scripps College. She is cu=

rently writer and editor in the University of Colorado's School of Engineering • 

HERBERT J. STRENTZ (Research Associate) is visiting professor of journalism 

at the University of Kentucky. His M.A. (Syracuse) is in journalism. 

GORDON D. THAYER (Section III, ChapterS) received his B.S. in physiCS from 

the University of Colorado and attended the U.S. Army Signal Corps radar school. 

and was assigned to White Sands Proving Grounds for research analysis. He is 
currently with ESSA. (In the preparation of his chapter Mr. Thayer was assisted 

by Burgette A. Hart.) 
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WILLIAM VIEZEE (Section VI, Chapter 4), research meteorologist at the Stan

ford Research Institute, received his M.S. (California) in meteorology. lie 

has been engaged in studies related to numerical weather predictions, c1ear

air turbulence, satellite meteorology, and applications of laser radar to 

atmospheric researchi I 
J 

JAMES E. WADSWORTH (Research Associate) received his B.A. at the University 

of North Carolina and waS res~arch assistant with the Institute of Behavioral 

Sciences at the University of Colorado. 

MICHAEL M. WERTHEIMER (Section VI, Chapter 2) is a professor of experimental 

psychology at the University of Colorado. His Ph.D. is from Harvard. He has 

done research in perception, physiological, abnormal and social psychology, 

and in psychological theory. 
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Birds: as probable eXplanation, 
551,557-S58(Case 35), 
641,645-653(Case 49) 

radar detection of,1073, 
1081-1091,1249-1251 

" " Bismarck,N.D.case Aug.1953, 

_ .... ---
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Blackmer,Roy H.;,58,; 
Blackhawk,case Au~~~953,196-203 
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Blavatsky,He~ene Petrovna, 

Stanzas'of Dzyan; 
The Secret Doctrine: 
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Blue Book Project see Project 
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BOAC Boeing Strato cruiser case, 
207-210 

Boeing Airplane Company: in 
Case 52,687 

Bagachev , U . ,924 
Bogie: in Case 21,476-482 _ 

observed from spacec~aft, 
307,309-311 

Bolides: as probable explanation, 
947,954,960 

electric fields of,1185-
1190 

Bolling Air Force Base,234 
Book of Dzyan ~ Dzyan, Book of 
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Borman, Frank: observations by. -
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. on Case 49,64 7 " 

Rr~"iff Airli"c~ pilDt ca~c 
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1t1'~I::i I ,--:l$,,- U,-,t _ t~)! ... 7: Io.h:=-,~rihc",1 

in Lor..,n:t!'11 boo!..,SSO-SS2 
See also Barra da Tijuca, 

Bra:il case 
Brazilian Air Force: analysis of 

photos, Case 48,638 
Bright objects, unidentified see 

Uniuentificd bright objects 

Brightness: of opti~l"~~urce, 
1047-10~~105~\1056 

see also Scintil~tion 
Brimstone odors: in tornadoes, 

1176,1177,1186 
Brown,Frank: in Maury Island 

incident,846-847 
Brown,Haro~d, Sec. of the Air 

Force: quoted on O'Brien 
Committee report ond 
at hearing on UFO problems, 
909-911 

Bruner, Elmo: analysis of Case 40, 
593 

Bryant, Larry ''/.: on future research, 
1269 

Bureau of Internal Revenue see 
U.S. Bureau of Internal 

" Revenue 
Busemann,Adolph,1154 
Busk,R.S.,140,143 

analysis of Case 4,392-393 
Byland Abbey Sighting 1~90A.D., 

828-831 

Cabe11,CP. ,l>faj .Gen.USAF: re-activation 
of Project Grudge,857 

Ca1g a;ry case ,116 
Camari1lo,Calif.case Dec.1967,116, 

729-736(Case 58) 
Camera: all-sky see All-sky camera 

Baker-Nunn see Baker-Nunn 
camera 

Super-Schmidt ~ Super-Schmidt 
camera 

televis.ion, modifications, 
1253 

Cameron,A.G. \'j'., ed. Interstellar 
Communication: discussion 
of ILE,37 

Camrose,~lberta: ring imprints in, 
129,130 

Canada,Air Force see Royal Canadj~n 
Air Force 

Canada, Dept. of National Defence, 
Case 57 reported to,722,723 

Canoda, Deferice Re>'carch Board study 
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Canadian - Uni~ed states Communications: 
Instruc~ions for Repo~tin~ 
Vital Intelligence Sithtings, 
887-889 

Canal ZOne case Nov.1952,253,1SS-258 
Cant~il ,H.; quoted on "Invasion 

from :.lars," 950-981 
Cape Ann,~\ass. case,5S 
Cape Kennedy: di~ection of 

satellites from,lZ52 
Capella,sta~: as probable 

exp1anation,lS7,199,41S,420, 
421 (Case 9) 

Capital Airlines Pilot csse: Ala. 
Nov.1956;Va.Aug.19S7,1S9-
192 

Carsvan Surveys see Opinion 
Research corporstion 

Cardinal point effect see Radar: 
Cardinal pOint effect 

Carolina POI~er ~ Light Company 
outage May 1967,162 

Carpente:r,N. Sco'!:t: obseMlati':lns 
by, 290 

quoted on Glenn effect,304 
Csrswel1 ~ir Force Bsse,iex. 

Case Feb.19S3 ,IS4-185 
Carter,Launor F.: me~ber O'Brien 

Cornmittee,904 
"Case of the Lubbock Lights. II 

860 
Cases: for case re£o:rts See 364-

TI& 
Cases: references to, throughout: 

case 2.245-246,26S;Case 4, 
143;Case 5,80-83,203-207, 
265;Case 6,S9,104;Case 7, 
S9;Case lO,S7-Ss;Case II, 
276;Case 12,lS3-154;Case 
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33.8i;Case 34,952;Case 35, 
Z59-261,449;Case 35,449; 
Case 37 .93,~52 
38,8i,129.130;Ca>e 39,88. 
160;Case 42,87,130,137-138; 
Case 45,91;Case 46,112,113, 
727;Case 4i,74;Case 48,121-
122;Case 50,18,122;Case 51, 
111,124-125;Case 52,112,115, 
123-124;Case 53,112,115,122; 
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Case 55,114;Case 56,116; 
Case 57,116.122-123;Case 
15-B,196-203;Case 19-5,240-
241;Case 76-B,24S;Case 93-B, 
241-245,264;Case 101-B,253, 
255-258;Case 103-B,220-223; 
Case 104-B,lS8-1S9;Case 113-B; 
lSl-IS2;Case 115-B,184-185; 
Case 156-B,247,250-253;Case 
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blurry light o:r glo'" 196-
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~e~eor-like,193-196 
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Cases,photographic see Photographs 
Caswe1l,Ronald,S94 ---
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creates Robertson panel,866 
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Tokyo: observation of 
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"Chaff": radar detection:of,1073, 
1098-1099 

See also Aluminum "chaff"; 
Radar "chaff" " 

Chant,C.A.: on fireball of Feb.19lS, 
960-961 

Charleston,S.C.case,Jan.1967,192-
193 

Charleston,W.Vs.case,May 1966,245 
Chiles,Clarence S.: pilot in 

Eastern Airlines case,848 
Chiles-Whitted case 1948,962-963 
Chinese celestial globe,816 
Chop,Al: on Case 49,645 
Chumley,A.X.,translator: on Byland 

Abbey sighting,828-829 
" CIRVIS reports: se~urity for,88S-889 
Clarion,hypothetical planet,42-44 
Classic cases see Cases,classic 
Classification-c>:r reports see 

Reports, classified--
Cleto,Fenando: on Case 48,637 
Clifford, William Kingdon, Aims and 

Instruments of Scientific 
Thought: quoted,4 

Clinton,J .1\1.: on Washington,D.C. 
case,!35 

Clouds: as probable explanation,122 
electric discharges from,1156, 

1162-1165,1168-1182 passim 
in photographs,llS 

Clouds,lenticular,738,Plate 1 
Clouds,luminescent see Lum~nescence 
Clouds, tornado see Tornado clouds 
Clutter,ground see Ground clutter 
Coarsegold,Cali~ase,94-100,104 

Coast Guard Cutter "Sebago" case 
Nov.1957,247,250-253 

Cognition: influences on,939-940 
Cohen, Jose Maria: on Antarctic 

events ,ISO 
Collins Radio Company,1072 
College students: reponses to 

opinion survey,S50,353-
355 

samples of,330-332,337 
Collis,R.T.H.,SB 

quoted on Case 35,542,558-559 
Color: judgment of,939 
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Colorado project: concluded,91S 
conclusions and recomm"endation, 

2-8,67 
history of,913-918 
origin:Of,10-l2,18,19 
reasons for, 316 
source of data,l78 

Colorado Springs,Colo.case May 
1967,258-259 

Colorado Study of Public Attitudes 
" 1968,324-362 

Colorado University see University 
of Colorado --

Color-blindness: of dark-adapted 
eye,48 

Comet: as possible explanation 
of bolide,l189-1190 

Cometary debris: as probable 
explanation,947 

Comet orbits,1185 
Communication channels: clogging 

of,lS,866,870 
Compression waves see Sound waves 
Conceptions of observers : effects 

on reports,943,949-964, 
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Condon,Edward U.: appointed 
scientific director,viii 

Congress see U.S.,Congress 
Conrad,Peter: observations by, 
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"Conspiracy hypotheSiS," 870-877 
"Contactee" stories,894-S9S 
Continental Divide,N.r-l.case Jan. 
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Cook,Staart,916 

appointed to Colorado projec~, 
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Cooper,L.Gordon: observations by, 
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quoted on airglow,291 
Corner reflectors see Radar,corner 

reflectors ---
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from mountaintops,llSl 
fro~ thunderstorms,1161,l172-1174 
from tornadoes,1175,1176 
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report on'weather,Case 35, 

545-554,555 
Crowd effect,g79-982 

David,Jay,ed. The Flying'Saucer 
Reader,823 

Davidson,Captain: in Maury Island 
incident,846-847 

Davidson,M.\ on fireball Feb.19l3, 
960 \ 

Debris: as probable explanation, 
366,3~1(Case 1) 

viewed b~astronauts,59 
Debris,windblown: as probable 

explanation,729,73l(Case 58) 
Deception Island Antarctica event 

June,July 1965,149-150 
Decision procedure: in statistical 

analySis of UFO phenomena 
1272-1278 passim 

Decision theory: applied to UFO 
reports ,1276-1278 

Deductive reasoning: on UFO 
phenomena, 1272-1273 

Deener,David R.: on age groups 
related to opinions, 
355-356 

Defense Department see U.S., 
Department of Defense 

Defense,national see National 
defense -

Deimos,moon of Mars,45 
De Rachewiltz,Boris: translator 

of "Tulli papyrus," 
835,83'3,839 

Denmark,Defence Research Board 
study programs,925 

Desvergers,D.S.: sighting by, 
862 

Detroit,Mich.case March 1953, 
224-227 

Dex ter, 1-li ch . cas e !>larch 1966, 
899-902 

Disc, flying: alleged fragmen~s 
from,133-l35,13S-l43 

Dis~Levent: distortion of, 
.' . 931.-;932 

Distance: judgment of,932-933, 
938 ~ 

Distant ground return: radar 
detectiorr of,1073, 
1099-1117 

Distortions of perception see 
Perception,distortions of 
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Dot angels,l09l,ll14 
Douglas Aircraft Company: 

analysis, of Case 49,646 
report on ~ase 47, 630,632 

Dow Chemical Company:'analysis 
of Case 4,392,394-395 

producer of magnesium metal,55 
source of sample,140,141,143 

Duncombe, R. L.: calculatiol1 of 
Clarion effects, 43 • 

Dust devil: in Case 1,369 
electricity fie~ds of,1156,l175, 

"1178-1179 
Dzyan,Book of: quoted by Edwards, 

831-833,835 
Dzyan,Stanzas of: quoted,S33-a35 

Early Warning Network,33 
reports o:f siglttings ,84-86 

Earthquakes: ele'ctric fields of, 
1156,1180-1181,1193 

luminous effects of,l180-l182 
Earth radius: for atmospheres,1105 
Earth satellites see Satellites, 

earth --
Earth-surveillance satellite: for 

future research,1269 
Earth's electric field see Magnetic 

field,earth --
Eastern ~rlines case July 1948, 

848,962-963 
Ednonton,Alberta case April 1967, 

194,196 
Education: as factor in opinion,62, 
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Edwards Air Force Base case July 
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Edwards,Frank: on alleged recovery 

of parts,133 
on disc fragmen~s,134-l35 
on metal spheres,137 
quoted as journalist,966 
quoted on Adamski's work,895-

898 
.sighting reports received (i967 ;; 
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Edwards', Frank, Flying Saucers- -Here 

and Now: quo~ed on ancient 
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Edwards,FTank.flying Saucers--Serious 
Busness: quoted on censorship, 
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Effects,electromagnetic see Electro
magnetic effects --

Effects,physical ~ PhYSical effects 
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Effects.physiologica~'see Physiological 
effects ---

Electric field of earth see Magnetic 
field, earth ---

Electric fields,ll56-ll94 passim 
Electric power systems: interruptions 

of service,161-172 
Electric storms,ll8l-ll85 
Electricity, atmospheric see 

. Atmospheric electricity 
Electromagnetic compatability 

(EMC) ,1117-1121 
Electromagnetic effects,146-l72 
Electromagnetic sensors: 

recommendations for,1266 
Electromagnetic waves: propagation 

of ,1100-1117 
scattering of,1248-l249 
propagation of,llD-1117 

Electrosphere,l160-ll6l 
Elevation:judgment of,939 
ELSS see Extravehicular life 

--:5upport system 
England: study programs in, 
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Ennis, Philip: quoted on reporting 

crime.339,344.347 
Environmental Science Services 

.~inistration(ESSA) see 
U.S.,Environmental Science 
Services Administration 

Epp.E.J.: in Case 22.491 
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Fontes,Olivo T.: quoted on Case 48, 
121,637-639,881-882 

quoted on Ubatuba,Brazil case, 
139-140 

Foo-fighters: related to St. Elmo's 
fire, 1173 

Ford /1-1otor Company, 153 
investigatoTs of automobile 

ma1function,432,433 
Forest Service see U.S. Forest 

Service 
Fort,Charles: quotTd on sightings, 

821,I;!26,827 • 
Fort Belvoir,'/a.case Sept.1957,78, 

122,655-665(Case 50),740, 
Plates 32-40 

Fort r.lonmouth ,N.J. incident,Sept. 
1951,857-859 

Fortenberry, ~iilliam,364 
Fowler,Raymond E.,88 

quoted on Case 6.408 
quoted on extra-terrestrial 

intelligence,9l1-913 
Fu11er,John G.: article on 

Colorado project,915 
quoted on power outage 164-166 

Ful1er,John G.:Incident at Exeter. 
154-166,899 

Fuller,John G.: The Interrupted 
Journey (Barney and Betty 
Hil,l case) ,899 

Gallup Poll: on flying saucers 
'(1947 and 1950), 60, 
316,317,338;(1966),60,61, 
316-323,337-339,355 

Gemini 4: observations from, 
307-309 

Gemini 5,288 
observations frore,293,300, 

';504,30S 
photograph of REP,739.Plate 19 

Gemini 6: observ&tions from,304 
rendezvous of-,302 
rendezvous I"i th Gemini 7, 

739,Plate 21 
Gemini 6-12,300 
Gemini 7,288,307,309-311 

observations' from,276,292, 
739,P1ate 16 

, ~ rendezvous of,302 
rendezvous with Gemini 6, 

- 739,P1ate 21 
sketch of auroral arch,739, 
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Gemini 11,276,739,Plate 17,18 
observations from,298,302 

Gemini 11-Agena see Agena 11 
Gemini 12: observations from, 

305-306 
Gemini flights, 298 / 

_ log of ma~ned f)ights,270 
observations from.268-312 
time in orbit,269 

Geminid meteors: as probable 
explanation, 221 

Genroku earthquake,Japan,Dec.1730: 
luminous effects of, 1180 

Geomagnetic storms: relation to 
solar flares,l159 

Geomagnetic observatories: instru
ments of, 1255 

recommendations for,1266 
Geometrical optics see Optics, 

geometrical --
Ghost see Radar, ghost 
"Ghost'"""'D'a11oons" see Balloons, 

super-pressure; Balloons 
polyethylene 

Glenn,John H.Jr.: observations 
by,289-290,303-305 

Glenn particles,285,303-305 
See also Spacecraft, 

observations from 
Glossary of Meteorology: quoted 

on mirage definition, 
551(Case 35) 

Godman Air Force Base,Ky.,847 
Gorman.George F.: pilot in ' 

Fargo,N.D. case,848-849 
Goose Air Fcrce Base,Labrador 

case, Dec.1952,188-l89 
Goose Bay, Labrador ,case .June 

1954,207-210 
Goudsmit,Samuel A.,867 
Grand Marais,Minn.case Sept. 1966, 
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Graupel see aISo Hail 
Great Bend,Kans.case,1227-l228 
Great Falls Air Base ,Hont. ,75-76 
Great Falls, /1-lon't.case Aug.1950. 

75,119 626-635(Case 47) 
motion picture.740,P1ate 27 

Greece,MinisTry of National 
Defense National /1-1eteor 
Service: reports file in, 
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"Green flash" : of the sun. 1038-
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-Green,Gabriel, Let's Face the Facts 
about Flying Saucers:Quoted 
on ancient sighting, 824,828, 
829-831 

Ground clutter:radar detection of, 
1099-1117,1123-1124 

Ground markings:alleged from UFOs, 
128-131 

Ground re~urn,distant see Distant 
ground return -

Groups:susceptibility of, 980-981 
Grudge,project,see Project Grudge 
Gulf of Mexico,La. coast case Dec. 

1952, 220-223 _~-.-

Gulf of ~1exico, "Sebago"case Nov;. 
1957, 247,250-253 

Gulfstream Aircraft,Huntsvi1le,Ala. 
case ~larch 1966, 113,116, 
702-709 (Case 54),741-742, 
Plate 52-57 

Haggarty,John, 829 
Hail:electric fields associated 

with, 1176,1182-1184 
Haleakala Observatory:I,Feb.1966, 

1234-i239 
II,Sept.1967, 1241-1246 
II,method of investigation,1215 

Halford-Watkins ,Carol, ,-135-136 
Ha11,Asaph:discover~'d moons of Mars, 

45 
Ha11,Richard:on alleged ring 

imprint::;, 129 
on "angel hair", 132 

Ha11,Richard, The UFO Evidence, 
,21,161 

index of reports, 31 
Hallucination:development of, 978 

see-also Hoaxes 
Haneda Air Force Ba::;e,Japar",case 

Aug.1952, 184,186-188 
Harder, James A. :on Truckee cass., 

35,883 
Harvard College Observatory,Pike's 

Peak- Station:exp~dition of 
1870's, quoted on mountaintop 
thunderstorms, 1181-1185 

Harvard ~Ieteor Pro] ect (1954-1958), 
65,906,1219,1220 

Hauser Research and Engineering 
- COlIlpa'J).y:in Case 3, 388 
HaVjl.r13,Ill. ;-phot;ographic station, 

1220: 
see also Rada~Meteor Project, 

Long Branch,Ill. 
Hayes, A11en:in Case 38,576 
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Haynesville ,La. case, 87-101 
Heiimaier, Erich Pau1:on Antarctic 

events, 149 
Herold,C., 58 
Hidden data see Photogr~phs:data, 

hidden-
Highwood Ranger Station,Albert~, 

case, 720-728(Case 57) 
Hi11,Barney -and Betty,case, 899 
Hi11sda1e,Mich. case Mar.1966, 

899-902 
Hoax:as possible explanation, 724, 

725, -727 
as probao1e explanation, 51, 

89-92;125-126,506-507 (Case 
26),84~,851,862,943,965-966 

catego~+es of, 114,115 
~ of ancient reports, 839-840 

of Bo~~'of Dzyan, 835 
of Byland Abbey mss., 829-830 
optical, i14-115,738,Plate--10-12-
photograph_il;. 114,120,714 (Case 55) 
photo~raphic,discrepancies, 498-

502 ~Case 24),637-640(Case 48), 
671-696(Case 52),724-727(Case 
57) 

physical, 114-115,122,738,P1ate 
8-9 

r~~sons for, 979 
Hokkaldo,Japan,case,Feb.1953, 181-182 
Holloman Air Force Base, 223-224 
Holy Bible see Bible 
Hooven,Frederick J.:quoted on mag-

netic mapping, 153-156 
Hope,Major K.J.:on photogral'hs(Case 57), 

723-724 
Horse case,Co10. (Case 32),527-531 
Hostile action:recognition of,866,87D 
Hot-air balloons see Balloons,hot-air 
Howard,J.H., 364 --
Humidity gradients in atmosphere ~ 

Atmosphere,humidity gradients in 
Hurricanes, 1175 
Husted,A.,Sgt,in Case 50,664 
Huygen's principle, 1000 
Hynek, J.Allen, 21,706(Case 54) 

in Case 8, 416-417; in Case 16,445 
in Case 38,575 
in Project Grudge report,Au&.1949, 

851· ' 
on Bismarck,N.D.case, 198-200 __ 
on Dexter and Hillsdale,Mich. ! 

cases, 899 ! 

on field teams, 24 
on Louisville,Ky.case, 848 
on single-observer sightings, 105 
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Hvnek, J. Allen (can't) 
. on unidentified sightings, 1269 

quoted, hearings Oll UFO problems, 
910,911 
quoted on Case 2, 386-387 
report of Case 57, 724,727 
source of data, 110 

llypnosi.s, 983 
in Case 42, 598-599 

Hypothesd : 
evaluation of, 840-841 
formation of, 1273-1274 
testing of, 1272-1278 passim 

l~steria:contagiQn of, 981-982,984 
see also t-lass hysteria 

Iceland volcanic eruptions: Nov.1963 
electric fields of, 1179 

ldentified Flying Obj~ct: defined,14 
IEEE Spectrum 1966: quoted on North-

east pOlicr outage, 170-171 
Icnis Fatuus, 1174 
liE see Intelligent Life Elsewhere 
Illusions optical see Optical-Illusions 
111Iaoe inv~rsion.1022-10:f3 
Ima~e orthicon,i253-1255 

aerial coverage by,1264 
Imagination:as probable explanation,92-94 
Imp~ints ~ Landing-gear imprints; 

Ring imprints 
InciJent No.40, July 1947: 

Project Grudge report quoted on 852-853 
Incident No.51, Sept.1947: 

Project Grudge report quoted on 853-854 
Inductive reasoning,1272-1273 
Inscct~: radar detection of, 1073, 

.1088-1091,1114,1249-1251 
Inst~entation :use of,in Case 27,50B-SIO 
Intc] I ig e,,"c~. extraterrestrial see . 

Extraterrestrial Inte11igC:nce 
Intelligent Life Elsel'here (ILE) ,36-46 

opinions on, 61 
International Get Acquainted Program , 

Denmark 894 ..... ": '. . 
Internal Reven~e Service see U.S., .", 

Internal Revenue Service 
Interpretation,; of sighting reports, 

943-974 
Interstellar distances-; 37-46 
lntcrvie~in2 of witnesses see 

Witn~sses" intervie\;ing of 
"Invasion from ~lars", 980, 
In\"crs ions see Image inver>' ion; 

Temperature inversion 
Investi~ators: availability of,86-87 

equipment of, 86 
selection of data by, 1215 
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Ion rocket engines:development of, 
1159 

Ionization of matter,11S7-11S8 
Ionized particles:radar detection 

of,l073,1093-1097 
Iris (goddess):myths of,818-8l9 
Irkutsk I-Iagnetic and ~!eteorological 

Otservatory,1188-1189 
Izu,Japan, earthquake, Nov.1930: 

luminous effects of.llS] 

Jack-o-lanterns, 1174 
JANAP see Joint Army-Navy-.l\ir 
Jessup,i'lr. :on Byland Abbey sighting,S28 
Jet exhaust stTeam:as proboble 

explanation ,9(;4 
Joint Army-Navv-Air Publication,146,lll 

on reports· of sightings,SB7-SS9 
Jones,R.V.:quoted on eye~itness 

credibility,9b4,96b-967,969 
Jueneman,Frederick B.:on Ubatuba, 

Brazil case, 142 
Jung;t.J.:quoted on ancient sight

ings,825 
Flying Saucers:on anxieties,982 

Jupiter,planet:as probable explana
tion,193,199-200,40S,4l0 
(Case 6),440-441 (Case 14), 
563,571-574 lCase 37) 
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Kamakura earthq~~kc 1257:1uminous 
effects of, 1180 

Ka1stron .. G.W:. :quoted on Ca"c 52, , 
671-672 

Keel,John A. :on "space grass".l33 
quoted on EVA'discards,30b 

Keldysh.M.V .. 924, 
Kellogg.W.W .. 913 
Kepler's L3ws:applicd to >'3tellite 
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Kerckhoff,A.C. and K.ICSack, The 
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Keyhoe,Donald E.:direc!or of NICAP, 

19 
discontinued repotting,33 
founded NICAP,S76 
on Fargo,N.D. cas&,S49 
"Flying Saucers are Real"(in 

True Nagazine),19.~4.SS6 
Keyhoe,ill)nald E., Flying Saucers from 

O\l~er'Space. 851 
quo'l~a.876-S77 
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Hvnek, J. Allen (can't) 
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quoted, hearings Oll UFO problems, 
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report of Case 57, 724,727 
source of data, 110 
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in Case 42, 598-599 

Hypothesd : 
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see also t-lass hysteria 
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liE see Intelligent Life Elsewhere 
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Klass/ P.J. ,1170,1190 
Klass, P.J., UFOs Identified, 

discussed,quoted,l19l-ll93 
Konradsen,K.G.:quoted on Danish 

study programs,925-926 
Kugelblitz see Ball lightning 
Kuiper,Gerard P.:quoted on outer 

space searching, 20 
Kwanto,Japan,earthquake,Sept.1923: 

luminous effects of, 1181 
Kyoto,Japan,earthquake, 1830: 

luminous effects of,l181 

Labrador case,June 1954,207-210 
Lackenheath case,Aug.1956,245-246 
Lakeville ,Conn'. case ,Jan .1967 , 

733-736,742,P1ate 64 
Landing-gear imprints,a11eged, 

129,131 
Langmuir,Irving:or. Phoenix,Ariz. 

incident,853 ! 
Lasers: tracking by, 1256-1257 .' (: 'r:'" 
Lawnmower's muffler: as exp1anatio~!r: ~ J' 

137 . 
i.eBailly ,E. B. ,Maj .• Gen. ,USAF: 

quoted on Project Blue Book, 
902-903, 905 

Lehner,Ernst and Johanna, Lure and 
Lore of Outer Space:quoted on 
Chinese celestrial globe, 816 

Lens f1ares:as UFO images, 113,114, 
738, Plate 6 

Lenticular clouds see Clouds, 1en-
; ticu1ar--

Leshkovtsev,V.:quoted on sightings, 
924-925 

~es1ie,Desmond, and George 
F1ying Saucers Have 

quoted on Byland Abbey 
828-82-9 

Leonid shower, 293 

Adamski, 
Landed, 879 
sightings, 

Level1and,Texas event,Nov.1957, 161 
LevY,John:in Case 38, 577 
Lied, Fiim, 134 
Light:scattering, 1047-1052 
Light waves:anoma10us propagation of, 

173-266 passim 
causes of refraction, 1000-1001 
color separation of, 1037-1044, 

1055 
propagation of, 46-49 
refraction of, 998,1014-1017,1052 
refractive index of,1000-l004, 

1009-1010, 1054 
signal-to-n~ise ratio, 1248 

1450 

Lighted balloons see Balloons, 
lighted --

Lightning:properties of, 1156,1158, 
1162-1164,1171-1188 passim 

radar detecdon of, 1093-1095 
see also Ball lightning; Thunder

storms; Tornado lightning; 
Volcano lightning 

Lipp,James E., 851 
letter on 1LE, 37 

Lit~rature, UFO:effect on children,8 
Local debris see Spacecraft,obser-

vations from 
Look special ed.,1967, on flying 
-- saucers, 49,51 
Lorenzen, Corcal, 860 

head of APRO, 19 
on alleged landing gear imprints, 

128-129 
on luminous haze, 132 
on Ubatuba,Brazil case, 54,138-139, 

1.<12 
Lorenzen, Coral, Flying Saucers:The 

Startling Evidence of the In
vasion from Outer Space: 
quoted, 879 

The Great Flying Saucer Hoax,879 
on Case 4, 391 

Lorenzen, James:head of APRO,19 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

event(1950.1951,1952), 147 
Louisiana-Texas case,Sept. 1957, 

203-207 
Louisvil1e,Ky.,case,Jan.1948,847-848 
Lovell,James A. ,Jr. : quoted on "bogie", 

310-311 
quoted on discards, 305-306 
quoted on rendezvous, 302 

Low,Robert J., 915-917 
appointed to Colorado project, viii 
quoted on Fuller article, 915 
"Unexplained Electric Power Inter-

ruptions",161-17l 
Lowell, Percival:on canals on Mars,45 
Lower atmosphere see Atmosphere,lower 
Lowes,John Livingston:quoted on 

ancient sightings, 826-827 
Luminescence:from bolide, 1186,1189, 

1190 
from earthquakes, 1180-1182 

Luminescence, snowstorm see Snowstorm 
luminescence --

Luminous particles see Spacecraft, 
observations from 
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McChord Air Force Base,Seattle,Wash. 
case,Oct.1959, 219-220 

McDivitt, James A.: observations by, 
307-309 

I-lcDonald,James E .• 927,928 
in Case 50, 657-662 
inCase 52, 683-684,690,692 
on future research,1269 
on northeast power outage,167 
quot~d on extraterrestrial 

hypothesis, 34 
quoted on numbers of reports, 

969 
reports in other parts of the 

11lorld,16 
source of data, ·110 

McGuire Air Force Base, N.J.: 
reports to,32 

~Iach number, 1148 
~lackay, Charles, Extraordinary PoP

ular Delusions and the 
~Iadness of Crowds :quoted,979 

McKinley,J.L.:quoted on power outages, 
163-164 

McL<:.ughlin,R. B. ,Cmdr, USN, "How 
Scientists Tracked Flying 
Saucers":quoted on sigh1:ing, 
(1950), 856 

McMinnville ,Ore. case ,May 1950, 112, 
119,607-625,739, Plate 23-24 

article on,8S6 
Magazine articles:on cases (1947), 

847; (1950)855-856; (1952), 
862-864 

I-lagnesium,meta1, 54 
as probable explanation,391-396 

(Case 4) 
in Ubatuba,Brazil case,138-143 

~-!agnet, proj ect see Proj ect magnet 
~lagnetic disturbances, 1189 

observational program for,67 
See also Geomagnetic storms 

Magnetic fields:effect on automo-
biles, 53,151-161,172,582-588 
(Case 39) 

~lagnetic field,earth:disturbances of, 
53,148-150,172,1255,1256 

sea level average, 1160-1162 
strength detection of,1255,1256 

Magnetic mapping:car bodies, 
153-161,172 

~!agnetometers ,proton see Proto!! :::::.,;;-
netometers . 

~Ialfunctions of automobiles see 
Automobile malfunctions-

1-la1function of radar ~ Radar, mal
function of 

1451. 

Maney,C.A.:on "angel hair",13I-132 
on ring imprints, 129 

Manhattan Beach,Calif. case,Feb.1957, 
133 

Man-made device see Artifacts 
~lanning, T.E., 915 
Mantell, Thomas:in Louisvil1e~Ky case, 

847-848 
Mapping,magnetic see Magnetic mapping 
~larccni Research Laboratory,England, 

1085 
The Marine Observer: quoted on astro-

quo~~~i~~l a~:~~;~~~~~';·~~~~~~t~n,.'. "~ 
1028,1030 

Marliens,France incident, ~Iay 1967, 
136 

~!ars ,planet :gravi tational pull of, 
42-43 

life on, 41,44-46 
Marsh gas, 1174 
"Martian Invasion Defense Program", 

875 
Marynov,D.:quoted on sightings, 

924-925 
Mass hysteria, 979-982 
~!aterial deposited,alleged, 131-133 
Matter,ionization of see Ionization 

of matter ---
~Iaury Island incident,(1947},114,846,965 
~lenzel,Donald H., 21,46-47,925.927 

"Do Flying Saucers Move in Straight 
Lines?". 891-892 

Flying Saucers, 879 
l-lenzel, D.H.and L.G.Boyd:on Case 49, 

647 
l-lenzel,D.H. and L.G.Doyd, The 11l0rld 

of Flying Saucers:on Case 48, 
637,639-640 

l-Iercury 6:observations from, 289-290 
~Iercury 7:observations from, 9,290, 

303-305 
~Iercury 8:observations from, 290-291, 

293 
l-Iercury 9 : observations from, 291,294 
~Iercury flights, 288 

log of manned flights, 270 
observations assigned. 271-273 
observations from, 268-312 
time in orbit, 269 

~Iercury, planet: life on, 41 
Meri:1t reports: securi ty for, 888 
~!erri tt ,Everi tt ,pho"togrammet ist 

50-51 
~Ietall i.e material: from St. Lal1lrence 

River case, 135-136 
from Case 42, 137-138 
from Ubatuba case, 138-143 
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Meteor sounds see Noise 
Meteorite Recovery Project see 

Smithsonian Meteorite-
Recovery Project 

Meteorites:electric fields of, 
1185-1188,1189,1190 

.hotographs of path, 1220 
radar detection of, 1097 
recov",ry of, 1223 
trajectories of, 281 

~Ieteoroids :as probable explanation, 
947-948,1255 

detection of, 1254 
electric fields produced by, 

1185-1186,1189 
source of, 1219 

Meteorological conditions:summarized, 
261,263 

Meteorological optics see Optics, 
atmospheric ---

Meteors:as probable explanation, 
196,203,223,236,250,253, 
508-510 (Case 27), 560-562 
(Case 36),948-961 paSSim, 
1227-1228 

cparacteristics of,1258-1262 
electric fields of,1156,1158, 

1185-1188 
flux of, 971 
luminosity of, 293 
observed from spacecraft, 293 
radar tracking of, 1252-1253 
research on, 1219-1229,1252-1254 
source of, 1219 

r.leteors, Geminid see Geminid meteors 
~Ieteor trails : radar detection of, 

1096-1097 
described, 1186 

I-Iethodology, st.at.istical see 
Statist.ical methodology 

I-lichaux,C.M., Handbook of t.he Physi
cal Properties of the Planet 
Mars, 44 

~lichel,l\Iiile, 890-892 
on "angel hair", 132 

Micrometeorites, 1188-1190 
~Iiddleton, w. E. K;lowles, Vision through 

the Atmosphere, 1047 
I-lie,Gustav, 1249 
~Iilitary communication channels see 

Communication channels 
I-lili tary installations : reports near, 

32, 33 
I-li11er,5tanley L.: on life proteins, 

40 

1452 
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Millman, Peter M., in Case 22, 492 
of Canadian UFO study progra~, 

921-922 
on single observer Sightings,105 

Minnaert, M.: on lights from swamps, 
900-901 

quoted on Case 54, 706 
Mirage: as probable explanation, 

209-210,226-227,541,551-554, 
555-557 (Case 35) 

characteristics of, 988,1017·1030, 
1053-1056 

forma~ion of, 551,553,554-557 
(Case 35) 

Mirage images: bright.ening of, 1033-
1037 

focusng of, 1033-1037,1052,1055-
1056 

number and shape of, 1022-1030 
Mirage, optical, 191,192,987-1056 

defined, 987 
distortions, 987 
duration, 987,1020-1022 
literature of, 987-999 

Hirfak, star:probab1y sigh'ted, 198 
Misidentification: as probable 

explanation, 51 
of real stimuli, 977 

Misint.erpretation:as probable expla
nation, 94-100,943-974 

~fissile, sub-orbital: as probable 
explanation, 1241 

Mohawk Airlines case, 213-214 
~toon:as probable ~xplanation, 1228 

photographed, 113 
trails of, 738, Plate 3 
fragment.s,as probable explanation, 

947-948 
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